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READER’S GUIDE TO THE
PENNSYLVANIA BULLETIN
AND THE PENNSYLVANIA CODE
Pennsylvania Bulletin
The Pennsylvania Bulletin is the official gazette of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. It is published
every week and includes a table of contents. A
cumulative subject matter index is published quar-
terly.
The Pennsylvania Bulletin serves several pur-
poses. First, it is the temporary supplement to the
Pennsylvania Code, which is the official codification
of agency rules and regulations and other statuto-
rily authorized documents. Changes in the codified
text, whether by adoption, amendment, repeal or
emergency action must be published in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin. Further, agencies proposing changes
to the codified text do so in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
Second, the Pennsylvania Bulletin also publishes:
Governor’s Executive Orders; State Contract No-
tices; Summaries of Enacted Statutes; Statewide
and Local Court Rules; Attorney General Opinions;
Motor Carrier Applications before the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission; Applications and Actions
before the Department of Environmental Protection;
Orders of the Independent Regulatory Review Com-
mission; and other documents authorized by law.
The text of certain documents published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin is the only valid and enforce-
able text. Courts are required to take judicial notice
of the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Adoption, Amendment or Repeal of
Regulations
Generally an agency wishing to adopt, amend or
repeal regulations must first publish in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.
There are limited instances when the agency may
omit the proposal step; it still must publish the
adopted version.
The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking contains the
full text of the change, the agency contact person, a
fiscal note required by law and background for the
action.
The agency then allows sufficient time for public
comment before taking final action. An adopted
proposal must be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin before it can take effect. If the agency
wishes to adopt changes to the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking to enlarge the scope, it must repropose.
Citation to the Pennsylvania Bulletin
Cite material in the Pennsylvania Bulletin by
volume number, a page number and date. Example:
Volume 1, Pennsylvania Bulletin, page 801, January
9, 1971 (short form: 1 Pa.B. 801 (January 9, 1971)).
Pennsylvania Code
The Pennsylvania Code is the official codification
of rules and regulations issued by Commonwealth
agencies and other statutorily authorized docu-
ments. The Pennsylvania Bulletin is the temporary
supplement to the Pennsylvania Code, printing
changes as soon as they occur. These changes are
then permanently codified by the Pennsylvania
Code Reporter, a monthly, loose-leaf supplement.
The Pennsylvania Code is cited by title number
and section number. Example: Title 10 Pennsylva-
nia Code, § 1.1 (short form: 10 Pa. Code § 1.1).
Under the Pennsylvania Code codification system,
each regulation is assigned a unique number by
title and section. Titles roughly parallel the organi-
zation of Commonwealth government. Title 1 Penn-
sylvania Code lists every agency and its correspond-
ing Code title location.
How to Find Documents
Search for your area of interest in the Pennsylva-
nia Code. The Pennsylvania Code is available at
www.pacode.com.
Source Notes give the history of regulations. To
see if there have been recent changes, not yet
codified, check the List of Pennsylvania Code Chap-
ters Affected in the most recent issue of the Penn-
sylvania Bulletin.
A chronological table of the history of Pennsylva-
nia Code sections may be found at www.legis.state.
pa.us/cfdocs/legis/CH/Public/pcde_index.cfm.
The Pennsylvania Bulletin also publishes a quar-
terly List of Pennsylvania Code Sections Affected
which lists the regulations in numerical order,
followed by the citation to the Pennsylvania Bulle-
tin in which the change occurred. The Pennsylvania
Bulletin is available at www.pabulletin.com.
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION: (717) 766-0211
GENERAL INFORMATION AND FINDING AIDS: (717) 783-1530
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Printing Format
Material proposed to be added to an existing rule or regulation is printed in bold face and material proposed to be
deleted from a rule or regulation is enclosed in brackets [ ] and printed in bold face. Asterisks indicate ellipsis
of Pennsylvania Code text retained without change. Proposed new or additional regulations are printed in ordinary style
face.
Fiscal Notes
Section 612 of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S. § 232) requires that the Office of Budget prepare a fiscal
note for regulatory actions and administrative procedures of the administrative departments, boards, commissions or
authorities receiving money from the State Treasury stating whether the proposed action or procedure causes a loss
of revenue or an increase in the cost of programs for the Commonwealth or its political subdivisions; that the fiscal note
be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at the same time as the proposed change is advertised. A fiscal note provides
the following information: (1) the designation of the fund out of which the appropriation providing for expenditures
under the action or procedure shall be made; (2) the probable cost for the fiscal year the program is implemented;
(3) projected cost estimate of the program for each of the 5 succeeding fiscal years; (4) fiscal history of the program
for which expenditures are to be made; (5) probable loss of revenue for the fiscal year of its implementation;
(6) projected loss of revenue from the program for each of the 5 succeeding fiscal years; (7) line item, if any, of the
General Appropriation Act or other appropriation act out of which expenditures or losses of Commonwealth funds shall
occur as a result of the action or procedures; (8) recommendation, if any, of the Secretary of the Budget and the
reasons therefor.
The required information is published in the foregoing order immediately following the proposed change to which it
relates; the omission of an item indicates that the agency text of the fiscal note states that there is no information
available with respect thereto. In items (3) and (6) information is set forth for the first through fifth fiscal years; in that
order, following the year the program is implemented, which is stated. In item (4) information is set forth for the
current and two immediately preceding years, in that order. In item (8) the recommendation, if any, made by the
Secretary of Budget is published with the fiscal note. See 4 Pa. Code § 7.231 et seq. Where ‘‘no fiscal impact’’ is
published, the statement means no additional cost or revenue loss to the Commonwealth or its local political subdivision
is intended.
Reproduction, Dissemination or Publication of Information
Third parties may not take information from the Pennsylvania Code and Pennsylvania Bulletin and reproduce,
disseminate or publish such information except as provided by 1 Pa. Code § 3.44. 1 Pa. Code § 3.44 reads as follows:
§ 3.44. General permission to reproduce content of Code and Bulletin.
Information published under this part, which information includes, but is not limited to, cross references, tables of
cases, notes of decisions, tables of contents, indexes, source notes, authority notes, numerical lists and codification
guides, other than the actual text of rules or regulations may be reproduced only with the written consent of the
Bureau. The information which appears on the same leaf with the text of a rule or regulation, however, may be
incidentally reproduced in connection with the reproduction of the rule or regulation, if the reproduction is for the
private use of a subscriber and not for resale. There are no other restrictions on the reproduction of information
published under this part, and the Commonwealth hereby consents to a reproduction.
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List of Pa. Code Chapters Affected
The following numerical guide is a list of the chapters of each title of the Pennsylvania Code affected by documents
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin during 2014.
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57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .249, 3539
59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249
62 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .249, 3551
1017 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3764
1055 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3764
Proposed Rules
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2868
57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1321, 1771
75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4179
1001 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2753
1011 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2753
1017 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .252, 1323
1019 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1323
1051 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2753
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Statements of Policy
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2405
55 Pa. Code (Public Welfare)
Adopted Rules
1187 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3322, 3565, 4498
1189 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3565, 4498
58 Pa. Code (Recreation)
Adopted Rules
51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1762
61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4177
63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250, 1762, 4177
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1764
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1766, 4177
71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4177
73 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4177
93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1767
131 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3091
133 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1429
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1429, 1883
139 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3091
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3091, 3098, 3099, 3100, 3101
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1430, 1768
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1432, 3098, 3102
461a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .599, 619
463a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 599
464a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 599
465a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .599, 619
525 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
575 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
577 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
579 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
581 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1234
590 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
591 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1234
592 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4354
603a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
607a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 599
609a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
623a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
627a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .599, 619
629a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .599, 619
631a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .599, 619
633a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .599, 619
635a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
637a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
649a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
659a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
661a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
663a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
665a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619
Proposed Rules
61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .901
63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .901, 1769
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 901
71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 901
73 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 901
95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4360
109 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4360
111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4360
131 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1440
133 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3103
139 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1442
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1435, 1436, 1438, 1440
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1438, 1448
Statements of Policy
57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1772
61 Pa. Code (Revenue)
Adopted Rules
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1432
67 Pa. Code (Transportation)
Adopted Rules
427 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2384
Proposed Rules
47 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2642
105 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4500
201 Pa. Code (Rules of Judicial Administration)
Adopted Rules
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .319, 1419
19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 454, 1428, 3053
204 Pa. Code (Judicial System General Provisions)
Adopted Rules
81 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2847
82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 768
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 768, 1749, 2847
91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3927
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4071
Proposed Rules
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1865, 2199
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1967, 1969
207 Pa. Code (Judicial Conduct)
Adopted Rules
33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .455, 4338
210 Pa. Code (Appellate Procedure)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 3493
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3493
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3493
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3493
19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2053
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2510, 3493
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 471
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 319
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .319, 471
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .471, 3054
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 471
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2052
33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 471
225 Pa. Code (Rules of Evidence)
Adopted Rules
Article VIII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1309
231 Pa. Code (Rules of Civil Procedure)
Adopted Rules
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .323, 2747
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3233, 4476
1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3233, 4477
1930 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1749, 4168
2220 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
3000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1750
Proposed Rules
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 323, 324, 475
1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2199
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4338, 4340
1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4338
1920 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4165, 4338, 4341
1930 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4338
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234 Pa. Code (Rules of Criminal Procedure)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3056
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3056, 4168
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 239, 477, 1309
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4168
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3056
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 769
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 475, 577, 769, 2369
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 778
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .475, 2369
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4170
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 769
237 Pa. Code (Juvenile Rules)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .781, 1868
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 781
Proposed Rules
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .246, 3306
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3307
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3307
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3307
246 Pa. Code (Minor Court Civil Rules)
Adopted Rules
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .13, 3310
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 14
800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Proposed Rules
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 479
800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4477
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4342
249 Pa. Code (Philadelphia Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . . . . . .883, 3066, 3067, 3311, 3313, 3747
255 Pa. Code (Local Court Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . . . . . . .16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25,
247, 324, 325, 480, 481, 581, 991, 1123, 1124, 1428, 1752,
1753, 1868, 1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876,
1877, 1878, 1879, 2054, 2200, 2201, 2216, 2372, 2510,
2511, 2513, 2515, 2620, 2638, 2639, 2747, 2749, 2750,
2847, 2848, 3086, 3088, 3089, 3319, 3321, 3495, 3759,
3927, 4175, 4347, 4352
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THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Recent Actions during the 2014 Regular Session of the General Assembly
The following is a summary of recent actions of the General Assembly during the 2014 Regular Session
Doc. Date of Bill Printer’s Effective Subject Matter
No. Action Number Number Date
2014 General Acts of Regular Session Enacted—Act 051 through 084
051 Jun 10 HB1738 PN2878 Immediately Public School Code of 1949—basic educa-
tion funding commission
052 Jun 10 SB1045 PN1510 60 days Pennsylvania Securities Act of 1972—
omnibus amendments
053 Jun 10 SB1066 PN1344 Immediately Bruce E. Bartley, Sr., Bridge—designation
054 Jun 10 SB1159 PN1536 60 days Clement J. Rolling Memorial Bridge—
designation
055 Jun 10 SB1254 PN1773 60 days Plumbing System Lead Ban and Notifica-
tion Act—further providing for the defini-
tion of lead free
056 Jun 18 HB0112 PN3646 60 days Crimes Code (18 Pa.C.S.) and Judicial
Code (42 Pa.C.S.)—drug delivery resulting
in death, offense of sexual assault by
sports official, volunteer or employee of
nonprofit association and sentences for
offenses against infant persons
057 Jun 18 HB0119 PN0119 60 days Emergency medical services memorial flag
058 Jun 18 HB0128 PN0126 Immediately Second Class A City Employe Pension
Law—credit for military service
059 Jun 18 HB1460 PN3647 60 days Military and Veterans Code (51 Pa.C.S.)—
educational leave of absence and heroic
service website
060 Jun 18 HB1602 PN2871 Immediately Project 70 lands—release of restrictions in
Borough of Downingtown, Chester County
061 Jun 18 HB1873 PN2741 Immediately Project 70 lands—release of restrictions in
Benner Township, Centre County
062 Jun 18 HB2009 PN2986 60 days Credit Union Code (17 Pa.C.S.)—omnibus
amendments
063 Jun 18 HB2081 PN3195 Immediately Workers’ Compensation Act—further pro-
viding for the definition of employe
064 Jun 18 SB0703 PN0708 Immediately Credit for military service for police and
firemen’s pension funds in cities of the
second class A
065 Jun 18 SB0707 PN0712 Immediately Health and Safety (35 Pa.C.S.)—funds of
volunteer firefighters’ relief associations
066 Jun 18 SB0923 PN1515 60 days Military and Veterans Code (51 Pa.C.S.)—
military family relief assistance
067 Jun 18 SB1205 PN1944 Immediately Education (24 Pa.C.S.)—certification of in-
stitutions, change of designation to uni-
versity and change of designation to col-
lege
068 Jun 18 SB1225 PN1695 60 days Officer Frank Miller, Jr., Memorial
Ramp—designation
069 Jun 26 HB0198 PN3630 Immediately Public School Code of 1949—Dyslexia
Screening and Early Literacy Intervention
Pilot Program
070 Jun 26 HB1424 PN3712 60 days Public School Code of 1949—Holocaust,
genocide and human rights violations in-
struction
071 Jun 26 HB1559 PN3709 60 days Public School Code of 1949—youth suicide
awareness and prevention and child ex-
ploitation awareness education
072 Jun 26 HB1646 PN2269 Immediately SPC Tristan C. Smith Memorial High-
way—designation
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073 Jun 26 HB1989 PN3629 Immediately Official State aircraft and official firearm
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania—
designations
074 Jun 26 HB2013 PN2997 60 days Public School Code of 1949—filling of va-
cancies for school directors
075 Jun 26 HB2026 PN3011 60 days Crimes Code (18 Pa.C.S.)—grading of of-
fense relating to police animals
076 Jun 26 HB2068 PN3093 60 days SFC Scott R. Smith Memorial Bridge—
designation
077 Jun 26 HB2093 PN3147 Immediately Officers Luke Arlington Conner and John
Horace Callaghan Memorial Highway—
designation
078 Jun 26 SB0403 PN2007 July 1, 2014 Military and Veterans Code (51 Pa.C.S.)—
retention incentives for medical officers or
health officers of the Pennsylvania Na-
tional Guard and conferring powers and
duties on the Adjutant General and De-
partment of Military and Veterans Affairs
079 Jun 26 SB1077 PN2122 60 days Scrap Material Theft Prevention Act—
commercial accounts, restricted materials,
Statewide registry of scrap processors and
recycling facilities, duty to register, crimi-
nal registry and penalties
080 Jun 26 SB1090 PN2108 60 days Game and Wildlife Code (34 Pa.C.S.)—
resident license and fee exemptions
081 Jun 26 SB1102 PN2109 60 days Fish and Boat Code (30 Pa.C.S.)—disabled
veterans and former prisoners of war fish-
ing license
082 Jun 26 SB1115 PN2114 60 days Military and Veterans Code (51 Pa.C.S.)—
amount of grants relating to educational
assistance program
083 Jun 29 SB0177 PN2099 Immediately Lyme and Related Tick-Borne Disease
Surveillance, Education, Prevention and
Treatment Act—enactment
084 Jun 30 HB2275 PN3723 Immediately Health and Safety (35 Pa.C.S.)—extension
of termination dates relating to emer-
gency telephone service
* denotes an effective date with exceptions
Effective Dates of Statutes
The effective dates specified previously for laws and appropriation acts were contained in the applicable law or
appropriation act. Where no date is specified or where the effective date specified is prior to the date of enactment, the
effective date is 60 days after final enactment except for statutes making appropriations or affecting budgets of political
subdivisions. See 1 Pa.C.S. §§ 1701—1704 (relating to effective dates of statutes).
Advance Copies of Statutes
Section 1106 of Title 1 of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes provides that the prothonotaries of each county shall
file advance copies of statutes in their offices for public inspection until the Laws of Pennsylvania are generally available.
Section 2406(h) of The Administrative Code of 1929 provides that the Department of General Services shall distribute
advance sheets of the Laws of Pennsylvania to each law judge of the courts, to every county and public library of this
Commonwealth and to each member of the General Assembly. These copies shall be furnished without charge. The
Department shall also mail one copy of each law enacted during any legislative session to any person who pays to it the
sum of $25.
Requests for annual subscriptions for advance copies of statutes should be sent to the State Bookstore, Commonwealth
Keystone Building, 400 North Street, Harrisburg, PA 17120, accompanied by a check or money order in the sum of $25,
payable to the ‘‘Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.’’
VINCENT C. DeLIBERATO, Jr.,
Director
Legislative Reference Bureau
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1484. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
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[ 231 PA. CODE CH. 1910 ]
Order Amending Rules 1910.11, 1910.12 and
1910.16-4 of the Rules of Civil Procedure; No.
601 Civil Procedural Rules Doc.
Order
Per Curiam
And Now, this 2nd day of July, 2014, upon the recom-
mendation of the Domestic Relations Procedural Rules
Committee; the proposal having been published for public
comment in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, 43 Pa.Bull. 7427
(December 21, 2013):
It Is Ordered pursuant to Article V, Section 10 of the
Constitution of Pennsylvania that Rules 1910.11, 1910.12
and 1910.16-4 of the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Proce-
dure are amended in the following form.
This Order shall be processed in accordance with
Pa.R.J.A. No. 103(b), and shall be effective in 30 days on
August 1, 2014.
Annex A
TITLE 231. RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
PART I. GENERAL
CHAPTER 1910. ACTIONS FOR SUPPORT
Rule 1910.11. Office Conference. Subsequent Pro-
ceedings. Order.
* * * * *
(e) At the conclusion of the conference or [ promptly
thereafter ] not later than 10 days after the confer-
ence, the conference officer shall prepare a conference
summary and furnish copies to the court and to both
parties. The conference summary shall state:
* * * * *
Rule 1910.12. Office Conference. Hearing. Record.
Exceptions. Order.
* * * * *
(d) The hearing officer shall receive evidence, hear
argument and, not later than 20 days after the close
of the record, file with the court a report containing a
recommendation with respect to the entry of an order of
support. The report may be in narrative form stating the
reasons for the recommendation and shall include a
proposed order substantially in the form set forth in Rule
1910.27(e) stating:
(1) the amount of support calculated in accordance
with the guidelines;
(2) by and for whom it shall be paid; and
(3) the effective date of the order.
[ A copy of the report shall be furnished to all
parties at the conclusion of the hearing. ]
(e) The court, without hearing the parties, shall enter
an interim order consistent with the proposed order of the
hearing officer. Each party shall be provided, either in
person at the time of the hearing or by mail, with a copy
of the interim order and written notice that any party
may, within twenty days after the date of receipt or the
date of mailing of the order, whichever occurs first, file
with the domestic relations section written exceptions to
the report of the hearing officer and interim order.
* * * * *
Rule 1910.16-4. Support Guidelines. Calculation of
Support Obligation. Formula.
* * * * *
(d) Divided or Split Physical Custody. When Each Party
Has Primary Custody of One or More of the Children.
Varied Custodial Schedules.
(1) Divided or Split Physical Custody. When Each Party
Has Primary Custody of One or More of the Children.
When calculating a child support obligation, and one or
more of the children reside primarily with each party, the
court shall offset the parties’ respective child support
obligations and award the net difference to the obligee as
child support. For example, if the parties have three
children, one of whom resides with Father and two of
whom reside with Mother, and their net monthly incomes
are $2,500 and $1,250 respectively, Father’s child support
obligation is calculated as follows. Using the schedule in
Rule 1910.16-3 for two children at the parties’ combined
net monthly income of $3,750, the amount of basic child
support to be apportioned between the parties is $1,200.
As Father’s income is 67% of the parties’ combined net
monthly income, Father’s support obligation for the two
children living with Mother is $804. Using the schedule
in Rule 1910.16-3 for one child, Mother’s support obliga-
tion for the child living with Father is $276. Subtracting
$276 from $804 produces a net basic support amount of
$528 payable to Mother as child support.
[ (A) ] When calculating a combined child support and
spousal or alimony pendente lite obligation, and one or
more children reside with each party, the court shall[ ,
except as set forth in subdivision (B) below, ] offset
the obligor’s spousal and child support obligation with the
obligee’s child support obligation and award the net
difference to the obligee as spousal and child support.
[ (B) ] When one or more of the children resides with
each party [ and the obligee’s net income is 10% or
less of the parties’ combined net monthly income, ]
then, in calculating the spousal support or alimony
pendente lite obligation, the court shall deduct from the
obligor’s income both the support owed for the child or
children residing with the obligee, as well as the direct
support the obligor provides to the child or children living
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with the obligor, calculated in accordance with the guide-
lines as if the child or children were not living with the
obligor.
* * * * *
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1485. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
PART I. GENERAL
[ 231 PA. CODE CH. 1915 ]
Order Amending Rule 1915.5 of the Rules of Civil
Procedure; No. 603 Civil Procedural Rules Doc.
Order
Per Curiam
And Now, this 7th day of July, 2014, upon the recom-
mendation of the Domestic Relations Procedural Rules
Committee; the proposal having been published for public
comment in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, 43 Pa.Bull. 7544
(December 28, 2013):
It Is Ordered pursuant to Article V, Section 10 of the
Constitution of Pennsylvania that Rule 1915.5 of the
Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure is amended in the
following form.
This Order shall be processed in accordance with
Pa.R.J.A. No. 103(b), and shall be effective in 30 days on
August 6, 2014.
Annex A
TITLE 231. RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
PART I. GENERAL
CHAPTER 1915. ACTIONS FOR CUSTODY OF
MINOR CHILDREN
Rule 1915.5. Question of Jurisdiction [ or ], Venue or
Standing. No Responsive Pleading by Defendant Re-
quired. Counterclaim. Discovery.
(a) A party must raise any question of jurisdiction of
the person or venue, and may raise any question of
standing, by preliminary objection filed within twenty
days of service of the pleading to which objection is made
or at the time of hearing, whichever first occurs. No other
pleading shall be required, but if one is filed it shall not
delay the hearing.
Official Note: The court may raise at any time a
question of (1) jurisdiction over the subject matter of the
action or (2) the exercise of its jurisdiction pursuant to
§ 5426 of the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and
Enforcement Act, relating to simultaneous proceedings in
other courts, § 5427, relating to inconvenient forum, and
§ 5428, relating to jurisdiction declined by reason of
conduct. The Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and
Enforcement Act, 23 [ Pa.C.S.A. ] Pa.C.S. § 5407, pro-
vides that, upon request of a party, an action in which a
question of the existence or exercise of jurisdiction is
raised shall be given calendar priority and handled
expeditiously.
* * * * *




[ 246 PA. CODE CH. 800 ]
Proposed Amendments to Rules 801—816, 818
and 820 and Proposed Rescission of Rule 817 of
the Rules of Civil Procedure before Magisterial
District Judges
The Minor Court Rules Committee is planning to
recommend that the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
adopt amendments to Rules 801—803, 805, 807—816, 818
and 820, adopt amendments to the Official Notes of Rules
804 and 806, and rescind Rule 817 of the Pennsylvania
Rules of Civil Procedure before Magisterial District
Judges (‘‘Rules’’). The Committee has not yet submitted
this proposal for review by the Supreme Court of Pennsyl-
vania.
The following explanatory Report highlights the Com-
mittee’s considerations in formulating this proposal. The
Committee’s Report should not be confused with the
Committee’s Official Notes to the Rules. The Supreme
Court does not adopt the Committee’s Official Notes or
the contents of the explanatory reports.
The text of the proposed changes precedes the Report.
Additions are shown in bold; deletions are in bold and
brackets.
We request that interested persons submit written
suggestions, comments, or objections concerning this pro-
posal to the Committee through counsel,
Pamela S. Walker, Counsel
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania





or email to: minorrules@pacourts.us
no later than September 12, 2014.




TITLE 246. MINOR COURT CIVIL RULES
PART I. GENERAL
CHAPTER 800. MINORS AND [ INCOMPETENTS ]
INCAPACITATED PERSONS AS PARTIES
Rule 801. Definitions.
As used in this chapter:
(1) Action—Includes a civil action as defined by Rule
301 and an action by a landlord against a tenant for the
recovery of possession of real property pursuant to Rule
501.
Official Note: This chapter applies to all actions, civil
in nature, within the jurisdiction of a magisterial district
judge.
(2) Minor—An individual under the age of eighteen
years.
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[ Incompetent—Anyone who, because of his in-
competency, ] (3) Incapacitated person—An adult
who has a guardian appointed by a court of competent
jurisdiction pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S. § 5501.
(4) Guardian—Except as otherwise indicated in Rules
808B and 816B, means—
(a) in the case of a minor, a guardian of the minor
appointed by any court of competent jurisdiction or by a
probated will, a parent of the minor or, if selected by the
minor to represent him as guardian, any adult person.
(b) in the case of [ incompetents ] incapacitated
persons, a guardian or other fiduciary appointed by a
court of competent jurisdiction for the incapacitated
person or the incapacitated person’s estate [ of an
incompetent ].
Official Note: The definition of ‘‘minor’’ is the same as
that set forth in Pa.R.C.P. No. 76 and is in conformity
with pertinent statutory provisions. See, for example,
[ Act of December 6, 1972, P. L. 1404, No. 300, § 1, 11
P. S. § 1901; ] § 102 of the Probate, Estates and Fiducia-
ries Code, 20 Pa.C.S. § 102. [ ‘‘Incompetent’’ ] ‘‘Inca-
pacitated person’’ is defined as one who already has a
guardian appointed [ because of incompetency ] pur-
suant to 20 Pa.C.S. § 5501, the reason for not adopting
the rest of the definition in Pa.R.C.P. No. 2051 being
principally that a magisterial district judge should not
become involved in appointing guardians ad litem. The
definition of ‘‘guardian’’ with respect to a minor is neces-
sarily broad in view of the system adopted in Rule 805.
The definition of ‘‘guardian’’ with respect to an [ incom-
petent ] incapacitated person follows generally that
found in Pa.R.C.P. No. 2051.
Rule 802. Minor May Be Party to Action.
[ Whether or not he is represented by a guardian
a minor may be a party to an action ] A minor is not
required to be represented by a guardian in an
action before a magisterial district judge.
Official Note: Under this rule, a minor need not be
represented by a guardian in a civil action before a
magisterial district judge. This is a departure from the
procedure in other tribunals prescribed by Pa.R.C.P. Nos.
2027 and 2031. This difference in procedure is due in part
to the determination that magisterial district judges
should not be required or allowed to appoint guardians ad
litem, considering the expedition with which civil actions
before magisterial district judges are required to be
handled under the general rules of civil procedure appli-
cable to magisterial district judges. Since magisterial
district judges will not be permitted to appoint guardians
ad litem (see Rule 819), it would be manifestly unfair to
allow a minor plaintiff to bring suit by a ‘‘next friend’’
guardian but to require the appointment of a guardian by
a court of common pleas before a suit could be brought
against a minor defendant. It is considered that ample
protection will be afforded the minor party under Rule
805. See also the note to Rule 807.
The rules in this chapter are not, of course, intended to
change the law governing the basic legal liability of
minors.
Rule 803. Entitlement of Complaint.
The complaint in an action before a magisterial district
judge to which a minor is a party shall be entitled in the
name of the minor, without reference to [ his ] the
party’s minority or any guardian.
Official Note: The complaint will be entitled in the
name of the minor, whether plaintiff or defendant. If a
guardian does represent [ him ] the minor, this will be
reflected by a notice of intent to represent attached to
[ the complaint will be reflected by a notice of
intent to represent attached to ] the complaint form
as required by Rule 805B.
Rule 804. Service of the Complaint.
Service of the complaint upon a minor defendant, or of
a cross-complaint upon a minor plaintiff, shall be upon
the minor in the manner prescribed for service of like
process upon an adult party.
Official Note: See [ Pa.R.C.P. No. 2029(a) ] Rules
308 and 315.
Rule 805. Representation of Minor by Guardian.
A. A guardian may represent a minor party by filing
with the magisterial district judge before whom the action
is pending a written notice stating [ his ] the guard-
ian’s name, address, entitlement to act as guardian
under Rule 801(3)(a) and [ that he intends ] intention
to represent the minor party as guardian. Such a notice
shall be filed on a Guardian’s Notice of Intent to Repre-
sent Minor Party form.
B. Upon receipt of a notice of intent to act as guardian,
the magisterial district judge shall note thereon the time
and date of its filing and attach it to the record copy of
the complaint form.
C. Only one guardian may represent the minor party.
If more than one person files a notice of intent to act as
guardian, precedence shall be given in the order indicated
in Rule [ 801(3)(a) ] 801(4)(a), and to the one first filing
as between those of the same class.
Official Note: Subdivision A sets up a system which is
intended to preserve expedition in the processing of civil
cases before magisterial district judges in which a minor
is a party and at the same time afford sufficient protec-
tion to the minor. Under this rule, read in connection
with the definition of ‘‘guardian’’ in Rule [ 801(3)(a) ]
801(4)(a), guardians appointed by a court or by will and
parents can represent the minor with or without [ his ]
the minor’s consent, but others are subject to [ his ] the
minor’s selection. Subdivision B requires the notice of
intent to be attached to the complaint form, and subdivi-
sion C provides for an automatic selection as between
competing ‘‘guardians’’. Of course, one who has filed a
notice of intent to represent may withdraw, in which
event the next guardian in precedence, if any, would
represent the minor party.
Rule 806. Guardian to Supervise Action.
When a minor party is represented by a guardian—
(1) The guardian shall supervise and control the con-
duct of the action in behalf of the minor.
(2) Notices required to be given by the magisterial
district judge under Rules 318, 319B and 324 shall, if the
party to whom the notice must be given is a minor
represented by a guardian, be given to the guardian.
Official Note: Compare Pa.R.C.P. [ Nos. 2027,
2029(b) ] No. 2027.
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Rule 807. Judgment; Costs.
A. Judgment may be entered for or against the minor
party whether or not [ he ] the minor party is repre-
sented by a guardian.
B. A judgment entered in the action shall be the
obligation of the minor only. A guardian shall not be
individually liable for the payment of any judgment
entered against the minor or for the costs of the action.
Official Note: Subdivision A of this rule follows the
concept adopted in Rule 802. In view of the right of
appeal de novo from judgments rendered by magisterial
district judges and the protections that are available
under these rules, it was felt that such a judgment
against a minor party should not be set aside, even as a
discretionary matter, on the ground that the minor was
not represented by a guardian. Compare Hamilton v.
Moore, 335 Pa. 433, 6 A.2d 787 (1939).
As to subdivision B, compare Pa.R.C.P. No. 2038.
Requiring a minor plaintiff’s guardian to pay costs
seemed undesirable and unnecessary with respect to civil
actions before magisterial district judges.
Rule 808. Compromise, Settlement, Discontinuance
and Payment.
A. If a minor party is represented by a guardian, the
guardian may compromise or settle the action on behalf of
the minor or may discontinue the action if it was brought
by the minor. A minor party not represented by a
guardian may compromise or settle the action or may
discontinue the action if it was brought by [ him ] the
minor.
B. The amount of a compromise, settlement or judg-
ment in favor of a minor party shall be paid to the
guardian of the estate of the minor qualified to receive
the fund if [ he ] the minor party has one or one is to
be appointed. If the minor has no such guardian, and
none is to be appointed, the amount shall be paid to the
guardian of the person or to the natural guardian or to
the person or agency by whom the minor is maintained or
to the minor.
Official Note: [ This rule takes a somewhat differ-
ent approach than the comparable ] Compare
Pa.R.C.P. No. 2039. [ In view of the relatively small
sums involved in money judgments rendered by
magisterial district judges, there seems to be little
reason for requiring the magisterial district judge
to participate and make decisions in these mat-
ters. ]
Rule 809. [ Incompetent ] Incapacitated Person May
Be Party To Action.
An [ incompetent ] incapacitated person may be a
party to an action before a magisterial district judge if
[ he ] the incapacitated person is represented by
[ his ] a court appointed guardian.
Official Note: Since an [ ‘‘incompetent’’ ] ‘‘inca-
pacitated person’’ as defined in Rule [ 801(a) is a
person ] 801(3) is an adult who already has a guardian
appointed [ because of incompetency ] pursuant to
20 Pa.C.S. 5511, this rule requires that [ he ] the
incapacitated person be represented by [ his ] a court
appointed guardian. See Rule 812A. Under Rule 819,
the magisterial district judge cannot appoint a guardian
or guardian ad litem.
See also Rules 813 and 815 and the notes to those
rules.
Rule 810. Entitlement of Complaint.
The complaint in a civil action before a magisterial
district judge to which an [ incompetent ] incapaci-
tated person is a party shall be entitled in the name of
the [ incompetent ] incapacitated person, followed by
the phrase ‘‘an [ incompetent ] incapacitated person,
represented by A, [ his guardian ] Guardian.’’ The
address of the [ incompetent ] incapacitated person
and that of [ his ] the guardian shall be shown on the
complaint form.
Official Note: Since the rules in this chapter relating
to [ incompetents ] incapacitated persons deal with
persons who already have [ a guardian because of
incompetency ] guardians, the complaint is entitled to
show that the [ incompetent ] incapacitated person,
whether plaintiff or defendant, is represented by [ his ] a
guardian. Compare Pa.R.C.P. No. 2054.
Rule 811. Service of the Complaint.
Service of the complaint upon a defendant who is an
[ incompetent ] incapacitated person, or of a cross-
complaint upon a plaintiff who is an [ incompetent ]
incapacitated person, shall be upon [ his ] the inca-
pacitated person’s guardian. This service shall be made
in accordance with [ Rule 307 ] Rules 307—308.
Official Note: Service is required to be upon the
guardian. These rules generally assume the existence of a
guardian whose identity is known. Compare Pa.R.C.P. No.
421.
Rule 812. Guardian to Represent [ Incompetent ] Inca-
pacitated Person and Supervise Action.
A. The guardian of a party who is an [ incompetent ]
incapacitated person shall represent [ him ] the inca-
pacitated person and shall supervise and control the
conduct of the action [ in ] on behalf of the [ incompe-
tent ] incapacitated person.
B. Notices required to be given by the magisterial
district judge under Rules 318, 319B and 324 shall, if the
party to whom the notice must be given is an [ incompe-
tent ] incapacitated person, be given to the guardian
of the [ incompetent ] incapacitated person.
Official Note: Compare Pa.R.C.P. Nos. 421, 2053(a)[ ,
2055(b) ].
Rule 813. Procedure When [ Incompetent Party ] In-
capacitated Person Not Designated as Such.
A. Except as provided in subdivisions B and C of this
rule, if during the pendency of the action the magisterial
district judge finds that a party not designated in the
complaint as an [ incompetent ] incapacitated person
represented by [ his ] a guardian is an [ incompetent ]
incapacitated person, the magisterial district judge
shall dismiss the proceeding without prejudice. Such a
finding shall be based on the fact that the party has a
guardian appointed [ because of the party’s incompe-
tency ] by a court of competent jurisdiction pursuant to
20 Pa.C.S. § 5511.
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B. If the party as to whom such a finding is made is
one of several plaintiffs or defendants, the proceedings
shall be dismissed only as to [ him ] the incapacitated
person.
C. A complaint filed by a party who is an [ incompe-
tent ] incapacitated person but not designated as such
in the complaint may be amended by [ his ] the inca-
pacitated person’s guardian, at any time during the
pendency of the action before judgment, to state that the
party is an [ incompetent ] incapacitated person rep-
resented by [ his ] a guardian. A complaint filed against
a party who is an [ incompetent ] incapacitated per-
son but not designated as such may be amended to state
that the party is an [ incompetent ] incapacitated
person represented by [ his ] a guardian only with the
written consent of the guardian, which shall be attached
to the record copy of the complaint form.
Official Note: With the exceptions stated, subdivision
A of this rule requires that the proceedings be dismissed
without prejudice when the magisterial district judge
finds that a party not designated in the complaint as an
[ incompetent ] incapacitated person represented by
[ his ] a guardian is actually an [ incompetent ] inca-
pacitated person, that is, one who already has a
guardian [ because of incompetency (see Rule
801(2)) ] appointed pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S. § 5511
(see Rule 801(3)). This rule is intended to take care of a
situation in which [ incompetency ] the appointment
of a guardian is not disclosed or not known at the time
the complaint is filed.
[ The exception is subdivision B is obvious. ] The
exception in the first sentence of subdivision C contem-
plates a case in which the [ incompetent files his
own ] incapacitated person files a complaint without
disclosing [ his incompetency ] the appointment of a
guardian and this fact comes to light during the pen-
dency of the action. This exception will allow the guard-
ian to make what is in effect a ratifying amendment to
the complaint, so that the case can go on [ a ] to
judgment. The exception in the second sentence of subdi-
vision C permits an amendment with the written consent
of the guardian in actions brought against undesignated
[ incompetents ] incapacitated persons, the guard-
ian’s consent being required because service will not
normally have been made upon [ him ] the guardian
under these circumstances and to allow reissuance and
new service of the complaint, as amended, would be
incompatible with the general civil procedure for magiste-
rial district judges. Neither of the amendments provided
for in subdivision C need be made in compliance with
Rule 316 or Rule 509.
Rule 814. Judgment and Costs.
A judgment entered in the action shall be the obligation
of the [ incompetent ] incapacitated person only. A
guardian shall not be individually liable for the payment
of any judgment entered against the [ incompetent ]
incapacitated person or for the costs of the action.
Official Note: See Pa.R.C.P. No. 2063.
Rule 815. Judgment—Unrepresented [ Incompetent ]
Incapacitated Person.
A. Except as provided in subdivision B of this rule, if
after judgment the magisterial district judge finds that a
party not designated in the complaint as an [ incompe-
tent ] incapacitated person represented by [ his
guadian ] a guardian was an [ incompetent ] inca-
pacitated person, the magisterial district judge shall,
unless the party’s guardian files [ his ] consent in writing
to the judgment, vacate the judgment and dismiss the
proceedings without prejudice. Such a finding shall be
based on the fact that the party had a guardian ap-
pointed [ because of the party’s incompetency ] pur-
suant to 20 Pa.C.S. § 5511 by a court of competent
jurisdiction.
B. A judgment in favor of a defendant shall not be
vacated or set aside on the ground that [ he ] the
defendant was an [ incompetent ] incapacitated per-
son not represented by [ his ] a guardian.
Official Note: Except as provided in subdivision B, if
after judgment the magisterial district judge finds that a
party not designated in the complaint as an [ incompe-
tent ] incapacitated party represented by [ his ] a
guardian was an [ incompetent ] incapacitated per-
son as defined in Rule [ 801(2) ] 801(3), the magisterial
district judge must, unless the party’s guardian files
[ his ] consent in writing to the judgment, vacate the
judgment and dismiss the proceedings without prejudice.
If the guardian does file [ his ] consent to the judgment,
it should be attached to the record copy of the complaint
form. It was thought best not to give the magisterial
district judge the kind of discretion in this matter
inherent in Pa.R.C.P. No. 2056(d) and in Hamilton v.
Moore, 335 Pa. 433, 6 A.2d 787 (1939). Of course, if the
[ party as to whom the finding of incompetency is
made ] incapacitated person was one of several plain-
tiffs or defendants affected by the judgment, the judg-
ment will be vacated, and the proceedings dismissed, only
as to [ him ] the incapacitated person.
The exception [ is ] in subdivision B forbids vacating or
setting aside a judgment in favor of a defendant on the
ground that [ he was an incompetent ] a party was
an incapacitated person not represented by [ his ] a
guardian. The reason for this exception is that the rules
as to [ incompetents ] incapacitated persons as par-
ties are for their protection and not for the protection of
adverse parties. The word ‘‘defendant’’ as used here
includes a plaintiff with respect to a cross-complaint of
the defendant but does not include the defendant [ with
respect to his ] who files a cross-complaint.
Rule 816. Compromise, Settlement, Discontinuance
and Payment.
A. The guardian of a party who is an [ incompetent ]
incapacitated person may compromise or settle the
action on behalf of the [ incompetent ] incapacitated
person or may discontinue the action if it was brought
by or on behalf of the [ incompetent ] incapacitated
person.
B. The amount of a compromise, settlement or judg-
ment in favor of a party who is an [ incompetent ]
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incapacitated person shall, if it is known that [ he is
incompetent ] the party is an incapacitated person,
be paid to the guardian of [ his ] the estate qualified to
receive the fund if [ he ] the incapacitated person has
one or one is to be appointed. If the [ incompetent ]
incapacitated person has no such guardian and none is
to be appointed, the amount shall be paid to the guardian
of the person or to the person or agency by whom the
[ incompetent ] incapacitated person is maintained.
Official Note: Compare Pa.R.C.P. No. 2064. See the
note to Rule 808.
Rule 817. [ Party Both an Incompetent and a Mi-
nor ] (Rescinded).
[ If a party is both an incompetent and a minor,
the rules in this chapter relating to incompetents
shall apply.
Official Note: See Pa.R.C.P. No. 2052 and its
note. ]
Rule 817 was rescinded in 20__ because the rule
was no longer necessary due to a change to the
statutory definition of an incapacitated person. By
definition, an incapacitated person is an adult;
thus, Rule 817 is no longer needed. See 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 5501.
Rule 818. Representation in Rule 420 and 519.1
Matters.
A guardian of a party in interest who is a minor or an
[ incompetent ] incapacitated person may represent
the minor or [ incompetent ] incapacitated person in
hearings held under Rule 420 and Rule 519.1. On behalf
of the minor or [ incompetent, he ] incapacitated
person, the guardian may make any appeal or file any
objection, claim, exception or request mentioned in those
rules.
Official Note: This rule allows guardians of minors or
[ incompetents ] incapacitated persons, as defined in
Rule [ 801(3) ] 801(4), to represent them in Rule 420 and
Rule 519.1 matters and matters preliminary thereto.
Rule 820. Appellate Proceedings.
A guardian of a party who is a minor or an [ incompe-
tent ] incapacitated person may initiate in an appro-
priate court of common pleas an appeal, certiorari pro-
ceedings or a statement of objection to Rule 420 and Rule
519.1 orders and determinations.
Official Note: It was thought advisable to include a
provision giving guardians of minors and [ incompe-
tents ] incapacitated persons, as defined in Rule
[ 801(3) ] 801(4), the right to initiate appeals, certiorari
proceedings and statements of objection to Rule 420 and
Rule 519.1 orders and determinations. In doing so, of
course, they will have to comply with applicable provi-
sions of the rules governing appellate proceedings. Once
the case is in the court of common pleas, however,
provisions of the Rules of Civil Procedure relating to
guardians ad litem and other procedures will apply.
REPORT
Proposed Amendments to Rules 801—803, 805,
807—816, 818 and 820, Amendments to the Official
Notes of Rules 804 and 806, and Rescission of Rule
817 of the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure
before Magisterial District Judges
Amendments to Chapter 800 Rules: Minors and
Incapacitated Persons as Parties
I. Introduction and Background
The Minor Court Rules Committee (the ‘‘Committee’’) is
proposing amendments to the Chapter 800 rules of the
Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure before Magisterial
District Judges (‘‘Rules’’). The Chapter 800 Rules address
minors and ‘‘incompetents’’ as parties, and have been
largely unchanged since the inception of the Rules.
The Committee received a suggestion that it examine
the Chapter 800 Rules, and, specifically, examine the use
of the terms ‘‘incompetent’’ and ‘‘incompetency,’’ in light of
statutory changes that updated the terminology to ‘‘inca-
pacitated persons’’ and ‘‘incapacity.’’ In doing so, the
Committee noted numerous changes needed to update the
Rules, including (1) revising the terminology, statutory
citations and references to the Pennsylvania Rules of
Civil Procedure, (2) making the Rules gender neutral, and
(3) rescinding Rule 817, which is now obsolete due to
definition changes in the relevant statutes.
In examining the relevant sections of the Probate,
Estates and Fiduciaries Code, see 20 Pa.C.S. § 5501,1 the
Committee determined that the term ‘‘incompetent’’ had
long been abandoned in favor of the term ‘‘incapacitated
person.’’ 20 Pa.C.S. § 5501. This terminology is also
reflected in the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure.
See Pa.R.C.P. No. 2051. According, the Committee pro-
poses updating the Rules to change all references to
‘‘incompetent’’ and ‘‘incompetency’’ to ‘‘incapacitated per-
son’’ and ‘‘incapacity,’’ respectively.
In reviewing the Chapter 800 Rules, the Committee
also noted the outdated use of gender specific pronouns
throughout the Rules (e.g., he, his and him). Thus, in
keeping with a preference to make the Rules gender
neutral, the Committee proposes updating the Chapter
800 Rules to use gender neutral pronouns, and remove
gender specific language.
Finally, in light of the statutory changes referenced
above, as well as changes to the Pennsylvania Rules of
Civil Procedure, the Committee determined that updates
to statutory citations and cross-references to the Pennsyl-
vania Rules of Civil Procedure were necessary.
II. Proposed Rule Changes
The Committee proposes amendments to Rules 801—
803, 805, 807—816, 818 and 820 to (1) change the terms
‘‘incompetent’’ and ‘‘incompetency’’ to ‘‘incapacitated per-
son’’ and ‘‘incapacity,’’ (2) make the Rules gender neutral,
and (3) update statutory references and cross-references
to the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure. The Com-
mittee also proposes amending the Official Notes of Rules
804 and 806 to update cross-references.
Finally, the Committee proposes rescinding Rule 817
because the rule is no longer necessary due to a change to
the statutory definition of an incapacitated person. By
definition, an incapacitated person is an adult; thus, Rule
1 Act of June 30, 1972, P. L. 508, No. 164, § 2, as amended, Act of April 16, 1992,
P. L. 108, No. 24, § 6.
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817, which addressed the situation where a party was
‘‘both an incompetent and a minor,’’ is no longer needed.
See 20 Pa.C.S. § 5501.




Notice is hereby given that Barry J. Nace having been
suspended from the practice of law in the State of West
Virginia for a period of 120 days by Mandate of the
Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia dated October
25, 2013, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania issued an
Order on June 26, 2014 suspending Barry J. Nace from
the practice of law in this Commonwealth for a period of
120 days, to take effect on July 26, 2014. In accordance
with Rule 217(f), Pa.R.D.E., since this formerly admitted
attorney resides outside the Commonwealth of Pennsylva-
nia, this notice is published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
ELAINE M. BIXLER,
Secretary
The Disciplinary Board of the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1488. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Notice of Suspension
Notice is hereby given that on July 3, 2014, the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania ordered that Daniel
Gregory Simmons be placed on Temporary Suspension
from the practice of law pursuant to Rule 214, Pa.R.D.E.,
to be effective August 2, 2014. In accordance with Rule
217(f), Pa.R.D.E., since this formerly admitted attorney
resides outside of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
this notice is published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
ELAINE M. BIXLER,
Secretary
The Disciplinary Board of the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1489. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Notice of Suspension
Notice is hereby given that by Order of the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania dated July 3, 2014, Kenneth A.
Martin has been Suspended from the practice of law in
this Commonwealth for a period of eighteen months
retroactive to August 28, 2013. This suspension is consis-
tent with the Opinion and Order of the District of
Columbia Court of Appeals decided March 18, 2013,
which Opinion and Order suspended Kenneth A. Martin
from the practice of law in the District of Columbia for
eighteen months. In accordance with Rule 217(f),
Pa.R.D.E., since this formerly admitted attorney resides
outside the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, this notice is
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
ELAINE M. BIXLER,
Secretary
The Disciplinary Board of the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1490. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY
[ 34 PA. CODE CH. 225 ]
Prohibition of Excessive Overtime in Health Care
Act Regulations
The Department of Labor and Industry (Department)
adds Chapter 225 (relating to Prohibition of Excessive
Overtime in Health Care Act regulations) to read as set
forth in Annex A.
A. Statutory Authority
This final-form rulemaking is promulgated under sec-
tion 5 of the Prohibition of Excessive Overtime in Health
Care Act (act) (43 P. S. § 932.5), which authorizes the
Department to promulgate and amend rules and regula-
tions necessary to administer the act.
B. Procedural History
The notice of proposed rulemaking was submitted to
the majority and minority Chairpersons of the House
Labor and Industry Committee and the Senate Labor and
Industry Committee (Committees) and the Independent
Regulatory Review Commission on (IRRC) on June 26,
2012. The proposed rulemaking was published at 42 Pa.B.
4468 (July 14, 2012). The Department submitted the
final-form rulemaking to IRRC and the Committees on
January 16, 2014. The final-form rulemaking was deemed
approved by the Committees on February 26, 2014. At a
public meeting on February 27, 2014, IRRC disapproved
the final-form rulemaking. IRRC issued its disapproval
order to the Department and the Committees on March
17, 2014. On April 28, 2014, the Department submitted a
revised final-form rulemaking to IRRC and the Commit-
tees to respond to the objections raised by IRRC in its
disapproval order. At a public meeting on May 22, 2014,
IRRC approved the revised final-form rulemaking. The
revised final-form rulemaking was deemed approved by
the Committees on June 5, 2014.
C. Background and Description of the Rulemaking
Final-form rulemaking
The act prohibits health care facilities or employers
that provide clinical care services from requiring its
employees to work in excess of an agreed to, predeter-
mined and regularly scheduled daily work shift. The act
allows for mandating overtime for unforeseeable emer-
gent circumstances and requires health care facilities or
employers to use reasonable efforts to obtain staff before
overtime may be mandated. The act prohibits retaliation
against employees for refusing to work in excess of its
limitation and provides for the Department to hold
hearings, implement administrative fines and order cor-
rective action for violations of the act. The Department’s
Bureau of Labor Law Compliance (Bureau) has enforced
the act since it took effect on July 1, 2009.
Beginning in October 2008, the Department met with
numerous organizations whose members would be af-
fected by the act and the regulations. Additionally, on
December 3, 2009, the Department held a public meeting
in which it provided information regarding the regulatory
process and received testimony from stakeholders affected
by the act and the regulations. The following organiza-
tions presented testimony at the stakeholders’ meeting:
the Pennsylvania Association of Staff Nurses & Allied
Professionals (PASNAP); Pennsylvania Advocacy and Re-
sources for Autism and Intellectual Disabilities; the Hos-
pital & Healthsystem Association of Pennsylvania (HAP);
the Service Employees International Union (SEIU); and
Bruce Ludwig, Esq. The following groups provided writ-
ten comments: the Department of Public Welfare; the
Department of Corrections; the Pennsylvania State Edu-
cation Association (PSEA); the Department of Military
and Veterans Affairs; PASNAP; the Pennsylvania Advo-
cacy and Resources for Autism and Intellectual Disabili-
ties; HAP; the SEIU; and Bruce Ludwig, Esq. The
Department also reviewed the rulemaking with the fol-
lowing Commonwealth agencies: the Department of Pub-
lic Welfare; the Department of Corrections; the Depart-
ment of Military and Veterans Affairs; and the Office of
Administration.
The regulations are required and necessary to imple-
ment and clarify the complaint, investigation procedures
and administrative penalty assessment provisions of the
act. The regulations also require the Department to
provide complainants notice of violations and appeals,
and copies of Department determinations. This rule-
making will implement and clarify the complaint, investi-
gation procedures and administrative penalty assessment
provisions of the act.
Section 225.1 (relating to purpose and scope) states
that the purpose of the regulations is to implement
complaint and investigation procedures and administra-
tive penalty assessment provisions. Section 225.2 (relat-
ing to definitions) provides definitions for terms used in
the regulations. When applicable, these definitions mirror
the definitions in the act. Section 225.3 (relating to
complaint and investigation procedure) sets forth the
complaint and investigation procedure, and establishes
the time period to file a complaint, the information
required in the complaint and the time period to correct
the complaint if required information is missing. Section
225.4 (relating to administrative penalties) sets forth the
administrative penalties as provided by the act and the
factors the Department may use as a basis to calculate
penalties. Section 225.5 (relating to administrative notice
of violation and proposed penalty) sets forth the proce-
dure the Bureau will use to issue administrative decisions
and proposed penalties. This section allows health care
facilities and employers to request a reduction in penal-
ties and establishes the time period and manner in which
that request must be made. Section 225.6 (relating to
contesting an administrative decision and proposed pen-
alty) allows a health care facility or employer to contest
an administrative decision and request a hearing. Section
225.7 (relating to hearing) establishes the hearing proce-
dure for contested administrative decisions. The hearing
is de novo and the parties and the complainant will be
notified of the hearing date and location. Section 225.8
(relating to petition to intervene) provides the procedure
for interested parties to intervene. The complainant may
intervene by notifying the Department in writing of his
request within the prescribed time period. Section 225.9
(relating to adjudications) provides that the Secretary of
Labor and Industry will issue written adjudications in-
cluding the relevant findings, conclusions and the ratio-
nale for the adjudication. Section 225.10 (relating to
further appeal rights) provides that an aggrieved party
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may file an appeal to Commonwealth Court within 30
days of the mailing date of the decision.
Revised final-form rulemaking
In response to IRRC’s disapproval order, the Depart-
ment revised § 225.3 of the final-form rulemaking to
require the Bureau to begin the investigation of a com-
plaint within 60 days of receipt. In addition, this section
was amended to require health care facilities and employ-
ers to establish a recordkeeping system for circumstances
when employees are required to work overtime. Under
this requirement, records shall be kept for 3 years.
The Department revised § 225.4(b)(3) in response to
IRRC’s disapproval order. IRRC was concerned with how
the Department would implement the ‘‘good faith’’ factor
in penalty assessment. The Department changed the
‘‘good faith’’ factor to ‘‘remedial efforts.’’ The Department
will consider voluntary ‘‘remedial efforts’’ designed to
prevent future violations.
The Department revised § 225.5(e) in response to IRRC’s
concern about notification of complainant on investigation
closure. A requirement that the written notice when a
violation is not found will include a statement of reason
was added.
The Department revised § 225.8(b)(1)(ii) to specifically
include complainants’ union or trade association represen-
tatives in the enumerated list of those who may have an
interest to intervene in a Department hearing concerning
violations of the act.
D. Comments
Notice of proposed rulemaking was published at 42
Pa.B. 4468. The Department received comments from
IRRC; Representative William F. Keller; Richard E. Bur-
ridge, PSEA; David Fillman, American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employees, Council 13
(AFSCME); Richard Bloomingdale, Pennsylvania AFL-
CIO (AFL-CIO); Betsy Snook, Pennsylvania State Nurses
Association (PSNA); William Cruice, PASNAP; Neil Bisno,
SEIU Healthcare; and Paula Bussard, HAP.
General comments
Comment: IRRC commented that the Department
should explain in the preamble and the Regulatory
Analysis Form (RAF) why it is choosing to implement
only administrative procedures in the regulations.
Response: Clarifications concerning the act and what
constitutes a violation will be resolved through decisions
made in the administrative hearing process. The Depart-
ment anticipates that as more violations move through
the administrative hearing process the substantive por-
tions of the act will be defined based on real violations
and issues. The regulations should aid the administrative
hearing process and bring about administrative decisions
on the substantive matters in the act.
The Department’s public hearing and the comments
provided from stakeholders in 2008—2010 indicated that
there were very few issues on which all parties would
agree. The Department determined that the best place to
start in this difficult area would be with the complaint
and administrative process. If the Department could
establish a process for receiving, investigating and adjudi-
cating complaints, substantive issues would be addressed
in the Department’s administrative agency decisions and
in appellate court decisions.
Comment: IRRC commented that the Department
should explain why the regulations do not address the
act’s prohibition of retaliation.
Response: As the preamble of the proposed rulemaking
stated, the regulations establish the act’s complaint and
investigation procedures, and administrative assessment
provisions. The act speaks for itself and clearly estab-
lishes its prohibition against retaliation. It is not neces-
sary to repeat that prohibition in a procedural regulation.
However, to more clearly address the act’s prohibition
against retaliation and to show that the Department will
issue orders when it finds retaliation, the Department
amended § 225.4 to clearly state that it may order a
health care facility or employer to ‘‘remedy unlawful
adverse employment decisions.’’
Comment: IRRC commented that the Department
should explain why the regulations do not address the
act’s general prohibition of mandatory overtime.
Response: As the preamble of the proposed rulemaking
stated, the regulations establish the act’s complaint and
investigation procedures, and administrative assessment
provisions. It also includes the procedure to notify parties
of violations, and the appeals and hearing procedures. It
does not address the scope of the act or substantive issues
concerning the act. The act clearly establishes the prohi-
bition of mandatory overtime.
Comment: IRRC commented that the preamble and the
RAF did not address why certain administrative and
judicial processes in the regulations are appropriate. For
example, the Department does not explain why the
aggrieved employee does not have a right to a hearing to
contest an adverse administrative decision.
Response: Section 6 of the act (43 P. S. § 932.6) gives
the Department the discretion to impose penalties and
issue orders to correct violations of the act. This section
also subjects the imposition of penalties and corrective
orders to appeal under 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—
704 (relating to Administrative Agency Law). The act does
not give complainants or parties other than the defendant
employer rights of appeal to the Department’s determina-
tion. The courts have generally recognized an agency’s
administrative discretion in determining which cases to
pursue for enforcement. Absent an abuse of discretion,
the courts will not disturb an agency exercising its
discretion.
Comment: IRRC commented that the Department
states that it ‘‘does not have adequate experience with
complaints, violations and appeals to make any estimate
of costs.’’ Given that the Department has been enforcing
the act since July 2009, the Department should use this
experience to estimate the costs of implementing the
regulations. This should be included in the final-form
RAF and preamble.
Response: The Department receives approximately 250
complaints of alleged violations of the act per year. The
Department investigates all complaints it receives. The
total cost of this program has been approximately $42,000
per year.
Comment: IRRC stated that it strongly encourages the
Department to continue dialogue with stakeholders as it
develops the final-form regulations. IRRC recommended
that the Department publish an Advanced Notice of Final
Rulemaking to allow the opportunity to review and
resolve any remaining issues prior to submittal of a
final-form regulation.
Response: At IRRC’s suggestion, the Department did
continue its dialogue with stakeholders. On July 31, 2013,
the Department met with Representative Keller and
members of his staff. On August 1, 2013, the Department
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met with stakeholders to discuss changes to the proposed
rulemaking. The Department posted the draft final-form
regulations and a letter to stakeholders on its web site
soliciting comments on the changes made to the proposed
rulemaking. The Department used this feedback to make
additional changes to this final-form rulemaking.
Comment: Representative Keller and IRRC commented
that employees must be provided adequate time to file or
correct complaint forms, and obstacles to completing
complaint forms must be avoided.
Response: An employee has 60 days from the date of
the alleged violation to file a complaint with the Depart-
ment. The purpose of this limitation is to require com-
plainants to file complaints when they have a recent
recollection of the incident. As time passes, complainants
and witnesses may forget or confuse important details
that would aid the Bureau in a successful investigation.
As time passes, records may become lost or misplaced.
Sixty days should be ample time for an individual to
determine that a violation of the act may have occurred
and to decide whether to file a complaint.
Nonetheless, the Department has increased the time
period for a complainant to correct or provide missing
information. The Department has increased the time
period in final-form § 225.3(f) to respond and correct a
complaint to 30 days.
Comment: Representative Keller and IRRC commented
that the criteria for assessing penalties for violations
should largely focus on aggravating factors and severity
of violations.
Response: In response to this comment, the Depart-
ment added additional aggravating circumstances to its
consideration for penalties in § 225.4(b)(4). Under this
new subsection, the Department will also consider an
employer’s lack of cooperation with an investigation, an
employer’s failure to provide requested information and
any action which would constitute lack of effort to abate a
violation or violations such as retaliation. Under the
proposed rulemaking and part of this final-form rule-
making, the Department will also consider previous viola-
tions as an aggravating factor.
As more fully set out as follows, after its July 31 and
August 1, 2013, meetings with Representative Keller and
stakeholders, the Department also added severity of the
violation as a factor to be considered in penalty determi-
nations in § 225.4(b)(5).
In addition, the Department revised § 225.4(b)(3) in
response to IRRC’s disapproval order. IRRC was con-
cerned with how the Department would implement the
‘‘broad’’ good faith factor in penalty assessment. The
Department revised the factor to a more ‘‘focused’’ factor
of voluntary remedial efforts. The Department will con-
sider voluntary remedial efforts designed to prevent
future violations.
Comment: Representative Keller asked whether the
Bureau can enforce the act or penalties against another
State agency that maintains a health care facility. He
further asked that when the Bureau investigates a
complaint against another State agency, would communi-
cation between the Department and the other agency be
restricted in any way.
Response: The act regulates health care facilities as
defined under section 2 of the act (43 P. S. § 932.2). The
act’s definition of ‘‘health care facility’’ includes facilities
which provide clinically related health services ‘‘regard-
less of whether the operation is for profit or nonprofit and
regardless of whether operation is by the private sector or
by State or local government.’’ The definition specifically
includes facilities providing ‘‘clinically related health ser-
vices [ ] which [are] operated by the Department of
Corrections, the Department of Health, the Department
of Military and Veterans Affairs or the Department of
Public Welfare.’’ The definition also includes mental retar-
dation facilities ‘‘operated by the Department of Public
Welfare.’’
In response to Representative Keller’s question as to
whether the communication between the Department and
another Commonweatlh agency would be restricted in any
way, specific restrictions are not found in the act. How-
ever, case law requires a ‘‘wall of separation’’ between a
State agency’s prosecutorial and adjudicatory functions.
See Lyness v. State Board of Medicine, 529 Pa. 535, 605
A.2d 1204 (1992). This due process procedural safeguard
applies to the Department’s internal process regardless of
whether the alleged violator is another State agency or
private sector employer.
Comment: Representative Keller, IRRC, PSEA and
AFL-CIO commented that complainants must receive
notices of administrative decisions, penalties or other
enforcement actions related to their complaints.
Response: The Department always planned to provide
complainants with notices as part of its normal business
practice. In response to this comment, the Department
added the requirement that notices be sent to the com-
plainant. The final-form rulemaking has been amended to
require notice to the complainant of the proposed penalty
in § 225.5(b), notice of a request for a reduction in
penalty in § 225.5(d), notice of hearing in § 225.7(a) and
a copy of the adjudication in § 225.9(c).
Comment: Representative Keller and IRRC commented
that determinations when a violation is not found should
include statements of the reason or the applicable excep-
tion under the act.
Response: The Department’s general practice is to pro-
vide, when possible, an explanation as to why a violation
was not found to the complainant in its closing letter. The
Department intends to continue this practice unless to do
so would compromise other active investigations.
In the final-form rulemaking, the Department amended
§ 225.3(f) to state that when the Bureau dismisses a
complaint for failure to provide required information, the
Bureau’s written notification will include a statement of
the basis for the dismissal.
In addition, the Department revised § 225.5(e) in re-
sponse to IRRC’s disapproval order. A requirement was
added that the written notice when a violation is not
found will include a statement of reason.
Comment: Representative Keller, IRRC and AFL-CIO
commented that complainants should have an opportu-
nity to appeal an adverse decision, similar to the appeal
process provided to employers by the proposed regula-
tions.
Response: The act does not provide standing for the
complainant to appeal the Department’s administrative
determination when a violation of the act is not found.
Section 6(c) of the act specifically provides the Depart-
ment’s penalties and administrative order requiring a
health care facility to take corrective action are subject to
judicial review.
Comment: Representative Keller, IRRC and PSEA com-
mented that the hearing process should guarantee claim-
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ants the opportunity to participate and ensure that the
burden of proof is carried by the appropriate party.
Response: Any complainant would almost certainly
meet the standard to intervene. To ensure that is the case
and to clarify that a complainant would have the right to
intervene, the Department added § 225.8(c), which states
that the complainant has the right to intervene by
sending a letter or notice to the hearing officer, the
Bureau and the health care facility or employer no later
than 10 days before the scheduled hearing. This subsec-
tion also states that a complainant will not be required to
demonstrate his basis for intervention.
It should be noted that some complainants may not
wish to automatically become a party. Some complainants
may not wish to expend the time and resources necessary
to be party in a Department hearing. The Department’s
approach by allowing complainants to intervene by letter
with no additional showing gives all complainants the
option to decide for themselves whether to become a party
to a proceeding.
In response to the burden of proof comment, under the
act the Department may impose penalties on a health
care facility or employer that violates the act or regula-
tions. It would be the Department’s burden in a proceed-
ing to show that a violation of the act occurred. This
would include showing that the general rule under sec-
tion 3 of the act (43 P. S. § 932.3) applied. The Depart-
ment cannot legally shift this burden by regulation.
Comment: Representative Keller, IRRC and AFSCME
commented that the regulations do not address several
items, including the following: investigative powers of the
Bureau and targeted time frames for investigations and
determinations; the inclusion of an employee’s representa-
tive throughout the complaint and enforcement process;
complainants’ protections from retaliation and related
penalties; and enforcement of the act against other State
agencies.
Response: The act does not give the Department special
or specific investigatory powers. Additional investigative
powers cannot be added by regulation. This would be
beyond the scope of the act and not permissible.
Currently, the Department does not have targeted time
frames for investigations and determinations. Complaints
have many variables that make it difficult to set any time
period to complete an investigation. The Department
investigates each complaint it receives. The time frame
for completion of an investigation will depend on many
factors including the number of complaints filed, the facts
underlying each specific complaint and how readily avail-
able information is from both the complainant and em-
ployer.
The Department does not include the employee’s union
representative throughout the complaint and enforcement
process. It also does not include a representative of the
employer. The Department’s practice is to conduct fair
and impartial investigations, enforcement actions and
hearings.
In response to the comment concerning the complain-
ant’s protection from retaliation, the act is clear on its
prohibition against retaliation and it is not necessary to
repeat it in this procedural regulation. However, the
Department did amend § 225.4(a)(2) to clarify that the
Department could issue orders ‘‘to remedy unlawful ad-
verse employment decisions.’’
In response to comments concerning the enforcement of
the act against other State agencies, changes are not
necessary. The act and the regulations are clear. Specifi-
cally, the definition of ‘‘health care facility’’ includes both
State and local government. Also, the Department met
with other State agencies to inform them of their obliga-
tions under the act. In addition, the Department also
conducted training for other State agencies.
In response to IRRC’s disapproval order, the Depart-
ment revised § 225.3 to require the Bureau to begin the
investigation of all complaints within 60 days of receipt.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSEA, PSNA and PASNAP
commented that the regulations do not set forth investi-
gative powers for the Department. While proposed
§ 225.3 stated the Bureau can investigate on its own
initiative, it does not provide the Bureau with the tools
necessary to investigate. The Bureau needs the right to
subpoena records, to inspect records at the premises of
the employer and to perform audits of compliance. Those
powers should be included explicitly in the regulation.
Response: Typically, powers such as the right to sub-
poena records and the right to inspect records are in a
statute. There are not explicit extraordinary investigative
powers given to the Department in the act. Therefore, the
powers of the Department are only those limited powers
in sections 2201 and 2202 of The Administrative Code of
1929 (71 P. S. §§ 561 and 562) and limited implied
investigatory powers. Additional investigative powers can-
not be added by regulation. This would be beyond the
scope of the act and not permissible.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA, PASNAP and
AFSCME commented that the regulations should require
employers to permit the Department to interview employ-
ees in private and without the presence of a supervisor or
manager, at the place of employment and during work
hours with respect to overtime hours mandated, the
circumstances surrounding that mandating of overtime
and the efforts by the employer to obtain other staffing
before mandating overtime.
Response: As previously stated, this would be beyond
the scope of the act. Typically, special investigative pow-
ers are granted by statute. Judicial-type discovery must
be authorized by statute or obtained through the courts.
A procedure as contemplated by the commentators may
also be intimidating to potential witnesses. The Depart-
ment’s investigators have business cards and contact
information they leave with potential witnesses to allow
them to contact the Department without the knowledge of
their employers and supervisors.
The Bureau investigating complaints under the act also
enforces 13 other labor statutes including the Pennsylva-
nia Prevailing Wage Act (43 P. S. §§ 165-1—165-17), the
Wage Payment and Collection Law (43 P. S. §§ 260.1—
260.12), The Minimum Wage Act of 1968 (43 P. S.
§§ 333.101—333.115) and the Child Labor Act (43 P. S.
§§ 40.1—40.14). The investigators have extensive experi-
ence with conducting investigations and do endeavor to
interview witnesses outside the presence of supervisors
and managers.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA, PASNAP and
AFSCME commented that employers should be required
to maintain accurate and adequate records of: (1) the
‘‘reasonable efforts’’ it made to obtain other staffing before
attempting to mandate an employee to work overtime; (2)
an employee voluntarily waiving the requirement of
section 3(d) of the act; (3) the ‘‘agreed to, predetermined
and regularly scheduled daily work shifts’’ for employees
covered by the act; and (4) the employer providing the
employee with necessary time, up to a maximum of 1
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hour, to arrange for the care of employee’s minor children,
dependents, or elderly or disabled family members. These
records should be open for Department inspection.
PASNAP further commented that without recordkeeping
requirements, an employer could simply ignore the De-
partment’s inquiries or deny access to records. This would
make it extremely difficult for the Department to investi-
gate on its own, to investigate active complaints or to
prove a violation of the act.
Response: The act does not contain recordkeeping re-
quirements. However, in response to IRRC’s disapproval
order, the Department revised final-form § 225.3 to re-
quire health care facilities and employers to establish a
recordkeeping system for circumstances when employees
are required to work overtime in excess of their predeter-
mined or regularly scheduled work week. Under this
requirement, records shall be kept for 3 years.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP sug-
gested that the Department require health care facilities
to submit data regarding the effects of prohibiting man-
datory overtime and that the data include whether
chronic staffing shortages exist.
Response: This is beyond the scope of the act. The
Department does not have authority to require data
collection from health care facilities by regulation.
Comment: Representative Keller, SEIU, AFL-CIO,
PSNA and PASNAP proposed in their comments that
employers covered by the act should be required to post
in the workplace a summary of the act and the frequently
asked questions written by the Bureau, or a similar
notice to be created by the Bureau, so that employees are
informed of their rights under the act. This would be
consistent with other applicable labor laws.
Response: There are not posting requirements in the
act. As the commentators noted, posting is required by
the The Minimum Wage Act of 1968 and the Child Labor
Act. However, those requirements are in the respective
statutes; they do not stand alone in the regulations.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP also
proposed that if an employer is found to violate the act,
the decision of the Bureau should be posted on its web
site and the employer should be required to post a copy of
the decision at the workplace for at least 3 months. An
employer’s failure to post a decision or the required notice
should be considered a violation of the act subject to
penalty.
Response: There are not posting requirements in the
act. The Department has numerous administrative hear-
ings and does not, as a general rule, post decisions or
orders unless posting is required by statute.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO and AFSCME commented
that they are disappointed because the scope of the
proposed rulemaking was too limited and did not provide
guidance to substantive provisions of the act. PASNAP
specifically commented that the act should include that in
the event of an unforeseeable emergent circumstance the
employer shall provide the employee with necessary time,
up to 1 hour, to arrange for care of employee’s minor
children, dependents, or elderly or disabled family mem-
bers. SEIU, AFL-CIO and AFSCME further commented
that the proposed rulemaking provided too few rights to
complainants, no rights for the unions representing the
employees and is generally inadequate to effectively
enforce the act.
Response: The Department’s goal with the regulations
is to provide a clear framework for the complaint and
administrative enforcement provisions of the act. As the
Department investigates more complaints and as viola-
tions move through the administrative hearing/decision
process, substantive provisions of the act will be clarified.
Both employees and employers will be able to use these
administrative decisions as guidance on the act. Cur-
rently, many of the complaints received by the Depart-
ment do not contain sufficient information to initiate an
investigation. With a set complaint and administrative
process, complaints should be more readily able to be
investigated and be able to move more quickly through
the administrative process.
The Department amended the proposed regulations to
clarify certain interests for complainants. Under the
final-form regulation, complainants can easily intervene
by letter and will receive notice and copies of administra-
tive decisions, requests for reduction in penalty, hearing
notices and appeal decisions. A union may be able to
make a showing that it has a significant interest in order
to be granted intervention in a hearing. The Department
did not repeat substantive requirements from the act. The
Department cannot add provisions that the General As-
sembly did not see fit to place in the act. Many of the
comments requested changes that would in essence add
provisions to the act.
§ 225.1. Purpose and scope
Comment: IRRC commented that § 225.1 states that
Chapter 225 implements ‘‘the complaint and investigation
procedures in the act.’’ However, the act does not appear
to directly reference complaints and investigations. There-
fore, the Department should explain what statutory provi-
sions it is referring to and cross-reference those provi-
sions in the final-form regulation.
Response: Section 5 of the act requires the Department
to promulgate regulations to implement the act. The only
places the act specifically references the Department are
in section 4 of the act (43 P. S. § 932.4) and section 6 of
the act.
Section 2205 of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71
P. S. § 565) grants the Department the power to make
rules and regulations for carrying into effect the laws
regulating the labor of persons in this Commonwealth.
Section 506 of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S.
§ 186) empowers administrative departments to prescribe
rules and regulations for the performance of their busi-
ness.
§ 225.2. Definitions
Comment: IRRC, SEIU and AFL-CIO commented that
the definition of ‘‘employer’’ should include the complete
phrase ‘‘clinically-related health services.’’
Response: The Department made this change.
Comment: PSNA and PASNAP recommended that the
Department add a definition of ‘‘chronic short staffing.’’
Response: The proposed regulations did not use the
term ‘‘chronic short staffing.’’ Generally, a definition sec-
tion will only define terms used within the regulations.
Comment: IRRC commented that in the definition of
‘‘employer’’ the Department should explain under what
circumstances employers, other than a health care facil-
ity, would be engaged in ‘‘direct patient care activities.’’
Response: For purposes of the regulations, employers
other than health care facilities would not be engaged in
direct patient care activities. The Department added the
definition of ‘‘employer’’ for clarity and to ensure individu-
als reading the regulations understood that the Common-
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wealth, political subdivisions and instrumentalities of the
Commonwealth were covered by the act and the regula-
tions.
§ 225.3. Complaint and investigation procedure
Comment: IRRC commented that the Department
should explain why time frames for the Bureau to
investigate complaints are not in the regulation. SEIU,
AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP commented that the pro-
posed regulation is deficient in that it does not contain a
reference to when the Bureau will begin to investigate
alleged violations of the act and that it is important to
include a time frame. PSNA recommended that the time
frame should not be longer than 10 days based on the
regulations of other states. SEIU and AFL-CIO suggested
that at least ‘‘promptly’’ be added to give some impetus to
investigate citing Pennsylvania Human Relations Com-
mission (PHRC) regulations in 16 Pa. Code § 42.41 (relat-
ing to initiation of investigation).
Response: The Department did not set time frames for
the investigation of complaints because there are too
many variables to consider including the cooperation of
the complainant, the cooperation of the employer and the
availability of potential witnesses. In addition there are
other factors that would need to be considered such as the
volume of complaints the Department receives at any
given time. Also, there are Department factors such as
funding and staffing which are subject to change and
would need to be considered in the setting of any time
frame.
The Department is concerned about setting a time
frame to complete an investigation and not being able to
meet that time frame due to lack of necessary evidence or
resources to properly make a determination. Setting a
time frame could work against complainants and the
Department’s goal to promote compliance with the act.
In response to IRRC’s disapproval order, the Depart-
ment revised final-form § 225.3 to require the Bureau to
begin the investigation of complaints within 60 days of
receipt.
Comment: IRRC commented that under § 225.3(b) the
Department should explain why the 60-day deadline is
reasonable for aggrieved employees to file complaints.
Representative Keller, SEIU, AFL-CIO, AFSCME, PSEA,
PSNA and PASNAP commented that the 60-day time
frame is not in the act and it is an unduly short time
frame. SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP reference
PHRC regulations which have a 180-day time period to
file a complaint. SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP
state that a violation may not be immediately known to
the employee and there should be some provision allowing
for tolling of the time to file, such as when the employee
learns of the violation. PSNA and PASNAP comment that
an employee should have the right to file a complaint for
up to 2 years following the date of an assigned mandated
overtime shift if the employee believes overtime was not
in response to an unforeseen emergent circumstance or
required reasonable efforts were not exhausted, or both.
Response: The Department’s position is that 60 days is
a reasonable time frame for an aggrieved person to
identify a violation of the act and make a determination
to file a complaint with the Department. The longer time
period between an alleged violation and reporting that
violation, the more difficult a violation is to investigate
and prove. In many health care facilities overtime is
regularly scheduled and used. Records may not differenti-
ate between scheduled and mandated overtime. The
longer an aggrieved party waits to make a complaint, the
more confusing and unclear the acts of an employer on
any given day may become. In addition, if there are
witnesses to the violation, the longer the period from the
violation to the investigation, the less reliable the wit-
ness’s recollection may be.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, AFSCME, PSEA, PSNA
and PASNAP commented that the proposed regulation
does not contain a provision for a class action type
complaint, citing the PHRC regulations in 16 Pa. Code
§ 42.36 (relating to complaints seeking relief for persons
other than the named complainant).
Response: The act does not provide for a class action
type complaint. Also, 1 Pa. Code Part II (relating to
General Rules of Administrative Practice and Procedure)
does not provide for a class type action. Commonwealth
Court has held that class actions are unauthorized and
unnecessary in administrative proceedings. See Brendley
v. WCAB, 926 A.2d 1276 (2007); Sullivan v. Pa. Insurance
Dept., 408 A.2d 1174 (1979).
Section 35.45 of 1 Pa. Code (relating to consolidation)
does permit consolidation of hearings involving common
questions of law or fact. The Department will certainly
consider consolidating hearing matters to save the par-
ties, complainant and the Department time and costs.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO and PSEA commented that
unions representing employees covered by the act should
have standing to file complaints on behalf of employees.
Response: The Department’s position is that this would
not be appropriate. The aggrieved employee is the indi-
vidual with firsthand knowledge of the alleged violation
and, therefore, the best person to file the complaint and
to provide information to the Department for an investi-
gation. The Department’s charge is to enforce the act. The
Department does not wish to become involved in union-
management issues which are outside the scope of the
act.
In addition, a labor union representing the employee
may be able to meet the criteria to intervene in a
scheduled hearing under § 225.8.
Comment: IRRC commented that § 225.3(b) states that
‘‘an aggrieved employee may file a complaint with the
Department.’’ However, under subsections (a), (d), (e) and
(f), the Bureau is responsible for processing complaints.
IRRC recommended that the final-form regulation replace
‘‘Department’’ with ‘‘Bureau.’’
Response: The Department made this change.
Comment: IRRC commented that §§ 225.4—225.8 ref-
erence violations by ‘‘the health care facility or employer.’’
To maintain consistency among sections, the Department
should add ‘‘or employer’’ to § 225.4(b) in the final-form
regulation.
Response: The Department made this change.
Comment: IRRC commented that under § 225.3(c) the
Department should clarify whether a single complaint can
include multiple violations. SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and
PASNAP also commented that the regulation suggests
that a new complaint would have to be filed for every
single violation and that this would be unduly burden-
some. They also suggested that the Department adopt a
provision for continuing violations like the PHRC has in
16 Pa. Code § 42.14(a) (relating to time of filing).
Response: The Department did not intend that a sepa-
rate complaint would need to be filed for each violation
when there are related violations. The Department has
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clarified § 225.3(c)(3) to specifically allow complaints with
multiple violations to be filed.
Comment: IRRC commented that under § 225.3(c) ag-
grieved employees are required to provide the names of
‘‘witnesses.’’ Witness is not defined in § 225.2 and it is
unclear what role a witness would have in the complaint
proceeding. IRRC recommended the Department define
and clarify ‘‘witness.’’ IRRC recommended that the De-
partment explain the reason for including the identities of
witnesses in the initial complaint.
Response: The Department added a definition for ‘‘wit-
ness’’ in § 225.2. The Department asked for the name of
witnesses to expedite the investigation and to have the
complainant preserve the information as to who has
firsthand knowledge of the alleged violation. As time
passes, complainant and witness recollection of an event
may fade. In a health care facility setting, where overtime
might be plentiful, it could be difficult to remember who
was present during alleged violations. The best time to
get that information is as soon as possible after the
alleged violation occurs.
Comment: Representative Keller, SEIU, AFL-CIO and
AFSCME commented that complainants should not be
required to name witnesses in initial complaints. These
commentators suggested that this requirement will chill
complainants from coming forward. PASNAP commented
that requiring witness names on a complaint form is
unusual and intimidating, and suggested that this re-
quirement be eliminated. The commentators stated that
witness names can be provided confidentially to the
investigator after the complaint is filed.
Response: The purpose of requiring witness names on
the complaint form is to have this information provided
by the complainant as soon as possible after the alleged
violation of the act. The longer a complainant waits to
give the Department corroborating information such as
the names of potential witnesses, the less likely it is that
the complainant will remember accurately. Providing wit-
ness information in the complaint will also help the
Department to more quickly investigate complaints and
contact witnesses. This will also make the witness more
likely to remember the events on any given day.
As to the confidentiality of witness names, investigative
materials, notes, correspondence and reports are not
considered public records and are therefore exempt from
disclosure under section 708(b)(17) of the Right-to-Know
Law (65 P. S. § 67.708(b)(17)). The Department does not
release complainant names, witness names or other in-
vestigative materials absent a court order or a subpoena.
Moreover, the names or identity of complainants and
witnesses may be protected by an informant’s privilege.
See York Excavating Company, Inc. v. Pennsylvania Pre-
vailing Wage Appeals Board, 663 A.2d 840 (Pa. Cmmwlth
Ct. 1995).
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP sug-
gested that the complaint form be made available in
Spanish, as well as English, as it is in the case of the
Bureau’s Wage Complaint form. AFSCME commented
that the complaint forms should be available in multiple
languages.
Response: The Department will make the forms avail-
able in English and Spanish. The Department amended
§ 225.3(d) to state that the complaint form will be
available in English and Spanish.
Comment: IRRC recommended that § 225.3(f) should
be amended in the final-form rulemaking to include the
time frame for the Bureau to conduct an initial review to
assess whether the complaint meets the requirements of
subsection (c). Representative Keller, SEIU, AFL-CIO,
PSNA, PASNAP and AFSCME commented that there was
not a time frame set for the Bureau to advise the
complainant of alleged deficiencies in the complaint and
suggest that there should be a fixed time for that action.
Response: The Department added a 60-day time frame
to § 225.3(f). The Bureau will review complaints within
60 days of receipt. Moreover, in response to IRRC’s
disproval order, the Department has further revised this
section to require that complaint investigations begin
within 60 days of receipt of the complaint.
Comment: IRRC questioned whether under § 225.3(f),
15 days provides an aggrieved employee with sufficient
time to amend the complaint. SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and
PASNAP commented that the period should be expanded
to 30 days and stated that they feared this provision
would permit the Bureau to dismiss complaints on overly
technical grounds.
AFSCME also commented that the response time
should be measured by receipt of Notice of Deficiency and
not by mailing date.
Response: The Department expanded the time period to
amend the complaint to 30 days. Time periods are
generally calculated from the mailing date rather than
the date of receipt. Unless notices are sent by certified
mail with a receipt required, the Department would not
be able to establish date of receipt. In addition, often it is
difficult and costly to accomplish mail delivery when a
signed receipt is required. Many individuals are at work
during time periods when mail is delivered and when the
United States Post Office is open.
Comment: IRRC recommended that the final-form
regulation state that the Bureau will provide the em-
ployee with the specific reasons why the complaint fails to
conform to the requirements of § 225.3(c). SEIU, AFL-
CIO, PSNA and PASNAP also commented that the Bu-
reau should be required to state specific reasons for its
dismissal of a complaint.
Response: The Department amended § 225.3(f) to state
that the Bureau’s written notification will include a
statement of the basis for the Bureau’s dismissal.
Comment: PSNA and PASNAP suggest adding
§ 225.3(g), to prohibit retaliation against an employee
who makes a complaint under the act. PSNA and
PASNAP suggest that the prohibition against retaliation
cover complaints made by the employee union and accred-
iting institutions.
Response: This regulation is limited to the act’s com-
plaint and investigation procedures, and administrative
penalties assessment provisions. It does not address
substantive issues. However, the Department amended
§ 225.4(a)(2) to allow the Department to issue directives
to remedy unlawful adverse employment decisions as
prohibited under section 3(b) of the act. This would cover
all retaliation within the scope of the act.
Comment: IRRC stated that § 225.4(a)(1) states that a
‘‘violation’’ is comprised of ‘‘each discrete time that a
health care facility or employer does not comply with the
act or this chapter.’’ ‘‘Violation’’ is used in §§ 225.3 and
225.4 and throughout the regulations. To improve clarity,
IRRC recommended that the Department move the part
of this section regarding violations to § 225.2.
Response: The Department amended § 225.2 as sug-
gested by IRRC by adding the definition of ‘‘violation.’’
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Comment: IRRC questioned what the Department
means by each ‘‘discrete time’’ under § 225.4(a)(1).
Response: By each ‘‘discrete time,’’ the Department
means each time at the end of a shift when an individual
employee is mandated to work overtime in violation of the
act.
Comment: IRRC recommended that the Department
define ‘‘nonretaliation orders’’ in the final-form regulation.
Commentators also recommended that the regulation
include retaliation provisions similar to those in the act.
See section 3(b) of the act.
Response: The Department deleted its reference to
‘‘nonretaliation order.’’ To reference the retaliation provi-
sions of the act and to clarify that the Department may
order a remedy to adverse employment actions, the
Department added the following administrative action to
§ 225.4(a)(2): ‘‘directives to remedy unlawful adverse
employment decisions as prohibited under section 3(b) of
the act.’’ The Department meant to include these types of
action in ‘‘nonretaliation order.’’ This change as suggested
by IRRC should make the Department’s intention clear.
§ 225.4. Administrative penalties
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, AFSCME, PSNA and
PASNAP commented that proposed subsection (a)(2) fails
to include reinstatement of an employee or removal of
discipline against an employee who was unlawfully retali-
ated against for refusing to work overtime.
Response: The proposed regulation stated that it could
issue ‘‘nonretaliation orders’’ which would have included
action such as reinstatement and removal of discipline. To
clarify this and to alleviate concerns that the Department
had the authority to issue these orders, the Department
amended § 225.4(a)(2) in this final-form rulemaking. The
Department added language allowing it to issue orders
‘‘to remedy unlawful adverse employment decisions’’ in
place of nonretaliation orders. This very broad language
will give the Department the authority and put employers
on notice that the Department may order remedial ac-
tions such as reinstatement and removal of discipline.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO and AFSCME commented
that a provision should be included to require that
interest at statutory rate on back pay should be included.
Response: The regulation is broad enough to allow for
the Department to order the payment of interest on back
pay in appropriate circumstances.
Comment: PSNA and PASNAP suggested adding the
following provisions to § 225.4: (1) in cases when the
Bureau requests additional information from a facility,
the facility shall comply within 10 working days; (2) the
Bureau may also share with licensing agencies informa-
tion it develops, such as number of mandatory overtime
complaints filed, validity of complaints, enforcement ac-
tions appealed and enforcement actions upheld; and (3)
nothing in this chapter shall be construed to relieve a
facility of its obligation to comply with licensing stan-
dards pertaining to minimum employee staffing levels.
Response: Requiring a facility to provide additional
information within 10 working days by regulation is
inflexible and does not allow investigators the latitude
needed to complete an investigation. Currently, Bureau
investigators use several different approaches in securing
information while performing investigations. Investiga-
tors issue letters requiring information in 10—30 days
depending on the scope of information they are requesting
and the ease of securing the information. Investigators
send out scheduling requests for administrative confer-
ences and require documents to be produced at meetings.
These current practices generally work for the Bureau in
securing the needed information to complete investiga-
tions.
The Bureau will share information with licensing agen-
cies upon request of the licensing agency. It is not
necessary for this to be addressed by regulation. In
addition, compliance with the act does not relieve agen-
cies of any legal obligation to comply with minimum
employee staffing levels for licensing. It is unnecessary
and not appropriate to make this statement in this
regulation.
Comment: IRRC recommended that the Department
explain why the factors used in § 225.4(b) for establish-
ing penalties are appropriate. Representative Keller
stated that the criteria for penalties should focus on
aggravating factors. SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP
commented that it is not clear where these factors come
from, but they generally benefit employers. SEIU, AFL-
CIO, PSNA and PASNAP commented that ‘‘good faith’’ is
listed as a mitigating factor to consider, but there is not a
good faith defense in the act. They also state that there is
not a requirement that the Department articulate its
rationale for reducing a penalty and that there is not a
clear statement that the minimum fine has to be $100.
Representative Keller further stated that he did not
believe that the factors in the proposed regulation were
relevant.
SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP commented that
there should be more attention to ‘‘aggravating’’ factors
such as the number of employees affected by the unlawful
action, whether the employer maintained adequate re-
cords, or whether the facility is operated or owned by an
entity which operates or owns another facility which has
violated the act, and the like.
The commentators further stated that there is not a
provision on how fines would be collected or how orders
would be enforced. In addition to the Secretary bringing
an action to enforce, commentators suggest that the
Secretary could request the Attorney General to proceed
to recover penalties or fines. Reliance upon the Attorney
General may be important if the fine or order is issued
against a Commonwealth facility.
Response: The factors the Department used to estab-
lished penalties were based on the Department’s experi-
ence with administering penalties under the Worker and
Community Right-to-Know Act (35 P. S. §§ 7301—7320).
The Department uses similar factors in issuing adminis-
trative penalties. See § 321.4 (relating to determination
of penalty amount). Those factors were adapted and
simplified for this regulation.
In addition, in response to IRRC, SEIU, AFL-CIO,
PSNA and PASNAP, the Department added § 225.4(b)(4)
to also consider an employer’s lack of cooperation with an
investigation, an employer’s failure to provide requested
information and an action which would constitute lack of
effort to abate a violation such as retaliation. As more
fully set out as follows, after its July 31 and August 1,
2013, meetings with Representative Keller and stakehold-
ers, the Department also added severity of the violation
as a factor to be considered in penalty determinations
under § 225.4(b)(5).
In response to the comment questioning how the De-
partment will enforce its orders and collect penalties, the
Department will follow current law and its current
procedures. If an order is not complied with, the Depart-
ment will take action to enforce the order in Common-
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wealth Court. See Pa.R.A.P. 3761 (relating to enforcement
proceedings). The Department may also refer collection
actions to the Office of Attorney General under the
Commonwealth Attorneys Act (71 P. S. §§ 732-101—732-
506). The Department has a process to refer collection
matters to the Office of Attorney General.
The Department revised § 225.4(b)(3) in response to
IRRC’s disapproval order. IRRC was concerned with how
the Department would implement the ‘‘broad’’ good faith
factor in penalty assessment. The Department revised
this factor to a ‘‘more narrowed and focused’’ voluntary
remedial efforts. The Department will consider voluntary
‘‘remedial efforts’’ designed to prevent future violations.
Comment: Because an employer could own multiple
sites, the Department should clarify whether the ‘‘number
of employees’’ is from a single site or from multiple sites.
Response: The Department amended the regulation to
clarify this point. Section 225.4(b)(1) has been amended to
consider the number of employees from a single site.
Comment: IRRC commented that the Department
should provide an explanation for why the 12-month
period is appropriate for inclusion of prior violations.
Response: The Department reviewed this portion of the
regulation and determined that 12 months may be too
short of a time period to establish a pattern of noncompli-
ance with the act. The Department amended the time
period to 36 months. Based on the number of complaints
filed and the time needed to complete investigations, the
Department determined that 36 months is a more appro-
priate time period to consider as an aggravating factor in
determining penalties.
Comment: Commentators stated that § 225.4(b)(1) and
(2) do not reference the ‘‘employer.’’ To be consistent with
other sections, these paragraphs should include ‘‘health
care facility or employer.’’
Response: The Department made this change.
§ 225.5. Administrative notice of violation and proposed
penalty
Comment: IRRC and the commentators stated that the
Department should explain why the Bureau serves a copy
of the administrative decision on the employer, but not on
the aggrieved employee.
Response: The Department always planned to send a
copy of the administrative decision to the complainant.
The Department amended § 225.5(b) to clearly state that
the Department will send a copy to the complainant.
Comment: IRRC commented that the Department
should explain the basis for the 10-day time frame within
which the Bureau will act on a request for reduction of a
penalty.
Response: The 10-day time frame is to avoid the filing
of unnecessary appeals which would be time consuming
and costly to the employer, the Commonwealth and any
intervenor, including the complainant. The filing of a
request for reduction does not toll or extend the 30-day
period for requesting a hearing under § 225.6.
Comment: IRRC recommended that the final-form
regulation state that the written notice of case closing
will contain the findings that are the basis for closing the
investigation.
Response: The Department revised § 225.5(e) in re-
sponse to IRRC’s concern in its disapproval order concern-
ing notification of complainant on investigation closure. A
requirement that the written notice when violation is not
found will include a statement of reason was added.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA, AFSCME and
PASNAP commented that there is not a time frame
established for the completion of the investigation. SEIU,
AFL-CIO, PSNA, AFSCME and PASNAP stated that
complaints languish and suggested a time frame of 90
days from the filing of the complaint should be estab-
lished at least as a target.
Response: Complaints have many variables that make
it difficult to set a time period to complete an investiga-
tion. The time frame for completion of an investigation
will depend on many factors including the number of
complaints filed, the facts underlying each specific com-
plaint and how readily available information is from both
the complainant and employer.
There is not a dedicated funding source or specific
appropriation for the enforcement of this act. The Bureau
enforces 13 laws with limited funding.
Comment: SEIU and AFL-CIO commented that the
proposed regulation does not have a provision requiring
the Bureau to inform the complainant of an employer’s
‘‘request for reduction’’ in penalty, to allow complainant
input and there is not a provision to notify the complain-
ant of a decision to reduce penalty. SEIU and AFL-CIO
further commented that this section states that the
Bureau will expeditiously act on a request by an employer
to reduce penalty which shows the one-sided nature of the
regulations.
Response: The Department amended § 225.5(d) to state
that the Department will notify the complainant of a
health care facility or employer’s request for a reduction
in penalty. A request for reduction in penalty does not toll
the 30-day appeal period. The purpose of the 10-day
period to determine if there will be a reduction in penalty
is to save all parties, including a complainant intervenor,
the time and expense of an unnecessary appeal.
§ 225.6. Contesting an administrative decision and pro-
posed penalty
Comment: IRRC commented that the Department
should provide a clear justification for why the regulation
does not afford the aggrieved employee the same opportu-
nity as the health care facility or employer to contest
an administrative decision and proposed penalty. SEIU,
AFL-CIO, AFSCME, PSNA and PASNAP commented that
under this section, the employee cannot contest an ad-
ministrative decision adverse to his complaint. They
commented that the complainant should have the oppor-
tunity to appeal the administrative decision.
Response: The act does not give the complainant or an
aggrieved party standing to appeal the Department’s
finding of a violation or imposition of penalties. Section 6
of the act charges the Department with enforcing the act
and imposing penalties when it finds a violation. The
Department will be receiving complaints and when the
facts establish a violation, imposing appropriate penal-
ties. Under the act, this is not an action or complaint
between the aggrieved employee and the employer; it is
an enforcement action by the Department. An enforce-
ment action is between the agency charged with enforcing
a law and the alleged violator.
The Department has administrative or prosecutorial
discretion, or both, in determining when a violation has
occurred and the appropriate penalty. Creating an oppor-
tunity for an aggrieved employee to contest the Depart-
ment’s enforcement action in a regulation would be
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inappropriate and would infringe on the Department’s
administrative or prosecutorial discretion, or both, and
potentially place the Department in an adversarial posi-
tion against the employee.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP com-
mented that § 225.6(e) provides that the filing of a
request for a hearing by employer stays the administra-
tive decision on the violation and the proposed penalties.
The commentators stated that given that there is not a
time frame for holding a hearing or issuing a decision,
this allows for noncompliance with the act for a poten-
tially unreasonable period of time. AFL-CIO also com-
mented that there is not a provision that the hearings are
to be open to the public.
Response: An automatic supersedeas is common in
administrative proceedings. If the supersedeas were not
automatic, the Department and the parties, including
intervenors, would expend resources in requesting and
answering petitions for supersedeas. The hearing officer
and ultimately the court can order penalties and direc-
tives to remedy unlawful adverse employment decisions
to compensate the complainant and other employees for
violations of the act. The process allows for the complain-
ant to be made whole. In addition, 65 Pa.C.S. Chapter 7
(relating to Sunshine Act) requires that hearings be open
to the public.
§ 225.7. Hearing
Comment: IRRC commented that subsection (a) pro-
vides that the parties will receive ‘‘reasonable notice.’’ The
Department should establish how much time constitutes
‘‘reasonable notice.’’ The Department should also specify
what forms of communication (for example, telephone,
correspondence or e-mail) provide ‘‘reasonable notice’’ to
the parties.
Response: The Department amended § 225.7(a) to state
that all parties and the complainant will receive written
notice of the hearing date, time and place by first class
mail at least 30 days prior to the scheduled date of the
hearing, unless another method of notification is re-
quested.
Comment: IRRC commented that the Department ex-
pects the hearing ‘‘will be conducted in a manner to
provide parties the opportunity to be heard.’’ The final-
form regulation should establish more specific hearing
procedures.
Response: Due to 1 Pa. Code Part II, more specific
hearing procedures are not needed here. Section 225.7(h)
provides that 1 Pa. Code Part II applies to hearings under
this regulation to the extent hearing procedures are not
covered by this regulation. Part II of 1 Pa. Code provides
for very specific and clear hearing procedures.
Comment: IRRC commented that the Department
should clarify what it considers ‘‘reasonable examination
and cross-examination’’ of witnesses.
Response: The Department does not believe it is appro-
priate to define this term. ‘‘Reasonable examination and
cross-examination’’ is a legal standard in 2 Pa.C.S. § 505
(relating to evidence and cross-examination) and Pennsyl-
vania case law interpreting this standard.
Comment: IRRC stated that commentators also sug-
gested that union representatives should be permitted to
represent aggrieved union employees at these hearings.
Representative Keller, SEIU, PSEA, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
and PASNAP commented that union representatives
should be permitted to represent employees at hearings.
IRRC questioned whether the Department considered this
option. IRRC also recommended that the final-form regu-
lation define ‘‘legal representation.’’
Response: Sections 31.21—31.23 of 1 Pa. Code (relating
to appearance in person; appearance by attorney; and
other representation prohibited at hearings) control who
may represent a party before an agency. Specifically, 1
Pa. Code § 31.23 prohibits representation at a hearing by
persons other than the appearance in person by a party
or by a licensed attorney. It is not necessary to define
‘‘legal representation.’’ Legal representation is representa-
tion by a licensed attorney.
Comment: IRRC noted commentators objected to the
omission of aggrieved employees as parties to the hearing,
and argue this omission violates their due process rights.
Representative Keller suggests that the aggrieved em-
ployee ‘‘should be notified of hearings as well as guaran-
teed the opportunity to participate.’’ IRRC stated that the
Department should explain why an aggrieved employee is
not a party in hearings on these matters. As part of this
explanation, the Department should establish how it can
reconcile excluding the aggrieved employee from partici-
pating in the hearing with affording the employee the
opportunity to be heard on any adverse issues pertaining
to the complaint.
Response: Actions by the Department under the act are
enforcement actions. The act charges the Department
with the responsibility to enforce the act. It would not be
appropriate for the complainant to automatically be a
party in an enforcement action. The Department’s role
under this act is not merely that of an adjudicator of
employer-employee disputes.
In addition, there may be many complainants who
would not wish to be a party. A party in an action would
be required to represent himself or seek legal representa-
tion. A party may also have a burden of proof and may
need to present evidence, prepare for a hearing and
attend a hearing. An aggrieved employee would meet the
requirement of having a direct interest in the action and
would be granted the right to intervene at a hearing
under the act and this regulation.
To clarify that the complainant would have the right to
intervene and to simplify that process, the Department
added § 225.8(c). The complainant will have the right to
intervene by sending a letter or notice to the hearing
officer, the Bureau and the health care facility or em-
ployer no later than 10 days before the scheduled hear-
ing. The complainant will not be required to demonstrate
his basis for intervention.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP com-
mented that because the complainant is not a ‘‘party,’’ it is
not clear that the complainant will receive notice of the
hearing date. There is not a provision that the hearing
will be open to the public.
Response: The Department amended § 225.7(a) to state
that all parties and the complainant will receive written
notice of the hearing. The hearing will be open to the
public.
Comment: SEIU and AFL-CIO commented that because
the complainant or his union is not automatically a party,
the complainant is denied due process.
Response: The Department amended this regulation to
allow a complainant to intervene by merely sending a
letter and to provide notice of administrative decision and
notice of the hearing to the complainant. A complainant
will have notice and the opportunity to be heard. The
complainant’s due process will not be violated under this
regulation.
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Comment: PSNA and PASNAP requested that a defini-
tion of ‘‘party’’ be added and that the definition of ‘‘party’’
include the employee and or complainant. SEIU, AFL-
CIO, AFSCME, PSNA and PASNAP commented that
since the complainant is not a party, he would not be
permitted an opportunity to be heard and he would be
denied due process. Party status should be afforded the
complainant as a right. AFSCME commented that the
complainant should be a party or in the alternative have
automatic intervention status. A complainant is directly
affected and the regulation should specify that.
Response: Under amended § 225.8, the complainant
will be able to intervene by merely filing a letter with the
Department indicating his desire to intervene. A com-
plainant does not need to meet any other criteria to be
granted intervenor status. It should be noted that some
complainants may prefer not to actively participate in the
administrative process. Complainants who are parties
may need to expend financial and other resources.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSEA and AFSCME com-
mented that the regulation should be amended to allow
employees to be represented by their union like in
unemployment compensation hearings.
Response: Hearings under this regulation will not be
similar to unemployment compensation hearings. Unem-
ployment compensation hearings are not enforcement
actions. They are matters between the employee and the
employer. The Department is charged with enforcing the
prohibitions in the act and imposing penalties.
Also, 1 Pa. Code Part II applies to these hearings.
Section 31.23 of 1 Pa. Code prohibits representation at a
hearing by any person other than the party or by a
licensed attorney unless allowed by an agency in a
specific case.
Comment: SEIU, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, PSNA and
PASNAP commented that § 225.7(g) requires the Bureau
to establish that there has been a violation of the act by a
preponderance of the evidence, which places an unrealis-
tic burden on the Department. The commentators suggest
that once the Bureau proves a violation of the ‘‘general
rule’’ prohibiting mandatory overtime as set forth in
section 3(a) of the act, the burden should shift to the
employer to prove that the ‘‘exception’’ in section 3(c) of
the act applies. Furthermore, there should be a rule that
if the employer does not maintain adequate records of a
contemporaneous nature to establish both the ‘‘unforesee-
able emergent circumstance’’ and the existence of the
other three conditions warranting the exception then
there is a presumption that the employer violated the act.
Response: As a general rule in an administrative pro-
ceeding when an agency is taking an enforcement action,
the agency would be required to prove a violation of the
law/standard by a preponderance of the evidence. The fact
that an exception to the general rule could apply, may be
an affirmative defense proven by the employer.
During its investigation the Bureau would gather infor-
mation to establish whether an exception to the act could
be established. The Bureau would need any and all
information the health care facility and the complainant
possess concerning the circumstances of the alleged viola-
tion including information to establish an exception to the
act’s general rule concerning mandating overtime. The
Bureau would need to collect and analyze information
concerning exceptions prior to issuing an administrative
decision on a violation of the act.
In response to the suggestion that the regulation
include a provision that if the employer does not maintain
adequate records of a contemporaneous nature to estab-
lish an exception to the act’s prohibition against manda-
tory overtime there is a presumption that the employer
violated the act, the Department states this is not
appropriate. The act does not establish a presumption in
absence of records.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP com-
mented that § 225.7(h) provides that hearings shall be
governed by 1 Pa. Code Part II. It is unusual that the
regulations do not reference what other rules from the
‘‘general rules’’ apply and which ones do not apply. There
should be a provision that, except as otherwise provided
in the Department’s regulations, the entire set of general
rules of administrative practice and procedure will apply.
Without a clarification, there could be some ambiguity or
gaps. For example, 1 Pa. Code § 35.45 provides for
consolidation of proceedings. This would be an important
power given the lack of class action complaints. But this
regulation is technically not part of the general rules
governing hearings; thus the Department may lack the
power to consolidate the complaints of two similarly
situated employees. See 1 Pa. Code Chapter 35,
Subchapter B (relating to hearings and conferences).
Response: Section 225.7(h) provides that 1 Pa. Code
Part II applies to hearings under this regulation to the
extent not covered by this regulation. The hearing officer
will have the power to consolidate proceedings when
appropriate.
§ 225.8. Petition to intervene
Comment: IRRC, SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP
assert that the regulation should include certain interven-
tion provisions already in 1 Pa. Code Part II. See 1
Pa. Code § 35.28(a)(2) and (3) (relating to eligibility to
intervene). Unlike § 225.7, this section does not make a
reference to 1 Pa. Code Part II. The Department should
explain the reason these rules do not apply to the
regulation’s intervention process. The Department should
also explain why the provisions suggested should not be
included in the final-form rulemaking.
Response: The Department amended this section to
include the language of intervention provisions in 1
Pa. Code Part II.
Additionally, in response to IRRC’s disapproval order,
the Department revised § 225.8(b)(1)(ii) to specifically
include complainants’ union or trade association represen-
tatives in the enumerated list of those who may have an
interest to intervene in a Department hearing concerning
violations of the act.
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, AFSCME, PSNA and
PASNAP commented that under the proposed regulation
the employee who files the complaint is not a party to the
proceedings. For the employee to participate as a ‘‘party’’
and not just a witness, he must intervene. The standards
proposed in this section make intervention very difficult.
It would be best if the regulation explicitly provided that
the employee has a right to intervene. Alternately, some
more expansive language on intervention should be ad-
opted.
Response: To clarify that a complainant would have the
right to intervene, the Department added language to
§ 225.8(c) to state that the complainant has the right to
intervene by sending a letter or notice to the hearing
officer, the Bureau and the health care facility or em-
ployer no later than 10 days before the scheduled hear-
ing. This subsection also states that the complainant will
not be required to demonstrate his basis for intervention.
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§ 225.9. Adjudications
Comment: SEIU, AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP com-
mented that there is not a time set for the issuance of
this adjudication, which could result in undue delay, and
suggest that a time frame be set in the regulations.
Response: The Department issues adjudications in nu-
merous areas and generally uses the same hearing officer
staff. The time frame for issuing adjudications depends on
many factors, some of which are not within the control of
the Department. The most important factor in the time to
issue an adjudication is the number of cases appealed.
The Department simply cannot predict how many appeals
will be filed or the complexity of those appeals. To set a
certain time frame to issue adjudications could result in
less scrutiny for those decisions which could result in
more Commonwealth Court appeals and more cost for all
parties including complainants.
Comment: SEIU AFL-CIO AFSCME, PSNA and
PASNAP commented that the complainant would not be
entitled to be served with a copy of the written adjudica-
tion. This should be revised to make it obligatory to serve
the complainant.
Response: The Department always intended to serve
the complainant with a copy of the written adjudication.
Section 225.9 has been amended to require that the
complainant be served with a copy of the written adjudi-
cation.
§ 225.10. Further appeal rights
Comment: IRRC suggested that the Department ex-
plain why aggrieved intervenors are not afforded the
right to appeal. This section also states that an appeal
may be filed within 30 days ‘‘as prescribed by law or rule
of court.’’ This phrase is vague and the final-form regula-
tion should cross-reference the relevant law or rule of
court that establishes this 30-day requirement. SEIU,
AFL-CIO, PSNA and PASNAP commented that under this
regulation, unless the employee was granted intervention,
he would not be able to appeal the adjudication to court
and state that this right should be afforded the complain-
ant.
Response: An aggrieved intervenor would be a party
aggrieved by the decision and would have the right to file
an appeal. The Department amended § 225.10 to clearly
state that an intervenor would have the right to appeal.
The Department also added the reference to 42 Pa.C.S.
§ 763 (relating to direct appeals from government agen-
cies).
Additional comments
To solicit feedback on its changes to the proposed
rulemaking, the Department provided Representative
Keller and stakeholders a copy of its draft final-form
rulemaking. On July 31, 2013, the Department met with
Representative Keller and members of his staff to discuss
the Department’s changes to the proposed rulemaking.
Representative Keller’s staff provided the Department
with comments on the draft final-form rulemaking before
the meeting.
On August 1, 2013, the Department met with stake-
holders and provided a PowerPoint presentation concern-
ing the Department’s responses to the public comments
and the changes made to the proposed rulemaking. In
attendance at the stakeholders meeting were representa-
tives from Diakon Lutheran Social Ministries, SEIU, PA
Nurse Alliance, PASNAP, PAR, Buchanan Ingersoll,
PSNA, Triad Strategies, HAP, PSEA and J.M. Uliana &
Associates.
The Department posted the draft final-form rulemaking
and a letter to stakeholders on its web site. The Depart-
ment e-mailed copies of the PowerPoint presentation to
the stakeholders who attended the August 1, 2013, meet-
ing. The Department also solicited comments from the
stakeholders on the changes it made to the proposed
rulemaking. In addition to comments from Representative
Keller, the Department also received additional comments
from Diakon Lutheran Social Ministries, SEIU, PSNA,
HAP and PSEA. The Department considered all of the
comments made on the changes to the proposed rule-
making.
The additional stakeholder comments included both
negative and positive comments on the Department’s
clarification of § 225.4(b)(1) using single work sites in
considering the employers past violation history for the
purpose of determining penalties. The comments also
included suggestions concerning the time frames for
filling complaints, facilities to comply with orders, the
Bureau to begin investigations, holding hearings and
issuing decisions. The Department also received com-
ments on consolidating complaints and hearings, allowing
class actions, the scope of the regulations, requiring
witness names on the complaint form, expanding the
factors for determining penalties to include more aggra-
vating factors, allowing union representation at hearings
and shifting the burden of proof at hearing. Many of
these comments were not directed at the changes the
Department made to the proposed regulations, but re-
peated comments made during the formal public comment
period.
One new comment encouraged the Department to pro-
vide continuing education to its investigators and examin-
ers on the Department’s new procedures and ongoing
education on policy matters.
As a result of the written stakeholder comments and
comments made at the July 31 and August 1, 2013,
meetings, the Department made two additional changes
to the final-form rulemaking. The Department clarified
§ 225.3(c)(4) to add language that ‘‘known’’ witnesses be
included on the complaint form. This clarifies that com-
plaints would not be dismissed if witnesses were not
named in the complaint. The Department’s position re-
mains that the best time to provide witness information
to the Department is when the complainant would have
the freshest recollection and that is when the complaint is
filed. At the stakeholders’ meeting, the Department again
reassured stakeholders that complaint forms including
witness names are not public information and will not be
released to the employer upon request.
The other change to the draft final-form rulemaking
made as a result of the July 31 and August 1, 2013,
meetings was the addition of § 225.4(b)(5). Representa-
tive Keller commented that the factors to be considered
by the Department in imposing penalties should include
the severity of the violation. Other comments indicated
that additional factors should be considered in determin-
ing penalties. The Department added the length of the
mandated overtime and other factors concerning the
severity of the violation to the factors in the proposed
rulemaking.
Revised final-form rulemaking
In response to IRRC’s disapproval order, the Depart-
ment revised § 225.3 to require the Bureau to begin the
investigation of complaints within 60 days of receipt, and
require health care facilities and employers to establish a
recordkeeping system for circumstances when employees
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are mandated overtime under the act. The Department
revised § 225.4(b)(3) changing the broad good faith factor
in penalty assessment to a more focused factor of volun-
tary remedial efforts. The Department revised § 225.5(e)
to require a statement of reason in the notification sent to
a complainant on investigations when a violation is not
found. Finally, the Department revised § 225.8(b)(1)(ii) to
specifically include complainants’ union or trade associa-
tion representatives in the enumerated list of those who
may have an interest to intervene.
E. Affected Persons
Under section 3 of the act, Chapter 225 will apply to
health care facilities which provide clinically related
health services including facilities operated by State and
local government. This includes individuals employed
through a personnel agency that contracts with a health
care facility to provide personnel.
F. Fiscal Impact
It is anticipated the cost to the Department as a result
of this proposed rulemaking will be $42,000 per year.
These costs are based on the Department’s current costs
in enforcing the act. It is not expected that the levying of
administrative fines will demonstrably offset costs. The
Bureau has enforced the act since July 2009.
G. Paperwork Requirements
The Bureau has already prepared and posted informa-
tion and complaint forms on the Department’s web site at
www.dli.state.pa.us. The act does not contain a
recordkeeping requirement for employers. This final-form
rulemaking requires health care facilities and employers
to establish a recordkeeping system for circumstances
when employees are mandated overtime under the act.
H. Sunset Date
The regulations will be monitored through practice and
application. Therefore, a sunset date is not designated.
I. Effective Date
This final-form rulemaking will be effective upon publi-
cation in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
J. Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5(a)), on June 26, 2012, the Department
submitted a copy of the notice of proposed rulemaking,
published at 42 Pa.B. 4468, to IRRC and the Chairper-
sons of the Committees for review and comment.
Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC
and the House and Senate Committees were provided
with copies of the comments received during the public
comment period, as well as other documents when re-
quested. In preparing the final-form rulemaking, the
Department has considered all comments from IRRC, the
House and Senate Committees and the public.
Under section 5.1(j.2) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5a(j.2)), on February 26, 2014, the final-form
rulemaking was deemed approved by the Committees.
Under section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC
met on February 27, 2014, and disapproved the final-form
rulemaking. IRRC issued its disapproval order on March
17, 2014.
The Department delivered the revised final-form rule-
making, together with a copy of IRRC’s disapproval order
and the supporting report required under section 7(c) of
the Regulatory Review Act (71 P. S. § 745.7(c)) to IRRC
and the Committees on April 28, 2014. Under section
5.1(j.2) of the Regulatory Review Act on June 5, 2014, this
final-form rulemaking was deemed approved by the Com-
mittees. Under section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review
Act, IRRC met on May 22, 2014, and approved the
final-form rulemaking.
K. Findings
The Department finds that:
(1) Public notice of proposed rulemaking was given
under sections 201 and 202 of the act of July 31, 1968
(P. L. 769, No. 240) (45 P. S. §§ 1201 and 1202) and
regulations promulgated thereunder, 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1
and 7.2.
(2) A public comment period was provided as required
by law, and all comments received were considered.
(3) This final-form rulemaking does not enlarge the
purpose of the proposed rulemaking published at 42 Pa.B.
4468.
(4) This final form rulemaking is necessary and suit-
able for the administration of the act.
L. Order
The Department, acting under the authority of the act,
orders that:
(a) The regulations of the Department, 34 Pa. Code, are
amended by adding §§ 225.1—225.10 to read as set forth
in Annex A.
(b) The Secretary of the Department shall submit this
order and Annex A to the Office of General Counsel and
the Office of Attorney General for approval as to form and
legality as required by law.
(c) The Secretary of the Department shall certify this
order and Annex A and deposit them with the Legislative
Reference Bureau as required by law.
(d) This order shall take effect upon publication.
JULIA K. HEARTHWAY,
Secretary
(Editor’s Note: For the text of the order of the Indepen-
dent Regulatory Review Commission relating to this
document, see 44 Pa.B. 3470 (June 7, 2014).)
Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 12-91 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulations.
Annex A
TITLE 34. LABOR AND INDUSTRY
PART XII. BUREAU OF LABOR LAW COMPLIANCE
CHAPTER 225. PROHIBITION OF EXCESSIVE
OVERTIME IN HEALTH CARE ACT
REGULATIONS
Sec.
225.1. Purpose and scope.
225.2. Definitions.
225.3. Complaint and investigation procedure.
225.4. Administrative penalties.
225.5. Administrative notice of violation and proposed penalty.
225.6. Contesting an administrative decision and proposed penalty.
225.7. Hearing.
225.8. Petition to intervene.
225.9. Adjudications.
225.10. Further appeal rights.
§ 225.1. Purpose and scope.
This chapter implements the complaint and investiga-
tion procedures in the act, and the administrative penal-
ties assessment provisions in the act.
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§ 225.2. Definitions.
(a) Terms used in this chapter have the same meanings
and are defined in the same manner as the act.
(b) In addition to the provisions of subsection (a), the
following words and terms, when used in this chapter,
have the following meanings, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
Act—The Prohibition of Excessive Overtime in Health
Care Act (43 P. S. §§ 932.1—932.6).
Bureau—The Bureau of Labor Law Compliance or its
successor bureau within the Department assigned en-
forcement of the act.
Department—The Department of Labor and Industry of
the Commonwealth.
Employee—
(i) An individual employed by a health care facility or
by the Commonwealth or a political subdivision or instru-
mentality of the Commonwealth who is involved in direct
patient care activities or clinical care services and who
receives an hourly wage or is classified as a nonsuperp-
visory employee for collective bargaining purposes.
(ii) The term includes an individual employed through
a personnel agency that contracts with a health care
facility to provide personnel.
(iii) The term does not include a physician, physician
assistant, dentist or worker involved in environmental
services, clerical, maintenance, food service or other job
classification not involved in direct patient care and
clinical care services.
Employer—A health care facility as defined in section 2
of the act (43 P. S. § 932.2) or the Commonwealth, a
political subdivision or an instrumentality of the Com-
monwealth engaged in direct patient care activities or
clinically-related health services.
Health care facility—
(i) A facility which provides clinically related health
services, regardless of whether the operation is for profit
or nonprofit and regardless of whether operation is by the
private sector or by State or local government.
(ii) The term includes:
(A) A general or special hospital, a psychiatric hospital,
a rehabilitation hospital, a hospice, an ambulatory surgi-
cal facility, a long-term care nursing facility, a cancer
treatment center using radiation therapy on an ambula-
tory basis, and an inpatient drug and alcohol treatment
facility.
(B) A facility which provides clinically related health
services and which is operated by the Department of
Corrections, the Department of Health, the Department
of Military and Veterans Affairs or the Department of
Public Welfare.
(C) A mental retardation facility operated by the De-
partment of Public Welfare.
(iii) The term does not include:
(A) An office used primarily for private or group prac-
tice by a health care practitioner.
(B) A facility providing treatment solely on the basis of
prayer or spiritual means in accordance with the tenets of
a church or a religious denomination.
(C) A facility conducted by a religious organization for
the purpose of providing health care services exclusively
to clergy or other individuals in a religious profession who
are members of the religious denomination conducting the
facility.
Secretary—The Secretary of the Department or the
Secretary’s designee.
Violation—Each discrete time that a health care facility
or employer does not comply with the act.
Witness—A person with personal knowledge of an al-
leged violation of the act.
§ 225.3. Complaint and investigation procedure.
(a) Upon receipt of a complaint or its own initiative,
the Bureau will investigate alleged violations of the act.
(b) An aggrieved employee who believes there is a
violation of this act against him by a health care facility
or employer may file a complaint, within 60 days of the
violation, with the Bureau.
(c) The complaint must be in writing, signed and set
forth the grounds for the complaint. A complaint must
contain:
(1) The name and address of the complainant.
(2) The name and address of the employer against
whom the complaint is filed.
(3) A statement of the facts forming the basis of the
complaint or conclusion that there has been one or more
violations of the act, including the date, time and place of
the alleged violation. A complaint may contain multiple
violations.
(4) The name of known witnesses.
(5) Other information that may be pertinent to an
investigation.
(d) The Bureau will prepare complaint forms that will
be available on the Department’s web site at www.dli.
state.pa.us. The forms will be available in English and
Spanish.
(e) The Bureau will accept complaints that are not
placed on the complaint form.
(f) The Bureau will record the date of receipt on a
complaint. The Bureau will review and begin investiga-
tion of a complaint within 60 days of receipt. If a
complaint does not provide the information required
under subsection (c), the Bureau will advise the complain-
ant in writing of the procedures necessary to comply with
subsection (c) and allow the party 30 days from the date
of the Bureau’s letter to provide the required missing
information. If the party fails to provide information fully
conforming to the requirements of subsection (c), the
Bureau may dismiss the complaint and will notify the
complainant in writing of the dismissal. The Bureau’s
written notification will include a statement of the basis
for the Bureau’s dismissal.
(g) All health care facilities and employers shall estab-
lish a system for keeping records of circumstances when
employees are required to work in excess of an agreed to,
predetermined and regularly scheduled daily work shift,
or in excess of 40 hours per week. These records shall be
kept for 3 years.
§ 225.4. Administrative penalties.
(a) The Department may impose any or all of the
following penalties under section 6 of the act (43 P. S.
§ 932.6):
(1) A fine of $100 to $1,000 per violation.
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(2) Order a health care facility or employer to take an
action which the Department deems necessary to correct
a violation of section 3 of the act (43 P. S. § 932.3) or this
chapter. Actions ordered may include payment of restitu-
tion to employees, directives for compliance with the act
such as changes to policy and procedures to ensure future
compliance, and directives to remedy unlawful adverse
employment decisions as prohibited under section 3(b) of
the act. An order will be based on the facts of each
individual complaint and practices of the health care
facility and employer.
(b) The Department may base administrative penalties
on the following factors:
(1) Size of business. The Department will take into
consideration the number of employees of the health care
facility or employer on the date the violation occurred at
the site where the alleged violation occurred.
(2) History of previous violations. The Department will
take into consideration the number of assessed violations
for the health care facility or employer in a preceding
36-month period. Only violations for which penalties were
assessed and which are not subject to further appeal will
be included.
(3) Remedial efforts. The Department will consider
voluntary remedial efforts designed to prevent future
violations and reinforce the importance of compliance
with the act.
(4) Degree of cooperation. The Department will also
consider an employer’s lack of cooperation with an inves-
tigation, an employer’s failure to provide requested infor-
mation and action which would constitute a lack of effort
to abate a violation, such as retaliation.
(5) Length of mandated overtime. The Department will
take into consideration the length of the mandated
overtime and other factors concerning the severity of the
violation.
§ 225.5. Administrative notice of violation and pro-
posed penalty.
(a) After the completion of an investigation on an
alleged violation of the act and upon finding that the act
has been violated, the Bureau will issue an administra-
tive decision containing findings and proposed penalties.
(b) The Bureau will serve by first class mail upon the
violating health care facility or employer and the com-
plainant a copy of its administrative decision and pro-
posed penalty.
(c) A health care facility or employer served with an
administrative decision and proposed penalty may accept
the notice and pay the penalty, request a reduction in
penalty or contest the administrative decision and pro-
posed penalty under § 225.6 (relating to contesting an
administrative decision and proposed penalty).
(d) A request for a reduction in the penalty shall be
made in writing to the Bureau within 10 days of the
mailing date of the administrative decision and propose
an alternative penalty for the Bureau’s consideration
setting forth mitigating circumstances. The Bureau will
expeditiously act on the request for reduction of the
penalty within 10 days of receipt. The filing of a request
for reduction does not toll or extend the 30-day period for
requesting a hearing under § 225.6. The Bureau will
provide notice of the request for reduction in penalty to
the complainant.
(e) After the completion of an investigation of alleged
violations of the act and upon findings that the act has
not been violated, the Bureau will provide written notice
to the complainant and the health care facility or em-
ployer that the investigation has been closed. The written
notice when a violation is not found will include a
statement of the reason.
§ 225.6. Contesting an administrative decision and
proposed penalty.
(a) A health care facility or employer may contest an
adverse administrative decision by requesting a hearing.
(b) The health care facility or employer contesting the
administrative decision shall file an original and two
copies of a written request for a hearing with the Bureau
within 30 days of the mailing date of the administrative
decision. The hearing request shall be mailed to the
Bureau at the address listed on the administrative deci-
sion.
(c) The Bureau will notify the complainant of any
request made for hearing under this section.
(d) An untimely request for a hearing may be dis-
missed without further action by the Bureau.
(e) Filing of a request for a hearing shall act as a
supersedeas of the administrative decision on the viola-
tion and proposed penalties.
§ 225.7. Hearing.
(a) The Secretary will assign the request for a hearing
to a hearing officer who will schedule a de novo proceed-
ing. The parties and the complainant will receive written
notice of the hearing date, time and place by first class
mail at least 30 days prior to the scheduled date of the
hearing, unless another method of notification is re-
quested.
(b) The hearing will be conducted in a manner to
provide all parties the opportunity to be heard. The
hearing officer will not be bound by strict rules of
evidence. Relevant evidence of reasonably probative value
may be received into evidence. Reasonable examination
and cross-examination of witnesses will be permitted.
(c) The parties may be represented by legal counsel,
but legal representation at the hearing is not required.
(d) Testimony will be recorded and a full record kept of
the proceeding.
(e) The parties will be provided the opportunity to
submit briefs addressing issues raised at the hearing.
(f) The Bureau and the health care facility or employer
will be the parties at the hearing.
(g) The Bureau will have the burden of proving by a
preponderance of the evidence that the health care facil-
ity violated the act and that the proposed penalty is
appropriate under the factors in § 225.4(b) (relating to
administrative penalties).
(h) To the extent not covered by this chapter, hearings
will be governed by 1 Pa. Code Part II (relating to
General Rules of Administrative Practice and Procedure).
§ 225.8. Petition to intervene.
(a) The Bureau and the health care facility or employer
will be the parties at the hearing.
(b) A person other than the Bureau and the health care
facility or employer may request to intervene in a hearing
under the following conditions:
(1) He can demonstrate any of the following:
(i) A right conferred by law.
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(ii) An interest which may be so directly affected and
which is not adequately represented by the existing
parties, and as to which petitioners may be bound by the
Department’s actions. The following may have an inter-
est:
(A) Complainants’ union or trade association represen-
tatives.
(B) Consumers, patients or other patrons served by the
respondent.
(C) Holders of securities of the health care facility or
employer.
(D) Employees of the health care facility or employer.
(E) Competitors of the respondent.
(iii) Any other interest of a nature so that participation
of the petitioner may be in the public interest.
(2) The party files a petition to intervene with the
hearing officer and the existing parties in the hearing
under 1 Pa. Code § 35.29 (relating to form and contents
of petitions to intervene) no later than 10 days before the
scheduled hearing unless the party shows good cause and
there is no prejudice to the existing parties from the late
filing. Existing parties may file an answer under 1
Pa. Code § 35.36 (relating to answers to petitions to
intervene) within 20 days or other time set by the hearing
officer.
(c) The complainant will have the right to intervene by
sending a letter or notice to the hearing officer, the
Bureau and the health care facility or employer no later
than 10 days before the scheduled hearing. The complain-
ant will not be required to demonstrate his basis for
intervention as required under subsection (b).
(d) As soon as possible after the time set for filing of
answers, the hearing officer will rule on the petition and
may grant or deny intervention in whole or in part, or
may limit the intervenor’s participation in the hearing.
The hearing officer may tentatively grant intervention
before the hearing only to avoid detriment to the public
interest and if the hearing officer issues a final ruling on
intervention before the hearing begins.
(e) A hearing officer will not grant a petition to inter-
vene during a hearing unless good cause is shown for the
late filing, the parties have the opportunity to respond or
object, and the petition complies with this section.
§ 225.9. Adjudications.
(a) The Secretary will issue a written adjudication. The
adjudication will include all relevant findings and conclu-
sions, and the rationale for the adjudication.
(b) The adjudication will include a notification to the
parties of appeal rights to Commonwealth Court.
(c) The adjudication will be served upon all parties,
complainants, intervenors and counsel of record.
§ 225.10. Further appeal rights.
A party, including an intervenor, aggrieved by an
adjudication rendered under § 225.9 (relating to adjudica-
tions) may file an appeal to Commonwealth Court within
30 days from mailing of the decision as prescribed by law
or rule of court. A direct appeal from an agency adjudica-
tion to Commonwealth Court is provided in 42 Pa.C.S.
§ 763 (relating to direct appeals from government agen-
cies).
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1491. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Title 55—PUBLIC WELFARE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
[ 55 PA. CODE CHS. 1187 AND 1189 ]
Rate Setting for County Nursing Facilities that
Change Ownership
The Department of Public Welfare (Department), under
the authority of sections 201(2), 206(2), 403(b) and 443.1
of the Public Welfare Code (62 P. S. §§ 201(2), 206(2),
403(b) and 443.1), amends Chapters 1187 and 1189
(relating to nursing facility services; and county nursing
facility services).
Purpose of Final-Form Rulemaking
The purpose of this final-form rulemaking is to amend
§ 1187.97 (relating to rates for new nursing facilities,
nursing facilities with a change of ownership, reorganized
nursing facilities and former prospective payment nursing
facilities) to codify the rate setting methodology used
when a county nursing facility has a change of ownership
from county ownership to a nonpublic nursing facility
provider. The Department is also amending the terminol-
ogy used in certain definitions in §§ 1187.2 and 1189.2
(relating to definitions).
The final-form rulemaking is needed to codify the
methodology for setting rates for county nursing facilities
that change ownership to a nonpublic nursing facility
provider. Since county nursing facilities have been
phased-out of the rate setting process under Chapter
1187, updated cost data audited to verify compliance with
Chapter 1187 is no longer available to establish a per
diem rate for a former county nursing facility.
Summary
A complete description of the rulemaking was published
at 43 Pa.B. 5822 (October 5, 2013).
Affected Individuals and Organizations
This final-form rulemaking affects a county nursing
facility that changes ownership from county ownership to
a nonpublic nursing facility provider and remains in the
Medical Assistance (MA) Program.
Accomplishments and Benefits
This final-form rulemaking codifies the rate setting
methodology for county nursing facilities that change
ownership to a nonpublic nursing facility provider and
remain in the MA Program.
Fiscal Impact
Cost to the Commonwealth, local government, nursing
facility providers or MA recipients is not anticipated as a
result of this final-form rulemaking.
Paperwork Requirements
There are no new or additional paperwork require-
ments.
Public Comment
The Department received one letter through the public
comment process from the Pennsylvania Association of
County Affiliated Homes (PACAH). The Independent
Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) did not comment
on the proposed rulemaking.
Comment
PACAH stated that it did not have objections to the
proposed rulemaking.
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Response
The Department appreciates PACAH’s comment.
Regulatory Review Act
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5(a)), on September 20, 2013, the Department
submitted a copy of the notice of proposed rulemaking,
published at 43 Pa.B. 5822, to IRRC and the Chairper-
sons of the House Committee on Human Services and the
Senate Committee on Public Health and Welfare for
review and comment.
Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC
and the House and Senate Committees were provided
with copies of the comments received during the public
comment period, as well as other documents when re-
quested. In preparing the final-form rulemaking, the
Department has considered all comments from IRRC, the
House and Senate Committees and the public.
Under section 5.1(j.2) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5a(j.2)), on June 18, 2014, the final-form
rulemaking was deemed approved by the House and
Senate Committees. Under section 5(g) of the Regulatory
Review Act, the final-form rulemaking was deemed ap-
proved by IRRC effective June 18, 2014.
Findings
The Department finds that:
(1) Public notice of proposed rulemaking was given
under sections 201 and 202 of the act of July 31, 1968
(P. L. 769, No. 240) (45 P. S. §§ 1201 and 1202) and
regulations promulgated thereunder, 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1
and 7.2.
(2) The adoption of this final-form rulemaking in the
manner provided by this order is necessary and appropri-
ate for the administration and enforcement of the Public
Welfare Code.
Order
The Department, acting under sections 201(2), 206(2),
403(b) and 443.1 of the Public Welfare Code, orders that:
(a) The regulations of the Department, 55 Pa. Code
Chapters 1187 and 1189, are amended by amending
§§ 1187.2, 1187.97 and 1189.2 to read as set forth at 43
Pa.B. 5822.
(b) The Secretary of the Department shall submit this
order and 43 Pa.B. 5822 to the Offices of General Counsel
and Attorney General for approval as to legality and form
as required by law.
(c) The Secretary of the Department shall certify and
deposit this order and 43 Pa.B. 5822 with the Legislative
Reference Bureau as required by law.




(Editor’s Note: For the text of the order of the Indepen-
dent Regulatory Review Commission relating to this
document, see 44 Pa.B. 4263 (July 5, 2014).)
Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 14-536 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulations.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1492. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
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[ 67 PA. CODE CH. 105 ]
Mechanical, Electrical and Electronic Speed-
Timing Devices
The Department of Transportation (Department), under
the authority in 75 Pa.C.S. §§ 3368 and 6103 (relating to
speed timing devices; and promulgation of rules and
regulations by department), proposes to amend Chapter
105, Subchapter C (relating to speedometers) to read as
set forth in Annex A. The statutory provisions direct the
Department to promulgate standards for speed-timing
devices and testing and authorize the Department to
promulgate regulations to implement 75 Pa.C.S. (relating
to Vehicle Code).
Purpose of Regulations
The purpose of Chapter 105, Subchapter C is to govern
the calibrating and testing of mechanical, electrical and
electronic speed-timing devices by stations appointed by
the Department.
Purpose of the Proposed Rulemaking
The purpose of this proposed rulemaking is to delete
outdated speed-timing testing devices and procedures,
modernize the language and add provisions permitting
the use of new technologies approved by the Department.
Summary of Significant Amendments
Section 105.31 (relating to appointment of speedometer
testing station) is proposed to be amended to require
speedometer testing stations to prominently display a
valid Certificate of Appointment provided by the Depart-
ment. An identical requirement is proposed to be deleted
from § 105.34 (relating to manner of testing speedom-
eters).
Section 105.32 (relating to operation of speedometer
testing station) is proposed to be amended to require that
a separate application be filed for each mobile testing
unit that a station intends to operate.
Section 105.32 is proposed to be amended to remove a
testing station’s ability to delegate speedometer testing to
another testing station. This proposed amendment is
based upon recommendations from industry stakeholders.
Section 105.33 (relating to required equipment) is pro-
posed to be amended to allow for the use of new devices
and technologies in speedometer testing and calibration
that have been approved by the Department and are
necessitated by advances in technology. The current lan-
guage does not allow for the introduction and approval of
new devices and technologies. Additional proposed amend-
ments delete outdated testing devices and procedures.
Section 105.34 is proposed to be amended to: permit the
reproduction of Certificates of Accuracy; require testing
devices in accordance with the testing equipment man-
ufacturer’s specifications, if the manufacturer specifies a
testing schedule; require a station to document the
testing and calibration of its testing equipment; and
require that this documentation is made available at the
request of the Department.
Section 105.34 is proposed to be amended to provide
greater detail regarding the standard for accuracy and
specifications for testing accuracy.
Persons and Entities Affected
This proposed rulemaking will affect speedometer test-
ing station owners and personnel, as well as future
applicants who intend to have their stations appointed by
the Department as a speedometer testing stations.
Fiscal Impact
Implementation of these proposed amendments will not
require the expenditure of additional funds by the Com-
monwealth or local municipalities. Speedometer testing
stations may incur additional short-term compliance costs
in the application process and implementation of mobile
testing units. However, any short-term costs will be
outweighed by more opportunities to calibrate a broader
range of vehicles.
Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5(a)), on July 8, 2014, the Department submit-
ted a copy of this proposed rulemaking and a copy of a
Regulatory Analysis Form to the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission (IRRC) and to the Chairpersons of
the House and Senate Transportation Committees. A copy
of this material is available to the public upon request.
Under section 5(g) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC
may convey any comments, recommendations or objec-
tions to the proposed rulemaking within 30 days of the
close of the public comment period. The comments, recom-
mendations or objections must specify the regulatory
review criteria which have not been met. The Regulatory
Review Act specifies detailed procedures for review, prior
to final publication of the rulemaking, by the Depart-
ment, the General Assembly and the Governor of com-
ments, recommendations or objections raised.
Sunset Provisions
This proposed rulemaking will be effective upon final-
form publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin following
appropriate evaluation of comments, suggestions or objec-
tions received during the public comment period. The
Department is not establishing a sunset date for these
regulations, as these regulations are needed to administer
provisions required under 75 Pa.C.S. The Department,
however, will continue to closely monitor these regula-
tions for their effectiveness.
Public Comments
Interested persons are invited to submit written com-
ments, suggestions or objections regarding the proposed
rulemaking to Anita M. Wasko, Director, Bureau of Motor
Vehicles, 1101 South Front Street, 4th Floor, Harrisburg,
PA 17104 within 30 days of the publication of this
proposed rulemaking in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Contact Person
The contact person for technical questions about this
proposed rulemaking is Kay Kishbaugh, Manager, Vehicle
Inspection Division, 1101 South Front Street, 4th Floor,
Harrisburg, PA 17104, (717) 783-4597.
BARRY J. SCHOCH, PE,
Secretary
Fiscal Note: 18-460. No fiscal impact; (8) recommends
adoption.
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Annex A
TITLE 67. TRANSPORTATION
PART I. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Subpart A. VEHICLE CODE PROVISIONS
ARTICLE VI. OPERATION OF VEHICLES
CHAPTER 105. MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONIC SPEED-TIMING DEVICES
Subchapter C. SPEEDOMETERS
§ 105.31. Appointment of speedometer testing sta-
tion.
(a) Application. Application for appointment as a
speedometer testing station or mobile testing unit to
be operated by a speedometer testing station shall
be made on a form provided by the Department and
submitted for each speedometer testing station and
each mobile testing unit to be operated by a speed-
ometer testing station.
(b) Applicant. [ Every applicant ] Each applicant
intending to be appointed as a speedometer testing
station that is not a business entity, including a sole
proprietor or partner in a general or limited part-
nership, shall be at least 18 years of age.
(c) Place of business. [ Every ] An applicant shall have
an established place of business properly equipped to
conduct speedometer tests and repairs or to operate an
approved mobile testing unit.
(d) Certificate of appointment. A speedometer
testing station and each mobile testing unit oper-
ated by a speedometer testing station shall promi-
nently display a valid Certificate of Appointment
provided by the Department.
§ 105.32. Operation of speedometer testing station.
* * * * *
(b) Hours. Speedometer testing stations shall be [ op-
erated during a regular work week ] open for
business, at a minimum, Monday through Friday dur-
ing the hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., except for holidays or
alternative business hours approved in writing by
the Department.
(c) Personnel. A speedometer testing station shall em-
ploy at least one [ speedometer inspection mechanic ]
technician certified as follows:
(1) [ Application ] An application of a technician
for certification shall be made on a form provided by the
Department.
* * * * *
(d) Location. Speedometer testing and repair shall take
place at an approved speedometer testing station, except
that[ : ], upon application to and approval by the
Department, a speedometer testing station may
operate one or more mobile testing units of a type
approved by the Department.
[ (1) When absolutely necessary, it is permissible
to delegate the functions to another approved
speedometer testing station. The delegation, includ-
ing the name and address of the other station, shall
be kept on file for 1 year.
(2) Upon approval of the Department, a speedom-
eter testing station may operate one or more mobile
test units of a type approved by the Department. ]
§ 105.33. Required equipment.
(a) Items. [ The following items of equipment are
required for the operation of a speedometer testing
station ] A speedometer testing station or mobile
testing unit shall have sufficient tools to make
repairs or adjustments and one or more of the
following required equipment:
[ (1) Sufficient hand tools to make needed repairs
or adjustments.
(2) ] (1) A dynamometer of a type approved by the
Department.
[ (3) ] (2) A Speed-Master Quartz Speedometer Tester.
[ (4) ] (3) A 650-H-1 Stewart-Warner Speedometer
Calibrator with adaptive equipment needed to oper-
ate this devise or any devise.
[ (i) One flexible shaft 108 inches in length to
reach from the calibrator to the vehicle transmis-
sion or speedometer head.
(ii) Two 12-inch flexible shafts to fit Chrysler
speedometer.
(iii) One 12-inch flexible shaft to fit Ford speed-
ometer.
(iv) One 12-inch flexible shaft to fit older speed-
ometers with 5/8-18 male thread.
(v) One 757-AD Stewart-Warner strobetachometer,
to be used with a fluorescent light using 60 cycle
alternating current voltage.
(vi) One 312-12175y S. S. White-Mile-O-Meter revo-
lution counter. ]
(4) Any equipment or alternative technique ap-
proved by the Department and published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
(b) Periodic testing of speedometer testing equipment.
[ Periodic testing of equipment shall be conducted
as follows:
(1) Interval. ] Speedometer testing equipment shall be
repaired, tested and adjusted for accuracy in accord-
ance with the testing equipment manufacturer’s
specifications. If the testing equipment manufact-
urer does not specify a testing schedule, the speed-
ometer testing equipment shall be tested and ad-
justed for accuracy at least once every 60 days.
[ (2) Forms. A form provided by the Department
shall be completed by a certified speedometer in-
spection mechanic after each periodic test. The
form shall be released to the State Police Inspec-
tion Station Supervisor or Department representa-
tives, if verification of the test is necessary. A
duplicate copy, executed and signed in the same
manner as the original, has the same force and
effect as the original. ]
§ 105.34. Manner of testing speedometers.
(a) Accuracy. A [ test ] speedometer shall be tested for
accuracy and, if necessary, repaired and adjusted to
obtain the greatest possible degree of accuracy, plus or
minus 2 miles per hour (mph) up to 100 mph. Testing
shall [ include one of ] be conducted in accordance
with the following:
[ (1) A dynamometer test.
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(2) A Speed-Master Quartz Speedometer Tester.
(3) A Stewart-Warner Speedometer Calibrator
and required components.
(i) It will be necessary to have a measured or
surveyed mile laid out and properly marked. If less
than a mile, use Table 1:
Table 1
1 mile or 5,280 feet = 1000 cable revolutions
1/2 mile or 2,640 feet = 500 cable revolutions
1/10 mile or 528 feet = 100 cable revolutions
(ii) Check the tires on the test vehicle for proper
inflation.
(iii) Disconnect the speedometer cable from the
back of the speedometer in the vehicle.
(A) Connect the speedometer cable to the coun-
ter. (S. S. White Mile-O-Meter).
(B) Place the vehicle rear wheel centered on line
at the beginning of the measured course.
(C) Set the counter of the Mile-O-Meter to zero.
(D) Drive the vehicle over the measured course.
(E) Read the counter and compare it with Table
1.
(F) Establish degree or percent of error. In a
given measured mile, there should be 1000 cable
revolutions. The input speed is slow if less than
1,000. The input speed is fast if more than 1,000.
(iv) Disconnect the counter from the speedometer
cable on the vehicle.
(A) Use the long flexible shaft from the calibrator
with the proper 12-inch shaft that permits adopting
to fit speedometer head in the vehicle.
(B) Proceed to check the speedometer in the
vehicle against the master head on the calibrator at
10 mph increments, beginning at 10 to 100 mph, and
record the proper information.
(v) Disconnect the calibrator flexible shaft from
the rear of the speed head in the vehicle and
connect the shaft in the vehicle to the speedometer
head in same. The speedometer head in the vehicle
being tested can also be tested by disconnecting the
flexible shaft at the transmission and connecting it
to the long flexible shaft from the calibrator. Then
proceed as in subparagraph (iv)(B).
(vi) Information indicated above is based on
United States standard of 1,000 cable revolutions
per minute = 60 mph or 96 kilometers per hour.
(4) An examination of the speedometer cables to
insure that they work freely and without defect or
restriction. ]
(1) Testing equipment and alternative techniques
set forth in or approved in accordance with
§ 105.33 (relating to required equipment) shall be
used.
(2) Testing shall occur using manufacturer’s
specifications and procedures.
(3) It is necessary to have a measured or sur-
veyed calibration course laid out and properly
marked when using a technique that requires a
calibration course for testing.
(b) Forms. [ The following forms are required: ] A
Certificate of Accuracy, on a form provided by the
Department, shall be completed after a speedom-
eter test or repair and signed by the certified
technician that performed the speedometer test. A
copy of the certificate shall be kept on file at the
speedometer testing station for at least 3 years, and
be made available to the State Police Inspection
Station Supervisor or Department representatives
as necessary. Certificates of Accuracy may be repro-
duced and a duplicate copy, executed and signed in
the same manner as the original, has the same
force and effect as the original.
[ (1) A speedometer testing station shall perma-
nently display a valid Certificate of Appointment,
provided by the Department.
(2) A Certificate of Speedometer Accuracy, a form
provided by the Department, shall be completed
after a speedometer test or repair and signed by
the Department speedometer inspection mechanic.
A copy of the certificate shall be kept on file at the
speedomoter testing station for at least 2 years. A
duplicate copy, executed and signed in the same
manner as the original, has the same force and
effect as the original. ]
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1493. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY BOARD
[ 25 PA CODE CH. 129 ]
Control of Volatile Organic Compound Emissions
from Fiberglass Boat Manufacturing Materials
The Environmental Quality Board (Board) proposes to
amend Chapter 129 (relating to standards for sources) to
read as set forth in Annex A. The proposed rulemaking
would add § 129.74 (relating to control of VOC emissions
from fiberglass boat manufacturing materials) to adopt
reasonably available control technology (RACT) require-
ments and RACT emission limitations for stationary
sources of volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions
from fiberglass boat manufacturing materials including
open molding resins, gel coats and cleaning materials.
The proposed rulemaking would also add terms and
definitions to § 129.74 to support the interpretation of
the proposed measures.
This proposed rulemaking will be submitted to the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for
approval as a revision to the Commonwealth’s State
Implementation Plan (SIP) following promulgation of the
final-form regulation.
This proposed rulemaking is given under Board order
at its meeting of May 21, 2014.
A. Effective Date
This proposed rulemaking will be effective upon final-
form publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
B. Contact Persons
For further information, contact Kirit Dalal, Chief,
Division of Air Resource Management, Bureau of Air
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Quality, Rachel Carson State Office Building, P. O. Box
8468, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8468, (717) 772-3436; or
Kristen Furlan, Assistant Director, Bureau of Regulatory
Counsel, Rachel Carson State Office Building, P. O. Box
8464, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8464, (717) 787-7060. Infor-
mation regarding submitting comments on this proposed
rulemaking appears in Section J of this preamble. Per-
sons with a disability may use the Pennsylvania AT&T
Relay Service, (800) 654-5984 (TDD users) or (800) 654-
5988 (voice users). This proposed rulemaking is available
on the Department of Environmental Protection’s (De-
partment) web site at www.dep.state.pa.us (select ‘‘Public
Participation Center,’’ then select ‘‘Environmental Quality
Board’’).
C. Statutory Authority
The proposed rulemaking is authorized under section
5(a)(1) of the Air Pollution Control Act (APCA) (35 P. S.
§ 4005(a)(1)), which grants the Board the authority to
adopt rules and regulations for the prevention, control,
reduction and abatement of air pollution in this Common-
wealth. Section 5(a)(8) of the APCA also grants the Board
the authority to adopt rules and regulations designed to
implement the provisions of the Clean Air Act (CAA) (42
U.S.C.A. §§ 7401—7671q).
D. Background and Purpose
The purpose of this proposed rulemaking is to imple-
ment control measures to reduce VOC emissions from
fiberglass boat manufacturing materials including open
molding resin, gel coat and cleaning materials. VOCs are
precursors for ground-level ozone formation. Ground-level
ozone, a public health and welfare hazard, is not emitted
directly to the atmosphere by fiberglass boat manufactur-
ing materials including open molding resin, gel coat and
cleaning materials, but is formed by a photochemical
reaction between VOCs and nitrogen oxides (NOx) in the
presence of sunlight. In accordance with sections
172(c)(1), 182(b)(2)(A) and 184(b)(1)(B) of the CAA (42
U.S.C.A. §§ 7502(c)(1), 7511a(b)(2)(A) and 7511c(b)(1)(B)),
the proposed rulemaking establishes the VOC emission
limitations and other requirements of the EPA 2008
Fiberglass Boat Manufacturing Materials Control Tech-
niques Guidelines (CTG) for these sources in this Com-
monwealth. See Consumer and Commercial Products,
Group IV: Control Techniques Guidelines in Lieu of
Regulations for Miscellaneous Metal Products Coatings,
Plastic Parts Coatings, Auto and Light-Duty Truck As-
sembly Coatings, Fiberglass Boat Manufacturing Materi-
als, and Miscellaneous Industrial Adhesives, 73 FR
58481, 58483 (October 7, 2008).
The EPA is responsible for establishing National Ambi-
ent Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for six criteria
pollutants considered harmful to public health and the
environment: ground-level ozone; particulate matter; NOx;
carbon monoxide; sulfur dioxide; and lead. The CAA
established two types of NAAQS: primary standards,
which are limits set to protect public health; and second-
ary standards, which are limits set to protect public
welfare and the environment, including protection against
visibility impairment and from damage to animals, crops,
vegetation and buildings. The EPA established primary
and secondary ground-level ozone NAAQS to protect
public health and welfare.
Ground-level ozone is a highly reactive gas, which at
sufficiently high concentrations can produce a wide vari-
ety of harmful effects. At elevated concentrations, ground-
level ozone can adversely affect human health, animal
health, vegetation, materials, economic values, and per-
sonal comfort and well-being. It can cause damage to
important food crops, forests, livestock and wildlife. Re-
peated exposure to ozone pollution may cause a variety of
adverse health effects for both healthy people and those
with existing conditions, including difficulty in breathing,
chest pains, coughing, nausea, throat irritation and con-
gestion. It can worsen bronchitis, heart disease, emphy-
sema and asthma, and reduce lung capacity. Asthma is a
significant and growing threat to children and adults.
High levels of ground-level ozone affect animals in ways
similar to humans. High levels of ground-level ozone can
also cause damage to buildings and synthetic fibers,
including nylon, and reduced visibility on roadways and
in natural areas. The implementation of additional mea-
sures to address ozone air quality nonattainment in this
Commonwealth is necessary to protect the public health
and welfare, animal and plant health, and welfare and
the environment.
In July 1997, the EPA promulgated primary and sec-
ondary ozone standards at a level of 0.08 part per million
(ppm) averaged over 8 hours. See 62 FR 38856 (July 18,
1997). In 2004, the EPA designated 37 counties in this
Commonwealth as 8-hour ozone nonattainment areas for
the 1997 8-hour ozone NAAQS. Based on the ambient air
monitoring data for the 2013 ozone season, all monitored
areas of this Commonwealth are attaining the 1997
8-hour ozone NAAQS. The Department must ensure that
the 1997 ozone standard is attained and maintained by
implementing permanent and enforceable control mea-
sures to ensure violations of the standard do not occur for
the next decade.
In March 2008, the EPA lowered the standard to 0.075
ppm averaged over 8 hours to provide even greater
protection for children, other at-risk populations and the
environment against the array of ozone-induced adverse
health and welfare effects. See 73 FR 16436 (March 27,
2008). In April 2012, the EPA designated five areas in
this Commonwealth as nonattainment for the 2008 ozone
NAAQS. See 77 FR 30088, 30143 (May 21, 2012). These
areas include all or a portion of Allegheny, Armstrong,
Berks, Beaver, Bucks, Butler, Carbon, Chester, Delaware,
Fayette, Lancaster, Lehigh, Montgomery, Northampton,
Philadelphia, Washington and Westmoreland Counties.
The Commonwealth must ensure that these areas attain
the 2008 ozone standard by 2015 and that they continue
to maintain the standard thereafter.
There are not Federal statutory or regulatory RACT
limits for VOC emissions from fiberglass boat manufac-
turing materials. In 2001, however, the EPA promulgated
40 CFR Part 63, Subpart VVVV (relating to National
emission standards for hazardous air pollutants for boat
manufacturing) (2001 NESHAP). The 2001 NESHAP
established organic hazardous air pollutant (HAP) emis-
sions limits based on low-HAP resins and gel coats and
low-emitting resin application technology. Many HAPs are
VOCs, but not all VOCs are HAPs. The 2001 NESHAP
data, however, indicate that styrene and methyl
methacrylate, which are both organic HAP and VOC,
account for nearly all the VOC emissions, as well as HAP
emissions, from fiberglass boat manufacturing facilities.
Therefore, total HAP and VOC emissions from fiberglass
boat manufacturing facilities are nearly equal.
When developing the VOC emission reduction RACT
measures included in its Fiberglass Boat Manufacturing
Materials CTG, the EPA took into account the HAP
emission reduction measures of the 2001 NESHAP for the
boat manufacturing industry. The requirements of the
2001 NESHAP apply to ‘‘major sources’’ of HAP from boat
manufacturing operations. For the purpose of regulating
HAPs, a ‘‘major source’’ is considered to be a stationary
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source or group of stationary sources located within a
contiguous area and under common control that emits or
has the potential to emit considering controls, in the
aggregate, 10 tons per year (tpy) or more of any single
listed HAP or 25 tpy or more of any combination of HAPs.
See section 112(a)(1) of the CAA (42 U.S.C.A.
§ 7412(a)(1)). See 66 FR 44218, 44219 (August 22, 2001).
State regulations to control VOC emissions from fiber-
glass boat manufacturing materials are required under
Federal law and will be reviewed and approved by the
EPA if the provisions meet the RACT requirements of the
CAA and its implementing regulations. See 73 FR 58481,
58483. The EPA defines RACT as ‘‘the lowest emission
limitation that a particular source is capable of meeting
by the application of control technology that is reasonably
available considering technological and economic feasibil-
ity.’’ See State Implementation Plans; General Preamble
for Proposed Rulemaking on Approval of Plan Revisions
for Nonattainment Areas—Supplement (on Control Tech-
niques Guidelines), 44 FR 53761 (September 17, 1979).
Section 172(c)(1) of the CAA provides that SIPs for
nonattainment areas must include ‘‘reasonably available
control measures,’’ including RACT, for sources of emis-
sions. Section 182(b)(2) of the CAA provides that for
moderate ozone nonattainment areas, states must revise
their SIPs to include RACT for sources of VOC emissions
covered by a CTG document issued by the EPA prior to
the area’s date of attainment. More importantly, section
184(b)(1)(B) of the CAA requires that states in the Ozone
Transport Region (OTR), including the Commonwealth,
submit an SIP revision requiring implementation of
RACT for all sources of VOC emissions in the state
covered by a specific CTG.
Section 183(e) of the CAA (42 U.S.C.A. § 7511b(e))
directs the EPA to list for regulation those categories of
products that account for at least 80% of the VOC
emissions from consumer and commercial products in
ozone nonattainment areas. Section 183(e)(3)(C) of the
CAA further provides that the EPA may issue a CTG
document in place of a National regulation for a product
category when the EPA determines that the CTG will be
‘‘substantially as effective as regulations’’ in reducing
emissions of VOC in ozone nonattainment areas. In 1995,
the EPA listed fiberglass boat manufacturing on its
section 183(e) list and, in 2008, the EPA issued a CTG for
this product category. See 60 FR 15264, 15267 (March 23,
1995) and 73 FR 58481. See Control Techniques Guide-
lines for Fiberglass Boat Manufacturing Materials, EPA
453/R-08-004, Office of Air Quality Planning and Stan-
dards, EPA, September 2008. The Fiberglass Boat Manu-
facturing Materials CTG is available on the EPA web site
at www.epa.gov/airquality/ozonepollution/SIPToolkit/
ctgs.html.
In the 2008 notice of final determination and availabil-
ity of final CTGs, the EPA determined that the recom-
mendations of the Fiberglass Boat Manufacturing Materi-
als CTG would be substantially as effective as National
regulations in reducing VOC emissions from the fiber-
glass boat manufacturing materials product category in
ozone nonattainment areas. See 73 FR 58481. The CTG
provides states with the EPA’s recommendation of what
constitutes RACT for the covered category. States can use
the Federal recommendations provided in the CTG to
inform their own determination as to what constitutes
RACT for VOC emissions from the covered category. State
air pollution control agencies may implement other
technically-sound approaches that are consistent with the
CAA requirements and the EPA’s implementing regula-
tions or guidelines.
The Department reviewed the recommendations in-
cluded in the 2008 Fiberglass Boat Manufacturing Mate-
rials CTG for their applicability to the ground-level ozone
reduction measures necessary for this Commonwealth.
The Bureau of Air Quality determined that the measures
provided in the Fiberglass Boat Manufacturing Materials
CTG are appropriate to be implemented in this Common-
wealth as RACT for this category.
This proposed rulemaking would affect the owner and
operator of one known Title V major facility in this
Commonwealth. The Board anticipates that the affected
owner of the facility would demonstrate compliance with
the proposed measures to reduce VOC emissions because
this facility is already subject to the 2001 NESHAP HAP
emission control requirements. These NESHAP provisions
are applicable requirements in the Federally-enforceable
Title V permit issued by the Department to the owner
and operator on January 23, 2008. It is possible that the
proposed rulemaking would also affect owners and opera-
tors of other fiberglass boat manufacturing facilities that
have not yet been identified, because the 2001 NESHAP
does not apply to area sources (that is, sources that emit
less than 10 tpy of any single listed HAP or less than 25
tpy of any combination of HAPs). Owners and operators
of area source fiberglass boat manufacturing facilities are,
therefore, not currently required to implement the HAP-
reduction measures provided in the 2001 NESHAP, which
are also included in the 2008 Fiberglass Boat Manufac-
turing Materials CTG as measures for reducing emissions
of VOCs from sources that meet the applicability thresh-
old recommended by the EPA in the CTG.
The ground-level ozone reduction measures included in
this proposed rulemaking would achieve VOC emission
reductions locally and would also reduce the transport of
VOC emissions and ground-level ozone to downwind
states, if implemented for potentially unidentified existing
sources of VOC emissions from fiberglass boat manufac-
turing operations including open molding resin and gel
coat materials that are not currently controlled in this
Commonwealth. Adoption of VOC emission requirements
for fiberglass boat manufacturing materials is part of the
Commonwealth’s strategy, in concert with other OTR
jurisdictions, to further reduce transport of VOC ozone
precursors and ground-level ozone throughout the OTR to
attain and maintain the 8-hour ozone NAAQS.
The proposed rulemaking is required under the CAA
and is reasonably necessary to attain and maintain the
health-based and welfare-based 8-hour ozone NAAQS and
to satisfy related CAA requirements in this Common-
wealth. If published as a final-form regulation in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin, this proposed rulemaking will be
submitted to the EPA as a revision to the Common-
wealth’s SIP.
The proposed rulemaking was discussed with the Air
Quality Technical Advisory Committee (AQTAC) on De-
cember 12, 2013. The AQTAC voted unanimously to
concur with the Department’s recommendation to forward
the proposed rulemaking to the Board for consideration.
The proposed rulemaking was discussed with the Small
Business Compliance Advisory Committee (SBCAC) on
April 23, 2014. The SBCAC also voted unanimously to
forward the proposed rulemaking to the Board for consid-
eration. The proposed rulemaking was discussed with the
Citizens Advisory Council (CAC) Policy and Regulatory
Oversight (PRO) Committee on March 12, 2014. On the
recommendation of the PRO Committee, on March 18,
2014, the CAC concurred with the Department’s recom-
mendation to forward the proposed rulemaking to the
Board.
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E. Summary of Regulatory Requirements
§ 129.74. Control of VOC emissions from fiberglass boat
manufacturing materials
Under proposed subsection (a), the proposed rule-
making would apply Statewide to the owner and operator
of a facility that manufactures a hull or a deck of a boat
or a related part from fiberglass, builds a mold or plug to
make a fiberglass boat hull or deck or related part, or
makes polyester resin putties for assembling fiberglass
boat parts when the total actual VOC emissions from
fiberglass boat manufacturing operations identified in
Table I are equal to or greater than 15 pounds (6.8
kilograms) per day or 2.7 tons per 12-month rolling
period, before consideration of controls. The total actual
VOC emissions include the actual VOC emissions from
the manufacture of hulls or decks from fiberglass, fiber-
glass boat parts (including small parts such as hatches,
seats and lockers), molds or plugs for fiberglass hulls,
decks or boat parts, resin and gel coat mixing operations,
resin and gel coat application equipment and related
cleaning activities at the facility. As with all RACT
regulations, an owner or operator remains subject to the
regulation even if the throughput or VOC emissions fall
below the applicability threshold.
Proposed subsection (a) also specifies that the proposed
rulemaking would not apply to the owner and operator of
a facility that manufactures boat trailers or parts of
boats, such as hatches, seats and lockers, but does not
manufacture hulls or decks of boats from fiberglass or
build molds to make fiberglass boat hulls or decks.
Further, proposed subsection (a) establishes monomer
VOC content limits for open molding resin and gel coat
materials.
Under proposed subsection (b), the proposed rule-
making establishes 39 definitions to support the proposed
rulemaking.
Under proposed subsection (c), exceptions are estab-
lished for certain operating circumstances.
Under proposed subsection (d), the requirements of this
proposed rulemaking supersede the requirements of a
RACT permit issued to an owner and operator of a source
subject to this section, except to the extent the RACT
permit contains more stringent requirements.
Under proposed subsection (e), the owner and operator
of a facility subject to this section shall comply with the
applicable requirements on the effective date of adoption
of this proposed rulemaking.
Under proposed subsection (f), the owner and operator
of a facility subject to this section may not cause or
permit the emission into the outdoor atmosphere of
monomer VOCs from an open molding resin or gel coat
fiberglass boat manufacturing operation, a resin or gel
coat mixing operation, or a resin or gel coat application
equipment cleaning operation unless one or more of the
specified limitations is met. Three options for meeting the
emission limits are proposed: use of compliant materials
as listed in Table I; monomer VOC emissions averaging;
or installation of a VOC emissions capture system and
add-on air pollution control device.
Under proposed subsection (g), the owner and operator
of a facility subject to this section opting to install a VOC
emissions capture system and add-on air pollution control
device must obtain a plan approval prior to installation
and operation of the VOC emissions capture system and
add-on air pollution control device.
Under proposed subsection (h), the owner and operator
of a facility subject to this section may use an adjusted
monomer VOC emission rate for filled production resins
and filled tooling resins in each of the options specified in
subsection (f).
Under proposed subsection (i), the monomer VOC con-
tent of an open molding resin, gel coat, filled production
resin or filled tooling resin material not included in an
emissions averaging option in subsection (f)(2) must meet
the monomer VOC content requirements of subsection
(f)(1) or the add-on air pollution control requirements of
subsection (f)(3).
Under proposed subsection (j), alternative requirements
for control of monomer VOC content for certain resin and
gel coat materials are established.
Under proposed subsection (k), work practices for resin
and gel coat materials are established.
Under proposed subsection (l), VOC content limits and
work practices for cleaning materials are established.
Under proposed subsection (m), compliance and moni-
toring requirements are established.
Under proposed subsection (n), sampling and testing
standards are established.
Under proposed subsection (o), recordkeeping require-
ments are established.
Under proposed subsection (p), reporting requirements
are established.
F. Benefits, Costs and Compliance
Benefits
Implementation of the VOC emission control measures
in the proposed rulemaking would benefit the health and
welfare of the approximately 12 million residents and the
numerous animals, crops, vegetation and natural areas of
this Commonwealth by reducing emissions of VOCs,
which are precursors to the formation of ground-level
ozone air pollution. Exposure to high concentrations of
ground-level ozone is a serious human and animal health
and welfare threat, causing respiratory illnesses and
decreased lung function, agricultural crop loss, visible
foliar injury to sensitive plant species, and damage to
forests, ecosystems and infrastructure. Reduced ambient
concentrations of ground-level ozone would reduce the
incidences of hospital admissions for respiratory ailments
including asthma and improve the quality of life for
citizens overall. While children, the elderly and those
with respiratory problems are most at risk, even healthy
individuals may experience increased respiratory ail-
ments and other symptoms when they are exposed to
high levels of ambient ground-level ozone while engaged
in activities that involve physical exertion.
This proposed rulemaking is designed to adopt the
standards and recommendations in the EPA’s 2008 Fiber-
glass Boat Manufacturing Materials CTG to meet the
requirements of sections 172(c)(1), 182(b)(2) and
184(b)(1)(B) of the CAA. The proposed rulemaking would
apply the standards and recommendations in the CTG
across this Commonwealth, as required under section
184(b)(1)(B) of the CAA.
The Statewide implementation of the proposed rule-
making control measures would assist the Department in
reducing VOC emissions from fiberglass boat manufactur-
ing operations locally, and reducing the resultant local
formation of ground-level ozone and transport of VOC
emissions and ground-level ozone to downwind states.
Statewide implementation would also facilitate implemen-
tation and enforcement of the proposed rulemaking in
this Commonwealth. The measures in the proposed rule-
making are reasonably necessary to attain and maintain
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the health-based and welfare-based 8-hour ozone NAAQS
and to satisfy related CAA requirements in this Common-
wealth.
The proposed rulemaking may create economic opportu-
nities for VOC emission control technology innovators,
manufacturers and distributors through an increased
demand for new or improved equipment. In addition, the
owners and operators of regulated facilities may be
required to install and operate an emissions monitoring
system or equipment necessary for an emissions monitor-
ing method to comply with the proposed rulemaking,
thereby creating an economic opportunity for the emis-
sions monitoring industry.
Compliance costs
The Board does not anticipate additional costs from
these proposed VOC emission reduction measures for the
owner and operator of this Title V facility which is
already subject to the EPA’s 2001 NESHAP HAP emis-
sion control requirements. These applicable requirements
are incorporated in the Federally-enforceable Title V
permit issued by the Department to the owner and
operator on January 23, 2008. Therefore, there would not
be additional compliance costs to the owner and operator
of this source from implementation of this proposed
rulemaking. It is possible that the proposed rulemaking
would also affect owners and operators of other fiberglass
boat manufacturing facilities that have not yet been
identified, because the HAP emission reduction measures
of the 2001 NESHAP do not apply to the owners and
operators of area sources (that is, sources that emit less
than 10 tpy of any single listed HAP or less than 25 tpy
of any combination of HAPs). Owners and operators of
area source fiberglass boat manufacturing facilities are,
therefore, not currently required to implement the HAP
emission reduction measures provided in the 2001
NESHAP, which are also included in the 2008 Fiberglass
Boat Manufacturing Materials CTG as measures for
reducing emissions of VOCs from sources that meet the
applicability threshold recommended by the EPA in the
CTG.
The owner and operator of a facility that is not subject
to the 2001 NESHAP that would be subject to the
proposed rulemaking would be expected to incur little, if
any, cost to implement the requirements of the proposed
rulemaking. The proposed rulemaking provides as one
compliance option the use of individually-compliant resin
and gel coat materials in subsection (f)(1), and requires
the use of compliant cleaning solvents in subsection (l).
Open molding resin, gel coat and cleaning materials that
are compliant with the HAP content limits in the 2001
NESHAP and with the proposed rulemaking VOC content
limits in subsection (a) are readily available to all sizes of
facilities. Further, the industry has experienced a shift to
non-atomizing resin application methods that are re-
quired to comply with the HAP emission reduction re-
quirements in the 2001 NESHAP and which are included
in the proposed rulemaking. This shift has occurred at all
sizes of facilities across the United States because of the
productivity and economic benefits of using non-atomizing
methods over conventional atomizing methods.
The proposed rulemaking would provide flexibility by
allowing compliance through averaging the VOC emission
rates of open molding resin and gel coat materials in
subsection (f)(2) in addition to choice of application tech-
nology. A third compliance option, the use of a VOC
emissions capture system and add-on air pollution control
device, is provided in subsection (f)(3). However, because
of the wide availability and lower cost (compared to
add-on controls) of compliant VOC content materials and
alternative application methods, compliant materials and
methods are generally used to reduce VOC emissions
from fiberglass boat manufacturing facilities.
Emission limitations established by this proposed rule-
making would not require the submission of applications
for amendments to existing operating permits. These
requirements would be incorporated as applicable require-
ments at the time of permit renewal, if less than 3 years
remain in the permit term.
New legal, accounting or consulting procedures would
not be required.
Compliance assistance plan
The Department plans to educate and assist the public
and regulated community in understanding the proposed
requirements and how to comply with them. This would
be accomplished through the Department’s ongoing com-
pliance assistance program. The Department would also
work with the Small Business Assistance Program to aid
the facilities less able to handle permitting matters with
in-house staff.
Paperwork requirements
The owner and operator of an affected fiberglass boat
manufacturing source would be required to keep records
of information for open molding resin and gel coat
materials and cleaning materials, as applicable, sufficient
to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of this
section. The proposed rulemaking would require monthly
records of certain VOC content information or composite
vapor pressure, as applicable. Records of calculations
performed for each applicable requirement under subsec-
tions (f), (h) and (j) would be required, as well as records
of the sampling and testing performed in accordance with
subsection (n). The records required in the proposed
rulemaking must be maintained for 2 years unless a
longer period is specified by a plan approval or operating
permit issued under Chapter 127 (relating to construc-
tion, modification, reactivation and operation of sources)
and submitted to the Department in an acceptable format
upon receipt of a written request.
G. Pollution Prevention
The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C.A.
§§ 13101—13109) established a National policy that pro-
motes pollution prevention as the preferred means for
achieving state environmental protection goals. The De-
partment encourages pollution prevention, which is the
reduction or elimination of pollution at its source, through
the substitution of environmentally friendly materials,
more efficient use of raw materials and the incorporation
of energy efficiency strategies. Pollution prevention prac-
tices can provide greater environmental protection with
greater efficiency because they can result in significant
cost savings to facilities that permanently achieve or
move beyond compliance.
This proposed rulemaking would help ensure that the
citizens and the environment of this Commonwealth
experience the benefits of reduced emissions of VOCs and
HAPs from fiberglass boat manufacturing open molding
resin, gel coat and cleaning materials. Although the
proposed rulemaking is designed primarily to address
ozone air quality, the reformulation or substitution of
low-VOC content open molding resin and gel coat materi-
als, and low-VOC content or low vapor pressure cleaning
materials, to meet the VOC content limits applicable to
users may also result in reduction of HAP emissions,
which are also a serious health threat. The reduced levels
of high VOC-content and HAP-content solvents would
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also benefit water quality through reduced loading on
water treatment plants and in reduced quantities of high
VOC-content and HAP-content solvents leaching into the
ground.
The proposed rulemaking provides as one compliance
option that open molding resin and gel coat materials
used in fiberglass boat manufacturing processes in this
Commonwealth would meet specified limits for VOC
content, usually through substitution of low VOC-content
solvents or water for the high VOC-content solvents, and
that they be applied using specified application methods.
Further, the proposed rulemaking would require the
owner and operator of a source subject to this section to
ensure that resin and gel coat containers with a capacity
equal to or greater than 55 gallons (208 liters), including
those used for onsite mixing of putties and polyputties,
have a cover in place at all times with no visible gaps,
except when materials are being manually added or
removed from a container or when mixing equipment is
being placed in or removed from a container.
The proposed rulemaking additionally requires the use
of low-VOC content or low vapor pressure cleaning mate-
rials, and work practice standards for the storage and
handling of cleaning materials. The proposed rulemaking
would also require the owner and operator of a source
subject to this section to ensure that the VOC content of
cleaning materials used for routine application equipment
cleaning is equal to or less than 5% by weight or has a
composite vapor pressure equal to or less than 0.50
mmHg at 68°F and use only non-VOC-containing solvent
to remove cured resin or gel coat residue from application
equipment.
H. Sunset Review
This regulation will be reviewed in accordance with the
sunset review schedule published by the Department to
determine whether it effectively fulfills the goals for
which it was intended.
I. Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5(a)), on July 8, 2014, the Department submit-
ted a copy of this proposed rulemaking and a copy of a
Regulatory Analysis Form to the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission (IRRC) and to the Chairpersons of
the House and Senate Environmental Resources and
Energy Committees. A copy of this material is available to
the public upon request.
Under section 5(g) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC
may convey any comments, recommendations or objec-
tions to the proposed rulemaking within 30 days of the
close of the public comment period. The comments, recom-
mendations or objections must specify the regulatory
review criteria which have not been met. The Regulatory
Review Act specifies detailed procedures for review, prior
to final publication of the rulemaking, by the Depart-
ment, the General Assembly and the Governor of com-
ments, recommendations or objections raised.
J. Public Comments
Interested persons are invited to submit written com-
ments, suggestions or objections regarding the proposed
rulemaking to the Environmental Quality Board. Com-
ments, suggestions or objections must be received by the
Board by September 22, 2014. In addition to the submis-
sion of comments, interested persons may also submit a
summary of their comments to the Board. The summary
may not exceed one page in length and must also be
received by the Board by September 22, 2014. The
one-page summary will be distributed to the Board and
available publicly prior to the meeting when the final-
form rulemaking will be considered.
Comments including the submission of a one-page
summary of comments may be submitted to the Board
online, by e-mail, by mail or express mail as follows. If an
acknowledgement of comments submitted online or by
e-mail is not received by the sender within 2 working
days, the comments should be retransmitted to the Board
to ensure receipt. Comments submitted by facsimile will
not be accepted.
Comments may be submitted to the Board by accessing
the Board’s online comment system at http://www.ahs.dep.
pa.gov/RegComments. Comments may be submitted to the
Board by e-mail at RegComments@pa.gov. A subject head-
ing of the proposed rulemaking and a return name and
address must be included in each transmission.
Written comments should be mailed to the Environmen-
tal Quality Board, P. O. Box 8477, Harrisburg, PA 17105-
8477. Express mail should be sent to the Environmental
Quality Board, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 16th
Floor, 400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17101-2301.
K. Public Hearings
The Board will hold three public hearings for the
purpose of accepting comments on this proposed rule-
making. The hearings will be held at 1 p.m. on the
following dates:










2 East Main Street
Norristown, PA 19401
August 21, 2014 Department of Environmental
Protection




Persons wishing to present testimony at a hearing are
requested to contact the Environmental Quality Board,
P. O. Box 8477, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477, (717) 787-
4526 at least 1 week in advance of the hearing to reserve
a time to present testimony. Oral testimony is limited to
10 minutes for each witness. Witnesses are requested to
submit three written copies of their oral testimony to the
hearing chairperson at the hearing. Organizations are
limited to designating one witness to present testimony
on their behalf at each hearing.
Persons in need of accommodations as provided for in
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 should con-
tact the Board at (717) 787-4526 or through the Pennsyl-
vania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 (TDD) or
(800) 654-5988 (voice users) to discuss how the Board
may accommodate their needs.
E. CHRISTOPHER ABRUZZO,
Chairperson
Fiscal Note: 7-487. No fiscal impact; (8) recommends
adoption.
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Annex A
TITLE 25. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PART I. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Subpart C. PROTECTION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE III. AIR RESOURCES
CHAPTER 129. STANDARDS FOR SOURCES
SOURCES OF VOCs
§ 129.74. Control of VOC emissions from fiberglass boat manufacturing materials.
(a) Applicability.
(1) This section applies to the owner and operator of a facility that manufactures a hull or a deck of a boat or a related
part from fiberglass, builds a mold or plug to make a fiberglass boat hull or deck or related part, or makes polyester resin
putties for assembling fiberglass boat parts, when the total actual VOC emissions from fiberglass boat manufacturing
operations identified in Table I are equal to or greater than 15 pounds (6.8 kilograms) per day or 2.7 tons per 12-month
rolling period, before consideration of controls. The total actual VOC emissions include the actual VOC emissions from
the manufacture of hulls or decks from fiberglass, fiberglass boat parts (including small parts such as hatches, seats and
lockers), molds or plugs for fiberglass hulls, decks or boat parts, resin and gel coat mixing operations, resin and gel coat
application equipment and related cleaning activities at the facility.
(2) This section does not apply to the owner and operator of a facility that manufactures boat trailers or parts of boats,
such as hatches, seats and lockers, but does not manufacture hulls or decks of boats from fiberglass or build molds to
make fiberglass boat hulls or decks.
Table I: Compliant Monomer VOC Content Limit for Open Molding Resin and Gel Coat Materials
Open Molding Resin or Gel
Coat Material Application Method
Individual Monomer VOC Content or
Weighted Average Monomer VOC
Content (weight percent)
Production Resin Atomized Spray 28
Production Resin Non-atomized 35
Pigmented Gel Coat Any Method 33
Clear Gel Coat Any Method 48
Tooling Resin Atomized Spray 30
Tooling Resin Non-atomized 39
Tooling Gel Coat Any Method 40
(b) Definitions. The following words and terms, when
used in this section, have the following meanings, unless
the context clearly indicates otherwise:
Application equipment cleaning—The process of flush-
ing or removing resin or gel coat material, or both, from
the interior or exterior of equipment that is used to apply
resins or gel coats in the manufacture of fiberglass parts.
Assembly adhesives—A chemical substance that is ap-
plied for the purpose of bonding two surfaces together
other than by mechanical means.
Atomized application method—
(i) A resin application technology in which the resin
leaves the application equipment and breaks into droplets
or an aerosol as it travels from the application equipment
to the surface of the part.
(ii) The term includes resin spray guns and resin
chopper spray guns.
Boat—A vessel, other than a seaplane, that can be used
for transportation on the water.
Clear gel coat—
(i) A polyester resin material that is clear or translu-
cent so that underlying colors are visible. These materials
are used to manufacture parts for sale.
(ii) The term does not include tooling gel coats used to
build or repair molds.
Closed molding—
(i) A process in which pressure is used to distribute
resin through the reinforcing fabric placed between two
mold surfaces to either saturate the fabric or fill the mold
cavity. The pressure may be clamping pressure, fluid
pressure, atmospheric pressure or vacuum pressure used
either alone or in combination. The mold surfaces may be
rigid or flexible.
(ii) The term includes compression molding with sheet
molding compound, infusion molding, resin injection
molding, vacuum assisted resin transfer molding, resin
transfer molding and vacuum assisted compression mold-
ing.
(iii) The term does not include:
(A) A process in which a closed mold is used only to
compact saturated fabric or remove air or excess resin
from the fabric, such as in vacuum bagging.
(B) Open molding steps, such as application of a gel
coat or skin coat layer by conventional open molding.
Cured resin—A thermosetting plastic material contain-
ing styrene or methyl methacrylate or gel coat that has
changed irreversibly from a liquid to a solid.
Fiberglass—A material consisting of glass fibers made
in the form of cloth, mat or roving.
Fiberglass boat—A vessel in which either the hull or
deck, or both, is built from a composite material consist-
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ing of a thermosetting resin matrix reinforced with fibers
of glass, carbon, aramid or other material.
Filled resin—A thermosetting plastic material to which
an inert material has been added to change viscosity,
density, shrinkage or other physical properties, particu-
larly for building molds.
Flowcoater—A non-atomizing application method of ap-
plying resins and gel coats to an open mold with a fluid
nozzle in a fan pattern with no air supplied to the nozzle.
Gel coat—
(i) A clear or pigmented polyester resin material that
does not contain reinforcing fibers and becomes the outer
or inner surface of a finished boat product or mold.
(ii) The term includes a clear or pigmented polyester
resin mixed with metal flakes.
Glass cloth—A fabric made of woven yarns of glass
fibers.
Glass mat—A prepared material consisting of short
glass fibers that are fixed to each other in a random
pattern by a chemical binder or are mechanically stitched
to a lightweight fabric.
Glass roving—A bundle of continuous glass fibers that
is fed from a spool to a specialized gun that chops the
bundle into short fibers, mixes the fibers with catalyzed
resin and deposits the mixture on the mold surface in a
random pattern.
Mixing—An operation in which resin or gel coat, includ-
ing the mixing of putties or polyester resin putties, is
combined with additives that include fillers, promoters or
catalysts.
Mold—
(i) The cavity or surface into or on which gel coat, resin
and fibers are placed and from which finished fiberglass
parts take their form.
(ii) The term is also known as a tool.
Monomer VOC—A VOC that partially combines with
itself or other similar compounds by a cross-linking
reaction to become a part of the cured resin.
Monomer VOC content—The weight of the monomer
divided by the weight of the polymer.
Non-atomized application method—
(i) A resin application technology in which the resin is
not broken into droplets or into an aerosol as the resin
travels from the application equipment to the surface of
the part.
(ii) The term includes flowcoaters, chopper flowcoaters,
pressure-fed resin rollers, resin impregnators and hand
application (for example, paint brush or paint roller).
Open molding—
(i) A process in which the reinforcing fibers and resin
are placed in the mold and are open to the surrounding
air while the reinforcing fibers are saturated with resin.
(ii) The term includes:
(A) An operation in which a vacuum bag or similar
cover is used to compress an uncured laminate to remove
air bubbles or excess resin or to achieve a bond between a
core material and a laminate.
(B) Application of a gel coat or skin coat layer prior to
a closed molding process.
(C) A process in which a closed mold is used only to
compact saturated fabric or to remove air or excess resin
from the fabric (such as in vacuum bagging).
Pigmented gel coat—
(i) An opaque polyester resin material used to manu-
facture parts for sale.
(ii) The term does not include tooling gel coats used to
build or repair molds.
Plug—
(i) A full-size model of the part to be manufactured.
The mold is built over the finished model.
(ii) The term is also known as a prototype.
Polyester resin material—An unsaturated thermosetting
plastic material, such as an isophthalic, orthophthalic,
halogenated, bisphenol A, vinylester or furan resin, a
cross-linking agent, a catalyst, a gel coat, an inhibitor, an
accelerator, a promoter or other material containing VOC
used in polyester resin operations.
Polyester resin operation—A process in which an un-
saturated polyester resin material is used to fabricate,
rework, repair or touch-up a product for commercial,
military or industrial use by mixing, pouring, hand
laying-up, impregnating, injecting, forming, winding,
spraying or curing.
Polyputty or putty—A polyester or vinylester resin
mixed with inert fillers or fibers. The mixture is used to
assemble fiberglass parts and to fill gaps between parts.
The applied material becomes part of the composite
structure. These materials are not considered industrial
adhesives.
Production resin—
(i) A thermosetting plastic material used to manufac-
ture parts for sale.
(ii) The term does not include tooling resins used to
build or repair molds and assembly adhesives.
Repair—The addition of polyester resin material to a
portion of a previously fabricated product to mend dam-
age.
Resin—A thermosetting plastic material containing sty-
rene or methyl methacrylate, with or without pigment,
used to encapsulate and bind together reinforcement
fibers in the construction of fiberglass parts.
Resin impregnator—A mechanical non-atomizing com-
posite material application method in which fiber rein-
forcement is saturated with one or more resins in a
controlled ratio for each specific composite product.
Roll-out—The process of using rollers, squeegees or
similar tools to compact reinforcing materials saturated
with resin to remove trapped air or excess resin.
Skin coat—A layer of resin and fibers applied over the
gel coat to protect the gel coat from being deformed by
the next laminate layer.
Tooling gel coat—A polyester resin material containing
styrene or methyl methacrylate, or both, that becomes the
interior surface of a mold, supported by resin and fiber-
glass, or the exterior surface of a plug used to create a
mold or is used to repair a mold.
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Tooling resin—A thermosetting plastic material, hard-
ened by a catalyst, used to construct or repair a mold or a
plug for a mold for the manufacture of a fiberglass boat
hull, deck or other part.
Touch-up—The application of material to cover minor
imperfections.
Vacuum bagging—
(i) A molding technique in which the reinforcing fabric
is saturated with resin, covered with a flexible sheet that
is sealed to the edge of the mold and a vacuum is applied
under the sheet to compress the laminate, remove excess
resin or remove trapped air from the laminate during
curing.
(ii) The term does not include a process that meets the
definition of ‘‘closed molding.’’
Vacuum bagging with roll-out—A partially closed mold-
ing technology that rolls the resin and fabric before the
application of vacuum bagging materials.
Vacuum bagging without roll-out—A partially closed
molding technology that applies vacuum bagging materi-
als to the mold immediately after resin application with-
out rolling the resin and fabric.
Vinylester resin—A thermosetting plastic material con-
taining one or more esters of acrylic or methacrylic acids
and having double-bond and ester linkage sites only at
the ends of the resin molecules.
(c) Exceptions. The requirements of this section do not
apply to the following circumstances:
(1) A resin application process in a closed molding
operation as defined in subsection (b).
(2) A surface coating applied to a fiberglass boat.
(3) A surface coating for a fiberglass and metal recre-
ational boat.
(4) An industrial adhesive used in the assembly of a
fiberglass boat. Industrial adhesives used in fiberglass
boat assembly are regulated under § 129.77 or Chapter
130, Subchapter D (relating to control of emissions from
the use or application of adhesives, sealants, primers and
solvents; and adhesives, sealants, primers and solvents).
(d) Existing RACT permit. The requirements of this
section supersede the requirements of a RACT permit
issued to the owner and operator of a source subject to
subsection (a) prior to , (Editor’s Note: The
blank refers to the effective date of adoption of this
proposed rulemaking.) under §§ 129.91—129.95 (relating
to stationary sources of NOx and VOCs) to control, reduce
or minimize VOCs from a fiberglass boat manufacturing
process, except to the extent the RACT permit contains
more stringent requirements.
(e) Compliance deadline. The owner and operator of a
facility subject to this section shall comply with the
applicable requirements beginning (Editor’s
Note: The blank refers to the effective date of adoption of
this proposed rulemaking.).
(f) Emission limits. Except as specified in subsection
(h) or (j), the owner and operator of a facility subject to
this section may not cause or permit the emission into the
outdoor atmosphere of monomer VOCs from an open
molding resin or gel coat fiberglass boat manufacturing
operation, a resin or gel coat mixing operation, or a resin
or gel coat application equipment cleaning operation
unless one or more of the following limitations is met:
(1) Compliant materials option. The individual mono-
mer VOC content limit is achieved through the use of
low-monomer VOC content open molding resin and gel
coat materials by one or more of the following methods:
(i) Using only low-monomer VOC content resin and gel
coat materials within a covered operation listed in Table
I.
(A) The monomer VOC content of each resin or gel coat
material is equal to or less than the limit specified in
Table I.
(B) The monomer VOC content of each resin or gel coat
material includes the amount of non-monomer VOC con-
tent that exceeds 5% by weight of the resin or gel coat
material.
(ii) Averaging the monomer VOC contents for the open
molding resin and gel coat materials used within a
covered operation listed in Table I on a weight-adjusted
basis.
(A) The combined total monomer VOC content of resin
or gel coat materials of a certain type must meet the
applicable monomer VOC content limit for a specific
application method on a 12-month rolling weighted-
average basis, calculated using the equation in clause (C).
(B) The monomer VOC content of each resin or gel coat
material included in the weighted average specified in
clause (A) includes the amount of non-monomer VOC
content that exceeds 5% by weight of the resin or gel coat
material.
(C) The weighted-average monomer VOC content on a
12-month rolling-average basis shall be calculated as
follows:
n
Weighted Average Monomer  (MiVOCi)





Mi = Mass of open molding resin or gel coat i used in
the past 12 months in an operation, in megagrams.
VOCi = Monomer VOC content, by weight percent, of
open molding resin or gel coat i used in the past 12
months in an operation.
n = Number of different open molding resins or gel
coats used in the past 12 months in an operation.
(2) Emissions averaging option. The numerical mono-
mer VOC emission rate limit is achieved through averag-
ing emissions among different open molding resin and gel
coat operations. The equations in subparagraphs (iii)—(v)
shall be used to estimate the monomer VOC emission
rates from each operation included in the emissions
averaging option based on the material and application
method.
(i) The monomer VOC content of each open molding
resin or gel coat material included in the emissions
averaging option includes the amount of non-monomer
VOC content that exceeds 5% by weight of the resin or
gel coat material.
(ii) The 12-month rolling emissions average shall be
determined at the end of each calendar month.
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(iii) The facility-specific monomer VOC mass emission
limit on a 12-month rolling-average basis shall be calcu-
lated as follows:
Monomer VOC Limit = 46(MR) + 159(MPG) + 291(MCG)
+ 54(MTR) + 214(MTG)
Where:
Monomer VOC Limit = Total allowable monomer VOC
that can be emitted from the open molding operations
included in the emissions averaging program, in kilo-
grams per 12-month period.
MR = Mass of production resin used in the past 12
months, excluding exempt VOC materials, in megagrams.
MPG = Mass of pigmented gel coat used in the past 12
months, excluding exempt VOC materials, in megagrams.
MCG = Mass of clear gel coat used in the past 12
months, excluding exempt VOC materials, in megagrams.
MTR = Mass of tooling resin used in the past 12
months, excluding exempt VOC materials, in megagrams.
MTG = Mass of tooling gel coat used in the past 12
months, excluding exempt VOC materials, in megagrams.
Numerical coefficients = The allowable monomer VOC
emission rate for that particular material, in units of
kg/Mg of material used.
(iv) At the end of the first 12-month rolling-average
emissions period and at the end of each subsequent
calendar month, the owner or operator of the facility shall
demonstrate that the monomer VOC emissions from the
operations and materials included in the emissions aver-
aging option do not exceed the emission limit calculated
under subparagraph (iii) for the same 12-month period as
follows:
Monomer VOC emissions = (PVR)(MR) + (PVPG)(MPG) +
(PVCG)(MCG) + (PVTR)(MTR) + (PVTG)(MTG)
Where:
Monomer VOC emissions = Monomer VOC emissions
calculated using the monomer VOC mission equation for
each operation included in the emissions averaging pro-
gram, in kilograms.
PVR = Weighted-average monomer VOC emission rate
for production resin used in the past 12 months, in
kilograms per megagram.
MR = Mass of production resin used in the past 12
months, in megagrams.
PVPG = Weighted-average monomer VOC emission rate
for pigmented gel coat used in the past 12 months, in
kilograms per megagram.
MPG = Mass of pigmented gel coat used in the past 12
months, in megagrams.
PVCG = Weighted-average monomer VOC emission rate
for clear gel coat used in the past 12 months, in
kilograms per megagram.
MCG = Mass of clear gel coat used in the past 12
months, in megagrams.
PVTR = Weighted-average monomer VOC emission rate
for tooling resin used in the past 12 months, in kilograms
per megagram.
MTR = Mass of tooling resin used in the past 12
months, in megagrams.
PVTG = Weighted-average monomer VOC emission rate
for tooling gel coat used in the past 12 months, in
kilograms per megagram.
MTG = Mass of tooling gel coat used in the past 12
months, in megagrams.
(v) For purposes of subparagraph (iv), the owner or
operator of the facility shall determine the weighted-
average monomer VOC emission rate for the previous 12
months for each open molding resin and gel coat opera-









PVOP = Weighted-average monomer VOC emission rate
for each open molding operation (PVR, PVPG, PVCG, PVTR,
PVTG) included in the emissions averaging program, in
kilograms of monomer VOC per megagram of material
applied.
Mi = Mass of resin or gel coat used within an operation
in the past 12 months, in megagrams.
n = Number of different open molding resins and gel
coats used within an operation within the past 12
months.
PVi = The monomer VOC emission rate for resin or gel
coat used within an operation in the past 12 months, in
kilograms of monomer VOC per megagram of material
applied. PVi shall be calculated using the applicable
emission rate formula specified in Table II.
Table II: Monomer VOC Emission Rate Formulas for Open Molding Resin and Gel Coat Materials
Open Molding Resin or Gel
Coat Material Application Method Emission Rate Formula
Production Resin, Tooling Resin Atomized 0.014 x (Resin VOC%)2.425
Production Resin, Tooling Resin Atomized, plus vacuum
bagging with roll-out
0.01185 x (Resin VOC%)2.425
Production Resin, Tooling Resin Atomized, plus vacuum
bagging without roll-out
0.00945 x (Resin VOC%)2.425
Production Resin, Tooling Resin Non-atomized 0.014 x (Resin VOC%)2.275
Production Resin, Tooling Resin Non-atomized, plus vacuum
bagging with roll-out
0.0110 x (Resin VOC%)2.275
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Open Molding Resin or Gel
Coat Material Application Method Emission Rate Formula
Production Resin, Tooling Resin Non-atomized, plus vacuum
bagging without roll-out
0.0076 x (Resin VOC%)2.275
Pigmented Gel Coat All methods 0.445 x (Resin VOC%)1.675
Clear Gel Coat All methods 0.445 x (Resin VOC%)1.675
Tooling Gel Coat All methods 0.445 x (Resin VOC%)1.675
(3) VOC emissions capture system and add-on air pollu-
tion control device option. A numerical monomer VOC
emission rate, determined for a facility based on the mix
of application methods and materials used at the facility,
is achieved through the use of a VOC emissions capture
system and add-on air pollution control device.
(i) The equation in paragraph (2)(iii) must be used to
determine the emission limit to be achieved by the add-on
air pollution control device, but modified as specified in
this subparagraph. The mass of each open molding
monomer VOC-containing material used during the con-
trol device performance test must be used in the equation
in paragraph (2)(iii), instead of the mass of each material
used over the past 12 months, to determine the emission
limit, in kilograms of monomer VOC, that is applicable
during the control device test.
(ii) The measured emissions at the outlet of the control
device, in kilograms of monomer VOC, must be less than
the emission limit calculated as specified in subparagraph
(i).
(iii) The relevant control device and emission capture
system operating parameters must be monitored and
recorded during the test.
(iv) The values of the parameters recorded in subpara-
graph (iii) must be used to establish the operating limits
for those parameters.
(v) The operating parameters must be maintained
within the established operating limits.
(g) VOC emissions capture system and add-on air pollu-
tion control device requirements. The owner or operator of
a facility subject to this section may elect to comply with
the applicable emission limitations of this section through
the installation of a VOC emissions capture system and
add-on air pollution control device in accordance with
subsection (f)(3). The owner or operator shall submit a
plan approval to the appropriate regional office. The plan
approval must be approved, in writing, by the Depart-
ment prior to installation and operation of the emissions
capture system and add-on air pollution control device.
The plan approval must include the following informa-
tion:
(1) A description, including location, of each affected
source or operation to be controlled with the emissions
capture system and add-on air pollution control device.
(2) A description of the proposed emissions capture
system and add-on air pollution control device to be
installed.
(3) A description of the proposed compliance monitoring
equipment to be installed.
(4) A description of the parameters to be monitored to
demonstrate continuing compliance.
(5) A description of the records to be kept that will
document the continuing compliance.
(6) A schedule containing proposed interim dates for
completing each phase of the required work to install and
test the emissions capture system and add-on air pollu-
tion control device described in paragraph (2) and the
compliance monitoring equipment described in paragraph
(3).
(7) A proposed interim emission limitation that will be
imposed on the affected source or operation until compli-
ance is achieved with the applicable emission limitation.
(8) A proposed final compliance date that is as soon as
possible but not later than 1 year after the start of
installation of the approved emissions capture system and
add-on air pollution control device and the compliance
monitoring equipment.
(h) Emission limits for filled production resins and
filled tooling resins. The owner or operator may use an
open molding filled production resin or filled tooling resin
in each of the emission limit options specified in subsec-
tion (f).
(1) If fillers are added to the resin material, the
adjusted monomer VOC emission rate of the filled mate-
rial must be calculated on an as-applied basis as follows:
PVF = PVU x (100 - % Filler)
100
Where:
PVF = The as-applied monomer VOC emission rate for
the filled production resin or tooling resin, in kilograms
per megagram of filled material.
PVU = The monomer VOC emission rate for the neat
(unfilled) resin, before filler is added, calculated using the
applicable emission rate formula in Table II.
% Filler = The weight-percent of filler in the as-applied
resin system.
(2) The value of PVF of a compliant material used in
subsection (f)(1), calculated as specified in paragraph (1),
for a filled resin used as a:
(i) Production resin shall not exceed 46 kilograms of
monomer VOC per megagram of filled resin applied.
(ii) Tooling resin shall not exceed 54 kilograms of
monomer VOC per megagram of filled resin applied.
(3) The value of PVF, calculated as specified in para-
graph (1), must be used in place of the value of PVi for a
filled resin included in the emissions averaging option
equation in subsection (f)(2)(v).
(4) The monomer VOC content of each as applied filled
resin includes the amount of non-monomer VOC content
that exceeds 5% by weight of the unfilled resin material.
(i) Monomer VOC control requirement for an open
molding resin, gel coat, filled production resin or filled
tooling resin not included in an emissions averaging
option. The monomer VOC content of an open molding
resin, gel coat, filled production resin or filled tooling
resin material not included in an emissions averaging
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option in subsection (f)(2) shall meet the monomer VOC
content requirements of subsection (f)(1) or the add-on air
pollution control requirements of subsection (f)(3).
(j) Alternative requirements for control of monomer
VOC content for certain resin and gel coat materials. The
monomer VOC content limits in Table I do not apply to a
tooling or production material used for the following
purposes:
(1) A production resin, including a skin coat resin, that
must meet a specification for use in a military vessel or
must be approved by the United States Coast Guard for
use in the construction of a lifeboat, rescue boat or
life-saving appliance approved under 46 CFR Chapter 1,
Subchapter Q (relating to equipment, construction, and
materials: specifications and approval) or the construction
of a small passenger vessel regulated under 46 CFR
Chapter 1, Subchapter T (relating to small passenger
vessels (under 100 gross tons)). A production resin that
meets one or more of these criteria shall be applied with
non-atomizing resin application equipment.
(2) A production or tooling resin or a pigmented, clear
or tooling gel coat used for repair and touch up of a part
or a mold, if the weight used of resin and gel coat
materials that meet one or more of these criteria does not
exceed 1% by weight of the total resin and gel coat
material used at a facility on a 12-month rolling-average
basis.
(3) Pure 100% vinylester resin used for a skin coat, if
the pure 100% vinylester resin used for the skin coat is
applied with non-atomizing resin application equipment,
and the weight used of resin materials meeting this
criterion does not exceed 5% by weight of the total resin
used at a facility on a 12-month rolling-average basis.
(k) Work practices for resin and gel coat materials. The
owner or operator of a facility subject to this section shall
ensure that resin and gel coat containers with a capacity
equal to or greater than 55 gallons (208 liters), including
those used for onsite mixing of putties and polyputties,
have a cover in place at all times with no visible gaps,
except when materials are being manually added or
removed from a container or when mixing equipment is
being placed in or removed from a container.
(l) VOC content limits and work practices for cleaning
materials. The owner or operator of a facility subject to
this section shall comply with the following VOC content
limits and work practices for VOC-containing cleaning
materials:
(1) Ensure that the VOC content of cleaning solvents
used for routine application equipment cleaning is equal
to or less than 5% by weight or has a composite vapor
pressure equal to or less than 0.50 mmHg at 68°F.
(2) Use only non-VOC-containing solvent to remove
cured resin or gel coat from application equipment.
(m) Compliance and monitoring requirements. The
owner or operator of a facility subject to this section shall:
(1) Use the test methods and procedures in subsection
(n) to determine the monomer VOC content of resin and
gel coat material.
(2) Equip add-on air pollution control devices with the
applicable monitoring equipment. The monitoring equip-
ment shall be installed, calibrated, operated and main-
tained according to manufacturer’s specifications at all
times that the add-on air pollution control device is in
use.
(n) Sampling and testing. The owner or operator of a
facility subject to this section shall perform sampling and
testing as follows:
(1) Use one or more of the following methods to
determine the monomer VOC content of a resin or gel
coat.
(i) SCAQMD Method 312-91, Determination of Percent
Monomer in Polyester Resins.
(ii) Manufacturer’s formulation data.
(iii) Other test methods or data demonstrated to pro-
vide results that are acceptable for purposes of determin-
ing compliance with this section if prior approval is
obtained in writing from the Department and the United
States Environmental Protection Agency.
(2) Use the test methods and procedures specified in
Chapter 139 (relating to sampling and testing) for sam-
pling and testing of add-on air pollution control devices.
(o) Recordkeeping requirements. The owner or operator
of a facility subject to this section shall maintain monthly
records sufficient to demonstrate compliance with this
section. The records must include the following informa-
tion:
(1) The name and identification number of each resin
and gel coat.
(2) The total quantity of atomized molding production
resin, non-atomized production resin, pigmented gel coat,
clear gel coat, atomized tooling resin, non-atomized tool-
ing resin and tooling gel coat used per month.
(3) The monomer VOC content for each resin and gel
coat.
(4) The non-monomer VOC content for each resin and
gel coat.
(5) The calculations performed for each applicable re-
quirement under subsections (f), (h) and (j).
(6) The name and identification number only for each
resin used in accordance with subsection (j)(1). The
records specified in paragraphs (1)—(5) do not apply to
resins used in accordance with subsection (j)(1).
(7) The name, identification number and VOC content
or composite vapor pressure for each cleaning solvent
used for routine application equipment cleaning.
(8) The information required by the plan approval
issued under subsection (g), as applicable.
(9) The results of sampling and testing performed in
accordance with subsection (n).
(p) Reporting requirements. The records shall be main-
tained for 2 years unless a longer period is required by an
order issued by the Department or a plan approval or
operating permit issued under Chapter 127 (relating to
construction, modification, reactivation and operation of
sources). The records shall be submitted to the Depart-
ment in an acceptable format upon receipt of a written
request.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1494. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
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STATE BOARD OF
EDUCATION
[ 22 PA. CODE CH. 18 ]
Financial Recovery
The State Board of Education (Board) proposed to add
Chapter 18 (relating to financial recovery) to read as set
forth in Annex A. The Board is acting under the authority
of section 621-A(a)(2)(i) of the Public School Code of 1949
(School Code) (24 P. S. § 6-621-A(a)(2)(i)).
Purpose
This proposed rulemaking establishes criteria the Sec-
retary of Education (Secretary) may consider in determin-
ing whether to place a school district in financial recovery
status and provides guidance to the Secretary in deter-
mining whether a district would be deemed in either
moderate or severe recovery status.
Background
The act of July 12, 2012 (P. L. 1142, No. 141) (Act 141)
added section 621-A(a)(2)(i) of the School Code, which
identifies 15 criteria the Secretary may consider in
determining whether to issue a declaration that a school
district is in financial recovery status. Section 621-A of
the School Code also directs the Board to promulgate
regulations that establish additional criteria the Secre-
tary may consider in determining whether to issue a
declaration of financial recovery status and whether a
financial recovery school district should be deemed in
either moderate or severe recovery status.
In promulgating the regulations mandated by Act 141,
the Board was required under section 621-A(a)(2)(ii)(A) of
the School Code to convene and consult with a Statewide
Advisory Committee comprised of representatives of the
Department of Education (Department), the Governor’s
Office of the Budget, and a superintendent, school board
member and school business official representative of
urban, rural and suburban school districts. The Advisory
Committee convened four times throughout 2012 to de-
velop a draft proposed regulation for the Board’s consider-
ation. Advisory Committee meetings were open to the
public and public comment was invited at each convening.
From its first meeting on September 6, 2012, through
the conclusion of its deliberations on December 6, 2012,
the Advisory Committee worked in conjunction with the
Board’s Standing Committee on Financial Recovery. The
full Board was kept abreast of the Advisory Committee’s
work through regular reports the chairperson made dur-
ing the Board’s bimonthly public meetings.
In the early stages of its deliberations, the Advisory
Committee reviewed its statutory charge and received a
presentation on Act 141 so that Advisory Committee
members had a comprehensive understanding of how
their work fit into the broader system of supports for
struggling school districts established by the General
Assembly. This included receiving a presentation on the
new Early Warning System developed by the Department
to identify districts that show indications of financial
challenges and provide them with technical assistance
early on in the hopes that their challenges may be
addressed before a declaration of financial recovery status
would become necessary.
In the next stage of its deliberations, the Advisory
Committee reviewed approaches used by other states to
identify school districts facing financial challenges and
discussed whether criteria used by those states were
factors that should be included in the Board’s regulations.
In total, the Advisory Committee reviewed relevant poli-
cies in Michigan, California, Texas, Florida, Arizona and
Illinois. The Advisory Committee also reviewed other
Commonwealth laws concerning financially distressed en-
tities to inform itself of the criteria used in other
Commonwealth policies to classify distressed local govern-
ments.
Upon receiving the Advisory Committee’s recommenda-
tion on Chapter 18, the Board’s Standing Committee on
Financial Recovery (Standing Committee) held a public
meeting on January 9, 2013, and adopted amendments to
further refine areas where the Standing Committee felt
the Advisory Committee’s recommendation needed greater
clarity. Proposed Chapter 18, as approved by the Standing
Committee, was then presented for additional comment to
both the Board’s Council of Basic Education (Council) at
its public meeting on January 9, 2013, and the full Board
at its public meeting on January 10, 2013. Both the
Council and the Board provided an opportunity for public
comment prior to approval of the proposed regulation.
Subsequently, the Board withdrew its proposed rule-
making to engage in continued discussion of the criteria
identified for the Secretary’s consideration. On November
14, 2013, the Board discussed and approved a revised
rulemaking that removed criteria that were identified as
being duplicative and, therefore, unnecessary. An addi-
tional opportunity for public comment was made available
prior to the Board’s consideration of the revised proposed
rulemaking at its public meeting on November 14, 2013.
Provisions of the Proposed Rulemaking
Proposed Chapter 18 addresses the requirements in
section 621-A(a)(2)(i) of the School Code.
Issuance of declaration
Sections 18.4 and 18.5 (relating to issuance of declara-
tion under section 621-A(a)(1) of the School Code; and
issuance of declaration under section 621-A(a)(2) of the
School Code) address the issuance of a declaration of
financial recovery status.
Section 18.4 reflects statutory criteria that require the
Secretary to place a school district in financial recovery
status and is included in the proposed regulations for
completeness. The section also contains, again for com-
pleteness, statutory provisions that allow the Secretary to
decline to issue a declaration of financial recovery status
to districts that meet the criteria established in section
621-A(a)(1) of the School Code if the circumstances facing
a district were caused by an emergency that occurred
within the past 5 years and that prohibit a district from
being placed under a declaration if its financial circum-
stances were caused by the failure of the Commonwealth
to make timely payments of State or Federal funds due to
the district.
Section 18.5 establishes criteria the Secretary may
consider in determining whether to issue a declaration
that a school district is in financial recovery status.
Section 621-A(a)(2) of the School Code identifies 15
criteria that the Secretary may consider in deciding
whether to issue a declaration. Those 15 statutory criteria
are included for completeness and are reflected in
§ 18.5(a)(1)—(6), (9)—(16) and (18).
The Board is proposing three additional criteria for the
Secretary’s consideration in determining whether to issue
a declaration of financial recovery status.
The Board is proposing to include the criteria in
§ 18.5(a)(7) and (8) because they are conceptually congru-
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ent to the criteria identified in section 621-A(a)(2)(i)(F) of
the School Code. This statutory criteria is reflected in
§ 18.5(a)(6). Section 18.5(a)(6) directs the Secretary to
consider whether a district is subject to withholding of
State appropriations because the district met statutory
thresholds that allow for withholding due to missed bond
payments. The Board is proposing that the Secretary take
into consideration whether a district is subject to with-
holding of State appropriations because the district met
other statutory thresholds that allow for withholding
either due to missed payments to the State Public School
Building Authority or missed SWAP payments.
The Board is proposing criterion in § 18.5(a)(17) as a
means for the Secretary to assess districts facing a deficit
situation by directing the Secretary to examine whether a
district is experiencing a deficit of 3% or more for 3
consecutive years that results in an annual reduction of
the district’s unassigned fund balance. The Board recog-
nizes that there are circumstances when deficit spending
may be appropriate, including situations when a district
is tapping its fund balance to meet pension obligations or
to avoid increasing taxes. To address the use of fund
balance in these circumstances, the Board focused the
proposed criterion on comparing a district’s deficit only to
reductions in a district’s unassigned fund balance, recog-
nizing that these appropriate uses of fund balance should
have a dedicated purpose and not fall into the category of
unassigned expenditures. Further, the Board crafted the
criterion to look only at deficits of 3% or more that
continue for 3 consecutive years to avoid identifying
districts that are experiencing short-term circumstances
that result in a deficit situation. The proposed regulation
also includes a safeguard for districts experiencing cir-
cumstances outside of their control from being identified
for a declaration of recovery status by including a provi-
sion in § 18.5(c) that would allow the Secretary to decline
to issue a declaration if a district’s challenges were
caused by an emergency. This provision could prevent
identification of districts that may need to tap unassigned
fund balance to address extenuating circumstances.
Section 621-A(b) of the School Code prohibits the
Secretary from placing a school district in financial
recovery status if the circumstances facing a district were
caused by the failure of the Commonwealth to remit
timely payments of State or Federal funds owed to the
district. This statutory limitation is included in § 18.5(b)
for completeness.
Section 621-A(a)(1)(ii)(B) of the School Code grants the
Secretary the discretion to decline to issue a declaration
of financial recovery status to districts subject to a
designation by section 621-A(a)(1) of the School Code if
the Secretary determines that the circumstances facing a
district were caused by an emergency that occurred
within the past 5 years. The Board is proposing to extend
this provision to districts potentially subject to a declara-
tion of financial recovery status under § 18.5(c) to grant
the Secretary discretion to decline to issue a declaration
of financial recovery status in all situations when the
circumstances facing a district were caused by an emer-
gency that occurred within the past 5 years.
The Board is proposing in § 18.5(d) to require the
Secretary to identify which criteria were used as the basis
for issuing a declaration of financial recovery status when
making a declaration.
Limitations
Section 621-A(a)(1)(ii)(A) of the School Code limits the
number of school districts that may be in either financial
recovery status or receivership at any one time to nine.
This statutory limitation is included in § 18.6(a) (relating
to limitation) for completeness.
The Board is of the opinion that declarations of finan-
cial recovery status should be based on the most current
information available to the Secretary. To provide guid-
ance to the Secretary in executing decisions based on the
criteria proposed in § 18.5(a), the Board is proposing in
§ 18.6(b) that the Secretary not use information related
to the criteria that is more than 5 years old. The Board is
proposing a 5-year period based on section 621-A(a)(1) of
the School Code, which allows the Secretary to consider a
5-year period in determining whether circumstances fac-
ing a district were caused by an emergency.
Moderate and severe recovery status
Section 18.7 (relating to moderate and severe recovery
status) would provide guidance to the Secretary in deter-
mining whether a financial recovery school district will be
deemed in either moderate recovery status or severe
recovery status. The Board is proposing that the decisions
be guided by whether a district is unable, or is reasonably
unlikely to be able, to access enough revenue to complete
the current school year or to fulfill the required amount of
instruction to complete the forthcoming school year. The
proposed regulations would guide the Secretary to issue a
declaration of severe recovery status to districts that
would not be able to access enough revenue to complete
the required instruction.
Appeal
Section 621-A(c) of the School Code provides for decla-
rations of financial recovery status to be subject to appeal
under 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 (relating to
Administrative Agency Law) and is included in § 18.8
(relating to appeal) for completeness.
Affected Parties
The proposed rulemaking would guide the decision
making of the Secretary and affect work of the Depart-
ment’s staff.
Cost and Paperwork Estimates
The proposed rulemaking establishes responsibilities
for the Secretary and staff of the Department to collect
and analyze information, as well as to support certain
legal procedures. State government incurred one-time
costs of $75,000 in Fiscal Year 2012-2013 to develop,
populate and reconcile models to be used by the Depart-
ment for information collected relevant to the Depart-
ment’s Early Warning System and criteria identified in
the proposed rulemaking.
Beginning in the current fiscal year, the Department
estimates it would incur an annual cost of $549,080 to
support staffing necessary to carry out the requirements
of the proposed rulemaking. Specifically, the Department
anticipates the following implementation costs: $399,500
to annually support one to two full-time equivalent
employees, plus outside counsel, to undertake legal proce-
dures associated with opinions, declarations, appeals,
petitions, contracts and challenges; $72,500 to annually
support one full-time equivalent staff to coordinate and
consolidate information, communications and procure-
ment; and $77,080 to support staffing to conduct prelimi-
nary reviews, request and review information, produce
summary reports and provide expert advice to the De-
partment.
Effective Date
The proposed rulemaking will be effective upon final-
form publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
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Sunset Date
The Board will review the effectiveness of Chapter 18
every 4 years in accordance with the Board’s policy and
practice respecting its regulations. Therefore, a sunset
date is not necessary.
Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5(a)), on July 8, 2014, the Board submitted a
copy of this proposed rulemaking and a copy of a
Regulatory Analysis Form to the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission (IRRC) and to the Chairpersons of
the House and Senate Committees on Education. A copy
of this material is available to the public upon request.
Under section 5(g) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC
may convey any comments, recommendations or objec-
tions to the proposed rulemaking within 30 days of the
close of the public comment period. The comments, recom-
mendations or objections must specify the regulatory
review criteria which have not been met. The Regulatory
Review Act specifies detailed procedures for review, prior
to final publication of the rulemaking, by the Board, the
General Assembly and the Governor of comments, recom-
mendations or objections raised.
Public Comments and Contact Person
Interested persons and individuals affiliated with small
businesses are invited to submit written comments, ques-
tions, suggestions, commendations, concerns or objections
regarding this proposed rulemaking to Karen Molchanow,
Executive Director, State Board of Education, 333 Market
Street, Harrisburg, PA 17126, ra-stateboardofed@pa.gov.
Comments must be submitted to Board within 30 days of
publication of this notice of proposed rulemaking in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Persons with disabilities needing an alternative means
of providing public comment may make arrangements by




Fiscal Note: 6-329. (1) General Fund; (2) Implement-
ing Year 2012-13 is $75,000; (3) 1st Succeeding Year
2013-14 is $549,000; 2nd Succeeding Year 2014-15 is
$549,000; 3rd Succeeding Year 2015-16 is $549,000; 4th
Succeeding Year 2016-17 is $549,000; 5th Succeeding Year
2017-18 is $549,000; (4) 2012-13 Program—N/A; 2011-12
Program—N/A; 2010-11 Program—N/A; (7) Various; (8)
recommends adoption. Funds have been included in the
current and proposed budget to cover this increase.
Annex A
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18.4. Issuance of declaration under section 621-A(a)(1) of the School
Code.
18.5. Issuance of declaration under section 621-A(a)(2) of the School
Code.
18.6. Limitation.
18.7. Moderate and severe recovery status.
18.8. Appeal.
§ 18.1. Statutory authority.
The statutory authority for this chapter is section
621-A(a)(2) of the School Code (24 P. S. § 6-621-A(a)(2)).
§ 18.2. Purpose.
Consistent with section 621-A(a)(2) of the School Code
(24 P. S. § 6-621-A(a)(2)), the purpose of this chapter is to
establish criteria that the Secretary may consider in
determining whether to issue a declaration that a school
district is in financial recovery status, and whether a
school district in financial recovery status is in moderate
or severe recovery status.
§ 18.3. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this
chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise:
Average daily membership—The final average daily
membership of a school district as most recently deter-
mined by the Department in accordance with procedures
established by the Secretary under section 2501(3) of the
School Code (24 P. S. § 25-2501(3)).
Claim—As defined by section 602-A of the School Code
(24 P. S. § 6-602-A), a right to either of the following:
(i) Payment, whether or not the right is reduced to
judgment, liquidated, unliquidated, fixed, contingent, ma-
tured, unmatured, disputed, undisputed, legal, equitable,
secured or unsecured.
(ii) An equitable remedy for breach of performance if
the breach gives rise to a right to payment, whether or
not the right to an equitable remedy is reduced to
judgment, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, dis-
puted, undisputed, secured or unsecured.
Deficit—As defined by section 602-A of the School Code,
the excess of expenditures over revenues, calculated as a
percentage of revenue, during an accounting period, and
which calculation includes all governmental fund types
and all proprietary fund types, but excludes all fiduciary
fund types of the school district.
Expenditures—
(i) As defined by section 602-A of the School Code,
reductions in fund equity, including current operating
expenses that require the use of fund equity, debt service
and capital outlays.
(ii) The term does not include interfund transfers.
Financial Recovery School District—As defined by sec-
tion 602-A of the School Code, a school district declared
by the Secretary to be in financial recovery status under
section 621-A of the School Code (24 P. S. § 6-621-A).
Fixed costs—Expenditures for utility services, insur-
ance—general, communications, energy and debt service
as defined in the Manual of Accounting and Related
Financial Procedures for Pennsylvania School Systems.
Fund equity—
(i) As defined by section 602-A of the School Code,
excess of assets of a fund over its liabilities.
(ii) The term includes a fund balance.
Revenues—As defined by section 602-A of the School
Code, additions to fund equity other than from interfund
transfers, proceeds of debt and proceeds of disposition of
general fixed assets.
School Code—The Public School Code of 1949 (24 P. S.
§§ 1-101—27-2702).
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School district—
(i) As defined by section 602-A of the School Code, a
school district of the first class A, second class, third class
and fourth class and a Financial Recovery School District.
(ii) The term does not include a school district of the
first class.
Total annual expenditures—
(i) Reductions in fund equity (including current operat-
ing expenses that require the use of fund equity), debt
service and capital outlays (including all governmental
fund types and all proprietary fund types), excluding all
fiduciary fund types of the school district.
(ii) The term does not include interfund transfers.
Unassigned fund balance—Amounts available for any
purpose within the general fund only as defined in the
Manual of Accounting and Related Financial Procedures
for Pennsylvania School Systems.
§ 18.4. Issuance of declaration under section 621-
A(a)(1) of the School Code.
(a) As provided by section 621-A(a)(1) of the School
Code (24 P. S. § 6-621-A(a)(1)), the Secretary shall issue a
declaration that a school district is in financial recovery
status when either of the following applies:
(1) The school district has an average daily member-
ship over 7,500 and receives an advance of its basic
education subsidy at any time.
(2) The school district receives an advance of its basic
education subsidy at any time and either of the following
applies:
(i) The school district is subject to a declaration of
financial distress under section 691 of the School Code
(24 P. S. § 6-691).
(ii) The school district is engaged in litigation against
the Commonwealth in which the school district seeks
financial assistance from the Commonwealth to allow the
school district to continue in operation.
(b) As provided by section 621-A(a)(1)(ii)(B) of the
School Code, the Secretary may decline to issue a declara-
tion that a school district is in financial recovery status
when the Secretary determines that the school district,
within the previous 5 years, has faced an emergency that
caused the occurrence of a circumstance in subsection (a).
(c) As provided by section 621-A(b) of the School Code,
a school district will not be declared in financial recovery
status if the circumstances in subsection (a) have been
caused by the failure of the Commonwealth to make a
payment of money due to the school district at the time
the payment is due, including payment of Federal funding
that is distributed through the Commonwealth.
§ 18.5. Issuance of declaration under section 621-
A(a)(2) of the School Code.
(a) Consistent with section 621-A(a)(2)(i) of the School
Code (24 P. S. § 6-621-A(a)(2)(i)), the Secretary may
consider the following criteria when determining whether
to issue a declaration that a school district is in financial
recovery status:
(1) The school district receives at least 85% of its per
pupil funding from the Commonwealth and collects less
than 50% of local taxes levied to fund the school district.
(2) The school district’s unreserved fund balance has
declined for 3 consecutive years and is less than 5% of the
school district’s annual expenditures. As used in this
paragraph, a school district’s unreserved fund balance
means the school district’s unassigned fund balance.
(3) The school district’s fixed costs are at least 30% of
the school district’s total annual expenditures.
(4) The school district’s total outstanding debt is
greater than the school district’s total annual expendi-
tures.
(5) The salaries of teachers or other employees of the
school district are unpaid at least 15 days after payment
is due.
(6) The school district is subject to withholding of its
State appropriation under section 633 of the School Code
(24 P. S. § 6-633).
(7) The school district is subject to withholding of its
State appropriation under section 785 of the School Code
(24 P. S. § 7-785).
(8) The school district is subject to withholding of its
State appropriation under 53 Pa.C.S. § 8283(c) (relating
to remedies).
(9) The school district has defaulted on the payment of
a debt due to a school district, intermediate unit or
charter school that remains unpaid on or after January 1
of the year following the school year it was due and there
is not a dispute regarding the validity or amount of the
claim.
(10) The school district’s assigned and unassigned total
fund balance is less than zero in the school district’s
general fund.
(11) The school district’s assigned and unassigned total
fund balance in the school district’s general fund as a
percentage of total expenditures is less than 3%.
(12) The school district experiences a delinquent tax
rate of more than 10%.
(13) The assessed valuation of taxable real estate in
the school district, as certified by the State Tax Equaliza-
tion Board, has not increased over the previous 5 years.
(14) An amount due a joint board of school directors
under a joint board agreement remains unpaid beyond
the due date specific in the joint board’s articles of
agreement.
(15) The school district has contracted a loan not
authorized by law.
(16) The school district has accumulated and operated
with a deficit equal to at least 2% of the assessed
valuation of the taxable real estate within the school
district for 2 successive school years.
(17) The school district experiences a deficit of 3% or
more for 3 consecutive school years resulting in a reduc-
tion of unassigned fund balance each year.
(18) A new, merged or union school district has been
formed and one or more of the former school districts
which compose the merger or union school district was a
distressed school district under section 691 of the School
Code (24 P. S. § 6-691) or a financial recovery school
district under Article VI-A of the School Code (24 P. S.
§§ 6-601-A—6-693-A) at the time of the formation of the
new, merged or union school district.
(b) As provided by section 621-A(b) of the School Code,
a school district will not be declared in financial recovery
status if the circumstances in subsection (a) have been
caused by the failure of the Commonwealth to make a
payment of money due to the school district at the time
the payment is due, including payment of Federal funding
that is distributed through the Commonwealth.
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(c) The Secretary may decline to issue a declaration
that a school district is in financial recovery status when
the Secretary determines that the school district, within
the previous 5 years, has faced an emergency that caused
the occurrence of a circumstance in subsection (a).
(d) When the Secretary issues a declaration that a
school district is in financial recovery status, the Secre-
tary will specify the criteria in this section that placed
the school district in financial recovery status.
§ 18.6. Limitation.
(a) As provided by section 621-A(a)(1)(ii)(A) of the
School Code (24 P. S. § 6-621-A(a)(1)(ii)(A)), no more than
nine school districts may be under a declaration of
financial recovery status or in receivership at any one
time.
(b) The Secretary may not use information that is more
than 5 years old when considering criteria under § 18.5
(relating to issuance of declaration under section 621-
A(a)(2) of the School Code).
§ 18.7. Moderate and severe recovery status.
(a) Moderate recovery status. The Secretary shall issue
a declaration that a Financial Recovery School District is
in moderate recovery status if the Financial Recovery
School District is not declared by the Secretary in severe
recovery status.
(b) Severe recovery status. The Secretary shall issue a
declaration that a Financial Recovery School District is in
severe recovery status if the financial conditions of the
school district indicate that the school district is unable,
or is reasonably unlikely to be able, to fulfill the 180 days
of instruction for pupils requirement provided by section
1501 of the School Code (24 P. S. § 15-1501) for the
present school year or for the following school year due to
the lack of existing revenue sources and additional rev-
enue sources as are provided by and allowed under law,
including the Taxpayer Relief Act (53 P. S. §§ 6926.101—
6926.5006).
§ 18.8. Appeal.
As provided by section 621-A(c) of the School Code (24
P. S. § 6-621-A(c)), a school district may appeal the
Secretary’s declaration of financial recovery status under
2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 (relating to Adminis-
trative Agency Law).
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1495. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
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NOTICES
DEPARTMENT OF BANKING AND SECURITIES
Actions on Application
The Department of Banking and Securities (Department), under the authority contained in the act of November 30,
1965 (P. L. 847, No. 356), known as the Banking Code of 1965; the act of May 15, 1933 (P. L. 565, No. 111), known as the
Department of Banking and Securities Code; and the act of December 19, 1990 (P. L. 834, No. 198), known as the Credit
Union Code, has taken the following action on applications received for the week ending July 8, 2014.
Under section 503.E of the Department of Banking and Securities Code (71 P. S. § 733-503.E), any person wishing to
comment on the following applications, with the exception of branch applications, may file their comments in writing with
the Department of Banking and Securities, Corporate Applications Division, 17 North Second Street, Suite 1300,
Harrisburg, PA 17101-2290. Comments must be received no later than 30 days from the date notice regarding receipt of
the application is published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. The nonconfidential portions of the applications are on file at
the Department and are available for public inspection, by appointment only, during regular business hours. To schedule
an appointment, contact the Corporate Applications Division at (717) 783-2253. Photocopies of the nonconfidential




Date Name and Location of Applicant Action




Application for approval to acquire 100% of FedFirst Financial Corporation, Monessen, and
thereby indirectly acquire 100% of First Federal Savings Bank, Monessen.




Application for approval to acquire 100% of TF Financial, Inc., Newtown, and thereby
indirectly acquire 100% of 3rd Fed Bank, Newtown.
Consolidations, Mergers and Absorptions

















7-8-2014 First Resource Bank
Exton
Chester County
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Date Name and Location of Applicant Location of Branch Action









Date Name and Location of Applicant Action




To: Bradford Area School Employees Federal Credit Union
Bradford
McKean County
Conversion from a Pennsylvania State-chartered credit union to Federally-chartered credit
union.
The Department’s web site at www.dobs.state.pa.us includes public notices for more recently filed applications.
GLENN E. MOYER,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1496. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Maximum Lawful Rate of Interest for Residential
Mortgages for the Month of August 2014
The Department of Banking and Securities (Depart-
ment), under the authority contained in section 301 of the
act of January 30, 1974 (P. L. 13, No. 6) (41 P. S. § 301),
determines that the maximum lawful rate of interest for
residential mortgages for the month of August, 2014, is 5
1/2%.
The interest rate limitations under the State’s usury
statute were preempted to a great extent by Federal law,
the Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary
Control Act of 1980 (Pub. L. No. 96-221). Further preemp-
tion was instituted with the signing of Pub. L. No.
96-399, which overrode State interest rate limitations on
any individual who finances the sale or exchange of
residential real property which the individual owns and
which the individual occupies or has occupied as his
principal residence.
Each month the Department is required by State law to
compute and announce the ceiling rate on residential
mortgages in this Commonwealth. This maximum rate is
determined by adding 2.50 percentage points to the yield
rate on long-term government bonds as published by the
Federal Reserve Board and/or the United States Treasury.
The latest yield rate on long-term government securities
is 3.06 to which was added 2.50 percentage points for a
total of 5.56 that by law is rounded off to the nearest
quarter at 5 1/2%.
GLENN E. MOYER,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1497. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Applications, Actions and Special Notices
APPLICATIONS
THE CLEAN STREAMS LAW AND THE FEDERAL CLEAN WATER ACT
APPLICATIONS FOR NATIONAL POLLUTION DISCHARGE ELIMINATION
SYSTEM (NPDES) PERMITS AND WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT (WQM)
PERMITS
This notice provides information about persons who have applied for a new, amended or renewed NPDES or WQM
permit, a permit waiver for certain stormwater discharges or submitted a Notice of Intent (NOI) for coverage under a
General Permit. The applications concern, but are not limited to, discharges regarding industrial, animal or sewage
waste, discharges to groundwater, discharges associated with municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4), stormwater
associated with construction activities or concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFO). This notice is provided in
accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S.
§§ 691.1—691.1001) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251—1376).
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Location Permit Authority Application Type or Category
Section I NPDES Renewals
Section II NPDES New or Amendment
Section III WQM Industrial, Sewage or Animal Waste; Discharge into Groundwater
Section IV NPDES MS4 Individual Permit
Section V NPDES MS4 Permit Waiver
Section VI NPDES Individual Permit Stormwater Construction
Section VII NPDES NOI for Coverage under NPDES General Permits
For NPDES renewal applications in Section I, the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has made a
tentative determination to reissue these permits for 5 years subject to effluent limitations and monitoring and reporting
requirements in their current permits, with appropriate and necessary updated requirements to reflect new and changed
regulations and other requirements.
For applications for new NPDES permits and renewal applications with major changes in Section II, as well as
applications for MS4 Individual Permits and Individual Stormwater Construction Permits in Sections IV and VI, the
Department, based upon preliminary reviews, has made tentative determinations of proposed effluent limitations and
other terms and conditions for the permit applications. In accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 92a.32(d), the proposed
discharge of stormwater associated with construction activities will be managed in accordance with the requirements of
25 Pa. Code Chapter 102. These determinations are published as proposed actions for comments prior to taking final
actions.
Unless indicated otherwise, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region III Administrator has
waived the right to review or object to proposed NPDES permit actions under the waiver provision in 40 CFR 123.24(d).
Persons wishing to comment on NPDES applications are invited to submit statements to the contact office noted before
the application within 30 days from the date of this public notice. Persons wishing to comment on WQM permit
applications are invited to submit statements to the office noted before the application within 15 days from the date of
this public notice. Comments received within the respective comment periods will be considered in the final
determinations regarding the applications. A comment submittal should include the name, address and telephone number
of the writer and a concise statement to inform the Department of the exact basis of a comment and the relevant facts
upon which it is based.
The Department will also accept requests for public hearings on applications. A public hearing may be held if the
responsible office considers the public response significant. If a hearing is scheduled, a notice of the hearing will be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and a newspaper of general circulation within the relevant geographical area. The
Department will postpone its final determination until after a public hearing is held.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid, service, including TDD users, or other accommodations to seek
additional information should contact the Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
I. NPDES Renewal Applications
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II. Applications for New or Expanded Facility Permits, Renewal of Major Permits and EPA Non-Waived
Permit Applications
Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745,
Telephone: 412.442.4000.
PA0206075, SIC Code 1389, Keyrock Energy LLC, 106 Ferrell Avenue Suite 5, Kingsport, TN 37663-2371. Facility
Name: Howard Treatment Facility. This existing facility is located in Burrell Township, Indiana County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated coalbed methane connate.
The receiving stream(s), Blacklick Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 18-D and is classified for Trout
Stocked Fishery, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.48 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6 XXX XXX 9
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 30 60 XXX
Total Dissolved Solids Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX 15 30 XXX
Acidity, Total (as CaCO3) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Alkalinity, Total (as CaCO3)
Effluent Net XXX XXX 0 XXX XXX XXX
Alkalinity, Total (as CaCOd;3) XXX XXX Report Report Report XXX
Total Aluminum XXX XXX XXX 0.75 0.75 XXX
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX 1.5 3 XXX
Total Manganese XXX XXX XXX 1 2 XXX
Sulfate Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
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Chloride Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
Bromide Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Chemical Additives, Total Dissolved Solids- Chapter 95.10 Discharge Loadings
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
412-442-4000.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect.
PA0253359, SIC Code 4941, Cambria Somerset Authority, 110 Franklin Street Suite 200, Johnstown, PA
15901-1829. Facility Name: Cambria Somerset Authority. This existing facility is located in Quemahoning Township,
Somerset County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated .
The receiving stream(s), Hinckston Run and Peggys Run, is located in State Water Plan watershed 18-D and 18-E and
is classified for Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect
public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 3.1 MGD.










Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.5 XXX 1.0
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 30 XXX 60
Total Aluminum XXX XXX XXX 4.0 XXX 8.0
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX 2.0 XXX 4.0
Total Manganese XXX XXX XXX 1.0 XXX 2.0
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0025852, Industrial Waste, SIC Code 5171, Marathon Petroleum Company, L.P., 1100 Glass House Road,
Jefferson Hills, PA 15025. Facility Name: Floreffe Terminal. This existing facility is located in Jefferson Hills Borough,
Allegheny County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Industrial Waste and untreated stormwater runoff.
The receiving streams, Lobbs Run and the Monongahela River are located in State Water Plan watershed 19-C and are
classified for warm water fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public
water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.00 MGD.












Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX 15 XXX 30
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 003 are based on a design flow of 0.0036 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10 20 XXX
Dissolved Iron XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 7.0
Benzene XXX XXX XXX 0.01 0.02 XXX
Naphthalene XXX XXX XXX 0.14 0.28 XXX
Trichloroethylene XXX XXX XXX 0.03 0.06 XXX
Vinyl Chloride XXX XXX XXX 0.03 0.06 XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 005 are based on a design flow of 0.00 MGD.












Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX 15 XXX 30
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 006 are based on a design flow of 0.00 MGD.












Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX 15 XXX 30
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
412-442-4000.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401. Telephone 484-250-5970
PA0021741, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Dublin Borough Authority Bucks County, 119 Maple Avenue, Dublin, PA
18917-0052. Facility Name: Dublin Borough STP. This existing facility is located in Dublin Borough, Bucks County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated sewage from the Dublin Borough STP.
The receiving stream(s), Deep Run, is located in State Water Plan watershed 2-D and is classified for Warm Water
Fishes and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The nearest downstream public water supply
intake is located on the Delaware River at Point Pleasant, PA. The discharge is not expected to affect public water
supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.5 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0
Inst Min
XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.02 XXX 0.05
CBOD5
Raw Sewage Influent Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
May 1 - Oct 31 85 125 XXX 20 30 40
Nov 1 - Apr 30 104 156 XXX 25 40 50
BOD5
Raw Sewage Influent Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 125 190 XXX 30 45 60
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000
Total Nitrogen Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Ammonia-Nitrogen
May 1 - Oct 31 5.5 XXX XXX 1.3 XXX 2.6
Nov 1 - Apr 30 16 XXX XXX 3.9 XXX 7.8
Total Phosphorus 8.5 XXX XXX 2.0 XXX 4.0
Total Copper XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Hardness, Total (as CaCO3) XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• No Stormwater in Sewers
• Obtain Necessary Property Rights
• Proper Sludge Disposal
• Chlorine Minimization
• Small Stream Discharge
• Notification of Designated Operator
• Special Protection Water Requirements
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
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PA0055891, Industrial Waste, SIC Code 8748, O’Hara Environmental Services, Inc., 95 Dorchester Way,
Phoenixville, PA 19460. Facility Name: Henderson Road Superfund Site. This existing facility is located in Upper Merion
Township, Montgomery County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated groundwater from the Henderson Road Superfund Site.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Schuylkill River locally known as Frog Run, is located in State Water
Plan watershed 3-F and is classified for WWF, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to
affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.082 MGD.














Flow (GPD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
CBOD5 XXX XXX XXX 100 200 XXX
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 100 200 XXX
Total Dissolved Solids XXX XXX XXX 1,000 2,000 XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX 15 XXX XXX
Ammonia-Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX 20 40 XXX
Total Arsenic XXX XXX XXX 0.05
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Total Barium XXX XXX XXX 1.0 2.0 XXX
Total Cadmium XXX XXX XXX 0.01 0.02 XXX
Total Chromium XXX XXX XXX 0.05 0.1 XXX
Total Copper XXX XXX XXX 0.2 0.4 XXX
Dissolved Iron XXX XXX XXX 0.3 0.6 XXX
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX 22.7 45.4 XXX
Total Lead XXX XXX XXX 0.036 0.072 XXX
Total Silver XXX XXX XXX 0.05 0.1 XXX
Total Zinc XXX XXX XXX 0.6 1.2 XXX
Acetone XXX XXX XXX 0.109 0.218 XXX
Chlorobenzene XXX XXX XXX 0.02 0.04 XXX
1,3-Dichloropropylene XXX XXX XXX 0.087 0.174 XXX
Ethylbenzene XXX XXX XXX 1.4 2.8 XXX
Benzene XXX XXX XXX 0.001
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Carbon Tetrachloride XXX XXX XXX 0.005
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
2-Butanone XXX XXX XXX 0.21 0.42 XXX
1,2-Dichloroethane XXX XXX XXX 0.0004
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Dibromochloromethane XXX XXX XXX 0.1
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Dichlorobromomethane XXX XXX XXX 0.1
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Chloroform XXX XXX XXX 0.1
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Methylene Chloride XXX XXX XXX 0.005
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Total Phenolics XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
1,1-Dichloroethylene XXX XXX XXX 0.0004 0.0008 XXX
Tetrachloroethylene XXX XXX XXX 0.0007
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Toluene XXX XXX XXX 2.0 4.0 XXX
Trichloroethylene XXX XXX XXX 0.003
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Total Xylenes XXX XXX XXX 0.01 0.02 XXX
Vinyl Chloride XXX XXX XXX 0.00057
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Obtain Necessary Property rights
• Proper Sludge Disposal
• BAT/BCT Reopener
• Dry Stream Discharge
• Annual Average Definition
• WQBELs Below Quantitation Limits
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You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0012572, IW, SIC Code 2631, Paperworks Industries, Inc., 5000 Flat Rock Road, Philadelphia, PA 19127-2004.
Facility Name: Paperworks Industries, Inc. This existing facility is located in Philadelphia City, Philadelphia County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
non-contact cooling water and stormwater runoffs.
The receiving stream(s), Schuylkill River, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3-F and is classified for Warm
Water Fishes and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect
public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 5.77 MGD.










Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Temperature (°F) XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 110
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 008 are based on a design flow of 0.88 MGD.










Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX Report
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX Report
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 103 are based on stormwater.










pH (S.U.) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
CBOD5 XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Chemical Oxygen Demand XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Dissolved Iron XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 108 are based on stormwater.










pH (S.U.) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
CBOD5 XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Chemical Oxygen Demand XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Dissolved Iron XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Necessary Property Rights
• Proper Sludge Disposal
• BAT/BCT
• Stormwater Requirements
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
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PA0244635, Storm Water, SIC Code 5169, International Salt Co. LLC, 655 Northern Boulevard, Clarks Summit, PA
18411. Facility Name: International Salt Fairless Hills Facility. This proposed facility is located in Falls Township, Bucks
County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of Storm Water.
The receiving stream(s), Delaware River and Unnamed Stream, is located in State Water Plan watershed 2-E and is
classified for Warm Water Fishes and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are:














Flow (GPD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
BOD5 Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
Total Suspended Solids Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
Total Dissolved Solids Report
Avg Qrtly
Report XXX Report Report XXX
Osmotic Pressure (mOs/kg) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX 15 30 XXX
Nitrate-Nitrite as N Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
Total Phosphorus Report Report XXX 2.0 4.0 XXX
Free Available Cyanide XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Chloride Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Monitoring Point MP 101 are:















(Interim) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
(Final) Report
Avg Mo
XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0




Report XXX Report XXX XXX
(Interim) Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
(Final) Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
(Final) 5,000 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
Osmotic Pressure (mOs/kg) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Acquiring necessary property rights
• Disposal of collected slurries, sludge, and other solids
• Requirements for stormwater outfalls
• Applicable BMPs
• Special condition for TDS
• Requirement to use eDMR system
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0057738, SIC Code 8422, PA DCNR State Parks Bureau, Upper Black Eddy, PA 18972-9540. Facility Name:
Delaware Canal State Park. This existing facility is located in Solebury Township, Bucks County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated wastewater.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Delaware River, is located in State Water Plan watershed 2-E and is
classified for Warm Water Fishes and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0008 MGD.










Flow (MGD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX Report XXX Report
CBOD5 XXX XXX XXX 25 XXX 50
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 30 XXX 60
Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo. Mean
XXX 1,000
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Property Rights
• Solids Handling and Disposal
• Designation of Responsible Operator
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0040991, IW, SIC Code 5171, MIPC, LLC, 920 Cherry Tree Road, Aston, PA 19014-1570. Facility Name:
Philadelphia Terminal G Street Facility. This existing facility is located in Philadelphia City, Philadelphia County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated stormwater.
The receiving stream(s), Frankford Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3-J and is classified for Warm
Water Fishes, Migratory Fishes and Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 002.








TRPH XXX XXX XXX 15 XXX 30
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 102.








Flow (GPM) XXX Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
Duration of Discharge (hours) XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX Report
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX Report XXX 0.5
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX Report XXX 60
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX Report XXX 30
Dissolved Iron XXX XXX XXX Report XXX 7.0
Ethylbenzene XXX XXX XXX Report XXX Report
Benzene XXX XXX XXX Report XXX 0.0025
Total BTEX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX 0.25
Toluene XXX XXX XXX Report XXX Report
Total Xylenes XXX XXX XXX Report XXX Report
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 103.








Flow (GPM) XXX Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
Duration of Discharge
(hours) XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX Report
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX Report XXX 0.5
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX Report XXX 60
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX Report XXX 30
Dissolved Iron XXX XXX XXX Report XXX 7.0
Ethylbenzene XXX XXX XXX Report XXX Report
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Benzene XXX XXX XXX Report XXX 0.0025
Total BTEX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX 0.25
Toluene XXX XXX XXX Report XXX Report
Total Xylenes XXX XXX XXX Report XXX Report
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Necessary property rights
• Sludge removal
• WQM permits issuance
• BAT/BCT
• Stormwater Requirements
• Petroleum Marketing Terminals
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
Southcentral Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone: 717-705-4707.
PA0262170, Industrial Waste, SIC Code 8361, Stoneridge Retirement Living, 440 East Lincoln Avenue, Myerstown,
PA 17067. Facility Name: Stoneridge Retirement Living Facility. This proposed facility is located in Jackson Township,
Lebanon County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of non-contact
geothermal cooling water.
The receiving stream(s), unnamed tributary of Owl Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3-C and is
classified for Warm Water Fishes and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.06 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Temperature (°F)
Jan 1-31 XXX XXX XXX XXX 50 XXX
Feb 1-29 XXX XXX XXX XXX 51 XXX
Mar 1-31 XXX XXX XXX XXX 73 XXX
Apr 1-15 XXX XXX XXX XXX 82 XXX
Apr 16-30 XXX XXX XXX XXX 88 XXX
May 1-15 XXX XXX XXX XXX 84 XXX
May 16-31 XXX XXX XXX XXX 105 XXX
Jun 1-15 XXX XXX XXX XXX 105 XXX
Jun 16-30 XXX XXX XXX XXX 109 XXX
Jul 1-31 XXX XXX XXX XXX 100 XXX
Aug 1-15 XXX XXX XXX XXX 99 XXX
Aug 16-31 XXX XXX XXX XXX 99 XXX
Sep 1-15 XXX XXX XXX XXX 93 XXX
Sep 16-30 XXX XXX XXX XXX 87 XXX
Oct 1-15 XXX XXX XXX XXX 81 XXX
Oct 16-31 XXX XXX XXX XXX 75 XXX
Nov 1-15 XXX XXX XXX XXX 68 XXX
Nov 16-30 XXX XXX XXX XXX 58 XXX
Dec 1-31 XXX XXX XXX XXX 50 XXX
Nitrate-Nitrite as N XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Dissolved Iron XXX XXX XXX 0.4
Avg Mo
0.72 XXX
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
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PA0261254, Sewage, SIC Code 6514, Logue Tim, 3256 Beans Cove Road, Clearville, PA 15535. Facility Name: Logue
Res STP. This existing facility is located in Southampton Township, Bedford County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated .
The receiving stream(s), Wildcat Run, is located in State Water Plan watershed 13-A and is classified for High Quality
Waters—Cold Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water
supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0004 MGD.








Flow (MGD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
CBOD5 XXX XXX XXX 10 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10 XXX 20




May 1 - Oct 31 XXX XXX XXX 5 XXX 10
Nov 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 15 XXX 30
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0083186, Sewage, SIC Code 1389, 4952, HMS Host, PO Box 8, Middletown, PA 17057. Facility Name: Sideling Hill
Turnpike Plaza. This existing facility is located in Taylor Township, Fulton County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Lick Branch, is located in State Water Plan watershed 12-C and is classified for High Quality
Waters—Cold Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water
supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.04 MGD.










Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.15 XXX 0.49
CBOD5 XXX XXX XXX 10 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10 XXX 20
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000
Nitrate-Nitrite as N XXX XXX XXX Report
Annl Avg
XXX XXX




May 1 - Oct 31 XXX XXX XXX 3.0 XXX 6.0
Nov 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 9.0 XXX 18
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX Report
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
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PA0082341, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Hopewell Borough Bedford County, PO Box 160, Hopewell, PA 16650-0160.
Facility Name: Hopewell Borough STP. This existing facility is located in Hopewell Borough, Bedford County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Raystown Branch Juniata River, is located in State Water Plan watershed 11-D and is
classified for Trout Stocking, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public
water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0325 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.5 XXX 1.6
CBOD5 6.8 10.8
Wkly Avg
XXX 25 40 50
BOD5
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 8.1 12.2
Wkly Avg
XXX 30 45 60
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000
Nitrate-Nitrite as N XXX XXX XXX Report
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Total Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus 0.5 XXX XXX 2.0 XXX 4.0
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0039730, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Pure Events LP, 100 Chipmunk Crossing, James Creek, PA 16657-1000. Facility
Name: Lake Raystown Resort. This existing facility is located in Lincoln Township, Huntingdon County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal/Transfer of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge
of treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Tatman Run, is located in State Water Plan watershed 11-D and is classified for High Quality
Waters—Cold Water Fishes and, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public
water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.1 MGD.










Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.5 XXX 1.6
CBOD5 XXX XXX XXX 25 XXX 50
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 30 XXX 60
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000
Nitrate-Nitrite as N XXX XXX XXX Report
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
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Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report
Annl Avg
XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX 2.0 XXX 4.0
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0082163, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, New Life For Girls, Inc., P.O. Box 170, Dover, PA 17315. Facility Name: New
Life For Girls STP. This existing facility is located in Conewago Township, York County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Laurel Run, is located in State Water Plan watershed 7-F and is
classified for Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public
water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.005 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.37 XXX 1.21
CBOD5 XXX XXX XXX 25 XXX 50
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 30 XXX 60
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000




May 1 - Oct 31 XXX XXX XXX 4.3 XXX 8.6
Nov 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 12.9 XXX 25
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX 2.0 XXX 4.0










You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0261181, SIC Code 6514, Michael F & Cynthia George Camellerie, 150 Corey Place, Huntington Station, NY
11746. Facility Name: Camellerie Res. This existing facility is located in North Middleton Township, Cumberland
County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Conodoguinet Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 7-B and
is classified for Warm Water Fishes and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0005 MGD.










Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
BOD5 XXX XXX XXX 10 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10 XXX 20
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX XXX
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
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Northwest Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Application No. PA0263591, Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation (CAFO), Apple Shamrock Dairy Farms LLC
(Apple Shamrock Dairy), 32821 Guys Mills Road, Townville, PA 16360.
Apple Shamrock Dairy Farms LLC has submitted an application for an Individual NPDES permit for an existing CAFO
known as Apple Shamrock Dairy, located in Steuben Township, Crawford County.
The CAFO is situated near unnamed tributaries to Muddy Creek in Watershed 16-A, which are classified for High
Quality Waters—Cold Water Fishes. The CAFO will be designed to maintain an animal population of approximately
2597.26 animal equivalent units (AEUs) consisting of 1200 mature dairy cows, 890 heifers and dry cows and 310 calves.
Manure will be stored to 3 lined ponds with a total capacity of approximately 7.6 million gallons. Under normal
operations the ponds will be filled sequentially. A release or discharge to waters of the Commonwealth under normal
operating conditions is not expected. Normal operating conditions are defined as conditions below a 25-year, 24-hour
storm event.
The Department has conducted administrative and technical reviews of the application. Based on the preliminary
review and application of lawful standards and regulations, the Department has made a tentative determination to issue
an NPDES permit for the operation subject to the terms and conditions and monitoring and reporting requirements
specified in the permit.
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
814-332-6340.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) permit waiver provision under 40 CFR 123.24(e) does not apply to this
NPDES permit.
III. WQM Industrial Waste and Sewerage Applications under The Clean Streams Law
Southcentral Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone: 717-705-4707.
WQM Permit No. 2292402, Amendment #3, Sewerage, GSP Management Company, PO Box 677, Morgantown, PA
19543.
This proposed facility is located in Halifax Township, Dauphin County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Seeking permit approval for the replacement of existing sludge holding tank
and final clarifier with new concrete tanks at Alex Acres Mobile Home Park.
WQM Permit No. 4400401, Amendment #2, Sewerage, Granville Township Sewer & Water Department, 100
Helen Street, Lewistown, PA 17044.
This proposed facility is located in Granville Township, Mifflin County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Seeking permit approval for improvements including belt filter press
replacement, septage receiving, added covered biosolids storage, & ultraviolet disinfection at the Granville Township Main
STP.
WQM Permit No. 3614404, Sewerage, Conetoga Hills Community, 1230 Stony Lane, Conestoga, PA 17516.
This proposed facility is located in Conestoga Township, Lancaster County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Seeking permit approval for a permit amendment for a treatment plant
disinfection upgrade to UV.
WQM Permit No. 3614405, Sewerage, Log Cabin Court Mobile Home Park, P.C.S. Chadaga, 110 Inverness Drive,
Blue Bell, PA 19422.
This proposed facility is located in Earl Township, Lancaster County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Seeking permit approval for the construction / operation of a new 14,000 gpd
WWTP to replace the failing community on-lot system at this facility.
WQM Permit No. 0686404, Amendment #3, Reading City, 815 Washington Street, Reading, PA 19601.
This proposed facility is located in Reading City, Berks County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Seeking permit approval for the upgrade of liquid treatment facilities includes
replacement of primary clarifier mechanisms, new flow distribution structures, new activated sludge tanks, new blower
building, new final clarifiers, new sludge pump station, alteration of existing tank to chlorine contact tank, replacement
of disinfection system equipment, new effluent structure, and new process monitoring and control system. Upgrade of
solids treatment facilities includes replacement of digester covers and mixing system; replacement of digester heating
system, new sludge blend tank, new digested sludge holding tank, new digester gas storage system, Solids Handling
Building addition with new centrifuge sludge dewatering units, new Operation Building and new Maintenance Building
at the Fritz Island WWTP.
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Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Phone: 412.442.4000.
WQM Permit No. 0414200, Industrial Waste, West View Borough Municipal Authority Allegheny County, 210
Perry Hwy, Pittsburgh, PA 15229.
This proposed facility is located in Baden Borough, Beaver County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Construction of a waste water treatment system which includes two lagoons,
disk filter, two gravity thickening tanks, belt filter press sludge holding tank, belt filter press and approximately 7,766
feet of 18-inch diameter water drain line from the new Beaver County Water Treatment Plant to Tevebaugh Run.
WQM Permit No. 6575418 A-2, Sewage, Laurelville Mennonite Church Center Association, 941 Laurelville
Road, Mount Pleasant, PA 15666-2540.
This existing facility is located in Mount Pleasant Township, Westmoreland County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: To expand and upgrade existing wastewater treatment facility.
Northwest Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
WQM Permit No. 6214401, Sewage, Nicole Neidrick, 625 Dutch Hill Road, Warren, PA 16365.
This proposed facility is located in Conewango Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant to replace a malfunctioning on-lot
system.
WQM Permit No. WQG01251409, Sewage, Barbara A. Chapman, 11362 West Greene Road, Waterford, PA 16441.
This proposed facility is located in McKean Township, Erie County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant to replace a malfunctioning on-lot
system.
VI. NPDES Individual Permit Applications for Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction
Activities









Mr. Benjamin F. Miller
41 North 3rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106












TC NE Metro Development, Inc.
300 Conshohocken State Road
Suite 250
Conshohocken, PA 19428




YMCA of the Brandywine Valley
One East Chestnut Street
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Northeast Region: Watershed Management Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.







































PAI023914004 County of Lehigh



















1301 N. 31st St.
Philadelphia, PA 19121
Lehigh City of Allentown Little Lehigh Creek
(HQ-CWF, MF)
PAI023914013 Rev. Msgr. Thomas D. Baddick













Lehigh Palmer Township Bushkill Creek
(HQ-CWF, MF)
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Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-8200, Nathan






PAI032113008 Christopher H. Hoffman




















New Enterprise, PA 16664
Bedford South Woodbury UNT Beaver Creek
(HQ-CWF)




150 North Radnor Chester Road
Suite A 230
Radnor, PA 19087
Cumberland Penn Township Yellow Breeches Creek
(WWF/HQ-CWF)
STATE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
PROPOSED NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLANS RELATED TO APPLICATIONS
FOR NPDES PERMITS FOR CAFOs
This notice provides information about agricultural operations that have submitted nutrient management plans (NMPs)
for approval under 3 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5 and that have or anticipate submitting applications for new, amended or renewed
NPDES permits, or Notices of Intent (NOIs) for coverage under a general permit, for CAFOs, under 25 Pa. Code Chapter
92a. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapter 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing The Clean
Streams Law and the Federal Clean Water Act.
Based upon preliminary reviews, the State Conservation Commission (SCC) or County Conservation Districts (CCD)
working under a delegation agreement with the SCC have completed an administrative review of NMPs described. These
NMPs are published as proposed plans for comment prior to taking final actions. The NMPs are available for review at
the CCD office for the county where the agricultural operation is located. A list of CCD office locations is available at
http://www.nacdnet.org/about/districts/directory/pa.phtml or can be obtained from the SCC at the office address listed or
by calling (717) 787-8821.
Persons wishing to comment on an NMP are invited to submit a statement outlining their comments on the plan to the
CCD, with a copy to the SCC for each NMP, within 30 days from the date of this public notice. Comments received within
the respective comment periods will be considered in the final determinations regarding the NMPs. Comments should
include the name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to inform the SCC of the exact
basis of the comments and the relevant facts upon which they are based. Comments should be sent to the SCC,
Agriculture Building, Room 310, 2301 North Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid, service, including TDD users or other accommodations to seek
additional information should contact the SCC through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
APPLICATIONS
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLAN—PUBLIC NOTICE SPREADSHEET
Agricultural Operation










EV or NA) Renewal/New




Lancaster 721.7 1,258.5 Dairy NA Renewal
Ideal Family Farms, LLC
Mailing: P O Box 215
Selinsgrove, PA 17870
Farm: 89 BP Finishing Lane
17813
Snyder 46 1,569.76 Swine NA Renewal
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Agricultural Operation










EV or NA) Renewal/New
John Pepper Enterprise, LLC
2624 Granville Road,
Granville Summit, PA 16926








Northumberland 302.5 89.68 Duck &
Beef
N/A Renewal
Country View Family Farm,
LLC—VanBlarcom Sow Farm
Bradford 18 2,715.95 Swine NA Renewal
Country View Family Farm,
LLC—Pine Hill Farm
Bradford 260 3,243.9 Swine NA Renewal
PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY (PWS)
PERMITS
Under the Pennsylvania Safe Drinking Water Act (35
P. S. §§ 721.1—721.17), the following parties have applied
for PWS permits to construct or substantially modify
public water systems.
Persons wishing to comment on permit applications are
invited to submit statements to the office listed before the
application within 30 days of this public notice. Com-
ments received within this 30-day comment period will be
considered in the formulation of the final determinations
regarding an application. A comment should include the
name, address and telephone number of the writer and a
concise statement to inform the Department of the exact
basis of a comment and the relevant facts upon which it
is based. A public hearing may be held after consideration
of comments received during the 30-day public comment
period.
Following the comment period, the Department will
make a final determination regarding the proposed per-
mit. Notice of this final determination will be published
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at which time this determi-
nation may be appealed to the Environmental Hearing
Board.
The permit application and related documents are on
file at the office listed before the application and available
for public review. Arrangements for inspection and copy-
ing information should be made with the office listed
before the application.
Persons with a disability that require an auxiliary aid,
service or other accommodations to participate during the
30-day public comment period should contact the office
listed before the application. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
SAFE DRINKING WATER
Applications Received Under the Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act
Southeast Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Permit No. 4614512 Public Water Supply
Applicant Superior Water Company
City Montgomery
Township New Hanover




Type of Facility PWS
Consulting Engineer Castle Valley Consultants, Inc.
10 Beulah Road
New Britain, PA 18901




Description of Action Construction of the new
Hoffmansville Road Booster
Station.









Type of Facility PWS








Description of Action Construction of a 2.5 MG water
storage tank, a pump station
building and associated water
main.
Southcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Permit No. 2214502, Public Water Supply.
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Responsible Official David M. Marshall, Supervisor of
Maintenance & Operations
291 E Main Street
Hummelstown, PA 17036
Type of Facility Public Water Supply





Description of Action Installation of softening and
nitrate removal systems, UV
light disinfection and the
addition of a blended phosphate
for corrosion control under the
LCR Rule.
Permit No. 3814503, Public Water Supply.








Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Paul Lutzkanin, P.E.
Steckbeck Engineering &
Surveying Inc.
279 North Zinns Mill Road
Lebanon, PA 17042
Application Received: 6/11/2014
Description of Action Installation of a mulitbag filter
unit on the combined water line
from Well Nos. 2, 5 & 6 prior to
the reservoir.
Application Received: 1/13/2014
Description of Action Addition of nitrate treatment
and 4-log inactivation of viruses
at the existing Blue Mountain
Academy.
Permit No. 0114508 MA, Minor Amendmant, Public
Water Supply.
Applicant Chesapeake Estates MHP
Municipality Mt. Pleasant Township
County Adams
Responsible Official Adam Martin
585 Martin Road
Gettysburg, PA 17325
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Randolph S. Bailey, P.E.




Description of Action Installation of a 2,500-gallon raw
water storage tank nad raw
water booster pump at Well No.
5.





Responsible Official Paul A. Zielinski, Director Water
Quality
800 West Hersheypark Drive
Hershey, PA 17033
Type of Facility Public Water Supply




Description of Action Construction of approximately
34,000 lineal feet of 8, 12 and
16 new water mains,
approximately 350 new services,
52 new fire hydrants, new meter
pits, and will replace a Pressure
Reducing Valve (PRV) vault to
extend water service in Fairview
Township, York County. The
Project is required to address
on-lot system malfunctions and
contaminated private wells
documented in Timber Ridge,





State Revolving Fund, is the
funding source for this project.
The Department determined that
this project will not individually,
cumulatively over time, or in
conjunction with other federal,
state, local or private actions,
have a significant effect on the
quality of the environment. On
June 10, 2014, the Department
approved the project for a
categorical exclusion from the
State Environmental Review
Process (SERP).
Southwest Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222-4745
Permit No. 1114515, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Blacklick Valley Municipal
Authority
PO Box 272
Twin Rocks, PA 15960
[Township or Borough] Blacklick Township and
Vintondale Borough




Twin Rocks, PA 15960
Type of Facility Water system
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Description of Action Installation of approximately 10,
687 feet of 8-inch diameter
waterline and mixing systems in
the Pindleton and Vintondale
water storage tanks.
Permit No. 0214535, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Pennsylvania American
Water Company
800 West Hersheypark Drive
Hershey, PA 17033
[Township or Borough] West Mifflin Borough




800 West Hersheypark Drive
Hershey, PA 17033
Type of Facility Water system







Description of Action Replacement of the Morton
Booster Station with a new
above-ground booster station.
MINOR AMENDMENT
Applications Received Under the Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act
Northeast Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915
Application No. 3914504MA, Minor Amendment.
Applicant City of Allentown
641 S. 10th St.
Allentown, Pa 18103-3173
[Township or Borough] City of Allentown
Lehigh County
Responsible Official City of Allentown
641 S. 10th St.
Allentown, Pa 18103-3173
Type of Facility Public Water Supply








Description of Action This project provides for the
installation of peristaltic type
chemical feed pumps to replace
existing chemical feed pumps for
sodium hypochlorite, aluminum
sulfate, sodium hydroxide, and
fluoride addition at the City of
Allentown’s water filtration
plant.
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222-
4745
Application No. 0314502GWR, Minor Amendment.
Applicant Sugarcreek Rest Home
120 Lakeside Drive
Worthington, PA 16262
[Township or Borough] Worthington













Applications received under the act of June 24,
1939 (P. L. 842, No. 365) (35 P. S. §§ 631—641) re-
lating to the Acquisition of Rights to Divert Wa-
ters of the Commonwealth
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222-
4745
WA2-1019, Water Allocations. Coroapolis Water &
Sewer Authority, 1012 Fifth Avenue, Coraopolis, PA
15108, Allegheny County. The applicant is requesting
the right purchase 1,002,658 gallons of water per day




UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 1
Acknowledgment of Notices of Intent to Remediate
Submitted under the Land Recycling and Envi-
ronmental Remediation Standards Act (35 P. S.
§§ 6026.101—6026.907)
Sections 302—305 of the Land Recycling and Environ-
mental Remediation Standards Act (act) (35 P. S.
§§ 6026.302—6026.305) require the Department to pub-
lish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin an acknowledgment
noting receipt of Notices of Intent to Remediate. An
acknowledgment of the receipt of a Notice of Intent to
Remediate is used to identify a site where a person
proposes to, or has been required to, respond to a release
of a regulated substance at a site. A person intending to
use the background standard, Statewide health standard,
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the site-specific standard or intend to remediate a site as
a special industrial area shall file a Notice of Intent to
Remediate with the Department. A Notice of Intent to
Remediate filed with the Department provides a brief
description of the location of the site, a list of known or
suspected contaminants at the site, the proposed remedia-
tion measures for the site and a description of the
intended future use of the site. A person who demon-
strates attainment of one or a combination of cleanup
standards or receives approval of a special industrial area
remediation identified under the act will be relieved of
further liability for the remediation of the site for con-
tamination identified in reports submitted to and ap-
proved by the Department. Furthermore, the person shall
not be subject to citizen suits or other contribution
actions brought by responsible persons not participating
in the remediation.
Under sections 304(n)(1)(ii) and 305(c)(2) of the act,
there is a 30-day public and municipal comment period
for sites proposed for remediation using a site-specific
standard, in whole or in part, and for sites remediated as
a special industrial area. This period begins when a
summary of the Notice of Intent to Remediate is pub-
lished in a newspaper of general circulation in the area of
the site. For the following site, proposed for remediation
to a site-specific standard or as a special industrial area,
the municipality, within which the site is located, may
request to be involved in the development of the remedia-
tion and reuse plans for the site if the request is made
within 30 days of the date specified as follows. During
this comment period, the municipality may request that
the person identified as the remediator of the site develop
and implement a public involvement plan. Requests to be
involved and comments should be directed to the
remediator of the site.
For further information concerning the content of a
Notice of Intent to Remediate, contact the environmental
cleanup program manager in the Department regional
office listed before the notice. If information concerning
this acknowledgment is required in an alternative form,
contact the community relations coordinator at the appro-
priate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the AT&T Relay Service at (800)
654-5984.
The Department has received the following Notices of
Intent to Remediate:
Northcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
fields Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williams-
port, PA 17701
L. Russell Bowersox, 127 East Walnut Street,
Beavertown Borough, Snyder County. Northridge
Group, Inc., P.O. 231, Northumberland, PA 17857, on
behalf of L. Russell Bowersox, submitted a Notice of
Intent to Remediate. The site was impacted with #2
heating oil. The site was and will remain a residential
property. The Notice of Intent to Remediate was pub-
lished in The Daily Item on May 13, 2014.
Northwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
fields Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville,
PA 16335-3481
PTM LP (Sheetz), 331 West Central Avenue, City of
Titusville, Crawford County. Mountain Research, LLC.,
825 25th Street, Altoona, PA 16601, on behalf of Sheetz,
Inc., 5700 Sixth Avenue, Altoona, PA 16602, submitted a
Notice of Intent to Remediate. It appears petroleum
impact is from historical use of petroleum constituents,
not from the current gasoline station. The intended future
use of the property will be non-residential. The remedia-
tion standard selected for the site is Statewide Health.
The Notice of Intent to Remediate was published in The
Titusville Herald on April 18, 2014.
Franklin Bronze & Alloy, 655 Grant Street, City of
Franklin, Venango County. Moody & Associates, Inc.,
11548 Cotton Road, Meadville, PA 16335, on behalf of
Franklin Bronze & Alloy, 655 Grant Street, Franklin, PA
16323, submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. Site
soil has been found to be contaminated with Nickel and
Arsenic; site groundwater has been found to be contami-
nated with Arsenic. The intended future use of the
property will be non-residential. The remediation stan-
dard selected for the site is a combination of the Site-
Specific and Statewide Health Standards. The Notice of
Intent to Remediate was published in The Derrick and
The News-Herald on June 16, 2014.
David L. and Blanche C. Hart, 1327 Meadville Road,
Plum Township, Venango County. Cardno MM&A, 2
Gunpowder Road, Mechanicsburg, PA 17050, on behalf of
Albert S. Prosser Transportation, 2861 Bordell Road,
Smethport, PA 16749 submitted a Notice of Intent to
Remediate. A tanker rig drove off an embankment, caught
on fire, releasing approximately 8,700 gallons of unleaded
gasoline. It is unknown how many gallons were burned
off in the fire. Both soil and groundwater may have been
impacted. The intended future use of the property will be
residential. The proposed cleanup standard is Statewide
Health. The Notice of Intent to Remediate was published
in The Titusville Herald on June 21, 2014.
Wilderness Park Mobile Home Park, 108 Wilder-
ness Park, Pleasant Township, Warren County. Environ-
mental Remediation & Recovery, Inc., 4250 Route 6N,
Edinboro, PA 16412, on behalf of Wilderness Park Mobile
Home Park, 3800 Zimmerly Road, Erie, PA 16506, sub-
mitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. A routine inspec-
tion of the tank battery resulted in the discovery of a
crude oil release. Crude oil was released onto the ground
and a small portion reached a ditchline and waterway of
an unnamed tributary to Morrison Run. The intended
future use of the property will be residential. The pro-
posed remediation standard is Statewide Health. The
Notice of Intent to Remediate was published in The Times
Observer on June 9, 2014.
Southwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
field Development Program Manager, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222-4745
CSX Pittsburgh Intermodal Rail Terminal (for-
merly P&LE Rail Yard), Railroad Avenue and Railroad
Alley -near P&LE Railroad right-of-way mileposts 3.4 to
5.7- Stowe Township, Borough of McKees Rocks, Alle-
gheny County. TRC Engineers, Inc., 1601 Market
Street, Suite 2555, Philadelphia, PA 19103 on behalf of
CSX Transportation, Inc., 500 Water Street, J257, Jack-
sonville, FL 32202 has submitted a Notice of Intent to
Remediate concerning site soils contaminated with metals
and organic substances and groundwater contaminated
with metals and organic substances (volatile organic
compounds). The remediator is planning to use the
Special Industrial Area provisions to attain a site specific
standard. Intended future use of the property is an
intermodal rail facility. This notice was published in
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette on Monday June 23, 2014.
Southeast Regional Office: Regional Manager, Environ-
mental Cleanup and Brownfields, 2 East Main Street,
Norristown, PA 19401, Telephone 484.250.5960.
Charline Bass JC Penny Granite Run Mall, 1067
West Baltimore Pike, Middletown Township, Delaware
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County. Richard S. Werner, Environmental Consulting,
Inc., 2002 Renaissance Boulevard, Suite 110, King of
Prussia, PA 19406 on behalf of Gregory F. Gamble, Jr., BT
Granite Run, LP, 200 Witmer Road, Suite 200, Horsham,
PA 19044 has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate.
Soil and Groundwater at the site has been impacted with
the release of no. 2 fuel oil. The site will remain the
same. The Notice of Intent to Remediate was published in
the Delaware County Daily Times on May 14, 2014.
PF617937
Willow Grove Air Reserve Station POL Site ST01,
Andrews Street, Horsham Township, Montgomery
County. Thomas S. Cornuet, Weston Solutions, Inc. 1400
Weston Way, West Chester, PA 19380, Jonathan Davis
United States Air Force, 322 East Inner Road, Otis ANG
Base, MA 02675 on behalf of Arnold Hagerty, Route 611
and County Line Road, Horsham PA 19044 has submitted
a Notice of Intent to Remediate. Groundwater at the site
has been impacted with the release of jet fuel. The
proposed future use of the property is not currently know,
however the proposed remediation will allow future resi-
dential or non-residential use. The Notice of Intent to
Remediate was published June 12, 2014. PF723107
312-320 Walnut Street & Willings Alley, City of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Thomas A. Petrecz,
Penn & E&R, Inc., 2755 Bergey Road, Hatfield, PA 19440
on behalf of Arrus I. Farmer, PMC Property Group, 1608
Walnut Street, Suite 1400, Philadelphia, PA 19103 has
submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. Soil and
Groundwater at the site has been impacted with the
release of no. 4, 5, and no. 6 fuel oil. The Proposed future
use of the property will be residential for continued use
as a multi-unit housing facility The Notice of Intent to
Remediate was published in the Philadelphia Daily News
on May 29, 2014. PF777120.
Historic #4, 5, and 6 Fuel Oil, 9081 Blue Grass Road,
City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Bernard
B.G Beegel, Advance GeoServices Corporation, 1055 An-
drew Drive, Suite A, West Chester, PA 19380 on behalf of
Thomas Woods, National Bakery Industrial Owner, LLC,
11111 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 1100, Los Angeles,
CA 90025 has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate.
Soil at the site has been impacted with the release of no.
4, and no. 6 fuel oil. The assumed future use of the
property is industrial. The Notice of Intent to Remediate
was published in the Delaware County Daily Times on
May 14, 2014. PF617937
US Steel KIPC 9.4 Acres, One Ben Fairless Drive,
Falls Township, Bucks County. Daniel Cusick,
Conestoga-Rovers &Associates, 103 Gamma Drive Ext.
Suite 110 Pittsburgh, PA 15238 on behalf of Kathleen M.
Mayher, United States Steel Corporation, 1305 Penn
Avenue, Suite 200, Pittsburgh, PA 15222 has submitted a
Notice of Intent to Remediate. Soil at the site has been
impacted with the release of vocs, svocs, metals and pcbs.
The KIPC facility and the site is currently zoned for
material processing and manufacturing use and the fu-
ture use is nonresidential involving storage, manufactur-
ing, and industrial uses. The Notice of Intent to Remedi-
ate was published in the Bucks County Courier Times
on May 06, 2014. PF777132
Eco Energy Distribution—Philadelphia LLC, City
of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. James Styn-
chula, P.G., GEI Consultants, 1800 Horizon Way, Suite
200, Mount Laurel, New Jersey 08054, Chadwick Conn,
Eco-Energy Distribution-Philadelphia, LLC, 725 Cool
Springs Blvd, Suite 500, Franklin, TN 37067 on behalf of
Sam Ross, Property, Inc., 6737 Southpoint Drive South,
Suite 100, Jacksonville, FL 32216 has submitted a Notice
of Intent to Remediate. Soil at the site has been impacted
with the release of benzo(a)pyrene, arsenic, & thallium.
The current and the future use of the property is
non-residential. The Notice of Intent to Remediate was
published in the PW Philadelphia Weekly Newspaper on
June 04, 2014. PF777122
5026 City Line Avenue, City of Philadelphia, Phila-
delphia County. Keith T. D’Ambrosio, P.E., Whitestone
Associates, Inc., 1600 Manor Drive, Suite 220, Chalfont,
PA 18914, James Duba, Whitestone Associates, Inc., 1600
Manor Drive, Suite 220, Chalfont, PA 18914 on behalf of
Louis Lincoln Muchnick, 5026 City Line Associates, L.P.,
822 Montgomery Avenue, Suite 209, Narberth PA 19072
has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. Soil at the
site has been impacted with the release of leaded gaso-
line. This site is proposed for continued commercial use.
The Notice of Intent to Remediate was published in the
Philadelphia Daily News on May 19, 2014. PF770630
Berwyn Shopping Center, Easttown Township,
Chester County. Aaron Epstein, Partner Engineering &
Science, 200 Sproul Road, Suite 106, Broomall, PA 19008
has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. Ground-
water at the site has been impacted with the release of
chlorinated solvents. This site is proposed for continued
commercial use. The Notice of Intent to Remediate was
published in the Main Line Times on June 15, 2014.
PF777168
Saint Gobain Abrasive Facility, Montgomery Town-
ship, Montgomery County. Hudson Green, Patriot En-
vironmental Management, LLC, P.O. Box 629,
Douglasville, PA 19518, Jeffry Wynn, Patriot Environmen-
tal Management, LLC, P.O. Box 629, Douglasville, PA
19518 on behalf of Joe Sternberg, MTI Holding Group.
Inc., 500 Office Center Drive, Suite 400, Fort Washington,
PA 19034 has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate.
Soil and groundwater at the site has been impacted with
the release of inorganics. This future use of the property
will remain industrial. The Notice of Intent to Remediate
was published in the Intelligencer on May 21, 2014.
PF777126
RESIDUAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Application(s) received Under the Solid Waste Man-
agement Act (35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003); the
Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and Waste
Reduction Act (53 P. S. §§ 4000.101—4000.1904);
and Residual Waste Regulations for a General
Permit to Operate Residual Waste Processing
Facilities and the Beneficial Use of Residual
Waste other than Coal Ash.
Central Office: Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 14th Floor,
400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8472.
General Permit Application Number WMGR148.
Commonwealth Recycling Services, Inc., 1092
Claridge Elliot Road, Jeannette, PA 15644, Penn Town-
ship, Westmoreland County. The general permit appli-
cation is for a proposed facility that would beneficially
use disinfected infectious and chemotherapeutic waste,
non-halogenated plastics and halogenated plastics to pro-
duce a plastic lumber-like material. The application was
determined to be administratively complete by Central
Office on June 20, 2014.
Comments concerning the application should be di-
rected to Scott E. Walters, Chief, Permits Section, Divi-
sion of Municipal and Residual Waste, Bureau of Waste
Management, P.O. Box 69170, Harrisburg, PA 17106-
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9170. TDD users may contact the Department through
the Pennsylvania Relay service, (800) 654-5984. Com-
ments may also be submitted via e-mail at ra-
epbenuseall@pa.gov. When submitting comment via
e-mail, place ‘‘Comments on General Permit Number
WMGR148’’ in the subject line. Faxed comments will not
be accepted. Public comments must be submitted within
60 days of this notice and may recommend revisions to,
and approval or denial of the application.
General Permit Number WMGR106. Lafarge
North America, 5160 Main St, Whitehall, PA 18052-
1827. General Permit Number WMGR106 authorizes the
processing of Types 4 through 7 plastics from municipal
recycling facilities and residual waste generators to pro-
duce plastic-derived fuel. The processing authorized by
the general permit is polyvinyl chloride (PVC) removal
using infrared or x-ray technology with air separation,
shredding, magnetic and manual metal removal, and
blending.
Lafarge North America has requested modification of
General Permit Number WMGR106 to allow Types 1 and
2 plastics that cannot be recycled by other means to be
processed into plastic derived fuel. They have also re-
quested that the general permit be amended to allow
blending of paper, cardboard, wood and woody materials
into the plastic derived fuel. The application was received
by Central Office on December 2, 2013.
In addition to the modifications to General Permit
Number WMGR106 requested by Lafarge North America,
the Division of Municipal and Residual Waste intends to
update the format of the general permit to the format
developed for residual waste general permits after the
general permit was originally issued.
Written comments concerning the application should be
directed to Scott E. Walters, Chief, Permits Section,
Division of Municipal and Residual Waste, Bureau of
Waste Management, P.O. Box 69170, Harrisburg, PA
17106-9170. TDD users may contact the Department
through the Pennsylvania Relay service, (800) 654-5984.
Comments may also be submitted via e-mail at ra-
epbenuseall@pa.gov. When submitting comment via
e-mail, place ‘‘Comments on WMGR106’’ in the subject
line. Faxed comments will not be accepted. Public com-
ments must be submitted within 60 days of this notice
and may recommend revisions to, and approval or denial
of the application. For more information, contact the
Division of Municipal and Residual Waste at 717-787-
7381.
OPERATE WASTE PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL
AREA OR SITE
Permit(s) issued Under the Solid Waste Manage-
ment Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recy-
cling and Waste Reduction Act and Regulations to
Operate Solid Waste Processing or Disposal Area
or Site.
Northcentral Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager,
208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Permit No. 301341. Metso Minerals Industries,
Inc.—Pyro Division, 350 Railroad Street, Danville, PA
17821, Danville Borough, Montour County. The permit
is a renewal of an existing residual waste processing
facility utilized for the Metso Process Research and
Testing Center. The permit was issued by Northcentral
Regional Office on July 2, 2014.
Persons interested in reviewing the permit may contact
Lisa D. Houser, P.E., Facilities Manager, Williamsport
Regional Office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101,
Williamsport, PA 17701, (570) 327-3740. TDD users may
contact the Department through the Pennsylvania Relay
service, (800) 654-5984.
Application Received Under the Solid Waste Man-
agement Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recy-
cling and Waste Reduction Act and Regulations to
Operate Solid Waste Processing or Disposal Area
or Site.
Southeast Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 2
East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Permit Application No. 301308. Conard Pyle Com-
pany Inc., 25 Lewis Road, West Grove PA 19390. This
Final Closure Certification Report is for the landfill at the
Conard-Pyle Company facility. Conard-Pyle is a residual
waste landfill located in Penn Township, Chester
County. The report was received by the Southeast
Regional Office on June 3, 2014.
Permit Application No. 101103. Delaware County
Transfer Station #3, Lawrence Park Industrial Center,
Sussex Boulevard & Marpit Drive, Broomall PA 19008.
This application is for a 10-year permit renewal of the
solid waste permit No. 101103 to continue to operate the
Delaware County Transfer Station #3 owned by the
Delaware County Solid Waste Authority (DCSWA), lo-
cated in Marple Township, Delaware County. The appli-
cation was received by the Southeast Regional Office on
April 28, 2014.
Permit Application No. 101188. Delaware County
Transfer Station #1, Lawrence Park Industrial Center,
Sussex Boulevard & Marpit Drive, Broomall PA 19008.
This application is for a 10-year permit renewal of the
solid waste permit No. 101188 to continue to operate the
Delaware County Transfer Station #1 owned by the
Delaware County Solid Waste Authority (DCSWA), lo-
cated in Chester Township, Delaware County. The
application was received by the Southeast Regional Office
on April 28, 2014.
Permit Application No. 101494. Waste Manage-
ment of Pennsylvania, Inc., 1000 New Ford Road,
Tullytown PA 19067. This permit renewal application is to
continue disposal operations at the Tullytown Resource
Recovery Facility for additional 3.5 years, the end of the
projected site life. The Tullytown Resource Recovery
Facility is a municipal waste landfill located in Falls
Township and Tullytown Borough, Bucks County. The
application was received by the Southeast Regional Office
on May 14, 2014.
Permit Application No. 101226. Savoys Transfer
Station, 52 Concord Road, Aston PA 19014-2902. This
application is for a 10-year permit renewal of the solid
waste permit No. 101226 to continue to operate the
Savoys Transfer Station, a C&D Transfer Station, located
in Chester Township Delaware County. The application
was received by the Southeast Regional Office on May 6,
2014.
Southwest Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 400
Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745. Telephone
412-442-4000.
Permit ID No. 301193. United States Steel Corpo-
ration, 1350 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4211.
South Taylor Environmental Park, 555 Delwar Road,
Pittsburgh, PA 15236. An application for the renewal of a
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permit for continued operation of a residual waste landfill
in West Mifflin Borough, Allegheny County, was re-
ceived in the Regional Office on June 16, 2014.
AIR QUALITY
PLAN APPROVAL AND OPERATING PERMIT
APPLICATIONS
NEW SOURCES AND MODIFICATIONS
The Department has developed an ‘‘integrated’’ plan
approval, State Operating Permit and Title V Operating
Permit program. This integrated approach is designed to
make the permitting process more efficient for the De-
partment, the regulated community and the public. This
approach allows the owner or operator of a facility to
complete and submit permitting documents relevant to its
application one time, affords an opportunity for public
input and provides for sequential issuance of the neces-
sary permits.
The Department received applications for Plan Approv-
als or Operating Permits from the following facilities.
Copies of these applications, subsequently prepared
draft permits, review summaries and other support mate-
rials are available for review in the regional office listed
before the applications. Persons interested in reviewing
the application files should contact the appropriate re-
gional office to schedule appointments.
Persons wishing to receive a copy of a proposed Plan
Approval or Operating Permit shall indicate interests to
the Department regional office within 30 days of the date
of this notice and shall file protests or comments on a
proposed Plan Approval or Operating Permit within 30
days of the Department providing a copy of the proposed
documents to persons or within 30 days of its publication
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, whichever comes first.
Interested persons may also request that hearings be held
concerning a proposed Plan Approval or Operating Per-
mit. A comment or protest filed with the Department
regional office shall include a concise statement of the
objections to the issuance of the Plan Approval or Operat-
ing Permit and relevant facts which serve as the basis for
the objections. If the Department schedules a hearing, a
notice will be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at
least 30 days prior the date of the hearing.
Persons with a disability who wish to comment and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to participate should contact the regional office listed
before the application. TDD users may contact the De-
partment through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service
at (800) 654-5984.
Final Plan Approvals and Operating Permits will con-
tain terms and conditions to ensure that the source is
constructed and operating in compliance with applicable
requirements in 25 Pa. Code Chapters 121—143, the
Federal Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C.A. §§ 7401—7671q) and
regulations adopted under the Federal Clean Air Act.
PLAN APPROVALS
Plan Approval Applications Received under the Air
Pollution Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015) and
25 Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter B that may
have special public interest. These applications
are in review and no decision on disposition has
been reached.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Edward Orris, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6636
62-032J: Ellwood National Steel (3 Front Street,
Irvine, PA 16329) for construction of two 22 mmbtu/hr
annealing furnaces, removing No. 7 annealing furnace
from plan approval 62-032I because it was never con-
structed, and establishing a limit on the gas consumption
for the replacement degasser boiler permitted by GP1 in
Brokenstraw Township, Warren County. This is a Title
V facility.
Intent to Issue Plan Approvals and Intent to Issue
or Amend Operating Permits under the Air Pollu-
tion Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127,
Subchapter B. These actions may include the
administrative amendments of an associated op-
erating permit.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: James Beach, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 484-250-5920
09-0174D: Liberty Coating Co., LLC. (21 South Steel
Road, Morrisville, PA 19067) to increase the Volatile
Organic Compound (VOC) limit from 24.9 tpy to 44 tpy
due to increase in operating hours for their surface
coating operation in Falls Township, Bucks County.
Currently this facility is a Synthetic Minor, and will be
changed to Title V facility due to this modification. The
Plan approval will contain record keeping and operating
restriction designed to keep the facility operating within
the allowable emissions and all applicable air quality
requirements.
46-0283A: Danco General Contracting, Inc. (485
Texas Road, Morganville, NJ 07751) for installation of a
replacement diesel-fired engine to power a portable
crusher that will be operated at the Silvi Concrete facility
in Limerick Township, Montgomery County. The Plan
Approval will contain recordkeeping and operating re-
strictions designed to keep the facility operating within
allowable emissions and all applicable air quality require-
ments.
46-0166C: Harleysville Materials, LLC (460 Indian
Creek Road, Harleysville, PA 19438) for operation of a
stationary diesel-fired electric generator engine to provide
electricity to the crushing plant located in Lower Salford
Township, Montgomery County. The facility has pro-
posed to limit the operating hours of this engine to a
maximum of 2,500 hours per year. In addition, the facility
has proposed to increase the operating hours of an
existing jaw crusher engine also to 2,500 hours as well as
limit the use of no. 2 fuel oil from the batch asphalt
plant. This project will not cause the facility to exceed
any major source thresholds and the facility shall con-
tinue to maintain its synthetic minor operating status.
The Plan Approval will contain recordkeeping and operat-
ing restrictions designed to keep the facility operating
within the allowable emissions and all applicable air
quality requirements.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas J. Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 717-705-4862 or William Weaver, Regional Air
Quality Manager, Telephone: 717-705-4702.
05-05022D: Bedford Reinforced Plastics, Inc. (264
Reynoldsdale Road, Bedford, PA 15522-7401) to construct
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two (2) pultrusion lines at their existing facility in East
St. Clair Township, Bedford County.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.44(a) and
127.45(a), the Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) has received an application and intends to issue a
Plan Approval to the abovementioned company for the
abovementioned project.
The Plan Approval will authorize the construction of
two (2) pultrusion lines. The VOC/HAP emissions will
increase 1.89 ton per year as a result of the construction.
The facility is subject to 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart
WWWW, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants; Reinforced Plastic Composites Production. The
plan approval will include monitoring, record keeping,
work practice standards and reporting requirements de-
signed to keep the sources operating within all applicable
air quality requirements.
Copies of the application, DEP’s analysis and other
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at Air Quality Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harris-
burg, PA 17110.
A person may oppose the proposed plan approval, or
may provide the Department with additional information
to consider in its review, by filing a written protest with
the Department at the address listed above. Each written
comment must contain the following; name, address and
telephone number of the person submitting the com-
ments, identification of the proposed permit by the permit
number listed above and a concise statement regarding
the relevancy of the information or objections to the
issuance of the permit.
A 30-day comment period, from the date of publication
of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, will exist for
the submission of comments or protests, or for requests
for a public hearing. A public hearing may be held, if the
Department of Environmental Protection, in its discre-
tion, decides that such a hearing is warranted based on
the comments received.
Gary A. Helsel, P.E., Acting New Source Review Chief,
may be contacted at 814-949-7935, or at PA DEP Air
Quality Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA
17110, for additional information or for the submission of
comments, protests, or requests for a public hearing.
Plan approvals issued to sources identified in 25
Pa. Code § 127.44(b)(1)—(4) or plan approvals issued to
sources with limitations on the potential to emit may
become part of the SIP, and will be submitted to EPA for
review and approval.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
41-00064B: Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. (711 East Col-
lege Avenue, Bellefonte, PA 16823) for construction of one
60 x 24 vibrating Grizzly feeder, one 6 x 12 double-
deck scalping screen, one Metso C140 primary jaw
crusher, one 60 x 35 channel frame conveyor, four 42 x
800 truss/channel conveyors, three 42 x 300 truss/
channel conveyors, one 30 x 100 channel frame con-
veyor, one 30 x 200 channel frame conveyor, six Syntron
F480 magnetic feeders, one 8 x 20 triple-deck screen,
one 42 x 30 channel frame conveyor, one 30 x 300
channel frame conveyor, one 30 x 450 channel frame
conveyor, three 30 x 120 radial stacking conveyors, and
one 8 x 8 knockout box in the existing primary plant
and three FMC F480 feeders, one Metso GP300 cone
crusher, two 36 x 150 truss frame conveyors, five 30 x
100 channel frame conveyors, one 30 x 100 radial
stacking conveyor, one 36 x 120 truss frame conveyor,
one 30 x 100 truss frame conveyor, two Metso HP4 cone
crushers, one 30 x 150 truss frame conveyor, one 36 x
100 channel frame conveyor, one Gentec model 540-14E1
baghouse to replace the existing Cam Corp baghouse
equipped with a Meyer 14 x 14 HD airlock and 14 x 35
screw conveyor, one New York Blower fan, one 8 x 8
knockout box, and one Buell GI-120 classifier in the
existing secondary plant at the Hagerman’s Run facility
located in Armstrong Township, Lycoming County.
The Department of Environmental Protection’s (Depart-
ment) review of the information submitted by Glenn O.
Hawbaker indicates that the air contamination sources to
be constructed will comply with all regulatory require-
ments pertaining to air contamination sources and the
emission of air contaminants, Subpart OOO of the federal
Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources, 40
CFR 60.670 through 60.676 and the best available tech-
nology requirement (BAT) of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and
127.12. Based on this finding, the Department proposes to
issue a plan approval for the proposed construction.
The emission from the proposed Gentec baghouse in-
cluded in this project will not exceed the following limits:
0.02 grain/dry standard cubic foot and 40.47 tons in any
12 consecutive month period of particulate matter.
In addition to the emission limitations, the following is
a brief description of the types of conditions the Depart-
ment intends to place in the plan approval in order to
ensure compliance with all applicable air quality regula-
tory requirements.
1. Pursuant to best available technology requirements
specified in 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the particu-
late matter concentration of the exhaust from the Gentec
fabric collector (C101C) shall not exceed 0.02 grain per
dry standard cubic foot.
2. Pursuant to best available technology requirements
specified in 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the Gentec
fabric collector shall be equipped with instrumentation to
continuously monitor the differential pressure across the
collector. Additionally, the air system associated with the
collector shall be equipped with an air dryer and an oil
trap.
3. Pursuant to best available technology requirements
specified in 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the com-
pany shall keep on hand a sufficient quantity of spare
fabric collector bags for the Gentec fabric collector in
order to be able to immediately replace any bags requir-
ing replacement due to deterioration resulting from rou-
tine operation of the fabric collector.
4. Pursuant to best available technology requirements
specified in 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, if, at any
time, any piece of equipment of Source P101B is deter-
mined by the Department to be causing the emission of
fugitive particulate matter in excess of the limitations
specified in any applicable rule or regulation contained in
25 Pa. Code Chapters 121—145 or in excess of the
applicable requirements of Subpart OOO of the federal
Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources, 40
CFR 60.670—60.676, or in excess of the level which the
Department considers to be the ‘‘minimum attainable
through the use of the best available technology’’, the
permittee shall, upon notification by the Department,
immediately install additional water spray dust suppres-
sion equipment or fabric collector pick-up points and/or
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take such other control measures as are necessary to
reduce the air contaminant emissions to within the level
deemed acceptable by the Department.
5. Pursuant to best available technology requirements
specified in 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the air
contaminant emissions from Source P101B shall be con-
trolled by a National Environmental Service Company
(NESCO) DustPro 405 water spray dust suppression
system (C101A). The air contaminant emissions from
Source P101B shall be controlled by a Gentec model
540-14E1 baghouse (C101C). C101C shall incorporate
dust collection points at each of the two 36 x 150 truss
frame conveyors, on the 30 x 100 channel frame con-
veyor receiving from the 8 x 24 triple-deck Deister
screen, on the 30 x 100 channel frame conveyor receiv-
ing from the P.E.P. model DV 1612S vari-vibe screen, on
the 30 x 100 channel frame conveyor, and on the 36 x
100 channel frame conveyor receiving from the two
Metso HP4 cone crushers.
6. Pursuant to best available technology requirements
specified in 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the water
spray dust suppression system (C101A) associated with
Source P101B shall be connected to an on-demand water
source capable of delivering an adequate supply of water
at any time Source P101B is in operation. On-demand
shall be interpreted as meaning that adequate water can
be provided to all spray nozzles at any time with no more
effort than turning a valve. If at any time the water
spray dust suppression system (C101A) is inoperable or is
unable to provide an adequate supply of water the
company shall immediately cease operation of Source
P101B.
7. Pursuant to best available technology requirements
specified in 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the water
spray dust suppression system (C101A) and the fabric
collector (C101C) shall comply with all applicable require-
ments specified in SMOP 41-00064, in addition to comply-
ing with all applicable requirements specified in this plan
approval (41-00064B).
8. Pursuant to best available technology requirements
specified in 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the air
compressor(s) supplying the air to C101C shall be
equipped with an air dryer and oil trap.
9. Pursuant to best available technology requirements
specified in 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, Source
P101B shall not operate if C101A or C101C are inoper-
able.
10. Pursuant to best available technology requirements
specified in 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the fugitive
emissions from the feeders, screens, conveyors, and crush-
ers shall comply with the applicable fugitive emissions
requirement specified in 40 CFR Section 60.672(b) and
(c).
11. Pursuant to best available technology requirements
specified in 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, C101A shall
be equipped with a winterization system to allow for
plant operation during cold weather. Additionally, it shall
be equipped with a filter to remove particles which could
clog spray nozzles. C101A shall, at a minimum, incorpo-
rate the following spray nozzles at the following locations:
Two nozzles above the 60 x 24 vibrating Grizzly feeder
One nozzle at the discharge end of the 60 x 35
channel frame conveyor
One nozzle at the discharge end of the 42 x 300
truss/channel conveyor discharging into the 8 x 20
triple-deck screen in this plan approval
One nozzle at the discharge end of the 42 x 30
channel frame conveyor
One nozzle at the discharge end of the 30 x 200
channel frame conveyor
One nozzle above the 30 x 300 channel frame con-
veyor
One nozzle at the discharge end of the 30 x 450
channel frame conveyor
One nozzle at the discharge end of each of the three 30
x 120 radial stacking conveyors
One nozzle at the discharge end of the Metso GP300
cone crusher
One nozzle at the discharge end of the 36 x 120 truss
frame conveyor
One nozzle at the discharge end of the 30 x 100
channel frame conveyor receiving from the 6 x 12
double-deck scalping screen
One nozzle at the discharge end of the 30 x 100
channel frame conveyor receiving from the 8 x 24
triple-deck Deister screen
One nozzle at the discharge end of the 30 x 100
channel frame conveyor discharging onto the 30 x 100
radial stacking conveyor
One nozzle at the discharge end of the 30 x 100 radial
stacking conveyor
One nozzle at the discharge end of the 30 x 100 truss
frame conveyor
One nozzle at the discharge end of the 30 x 150 truss
frame conveyor
12. The permittee shall comply with all of the appli-
cable recordkeeping requirements specified in 40 CFR
60.676 and applicable reporting requirements specified in
40 CFR 60.676.
13. Source ID P101B is a sandstone processing opera-
tion consisting of the following equipment:
Vibrating Grizzly feeder, 60 x 24
Double-deck scalping screen, 6 x 12
Metso C140 primary jaw crusher
Channel frame conveyor, 60 x 35
Four truss/channel conveyors, 42 x 800
Three truss/channel conveyors, 42 x 300
Channel frame conveyor, 30 x 100
Channel frame conveyor, 30 x 200
Six Syntron F480 magnetic feeders
Triple-deck screen, 8 x 20
Channel frame conveyor, 42 x 30
Channel frame conveyor, 30 x 300
Channel frame conveyor, 30 x 450
Three radial stacking conveyors, 30 x 120
Three FMC F480 feeders
Metso GP300 cone crusher
Two truss frame conveyors, 36 x 150
Five channel frame conveyors, 30 x 100
Radial stacking conveyor, 30 x 100
Truss frame conveyor, 36 x 120
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Truss frame conveyor, 30 x 100
Two Metso HP4 cone crushers
Truss frame conveyor, 30 x 150
Channel frame conveyor, 36 x 100
One 8 x 8 knockout box in the primary plant
One Gentec model 540-14E1 baghouse with a New York
Blower fan
Meyer HD air lock, 14 x 14
14 x 35 screw conveyor
One 8 x 8 knockout box in the secondary plant
One Buell GI-120 classifier
14. The permittee shall provide a Facility Item number
for each piece of equipment incorporated into Source ID
P101B, prior to constructing each piece of equipment.
15. The permittee shall comply with all applicable
requirements specified in 25 Pa. Code Chapters 121—145.
16. The permittee shall comply with all applicable
requirements specified in Subpart OOO of the federal
Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources, 40
CFR 60.670 through 60.676.
The facility is a State Only facility. If the Department
determines that the sources are constructed and operated
in compliance with the plan approval conditions and the
specification of the application for Plan Approval 41-
00064B, the requirements established in the plan ap-
proval will be incorporated into State Only Operating
Permit 41-00064 pursuant to the administrative amend-
ment provisions of 25 Pa. Code § 127.450.
All pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the
application are available for public review during normal
business hours at the Department’s Northcentral Re-
gional office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701. Appointments for scheduling a review
must be made by calling 570-327-3693.
A public hearing may be held, if the Department of
Environmental Protection, in its discretion, decides that
such a hearing is warranted based on the information
received. All persons submitting comments or requesting
a hearing will be notified of the decision to hold a hearing
by publication in the newspaper or by the Pennsylvania
Bulletin, or by telephone, where the Department of
Environmental Protection determines such notification is
sufficient. Written comments or requests for a public
hearing should be directed to David Shimmel, P.E., Chief,
New Source Review Section, Department of Environmen-
tal Protection, Air Quality Program, Northcentral Re-
gional Office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701, 570-327-3568.
Persons with a disability who wish to comment and
require an auxiliary aid, service, or other accommodation
to participate should contact the Northcentral Regional
Office at 570-327-3659. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at 800-654-5984.
12-00011A: GrafTech International Holdings Inc.
(PO Box 269 Emporium, PA 15834-0269) has submitted
an application for a plan approval to construct eleven (11)
natural gas fired carbon bake furnaces and associated
thermal oxidizers and a mixing operation with associated
fabric collector in Shippen Township, Cameron County.
This application is subject to the Best Available Technol-
ogy (BAT) requirements of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and
127.12. The proposed project will potentially emit 7.42
tons of carbon monoxide, 2.20 tons per year of nitrogen
oxides, 4.91 tons per year of sulfur oxides, 0.11 ton per
year of volatile organic compounds, 2.53 ton/year of
particulate matter and 1.25 ton/year of total hazardous
air pollutants. The Department has determined that the
proposed levels of the air contaminants emissions satisfy
the Department’s BAT requirements.
Based on the findings presented above, the Department
intends to issue a plan approval for the proposed project.
The following is a summary of the conditions that the
Department proposes to place in the plan approval to be
issued to ensure compliance with all applicable air quality
regulatory requirements:
1. Pursuant to the best available technology provisions
of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, Source ID P111 is a
Baker Perkins double arm mixer, the air contaminant
emissions from Source ID P111 shall be controlled with a
Camfil Farr model GS4 fabric collector (ID C111).
2. The permittee shall continuously monitor the pres-
sure differential across ID C111.
3. The permittee shall record the pressure drop across
ID C111 at least once per day when Source ID P111 is in
operation.
4. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the permittee
shall maintain an adequate number of spare fabric
collector bags in order to replace any that are in need of
replacement.
5. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the Mixer’s lid
shall remain closed at all times except when adding or
removing the materials from Source ID P111.
6. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the particulate
matter emissions shall not exceed 0.01 grain per dry
standard cubic foot from the exhaust of ID C111 associ-
ated with Source ID P111. Additionally, there shall be no
visible emissions from the exhaust of ID C111 associated
with Source ID P111.
7. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, Source ID
P116 consists of eleven Abbot Furnace Company model
12GAS-156-BOX-1800 bake furnaces. The air contami-
nant emissions from each bake furnace of Source ID P116
shall be controlled by its own Abbott Furnace Company
thermal afterburner (ID C116).
8. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, Source ID
P116 shall not be operated without the simultaneous
operation of control device ID C116.
9. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the minimum
temperature of each afterburner shall be maintained at
all times at 1620 degrees F. Additionally, all gases that
enter the combustion chamber of each afterburner of ID
C116 shall be retained at a minimum of one second at
1620 degrees F.
10. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, ID C116 shall
be equipped with an alarm that notifies the permittee if
the operating temperature of ID C116 falls below the
minimum required temperature.
11. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the permittee
shall continuously monitor the temperature of each after-
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burner to verify compliance with the minimum tempera-
ture requirement for ID C116.
12. Within 180 days of startup of Source ID P116, the
permittee shall conduct nitrogen oxide, carbon monoxide,
sulfur oxides and particulate matter stack testing on two
of the bake furnaces of Source ID P116 to verify compli-
ance with the emission limitations for Source ID P116.
The permittee shall follow the testing requirements speci-
fied in Section C of this plan approval (12-00011A).
13. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, Source ID
P116 and ID C116 shall be fired on natural gas only.
14. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the carbon
monoxide (CO) emissions from each of the bake furnaces
of Source ID P116 shall not exceed 0.154 pound per hour
or 0.674 ton in any 12 consecutive month period.
15. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the sulfur
oxides (SOx) emissions from each of the bake furnaces of
Source ID P116 shall not exceed 0.102 pound per hour or
0.446 ton in any 12 consecutive month period.
16. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the nitrogen
oxides (NOx) emissions from each of the bake furnaces of
Source ID P116 shall not exceed 0.46 pound per hour or
0.201 ton in any 12 consecutive month period.
17. Pursuant to the best available technology require-
ments of 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, the particulate
matter emissions from each furnace of Source ID P116
shall not exceed 0.052 pound per hour. Additionally, there
shall be no visible emissions.
All pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the
application are available for public review during normal
business hours at the Department’s Northcentral Re-
gional office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701. Appointments for scheduling a review
must be made by calling 570 327 3693.
Any person(s) wishing to provide the Department with
additional information, which they believe should be
considered prior to the issuance of this permit, may
submit the information to the Department of Environ-
mental Protection at the address shown in the preceding
paragraph. A 30-day comment period from the date of this
publication will exist for the submission of comments.
Each written comment must contain the following: Name,
address and telephone number of the person submitting
the comments; Identification of the proposed permit
(specify Permit No. 12-00011A); Concise statements re-
garding the relevancy of the information or objections to
issuance of the permit.
A public hearing may be held, if the Department of
Environmental Protection, in its discretion, decides that
such a hearing is warranted based on the information
received. All persons submitting comments or requesting
a hearing will be notified of the decision to hold a hearing
by publication in the newspaper or by the Pennsylvania
Bulletin, or by telephone, where the Department of
Environmental Protection determines such notification is
sufficient. Written comments or requests for a public
hearing should be directed to David Shimmel, P.E., Chief,
New Source Review Section, Department of Environmen-
tal Protection, Air Quality Program, Northcentral Re-
gional Office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701, 570-327-3568.
Persons with a disability who wish to comment and
require an auxiliary aid, service, or other accommodation
to participate should contact the Northcentral Regional
Office at 570-327-3659. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at 800-654-5984.
Department of Public Health, Air Management Services:
321 University Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Contact: Edward Wiener, Chief—Telephone: 215-685-
9426
AMS 14116: RR Donnelly Baum—(9985 Gantry Rd,
Philadelphia, PA 19115) for installation of one (1) non-
heatset, sheet-feed lithographic printing presses in the
City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. There will
be a potential annual emission increase of 15 tons for
Volatile Organic Compounds. The plan approval will
contain operating, testing, monitoring, and recordkeeping
requirements to ensure operation within all applicable
requirements.
OPERATING PERMITS
Intent to Issue Title V Operating Permits under the
Air Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chap-
ter 127, Subchapter G.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas J. Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 717-705-4862 or William Weaver, Regional Air
Quality Manager, Telephone: 717-705-4702.
28-05015: IESI Blue Ridge Landfill (1660 Orchard
Lane, Scotland, PA 17254) for their refuse disposal facility
in Greene Township, Franklin County.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) has
received an application and intends to issue an Air
Quality Operating Permit renewal for the abovemen-
tioned facility.
The actual emissions in year 2013 were 1 ton of CO, 0.3
ton of NOx, 0.1 ton of SOx, 32 tons of PM, 4.4 tons of
VOC, and 6.4 tons of Total HAPs. The Operating Permit
will include emission limits and work practice standards
along with monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting re-
quirements to ensure the facility complies with the
applicable air quality regulations. The facility is subject
to 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart WWW-Standards of Perfor-
mance for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills and 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapters F (relating to operat-
ing permit requirements) and G (relating to Title V
operating permit requirements.
Copies of the application, DEP’s analysis and other
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at the PA DEP Southcentral Regional Office, at 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
A person may oppose the proposed operating permit, or
may provide the Department with additional information
to consider in its review, or may request a public hearing,
by filing a written protest with the Department at the
address listed above. Each written comment must contain
the following; name, address and telephone number of the
person submitting the comments, identification of the
proposed permit by the permit number listed above and a
concise statement regarding the relevancy of the informa-
tion or objections to the issuance of the permit.
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A 30-day comment period, from the date of publication
of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, will exist for
the submission of comments or protests.
Gary Helsel, Acting New Source Review Chief, may be
contacted at 814-949-7935, or at PA DEP Air Quality
Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, for
additional information or for the submission of comments
or protests.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Matthew Williams, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 814-332-6131
20-00145: Pittsburgh Glass Works, LLC (PGW)—
previously PPG Industries Inc. (5123 Victory Boulevard
Cochranton, PA 16314) for renewal of a Title V Permit to
operate a flat auto glass manufacturing facility in Green-
wood Township, Crawford County. The facility’s major
emission sources include Boiler 1, Boiler 2, Boiler 3,
Boiler 4, Glass Melting Furnace 8-1, Glass Melting
Furnace 8-2, Wareroom Packers B & C, Wareroom Pack-
ers 1, 2, & 3, Cullet Drop 0 Line 1, Cullet Drop 0 Line 2,
Raw Material Transfer (Non-Sand), Soda Ash Handling
System, Check Scale Line 1, Check Scale Line 2, Ware-
room Packer A, EDE L1 Generator, EDE L2 Generator,
EDE Boiler Room, EDE L1 Mill Water, EDE L2 Mill
Water, EDE Fire Water Pump, EDE City Water Pump,
Surface Passivation 1, Surface Passivation 2, Raw Mate-
rial Transfer (Sand), Soda Ash Silo, Sand Silo (2), Cullet
Silo (3), Limestone Silo, Gypsum Silo, W System Line 1,
W System Line 2, Batch Mixer Line 1, Batch Mixer Line
2, Parts Cleaner and, Incline Cullet Area. The generators
and fire pump engines are subject to 40 CFR Part 63,
Subpart ZZZZ. All applicable conditions were included in
the previous amendment permit. The Boilers are subject
to 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart DDDDD. All applicable
conditions of Subpart DDDDD have been included in the
renewal permit. PGW is a major facility due to NOx and
SOx emissions more than 100 tons per year and indi-
vidual HAP (selenium) more than 10 Tons per year. The
facility is subject to the Title V Operating Permit require-
ments adopted in 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter
G. The emission inventory submitted by the facility for
2013 is as follows: CO—18.1 TPY; NOx—1836.40 TPY;
PM10—312.80 TPY; PM2.5—299.60 TPY; SOx—342.70
TPY; VOC—20.50 TPY; Selenium—12.90 TPY; Carbon Di
Oxide (CO2)—163,695.30; Methane (CH4)—2.24 TPY and,
Nitrous Oxide (N2O) 0.2240 TPY.
Intent to Issue Operating Permits under the Air
Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter F.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19428
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
09-00127: Bracalente Manufacturing Co., Inc. (P.O.
Box 570, Trumbauersville, PA 18970) for renewal of a
State-Only Operating Permit for cold cleaning machines
in Trumbauersville Township, Bucks County. This Oper-
ating Permit contains all applicable state and federal
regulations applicable to the facility including emission
limitations, operating restrictions, work practice, monitor-
ing, and recordkeeping requirements designed to keep the
facility operating within all applicable air quality require-
ments.
15-00005: West Chester University of PA (201
Carter Drive, Suite 100, West Chester, PA19383) for a
Title V Operating Permit in West Chester Borough,
Chester County. This action is a renewal of the Title V
Operating Permit. The existing permit was initially re-
newed on 07-7-2004 and was subsequently renewed on
9-25-2009. The facility is a university campus that oper-
ates boilers and emergency generators. As a result of
potential emissions of NOx and SOx, the facility is a
major stationary source as defined in Title I, Part D of
the Clean Air Act Amendments, and is therefore subject
to the Title V permitting requirements adopted in 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter G. The proposed Title
V Operating Renewal includes any change in air emis-
sions from the facility. The facility is not subject to
Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) pursuant to 40
CFR Part 64.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Ray Kempa, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 570-826-2507
54-00060: Louis D. Truskowsky Funeral Home and
Crematory, Inc. (300 West Center Street, Mahanoy City,
PA 17948) for operation of a crematory in South Manheim
Township, Schuylkill County. This is a renewal of a
State-Only operating permit. The State-Only operating
permit includes emission limits, work practice standards
and testing, monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting
requirements designed to keep the facility operating
within applicable air quality requirements.
40-00125: Sunlight Crematory of Wilkes-Barre,
LLC (628 C Nanticoke Street, Hanover Township, PA
18706) for operation of two (2) crematories in Hanover
Township, Luzerne County. This is a new State-Only
operating permit. The State-Only operating permit in-
cludes emission limits, work practice standards and test-
ing, monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting require-
ments designed to keep the facility operating within
applicable air quality requirements.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas J. Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 717-705-4862 or William Weaver, Regional Air
Quality Manager, Telephone: 717-705-4702.
28-03016: Contech Engineered Solutions LLC (600
North Washington Street, Greencastle, PA 17225) for
their asphalt dip tank coating operation in Greencastle
Borough, Franklin County.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) has
received an application and intends to issue an Air
Quality Operating Permit renewal for the above-
mentioned facility.
The subject facility produces asphalt coated corrugated
and perforated steel culvert pipes in various lengths with
diameters ranging from several inches up to 12 feet.
Volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions from the
heated asphalt dip tank are controlled by an in-duct
afterburner. The facility has the potential to emit several
tons per year of volatile organic compounds. Actual
operating hours and emissions are well below maximum
estimated levels. The Operating Permit will include emis-
sion limits and work practice standards along with
monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements to
ensure the facility complies with the applicable air qual-
ity regulations.
Copies of the renewal application, DEP’s analysis and
other documents used in the evaluation of the application
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are available for public review during normal business
hours at the PA DEP Southcentral Regional Office, at 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
A person may oppose the proposed operating permit, or
may provide the Department with additional information
to consider in its review, or may request a public hearing,
by filing a written protest with the Department at the
address listed above. Each written comment must contain
the name, address and telephone number of the person
submitting the comments, identification of the proposed
permit by the permit number listed above and a concise
statement regarding the relevancy of the information or
objections to the issuance of the permit.
A 30-day comment period, from the date of publication
of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, will exist for
the submission of comments or protests.
Gary Helsel, Acting New Source Review Chief, may be
contacted at 814-949-7935, or at PA DEP Air Quality
Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, for
additional information or for the submission of comments
or protests.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
12-00011: GrafTech International Holdings, Inc.
(PO Box 209, Emporium, PA 15834-0269) to issue a
renewal of an Air Quality Operating Permit for their
carbon and graphite products facility in Shippen Town-
ship, Cameron County. The facility’s sources include
four (4) carbon bake furnaces, 20 electric induction fur-
naces and material prep and handling equipment. In
accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425, the
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) has re-
ceived an application and intends to issue a renewal of an
Air Quality Operating Permit for the abovementioned
facility. The subject facility has the following potential
emissions: 78.48 TPY of carbon monoxide; 3.82 TPY of
nitrogen oxides; 14.8 TPY of sulfur oxides; 1.01 TPY of
particulate matter; 9.91 TPY of volatile organic com-
pounds; 0.37 TPY of hazardous air pollutants and 1,365
TPY of greenhouse gases. The operating permit will
include emission limits and work practice standards along
with testing, monitoring, record keeping and reporting
requirements to ensure the facility complies with all
applicable air quality regulations.
All pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the
application are available for public review during normal
business hours at the Department’s Northcentral Re-
gional office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701. Appointments for scheduling a review
must be made by calling 570-327-0550.
Any person(s) wishing to provide the Department of
Environmental Protection with additional information,
which they believe should be considered prior to the
issuance of this operating permit, may submit the infor-
mation to the Department of Environmental Protection at
the address shown in the preceding paragraph. A 30-day
comment period from the date of this publication will
exist for the submission of comments. Each written
comment must contain the following: Name, address and
telephone number of the person submitting the com-
ments; Identification of the proposed operating permit
(specify State Only Operating Permit No. 12-00011);
Concise statements regarding the relevancy of the infor-
mation or objections to issuance of the operating permit.
A public hearing may be held, if the Department of
Environmental Protection, in its discretion, decides that
such a hearing is warranted based on the information
received. All persons submitting comments or requesting
a hearing will be notified of the decision to hold a hearing
by publication in the newspaper or by the Pennsylvania
Bulletin, or by telephone, where the Department of
Environmental Protection determines such notification is
sufficient. Written comments or requests for a public
hearing should be directed to David Shimmel, P.E., Chief,
New Source Review Section, Department of Environmen-
tal Protection, Air Quality Program, Northcentral Re-
gional Office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701, 570-327-3568.
Persons with a disability who wish to comment and
require an auxiliary aid, service, or other accommodation
to participate should contact the Northcentral Regional
Office at 570-327-3659. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at 800-654-5984.
47-00011: Hanson Aggregates PA, LLC (7660 Impe-
rial Way, Allentown, PA 18195) to issue a renewal State
Only Operating Permit for their Milton Quarry facility
located in Limestone Township, Montour County. The
facility is currently operating under State Only Operating
Permit 47-00011. The facility’s main sources include an
aggregate processing plant and diesel fired internal com-
bustion engines. In accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§§ 127.424 and 127.425, the Department of Environmen-
tal Protection (DEP) has received an application and
intends to issue a renewal of an Air Quality Operating
Permit for the abovementioned facility. The facility has
potential annual emissions of 1.04 ton of carbon monox-
ide, 19.35 tons of nitrogen oxides, 2.80 tons of sulfur
oxides, 21.70 tons of particulate matter less than 10
microns, 0.68 ton of volatile organic compounds, less than
10 tons of any individual hazardous air pollutant, less
than 25 tons of any combination of multiple hazardous air
pollutants.
The emission limits, throughput limitations and work
practice standards along with testing, monitoring, record
keeping and reporting requirements have been included
in the operating permit to ensure the facility complies
with all applicable Federal and State air quality regula-
tions. These operating permit conditions have been de-
rived from the applicable requirements of 25 Pa. Code
Chapters 121—145.
All pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the
application are available for public review during normal
business hours at the Department’s Northcentral Re-
gional office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701. Appointments for scheduling a review
must be made by calling 570-327-0550.
Any person(s) wishing to provide the Department of
Environmental Protection with additional information,
which they believe should be considered prior to the
issuance of this permit, may submit the information to
the Department of Environmental Protection at the ad-
dress shown in the preceding paragraph. A 30-day com-
ment period from the date of this publication will exist for
the submission of comments. Each written comment must
contain the following: Name, address and telephone num-
ber of the person submitting the comments; Identification
of the proposed permit (Permit No. 47-00011); Concise
statements regarding the relevancy of the information or
objections to issuance of the permit.
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A public hearing may be held, if the Department of
Environmental Protection, in its discretion, decides that
such a hearing is warranted based on the information
received. All persons submitting comments or requesting
a hearing will be notified of the decision to hold a hearing
by publication in the newspaper or by the Pennsylvania
Bulletin, or by telephone, where the Department of
Environmental Protection determines such notification is
sufficient. Written comments or requests for a public
hearing should be directed to David Shimmel, P.E., Chief,
New Source Review Section, Department of Environmen-
tal Protection, Air Quality Program, Northcentral Re-
gional Office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701, 570-327-3568.
Persons with a disability who wish to comment and
require an auxiliary aid, service, or other accommodation
to participate should contact the Northcentral Regional
Office at 570-327-3659. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at 800-654-5984.
49-00047: Furman Foods, Inc. (770 Cannery Rd.,
Northumberland, PA 17857) to issue a renewal state only
synthetic minor operating permit for their Northumber-
land Cannery located in Point Township, Northumber-
land County. The facility is currently operating under
State Only Operating Permit 49-00047. The facility’s
significant sources include natural gas and #2 fuel oil
fired boilers as well as an anaerobic digester. The facility
has potential emissions of 68.5 tons per year of carbon
monoxide, 89.9 tons per year of nitrogen oxides, 99.9 tons
per year of sulfur oxides, 11.6 tons per year of particulate
matter, 15.9 tons per year of volatile organic compounds,
1.2 tons per year of total HAPs, and 99,999 tons per year
of carbon dioxide equivalents (greenhouse gases). No
emission or equipment changes are being proposed by
this action. The proposed state only synthetic minor
operating permit contains all applicable Federal and
State regulatory requirements including monitoring,
recordkeeping, and reporting conditions. The emission
restriction, testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting
and work practice conditions of the SMOP have been
derived from the applicable requirements of 40 CFR Parts
52, 60, 63, 64, 68, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 96, 97, 98 and 25
Pa. Code Chapters 121—145.
All pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the
application are available for public review during normal
business hours at the Department’s Northcentral Re-
gional office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701. Appointments for scheduling a review
must be made by calling 570 327 3693.
Any person(s) wishing to provide the Department with
additional information, which they believe should be
considered prior to the issuance of this permit, may
submit the information to the Department of Environ-
mental Protection at the address shown in the preceding
paragraph. A 30-day comment period from the date of this
publication will exist for the submission of comments.
Each written comment must contain the following: Name,
address and telephone number of the person submitting
the comments; Identification of the proposed permit
(specify Permit No. 49-00047); Concise statements regard-
ing the relevancy of the information or objections to
issuance of the permit.
A public hearing may be held, if the Department of
Environmental Protection, in its discretion, decides that
such a hearing is warranted based on the information
received. All persons submitting comments or requesting
a hearing will be notified of the decision to hold a hearing
by publication in the newspaper or by the Pennsylvania
Bulletin, or by telephone, where the Department of
Environmental Protection determines such notification is
sufficient. Written comments or requests for a public
hearing should be directed to David Shimmel, P.E., Chief,
New Source Review Section, Department of Environmen-
tal Protection, Air Quality Program, Northcentral Re-
gional Office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701, 570 327 3568.
Persons with a disability who wish to comment and
require an auxiliary aid, service, or other accommodation
to participate should contact the Northcentral Regional
Office at 570-327-3659. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at 800-654-5984.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Barbara Hatch, Facilities Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 412-442-4174
30-00129: Morgan Technical Services, Inc. (303
Meadow Ridge Road, Mt. Morris, PA 15349) to authorize
the continued operation of their miscellaneous metal
parts finishing facility located in Perry Township, Greene
County.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) gives
notice that they intend to issue a State Only Operating
Permit (SOOP) renewal to Morgan Technical Services to
authorize the continued operation of their miscellaneous
metal parts finishing facility located in Perry Township,
Greene County.
The facility consists of sixteen natural gas fired heat-
ers, a natural gas forced furnace, a paint spray booth and
fabrication equipment. This facility emits approximately
1.15 ton per year of PM10, 4.0 ton per year of NOx, 9.0
tons per year of VOC and 5.0 tons per year of HAPs. The
proposed SOOP renewal contains conditions relating to
monitoring, recordkeeping and work practice standards.
Copies of the application, DEP’s analysis and other
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at the Department’s Southwest Regional Office, 400 Wa-
terfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. Appointments for
scheduling a review must be made by calling 412-442-
4000.
Any person may submit comments, requests for the
Department to hold a public hearing, or protests to the
operating permit or a proposed condition thereof, by filing
such submissions in writing to the Department at the
Southwest Regional Office. A 30-day comment period from
the date of this publication will exist for the submission
of comments.
All comments, requests for a public hearing, and pro-
tests to a proposed action, shall be filed with the Depart-
ment within 30 days of the date that notice of the
proposed action was published under 25 Pa. Code
§ 127.424 (relating to public notice). A protest must
include the name, address and telephone number of the
person filing the protest, identification of the proposed
permit issuance being opposed (Operating Permit (30-
00129) and a concise statement of the objections to the
permit issuance and the relevant facts upon which the
objections are based.
A public hearing may be held in accordance with 25
Pa. Code § 127.429, if the Department, in its discretion,
decides that such a hearing is warranted based on the
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information received. If a public hearing is held, all
persons who have properly filed a protest under 25
Pa. Code § 127.426 may appear and give testimony. The
applicant, the protestant and other participants will be
notified of the decision to hold a hearing (and the time,
place and purpose of such hearing) by publication in the
newspaper or by the Pennsylvania Bulletin, or by tele-
phone, where the Department determines such notifica-
tion by telephone is sufficient.
Written comments, protests and requests for a public
hearing should be directed to Noor Nahar, Air Quality
Engineering Specialist, Department of Environmental
Protection, Southwest Regional Office, and 400 Water-
front Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. For additional informa-
tion concerning the permit or the issuance procedure,
contact Noor Nahar at 412-442-5225.
63-00883: PA Transformer Technology, Inc. (30
Curry Avenue, Canonsburg, PA 15317) In accordance with
25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425 the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) gives notice that they
intend to issue a State Only Operating Permit (SOOP)
renewal to PA Transformer Technology to authorize the
continued operation of an electrical transformer manufac-
turing facility located in Canonsburg Boro, Washington
County.
The facility consists of paint spray line, finish paint
area, shell oven, small blast, roto blast, several natural
gas fired space heaters, and drying oven and other
miscellaneous equipment associated with this type of
operation. There are several dust collectors to control
particulate emissions from blasting and painting opera-
tions. This facility has the potential to emit 1.15 ton per
year of PM10, 10.00 ton per year of NOx, 33 tons per year
of VOC and 17 tons per year of combined HAP. The
proposed SOOP renewal contains conditions relating to
monitoring, recordkeeping and work practice standards.
Copies of the application, DEP’s analysis and other
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at the Department’s Southwest Regional Office, 400 Wa-
terfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. Appointments for
scheduling a review must be made by calling 412-442-
4000.
Any person may submit comments, requests for the
Department to hold a public hearing, or protests to the
operating permit or a proposed condition thereof, by filing
such submissions in writing to the Department at the
Southwest Regional Office. A 30-day comment period from
the date of this publication will exist for the submission
of comments.
All comments, requests for a public hearing, and pro-
tests to a proposed action, shall be filed with the Depart-
ment within 30 days of the date that notice of the
proposed action was published under 25 Pa. Code
§ 127.424 (relating to public notice). A protest must
include the name, address and telephone number of the
person filing the protest, identification of the proposed
permit issuance being opposed (Operating Permit 63-
00883) and a concise statement of the objections to the
permit issuance and the relevant facts upon which the
objections are based.
A public hearing may be held in accordance with 25
Pa. Code § 127.429, if the Department, in its discretion,
decides that such a hearing is warranted based on the
information received. If a public hearing is held, all
persons who have properly filed a protest under 25
Pa. Code § 127.426 may appear and give testimony. The
applicant, the protestant and other participants will be
notified of the decision to hold a hearing (and the time,
place and purpose of such hearing) by publication in the
newspaper or by the Pennsylvania Bulletin, or by tele-
phone, where the Department determines such notifica-
tion by telephone is sufficient.
Written comments, protests and requests for a public
hearing should be directed to Noor Nahar, Air Quality
Engineering Specialist, Department of Environmental
Protection, Southwest Regional Office, and 400 Water-
front Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. For additional informa-
tion concerning the permit or the issuance procedure,
contact Noor Nahar at 412-442-5225.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Edward Orris, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6131
25-00946: PSB Industries, Inc. (1202 West 12th
Street, Erie, PA 16501) to renew a State Only Operating
Permit for the metal fabricating facility located in the
City of Erie, Erie County. The primary sources at the
facility are sand blasting and glass bead blasting opera-
tions; two paint booths; two parts washers; and a natural
gas oven and several natural gas space heaters with a
combined rating of 5.6 million Btu/hr of heat input.
Potential Emissions for the site are less than the Title V
thresholds. The facility is a Natural Minor. The permit
contains emission restrictions, recordkeeping, and work
practice requirements to ensure compliance with the
Clean Air Act and the Air Pollution Control Act.
COAL AND NONCOAL MINING
ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS
Applications under the Surface Mining Conservation
and Reclamation Act (52 P. S. §§ 1396.1—1396.19a); the
Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation
Act (52 P. S. §§ 3301—3326); The Clean Streams Law (35
P. S. §§ 691.1—691.1001); the Coal Refuse Disposal Con-
trol Act (52 P. S. §§ 30.51—30.66); and The Bituminous
Mine Subsidence and Land Conservation Act (52 P. S.
§§ 1406.1—1406.20a). Mining activity permits issued in
response to such applications will also address the appli-
cable permitting requirements of the following statutes:
the Air Pollution Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015);
the Dam Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P. S.
§§ 693.1—693.27); and the Solid Waste Management Act
(35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003).
The following permit applications to conduct mining
activities have been received by the Department. A copy
of the application is available for inspection at the district
mining office indicated before each application. Notices of
requests for 401 Water Quality Certifications are included
in individual application notices, as noted.
Written comments or objections, or requests for an
informal conference, or a public hearing, as applicable, on
a mining permit application and request for Section 401
water quality certification application may be submitted
by any person or any officer or head of any Federal, state
or local government agency or authority to the Depart-
ment at the address of the district mining office indicated
before each application within 30 days of this publication,
or within 30 days after the last publication of the
applicant’s newspaper advertisement as provided by 25
Pa. Code §§ 77.121—77.123 and 86.31—86.34.
Written comments or objections regarding a mining
permit application should contain the name, address and
telephone number of persons submitting comments or
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objections, application number and a statement of suffi-
cient detail to inform the Department on the basis of
comment or objection and relevant facts upon which it is
based.
A request for an informal conference or a public
hearing, as applicable, on a mining permit application, as
provided by 25 Pa. Code § 77.123 or § 86.34, must
contain the name, address and telephone number of the
requestor; the application number; a brief summary of the
issues to be raised by the requestor at the conference; and
a statement whether the requestor desires to have the
conference conducted in the locality of the proposed
mining activities.
When an NPDES number is listed, the mining activity
permit application was accompanied by an application for
an individual NPDES permit. A separate notice will be
provided after the draft NPDES permit is prepared.
Coal Applications Received
California District Office: 25 Technology Drive, Coal
Center, PA 15423, 724-769-1100
65131301 and NPDES No. PA0236241. LCT Energy,
LP, (938 Mt. Airy Drive, Suite 200, Johnstown, PA
15904). To operate the Rustic Ridge #1 Mine in Donegal
Township and Donegal Borough, Westmoreland County
and Saltlick Township, Fayette County to operate a new
underground mine and related NPDES permit. Surface
Acres Proposed 67.7, Underground Acres Proposed
2,886.5, Subsidence Control Plan Acres Proposed 2,780.6.
Receiving stream: Champion Creek, classified for the
following use: CWF. The application was considered ad-
ministratively complete on June 20, 2014. Application
received April 7, 2014.
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park
Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900
Permit No. 56703107 and NPDES No. PA0605956,
Hoffman Mining Inc., P.O. Box 130, 118 Runway Road,
Friedens, PA 15541, permit renewal for reclamation only
of a bituminous surface and auger mine in Paint Town-
ship, Somerset County, affecting 863 acres. Receiving
streams: unnamed tributary to Paint Creek, unnamed
tributaries to/and Kaufman Run, Stoney Creek and Shade
Creek classified for the following uses: cold water fishery,
warm water fishery. There are no potable water supply
intakes within 10 miles downstream. Application re-
ceived: June 16, 2014.
Greensburg District Mining Office: Armbrust Profes-
sional Center, 8205 Route 819, Greensburg, PA 15601,
724-925-5500
03090101 and NPDES Permit No. PA0251577. RES
Coal, LLC (224 Grange Hall Road, Armagh, PA 15920).
Renewal application for operation and restoration to an
existing bituminous surface mine, located in Madison
Township, Armstrong County, affecting 117.4 acres.
Receiving streams: unnamed tributaries to Redbank
Creek and Redbank Creek, classified for the following
use: TWF. There is no potable water supply intake within
10 miles downstream from the point of discharge. Re-
newal application received: June 23, 2014.
63130102 and NPDES Permit No. PA0278068.
Amerikohl Mining, Inc. (1384 State Route 711,
Stahlstown, PA 15687). Application for commencement,
operation and restoration of bituminous surface mine,
located in Nottingham Township, Washington County,
affecting 65.9 acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tribu-
taries to Sugar Run and unnamed tributaries to Mingo
Creek, classified for the following use: HQ-TSF. There is
no potable water supply intake within 10 miles down-
stream from the point of discharge. Application received:
June 16, 2014.
Knox District Mining Office: P.O. Box 669, 310 Best
Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191
10813005 and NPDES Permit No. PA0615218. Mag-
num Minerals, Inc. d/b/a Lucas Coal Company (c/o
Three Rivers Management, Inc., Manor Oak One, Suite
200, 1910 Cochran Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15220) Revision
to an existing NPDES Permit to grant a pH permit
limitation variance in Washington Township, Butler
County. Receiving streams: Two unnamed tributaries to
Slippery Rock Creek, classified for the following uses:
CWF. There are no potable surface water supply intakes
within 10 miles downstream. Application received: June
20, 2014.
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise
Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200
17980117 and NPDES PA0238104. Junior Coal
Contracting, Inc. (2330 Six Mile Road, Philipsburg, PA
16866). Permit renewal for the continued operation and
restoration of a bituminous surface mine located in
Decatur Township, Clearfield County affecting 75.6
acres. Receiving stream(s): Laurel Run and Little Laurel
Run to Moshannon Creek classified for the following
use(s): Cold Water Fishes. There are no potable water
supply intakes within 10 miles downstream. Application
received: July 1, 2014.
17050107 and NPDES PA0256269. AMFIRE Mining
Company, LLC (One Energy Place, Latrobe, PA 15650).
Permit renewal for the continued operation and restora-
tion of a bituminous surface and auger mine locate in
Girard Township, Clearfield County affecting 209.6
acres. Receiving stream(s): Surveyor Run, Little Surveyor
Run, and Bald Hill Run, classified for the following
use(s): Cold Water Fishes. There are no potable water
supply intakes within 10 miles downstream. Application
received: June 27, 2014.
17803094. RES Coal LLC (224 Grange Hall Road, P.O.
Box 228, Armagh, PA 15920). Permit renewal for contin-
ued operation and restoration of a bituminous surface and
auger mining in Goshen Township, Clearfield County
affecting 307.9 acres. Receiving stream(s): Little Trout
Run classified for the following use(s): Cold Water Fishes.
There are no potable water supply intakes within 10
miles downstream. Application received: June 27, 2014.
Coal Applications Returned
Knox District Mining Office: P.O. Box 669, 310 Best
Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191
33110101. MSM Coal Company, Inc. (P.O. Box 243,
DuBois, PA 15801) Revision to an existing bituminous
surface and auger mine to add 2.0 acres in Beaver
Township, Jefferson County, for a total of 32.0 acres.
Receiving streams: Unnamed tributary to Reitz Run.
Application received: January 15, 2014. Application with-
drawn: July 1, 2014.
Noncoal Applications Received
Effluent Limits—The following effluent limits will apply
to NPDES permits issued in conjunction with a noncoal
mining permit:
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Table 2
30-day Daily Instantaneous
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Suspended solids 10 to 35 mg/l 20 to 70 mg/l 25 to 90 mg/l
Alkalinity exceeding acidity*
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
A settleable solids instantaneous maximum limit of 0.5 ml/l applied to surface runoff resulting from a precipitation
event of less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event. If coal will be extracted incidental to the extraction of noncoal
minerals, at a minimum, the technology-based effluent limitations identified under coal applications will apply to
discharges of wastewater to streams.
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900
Permit No. 28130301 and NPDES No. PA0279285. David H. Martin Excavating, Inc., 4961 Cumberland
Highway, Chambersburg, PA 17202, commencement, operation and restoration of a noncoal surface mine in Hamilton
Township, Franklin County affecting 67.2 acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tributaries to East Branch Conococheague
Creek classified for the following use: warm water fishery. There are no potable water supply intakes within 10 miles
downstream. Application received: June 13, 2014.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boulevard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118
Permit No. 8175SM3A1C13. Warner Company, (1000 New Ford Mill Road, Morrisville, PA 19067), correction to an
existing quarry operation to update reclamation grades and post mining land use in East Whiteland and Tredyffrin
Townships, Chester County affecting 262.0 acres, receiving stream: unnamed tributary to Valley Creek, classified for
the following use: Exceptional Value. Application received: June 20, 2014.
Permit No. 35022801. Stafursky Paving Co., Inc., (502 Main Street, Archbald, PA 18403), Stage I & II bond release
of a quarry operation in Jefferson Township, Lackawanna County affecting 4.0 acres on property owned by Stafursky
Properties. Application received: June 23, 2014.
Permit No. 09890301C20 and NPDES Permit No. PA0594466. Naceville Materials, (6100 Easton Road,
Pipersville, PA 18947), renewal of NPDES Permit for discharge of treated mine drainage from a quarry operation in West
Rockhill Township, Bucks County affecting 100.63 acres, receiving stream: unnamed tributary to Ridge Valley Creek,
classified for the following use: trout stocking fishes. Application received: June 23, 2014.
Permit No. 7975SM4C3 and NPDES Permit No. PA0121592. Essroc Cement Corp., (3938 Easton Nazareth
Highway, Nazareth, PA 18064), renewal of NPDES Permit for discharge of treated mine drainage from a quarry operation
in Upper and Lower Nazareth Townships, Northampton County affecting 255.0 acres, receiving stream: unnamed
tributary to East Branch of the Monocacy Creek, classified for the following use: HQ-cold water fishes. Application
received: June 27, 2014.
MINING ACTIVITY NPDES DRAFT PERMITS
This notice provides information about applications for a new, amended or renewed NPDES permits associated with
mining activity (coal or noncoal) permits. The applications concern industrial waste (mining) discharges to surface water
and discharges of stormwater associated with mining activities. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing provisions of The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S.
§§ 691.1—691.1001) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251—1376).
The Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has prepared a draft NPDES permit and made a tentative
determination to issue the NPDES permit in conjunction with the associated mining activity permit.
Effluent Limits for Coal Mining Activities
For coal mining activities, NPDES permits, when issued, will contain effluent limits that are the more stringent of
technology-based (BAT) effluent limitations or Water Quality Based Effluent Limits (WQBEL).
The BAT limits for coal mining activities, as provided in 40 CFR Part 434 and 25 Pa. Code Chapters 87—90 are as
follows:
30-Day Daily Instantaneous
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (Total) 3.0 mg/l 6.0 mg/l 7.0 mg/l
Manganese (Total) 2.0 mg/l 4.0 mg/l 5.0 mg/l
Suspended solids 35 mg/l 70 mg/l 90 mg/l
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
Alkalinity greater than acidity*
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
In addition, the Department imposes a technology-based aluminum limit of 2.0 mg/l (30 day average) to protect stream
uses.
A settleable solids instantaneous maximum limit of 0.5 ml/l applies to: surface runoff (resulting from a precipitation
event of less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event) from active mining areas; active areas disturbed by coal refuse
disposal activities; mined areas backfilled and revegetated; and all other discharges and drainage (resulting from a
precipitation event of greater than 1-year 24-hour to less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event) from coal refuse
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disposal piles. Similarly, modified BAT limits apply to iron, manganese and suspended solids in surface runoff, discharges
and drainage resulting from these precipitation events and those of greater magnitude in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§§ 87.102, 88.92, 88.187, 88.292, 89.52 and 90.102.
Exceptions to BAT effluent limits may be applicable in accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 87.102, 88.92, 88.187, 88.292,
89.52 and 90.102.
Effluent Limits for Noncoal Mining Activities
The BAT limits for noncoal mining activities as provided in 40 CFR Part 436 and 25 Pa. Code Chapter 77 are as
follows:
30-day Daily Instantaneous
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Suspended solids 35 mg/l 70 mg/l 90 mg/l
Alkalinity exceeding acidity*
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
Discharges from noncoal mines located in some geologic settings (for example, in the coal fields) may require additional
water quality based effluent limits. If additional effluent limits are needed for an NPDES permit associated with a
noncoal mining permit, then the permit description specifies the parameters.
In addition to BAT or WQBEL limits, coal and noncoal NPDES permits establish effluent limitations in the form of
implemented Best Management Practices (BMPs) identified in the associated Erosion and Sedimentation Plan, the
Reclamation Plan and the NPDES permit application. These BMPs restrict the rates and quantities of associated
pollutants from being discharged into surface waters in this Commonwealth.
More restrictive effluent limitations, restrictions on discharge volume or restrictions on the extent of mining that may
occur are incorporated into an NPDES permit when necessary for compliance with water quality standards and
antidegradation requirements (in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91—96).
The procedures for determining the final effluent limits, using a mass-balance equation or model, are found in
Technical Guidance Document 362-0600-001, NPDES Program Implementation-Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
Concerning Water Quality Management, NPDES Program Implementation, and Related Matters. Other specific factors to
be considered include public comments and Total Maximum Daily Load(s). Additional discharge limitations may apply in
the event that unexpected discharges occur.
Discharge rates for surface mining activities are precipitation driven. Discharge rates for proposed discharges
associated with underground mining are noted in the permit description.
Persons wishing to comment on an NPDES draft permit should submit a written statement to the Department at the
address of the district mining office indicated before each draft permit within 30 days of this public notice. Comments
received within the comment period will be considered in the final determinations regarding the NPDES permit
applications. Comments must include the name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to
inform the Department of the exact basis of a comment and the relevant facts upon which it is based.
The Department will also accept requests or petitions for a public hearing on NPDES permit applications, as provided
in 25 Pa. Code § 92a.82(d). The request or petition for a public hearing shall be filed within 30 days of this public notice
and contain the name, address, telephone number and the interest of the party filing the request, and state the reasons
why a hearing is warranted. A public hearing may be held if the Department considers the public interest significant. If a
hearing is scheduled, a notice of the hearing on the NPDES permit application will be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin and a newspaper of general circulation within the relevant geographical area. When a public hearing is held, the
Department will consider comments from the public hearing in the final determination on the NPDES permit application.
Coal NPDES Draft Permits
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900
NPDES No. PA0248797 (Mining Permit No. 3366BSM84), Penn Pocahontas Coal Company, P.O. Box 68,
Boswell, PA 15531, renewal of an NPDES permit for a bituminous surface mine in Brothersvalley Township, Somerset
County, affecting 29.0 acres. Receiving streams: Buffalo Creek and Tubs Run, classified for the following use: cold water
fishery. These receiving streams are included in the Buffalo Creek TMDL. Application received: April 20, 2010.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for coal mining activities.
The outfall listed below discharge to: Buffalo Creek
Outfall No. New Outfall (Y/N)
001 N
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall are as follows:
Outfall: 001 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 2.1 4.2 5.2
Manganese (mg/l) 1.4 2.8 3.5
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Outfall: 001 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.75 1.5 1.8
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
The outfall listed below discharge to: Tubs Run
Outfall No. New Outfall (Y/N)
002 N
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall are as follows:
Outfalls: 002 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 3.0 6.0 7.0
Manganese (mg/l) 2.0 4.0 5.0
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.75 1.5 1.8
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all time
NPDES No. PA0262382 (Mining Permit No. 56070107), Fieg Brothers, 3070 Stoystown Road, Stoystown, PA
15563, renewal of an NPDES permit for discharges to surface waters resulting from surface mining of coal in
Brothersvalley and Summit Townships, Somerset County, affecting 267.7 acres. Receiving streams: Piney Run and
Buffalo Creek, classified for the following use: cold water fishery. The receiving streams are included in the Casselman
River TMDL. Application received: March 14, 2014.
The outfalls listed below discharge to Piney Run and Buffalo Creek:











The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfalls are as follows:
Outfalls: 001—005 (all discharges) 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 3.0 6.0 7.0
Manganese (mg/l) 2.0 4.0 5.0
Aluminum (mg/l) N/A N/A 3.2
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
Outfalls: 006—010 (dry weather discharges) 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 3.0 6.0 7.0
Manganese (mg/l) 2.0 4.0 5.0
Aluminum (mg/l) N/A N/A 5.0
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
Outfalls: 006—010 (10-yr/24-hr Precip. Event) 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) N/A N/A 7.0
Total Settleable Solids (ml/l) N/A N/A 0.5
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
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Knox District Mining Office: P.O. Box 669, 310 Best Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191
NPDES No. PA0242012 (Permit No. 33010107). Waroquier Coal Company (P.O. Box 128, Clearfield, PA 16830)
Renewal of an NPDES permit for a bituminous surface mine in Snyder Township, Jefferson County, affecting 348.0
acres. Receiving streams: Unnamed tributaries to Rattlesnake Creek and Rattlesnake Creek, classified for the following
uses: CWF. TMDL: Little Toby Creek. Application received: June 6, 2014.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for coal mining activities.
The outfall(s) listed below discharge to unnamed tributaries to Rattlesnake Run and Rattlesnake Run:











The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall(s) are as follows:
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Minimum Average Maximum Maximum
pH1 (S.U.) 6.0 9.0
Iron (mg/l) 3 6 7
Manganese (mg/l) 2 4 5
Aluminum (mg/l) 2 4 5
Alkalinity greater than acidity1
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35 70 90
1 The parameter is applicable at all
times.
The outfall(s) listed below discharge to unnamed tributaries to Rattlesnake Run and Rattlesnake Run:











The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall(s) are as follows:
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Minimum Average Maximum Maximum
pH1 (S.U.) 6.0 9.0
Iron (mg/l) 7.0
Alkalinity greater than acidity1
Total Settleable Solids (ml/l) 0.5
Noncoal NPDES Draft Permits
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118
NPDES Permit No. PA0225479 on Surface Mining
Permit No. 58140805. Daniel Pompey, (231 Pompey
Road, Nicholson, PA 18446), new NPDES Permit for a
small noncoal quarry operation in New Milford Township,
Susquehanna County, affecting 5.0 acres. Receiving
stream: unnamed tributary to Wellman’s Creek, classified
for the following uses: HQ—cold water and migratory
fishes. Application received: May 13, 2014. Non-discharge
BMP’s shall be in effect.
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ACT, SECTION 401
The following permit applications, requests for Environ-
mental Assessment approval and requests for 401 Water
Quality Certification have been received by the Depart-
ment. Section 401 of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act (FWPCA) (33 U.S.C.A. § 1341) requires the Common-
wealth to certify that the involved projects will not violate
the sections 301—303, 306 and 307 of the FWPCA (33
U.S.C.A. §§ 1311—1313, 1316 and 1317) as well as
relevant State requirements. Persons objecting to ap-
proval of a request for certification under section 401 of
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the FWPCA, the issuance of a Dam Permit or Water
Obstruction and Encroachment Permit or the approval of
an Environmental Assessment shall submit comments,
suggestions or objections within 30 days of the date of
this notice as well as any questions to the office noted
before an application. Comments should contain the
name, address and telephone number of the person
commenting, identification of the certification request to
which the comments or objections are addressed and a
concise statement of comments, objections or suggestions
including the relevant facts upon which they are based.
The Department may conduct a fact-finding hearing or
an informal conference in response to comments if
deemed necessary. Each individual will be notified, in
writing, of the time and place of a scheduled hearing or
conference concerning the certification request to which
the comment, objection or suggestion relates. Maps, draw-
ings and other data pertinent to the certification request
are available for inspection between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. on
working days at the office noted before the application.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
hearing and require an auxiliary aid, service or other
accommodation to participate in the proceedings should
contact the specified program. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
Applications Received under the Dam Safety and
Encroachments Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—693.27) and
section 302 of the Flood Plain Management Act
(32 P. S. § 679.302) and Requests for Certification
under section 401(a) of the FWPCA.
WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND ENCROACHMENTS
Northeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915,
Telephone 570-826-2511.
E40-759, PPL Electric Utilities Corporation, Two
North Ninth Street, GENN 4, Allentown, PA 18101-1179,
in Plains, Bear Creek, and Buck Townships, Luzerne
County, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore &
Philadelphia District.
To construct and maintain the following water obstruc-
tions and encroachments associated with the Luzerne
County portion of the ‘‘Jenkins-West Pocono 230 kV
Transmission Line’’ and the ‘‘138 kV Connector Line’’
projects for the purpose of upgrading the electrical trans-
mission system with a new 15.1-mile long, 150-ft wide
electric transmission line corridor. The project begins 0.32
mile northwest of the intersection of Union Street and
Ridgewood Road (Pittston, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41°
16 46.14; Longitude: -75° 48 43.23) in Plains Township,
Luzerne County, and terminates 0.42 mile southeast of
the intersection of Kerrick Road and Edmund Road
(Thornhurst, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 10 2.008;
Longitude: -75° 28 52.076) in Buck Township, Luzerne
County.
1. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing of
Gardner Creek (CWF) (Pittston, PA Quadrangle Latitude:
41° 16 4.914; Longitude: -75° 47 0.772) in Plains
Township, Luzerne County.
2. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing of an
Unnamed Tributary to Mill Creek (CWF) (Pittston, PA
Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 16 8.668; Longitude: -75° 47
10.976) in Plains Township, Luzerne County.
3. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing of PEM
wetlands (Pittston, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 15
23.575; Longitude: -75° 45 41.234) in Plains Township,
Luzerne County.
4. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing of Mill
Creek (CWF) (Pittston, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 15
24.655; Longitude: -75° 45 45.119) in Plains Township,
Luzerne County.
5. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing of an
Unnamed Tributary to Mill Creek (CWF) (Wilkes-Barre
East, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 14 50.901; Longi-
tude: -75° 45 28.622) in Bear Creek Township, Luzerne
County.
6. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing and a
temporary stream crossing of an Unnamed Tributary to
Mill Creek (CWF) consisting of timber matting and
wooden deck bridge matting (Wilkes-Barre East, PA
Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 14 25.297; Longitude: -75° 45
27.39) in Bear Creek Township, Luzerne County.
7. A temporary stream crossing of an Unnamed Tribu-
tary to Mill Creek (CWF) consisting of timber matting
and wooden deck bridge matting (Wilkes-Barre East, PA
Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 14 22.043; Longitude: -75° 45
28.239) in Bear Creek Township, Luzerne County.
8. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing of PEM
wetlands (Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Lati-
tude: 41° 14 0.809; Longitude: -75° 44 20.34) in Bear
Creek Township, Luzerne County.
9. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing and a
220-L.F., 12-ft wide gravel access road crossing of PFO
wetlands (Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Lati-
tude: 41° 13 12.353; Longitude: -75° 44 12.21) in Bear
Creek Township, Luzerne County.
10. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing and a
temporary stream crossing of Bear Creek (HQ-CWF)
consisting of timber matting and wooden deck bridge
matting (Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Lati-
tude: 41° 13 4.163; Longitude: -75° 43 59.977) in Bear
Creek Township, Luzerne County.
11. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing and a
60-L.F., 12-ft wide gravel access road crossing of PEM
wetlands (Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Lati-
tude: 41° 13 4.163; Longitude: -75° 43 59.977) in Bear
Creek Township, Luzerne County.
12. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing and a
temporary crossing of PFO wetlands consisting of timber
matting (Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Lati-
tude: 41° 12 55.811; Longitude: -75° 43 46.733) in Bear
Creek Township, Luzerne County.
13. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing and a
temporary crossing of Meadow Run (HQ-CWF) consisting
of timber matting and wooden deck bridge matting
(Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 12
45.997; Longitude: -75° 43 31.055) in Bear Creek
Township, Luzerne County.
14. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing and a
200-L.F., 12-ft wide gravel access road crossing of PFO
wetlands (Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Lati-
tude: 41° 12 40.698; Longitude: -75° 43 22.674) in Bear
Creek Township, Luzerne County.
15. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing and a
300-L.F., 12-ft wide gravel access road crossing of PFO
wetlands (Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Lati-
tude: 41° 12 9.986; Longitude: -75° 42 37.139) in Bear
Creek Township, Luzerne County.
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16. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing and a
temporary crossing of Little Shades Creek (HQ-CWF)
consisting of timber matting and wooden deck bridge
matting (Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Lati-
tude: 41° 11 79.703; Longitude: -75° 42 5.292) in Bear
Creek Township, Luzerne County.
17. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing of
PSS wetlands (Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle
Latitude: 41° 11 14.127; Longitude: -75° 41 10.428) in
Buck Township, Luzerne County.
18. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing and a
temporary crossing of Unnamed Tributary to Shades
Creek (HQ-CWF) consisting of timber matting and
wooden deck bridge matting (Pleasant View Summit, PA
Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 11 14.127; Longitude: -75° 41
10.428) in Buck Township, Luzerne County.
19. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing of
Shades Creek (HQ-CWF) (Pleasant View Summit, PA
Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 11 4.663; Longitude: -75° 41
2.277) in Buck Township, Luzerne County.
20. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing and a
temporary crossing of Unnamed Tributary to Shades
Creek (HQ-CWF) consisting of timber matting and
wooden deck bridge matting (Pleasant View Summit, PA
Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 10 40.838; Longitude: -75° 40
38.536) in Buck Township, Luzerne County.
21. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line and a 100-L.F.,
12-ft wide gravel access road crossing of PFO wetlands
(Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 10
38.696; Longitude: -75° 40 35.819) in Buck Township,
Luzerne County.
22. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line and a 150-L.F.,
12-ft wide gravel access road crossing of PFO wetlands
(Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 10
37.872; Longitude: -75° 40 28.692) in Buck Township,
Luzerne County.
23. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line and a 50-L.F.,
12-ft wide gravel access road crossing of PFO wetlands
(Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 10
38.178; Longitude: -75° 40 18.599) in Buck Township,
Luzerne County.
24. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line and a 10-L.F.,
12-ft wide gravel access road crossing of PEM wetlands
(Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 10
2.008; Longitude: -75° 28 52.076) in Bear Creek Town-
ship, Luzerne County.
25. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line crossing of
Kendall Creek (EV) (Pleasant View Summit, PA Quad-
rangle Latitude: 41° 9 30.703; Longitude: -75° 38
49.871) in Buck Township, Luzerne County.
26. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line and a 75-L.F.,
12-ft wide gravel access road crossing of PFO wetlands
(Pleasant View Summit, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 9
6.417; Longitude: -75° 38 40.674) in Buck Township,
Luzerne County.
27. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line and a tempo-
rary crossing of Kendall Creek (EV) consisting of timber
matting and wooden deck bridge matting crossing of
Kendall Creek (EV) (Pleasant View Summit, PA Quad-
rangle Latitude: 41° 9 30.703; Longitude: -75° 38
49.871) in Buck Township, Luzerne County.
28. An aerial 230 kV electric utility line and a tempo-
rary crossing of the Lehigh River (EV) (Thornhurst, PA
Quadrangle Latitude: 41° 8 32.289; Longitude: -75° 37
7.113) in Buck Township, Luzerne County.
Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Ed Muzic,
Section Chief, 717.705.4802.
E36-931, PA Department of Transportation Engi-
neering District 8-0, 2140 Herr Street, Harrisburg, PA
17103, in East Lampeter and Strasburg Townships,
Lancaster County, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Balti-
more District
The applicant proposes to: 1) remove the existing
structure and to construct and maintain a three-span
steel I-beam bridge skewed 90°, having a total clear span
of 181, an out-to-out width of 37.4, and a minimum
underclearance of 3.1, across Pequea Creek (WWF, MF),
2) construct and maintain a rock energy dissipator, 3)
construct and maintain two stormwater basins, 4) stabi-
lize approximately 700 of the left streambank of Pequea
Creek (WWF, MF) with rock, and 5) construct a tempo-
rary access road, all for the purpose of improving trans-
portation safety and roadway standards. There are no
wetlands in the project area. The project is located along
SR 0896 in East Lampeter and Strasburg Townships,
Lancaster County (Latitude: 40° 0 21.6, Longitude: -76°
11 10.7).
District Oil & Gas Operations: Eastern Oil & Gas
District, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport,
PA 17701
E5829-083: Lathrop and Lenox Townships, Wil-
liams Field Services Company, LLC; Park Place Cor-
porate Center 2, 2000 Commerce Drive, Pittsburgh, PA
15275; Lathrop and Lenox Townships, Susquehanna
County, ACOE Baltimore District.
To construct, operate, and maintain:
1) a 24-inch diameter natural gas pipeline and tempo-
rary timber bridge crossing impacting 78 lineal feet of
unnamed tributary to Martins Creek (CWF-MF) (Hop
Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N 41° 41 27 Lat., W -75° 46
38 Long.),
2) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline and tempo-
rary timber bridge crossing impacting 50 lineal feet of
unnamed tributary to Martins Creek (CWF-MF) (Hop
Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N 41° 41 31 Lat., W -75° 46
35 Long.),
3) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline and tempo-
rary timber bridge crossing impacting 50 lineal feet of
unnamed tributary to Martins Creek (CWF-MF) (Hop
Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N 41° 41 31 Lat., W -75° 46
34 Long.),
4) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline and tempo-
rary timber bridge crossing impacting 50 lineal feet of
unnamed tributary to Martins Creek (CWF-MF) (Hop
Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N 41° 41 37 Lat., W -75° 46
26 Long.),
5) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline and tempo-
rary timber bridge crossing impacting 706 lineal feet of
Martins Creek (CWF-MF) (Hop Bottom, PA Quadrangle;
N 41° 41 37 Lat., W -75° 46 26 Long.),
6) a temporary timber bridge crossing impacting 83
lineal feet of unnamed tributary to Martins Creek (CWF-
MF) (Hop Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N 41° 41 37 Lat., W
-75° 46 24 Long.),
7) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline and tempo-
rary timber bridge crossing impacting 56 lineal feet of
unnamed tributary to Martins Creek (CWF-MF) (Hop
Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N 41° 41 37 Lat., W -75° 46
24 Long.),
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8) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline and tempo-
rary timber mat crossing impacting 764 square feet (0.02
acre) of a PFO wetland (Hop Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N
41° 41 39 Lat., W -75° 46 23 Long.),
9) a temporary timber bridge crossing impacting 54
lineal feet of unnamed tributary to Martins Creek (CWF-
MF) (Hop Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N 41° 41 40 Lat., W
-75° 46 22 Long.),
10) a temporary timber mat crossing impacting 1,077
square feet (0.02 acre) of a PFO wetland (Hop Bottom, PA
Quadrangle; N 41° 41 40 Lat., W -75° 46 22 Long.),
11) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline and tempo-
rary timber mat crossing impacting 731 square feet (0.02
acre) of a PFO wetland (Hop Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N
41° 41 41 Lat., W -75° 46 21 Long.),
12) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline crossing
impacting 232 square feet (0.01 acre) of a PSS wetland
(Hop Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N 41° 41 41 Lat., W -75°
46 20 Long.),
13) a temporary timber mat crossing impacting 1,416
square feet (0.03 acre) of a PSS wetland (Hop Bottom, PA
Quadrangle; N 41° 41 41 Lat., W -75° 46 20 Long.),
14) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline and tempo-
rary timber mat crossing impacting 1,039 square feet
(0.02 acre) of a PEM wetland (Hop Bottom, PA Quad-
rangle; N 41° 41 42 Lat., W -75° 46 19 Long.),
15) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline and tempo-
rary timber mat crossing impacting 203 square feet (0.01
acre) of a PEM wetland (Hop Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N
41° 41 43 Lat., W -75° 46 19 Long.),
16) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline crossing
impacting 60 square feet (0.01 acre) of a PSS wetland
(Hop Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N 41° 41 43 Lat., W - 75°
46 16 Long.),
17) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline crossing
impacting 2 lineal feet of unnamed tributary to Martins
Creek (CWF-MF) (Hop Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N 41° 41
43 Lat., W -75° 46 16 Long.),
18) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline and tempo-
rary timber mat crossing impacting 707 square feet (0.02
acre) of a PEM wetland (Hop Bottom, PA Quadrangle; N
41° 41 43 Lat., W -75° 46 15 Long.),
19) a 12-inch diameter natural gas pipeline and tempo-
rary timber mat crossing impacting 5,114 square feet
(0.12 acre) of a PFO wetland (Hop Bottom, PA Quad-
rangle; N 41° 41 39 Lat., W -75° 45 38 Long.).
The project consists of constructing approximately
17,781 lineal feet (~3.37 miles) of 12 and 24 natural gas
gathering line, located in Lathrop and Lenox Townships,
Susquehanna County. The project will result in 421 lineal
feet of temporary stream impacts, 706 lineal feet of
permanent stream impacts, 2,009 square feet (0.046 acre)
of temporary wetland impacts, and 9,334 square feet
(0.214 acre) of permanent wetland conversion impacts; all
for the purpose of conveying Marcellus Shale natural gas
to market.
E6629-021: Appalachia Midstream, LLC, 100 IST
Center, Horseheads, NY 14845, Windham Township, Wyo-
ming County, ACOE Baltimore District.
To construct, operate and maintain:
1. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 402 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent and Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wet-
land (Jenningsville, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3532,
Longitude: -76°1230);
2. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 2,020 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent and Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wet-
land (Jenningsville, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3533,
Longitude: -76°1230);
3. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 1,535 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent and Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wet-
land (Jenningsville, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3533,
Longitude: -76°1227);
4. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 34 linear feet of an un-
named tributary to Sugar Run Creek (CWF, MF) and
impacting 1,183 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Emergent Wetland (EV) (Jenningsville, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°3522, Longitude: -76°1224);
5. a 16 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 96 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary to Sugar Run Creek (CWF, MF) (Jenningsville,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3520, Longitude:
-76°1224);
The project will result in 130 linear feet or 879 square
feet of temporary stream impacts and impacts 2,631
square feet (0.06 acre) of temporary PEM and 2,509
square feet (0.06 acre) of PSS wetland impacts all for the
purpose of installing a natural gas pipeline with associ-
ated access roadways for Marcellus shale development in
Windham Township, Wyoming County. The permittee will
provide 0.85 acre of wetland enhancement mitigation at
the Wilmot Mitigation Site (Colley, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°3645, Longitude: -76°1728). This project is
associated with permit application number E0829-099.
E0829-099: Appalachia Midstream, LLC, 100 IST
Center, Horseheads, NY 14845, Wilmot Township, Brad-
ford County, ACOE Baltimore District.
To construct, operate and maintain:
1. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 12 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Jenningsville, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°3503, Longitude: -76°1256);
2. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 783 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Jenningsville, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°3501, Longitude: -76°1305);
3. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 32
linear feet of Sugar Run Creek (CWF, MF) and impacting
702 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine Emergent and
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland (EV) (Jenningsville, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3458, Longitude: -76°1343);
4. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 16
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Sugar Run Creek
(CWF, MF) (Jenningsville, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°3459, Longitude: -76°1351);
5. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 1
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Sugar Run Creek
(CWF, MF) and impacting 57 square feet of an adjacent
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV) (Jenningsville, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3458, Longitude: -76°1348);
6. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 718 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Jenningsville, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°3508, Longitude: -76°1415);
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7. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 4,295 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Jenningsville, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°3523, Longitude: -76°1418);
8. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 198 linear feet of Rock Cabin Run
(CWF, MF) (Jenningsville, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°3524, Longitude: -76°1421);
9. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 2,255 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent (EV) (Colley, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°3529, Longitude: -76°1459);
10. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 198 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary to Panther Lick Creek (CWF, MF) (Colley, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3530, Longitude: -76°1500);
11. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 1,381 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV) (Colley, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°3532, Longitude: -76°1511);
12. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 48
linear feet of Panther Lick Creek (CWF, MF) and impact-
ing 185 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine Emergent
Wetland (EV) (Colley, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°3532, Longitude: -76°1513);
13. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 14
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Panther Lick
Creek (CWF, MF) (Colley, PA Quadrangle, Latitude:
41°3532, Longitude: -76°1517);
14. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 860 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Colley, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°3529, Longitude: -76°1530);
15. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 131 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary to Panther Lick Creek (CWF, MF) (Colley, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3528, Longitude: -76°1532);
16. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 2,722 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent and Palustrine Forested Wetland
(EV) (Colley, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3527, Longi-
tude: -76°1534);
17. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 4,742 square feet of a
Palustrine Forested Wetland (Colley, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°3520, Longitude: -76°1551);
18. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 1,032 square feet of a
Palustrine Forested Wetland (EV) (Colley, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°3525, Longitude: -76°1620);
19. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 202 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary to Panther Lick Creek (CWF, MF) (Colley, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3526, Longitude: -76°1619);
20. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 8,579 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent and Palustrine Forested Wetland
(EV) (Colley, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3536, Longi-
tude: -76°1635);
21. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 960 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Colley, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°3536, Longitude: -76°1650);
22. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 4,075 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV) (Colley, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°3522, Longitude: -76°1723);
23. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 3,565 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent and Palustrine Forested Wetland
(Colley, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3520, Longitude:
-76°1727);
24. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 1,680 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (EV) (Colley, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°3513, Longitude: -76°1731);
25. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 162 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary to Foster Branch Sugar Run (CWF, MF) (Colley,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3512, Longitude:
-76°1733);
26. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 201 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary to Foster Branch Sugar Run (CWF, MF) (Colley,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3508, Longitude:
-76°1741);
27. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 122 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary to Foster Branch Sugar Run (CWF, MF) (Colley,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3502, Longitude:
-76°1812);
28. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 11,178 square feet of a
Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Colley, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°3513, Longitude: -76°1731);
29. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line impacting 141
linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Foster Branch
Sugar Run (CWF, MF) and impacting 13,049 square feet
of an adjacent Palustrine Emergent and Palustrine
Scrub-Shrub Wetland (EV) (Colley, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°3506, Longitude: -76°1840);
30. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a tempo-
rary timber mat bridge impacting 4,352 square feet of a
Palustrine Forested Wetland (EV) (Colley, PA Quadrangle,
Latitude: 41°3457, Longitude: -76°1909);
31. a 12 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 233 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary to Foster Branch Sugar Run (CWF, MF) (Colley,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3456, Longitude:
-76°1910);
32. a 6 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 122 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary to Foster Branch Sugar Run (CWF, MF) (Colley,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3513, Longitude:
-76°1813);
33. a 6 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 10,758 square feet of a
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland (EV) (Colley, PA Quad-
rangle, Latitude: 41°3518, Longitude: -76°1814);
34. a 6 inch diameter natural gas line and a timber
mat bridge impacting 202 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary to Foster Branch Sugar Run (CWF, MF) (Colley,
PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3528, Longitude:
-76°1815);
The project will result in 2,092 linear feet or 20,619
square feet of temporary stream impacts and impacts
43,161 square feet (0.99 acre) of temporary PEM, 15,172
square feet (0.35 acre) of PSS wetland impacts and 20,472
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square feet (0.47 acre) of PFO wetland impacts all for the
purpose of installing a natural gas pipeline with associ-
ated access roadways for Marcellus shale development in
Wilmot Township, Bradford County. The permittee will
provide 0.85 acre of wetland enhancement mitigation at
the Wilmot Mitigation Site (Colley, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude: 41°3645, Longitude: -76°1728). This project is
associated with permit application number E6629-021.
Southwest District Oil and Gas Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh PA, 15222-
4745
Permit # E30-07-007. This is an after-the-fact Joint
Permit Application to address approximately 1,433 linear
feet of stream impact (fill) as a result of a geotechnical
failure of the Walter Stinger Well Pad 1 in Aleppo
Township, Greene County, Pittsburgh ACOE District,
State Water Plan Basin 20E (Cameron, WV Quadrangle;
Latitude: N 39° 48 14.66; Longitude: W -80° 30 9.65).
The slide impacted a total of 7 unnamed tributaries to
Harts Run (WWF) through direct fill from the slide. The
applicant proposes to restore approximately 757 linear
feet of these tributaries and create an additional 303
linear feet of streams onsite. That will leave approxi-
mately 373 linear feet of stream that will have fill
permanently placed in them. The applicant will provide
offsite mitigation at a 2:1 ratio along Harts Run (near the
entrance to the Water Stinger Well Pad) for those remain-
ing permanent impacts.
Permit # E02-07-001. CONSOL Gas Company, 280
Indian Springs Road, Suite 333, Indiana, PA 15701. To
construct and maintain a 2,900 foot long access road to
Allegheny County Airport Authority (ACAA) Well Pad
3, that will impact a total of 19 acres, in Findlay
Township, Allegheny County, Pittsburgh ACOE District,
State Water Plan Basin 20-G, (Aliquippa, PA Quadrangle;
Latitude: N 40.512967 Longitude: W -80.285120), The
project will consist of 2 stream (unnamed tributaries to
Raredon Run) and floodway and 1 wetland road crossings.
A total of 206 linear feet of streams, 0.34 acre of floodway,
and 0.05 acre of wetland will be permanently impacted
and 0.19 acre of floodway will be temporarily impacted as
a result of this project. Mitigation for CNX’s entire ACAA
Well Development will be included within this joint
permit application. Mitigation will consist of 240 linear
feet of stream preservation, 720 linear feet of stream
rehabilitation, 0.526 acre of wetland preservation, 0.014
acre of wetland creation, and 3.2 acres of riparian buffer
preservation, within the Raccoon Creek Watershed.
Permit # E02-07-002. CONE Gathering LLC, 200
Evergreene Dr Waynesburg, PA 15370. To construct and
maintain 20,980 feet of 16-inch natural gas pipeline,
20,980 feet of 16-inch waterline, and 20,981 feet of
another 16-inch waterline to connect CNX’s ACAA Well
Pad 3 to Pipeline Nos. 2 and 4, and eventually to an
off-airport pipeline in Findlay Township, Allegheny
County, Pittsburgh ACOE District, State Water Plan
Basin 20-G, (Aliquippa, PA Quadrangle). The project will
consist of 21 utility line/temporary road crossings of
streams and 9 wetlands. A total of 6,962 square feet acres
of wetland and 8,685 square feet of numerous named and
unnamed tributaries to Montour Run (TSF) and Raredon
Run (WWF) will be temporarily impacted.
Wetland Name Coordinates Proposed Linear Impact
Wetland 121 40° 29 1.08
80° 16 11.94
64 ft.
Wetland 118B 40° 29 1.58
80° 16 13.13
25 ft.
Wetland 118 40° 29 17.66
80° 16 25.98
0.003 acre
Wetland 117 40° 29 18.43
80° 16 25.86
0.029 acre
Wetland 114 40° 29 29.36
80° 16 28.94
75 ft.
Wetland 303 40° 29 32.25
80° 16 35.86
123 ft.
Wetland 109 40° 30 6.61
80° 17 7.00
25 ft.
Wetland 108A 40° 30 12.97
80° 17 2.87
0.001 acre
Wetland 107B 40° 30 26.51
80° 16 58.93
0.012 acre
Stream Name Coordinates Proposed Linear Impact
UNT to Montour Run 40° 28 23.32
80° 15 9.03
51 ft.
UNT to Montour Run 40° 28 35.72
80° 15 19.64
50 ft.
UNT to Montour Run 40° 28 43.82
80° 15 31.85
22 ft.
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Stream Name Coordinates Proposed Linear Impact
Tributary 36718 to Montour Run 40° 28 51.74
80° 15 45.11
55 ft.
UNT to Montour Run 40° 28 59.81
80° 16 8.96
100 ft.
Tributary 36720 to Montour Run 40° 29 1.08
80° 16 11.94
120 ft.
Tributary to Montour Run 40° 29 1.42
80° 16 12.74
119 ft.
Tributary to Montour Run 40° 29 17.22
80° 16 26.59
53 ft.
Tributary 36710 to Montour Run 40° 29 17.71
80° 16 26.30
47 ft.
Tributary to Montour Run 40° 29 25.35
80° 16 26.33
24 ft.
Tributary to Montour Run 40° 29 28.9
80° 16 28.64
20 ft.
Tributary 36710 to Montour Run 40° 29 35.25
80° 16 35.86
207 ft.
Tributary to Montour Run 40° 29 42.16
80° 16 50.12
52 ft.
Tributary to Montour Run 40° 29 42.37
80° 17 4.53
71 ft.
Tributary to Raredon Run 40° 29 59.09
80° 17 11.88
170 ft.
Tributary 33655 to Raredon Run 40° 30 6.61
80° 17 7.00
123 ft.
Tributary to Raredon Run 40° 30 12.97
80° 17 2.87
57 ft.
Raredon Run 40° 30 26.51
80° 16 58.93
64 ft.
Permit # E32-07-007. CNX Gathering, LLC, 280 Indian Spring Road, Suite 333 Indiana, PA 15701. CNX Gathering,
LLC is proposing to construct a centralized Impoundment in Center Township, Indiana County, ACOE Pittsburgh
District, known as the Suburban Indiana Centralized Impoundment (to support its natural gas drilling operations in the
area. The project has a total disturbed area of 32.4 acres, which includes one (1) 8,856-foot-ling permanent access road.
The project is located within the Indiana USGS 7 1/2 Minute Quadrangle Map. The project will include the installation of
three (3) 24 RCP Culverts on Tributary 44805 to Cherry Run and the installation of a 7 x 15 box culvert on Tributary
44804 to Cherry Run. Floodway impacts to an unnamed tributary to Trib 44084 to Cherry Run will also occur as a result
of the creation of this permanent access road. The project will also impact two (2) PEM wetlands with the installation of
the box culvert on Tributary 44084 to Cherry Run and the placement of fill for the access within another PEM wetland.
The project is a Joint Permit Application due to the proposed project not meeting the terms and conditions of the
General Permit 07 (Minor Road Crossings). The project will result in two (2) PEM Wetland crossings resulting in
approximately 0.015 ac of permanent impact, three (2) streams resulting in 174 linear feet of permanent impact and an
additional 0.28 ac of permanent floodway impact. The project will also result in 0.34 ac of temporary floodway impact.
The table describes each crossing that will result from the construction of the Suburban Indiana Centralized
Impoundment:
Wetland Crossings Latitude/Longitude Area of Impact
Palustrine Emergent (PEM)
Wetland Crossing (Non-EV)
40.540575N, -79.196483W Temporary: N/A
Permanent: 566 ft2 (0.013 ac)
Palustrine Emergent (PEM)
Wetland Crossing (Non-EV)
40.5416361N, -79.19271W Temporary: N/A
Permanent: 105 ft2 (0.002 ac)
Stream Crossings Latitude/Longitude Area of Impact
Perennial Stream Crossing Trib
44085 to Cherry Run (CWF)
40.5390638N, -79.199283
Temporary: N/A
Permanent: 91 ln. ft. (0.008 ac)
Associated Floodway Impacts Temporary: 0.026 ac
Permanent: 0.109 ac
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Stream Crossings Latitude/Longitude Area of Impact
Intermittent Stream Crossing UNT
2 to UNT 2 to Trib 44084
to Cherry Run 40.540575N, -79.196483W
Temporary: N/A
Permanent: N/A
Associated Floodway Impacts Temporary: 0.047 ac
Permanent: 0.016 ac
Perennial Stream Crossing Trib
44084 to Cherry Run (CWF)
40.5416361N, -79.19271W
Temporary: N/A
Permanent: 83 ln. ft. (0.027 ac)
Associated Floodway Impacts Temporary: 0.05 ac
Permanent: 0.125 ac
Permit # E30-07-009. Energy Corporation of America, 101 Heritage Run Road, Suite 1, Indiana, PA 15701. Energy
Corporation of America is proposing to construct a Natural Gas Well Pad known as the Coastal Greene Pad Project
located west of Dutch Run Road in Whiteley Township, Greene County, PA (39.851523, -80.108003), Pittsburgh ACOE
District. This project appears on the Garards Fort, Pennsylvania U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5 minute Topographic
Quadrangle. The project is proposing to build a natural gas well pad, tank pad and a 24-foot wide gravel access drive.
The project is a Joint Permit Application due to the proposed project not meeting the terms and conditions of the
General Permit 07 (Minor Road Crossings). The project will result in one (1) perennial stream crossing (Dutch Run) with
the installation of two (2)-24 inch corrugated metal pipe culverts resulting in permanent and temporary impacts to Dutch
Run and its associated floodway (Table 1).
The table describes the proposed stream crossing and floodway impacts that will result from the construction of the
Coastal Greene Pad Project:




Temporary: 17 Linear Ft. (0.003
ac)
Permanent: 78 In. ft. (0.014 ac)
Associated Floodway Impacts Temporary: 0.084 ac
Permanent: 0.055 ac
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS
Central Office: Bureau of Waterways Engineering and Wetlands, Rachel Carson State Office Building, Floor 3, 400
Market Street, P.O. Box 8460, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8460
D59-003EA. Pat Beck, Senior Analyst, Southwestern Energy Production Company, 1000 Southwestern Energy
Drive, Conway, AR 72032. Hamilton Township, Tioga County, USACOE Baltimore District.
Project proposes to remove the breached remains of Taylor Run Dam and an unnamed dam for the purpose of
eliminating a threat to public safety and restoring approximately 800 feet of stream channel to a free-flowing condition.
The proposed restoration project includes the construction of rock vanes, riffle habitat, root wads and stream bank
plantings. The project is located across Taylor Run (CWF) (Blossburg, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 40.6450; Longitude:
-77.0447).
D09-049EA. Dennis Carney, Township Manager, Solebury Township, 3092 Sugan Road, Solebury, PA 18963. Solebury
Township, Bucks County, USACOE Baltimore District.
Project proposes to breach Ingham Spring Dam for the purpose of eliminating a threat to public safety and restoring
the stream to a free-flowing condition. The proposed restoration project will restore approximately 1,900 feet of stream
channel. The dam is located across Ingham Creek (HQ-CWF) (Lambertville, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 40.3541;
Longitude: -74.9888).
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL PERMITS
The following parties have applied for Erosion and Sediment Control Permits for earth disturbance activities associated
with either road maintenance or timber harvesting operations.
Unless otherwise indicated, on the basis of preliminary review and application of lawful standards and regulations, the
Department proposes to issue a permit to discharge, subject to certain limitations in the permit conditions. These
proposed determinations are tentative. Limitations are provided as erosion and sediment control best management
practices which restrict the rate and quantity of sediment discharged.
A person wishing to comment on a proposed permit are invited to submit a statement to the appropriate Department
regional office listed before the application within 30 days of this public notice. Comments reviewed within this 30-day
period will be considered in the formulation of the final determinations regarding this application. Responses should
include the name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to inform the Department of the
exact basis of a comment and relevant facts upon which it is based. A public hearing may be held after consideration of
comments received by the appropriate Department regional office during the 30-day public comment period.
Following the 30-day comment period, the appropriate regional office water management program manager will make a
final determination regarding the proposed permit. Notice of this determination will be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin at which time this determination may be appealed to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board).
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The application and related documents, including the erosion and sediment control plan for the earth disturbance
activity, are on file and may be inspected at the appropriate regional office.
Persons with a disability that require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation to participate during the 30-day
public comment period should contact the specified regional office. TDD users may contact the Department through the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
Applications received under sections 5 and 402 of The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S. §§ 691.5 and 691.402)
Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Dauphin County Conservation District: 1451 Peters Mountain Road, Dauphin, PA 17018, 717-921-8100
ESCP No.
Applicant Name &
























THE PENNSYLVANIA CLEAN STREAMS LAW AND THE FEDERAL CLEAN
WATER ACT
FINAL ACTIONS TAKEN FOR NPDES PERMITS AND WQM PERMITS
The Department has taken the following actions on previously received applications for new, amended and renewed
NPDES and WQM permits, applications for permit waivers and NOIs for coverage under General Permits. This notice of
final action is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing
provisions of The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S. §§ 691.1—691.101) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1251—1376).
Location Permit Authority Application Type or Category
Section I NPDES Renewals
Section II NPDES New or Amendment
Section III WQM Industrial, Sewage or Animal Wastes; Discharges to Groundwater
Section IV NPDES MS4 Individual Permit
Section V NPDES MS4 Permit Waiver
Section VI NPDES Individual Permit Stormwater Construction
Section VII NPDES NOI for Coverage under NPDES General Permits
Sections I—VI contain actions regarding industrial, animal or sewage wastes discharges, discharges to groundwater,
and discharges associated with MS4, stormwater associated with construction activities and CAFOs. Section VII contains
notices for parties who have submitted NOIs for Coverage under General NPDES Permits. The approval for coverage
under these General NPDES Permits is subject to applicable effluent limitations, monitoring, reporting requirements and
other conditions in each General Permit. The approval of coverage for land application of sewage sludge or residential
septage under applicable general permit is subject to pollutant limitations, pathogen and vector attraction reduction
requirements, operational standards, general requirements, management practices and other conditions in the respective
permit. The permits and related documents, effluent limitations, permitting requirements and other information are on
file and may be inspected and arrangements made for copying at the contact office noted before the action.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under section 4 of
the Environmental Hearing Board Act (35 P. S. § 7514) and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 (relating to
Administrative Agency Law). The appeal should be sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor, Rachel
Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street, PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users
may contact the Board through the Pennsylvania Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be filed with the Board
within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropriate statute provides a
different time period. Copies of the appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure may be obtained from the
Board. The appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also available in Braille or on audiotape from
the Secretary to the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond
that permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
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For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is not
needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so individuals should contact a lawyer at once. Persons who cannot afford
a lawyer may qualify for free pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board at (717) 787-3483 for more
information.
I. NPDES Renewal Permit Actions
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Human Services Center 130
West North Street







II. New or Expanded Facility Permits, Renewal of Major Permits and EPA Nonwaived Permit Actions
Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone:
570-826-2511.
NPDES Permit No. PAS212218, Stormwater, SIC Code 3271, Oldcastle APG Northeast, Inc., 800 Uhler Road,
Easton, PA 18040.
This existing facility is located in Forks Township, Northampton County.
Description of Existing Action/Activity: Issuance of a new NPDES Permit for an existing discharge of stormwater.
NPDES Permit No. PAS212222, Storm Water, SIC Code 3231, Poma Glass & Specialty Windows Inc. DBA ‘‘AGC
Glass Company North America’’, Clidco Drive, Carbondale, PA 18407.
This proposed facility is located in Carbondale City, Lackawanna County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for an existing discharge of Storm Water.
NPDES Permit No. PAS322203, Storm Water, SIC Code 2297, Monadnock Non-Wovens LLC, 5110 Park Court,
Mount Pocono, PA 18344.
This proposed facility is located in Coolbaugh Township, Monroe County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for a new discharge of Storm Water from an
existing facility.
III. WQM Industrial Waste and Sewerage Actions under The Clean Streams Law
Southcentral Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone: 717-705-4707.
WQM Permit No. 0714201, CAFO, Penn England LLC, 10341 Fox Run Road, Williamsburg, PA 16693.
This proposed facility is located in Catherine Township, Blair County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: The construction of a clay-lined and 60 mil HDPE-lined manure storage lagoon
at the Clover Ridge Farm in Woodbury Township, Blair County. The HDPE liner will be placed on a 12 oz geotextile layer.
The lagoon will be 210 x 365 x 12 deep with a storage capacity of 4,330,000 gallons at a 2-foot freeboard. The storage
lagoon will be provided with footer drains and a leak detection drain equipped with a shut off valve. A 24-inch diameter
pump out manhole and 8-inch force main will be installed for the connection of a manure drag line to the adjacent field.
Two concrete pump out ramps will also be added for manure removal.
WQM Permit No. 6708402, Amendment #1, Sewerage, York Township Water & Sewer Authority, Mr. Gary
Milbrand, 190 Oak Road, Dallastown, PA 17313.
This proposed facility is located in York Township, York County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Permit approval to demolish and remove the existing Leader Heights pump
station and replace with new wet well, valve vault submersible pumps and new pump control systems.
Northcentral Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 208 W Third Street Suite 101, Williamsport, PA
17701-6448. Phone: 570.327.0530.
WQM Permit No. 6014401, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Kelly Township Union County, 551 Zeigler Road, Lewisburg,
PA 17837.
This proposed facility is located in Kelly Township, Union County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Construction and operation of a low pressure collection system with grinder
pump units and a sewage treatment plant consisting of an activated sludge process with pre-aeration anoxic zone. The
Treatment facility design annual average and maximum monthly flow are both 0.0135 MGD and the design organic
loading is 28.1 lbs BOD5/day.
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WQM Permit No. 02141402, SIC Code 4952, Spring Benner Walker Joint Authority, 170 Irish Hollow Road,
Bellfonte, PA 16823.
This proposed facility is located in Spring Township, Centre County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Construction and operation of a pump station to serve Phase 3 of The Mews at
Burnham Farms subdivision. The project was previously approved by the Department’s planning section. 91 residential
EDUs and 1 commercial EDU are proposed with an average daily flow of 0.02184 MGD and a peak instantaneous flow of
0.0546 MGD. All lots will be serviced by Spring Township Authority and the Spring Benner Walker Joint Sewer Authority.
Wastewater will be conveyed to the existing Bellefonte Borough Wastewater Treatment plant.
Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Phone: 412.442.4000.
WQM Permit No. 5695203-A1, Industrial Waste, SIC Code 4952, Conemaugh Township Municipal Authority
Somerset County, 113 S Main Street, Davidsville, PA 15928-9401.
This existing facility is located in Jenner Township, Somerset County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: The proposed project will consist of 20 x 20 waste sand filter to filter the
waste settling tank(s) effluent discharge to remove the residual amounts of iron, manganese and suspended solids. The
proposed filter will be similar to a sludge drying bed per DEP Public Water Supply Manual.
Northwest Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
WQM Permit No. 2077403, Sewage, Amendment No. 1, Saegertown Area Sewer Authority, P.O. Box 334,
Saegertown, PA 16433.
This existing facility is located in Saegertown Borough, Crawford County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Conversion from anaerobic to aerobic digestion, installation of influent
mechanically cleaned bar screen, and addition of liquid alum feed system.
VI. NPDES Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction Activities Individual Permit Actions


















JCL Sterling Company, LP
409 Boxwood Road
Rosemont, PA 19010






225 North 3rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Philadelphia City of Philadelphia Lower Schuylkill River
WWF—MF














VII. Approvals to Use NPDES and/or Other General Permits
The EPA Region III Administrator has waived the right to review or object to this permit action under the waiver
provision 40 CFR 123.23(d).
List of NPDES and/or Other General Permit Types
PAG-1 General Permit for Discharges From Stripper Oil Well Facilities
PAG-2 General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater Associated With Construction Activities
PAG-3 General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater From Industrial Activities
PAG-4 General Permit for Discharges From Small Flow Treatment Facilities
PAG-5 General Permit for Discharges From Gasoline Contaminated Ground Water Remediation Systems
PAG-6 General Permit for Wet Weather Overflow Discharges From Combined Sewer Systems (CSO)
PAG-7 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application
PAG-8 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Non-Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application to
Agricultural Land, Forest, a Public Contact Site or a Land Reclamation Site
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PAG-8 (SSN) Site Suitability Notice for Land Application Under Approved PAG-8 General Permit Coverage
PAG-9 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Residential Septage by Land Application to Agricultural Land,
Forest, or a Land Reclamation Site
PAG-9 (SSN) Site Suitability Notice for Land Application Under Approved PAG-9 General Permit Coverage
PAG-10 General Permit for Discharge Resulting from Hydrostatic Testing of Tanks and Pipelines
PAG-11 (To Be Announced)
PAG-12 Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
PAG-13 Stormwater Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4)
PAG-14 (To Be Announced)
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Southeast Regional Office































2 East Main Street
Norristown, PA 19401
484-250-5900

























PAG02003514004 Summit Site Contractors
910 Edella Road







































Manheim Fire Co. No. 1
Attn: Jeff Butz
120 Main Street





















New Age Associates, Inc.
126 Onyx Road





























Alloway Creek/WWF Adams County
Conservation District



























































































































































Paul & Ashley Navarro
22 McGillitown Road
Annville, PA 17003
























Mt Gretna, PA 17064













1737 W Main St
Ephrata, PA 17522





















































PAG02001012029R Vista Ridge Estates LP













PAG02003714004 ATSI (First Energy)
Attn: Mr. William Beach




























































































































































PAR604824 Loner’s Auto Salvage
(Yard #2)
11810 S. Eagle Valley
Road
Port Matilda, PA 16870















































































































































PAG124828 P&M Snyder Farm















PAG124847 Keister Family Farms,
LLC

















PAG124827 Shady Rill Farm, LLC
252 Tharp Road
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STATE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLANS RELATED TO APPLICATIONS FOR NPDES
PERMITS FOR CAFOs
The State Conservation Commission has taken the following actions on previously received applications for nutrient
management plans under 3 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5, for agricultural operations that have or anticipate submitting applications
for new, amended or renewed NPDES permits or NOIs for coverage under a general permit for CAFOs under 25 Pa. Code
Chapter 92a. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapter 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing
The Clean Streams Law and the Federal Clean Water Act.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal under 3 Pa.C.S. § 517, section 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act
and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor, Rachel Carson State Office
Building, 400 Market Street, P. O. Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users should contact the
Environmental Hearing Board (Board) through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be
filed with the Board within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Copies of the appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form and the Board’s rules
of practice and procedure are also available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary of the Board at (717) 787-3483.
This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that permitted by applicable statutes and
decision law.
For individuals who wish to challenge actions, appeals must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is not needed to
file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so individuals should show this notice to a lawyer at once. Persons who
















3709 North Colebrook Rd
Manheim, PA 17545
Lancaster 147 906.1 Layers/Steers NA A
Gerry & Jevin Kready
1113 North Colebrook Rd.
Manheim, PA 17545
Lancaster 173.7 346.27 Broiler/Beef NA A
Noah Kreider & Sons
1461 Lancaster Rd.
Manheim, PA 17545
Lancaster 1700 14748.05 Poultry/Dairy NA A
Brubaker Farms
493 Musser Rd.
Mount Joy, PA 17552
Lancaster 2137.8 2211.29 Dairy/Broiler HQ A
CAFO PUBLIC NOTICE SPREADSHEET—ACTIONS
Agricultural Operation










Shady Rill Farm, LLC
252 Tharp RD
Mt. Pleasant Mills, PA 17853
Snyder 603.3 915.99 Swine NA Approved
7-1-2014
PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY PERMITS
The Department has taken the following actions on
applications received under the Pennsylvania Safe Drink-
ing Water Act (35 P. S. §§ 721.1—721.17) for the construc-
tion, substantial modification or operation of a public
water system.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be filed
with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
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Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this document to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for free
pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board
at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
SAFE DRINKING WATER
Actions taken under the Pennsylvania Safe Drink-
ing Water Act
Southeast Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Permit No. WA-46-1003, Public Water Supply.






Type of Facility PWS






Permit No. 4614503, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Pennsylvania American
Water Company




Type of Facility PWS
Consulting Engineer URS Corporation







Permit No. 1514512 and 1514513 Public Water Sup-
ply.
Applicant Aqua Pennsylvania, Inc.
762 West Lancaster Avenue
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
Township Uwchlan
County Chester
Type of Facility PWS
Consulting Engineer Aqua Pennsylvania, Inc.
762 West Lancaster Avenue










Type of Facility PWS
Consulting Engineer Berks Surveying & Engineering,
Inc.






Operations Permit # 4614511 issued to: North
Wales Authority 200 West Walnut Street, P.O. Box 1339
North Wales, PA 19445-0339, [(PWSID)] Multiple Town-
ships, Bucks and Montgomery Counties on June 25,
2014 for the operation of North Wales Water Authority
Forest Park Water Treatment Plant New Water Transmis-
sion Main approved under construction permit # 4612512.
Operations Permit # 0914506 issued to: Bucks
County Water & Sewer Authority 1275 Almshouse
Road Warrington, PA 18976, [(PWSID)] Multiple Town-
ships Bucks County, on June 26, 2014 for the operation
of Bucks County Water & Sewer Authority County Lime
Road Water Transmission Main approved under construc-
tion permit #0912513.
Operations Permit # 0914505 issued to: Red Cliff
Mobile Home Park, P.O. Box 130 Ferndale, PA 18921,
[(PWSID)] Tinicum Township, Bucks County on June
30, 2014 for the operation of Storage Tank and Booster
Pump and Certification of 4-Log Treatment of Viruses
approved under construction permit #0912526.
Operations Permit # 0914507 issued to: Forest Park
Water Treatment Plant, [(PWSID)] Chalfont Borough,
Bucks County on June 30, 2014 for the operation of
facilities approved under construction permit # 0913502.
Operations Permit # 1514519 issued to: Avonwheel
Estates Mobile Home Park, [(PWSID)] London Grove
Township, Chester County on July 1, 2014 for the
operation of Polyphosphate Chemical Feed Equipment
approved under construction permit #1512507.
Southcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Permit No. 0614501, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Blue Mountain Academy
Municipality Tilden Township
County Berks
Responsible Official David Morgan, Principal
2363 Mountain Road
Hamburg, PA 19526
Type of Facility Addition of nitrate treatment
and 4-log inactivation of viruses
at the existing Blue Mountain
Academy.







Permit No. 0612514, Public Water Supply.
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Responsible Official Rob Armbruster, Director
2130 E. Main Street
Douglasville, PA 19518
Type of Facility Construction of a new
non-community water system.




Consulting Engineer Andrew C. Hood, P.E.
Keystone Engineering Group,
Inc.





Comprehensive Operation Permit No. 0114502 is-
sued to: PA Conference of Seventh Day Adventist
(PWS ID No. 7010962), Cumberland Township, Adams
County on 7/3/2014 for the operation of faciliities at
Gettysburg 7th Day Adventist Church approved under
Construction Permit No. 0114502.
Operation Permit No. 2813504 issued to: South
Mountain Restoration Center (PWS ID No. 7280042),
Guilford Township, Franklin County on 7/3/2014 for
facilities approved under Construction Permit No.
2813504.
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222-
4745
Operations Permit issued to: Pittsburgh Water &
Sewer Authority, Penn Liberty Plaza I, 1200 Penn
Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, (PWSID #5020038) City of
Pittsburgh, Allegheny County on July 2, 2014 for the
operation of facilities approved under Construction Per-
mit # 0213515.
Operations Permit issued to: Industry Borough
Municipal Authority, PO Box 259, Industry, PA 15052,
(PWSID #5040036) Industry Borough, Beaver County
on July 2, 2014 for the operation of facilities approved
under Construction Permit # 0413501MA.
Operations Permit issued to: Greater Johnstown
Water Authority, 640 Franklin Street, Johnstown, PA
15901, (PWSID #4110043) Upper Yoder Township,
Cambria County on July 2, 2014 for the operation of
facilities approved under Construction Permit #
1112503MA.
Operations Permit issued to: Greater Johnstown
Water Authority, 640 Franklin Street, Johnstown, PA
15901, (PWSID #4110043) Upper Yoder Township,
Cambria County on July 2, 2014 for the operation of
facilities approved under Construction Permit # 1112502.
Operations Permit issued to: North Fayette County
Municipal Authority, 1634 University Drive, PO Box
368, Dunbar, PA 15431, (PWSID #5260019) Vanderbilt
Borough, Fayette County on July 2, 2014 for the
operation of facilities approved under Construction Per-
mit # 2612501MA.
Operations Permit issued to: North Fayette County
Municipal Authority, 1634 University Drive, PO Box
368, Dunbar, PA 15431, (PWSID #5260019) Georges
Township, Fayette County on July 2, 2014 for the
operation of facilities approved under Construction Per-
mit # 2612502MA.
Permit No. 1114514MA, Minor Amendment. Public
Water Supply.




[Borough or Township] Portage Township
County Cambria
Type of Facility Water system






Permit No. 1114511MA, Minor Amendment. Public
Water Supply.




[Borough or Township] Lilly Borough
County Cambria
Type of Facility Water system







Permit No. 6514504MA, Minor Amendment. Public
Water Supply.
Applicant Rolling Rock Farms
PO Box 717
Ligonier, PA 15658
[Borough or Township] Ligonier Township
County Westmoreland
Type of Facility Water system






Permit No. 0413502GWR, Minor Amendment. Pub-
lic Water Supply.




[Borough or Township] Industry Borough
County Beaver
Type of Facility Water system
Consulting Engineer Michael Baker Jr., Inc.
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Northwest Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Operation Permit issued to Glenda K. Smith d/b/a
Eastbrook Apartments, PWSID No. 6370049, Hickory
Township, Lawrence County. Permit Number 3713503
issued June 25, 2014 for the operation of the Eastbrook
Apartments water treatment upgrades. This permit is
issued in response to an operation inspection conducted
by the Department of Environmental Protection personnel
on June 19, 2014.
Operation Permit issued to Allegheny Highlands
Council, Inc., PWSID No. 6420832, Keating Township,
McKean County. Permit Number 4213502 issued July 1,
2014 for the operation of the East Spring Plant #1 water
treatment upgrades. This permit is issued in response to
an operation inspection conducted by the Department of
Environmental Protection personnel on June 30, 2014.
Operation Permit issued to FHO Corporation, Inc.,
PWSID No. 6420845, Bradford Township, McKean
County. Permit Number 4214501 issued July 2, 2014 for
the operation of the Lodge at Glendorn Public Water
Supply. This permit is issued in response to an operation
inspection conducted by the Department of Environmen-
tal Protection personnel on June 20, 2014.
Construction/Operation Permit issued to Evans
City Water and Sewer Authority, PWSID No. 5100033,
Forward and Jackson Townships, Butler County. Con-
struction and Operation authorized simultaneously under
Permit Number 1011502-MA1 issued July 2, 2014.
WATER ALLOCATIONS
Actions taken on applications received under the
act of June 24, 1939 (P. L. 842, No. 365) (35 P. S.
§§ 631—641) relating to the acquisition of rights
to divert waters of the Commonwealth.
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222-
4745
WA2-1007A, Water Allocations. Borough of
Aspinwall, 217 Commercial Avenue, Aspinwall, PA
15215, Aspinwall Borough, Allegheny County. The right
to purchase up to 574,000 gallons of water per day, as a
peak month, 30-day average, from the Pittsburgh Water
& Sewer Authority.
WA2-1007B, Water Allocations. Borough of
Aspinwall, 217 Commercial Avenue, Aspinwall, PA
15215, Aspinwall Borough, Allegheny County. The right
to purchase up to 450,000 gallons of water per day, as a
peak month, 30-day average, from the Fox Chapel Au-
thority.
WA2-1013, Water Allocations. Reserve Township,
33 Lonsdale Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15212, Reserve Town-
ship, Allegheny County. The right to purchase up to
600,000 gallons of water per day, as a peak month, 30-day
average, from the Pittsburgh Water & Sewer Authority.
SEWAGE FACILITIES ACT PLAN APPROVAL
Plan Approvals Granted Under the Pennsylvania
Sewage Facilities Act (35 P. S. § 750.5)
Northcentral Region: Clean Water Program Manager,






Benner Township 1224 Buffalo Run Road
Bellefonte, PA 16823
Centre
Plan Description: The approved Minor Act 537 Update
Revision calls for the implementation of an ‘‘Onlot Sewage
Management Program’’ for the municipality. The approved
update revision is based upon ‘‘The Onlot Sewage Man-
agement Program’’ ordinance recently adopted by the
municipality. The aforesaid ordinance establishes require-
ments for the administration of the ordinance, replace-
ment onlot sewage disposal absorption areas on all lots in
any new subdivisions, an every three year onlot sewage
disposal system tank pumping frequency, and routine
onlot sewage disposal system inspections. The routine
onlot sewage disposal system inspections shall be con-
ducted by a ‘‘Municipal Sewage Enforcement Officer’’ or
other ‘‘Authorized Agent’’ of the municipality at a fre-
quency of at least once every six years.
Southcentral Region: Water Management Program Man-












Plan Description: Approval of a revision to the official
plan of Lower Frankford Township, Cumberland County.
The project is known as Dan Hurley. The plan provides
for a Small Flow Treatment Facility to serve an existing
single family residence. The proposed development is
located on Bobcat Road. The Department’s review of the
plan revision has not identified any significant impacts
resulting from this proposal. The DEP Code Number for
this plan revision is DEP Code No. A3-21913-127-3s and
the APS ID is 841584. Any permits must be obtained in
the name of Dan Hurley.
HAZARDOUS SITES CLEAN-UP
UNDER THE ACT OF
OCTOBER 18, 1988
Public Notice of Proposed Consent Order and
Agreement Sellersville Inactive Landfill HSCA Site,
Borough of Sellersville, Bucks County
The Department of Environmental Protection (‘‘Depart-
ment’’), under the authority of the Pennsylvania Hazard-
ous Sites Cleanup Act (‘‘HSCA’’), 35 P. S. § 6020.1113, has
entered into a Consent Order and Agreement with
AMETEK, Inc., regarding the property located between
9th and 12th Streets, along Old Route 309 in the Borough
of Sellersville, Bucks County, PA. The Site consists of the
10.14 acre landfill property as well as the area beyond
the boundaries of the landfill, where a plume of ground-
water contamination emanating from the landfill has
migrated (the ‘‘Site’’).
The contaminants of concern impacting the Site in-
clude: Trichloroethylene, Tetrachloroethene, cis-1,2-
Dichloroethene, 1,1-Dichloroethene, and Vinyl Chloride.
U.S. Gauge, a division of AMETEK generated and ar-
ranged for the disposal of hazardous substances which
were released and threatened to be released at the
landfill within the Site area. Pursuant to Section 701 of
HSCA, 35 P. S. § 6020.701, AMETEK, Inc. is responsible
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for a portion of the hazardous substances released and
threatened to be released at the Site. In a Consent Order
and Agreement, AMETEK and the Department agreed
that AMETEK would reimburse the Department for
response costs in the amount of One Hundred and
Twenty-Thousand Dollars ($120,000) and shall receive
contribution protection from claims related its disposal of
waste at the Site.
This notice is provided under Section 1113 of HSCA, 35
P. S. § 6020.1113, which states that, ‘‘settlement shall
become final upon the filing of the Department’s response
to significant written comments’’. The Consent Order and
Agreement is available for public review and comment.
The agreement can be examined from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
the Department’s Southeast Regional Office, located at 2
East Main Street in Norristown, PA by contacting either
Dustin Armstrong at (484) 250-5723 or Gina M. Thomas,
Esquire at (484) 250-5930. Mr. Armstrong and Ms.
Thomas may also be contacted electronically at
darmstrong@pa.gov and githomas@pa.gov, respectively. A
public comment period on the Consent Order and Agree-
ment will extend for 60 days from today’s date. Persons
may submit written comments regarding the agreement
within 60 days from today’s date, by submitting them to
Mr. Armstrong at the above address.
Settlement under the Hazardous Sites Cleanup Act
and Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act
Berkley Products Site, Akron Borough and West
Earl Township, Lancaster County
The Department of Environmental Protection (Depart-
ment), under the authority of the Hazardous Sites
Cleanup Act (HSCA) (35 P. S. §§ 6020.101—6020.1305)
and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Com-
pensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) (42 U.S.C.A.
§§ 9601—9675), has entered into proposed settlements
with eight generators (‘‘Settlors’’) of hazardous waste to
Berkley Products. The settlements are set forth in con-
sent orders and agreements with the Department.
The proposed settlements resolve claims of the Depart-
ment with the Settlors under HSCA and CERCLA for the
Department’s response costs, as defined in HSCA, for the
Berkley Products Company Plant Site (Site), 405 South
7th Street, Akron PA 17501.
The proposed settlements obligate the Settlors to remit
money to the Department based upon the gallons of
hazardous waste they generated or transported to the
Site. The Department believes that the proposed settle-
ments are fair, reasonable, and practicable, in the public
interest and in furtherance of the statutory goals of
HSCA and CERCLA.
For a period of 60 (sixty) days beginning with the July
19, 2014, publication date of this Notice in the Pennsylva-
nia Bulletin, the public is invited to review the Consent
Order and Agreements and the Administrative Record
Monday through Friday, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., at the
Department’s South-Central Regional Office located at
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, by contact-
ing David Hrobuchak, at 717.705.4843.
After review, the public may submit written comments
on the Consent Order and Agreements before September
17, 2014, by mailing them to David Hrobuchak at the
Department’s South-Central Regional Office at the ad-
dress noted above. A person adversely affected by any of




UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 2
The following plans and reports were submitted
under the Land Recycling and Environmental
Remediation Standards Act (35 P. S. §§ 6026.101—
6026.907).
Provisions of Sections 301—308 of the Land Recycling
and Environmental Remediation Standards Act (act) (35
P. S. §§ 6026.301—6026.308) require the Department to
publish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin a notice of submis-
sion of plans and reports. A final report is submitted to
document cleanup of a release of a regulated substance at
a site to one of the act’s remediation standards. A final
report provides a description of the site investigation to
characterize the nature and extent of contaminants in
environmental media, the basis for selecting the environ-
mental media of concern, documentation supporting the
selection of residential or nonresidential exposure factors,
a description of the remediation performed and summa-
ries of sampling analytical results which demonstrate
that remediation has attained the cleanup standard se-
lected. Submission of plans and reports, other than the
final report, will also be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. These include the remedial investigation report,
risk assessment report and cleanup plan for a site-specific
standard remediation. A remedial investigation report
includes conclusions from the site investigation; concen-
tration of regulated substances in environmental media;
benefits of reuse of the property; and, in some circum-
stances, a fate and transport analysis. If required, a risk
assessment report describes potential adverse effects
caused by the presence of regulated substances. If re-
quired, a cleanup plan evaluates the abilities of potential
remedies to achieve remedy requirements.
For further information concerning plans or reports,
contact the environmental cleanup program manager in
the Department regional office under which the notice of
receipt of plans or reports appears. If information con-
cerning plans or reports is required in an alternative
form, contact the community relations coordinator at the
appropriate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the AT&T Relay Service at (800)
654-5984.
The Department has received the following plans and
reports:
Northcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
fields Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williams-
port, PA 17701
L. Russell Bowersox, 127 East Walnut Street,
Beavertown Borough, Snyder County. Northridge
Group, Inc., P.O. Box 231, Northumberland, Pa 17857, on
behalf of L. Russell Bowersox submitted a Final Report
concerning remediation of site soils contaminated with
Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Cumene, Napthalene,
1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene, 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene, Methyl
Tertiary Butyl Ether. The report is intended to document
remediation of the site to meet the Statewide Health
Standard.
Judson Hill Road Release, 1 mile north of the
intersection of Judson Hill Road and Garrison Road,
Wells Township, Bradford County. Golder Associates,
Inc., 209 North Main Street, Horseheads, NY 14845, on
behalf of Talisman Energy USA, Inc., 337 Daniel Zenker
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Drive, Horseheads, NY 14845, has submitted a Final
Report concerning remediation of site soils contaminated
with diesel fuel. The report is intended to document
remediation of the site to meet the Statewide Health
Standard.
Renovo Industrial Park, 504 Erie Avenue, Renovo
Borough, Clinton County. Letterle & Associates, LLC,
on behalf of Clinton County Economic Partnership, 212
North Jay Street, Lock Haven, PA 17745 submitted a
Final Report concerning remediation of site soils contami-
nated with Tetrachloroethylene (PCE) and groundwater
contaminated with Tetrachloroethylene (PCE), Trichloroe-
thylene (TCE), Vinyl Chloride. The report is intended to
document remediation of the site to meet the Site-Specific
Standard.
Northeast Region: Eric Supey, Environmental Cleanup
and Brownfields Program Manager, 2 Public Square,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.
YOU Trucking, 527-529 South Church Street, City of
Hazleton, Luzerne County, Lori Girvin, Barry Isett &
Associates, has submitted an NIR, on behalf of his clients,
YOU Trucking 527 South Church Street, Hazleton, PA
18201, concerning the remediation of soil and groundwa-
ter due to historical operations at the site. The applicant
proposes to remediate the site to meet the Statewide
Health Standard and the Site Specific Standard for soil
and groundwater. The intended use of the site will be for
vehicle sales and a service garage. A summary of the
Notice of Intent to Remediate was published in The
Standard Speaker on June 12, 2014.
Former Excel Storage Products Facility, Route
447, Stroud Township, Monroe County, Mary A King,
Civil & Environmental Consultants Inc., has submitted a
Final Report, on behalf of her clients, Route 447 Storage
Center LLC, Route 447, East Stroudsburg, PA 18301 and
ECP Real Estate Partners LP, P.O. Box 110546, Lakewood
Ranch, FL, concerning the remediation of soil and
groundwater due to trichloroethene (tce), tetrachloroe-
thene (pce) and cis-1,2-dichloroethene (c-1,2-dce) in shal-
low exterior soils and below the interior floor slab at
concentrations above the soil to groundwater at the
property location cited above. The applicant proposes to
remediate the site to meet the Site Specific Standard for
soil and groundwater. A summary of the Final Report was
published in The Pocono Record on June 23, 2014.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup and
Brownfields Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue,
Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone 717.705.4705.
George Sultzaberger Property, 1716 Wayne Street,
Harrisburg, PA 17104, City of Harrisburg, Dauphin
County. Brickhouse Environmental, 515 South Franklin
Street, West Chester, PA 19382, on behalf of George
Sultzaberger, 1716 Wayne Street, Harrisburg, PA 17104,
submitted a Final Report concerning remediation of site
soils contaminated with No. 2 fuel oil. The report is
intended to document remediation of the site to meet the
Residential Statewide Health Standard.
Destiny Schell Property, 422 North Hanover Street,
Hershey, PA 17033, South Hanover Township, Dauphin
County. Environmental Products and Services of Ver-
mont, Inc., 5100 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, PA 17111, on
behalf of Destiny Schell, 132 Sparrow Road, Hummels-
town, PA 17036 submitted a Final Report concerning
remediation of site soils, groundwater and surface water
contaminated with No. 2 fuel oil. The report is intended
to document remediation of the site to meet the Residen-
tial Statewide Health Standard.
Former Hollidaysburg Car Shops / DeGol Indus-
trial Center, Route 22, Frankstown Township, Blair
County. Mountain Research LLC, 825 25th Street,
Altoona, PA 16601, on behalf of ABCD Corporation and
BCDC III/D-Holdings, both at 3900 Industrial Park Drive,
Altoona, PA 16602, submitted a Baseline Environmental
Report concerning site soils and groundwater contami-
nated with Chlorinated Solvents, VOCs, PAHs, and
Inorganics. The report is intended to document remedia-
tion of the site to meet the Special Industrial Area
designation.
Northwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
fields Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville,
PA 16335-3481
Metal Powder Products, 150 Ford Road, City of
Saint Marys, Elk County. Mountain Research, LLC., 825
25th Street, Altoona, PA 16601, on behalf of Metal
Powder Products, LLC., 16855 Southpark Drive, Suite
100, Westfield, IN 46074, submitted a Remedial Investi-
gation and Risk Assessment Report concerning the
remediation of site soil and groundwater contaminated
with volatile organic compounds, primarily trichloroe-
thene. The report is intended to document remediation of
the site to meet the Site-Specific Standard.
Stoneboro Custom Cycles, 9 Branch Street, Borough
of Stoneboro, Mercer County. URS Corporation, 12420
Milestone Center Drive, Germantown, MD 20878, on
behalf of Pennzoil Quaker State Company, 700 Milam
Road, Houston, TX 77002, submitted a Risk Assessment/
Final Report concerning the remediation of site soil
contaminated with Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene,
Xylenes (total), Naphthalene, Isopropylbenzene, 1,2,4-
trimethylbenzene, 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene, Cumene, Lead,
Methyl tert butyl ether and site groundwater contami-
nated with Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Xylenes (to-
tal), Naphthalene, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, 1,3,5-
trimethylbenzene, 1,2-dichloroethane, Cumene, Lead, and
Methyl tert butyl ether. The report is intended to docu-
ment remediation of the site to meet the Site-Specific
Standard.
Southwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
field Development Program Manager, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Former Tri-state Wholesale Oil Company Facility,
62 Steubenville Pike, Burgettstown, 15021, Hanover
Township, Washington County. KU Resources, Inc. 22
South Linden Street, Duquesne, PA 15110 on behalf of
North Star Properties, Inc., P.O. Box 2010, Weirton, WV
26062 has submitted a Remedial Investigation/ Risk
Assessment Report concerning site soils and ground wa-
ter contaminated with benzene, ethylbenzene, naphtha-
lene, MTBE, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and
lead. This notification was published on May 19, 2014 in
the Weirton Daily Times.
LAND RECYCLING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 3
The Department has taken action on the following
plans and reports under the Land Recycling and
Environmental Remediation Standards Act (35
P. S. §§ 6026.101—6026.907).
Section 250.8 of 25 Pa. Code and administration of the
Land Recycling and Environmental Remediation Stan-
dards Act (act) require the Department to publish in the
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Pennsylvania Bulletin a notice of its final actions on plans
and reports. A final report is submitted to document
cleanup of a release of a regulated substance at a site to
one of the remediation standards of the act. A final report
provides a description of the site investigation to charac-
terize the nature and extent of contaminants in environ-
mental media, the basis of selecting the environmental
media of concern, documentation supporting the selection
of residential or nonresidential exposure factors, a de-
scription of the remediation performed and summaries of
sampling methodology and analytical results which dem-
onstrate that the remediation has attained the cleanup
standard selected. Plans and reports required by the act
for compliance with selection of remediation to a site-
specific standard, in addition to a final report, include a
remedial investigation report, risk assessment report and
cleanup plan. A remedial investigation report includes
conclusions from the site investigation; concentration of
regulated substances in environmental media; benefits of
reuse of the property; and, in some circumstances, a fate
and transport analysis. If required, a risk assessment
report describes potential adverse effects caused by the
presence of regulated substances. If required, a cleanup
plan evaluates the abilities of potential remedies to
achieve remedy requirements. A work plan for conducting
a baseline remedial investigation is required by the act
for compliance with selection of a special industrial area
remediation. The baseline remedial investigation, based
on the work plan, is compiled into the baseline environ-
mental report to establish a reference point to show
existing contamination, describe proposed remediation to
be done and include a description of existing or potential
public benefits of the use or reuse of the property. The
Department may approve or disapprove plans and reports
submitted. This notice provides the Department’s decision
and, if relevant, the basis for disapproval.
For further information concerning the plans and re-
ports, contact the environmental cleanup program man-
ager in the Department regional office under which the
notice of the plan or report appears. If information
concerning a final report is required in an alternative
form, contact the community relations coordinator at the
appropriate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the AT&T Relay Service at (800)
654-5984.
The Department has received the following plans and
reports:
Northcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
fields Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williams-
port, PA 17701
L. Russell Bowersox, 127 East Walnut Street,
Beavertown Borough, Snyder County. Northridge
Group, Inc., P.O. Box 231, Northumberland, Pa 17857, on
behalf of L. Russell Bowersox, 5930 Mountain Rd,
McAlisterville, PA 17049 submitted a Final Report con-
cerning the remediation of site soils contaminated with
Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Cumene, Naphthalene,
1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene, 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene, and
Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether. The Final Report demon-
strated attainment of the Statewide Health Standard and
was approved by the Department on July 1, 2014.
Judson Hill Road Release, 1 mile north of intersec-
tion of Judson Hill Road and Garrison Road, Wells
Township, Bradford County. Golder Associates, Inc.,
209 North Main Street, Horseheads, NY 14845, on behalf
of Talisman Energy USA, Inc., 337 Daniel Zenker Drive,
Horseheads, NY 14845, submitted a Final Report con-
cerning the remediation of site soils contaminated with
diesel fuel. The Final Report demonstrated attainment of
the Statewide Health Standard, and was approved by the
Department on June 30, 2014.
Logistics World Express LLC, US Route 15, south-
bound, Lewis Township, Lycoming County. Northridge
Group, Inc., P.O. Box 231, Northumberland, Pa 17857 on
behalf of Logistics World Express, LLC, 110 Jabez Street,
Newark NJ 07105, submitted a Final Report concerning
the remediation of site soils contaminated with Benzene,
Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Cumene, Napthalene, 1,3,5-
Trimethylbenzene, 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene, and Methyl
Tertiary Butyl Ether. The Final Report demonstrated
attainment of the Statewide Health Standard, and was
approved by the Department on June 24, 2014.
Renovo Industrial Park, 504 Erie Avenue, Renovo
Borough, Clinton County. Letterle & Associates, LLC,
on behalf of Clinton County Economic Partnership, sub-
mitted a Final Report concerning the remediation of site
soils contaminated with Tetrachloroethylene (PCE) and
groundwater contaminated with Tetrachloroethylene
(PCE), Trichloroethylene (TCE), Vinyl Chloride. The Final
Report demonstrated attainment of the Site-Specific Stan-
dard, and was approved by the Department of June 24,
2014.
Northeast Region: Eric Supey, Environmental Cleanup
and Brownfields Program Manager, 2 Public Square,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.
Walsh Residence, 1700 North Delaware Drive, Forks
Township, Northampton County, Mark Ellis, MEA,
Inc., has submitted an NIR and Final Report on behalf of
his client, Matt Walsh, 19 Bridge St, Chatham, NJ 07928,
concerning the remediation of soil due to a fuel oil spill
discharged from the delivery truck hose as it was being
wound. The report documented attainment of the Resi-
dential Statewide Health Standards for soil and was
approved on June 30, 2014. The report was originally
submitted within 90 days of the release.
D. Berry 2H Well Pad, 2778 SR 321, Dimock Town-
ship, Susquehanna County, Dawn Washo, Resource
Environmental, 36 Taylor Lane, Montrose, PA 18801 has
submitted a Final Report, on behalf of her client, Cabot
Oil & Gas Corporation, 5 Penn Center West, Suite 401,
Pittsburgh, PA 15276, concerning the remediation of 42
gallons of produced water released to the soil when a
dump blow line pulled apart due to freezing in the line.
The report documented attainment of the Residential
Statewide Health Standard and Background Standards
for soils and was approved on June 30, 2014. The report
was originally submitted within 90 days of the release.
Hotel Traylor LLC Property, 1444 West Hamilton
Street, City of Allentown, Lehigh County, Jeffrey Walsh,
Penn Environmental & Remediation Inc., had submitted
an NIR, RAR, and a Final Report on behalf of his client,
Jim Baiman and David Bodnar, Hotel Traylor LLC, 1444
W. Hamilton St., Allentown, PA 18102, concerning the
remediation of soil due to historical operations at the site.
A summary of the Final Report was published in the
Morning Call on January 15, 2014. The report docu-
mented attainment of the Statewide Health Standard,
and the Site Specific Standard for soil and was approved
on June 30, 2014.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup and
Brownfields Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue,
Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone 717.705.4705.
Ephrata Marketplace, 830 to 870 East Main Street,
Ephrata, PA 17522, Ephrata Township, Lancaster
County. Advantage Engineers LLC, 910 Century Drive,
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Mechanicsburg, PA 17055, on behalf of Ephrata GF, LP,
1000 North Front Street, Suite 500, Wormleysburg, PA
17043, submitted a Final Report concerning remediation
of site soils contaminated with PCBs, VOCs, PAHs and
Inorganics. The Final Report demonstrated attainment of
the Residential and Nonresidential Statewide Health
Standards, and was approved by the Department on July
1, 2014.
Darrenkamps Market (Former), 2842 Willow Street
Pike, Willow Street, PA 17584, West Lampeter Township,
Lancaster County. RETTEW Associates, Inc., 3020 Co-
lumbia Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17603, on behalf of LDJ
Realty, 106 Willow Valley Square, Lancaster, PA 17603,
submitted a Final Report concerning the remediation of
site soils and groundwater contaminated with gasoline
and No. 2 fuel oil. The Final Report demonstrated
attainment of the Residential Statewide Health and Site
Specific Standards, and was approved by the Department
on July 2, 2014.
Proposed CVS Store No. 10288, 717 East Main
Street, Palmyra, PA 17078, Palmyra Borough, Lebanon
County. ECS Mid-Atlantic, LLC, 56 Grumbacher Road,
York, PA 17406, on behalf of J.C. Bar Development, LLC,
415 Fallowfield Road, Camp Hill, PA 17011, submitted a
Final Report concerning remediation of site soils contami-
nated with leaded gasoline released from an underground
storage tank. The Final Report demonstrated attainment
of the Residential Statewide Health Standard, and was
approved by the Department on July 2, 2014.
Dart Container Corp. and HM Stauffer & Sons
Site, 60 East Main Street and 33 Glenola Drive, Leola,
PA 17540, Upper Leacock Township, Lancaster County.
Gannett Fleming, Inc., 207 Senate Avenue, Camp Hill, PA
17011, on behalf of Dart Container Corporation, 60 East
Main Street, PO Box 546, Leola, PA 17540-0546 and H.
M. Stauffer and Sons, Inc., 33 Glenola Drive, Leola, PA
17540, submitted a Remedial Investigation/Cleanup Plan/
Final Report concerning remediation of site soils and
groundwater contaminated with heating oil, diesel fuel
and gasoline. The combined report demonstrated attain-
ment of the Non-Residential Statewide Health and Site
Specific Standards, and was approved by the Department
on July 2, 2014.
Route 94 Eastbound Diesel Release, 0.58 mile north
of intersection with Idaville York Springs Road and Town
Hill Road, York Springs, PA 17372, Huntington Township,
Adams County. Environmental Products and Services of
Vermont, Inc., 5100 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, PA 7111,
on behalf of Allen Distribution, 670 Allen Road, Carlisle,
PA 17015, and Timothy Weiser and Steven Weiser, 830
Old US Route 15, York Springs, PA 17372, submitted a
Final Report concerning remediation of site soils contami-
nated with diesel fuel released in a vehicle accident. The
report demonstrated attainment of the Residential State-
wide Health Standard and was approved on July 2, 2014.
Northwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
fields Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville,
PA 16335-3481
Moody 67 12 OG Well, Droney Road, Lafayette Town-
ship, McKean County. Groundwater & Environmental
Services, Inc., 301 Commerce Park Drive, on behalf of
Catalyst Energy, Inc. 424 27th Street, Suite 304, Pitts-
burgh, PA 15203, submitted a Final Report concerning
the remediation of site soil contaminated with crude oil
impacted soils. The Report was disapproved by the De-
partment on July 3, 2014.
Southwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
field Development Program Manager, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Johnstown Associates, 350 Market Street, Johns-
town, PA 15901, Cambria County. Johnstown Associ-
ates, 3555 Washington Road, McMurray PA 15317 sub-
mitted a Final Report concerning the remediation of site
soils contaminated with naphthalene and 1,3,5-
trimethylbenzene. The Final Report demonstrated attain-
ment of the Statewide Health residential standard for
soils and was approved by the Department on July 1,
2014.
Antero Resources Corporation- Hopkins Well Pad,
South California Drive, West Pike Run Township, Wash-
ington County. Civil & Environmental Consultants,
Inc., 333 Baldwin Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15205 on behalf of
Antero Resources Corporation, 535 White Oaks Boule-
vard, Bridgeport, WV 26330 submitted a Final Report
concerning the remediation of site soils contaminated
with volatile organic compounds, metals, and inorganics.
The Final Report demonstrated attainment of residential
Statewide Health Standard for soils and was approved by
the Department on July 1, 2014.
Southeast Regional Office: Regional Manager, Environ-
mental Cleanup and Brownfields, 2 East Main Street,
Norristown, PA 19401, Telephone 484.250.5960. Charline
Bass 484-250-5787
Otto & Ron’s Mobil Service, 1920 Jenkintown Road,
Abington Township, Montgomery County. Gilbert J.
Marshall, PG, Marshall Geoscience, Inc., 170 East First
Avenue, Collegeville, PA 19426 on behalf of Ronald M.
Raab, R.M. Raab, Inc., 1920 Jenkintown Road, Jenkin-
town, PA 19046 has submitted a 90 day Final Report
concerning the remediation of site soil contaminated with
no. 2 fuel oil. The Final report demonstrated attainment
of the Statewide Health Standard and was approved by
the Department on May 16, 2014. PF775525
15 Swamp Road, 15 Swamp Road, Newtown Town-
ship, Buck County. Mark Fortna, DelVal Soil & Envi-
ronmental Consultants, Sky Run II, Suite A1, 4050
Skyron Doylestown, PA 18902 on behalf of Robert Delia,
Limited Liability Partnership, 15 Swamp Road LTD, 106
Meadow View Drive, Newtown, PA 19040 has submitted a
Final Report concerning the remediation of site soil
contaminated with other organic. The Final report dem-
onstrated attainment of the Statewide Health Standard
and was approved by the Department on May 29, 2014.
PF620497
Vanguard Group Campus, 100 Vanguard Boulevard,
Tredyffrin Township, Chester County. James Cinelli,
P.E., Liberty Environmental, Inc. 50 North Fifth Street,
5th Floor, Reading PA 19601, Joshua Gansner, ABM
Facility Services, 40 Devon Park Drive MS:PM15, Wayne,
PA 19087 on behalf of Michael Bray, The Vanguard
Group, Inc., 40 Devon Park Derive, MS:PM15, Wayne, PA
19087 has submitted a 90 day Final Report concerning
the remediation of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel
oil. The Final report demonstrated attainment of the
Statewide Health Standard and was approved by the
Department on May 22, 2014. PF775524
Neuman Residence, 335 Camp Hill Road, Upper
Dublin Township, Montgomery County. Richard D.
Trimpi, Trimpi Associates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road,
Pennsburg, PA 18073, Erin Bydalek, Harleysville Insur-
ance, 355 Maple Avenue, Harleysville, PA 19438-2297 on
behalf of Richard Nueman, 335 Camp Hill Road, Fort
Washington, PA 19034 has submitted a Final Report
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concerning the remediation of site soil contaminated with
no. 2 fuel oil. The Final report demonstrated attainment
of the Statewide Health Standard and was approved by
the Department on June 5, 2014. PF775758
GE Static Power Site, 512-520 Pusey Avenue,
Collingdale Borough, Delaware County. Michael F.
Bedard, ARCADIS U.S., Inc., 10 Friend Lane, Suite 200
Newtown, PA 18940, Ed Zolodziej, General Electrical
Company, 640 Freedom Business Center King of Prussia,
PA 19406 on behalf of brain Zubatch, 217 Realty LLC,
2320 Haverford Road, Suite 200, Ardmore, PA 19003 has
submitted a Remedial Investigation and Risk Assessment
Report concerning the remediation of site soil and
groundwater contaminated with vocs. The Remedial In-
vestigation and Risk Assessment Report were approved
by the Department on March 25, 2014. PF701182
Spring Mill Corporation, 901 Washington Street,
Whitemarsh Township, Chester County. Michael S.
Welsh, P.E., Welsh Environmental Inc., 131 Clearview
Drive, Downingtown, PA 19355 on behalf of Robert Haley,
Spring Mill Corporation, 194 Greenfield Road, Lancaster,
PA 17601 has submitted a Cleanup Plan concerning the
remediation of site groundwater and soil contaminated
with methanol. The Cleanup Plan was approved by the
Department on June 5, 2014. PF758570
TK Budd Company Die Storage Yard, 2800R Fox
Street, City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Rob-
ert Ehlenberger, AMEC E&I, 751 Arbor Way, Suite 180,
Blue Bell, PA 19422 on behalf of Larry Cohen, JMDH
Real Estate of Hunting Park, 15-29 132 Street, College
Point, NY 11356 has submitted a Final Report concerning
the remediation of site soil and groundwater contami-
nated with pah and pcb. The Final report did not
demonstrate attainment of the Site Specific Standard and
was disapproved by the Department on June 2, 2014.
PF665678
Aramingo Crossing Center (Tioga Pipe Supply/April
Warehouse), City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County.
Thomas Petrecz, Penn E&R, Inc. 2755 Bergey Road,
Hatfield, PA 19440 on behalf of Steven Wolfson, BDP
Realty and BDP Realty II, L.P., 120 West Germantown
Pike, Suite 120, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462 has submit-
ted a Final Report concerning the remediation of site
groundwater and soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil and
pahs. The Final report did not demonstrate attainment of
the Site Specific Standard and was disapproved by the
Department on May 20, 2014. PF650886
Rosemore Shopping Center, 977-1069 West County
Line Road, Warminster Township, Bucks County. Mark
Kuczynksi, REPSG, Inc., 6901 Kingsessing Avenue, Suite
201, Philadelphia, PA 19142, Andrew Levine Davisville
Center Inc., Liquidating Trust, 564 Walter Road,
Warminster, PA 18974 on behalf of Matt Kelly, AMC
Delancey Rosemore Partners, 718 Arch Street, Philadel-
phia, PA 19106 has submitted a Remedial Investigation/
Risk Assessment/Cleanup Plan and Final Report concern-
ing the remediation of site groundwater and soil
contaminated with chlorinated solvents. The Remedial
Investigation/Risk Assessment/Cleanup Plan and Final
Report were approved by the Department on May 20,
2014. PF734240
Mercer Residence Property, 25 Barneston Road,
West Nantmeal Township Chester County. Michael P.
Raffaoni, Reliance Environmental, Inc., 235 North Duke
Street, Lancaster, PA 17602 on behalf of Angelika Mercer,
6224 23rd Avenue NE, Settle, WA 98115 has submitted a
Remedial Investigation and Final Report concerning the
remediation of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil.
The Remedial Investigation and Final Report were ap-
proved by the Department on May 22, 2014. PF762431.
US Steel Fairless Works Lot 8 KIPC, One Ben
Fairless Drive, Falls Township Bucks County. John A.
Garges, Conestoga-Rover & Associates, 410 Eagleview
Blvd, Suite 110, Exton, PA 19341 on behalf of Kathleen
Mayher, United States Steel Corporation, 1350 Penn
Avenue, Suite 200, Pittsburgh, PA 15222 has submitted a
Final Report concerning the remediation of site soil
contaminated with VOCs, SVOCs, metals and PCBs. The
Final report demonstrated attainment of the Statewide
Health Standard and was approved by the Department on
June 3, 2014. PF696036
Feasterville Plaza Shopping Center, 1045-1055
Busleton Pike, Lower Southampton Township Bucks
County. Michael A. Christie, Penn Environmental &
Remediation, 2755 Bergey Road, Hatfield, PA 19440,
Deborah A. Colson, Senor V.P., Federal Realty Investment
Trust, 1626 East Jefferson Street, Rockville, MD on
behalf of Jeffery W. Franz, FTP Feasterville Plaza LP,
1138 Sewell Lane, Jenkintown, PA 19046 has submitted a
Final Report concerning the remediation of site ground-
water and soil contaminated with chlorinated solvents.
The Final report demonstrated attainment of the State-
wide Health Standard and was approved by the Depart-
ment on May 21, 2014. PF20211
Rite Aid Store No. 2451, 5214-30 Baltimore Avenue,
City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Michael
Beardsley, BL Companies, 4242 Carlisle Pike, Suite 260,
Camp Hill, PA 17011 on behalf of Loren Aloi, Rite Aid
Corporation, 30 Hunter Lane, Camp Hill, PA 17011 has
submitted a Remedial Investigation and Final Report
concerning the remediation of site groundwater and soil
contaminated with used motor oil. The Remedial Investi-
gation and Final Report were approved by the Depart-
ment on April 15, 2014. PF687878
Yutkowitz Residence, 4 Robin Circle, Horsham Town-
ship, Montgomery County. Staci Cottone, J&J Environ-
mental, P.O. Box 370, Blue Bell, PA 19422 on behalf of
Jonathan Yutkowitz, 4 Robin Circle, Horsham PA 19044
has submitted a Final Report concerning the remediation
of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The Final
report demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health
Standard and was approved by the Department on April
23, 2014. PF774473
Painter Residence, 14011 Barcalow Avenue, City of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Jeremy W. Bolyn
Environmental Maintenance, 1420 East Mermaid Lane,
Glenside, PA 19038 on behalf of Joseph Painter, 14011
Barcalow Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19116 has submitted a
90 day Final Report concerning the remediation of site
soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The Final report
demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health Stan-
dard and was approved by the Department on April 23,
2014. PF773953
Schleinkofer Resident, 39 North Court Lane, Falls
Township, Bucks County. Richard D. Trimpi, Trimpi
Associates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road, Pennsburg, PA
18073, Ty Gawlik, State Farm Insurance Company, P.O.
Box 106110, Atlantic GA 30348-6110 on behalf of Christo-
pher Daniel Bower, 44 Nightingale Lane, Levittown, PA
19054 has submitted a Final Report concerning the
remediation of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil.
The Final report demonstrated attainment of the State-
wide Health Standard and was approved by the Depart-
ment on April 17, 2014. PF767309
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1900 & 1820 West Allegheny Avenue, City of Phila-
delphia, Philadelphia County. William F. Schmidt, PE,
Pennoni Associates, Inc., 3001 Market Street, Philadel-
phia, PA 19104, Paul Martino, Pennoni Associates, Inc.,
3001 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 on behalf of
R Max Kent, New Courtland Eler Services, 6950
Germantown Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19119 has submit-
ted a Cleanup Plan and Remedial Investigation Report
concerning the remediation of site soil and groundwater
contaminated with pah and inorganics. The Cleanup Plan
and Remedial Investigation were approved by the Depart-
ment on May 6, 2014. PF765076
Madison @ French Creek, 45 North Main Street,
Phoenixville Borough, Chester County. Stephen D.
Brower, P.G., Environmental Standards, Inc., 1140 Valley
Forge Road, P.O. Box 810, Valley Forge, PA 19482 on
behalf of John Forde, BFG Development Company, L.P.,
3815 West Chester Pike, Newtown Square, PA 19073 has
submitted a Risk Assessment Report concerning the
remediation of site soil and groundwater contaminated
with antimony, arsenic, cadmium, lead, zine and
benzo(a)pyrene The Risk Assessment Report was ap-
proved by the Department on April 22, 2014. PF 760601
Riegel Residence, 624 Erlen Road, Plymouth Town-
ship, Montgomery County. Richard D. Trimpi, Trimpi
Associates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road, Pennsburg, PA
18073, Robin Sigler, State Farm Insurance Company,
P. O. Box 106110, Atlanta, GA 30348-6110 on behalf of
Tony Riegel, 624 Erlen Road, Plymouth Meeting, PA
19462 has submitted a Final Report concerning the
remediation of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil.
The Final report demonstrated attainment of the State-
wide Health Standard and was approved by the Depart-
ment on May 6, 2014. PF755575
Brookins Residence, 2627 Oakley Avenue, Bensalem
Township, Bucks County. Richard D. Trimpi, Trimpi
Associates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road, Pennsburg, PA
18073, Kristin Simmins, State Farm Insurance Company,
P. O. Box 106110, Atlanta, GA 30348-6110 on behalf of
May Brookins, 2627 Oakley Road Bensalem, Bensalem
Township, PA 19020 has submitted a Final Report con-
cerning the remediation of site soil contaminated with no.
2 fuel oil. The Final report demonstrated attainment of
the Statewide Health Standard and was approved by the
Department on May 14, 2014. PF775067
Ingersoll Commons, 16th and Master Street, City of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Thomas Hip-
pensteal, P.G., Envirosearch Consultant, Inc., P. O. Box
940, Springhouse, PA 19477 on behalf of Steven Kauff-
man, Community Ventures, 1501 Cherry Street, Philadel-
phia, PA 19102 has submitted a Final Report concerning
the remediation of site soil and groundwater contami-
nated with no. fuel oil. The Final report demonstrated
attainment of the Statewide Health Standard and was
approved by the Department on May 14, 2014. PF774953
Mt Airy Shop Center, 7115-7163 Stenton Avenue and
1416-1434 Washington Lane, City of Philadelphia, Phila-
delphia County. Mark Kuczynski, REPSG, Inc., 6901
Kingsessing Avenue, Suite 201, Philadelphia, PA 19142 on
behalf of Judith F. Brahin, Lee Brahin, and Jeffrey
Brahin, 1535 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102
has submitted a Remedial Investigation, Risk Assessment
and Final Report concerning the remediation of site
groundwater contaminated with chlorinated solvents. The
Remedial Investigation, Risk Assessment and Final Re-
port were approved by the Department on May 13, 2014.
PF735938
Davis Residence, 809 Bryn Mawr Avenue, Radnor
Township Delaware County. Richard D. Trimpi, Trimpi
Associates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road, Pennsburg, PA
18073, Richard Uberti, Petro Care, 2187 Atlantic Street,
Stamford, CT 06902 on behalf of Bancrost Davis, 809
Bryn Mawr Avenue, Newtown Square, PA 19073 has
submitted a Final Report concerning the remediation of
site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The Final report
demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health Stan-
dard and was approved by the Department on May 16,
2014. PF768382
HAZARDOUS WASTE TRANSPORTER LICENSE
Actions on applications for Hazardous Waste Trans-
porter License received under the Solid Waste
Management Act (35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003)
and regulations to transport hazardous waste.
Central Office: Bureau of Waste Management, Division
of Hazardous Waste Management, PO Box 69170, Harris-
burg, PA 17106-9170
Hazardous Waste Transporter License Renewed
J & J Environmental, Inc., P.O. Box 370, Blue Bell,
PA 19422. License No. PA-AH 0800. Effective June 2,
2014.
Aqua-Tex Transport, Inc., P.O. Box 1204, Ham-
monton, NJ 08037. License No. PA-AH S179. Effective
June 3, 2014.
West Central Environmental Corporation, P.O. Box
83, Rensselaer, NY 12144-0083. License No. PA-AH 0422.
Effective June 6, 2014.
National Waste Clean, Inc., 304 Pulaski Street,
South Plainfield, NJ 07080. License No. PA-AH 0528.
Effective June 6, 2014.
Earth Technology II, LLC., P.O. Box 338, North
Haven, CT 06473. License No. PA-AH 0691. Effective
June 16, 2014.
Transervice Logistics, Inc., 5 Dakota Drive, Suite
209, Lake Success, NY 11042. License No. PA-AH 0702.
Effective June 20, 2014.
Altom Transport, Inc., 4242 S. Knox Avenue, Chicago,
IL 60632. License No. PA-AH 0693. Effective June 24,
2014.
Better Management Corporation of Ohio, Inc., P.O.
Box 130, Columbiana, OH 44408. License No. PA-AH
0773. Effective June 24, 2014.
Wills Trucking Company, 41738 Esterly Drive,
Columbiana, OH 44408. License No. PA-AH 0749. Effec-
tive June 24, 2014.
Ken’s Marine Service, Inc., P.O. Box 4001, Bayonne,
NJ 07002. License No. PA-AH S154. Effective June 26,
2014.
Disposal Consultant Services, Inc., 50 Howard
Street, Piscataway, NJ 08854. License No. PA-AH 0754.
Effective June 30, 2014.
Maumee Express, Inc., 297 Zimmerman Lane,
Langhorne, PA 19047. License No. PA-AH 0420. Effective
July 2, 2014.
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MUNICIPAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Permits issued under the Solid Waste Management
Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and
Waste Reduction Act (53 P. S. §§ 4000.101—
4000.1904) and municipal waste regulations for a
General Permit to operate municipal waste pro-
cessing facilities and the beneficial use of munici-
pal waste.
Central Office: Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 14th Floor,
400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8472.
General Permit Application No. WMGM049. New
Castle Sanitation Authority, Lawrence County, 110
East Washington Street, New Castle, PA 16101.
General Permit No. WMGM049 authorizes the benefi-
cial use of reclaimed water, consisting of treated munici-
pal wastewater, for cooling purposes and as a substitute
for industrial process water at an electric generation
facility. The reclaimed water is generated at the City of
New Castle wastewater treatment plant, Lawrence
County. The electric generation facility where the re-
claimed water will be beneficially used is the Hickory
Run Energy Station in North Beaver Township, Lawrence
County. Hickory Run Energy Station (HRES) in North
Beaver Township, Lawrence County. HRES has been
issued an NPDES permit (Permit No. PA0272591) for the
discharge of the excess municipal wastewater not benefi-
cially used at the electric generation facility. The general
permit was issued by Central Office on February 25,
2014.
Persons interested in reviewing a general permit should
be directed to Scott E. Walters at 717-787-7381, Chief,
Permits Section, Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Bureau of Waste Management, P.O. Box 69170,
Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170. TDD users may contact the




Registration issued Under the Solid Waste Manage-
ment Act; the Residual Waste Planning, Recycling
and Waste Reduction Act (53 P. S. §§ 4000.101—
4000.1904); and Residual Waste Regulations for a
General Permit to Operate Residual Waste Pro-
cessing Facilities and/or the Beneficial Use of
Residual Waste Other Than Coal Ash.
Northwest Regional Office: 230 Chestnut Street,
Meadville, PA 16335
General Permit Registration No. WMGR123NW012.
Seneca Resources Corporation—Clermont Storage
Facility, Elk Fork Road, Norwich Township, McKean
County PA. Registration to operate under General Per-
mit No. WMGR123 for storage and reuse of gas well frac
water and production water. The registration was ap-
proved by Northwest Regional Office on June 24, 2014.
Persons interested in reviewing the general permit may
contact Todd Carlson, Program Manager, Northwest Re-
gional Office, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335
(814) 332-6848. TDD users may contact the Department
through the Pennsylvania Relay service, (800) 654-5984.
DETERMINATION FOR APPLICABILITY FOR
MUNICIPAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Permits issued under the Solid Waste Management
Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and
Waste Reduction Act (53 P. S. §§ 4000.101—
4000.1904) and municipal waste regulations for a
General Permit to operate municipal waste pro-
cessing facilities and the beneficial use of munici-
pal waste.
Central Office: Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 14th Floor,
400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8472.
General Permit Application No. WMGM024. River-
side Materials Inc., 2780 East Allegheny Avenue, Phila-
delphia, PA 19134 General Permit No. WMGM024 autho-
rizes the processing of used concrete and asphalt waste,
for beneficial use as: (1) An aggregate, a sub-grade or a
sub-base for roadway construction; (2) A cold and hot-mix
material for roadway and shoulder applications; and (3)
Blended with other virgin aggregate as a sub-base for
roadway construction. The facility is located in Philadel-
phia, Philadelphia County. The general permit was
issued by Central Office on July 9, 2014.
Persons interested in reviewing a general permit should
be directed to Scott E. Walters at 717-787-7381, Chief,
Permits Section, Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Bureau of Waste Management, P.O. Box 69170,
Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania Relay service,
(800) 654-5984.
OPERATE WASTE PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL
AREA OR SITE
Permit Revoked Under the Solid Waste Manage-
ment Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recy-
cling and Waste Reduction Act and Regulations to
Operate Solid Waste Processing or Disposal Area
or Site.
Southeast Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 2
East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Permit No. WMGM020SE001. Recycle Metals Cor-
poration, 407 Alan Wood Road, Conshohocken PA 19428.
Permittee has requested withdrawal the coverage under
Municipal Waste General Permit No. WMGM020SE001
for Recycle Metals Corporation, which authorized the
processing (scraping and screening) of ferrous/nonferrous
metal coated with ash residue. The Recycle Metals Corpo-
ration facility is located in Plymouth Township, Mont-
gomery County. The permit was revoked by the South-
east Regional Office on July 3, 2014.
Permit No. 101697. American C&D Logistics, LLC,
3600 South 26th Street, Philadelphia PA 19145. Permit-
tee has requested final closure certification approval for
the American C&D Transfer Facility, a transmodal (truck
to barge) construction and demolition waste transfer
facility, located in the City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia
County, and the final closure certification has been
accepted pursuant to the requirements of the closure
requirements contained in Solid Waste Permit No.
101697. Accordingly, the permit was revoked by the
Southeast Regional Office on June 19, 2014.
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OPERATE WASTE PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL
AREA OR SITE
Applications deemed administratively complete un-
der the Solid Waste Management Act, the Munici-
pal Waste Planning, Recycling and Waste Reduc-
tion Act and Regulations to Operate Solid Waste
Processing or Disposal area or Site.
Southcentral Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-8200
Permit No. 100934 IESI Pa Blue Ridge Landfill
Corporation (Blue Ridge Landfill) P.O. Box 399 Scot-
land, PA 17254. The application submitted is to increase
the average daily volume of waste received for disposal at
the landfill from 1700 tons/day to 2500 tons/day and the
maximum daily volume from 2000 tons/day to 3000
tons/day. The application was considered received on the
day that the Department conducted the Local Municipal
Involvement Process meeting (LMIP) on July 2, 2014. The
application was deemed administratively complete by the
Southcentral Regional Office on July 7, 2014.
The Department, Blue Ridge Landfill, and Greene
Township negotiated the amount of DEP time necessary
to adequately review the application. The time negotiated
was 235 calendar days beginning July 2, 2014. This
amount of time does not include the time the applicant
would need to respond to any deficiencies and/or com-
ments from the Department.
The Department will accept comments from the general
public recommending revisions to, and approval or denial
of the application during the entire time the Department
is reviewing the permit application.
Comments concerning the application should be di-
rected to Mr. John Oren, Permits Chief, Waste Manage-
ment Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA
17110-8200. Persons interested in obtaining more infor-
mation about this permit application may contact the
Southcentral Regional Office at (717) 705-4706. TDD
users may contact the Department through the Pennsyl-
vania Relay Service, (800) 654-5984.
AIR QUALITY
General Plan Approval and Operating Permit Usage
Authorized under the Air Pollution Control Act
(35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015) and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127 to construct, modify, reactivate or operate air
contamination sources and associated air clean-
ing devices.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: James Beach, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 484-250-5920
GP3-09-0122: Clean Earth of Carteret, LLC. (24
Middlesex Avenue, Carteret, NJ 07008) on June 30, 2014,
to operate a portable nonmetallic mineral processing
plant in Falls Township, Buck County.
GP9-09-0051: Clean Earth of Carteret, LLC. (24
Middlesex Avenue, Carteret, NJ 07008) on June 2, 2014,
was authorized to operate three (3) diesel or #2 fuel-fired
internal combustion engine(s) in Falls Township, Buck
County.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
GP3-41-644: R. S. Services, LLC (119 Falls Road,
Beech Creek, PA 16822) on June 23, 2014, to relocate and
operate a McCloskey C-50 stone crusher, a KPI 4240
stone crusher and an Extec S-5 vibratory screen pursuant
to General Plan Approval and/or General Operating Per-
mit For Portable Nonmetallic Mineral Processing Plants
(BAQ-GPA/GP-3) at a Marcellus gas well pad site at the
corner of Okome and Schoolhouse Roads located in Cum-
mings Township, Lycoming County.
GP11-41-644: R. S. Services, LLC (119 Falls Road,
Beech Creek, PA 16822) on June 23, 2014, to relocate and
operate a 350 bhp Caterpillar diesel-fired engine, a 350
bhp Cummins diesel-fired engine and a 100 bhp Deutz
diesel-fired engine pursuant to General Plan Approval
and/or General Operating Permit (BAQ-GPA/GP 11):
Nonroad Engine(s) at a Marcellus gas well pad site at the
corner of Okome and Schoolhouse Roads located in Cum-
mings Township, Lycoming County.
GP5-41-724: Anadarko Marcellus Midstream, LLC
(1201 Lake Robins Drive, The Woodlands, TX 77380) on
June 26, 2014, to construct and operate six (6) gas-fired
compressor engines, two (2) natural gas-fired micro tur-
bines, one (1) natural gas-fired emergency generator, two
(2) triethylene dehydrators and two (2) storage tanks
pursuant to the General Plan Approval and/or General
Operating Permit for Natural Gas Compression and/or
Processing Facilities (BAQ-GPA/GP-5) at the Vargo Com-
pressor Station located in Cascade Township, Lycoming
County.
GP5-41-660: Anadarko Marcellus Midstream, LLC
(1201 Lake Robins Drive, The Woodlands, TX 77380) on
June 2, 2014, for construction and operation of six (6)
gas-fired compressor engines, two (2) natural gas-fired
micro turbines, one (1) natural gas-fired emergency gen-
erator, two (2) triethylene dehydrators and two (2) storage
tanks pursuant to the General Plan Approval and/or
General Operating Permit for Natural Gas Compression
and/or Processing Facilities (BAQ-GPA/GP-5) at the
Lycoming H&FC Compressor Station located in Cogan
House Township, Lycoming County.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: M. Gorog & B. Hatch, Environmental Engineer
Managers—Telephone: 412-442-4163/5226
GP3-56-00317: R.S. Services, LLC (119 Falls Road,
Beech Creek, PA 16822) on June 19, 2014, to construct
and operate sources and controls associated with a por-
table non-metallic mineral processing plant at a US
Route 219 construction site located in Summit Township,
Somerset County.
GP11-56-00317: R.S. Services, LLC (119 Falls Road,
Beech Creek, PA 16822) on June 19, 2014, to operate
nonroad engines associated with a portable non-metallic
mineral processing plant at a US Route 219 construction
site in Summit Township, Somerset County.
GP9-65-01013A: New Enterprise Stone and Lime
Co. Inc. (P.O. Box 77, New Enterprise, PA 16664) on
June 30, 2014, to install and operate of one (1) Caterpil-
lar C18 XQ600 diesel engine rated at 871 bhp at their
Bakersville 4 Quarry located in Donegal Township, West-
moreland County.
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GP1-04-00033: NOVA Chemicals, Inc. (400 Frankfort
Road, Monaca, PA 15061) on July 3, 2014, to construct
sixteen (16) natural gas-fired boilers, each rated at 11.67
MMBtu/hr, at the Beaver Valley Plant in Potter Town-
ship, Beaver County.
26-00544B: Keyrock Energy, LLC (2800 State Route
982, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666) on July 08, 2014, to allow
the continuation of the operation of previously installed
sources which include one (1) G3306 NA Caterpillar,
4SRB, diesel engine, rated @ 145 bhp, and one (1)
produced water tank of 2,100 gallon capacity at their
Connellsville Compressor Station located in Dunbar
Township, Fayette County.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Edward Orris, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6636
GP5-10-359C: MarkWest Liberty Bluestone, LLC—
Sarsen Gas Processing Plant (774 Prospect Road,
Evans City, PA 16033) on July 1, 2014, to operate one (1)
natural gas fired compressor engine, Waukesha, Model
No. F3524GSI (BAQ-GPA/GP-5) in Forward Township,
Butler County.
GP3-61-217B: Bedrock Mines LP, Nectarine III
Mine (Georgetown Road, Harrisville, PA 16038) on June
25, 2014, to construct a new portable nonmetallic mineral
processing plant consisting of a vibratory screen, Cedar
Rapids Model # LJ-TSV6202-32, rated for 250 tph with
an expected hours of operation of 1,000 hours of per year
(BAQ-GPA/GP-3) located in Irwin Township, Venango
County.
Plan Approvals Issued under the Air Pollution Con-
trol Act and regulations in 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter B relating to construction, modi-
fication and reactivation of air contamination
sources and associated air cleaning devices.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: James Beach, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 484-250-5920
46-0285: Montgomery County Crematory, LLC (516
Fayette Street, Conshohocken, PA 19428; Attn: Mr. Wil-
liam L. Ciavarelli) on July 3, 2014, for installation of a
175 lb/hr Matthews Human Cremation Unit at an exist-
ing funeral home in Conshohocken Borough, Montgom-
ery County. This facility is a non-Title V facility. The
cremation unit will be equipped with an afterburner and
an opacity monitor. The new cremation unit will have the
following potential emission: 2.68 TPY of PM, PM-10, and
PM-2.5; 0.96 TPY of SOx; 3.83 TPY of CO; 1.15 TPY of
NOx; and 1.15 TPY of VOC. Emissions of PM are
expected to be less than 0.08 grain per dry standard cubic
feet, corrected to 7 percent O2. Emissions of SOx are
expected to be less than 500 ppmv. The Plan Approval
will contain monitoring, recordkeeping, and operating
conditions designed to keep the facility operating within
the allowable emissions and all applicable air quality
requirements.
15-0147: Crazy Aaron Enterprises, Inc. (201 Sabine
Avenue, Suite 100, Narberth, PA 19072) on July 3, 2014,
for an increase in production at an existing silicone-based
putty manufacturing facility in East Pikeland Township,
Chester County. Sources at their facility consist of four
mixing blenders. There are no new sources being in-
stalled. The primary pollutant of concern from the plant
is methanol, which is a volatile organic compound (VOC)
and hazardous air pollutant (HAP). The proposed in-
crease in production will not affect the facility’s natural
minor status, based on its potential emissions. The plan
approval will include monitoring, record keeping, and
reporting requirements designed to address all applicable
air quality requirements.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Ray Kempa, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 570-826-2507
58-00013A: Roundtop Energy LLC (6051 Wallace
Road Ext Ste 100, Wexford PA 15090-7386) on July 1,
2014, to install and operate five (5) Jenbacher IC engines
with OxCat/SCR at their site in Auburn Twp.,
Susquehanna County.
66-00008C: Oxbow Creek Energy LLC (6051 Wallace
Road Ext Ste 100, Wexford PA 15090-7386) on July 1,
2014, to install and operate five (5) Jenbacher IC engines
with OxCat/SCR at a site in Nicholson Twp., Wyoming
County.
40-00061A: International Paper Co. (533 Forest
Road, Hazleton, PA 18202) on June 27, 2014, to install
and operate one (1) die cutter, redirection of exhaust from
a currently installed hogger from an existing baghouse to
another existing baghouse, and an increase the facility
operating hours from 6,960 to 8,760 hours/year for their
facility in Hazle Township, Luzerne County.
54-00060A: Louis D. Truskowsky Funeral Home,
Inc. (300 West Center Street, Mahanoy City, PA 17948)
on June 24, 2014, for modification & operation of a
crematory at their facility in South Manheim Township,
Schuylkill County.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas J. Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 717-705-4862 or William Weaver, Regional Air
Quality Manager, Telephone: 717-705-4702.
36-05152B: Kellogg USA, Inc. (2050 State Road,
Lancaster, PA 17604) on July 2, 2014, to replace control
devices for the Coating Line with a rotoclone wet scrub-
ber, at the breakfast cereal manufacturing facility in East
Hempfield Township, Lancaster County.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
08-00010I: Global Tungsten & Powders Corp. (1
Hawes Street, Towanda, PA 18848) on June 25, 2014, to
issue a plan approval to construct an electric rotary
calciner at the Towanda Facility in North Towanda
Township, Bradford County.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: M. Gorog & B. Hatch, Environmental Engineer
Managers—Telephone: 412-442-4163/5226
32-00432A: Rosebud Mining Company (301 Market
Street, Kittanning, PA 16201) Plan Approval issuance
date effective July 08, 2014, to allow construction and
operation of their Coral Graceton Coal Preparation Plant
located in Center Township, Indiana County.
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Plan Approval Revisions Issued including Exten-
sions, Minor Modifications and Transfers of Own-
ership under the Air Pollution Control Act and 25
Pa. Code §§ 127.13, 127.13a and 127.32.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: James Beach, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 484-250-5920
15-0141: Tin Technologies and Refining, Inc. (905
Fern Hill Road, West Chester, PA 19380) on July 2, 2014,
to operate a diesel-fired emergency electric generator in
West Goshen Township, Chester County.
23-0009G: The Boeing Co. (Stewart Avenue & Route
291, Ridley Township, PA 19078) on July 2, 2014, to
operate three (3) new natural gas/#2 fuel boilers in Ridley
Township, Delaware County.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas J. Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 717-705-4862 or William Weaver, Regional Air
Quality Manager, Telephone: 717-705-4702.
28-05012A: Volvo Construction Equipment—North
America, LLC (312 Volvo Way, Shippensburg, PA 17257)
on July 2, 2014, for construction and subsequent tempo-
rary operation of five (5) spray paint booths with dry
panel filters, a shotblast booth and cartridge collector, a
natural gas-fired emergency generator, and paint line
natural gas-fired processes, at the road machinery manu-
facturing facility in Shippensburg Borough, Franklin
County. The plan approval was extended.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
59-00002C: Dominion Transmission, Inc. (445 West
Main St., Clarksburg, WV 26301) on June 18, 2014, to
extend the authorization for the installation of oxidation
catalysts (Control Devices C101 and C102) to control the
carbon monoxide and non-methane hydrocarbon emis-
sions from the two (2) existing natural gas-fired compres-
sor engines (Source ID P101 and P102) and to modify the
volatile organic compounds emission limitations for
Source IDs P101 and P102 at the Dominion Transmission,
Inc. Tioga Compressor Station located in Farmington
Township, Tioga County to November 19, 2014. The
plan approval has been extended.
08-00043A: Glenn O Hawbaker, Inc. (711 East Col-
lege Ave. Bellefonte, PA 16823) on July 2, 2014, to extend
the authorization for the construction of a wet sand and
gravel operation at the Green’s Landing facility located in
Athens Township, Bradford County to January 5, 2015.
The plan approval has been extended.
55-00014A: Bingaman & Son Lumber, Inc. (1195
Creek Mountain Road, Kreamer, PA 17833) on June 30,
2014, to extend the authorization to operate the sources
pursuant to the plan approval an additional 180 days
from July 22, 2014 to January 18, 2015, at their facility
located in Middlecreek Township, Snyder County. The
plan approval has been extended.
08-00031B: Appalachia Midstream Services, LLC
(PO Box 54382, Oklahoma City, OK 73154-1382) on July
2, 2014, to extend the authorization an additional 180
days from July 27, 2014 to January 23, 2015, in order to
continue the compliance evaluation and permit operation
pending issuance of an operating permit for the facility.
The extension authorization allows continued operation of
the covered sources that are located in Granville Town-
ship, Bradford County. The plan approval has been
extended.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: M. Gorog & B. Hatch, Environmental Engineer
Managers—Telephone: 412-442-4163/5226
63-00936F: MarkWest Liberty Midstream and Re-
sources, LLC (1515 Arapahoe Street, Tower 1, Suite
1600, Denver, CO 80202-2126) on July 2, 2014, to extend
the period of temporary operation until January 8, 2015,
for the Houston Gas Plant located in Chartiers Township,
Washington County.
63-00968A: MarkWest Liberty Midstream and Re-
sources, LLC (1515 Arapahoe Street Tower 2, Suite 700,
Denver, CO 80202-2126) on July 3, 2014, as a result of
equipment startup at the Smith Compressor Station
located in Smith Township, Washington County. Plan
approval expiration date has been changed to December
24, 2014.
03-00027B: GenOn Northeast Management Com-
pany (121 Champion Way, Suite 200, Canonsburg, PA
15317) plan approval extension and minor modification
effective July 13, 2014, to allow for the delivery and use
of sorbents other than hydrated lime for the purpose of
SO3 mitigation at the Keystone Generating Station lo-
cated in Plumcreek Township, Armstrong County. No
potential to emit increase is allowed from this minor
modification. This plan approval has also been extended
to allow additional time to install the permanent sorbent
injection system and the continued temporary operation
of the Unit 1 & 2 FGD systems and emergency generator
authorized under plan approval 03-00027B until January
13, 2015.
30-00072H: Consol Pennsylvania Coal Company,
LLC (1000 Consol Energy Dr., Canonsburg, PA 15317)
plan approval extension is effective July 7, 2014, with an
expiration date of January 7, 2015, to authorize continued
temporary operation of sources and controls associated
with the Bailey Prep Plant expansion located in Richhill
Township, Greene County. The Bailey Prep Plant is a
Title V facility.
30-00072H: Consol Pennsylvania Coal Company,
LLC (1000 Consol Energy Dr., Canonsburg, PA 15317)
plan approval minor modification is effective July 7, 2014,
for correction of a typographical error. The Bailey Prep
Plant is a Title V facility.
30-00072I: Consol Pennsylvania Coal Company,
LLC (1000 Consol Energy Dr., Canonsburg, PA 15317)
plan approval extension is effective July 11, 2014, with an
expiration date of January 11, 2015, to authorize contin-
ued temporary operation of sources and controls associ-
ated with the Enlow Fork Overland Conveyor which
delivers coal from CONSOL’s Enlow Fork Mine in East
Finley Township, Washington County, to CONSOL’s Bai-
ley Central Mine Complex/Bailey Prep Plant in Richhill
Township, Greene County. The Bailey Prep Plant is a
Title V facility.
30-00072I: Consol Pennsylvania Coal Company,
LLC (1000 Consol Energy Dr., Canonsburg, PA 15317)
plan approval minor modification is effective July 11,
2014, for correction of a typographical error. The Bailey
Prep Plant is a Title V facility.
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65-00629A: CBC Latrobe Acquisition, LLC (100
33rd Street, Latrobe, PA 15650-1474) on July 7, 2014, to
extend the temporary operation period for the wastewater
pretreatment system to allow additional shake-down of
the new sources at the Latrobe Brewery located in in
Latrobe Borough, Westmoreland County. The new expi-
ration date is January 9, 2015.
Title V Operating Permits Issued under the Air
Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter G.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: James Beach, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 484-250-5920
09-00017: Exelon Generation Company, LLC (3901
N. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa 19137) on June 27,
2014, for renewal of the Title V Operating Permit for its
Falls Township Peak Power Plant located in Fall Town-
ship, Bucks County. The initial permit was issued on
October 24, 1997, and subsequently renewed multiple
times. The facility is a peak power plant. As a result of
potential emissions of NOx and SOx, the facility is a
major stationary source as defined in Title I, Part D of
the Clean Air Act Amendments, and is therefore subject
to the Title V permitting requirements adopted in 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter G. In addition to NOx
and SOx, the facility also emits VOC, PM, HAPs and
various metals including Nickel. The proposed renewal
Title V Operating Permit contains all applicable require-
ments including monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting.
The renewal permit contains all applicable requirements
including monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: M. Gorog & B. Hatch, Environmental Engineer
Managers—Telephone: 412-442-4163/5226
63-00642: Equitrans LP (625 Liberty Avenue, Pitts-
burgh, PA 15222) on June 30, 2014, in accordance with 25
PA Code § issued a Title V Operating Permit Renewal to
authorize the continued operation of three Cooper-
Bessemer engines (1,350 hp each), one natural gas-fired
generator (367 hp), one tri-ethylene glycol dehydration
unit with reboiler, and six miscellaneous small combus-
tion units (less than 1.5 mmbtu/hr each) at the existing
Hartson Station located in Finleyville Boro, Washington
County.
This facility has the potential to emit the following type
and quantity of air contaminants (on an annual basis): 84
tons NOx, 80 tons CO, 30 tons VOCs, 11 tons all HAPs
combined, 7 tons of a single HAP, and 23,000 tons
greenhouse gases, based on a 12-month rolling total basis.
This facility is subject to the applicable requirements of
40 CFR 60, Subpart JJJJ—Standards of Performance for
Stationary Spark Ignition Internal Combustion Engines,
40 CFR 63, Subpart ZZZZ—National Emissions Stan-
dards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Stationary Recip-
rocating Internal Combustion Engines, and 25 PA Code,
Chapters 121 through 145. TVOP Renewal includes condi-
tions relating to applicable emission restrictions, testing,
monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting and work practice
standards requirements.
63-00074: Langeloth Metallurgical Co., LLC (10
Langeloth Plant Drive, PO Box 608, Langeloth, PA 15054)
on June 30, 2014, in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§§ 127.431, issued a renewal Title V Operating Permit
(TVOP-63-00074) to Langeloth Metallurgical Co., LLC for
the continued operation of their Langeloth Plant, located
in Smith Township, Washington County.
56-00181: Southern Alleghenies Landfill, Inc. (625
Cherrington Parkway, Moon Township, Pa 15108) on June
30, 2014, a Title V Operating Permit (TVOP-56-000181)
renewal to Southern Alleghenies Landfill, Inc. for the
operation of a municipal solid waste landfill in
Conemaugh Township, Somerset County, Pennsylvania.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Edward Orris, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6636
42-00004: American Refining Group (77 North
Kendall Avenue, Bradford, PA 16701) on July 2, 2014,
issued an administrative amendment to the Title V
Operating Permit to incorporate the conditions of plan
approval 42-004G into the permit for the facility located
in Bradford City, McKean County.
Operating Permits for Non-Title V Facilities Issued
under the Air Pollution Control Act and 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter F.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19428
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
09-00106: Univar USA, Inc. (200 Dean Sievers Place,
Morrisville, PA 19067) on June 30, 2014, submitted a
renewal for a Non-Title V Facility, State-Only, Synthetic
Minor Permit in Falls Township, Bucks County. Univar
USA Inc is a chemical and allied products merchant
wholesaler. The sources of emissions include: a boiler,
diesel fire pump, emergency generators, storage tanks
and transfer stations. The facility voluntary took a total
VOC HAP and total NOx emission limit of 24.9 tons per
year and a 9.9 ton per year limit on individual HAPs
calculated on a 12-month rolling sum. Monitoring, record
keeping and reporting requirements have been added to
the permit to address applicable limitations.
23-00064: Lawn Croft Cemetery (1000 West Ridge
Road, Linwood, PA 19061) on June 30, 2014, for operation
of two (2) units of human crematoriums in Lower
Chichester Township, Delaware County. This is a re-
newal of their state-only operating permit issued in 2004.
The renewal contains all applicable monitoring,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements designed to
keep the facility operating within all applicable air
quality requirements.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Ray Kempa, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 570-826-2507
13-00009: Weatherly Casting and Machine Co. (300
Commerce Street, Weatherly, PA 18255-1200) on June 30,
2014, to operate a small iron foundry in Weatherly
Borough, Carbon County. The primary sources are
pouring and casting systems. The sources are considered
minor emission sources of nitrogen oxide (NOx), sulfur
oxides (SOx), carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter
(PM10), and volatile organic compounds (VOC) emissions.
This is a renewal State-Only Natural Minor operating
permit. The State-Only operating permit includes emis-
sions, work practice standards and testing, monitoring,
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recordkeeping and reporting requirements designed to
keep the facility operating within all applicable air
quality requirements.
48-00049: FedChem, LLC (275 Keystone Drive, Beth-
lehem, PA 18020-9464) on June 30, 2014, to issue a
renewal State Only Operating Permit for a facility in
Lower Nazareth Township, Northampton County.
45-00032: BioSpectra, Inc. (100 Majestic Way, Bangor,
PA 18013-2860) on June 30, 2014, to operate a pharma-
ceutical excipient manufacturing process consisting of a
urea dryer process line and a tris/HCL dryer process line
using an individual dust collector to control PM emissions
from each process line at their facility in Stroud Town-
ship, Monroe County. This is a renewal of State-only
Natural Minor Operating Permit. This Operating Permit
shall include emission restrictions, monitoring, record-
keeping and reporting requirements designed to ensure
this facility complies with all applicable air quality
regulations
39-00058: Packaging Corporation of America (7451
Cetronia Road, Allentown, PA 18106-9123) on June 30,
2014, to manufacture corrugated and solid fiber boxes in
Upper Macungie Township, Lehigh County. The pri-
mary sources consist of boilers, corrugator, die cutter,
flexo and miscellaneous VOC use. This is a renewal
State-Only operating permit issued on June 19, 2014. The
State-Only operating permit includes emissions, work
practice standards and testing, monitoring, recordkeeping
and reporting requirements designed to keep the facility
operating within all applicable air quality.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas J. Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 717-705-4862 or William Weaver, Regional Air
Quality Manager, Telephone: 717-705-4702.
06-05047: Bradley Specialties Corp. (Shartlesville
Industrial Park, PO Box 436, Shartlesville, PA 19554-
0436) on July 2, 2014, for their fiberglass tank manufac-
turing facility in Upper Bern Township, Berks County.
The State-only permit was renewed.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
18-00021: Avery Dennison Performance Polymers
(171 Draketown Road, Mill Hall, PA 17751-8608) on June
17, 2014, for their facility located in Bald Eagle Township,
Clinton County. The operating permit includes emission
limits and work practice standards along with testing,
monitoring, record keeping and reporting requirements to
ensure the facility complies with all applicable air quality
regulations.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Barbara Hatch, Facilities Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 412-442-4174
04-00439: Kinder Morgan Arrow Terminals—
KMAT, LP (2701 Route 68 West, Industry, PA 15052) on
June 30, 2014, in accordance with 25 PA Code § 127.431,
issued an Air Quality State Only Operating Permit
(SOOP) Renewal to authorize the continued operation of
the existing Industry Terminal Lot No. 1, in Industry
Boro, Beaver County.
04-00708: Kinder Morgan Arrow Terminals—
KMAT, LP (2701 Route 68 West, Industry, PA 15052) on
June 30, 2014, in accordance with 25 PA Code § 127.431,
issued an Air Quality State Only Operating Permit
(SOOP) Renewal to authorize the continued operation of
the existing Industry Terminal Lot #2, located in Industry
Boro, Beaver County.
04-00712: Kinder Morgan Arrow Terminals—
KMAT), LP (2701 Route 68 West, Industry, PA 15052) on
June 30, 2014, in accordance with 25 PA Code § 127.431,
issued an Air Quality State Only Operating Permit
(SOOP) Renewal to authorize the continued operation of
the existing Industry Terminal Lot No. 3, in Industry
Boro, Beaver County.
65-00127: Akers National Roll (400 Railroad Avenue,
Avonmore, PA 15618) on June 30, 2014, in accordance
with 25 Pa. Code § 127.431, issued a State Only Operat-
ing Permit (SOOP-65-00127) to Akers National Roll for
the continued operation of their Avonmore Plant, located
in Avonmore Borough, Westmoreland County.
65-00625: Gulf Oil Limited Partnership (100 Cross-
ing Boulevard Framingham, MA 01702) on June 27, 2014,
issued the State Only Operating Permit for the operation
of a bulk gasoline transfer terminal, known as the
Delmont Terminal, in Salem Township, Westmoreland
County.
The facility contains air contamination sources consist-
ing of four gasoline storage tanks (Source ID 101—883.3
MGal, Source ID 102—612.2 MGal, Source ID 103—661.8
MGal, Source ID 104—1,203.2 MGal, 42 gallons = 1 bbl
petroleum), three ethanol storage, ‘‘pencil’’ tanks (Source
IDs 111—113, 19,740 gallons, each), and gasoline tank
truck loading racks. Gasoline loaded at the facility is
limited to 210,000,000 gallons per year.
No emission or equipment changes have been approved
by this action. The emission restriction, testing, monitor-
ing, recordkeeping, reporting and work practice conditions
of the SOOP have been derived from the applicable
requirements of 40 CFR Parts 52, 60, and 63 and PA
Code Title 25, Article III, Chapters 121 through 145.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Edward Orris, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-616636
24-00025: Alpha Sintered Metals, Inc.—Ridgeway
Plant (95 Mason Run Road, Ridgeway, PA 15853) on
June 26, 2014, re-issued a Natural Minor Operating
Permit to operate this powdered metal part manufactur-
ing facility, in Ridgeway Township, Elk County. The
facility’s primary emission sources include Sintering and
Heat Treating Furnaces. The emissions of criteria pollu-
tants from this facility continue to be well below major
source levels. [Particulate Matter  1.0 ton per year
(TPY), NOx  1.0 TPY, CO  1.0 TPY, and VOCs  3.0
TPY.]
27-00008: Industrial Timber & Lumber Corpora-
tion—Endeavor (23925 Commerce Park, Beachwood,
OH 44122) on June 24, 2014, renewed a State Only
Operating Permit for their saw mill & dry kiln facility in
Hickory Township, Forest County. The primary sources
at the facility are a 23.4 million Btu/hr wood-fueled boiler,
two 750,000 Btu/hr wood-fueled boilers, wood drying
kilns, saw mill operations, saw dust collection, and a
parts washer. Potential Emissions for the site are less
than the Title V thresholds. The facility is a Natural
Minor. The 23.4 million Btu/hr boiler is subject to 40 CFR
Part 63 Subpart JJJJJJ, the NESHAP for Area Source
Boilers. It is also subject to 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Dc,
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the Standard of Performance for Small ICI Steam Gener-
ating Units. The permit contains emission restrictions,
recordkeeping, and work practice requirements to ensure
compliance with the Clean Air Act and the Air Pollution
Control Act.
33-00175: Matson Lumber Co. (132 Main Street,
Brookville, PA 15825-1213) on July 1, 2014, for renewal of
the Natural Minor Operating Permit in Union Township,
Jefferson County. The facility is processing lumber
products. The facility’s emitting sources include: 1) Natu-
ral gas stand by Boilers (2) rated at 5 mmbtu/hr, (2) 400
HP Wood-Fired Boiler, (3) Boiler Feed System through
Cyclone. The facility is natural minor because the emis-
sions are less than Title V emission threshold limits
without taking any additional limits. The 400 HP Bio-
mass Boiler is subject to 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart
JJJJJJ. All applicable conditions of Subpart JJJJJJ have
been included in the source level of the permit. The
actual emissions from the wood fired boiler based on the
stack test conducted on December 15, 2013 are: Filterable
Particulate Matter: 5.78 Tons per year (TPY), Oxides of
Nitrogen: 7.4 TPY, Carbon Monoxide: 4.38 TPY. The
permit limits (established in the original plan approval
33-175A) for the wood fired boiler are 16.6 TPY filterable
particulate, 49.8 TPY CO, 18.3 TPY NOx, and 2.1 TPY
SOx. The emission limits for the natural gas boiler are
based on 0.4 lb/mmbtu for filterable particulate and 4.0
lb/mmbtu for SOx. The emission limit for the boiler feed
cyclone exhaust is based on 0.04 gr/dscf.
42-00095: Georgia Pacific Corrugated II LLC (One
Owens Way, Bradford, PA 16701-3750) on July 7, 2014,
issued an administrative amendment to the State Only
Operating Permit for the corrugated box manufacturing
facility located in Bradford Township, McKean County.
The amendment incorporates the change of the respon-
sible official and permit contact.
Operating Permit Revisions Issued including Ad-
ministrative Amendments, Minor Modifications or
Transfers of Ownership under the Air Pollution
Control Act and 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.412, 127.450,
127.462 and 127.464.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19428
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
15-00052: Allan A. Myers, L.P. d/b/a Independence
Construction Materials Asphalt Plant (410 Doe Run
Rd. on Rte. 82 South, Coatesville, PA 19320) On June 27,
2014, for operation of its batch asphalt plant located in
East Fallowfield Township, Chester County.
The issued State Only Operating Permit has been
amended to revise a Source Level State Only Require-
ment for the Batch Asphalt Plant (Source ID: 101) to add
natural gas as a fuel for the hot oil heater and to correct
typographical or grammatical errors or to incorporate the
most up-to-date regulatory language for the following
conditions:
(1) Section C (Site Level Requirements), Condition
#010
(2) Section C, Condition #014
(3) Section C, Condition #027
(4) Section D (Source Level Requirements), Source ID:
101, Condition #004
09-00089: American Cremation Services, Inc. (1859
Stout Drive, Warminster, PA 18974) On June 27, 2014,
has been amended to modify monitoring and recordkeep-
ing requirements for Source ID 002 in accordance with 25
Pa. Code § 127.450. The amended Operating Permit in-
cludes monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting require-
ments designed to keep the facility within all applicable
air quality requirements.
23-00111: BMR 145 King of Prussia Road LP (1205
Westlakes Drive, Suite 240, Berwyn, PA 19312) On July
3, 2014, located at 145 King of Prussia Road, Radnor, PA
19087-4515, Radnor Township, Delaware County. This
Operating Permit was amended for a Change of Owner-
ship of the facility formerly owned by Janssen Research
and Development, LLC in accordance with 25 Pa Code
Section 127.450(a)(4). The facility’s emission points in-
clude three diesel engines with associated control devices
and diesel fuel storage tanks. The amended Synthetic
Minor Operating Permit did not change and contains all
of the applicable regulatory requirements including moni-
toring recordkeeping, reporting and emission limits. The
initial permit was issued on March 6, 2013.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas J. Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 717-705-4862 or William Weaver, Regional Air
Quality Manager, Telephone: 717-705-4702.
01-05019: ACME Composites (262 Church Street,
Hanover, PA 17331-8991) on July 2, 2014, for their
fiberglass automotive after-market accessory manufactur-
ing facility in Conewago Township, Adams County. The
State-only permit was administratively amended to re-
flect a change of ownership.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
41-00059: Bimbo Bakeries USA, Inc. (3375 Lycoming
Creek Road, Williamsport, PA 17701), issued a revised
State Only (Synthetic Minor) Operating Permit on June
26, 2014 for a change of ownership of the Williamsport
facility from Orograins Bakeries Manufacturing Inc., to
Bimbo Bakeries USA, Inc. This facility is located in Old
Lycoming Township, Lycoming County.
This revised operating permit contains all applicable
regulatory requirements including monitoring, record-
keeping, and reporting conditions.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Barbara Hatch, Facilities Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 412-442-4174
56-00119: West Salisbury Foundry & Machine Co.
(PO Box 541, Salisbury, PA 15558) on July 1, 2014 an
amendment to State Only Operating Permit (SOOP) to
change the permit contact information. The facility is
located in Elk Lick Township, Somerset County.
Operating Permits Denied, Terminated, Suspended
or Revoked under the Air Pollution Control Act
and 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.431 and 127.461.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
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GP5-41-649A: SWEPI LP (2100 Georgetown Drive,
Sewickely, PA 15143) terminated General Plan Approval
and/or General Operating Permit for Natural Gas, Coal
Bed Methane or Gob Gas Production or Recovery Facil-
ities (BAQ-GPA/GP-5) on July 2, 2014, for their Delciotto
#2 Well Site located in McNett Township, Lycoming
County. The faci
ACTIONS ON COAL AND NONCOAL
MINING ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS
Actions on applications under the Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P. S.
§§ 1396.1—1396.19a); the Noncoal Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P. S.
§§ 3301—3326); The Clean Streams Law; the Coal
Refuse Disposal Control Act (52 P. S. §§ 30.51—
30.66); and The Bituminous Mine Subsidence and
Land Conservation Act (52 P. S. §§ 1406.1—
1406.20a). The final action on each application
also constitutes action on the NPDES permit
application and, if noted, the request for a Sec-
tion 401 Water Quality Certification. Mining activ-
ity permits issued in response to applications will
also address the application permitting require-
ments of the following statutes: the Air Quality
Pollution Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4014); the Dam
Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—
693.27); and the Solid Waste Management Act (35
P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1002).
Coal Permits Issued
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park
Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900
Permit No. 56120116 and NPDES No. PA0269174.
LCT Energy LP, 938 Mount Airy Drive, Suite 200,
Johnstown, PA 15904, commencement, operation and
restoration of a bituminous surface mine in Stonycreek
Township, Somerset County affecting 127.3 acres. Re-
ceiving streams: unnamed tributaries to Boone Run clas-
sified for the following use: cold water fishery. There are
no potable water supply intakes within 10 miles down-
stream. Application Received: November 7, 2012. Permit
Issued: June 25, 2014.
The permit includes a stream encroachment to con-
struct a haulroad approximately 350 feet in length begin-
ning approximately 100 feet east of S.R. 160, and 1925
feet north of S.R. 160 intersection with Sugar Tree Road
(T-748) within the barrier area of unnamed tributary A to
Boone Run.
Permit No. 56130111 and NPDES No. PA0269361.
Coal Loaders, Inc., 210 East Main St., P.O. Box 556,
Ligonier, PA 15658-0556, commencement. Operation and
restoration of a bituminous surface mine in Stonycreek
Township, Somerset County, affecting 44.9 acres. Re-
ceiving stream: Stonycreek River, classified for the follow-
ing use: cold water fishery. The first downstream potable
water supply intake from the point of discharge is
Hooversville Borough. Application Received: March 3,
2014. Permit Issued: June 26, 2014.
Permit No. 11130201 and NPDES No. PA0269280.
Ebensburg Power Co., 2840 New Germany Road, P.O.
Box 845, Ebensburg, PA 15931, commencement, operation
and restoration of a bituminous surface and refuse repro-
cessing mine in Richland Township, Cambria County
affecting 63.6 acres. Receiving stream: Paint Creek, clas-
sified for the following use: Trout Stocked Fishery. There
are no potable water supply intakes within 10 miles
downstream. Application received: October 25, 2013. Per-
mit Issued: June 30, 2014.
This permit includes a stream encroachment to recon-
struct an existing stream crossing over unnamed tribu-
tary 1 to Paint Creek and encroach with 50 feet of
unnamed tributaries to/and Paint creek, for refuse repro-
cessing and construction of E&S controls. In conjunction
with this approval, the Department is granting 401 Water
Quality Certification certifying that the approved activi-
ties will comply with the applicable provisions of section
301—303, 306 and 307 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act (33 U.S.C.A. and 1341) and will not violate
applicable Federal and State water quality standards.
Noncoal Permits Issued
Greensburg District Mining Office: Armbrust Profes-
sional Center, 8205 Route 819, Greensburg, PA 15601,
724-925-5500
63080601 and NPDES Permit No. PA0251682.
Green Global Machine LLC (P.O. Box 277, Southwest,
PA 15685). Permit transferred from Fayette Coal & Coke,
Inc. issued for continued operation and restoration of a
large noncoal surface mine, located in Buffalo Township,
Washington County, affecting 40.1 acres. Receiving
streams: unnamed tributaries to Buffalo Creek. Applica-
tion received: May 23, 2013. Permit issued: July 2, 2014.
Knox District Mining Office: P.O. Box 669, 310 Best
Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191
16100803. Gary T. Rutkowski (P.O. Box 722,
Rimersburg, PA 16248). Final bond release for a small
industrial minerals surface mine in Porter Township,
Clarion County. Restoration of 5.0 acres completed.
Receiving streams: Redbank Creek. Application Received:
April 22, 2014. Final bond release approved: June 20,
2014.
16030302. I. A. Construction Corporation (P.O. Box
568, 24 Gibb Road, Franklin, PA 16323) Renewal of
NPDES Permit No. PA0242365 in Richland & Licking
Townships, Clarion County. Receiving streams: Un-
named tributary to Turkey Run and unnamed tributaries
to the Clarion River. Application received: May 13, 2014.
Permit Issued: July 1, 2014.
25900301. Lakeland Aggregates, Inc. (7013 Atlantic
Lake Road, Hartstown, PA 16131) Revision to an existing
large industrial minerals mine in Venango Township,
Erie County to change the post-mining land use from
unmanaged natural habitat to commercial boat/
recreational vehicle storage area. Receiving streams: Un-
named tributary to Bailey Brook and Bailey Brook.
Application received: April 29, 2014. Permit Issued: July
1, 2014.
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise
Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200
41960801. D. Richard Snyder (401 Rt. 87 Highway,
Montoursville, PA 17754). Final bond release for a small
industrial minerals surface mine, located in Loyalsock
Township, Lycoming County. Restoration of 5.0 acre(s)
completed. Receiving stream: Loyalsock Creek. Applica-
tion received: June 11, 2014. Final bond release approved:
July 1, 2014.
08080814. Harry Silvers (P. O. Box 13, Burlington, PA
18814). Final bond release for a small industrial minerals
surface mine, located in Herrick Township, Bradford
County. Restoration of 1.0 acre(s) completed. Receiving
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stream: Cold Creek. Application received: June 12, 2014.
Final bond release approved: June 30, 2014.
60920301. Benjamin H. Martin (376 Wirth Road,
Mifflinburg, PA 17844). Final bond release for a small
industrial minerals surface mine, located in Lewis Town-
ship, Union County. Restoration of 2.0 acre(s) com-
pleted. Receiving stream: Unnamed Tributary to Buffalo
Creek. Application received: June 16, 2014. Final bond
release approved: June 23, 2014.
08140802. T. G. Mountain Stone (358 Loder Street,
Sayre, PA 18840). Commencement, operation, and resto-
ration of a small industrial mineral (bluestone) mine in
Tuscarora Township, Bradford County affecting 5.0
acres. Receiving stream(s): Fargo Creek to Tuscarora
Creek. Application received: April 24, 2014. Permit issued:
July 2, 2014.
08140802GP-104. T. G. Mountain Stone (358 Loder
Street, Sayre, PA 18840). General NPDES permit for
stormwater discharges associated with mining activities
on small noncoal permit 08140802 in Tuscarora Township,
Bradford County. Receiving stream(s): Fargo Creek to
Tuscarora Creek. Application received: April 24, 2014.
Permit issued: July 2, 2014.
ACTIONS ON BLASTING ACTIVITY
APPLICATIONS
Actions on applications under the Explosives Acts
of 1937 and 1957 and 25 Pa. Code § 211.124. Blast-
ing activity performed as part of a coal or
noncoal mining activity will be regulated by the
mining permit for that coal or noncoal mining
activity.
Blasting Permits Issued
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise
Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200
59144104. Brubacher Excavating, Inc. (P.O. Box
528, Bowmansville, PA 17507). Blasting for Three Springs
Ministries located in Morris Township, Tioga County
with an expiration date of June 23, 2015. Permit issued
June 30, 2014.
57144105. D. W. Drilling & Blasting LLC (9990
Coconut Rd, Bonita Springs, FL 34135). Blasting for
highway/road located in Forks Township, Sullivan
County with an expiration date of June 25, 2015. Permit
issued June 30, 2014.
08144107. D. W. Drilling & Blasting LLC (9990
Coconut Rd, Bonita Springs, FL 34135). Blasting for gas
pad and tank farm construction located in Overton Town-
ship, Bradford County with an expiration date of June
5, 2015. Permit issued July 2, 2014.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118
Permit No. 52144104. Explosive Services, Inc., (7
Pine Street, Bethany, PA 18431), construction blasting for
Hemlock Farms in Blooming Grove, Dingman and Porter
Townships, Pike County with an expiration date of June
30, 2015. Permit issued: June 27, 2014.
Permit No. 58144142. MD Drilling & Blasting, Inc.,
(88 Goldledge Avenue, Suite 2, Auburn, NH 03032),
construction blasting for Pijanowski Pipeline in
Springville Township, Susquehanna County with an
expiration date of June 19, 2015. Permit issued: June 27,
2014.
Permit No. 58144143. MD Drilling & Blasting, Inc.,
(88 Goldledge Avenue, Suite 2, Auburn, NH 03032),
construction blasting for Grasavage Pipeline in Jessup
Township, Susquehanna County with an expiration
date of June 20, 2015. Permit issued: June 27, 2014.
Permit No. 58144144. MD Drilling & Blasting, Inc.,
(88 Goldledge Avenue, Suite 2, Auburn, NH 03032),
construction blasting for Gelatt Pipeline in Jackson Town-
ship, Susquehanna County with an expiration date of
June 20, 2015. Permit issued: June 27, 2014.
Permit No. 58144145. Meshoppen Blasting, Inc.,
(P.O. Box 127, Meshoppen, PA 18630), construction blast-
ing for SWN Range 46 pad & access road in Jackson
Township, Susquehanna County with an expiration
date of September 30, 2014. Permit issued: June 27, 2014.
Permit No. 58144146. DW Drilling & Blasting,
(9990 Coconut Road, Bonita Springs, FL 34135), construc-
tion blasting for Weiss M. well site & tank farm in Gibson
Township, Susquehanna County with an expiration
date of June 25, 2015. Permit issued: June 27, 2014.
Permit No. 64144104. Explosive Services, Inc., (7
Pine Street, Bethany, PA 18431), construction blasting for
Paupackan Lake Estates in Paupack and Lake Town-
ships, Wayne County with an expiration date of May 31,
2015. Permit issued: June 27, 2014.
Permit No. 66144105. Hayduk Enterprises, Inc.,
(257 Riverside Drive, Factoryville, PA 18419), construc-
tion blasting for Michels Pipeline Meshoppen Creek Road
in Washington Township, Wyoming County with an
expiration date of December 14, 2014. Permit issued:
June 30, 2014.
Permit No. 22144107. Keystone Blasting Service,
(15 Hopeland Road, Lititz, PA 17543), construction blast-
ing for Keystone Community Sewer Lines in Derry Town-
ship, Dauphin County with an expiration date of Octo-
ber 30, 2014. Permit issued: July 1, 2014.
Permit No. 36144130. Keystone Blasting Service,
(15 Hopeland Road, Lititz, PA 17543), construction blast-
ing for Sam Reihl Manure Pit in Upper Leacock Town-
ship, Lancaster County with an expiration date of
August 30, 2014. Permit issued: July 1, 2014.
Permit No. 38144107. Keystone Blasting Service,
(15 Hopeland Road, Lititz, PA 17543), construction blast-
ing for Alan Balmer Chicken House in North Cornwall
Borough, Lebanon County with an expiration date of
October 30, 2014. Permit issued: July 1, 2014.
Permit No. 64144003. Northeast Blasting, (403
Middle Creek Road, Honesdale, PA 18431), construction
blasting for Donovan House Foundation in Cherry Ridge
Township, Wayne County with an expiration date of
June 10, 2015. Permit issued: July 1, 2014.
Permit No. 06144107. Rock Work, Inc., (1257
DeKalb Pike, Blue Bell, PA 19422), construction blasting
for St. Mark’s Place in Birdsboro Borough, Berks
County with an expiration date of July 1, 2015. Permit
issued: July 2, 2014.
Permit No. 36144131. Elite Blasting, LLC, (17224
Spielman Road, Fairplay, MD 21733), construction blast-
ing for Sheetz in West Hempfield Township, Lancaster
County with an expiration date of July 1, 2015. Permit
issued: July 3, 2014.
Permit No. 36144103. Elite Blasting, LLC, (17224
Spielman Road, Fairplay, MD 21733), construction blast-
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ing for Sheetz in West Hempfield Township, Lancaster
County with an expiration date of July 1, 2015. Permit
issued: July 3, 2014.
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ACT SECTION 401
The Department has taken the following actions on
previously received permit applications, requests for Envi-
ronmental Assessment approval and requests for Water
Quality Certification under section 401 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) (33 U.S.C.A.
§ 1341).
Except as otherwise noted, the Department has granted
401 Water Quality Certification certifying that the con-
struction and operation described will comply with sec-
tions 301—303, 306 and 307 of the FWPCA (33 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1311—1313, 1316 and 1317) and that the construction
will not violate applicable Federal and State water qual-
ity standards.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be filed
with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this notice to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for free
pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board
at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
Actions on applications for the following activities
filed under the Dam Safety and Encroachments
Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—693.27), section 302 of the
Flood Plain Management Act (32 P. S. § 679.302)
and The Clean Streams Law and Notice of Final
Action for Certification under section 401 of the
FWPCA.
Permits, Environmental Assessments and 401 Water
Quality Certifications Issued:
WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND ENCROACHMENTS
Northeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-1915,
Telephone 570-826-2511.
E48-427. BLand Co., LLC, 2005 City Line Road
Bethlehem, PA 18017. Forks Township, Northampton
County, Army Corps of Engineers Philadelphia District.
To fill a 0.72 acre man-made pond within the Bushkill
Creek Watershed (HQ-CWF, MF) for the purpose of
commercial development. The project is located on the
northeast corner of the intersection of Sullivan Trail and
Zucksville Road/Rensselaer Avenue (Easton, PA Quad-
rangle Latitude: 40°4313.2; Longitude: -75°1321.3).
Subbasin: 1F
District Oil and Gas Operations: Eastern Oil & Gas
District, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport,
PA 17701
E5729-064: Appalachia Midstream Services, LLC,
100 IST Center, Horseheads, NY 14845, Forks Township,
Sullivan County, ACOE Baltimore District. To con-
struct, operate, and maintain:
1) A temporary access road using a timber mat bridge
and a 8 inch diameter well line impacting 143 linear feet
of an unnamed tributary to Mill Creek (EV) (Dushore, PA
Quadrangle 41°3138N, 76°2748W);
2) A temporary access road using a timber mat bridge
and a 8 inch diameter well line impacting 71 linear feet
of an unnamed tributary to Mill Creek (EV) (Dushore, PA
Quadrangle 41°3137N, 76°2748W);
3) A temporary access road using a timber mat bridge
and an 8 inch diameter well line impacting 2,646 square
feet of an exceptional value palustrine scrub shrub (EV-
PSS) wetland (Dushore, PA Quadrangle 41°3119N,
76°2757W).
The project will result in 214 linear feet of temporary
stream impacts and 2,646 square feet of temporary
wetland impacts for the purpose of installing a gathering
line for Marcellus well development in Forks Township,
Sullivan County.
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL
The following Erosion and Sediment Control permits
have been issued.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be filed
with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this notice to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for free
pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board
at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-8200, Na-
than Crawford, Section Chief, 717.705.4802
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Texas Eastern Transmission, LP








Eastern Region: Oil & Gas Management Program Man-
ager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
ESCGP-2 # ESX13-081-0013 (03)
Applicant Name Anadarko E&P Onshore, LLC
Contact Person Rane Wilson
Address 33 West 3rd Street, Suite 200
City, State, Zip Williamsport, PA 17701
County Lycoming County
Township(s) McIntyre Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNTs Frozen
Run and Short Run (HQ-CWF/MF);
Secondary: Frozen Run and Grays Run (HQ-CWF/MF)
ESCGP-2 # ESX29-015-14-0031
Applicant Name Chesapeake Appalachia, LLC
Contact Person Eric Haskins
Address 14 Chesapeake Lane
City, State, Zip Sayre, PA 18840
County Bradford County
Township(s) West Burlington Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNTs to Sugar
Creek and Sugar Creek (TSF/MF);
Secondary: Sugar Creek (TSF/MF)
ESCGP-2 # ESX29-117-14-0009
Applicant Name SWEPI LP
Contact Person Jason Shoemaker
Address 2100 Georgetown Drive, Suite 400
City, State, Zip Sewickley, PA 15143
County Tioga County
Township(s) Richmond Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Tribs to Canoe
Camp Creek (CWF/MF);
Secondary: Tioga River (CWF/MF)
ESCGP-2 # ESG13-113-0015 (01)
Applicant Name Appalachia Midstream Services, LLC
Contact Person Randy DeLaune
Address 100 IST Center
City, State, Zip Horseheads, NY 14845
County Sullivan County
Township(s) Cherry Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Mill Creek (2)
UNTs to Mill Creek, Mill Creek Watershed (All EV),
Lick Creek, Lick Creek Watershed (EV);
Secondary: Little Loyalsock Creek
ESCGP-2 # ESG29-023-14-0004
Applicant Name Endeavor Operating Corporation
Contact Person Eric Kolstad
Address 1125 17th Street, Suite 1525
City, State, Zip Denver, CO 80202
County Cameron County
Township(s) Shippen Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Finley Run,
Bigger Run, UNT to Finley Run (HQ-CWF), Finley
Run and Bigger Run Watersheds;
Secondary: Sterling Run
ESCGP-2 # ESG29-015-14-0029
Applicant Name Appalachia Midstream Services, LLC
Contact Person Randy DeLaune
Address 100 IST Center
City, State, Zip Horseheads, NY 14845
County Bradford and Wyoming Counties
Township(s) Wilmot and Windham Townships
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) (2) UNTs to
Sugar Run Creek (CWF);
Secondary: Susquehanna River
ESCGP-2 # ESX29-015-14-0028
Applicant Name Regency Marcellus Gas Gathering, LLC
Contact Person Kevin Roberts
Address 101 West Third Street
City, State, Zip Williamsport, PA 17701
County Bradford County
Township(s) Stevens Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNT to
Rockwell Creek and Mill Creek (Both WWF/MF);
Secondary: Wyalusing Creek
ESCGP-2 # ESG29-023-14-0005
Applicant Name Endeavor Operation Corporation
Contact Person Eric Kolstad
Address 1125 17th Street, Suite 1525
City, State, Zip Denver, CO 80202
County Cameron County
Township(s) Shippen Township




Applicant Name Endeavor Operation Corporation
Contact Person Eric Kolstad
Address 1125 17th Street, Suite 1525
City, State, Zip Denver, CO 80202
County Cameron County
Township(s) Shippen Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Bigger Run and
Whippoorwill Hollow (Both HQ-CWF/MF);
Secondary: East Branch Hicks Run
ESCGP-2 # ESX29-131-14-0007
Applicant Name Chesapeake Appalachia, LLC
Contact Person Eric Haskins
Address 14 Chesapeake Lane
City, State, Zip Sayre, PA 18840
County Wyoming County
Township(s) Meshoppen Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Riley Creek
(CWF/MF), UNT Meshoppen Creek (CWF/MF);
Secondary: Meshoppen Creek (CWF/MF)
ESCGP-2 # ESG29-015-14-0035
Applicant Name Talisman Energy USA, Inc.
Contact Person Joseph Katruska
Address 50 Pennwood Place
City, State, Zip Warrendale, PA 15086
County Bradford County
Township(s) Armenia Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Webier Creek,
(CWF/MF);
Secondary: Tioga River
ESCGP-2 # ESX10-117-0099 (01)
Applicant Name SWEPI LP
Contact Person Jason Shoemaker
Address 2100 Georgetown Drive, Ste 400
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City, State, Zip Sewickley, PA 15143
County Tioga County
Township(s) Middlebury Township




Applicant Name NFG Midstream Clermont, LLC
Contact Person Duane Wassum
Address 1100 State Street
City, State, Zip Erie, PA 14221-5855
County Cameron and McKean Counties
Township(s) Shippen and Norwich Townships
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Elk Fork, Oviatt
Branch, Brewer Fork, Left Branch Cooks Run (All EV),
South Fork West Branch Potato Creek (HQ-CWF),
Havens Run (CWF), Right Branch Cooks Run (EV)
and Tribs to the above referenced streams;
Secondary: Driftwood Branch Sinnemahoning Creek,
Potato Creek
ESCGP-2 # ESG29-115-14-0062
Applicant Name Southwestern Energy Production
Company
Contact Person Dave Sweeley
Address 917 State Route 92 North
City, State, Zip Tunkhannock, PA 18657
County Susquehanna County
Township(s) Jackson Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNT to Drinker
Creek (CWF/MF) and South Branch Canawacta Creek
(CWF/MF)
ESCGP-2 # ESX13-115-0152 (01)
Applicant Name Williams Field Services, LLC
Contact Person Lauren Miladinovich
Address 2000 Commerce Drive
City, State, Zip Pittsburgh, PA 15275
County Susquehanna County
Township(s) Brooklyn and Harford Townships
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Martins Creek
and UNTs thereto, East Branch Martins Creek (All
CWF/MF)
ESCGP-2 # ESX29-115-14-0055
Applicant Name Talisman Energy USA, Inc.
Contact Person Jose Chirinos
Address 337 Daniel Zenker Drive
City, State, Zip Horseheads, NY 04845
County Susquehanna County
Township(s) Apolacon Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Apalachin Creek
(CWF/MF)
SPECIAL NOTICES
Notice of Certification to Perform Radon-Related Activities in Pennsylvania
In the month of June 2014 Department of Environmental Protection of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, under the
authority contained in the Radon Certification Act, act of July 9, 1987, P. L. 238, No. 43 (63 P. S. Sections 2001—2014)
and regulations promulgated thereunder at 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240, has certified the persons listed below to perform
radon-related activities in Pennsylvania. The period of certification is two years. (For a complete list of persons currently
certified to perform radon-related activities in Pennsylvania and for information as to the specific testing devices that
persons certified for testing or laboratory are certified to use, contact the Bureau of Radiation Protection, Radon Division,
P.O. Box 8469, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8469, (1-800-23RADON).
Name Address Type of Certification
Gerald Aubrey 1517 Daws Rd.
Blue Bell, PA 19422
Testing




Radon Detection & Control II
PO Box 419
South Heights, PA 15081
Mitigation
Buyers Protection Group 4300 Alexander Dr., Ste. 200
Alpharetta, GA 30022
Testing
James Carney 2369 Street Rd.
Warrington, PA 18976
Testing
Don Cessna 407 W. Sample St.
Ebensburg, PA 15931
Testing








Darren Ferguson 1022 Old Nobletown Rd.
Oakdale, PA 15071
Testing
Dante Galan 2 Hayes St.
Elmsford, NY 10523
Laboratory Analysis
Gregory Gibson PO Box 733
Tannersville, PA 18372
Testing
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Name Address Type of Certification
Thomas Grove 118 Dolores Dr.
Irwin, PA 15642
Testing
Dana Hillerby PO Box 712
Glenside, PA 19038
Testing
Jeffrey Hunt 207 Kirkbrae Rd.
Kennett Square, PA 19348
Testing
Kirk Knappman 421 W. Chocolate Ave.
Hershey, PA 17033
Testing
Bruce Kollmeyer, Jr. 828 Oak St.
Royersford, PA 19468
Mitigation
David Konow 1050 Street Rd., #1640
Southampton, PA 18966
Testing
Robert Mallon PO Box 419
South Heights, PA 15081
Mitigation
Matthew Muehling 454 Rockwood Dr.
Elizabethtown, PA 17022
Testing
Roman Paul 35 E. Marshall St., Ste. 731
Norristown, PA 19401
Testing
Peter Piazza 106 Winslow Ct.
Greensburg, PA 15601
Testing
Quality Home Inspection Services
of Delaware Valley
700 Braxton Rd.
Ridley Park, PA 19078
Testing
George Richardson, Jr. 453 N. Chestnut St.
Butler, PA 16001
Testing
RJH Radon Mitigation, Inc. PO Box 91 Akron, PA 17501 Mitigation
Mike Sheely 1000 Wolfe Rd.
Enola, PA 17025 Testing
Cesare Sportelli 750 Washington St.
Easton, PA 18042
Testing
Michael Stabile 182 Heather Dr.
Blakeslee, PA 18610
Testing
David Steinman 1653 Lititz Pk., #219
Lancaster, PA 17601
Testing
Gregory Stewart 5 Franklin St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15209
Mitigation
John Sykes PO Box 384
Holicong, PA 18928
Testing & Mitigation
Michael Tokarczyk 753 Lutzville Rd.
Everett, PA 15537
Mitigation
Jody Viscomi 1304 Eynon St.
Scranton, PA 18504
Testing
Gary Walters PO Box 40
Enola, PA 17025
Mitigation
James Zamiska 523 Burnside Rd.
McDonald, PA 15057
Testing
Water Quality Certification under Section 401 of
the Federal Clean Water Act for the
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation LLC,
Leidy Southeast Expansion Project
On September 27, 2013, Transcontinental Gas Pipe
Line Corporation, LLC filed an application with the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in Docket
No. CP13-551-000 under Section 7(b) and (c) of the
Natural Gas Act (NGA) seeking a Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity (Certificate) for the construc-
tion and operation of a new 42-inch diameter, approxi-
mately 16.76 miles long natural gas pipeline, 11.47 miles
of which are located in Tobyhanna and Tunkhannock
Townships, Monroe County, Pennsylvania known as the
Franklin Loop, and Dorrance, Conyngham and Buck
Townships, Luzerne County, Pennsylvania known as the
Dorrance Loop. The project boundary consists of a 16.76
miles long by 115 foot permanent operational right-of-
way. The purpose of the Leidy Southeast Expansion
Project is to provide 525,000 dekatherms per day of new
firm natural gas transportation capacity to delivery
points that would be accessible by customers in the
mid-Atlantic and Southeast States. The project also in-
cludes various aboveground facilities, including pig
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launcher and receiver facilities, meter stations, MLV’s,
access roads and contractor yards, which are proposed to
be constructed to support the pipeline construction in
Pennsylvania.
The Department, by this notice, proposes to certify that
the construction, operation and maintenance of the Proj-
ect complies with the applicable provisions of sections
301—303, 306 and 307 of the Federal Clean Water Act
(33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1311—1313, 1316 and 1317). The Depart-
ment further proposes to certify that the construction,
operation and maintenance of the projects complies with
Commonwealth water quality standards and that the
construction, operation and maintenance of the projects
does not violate applicable Commonwealth water quality
standards provided that the construction, operation and
maintenance of the projects complies with the conditions
proposed for this certification, including the criteria and
conditions of the following permits:
1. Discharge Permit—Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line
Corporation LLC shall obtain and comply with a PADEP
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit for the discharge of water from the
hydrostatic testing of the pipeline pursuant to Pennsylva-
nia’s Clean Streams Law (35 P. S. §§ 691.1—691.1001)
and all applicable implementing regulations (25 Pa. Code
Chapter 92a).
2. Erosion and Sediment Control Permit—Transconti-
nental Gas Pipe Line Corporation LLC shall obtain and
comply with PADEP’s Chapter 102 Erosion and Sediment
Control General Permit for Earth Disturbance Associated
with Oil and Gas Exploration, Production, Processing or
Treatment issued pursuant to Pennsylvania’s Clean
Streams Law and Storm Water Management Act (32 P. S.
§§ 680.1—680.17) and all applicable implementing regu-
lations (25 Pa. Code Chapter 102).
3. Water Obstruction and Encroachment Permits—
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation LLC shall
obtain and comply with a PADEP Chapter 105 Water
Obstruction and Encroachment Permits for the construc-
tion, operation and maintenance of all water obstructions
and encroachments associated with the project pursuant
to Pennsylvania’s Clean Streams Law, Dam Safety and
Encroachments Act (32 P. S. §§ 673.1—693.27), and Flood
Plain Management Act (32 P. S. §§ 679.101—679.601.)
and all applicable implementing regulations (25 Pa. Code
Chapter 105).
4. Water Quality Monitoring—PADEP retains the right
to specify additional studies or monitoring to ensure that
the receiving water quality is not adversely impacted by
any operational and construction process that may be
employed by Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation
LLC.
5. Operation—For each Project under this certification,
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation LLC shall at
all times properly operate and maintain all Project facil-
ities and systems of treatment and control (and related
appurtenances) which are installed to achieve compliance
with the terms and conditions of this Certification and all
required permits. Proper operation and maintenance in-
cludes adequate laboratory controls, appropriate quality
assurance procedures, and the operation of backup or
auxiliary facilities or similar systems installed by Trans-
continental Gas Pipe Line Corporation LLC.
6. Inspection—The Projects, including all relevant re-
cords, are subject to inspection at reasonable hours and
intervals by an authorized representative of PADEP to
determine compliance with this Certification, including
all required permits required, and Pennsylvania’s Water
Quality Standards. A copy of this Certification shall be
available for inspection by the PADEP during such in-
spections of the Projects.
7. Transfer of Projects—If Transcontinental Gas Pipe
Line Corporation LLC intends to transfer any legal or
equitable interest in the Projects which is affected by this
Certification, Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation
LLC shall serve a copy of this Certification upon the
prospective transferee of the legal and equitable interest
at least thirty (30) days prior to the contemplated trans-
fer and shall simultaneously inform the PADEP Regional
Office of such intent. Notice to PADEP shall include a
transfer agreement signed by the existing and new owner
containing a specific date for transfer of Certification
responsibility, coverage, and liability between them.
8. Correspondence—All correspondence with and sub-
mittals to PADEP concerning this Certification shall be
addressed to the Department of Environmental Protec-
tion, Northeast Regional Office, Joseph Buczynski, P.E.,
Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.
9. Reservation of Rights—PADEP may suspend or re-
voke this Certification if it determines that Transconti-
nental Gas Pipe Line Corporation LLC has not complied
with the terms and conditions of this Certification.
PADEP may require additional measures to achieve com-
pliance with applicable law, subject to Transcontinental
Gas Pipe Line Corporation LLC’s applicable procedural
and substantive rights.
10. Other Laws—Nothing in this Certification shall be
construed to preclude the institution of any legal action or
relieve Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation, LLC
from any responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties estab-
lished pursuant to any applicable federal or state law or
regulation.
11. Severability—The provisions of this Certification
are severable and should any provision of this Certifica-
tion be declared invalid or unenforceable, the remainder
of the Certification shall not be affected thereby.
The Environmental Assessment prepared by FERC may
be viewed on FERC’s website at www.ferc.gov under the
Docket No. CP13-499-000.
Prior to final action on the proposed section 401 Water
Quality Certification, consideration will be given to any
comments, suggestions or objections which are submitted
in writing within 30 days of this notice. Comments
concerning the proposed 401 Water Quality Certification
should be directed to Mr. Joseph Buczynski, P.E., North-
east Region Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager
at the above address or through the Pennsylvania AT&T
Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 (TDD). Comments must
be submitted in writing and contain the name, address
and telephone number of the person commenting and a
concise statement of comments, objections or suggestions
on this proposal. No comments submitted by facsimile
will be accepted. The Department will consider all rel-
evant and timely comments received. Comments must be
submitted within 30 days of this notice.
Water Quality Certification under Section 401 of
the Federal Clean Water Act for the York Haven
Power Company, LLC—York Haven Hydroelectric
Project
On September 3, 2013, the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania (‘‘Commonwealth’’) Department of Environmental
Protection (‘‘DEP’’) received a request for Water Quality
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(‘‘WQ’’) Certification under Section 401 of the Federal
Clean Water Act and Title 25 of the Pa Code, Chapter
105, Section 105.15(b), the PA Dam Safety and Encroach-
ments Act and the PA Clean Streams Law from York
Haven Power Company, LLC (‘‘YHPC’’) for relicensing and
continued operation and maintenance of their York Haven
Hydroelectric Project (‘‘YHHP’’) in Dauphin, Lancaster,
and York County, Pennsylvania. On August 30, 2013,
YHPC filed notification with the Federal Energy Regula-
tory Commission (‘‘FERC’’) about the request for WQ
Certification. The DEP File No. for this WQ Certification
request is EA 67-023. Pennsylvania WQ Certification is
required for relicensing of this project under the Federal
Power Act. The FERC Docket No. for the YHPC project is
P-1888.
The YHHP is an existing 19.62 megawatt hydroelectric
power generating facility located across the Susquehanna
River in York Haven Borough, York County, Conoy Town-
ship, Lancaster County and Londonderry Township, Dau-
phin County (York Haven, PA Quadrangle; Latitude: 40°
07 12.31 N Longitude: -76° 43 11.51 W). YHHP is
operated as a run-of-river dam and was constructed from
1901-1904. The YHHP is owned and operated by YHPC.
YHPC filed a Final License Application (FLA) on August
30, 2012 for the YHHP with FERC seeking to relicense
the YHHP for fifty (50) additional years. Impacts to the
migration and movement of resident and migratory
aquatic species will result from the continued operation of
the facility.
The DEP, by this notice, proposes to certify that the
construction, operation and maintenance of the YHHP
complies with the applicable provisions of sections 301—
303, 306, 307 and 316 of the Federal Clean Water Act (33
U.S.C.A. §§ 1311—1313, 1316 and 1317) and with appro-
priate requirements of state law. The Department further
proposes to certify that the operation and maintenance of
the YHHP complies with applicable Commonwealth water
quality standards and that the operation and mainte-
nance of the YHHP does not violate applicable Common-
wealth water quality standards provided that the opera-
tion and maintenance of the YHHP complies with the
conditions proposed for this certification, including the
criteria and conditions set forth below:
Compensatory Mitigation
1. YHPC will mitigate the impact to aquatic species by
constructing a nature-like fishway (‘‘NLF’’) at the eastern
end of the main dam apex, connecting to the south-
western tip of Three Mile Island, in Londonderry Town-
ship, Dauphin County. The NLF will facilitate movement
of resident and migratory aquatic species over the dam
and re-establish upstream/downstream river connectivity
by creating a series of steps that will distribute the
change in water surface and riverbed elevations caused
by the dam over approximately 450 feet of the
Susquehanna River. Subsequent to construction of the
NLF, YHPC will monitor the performance of the NLF.
Maintenance of the NLF to its approved design configura-
tion shall be conducted for the duration of the operation
of YHHP as an electric generation facility.
2. YHPC will provide a minimum of twenty-five thou-
sand dollars ($25,000.00) per year for the continuation of
their debris management program for debris removal
projects within the Lower Susquehanna River watershed.
This program will continue for the duration of this
certification.
3. YHPC will also achieve certain fish passage targets
for migratory fish and eels passing through the project
area, and will take corrective action if the fish passage
targets are not achieved.
4. Minimum Stream Flow criteria to convey flows past
the project.
5. The water quality certification will be revised in
2030, as appropriate, to address demonstrated project
impacts and subject to the provisions of this certification,
to establish requirements consistent with Section 401 of
the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C Section 1341.
YHPC’s request to DEP for Water Quality Certification,
File No. EA 67-023 and the draft PA 401 WQ Certification
can be reviewed at the DEP South-central Region Office,
located at the above address. Please contact the DEP
SCRO file room at 717-705-4732 to schedule a review of
this file.
Prior to final action on the proposed section 401 Water
Quality Certification, consideration will be given to any
comments, suggestions or objections which are submitted
in writing within 30 days of this notice. Comments
concerning the proposed 401 Water Quality Certification
should be directed to Mr. Scott Williamson, DEP South-
central Region Waterways and Wetlands Program Man-
ager, 909 Elmerton Ave., Harrisburg, PA 17110-8200; or
through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800)
654-5984 (TDD). Comments must be submitted in writing
and contain the name, address and telephone number of
the person commenting and a concise statement of com-
ments, objections or suggestions on this proposal. No
comments submitted by facsimile will be accepted. The
Department will consider all relevant and timely com-
ments received. Comments must be submitted within 30
days of this notice.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1498. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Federal Consistency under the Coastal Zone Man-
agement Act
This notice is published under section 306(d)(14) of the
Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (16
U.S.C.A. § 1455(d)(14)), regarding public participation
during consistency determinations. The Department of
Environmental Protection (Department), Coastal Re-
sources Management Program has received notice that
the Delaware River Waterfront Corporation (DRWC) is
seeking United States Army Corp of Engineers authoriza-
tion for the installation of a temporary floating park at
the Marina at Penn’s Landing on the Delaware River in
Philadelphia.
The proposed installation will include three floating
spud barges secured using six 18 diameter steel pipe pile
spuds installed below the mudline. The barges will be
configured in a U-shape with two 80 x 33 barges
perpendicular to the existing seawall and one 80 x 30
barge parallel to the existing seawall, approximately 85
feet offshore. Prefabricated gangways will be utilized to
access barges from land. Barge topside treatment includes
stage, seating, trellis, deck treatment, sand to provide
level surface, trees and other plantings contained in
planters, shipping containers to dispense food and drink,
a lily pad garden and a cantilevered net lounge. An
electric conduit will be run from the landside down to the
upriver (north) perpendicular barge to provide power for
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barge topside activities. Temporary entertainment stalls
and timber decking will be placed on the landside of
barges. The proposed activity will occur from end of July
to September 2014 (3 months).
This project is subject to Department review for Federal
consistency because it is a Federal license and permit
activity and will have reasonably foreseeable effects on
this Commonwealth’s coastal resources or uses.
In accordance with 15 CFR Part 930, Subpart D
(relating to consistency for activities requiring a Federal
license or permit), DRWC has certified that the proposed
activity will be conducted in a manner consistent with the
applicable enforceable policies of the Commonwealth’s
approved Coastal Resources Management Program. Inter-
ested parties may request a copy of the Federal Consis-
tency Certification from the Department contact listed as
follows.
The Department will consider all comments received by
August 4, 2014, before issuing a final Federal consistency
concurrence or objection. Comments submitted by fac-
simile will not be accepted. Comments, including com-
ments submitted by e-mail must include the originator’s
name and address. Written comments should be submit-
ted to Matt Walderon, Federal Consistency Coordinator,
Interstate Waters Office, 400 Market Street, P. O. Box




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1499. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Federal Consistency under the Coastal Zone Man-
agement Act
This notice is published under section 306(d)(14) of the
Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (16
U.S.C.A. § 1455(d)(14)), regarding public participation
during consistency determinations. The Department of
Environmental Protection (Department), Coastal Re-
sources Management Program has received notice that
the Philadelphia Water Department (PWD) is proposing
Southeast Water Pollution Control Plant Sludge Force
Main Pipe Replacement at Schuylkill River Crossing.
The project involves the installation of two parallel,
8-inch diameter sewer force mains within one 24-inch
diameter casing pipe located more than 25 feet beneath
the bottom elevation of the Schuylkill River. Piping will
be placed beneath a wetland adjacent to the Schuylkill
River and beneath the River using horizontal directional
drilling techniques.
This project is subject to Department review for Federal
consistency because it is a Federal license and permit
activity and will have reasonably foreseeable effects on
this Commonwealth’s coastal resources or uses.
In accordance with 15 CFR Part 930, Subpart D
(relating to consistency for activities requiring a Federal
license or permit), the PWD has determined that the
proposed activity will be conducted in a manner consis-
tent with the applicable enforceable policies of the Com-
monwealth’s approved Coastal Resources Management
Program. Interested parties may request a copy of the
Federal Consistency Certification from the Department
contact listed as follows.
The Department will consider all comments received
by August 4, 2014, before issuing a final Federal consis-
tency concurrence or objection. Comments submitted
by facsimile will not be accepted. Comments, including
comments submitted by e-mail must include the origina-
tor’s name and address. Written comments should be
submitted to David Jostenski, Assistant Director, Inter-
state Waters Office, 400 Market Street, P. O. Box 8465,




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1500. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
State Implementation Plan for Reasonably Avail-
able Control Technology; Delaware County Re-
gional Water Quality Control Authority; Pro-
posed Revision
The Department of Environmental Protection (Depart-
ment) is providing notice in accordance with 40 CFR
51.102 (relating to public hearings) that it intends to
conduct a public hearing on August 20, 2014, at 1 p.m. in
the Delaware Conference Room at the Department’s
Southeast Regional Office, 2 East Main Street, Nor-
ristown, Montgomery County.
The public hearing is being conducted to solicit public
comments on a revision to the State Implementation Plan
(SIP), as codified at 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart NN
(relating to Pennsylvania). The affected part of the SIP is
the Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) plan
for Delaware County Regional Water Quality Control
Authority’s (DELCORA) (P. O. Box 999, Chester, PA
19016), Western Regional Treatment Plant located in the
City of Chester, Delaware County.
TVOP 23-00038 regulates two multiple hearth incinera-
tors at DELCORA’s facility. A RACT permit, OP-23-0032,
codified in the SIP for the Commonwealth, is incorporated
in TVOP 23-00038. The proposed SIP revision corrects an
error in the heat release limit for each hearth incinerator
at the facility.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) approved DELCORA’s RACT determination as a
SIP revision at 65 FR 78418 (December 15, 2000). The
RACT requirements for volatile organic compounds (VOC)
and nitrogen oxides (NOx) specified in Operating Permit
OP-23-0032 (as revised May 16, 1997), approved by
the EPA as a SIP revision, are codified at 40 CFR
52.2020(c)(143)(i)(B)(2) (relating to identification of plan).
Condition 17 of OP-23-0032, pertaining to the heat re-
lease limit for each incinerator, was erroneously included
as a RACT limit in the SIP revision. The heat release
limits were not part of the RACT determination because
they were based on evaluations for the initial facility
operating permits, including 23-301-084 which precedes
the RACT permit.
The Department is proposing to remove the heat
release limitation of 43.4 million British thermal units
per hour for each incinerator from the RACT SIP revision
because the limits were erroneously included in the
approved SIP revision.
The Department has concluded that the heat release
limit is not necessary for NOx and VOC emission restric-
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tions. It should be noted that the RACT limits on NOx
and VOC emissions at the facility remain unchanged. The
company has justified removal of the heat release limit to
the Department by presenting stack test data to the
Department that indicates that emissions are dominantly
affected by the amount and characteristics of the sludge
burned rather than the total heat release in the incinera-
tor. The Department is seeking public comment on this
proposed SIP revision.
Concomitantly, the Department has issued DELCORA a
modified Operating Permit with the heat release limita-
tions removed as well as a decreased NOx limitation to
15.0 lb/hr and 65.7 tons/year for each incinerator. This
modified Title V Operating Permit correctly includes the
December 15, 2000 NOx RACT emissions limits incorpo-
rated in 40 CFR 52.2020(c)(143)(i)(B)(2).
Persons wishing to present testimony at the hearing
should contact the Department Community Relations
Coordinator Lynda Rebarchak at (484) 250-5820 or
lrebarchak@pa.gov to reserve a time. Persons who do not
reserve a time will be able to testify as time allows.
Witnesses should keep testimony to 10 minutes and
should provide two written copies of their statement at
the hearing. Notice of the proposed SIP revision will also
be published in newspapers of general circulation.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend a hearing
and require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommoda-
tion to participate in the proceeding should contact Lynda
Rebarchak at the number or e-mail listed previously. TDD
users may contact the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service
at (800) 654-5984 to discuss how the Department can best
accommodate their needs.
If by Monday, August 18, 2014, no person has expressed
an interest in testifying at the hearing, the hearing will
be cancelled. The Department will provide public notice
on the Bureau of Air Quality web page at www.dep.state.
pa.us/dep/deputate/airwaste/aq/default.htm if the hearing
is cancelled. Persons may also contact the Department to
find out if the hearing is cancelled.
Those who are unable to attend the public hearing may
provide written comments to James Rebarchak, Regional
Manager, Air Quality, Department of Environmental Pro-
tection, Southeast Regional Office, 2 East Main Street,
Norristown, PA 19401 or jrebarchak@pa.gov. Include
‘‘DELCORA SIP Revision’’ in the subject line and provide
the name, affiliation (if any), mailing address and tele-
phone number of the person submitting the comments.
The Department must receive written comments no later
than August 22, 2014.
E. CHRISTOPHER ABRUZZO,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1501. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF
GENERAL SERVICES
Lease Retail Space to the Commonwealth
Chester County
Proposals are invited to provide the Department of
General Services with 7,500 to 8,500 usable square feet of
retail space for the Liquor Control Board in Avondale,
Chester County. For more information on SFP No. 94633,
which is due on July 25, 2014, visit www.dgs.state.pa.us
or contact the Bureau of Real Estate at (717) 787-4394.
SHERI PHILLIPS,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1502. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Lease Retail Space to the Commonwealth
Chester County
Proposals are invited to provide the Department of
General Services with 7,500 to 8,500 usable square feet of
retail space for the Liquor Control Board in Phoenixville,
Chester County. For more information on SFP No. 94637,
which is due on October 24, 2014, visit www.dgs.state.




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1503. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Lease Retail Space to the Commonwealth
York County
Proposals are invited to provide the Department of
General Services with 8,000 to 9,000 usable square feet of
retail space for the Liquor Control Board in York County.
For more information on SFP No. 94638, which is due on
Friday, September 26, 2014, visit www.dgs.state.pa.us or
contact the Bureau of Real Estate at (717) 787-4394.
SHERI PHILLIPS,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1504. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Lease Warehouse Space to the Commonwealth
Bucks County
Proposals are invited to provide the Department of
General Services with 9,000 to 10,000 usable square feet
of warehouse space for the Liquor Control Board in
Warrington, Bucks County. For more information on SFP
No. 94635, which is due on August 29, 2014, visit




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1505. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Real Estate for Sale
Columbia County
The Department of General Services (Department) will
accept bids for the purchase of 0.82 acre ± of land and
building formerly known as the Berwick Armory located
at 201 Pine Street, Borough of Berwick, Columbia County.
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Interested parties wishing to receive a copy of Solicitation
No. 94629 should view the Department’s web site at




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1506. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Real Estate for Sale
Elk County
The Department of General Services (Department) will
accept bids for the purchase of 0.23 acre ± of land and
building formerly known as the Ridgway Armory located
at 72 North Broad Street, Borough of Ridgway, Elk
County. Interested parties wishing to receive a copy of
Solicitation No. 94630 should view the Department’s web




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1507. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Real Estate for Sale
Lackawanna County
The Department of General Services (Department) will
accept bids for the purchase of 1.66 acres ± of land and
improvements formerly known as the Department of
Military and Veterans Affairs’ Scranton Vehicle Repair
Garage located at 1800 East Gibson Street, Scranton,
Lackawanna County. Interested parties wishing to receive
a copy of Solicitation No. 94634 should view the Depart-
ment’s web site at www.dgs.state.pa.us or call Lisa Ket-
tering at (717) 787-1321.
SHERI PHILLIPS,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1508. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Real Estate for Sale
Montgomery County
The Department of General Services (Department) will
accept bids for the purchase of a 1,334 ± square foot
single family home on 0.23 acre of land located at 1712
Sterigere Street, City of Norristown, Montgomery County.
Bids are due on Wednesday, October 1, 2014. Interested
parties wishing to receive a copy of Solicitation No. 94631
should view the Department’s web site at www.dgs.state.
pa.us or call Andrew Lick at (717) 772-8842.
SHERI PHILLIPS,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1509. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Real Estate for Sale
Montgomery County
The Department of General Services (Department) will
accept bids for the purchase of a 1,334 ± square foot
single family home on 0.25 acre of land located at 1732
Sterigere Street, City of Norristown, Montgomery County.
Bids are due on Wednesday, October 1, 2014. Interested
parties wishing to receive a copy of Solicitation No. 94632
should view the Department’s web site at www.dgs.state.
pa.us or call Andrew Lick at (717) 772-8842.
SHERI PHILLIPS,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1510. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Application of Milton S. Hershey Medical Center
for Exception
Under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for
exceptions), the Department of Health (Department) gives
notice that Milton S. Hershey Medical Center has re-
quested an exception to the requirements of 28 Pa. Code
§ 101.172 (relating to patient limits).
This request is on file with the Department. Persons
may receive a copy of a request for exception by request-
ing a copy from the Department of Health, Division of
Acute and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and
Welfare Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980,
fax (717) 772-2163, ra-paexcept@pa.gov.
Persons who wish to comment on an exception request
may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or facsimile
to the Division at the address listed previously.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a
request and/or provide comments to the Department and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to do so should contact the Director, Division of Acute and
Ambulatory Care at (717) 783-8980, for speech and/or
hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6154, or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service (800) 654-5984 (TT).
MICHAEL WOLF,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1511. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
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Decisions on Requests for Exception to Health Care Facility Regulations
Under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for exceptions), effective June 6, 1998, the Department of Health
(Department) has published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin all requests by entities licensed under the Health Care
Facilities Act (35 P. S. §§ 448.101—448.904b) for exceptions to regulations in 28 Pa. Code Part IV, Subparts B—G.
Section 51.33(d) of 28 Pa. Code provides that the Department will publish notice of all approved exceptions on a
periodic basis. The Department has determined that it will publish notice of all exceptions, both approved and denied.
The following list contains the decisions made on exception requests published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin from April
2014, through June 2014. Future publications of decisions on exception requests will appear on a quarterly basis.
All requests for additional information on the exception request and the Department’s decision should be made to the
relevant division of the Department. Inquiries regarding hospitals, abortion facilities and ambulatory surgical facilities
shall be addressed to Charles Shaffer, Assistant Director, Division of Acute and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and
Welfare Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120. Inquiries regarding long-term care facilities shall be addressed to Susan







Chester County Hospital, The § 51.6 Identification of personnel 05/24/14 granted
Pinnacle Health Hospitals § 105.11(b) Access 05/24/14 deferred
Indiana Regional Medical Center § 105.11(b) Access 06/14/14 deferred
Lancaster General Hospital § 107.62(a) Oral orders 05/10/14 granted
Penn Highlands, Clearfield § 107.62(a) Oral orders 06/14/14 granted
Pottstown Memorial Medical
Center
§ 107.62(a) Oral orders 05/03/14 to return
form
Lancaster General Hospital § 107.62(b) Medical staff bylaws 05/10/14 granted
Penn Highlands, Clearfield § 107.62(b) Medical staff bylaws 06/14/14 granted
Pottstown Memorial Medical
Center




§ 109.2 Director of Nursing services 05/10/14 granted
Children’s Home of Pittsburgh § 111.3(b) Dieticians 06/14/14 granted
Lansdale Hospital § 119.11 Outpatient facilities 06/14/14 granted
CH Hospital of Allentown § 123.25(2) Anesthetic explosion hazards 05/24/14 granted
Riddle Hospital § 138.15 High Risk Cardiac Catheterization 06/21/14 deferred
Pocono Medical Center § 139.12(c) Neonatal intensive care unit 05/17/14 denied
Aria Health § 143.5 Medical Supervision 05/10/14 granted
Aria Health § 143.7 Medical orders 05/10/14 granted
Crichton Rehabilitation Center § 149.1 Central supply service 05/10/14 not nec.
Chestnut Hill Hospital § 153.1 2.5-2.2.2.6(3) Toilet room 05/03/14 granted
Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia
§ 153.1 2.6-2.2.2.2(1) Area, patient rooms 05/10/14 granted
Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia
§ 153.1 2.6-2.2.6.12(2)(a) Examination/treatment
rooms
05/10/14 granted
Divine Providence Hospital § 153.1 3.1-3.2.2.2 Space requirements
(exam/observ room)
06/14/14 granted
Divine Providence Hospital § 153.1 3.1-3.6.1 Nurses Station 06/14/14 granted
Divine Providence Hospital § 153.1 3.1-3.6.7.1 Nourishment Area or Room 06/14/14 granted
Divine Providence Hospital § 153.1 3.1-5.5 Environmental Services 06/14/14 granted
Divine Providence Hospital § 153.1 3.1-7.2.2.1 Corridor Width 06/14/14 granted
Divine Providence Hospital § 153.1 3.1-7.2.2.3 Doors and Hardware 06/14/14 granted




§ 153.1 3.1-7.2.2.1(1) Public corridors 05/03/14 granted
807 Turnpike Ave.,
Suite 140, Clearfield
§ 153.1 3.1-7.2.2.3(1)(a) Minimum door opening 05/03/14 granted
807 Turnpike Ave.,
Suite 140, Clearfield
§ 153.1 3.1-7.2.2.3(1)(b) Outpatient facility 05/03/14 granted
Geisinger Lewistown Hospital § 153.1 2.1-8.5.3.1 Size (Technology Distribution
Room) TDR
05/10/14 granted
Geisinger Lewistown Hospital § 153.1 2.1-8.5.3.3 Location and access
requirements
05/10/14 not nec.
Geisinger-Bloomsburg Hospital § 153.1 2.5-2.2.4.4 Quiet room 05/03/14 granted
Gnaden Huetten Memorial
Hospital
§ 153.1 2.6-2.2.2.2(1) Area 06/21/14 granted
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§ 153.1 2.6-2.2.2.2(2) Clearances 06/21/14 granted
Holy Spirit Hospital § 153.1 2.2-3.6.4.3(2)(a) Exam room 05/24/14 granted
Kane Community Hospital § 153.1 3.1-6.1.4 Public toilets 05/03/14 granted
Kane Community Hospital § 153.1 3.1-7.2.2.1 Corridor width 05/03/14 granted
Kane Community Hospital § 153.1 3.1-7.2.2.3 Doors and door hardware 05/03/14 granted
Lansdale Hospital § 153.1 2.2-2.2.2.5 Hand-washing stations 06/14/14 granted
Lehigh Valley Hospital § 153.1 2.2-3.4 Diagnostic imaging services 05/10/14 deferred
Lehigh Valley Hospital § 153.1 3.1-3 Diagnostic and treatment locations 05/10/14 deferred
Lehigh Valley Hospital § 153.1 3.4 Specific requirements for freestanding
outpatient facilities
05/10/14 deferred
LifeCare Hospitals of Pittsburgh,
AGH Suburban Campus § 153.1 2.1-8.7.2.3(1) Hospital type elevator cars 05/10/14 granted
AGH Suburban Campus § 153.1 2.1-8.7.2.3(3) Renovations 05/10/14 granted
AGH Suburban Campus § 153.1 2.2-2.2.2.5(1)(b) Hand-washing station 05/10/14 granted
AGH Suburban Campus § 153.1 2.2-2.2.2.5(3) Renovations 05/10/14 granted
AGH Suburban Campus § 153.1 2.1-8.2.1.1(2) Air handling systems 05/10/14 granted
Mount Nittany Medical Center § 153.1 6.4.2 Second filtration bank 04/19/14 withdrawn
Nason Hospital § 153.1 2.2-2.11.8.1 patient lounge 06/14/14 granted
Penn Highlands Dubois—
Penn Highlands Family
Practice, 605 State Street,
Curwensville
§ 153.1 3.1-3.2.4.2(1) Area, (treatment room) 05/10/14 granted
Penn Highlands General
Surgery, 123 South Street
Ridgway
§ 153.1 3.1-6.1.4 Public toilets 05/10/14 granted
Penn Highlands General
Surgery, 757 Johnsonburg
Road, Suite 110, St. Marys
§ 153.1 3.1-7.2.2.1(1) Public corridors 05/10/14 granted
Penn Highlands Pediatrics,
761 Johnsonburg Road,
Suite 340, St. Mary’s
§ 153.1 3.1-3.8.1 Toilet(s) for patient use 05/10/14 granted
Penn Highlands Pediatrics,
761 Johnsonburg Road,
Suite 340, St. Mary’s
§ 153.1 3.2-6.3 Support areas for staff 05/10/14 granted
Pocono Medical Center § 153.1 2.2-2.12.6.6 Infant exam and treatment 05/17/14 denied
Pottstown Memorial Medical
Center
§ 153.1 2.5-2.2.2.6(3) Toilet room 05/03/14 granted
Riddle Hospital § 153.1 2.2-3.1.3.3(3)(b) Point of entry 06/14/14 denied
Sunbury Community Hospital § 153.1 2.1-2.6.6.2(2) Hand-washing station 06/14/14 denied
Sunbury Community Hospital § 153.1 2.2-2.6.2.4(1) Soiled workroom 06/14/14 denied
Sunbury Community Hospital § 153.1 2.2-2.6.2.5(3) Hand-washing station 06/14/14 denied
Sunbury Community Hospital § 153.1 2.2-2.6.6.12(1) Environmental services room 06/14/14 denied
Sunbury Community Hospital § 153.1 2.2-2.6.6.12(2) Environmental services room 06/14/14 denied
Sunbury Community Hospital § 153.1 2.2-2.6.7.4 Staff accommodations 06/14/14 denied
Sunbury Community Hospital § 153.1 2.2-2.6.9.1(1) Door openings 06/14/14 denied
Sunbury Community Hospital § 153.1 2.1-8.2.1 General (basic HVAC system) 06/14/14 denied
Sunbury Community Hospital § 153.1 2.1-8.2.5 HVAC Filters 06/14/14 denied
Sunbury Community Hospital § 153.1 2.1-8.4.4.1 Medical Gas systems 06/14/14 denied
Temple University Hospital,
Episcopal Campus § 153.1 2.2-3.1.6.9 Clean workroom or clean supply 05/03/14 granted
Episcopal Campus § 153.1 2.2-3.1.6.10 Soiled workroom 05/03/14 granted
University of Pittsburgh Med.
Ctr. (UPMC)
UPMC, Altoona § 153.1 3.1-3.2.2.2(1) Area (exam room) 04/19/14 granted
UPMC, Altoona § 153.1 3.1-3.2.2.2(2) Clearances 04/19/14 granted
UPMC, Altoona § 153.1 3.1-3.2.4.2(1) Area (treatment room) 04/19/14 granted
UPMC, Altoona § 153.1 3.1-3.2.4.2(2) Clearance 04/19/14 granted
UPMC, Altoona § 153.1 3.1-3.9.2 Diagnostic imaging facilities 04/19/14 granted
UPMC, Altoona § 153.1 3.1-7.2.2.1 Corridor width 04/19/14 granted
UPMC, Altoona § 153.1 3.1-7.2.2.2 Ceiling height 04/19/14 granted
UPMC, East § 153.1 2.6-2.3.1.1(1) Inpatient spaces 05/10/14 denied
UPMC Horizon, Shenango
Campus
§ 153.1 2.1-2.2.6.3 Toilet room 06/14/14 granted
UPMC Horizon, Shenango
Campus
§ 153.1 2.2-2.2.2.5(1)(b) Hand-washing stations 06/14/14 granted
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§ 153.1 2.2-2.11.3.2(1) LDR and LDRP rooms 06/14/14 granted
UPMC Horizon, Shenango
Campus
§ 153.1 2.2-2.11.6.11(2)(a) Storage area 06/14/14 granted
UPMC Horizon, Shenango
Campus
§ 153.1 2.2-2.11.6.13 Examination/treatment room 06/14/14 granted
UPMC Horizon, Shenango
Campus
§ 153.1 2.2-2.11.7.2 Staff storage facilities 06/14/14 granted
UPMC Horizon, Shenango
Campus
§ 153.1 2.2-2.11.7.3 Staff toilet room 06/14/14 granted
UPMC Horizon, Shenango
Campus
§ 153.1 2.2-2.11.8.1 Patient lounge 06/14/14 granted
UPMC Mercy § 153.1 2.2-2.12.6.5 Environmental Services Room 05/24/14 granted




§ 153.1 2.2-2.2.2.1(2)(a) Clearances 05/10/14 granted
Western Psychiatric Institute
and Clinic
§ 153.1 2.2-2.2.2.2(2)(a) Clearances 05/24/14 granted
Western Psychiatric Institute
and Clinic




Allentown § 29.33(6) Blood group test 05/24/14 granted
Easton § 29.33(6) Blood group test 05/24/14 granted
Harrisburg § 29.33(6) Blood group test 05/24/14 granted
Reading § 29.33(6) Blood group test 05/24/14 granted
Warminster § 29.33(6) Blood group test 05/24/14 granted
York § 29.33(6) Blood group test 05/24/14 granted
Ambulatory Surgical Facilities
NextGen Endoscopy Centre, The § 551.3 Definitions (PS III patients) 05/24/14 deferred
Hospital of the University of PA
Reproductive Surgical Facility
§ 553.1 Principle (Governing Body) 05/10/14 granted
Surgery Center at Penn
Medicine University City
§ 553.1 Principle (Governing Body) 05/10/14 granted
Center for Surgical Arts § 553.31 Administrative responsibilities 06/14/14 granted
Surgery Center at Penn
Medicine University City
§ 553.31(b) Administrative policies and procedures 05/10/14 granted
Hospital of the University of PA
Reproductive Surgical Facility
§ 555.1 Principle (Medical Staff) 05/10/14 granted
Surgery Center at Penn
Medicine University City
§ 555.1 Principle (Medical Staff) 05/10/14 granted
Hospital of the University of PA
Reproductive Surgical Facility
§ 555.2 Medical Staff Membership 05/10/14 granted
Surgery Center at Penn
Medicine University City
§ 555.2 Medical Staff Membership 05/10/14 granted
Hospital of the University of PA
Reproductive Surgical Facility
§ 555.3(a)—(f) Requirements for membership and
privileges
05/10/14 granted
Surgery Center at Penn
Medicine University City
§ 555.3(a)—(f) Requirements for membership 05/10/14 granted
NextGen Endoscopy Centre, The § 555.31(a) Anesthesia services 05/24/14 deferred
Surgery Center at Penn
Medicine University City
§ 555.4(a)—(c) Clinical activities and duties 05/10/14 granted
Surgery Center at Penn
Medicine University City
§ 557.2 Plan (Quality Assurance) 05/10/14 granted
Surgery Center at Penn
Medicine University City
§ 557.2(c)(6) Infection control procedures 05/10/14 granted
Prism Center for Spine Care
and Pain Care
§ 557.4 Quality Assurance & Improvement
Committee
05/24/14 granted
WellSpan Surgery Center § 559.1 Nursing Department 05/03/14 granted
Surgery Center at Penn
Medicine University City
§ 563.1 Principle (Medical Records) 05/10/14 granted
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Zitelli and Brodland PC—
5200 Center Ave, Pittsburgh § 569.35(7) General safety precautions 07/12/14 granted
575 Coal Valley Road #360,
Clairton
§ 569.35(7) General safety precautions 07/12/14 granted
Children’s Surgery Center,
LLC SP
§ 571.1 3.7-3.4.1.1 General (pre-operative holding) 05/24/14 not nec.
Children’s Surgery Center,
LLC SP
§ 571.1 3.7-3.4.2.2 Post anesthesia recovery
positions
05/24/14 not nec.
Surgery Center at Penn
Medicine University City
§ 571.1 3.7-3.4.2.1(5)(a) Pediatric recovery stations 05/10/14 granted
Nursing Care Facilities












prevention, control and surveillance of
tuberculosis
05/17/14 granted
Timber Ridge Health Center § 201.22(j) prevention, control and surveillance of
tuberculosis
06/07/14 granted
Golden Hill Nursing and Rehab § 201.3 definitions 05/24/14 granted
Artman Lutheran Home § 205.10(b) doors 06/14/14 granted
Swaim Health Center § 205.35(h) bathing facilities 05/24/14 granted
Conner-Williams Nursing Home § 205.36(h) bathing facilities 05/17/14 granted
ManorCare Health Services—
Monroeville
§ 205.36(h) bathing facilities 05/24/14 granted
Bryn Mawr Terrace, The § 205.6(a) function of building 05/10/14 granted
Cambria Care Center § 205.6(a) function of building 06/07/14 granted
Cedarbrook Nursing Homes § 205.6(a) function of building 06/14/14 granted
Holy Family Residence § 205.6(a) function of building 06/14/14 granted
Chapel Point at Carlisle § 207.2(b) administrator’s responsibility 06/07/14 granted
UPMC Magee-Women’s Hospital
Transitional Care Unit § 211.3(c) oral and telephone orders 04/26/14 denied
UPMC McKeesport
Long Term Care Facility § 211.3(c) oral and telephone orders 04/19/14 denied
UPMC Transitional Care Unit § 211.3(c) oral and telephone orders 04/26/14 denied




§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/10/14 granted
Buffalo Valley Lutheran Village § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 06/14/14 granted
Care Pavilion Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 04/19/14 granted
Carleton Senior Care and
Rehabilitation Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 06/14/14 granted
Frey Village § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/24/14 granted
Golden LivingCenter § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/24/14 granted
Golden LivingCenter—
Blue Ridge Mountain § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 06/07/14 granted
Golden LivingCenter—Mansion § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 06/07/14 granted
Golden LivingCenter—
Murrysville
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/03/14 granted
Golden LivingCenter—Summit § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/31/14 granted
Golden LivingCenter—
William Penn
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/24/14 granted
Golden LivingCenter—
York Terrace
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 06/14/14 granted
Good Shepherd Home Raker
Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/03/14 granted
Highlands Care Center § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 06/14/14 granted
Kindred Transitional Care and
Rehabilitation—Wyomissing
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 06/07/14 granted
Kutztown Manor, Inc. § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/17/14 granted
Luther Crest Nursing Facility § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/10/14 granted
Lutheran Community of Telford § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/31/14 granted
ManorCare Health Services—
Bethlehem (2021) § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/24/14 granted
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§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/10/14 granted
ManorCare Health Services—
Laureldale
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/10/14 granted
ManorCare Health Services—
Sinking Spring
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/17/14 granted
Millville Health and
Rehabilitation Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 04/19/14 granted
Milton Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 04/19/14 granted
Mount Carmel Nursing &
Rehabilitation Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/10/14 granted
Mountainview Specialty Care
Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 06/14/14 granted
Old Orchard Health Care Center § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 04/26/14 granted
Orangeville Health and
Rehabilitation Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 06/14/14 granted
Pembrooke Health and
Rehabilitation Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 04/19/14 granted
Powerback Rehabilitation
Phoenixville
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 04/19/14 granted
Prospect Park Health and
Rehabilitation Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 06/14/14 granted
Richboro Rehabilitation and
Nursing Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/10/14 granted
Riverside Rehabilitation &
Nursing Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/31/14 granted
Slate Belt Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/31/14 granted
Spruce Manor Nursing &
Rehabilitation Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 04/19/14 granted
Statesmen Health and
Rehabilitation Center




§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/17/14 granted
Susque-View Home, Inc. § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/17/14 granted
Timber Ridge Health Center § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 06/07/14 granted
Valley Manor Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 04/26/14 granted
White Cliff Health and
Rehabilitation Center
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/31/14 granted
Willowbrooke Court at
Brittany Pointe Estates § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 04/19/14 granted
Fort Washington Estates § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/17/14 granted
Granite Farms Estates § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 06/07/14 granted
Normandy Farms Estates § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/03/14 granted
Southampton Estates § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 04/19/14 granted
Spring House Estates § 211.9(g) pharmacy services 04/19/14 granted
Windy Hill Village of the
Presbyterian Homes
§ 211.9(g) pharmacy services 05/03/14 granted
Persons with a disability who require an alternative format of this notice (for example, large print, audiotape, Braille)
should contact the Division of Acute and Ambulatory Care or the Division of Nursing Care Facilities at the previously
referenced address or for speech and/or hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6514, or the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay
Service at (800) 654-5984.
MICHAEL WOLF,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1512. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
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Long-Term Care Nursing Facilities; Request for
Exception
The following long-term care nursing facilities are
seeking exceptions to 28 Pa. Code § 211.9(g) (relating to
pharmacy services):
Belle Haven Skilled Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
1320 Mill Road
Quakertown, PA 18951
FAC ID # 024302
Lutheran Home at Topton
1 South Home Avenue
Topton, PA 19562
FAC ID # 643102
Manatawny Manor
Old Schuylkill Road at Route 724
Pottstown, PA 19464
FAC ID # 130802
Sycamore Manor Health Center
1445 Sycamore Road
Montoursville, PA 17754
FAC ID # 194402
Willowbrooke Court at Lima Estates
411 North Middletown Road
Lima, PA 19037
FAC ID # 151902
The following long-term care nursing facilities are
seeking an exception to 28 Pa. Code § 201.18(e) (relating
to management):




FAC ID # 220602
UPMC Northwest Transitional Care Unit
100 Fairfield Drive
Seneca, PA 16346
FAC ID # 151002
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking
an exception to 28 Pa. Code § 201.22(e), (j) and (k)





FAC ID # 131002
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking
an exception to 28 Pa. Code § 201.22(h):
Valley View Nursing Center
2140 Warrensville Road
Montoursville, PA 17754
FAC ID # 027602
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking
an exception to 28 Pa. Code § 201.22(j):
Moravian Manor
300 West Lemon Street
Lititz, PA 17543
FAC ID # 135202
These requests are on file with the Department
of Health (Department). Persons may receive a copy
of a request for exception by requesting a copy from
the Department of Health, Division of Nursing Care
Facilities, Room 526, Health and Welfare Building, Har-
risburg, PA 17120, (717) 787-1816, fax (717) 772-2163,
ra-paexcept@pa.gov.
Persons who wish to comment on an exception request
may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or facsimile
to the Division at the address listed previously.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of
the request and/or provide comments to the Department
and require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommoda-
tion to do so should contact the Division at the address or
phone number listed previously, or for speech and/or
hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6514, or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service (800) 654-5984 (TT).
MICHAEL WOLF,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1513. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY
Current Prevailing Wage Act Debarments
The following contractors have been determined to have intentionally violated the Pennsylvania Prevailing Wage Act
(act) (43 P. S. §§ 165-1—165-17). This notice is published for the information and convenience of public bodies subject to
the act. Under section 11(e) of the act (43 P. S. § 165-11(e)), these contractors, or either one of them, or any firms,
corporations or partnerships in which either one of these contractors has an interest, shall be awarded no contract for 3




Valley Wide Painting, LLC
Kevin Phelan, individually, and
Deborah Phelan, individually
FEIN No. 3269080





[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1514. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
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Unemployment Compensation; Shared Work
Section 3304(a)(4)(E) of the Federal Unemployment Tax
Act (FUTA) (26 U.S.C.A. § 3304(a)(4)(E)) and section
303(a)(5) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.A.
§ 503(a)(5)) allow states to include a ‘‘short-time compen-
sation’’ component in their unemployment compensation
(UC) statutes. Short-time compensation is also known as
‘‘shared work.’’ The Commonwealth’s shared-work provi-
sions are in Article XIII of the Unemployment Compensa-
tion Law (law) (43 P. S. §§ 916.1—916.12), titled Shared-
Work Program.
Section 3306(v)(1)—(9) of FUTA (26 U.S.C.A.
§ 3306(v)(1)—(9)) requires a shared-work program to
have certain enumerated characteristics. Under section
3306(v)(10) of FUTA, state law may not provide for
additional features of a shared-work program unless they
are ‘‘determined to be appropriate for purposes of a
short-time compensation program’’ by the United States
Department of Labor.
Section 1307(b) of the law (43 P. S. § 916.7(b)) provides
that UC paid to employees participating in a shared-work
program is charged to the employer that requested the
shared-work program. Charging shared-work benefits to
the employer implementing the program is not one of the
shared-work characteristics specified by FUTA. In the
absence of section 1307(b) of the law, shared-work UC
would be charged in the same way that regular UC is
charged, that is, to each participating employee’s base
year employers.
An employer requesting a shared-work program desig-
nates a percentage, called the ‘‘reduction percentage,’’ by
which participating employees’ normal hours of work are
reduced under the program. The reduction percentage is a
minimum of 20% and a maximum of 40%. Pursuant to
section 1306(c)(1) and (2) of the law (43 P. S. § 916.6(c)(1)
and (2)), if a participating employee’s hours for a given
week are reduced by more or less than the reduction
percentage, his eligibility for benefits is determined by
the eligibility criteria applicable to regular UC instead of
the criteria applicable to shared work. This is another
feature of a Pennsylvania shared-work program that is
not among the shared-work characteristics enumerated in
FUTA. In the absence of section 1306(c)(1) and (2) of the
law, if a participating employee’s hours are reduced by
more or less than the reduction percentage his eligibility
would continue to be determined under shared-work
eligibility criteria, as long as the employee worked be-
tween 20% and 40% less than their normal work hours.
The United States Department of Labor has advised
the Department of Labor and Industry (Department) that
the provisions in sections 1306(c)(1) and (2) and 1307(b)
of the law are not appropriate for a short-time compensa-
tion program and disapproved those provisions under
section 3306(v)(10) of FUTA.
Section 1312 of the law (43 P. S. § 916.12) authorizes
the Department to permanently suspend any provisions of
Article XIII of the law that are disapproved by the United
States Department of Labor. Pursuant to section 1312 of
the law, notice is hereby given that sections 1306(c)(1)
and (2) and 1307(b) of the law are permanently sus-
pended. Section 1303(b)(3) of the law (43 P. S.
§ 916.3(b)(3)), which provides that the reduction percent-
age shall not change during the course of a shared-work
program, is also permanently suspended to the extent
necessary to give effect to the suspension of section
1306(c)(1) and (2) of the law. The suspended provisions
shall not apply to shared-work plans approved by the
Department on or after the date of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
JULIA K. HEARTHWAY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1515. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT
OF REVENUE
Pennsylvania Aces High ’14 Instant Lottery Game
Under the State Lottery Law (72 P. S. §§ 3761-101—
3761-314) and 61 Pa. Code § 819.203 (relating to notice of
instant game rules), the Secretary of Revenue hereby
provides public notice of the rules for the following
instant lottery game:
1. Name: The name of the game is Pennsylvania Aces
High ’14.
2. Price: The price of a Pennsylvania Aces High ’14
instant lottery game ticket is $10.
3. Play Symbols: Each Pennsylvania Aces High ’14
instant game ticket will contain one play area featuring a
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ area and a ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’
area. The play symbols and their captions printed in red
ink and located in the ‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ area are:
1 (ONE), 2 (TWO), 3 (THREE), 4 (FOUR), 5 (FIVE), 6
(SIX), 7 (SEVEN), 8 (EIGHT), 9 (NINE), 10 (TEN), 11
(ELEVN), 12 (TWLV), 13 (THRTN), 14 (FORTN), 15
(FIFTN), 16 (SIXTN), 17 (SVNTN), 18 (EGHTN), 19
(NINTN), 20 (TWENT), 21 (TWYONE), 22 (TWYTWO),
23 (TWYTHR), 24 (TWYFOR), 25 (TWYFIV), 26
(TWYSIX), 27 (TWYSVN), 28 (TWYEGT), 29 (TWYNIN),
30 (THIRTY), 31 (THYONE), 32 (THYTWO), 33
(THYTHR), 34 (THYFOR), 35 (THYFIV), 36 (THYSIX), 37
(THYSVN), 38 (THYEGT), 39 (THYNIN) and 40
(FORTY). The play symbols and their captions printed in
black ink and located in the ‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ area
are: 1 (ONE), 2 (TWO), 3 (THREE), 4 (FOUR), 5 (FIVE),
6 (SIX), 7 (SEVEN), 8 (EIGHT), 9 (NINE), 10 (TEN), 11
(ELEVN), 12 (TWLV), 13 (THRTN), 14 (FORTN), 15
(FIFTN), 16 (SIXTN), 17 (SVNTN), 18 (EGHTN), 19
(NINTN), 20 (TWENT), 21 (TWYONE), 22 (TWYTWO),
23 (TWYTHR), 24 (TWYFOR), 25 (TWYFIV), 26
(TWYSIX), 27 (TWYSVN), 28 (TWYEGT), 29 (TWYNIN),
30 (THIRTY), 31 (THYONE), 32 (THYTWO), 33
(THYTHR), 34 (THYFOR), 35 (THYFIV), 36 (THYSIX), 37
(THYSVN), 38 (THYEGT), 39 (THYNIN) and 40
(FORTY). The play symbols and their captions printed in
red ink and located in the ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ area are: 1
(ONE), 2 (TWO), 3 (THREE), 4 (FOUR), 5 (FIVE), 6
(SIX), 7 (SEVEN), 8 (EIGHT), 9 (NINE), 10 (TEN), 11
(ELEVN), 12 (TWLV), 13 (THRTN), 14 (FORTN), 15
(FIFTN), 16 (SIXTN), 17 (SVNTN), 18 (EGHTN), 19
(NINTN), 20 (TWENT), 21 (TWYONE), 22 (TWYTWO),
23 (TWYTHR), 24 (TWYFOR), 25 (TWYFIV), 26
(TWYSIX), 27 (TWYSVN), 28 (TWYEGT), 29 (TWYNIN),
30 (THIRTY), 31 (THYONE), 32 (THYTWO), 33
(THYTHR), 34 (THYFOR), 35 (THYFIV), 36 (THYSIX), 37
(THYSVN), 38 (THYEGT), 39 (THYNIN), 40 (FORTY)
and an Ace (WIN100) symbol. The play symbols and their
captions printed in black ink and located in the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ area are: 1 (ONE), 2 (TWO), 3 (THREE), 4
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(FOUR), 5 (FIVE), 6 (SIX), 7 (SEVEN), 8 (EIGHT), 9
(NINE), 10 (TEN), 11 (ELEVN), 12 (TWLV), 13 (THRTN),
14 (FORTN), 15 (FIFTN), 16 (SIXTN), 17 (SVNTN), 18
(EGHTN), 19 (NINTN), 20 (TWENT), 21 (TWYONE), 22
(TWYTWO), 23 (TWYTHR), 24 (TWYFOR), 25 (TWYFIV),
26 (TWYSIX), 27 (TWYSVN), 28 (TWYEGT), 29
(TWYNIN), 30 (THIRTY), 31 (THYONE), 32 (THYTWO),
33 (THYTHR), 34 (THYFOR), 35 (THYFIV), 36 (THYSIX),
37 (THYSVN), 38 (THYEGT), 39 (THYNIN), 40 (FORTY)
and an ACE (ACE) symbol.
4. Prize Symbols: The prize symbols and their captions
located in the ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ area are: $10.00 (TEN
DOL), $15.00 (FIFTN), $20.00 (TWENTY), $30.00
(THIRTY), $50.00 (FIFTY), $100 (ONE HUN), $150
(ONEHUNFTY), $200 (TWO HUN), $400 (FOR HUN),
$500 (FIV HUN), $1,000 (ONE THO), $10,000 (TEN
THO), $25,000 (TWYFIVTHO) and $300,000
(THRHUNTHO).
5. Prizes: The prizes that can be won in this game are:
$10, $15, $20, $30, $50, $100, $150, $200, $400, $500,
$1,000, $10,000, $25,000 and $300,000. A player can win
up to 16 times on a ticket.
6. Approximate Number of Tickets Printed For the
Game: Approximately 7,200,000 tickets will be printed
for the Pennsylvania Aces High ’14 instant game.
7. Determination of Prize Winners:
(a) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of
$300,000 (THRHUNTHO) appears under the matching
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $300,000.
(b) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of
$25,000 (TWYFIVTHO) appears under the matching
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $25,000.
(c) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WINNING
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of $10,000 (TEN
THO) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’
play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize
of $10,000.
(d) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of $1,000
(ONE THO) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUM-
BERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $1,000.
(e) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is an ACE (ACE)
symbol, with the symbol and caption printed in black ink,
and a prize symbol of $1,000 (ONE THO) appears under
the ACE (ACE) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $1,000.
(f) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in red ink, matches any of the ‘‘WINNING
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in red ink, and a prize symbol of $500 (FIV HUN)
appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play
symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$1,000.
(g) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of $500
(FIV HUN) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUM-
BERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $500.
(h) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is an ACE (ACE)
symbol, with the symbol and caption printed in black ink,
and a prize symbol of $500 (FIV HUN) appears under the
ACE (ACE) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $500.
(i) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WINNING
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of $400 (FOR
HUN) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’
play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize
of $400.
(j) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is an ACE (ACE) symbol, with
the symbol and caption printed in black ink, and a prize
symbol of $400 (FOR HUN) appears under the ACE
(ACE) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a
prize of $400.
(k) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of $200
(TWO HUN) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUM-
BERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $200.
(l) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is an ACE (ACE) symbol, with
the symbol and caption printed in black ink, and a prize
symbol of $200 (TWO HUN) appears under the ACE
(ACE) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a
prize of $200.
(m) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in red ink, matches any of the ‘‘WINNING
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in red ink, and a prize symbol of $100 (ONE
HUN) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’
play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize
of $200.
(n) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of $150
(ONEHUNFTY) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $150.
(o) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is an ACE (ACE)
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symbol, with the symbol and caption printed in black ink,
and a prize symbol of $150 (ONEHUNFTY) appears
under the ACE (ACE) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $150.
(p) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of $100
(ONE HUN) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUM-
BERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $100.
(q) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is an ACE (ACE)
symbol, with the symbol and caption printed in black ink,
and a prize symbol of $100 (ONE HUN) appears under
the ACE (ACE) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $100.
(r) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in red ink, matches any of the ‘‘WINNING
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in red ink, and a prize symbol of $50.00 (FIFTY)
appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play
symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$100.
(s) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is an Ace (WIN100)
symbol, with the symbol and caption printed in red ink,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $100.
(t) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WINNING
NUMBERS’’ play symbols with the symbol and caption
printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of $50.00 (FIFTY)
appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play
symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$50.
(u) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is an ACE (ACE)
symbol, with the symbol and caption printed in black ink,
and a prize symbol of $50.00 (FIFTY) appears under the
ACE (ACE) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $50.
(v) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in red ink, matches any of the ‘‘WINNING
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in red ink, and a prize symbol of $20.00
(TWENTY) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUM-
BERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $40.
(w) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of $30.00
(THIRTY) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUM-
BERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $30.
(x) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is an ACE (ACE)
symbol, with the symbol and caption printed in black ink,
and a prize symbol of $30.00 (THIRTY) appears under the
ACE (ACE) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $30.
(y) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in red ink, matches any of the ‘‘WINNING
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in red ink, and a prize symbol of $15.00 (FIFTN)
appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play
symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$30.
(z) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of $20.00
(TWENTY) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUM-
BERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $20.
(aa) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is an ACE (ACE)
symbol, with the symbol and caption printed in black ink,
and a prize symbol of $20.00 (TWENTY) appears under
the ACE (ACE) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $20.
(bb) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in red ink, matches any of the ‘‘WINNING
NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and caption
printed in red ink, and a prize symbol of $10.00 (TEN
DOL) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’
play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize
of $20.
(cc) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of $15.00
(FIFTN) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’
play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize
of $15.
(dd) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is an ACE (ACE)
symbol, with the symbol and caption printed in black ink,
and a prize symbol of $15.00 (FIFTN) appears under the
ACE (ACE) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $15.
(ee) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols, with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, matches any of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols with the symbol and
caption printed in black ink, and a prize symbol of $10.00
(TEN DOL) appears under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUM-
BERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $10.
(ff) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is an ACE (ACE)
symbol, with the symbol and caption printed in black ink,
and a prize symbol of $10.00 (TEN DOL) appears under
the ACE (ACE) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $10.
8. Number and Description of Prizes and Approximate
Odds: The following table sets forth the approximate
number of winners, amounts of prizes, and approximate
odds of winning:
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When Any Of Your Numbers Match
Any Winning Number, Win Prize
Shown Under The Matching
Number. Win With: Win:
Approximate





$10 w/ BLACK ACE $10 15 480,000
$10 $10 12 600,000
$15 w/ BLACK ACE $15 30 240,000
$15 $15 30 240,000
$10 × 2 $20 200 36,000
$10 w/ RED MATCH $20 60 120,000
$20 w/ BLACK ACE $20 60 120,000
$20 $20 200 36,000
$15 × 2 $30 200 36,000
$15 w/ RED MATCH $30 200 36,000
$30 w/ BLACK ACE $30 200 36,000
$30 $30 300 24,000
$10 × 5 $50 300 24,000
($20 w/ RED MATCH) + $10 $50 300 24,000
$50 w/ BLACK ACE $50 200 36,000
$50 $50 200 36,000
$50 × 2 $100 600 12,000
$100 w/ RED ACE $100 300 24,000
$50 w/ RED MATCH $100 600 12,000
$100 w/ BLACK ACE $100 600 12,000
$100 $100 600 12,000
$50 × 3 $150 6,000 1,200
($100 w/ RED ACE) + $50 $150 3,429 2,100
($50 w/ RED MATCH) + $30 + $20 $150 3,429 2,100
($50 w/ BLACK ACE) × 3 $150 3,429 2,100
$150 w/ BLACK ACE $150 3,429 2,100
$150 $150 6,000 1,200
$100 × 2 $200 8,000 900
($20 × 4) + ($10 × 12) $200 8,000 900
($100 w/ RED ACE) + ($50 × 2) $200 8,000 900
$100 w/ RED MATCH $200 8,000 900
$200 w/ BLACK ACE $200 8,000 900
$200 $200 8,000 900
$100 × 4 $400 15,000 480
($50 × 2) + ($30 × 2) + ($20 × 12) $400 8,000 900
($20 w/ RED MATCH) × 10 $400 8,000 900
$400 w/ BLACK ACE $400 8,571 840
$400 $400 15,000 480
$100 × 5 $500 24,000 300
($30 × 15) + $50 $500 12,000 600
($50 w/ RED MATCH) × 5 $500 12,000 600
$500 w/ BLACK ACE $500 24,000 300
$500 $500 24,000 300
$500 × 2 $1,000 60,000 120
($100 × 4) + ($50 × 12) $1,000 30,000 240
($100 w/ RED ACE) + ($200 × 2) + $500 $1,000 30,000 240
$500 w/ RED MATCH $1,000 30,000 240
$1,000 w/ BLACK ACE $1,000 30,000 240
$1,000 $1,000 60,000 120
$1,000 × 10 $10,000 240,000 30
$10,000 $10,000 240,000 30
$25,000 $25,000 240,000 30
$300,000 $300,000 720,000 10
When matching numbers are red, win double the prize shown under the matching number.
Reveal a BLACK ‘‘ACE’’ (ACE) symbol, win prize shown under it automatically.
Reveal a RED ‘‘ACE’’ (WIN100) symbol, win $100 instantly.
Prizes, including top prizes, are subject to availability
at the time of purchase.
9. Retailer Incentive Awards: The Lottery may conduct
a separate Retailer Incentive Program for retailers who
sell Pennsylvania Aces High ’14 instant lottery game
tickets.
10. Retailer Bonus: The Lottery may offer a retailer
bonus in connection with the sale of Pennsylvania instant
lottery game tickets. If a retailer bonus is offered, a
Lottery retailer shall be eligible for a bonus as described
in this section. Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket
that entitles the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in
a single installment or having a guaranteed minimum
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payout, of at least $100,000 and not exceeding $500,000
shall be paid a bonus of $500. Lottery retailers who sell a
winning ticket that entitles the ticket holder to a prize,
either payable in a single installment or having a guaran-
teed minimum payout, of at least $500,001 and not
exceeding $1,000,000 shall be paid a bonus of $5,000.
Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket that entitles
the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in a single
installment or having a guaranteed minimum payout, of
at least $1,000,001 and not exceeding $10,000,000 shall
be paid a bonus of $10,000. A Lottery retailer is entitled
only to the largest bonus for which he qualifies on a
winning ticket. A bonus will be initiated for payment after
the instant ticket is claimed and validated. A bonus will
not be awarded to a Lottery retailer that sells a non-
winning Pennsylvania Lottery instant ticket used to enter
a Pennsylvania Lottery second-chance drawing or promo-
tion that is subsequently selected to win a prize.
11. Unclaimed Prize Money: For a period of one year
from the announced close of Pennsylvania Aces High ’14,
prize money from winning Pennsylvania Aces High ’14
instant lottery game tickets will be retained by the
Secretary for payment to the persons entitled thereto. If
no claim is made within one year of the announced close
of the Pennsylvania Aces High ’14 instant lottery game,
the right of a ticket holder to claim the prize represented
by the ticket, if any, will expire and the prize money will
be paid into the State Lottery Fund and used for
purposes provided for by statute.
12. Governing Law: In purchasing a ticket, the cus-
tomer agrees to comply with and abide by the State
Lottery Law (72 P. S. §§ 3761-101—3761-314), 61
Pa. Code Part V (relating to State Lotteries) and the
provisions contained in this notice.
13. Termination of the Game: The Secretary may an-
nounce a termination date, after which no further tickets
from this game may be sold. The announcement will be
disseminated through media used to advertise or promote
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Pennsylvania Bingo Extra Instant Lottery Game
Under the State Lottery Law (72 P. S. §§ 3761-101—
3761-314) and 61 Pa. Code § 819.203 (relating to notice of
instant game rules), the Secretary of Revenue hereby
provides public notice of the rules for the following
instant lottery game:
1. Name: The name of the game is Pennsylvania Bingo
Extra.
2. Price: The price of a Pennsylvania Bingo Extra
instant lottery game ticket is $5.
3. Play Symbols:
(a) Each Pennsylvania Bingo Extra instant lottery
game ticket will contain eight play areas designated as
‘‘CARD 1,’’ ‘‘CARD 2,’’ ‘‘CARD 3,’’ ‘‘CARD 4,’’ ‘‘CARD 5,’’
‘‘CARD 6,’’ ‘‘CARD 7’’ and ‘‘CARD 8.’’ A player may win
more than one time on a ticket; however a player may
only win one prize on each ‘‘CARD.’’ Each ‘‘CARD’’ will
consist of 25 spaces on a 5 by 5 grid. The 77 play symbols
located in the eight play areas are: The numbers 1
through 75, ‘‘FREE’’ symbol and an ‘‘X’’ symbol. The
‘‘FREE’’ symbol is a free space. The ‘‘X’’ symbol is a free
space and when it appears in a winning pattern, the prize
quintuples.
(b) Each ticket will also contain a ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
area. The ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’ area will consist of 30
spaces on a 10 by 3 grid. The play symbols that may be
located in each space on the grid are: The letter B with a
number 1 through 15; the letter I with a number 16
through 30; the letter N with a number 31 through 45;
the letter G with a number 46 through 60; the letter O
with a number 61 through 75; and a Cash (CASH)
symbol.
4. Prizes: The prizes that can be won in this game are:
$5, $10, $15, $20, $25, $50, $100, $250, $500, $1,000,
$2,500, $5,000, $10,000 and $100,000. The player can win
up to five times on each ticket.
5. Approximate Number of Tickets Printed For the
Game: Approximately 9,600,000 tickets will be printed
for the Pennsylvania Bingo Extra instant lottery game.
6. Determination of Prize Winners:
(a) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in an X pattern, extending through the
‘‘FREE’’ space and through to each of the four corner
spaces, on ‘‘CARD 8,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of
$100,000.
(b) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols to four spaces appearing in a diamond
pattern, which includes the space appearing in the top
horizontal row in the ‘‘N’’ column; the spaces appearing in
the third horizontal row from the top in the ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘O’’
columns; and the space appearing in the fifth horizontal
row from the top in the ‘‘N’’ column on ‘‘Card 8,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $10,000.
(c) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in an X pattern, extending through the
‘‘FREE’’ space and through to each of the four corner
spaces, on ‘‘CARD 7,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of
$10,000.
(d) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols to four spaces appearing in a diamond
pattern, which includes the space appearing in the top
horizontal row in the ‘‘N’’ column; the spaces appearing in
the third horizontal row from the top in the ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘O’’
columns; and the space appearing in the fifth horizontal
row from the top in the ‘‘N’’ column on ‘‘Card 7,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $5,000.
(e) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in an X pattern, extending through the
‘‘FREE’’ space and through to each of the four corner
spaces, on ‘‘CARD 6,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of
$5,000.
(f) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in a five-space horizontal, vertical or diago-
nal line, with an ‘‘X’’ symbol appearing in that same
horizontal, vertical or diagonal line, on ‘‘CARD 8,’’ shall
be entitled to a prize of $2,500.
(g) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in the 4 corners on ‘‘CARD 8,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $1,000.
(h) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols to four spaces appearing in a diamond
pattern, which includes the space appearing in the top
horizontal row in the ‘‘N’’ column; the spaces appearing in
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the third horizontal row from the top in the ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘O’’
columns; and the space appearing in the fifth horizontal
row from the top in the ‘‘N’’ column on ‘‘Card 6,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $500.
(i) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in an X pattern, extending through the
‘‘FREE’’ space and through to each of the four corner
spaces, on ‘‘CARD 5,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of $500.
(j) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in the 4 corners on ‘‘CARD 7,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $500.
(k) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in a five-space horizontal, vertical or diago-
nal line on ‘‘CARD 8,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of $500.
(l) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols to four spaces appearing in a diamond
pattern, which includes the space appearing in the top
horizontal row in the ‘‘N’’ column; the spaces appearing in
the third horizontal row from the top in the ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘O’’
columns; and the space appearing in the fifth horizontal
row from the top in the ‘‘N’’ column on ‘‘Card 5,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $250.
(m) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in an X pattern, extending through the
‘‘FREE’’ space and through to each of the four corner
spaces, on ‘‘CARD 4,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of $250.
(n) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in the 4 corners on ‘‘CARD 6,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $250.
(o) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in a five-space horizontal, vertical or diago-
nal line, with an ‘‘X’’ symbol appearing in that same
horizontal, vertical or diagonal line, on ‘‘CARD 7,’’ shall
be entitled to a prize of $250.
(p) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols to four spaces appearing in a diamond
pattern, which includes the space appearing in the top
horizontal row in the ‘‘N’’ column; the spaces appearing in
the third horizontal row from the top in the ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘O’’
columns; and the space appearing in the fifth horizontal
row from the top in the ‘‘N’’ column on ‘‘Card 4,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $100.
(q) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in an X pattern, extending through the
‘‘FREE’’ space and through to each of the four corner
spaces, on ‘‘CARD 3,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of $100.
(r) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in the 4 corners on ‘‘CARD 5,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $100.
(s) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols to four spaces appearing in a diamond
pattern, which includes the space appearing in the top
horizontal row in the ‘‘N’’ column; the spaces appearing in
the third horizontal row from the top in the ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘O’’
columns; and the space appearing in the fifth horizontal
row from the top in the ‘‘N’’ column on ‘‘Card 3,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $50.
(t) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in an X pattern, extending through the
‘‘FREE’’ space and through to each of the four corner
spaces, on ‘‘CARD 2,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of $50.
(u) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in the 4 corners on ‘‘CARD 4,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $50.
(v) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in a five-space horizontal, vertical or diago-
nal line on ‘‘CARD 7,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of $50.
(w) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in a five-space horizontal, vertical or diago-
nal line, with an ‘‘X’’ symbol appearing in that same
horizontal, vertical or diagonal line, on ‘‘CARD 5’’ or
‘‘CARD 6,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of $50.
(x) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols to four spaces appearing in a diamond
pattern, which includes the space appearing in the top
horizontal row in the ‘‘N’’ column; the spaces appearing in
the third horizontal row from the top in the ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘O’’
columns; and the space appearing in the fifth horizontal
row from the top in the ‘‘N’’ column on ‘‘Card 2,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $25.
(y) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in an X pattern, extending through the
‘‘FREE’’ space and through to each of the four corner
spaces, on ‘‘CARD 1,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of $25.
(z) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in the 4 corners on ‘‘CARD 3,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $25.
(aa) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S
CARD’’ play symbols in a five-space horizontal, vertical or
diagonal line, with an ‘‘X’’ symbol appearing in that same
horizontal, vertical or diagonal line, on ‘‘CARD 1,’’ ‘‘CARD
2,’’ ‘‘CARD 3’’ or ‘‘CARD 4,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of
$25.
(bb) Holders of tickets with a Cash (CASH) symbol in
the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’ area shall be entitled to a prize of
$20.
(cc) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols to four spaces appearing in a diamond
pattern, which includes the space appearing in the top
horizontal row in the ‘‘N’’ column; the spaces appearing in
the third horizontal row from the top in the ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘O’’
columns; and the space appearing in the fifth horizontal
row from the top in the ‘‘N’’ column on ‘‘Card 1,’’ shall be
entitled to a prize of $15.
(dd) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S
CARD’’ play symbols in the 4 corners on ‘‘CARD 2,’’ shall
be entitled to a prize of $15.
(ee) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S
CARD’’ play symbols in the 4 corners on ‘‘CARD 1,’’ shall
be entitled to a prize of $10.
(ff) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S CARD’’
play symbols in a five-space horizontal, vertical or diago-
nal line on ‘‘CARD 5’’ or ‘‘CARD 6,’’ shall be entitled to a
prize of $10.
(gg) Holders of tickets matching the ‘‘CALLER’S
CARD’’ play symbols in a five-space horizontal, vertical or
diagonal line on ‘‘CARD 1,’’ ‘‘CARD 2,’’ ‘‘CARD 3’’ or
‘‘CARD 4,’’ shall be entitled to a prize of $5.
7. Number and Description of Prizes and Approximate
Odds: The following table sets forth the approximate
number of winners, amounts of prizes, and approximate
odds of winning:
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Win With: Win:
Approximate





LINE CARD 1 $5 30 320,000
LINE CARD 2 $5 30 320,000
LINE CARD 3 $5 30 320,000
LINE CARD 4 $5 60 160,000
LINE CARD 5 $10 75 128,000
LINE CARD 6 $10 75 128,000
(LINE CARD 2) + (LINE CARD 1) $10 75 128,000
(LINE CARD 4) + (LINE CARD 3) $10 75 128,000
4 CORNERS CARD 1 $10 75 128,000
(LINE CARD 3) + (LINE CARD 2) +
(LINE CARD 1)
$15 300 32,000
(LINE CARD 5) + (LINE CARD 3) $15 300 32,000
(4 CORNERS CARD 1 ) + (LINE CARD 4) $15 300 32,000
4 CORNERS CARD 2 $15 300 32,000
DIAMOND CARD 1 $15 300 32,000
(LINE CARD 1) + ($20 w/ CASH) $25 200 48,000
LINE CARD 2 w/ ‘‘X’’ SYMBOL $25 600 16,000
LINE CARD 4 w/ ‘‘X’’ SYMBOL $25 600 16,000
4 CORNERS CARD 3 $25 600 16,000
X PATTERN CARD 1 $25 600 16,000
DIAMOND CARD 2 $25 600 16,000
LINE CARD 5 w/ ‘‘X’’ SYMBOL $50 600 16,000
(X PATTERN CARD 1) + (LINE CARD 3) +
($20 w/ CASH)
$50 600 16,000
LINE CARD 7 $50 600 16,000
4 CORNERS CARD 4 $50 600 16,000
X PATTERN CARD 2 $50 600 16,000
DIAMOND CARD 3 $50 600 16,000
(LINE CARD 4 w/ ‘‘X’’ SYMBOL) + (LINE
CARD 3 w/ ‘‘X’’ SYMBOL) + (LINE CARD 2
w/ ‘‘X’’ SYMBOL) + (LINE CARD 1 w/ ‘‘X’’
SYMBOL)
$100 1,600 6,000
(4 CORNERS CARD 4 ) + (4 CORNERS
CARD 3) + (4 CORNERS CARD 2) +
(4 CORNERS CARD 1)
$100 2,667 3,600
(X PATTERN CARD 2) + (DIAMOND CARD 3) $100 2,667 3,600
(LINE CARD 6 w/ ‘‘X’’ SYMBOL) +
(X PATTERN CARD 1) + (LINE
CARD 3) + ($20 w/ CASH)
$100 1,600 6,000
4 CORNERS CARD 5 $100 2,400 4,000
X PATTERN CARD 3 $100 2,400 4,000
DIAMOND CARD 4 $100 2,400 4,000
(DIAMOND CARD 4) + (DIAMOND CARD 3) +
(4 CORNERS CARD 5)
$250 8,000 1,200
(X PATTERN CARD 3) + (X PATTERN
CARD 2) + (DIAMOND CARD 4)
$250 4,800 2,000
(DIAMOND CARD 4) + (X PATTERN CARD 3)
+ (X PATTERN CARD 1) + (LINE CARD 2) +
($20 w/ CASH)
$250 2,400 4,000
LINE CARD 7 w/ ‘‘X’’ SYMBOL $250 2,400 4,000
4 CORNERS CARD 6 $250 6,000 1,600
X PATTERN CARD 4 $250 6,000 1,600
DIAMOND CARD 5 $250 6,000 1,600
(DIAMOND CARD 5) + (4 CORNERS CARD 6) $500 12,000 800
(4 CORNERS CARD 6) + (LINE CARD 7 w/
‘‘X’’ SYMBOL)
$500 12,000 800
(DIAMOND CARD 5) + (LINE CARD 7 w/ ‘‘X’’
SYMBOL)
$500 12,000 800
(X PATTERN CARD 4) + (DIAMOND CARD 5) $500 24,000 400
LINE CARD 8 $500 12,000 800
4 CORNERS CARD 7 $500 15,000 640
X PATTERN CARD 5 $500 15,000 640
DIAMOND CARD 6 $500 15,000 640
(DIAMOND CARD 6) + (4 CORNERS CARD 7) $1,000 120,000 80
4 CORNERS CARD 8 $1,000 120,000 80
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Win With: Win:
Approximate





LINE CARD 8 w/ ‘‘X’’ SYMBOL $2,500 240,000 40
(4 CORNERS CARD 8) + (4 CORNERS CARD
7) + (DIAMOND CARD 6) + (X PATTERN
CARD 5)
$2,500 240,000 40
X PATTERN CARD 6 $5,000 480,000 20
DIAMOND CARD 7 $5,000 480,000 20
X PATTERN CARD 7 $10,000 960,000 10
DIAMOND CARD 8 $10,000 960,000 10
X PATTERN CARD 8 $100,000 960,000 10
‘‘X’’ symbol: The ‘‘X’’ symbol found on each card is also a ‘‘FREE’’ space. When it appears in any winning pattern, win five
times the prize shown for that win.
Reveal a ‘‘CASH’’ (CASH) symbol in the CALLER’S CARD, win $20 instantly!
Prizes, including top prizes, are subject to availability
at the time of purchase.
8. Retailer Incentive Awards: The Lottery may conduct
a separate Retailer Incentive Program for retailers who
sell Pennsylvania Bingo Extra instant lottery game tick-
ets.
9. Retailer Bonus: The Lottery may offer a retailer
bonus in connection with the sale of Pennsylvania instant
lottery game tickets. If a retailer bonus is offered, a
Lottery retailer shall be eligible for a bonus as described
in this section. Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket
that entitles the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in
a single installment or having a guaranteed minimum
payout, of at least $100,000 and not exceeding $500,000
shall be paid a bonus of $500. Lottery retailers who sell a
winning ticket that entitles the ticket holder to a prize,
either payable in a single installment or having a guaran-
teed minimum payout, of at least $500,001 and not
exceeding $1,000,000 shall be paid a bonus of $5,000.
Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket that entitles
the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in a single
installment or having a guaranteed minimum payout, of
at least $1,000,001 and not exceeding $10,000,000 shall
be paid a bonus of $10,000. A Lottery retailer is entitled
only to the largest bonus for which he qualifies on a
winning ticket. A bonus will be initiated for payment after
the instant ticket is claimed and validated. A bonus will
not be awarded to a Lottery retailer that sells a non-
winning Pennsylvania Lottery instant ticket used to enter
a Pennsylvania Lottery second-chance drawing or promo-
tion that is subsequently selected to win a prize.
10. Unclaimed Prize Money: For a period of 1 year
from the announced close of Pennsylvania Bingo Extra,
prize money from winning Pennsylvania Bingo Extra
instant lottery game tickets will be retained by the
Secretary for payment to the persons entitled thereto. If
no claim is made within 1 year of the announced close of
the Pennsylvania Bingo Extra instant lottery game, the
right of a ticket holder to claim the prize represented by
the ticket, if any, will expire and the prize money will be
paid into the State Lottery Fund and used for purposes
provided for by statute.
11. Governing Law: In purchasing a ticket, the cus-
tomer agrees to comply with and abide by the State
Lottery Law (72 P. S. §§ 3761-101—3761-314), 61
Pa. Code Part V (relating to State Lotteries) and the
provisions contained in this notice.
12. Termination of the Game: The Secretary may an-
nounce a termination date, after which no further tickets
from this game may be sold. The announcement will be
disseminated through media used to advertise or promote




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1517. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Pennsylvania 5X The Fortune Instant Lottery Game
Under the State Lottery Law (72 P. S. §§ 3761-101—
3761-314) and 61 Pa. Code § 819.203 (relating to notice of
instant game rules), the Secretary of Revenue hereby
provides public notice of the rules for the following
instant lottery game:
1. Name: The name of the game is Pennsylvania 5X
The Fortune.
2. Price: The price of a Pennsylvania 5X The Fortune
instant lottery game ticket is $2.
3. Play Symbols: Each Pennsylvania 5X The Fortune
instant lottery game ticket will contain one play area
featuring a ‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ area and a ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ area. The play symbols and their captions
located in the ‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ area are: 1 (ONE),
2 (TWO), 3 (THREE), 4 (FOUR), 6 (SIX), 7 (SEVEN), 8
(EIGHT), 9 (NINE), 10 (TEN), 11 (ELEVN), 12 (TWLV),
13 (THRTN), 14 (FORTN), 15 (FIFTN), 16 (SIXTN), 17
(SVNTN), 18 (EGHTN), 19 (NINTN) and 20 (TWENT).
The play symbols and their captions located in the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ area are: 1 (ONE), 2 (TWO), 3
(THREE), 4 (FOUR), 6 (SIX), 7 (SEVEN), 8 (EIGHT), 9
(NINE), 10 (TEN), 11 (ELEVN), 12 (TWLV), 13 (THRTN),
14 (FORTN), 15 (FIFTN), 16 (SIXTN), 17 (SVNTN), 18
(EGHTN), 19 (NINTN), 20 (TWENT), FORTUNE
(FRTUNE) symbol and a 5X (5TIMES) symbol.
4. Prize Symbols: The prize symbols and their captions
located in the ‘‘Prize’’ areas are: $2.00 (TWO DOL), $4.00
(FOR DOL), $5.00 (FIV DOL), $10.00 (TEN DOL), $20.00
(TWENTY), $25.00 (TWY FIV), $50.00 (FIFTY), $100
(ONE HUN), $250 (TWOHUNFTY), $500 (FIV HUN),
$1,000 (ONE THO) and $25,000 (TWYFIVTHO).
5. Prizes: The prizes that can be won in this game are:
$2, $4, $5, $10, $20, $25, $50, $100, $250, $500, $1,000
and $25,000. The player can win up to 8 times on a
ticket.
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6. Approximate Number of Tickets Printed For the
Game: Approximately 10,200,000 tickets will be printed
for the Pennsylvania 5X The Fortune instant lottery
game.
7. Determination of Prize Winners:
(a) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $25,000 (TWYFIVTHO) appears to the right of the
matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $25,000.
(b) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $1,000 (ONE THO) appears to the right of the match-
ing ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket,
shall be entitled to a prize of $1,000.
(c) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol of
$500 (FIV HUN) appears to the right of the matching
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $500.
(d) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 5X (5TIMES)
symbol and a prize symbol of $100 (ONE HUN) appears
to the right of the 5X (5TIMES) symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $500.
(e) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $250 (TWOHUNFTY) appears to the right of the
matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $250.
(f) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 5X (5TIMES) symbol and a
prize symbol of $50.00 (FIFTY) appears to the right of the
5X (5TIMES) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled
to a prize of $250.
(g) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $100 (ONE HUN) appears to the right of the matching
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $100.
(h) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a FORTUNE
(FRTUNE) symbol and a prize symbol of $100 (ONE
HUN) appears to the right of the FORTUNE (FRTUNE)
symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$100.
(i) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 5X (5TIMES) symbol and a
prize symbol of $20.00 (TWENTY) appears to the right of
the 5X (5TIMES) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $100.
(j) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol of
$50.00 (FIFTY) appears to the right of the matching
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $50.
(k) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a FORTUNE
(FRTUNE) symbol and a prize symbol of $50.00 (FIFTY)
appears to the right of the FORTUNE (FRTUNE) symbol,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $50.
(l) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 5X (5TIMES) symbol and a
prize symbol of $10.00 (TEN DOL) appears to the right of
the 5X (5TIMES) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be
entitled to a prize of $50.
(m) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $25.00 (TWY FIV) appears to the right of the matching
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $25.
(n) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 5X (5TIMES)
symbol and a prize symbol of $5.00 (FIV DOL) appears to
the right of the 5X (5TIMES) symbol, on a single ticket,
shall be entitled to a prize of $25.
(o) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $20.00 (TWENTY) appears to the right of the matching
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $20.
(p) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a FORTUNE
(FRTUNE) symbol and a prize symbol of $20.00
(TWENTY) appears to the right of the FORTUNE
(FRTUNE) symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to
a prize of $20.
(q) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 5X (5TIMES)
symbol and a prize symbol of $4.00 (FOR DOL) appears to
the right of the 5X (5TIMES) symbol, on a single ticket,
shall be entitled to a prize of $20.
(r) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol of
$10.00 (TEN DOL) appears to the right of the matching
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $10.
(s) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 5X (5TIMES)
symbol and a prize symbol of $2.00 (TWO DOL) appears
to the right of the 5X (5TIMES) symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $10.
(t) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol of
$5.00 (FIV DOL) appears to the right of the matching
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $5.
(u) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a FORTUNE
(FRTUNE) symbol and a prize symbol of $5.00 (FIV DOL)
appears to the right of the FORTUNE (FRTUNE) symbol,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $5.
(v) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $4.00 (FOR DOL) appears to the right of the matching
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $4.
(w) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
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‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $2.00 (TWO DOL) appears to the right of the matching
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket, shall
be entitled to a prize of $2.
(x) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a FORTUNE
(FRTUNE) symbol and a prize symbol of $2.00 (TWO
DOL) appears to the right of the FORTUNE (FRTUNE)
symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$2.
8. Number and Description of Prizes and Approximate
Odds: The following table sets forth the approximate
number of winners, amounts of prizes, and approximate
odds of winning:
When Any Of Your Numbers Match
Either Winning Number, Win Prize
Shown To The Right Of The
Matching Number. Win With: Win:
Approximate





$2 $2 8.82 1,156,000
$2 × 2 $4 30 340,000
$4 $4 37.5 272,000
$5 $5 37.5 272,000
$5 × 2 $10 750 13,600
$2 w/ 5X $10 250 40,800
($2 w/ FORTUNE) × 5 $10 250 40,800
$10 $10 750 13,600
($2 × 6) + ($4 × 2) $20 1,500 6,800
$5 × 4 $20 1,500 6,800
$4 w/ 5X $20 214.29 47,600
$20 $20 1,500 6,800
($5 × 3) + $10 $25 2,400 4,250
$20 + $5 $25 2,400 4,250
$5 w/ 5X $25 685.71 14,875
($5 w/ FORTUNE) × 5 $25 685.71 14,875
$25 $25 2,400 4,250
($5 × 6) + ($10 × 2) $50 4,000 2,550
$10 w/ 5X $50 1,091 9,350
(($5 w/ FORTUNE) × 5) + $25 $50 4,000 2,550
$50 $50 4,000 2,550
($10 × 6) + ($20 × 2) $100 6,000 1,700
$20 w/ 5X $100 3,000 3,400
($20 w/ FORTUNE) × 5 $100 3,000 3,400
$100 $100 5,000 2,040
($25 × 6) + ($50 × 2) $250 30,000 340
$50 w/ 5X $250 10,909 935
($50 w/ FORTUNE) × 5 $250 10,909 935
$250 $250 30,000 340
($50 × 6) + ($100 × 2) $500 120,000 85
$100 w/ 5X $500 40,000 255
($100 w/ FORTUNE) × 5 $500 40,000 255
$500 $500 120,000 85
$1,000 $1,000 30,000 340
$25,000 $25,000 510,000 20
Reveal a ‘‘FORTUNE’’ (FRTUNE) symbol, win prize shown to the right of it automatically.
Reveal a ‘‘5X’’ (5TIMES) symbol, win 5 times the prize shown to the right of it.
Prizes, including top prizes, are subject to availability
at the time of purchase.
9. Retailer Incentive Awards: The Lottery may conduct
a separate Retailer Incentive Program for retailers who
sell Pennsylvania 5X The Fortune instant lottery game
tickets.
10. Retailer Bonus: The Lottery may offer a retailer
bonus in connection with the sale of Pennsylvania instant
lottery game tickets. If a retailer bonus is offered, a
Lottery retailer shall be eligible for a bonus as described
in this section. Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket
that entitles the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in
a single installment or having a guaranteed minimum
payout, of at least $100,000 and not exceeding $500,000
shall be paid a bonus of $500. Lottery retailers who sell a
winning ticket that entitles the ticket holder to a prize,
either payable in a single installment or having a guaran-
teed minimum payout, of at least $500,001 and not
exceeding $1,000,000 shall be paid a bonus of $5,000.
Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket that entitles
the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in a single
installment or having a guaranteed minimum payout, of
at least $1,000,001 and not exceeding $10,000,000 shall
be paid a bonus of $10,000. A Lottery retailer is entitled
only to the largest bonus for which he qualifies on a
winning ticket. A bonus will be initiated for payment after
the instant ticket is claimed and validated. A bonus will
not be awarded to a Lottery retailer that sells a non-
winning Pennsylvania Lottery instant ticket used to enter
a Pennsylvania Lottery second-chance drawing or promo-
tion that is subsequently selected to win a prize.
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11. Unclaimed Prize Money: For a period of 1 year
from the announced close of Pennsylvania 5X The For-
tune, prize money from winning Pennsylvania 5X The
Fortune instant lottery game tickets will be retained by
the Secretary for payment to the persons entitled thereto.
If no claim is made within 1 year of the announced close
of the Pennsylvania 5X The Fortune instant lottery game,
the right of a ticket holder to claim the prize represented
by the ticket, if any, will expire and the prize money will
be paid into the State Lottery Fund and used for
purposes provided for by statute.
12. Governing Law: In purchasing a ticket, the cus-
tomer agrees to comply with and abide by the State
Lottery Law (72 P. S. §§ 3761-101—3761-314), 61
Pa. Code Part V (relating to State Lotteries) and the
provisions contained in this notice.
13. Termination of the Game: The Secretary may an-
nounce a termination date, after which no further tickets
from this game may be sold. The announcement will be
disseminated through media used to advertise or promote
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Pennsylvania Muscle Car Money Instant Lottery
Game
Under the State Lottery Law (72 P. S. §§ 3761-101—
3761-314) and 61 Pa. Code § 819.203 (relating to notice of
instant game rules), the Secretary of Revenue hereby
provides public notice of the rules for the following
instant lottery game:
1. Name: The name of the game is Pennsylvania
Muscle Car Money.
2. Price: The price of a Pennsylvania Muscle Car
Money instant lottery game ticket is $5.
3. Play Symbols: Each Pennsylvania Muscle Car
Money instant lottery game ticket will contain one play
area featuring a ‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ area and a
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ area. The play symbols and their
captions located in the ‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ area are:
1 (ONE), 2 (TWO), 3 (THREE), 4 (FOUR), 5 (FIVE), 6
(SIX), 7 (SEVEN), 8 (EIGHT), 9 (NINE), 10 (TEN), 11
(ELEVN), 12 (TWLV), 13 (THRTN), 14 (FORTN), 15
(FIFTN), 16 (SIXTN), 17 (SVNTN), 18 (EGHTN), 19
(NINTN), 20 (TWENT), 21 (TWYONE), 22 (TWYTWO),
23 (TWYTHR), 24 (TWYFOR), 25 (TWYFIV), 26
(TWYSIX), 27 (TWYSVN), 28 (TWYEGT), 29 (TWYNIN)
and 30 (THIRTY). The play symbols and their captions
located in the ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ area are: 1 (ONE), 2
(TWO), 3 (THREE), 4 (FOUR), 5 (FIVE), 6 (SIX), 7
(SEVEN), 8 (EIGHT), 9 (NINE), 10 (TEN), 11 (ELEVN),
12 (TWLV), 13 (THRTN), 14 (FORTN), 15 (FIFTN), 16
(SIXTN), 17 (SVNTN), 18 (EGHTN), 19 (NINTN), 20
(TWENT), 21 (TWYONE), 22 (TWYTWO), 23 (TWYTHR),
24 (TWYFOR), 25 (TWYFIV), 26 (TWYSIX), 27
(TWYSVN), 28 (TWYEGT), 29 (TWYNIN), 30 (THIRTY),
Key (KEY) symbol and a Steering Wheel (WHEEL)
symbol.
4. Prize Symbols: The prize symbols and their captions
located in the ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ area are: $5.00 (FIV
DOL), $10.00 (TEN DOL), $20.00 (TWENTY), $25.00 (TWY
FIV), $40.00 (FORTY), $50.00 (FIFTY), $100 (ONE HUN),
$400 (FOR HUN), $500 (FIV HUN), $1,000 (ONE THO),
$100,000 (ONEHUNTHO) and a MUSCLE (CAR) symbol.
5. Prizes: The prizes that can be won in this game are:
$5, $10, $20, $25, $40, $50, $100, $400, $500, $1,000,
$100,000 and a Muscle Car Prize Package as described in
section 13. A player can win up to 12 times on a ticket.
6. Second-Chance Drawings: The Pennsylvania Lottery
will conduct two Muscle Car Money second-chance draw-
ings for which non-winning Pennsylvania Muscle Car
Money instant lottery game tickets may be eligible as
provided for in section 10.
7. Approximate Number of Tickets Printed For the
Game: Approximately 9,600,000 tickets will be printed
for the Pennsylvania Muscle Car Money instant lottery
game.
8. Determination of Prize Winners:
(a) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches any of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $100,000 (ONEHUNTHO) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area
under the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on
a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $100,000.
(b) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a Key (KEY) symbol,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of a Muscle
Car Prize Package as described in section 13.
(c) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches any of the ‘‘WINNING
NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol of $1,000
(ONE THO) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area under the
matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $1,000.
(d) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a Steering Wheel
(WHEEL) symbol and a prize symbol of $100 (ONE HUN)
appears in eight of the ‘‘Prize’’ areas and a prize symbol of
$50.00 (FIFTY) appears in four of the ‘‘Prize’’ areas, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $1,000.
(e) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches any of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $500 (FIV HUN) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area under the
matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $500.
(f) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches any of the ‘‘WINNING
NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol of $400
(FOR HUN) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area under the
matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $400.
(g) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a Steering Wheel
(WHEEL) symbol and a prize symbol of $100 (ONE HUN)
appears in two of the ‘‘Prize’’ areas and a prize symbol of
$20.00 (TWENTY) appears in ten of the ‘‘Prize’’ areas, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $400.
(h) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches any of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
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of $100 (ONE HUN) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area under
the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $100.
(i) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a Steering Wheel (WHEEL)
symbol and a prize symbol of $25.00 (TWY FIV) appears
in two of the ‘‘Prize’’ areas and a prize symbol of $5.00
(FIV DOL) appears in ten of the ‘‘Prize’’ areas, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $100.
(j) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a Steering Wheel (WHEEL)
symbol and a prize symbol of $20.00 (TWENTY) appears
in two of the ‘‘Prize’’ areas, a prize symbol of $10.00 (TEN
DOL) appears in two of the ‘‘Prize’’ areas, and a prize
symbol of $5.00 (FIV DOL) appears in eight of the ‘‘Prize’’
areas, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$100.
(k) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches any of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $40.00 (FORTY) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area under the
matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $40.
(l) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches any of the ‘‘WINNING
NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol of $25.00
(TWY FIV) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area under the match-
ing ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single ticket,
shall be entitled to a prize of $25.
(m) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches any of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $20.00 (TWENTY) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area under the
matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $20.
(n) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches any of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $10.00 (TEN DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area under
the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $10.
(o) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches any of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $5.00 (FIV DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area under the
matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $5.
9. Number and Description of Prizes and Approximate
Odds: The following table sets forth the approximate
number of winners, amounts of prizes, and approximate
odds of winning:
When Any Of Your Numbers Match
Any Winning Number, Win Prize
Shown Under The Matching
Number. Win With: Win:
Approximate





$5 $5 12 800,000
$5 × 2 $10 40 240,000
$10 $10 24 400,000
$5 × 4 $20 75 128,000
$10 × 2 $20 100 96,000
$20 $20 100 96,000
$5 × 5 $25 300 32,000
($10 × 2) + $5 $25 200 48,000
$20 + $5 $25 200 48,000
$25 $25 300 32,000
$5 × 8 $40 150 64,000
$10 × 4 $40 300 32,000
$20 × 2 $40 300 32,000
$40 $40 300 32,000
STEERING WHEEL w/ (($20 × 2) + ($10 × 2) +
($5 × 8))
$100 800 12,000
STEERING WHEEL w/ (($25 × 2) + ($5 × 10)) $100 800 12,000
$20 × 5 $100 1,200 8,000
$25 × 4 $100 2,400 4,000
$100 $100 2,400 4,000
STEERING WHEEL w/ (($100 × 2) +
($20 × 10))
$400 60,000 160
$40 × 10 $400 120,000 80
$100 × 4 $400 120,000 80
$400 $400 60,000 160
STEERING WHEEL w/ (($100 × 8) + ($50 × 4)) $1,000 120,000 80
$500 × 2 $1,000 120,000 80
$1,000 $1,000 120,000 80
MUSCLE CAR w/ KEY $60,000 1,200,000 8
$100,000 $100,000 960,000 10
Reveal a ‘‘KEY’’ (KEY) symbol, win a muscle car of your choice.
Reveal a ‘‘STEERING WHEEL’’ (WHEEL) symbol, win all 12 prizes shown.
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Prizes, including top prizes, are subject to availability
at the time of purchase.
10. Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money Second-
Chance Drawings’ Requirements:
(a) Non-winning PA-1097 Muscle Car Money ($5) in-
stant lottery tickets (‘‘Qualifying Tickets’’) are eligible for
entry in the Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money
second-chance drawings. Entrants must be members of
the Pennsylvania Lottery VIP Players Club to participate
in the Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-
chance drawings. To join the VIP Players Club, visit
http://www.palottery.com/Vip-Players-Club/login.aspx. Be-
coming a VIP Players Club member is free.
(b) To enter the Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car
Money second-chance drawings, entrants must submit the
identifying information from at least one Qualifying
Ticket into the entry site accessible exclusively via the
Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money promotional
website during the entry period for the drawings. Identi-
fying information from a Qualifying Ticket may only be
submitted one time for one of the two Pennsylvania
Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-chance drawings. The
time of submission will determine which drawing the
entries are entered in, as specified in section 11(a).
(c) An entrant will receive five entries for each Qualify-
ing Ticket entered. All entries will be entered in the same
drawing.
(d) Entrants must submit Qualifying Ticket informa-
tion via the Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money
promotional website available at http://www.palottery.
com. All other entries, including entries mailed or hand-
delivered to the Pennsylvania Lottery, are not valid and
will be disqualified.
(e) Entry submissions must be complete and the infor-
mation supplied by the entrant must be accurate. Incom-
plete entry submissions cannot be submitted.
(f) Only one claimant per entry allowed.
(g) Entrants must be 18 years of age or older.
(h) Entry is limited to entrants that indicate, at the
time of submitting Qualifying Ticket information, that
their information is being submitted from an internet
connected device located within Pennsylvania.
(i) Players may submit unlimited Qualifying Tickets in
the Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-
chance drawings.
11. Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money Second-
Chance Drawings and Prizes:
(a) The Lottery will conduct two second-chance draw-
ings. All time references in this section are Eastern Time.
(1) All Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money
second-chance drawings entries received after 11:59:59
p.m. July 20, 2014, through 11:59:59 p.m. August 21,
2014, will be entered in the Pennsylvania Lottery’s
Muscle Car Money Drawing #1, held between August 22,
2014 and August 27, 2014.
(i) The first winner selected in the Pennsylvania Lot-
tery’s Muscle Car Money Drawing #1 shall be entitled to
a prize of one Muscle Car Prize Package as described in
section 13.
(ii) The second through the eleventh winners selected
in the Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money Drawing
#1 shall be entitled to a prize of $1,000. This prize shall
be paid as a lump-sum cash payment.
(2) All Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money
second-chance drawings entries received after 11:59:59
p.m. August 21, 2014, through 11:59:59 p.m. September
25, 2014, will be entered in the Pennsylvania Lottery’s
Muscle Car Money Drawing #2, held between September
26, 2014 and October 1, 2014.
(i) The first winner selected in the Pennsylvania Lot-
tery’s Muscle Car Money Drawing #2 shall be entitled to
a prize of one Muscle Car Prize Package as described in
section 13.
(ii) The second through the eleventh winners selected
in the Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money Drawing
#2 shall be entitled to a prize of $1,000. This prize shall
be paid as a lump-sum cash payment.
(b) The winners of the Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle
Car Money drawings will be posted to the Muscle Car
Money promotional website and palottery.com.
12. Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money Second-
Chance Drawings Restrictions:
(a) The odds of an entry being selected in a Pennsylva-
nia Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-chance drawing
depend upon the number of entries received for that
drawing.
(b) To be eligible to participate in a particular Pennsyl-
vania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-chance draw-
ing, entrants must have complied with the requirements
of these rules.
(c) The Lottery is not responsible for late, lost or
misdirected entries not entered into the Pennsylvania
Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-chance drawings. The
Lottery is not responsible for entries that are not entered
into the Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money
second-chance drawings because of incompatible internet
browsers or other technical issues. If a Pennsylvania
Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-chance drawings en-
try is selected as a winner and rejected during or
following a Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money
second-chance drawing, the Lottery will select another
entry to replace the rejected entry in accordance with
these rules and Lottery procedure.
(d) A computer-generated randomizer will be used to
select the winners.
(e) An entrant may only win the prize for which they
are first selected in each of the Pennsylvania Lottery’s
Muscle Car Money second-chance drawings. Subsequent
entries, from the same entrant, selected in the same
Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-chance
drawing will be disqualified for that drawing and a
replacement entry will be selected.
(f) If any discrepancy exists between these rules and
any material describing the Pennsylvania Lottery’s
Muscle Car Money second-chance drawings, these rules
shall govern.
(g) Employees of the Pennsylvania Lottery, MARC Ad-
vertising, Scientific Games International Inc., MDI Enter-
tainment, LLC, and their subcontractors, or a spouse,
child, brother, sister or parent residing as a member of
the same household in the principal place of residence of
any such person are not eligible to participate in the
Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-chance
drawings. Offer void where prohibited or restricted.
(h) The Pennsylvania Lottery reserves the right, in its
sole discretion, to cancel or suspend one or more of the
Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-chance
drawings, and change these rules if one or more of the
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Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-chance
drawings cannot be conducted as planned due to errors in
these rules or advertising, unauthorized intervention,
tampering, fraud, technical errors, viruses, worms, bugs,
or any other cause beyond the control of the Pennsylvania
Lottery that, in the Pennsylvania Lottery’s sole judgment,
could corrupt or impair the administration, security,
fairness, integrity, or proper conduct of one or more of the
Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-chance
drawings.
(i) All entries shall be subject to verification by the
Pennsylvania Lottery.
(j) The Pennsylvania Lottery reserves the right, in its
sole discretion, to disqualify an entrant found to be
tampering with the operation of the Pennsylvania Lot-
tery’s Muscle Car Money second-chance promotion or
associated drawings or to be acting in violation of these
rules or applicable law.
(k) The Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Money
drawings are governed by the laws of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania. Applicable laws and regulations apply.
(l) Prizes must be claimed within one year of the
drawing date of the drawing in which the prize was won.
If no claim is made within one year of the date the prize
was won, the right of an entrant to claim the prize won, if
any, will expire and the prize money will be paid into the
State Lottery Fund and used for purposes provided by
statute.
(m) Final determination of winners will be made by the
Secretary, whose judgment will be final and binding.
(n) The payment of a prize awarded in the Pennsylva-
nia Lottery’s Muscle Car Money second-chance drawings
to a person who dies before receiving the prize shall be
paid according to 61 Pa. Code § 811.16 (relating to prizes
payable after death of a prize winner).
(o) A winner is responsible for all taxes arising from or
in connection with any prize won.
13. Description of Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car
Prize Package:
(a) Each Muscle Car Prize Package shall have a value
of $60,000 and shall consist of the winner’s choice of one
of the following three cars:
(i) A base model 2014 Chevrolet Camaro 1SSTM with
a 6.2 Liter V8 engine. The winner may choose either the
coupe with up to $7,203.00 in winner selected options or
the convertible model with up to $1,303.00 in winner
selected options. If the 2014 model year is not available
the winner will receive a purchase allowance for a 2015
or 2016 model, as determined by the Secretary;
(ii) A base model 2014 Ford Mustang GT with a 5.0
Liter 4V TI-VCT V8 engine. The winner may choose
either the coupe with up to $3,423.00 in winner selected
options or the convertible model with up to $3,423.00 in
winner selected options. If the 2014 model year is not
available the winner will receive a purchase allowance for
a 2015 or 2016 model, as determined by the Secretary; or
(iii) A base model 2014 Dodge Challenger R/T Classic
with a 5.7 Liter V8 HEMI WT engine with up to
$7,158.00 in winner selected options. If the 2014 model
year is not available the winner will receive a purchase
allowance for a 2015 or 2016 model, as determined by the
Secretary.
(b) Each Muscle Car Prize Package includes dealers’
fees, dealer preparation, set up fees, freight charges,
delivery charges, sales tax, registration and $15,000
federal income tax withholding.
(c) A Muscle Car Prize Package winner opting for the
cash value of the Muscle Car Prize Package will receive
$60,000 less federal income tax withholding.
14. Pennsylvania Lottery’s Muscle Car Prize Package
Restrictions:
(a) If the Department of Public Welfare, pursuant to 23
Pa.C.S.A. § 4308, determines that a winner of the Muscle
Car Prize Package is a delinquent support obligor as
provided in 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 4308, the winner shall forfeit
the Muscle Car Prize Package and the amount of any
arrearages shall be deducted from the cash value of the
Muscle Car Prize Package. After the delinquent support
obligation is met, the winner will receive the remaining
prize value, if any, according to Lottery procedure.
(b) Muscle Car Prize Packages are non-transferrable.
(c) In the event a prize described in section 13 is not
available, the Lottery may either provide a substitute
prize, determined by the Secretary to have an equivalent
value to the prize won, or make a cash payment to the
winner consistent with section 13(c), above.
15. Retailer Incentive Awards: The Lottery may con-
duct a separate Retailer Incentive Program for retailers
who sell Pennsylvania Muscle Car Money instant lottery
game tickets.
16. Retailer Bonus: The Lottery may offer a retailer
bonus in connection with the sale of Pennsylvania instant
lottery game tickets. If a retailer bonus is offered, a
Lottery retailer shall be eligible for a bonus as described
in this section. Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket
that entitles the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in
a single installment or having a guaranteed minimum
payout, of at least $100,000 and not exceeding $500,000
shall be paid a bonus of $500. Lottery retailers who sell a
winning ticket that entitles the ticket holder to a prize,
either payable in a single installment or having a guaran-
teed minimum payout, of at least $500,001 and not
exceeding $1,000,000 shall be paid a bonus of $5,000.
Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket that entitles
the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in a single
installment or having a guaranteed minimum payout, of
at least $1,000,001 and not exceeding $10,000,000 shall
be paid a bonus of $10,000. A Lottery retailer is entitled
only to the largest bonus for which he qualifies on a
winning ticket. A bonus will be initiated for payment after
the instant ticket is claimed and validated. A bonus will
not be awarded to a Lottery retailer that sells a non-
winning Pennsylvania Lottery instant ticket used to enter
a Pennsylvania Lottery second-chance drawing or promo-
tion that is subsequently selected to win a prize.
17. Unclaimed Prize Money: For a period of 1 year
from the announced close of Pennsylvania Muscle Car
Money, prize money from winning Pennsylvania Muscle
Car Money instant lottery game tickets will be retained
by the Secretary for payment to the persons entitled
thereto. If no claim is made within 1 year of the
announced close of the Pennsylvania Muscle Car Money
instant lottery game, the right of a ticket holder to claim
the prize represented by the ticket, if any, will expire and
the prize money will be paid into the State Lottery Fund
and used for purposes provided for by statute.
18. Governing Law: In purchasing a ticket, the cus-
tomer agrees to comply with and abide by the State
Lottery Law (72 P. S. §§ 3761-101—3761-314), 61
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Pa. Code Part V (relating to State Lotteries) and the
provisions contained in this notice.
19. Termination of the Game: The Secretary may an-
nounce a termination date, after which no further tickets
from this game may be sold. The announcement will be
disseminated through media used to advertise or promote
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Pennsylvania Triple Win Instant Lottery Game
Under the State Lottery Law (72 P. S. §§ 3761-101—
3761-314) and 61 Pa. Code § 819.203 (relating to notice of
instant game rules), the Secretary of Revenue hereby
provides public notice of the rules for the following
instant lottery game:
1. Name: The name of the game is Pennsylvania Triple
Win.
2. Price: The price of a Pennsylvania Triple Win in-
stant lottery game ticket is $1.
3. Play Symbols: Each Pennsylvania Triple Win in-
stant lottery game ticket will contain one play area. The
play area will contain two ‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ and a
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ area. The play symbols and their
captions located in the ‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ area are:
1 (ONE), 2 (TWO), 4 (FOUR), 5 (FIVE), 6 (SIX), 7
(SEVEN), 8 (EIGHT), 9 (NINE), 10 (TEN), 11 (ELEVN),
12 (TWLV), 13 (THRTN), 14 (FORTN), 15 (FIFTN), 16
(SIXTN), 17 (SVNTN), 18 (EGHTN), 19 (NINTN) and 20
(TWENT). The play symbols and their captions located in
the ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ area are: 1 (ONE), 2 (TWO), 4
(FOUR), 5 (FIVE), 6 (SIX), 7 (SEVEN), 8 (EIGHT), 9
(NINE), 10 (TEN), 11 (ELEVN), 12 (TWLV), 13 (THRTN),
14 (FORTN), 15 (FIFTN), 16 (SIXTN), 17 (SVNTN), 18
(EGHTN), 19 (NINTN), 20 (TWENT), WIN (WIN) symbol
and a 3X (3TIMES) symbol.
4. Prize Symbols: The prize symbols and their captions
located in the ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ area are: FREE
(TICKET), $1.00 (ONE DOL), $2.00 (TWO DOL), $3.00
(THR DOL), $4.00 (FOR DOL), $5.00 (FIV DOL), $6.00 (SIX
DOL), $10.00 (TEN DOL), $12.00 (TWELV), $20.00
(TWENTY), $50.00 (FIFTY), $100 (ONE HUN), $300
(THR HUN) and $3,000 (THR THO).
5. Prizes: The prizes that can be won in this game are:
Free $1 ticket, $1, $2, $3, $4, $5, $6, $10, $12, $20, $50,
$100, $300 and $3,000. A player can win up to 4 times on
a ticket.
6. Approximate Number of Tickets Printed For the
Game: Approximately 12,000,000 tickets will be printed
for the Pennsylvania Triple Win instant lottery game.
7. Determination of Prize Winners:
(a) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $3,000 (THR THO) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the
right of the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $3,000.
(b) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $300 (THR HUN) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the
right of the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $300.
(c) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 3X (3TIMES) symbol, and
a prize symbol of $100 (ONE HUN) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’
area to the right of that 3X (3TIMES) symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $300.
(d) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $100 (ONE HUN) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the
right of the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $100.
(e) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $50.00 (FIFTY) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the right
of the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $50.
(f) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 3X (3TIMES) symbol, and
a prize symbol of $10.00 (TEN DOL) appears in the
‘‘Prize’’ area to the right of that 3X (3TIMES) symbol, on
a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $30.
(g) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $20.00 (TWENTY) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the
right of the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $20.
(h) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a WIN (WIN) symbol
and a prize symbol of $20.00 (TWENTY) appears in the
‘‘Prize’’ area to the right of that WIN (WIN) symbol, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $20.
(i) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 3X (3TIMES) symbol, and
a prize symbol of $5.00 (FIV DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’
area to the right of that 3X (3TIMES) symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $15.
(j) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the ‘‘WIN-
NING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol of
$12.00 (TWELV) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the right of
the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $12.
(k) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a WIN (WIN) symbol
and a prize symbol of $12.00 (TWELV) appears in the
‘‘Prize’’ area to the right of that WIN (WIN) symbol, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $12.
(l) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 3X (3TIMES) symbol, and
a prize symbol of $4.00 (FOR DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’
area to the right of that 3X (3TIMES) symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $12.
(m) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $10.00 (TEN DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the
right of the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $10.
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(n) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a WIN (WIN) symbol
and a prize symbol of $10.00 (TEN DOL) appears in the
‘‘Prize’’ area to the right of that WIN (WIN) symbol, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $10.
(o) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 3X (3TIMES)
symbol, and a prize symbol of $3.00 (THR DOL) appears
in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the right of that 3X (3TIMES)
symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$9.
(p) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $6.00 (SIX DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the right
of the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $6.
(q) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a WIN (WIN) symbol
and a prize symbol of $6.00 (SIX DOL) appears in the
‘‘Prize’’ area to the right of that WIN (WIN) symbol, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $6.
(r) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 3X (3TIMES) symbol, and
a prize symbol of $2.00 (TWO DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’
area to the right of that 3X (3TIMES) symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $6.
(s) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $5.00 (FIV DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the right
of the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $5.
(t) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the ‘‘YOUR
NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a WIN (WIN) symbol and a
prize symbol of $5.00 (FIV DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’
area to the right of that WIN (WIN) symbol, on a single
ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $5.
(u) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $3.00 (THR DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the
right of the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $3.
(v) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a WIN (WIN) symbol
and a prize symbol of $3.00 (THR DOL) appears in the
‘‘Prize’’ area to the right of that WIN (WIN) symbol, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $3.
(w) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a 3X (3TIMES)
symbol, and a prize symbol of $1.00 (ONE DOL) appears
in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the right of that 3X (3TIMES)
symbol, on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of
$3.
(x) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $2.00 (TWO DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the
right of the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $2.
(y) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols is a WIN (WIN) symbol
and a prize symbol of $2.00 (TWO DOL) appears in the
‘‘Prize’’ area to the right of that WIN (WIN) symbol, on a
single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $2.
(z) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of $1.00 (ONE DOL) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the
right of the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of $1.
(aa) Holders of tickets upon which any one of the
‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbols matches either of the
‘‘WINNING NUMBERS’’ play symbols and a prize symbol
of FREE (TICKET) appears in the ‘‘Prize’’ area to the
right of the matching ‘‘YOUR NUMBERS’’ play symbol,
on a single ticket, shall be entitled to a prize of one
Pennsylvania Triple Win instant game ticket or one
Pennsylvania Lottery instant game ticket of equivalent
sale price which is currently on sale.
8. Number and Description of Prizes and Approximate
Odds: The following table sets forth the approximate
number of winners, amounts of prizes, and approximate
odds of winning:
When Any Of Your Numbers Match
Either Winning Number, Win Prize
Shown To The Right Of The
Matching Number. Win With: Win:
Approximate





FREE FREE $1 TICKET 9.52 1,260,000
$1 × 2 $2 100 120,000
$2 w/ WIN $2 33.33 360,000
$2 $2 100 120,000
$2 + $1 $3 300 40,000
$1 w/ 3X $3 75 160,000
$3 w/ WIN $3 100 120,000
$3 $3 300 40,000
($2 × 2) + $1 $5 300 40,000
$5 w/ WIN $5 375 32,000
$5 $5 600 20,000
$2 w/ 3X $6 200 60,000
$6 w/ WIN $6 600 20,000
$6 $6 600 20,000
$5 × 2 $10 1,500 8,000
($3 × 2) + ($2 × 2) $10 750 16,000
($3 w/ 3X) + $1 $10 230.77 52,000
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When Any Of Your Numbers Match
Either Winning Number, Win Prize
Shown To The Right Of The
Matching Number. Win With: Win:
Approximate





$10 w/ WIN $10 1,000 12,000
$10 $10 1,000 12,000
($2 w/ 3X) × 2 $12 1,500 8,000
$4 w/ 3X $12 3,000 4,000
$12 w/ WIN $12 3,000 4,000
$12 $12 3,000 4,000
$5 × 4 $20 3,000 4,000
$10 × 2 $20 3,000 4,000
($5 w/ 3X) + $5 $20 1,000 12,000
$20 w/ WIN $20 3,000 4,000
$20 $20 3,000 4,000
($10 × 3) + $20 $50 3,000 4,000
($20 × 2) + ($5 × 2) $50 3,000 4,000
(($5 w/ 3X) × 3) + $5 $50 3,000 4,000
$50 $50 3,000 4,000
$50 × 2 $100 24,000 500
(($10 w/ 3X) × 3) + $10 $100 6,000 2,000
$100 $100 24,000 500
$100 w/ 3X $300 24,000 500
$300 $300 40,000 300
$3,000 $3,000 480,000 25
Reveal a ‘‘WIN’’ (WIN) symbol, win prize shown to the right of it automatically.
Reveal a ‘‘3X’’ (3TIMES) symbol, win triple the prize shown to the right of it.
Prizes, including top prizes, are subject to availability
at the time of purchase.
9. Retailer Incentive Awards: The Lottery may conduct
a separate Retailer Incentive Program for retailers who
sell Pennsylvania Triple Win instant lottery game tickets.
10. Retailer Bonus: The Lottery may offer a retailer
bonus in connection with the sale of Pennsylvania instant
lottery game tickets. If a retailer bonus is offered, a
Lottery retailer shall be eligible for a bonus as described
in this section. Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket
that entitles the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in
a single installment or having a guaranteed minimum
payout, of at least $100,000 and not exceeding $500,000
shall be paid a bonus of $500. Lottery retailers who sell a
winning ticket that entitles the ticket holder to a prize,
either payable in a single installment or having a guaran-
teed minimum payout, of at least $500,001 and not
exceeding $1,000,000 shall be paid a bonus of $5,000.
Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket that entitles
the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in a single
installment or having a guaranteed minimum payout, of
at least $1,000,001 and not exceeding $10,000,000 shall
be paid a bonus of $10,000. A Lottery retailer is entitled
only to the largest bonus for which he qualifies on a
winning ticket. A bonus will be initiated for payment after
the instant ticket is claimed and validated. A bonus will
not be awarded to a Lottery retailer that sells a non-
winning Pennsylvania Lottery instant ticket used to enter
a Pennsylvania Lottery second-chance drawing or promo-
tion that is subsequently selected to win a prize.
11. Unclaimed Prize Money: For a period of 1 year
from the announced close of Pennsylvania Triple Win,
prize money from winning Pennsylvania Triple Win in-
stant lottery game tickets will be retained by the Secre-
tary for payment to the persons entitled thereto. If no
claim is made within 1 year of the announced close of the
Pennsylvania Triple Win instant lottery game, the right
of a ticket holder to claim the prize represented by the
ticket, if any, will expire and the prize money will be paid
into the State Lottery Fund and used for purposes
provided for by statute.
12. Governing Law: In purchasing a ticket, the cus-
tomer agrees to comply with and abide by the State
Lottery Law (72 P. S. §§ 3761-101—3761-314), 61
Pa. Code Part V (relating to State Lotteries) and the
provisions contained in this notice.
13. Termination of the Game: The Secretary may an-
nounce a termination date, after which no further tickets
from this game may be sold. The announcement will be
disseminated through media used to advertise or promote




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1520. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
Contemplated Sale of Land No Longer Needed for
Transportation Purposes
The Department of Transportation (Department), under
the Sale of Transportation Lands Act (71 P. S.
§§ 1381.1—1381.3), intends to sell certain land owned by
the Department.
The following is the property available for sale by the
Department.
Towanda Borough, Bradford County. Location of
property-approximately 0.5 mile north of Chestnut Street
in Towanda Borough; and 80 ± west of the cartway for
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Merrill Parkway or 175 ± east of the cartway for William
Street. The parcel contains 8,497 square feet of unim-
proved land. The estimated fair market value is $6,000.
Interested public agencies are invited to express their
interest in purchasing the site within 30 calendar days
from the date of publication of this notice to Jeffrey M.
Wenner, R/W Administrator, Department of Transporta-
tion, P. O. Box 218, Montoursville, PA 17754.
BARRY J. SCHOCH, PE,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1521. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
INDEPENDENT REGULATORY REVIEW COMMISSION
Notice of Comments Issued
Section 5(g) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P. S. § 745.5(g)) provides that the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission (Commission) may issue comments within 30 days of the close of the public comment period. The
Commission comments are based upon the criteria contained in section 5.2 of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P. S.
§ 745.5b).
The Commission has issued comments on the following proposed regulations. The agencies must consider these
comments in preparing the final-form regulation. The final-form regulation must be submitted within 2 years of the close
of the public comment period or it will be deemed withdrawn.
Close of the Public
IRRC
Comments
Reg. No. Agency/Title Comment Period Issued
#3-52 Department of Banking and Securities
Debt Management Services Continuing
Education
44 Pa.B. 2751 (May 10, 2014)
06/09/14 07/09/14
#126-9 Philadelphia Parking Authority
Annual Filing Requirements
44 Pa.B. 2753 (May 10, 2014)
06/09/14 07/09/14
Department of Banking and Securities
Regulation #3-52 (IRRC #3056)
Debt Management Services Continuing Education
July 9, 2014
We submit for your consideration the following com-
ments on the proposed rulemaking published in the May
10, 2014 Pennsylvania Bulletin. Our comments are based
on criteria in Section 5.2 of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5b). Section 5.1(a) of the Regulatory Review
Act (71 P. S. § 745.5a(a)) directs the Department of
Banking and Securities (Department) to respond to all
comments received from us or any other source.
1. Whether the regulation is consistent with the
intent of the General Assembly; Implementation
procedures.
The Debt Management Services Act (Act) (63 P. S.
§§ 2401, et seq.) became law on October 9, 2008. It
requires entities engaged in the debt management ser-
vices industry to be licensed. Section 17(4) of the Act
provides the Department with general authority to pro-
mulgate regulations to ensure the proper administration
of the Act and the proper conduct of licensees under the
Act. 63 P. S. § 2417(4). Section 9(c) of the Act imposes a
specific obligation on the Department as it pertains to the
renewal of licenses and continuing education. It states the
following:
In order to maintain its license, a licensee shall
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the department
that its credit counselors, supervisors and managers
participate in continuing education as required by the
department by regulation. The department shall de-
lineate the requirements for such continuing educa-
tion by regulation within three years after the effec-
tive date of this act.
Id. at § 2409(c).
The Department has chosen to fulfill its obligation to
‘‘delineate the requirements for such continuing educa-
tion’’ by allowing certifying organizations that are regis-
tered with the Department to provide continuing educa-
tion to credit counselors, supervisors and managers.
Section 57.32 of the proposal requires potential certifying
organizations to meet four criteria before the Department
would consider them to be acceptable continuing educa-
tion providers. Those criteria are: submit a registration
form to the Department; require at least 16 continuing
education units for credit counselor certification; offer
credit counselor certification that is valid for no longer
than 24 months; and permit supervisors to attend con-
tinuing education courses. A review of the continuing
education requirements of the six certifying organizations
listed on the Department’s website reveals a regulatory
environment that varies. For example, one certifying
organization requires one continuing education unit to be
in ethics, but others do not. In addition, one certifying
organization allows a 45-day grace period to obtain the
required 16 credits of continuing education within the
two-year renewal cycle, but others do not.
While § 57.32 establishes the basic framework for
certifying organizations that the Department would deem
acceptable, we are concerned that each certifying organi-
zation has varying requirements for its continuing educa-
tion programs. We believe this creates a confusing regula-
tory environment for the regulated community and would
be difficult for the Department to implement in a consis-
tent manner. For example, the grace period noted above
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conflicts with § 57.32(3), which requires credit counselor
certification to be valid for only 24 months. The varying
requirements conflicts with the purpose of a regulation,
which is to establish a binding norm. In the Preamble to
the final-form rulemaking, we ask the Department to
explain why this approach is appropriate and how it
satisfies the statutory mandate to establish continuing
education requirements through regulation.
2. Section 57.1. Definitions.—Whether the regula-
tion is consistent with the intent of the General
Assembly; Clarity.
Certifying organization
This term is defined as ‘‘An independent third-party
offering debt management services certification for credit
counselors and continuing education courses for supervi-
sors.’’ It is our understanding that certifying organiza-
tions offer continuing education courses to both counsel-
ors and supervisors. We suggest that the final-form
regulation be amended to reflect that understanding.
Supervisor
The proposed definition for this term is ‘‘An individual
with direct responsibility for the actions of one or more
credit counselors, for example, a manager.’’ Since Section
(9)(c) of the Act requires continuing education for both
supervisors and managers, we suggest that the definition
be amended by replacing the phrase ‘‘for example’’ with
‘‘including.’’ We believe this change better reflects the
requirements of the Act.
3. Section 57.11. Continuing education require-
ments.—Clarity.
Paragraph (1) of this section states that credit counsel-
ors shall maintain valid certification through a registered
certifying organization, but it does not specify the con-
tinuing education requirements. To find those require-
ments, one must look to § 57.32, pertaining to criteria for
certifying organizations. Paragraph (2) of this section
states that supervisors must complete a minimum of 16
continuing education units every two years through a
registered certifying organization. To improve the clarity
of the rulemaking, we recommend that the Department
amend both paragraphs to state that credit counselors
and supervisors must complete a minimum of 16 continu-
ing education units every two years through a registered
certifying organization.
4. Section 57.13. Former registered certifying or-
ganizations.—Implementation procedures; Clarity.
This section of the rulemaking addresses situations in
which a certifying organization is removed from the
Department’s website as an acceptable continuing educa-
tion provider and the resulting impact on the validity of
courses taken by credit counselors and supervisors. Under
Paragraphs (1) and (2), the validity of the courses taken
is contingent on when the credit counselor or supervisor
completed the units and whether the Department will
take action against the certifying organization. We ques-
tion how credit counselors and supervisors will know if
the Department plans to take action against these organ-
izations. Will the Department maintain a list of these
certifying organizations on its website with an indication
of whether action will be taken? In addition, what is
meant by ‘‘take action’’? These matters should be clarified
in the final-form regulation.
5. Section 57.22. Recordkeeping.—Clarity.
Licensees are required to keep records regarding the
completion of continuing education requirements ‘‘for at
least four license renewal periods’’ under this section of
the rulemaking. This provision lacks clarity because it
does not provide an exact time frame for which records
must be kept. We recommend that the phrase ‘‘at least’’
be deleted from the final-form rulemaking.
6. Section 57.33. Verification.—Clarity.
Subsection (a) states that the Department will ‘‘periodi-
cally’’ request registered certifying organizations to resub-
mit registration forms to verify that the organizations
continue to meet the criteria set forth in § 57.32. The
term ‘‘periodically’’ is vague and does not establish a
binding norm. We recommend that the term be replaced
with more specific language.
Philadelphia Parking Authority
Regulation #126-9 (IRRC #3058)
Annual Filing Requirements
July 9, 2014
We submit for your consideration the following com-
ments on the proposed rulemaking published in the May
10, 2014 Pennsylvania Bulletin. Our comments are based
on criteria in Section 5.2 of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5b). Section 5.1(a) of the Regulatory Review
Act (71 P. S. § 745.5a(a)) directs the Philadelphia Parking
Authority to respond to all comments received from us or
any other source.
1. Section 1011.4. Annual assessments and renewal
fees.—Clarity.
As amended, Subsection 1011.4(b) no longer provides a
specific timeframe to pay assessments, but rather refers
the reader to 53 Pa.C.S. Chapters 55 and 57 (act). We
note that subsection (c) provides for payment ‘‘the 15th
day from notice,’’ along with the reference to the act. Both
provisions reference § 5707.1(a) of the act, which states,
in part, that ‘‘an assessment must be paid within 30 days
of service.’’ We recommend a review of both Subsections
(b) and (c) to make them consistent with § 5707.1(a) of
the act and to include specific timeframes to pay assess-
ments in the regulation.
2. Section 1051.3. Annual rights renewal process.—
Clarity.
Proposed Paragraph 1051.3(g)(6) uses the word ‘‘taxi-
cab.’’ Should this word be ‘‘limousine’’?
3. Section 1051.4. Annual assessments and renewal
fees.—Clarity.
The cross-reference in proposed Subsection 1051.4(c) is
to Paragraph 1051.3(c)(4), but in our review we could not
find this paragraph. Was the intent to cross-reference
Paragraph 1051.3(c)(3)?
JOHN F. MIZNER, Esq.,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1522. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
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Notice of Filing of Final Rulemakings
The Independent Regulatory Review Commission (Commission) received the following regulations. They are scheduled
to be considered on the dates noted. The Commission’s public meetings are held at 333 Market Street, 14th Floor,
Harrisburg, PA at 10 a.m. To obtain a copy of the regulation, interested parties should first contact the promulgating
agency. If a copy cannot be obtained from the promulgating agency, the Commission will provide a copy or a copy can be
obtained from the web site at www.irrc.state.pa.us.
Final-Form
Reg. No. Agency/Title Resubmitted
Public
Meeting
#74-1 Department of Drug and Alcohol Programs
Standards for Licensure of Freestanding
Treatment Facilities
7/8/14 9/4/14
Reg. No. Agency/Title Tolled/Resubmitted
Public
Meeting
#126-4 Philadelphia Parking Authority
Taxicab and Limousine Amendments
7/8/14 7/24/14
Final-Omit
Reg. No. Agency/Title Resubmitted
Public
Meeting
#74-2 Department of Drug and Alcohol Programs
Drug and Alcohol Facilities and Services
7/8/14 9/4/14
JOHN F. MIZNER, Esq.,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1523. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Per Diem Charges for Financial Examinations Con-
ducted by the Insurance Department; Revised
Notice 2014-06
(Editor’s Note: This Revised Notice 2014-06 replaces
the notice published at 44 Pa.B. 3661 (June 14, 2014).)
Under the authority in section 907 of The Insurance
Department Act of 1921 (40 P. S. § 323.7) and under 31
Pa. Code § 12.4 (relating to per diem charges), an up-
dated schedule of per diem charges for financial examina-
tions conducted by the Insurance Department (Depart-
ment) is hereby adopted.
The new schedule of charges is as follows:
Examiner Trainee $465 per day
Actuarial Associate 1 $465 per day
Actuary 2 $974 per day
Examiner 1 $595 per day
Examiner 2 $687 per day




Information Systems Examiner Insurance
Company
$674 per day
Information Systems Administrator $621 per day
As prescribed in 31 Pa. Code § 12.4(c), the Department
will calculate and bill per diem charges for financial
examination costs in 1/2-hour units.
This schedule is effective July 1, 2014.
This document supersedes the notice published at 43
Pa.B. 3315 (June 15, 2013) and shall remain in effect




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1524. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Review Procedure Hearings; Cancellation or Re-
fusal of Insurance
The following insured has requested a hearing as
authorized by the act of June 17, 1998 (P. L. 464, No. 68)
(Act 68) in connection with the termination of the in-
sured’s automobile insurance policy. The hearing will be
held in accordance with the requirements of Act 68; 1
Pa. Code Part II (relating to General Rules of Administra-
tive Practice and Procedure); and 31 Pa. Code §§ 56.1—
56.3 (relating to Special Rules of Administrative Practice
and Procedure). The administrative hearing will be held
in the Insurance Department’s regional office in Harris-
burg, PA. Failure by an appellant to appear at the
scheduled hearing may result in dismissal with prejudice.
The following hearing will be held in the Administra-
tive Hearings Office, Capitol Associates Building, Room
200, 901 North Seventh Street, Harrisburg, PA 17102.
Appeal of Rosita Rivera; file no. 14-198-165114; Capitol
Insurance Company; Doc. No. P14-06-025; August 7,
2014, 9:30 a.m.
Parties may appear with or without counsel and offer
relevant testimony or other relevant evidence. Each party
must bring documents, photographs, drawings, claims
files, witnesses, and the like, necessary to support the
party’s case. A party intending to offer documents or
photographs into evidence shall bring enough copies for
the record and for each opposing party.
In some cases, the Insurance Commissioner (Commis-
sioner) may order that the company reimburse an insured
for the higher cost of replacement insurance coverage
obtained while the appeal is pending. Reimbursement is
available only when the insured is successful on appeal,
and may not be ordered in all instances. If an insured
wishes to seek reimbursement for the higher cost of
replacement insurance, the insured must produce docu-
mentation at the hearing which will allow comparison of
coverages and costs between the original policy and the
replacement policy.
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Following the hearing and receipt of the stenographic
transcript, the Commissioner will issue a written order
resolving the factual issues presented at the hearing and
stating what remedial action, if any, is required. The
Commissioner’s Order will be sent to those persons
participating in the hearing or their designated represen-
tatives. The Order of the Commissioner may be subject to
judicial review by the Commonwealth Court.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
previously-referenced administrative hearing and require
an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation to
participate in the hearing should contact Donna R.




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1525. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
LEGISLATIVE
REFERENCE BUREAU
Documents Filed But Not Published
The Legislative Reference Bureau (Bureau) accepted
the following documents during the preceding calendar
month for filing without publication under 1 Pa. Code
§ 3.13(b) (relating to contents of Bulletin). The Bureau
will continue to publish on a monthly basis either a
summary table identifying the documents accepted during
the preceding calendar month under this subsection or a
statement that no documents have been received. For
questions concerning or copies of documents filed, but not
published, call (717) 783-1530.
Governor’s Office
Manual No. 210.9—The Commonwealth of Pennsylva-
nia General Records Retention and Disposition Schedule,
Amended June 16, 2014.
Manual No. 505.6—An Agency Guide to Workplace
Violence Prevention and Response, Amended June 16,
2014.
Management Directive No. 205.33—Workplace Violence,
Amended June 16, 2014.
Management Directive No. 205.43—Quality Assurance
for Business Productivity Tools, Amended June 25, 2014.
Management Directive No. 315.8—Restitution of Over-
payments and Collection of Employee Debts, Amended
June 16, 2014.
Management Directive No. 580.2—Civil Service Avail-
ability Survey/Interview Notice, Amended June 20, 2014.
Management Directive No. 580.34—Removal of Eli-
gibles for Certification or Appointment in the Classified
Service, Amended June 20, 2014.
Administrative Circular No. 14-10—SAP Accounting
Code Changes: Revenue General Ledger Account Re-
quests, Dated June 18, 2014.
LAURA CAMPBELL,
Director
Pennsylvania Code and Bulletin
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1526. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
MILK MARKETING BOARD
Hearing and Presubmission Schedule; All Milk
Marketing Areas; Over-Order Premium
Under the Milk Marketing Law (31 P. S. §§ 700j-101—
700j-1302), the Milk Marketing Board (Board) will con-
duct a public hearing for Milk Marketing Areas 1—6 on
September 3, 2014, at 10 a.m. in Room 202, Agriculture
Building, 2301 North Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA.
The purpose of the hearing is to receive testimony and
exhibits concerning the level and duration of the Class I
over-order premium to be effective October 1, 2014.
The staff of the Board is deemed to be a party to this
hearing, and the attorney representing staff is deemed to
have entered his appearance. Other persons who wish to
present evidence may be included on the Board’s list of
parties by: (1) having their attorney file with the Board
on or before 12 p.m. on August 4, 2014, a notice of
appearance substantially in the form prescribed by 1
Pa. Code § 31.25 (relating to form of notice of appear-
ance); or (2) if unrepresented by counsel, filing with the
Board on or before 12 p.m. on August 4, 2014, notification
of their desire to be included as a party. Parties shall
indicate in their notices of appearance if alternate means
of service, that is, e-mail or fax, are acceptable. Notices of
appearance filed electronically should be directed to
deberly@state.pa.us.
The parties shall observe the following requirements
for advance filing of witness information and exhibits.
The Board may exclude witnesses or exhibits of a party
that fails to comply with these requirements. Copies of
the filings will be available on the Board web site at
http://www.mmb.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/
public_hearings/21456.
1. By 3 p.m. on August 7, 2014, the petitioner shall file
with the Board, in person or by mail, one original and
five copies and ensure receipt by all other parties of one
copy of:
a. A list of witnesses who will testify for the petitioner,
along with a statement of the subjects concerning which
each witness will testify. A witness who will be offered as
an expert shall be so identified, along with the witness’s
area or areas of proposed expertise. For expert witnesses
there shall also be filed a written report or written
testimony explaining the substance of the facts and
opinions to which the expert is expected to testify and a
summary of the grounds for each opinion.
b. Each exhibit to be presented, including testimony to
be offered in written form.
2. By 3 p.m. on August 21, 2014, each responding party
shall file and serve as set forth in paragraph 1 informa-
tion concerning rebuttal witnesses and copies of rebuttal
exhibits.
3. By 12 p.m. on August 28, 2014, parties shall file and
serve as set forth in paragraph 1 information concerning
surrebuttal witnesses and copies of surrebuttal exhibits.
Parties that wish to offer in evidence documents on file
with the Board, public documents or records in other
proceedings before the Board, or wish the Board to take
official notice of facts, shall comply with, respectively,
1 Pa. Code § 35.164, § 35.165, § 35.167 or § 35.173.
Whenever these rules require production of a document
as an exhibit, five copies shall be provided for Board use
and one copy shall be provided to each interested party.
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Requests by parties for Board staff to provide data
pertinent to the hearing shall be made in writing and
received in the Board office by 12 p.m. on August 25,
2014.
The filing address for the Board is Milk Marketing
Board, Room 110, Agriculture Building, 2301 North Cam-
eron Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
TIM MOYER,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1527. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC
UTILITY COMMISSION
Local Exchange Carrier Services
A-2014-2431015; A-2014-2431016; A-2014-2431017;
A-2014-2431019; A-2014-2431020; A-2014-2431041.
American Broadband and Telecommunications
Company. Application of American Broadband and Tele-
communications Company for approval to offer, render,
furnish or supply competitive local exchange carrier ser-
vices to the public in the service territories of Frontier
Commonwealth Telephone Company, Frontier Communi-
cations of Breezewood, Inc., Frontier Communications of
Canton, Inc., Frontier Communications of Lakewood, Inc.,
Frontier Communications of Oswayo River, Inc., Citizens
Telecommunications of New York, Inc.
Formal protests and petitions to intervene must be filed
in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utili-
ties). Filings must be made with the Secretary of the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a copy served on the
applicant, on or before August 4, 2014. The documents
filed in support of the application are available for
inspection and copying at the Office of the Secretary
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, on
the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission’s web site at
www.puc.pa.gov, and at the applicant’s business address.
Applicant: American Broadband and Telecommunica-
tions Company
Through and By Counsel: Denise N. Smith, Esquire,
Kelley, Drye & Warren, LLP, Washington Harbour, Suite
400, 3050 K Street NW, Washington, DC 20007-5108
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1528. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Petition of PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
M-2014-2430781. Reference docs. M-2012-2334388;
M-2009-2123945. PPL Electric Utilities Corporation.
Petition of PPL Electric Utilities Corporation for approval
of its smart meter technology procurement and installa-
tion plan.
Formal protests, petitions to intervene and answers
must be filed in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to
public utilities). Filings must be made with the Secretary
of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box
3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a copy served on
the petitioner and a copy provided to the Administrative
Law Judge, on or before August 11, 2014. The documents
filed in support of the petition are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Pennsylva-
nia Public Utility Commission’s (Commission) web site at
www.puc.pa.gov, and at the petitioner’s business address.
Petitioner: PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
Through and By Counsel: David B. MacGregor, Post &
Schell, PC, Four Penn Center, 1600 John F. Kennedy
Boulevard, Philadelphia, PA 19103-2808; Anthony D.
Kanagy, Post & Schell, PC, 17 North Second Street, 12th
Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17101-1601; Paul E. Russell, PPL
Services Corporation, Office of General Counsel, Two
North Ninth Street, Allentown, PA 18101-1179
Prehearing Conference
An initial prehearing conference on the previously-
captioned case will be held as follows:
Date: Monday, August 11, 2014
Time: 2 p.m.





Presiding: Administrative Law Judge Susan D. Colwell
Individuals representing themselves are not required to
be represented by an attorney. All others (corporation,
partnership, association, trust or governmental agency or
subdivision) must be represented by an attorney. Repre-
senting attorneys should file a notice of appearance before
the scheduled prehearing conference.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
prehearing conference should contact the Commission to
make arrangements for their special needs. Call the
scheduling office at the Commission at least 5 business
days prior to the prehearing conference to submit a
request.
For persons who require an interpreter to participate in
the hearings, the Commission will make every reasonable
effort to have an interpreter present. Call the scheduling
office at the Commission at least 10 business days prior
to the prehearing conference to submit a request.
• Scheduling Office: (717) 787-1399
• Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service number for per-
sons who are deaf or hearing-impaired: (800) 654-5988
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1529. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Service of Notice of Motor Carrier Applications
The following temporary authority and/or permanent
authority applications for the right to render service as a
common carrier or contract carrier in this Commonwealth
have been filed with the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission. Formal protests and petitions to intervene
must be filed in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to
public utilities). A protest shall indicate whether it ap-
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plies to the temporary authority application, the perma-
nent authority application, or both. Filings must be made
with the Secretary, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commis-
sion, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a
copy served on the applicant by August 4, 2014. Docu-
ments filed in support of the applications are available for
inspection and copying at the Office of the Secretary
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and at the business address of the respective applicant.
Applications of the following for approval to begin
operating as common carriers for transportation
of persons as described under each application.
A-2014-2418995. Force Double, LLC (219 Saddle
Creek Drive, Mount Bethel, PA 18343) for the right, to
transport by motor vehicle, persons, upon call or demand,
between points in Monroe and Northampton Counties.
A-2014-2424005. Ayah Limo Services, Inc. (229
South Main Street, Apt. 1, Spring City, PA 19475) for the
right to begin to transport, as a common carrier, by motor
vehicle, persons in airport transfer service, from points in
the Counties of Chester, Berks, Montgomery, Delaware,
Luzerne and Lackawanna to the following airports:
Baublitz Airport, Bermudian Airport, Brandywine Airport,
Butter Valley Golf Port, Chester County G.O. Carlson
Airport, Doylestown Airport, Erie International Airport,
Grimes Airport, Penn Ridge Airport, Pottstown Municipal
Airport, Hazelton Municipal Airport, Heritage Field Air-
port, Perkiomen Valley Airport, Lazy B Ranch Airport,
Lehigh Valley International Airport, Northeast Airport,
Penn’s Landing Pier 36 Airport, Philadelphia Interna-
tional Airport, and return.
Application of the following for approval of the
beginning of the exercise of the right and privi-
lege of operating motor vehicles as common carri-
ers for the transportation of household goods as
described under the application.
A-2014-2423938. 1-800-Rat-Pack, LLC (6400 Golds-
boro Road, Suite 300, Bethesda, MD 20817) for the right
to begin to transport, as a Class B carrier, household
goods in use, between points in the City of Pittsburgh,
Allegheny County, and as a Class D carrier, household
goods in use, from points in the City of Pittsburgh,
Allegheny County, to points within 10 miles by the
usually traveled highways of the City-County Building in
the said city, and vice versa; which is to be a transfer of
all the rights from A-00106620, F.2 issued to William T.
Malloy, t/d/b/a Are You Moving (Attorney: David M.
O’Boyle, Esquire, Wick, Streiff, Meyer, O’Boyle & Szeligo,
PC, 1450 Two Chatham Center, 112 Washington Place,
Pittsburgh, PA 15219).
Application of the following for the approval of the
right and privilege to discontinue/abandon oper-
ating as common carriers by motor vehicle and
for cancellation of the certificate of public conve-
nience as described under the application.
A-2014-2421526. 903 Rentals, Inc. (1358 SR 903, Jim
Thorpe, Carbon County, PA 18229) for the discontinuance
of service and cancellation of the certificate as a common
carrier, by motor vehicle, persons in limousine service,
from points in the County of Carbon, to points in
Pennsylvania, and return, excluding service under the
jurisdiction of the Philadelphia Parking Authority.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1530. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Siting and Construction; Prehearing Conference
A-2014-2430565. PPL Electric Utilities Corpora-
tion. Application of PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
under 52 Pa. Code Chapter 57, Subchapter G (relating to
Commission review of siting and construction of electric
transmission lines) for approval of the siting and con-
struction of the North Lancaster-Honey Brook No. 1 and
No. 2 138/69 kV transmission lines in Lancaster County.
A-2014-2430582. Application of PPL Electric Utilities
Corporation under 15 Pa.C.S. § 1511(c) (relating to addi-
tional powers of certain public utility corporations) for a
finding and determination that the service to be fur-
nished by the applicant through its proposed exercise of
the power of eminent domain to acquire right-of-way and
easement over a certain portion of the lands of Merle Z.
Eberly and Sharon Eberly in Brecknock Township,
Lancaster County for siting and construction of transmis-
sion lines associated with the proposed North Lancaster-
Honey Brook Project is necessary or proper for the
service, accommodation, convenience or safety of the
public.
A-2014-2430579. Application of PPL Electric Utilities
Corporation under 15 Pa.C.S. § 1511(c) for a finding and
determination that the service to be furnished by the
applicant through its proposed exercise of the power of
eminent domain to acquire right-of-way and easement
over a certain portion of the lands of J. Roys, Inc., c/o
Grant Wise in Brecknock Township, Lancaster County for
siting and construction of transmission lines associated
with the proposed North Lancaster-Honey Brook Project
is necessary or proper for the service, accommodation,
convenience or safety of the public.
A-2014-2430635. Application of PPL Electric Utilities
Corporation under 15 Pa.C.S. § 1511(c) for a finding and
determination that the service to be furnished by the
applicant through its proposed exercise of the power of
eminent domain to acquire right-of-way and easement
over a certain portion of the lands of Paul D. Bias and
Michelle Bias in Brecknock Township, Lancaster County
for siting and construction of transmission lines associ-
ated with the proposed North Lancaster-Honey Brook
Project is necessary or proper for the service, accommoda-
tion, convenience or safety of the public.
Formal protests and petitions to intervene must be filed
in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utili-
ties). Filings must be made with the Secretary of the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a copy served on Admin-
istrative Law Judge Susan Colwell and PPL Electric
Utilities Corporation, on or before September 12, 2014.
The documents filed in support of the applications and
petitions are available for inspection and copying at the
Office of the Secretary 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and at the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission’s (Commission) web site at www.puc.pa.gov
and at the applicant’s business address.
Applicant: PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
Through and By Counsel: David B. MacGregor, Post &
Schell, PC, Four Penn Center, 1600 John F. Kennedy
Boulevard, Philadelphia, PA 19103-2808; Paul E. Russell,
Associate General Counsel, PPL Services Corporation,
Two North Ninth Street, Allentown, PA 18106; Christo-
pher T. Wright, John H. Isom, Post & Schell, PC, 17
North Second Street, 12th Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17101-
1601
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Prehearing Conference
An initial prehearing conference on the previously-
captioned case will be held as follows:
Date: Thursday, September 18, 2014
Time: 10 a.m.




Presiding: Administrative Law Judge Susan Colwell




Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
prehearing may be able to make arrangements for special
needs. To make arrangements for any special needs, call
the scheduling office at the Commission at least 2
business days prior to the conference.
• Scheduling Office: (717) 787-1399
• Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service number for per-
sons who are deaf or hearing-impaired: (800) 654-5988
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1531. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications
A-2014-2417686. Commonwealth Telephone Com-
pany, d/b/a Frontier Communications Common-
wealth Telephone Company and North Penn Long
Distance Corporation, d/b/a Empire Access Services.
Joint petition of Commonwealth Telephone Company,
d/b/a Frontier Communications Commonwealth Telephone
Company and North Penn Long Distance Corporation,
d/b/a Empire Access Services for approval of an adoption
of a revised interconnection agreement and amendment
No. 1 and amendment No. 2 of the interconnection
agreement under section 252(i) of the Telecommunications
Act of 1996.
Commonwealth Telephone Company, d/b/a Frontier
Communications Commonwealth Telephone Company and
North Penn Long Distance Corporation, d/b/a Empire
Access Services, by its counsel, filed on July 1, 2014, at
the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion), a joint petition for approval of a revised intercon-
nection agreement and amendment No. 1 and amendment
No. 2 of the interconnection agreement under sections
251 and 252 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of Commonwealth Telephone Company,
d/b/a Frontier Communications Commonwealth Telephone
Company and North Penn Long Distance Corporation,
d/b/a Empire Access Services joint petition are available
for inspection and copying at the Office of the Secretary
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at
the Commission’s web site at www.puc.pa.gov, and at the
applicant’s business address.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1532. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications
A-2014-2430542. Verizon North, LLC and Broad-
wing Communications, LLC. Joint petition of Verizon
North, LLC and Broadwing Communications, LLC for
approval of amendment No. 3 to the interconnection
agreement under section 252(e) of the Telecommunica-
tions Act of 1996.
Verizon North, LLC and Broadwing Communications,
LLC, by its counsel, filed on July 2, 2014, at the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commission), a
joint petition for approval of amendment No. 3 to the
interconnection agreement under sections 251 and 252 of
the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of the petition are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Commis-
sion’s web site at www.puc.pa.gov, and at the applicant’s
business address. Copies of the Verizon North, LLC and
Broadwing Communications, LLC joint petition are on file
with the Commission and are available for public inspec-
tion.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1533. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications
A-2014-2429720. Verizon North, LLC and Level 3
Communications, LLC. Joint petition of Verizon North,
LLC and Level 3 Communications, LLC for approval of
amendment No. 4 to the interconnection agreement under
section 252(e) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Verizon North, LLC and Level 3 Communications, LLC,
by its counsel, filed on July 1, 2014, at the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission (Commission), a joint petition
for approval of amendment No. 4 to the interconnection,
agreement under sections 251 and 252 of the Telecommu-
nications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of the petition are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Commis-
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sion’s web site at www.puc.pa.gov, and at the applicant’s
business address. Copies of the Verizon North, LLC and
Level 3 Communications, LLC joint petition are on file
with the Commission and are available for public inspec-
tion.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1534. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications
A-2014-2429938. Verizon North, LLC and TelCove
Operations, LLC. Joint petition of Verizon North, LLC
and TelCove Operations, LLC for approval of amendment
No. 3 to the interconnection agreement under section
252(e) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Verizon North, LLC and TelCove Operations, LLC, by
its counsel, filed on July 1, 2014, at the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission (Commission), a joint petition
for approval of an amendment No. 3 to the interconnec-
tion agreement under sections 251 and 252 of the Tele-
communications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of the petition are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Commis-
sion’s web site at www.puc.pa.gov, and at the applicant’s
business address. Copies of the Verizon North, LLC and
TelCove Operations, LLC joint petition are on file with
the Commission and are available for public inspection.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1535. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications
A-2014-2430006. Verizon North, LLC and TelCove
of Pennsylvania, LLC. Joint petition of Verizon North,
LLC and TelCove of Pennsylvania, LLC for approval of
amendment No. 3 to the interconnection agreement under
section 252(e) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Verizon North, LLC and TelCove of Pennsylvania, LLC,
by its counsel, filed on July 1, 2014, at the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission (Commission), a joint petition
for approval of amendment No. 3 to the interconnection
agreement under sections 251 and 252 of the Telecommu-
nications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of the petition are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Commis-
sion’s web site at www.puc.pa.gov, and at the applicant’s
business address. Copies of the Verizon North, LLC and
TelCove of Pennsylvania, LLC joint petition are on file
with the Commission and are available for public inspec-
tion.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1536. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications
A-2014-2430772. Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and
Broadwing Communications, LLC. Joint petition of
Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and Broadwing Communica-
tions, LLC for approval of amendment No. 3 to an
interconnection agreement under section 252(e) of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and Broadwing Communi-
cations, LLC, by its counsel, filed on July 2, 2014, at the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commission), a
joint petition for approval of amendment No. 3 to an
interconnection agreement under sections 251 and 252 of
the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and
Broadwing Communications, LLC joint petition are avail-
able for inspection and copying at the Office of the
Secretary 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
at the Commission’s web site at www.puc.pa.gov, and at
the applicant’s business address.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1537. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications
A-2014-2429678. Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and
Global Crossing Local Services, Inc. Joint petition of
Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and Global Crossing Local
Services, Inc. for approval of amendment No. 3 to the
interconnection agreement under section 252(e) of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and Global Crossing Local
Services, Inc., by its counsel, filed on July 1, 2014, at the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commission), a
joint petition for approval of amendment No. 3 to the
interconnection agreement under sections 251 and 252 of
the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
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Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of the petition are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Commis-
sion’s web site at www.puc.pa.gov, and at the applicant’s
business address. Copies of Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC
and Global Crossing Local Services, Inc. joint petition are
on file with the Commission and are available for public
inspection.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1538. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications
A-2014-2429697. Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and
Level 3 Communications, LLC. Joint petition of
Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and Level 3 Communications,
LLC for approval of amendment No. 5 to interconnection
agreement under section 252(e) of the Telecommunica-
tions Act of 1996.
Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and Level 3 Communica-
tions, LLC, by its counsel, filed on July 1, 2014, at the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commission), a
joint petition for approval of amendment No. 5 to inter-
connection agreement under sections 251 and 252 of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of the petition are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Commis-
sion’s web site at www.puc.pa.gov, and at the applicant’s
business address. Copies of the Verizon Pennsylvania,
LLC and Level 3 Communications, LLC joint petition are
on file with the Commission and are available for public
inspection.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1539. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications
A-2014-2429782. Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and
TelCove Operations, LLC. Joint petition of Verizon
Pennsylvania, LLC and TelCove Operations, LLC for
approval of amendment No. 4 to the interconnection
agreement under section 252(e) of the Telecommunica-
tions Act of 1996.
Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and TelCove Operations,
LLC, by its counsel, filed on July 1, 2014, at the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commission), a
joint petition for approval of amendment No. 4 to the
interconnection agreement under sections 251 and 252 of
the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of the petition are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Commis-
sion’s web site at www.puc.pa.gov, and at the applicant’s
business address. Copies of the Verizon Pennsylvania,
LLC and TelCove Operations, LLC joint petition are on
file with the Commission and are available for public
inspection.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1540. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications
A-2014-2429911. Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and
TelCove of Pennsylvania, LLC. Joint petition of
Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and TelCove of Pennsylvania,
LLC for approval of amendment No. 4 to the interconnec-
tion agreement under section 252(e) of the Telecommuni-
cations Act of 1996.
Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and TelCove of Pennsylva-
nia, LLC, by its counsel, filed on July 1, 2014, at the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commission), a
joint petition for approval of amendment No. 4 to the
interconnection agreement under sections 251 and 252 of
the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of the petition are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Commis-
sion’s web site at www.puc.pa.gov, and at the applicant’s
business address. Copies of the Verizon Pennsylvania,
LLC and TelCove of Pennsylvania, LLC joint petition are
on file with the Commission and are available for public
inspection.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1541. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
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Telecommunications
A-2014-2430552. Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and
WilTel Local Network, LLC. Joint petition of Verizon
Pennsylvania, LLC and WilTel Local Network, LLC for
approval of amendment No. 1 to the interconnection
agreement under section 252(e) of the Telecommunica-
tions Act of 1996.
Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC and WilTel Local Network,
LLC, by its counsel, filed on July 2, 2014, at the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commission), a
joint petition for approval of amendment No. 1 to the
interconnection agreement under sections 251 and 252 of
the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of the petition are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Commis-
sion’s web site at www.puc.pa.gov, and at the applicant’s
business address. Copies of Verizon Pennsylvania, LLC
and WilTel Local Network, LLC joint petition are on file
with the Commission and are available for public inspec-
tion.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1542. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Transfer of Control and Related Transactions
A-2014-2430968; A-2014-2431022; A-2014-2431023;
A-2014-2431024; A-2014-2431025; A-2014-2431026;
A-2014-2431027; and A-2014-2431028. Level 3 Com-
munications, Inc., Saturn Merger Sub 1, LLC, Sat-
urn Merger Sub 2, LLC, Level 3 Communications,
LLC, Broadwing Communications, LLC, Global
Crossing Telecommunications, Inc., Global Crossing
Local Services, Inc., WilTel Communications, LLC,
TelCove Operations, LLC and TelCove of Pennsylva-
nia, LLC and tw telecom, inc., tw telecom holdings,
inc. and tw telecom data services llc. Joint applica-
tion of Level 3 Communications, Inc., Saturn Merger Sub
1, LLC, Saturn Merger Sub 2, LLC, Level 3 Communica-
tions, LLC, Broadwing Communications, LLC, Global
Crossing Telecommunications, Inc., Global Crossing Local
Services, Inc., WilTel Communications, LLC, TelCove Op-
erations, LLC and TelCove of Pennsylvania, LLC and tw
telecom, inc., tw telecom holdings, inc. and tw telecom
data services llc, for approval of a transfer of control and
related transactions.
Formal protests and petitions to intervene must be filed
in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utili-
ties). Filings must be made with the Secretary of the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a copy served on the
applicant, on or before August 4, 2014. The documents
filed in support of the application are available for
inspection and copying at the Office of the Secretary
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, on
the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission’s web site at
www.puc.pa.gov and at the applicant’s business address.
Joint Applicants: Level 3 Communications, LLC,
Broadwing Communications, LLC, Global Crossing Tele-
communications, Inc., Global Crossing Local Services,
Inc., WilTel Communications, LLC, TelCove Operations,
LLC, TelCove of Pennsylvania, LLC, tw telecom data
services, llc
Through and By Counsel: Renardo L. Hicks, Esquire,
R. L. Hicks & Associates, 17 North Second Street, 16th
Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17101
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1543. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Wastewater Service
A-2014-2430841. Pennsylvania-American Water
Company—Wastewater Division. Application of
Pennsylvania-American Water Company—Wastewater Di-
vision, for approval to offer, render, furnish or supply
wastewater service to the public in an additional portion
of West Caln Township, Chester County.
Formal protests and petitions to intervene must be filed
in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utili-
ties). Filings must be made with the Secretary of the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a copy served on the
applicant, on or before August 4, 2014. The documents
filed in support of the application are available for
inspection and copying at the Office of the Secretary
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, on
the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission’s web site at
www.puc.pa.gov, and at the applicant’s business address.
Applicant: Pennsylvania American Water Company
Through and By Counsel: Velma A. Redmond, Esquire,
Susan Simms Marsh, Esquire, Seth A. Mendelsohn, Es-
quire, 800 West Hersheypark Drive, Hershey, PA 17033
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary




The Philadelphia Regional Port Authority will accept
sealed proposals for Project No. 14-073.P, Request for
Proposal—The Design Build, Finance, Operation and
Maintenance of the Southport Marine Terminal Complex
Facilities, until 2 p.m. on Friday, October 31, 2014.
Information can be obtained from the web site www.
philaport.com under Procurement or call (215) 426-2600.
JAMES T. McDERMOTT, Jr.,
Executive Director
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1545. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
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STATE BOARD
OF NURSING
Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs v.
Edward Charles Bliven, RN; File No. 13-51-
00530; Doc. No. 1499-51-13
On March 4, 2014, Edward Charles Bliven, RN, license
no. RN582831, last known of Mesquite, TX, was indefi-
nitely suspended, retroactive to November 18, 2013, based
on finding he is unable to practice practical nursing with
reasonable skill and safety to patients.
Individuals may obtain a copy of the adjudication by
writing to Megan E. Castor, Board Counsel, State Board
of Nursing, P. O. Box 2649, Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649.
This final order represents the State Board of Nursing’s
(Board) final decision in this matter. It may be appealed
to the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania by the filing
of a petition for review with that court in accordance with
the Pennsylvania Rules of Appellate Procedure. Individu-
als who take an appeal to the Commonwealth Court must
serve the Board with a copy of their petition for review.
The Board contact for receiving service of the appeals is
the previously-named Board counsel.
ANN M. COUGHLIN, MBA, MSN, RN,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1546. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs v.
Eileen M. Curtin, RN; File No. 13-51-07553; Doc.
No. 0306-51-14
On February 25, 2014, Eileen M. Curtin, RN, license
no. RN286209L, last known of Philadelphia, Philadelphia
County, was automatically suspended for 1 year, based on
a misdemeanor conviction under The Controlled Sub-
stance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act (35 P. S. §§ 780-
101—780-144).
Individuals may obtain a copy of the adjudication by
writing to Megan E. Castor, Board Counsel, State Board
of Nursing, P. O. Box 2649, Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649.
This final order represents the State Board of Nursing’s
(Board) final decision in this matter. It may be appealed
to the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania by the filing
of a petition for review with that court in accordance with
the Pennsylvania Rules of Appellate Procedure. Individu-
als who take an appeal to the Commonwealth Court must
serve the Board with a copy of their petition for review.
The Board contact for receiving service of the appeals is
the previously-named Board counsel.
ANN M. COUGHLIN, MBA, MSN, RN,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1547. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs v.
Jenelle Macfarland, LPN; Doc. No. 0525-51-14
On July 3, 2014, Jenelle Macfarland, LPN, license no.
PN288320, last known of MacDonald, Washington and
Allegheny Counties, was suspended for no less than 3
years, retroactive to April 7, 2014, based on her being
unable to practice with reasonable skill and safety to
patients.
Individuals may obtain a copy of the order by writing to
Judith Pachter Schulder, Board Counsel, State Board of
Nursing, P. O. Box 2649, Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649.
This final order represents the State Board of Nursing’s
(Board) final decision in this matter. It may be appealed
to the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania by the filing
of a petition for review with that court in accordance with
the Pennsylvania Rules of Appellate Procedure. Individu-
als who take an appeal to the Commonwealth Court must
serve the Board with a copy of their petition for review.
The Board contact for receiving service of the appeals is
the previously-named Board counsel.
ANN M. COUGHLIN, MBA, MSN, RN,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1548. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER
BASIN COMMISSION
Projects Approved for Consumptive Uses of Water
The Susquehanna River Basin Commission (Commis-
sion) has approved by rule the following list of projects
from April 1, 2014, through April 30, 2014.
For further information contact Richard A. Cairo, Gen-
eral Counsel, (717) 238-0423, Ext. 1306, fax (717) 238-
2436, rcairo@srbc.net. Regular mail inquiries may be sent
to the Susquehanna River Basin Commission, 4423 North
Front Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110-1788.
Supplementary Information
This notice lists the projects, described as follows,
receiving approval for the consumptive use of water
under the Commission’s approval by rule process in 18
CFR 806.22(f) (relating to standards for consumptive uses
of water) for the time period specified previously:
Approvals By Rule Issued Under 18 CFR 806.22(f):
1. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, Pad ID: Shields G P1,
ABR-20090930.R1, Dimock Township, Susquehanna
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 3.575 mgd;
Approval Date: April 14, 2014.
2. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, Pad ID: HunsingerA
P2, ABR-20090931.R1, Dimock Township, Susquehanna
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 3.575 mgd;
Approval Date: April 14, 2014.
3. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, Pad ID: Hoover P1,
ABR-20090937.R1, Dimock Township, Susquehanna
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 3.575 mgd;
Approval Date: April 14, 2014.
4. Pennsylvania General Energy Company, LLC, Pad
ID: COP TRACT 724—PAD A, ABR-20091118.R1, Gamble
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Township, Lycoming County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up
to 2.000 mgd; Approval Date: April 14, 2014.
5. Chief Oil & Gas, LLC, Pad ID: Herbert Drilling Pad,
ABR-201404001, Harford Township, Susquehanna
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 2.500 mgd;
Approval Date: April 16, 2014.
6. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, Pad ID: PijanowskiJ
P1, ABR-201404002, Springville Township, Susquehanna
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 4.250 mgd;
Approval Date: April 25, 2014.
7. Anadarko E&P Onshore, LLC, Pad ID: Bonnel Run
H&F Pad D, ABR-201404003, Pine Township, Lycoming
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 4.000 mgd;
Approval Date: April 25, 2014.
8. Chesapeake Appalachia, LLC, Pad ID: Three Rea-
sons, ABR-201404004, Overton Township, Bradford
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 7.500 mgd;
Approval Date: April 25, 2014.
9. Chesapeake Appalachia, LLC, Pad ID: Eileen, ABR-
20090806.R1, Smithfield Township, Bradford County, PA;
Consumptive Use of Up to 7.500 mgd; Approval Date:
April 25, 2014.
10. Chesapeake Appalachia, LLC, Pad ID: Claudia,
ABR-20090807.R1, Terry Township, Bradford County, PA;
Consumptive Use of Up to 7.500 mgd; Approval Date:
April 25, 2014.
11. Chesapeake Appalachia, LLC, Pad ID: Bonnie,
ABR-20090904.R1, Albany Township, Bradford County,
PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 7.500 mgd; Approval Date:
April 25, 2014.
12. Talisman Energy USA, Inc., Pad ID: Eick 013,
ABR-20091105.R1, Columbia Township, Bradford County,
PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 3.000 mgd; Approval Date:
April 25, 2014.
13. Chief Oil & Gas, LLC, Pad ID: Marcy Drilling Pad,
ABR-201404005, Lenox Township, Susquehanna County,
PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 2.500 mgd; Approval Date:
April 29, 2014.
14. Chief Oil & Gas, LLC, Pad ID: Harvey Drilling
Pad, ABR-201404006, Elkland Township, Sullivan County,
PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 2.500 mgd; Approval Date:
April 29, 2014.
15. Pennsylvania General Energy Company, LLC, Pad
ID: SGL75 Pad A, ABR-201404007, McHenry Township,
Lycoming County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 2.500
mgd; Approval Date: April 29, 2014.
16. Pennsylvania General Energy Company, LLC, Pad
ID: Pine Hill 1941 A-B, ABR-20090926.R1, Wharton
Township, Potter County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to
4.900 mgd; Approval Date: April 29, 2014.
17. Pennsylvania General Energy Company, LLC, Pad
ID: Pine Hill West Pad B, ABR-20090929.R1, Sylvania
Township, Potter County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to
4.900 mgd; Approval Date: April 29, 2014.
18. Anadarko E&P Onshore, LLC, Pad ID: COP Tr 551
A, ABR-201404008, McIntyre Township, Lycoming
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 4.000 mgd;
Approval Date: April 29, 2014.
19. Anadarko E&P Onshore, LLC, Pad ID: Marilyn Ely
Pad A, ABR-201404009, Gamble Township, Lycoming
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 4.000 mgd;
Approval Date: April 29, 2014.
Authority: Pub. L. 91-575, 84 Stat. 1509 et seq., 18
CFR Parts 806—808.
Dated: July 1, 2014.
ANDREW D. DEHOFF,
Executive Director
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1549. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Projects Approved for Consumptive Uses of Water
The Susquehanna River Basin Commission (Commis-
sion) has approved by rule the following list of projects
from May 1, 2014, through May 31, 2014.
For further information contact Richard A. Cairo, Gen-
eral Counsel, (717) 238-0423, Ext. 1306, fax (717) 238-
2436, rcairo@srbc.net. Regular mail inquiries may be sent
to the Susquehanna River Basin Commission, 4423 North
Front Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110-1788.
Supplementary Information
This notice lists the projects, described as follows,
receiving approval for the consumptive use of water
under the Commission’s approval by rule process in 18
CFR 806.22(f) (relating to standards for consumptive uses
of water) for the time period specified previously:
Approvals By Rule Issued Under 18 CFR 806.22(f):
1. Citrus Energy Corporation, Pad ID: Procter and
Gamble Mehoopany Plant 1V, ABR-20091014.R1, Wash-
ington Township, Wyoming County, PA; Consumptive Use
of Up to 5.000 mgd; Approval Date: May 1, 2014.
2. Anadarko E&P Onshore, LLC, Pad ID: C.O.P.
TRACT 343 PAD C, ABR-20090908.R1, Noyes Township,
Clinton County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 5.000
mgd; Approval Date: May 6, 2014.
3. Anadarko E&P Onshore, LLC, Pad ID: COP Tr 244
#1000H, ABR-20090927.R1, Rush Township, Centre
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 5.000 mgd;
Approval Date: May 6, 2014.
4. Anadarko E&P Onshore, LLC, Pad ID: COP Tr 244
#1001H & #1002H, ABR-20090928.R1, Rush Township,
Centre County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 5.000 mgd;
Approval Date: May 6, 2014.
5. Seneca Resources Corporation, Pad ID: DCNR 595
Pad A, ABR-201405001, Covington Township, Tioga
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 4.000 mgd;
Approval Date: May 12, 2014.
6. Chief Oil & Gas, LLC, Pad ID: Blanchard Drilling
Pad, ABR-201405002, McNett Township, Lycoming
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 2.500 mgd;
Approval Date: May 12, 2014.
7. Range Resources—Appalachia, LLC, Pad ID:
Cornwall B Unit, ABR-201405003, Lewis Township,
Lycoming County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 5.000
mgd; Approval Date: May 12, 2014.
8. WPX Energy Appalachia, LLC, Pad ID: Five E’s FLP
Pad Site, ABR-20090801.R1, Middletown Township,
Susquehanna County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to
3.000 mgd; Approval Date: May 13, 2014.
9. WPX Energy Appalachia, LLC, Pad ID: Markovitch
Pad Site, ABR-20090828.R1, Bridgewater Township,
Susquehanna County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to
3.999 mgd; Approval Date: May 13, 2014.
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10. Inflection Energy (PA), LLC, Pad ID: TLC Pad,
ABR-201405004, Eldred Township, Lycoming County, PA;
Consumptive Use of Up to 4.000 mgd; Approval Date:
May 13, 2014.
11. Inflection Energy (PA), LLC, Pad ID: Griggs Pad,
ABR-201405005, Eldred and Loyalsock Townships,
Lycoming County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 4.000
mgd; Approval Date: May 13, 2014.
12. Southwestern Energy Production Company, Pad ID:
Lepley Pad—TI-04, ABR-201405006, Liberty Township,
Tioga County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 4.999 mgd;
Approval Date: May 13, 2014.
13. Chesapeake Appalachia, LLC, Pad ID: Dr. Marone,
ABR-201405007, Washington Township, Wyoming County,
PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 7.500 mgd; Approval Date:
May 13, 2014.
14. WPX Energy Appalachia, LLC, Pad ID: Carty Pad
Site, ABR-20090916.R1, Liberty Township, Susquehanna
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 3.999 mgd;
Approval Date: May 15, 2014.
15. Chief Oil & Gas, LLC, Pad ID: Teel Unit #1H,
ABR-20091115.R1, Springville Township, Susquehanna
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 5.000 mgd;
Approval Date: May 15, 2014.
16. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, Pad ID: PlonskiI P1,
ABR-201405008, Gibson Township, Susquehanna County,
PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 4.250 mgd; Approval Date:
May 23, 2014.
17. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, Pad ID: Friedland
Farms P1, ABR-201405009, Lenox Township, Susque-
hanna County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 4.250 mgd;
Approval Date: May 23, 2014.
18. Chief Oil & Gas, LLC, Pad ID: Teel Unit Drilling
Pad #2H, ABR-20091204.R1, Springville Township,
Susquehanna County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to
2.000 mgd; Approval Date: May 27, 2014.
19. Chief Oil & Gas, LLC, Pad ID: Teel Unit Drilling
Pad #3H, ABR-20091205.R1, Springville Township,
Susquehanna County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to
2.000 mgd; Approval Date: May 27, 2014.
20. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, Pad ID: ButlerL P1,
ABR-201405010, Lathrop Township, Susquehanna
County, PA; Consumptive Use of Up to 4.250 mgd;
Approval Date: May 27, 2014.
Authority: Pub. L. 91-575, 84 Stat. 1509 et seq., 18
CFR Parts 806—808.
Dated: July 2, 2014.
ANDREW D. DEHOFF,
Executive Director
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1550. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
Public Hearing
The Susquehanna River Basin Commission (Commis-
sion) will hold a public hearing on August 7, 2014, at 2:30
p.m. at the Pennsylvania State Capitol, Room 8E-B, East
Wing, Commonwealth Avenue, Harrisburg, PA. The public
hearing will end at 5 p.m. or at the conclusion of public
testimony, whichever is sooner. At this public hearing, the
Commission will hear testimony on the projects listed in
the Supplementary Information section of this notice. The
projects are intended to be scheduled for Commission
action at its next business meeting, tentatively scheduled
for September 4, 2014, which will be noticed separately.
The public should take note that this public hearing will
be the only opportunity to offer oral comment to the
Commission for the listed projects. The deadline for the
submission of written comments is August 18, 2014.
For further information contact Jason Oyler, Regulatory
Counsel, (717) 238-0423, Ext. 1312, fax (717) 238-2436.
Information concerning the applications for these proj-
ects is available at the Commission Water Resource Por-
tal at www.srbc.net/wrp. Materials and supporting docu-
ments are available to inspect and copy in accordance




The public hearing will cover the following projects:
Public Hearing—Projects Scheduled for Action
1. Project Sponsor and Facility: City of Aberdeen,
Harford County, MD. Modification to extend the approval
term of the surface water withdrawal approval (Docket
No. 20021210) to be coterminous with the revised Mary-
land Department of the Environment State Water Appro-
priation and Use Permit for the Aberdeen Proving
Ground-Aberdeen Area.
2. Project Sponsor and Facility: City of Aberdeen, Har-
ford County, MD. Modification to extend the approval
term of the consumptive water use approval (Docket No.
20021210) to be coterminous with the revised Maryland
Department of the Environment State Water Appropria-
tion and Use Permit for the Aberdeen Proving Ground-
Aberdeen Area.
3. Project Sponsor and Facility: Anadarko E&P On-
shore, LLC (Lycoming Creek), McIntyre Township, Lycom-
ing County, PA. Application for surface water withdrawal
of up to 0.499 mgd (peak day).
4. Project Sponsor and Facility: Anadarko E&P On-
shore, LLC (Pine Creek), McHenry Township, Lycoming
County, PA. Application for renewal of surface water
withdrawal of up to 0.499 mgd (peak day) (Docket No.
20100902).
5. Project Sponsor and Facility: Cabot Oil & Gas Corp-
oration (Tunkhannock Creek), Nicholson Township, Wyo-
ming County, PA. Application for surface water with-
drawal of up to 2.000 mgd (peak day).
6. Project Sponsor and Facility: Carrizo (Marcellus),
LLC (East Branch Wyalusing Creek), Jessup Township,
Susquehanna County, PA. Application for renewal of
surface water withdrawal of up to 0.720 mgd (peak day)
(Docket No. 20100601).
7. Project Sponsor and Facility: Heidelberg Township
Municipal Authority, Heidelberg Township, Lebanon
County, PA. Application for renewal of groundwater with-
drawal of up to 0.115 mgd (30-day average) from Well 5
(Docket No. 19820602).
8. Project Sponsor and Facility: IBM Corporation, Vil-
lage of Owego, Tioga County, NY. Application for ground-
water withdrawal of up to 0.002 mgd (30-day average)
from Well 415.
9. Project Sponsor and Facility: Inflection Energy (PA),
LLC (Loyalsock Creek), Upper Fairfield Township, Lycom-
ing County, PA. Application for surface water withdrawal
of up to 1.700 mgd (peak day).
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10. Project Sponsor and Facility: Jay Township Water
Authority, Jay Township, Elk County, PA. Application for
groundwater withdrawal of up to 0.265 mgd (30-day
average) from Byrnedale Well #1.
11. Project Sponsor: Lancaster County Solid Waste
Management Authority. Project Facility: Susquehanna
Resource Management Complex, City of Harrisburg, Dau-
phin County, PA. Application for consumptive water use
of up to 0.700 mgd (peak day).
12. Project Sponsor: Leola Sewer Authority. Project
Facility: Upper Leacock Township, Lancaster County, PA.
Application for groundwater withdrawal of up to 0.075
mgd (30-day average) from Well 13.
13. Project Sponsor and Facility: LHP Management,
LLC (Muncy Creek), Muncy Creek Township, Lycoming
County, PA. Application for renewal of surface water
withdrawal of up to 0.999 mgd (peak day) (Docket No.
20120607).
14. Project Sponsor and Facility: Millersville University
of Pennsylvania, Millersville Borough, Lancaster County,
PA. Application for renewal of consumptive water use of
up to 0.253 mgd (peak day) (Docket No. 19820105).
15. Project Sponsor and Facility: Millersville University
of Pennsylvania, Millersville Borough, Lancaster County,
PA. Application for renewal and modification to increase
groundwater withdrawal by an additional 0.055 mgd
(30-day average) from Well 1, for a total of up to 0.320
mgd (30-day average) from Well 1 (Docket No. 19820105).
16. Project Sponsor and Facility: Newport Borough
Water Authority, Oliver and Howe Townships and New-
port Borough, Perry County, PA. Application for ground-
water withdrawal of up to 0.162 mgd (30-day average)
from Well 1.
17. Project Sponsor: Pennsylvania Department of Envi-
ronmental Protection—Southcentral Regional Office, City
of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, PA. Facility Location:
Leacock Township, Lancaster County, PA. Application for
groundwater withdrawal of up to 0.590 mgd (30-day
average) from Stoltzfus Well.
18. Project Sponsor: Pennsylvania Department of Envi-
ronmental Protection—Southcentral Regional Office, City
of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, PA. Facility Location:
Leacock Township, Lancaster County, PA. Application for
groundwater withdrawal of up to 0.432 mgd (30-day
average) from Township Well.
19. Project Sponsor and Facility: Somerset Regional
Water Resources, LLC (Salt Lick Creek), New Milford
Township, Susquehanna County, PA. Application for re-
newal of surface water withdrawal of up to 0.720 mgd
(peak day) (Docket No. 20100905).
20. Project Sponsor and Facility: Sugar Hollow Trout
Park and Hatchery, Eaton Township, Wyoming County,
PA. Application for renewal of groundwater withdrawal of
up to 0.864 mgd (30-day average) from Wells 1—3 (the
Hatchery Well Field) (Docket No. 20100913).
21. Project Sponsor and Facility: Sunbury Generation,
LP, Shamokin Dam Borough and Monroe Township, Sny-
der County, PA. Modification to project features and
reduction of the surface water withdrawal from 354.000
mgd (peak day) to 10.000 mgd (peak day) (Docket No.
20081222).
22. Project Sponsor and Facility: Sunbury Generation,
LP, Shamokin Dam Borough and Monroe Township, Sny-
der County, PA. Modification to project features and
reduction of the consumptive water use from 8.000 mgd
(peak day) to 6.500 mgd (peak day) (Docket No.
20081222).
23. Project Sponsor and Facility: SWEPI, LP (Cowa-
nesque River), Nelson Township, Tioga County, PA. Appli-
cation for renewal of surface water withdrawal of up to
0.533 mgd (peak day) (Docket No. 20100604).
24. Project Sponsor and Facility: Talisman Energy
USA, Inc. (Susquehanna River), Terry Township, Bradford
County, PA. Application for renewal of surface water
withdrawal of up to 2.000 mgd (peak day) (Docket No.
20100613).
25. Project Sponsor and Facility: Talisman Energy
USA, Inc. (Wappasening Creek), Windham Township,
Bradford County, PA. Application for surface water with-
drawal of up to 0.999 mgd (peak day).
26. Project Sponsor and Facility: Upper Halfmoon Wa-
ter Company, Halfmoon Township, Centre County, PA.
Application for groundwater withdrawal of up to 0.396
mgd (30-day average) from Well 6.
27. Project Sponsor and Facility: Warwick Township
Municipal Authority, Warwick Township, Lancaster
County, PA. Application for groundwater withdrawal of up
to 0.288 mgd (30-day average) from Rothsville Well 2.
Public Hearing—Projects Scheduled for Action Involving a
Diversion
1. Project Sponsor and Facility: City of Aberdeen,
Harford County, MD. Modification to extend the approval
term of the out-of-basin diversion approval (Docket No.
20021210) to be coterminous with the revised Maryland
Department of the Environment State Water Appropria-
tion and Use Permit for the Aberdeen Proving Ground-
Aberdeen Area.
2. Project Sponsor: DS Services of America, Inc. Project
Facility: Bethany Children’s Home, Heidelberg Township,
Berks County, PA. Application of into-basin diversion
from the Delaware River Basin of up to 0.200 mgd (peak
day) from Bethany Children’s Home bulk spring water
source (Boreholes PWA and PWB).
Opportunity to Appear and Comment
Interested parties may appear at the hearing to offer
comments to the Commission on any project listed previ-
ously. The presiding officer reserves the right to limit oral
statements in the interest of time and to otherwise
control the course of the hearing. Ground rules will be
posted on the Commission’s web site at www.srbc.net,
prior to the hearing for review. The presiding officer
reserves the right to modify or supplement the rules at
the hearing. Written comments on any project listed
previously may also be mailed to Jason Oyler, Regulatory
Counsel, Susquehanna River Basin Commission, 4423
North Front Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110-1788, or sub-
mitted electronically through http://www.srbc.net/pubinfo/
publicparticipation.htm. Comments mailed or electroni-
cally submitted must be received by the Commission on
or before August 18, 2014, to be considered.
Authority: Pub. L. 91-575, 84 Stat. 1509 et seq., 18
CFR Parts 806—808.
Dated: July 3, 2014.
ANDREW D. DEHOFF,
Executive Director
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 14-1551. Filed for public inspection July 18, 2014, 9:00 a.m.]
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Executive Order 1996-1 requires all agencies under the jurisdiction of the Governor to submit for publication an agenda
of regulations under development or consideration. Subsequent agendas will be published on the first Saturdays in
February and July.
The agendas are compiled to provide members of the regulated community advanced notice of regulatory activity. It is
the intention of the Administration that these agendas will serve to increase public participation in the regulatory
process.
Agency contacts should be contacted for more information regarding the regulation and the procedure for submitting
comments.
This Agenda represents the Administration’s present intentions regarding future regulations. The nature and
complexity of an individual regulation obviously will determine whether and when any particular regulation listed below
(as well as any considered subsequent to publication of this Agenda) is published.
Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
ADMINISTRATION
No regulations being developed or considered at this time.
AGING





The Family Caregiver Support
Act Regulations are being
revised as authorized by the
Pennsylvania Caregiver Support
Act (Act 112 of 2011) which
amends the Family Caregiver
Support Act. As in the State
Statute, the regulations will
better align the Federal Family
Caregiver Support Program
provisions of the Older
Americans Act and the
Pennsylvania Family Caregiver
Support Act provisions.
Currently, some of the program
criteria for the Federal and
State Programs are divergent
which has been confusing for
consumers and the Area










The long-term project is
intended to update the
Department’s Regulatory
authority to make it more
consistent with the provisions of
the Domestic Animal Law (3
Pa.C.S. §§ 2301—2389).









This long-term project is
intended to update the
Department’s regulations
authorized by the Consolidated
Weights and Measures Act.
Walt Remmert
(717) 787-6772
Commercial Feed Rules and
Regulations
7 Pa. Code Chapter 71
July 2014, as proposed. This regulation will replace 7
Pa. Code Chapter 71 and
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
Pet Food Rules and Regulations
7 Pa. Code Chapter 72
July 2014, as proposed. This regulation will replace 7
Pa. Code Chapter 72 and






7 Pa. Code Chapter 73
December 2015, as
proposed.
This regulation will replace 7
Pa. Code Chapter 73 and





Soil and Plant Amendment
Regulations
7 Pa. Code Chapter 130a
December 2015, as
proposed.
This regulation will replace 7
Pa. Code Chapter 130a and
implement provisions of 3




Clean and Green Regulations
7 Pa. Code Chapter 137b
August 2014, as final. This regulation will address
statutory changes made by six
separate amendments to the
underlying statute, and will







7 Pa. Code Chapter 138e
August 2014, as proposed. This regulation will address
statutory changes made by Act
61 of 2005 and Act 46 of 2006,






7 Pa. Code Chapter 107
June 2014, as final. This regulation will establish
standards required under the





7 Pa. Code Chapter 128
September 2014, as final. This regulation will amend 7
Pa. Code Chapter 128 to allow
the Department to collect and
pass on any additional service
fees charged by a contracted






education under the Debt
Management Services Act.







Pennsylvania Securities Act of
1972






No regulations being developed or considered at this date.
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
COMMUNITY & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Industrialized Housing Act
amendment
Summer 2014 as proposed. Act 8-2013 expanded the
current Industrialized Housing
Act to establish a regulatory
program for commercial
modular buildings. Buildings
produced under this program
will be deemed to comply with
the Uniform Construction Code.
Mark Conte
(717) 720-7416
Local Earned Income Tax Fall of 2014 as proposed The proposed regulation
interprets and makes specific
the provisions of the Local Tax
Enabling Act, as provided in
Chapter 5 of the act (53 P. S.
§ 6924.501 et seq.). The
proposed regulation establishes
procedures to supplement the
implementation of the act which
will facilitate consolidated




COMMISSION ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
No regulations being developed or considered at this date.





A number of provisions in this
chapter need to be clarified and
updated. The State Forest
Picnic Area chapter (23) will be
incorporated into this chapter to
eliminate duplication and for
ease of reference. Legal basis:
Sections 302, 313, 502 of the
Conservation & Natural











The provisions of this chapter
will be incorporated into
Chapter 21 (State Forests) for
purposes of simplification and
ease of reference. Legal basis:
Sections 302, 313, 502 of the
Conservation & Natural












Purpose of rulemaking is to
update the department’s listing
of Pennsylvania’s classified
plant species. Legal basis:
Section 7 of the Wild Resource
Conservation Act (32 P. S.
§ 5307); and Sections 305 and
313 of the Conservation and
Natural Resources Act (71 P. S.
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
CORRECTIONS
No regulations being developed or considered at this date.




28 Pa. Code Chapter 709,
Subchapter C
Fall 2014, as final This Chapter is being revised to
reduce redundant and obsolete
regulations, with a focus upon
patient care and safety, and to
require certain incident
reporting by all drug and
alcohol facilities to DDAP. Act
50 of 2010 authorizes DDAP to





28 Pa. Code Chapter 701,
Subchapter A
Fall 2014, as final omitted This Chapter is being revised to
change the definition of
‘‘Department’’ in § 701.1
(Definitions) from DOH to
DDAP, to update § 701.3 (Legal
Base) to include Act 50 of 2010,
and to update § 701.13 (Contact
Person) from DOH to DDAP. Act
50 of 2010 authorizes DDAP to




Drug and Alcohol Services
28 Pa. Code Chapter 157
Fall 2014, as final omitted This Chapter concerning drug
and alcohol treatment provided
by a hospital will be moved to
Part V of 28 Pa. Code to
consolidate all drug and alcohol
regulations enforced by DDAP
in one place within the
Pa. Code. Act 50 of 2010
authorizes DDAP to modify




Governor’s Council on Drug and
Alcohol Abuse
4 Pa. Code Part XI
(Chapters 251—265)
Fall 2014, as final omitted This Chapter concerning the
Governor’s Council on Drug and
Alcohol Abuse will be moved to
Part V of 28 Pa. Code to
consolidate all drug and alcohol
regulations enforced by DDAP
in one place within the
Pa. Code. Chapters strictly
related to the Council will be
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
EDUCATION
State Board of Private Licensed
Schools
22 Pa. Code Chapter 73
Summer 2014, as final. These regulations define the
requirements for obtaining
licensure or registration and for
operating as a Private Licensed
School. The regulations also
define the investigatory and
hearing process for enforcement
of statutory and regulatory
requirements. The Board plans
to update the regulations which
were promulgated in 1988 to
reflect inflation and to address
certain issues that have arisen
during that time. The
regulations are promulgated
under the authority of the
Private Licensed Schools Act (24
P. S. Section 6501, et. Seq.).
Patricia Landis
(717) 783-8228
Regulations of the State Board
of Private Academic Schools
22 Pa. Code Chapters 51, 53, 55,
57, 61 and 63
Fall 2015, as proposed. These regulations define the
requirements for obtaining
licensure as a Private Academic
School. The Board plans to
update the regulations, which
were promulgated in 1988. The
regulations are promulgated
under the Authority of the
Private Academic Schools Act
(24 P. S. section 6701 et. Seq.).
Robert Staver
(717) 783-6583
State Board of Education
22 Pa. Code Chapter 18
Fall 2014, as final. These regulations address
criteria the Secretary of
Education may consider in
determining whether to
designate a school district in
financial recovery status and in
determining whether a district
is in moderate or severe
recovery status. The regulations
are promulgated under the
authority of the Public School




Standards for Approved Private
Schools
22 Pa. Code Chapter 171,
Subchapter A
Spring 2015, as proposed. These standards define the
elements of Approved Private
Schools and the Chartered
Schools (schools for the deaf and
blind). This subchapter contains
general provisions, which the
Department seeks to update to
conform to intervening changes
in applicable law. The standards
are promulgated under the
Authority of the Public School
Code of 1949, as amended, PL
30, No. 14, March 16, 1949, P. S.
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
Regulations of the State Library
and Advisory Council on Library
Development
22 Pa. Code Chapters 131, 133,
135, 127, 141, 142 and 143
Fall 2014, as proposed. The Department will be
promulgating regulations under
the Authority of the Library
Code of 2012, Act 210 of 2012, P.
N. 2411. The Department plans
to update the regulations
(promulgated in 1962) in 2013.
These regulations will address
the use of the State Library, the
Advisory Council on Library
Development, general provisions
and plans for the use of State
Aid, certification of library
personnel, grants for public





No regulations being developed or considered at this time.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEARING BOARD





at 43 Pa.B. 2591 (May 11,
2013). Final rulemaking is
expected to be published
in June or July 2014.
The Environmental Hearing
Board has proposed the
following revisions to its rules of
practice and procedure: 1)
correct an omission in the
language of 25 Pa. Code sec.
1021.51 which was amended in
2009, 2) eliminate its rules
pertaining to the Costs Act
which has expired, 3) adopt
rules to implement mandatory
electronic filing, and 4) clarify
the types of responses that may






Guarantees and Bioenergy Crop
Bonding
25 Pa. Code Chapter 86
Quarter 3 2014
As Proposed
This proposed rulemaking will
implement Acts 95 and 157
which provide for an incentive
for reclamation of mine sites
with bioenergy crops and
establish the Land Reclamation
Financial Guarantee Program,










includes revisions to Chapter 77
(Noncoal Mining) that govern
the licensing of mine operators
and permitting of mines for
minerals other than coal.
Specific areas for revision
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
Water Supply Replacement




revisions to Chapters 87 and 88,
which will clarify what is
necessary to meet the coal mine
operator’s obligation to
permanently pay the operation
and maintenance costs for
replacement water supplies.






(Subchapters F and G Revisions)






Chapters 86 and 88
(Subchapters F and G) in order







Federal Office of Surface Mining
(OSM) Program Consistency
Updates




This proposed rulemaking will
include amendments to Chapter
86 in order to comply with
federal regulatory requirements;
revisions to Chapter 89 effluent
limits for passive treatment
systems to comply with federal
regulations; and updates to
Chapter 90 coal refuse site
selection regulations to comply
with the revised Coal Refuse






Handling and Use of Explosives
25 Pa. Code Chapter 211
Quarter 1 2015
As Proposed
This proposed rulemaking will
revise current explosives
regulations to address blasting
activities relating to seismic
exploration. The rulemaking




(Explosives Act of 1937; The
Administrative Code of 1929;
Reorganization Plan No. 2 of
1975; Reorganization Plan No. 8
of 1981; Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation











includes revisions to Chapters
87 and 88, which will clarify
what is necessary to meet the
coal mine operator’s obligation
to permanently pay the
operation and maintenance
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
Environmental Protection
Performance Standards at Oil
and Gas Well Sites




This final rulemaking includes
revisions to Chapter 78 (Oil and
Gas Wells) Subchapter C,
regulating all surface activities
associated with Oil and Gas
exploration and development,
including: changes to PPC
planning, production fluid
control, storage, disposal and
containment in pits/tanks, liner
standards for centralized
impoundments, disposal of drill




releases and road spreading of




Well Drilling, Operation, and
Plugging





includes revisions to Chapter 78
(Oil and Gas Wells) Subchapter
D, regulating the drilling,
casing, cementing, completion,
operation, production, plugging
and other subsurface activities
associated with Oil and Gas
exploration and development,
including revisions to well
plugging procedures, venting,
alternative methods, and to
address the plugging of
unconventional wellbore laterals





Underground Coal Mine Safety
Surface Regulations
25 Pa. Code Chapter 208
Board of Coal Mine Safety
Quarter 1 2015
As Final
This final rulemaking adopts by
reference, with certain
modifications, the MSHA
regulations (30 CFR Part 77) for
surface areas of underground
bituminous coal mines.





Revised Total Coliform Rule
25 Pa. Code Chapter 109
Quarter 1 2015
As Proposed
This proposed rulemaking will
amend 25 Pa. Code Chapter 109
to incorporate the federal
Revised Total Coliform Rule
(RTCT), which was promulgated
February 13, 2013, and to make
other revisions to clarify
portions of Chapter 109. The
RTCR is expected to improve
public health protection by
requiring public water systems
that are vulnerable to microbial
contamination to identify and
fix problems. Revisions being
proposed in addition to the
federal RTCR are designed to
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
Nutrient Credit Trading and
Offsetting Program




This proposed rulemaking will
rescind Chapter 96.8 related to
the implementation of a
nutrient credit trading program
and create a new, separate
Chapter 98 for this program.





streamline the current process
for the certification, registration
and verification of credits and
allow for the implementation of







25 Pa. Code Chapter 71
Quarter 4 2015
As Proposed
This proposed rulemaking will
help facilitate DEP’s approval of
sewage planning modules for
new land development for sites
located in High Quality (HQ)
and Exceptional Value (EV)
watersheds. The revisions to
Chapter 71 would also require
municipalities to certify every
ten years that their official
sewage facility plans remain
adequate to meet the
municipalities’ needs. It will
also address and clarify site
suitability requirements and
provide alternate types of onsite
treatment allowances during the
planning stages. (Pennsylvania







25 Pa. Code Chapter 72
Quarter 4 2015
As Proposed
This proposed rulemaking will
clarify DEP’s ability to require
and establish training
requirements for sewage
enforcement officers, both prior
to the certification examination
and for subsequent renewal of
certifications. The revisions will
further clarify that DEP has the
ability to provide training
through third-party providers
that have been approved to do
so by DEP, which could provide
additional flexibility and
efficiency in implementation of
the training program.
(Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
Standards for Onlot Sewage
Treatment Facilities
25 Pa. Code Chapter 73
Quarter 4 2015
As Proposed
This proposed rulemaking will
revise DEP’s standards for onlot
systems for consistency with
Chapters 71 and 72. For
example, a section in Chapter
73 dealing with experimental
and alternate onsite treatment
systems will need to be modified
to be consistent with the
Chapter 71 changes.
(Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities





for Major Sources of NOx and
VOCs
25 Pa. Code Chapter 129
Quarter 2 2015
As Final
This final rulemaking amends
25 Pa. Code Chapter 129
(relating to standards for
sources) to establish additional
reasonably available control
technology (RACT) requirements
for major stationary sources of
nitrogen oxides and volatile
organic compound (VOC)
emissions to fulfill 8-hour ozone
RACT requirements for all
major sources not covered by
Federal Control Techniques
Guidelines recommendations.
The final rulemaking will be
submitted to the United States
Environmental Protection
Agency upon final-form
publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin with a request for
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
Control of VOC Emissions from
Fiberglass Boat Manufacturing
Materials
25 Pa. Code Chapter 129
Quarter 1 2015
As Final
This final rulemaking amends
25 Pa. Code Chapter 129
(relating to standards for
sources) to reduce the emissions
of volatile organic compounds
from fiberglass boat
manufacturing materials
including open molding resins,
gel coats and cleaning materials





ozone nonattainment areas. The
emission limits and work
practice standards would be
consistent with the
recommendations of the United
States Environmental
Protection Agency included in
the Control Techniques
Guideline document for this
source category. The final
rulemaking will be submitted to
the United States
Environmental Protection
Agency for approval as revision






Control of VOC Emissions from
Miscellaneous Metal and Plastic
Parts Coatings
25 Pa. Code Chapter 129
Quarter 3 2014
As Proposed
This proposed rulemaking would
amend the existing surface
coating regulations under 25
Pa. Code Chapter 129 (relating
to standards for sources) to
further reduce the emissions of
volatile organic compounds from
miscellaneous metal and plastic
parts coatings to meet the Clean




ozone nonattainment areas. The
emission limits and work
practice standards would be
consistent with the
recommendations of the United
States Environmental
Protection Agency included in
the corresponding Control
Techniques Guideline document
for this source category. The
final rulemaking will be
submitted to the United States
Environmental Protection
Agency for approval as a
revision to the Commonwealth’s
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
Control of VOCs from Gasoline
Dispensing Facilities (Stage II)
25 Pa. Code § 129.82
Quarter 4 2015
As Proposed
The proposed rulemaking would
amend 25 Pa. Code § 129.82
(relating to control of VOCs
from gasoline dispensing
facilities (Stage II)) to remove
the requirements for installing
new and operating existing
Stage II vapor recovery systems.
The proposed rulemaking would
establish procedures for the
decommissioning of existing
Stage II systems and would
require Stage II systems that














This proposed rulemaking would
amend the existing surface
coating regulations in 25
Pa. Code § 129.75 (relating to
mobile equipment repair and
refinishing) to coordinate
emission limits and work
practice requirements of the
Clean Air Act ‘‘reasonably
available control technology’’
requirements for automobiles
and light-duty trucks and the
Ozone Transport Commission
model rule requirements for
motor vehicle and mobile
equipment non-assembly line
coating operations. Clarifying
amendments would be proposed
for the adhesives, sealants,
primers and solvents
regulations in 25 Pa. Code
§§ 129.77 and 130.701—130.708
(relating to control of emissions
from the use or application of
adhesives, sealants, primers and
solvents; and adhesives,
sealants, primers and solvents).
Amendments to 25 Pa. Code
§ 121.1 (relating to definitions)
would also be proposed to
support the amendments to
Chapter 129. The final
rulemaking will be submitted to
the United States
Environmental Protection
Agency for approval as a
revision to the Commonwealth’s
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
Control of VOC Emissions from
Industrial Cleaning Solvents
25 Pa. Code Chapter 129
Quarter 3 2014
As Proposed
This proposed rulemaking would
amend the existing surface
coating regulations under 25
Pa. Code Chapter 129 (relating
to standards for sources) to
reduce the emissions of volatile
organic compounds from
industrial cleaning solvents not
regulated elsewhere in 25
Pa. Code, Article III to meet the






emission limits and work
practice standards would be
consistent with the
recommendations of the United
States Environmental
Protection Agency included in
the corresponding Control
Techniques Guideline document
for this source category. The
final rulemaking will be
submitted to the United States
Environmental Protection
Agency for approval as a
revision to the Commonwealth’s





Control of VOC Emissions from
Automobile and Light-Duty
Truck Assembly Coatings
25 Pa. Code Chapter 129
Quarter 3 2014
As Proposed
This proposed rulemaking would
amend the existing surface
coating regulations under 25
Pa. Code Chapter 129 (relating
to standards for sources) to
further reduce the emissions of
volatile organic compounds from
automobile and light-duty truck
assembly coatings to meet the






emission limits and work
practice standards would be
consistent with the
recommendations of the United
States Environmental
Protection Agency included in
the corresponding Control
Techniques Guideline document
for this source category. The
final rulemaking will be
submitted to the United States
Environmental Protection
Agency for approval as a
revision to the Commonwealth’s
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for








This final rulemaking will
amend the existing Chapter 284
and add or amend definitions in
Chapter 271. The term
‘‘infectious waste’’ will be
replaced globally with the term
‘‘regulated medical waste’’. In
addition to definitional changes,
this proposal includes changes
to storage, transporter licensing
and manifesting requirements
for regulated medical waste.





25 Pa. Code Chapters 215—240
Quarter 1 2015
As Proposed
This proposed rulemaking will
amend 25 Pa. Code Chapters
215—240 to incorporate by
reference federal regulations in
10 CFR Part 37 pertaining to
the security of certain
radioactive material; to address
new x-ray technology that is not
addressed in current
regulations; and to include
comprehensive updates to the
radon regulations to incorporate
procedures and protocols that
are not addressed in the current




number of mitigation firm
employees, and numerous
changes and additions to the
definitions section. The
Radiation Protection Program is
also reviewing all of its fees.
The results of this review will
be reported to the EQB and may
result in proposed amendments
to the fees in Chapters 218 and
240. (Radiation Protection Act






25 Pa. Code Chapter 250
Quarter 1 2015
As Final
This final rulemaking will
amend 25 Pa. Code Chapter 250
to update the Medium Specific
Concentrations established
under the Statewide health
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Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
Environmental Laboratory
Accreditation Fee Amendments
25 Pa. Code Chapter 252
2015
As Proposed





samples. The regulation outlines
the minimum requirements to
which laboratories must adhere
when producing environmental
data. The anticipated changes to
the Chapter 252 regulation will
only change the application fees
and out-of-State travel expense
reimbursement rate. The
Environmental Laboratory
Accreditation Act requires that
the accreditation fees cover the









4 Pa. Code Chapter 60
Spring 2014, as proposed This chapter will be amended to
be consistent with the
Procurement Code and to










4 Pa. Code Chapter 62
Spring 2014, as final
omitted
The Procurement Code repealed
the legislation creating this







4 Pa. Code Chapter 64
Spring 2014, as final
omitted
These regulations should be










4 Pa. Code Chapter 67
Spring 2014, as final
omitted
These regulations should be









4 Pa. Code Chapter 68,
Subchapter A,
Prequalification of Vendors and
Non-construction Contractors
Spring 2014, as final
omitted
These regulations should be
rescinded since the subject
matter of these rules is now






Methods of Awarding Contracts,
4 Pa. Code Chapter 69
Spring 2014, as final
omitted
These regulations should be









4 Pa. Code Chapters 41—47
Winter 2014, as final
omitted
These regulations should be
rescinded since they are
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Regulation Being Considered
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28 Pa. Code Chapter 27
Winter 2015, as proposed. These existing regulations are
being revised to improve the
Department’s ability to prevent




promulgate these regulations is
found in the Disease Prevention
Control law of 1955, 35 P. S.
§§ 521.1 et seq. (the Act).
Section 16(a) of the (Act 35 P. S.
§ 521.16 (a)) gives the Board
authority to issue rules and




Section 16(b) of the Act (35 P. S.
§ 521.16 (b)) gives the Secretary
of Health the authority to
review existing regulations and
make recommendations to the
Board for changes that the
Secretary considers to be
desirable. There is also a
legislative authority for specific
provisions of the regulations.
Administrative Code of 1929 (71
P. S. §§ 51 et seq.) (Code)
Section 20102 (g) of the Code
(71 P. S. § 532 (g)) provides







28 Pa. Code Chapter 54
Summer 2014, as
proposed.
The Health Care Facilities Act
(35 P. S. § 448.101 et seq.) was
amended by the passage of Act
2010-110 on November 23, 2010.
This new section of the Act (35
P. S. § 448.809.2) requires
health care workers employed in
health care facilities and
physician practices to wear
photo identification tags that
also contain other information
including name, title and name
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School Health Services
28 Pa. Code Chapter 23
Winter, 2015, as proposed. The School Health regulations
were promulgated pursuant to
the Department’s authority to
oversee school health services
required by Article XIV of the
Public School Code, 24 P. S.
§§ 14.1401 et seq. State and
federal laws enacted since 2005
have changed the requirements
for school health services. Those
legislative changes require
changes to the school health
regulations. Anticipated changes
include new provisions to
address: possession and use of
asthma inhalers and
epinephrine auto-injectors (24
P. S. § 14-1414.1); currently
accepted precautions against the
spread of tuberculosis (24 P. S.
§ 14-1416); medical
examinations of teachers and
other persons including
volunteers (24 P. S.
§ 14-1418(b)); requirements for
local wellness policies (24 P. S.
§ 14-1422.1); requirements for
independent dental hygiene
practitioners working in the
school setting; and revisions to
the duties of the Certified
School Nurse to track
requirements in federal laws
protecting the rights of students












Summer, 2014, as final The Department received
approval to omit proposed
rulemaking and to promulgate
as final § 211.7, revised to




documentation on the resident’s
record within 7 days. The
revised regulation will require
countersignature by the
supervising attorney in
accordance with requirements in
statutes and regulations
governing their practice. Acts
100 and 101 of 2013,
respectively, amended the
Medical Practice Act and the
Osteopathic Medical Practice
Act to add provisions addressing
patient record reviews for
patient records completed by a
physician assistant. Both acts
require countersignatures by a
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Home Health Care Agencies
28 Pa. Code § 601.31
Fall 2014, as proposed The Department plans to revise
§ 601.31 (relating to acceptance
of patients, plan of treatment
and medical supervision) and
change the 7 day
countersignature requirement






No regulations being developed or considered at this date.
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT AUTHORITY





Summer 2014-Proposed PENNVEST recommends the
following revisions: Amend 25
Pa. Code § 963.1—20 to be
consistent with statutory
revisions imposed by P. L. 51,
No. 16, enacted June 19, 2013
and guidance revisions
implemented by the Department
of Environmental Protection and
to incorporate any provisions
necessary to accommodate for
the deletion of 25 Pa. Code
§ 965 in its entirety, including,
but not limited to the following:
(1) Delete 25 Pa. Code
§ 963.12(a)(7) thereby allowing
PENNVEST to provide financial
assistance (loan and grant) for
costs associated with the
extraction for profit of minerals
or other resources from
wastewater or sludge whether
the project is sponsored by a
public or private actor.
(2) Amend 25 Pa. Code § 963.13
(c) by revising the section to
provide for an amortization of
advance funding loans with a
term of 59 months of interest
only and repayment on principal
and interest on the 60th month.
(3) Amend 25 Pa. Code
§ 963.15(a) by revising the first
sentence to provide for a change
in the normal loan term to allow
3 years of interest only prior to
principal amortization.
(4) Amend 25 Pa. Code § 963.15
(c)(5) to provide that maximum
interest rates on loans shall be
determined based upon the
unemployment rate for the
applicable county in the most
recent calendar year for which
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(5) Amend 25 Pa. Code
§ 963.15(c)(6) by revising the
sentence to define ‘‘bond interest
rate’’ to mean the rate of
interest paid by the
Commonwealth in its issuance
of general obligation bonds
immediately preceding the date
of the approval of the loan.
(6) Amend 25 Pa. Code § 963.16
to provide the parameters of a
loan or bond guarantee program
to be provided by PENNVEST.
(7) Delete 25 Pa. Code
§ 963.18(c)(2)(iii) to eliminate
the requirement for prior
written approval of change
orders that exceed $25,000 or 2
percent of the amount of the
project’s construction cost, or an
aggregate of all change orders





31 Pa. Code Ch. 147
Fall 2014, as proposed. To amend Chapter 147, for a
requirement for an internal






31 Pa. Code §§ 161.1—161.9
Fall 2014, as proposed. Amend to delete a provision




Medical Catastrophe Loss Fund,
31 Pa. Code §§ 242.1—242.18
Fall 2014, as proposed. Amend the regulation to be





Boiler and Unfired Pressure
Vessel Regulations, Title 34,




Update regulations based on Act
104 of 2013 and adopt





Liquids, Title 37, Part I, Bureau
of Occupational and Industrial
Safety
Submit proposed
rulemaking in Spring 2014
Update regulations based on Act
144 of 2012 and adopt
requirements for storage and
dispensing of compressed











to conform with Act 6 of 2011
Gerard Mackarevich
717-783-1232
Bureau of Labor Law
Compliance,





Amend regulations to reflect
federal requirements. Will need




Office of Deaf and Hard of
Hearing,
Title 34, Chapter 501
Registration of Sign Language
Interpreters and Transliterators
Submit proposed
rulemaking in Fall 2014
Amend regulations to be
consistent with amendments in
Sign Language Interpreter and
Transliterator State
Registration Act, 63 P. S.
§§ 1725.1—1725.11, that were
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Workers’ Compensation Appeal
Board (Board),
Title 34, Chapter 111,
Special Rules of Administrative
and Procedure Before the Board
Submit final form
rulemaking by Fall 2014







Title 34, Chapter 131,
Special Rules of Administrative




rulemaking by Fall 2014






Bureau of Labor Law
Compliance,
Title 34, Chapter 11,
Employment of Minors
Submit proposed
rulemaking by Fall 2014
Revise/update current




MILITARY AND VETERANS AFFAIRS
43 Pa. Code Chapter 11
Fort Indiantown Gap
June 2014, as final
omitted
Section 708 of the Military and
Veterans Code (51 Pa.C.S.
§ 708) authorizes the Adjutant
General to promulgate rules,
regulations, and polices for the
continuing operation of Fort
Indiantown Gap and to
designate regulations as being
for the protection of persons or
property at Fort Indiantown
Gap. The new 43 Pa. Code
Chapter 11 provides
comprehensive regulations for
the operation, management and
control of this military
installation. Fort Indiantown
Gap is owned by the
Commonwealth, but the bulk of
it is leased by the U.S.
Government. The Fort
Indiantown Gap Police Force is
a state entity with offices
commissioned under state law
and powers and duties defined
by 51 Pa.C.S. § 711.
Michael Barrett
(717) 861-8503
43 Pa. Code Chapter 7
State Veterans Homes
August 2014 The Department wishes to
promulgate a comprehensive
update to its regulations on
State Veterans’ Homes. The
statutory authority for these
regulations is section 902(10) of
the Military and Veterans Code
(51 Pa.C.S § 903(10)). These
regulations are out-of-date.
They were last updates in 1986.
The purpose of the changes to
these regulations is to bring
them in line with best practices
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43 Pa. Code Chapter 5
Veterans’ Affairs Regulations
July 2014 43 Pa. Code Ch. 5 contains
regulations on a number of
Commonwealth veterans’ benefit
programs. These include the
Disabled Veteran Real Estate




and the Educational Gratuity
Program, All of these
regulations need to be updated
to take into account changes in




MUNICIPAL POLICE OFFICERS’ EDUCATION AND TRAINING COMMISSION
37 Pa. Code Chapter 203 Summer 2014, as
Proposed
Omnibus revisions to Chapter
203, which pertains to the






PENNSYLVANIA MUNICIPAL RETIREMENT SYSTEM
No regulations being developed or considered at this time.
PENNSYLVANIA HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE AGENCY
22 Pa. Code Chapter 121
Student Financial Aid
Fall 2014 as Proposed These regulations have not been
updated in some time. The
revisions seek to increase the
transparency in regard to the





Revision to 37 Pa. Code
Chapters 63, 65, 67, 69, 71, 73,
75, 77 ‘‘Board of Probation and
Parole’’
Continues to be worked on
in FY 2014.
Updates to incorporate recent
changes to Title 61 and





Addition of a section to 37
Pa. Code Part II. ‘‘Board of
Probation and Parole’’
Continues to be worked on
in FY 2014.
Addition to address urinalysis




(717) 787-5699 x 292
The Domestic and Sexual
Violence Address Confidentiality
Program, 37 Pa. Code §§ 802.1,
802.2, 802.3, 802.11, 802.12,
802.13, 802.14, 802.15, 802.16,
802.17, 802.21, 802.22, 802.23,
802.31, 802.32, and 802.33.
Continues to be worked on
in FY 2014.
Add updates to better address
changes to the act and process
that have occurred since 2007.
John Talaber,
Counsel to the Office of
Victim Advocate,
717-787-8126.
PUBLIC SCHOOL EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM
No regulations being developed or considered at this time.
NOTICES 4661
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Regulation Being Considered
Proposed Date Need and Legal Basis for
Agency Contactof Promulgation Action
PUBLIC WELFARE
Rate Setting for County Nursing
Facilities that Privatize
55 Pa. Code Chapters 1187 and
1189
September 2014, as final This regulation will codify the
methodology for setting rates for
county nursing facilities that
have a change of ownership to a
nonpublic nursing facility
provider. County nursing
facilities that have a change of
ownership will have per diem
rates determined using the peer
group price for resident care,
other resident related and
administrative costs from the
appropriate peer group in
accordance with 55 Pa. Code
Chapter 1187.45 (relating to
peer grouping for price setting)
until there is a nursing facility
cost report submitted by the





Children and Youth Programs
55 Pa. Code Chapter 3130
July 2015, as proposed This regulation incorporates the
amendments to the Juvenile Act
and the federal regulations for
Title IV-B and Title IV-E
funding for child welfare
services for children in their








for County Children and Youth
Social Service Programs
55 Pa. Code Chapter 3140
June 2015, as proposed This regulation provides the
requirements for reimbursement
for services to county children
and youth agencies. The
regulations are in need of
revision to ensure consistency
with federal requirements and
policy to ensure the validity of




Amendments to Estates &
Trusts—Personal Income Tax
Regulations





promulgating this regulation to
codify the Department’s policy
for the taxation of estates and
trusts in the Commonwealth





Amendments to Local Option
Small Games of Chance (SGOC)
61 Pa. Code Chapter 901a
January 2015, as proposed The Department is proposing to
replace Chapter 901 with a new
Chapter 901a as a result of the
amendments to the SGOC law.
The proposed rulemaking will
reorganize and clarify the SGOC
regulations as well as
incorporate necessary changes
to implement Acts 2 and 184 of
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General Provisions
Application of Payments
61 Pa. Code Chapter 5a
October 2014, as proposed The Department is
promulgating this regulation to
clarify the provisions of the
Taxpayers’ Bill of Rights and
provide a procedure for the
application of a payment
received from a taxpayer to tax




Bureau of Professional and
Occupational Affairs
—Telephonic Testimony—




This proposed rulemaking would
provide rules for the admission
of testimony received by
telephone at hearings conducted
by boards/commissions or
hearing examiners. Statutory
Authority: Section 3 of the act of
July 2, 1993 (P. L. 345, No. 48)
authorizes the Commissioner of
Professional and Occupational
Affairs to promulgate
regulations setting forth the
procedural rules to be followed
in the conduct of hearings in
disciplinary matters before a
licensing board or commission,





State Board of Accountancy
—General Revisions—




This proposed rulemaking would
implement the amendments to
the CPA Law made by the act of
July 9, 2008 (P. L. 954, No. 73),
and the act of June 19, 2013
(P. L. 46, No. 15). Statutory
Authority: Section 3 of the
C.P.A. Law, 63 P. S. § 9.3.
Sara Fox
(717) 783-1404
Schedule of Civil Penalties—




The proposed rulemaking would
amend the schedule of civil
penalties for violations of the
CPA law and regulations of the
State Board of Accountancy.
Statutory Authority: Section
5(a) of the act of July 2, 1993






—Electronic seals and signing—




This proposed rulemaking will
implement rules on electronic
seals and signing. Statutory
Authority: Sections 6(a), 6(b)
and 12 of the Architects’
Licensure Law, 63 P. S.
§§ 34.6(a), 34.6(b) and 34.12.
Penny Walker
(717) 783-3397
State Board of Auctioneer
Examiners
—Schedule of Civil Penalties—




The proposed rulemaking would
make updates to the current
schedule of civil penalties, as
requested by the Board.
Statutory Authority: Section
5(a) of the act of July 2, 1993
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—Biennial Renewal Fees—
49 Pa. Code § 1.41
(16A-649)
Summer 2014, as Final. The final-form rulemaking
would increase biennial renewal
fees to meet projected
expenditures as required by law.
Statutory Authority: Section
6(a) of the Auctioneer Licensing
and Trading Assistant




State Board of Barber
Examiners
—General Revisions—




The proposed rulemaking would
update the regulations for
barber managers, temporary
student licenses, barber shops
and schools of barbering.
Statutory Authority: Section 10
of the Barbers License Law, 63
P. S. § 560.
Kelly Diller
(717) 783-3402
State Board of Chiropractic
—Chiropractic specialties—




The Chiropractic Practice Act
prohibits licensees from holding
themselves out as specialists
unless they possess a
post-graduate certification in
that specialty. This proposed
rulemaking would identify the
certifications acceptable to the
Board. Statutory Authority:
Section 302(3) of the
Chiropractic Practice Act, 63




49 Pa. Code § 5.20
(16A-4321)
Spring 2014, as Final
(proposed-omitted).
This regulation would amend
the volunteer license regulations
to conform to amendments to
the Volunteer Health Services
Act. Statutory Authority:
Section 302 of the Chiropractic
Practice Act, 63 P. S. § 625.302;
and section 5 of the Volunteer






49 Pa. Code §§ 5.91—5.96
(16A-4322)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation would update
the Board’s existing regulations
relating to mandatory reporting
of suspected child abuse under
the Child Protective Services
Law (CPSL, 23 P. S.
§§ 6301—6386. Statutory
Authority: Section 6383(b)(2) of
the CPSL, 23 P. S. § 6383(b)(2);
and section 302(3) of the
Chiropractic Practice Act, 63








This proposed rulemaking would
expressly permit continuing
education to be completed
through distance education, but
limit it to 50% of the required
hours. Statutory Authority:
Section 302(3) of the
Chiropractic Practice Act, 63
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51 Pa. Code § 51.12
(16-56)
Summer 2014, as Final. This proposed rulemaking would
increase the biennial
registration fee for individuals
and entities required to be
registered un 65 P. S. Chapter
13A (relating to lobbying
disclosure). Statutory Authority:
Section 13A08(j) of the act
provides that the Department
may by regulation adjust the
filing fee if a higher fee is
needed to cover the costs of





4 Pa. Code Part VIII, Subpart C
(number not yet assigned)
Summer 2014, as
Proposed.
The proposed rulemaking would
implement the act of October 9,
2013 (P. L. 609, No. 73), which
adopted the Revised Uniform
Law on Notarial Acts
(RULONA). Statutory Authority:
Section 327 of the RULONA, 57
Pa.C.S. § 327, authorizes the
Department to promulgate




Bureau of Corporations and
Charitable Organizations
—UCC Revised Article 9—
(16-35)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
adopt (with some revisions) the
Model rules promulgated by the
International Association of
Corporate Administrators,
which call for the delivery of
filings by electronic means and
acceptance of credit card
payments. Statutory Authority:
Section 9526 of the Uniform
Commercial Code Modernization
Act of 2001, 13 Pa.C.S. § 9526.
Martha Brown
(717) 787-6802
State Board of Cosmetology
—Sanitation—
49 Pa. Code Chapter 7
(16A-4516)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
update the Board’s regulations
on sanitation to conform to
modern standards within the
profession. Statutory Authority:
Sections 11 and 14 of the Act of
May 3, 1933 (P. L. 242, No. 86),
commonly referred to as the
Beauty Culture Law, 63 P. S.
§§ 517 and 520.
Kelly Diller
(717) 783-7130
—Schedule of Civil Penalties—




This proposed rulemaking would
amend the schedule of civil
penalties for the State Board of
Cosmetology. Statutory
authority: Section 5(a) of the act
of July 2, 1993 (P. L. 345, No.
48), 63 P. S. § 2205(a).
Kelly Diller
(717) 783-7130
State Board of Crane Operators
—Fees—
49 Pa. Code § 6.4
(16A-7102)
Summer 2014, as Final. This final-form regulation would
increase the biennial renewal
fee for licensed crane operators.
Statutory Authority: Section
701(a) of the Crane Operator
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State Board of Dentistry
—Anesthesia Update—
49 Pa. Code §§ 33.331—33.342
(16A-4621)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would





oxide/oxygen analgesia in dental
offices. Statutory Authority:
Sections 3(o) and 11.2 of the





49 Pa. Code § 33.110
(16A-4625)
Spring 2014, as Final
(proposed-omitted).
This regulation would amend
the current volunteer license
regulations to conform to
amendments to the Volunteer
Health Services Act. Statutory
Authority: Section 3(o) of the





49 Pa. Code § 33.250
(16A-4626)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation would update
the Board’s existing regulations
relating to mandatory reporting
of suspected child abuse under
the Child Protective Services
Law (CPSL), 23 P. S.
§§ 6301—6386. Statutory
Authority: section 6383(b)(2) of
the CPSL, 23 P. S. § 6383(b)(2);
and section 3(o) of the Dental




49 Pa. Code Chapter 33
(16A-4628)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
generally amend, update and
clarify the regulations relating




proof of professional liability




exclusion of auxiliary personnel
from performing radiological
procedures and continuing
dental education. Section 3(o) of





49 Pa. Code Chapter 33
(16A-4629)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking will
establish standards for the
provision of dental and dental
hygiene services through mobile
dental units. Statutory
Authority: Section 3(o) of the
Dental Law, 63 P. S. § 122(o).
Lisa Burns
(717) 783-7162
Schedule of Civil Penalties—




The proposed regulation will
update the Board’s schedule of
civil penalties to address lapsed
licenses and permits and
continuing education violations.
Statutory Authority: Section
5(a) of the act of July 2, 1993
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Temporary Volunteer Dental
Licenses—




This proposed regulation would
implement the act of February
4, 2014 (P. L. 19, No. 7) to set
forth the procedures to apply for
a temporary volunteer dental
license. Statutory Authority:
Section 3(o) of the Dental Law,
63 P. S. § 122(o).
Lisa Burns
(717) 783-7162




49 Pa. Code Chapter 37
(16A-4711)
Summer 2014, as Final. The regulation implements Act
25 of 2010, to provide for the
certification of
geologists-in-training, and to
update the board’s regulations
concerning the licensure process
for engineers and land
surveyors. Statutory Authority:
Section 4(l) of the Engineer,
Land Surveyor and Geologist




—Electronic Seals and Signing




This proposed rulemaking will
implement rules on electronic
seals and signing. Statutory
Authority: Sections 4(l) and 7 of
the Engineer, Land Surveyor
and Geologist Registration Law,








This proposed rulemaking will
implement rules on electronic
seals and signing. Statutory
Authority: Sections 4(l) and 7 of
the Engineer, Land Surveyor
and Geologist Registration Law,
63 P. S. §§ 151.4(l) and 151.7.
Robin Shearer
(717) 783-7049








This proposed rulemaking would
update and clarify the Board’s
regulations relating to renewal
of licenses and enforcement of
continuing education. Statutory
authority: Sections 10(b)(1) and
16(a) of the Funeral Director




—Schedule of Civil Penalties—
Funeral Directors




This proposed regulation would




5(a) of the act of July 2, 1993
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—Child Abuse Reporting
Requirements—
49 Pa. Code § 13.301—13.307
(16A-4824)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation would update
the Board’s existing regulations
relating to mandatory reporting
of suspected child abuse under
the Child Protective Services
Law (CPSL), 23 P. S.
§§ 6301—6386. Statutory
Authority: section 6383(b)(2) of
the CPSL, 23 P. S. § 6383(b)(2);
and section 16(a) of the Funeral




State Board of Landscape
Architects
—General Revisions—





implements updates to current
practices of the Board with
respect to qualifications and
experience, examinations and
continuing education. Statutory
Authority: Section 4(9) of the
Landscape Architects’




Electronic Seals and Signing




This proposed rulemaking will
implement rules on electronic
seals and signing from other
design professional boards in
Pennsylvania and other states.
Statutory Authority: Sections 4
and 9 of the Landscape
Architects’ Registration Law, 63
P. S. §§ 904 and 909.
Terrie Kocher
(717) 772-8528
—Schedule of Civil Penalties—
Landscape Architects
49 Pa. Code Chapter 43b.
(16A-6120)
Spring 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
adopt a schedule of civil
penalties for unlicensed practice
and other violations of the
Landscape Architects
Registration Law. Statutory
Authority: Section 5(a) of the
act of July 2, 1993 (P. L. 345,
No. 48), 63 P. S. § 2205(a).
Terrie Kocher
(717) 772-8528
State Board of Massage Therapy
—Child Abuse Reporting
Requirements—
49 Pa. Code Chapter 20
(16A-722)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking
establishes mandatory reporting
requirements relating to
suspected child abuse under the
Child Protective Services Law
(CPSL), 23 P. S. §§ 6301—6386.
Statutory Authority: Section
6383(b)(2) of the CPSL, 23 P. S.
§ 6383(b)(2); and section 4(2) of
the Massage Therapy Law, 63
P. S. § 627.4(2).
Judy Harner
(717) 783-7155
—Schedule of Civil Penalties—
Massage Therapists—





updates the schedule of civil
penalties promulgated by the
Board as a statement of policy
in 2010. Statutory Authority:
Section 5(a) of the act of July 2,
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State Board of Medicine
—Volunteer Licenses—
49 Pa. Code Chapter 16
(16A-4934)
Summer 2014, as Final
(proposed-omitted).
This regulation will amend the
volunteer license regulations to
conform to amendments to the
Volunteer Health Services Act
(Acts 29 of 2007 and 58 of
2002). Statutory Authority:
Section 8 of the Medical





49 Pa. Code Chapter 18
(16A-4937)
Summer 2014, as Final. This proposed rulemaking would
implement the act of December
22, 2011 (P. L. 576, No. 125)
relating to the licensure of
genetic counselors. Statutory
Authority: Section 3 of Act 125
of 2011 requires the Board to
promulgate regulations within
12 months. Section 8 of the
Medical Practice Act of 1985, 63
P. S. § 422.8, provides the




—Use of Medical Lasers—
49 Pa. Code Chapter 18,
Subchapter G
(16A-4939)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking is
intended to clarify the
requirements for the use and
delegation of medical devices
and medical lasers. Statutory
Authority: Section 8 of the
Medical Practice Act of 1985, 63





49 Pa. Code §§ 16.101—16.107
(16A-4941)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation updates the
Board’s existing regulation on
mandatory reporting of
suspected child abuse under the
Child Protective Services Law
(CPSL), 23 P. S. §§ 6301—6386.
Statutory Authority: Section
6383(b)(2) of the CPSL, 23 P. S.
§ 6383(b)(2); and section 8 of
the Medical Practice Act of
1985, 63 P. S. § 422.8.
Michael Coates
(717) 783-1400
—Schedule of Civil Penalties—




This proposed rulemaking would
amend the schedule of civil
penalties for the State Board of
Medicine to implement Act 48
civil penalties for practicing on
a lapsed license and for
continuing education violations.
Statutory authority: Section 5(a)





pedorthists and orthotic fitters—
49 Pa. Code Chapters 16 and 18
(Number not yet assigned)
Summer 2014, as
Proposed.
This proposed regulation would
implement Act 90 of 2012 to
establish licensure of
prosthetists, orthotists,
pedorthists and orthotic fitters.
Statutory Authority: Section 3 of
the act of July 5, 2012 (P. L.
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State Board of Nursing
—General Revisions—




This proposed rulemaking would
establish a timeframe within
which candidates for licensure
as registered nurses, practical
nurses and dietitian-
nutritionists must first take and
ultimately pass the appropriate
licensing examination and
updates and makes uniform
application and examination
provisions across the licensure
categories. Statutory Authority:
Sections 2.1(k) and 12(a) of the
Professional Nursing Law, 63
P. S. §§ 212.1(k) and 222(a); and
section 17.6 of the Practical




Reporting of Crimes and
Discipline—
49 Pa. Code §§ 21.131—21.134
(16A-5126)
Fall 2014, as Final. This proposed regulation will
amend the Board’s continuing
education regulations to
eliminate the ability of
registered nurses to renew their
licenses without completing
their continuing education, and
will clarify the requirements for
timely reporting of crimes and
disciplinary actions. Statutory
Authority: Sections 2.1 and 12.1
of the Professional Nursing Law,




49 Pa. Code §§ 21.601—21.607.
(16A-5139)
Summer 2014, as Final
(Proposed-omitted).
This regulation would amend
the volunteer license regulations
to conform to amendments to
the Volunteer Health Services
Act. Statutory Authority:
Section 2.1(k) of the
Professional Nursing Law, 63





49 Pa. Code §§ 21.501—21.507.
(16A-5140)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation updates the
Board’s existing regulations
relating to mandatory reporting
of suspected child abuse under
the Child Protective Services
Law, (CPSL), 23 P. S.
§§ 6301—6386. Statutory
Authority: Section 6383(b)(2) of
the CPSL, 23 P. S. § 6383(b)(2);
section 2.1(k) of the Professional
Nursing Law, 63 P. S.
§ 212.1(k); and Section 17.6 of
the Practical Nurse Law, 63
P. S. § 667.6.
Cindy Miller
(717) 783-7142
State Board of Examiners of
Nursing Home Administrators
—Sexual Misconduct—
49 Pa. Code §§ 39.1 and 39.9
(16A-6211)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
add sexual abuse and sexual
misconduct as offenses for which
a nursing home administrator’s
license may be disciplined.
Statutory Authority: Sections
4(c) and 6(g) of the Nursing
Home Administrators Licensure
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—Schedule of Civil Penalties—




This proposed rulemaking would
amend the schedule of civil
penalties for the State Board of
Examiners of Nursing Home
Administrators to implement
Act 48 civil penalties for
continuing education violations.
Statutory authority: Section 5(a)





49 Pa. Code Chapter 39
(16A-6215)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed regulation
updates the Board’s existing
regulations relating to
continuing education
requirements and reporting and
establishes requirements for
licensees who have been expired




Authority: Sections 4(a)(9), 8(e)
and 9(a)—(c) of the Nursing
Home Administrators Act, 63











relating to convictions of crimes
and return of suspended or
revoked licenses. Statutory
Authority: Section 4(c) of the
Nursing Home Administrators
License Act, 63 P. S. § 1104(c).
Chris Stuckey
(717) 783-7155





49 Pa. Code Chapter 42
(16A-679)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation updates the
Board’s regulations on
mandatory reporting of
suspected child abuse under the
Child Protective Services Law
(CPSL), 23 P. S. 6301—6386.
Statutory Authority: Section
6383(b)(2) of the CPSL requires
the Board to promulgate
regulations consistent with the
CPSL; Section 5(b) of the
Occupational Therapy Practice
Act, 63 P. S. § 1505(b) directs





49 Pa. Code § 42.24
(16A-6710)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
update and amend the Board’s
existing code of ethics to adopt
the AOTA ethics standards.
Statutory authority: Section 5(b)
of the Occupational Therapy
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—General Revisions—





implements the act of July 5,
2012 (P. L. 1132, No. 138), which
amended the Occupational
Therapy Practice Act. Statutory
Authority: Section 5(b) of the
Occupational Therapy Practice
Act, 63 P. S. § 1505(b) directs




State Board of Optometry
—Schedule of Civil
Penalties—Optometrists
49 Pa. Code Chapter 43b
(16A-5212)
Fall 2014, as Final. This proposed rulemaking would
adopt a schedule of civil
penalties for continuing
education violations. Statutory
Authority: Section 5(a) of Act 48
of 1993, 63 P. S. § 2205(a),
authorizes the Commissioner to









This proposed rulemaking would
update the Board’s regulations
to conform to current practices.
Statutory Authority: Sections
3(b)(14) and 5 of the Optometric
Practice and Licensure Act (63




49 Pa. Code § 23.26
(16A-5214)
Summer 2014, as Final
(Proposed-omitted).
This regulation would amend
the Board’s volunteer license
regulations to conform to
amendments to the Volunteer
Health Services Act. Statutory
Authority: Section 3(b)(14) of
the Optometric Practice and






49 Pa. Code §§ 23.111—23.116
(16A-5215)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation updates the
Board’s existing regulations
relating to mandatory reporting
of suspected child abuse under
the Child Protective Services
Law, (CPSL), 23 P. S.
§§ 6301—6386. Statutory
Authority: Section 6383(b)(2) of
the CPSL, 23 P. S. § 6383(b)(2);
and section 3(b)(14) of the
Optometric Practice and




State Board of Osteopathic
Medicine
Volunteer License—
49 Pa. Code §§ 25.601—25.607.
(16A-5323)
Summer 2014, as Final
(Proposed-omitted).
This regulation would amend
the Board’s volunteer license
regulations to conform to
amendments to the Volunteer
Health Services Act made by Act
58 of 2002 and Act 29 of 2007.
Statutory Authority: Section 16
of the Osteopathic Medicine Act,
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—Child Abuse Reporting
Requirements—
49 Pa. Code §§ 25.401—25.416
(16A-5326)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation updates the
Board’s existing regulations
relating to mandatory reporting
of suspected child abuse under
the Child Protective Services
Law, CPSL), 23 P. S.
§§ 6301—6386. Statutory
Authority: Section 6383(b)(2) of
the CPSL, 23 P. S. § 6383(b)(2);
and section 16 of the
Osteopathic Medicine Practice
Act, 63 P. S. § 271.16.
Suzanne Smith
(717) 783-4858
—Schedule of Civil Penalties—
49 Pa. Code Chapter 43b.
(16A-5327)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
establish a schedule of civil
penalties for the State Board of
Osteopathic Medicine to
implement Act 48 civil penalties
for failure to report complaints
filed against an osteopathic
physician in a medical
professional liability action.
Statutory authority: Section 5(a)





49 Pa. Code Chapter 25
(16A-5328)
Fall 2014, as Final. This proposed rulemaking would
implement the act of December
22, 2011 (P. L. 581, No. 126)
relating to the licensure of
genetic counselors. Statutory
Authority: Section 3 of Act 126
of 2011 requires the Board to
promulgate regulations within
12 months. Section 16 of the
Osteopathic Medicine Practice
Act, 63 P. S. § 271.16, provides




State Board of Pharmacy
—Compounding Practices—




This proposed rulemaking would
establish standards for the
compounding of drugs by
pharmacists. Statutory
Authority: Section 6(k)(9) of the
Pharmacy Act, 63 P. S.
§ 390-6(k)(9) grants the
authority to promulgate rules
and regulations to effectuate the
purposes of the act. Section 2 of
the Pharmacy Act, 63 P. S.
§ 390-2(11) defines the practice





49 Pa. Code Chapter 27
(16A-5424)
Summer 2014, as Final. This final-form rulemaking
would update the Board’s
regulations relating to the
pharmacy internship required
under section 3 of the Pharmacy
Act. Statutory Authority:
Section 3 of the Pharmacy Act,
63 P. S. § 390-3(c) requires the
Board to establish by regulation
the internship requirements
which must be satisfactorily
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—Collaborative Management of
Drug Therapy—
49 Pa. Code Chapter 27
(16A-5425)
Fall 2014, as Final. This final-form rulemaking
would implement Act 29 of
2010, which provides for
collaborative drug therapy
management between a
pharmacist and a licensed
physician. Statutory Authority:
Section 5 of the act of June 1,
2010 (P. L. 201, No. 29) requires
the Board to promulgate
regulations to implement Act 29





49 Pa. Code Chapter 27
(16A-5426)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. The proposed rulemaking would
establish procedures and
standards for the operation of
remote emergency pharmacies
in the event of an emergency
caused by a natural or
manmade disaster or any other
exceptional situation that
causes an extraordinary demand
for pharmacy services. Statutory
Authority: Section 6(k)(9) of the






49 Pa. Code § 27.18
(16A-5427)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
update the Board’s regulations
relating to standards of practice
for pharmacists. Statutory
Authority: Section 6(k)(9) of the






49 Pa. Code Chapter 27
(number not yet assigned)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking is
required to conform the Board’s
regulations to the act of July 9,
2010 (P. L. 457, No. 59), which
permits a vendor pharmacy to
redistribute drugs returned by a
correctional facility to other
correctional facilities. Statutory
Authority: Section 6(k)(9) of the




—Schedule of Civil Penalties—
49 Pa. Code § 43b.7
(number not yet assigned)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
amend the schedule of civil
penalties for the State Board of
Pharmacy to implement Act 48
civil penalties for continuing
education violations. Statutory
authority: Section 5(a) of Act 48
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State Board of Physical Therapy
—Child Abuse Reporting
Requirements—
49 Pa. Code §§ 40.201—40.207.
(16A-6515)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation updates the
Board’s existing regulations
relating to mandatory reporting
of suspected child abuse under
the Child Protective Services
Law, (CPSL), 23 P. S.
§§ 6301—6386. Statutory
Authority: Section 6383(b)(2) of
the CPSL, 23 P. S. § 6383(b)(2);
and section 3(a) of the Physical




Schedule of Civil Penalties—




This proposed rulemaking would
establish a schedule of civil
penalties for the State Board of
Physical Therapy to implement
Act 48 civil penalties for
practicing on a lapsed license.
Statutory authority: Section 5(a)









This proposed regulation would
address provisions related to the
Act 38 amendments that were
not part of the rulemaking
promulgated December 22, 2012
at 42 Pa.B. 7652. Statutory
Authority: Section 3(a) of the
Physical Therapy Practice Act










In conjunction with the civil
penalty schedule, this proposed
rulemaking would amend the
continuing education
regulations with regard to
enforcement. Statutory
Authority: Section 3(a) of the
Physical Therapy Practice Act,
63 P. S. § 1303(a).
Michelle Roberts
(717) 783-7134
State Board of Podiatry
—General Revisions—
49 Pa. Code Chapter 29
(16A-448)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
update the Board’s regulations
relating to return to practice,
continuing education reporting,
auditing and enforcement,
reciprocity, code of ethics, and
sexual misconduct and will
remove outdated regulations.
Statutory Authority: Section 15
of the Podiatry Practice Act, 63
P. S. § 42.15.
Suzanne Smith
(717) 783-4858
State Board of Podiatry
—Certificate of Authority to
Perform Acupuncture—
49 Pa. Code Chapter 29
(16A-449)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
establish the fees and regulate
the practice of acupuncture by
podiatrists under the
Acupuncture Registration Act.
Statutory Authority: Section 3 of
the Acupuncture Registration
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—Volunteer License—
49 Pa. Code § 29.55
(16A-4411)
Summer 2014, as Final
(Proposed-omitted).
This regulation would amend
the Board’s volunteer license
regulations to conform to recent
amendments to the Volunteer
Health Services Act. Statutory
Authority: Section 15 of the






49 Pa. Code §§ 29.91—29.97
(16A-4412)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation updates the
Board’s existing regulations
relating to mandatory reporting
of suspected child abuse under
the Child Protective Services
Law, (CPSL), 23 P. S.
§§ 6301—6386. Statutory
Authority: Section 6383(b)(2) of
the CPSL, 23 P. S. § 6383(b)(2);
and section 15 of the Podiatry
Practice Act, 63 P. S. § 42.15.
Suzanne Smith
(717) 783-4858
—Schedule of Civil Penalties—
Podiatrists




This proposed rulemaking would
adopt a schedule of civil
penalties for continuing
education violations. Statutory
Authority: Section 5(a) of Act 48
of 1993, 63 P. S. § 2205(a),
authorizes the Commissioner to




State Board of Psychology—
Continuing Education—




This proposed rulemaking would
amend the Board’s continuing
education requirements
regarding home study,
instruction and carry over.
Statutory Authority: Section 15
of the Professional Psychologists




49 Pa. Code § 41.61
(16A-6318)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
update the Board’s Code of
Conduct so that it would be in
line with changes to the
American Psychological
Association and the Association
of State and Provincial
Psychology Boards. Statutory
Authority: Section 3.2(2) of the
Professional Psychologists













Authority: Section 3.2(2) of the
Professional Psychologists
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—Child Abuse Reporting
Requirements—
49 Pa. Code Chapter 41
(16A-6322)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation would amend
the board’s regulations to
conform to changes made to the
Child Protective Services Act.
Statutory Authority: Section
6383(b)(2) of the Child
Protective Services Law, 23
Pa.C.S. § 6383(b)(2) and section
3.2(2) of the Professional
Psychologists Practice Act, 63
P. S. § 1203.2(2).
Chris Stuckey
(717) 783-7155
State Board of Certified Real
Estate Appraisers
—Schedule of Civil Penalties—
Real Estate Appraisers—




The proposed rulemaking will
codify and amend the Board’s
current schedule of civil
penalties statement of policy.
Statutory Authority: Section
5(a) of Act 48 of 1993, 63 P. S.
§ 2205(a), authorizes the
Commissioner to set forth
schedules of civil penalties, with











updates the Board’s regulations
to reflect current practice
followed by assessment offices
throughout the Commonwealth,
and to assure consistency with






Section 3 of the Assessors




—Biennial Renewal Fee for
Licensed Appraiser Trainee—
49 Pa. Code § 36.6
(16A-7020)
Fall 2014, as Final. The proposed rulemaking would
adopt a biennial renewal fee for
licensed appraiser trainees.
Statutory Authority: Section 9 of
the Real Estate Appraisers















Registration Act, 63 P. S.
§§ 457.21—457.31. Statutory
Authority: Section 4(a) of the
Appraisal Management
Company Registration Act, 63
P. S. § 457.24(a).
Heidy Weirich
(717) 783-4866
State Real Estate Commission
—Advertising and Solicitation—
49 Pa. Code § 35.305
(16A-5620)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. The proposed rulemaking would
require licensees to advertise or
otherwise hold themselves out
to the public only under the
name listed on their licenses.
Statutory Authority: Section 404
of the Real Estate Licensing and
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—Escrow requirements—
49 Pa. Code Chapter 35
(16A-5622)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
establish additional escrow
requirements consistent with
the changes made by Act 14 of
2009. Statutory Authority:
Section 404 of the Real Estate
Licensing and Registration Act,
63 P. S. § 455.404.
Patricia Ridley
(717) 783-3658
—Schedule of Civil Penalties—
49 Pa. Code § 43b.8
(16A-5623)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
amend the schedule of civil
penalties for the State Real
Estate Commission to
implement Act 48 civil penalties
for continuing education
violations. Statutory authority:
Section 5(a) of Act 48 of 1993,
63 P. S. § 2205(a).
Patricia Ridley
(717) 783-3658
State Board of Social Workers,




49 Pa. Code §§ 47.51—47.57
(16A-6919)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation would amend
the board’s regulations to
conform to changes made to the
Child Protective Services Act.
Statutory Authority: Section
6383(b)(2) of the Child
Protective Services Law, 23
Pa.C.S. § 6383(b)(2) and section
6(2) of the Social Workers,
Marriage and Family Therapists
and Professional Counselors Act,




49 Pa. Code §§ 47.12c, 48.13
and 49.13
(16A-6921)
Summer 2014, as Final. This regulation would amend
the Board’s existing regulations
to incorporate changes made by
the act of March 14, 2012 (P. L.
191, No. 17) relating to the
qualifications for licensure of
licensed clinical social workers,
marriage and family therapists
and professional counselors.
Statutory Authority: Section
6(2) of the Social Workers,
Marriage and Family Therapists
and Professional Counselors Act,




49 Pa. Code Chapters 47—49
(16A-6923)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking will
eliminate outdated regulations,
and update existing regulations
to comport with current
standards of the profession and
current practices of the Board.
Statutory Authority: Section
6(2) of the Social Workers,
Marriage and Family Therapists
and Professional Counselors Act,
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49 Pa. Code §§ 45.401—45.407
(16A-6805)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This regulation would amend
the board’s regulations to
conform to changes made to the
Child Protective Services Act.
Statutory Authority: Section
6383(b)(2) of the Child
Protective Services Law, 23
Pa.C.S. § 6383(b)(2) and section
5(2) of the Speech-Language
and Hearing Licensure Act, 63





49 Pa. Code § 45.21
(16A-6806)
Summer 2014, as Final. This final-form rulemaking is
intended to terminate an
outdated grandfathering
provision. Statutory Authority:
Section 5(2) of the
Speech-Language and Hearing





49 Pa. Code Chapter 45.
(16A-6807)
Summer 2014, as Final. This proposed rulemaking is
intended to clarify the
continuing education
requirements for licensees that
hold more than one class of
license issued by the Board.
Statutory Authority: Section
5(2) of the Speech-Language
and Hearing Licensure Act, 63
P. S. § 1705(2).
Sandra Matter
(717) 783-1389








This proposed rulemaking would
clarify and update the
requirements for salespersons in
order to permit salespersons to
sell at other locations of the
same dealer. Statutory
Authority: Section 4(9) of the




State Board of Veterinary
Medicine
—Facilities—
49 Pa. Code Chapter 31
(16A-5720)
Fall 2014, as Proposed. This proposed rulemaking would
establish standards for and
require registration of
veterinary facilities. Statutory
Authority: Sections 5 and 27 of
the Veterinary Medicine










This proposed rulemaking is
necessary to implement the act
of October 24, 2012 (P. L. 1452,




euthanasia drugs and to license
euthanasia technicians.
Statutory Authority: Section 304
(b) and (c) of Act 182 of 2012
direct the board to promulgate
regulations within 18 months of
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STATE EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM
4 Pa. Code § 247.51. Time for
Recomputation of Annuity. (This
would impose a time limit for
annuitants to change the
optional payment plan
authorized by the second to the
last sentence of 71 Pa.C.S.
§ 5907(j)).
2015 This would provide guidance on
when an annuitant is permitted
to change their optional
payment plan. There is no time
frame in the statute for this
election to occur causing
administrative difficulties
including possibly permitting
anti-selection of death benefits,
requiring members to make a
declaration under discontinued
disability benefits and negating








4 Pa. Code § 243.8. Membership
rules for educational employees.
2014 This would clarify the
requirements for membership









4 Pa. Code § 245.4. Member
contributions for the purchase of
credit for previous State service
or to become a full coverage
member. (This would be
amended to specify the effects of
a service purchase or
reinstatement.)
2014 This would clarify the effects of
the reinstatement or purchase
of previous State service.
An administrative decision has
offered partial guidance in this
area. This would enable
consistent application of the
statute and would reduce
litigation of purchase of service
issues. This is also being









37 Pa. Code §§ 221.21 and
221.31
Summer 2014, as Final
(proposed-omitted)





implement the Retired Law
Enforcement Identification Act.
These amendments will make
the regulations consistent with
a 2011 change to federal law by
reducing the time requirements
necessary (from 15 years
aggregate employment to 10










Title 75 Pa.C.S. § 6106 allows
PSP to designate emergency
vehicles upon certain findings.
This amendment would add
Philadelphia Prison System
vehicles used to escort
ambulances transporting sick or
injured inmates to the class of
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37 Pa. Code Chapter 51 Fall 2014, as Proposed Revisions to Chapter 51 as it
relates to officer
certification/re-certification and






STATE SYSTEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION








The proposed regulation change
is needed to provide relief for
mass transit drivers and
companies from the hours of
service and log book
requirements and the




17—Authorization to Verify ID
Numbers




Changes are needed to
document the Vehicle
Identification Number (VIN)
verification process. The VIN
verification process is not
currently documented in either





Physical & Mental Criteria




The regulations will be updated
to help ensure that school bus
drivers diagnosed with various
cardiovascular diseases are in
stable condition. The regulations
will also update the medical
standards for school bus drivers
that have brain disease,





Standards and Loss of
Consciousness Requirements




The regulations will update the
medical standards for school bus
drivers who have a loss of
consciousness of unknown or
uncategorized etiology and




83—Physical & Mental Criteria
Relating to the Licensing of
Drivers




The regulations will update the
medical standards for license
holders that have brain disease,




83—Vision Standards and Loss
of Consciousness Requirements
Relating to the Licensing of
Drivers




The regulations will update the
medical standards for license
holders who have a loss of
consciousness of unknown or
uncategorized etiology and
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105—Mechanical Electrical and




The regulations are being
updated to reflect changes in
equipment technology relating
to calibration and maintenance
of speed timing devices used for
law enforcement purposes and











This regulation will allow sales
agreement or mineral right




designs to Publication 282 to
allow immediate updates, allow
driveway applications to be
submitted by electronic





Occupancy of Highways by
Utilities




This regulation will allow utility
applications to be submitted by
electronic means, allow newest
techniques in utility work to be






Attired Persons to Direct,
Control or Regulate Traffic




The proposed regulation change
is needed to be consistent with a
Federal Highway
Administration rule making (23











These amendments more clearly
delineate what activities are
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Each year, the Treasury Department (Department) re-
ceives millions of dollars in unclaimed property from
abandoned bank accounts, forgotten stocks, checks that
have not been cashed, certificates of deposit, safe deposit
box contents, life insurance policies and other sources.
The following list of unclaimed property was reported
and delivered to the Department. If you find your name,
you can file a claim on the Department’s web site at
www.patreasury.gov. From this site, you can download a
claim form and follow the progress of your claim. Persons
may also file a claim by calling the Bureau of Unclaimed
Property at (800) 222-2046, Monday through Friday,
7:30 a.m.—4:30 p.m. Written inquiries may be sent to the
Bureau of Unclaimed Property, P. O. Box 1837, Harris-
burg, PA 17105-1837, Attention Research Department.
ROB McCORD,
State Treasurer
2014 Notice of Names of Persons Appearing to be
Owners of Abandoned and Unclaimed Property
Adams County
Abbottstown, Pa 17301
Bottomley Grace H 315 Brough Rd
Chepren Jock 115 Jacobs Mill Rd
Fries Lloyd 14 Mary St
Lehman F K Lincoln Way E
Lehmen Louis A Lincoln Way E
Maxhimer Susan L 8 N Pheasant Way
McGee Andrea L 89 Maple Grove Rd
McGee Jerry D 89 Maple Grove Rd
Schuchart A Estate 891 Racetrack Rd
Schuchart Marie E Estate 891 Racetrack Rd
Arendtsville, Pa 17303
Tate Mary F 69 High St
Tate Roy D c/o Tate Mary 69 High St
Aspers, Pa 17304
Bower Kayla R 99 Ctr Mill Rd
Federico Terrill Jan 30 Lobaugh Rd
Grauel Kim L 529 Aspers Benderville Rd
Mullica Hilltop Restaurant c/o Bob Beamer 1281 B Heidlesburg Rd
Bendersville, Pa 17306
Klinedinst Melissa L PO Box 344 22 Maryland Ave
Ramirez Mario PO Box 289
Smith Timothy A II 157 N Main St PO Box 134
Biglerville, Pa 17307
Aguilar Maria G PO Box 75
Antonino Demetrio O PO Box 745
Arentz Stephanie Lot 91 4820 Old Harrisburg
Breighner Brian 43 N Main St
Breighner Penny B 43 N Main St
Castro Wilma Perez 185 N Main St
Cosme Figueroa Luz T 185 N Main St
EDW Trucking Inc PO Box 493
Free Tabb T 160 Boyds Hollow Rd
Hernandez Imelda 1075 Carlisle Rd Apt C
Highs Dairy Store Office 110 South Main St
Klingler Francis E 851 Narrows Rd
Norton Mark Adam 102 Heckenluber Rd
Patterson Joseph L PO Box 175
Ramirez Rey R 185 N Main St
Rico Moises 185 N Main St
Transoceanic Insurance Agency Inc 400 Quaker Run Rd
Woodward Edgar Est 30 Penn St Box 33
Zimmerman James 86 Norris Rd
Carroll Valley, Pa 17320
Marchioge James J 32 Spring Trail
East Berlin, Pa 17316
Althouse Jessie PO Box 487
Border James L Jr Border Darla L 354 Church Rd
Brodbeck Robert 210 Jacobs St
Cartwright Joseph L 96 Pine Ridge Rd
Christner Amanda M c/o Debra L Nedley 111 Twig Tr
Dehoff Clarence H Estate PO Box 386
Diaz Eleazar 300 Rife Rd
Hancock Robert 17 Lincoln Cove
Kreider Melvin L 865 Rife Rd
Leathery Sandra 96 Pine Ridge Rd
Mccoy Matthew E 5587 E Berlin Rd
Nedley Debra L 111 Twig Tr
Rauhauser Sarah E RR 1
Stevens David 203 Abbottstown St
Thurston Charles W 900 Germany Rd
Trinity Lutheran Church Rep Janet Bollinger PO Box 1016 117 W King St
Whitehead Edward H 5535 Admire Rd
Fairfield, Pa 17320
Chavez Rodolfo PO Box 79
Fellows Alexis J 1910 Bullfrog Rd
Fisher Barbara D 18 Warren Trail
Frantz Sheldon Estate 415 Horseneck Rd
Keilholtz Thomas E 4 Oak Trail
Lifeline Pharmacy 4910 Fairfield Road
Martin Ethel B RR 1 Box 156
Pristine Homes dba Seltzer Thomas W PO Box 17
Radunske James 6 Dandelion Trl Nw
Robinet Richard F 373 Old Waynesboro Rd
Sanders Jeff 2115 Mt Hope Rd
Scott William 200 West Main St First Floor
Wilhide Robert W 18 Warren Trail
Gardners, Pa 17324
Day Heather Lynne 845 Baltimore Pike
Day Susan 845 Baltimore Pike
Day Thomas Jr 845 Baltimore Pike
Fair Diane M 7 Appalachian Trail Rd
Gochenour Steven Harvey 10 Idaville York Spgs Rd
Holcomb Katherine 4145 Johnson Rd
Lloyd Herbert F Jr RD 2
Lloyd Herbert F Jr RD 2
Lloyd Vallie M RD 2
Mackey David B 1352 Goodyear Rd
Mansberger Donald C RD 1
Mansberger Maybelle E RD 1
Raudabaugh Mervin 903 Goodnear Rd
Redmond Joshua A 403 Pine Grove Rd
Saul Anna M 325 Peachglen Idaville
Sillik Donna 355 Pine Grove Rd
Tavera Francisco Ramirez S Feeser 822 Virginia Ave
Thornburgh Allan R 345 Pine Grove Rd
Thornburgh Linda 345 Pine Grove Rd
Watson Clarence W 25 Smith Rd
Zuelch Michael 125 Ground Oak Church Rd Apt 2
Gettysburg, Pa 17325
7 Eleven 1975 Baltimore Pike
Adelphia 2720 Baltimore Pike
Adelsberger Melinda 2160 Hanover Rd
Ambris Tela C 1215 Belmont Rd
Andrew Brian M RD 5
Andrew Brian Matthew 8 Sunset Dr
Andrew Brian Mathew Andrew Ronald K Andrew Donna J 8 Sunset Dr
Andrew Holly A 410 Belmont Rd
Andrew Ronald K 8 Sunset Dr
Barrera Eduardo Diaz 262 S Washington St
Becker Joseph C 51B Low Dutch Rd
Brady Steve 2240 Mt Alto Rd
Brown Tab A 105 Longview Blvd
Brown Tab A 1270 Chambersburg Rd
Brown Tab A c/o Thomas Brown 105 Longview Blvd
Brown Thomas A Mr RD 8 Box 252
Builder Architect Magazine PO Box 4564
CJ Daley Historic Reproduction 242 Baltimore
Charles John 9 Rebel View
Chavez Rodolfo A 3 22 E Middle St
Chickering Charles D 1907 Old Harrisburg Rd
Colwell Pittman Nancy 54 Redding Ln
Connelly Reba M 2305 Mummasburg Rd
Coy Daniel R 320 Swift Run Rd
Crane Vanessa 101 Chambersburg St
Culp Rose M Franklin St
Dabbondanza Jerry 1028 Baltimore Pike
Davidson Motor Company 55 Expedition Trail
Delgado Susan 47 Baltimore St Apt 202
Dollar General Store 2 Spgs Ave
Dorsey Ira T 59 W Middle St
Dorsey Walter E Estate 123 Breckenridge St Frt
Frail Bruce PO Box 3657
Fredrickson Donna S 209 Washington St Apt 1 A
Gettysburg Chinatown Express 211 West St
Gonzalez Jose J 136 Tall Oaks Rd
Gormley Electrical Service 101 Hills Dr
Harris Scott C 80 Harvest Dr
Harry Timothy M 13 Bonniefield Cir
Herman Ethel L Apt 28 136 N Stratton St
Hernandez Luis T 236 S Washington St
Hornbaker Gregory L 404 S Washington St
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Hudson Sherri 321 York St
Janice Lohuis 31 Friendship Ln
Johnson David Jr 365 Knoxlyn Orrtanna Rd
Jones Martha A 75 Wind Briar Ln
Juarez Maricela 2411 Heidlersburg Rd
Kearns Joseph T 49 E Stevens St
Keller J Ward 180 Knight Rd
Keyes Daniel G 145 Seminary Ave
Kimble Earl B 2266 Granite Sta Rd
Kirkham Barbara E Est Of 1650 Ridge Rd
Kranias Chris 709 Fairview Ave
Krape Christina A 590 Low Dutch Rd
Kreiger Wanda 420 Harrisburg St
Kurtz Elisza J 2715 York Rd Apt 4
Leinbach Madeleine R 215 Spring Ave
Leinbaugh Madeleine R 215 Spring Ave
Lopez Miguel 130 Breckenridge St
Loveland Christine 301 Oak Ln
Malvais Maria G 45 West High St
Maroclo Steven c/o Sandra R Price 299 Culp Rd
Marsh Andrea E 262 Baltimore St Apt 3
McKendrick Joseph F 2715 Biglerville Rd
Merkson Electric In 520 Hoffman Home Rd
Miller Christopher B 11 Round Top Ln
Miller Lorin 417 Baltimore St
Miller Megan E 32 Mason Dixon Rd
Morton Building Inc 3370 York Rd
Neiderer Frances J 42 E Hanover St
ONeil Melissa 41 Bryan Ct
Ortiz Barrera Eduardo V 721 Chambersburg Rd
Penn Food Mart and Gas 1025 Biglerville Rd
Pililis Stefania A 100 Baltimore St Apt 5
Pittman Nancy Colwell 54 Redding Ln
Plank Helen M RD 2
Pomponi Richard 1411 Poplar St
Renner Margaret Estate 414 E Railrd St
Ritchie George 153 Seminary Ave
Rite Aid #927 231 West St
Rogers Appraisal Service 195 Longst Dr
Sekander Timor 50 Sandoe Rd
Shaw Rodney 66 Naturl Spg Rd 98
Shively Karl 79 Pregram St
Shultz Beatrice G 332 S Washington St
Shultz Howard E 332 S Washington St
Shultz Mary E 2581 Old Harrisburg Rd Trlr 14
Soliday Thomas 2002 Taneytown Rd
Stanton Brian 35 Buford Ave #31
Stine Paul C 100 Chambersburg St
Stoner Paul J 2744 Fairfield Rd
Suzi Sudz 45-A West Hanover St
Swisher Jeanne Estate 1075 Old Harrisburg Rd Apt 172
Warrenfeltz Jerry 58 1/2 Breckenridge St
Weddle Emma C Estate 112 E Railrd St
Whiteman Joseph S 3470 Fairfield Rd
Whiteman Joseph S Trust 3470 Fairfield Rd
Ziegler Thomas S Estate 37 E Lincoln Ave
Littlestown, Pa 17340
Arentz Jennifer 881 Hanover Pike
Beaken Ame L 5287 Lexington Way
Berberian Steven 505 Glenwyn Dr
Coccoli Sara 46 Appler Ct
Daminger Nicholette 950 Harney Rd
Daminger Sally Cust 950 Harney Rd
Fryar Roquel G 302 E King St Apt B
Funk Cheryl 60 Quail Dr
Funk David 60 Quail Dr
Gass Karl E 607 Georgetown Rd
Green Rita V 435 W Myrtle St
Green Wilson P 435 W Myrtle St
Grimes Edna B 204 E King St
Hilbert Glenn E 70 Bittle Rd
Klinefelter Nancy 985 Frederick Pike
Knight Alice 1400 Hoffman Home Rd
Lewis Dennis H 27 Krug Rd
Lovell Isabella Ginger Lovell 6 Ash Dr
Moore Kristopher M 497 Bollinger Rd
Noel Brian A 110 Roberta Jean Ave
Nu Line Electric 355 Lafayette Dr
Pittenturs Reid C Estate 670 Littlestown Rd
Pyles Carl 2270 Harney Rd
Shower Justin 371 E King St
Stultz Amanda L 202 N Queen St
Watts Hatsue 736 Locust Ln
Watts Raymond 736 Locust Ln
Wharton Stanley B 11 Fieldcrest Dr
Wyatt Karin 505 Glenwyn Dr
McSherrystown, Pa 17344
Boyds 2000 Education Trust 350 South St
Fox Marietta L 40 Main St
Laughman B 350 South St
Laughman C 350 South St
Laughman L 350 South St
Laughman Victoria 350 South St
Leppo Laurie A 343 North St Apt 2B
McKim Mike 211 N 3rd St
Rollins P L 350 South St
Rollins P Zepp 350 South St
Zepp Kayla Marie 350 South St
Zepp Nicholas A 350 South St
New Oxford, Pa 17350
Abbas Gene 250 Mt Misery Rd
Adkins Michael S 22 Fawn Ave
Aguilera Jorge 41 Spruce Ln
Bahn Joseph 410 Brickcrafters Rd
Baker James C 89 Cottage Ln
Becker Joseph 230 Group Mill Rd
Becker Mark 225 Pine Run Rd
Bostion Judy D 610 Oxford Rd
Chapman Thomas J 11 Oxford Ct
Christophel Justus K 5140 Carlisle Pike
Corona Enrique 336 W High St
Cross Keys Getty Mart PO Box 182
Diaz Luis F 31 Jaqueline Dr Chesapeak Estates
Garcia Griselda Aguilar 39 E Locust Ln
Hawley Steve P 1740 Storm Store Rd
Kelley E L 2990 Carlisle Pike
Kennedy John J 39 Elizabeth Ln
Knox Robert S Box 185
McElwain Gregory J 330 Boy Scout Rd
Oxford Innovations 201 South College Ave
Reindollar William H 76 Brickyard Rd
Reynolds Carroll E Estate RR 2
Roberts Ruth Y 13-B York Dr
S and A Custom Built Home 249 Lincolnway East
Sackett Matthew M 104 N Peter St
Sandoval S Aguilar 11 Cherry St
SAS Auto Sales Inc. 3524 York Rd
Smith Bob E 217 Carlisle St
Smith Ruthetta 94 Brickyard Rd
Trivitt Barbara S #B 4940 York Rd
Walker David L 155 Drummer Dr
Ward Betty E 2990 Carlisle Pike
Weaver Emma E 2990 Carlisle Pike
Wisner Marian E PO Box 128
Wright Jane 66 Groft Dr
Wright Thomas 66 Groft Dr
Zinn Lloyd M 119 E Harmony Dr
Orrtanna, Pa 17353
Adams County Electrical Mechan 40 White Pine Dr
Howard Christal A 1856 Carrolls Tract Rd
Howard Ronald E Jr 1856 Carrolls Tract Rd
Langley Richard L Sr 255 Church Rd
Langley Sherry C 255 Church Rd
Ramirez Jrefugio Avan 315 Orchard Rd
Smith Diane 534 Bingaman Rd
Velasquez Adan D 25 High St
York Springs, Pa 17372
B & E Eggs 6471 Old Harrisburg Rd
Byers Dorothy E RD 1
Byers Glenn L RD 1
Dietzel Kathryn H 564 Quaker Church Rd
Fair J Robert RD 2 Box 126
Goodling Rodney W 6640 Old Hbg
Magana Genaro F 223 Main St PO Box 444
Renard Mark 1761 Ridge Rd
Renard Sarah 1761 Ridge Rd
Sibounheuang Roy 339 S Ridge Rd
Steppi Jeanetta 1021 Mountain Rd
Valdes Rogelio Ortiz 308 Main St
Allegheny County
Allegheny Pa 15212
Atwell Majorie M 1415 Frazelli
Davis Daniel 3831 Hiawatha St Apt 2
Hytha Edward A 1308 Joliet
Mcdermott Clare B 733 Washington Rd
Stanley Makers 829 Belmont
Allison Park Pa 15101
Aasen Wyatt 3812 Rt 8
Andser Cory M Apt 18 9410 Babcock Blvd
Arras Betty 4322 Hemlock Cir
Ayer Opal PO Box 89
Beglinger Carol 9500 Babcock Blvd Apt 20
Benati Danilo 9410 Babcock Blvd Apt 10
Boody Donald J 2836 Indian Spring Ln
Buczkowski Denise E 2979 Spruce Ave
Burlett Ketherine C 2807 Franklynn Dr
Cantrell Eric 2335 Big Rock Rd
Cassidy Marcella R 1936 Sample Rd
Cassino Teresa R Estate 2913 Swansea Cres E
Celender Walter A C/O A Celender 316 Laurel Hill Rd
Celender Walter A C/O A Celender Exec 316 Laurel Hill Rd
Cook Jean D 2903 Fir Dr
Cronin Susan R 2167 Laurel Ln
Crowley Timothy PO Box 81 Alisson Park Pa 15101
Cwik Nellie The Village At Hampton Fields 4480 Mt Royal Blvd Apt 206
Davis Thomas Joseph 2825 St Andrews Sq Apt 1625
Debartolo Luigi C/O B Julie Krills 2420 Saddle Dr Hsc
Dowey Barbara 8983 Ringeisen Rd
Elway Albert B 2436 Tanglewood Dr
Enders Aleda M 2406 Mina Dr
Enterprise Bank 4091 Mt Royal Blvd
Farrell Deneane 2322 Big Rock Rd
Filek Joseph A Est 3147 Westwind Dr
First Trust Corp Tr 2207 Laurel Ln
Frienc Edwin D 3036 Hartswood Dr
Friend Jeffrey A 3036 Hartswood Dr
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Fugger George H 8870 East Ct 302
Fugger George H Fugger Emma M 8870 Royal Manor Dr Apt 203
Gannon Barbara H Gannon Paul 3958 Auld Ave
Gates Patricia Estate Of Vincentian Regency Snf 9399 Babcock Blvd
Gibbs Charles W Gibbs Carol M 9678 Shirley Dr
Gonzalez Javier Espindola 29 Kuail Run
Gristak Edward L 4842 Rt 8
Hoey Daniel 4195 Rothschild Ct
Horton Paul 2750 Hunter Cir Apt 515
Huber Donald 1836 Foxcroft Ln Apt No 501
Jeff Zillweger Landscaping 2707 College Park Rd
Jones Lesley M 2775 Saxony Pl Apt 1231
Joyce Anne D 4455 Laurel Oak Dr
Keirn Helen W Burchfield Rd
Kelley Paul T 4083 Branding Pl
Kennedy Mary 3111 Ponderosa Dr
Kenning George S 9462 Peebles Rd
Kirmeyer Kristen 4706 Rte 8
Kuna Dorothy Kuna John A 811 Burchfield Rd
Layton Helen A Est Of 9601 Meadow Rd
Liberatore Emma R Liberatore Robert 4842 William Fylnn Hwy
Lingusky Theresa S Est Of Howard S Auld & Assoc 2589 Duncan Ave
Link Sarah M 2647 Miller Dr
Mascari Auto Body 8700 Thompson Run Rd
Mc Hugh Marilyn R 1851 Allison Ave
Mccabe Mildred F Estate 705 Limestone Dr
Mcduff Frederick H 4216 Mt Royal Blvd
Miller Electric Building 4377 William Flynn Hwy
Miller M Jeannette Miller Therese 4560 Sweetwater Pl
Miller Ronald Miller Ruth C 2817 Wooster Dr
Miller Therese 4560 Sweet Water Place
Miller William G 2818 College Park Rd
Moreland Margaret 2805 Joalyce Dr
Motor Cars Premium 4242 Rte 8
Neslage Ojohn 4216 Mt Royal Blvd
Pazton Elizabeth E III c/o F Keil 1723 Ferguson Rd
Peaslee Delia M 9500 Babcock Blvd Apt 206
Poupard Dorothea Estate Of 4848 Christopher Dr
Protulipac Eliz Mt Royal Blvd
Regan Rita M 3746 Cedar Ridge Rd
Rhodes Richard Cust Rhodes Kathryn J 1864 Fairhill Rd
Rotellini Giovanna 2700 Thoroughbred Ct
Scarrazzo Lewis Estate 1225 Duncan Ave
Schilling Elmer F 2303 Big Rock Rd
Schoentag Jean W 3825 Arizona Dr
Schwartz Charles M Pen Plan Fm 2207 Laurel Ln
Sistani Laleh 4711 Pembroke Ct
Slevinski Stephen E 635 Mckinney Rd
Smith Althea Smith Meade 3184 Morningside Dr
Visual Inspection Systems 4706 Hampton Farms Dr
Wank Catherine A 9399 Babcock Bl
Weigant Peter W 2744 Brunton Ct
West Penn International Medicine Assoc I C/O Attn Frank Kush Md 4567 Dogwood Dr
Yazdi Ali V 4711 Pembroke Ct
Zaller Frank Estate 8203 Post Rd
Aspinwall Pa 15215
Hands Lief 223 1st St 2
Manny V E 326 2nd St Side
Meinert Albert E 315 2nd St
Michaels John L 160 W 8th St
Towne Drugs 227 Commercial Ave
Windisch Minnie Ms 213 11th St
Avalon Pa 15202
Keller La V 841 California Ave Apt 706
Krome Fredrick L Estate 605 Ctr Ave
Rhoades Luella M 308 S Birmingham Ave
Stewart Thomas Mr 108 Marie St
Storm Charles K 446 N School
Vesch John T 732 Ctr Ave
Wilson Blanche C/O B Wilson 925 Jackman
Wilson John C O B Wilson 925 Jackman
Baldwin Pa 15234
Meals Chris 5342 Keeport Dr
Bellevue Pa 15202
Dittman Katerine 42 Florence Ave
Gallick Theresa 255 Brighton Rd
Kalathiya Sachin 14 N Jackson St
Luigis Pizza 531 Lincoln Ave
Mccauley Leronzo R Mccauley Diana 85 N Jackson Ave Apt 2
Parsons Wanda 102 Woodlawn Ave
Smith Martha J Smith Karen L 160 Riverview Ave
Szymanski Albert Estate 268 Dakota Ave
Wanner Ruth S 633 Orchard Ave Apt 16
Ben Avon Pa 15202
Artesian Group Llc 7412 Perrysville Ave
Davis Jim Autobody 318 Forest Ave
Hendrickson Elizabeth E Hendrickson James M 318 Forest Ave
Zilavy Kathryn 165 Irwin Ave
Bethel Park Pa 15102
Almashouq Khalid A 2400 Oxford Dr Apt200
Barati Geraldine A 7168 Baptist Rd Apt 407
Barry Joan J Estate Of 1019 Willow Glen Dr
Bauer Dorothy A Estate Of 617 Keith Rd
Becker Martha J 3501 South Park Rd
Beichner William M 1180 Tidewood Dr
Birmingham John A Birmingham Rita M 2794 Milford Dr
Bish Catherine Mest 1000 Oxford Dr 101
Butler M Harriett 27 Conestoga Dr
Campbell Richard 5563 Clarene Dr
Carney Margaret I Carney Edmund E 53 Highland Rd 507
Cartmell Danielle R 2310 Wells Dr
Chapman Thomas C III 1234 Stoltz Rd
Choice Cigarettes C/O L Rice 4900 Library Rd
Cothran Hugh E 2949 Kings Mill Rd
Culyba John D Jr Culyba Andrea A 354 Logan Rd
Davison Ruth E 5718 Hartman Ln
Demars Thomas V 2652 Santa Barbara Dr
Donahue Michele C 5685 Willow Tr Dr
Driscoll Ins Fin Servs Inc 2738 S Park Rd
Eurich Patricia C 13 Oregon Trail
Faletto Anne 657 Rolling Green Dr
Fey Jean D 7114 Sansue Dr
Folino Guido 4752 Prescott Dr
Franz Vincent S 35 Highland Rd Apt No 4104
Fuselier Jane M 2960 Bethel Church Rd Apt 333
Gayl John Jr Estate 330 Castle Dr Apt 71
Geno Levi 422 Mcmurray Rd
Gerardi Samuel W 4910 Brightwood Rd
Gledhill John E Estate 6140 Dalmation Dr
Gogol Patricia A 2960 Bethel Church Rd
Gooch Megan M 5112 35 Highland Rd
Graef Dorothy M 5179 Priscilla Dr
Gumell Doris Jayne 5602 Library Rd Apt 11b
Hackett Robert G 5689 Willow Tr Dr
Haley Chad R 4471 Fifth Streer
Harold C Spla 5710 Pebble Creek Ct Apt 1201
Hatten Matthew T 3508 Mapleview Dr
Henke Rosalie P 2481 Driftwood Dr
Irwin Lee R Jr Irwin Wilma S 2852 W Munroe St
Jc Penney Com Attn Maureen Schuette Cor
Jones Agnes J Jones Edwin J 1408 Timberidge Dr
Jordan Tax Service Inc CO W R Linnert Jr 7100 Baptist Rd
Juricich Joey 5540 Library Rd Apt 202
Kascak Christie L 1008 Gatewood Dr
Keisling Marie 2013 Pleasant St
Klavonic Katherine 5236 W Library Ave
Kling Sheldon L 652 Clearview Dr
Knorr Harold Mr 1809 New Haven
Lawrence Laura 540 Glenrock Dr
Levy Joan E 2669 Strattmore Ln
Link Charles T Link Mary A 561 Rolling Green Dr
Lu Weiping 2604 N Lightwood Ave
Lubricants Shell Barry Olson 272 Palomino Dr
Lucarelli Daniel 125 Slatewood Ct
Macias Stella M 3359 Sylvan Rd
Marinac Edward J 803 Broughton Rd
Marnik Julia 5441 California Ave
Martin Daniel E 2000 Oxford Dr Ste 210
Martin Janet B Martin Robin Martin G W 2960 Bethel Church Rd Apt 319
Martin Myrtle Ms 1710 Cecil St
Mcgrady Margaret Ms 6723 Greenwood
Mchugh Donald P 2301 Longcrest Ave
Mckinley Donald R Agency PO Box 84
Miller Lawrence 5840 Glen Hill Dr
Misgalla Steve 2808 Oak St
Mitchell John B 2965 Greenwald Rd
Molinaro Ida J CO St Thomas Moore Manor Apt 302 1000 Oxford Dr
Nagel Diane J 390 Logan Rd
Nee Alice G 2711 Strathmore Ln
Nees Robert 1222 Cocker Dr
Nelson Donald Nelson Zeloa 1229 Mcknight Dr
Opatchen Gary 374 Fruitwood Dr
Orange Julius Robert 2506 Windgate Rd
Palmer Hortense A Apartment 409 1000 Oxford Dr
Patton Annie Mae 5393 Willow St
R A Simmons Co Inc 5390 Progress Blvd
Radio Shack 4249 Library Rd
Riley Thomas Riley Sandra 6110 Boxer Dr
Romano Eleanor C 5815 Kingschool Rd
Schlegel Ilse 3231 Elderwood Dr
Schmitz Jacqueline A 2342 Casswell Dr
Seebache Mercedes Seebache Regis 49 Oregon Tri Trail
Severns Auto Body Inc 5314 Progress Boulevar
Shaffer John P 3021 Greenwald Rd
Slovak Margaret M Apt 306 7200 Baptist Rd
Sobolev Yuri 35 Highland Rd Apt 5312
Steel Jane M 2917 Bethel Church Rd
Stenger Jason A Sr 2606 Bethel Park
Sterbal Robert G 4989 Brightwood Rd
Stickley Aiko 5911 Boyer Ave
Stillwell Julia 7200 Baptist Rd Apt 306
Stokes Rita 1000 Oxford Dr Apt 507
Strickland Maxwell L 225 Rocky Ridge Rd
Sullivan William P Sullivan Cecilia D 5900 Barnes Ave
Taylor William J 1092 Greenbriar Rd
Thomas Ronald 1206 Timberidge Dr
Tierney Robert D 5826 Clark Ave
Tomasovich John Co Katherine Klavonic 5347 Brightwood Rd
Uecker Edward 60 Highland Rd
Victorian Finance Llc 1500 Oxford Dr Ste 110
Walker Sebestian J 5933 Boyer Ave
Warren Mary Rose Cust 5540 Library Rd Apt 202
Weigand Mark E 5305 Brightwood Rd Apt 2
Witherow Sally 518 Bassett Dr
Wroblewski Anna 2013 Pleasant St
Zalice Jason E 35 Highland Rd 3213
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Bloomfield Pa 15224
Dermpath Diagnostics 4424 Peen Ave Ste 102
Boston Pa 15135
Brooks Darrell D PO Box 105
Mains Hannah Ms 5908 Meade St
Puskaric Francis X 5601 West Smithfield
Brackenridge Pa 15014
Alpert Frank Estate Georgian Mnr
Bolon Robert L 1015 Brackenridge Ave Apt D
Brackenridge Construction PO Box 220
Brooks Priscilla 715 Morgan St
Cassidy James R 825 6th Av
Derbaum Wesley 887 First Ave
Flabeg Corp 851 Third Ave
Johnson Sandra L 1021 Nesbit St
Marso Stephen W 903 Morgan St
Piotrowski Elizabet 1021 Nesbit St
Rupert Emery 919 4th Ave
Rupert Frederic L 919 4th Ave
Russo Mino P Estate 313 Pine St
Schmitt John E Apt 103 887 Fir
Vedro Frank J 935 Eighth Ave
Braddock Pa 15104
A 1 Transmissions 703 6th St
Adams Shawn L 230 Fleet St
Alfred Gray Estate PO Box 284
Andrejco Donald W Andrejco Anna 637 4th St
Andrejco Joseph Andrejco Anna637 4th St
Andreyco Anna 806 2nd St
Anthony Ophelia C/O Estate Beneficiary 429 Price Ave
Avola Dell 329 5th Ave
Beck Vivian Estate 530 Stokes Ave
Belanchik Michael J Belanchik Anna 288 Fleet St
Belanchik Michael J Belanchik John 288 Fleet St
Bennett Cora M 601 Baldridge Ave
Braddock Borough 415 Sixth St
Breskovic Barbara A 430 June Way
Brown Melvina 813 6th St 15
Brown Melvina X 686 Po Bo Apt 806
Corcaran Betty Estate 814 North Ave
Craver Jack Mr 501 4th St
Dallas Francis D 16 Sta St
Dapper Edward 1608 Grandview Ave
Depalma Anne M Estate 1208 Roy St
Dever Bertha Ms 445 John St
Dietrich Vincent J 40 Holland Ave
Dixon Bruce W 541 Jones Ave
Donifero Caroline Donifero James A 1753 Wolfe Ave
Fabyanic John 33 Wood St
Gaughran Margaret 612 Halket St
George Pratko 21 Wood St
Gilliam Victoria 40 Hobland Ave Apt B
Glenn Corey 338 Hawkins Ave
Goodelock Mary 534 Stokes Ave
Hamilton George H Est 1205 Bell Ave
Holleran William C Holleran Anna M 1714 Mufdough St
Holton George Estate 563 Hawkins Ave
Homa Gladys 136 General Braddock Dr
Homa William J 136 General Braddock Dr
Jabbs Kristin 2210 Huckleberry Rd
Johnson Thelma PO Box 673
Joy Francis June Way & 5th
Jozwiak Frank Mr Jr 610 Halket St
King Robert L Estate 222 3rd St
King Robertnette 222 3rd St
Kuhl Donald J 1130 Jones Ave
Kuznar Cecelia Estate Of 431 Second St
Ledwich Sharyn 414 Camp Ave
Lynch John P C/O D Leopald 1706 Wolfe Ave
Manson Mary F 713 Talbot Ave
Martin Kathryn Ms 1117 Ball Ave
Massey Betty 704 Helena St
Mc Nulty James J Estate Of 300 Oakland St
Mcgregor Harold R 416 Camp Ave
Mcnulty James J 300 Oakland Ave
Mendicino Carmen T 907 Jones Ave
Morgan Alice 631 Margaret St
Motil Otto A 513 Stokes
Murphy Dawn 1527 Grandview Ave
Novotny John 1314 Kirkpatrick St
Oconnell Larry 601 Baldridge Ave
Overton Atled 1003 Cliff St
Pratko Anna 21 Wood St
Redmon Ella Maria 808 Talbot Ave
Riley Marie 129 Comrie Ave
Rittenour Jeanne 416 Camp Ave
Saksun Joseph E 1167 Taylor St
Saksun Patricia M 1167 Taylor St
Seng Holly R 1910 Sheridan St
Shrum Richard PO Box 125
Shusteric Helen 20 1 N Braddock Hgts
Stanickowsky Anna 907 Jones Ave
Stanley Theresa 155 Oak Way
Stokes John Cust 338 Hawkins Ave
Sullivan Francis Mr 1929 Wayne St
Tykarski Veronica Tykarski J F 223 6th St
Wessel Walter Wessel Emma 1116 Pineway
White Sarah 813-15 Sixth St
Wilks Evelyn C Wilks Joseph S 862 Willow St
Wolf Edith A 826 North Ave
Yeager C J 1423 Bell Ave
Young Jenee 810 North Ave
Zakutny Joseph 420 Robinson St
Bradfordwoods Pa 15015
Barkley Marian L 348 Crystal Spring Rd
Hill Robert J 37 Seldom Seen Rd
Klimack Kevin 605 Ctrvue Rd
Brentwood Pa 15227
Merkel Dennis 231 Maytide Ave
Phillips Scott T 3028 Brownsville Rd
Bridgeville Pa 15017
Albert Pharmacy Services 800 Bursca Dr 805
Alsbaiheen Riyadh A 1597 Washington Pike Ste B14
Beatty Evelyn O 6371 Spring House Pl A
Bower Mark 183 Firwood Dr
Bradley Jeanette B 131 Kimber Dr
Bradley Nellie M 605 Moore Ave
Brown Harry Mr Mill St Ext
Cagley Harman Campbell Llc 50 Abele Rd Suite 1004
Campbell William R Campbell Mary L 20 Vesper St
Chabasol Elva 1001 Grandview Ave Apt 704
Chiarelli Connie M Chiarelli Eugene 119 Old Oak Dr
Clark Jane C Est Of 447 Washington Ave
Clark Soad 1855 Hughes St
Collier Town Square 1370 Washington Pike Ste 101a
Cricket 1225 Washington Pike Dbi Plaza
Daniels Joseph Ste 507 600 Old Pond Rd
Daniels Stephen C Daniels Anna L 208 Hickman St
Davison Norman L 707 Bower Hill Rd
Derewecki Lauri A 2407 Brookledge Rd
Ferlic Joseph E III 250 Crestvue Dr
Fleming Margaret M 6020 Belle Terre Ct
Fragapane John F Apt 405 601 Mcmillen St
Garner Josephine Estate 2319 Berkshire Dr
Gregg Margaret A 6055 Springhouse Pl
Gross Albert Estate Of C/O J Andree 819 Hickory Grade Rd
Harty William CO K Podurgiel 136 Knox St
Havens Mildred Estate 316 Hickman St Apt 4
Hecht Rose Estate 1116 Bank St Apt 22
Herman Jason E 113 Firwood Dr Unit A
Holiday Inn Express-Pittsburgh 3053 Washington Pike
Impact Management Services Inc 3872 Morgan 29 Rd
Ionics Inc 3039 Washington Pike
J And J Restaurant Inc 1020 Washington Pike
Kearns Robert 316 Sta St
Keller Chris 437 Railrd St
Kocher Quintin S Jr C/O Estate Of 450 Washington Ave
Kraevter Betty L Apt 2 409 Sta St
Krall Mary R Estate Of Apt 428b 3564 Washington Pike
Kulbacki Marie Estate Washington Commons 528 Dewey Ave
Landsittel Douglas P 1216 Harvest Ct
Landsittel Isabella R C/O D P Landsittel 1216 Harvest Ct
Lanz Paula 910 Mclaughlin Run Rd
Levec John J 605 Moore Ave
Little Judith 424 Montgomery Ave
Macioszek Jennie Ms 1339 Tr St
Mekonis Barb 424 Montgomery Ave
Mentzer James 234 Osceda Dr
Mueller Herbert C Jr 601 Mcmillan St Apt 305
Parker John C Jr 2457 Brookledge Rd Apt 23
Pawlick Dorothy 708 Winston St
Polteno Dorothy Estate Of 3564 Washington Pike
Primm Jim 7016 Highland Creek Dr
Queen City Lacrosse Inc 200 Villani Dr Ste 3007
Ricoh Americas Corp 300 Bursca Dr Suite 301
Scalo Jennifer Scalo James D 800 Bursca Dr Ste 802
Scheid Jonathan E 512 Twin Ponds Ln
Schulz John H Estate Of 111 Greenwood Dr
Serniak Julia 3147 Washington Pike
Shane Francis C C/O S Madeline 3570 Washington Pike Apt 21
Shane Madeline L 3570 Washington Pike Apt 21
Shoup Jacob D Estate Klein Way
Small Arms Mfg Co Thoms Run Rd
Sobczak Allison 620 Chestnut St
Steinbock Sigrid R 50 Vanadium Rd 301
Stokes Darlene 1601 Mayview Rd
Storm Victoria B 110 Kane Blvd
Tessaro Celestina S Estate Of 813 Bower Hill Rd
Trident Land Transfer 426 Montgomery Ave
Trs Assn Masonic Joe Warren Findley Sr Trs Ch Winfield Apt 6 1120 Bank St
Trunzo Margaret L 50 Vanadium Rd 302
Tyler Darlene Estate Of 351 2nd Ave
Valley Anne Estate Of Country Meadows S Hills 1 Pch 3560 Washington Pike
Villani Joseph R 604 Washington Ave Apt 1
Volle Deborah C 728 Chess St
Vosel William 439 Chess St
Werner Matthew 1601 Mayview Rd
Wilson Est Timothy Wilson Timothy J 223 Jones Dr
Yates Joseph Estate 21 Vesper St
Brookline Pa 15226
Fenger Jeffrey 816 Eathan Ave
Schaefer Bernard E Devonshire Of Mt Lebanon 1050 Mc Neilly Rd 249
Buena Vista Pa 15018
Elizabeth Forward Sd 522 Rock Run Rd
Johnson Adem 150 Endora St
Thaxton Gregory 1916 Offshore Dr
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Carnegie Pa 15106
Albaugh Mary Beth 18 Tr Rd
Allen Lisa 208 1/2 Third St
Alliance Retail Construct 1500 Ellsworth Ave
Amerifirst Settlement Services Inc 900 Washington Ave
Armstrong George C Armstrong George E 311 Newkirk St
Austin John C 810 Bell Ave
Balanced Capital Svcs Inc 700 Washington Ave
Baroni Ralph Villars Ave
Bechtold Monique M 26 Elwyn Ave
Becker And Company P O Box 444
Bennett Margaret H 133 Lee St 610
Bertha Scheib 3 First St
Biondi Maria 430 Wilcox St
Bishop Anna E 107 Branch St
Bishop Dolores 248 Campbell St
Boberg Rich 104 3rd St Apt 2a
Bobish Julia Estate 713 W Main St
Bock Lillian E 208 Patterson
Boehm Lawrence E 300 Noblestown Rd
Braun Louis J Jr 502 Orchard St
Certified Home Remodelers 218 E Main St
Cole Alice K CO Barbara Swaney 402 Can
Colicchie Serphaine Estate 818 Doolittle St
Connelly Patricia A 794 Lindsay Rd
Copeland Esther Estate 116 Railrd Ave
Corristan Anna M 321 Ross Ave
Coulter A J 228 Doolittle Ave
Craig Melodye 430 Kismet St Carneige Pa 15106
Crawford Christina 302 Zero St
Day Mary Estate Of 200 Railrd Ave Apt 315
Domer Margaret Estate 550 Ctr Ave
Duda Thomas Duda Anna 608 Boquet
Dwinga Leon 237 Ewing
Equitable Financial Management 1100 Washington Ave
Espinoza Jennie 820 Capitol Dr
Ewing Marion M 8 Suburban Ave Rennerdale
Executive Brkg Serv Inc PO Box 449
Exler Morris S Jr 118 Boden Ave
F And F Tedesco 595 West Mall Plaza
Ferrella Anthony S Jr 136 Cherrytree Rd
Finger Howard J 1731 Walnut St
Frappier Justin T 557 Boquet St
Greene Jerome H 830 Kennedy St Apt 16
Hall Harriett N Est Of 200 Kings Hwy
Herman Charles Mr 414 Diamond Aly
Impress Usa Inc 600 N Bell Ave Suite 200
Janas Lillian M 200 5th Ave
Johnsen Georgine R Est Of 525 Carothers Ave
Johnston Anna 215 2nd Ave
Kalbfell Margaret E 215 2nd Ave
Keystone Consultants Inc 32 E Main St
Kinzler Herman Sr 239 Ewing Rd
L & L Transfer Inc PO Box 766
Lollo Olga E 544 Garfield Ave
Lubatty Armand L Trust 171 Baldwin Rd
Lubatty Isabelle W 171 Baldwin Rd
Lugenbeal Madeline M 326 Midland Ave
Macari Joseph 46 Sunnyside Ave
Malenka Steven Malenka Mary 532 Spikenard St
Malizio Christine 1 3rd Ave Apt 500
Matus David 113 Delfred Dr
Matus Laura 113 Delfred Dr
Matusz Helen 113 Delfred Dr
Mcadoo Frances 38 W Main St
Mellon Bank N A West Mall Plaza
Meyers Virginia Meyers John J 525 Washington Ave
Miller Gertrude C 611 Dick St
Moroz Frank John 302 Glenn Ave
Moslen John P Estate 306 Midland Ave
Pendleton Joan L Governors House Apt 505 101 Governors Ln
Pfeffel Charles L Pfeffel John 526 Hulton St
Pgs Energy Training Carnegie Office Park 600 N Bell Ave Bldg 2 Suite 2708
Preininger Glenn R 1034 Hope Hollow Rd Apt 2
Pronko Shirley 104 Railrd Ave
Provident Funding Associates 500 Noblestown Rd 101
RA Mayo Industries 821 W Main St
Raspanti Nina L 44 Colecrest St
Raspanti Vincenzo C/O Raspanti Nina 44 Colecrest St
Ringler Elayne 729 Darlington Rd
Romano Antoinette J 720 Northridge Dr
Roofing Supply Group PO Box 625
Rosen Jeanne D 422 Kings Hwy
Russ Margaret Estate 512 Prestley St
Shaffer James 832 Collier Ave
Shaw Dolores M Estate 139 Maryland Dr
Silver Alice V 9 Winthrop Rd Rosslyn Farms
Simons Bernice 133 Lee St Apt 406
Sotak Susan K 412 Lincoln Ave Apt 2
Sroka Shirley A 815 Charles St Apt 27
Sterba Daniel 133 Lee St Apt 711
Stevens E E 301 Lindsay Rd
Strategic Financial LLC 915 Washington Ave
Stuckwish Laloni L 350 Magazine St
Student Transportation Of America 230 East Main St
Sudiak Catherine 513 Reamer Ave
Swaney Barbara C/O B Swaney 402 Canterb
Tillar Mildred 1 3rd Ave Apt 286
Turney Edward N 525 Superior St
Wabel Wesley F Wabel Anne E 608 7th Ave
Walsh Michael 133 Lee St 610
Walt Als Auto Service 201 Noblestown Rd
Warchal Margaret Warchal Peter 310 Jane
White Darren 1000 Fisher St
Wickline Mary 104 3rd St Apt 2a
Willey David 139 Grienbrier Dr
Williams Louis Mr 257 Finley
York Bank N 730 Collier Ave
Zbezinski Edward 111 Ramsey Ave
Castle Shannon Pa 15234
Cristiano Michael 963 Boxstoce Ave
Moore Clara Estate Of 971 Valle Vista Way
Stanton Rosemary 143 Castle Rd
Warnick Marie Ms 182 Pinecastle
Cheswick Pa 15024
Baker Robert S Baker Betty J Rd 1 Michael Rd
Beaudine Louis J 1435 Freeport Rd 1
Becker Joseph 52 Greene Dr
Carraher Claudia A 108 Rivermont Ct
Condiff Kathryn E 108 Rivermont Ct
Connamacher Robert H 328 Marshall Hill Rd
Cudzik Cecilia O Mrs Cudzik Frank J 715 Freeport Rd Apt 111
Diehl James M 141 Shoaf St
Dougherty Thomas J 119 Shady Ave
Eisele Melanie A 100 Eisele Farm Ln
Falcettoni Andrew Mrs 108 Shady Ave
Gemini Media Group Llc 23 Philomena Cir
George James C 1107 Spruce St
Grandy Bernard 168 Russellton Dorseyville Rd
Gratz Joseph W 108 Shady Ave
Gray Charles 32 Michael Rd
Kilmer Erich V 304 Guys Run Rd
Kleya Helen E 137 Michael Rd
Kolesar John Jr 1 Hite Rd
Mcgrew Benjamin V Estate Of 48 Grubbs Rd
Murray Barbara M Beech
Regan David J 2262 Saxonburg Blvd
Renner Anne S 200 Allegheny Ave
Roehrig James A PO Box 97
Shorts Carl E 367 Lafever Hill Rd
Sunrise Cheswick 9310 Rte 910
Todd Sherri Beech
Trockis Service Inc 38 Magill Dr
Ung Christopher Lee Ung Carol Lee 119 Starr Rd
Watt Robin Box 177 Rd 1
Clairton Pa 15025
Andrews Esther Andrews Robert 234 Saint Clair Ave
Banaszak Maryjean 543 N 6th St
Barnes Ruth 438 Old Clairton Rd
Baxendell Julia C 408 N 3rd St
Bell Mary E Estate Of 1903 Polk Ave
Bellard Duane 614 Miller Ave Apt 1
Bennedetti Ilio 142 Wray Dr
Bowser Pontiac 511 Payne Hill Rd Apt 138f
Canada Irene 701 Reed St
Chatmon Fanni 738 Horton St
Chiapetta James 542 Third St
Chotiner Stanford Chotiner Arnold Chotiner Ben 818 Miller Ave
Ciorra Donna L 240 North 5th St
Davis Veejay 226 Connecticut Ave
Duff Sara M Estate 508 Wilson Ave
Ethel Branam PO Box 117
Ferraro Joseph 652 7th St
Francellini Anthony J 916 Miller Ave
Francellini Arthur 1231 Mckinley Dr
Francellini Yolanda And Arthur 1231 Mckinley Dr
Gillie Hilda A Estate 34a Woodland
Gloria The Ultmate C/O G Scott 565 Miller Ave
Goodman A 265 Reed St Apt 712
Graczyk Fidelis Estate Of 538 Halcomb Ave
Hatcher Roella 109 Spruce St
Hieber Anneliese 104 Rio Mar Dr
Hieber Martin 104 Rio Mar Dr
Holly Daven 1303 Downs Pkwy
Ingram Donna 565 Reed St Apt 501
James F Kempinc Profit Sharing Plan 709 Miller Ave
Jeter Mary W Estate 84 Maple Ave
Jones Thomas W 1563 Oneida Dr
Kazmierski Grace Estate Of 407 7th St
Kelley Pamela J 419 Mitchell Ave
Kemp Richard G 709 Miller Ave
Kurt J Lesker Co C/O K J Lesker III 1925 Rte 51
Lemon Charles 218 Crest St
Lloyd Frances M Estate Ridge Rd
Luchino Steven 511 Payne Hill Rd Apt 138f
Mcginty Andrew J 432 Ohio Ave
Meade Thomas B 425 Shaw Ave
Medley Alice 565 Reed St Apt 804
Mon Valley Initiative 713 Henry St
Neal Wesley 409 Shaw Ave
Nemes Joann E Box 143 322 New York Ave
Novotny Sharon M 1032 N 6th St
Painter Jeremy J 190 Pennsylvania Ave
Payne Margaret 565 Reed St Apt 701
Polick Tech Inc 229 Old Clairton Rd
Recaldini Richard Recaldini Angela 453 Carnegie Ave
Reed J Michele Reed Gary E 204 Pleasant View Ct
Robertson Vir 136 Francis St
Robinson Margaret E 633 Constitution Cir
Sacunas David T Jr 226 Connecticut Ave
Sanders John C Jr Bf 338 Wylie Ave
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Sands Scott 1157 Alice Ave
Schley Edith E 1502 Marion Cir
Schwinn Bicycle Shop 517 Rte 51
Scott Aaron 420 Halcomb Ave
Sestito Ann Ms 1205 Grove St
Sestito Sam Mr 1205 Grove St
Sharp Gora E 609 Thompson Ave
Simpson Eric R Elena’s Bar & Restaurant 00211 N State St Flr 1
Singleton Ellen B 709 Worthington Ave
Spoerlein Joseph T 133 Old Clairton Rd
Stevenson Martha 1219 Grove St
Taylor Irene G Estate 115 Hollywood Dr
Thompson Margaret 914 Van Kirk St
Tolliver Theodore R 206 State St
Tortorice Andrew Mr 1 C Woodland Tr
Tortorice James V 3012 Stilley St
Turner Thelma 921 Vankirk St
Valentine Viola 1219 Grove St
Vicetic Grace 567 3rd St
Webb Hannah O Estate 603 Park Ave
Clinton Pa 15026
Bauman William H Bauman Liza 3324 State Rte 151
Brutt Leo J Jr 181 Saratoga Dr
Cain Harold F 589 Anderson Hozak Rd
Eicheudinger Anna Estate RR 1 Box 249-C
Gallagher Robert 105 Eaton Rd
Montanar Vincent F RR1
Riley Augusteen RR 1 Box 279
Stewart Dianna C Rt 30 Box 355
Wimer Dianna Rt 30 Box 355 Lot 90
Coraopolis Pa 15108
Aguero Annie PO Box 3075
Andrews Willard Estate Of 1003 Bridal Trail
Atm Holdings Inc 345 Rouser Rd
Bailey Marie C 257 Wyngate Rd
Bank Of America 133 Isaoa Atima PO Box 1675
Barbone Christine 1325 5th Ave
Bender Joyce A 419 Poplar Ct
Betlyns Heating And CO P J Betlyn 8308 University Blvd
Birmingham Amy L 1112 Ridge Ave
Brackus Mary E 257 Oak Dr
Brandon Edward 4 Eichelberger Dr
Brawdy Elizabeth 930 Ridge Ave
Brutt Candice L 71 Herbst Rd
Burke Cora Mae 1434 1/2 Rosedale Ave
Cain Catherine A 102 1010 State Ave
Camacho Jeannie L Camacho Daniel U PO Box 1675
Caplan Stuart M 35 Agnes St
Carr Joel D 3505 Warwick Ct
Carrodus Carolyn Estate Of 951 First Ave 0912
Ceva CO Eric Neelly 93 Spring Run Rd Ext Bldg 5
Chopnak Mary Ann 121 August Dr
Citifinancial Auto Insurance S PO Box 3050
Clemmons Ralph J Jr 1113 3rd Ave
Collier Diana PO Box 1675
Corp Gladwin CO Airport Office Park Bldg 410 Rouser Rd 5fl Moshe Meidar
Croskey Ralph Smith Dr Iii 106 Gilshire Dr
Crystal Enterprises Inc 1795 Brodhead Rd
Daniels Mary Z 169 Greenlea Dr
Darosh Waylon James 1522 5th Ave 1
Davis Lonney 618 Hiland Ave
Dechellis James Estate 1118 Montour St
Delaney Howard G 105 Mulberry St
Dewey Ruth 111 Black Friar Dr
Dewey Ruth Estate 111 Black Friar Dr
Dick Sporting Goods PO Box 6700 345 Ct St
Dollar General 926 5th Ave
Dzubinski Denise L Dzubinski Charles 500 Herbst Manor Rd
E Trade Mortgage Corp PO Box 4025
Eaton Benefit PO Box 2900
Elizabeth Herbst Estate RR 1
Ellswoth William C Jr 490 Herbst Manor Rd
Etrade Bank PO Box 4026 Carapolis Pa 15108
Evans Phillipine M 1210 Ridge Ave
Faines Joyce M PO Box 3050
Falbo Frank Estate 732 5th Ave
Farmer Coretha 1757 Brodhead Rd
Furst Jeane 489 Castle Shannon Blvd Rm 220 1
Gage Bobby H 1113 Lincoln Highlands Blvd
Gallagher Edward F 1114 Forest Green Dr
Gallo Argie A 2010 Montour St
Galterio Angleina Estate 1121 Hiland Ave
Gandy Charles Lee 220 Petrie Rd
Garcia Judith 320 College Park Dr
Gelormino Julia 951 First Ave Apt 602
Gereg Steve J Estate 331 Coraopolis Rd
Gilmary Diocesan Center 601 Flaugherty Run Rd
Glamslam Productions 1722 State Ave
Glaser David R 825 6th Ave
Goodnight Wil 421 Cedar Dr
Guterrez Gerardo T 219 Moon Clintton Dr
Harding Shawn 629 Magnus
Hartman Thomas C PO Box 1181
Haskins Derrick T 1st Floor 809 Watson St
Hawks Martha Estate Trial End
Hernandez Monica Hernandez Carlos PO Box 2075
Hicks April PO Box 3025
Hoff Dennis 214 Oak Haven Dr
Hogue Jon G 1009 Harvest Ct
Holcomb Mary 4636 Elizabeth St
Holmes Phyllis A 245 Patton Dr
Houston Cassandra PO Box 1675
Hsbc Auto Credit Inc PO Box 3075
J And L Specialty Pr Wespointe Corp Ctr One 1550 Coraopolis Hts Rd Apt 500
J L Specialty Products Company PO Box 1425
Jablonsky Matthew 718 Kerr St
Jackson Lucille H 114 Mill St
Johnson Gilbert L Johnson Amy 1619 Charleton Hts Rd
Jones Addrean PO Box 902
Jones Grace V Rd 3
Kestner Joyce E Rd 3
Kruman Barbara 164 Rosemont Dr
Kunin Shirley 804 Canterbury Dr
Langhurst ManorDev LLC 1200 4th Ave
Larkins Denise Room 3 127 Crestview Dr
Lenocker Ryan 5 Suffolk Dt 0
Lowry Robert B Jr Lowry Judith B 239 Old Ridge Rd
LSI Title Agency 700 Cherrington Pkwy
Lubon Donald J Est Of 243 Becks Run Rd
Macklin Kenneth N 1020 State Ave
Mancini Linda L 6113 Sanlin Dr
Marianno Roosella M 283 Ewings Mill Rd
Marucas Mary 812 Montour St
Mcbride Mary Estate Of 1132 Vance Ave
Mcdonalds Corp 300 Corporate Dr
Mckenzie Charles I 105 Seibert Rd
Miller Kim R 459 Elkwood Dr
Mlekush Richard Room 2 208 Oak Haven Dr
Mocilac Ann 234 Coraopolis Rd
Moore Albert Estate Of 1118 Sylvan Way
Nary Leonard L Jr 203 Chaplin Dr
National Title Insurance Company Of New 700 Cherrington Pkwy
Nedzelski Stanley Mr 614 Chess St
Neely Edward C Neely Mary K 1527 Woodcrest Ave
Net Bank Inc Isaoa Atima Pobox 2975
Newport Management Co PO Box 4025
Nobile Catherine B Nobile Leo A Amherst Acres 109 Cottonwood Ct
Obenreder John S 1046 Wilson Pl 2f
Pacific Republic Its Succ And PO Box 4025
Palumbo Theresa R 619 5th Ave
Parker Matthew 32 Frances Dr
Patch Florence E Rd 1 PO Box 291
Patel Dineshkumar K 320 Lee Dr Apt 66
Pavich Carolina 108 Greenlea Dr
Perdue Evelyn 431 Cedar Dr
Pillsbury Company PO Box 11925
Pittsburgh General Warehouse LLC PO Box 1322
Polites Cecelia C Estate Of 105 August Dr
Pop Beer 4 Less 5990 University Blvd
Prnce Joseph A 151 Ridgewood Rd
Pyles Shirley 615 Cornell St
Raddant Rose Estate RR 4 Box 519
Rbmg Isaoa PO Box 2975
Rehm Clayton Edward Rehm Matthew R 191 Darlene Dr
Sakai Nobutoshi 247 Lincoln Highlands Dr
Service Link 345 Rouser Rd
Servicelink PO Box 1115
Shafer Sara A Brd Hill Farms
Simpson Lindsay A 2302 Ventana Dr
Sinha Rabindra K Sinha Rushmi K 103 Lansdowne Dr
Smith Anna J Estate 1606 Hiland Ave
Smith Matthew C 1010 State Ave
Sollinger Anthony W 650 Cliff Mine Rd
Spencer Mahurin And Toyota Motor Cre PO Box 3025
State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins Co PO Box 1030
Stocklem John 107 Carolyn Dr
Sullivan James E Jr Sullivan James J 1726 Ridge Ave
Swartz Richard 13 Chaucer Ct
Tamilia Michael P 142 Shelbourne Dr
Ted Glasrud Assn Inc Tia Kenneth Blake Co Gmac Mrtg Corp
Thomas Florence 2520 Minton Dr
Thornburg Charles Thornburg Donna J 236 Larue Dr
Tollis Mario L 842 Sixth Ave
Toyota Motor Cred P O Box 3025
Truskowski Dolores 1212 Vance Ave
Ufpa Moon 1600 Coraopolis Hts Rd
Urchak Peter C Urchak Stella 18 Ehle Ave
Vescio Melody L 315 Ewings Mill Rd
Vijay Inc 750 Aten Rd
Viola Richard J Estate Gibson Dr
Virola John 213 Flaugherty Rd
Volk Karole J Apt 924 951 First Ave
Wacat Wanda Estate C/O Walat Market General Delivery
Webb Geraldine 226 Mccartney Dr
Wells Fargo Financial PO Box 2075
Wells Fargo Financial PO Box 4050
Wells Richard C Jr PO Box 91
Williams Catherine J Williams Ellsworth 3806 Warwick Ct
Crafton Pa 15205
Cavanaugh Margaret Estate 53 Tr Dr
Cavanaugh Mary Estate 53 Tr Dr
Costello Michael Costello Ann 66 Duncan Ave
Ebbert Thomas H Estate 16 Dinsmore Ave
Feick Hazel D 53 Sta
Garrett Donald 101 W Steuben St
Kehr Brandon 1609 Barr Ave
Lockwood George R Lockwood Doris J 75 Promenade St
Mcclure Thomas Wright 325 Clearview Ave
Mildred Feick J 53 Sta
Potter Gail PO Box 44315
Vanvleet Margaret M Estate 1975 Crafton Blvd
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Creighton Pa 15030
Forte John 206 Clarks Pike
Gibson Janet Estate 1235 Freeport Rd
Gibson Margaret Estate 1235 Freeport Rd
Gibson Quillette A Estate 1235 Freeport Rd
Grady Anna PO Box 865
Trammell Beryle L Trammell Jesse 904 Front St
Vergerio Kristen M Vergerio David A 435 Marion St
Crescent Pa 15046
Cavitt John H 1045 Crest Dr
Dormont Pa 15216
Klancher Marion H 1200 Tennessee Ave
Saturn Of West Liberty 2855 West Liberty Ave
Dravosburg Pa 15034
Coltogirone Ruby 17 1/2 Chestnut St
Degonish Adam 1234 Luscombe Ln
Horr Margaret Estate General Delivery
JJ Land Comp 1 E 4th St
Kopchik Helen Estate Of 27 Goldstrohm Ave
Marshman Timothy 18 Sherman Ave
Porter Bernice W 228 6th St
Pullock Audrey Estate 212 1/2 4th St
Reilly Patrick J Reilly Dorothy 884 Mcclelland Ave
Richardson Glenn E 13 Goldstrom Ave
Thomas Mary Estate 204 1st St
Winkelvoss Paul M Estate 112 5th St
Duquesne Pa 15110
Baker Kenneth 320 S 4th St
Barto Adeline Barto Frank 830 Monterey St
Bertani Paul 22 Overland Ave
Bertani Victoria 1128 S Duq Ave
Desalvo Richard J Apt 203 200 N 2nd St
Falvo Doris 1709 Maryland
Fendrick Peter 408 S 3rd St
Fullington Paulette L 117 N 2nd St
Giles Eva 12 Viola Ave
Giles John E 12 Viola Ave
Gooden Aisha Jamila 641 S 5th St
Hopchak Jerome J 166 Overland Ave
Jefferies Harold 825 Oak St
Jennery Falvo 1709 Maryland
Jeter Freda 125 South Sixth St Apt 216
Knight Aaron 1013 Edith St
Lee Evelyn 1020 Lowery St
Maglicco Patsy F 1130 Barbara St
Oleary George F 10 Hamilton Dequesne Pa 15110
Pederson Mildred L 25 N 2nd St Apt 301
Pederson Mildred L Pederson Mildred 25 N 2nd St Apt 301
Pierce John A 100 Grant Ave Apt 802
Salopek Matthew Salopek Betty 1000 Kennedy Ave
Scarpino Vincent Estate Of 115 North Second St
Stone Joseph H 106 Grant Ave
Sudzina Helen E Estate 109 Overland Ave
Treater Louisee 22 Overland Ave
Walker Phyllis 129 Union St
Wiland Donald 113 Doney St
East Liberty Pa 15206
Cassidy Thomas Estate 1938 Lincoln
Schmitt Cynthia 362 South Highland Ave
East McKeesport Pa 15035
Andriko John F Estate 951 Brdway St
Bhatt Naresh Md Dots Clinic PO Box 45
Crawford Charles E 1239 5th Ave
Gadagno Hazel 251 Miami
Gateway Outdoor Advertising 1203 Lincoln Hwy
Holt Margaret 1239 5th Ave
Jordan Bryan 226 Miami St
Ledonne Anthony 1346 Hilda Ave
Mcgraw Donna L 251 Miami
Peterson Anna L 912 Brdway St
Radziminski Edwin F C/O Estate Of 1101 Brdway Ave Apt 12
Resources Trust Co Ownerdt 1036 Largo Way
Scuffle Rebecca J 610 Josephine St
Stein Edward J Jr Stein Thelma H 554 Brdway Ext
Wilson Doris V 464 Greensburg Ave
East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Bissell Rose Estate 104 Quarry St
Blinka Inc 552 Braddock Ave
Cole Dolores 140 Prospect Ter
Cook Darlene P 661 Linden Ave
Fero Roland B 543 Sunnyside Ave
Graham Heather L 145 North Ave 4
Konop Charlotte 97 Elder St
Marcus Irwin 502 Western Ave 1
Miller Eleanor J Estate 970 Greensburg Pike
Moses Arthur 511 Western Ave Apt 1
Muhammad Rahim R 512 Franklin St
Mullin Lloyd N Sr Mullin Annette 116 Bessemer Ave
Price Elizabeth Estate 507 Ridge Ave
Rice Orville 716 Grandview Ave
Sullivan Berndette C 893 Grandview Ave
Suriano Donald L 525 Franklin St Apt 2
Trbovich Michael M Estate Of 523 Ridge Ave
Walker Randall J Apt 2 308 Bessemer Ave
Xtile Llc 204 Wallace Ave
Elizabeth Pa 15037
Babyak Alfred A 4582 Liberty Way
Benack Ann S 121 Second St
Carn Oliver D Carn Ruth M 12 S Market
Cavezza Margaret 216 S 2nd Ave
Cheek Elsie E 1st
Cheek John 413 High St
Chotani Habib Md 121 North Second St
Cindrk Lela 38 Calhoun Rd
Cirucci June M 1481 Scenery Dr
Dusi George L 1175 Lovedale Rd
Elizabeth Cemetery Association Inc PO Box 236
Field Brian Lee 221 North Water St
Field Bryan L 951 Peairs Rd
Flack Larry S Rr 3 Box 554
Fleming Howard 2856 Pangburn Hollow Rd
Frank Margaret Frank Gilbert 227 Pine St
Gahagen Frances E Gahagen C T Apt 2 Bank Bldg
Gearing Charlotta F 988 Peairs Rd
Gondoly Andrew R Estate Church St
Gray James Gray Rose 258 Bluistfield Ave
Groucher Carly 105 Maple Cir
Handley Dorothy M Handley Howard Rr 1
Henrich Junita B 432 Fallen Timer Rd
Henson Bettyjean 170 Karen Dr
Hickman Electric Inc 104 Atlantic Ave
Hobaugh James 193 Torrence Rd Rr 3
Jeff Delivery Service 210 Church St
Karnbauer Debra C/O D Werner 301 Howell St
Latorre Mark A 2050 Hayden Blvd
Libzelter Paul R Estate 142 Park
Maione Kathy L 901 Rte 136
Mcallister Lenora E Mcallister Robert J 1000 Peairs Rd
Millington Karin 2226 Lincoln Blvd
Millington Scott 1575 Fallen Timber Rd
Momeyer Wilda J 591 W Newton Rd
Morris Deborah L Box 107 A Rd 3
Picturesque Landscaping 555 Elmview Ave
Pryor Ellis A 1st
Salka Annabell A 265 Lincoln Hall Rd
Sayles Charles L Sayles Clada E 308 Parkwyn St
Schwalm Charlotte Estate Of 121 Cresswood Dr
Sickles Stewart T Sickles Irene B 1325 Scenery Dr
Smith Eugene Wylie Star
Snow Barbara L 211 Water St
Suchko John 317 High St
Tortorice Andrew Mr 914 8th Ave
Waddell Catherine Rr 4 118
Wall Clayton R 1151 Scenery Dr
Wargo Josephine 1151 Scenery Dr
Zoscak Margaret K 208 Clover Dr
Emsworth Pa 15202
Heyman Dorothy M 102 Maple Ave
Otto Benjamin Otto Nancy N 180 North Ave
Wilkins Marjory A Estate 203 Allegheny Ave
Etna Pa 15223
Borrasso Gladys Ms 24 Elm Lawn Etna Pa 15223
Forder Greg 1313 S Spring St Etna Pa 15223
Stump Helen M 18 Freeport Etna Pa 15223
Wally Drew 43 Grant Ave Etna Pa 15223
Gibsonia Pa 15044
Bell David Estate Of 4807 Bakerstwn Culm
Bell Dorinda D 2425 Lakemont Dr
Best Suzanne Best Eunice C/O Robt Best 4700 Bakerstown Culmerville Rd
Butler Radiological Asso 5499 William Flynn Hwy Suite 200
Coldren Clinton West Grove Dr
Cornelius Appraisal 343 Old Babcock Trail
Cornelius Thomas E 343 Old Babcock Trl
Cronen Elizabeth M 308 Partridge Run Rd
Curilla Jessica L 1026 Mueller St
Custom Homes By Eric Knapp Inc 6065 Rittman Rd
Dierker Floyd 1929 Lake Marshall Dr
Duerstein Betty S 15720 Oakdale Rd
Duff John R PO Box 524
Etched In Glass 5424 William Flynn Hwy
Ferguson David H 5715 Meridian Rd
Fleagane Paul PO Box 1350
Girty Nicola 3914 Anderson Rd
Gonzales Lee 5315 Richland Rd
Gross George D 5827 Meridian Rd
Hanley Rosella 4011 Cook Rd
Harbison James V Estate Of 11060 Babcock Blvd
Hegerlich Mike 7181 Saltsburg Rd
Hendren Ronald A 5040 Meadowridge Ln
Hruszkewycz Maria 5216 Karrington Dr
Hutchins Barbara For Self420 Hts DrBarkey Martha 5623 Grubbs Rd
Inchs 5316 Rt 8 William Flynn Highwa
India Shop Inc 5055 Rte 8
Jacobs Madelyn Jacobs Felix 5850 Meridian Rd 307c
Keegan Frances S 7032 Oak Park
Kemma Software 2919 East Hardies Rd 3rd Flo
Leffler Carol Estate Rr 1
Leffler Carol Estate Rr 1 Box 25
Levy J M 5216 Karrington Dr
Lichina Michael C 2507 Bank School Rd
Livingston Susan P 303 Cambridge Dr
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Mcmurdy Carol F 3954 Gibsonia Rd
Millennium Financial 4967 William Flynn Hwy Ste 6
Miller Therese Apt 105-B St Barnabas Retirement Vlg
Monfredi Robert J 719 Bristlecone Dr
Nadulek Stanley H Phd Pc 910 Orchard Park Dr
Neidt Martha M 5850 Meridian Rd Apt No 403c
Nelsons Lawn Service 3163 Camberly Dr
Newman Burman F Trust 2025 West Grove Dr
Newman Charles R Newman Janice R 2025 W Grove Dr
Newman Charles R Trust 2025 West Grove Dr
Newman Charles R Trust Newman Burman F Trust 2025 West Grove Dr
Npl Field Club Cabana Bar 4027 Crestwood Dr
Ohanlon Dorothy F Ohanlon Jamey J 2425 Lakemont Dr
Ohanlon Dorothy F Ohanlon Joseph E 2425 Lakemont Dr
Okoroafor Michael O 705 Parkview Dr
Parks Dorothy R Estate c/o St Barnabas/Dorothy R Parks 5827 Meridian Rd Rm 239
Petro Helen Estate Of 5827 Meridian Rd
Pittsburgh Neuropsychology Assoc 2120 West Grove Dr
Pjax Inc PO Box 1290
Popincak Victor Estate Of 351 Old Babcock Trl
Pumo Alice 420 Hts Dr
Ravenna Leon 2391 Delo Dr
Remax Realty 3661 Sandy Hill Rd
Singh Anil C 5016 W Grove Ln
Skinner Delbert 5640 Community Ctr Dr
Smart Print Technologies Inc 1013 Victoria Place
Smith Louise A 5604 Community Ctr Dr Apt 1
Stack Ronald W 3402 E Stag Dr
Starz Joyce E 4314 Grandview Dr
Stimmel Cudney 244 Bairdford Rd
Teffler Robert V Estate 5642 Meridian Rd
Varisco Christopher 5008 Graphic Dr
Volkswagen Of America Inc 333 Heather Hill Dr
Wal Mart 300 Wal Mart Dr C/O T Szewczyk
Whelan Catherine A Estate Of 5850 Meridian 520b
White Robert J 2779 Florence Dr
Young June R 5623 Grubbs Rd
Glassport Pa 15045
Borkowski Eleanor Borkowski John 816 Indiana Ave
Boyce Mary 516 Indiana Ave Apt 3
Boyd Alice 616 Delaware Ave
Case Edith Estate 318 N Monongahela Ave
Depiero Salvatore Estate Of 206 Marie St
Desiderio Cindy 516 Indiana Ave Apt 3
Ditter Annabelle Ditter David A 1008 Indiana Ave Rear
Geffert Wanda M 315 Euclid Ave
Goodrum Tina 609 Vermont Ave
Harvey Irene M 1072 Pennsylvania Ave
Henson Benjamin T 522 Hemlock Way
Mayzer Helen Ms 712 Detroit Ave
Pellegrino Denise M Annie Oakleys 00526 Monongahela Ave
Piergrossi Nick Mr Jr 413 Iowa Ave
Sickler Nicole T 404 1/2 Ohio Ave
Tomcik Joe 1801 Washington Blvd
Walker Goines Eric Jerome 815 Monongahela Ave
Warner Clinton J Warner Dorothy M 315 Mon
Glenshaw Pa 15116
Accu-Turn Tool Company Inc 1049 William Flynn Hwy
Adams Charles 2800 Clare St
Beaver Valley Order Of The Demolay 401b Glen Malcolm Dr
Bernacki Sophie M 1837 Mount Royal Blvd
Bjm 1 Llc 1230 William Flynn Hwy Rte 8 Glenshaw Pa 15116
Bove Karen 201 Holly Ridge Dr
Brown Irene C 1109 Middle Rd
Clark Bryan R 114 Mary Ann Dr
Cms West 270 Mt Royal Blvd
Cordaro Karen L 311 Willett Rd
Davis Anice R Rd 1
Demario Mary A 632 Glenn Scott Dr
Douglas Lindemer Duane 104 Eade Ave
Fagan John Est Of 1105 Middle Rd
Feher Glenna J 113 Highlander Hts
Goyal Ankur 2210 Hassinger Ln
Heilman Melvin Estate 619 Glen Scott Dr A
Hutka Agnes Estate 130 Magnolia Dr
Kingsborough Alice M 103 Richard Dr
Langbout Mignon H Estate 2615 Hamilton Ave
Litten Margaret L Rd 1
Mcgibbney Brian R 525 Northview Dr
Nied Elizabeth B 100 Blaze Dr
Smyers Thomas B Sr C/O G S Smyers 525 Glenhaven Dr
Tobin Patricia Ann 426 Sandy Dr
Unistrut Pittsburgh Service Co 1644 Old Butler Plank Rd
Webster Doreen E C/O P J Webster 113 Vilsack Rd
Wolfe Bryon 101 Hawke Dr
Harwick Pa 15049
Kepple Veronica Box 344 Pillow Ave
Lerner Burton I 175 Cambridge Rd
Heidelberg Pa 15106
Anderson Deanna 1709 E Railrd St
Boyle Francis X Boyle Thelma M 1606 W Railrd St
Dixon Agnes E 1816 W Railrd St
Lowell Taucher And Denise Taucher I 1804 Railrd St
Ondovchik Albert W 1816 W Railrd St
Homestead Pa 15120
Adkins Gregory L 241 Washington Ave
Alexander Paul Estate Of 343 W 13th Ave
Allegheny Iu #3 475 East Waterfront Dr
Alpern Bard 647 E Waterfront Dr
Bassett Isabe 116 E 12th Ave
Bernshteyn Aleksandr Apt 304 421 8th E Ave
Bluefort Lillie 128 Plumway
Brickner May Estate 1626 West St
Cook Eugene Estate 112 E 12th Ave
Cook Patricia A P O Box 481
Cox Hilda 318 E 3 Ave
Cush Helen 336 W 13th Ave
Cush Paul 336 W 13th Ave
Davis Anthony V 4422 Sweetbay St
Delong Harold B 405 E 12th Ave
Devos Andrew J 228 East 16th St
Donovan John 3410 Main St
Fiedor Henry C PO Box 481
Graham Rita L 324 E 9th Ave
Grinshpun Klara B Ave 1204 481 E 8th Ave
Heart Center At The W The 495 Waterfront Dr E Ste 200
Householder Randall 1112 Mcclure St
Iannone Mildred 355 W 15th Ave
Jurica Mary West Run Rd Eldercrest
King Mary M Estate 1116 Mcclure St
Kocak Michael 1000 West St
Krista Beatrice 608 Ann St
Leonard Kerry W 309 East 10th Ave
Link Joseph E Estate 4214 Fairfield Ave
Lucas Josephine M 4507 Main St M
Mccaskey John W PO Box 257
Mcdonough Dorothy 221 E 10th Ave
Mcdonoughsr Leo W 221 E 10th Ave
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacies 1301 Brownsville Rd
Miller James 232 E Eugene Ave
Miskovich James H 122 East 15th Ave
Moore Hilda 228 E 5th Ave
Mormack Elizabeth Mormack John 229 19th Ave
Oconnor Margaret 421 E 8th Ave Apt 705
Oconnor Mary 421 E 8th Ave Apt 705
Patricia Marnon Estate 315 Walnut St
Pauletich Verna M 111 Caroline St Apartment 203
Pearson Annie Mae 559 Heisel St
Pfieffer Anna M 328 E 9th St
Pope Katherine D 241 Washington Ave
Richards Albert Estate 124 E 8th Ave
Roason Thomas E Estate 120 E Miller St
Robinson Gloria S 104 E 14th Ave
Rockwell Marjorie A Rockwell Marvin P 226 E 16th Ave
Scott Vivian 243 East 14th Ave
Turner Ella M 309 E 13th Ave
Wargo Seth A 4461 Woodhill Dr
Whelan James 421 E 8th Ave Apt 705
White Rosalind W 1405 West St
Whitman Kara D 535 Waterfront Dr Apt 7102
Williams Randall 622 Doyle Ave
Yon Ellwood 238 Eighteenth Ave
Homewood Pa 15208
Clinton Jack 573 N Richland St
Parks Jesse 606 N Homewood Ave
Powell Gertrude 7739 Kelly St
Imperial Pa 15126
Amcom Office Systems PO Box 4
Boustead Patricia M Estate Of 253 Main St
Candle Holdings 303 Pappan Dr
Digregorio Joan PO Box 656
Hissom William Est 20 Margaret St
LRS Holdings Company 1 LLC CO Lisa St Peter 7906 Steubenville Pike
Lucas Julia Estate CO Barbara Ely 117 Birch St
Miotlowski Rachel 1903 Timberglen Dr
Nat City Bk Of Pa Fbo Golden Triangle Co 100 Allegheny Rd
Ptak John 919 Lodgepole Dr
Ramage Lorene PO Box 576
Showalter Jeannie M 146 Main St
Waste Allied 11 Boggs Rd
Indianola Pa 15051
Camp Deer Creek PO Box 305
Hassberg Pamela D 883 Rte 910
Kosheba Leona Estate 337 Grandview Dr
Medrad Inc CO Ben Mullen One Medrad Dr
Ingomar Pa 15127
Blank Marjorie C Blank H III Rd 7 Bellevue Highland Rd
Dee Hilda C 551 W Ingomar Rd
Superior Ambulance Co PO Box 247
Ingram Pa 15205
Crippen William Crippen Alice F 83 Evans
Gergerich Ben 79 Mahopec St
Ryan Robert F Jr Ryan Robert F 106 Evans Ave
Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Gannon Mark Patrick Dr 1200 Brooks Ln Suite 150
Hieber Michael M 104 Rio Mar Dr
Hussey Robert P 535 North Lewis Run Rd Apt 806
Kummant Peter Karl Dr 1200 Brooks Ln Ste 15
Loeffler Elizabeth A 1371 Village Green Dr
Mciver Crystal L 104 Roberts Dr
Three Rivers Judo Inc 1532 Village Green Dr
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Leetsdale Pa 15056
Frankovich Marie 44 Victory Ln
GNC Transportation Llc Buncher Industrial Park Bldg #15a
Hatton Catherine E Brd Spencer Sts Leetsdale M
Hatton Milton Jr Mrs Catherine Hatton Brd
Omar Ollie 22 1st St
Wolf John Estate Of 17 Winding Rd
Library Pa 15129
Phillips Karen T 1512 Theresa Ave
South Park Middle School Bethany Chicora 2500 Stewart Rd
Spencer Francis E Jr 1886 Kirkby Dr
Supinsky Betty M Estate Rr 1
Swanso Rochelle R 6316 Helen St
Swanson Sharyn 6316 Helen St
Taylor Alonzo R 2501 Grove Rd
Thomas Louie 2507 Grove Rd
Trageser Lorraine M 1512 Theresa Ave
Trageser Norman Estate 1512 Theresa Ave
Wilson Flossie L 2511 Grove Rd
Wilson Freeman 2511 Grove Rd
Wilson Wanda Jean 2511 Grove Rd
McKeesport Pa 15131
Copper Creek Grill Closed 515 Mckee Rd
Delbene Edith Ms 1919 Regina
Depaoli Mary Ms 5109 Walnut
Hamilton Evelyn Ruth Estate Of 1537 Lincoln Way
Hartman Henrietta M Estate Of 1537 Lincoln Way
Horvatin Mary L 2527 Mohawk St
Jiancristoforo Anjonathan 112 Penncrest Dr
Kaiser Charline M 720 Osborne St
Kaiser Daniel T 720 Osborne St
Kalrenic George Mr Rea City Ave
Lapsley Ruth M 139 Royal Oak Dr Apt D
Miller Doris 483 Mccully St
Mitchell Emma N 1418 Delaware Ave
Morrison Peggy A 2471 Inglewood Dr
Patriarco Ernest 1204 Monogahela Blvd
Pavlecic Judy 483 Mccully St
Strager Michael G 1703 Fawcett Ave
Sullivan Eleanor R Estate Of 1537 Lincoln Way
Thomas Marjori A Thomas Lawrence 1923 Kansas Ave
Thomson Maxine E 817 Riverview Dr
Woods Irene Estate 210 Park Way
McKeesport Pa 15132
Ajanaku Phyllis J 1505 Centennial St
Alfer Adam A 513 Diehl Dr
All American Insurance Inc 3111 Walnut St
Allen Christopher 913 Ctr St Apt 312
Aracor Search 1409 Packer St
Barlow Theresa 3417 Grover St
Barna Alice F 514 Reynolds Ave
Barnes Lois E 1209 Scott St
Bartko Margarate G Bartko Norman M 2306 James St
Battle John 1700 Bailey Ave
Bazzone John 3416 Stockholm St
Bennett Betty L Estate 1 Glenshire Ln
Bevan David Mr 4513 3rd St
Billiter Ruth N Estate 900 Lawndale St
Blake Marjorie 120 Sixth Ave
Blid Reynold T Estate Ringold & Locust St Pharmacy
Borbour Jacqueline D Estate Of 1836 Willow St
Brown Phylliss M 38 Crawford Village Apt C
Buck James A 328 6th St
Buckley James 2609 Delaware St
Butz Robert E 1719 Willow St
Byrd Violet E 1403 Locust
Cameron James Glenshire Woods Rm 319 1 Glenshire Ln
Campbell Ida 3 Harrison Vlg Apt G
Cannon Joseph Jr 601 Sixth St Apt 1110
Cartia Frances R Mrs Estate Of 712 Bayne St Versailles Boro
Cavanagh Regina 2921 Garbett St
Chester Ann B 100 8th St
Chirko Helen Estate Of John J Kane Regnl Ctr Mckeespo N 100 Ninth St
Cope Horace C Farkus Manor 1000 5th Ave
Cornish Donald 3109 Freeland St Apt 4
Crawford Charles E 1239 5th St East
Crawford Eugene J 1416 Locust St
Crouch Mary 2102 Walnut St
Daily Charles 541 Sixth Ave
Daily Charles Daily Wilgra 541 Sixth Ave
Davis Terry R Estate 1412 Jenny Lind St
Delbene Edith Ms 1124 Tube Works Aly
Demalta Samuel 505 White St Fl 1
Deville Gerge T Estate 3108 Grover St
Deyille Robert C Estate 3108 Grover St
Dicristofaro Armand 1818 Scott St
Digiannurio Bernice Mckeespointe Lodge 120 Sixth St
Dilullo Alison Dilullo Pete J 408 Arctic Ave
Dohanic Peter 2907 Grover St
Dorman James Dorman Alta 1305 Hamilton St
Dougherty Sandra J Dougherty Brian J 1803 Eden Park Blvd
Ellis Lucile 326 Whigham St
Escott Ruby I 2318 Grandview Ave
Fencik Jane L 320 33rd St
Fisher Mae Estate 1004 Craig St
Fleckenstein Jean 913 Ctr St Apt 24
Fonzi Anthony Jr 1415 Craig St
Francis Micheal Francis John 908 Park St
Gabriel Teresa 933 Washington St
Gallagher Roland J Gallagher Roland 808 1/2 5th Ave
Gallaway Myrtle L 604 Shaw Ave Apt 403
Ganley Nancy E 801 Walnut St 312
Garancsi Helen 601 6th St Apt 815
Gerosky Clara M 920 Belleview St
Gesmond Michael 4615 Elm St
Greene Ruth A 501 Pirl St Apt 8j
Guiton Joanna 1623 Locust St
Haidle Richard J 1301 Freemont St
Hairston Mary Mckeespointe Lodge 120 Sixth St
Halas Helen 462 Lysle Blvd Rm 208
Harrison Lois Estate 1409 Evans Ave
Hayes Arthur Estate C/O S Carter 1130 Walnut St
Holmes Kenneth C Estate Of 600 Romine Ave
Holt Margaret 1239 5th St East
Hoppes Darrel 237 Dale St
Hritz Helen Hritz John 2107 Fifth Ave
Hussman Victoria L 5113 Walnut St
Ichner Kathy 22 Crawford Vlg Apt B
Ivkovich Dorothy 1741 Eden Park Blvd
Jacobs Robert M Estate Of 1317 Maple St
Jasper Jennis B Est 2401 Banker St
Johnson Eliza 57 Crawford Vlg Apt K
Johnson Kurt E 1016 Patterson St
Joll Thomas Ringgold St
Jones Elizabe 6 Crawford Vlg Apt G
Jones Elloyd Apt 205 502 White St
Jordon Anna 17 Harrison Vlg Apt 3h
Kadluboskie Anna 522 Pirl St
Karwowski Helen Estate Of 2708 Dinsmore Ave
Kimmel And Silverman Pc 3210 Orchard St
King John 3015 Jennylind St
Klein Cynthia Leigh Mrs 633 Long Run Rd
Klinek Walter Estate 2906 Chester St
Klisanin William L Estate 728 Shaw Ave
Kobulnicky Ronald Est 421 Archer Ave
Kolocin Mitchell 801 Walnut St Apt 3
Kostuch George Mr Sr 424 32nd St
Kruszka Bruno J 2105 Grandview Ave
Kugler Edna M Estate 2341 5th Ave
Kuhn Catherine R 1015 High St
Lapkowicz Marcella J 3829 Anderson St
Laurry Frazier 48 Crawford Vlg Apt D
Leach Mollie Estate 716 Walnut St
Lichman Margaret Estate 819 Woodward St
Lightfoot Romaine C 604 Shaw Ave
Lockard Lawrence C C/O K Bernard 458 29th St
Louise Robinson 1910 Willow St
Lourich Alberta R Lourich Vincent M 715 Walnut
Lowry Dorothy L 120 6th St
Lsc Signs Incorporation 203 Windsor St
Mackey Jean C 2218 Bewman Ave
Main Auto Parts 4203 Walnut St
Marincic George Mr 637 Reed St
Marino Frank J Marino Mary M 1709 Patterson St
Martin Janice M Estate 321 28th St
Martin John S Estate Of 633 Long Run Rd
Martin Kathleen A Estate 331 28th St
Massey M Penny P 703 Union Ave
Mazurek Matilda G 914 Smt St
Mccarty Robert F 1714 Converse St
Mcdonough Phillip T 1400 Meadow St
Mcintyre Marie 22 Crawford Vlg Apt B
Mckeesport Class Of 52 C/O Mon Vly 336 Shaw Ave
Millberry Kat 320 School Aly
Millberry Katherine 320 School Aly
Miller Blanche V 3401 Grover St
Miller Robert S Abstract Service 1409 Packer St
Montrene John Estate 8 Ctr St
Montrenes Charles Estate 8 Ctr St
Morris Ernest D 429 Lemon St
Morrison Percie W 915 Ctr St
Olson Madeline Olson Paul E 820 Bennett St
Palumbo Joshepine 120 Sixth St Mckeespointe Lodge
Patel Mahesh Ramn 1000 5th Ave
Pater Raymond C 522 Archer St
Pavlik Blanche Estate 417 14th St
Penn Mckee Development 1509 Union Ave
Peters Melissa A 2713 Stewart St
Petrilla Betty M 3100 Orchard
Petroski Ethel Mckeespointe Lodge 120 Sixth St
Pettiford James B 1601 Locust St
Polakovic Joseph E Polakovic Anna M 2601 Stewart St
Pullie India 43 Crawford Village B
Rennie Viola 713 Worthington Ave
Rhodes Robert J Estate 1611 1/2 5th Ave
Ritchie Anthony Mr 501 Park St
Robertson Sara C Estate 1046 Walnut St
Robinson Terrell Apt 313 601 6th St
Rodgers Lauren R Rodgers Joanne L 405 Beckman Dr
Rodgers Michael J 2406 Collins St
Russo Michael W 913 Union St
Sara Speciale 530 Hazel St
Sayles Alicia G 2019 Jenny Lind St
Sayles Jean Lee 1501 Jenny Lind St
Schwatzer Wilbert Estate 716 Bayne St
Sedlock Elizabeth Estate 531 Coursin St Apt 511
See Walter 6k Isbir Manor
Sesek Virginia E Sesek Richard J PO Box 1118
Sharp Annie M 505 C Crown Plaza Apts
Smith Phyllis Room 2 1000 Fifth Ave
Stacey Bryan 516 Sinclair St Apt 906
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Stalhandsky Ruth 1808 Packer St
Stefl Richard 913 Ctr St Apt 16
Strathearn John Bldg 64 Apt 5f
Strom Kenneth M Mckeesport Towers 601 6th Apt 1115
Summers Dorothy 1205 Fifth Ave Apt 1
Thaxton Joann 1209 Scott St
Thielet Dennis 2608 Cleveland St
Thomas Esteen Fl 1 910 5th Ave
Tibbitt Beatrice 539 6th
Tignanelli Alice 806 Manning Ave
Turner Hazel 533 6th St Apt 21
Uerninski Uer Apt3 Gdn Grove Apts
Walsh John W Estate 2522 Walnut St
Walsh Thomas Est 2522 Walnut St
Way Elvira Estate 5309 Walnut St
Webb Gavin K 1906 Bailey Ave
Weber Carolyn L Weber Robert J Apt 7j 501 Pirl St
Weinberg Audrey 504 Romine Ave
Wells Anthony 2519 Jennylind St
Wharton John J 501 Pirl St Apt 5a
Williams Doll 1517 Jenny Lind St
Williams Jessie 1316 Locust St
Williams John 1000 Fifth Ave
Williams Sally 1715 Soles St
Wilson Charles R 436 Atlantic Ave
Wyatt Beatrice L 539 6th
Yonnone Elizabeth Yonnone Emidio 608 Enterprise
Zigich Helen Estate Of 716 Smt St
Zitella Alexander Estate 927 Craig St
McKeesport Pa 15133
Banick Anna 3108 Valy Ridge Rd
Barchie Dolores Est 1000 Norwood Ave
Boyles Luella 917 Morton Ave
Brunory Ferry F 1904 Romine Ave
Corigliano Albert 2772 Washington
Dalessandro Anthony 2772 Washington Blvd
Davies Gladys J 3211 Liberty Way Liberty Boro
Gerber Josephin 920 Glenn Portvue
Haskins Albert F 400 Owens Ave
Helmick M A 2809 I St
Kargle William D Kargle Helen F 1112 Portsmouth Dr
Lape E 1308 Coronado Dr
Mcavoy Ruth J Estate 1712 Myer Ave
Mima Edward A 1161 Portsmouth Dr
Miskevich Ronald A 3100 Valy Ridge Rd
Reeves Dorothy Estate 900 Elizabeth St
Rudick Irene 1306 Barkley Rd
Schlegel Isle E Estate Of 1312 Coronado Dr
Stephan June G 3102 Valy Ridge
Stephen Boris Michael 1122 Oakland Ave
Stull Virginia Audrey 204 Owens Ave
Tokar Rosalie 3214 Orchard Dr
McKeesport Pa 15135
Copperweld Foundation C/O R L Janesko Trustee
Geyer Barbara A Estate Of 2261 Constitution Blvd
Gilbert Fern E 835 Everrglade Dr
Johnston Daniel W 601 Burning Tree Ct
Katchur Joe R 1807 Pen Rod St
Keeney Catherine L 2028 Country Club Dr
Kertesz Jolan 717 Stroberg
Knight Elmer Est Rd 2 Box 335
Kristen Thomas 1300 Virginia St Apt 31
Long Michael E 1921 Drake St
Mcnulty Sam 2310 Surrey Ln Apt 66
Muth Dan 5909 Smithfield St
Nystrom Irene 154 Mt Vernon Dr
Rost Mary J 550 Tr Dr
Sherer Robert L 6123 Meade St
Stokan Joseph S 2307 Surrey Ln Apt 22
Sudekum Wilfred A Sudekum Audrey 6505 Smithfield St
Tokar Arlene F Tokar Edith N 321 Tr Dr Apt 5
Wilson Laverne R Estate Of 116 St Andrews Circ
McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Akanowicz Wallace Akanowicz Stella 605 Brdway St
Allen Eleanor 810 Etna St
Anderson Gary L 1021 Chartiers Ave
Armstrong Kover Kwick Inc PO Box 337 401 Sprout St
Arnold Anna M 1085 Dohrman St
Baker Bernard Mr 228 Chartiers Ave
Bayts Susan Ms 245 Marion St
Boone Yvonne 326 Olivia St Apt B
Braden Shirley A 250 Jefferson Dr 403
Brickett Carmella A Estate Of 245 Singer Ave
Brock Esther L 6a Denver Dr
Brock Esther Ms 1 Guthrie St
Brown Kristen M Brown Mariah R 5006 Windrr Dr
Carletti Amanda 26 May Ave
Casciato Virginia Estate Of 10 Rosamond St
Colantoni Leandra 1104 Brdway St
Dial N Dine Llc 1789 Pine Hollow Rd
Family Dollar 451 Mckees Rocks Plaza
Feiertag Wm Estate Of 1441 Smt
Froehlich Robert J 1111 Charles St
Grenick David 104 Countryview Dr
Grgurich Rudolph 533 Ridge Ave
Hagan Regis Estate 827 Russellwood Ave
Haney Julia M 759 Boquet St
Harrison Shirley L 85 Locust St
Hudzik Ethel L 1103 Brdway St 2
Iarrusso Brittany M 1102 Taggart St
Johnson Russell 6a Hayes Manor
Jones Marie A 104 Bell Ct Rd
Karkoska Julia 843 Hober Ave
Karkosky Wesley V 633 Woodward Ave
Kelly Elizabeth Estate 371 Munson Ave
Kenmawr Auto Service Inc PO Box 124
Kocay Andrew J Jr Bf 804 Boquet St
Kosarych Mark E 504 Countryside Dr
Kraynak Sophia F 919 Mccoy Rd
Kuhar Arthur L Kuhar Margaret 190 Roosevelt St
Lewartowicz Anna 410 Meadow View Dr
Lueck Timothy J 1016 Sundance Dr
Mackey James R Mackey Ella 307 Olivia St Apt 5
Madia Christophe 2nd Floor 801 Dohrman St
Maholage Geraldine F 630 Brdway Ave
Martinac Christopher J 641 Brdway Ave Second
Mccauley Theresa 104 Palace Ave
Mcnally James L Estate Of 919 Ridge Ave
Mczochara Diane 811 7th St #811
Michalsky Linnette 1138 Taggart Ave
Micks Dodge Inc 6181 Stuebenville Pike
Miknevich Mary F 1015 Church Ave Apt 215
Miller Grace 1165 Dohrman St #2
Miller Valerie R 919 1st St
Millner Mercedes M 1104 Taggart St
Mobrey Mackenzie Paige Mobrey Kelly Sue 5625 Aiken Rd
Neese James 6181 Stuebenville Pike
Odonnell John J Estate 1307 William St
Paolucci Mary V L 137 Mallard Dr
Pasquarelli Louise M 145 Roosevelt Ave
Plannick Christina M 223 Hester Ave
Platek Louise M Estate Of 722 Brdway Ave
Pollock Theresa 47 May Ave
Primadonna Restaurant 801 Brdway Ave
Proie Frank G Estate 60 Kathleen Dr
Quail Margaret Ms 1246 Church Ave
Raffle James M PO Box 361
Recktenwald F H 57 Fairhaven Rd
Remella Joycelyn 919 Ridge Ave #1
Riesberg William C CO Carson Steel River Rd
Romano Joseph G 4002 Orchard Cir
Roth Donald Estate Of Ellen Walkauskas Administrator 76 Orchard St
Rox Enterprises Inc 407 Locust St
Ruthrauff Sauer Incorporated 400 Locust St
Sabat Renee 60D Potomac Dr
Santucci Dominic A 105 Neville Rd
Schaming Anna M Schaming James 1234 Vine St
Schrock Joseph A 105 Neville Rd
Seretti Jerry 809 7th St
Shanks Gladys 5 Howard Dr # K
Smoko Sue 107 Cutler St
Spiak Metro 1232 Vine St
Spiakcemerson Metro CO Spiak Metro 1232 Vine St
Stifko Jennifer 137 North Vireo
Sutterlle John W Estate 1100 Chartiers Ave
Taylor Mary S Taylor Harry 933 Woodward Ave
Taylor Shannah 822 Ridge
Trocchio Angela D Estate 1325 Island Ave
Walters Mary L 831 Davis Ave
Watson Mary E 130 Teal Dr
Weiss Leonard Jr Weiss Thelma 1018 Wren Dr
Williams Evan R Estate 5019 Julia Ln
Zurkovsky Mary Ann M 1011 Third St
Millvale Pa 15209
Bauer John 15 Sedgewick St
Bittner Rita M 604 Stanton Ave
Garvin Ray 119 Howard St
Katherine Womer 119 Butler
Maholik Stephen Maholik Hilda 1108 North Ave
Purcell William J 103 Maryland Ave
Reese Jesse Reese May Rd4 Babcock Blvd
Stanchic Gertrude 608 Lincoln Ave 101
Monroeville Pa 15146
Aiken Edward 207 Greenvale Dr
AIt Business Services Llc 117 Fox Plan Rd
Allstate 1670 Rte 286 Ste 201
Almar Radiologists Ohio Valley Hospital 2520 Mosside Blvd Ste 4a
Altman Theodore 2313 Haymaker Rd
Anderson George L Estate Of 218 Brinton St
Andrew Joseph S 2505 King Lear Dr
Andrews Elizabeth L Andrews Joseph 2505 King Lear Dr
Andrews Jeffrey S Andrews Joseph 2505 King Lear Dr
Andrews Joseph 2505 King Lear Dr
Auffenburg Michael 3633 William Penn Hwy
Avalotis Corporation 4520 William Penn Hwy
Baillie John O Estate Of 250 Cedar Ridge Dr Apt 413
Bates And Miller Technologies Inc 6 Hillcrest Ct
Bernacki Joseph A 305 Oliver Dr
Bertovich Matt 1152 La Salle Dr
Boggs Paul L 649 Dahlin Dr
Brock Tracie C C/O T C Brock 243 Mallard Dr
Campbell Donald A 700 Beatty Rd Apt 358
Cannon Lois J 2520 King Lear Dr Apt 1
Chand Syed 308 1120 Fox Hill Dr
Chaudry Nayyar I 121 Kelly Ct
Cleveland Annie G 250 Cedar Ridge Dr Apt 109
Cochran Automotive No One 4520 William Penn Hwy
Cochran Monroeville 4520 William Penn Hwy
Cochran Saturn Inc 4520 William Penn Hwy
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Cochrans Auto Body Shop 250 Cedar Ridge Dr Apt 418
Cole Cecilia M Estate Of 4041 Virgin Dr
Conroy Thomas J Jr Conroy Anna M 2239 Tilbrook Rd
Contractinc Unlimited Inc PO Box 1295
Cronin Margaret Jane 2429 Haymaker Rd
Cuccaro Matthew 419 Deauville Dr
Daniels Roderick 3420 Stonecliffe Dr
Davis James 722 Heartwood Dr
Davis Kathleen M 117a Cliffside Dr
Derdock Theresa L 419 Deauville Dr
Dick Walter H 1330 Woodland Dr
Eastburn Patrick R 400 Oxford Dr
Edwards Robin 1030 Stonecliffe Dr
Eles Brothers Inc 1000 Thompson Run Rd
Ellis M 2401 Saunders Sta Rd
Estozin John G 1019 William Penn Hwy
Evanil Oil Company Suite 3r 3825 Northern Pike
Feinberg Glen 256 Berkeley Way
Fuller Robert D 404 Olten Rd
Giunta Real Estate Mgt Co Llc 50 Seco Rd
Gorney Anne H 4363 Northern Pike
Greg Adams Insurance Agency Inc 4229 Northern Pike
Gress Barry 207 Alpine Village Dr
Guella Dolores J 4404 Lorraine Dr Monroville Pa 15146
Heasley Genevieve 2526 Monroeville Blvd
Henretty Miriam J 643 Beatty Rd
Hillcrest United Presbyterian Church 1622 James St
Hodge Dorothy J 971 Gdn City Dr
Huber Lucille M 104 Malcolm Ct
Idl Inc 4250 Old William Penn Hwy
Infiniti Fin Svcs 4520 William Penn Hwy
International Medical Staffing C/O Asma Tabassumariff 501 Pinoak Dr
It Corp Attn Paul Salinshick 2790 Mosside Blvd
Johnson Linda Ray Johnson Elaine 1700 Mountain View Dr
Johnson Melissa 4042 Logans Ferry
Kaufman Paulette 2128 Ramsey Rd
Keel Robert 3930 Monroeville Blvd
Kohl John C 433 Colonial Dr
Krupp Alfred L Krupp Helen J 940 Harvard Rd
Lahosky Loretta Estate Of 627 Tartan Dr
Leonard Mary A Estate Of 2316 Johnson
Litmans Rigmor B 219 Mcmasters Dr
Lott Lillian 2610 Monroeville Blvd
Lott Lillian Estate 2610 Monroeville Blvd
Lyons Larry D 1187 Bucknell Dr
Maaco Auto Painting 1650 Golden Mile Hwy
Manorcare Health Svc 499 885 Macbeth Dr
Martin Alexis J 250 Cedar Ridge Dr Apt 413
Mayfield Frances M 801 Gdn City Dr
Mccann Rachel 137 Alpine Village Dr
Mccauley Alberta L 519 Thomas St
Mcfarland Donald 1346-R Hillsdale Dr
Mchs Monroeville 886 Macbeth Dr
Meier Marcella E 212 College Park Dr
Meixner Betty 2132 Ramsey Rd
Monroeville Veterinarian Hospital 4423 Helmar Dr
Morrow Joanne A 653 Gdn City Dr
Mortion Sophronia 722 Heartwood Dr
Moskal Gloria Autumn Ln 709 Bittersweet Dr
Moy Brandy Lee 1346-R Hillsdale Dr
Muck Brian 434 Hazel Dr
Murdy Maryanne 411 Cottage Ln
Murock Harold A Estate 335 Noel Dr
Mycyk James 213 Patty Ln
Nathalee Hutson 250 Cedar Ridge Dr Apt 418
Negley Joseph Mr 2551 Monroeville Blvd
New Monroeville 3633 William Penn
Obrien Diane 2789 Brdway Blvd
Obrien John J 103 Burke Dr
Oconnor Daniel W 238 Willow Dr
Oconnor Marily 238 Willow Dr
Oppenheim Jean 140 Lavale Dr Apt 605
Pacesetter 716 Seco Rd
Pandey Ramesh 110 Bel-Aire Dr
Papernick And Gefsky 4268 Northern Pike
Pdg Environmental Inc 300 Oxford Dr
Petruzzi Mary F 280 Lilac Dr
Polyfka Martha 2210 Haymaker Rd
Porter Matthew J 4664 Old Wm Penn Hwy
Portis Jeffrey 216 Elliott Rd
Potato Sack Inc Monroeville Mall Ste 302
Prasnitz J Est Of 1145 Foxhill Dr 327
Priority Aftercare Co Thomas A Livorio 112 Glenwood Dr
Progressive Insurance Fourth Fl Medical Unit 300 Oxford Dr
Progressive One Monroeville Ctr 3824 Northern Pike Suite 150
Quotap Mohamed 2619 Pitcarin Rd
Radisson Hotel Pittsburgh 101 Mall Blvd
Ranko John M 4611 Nancy Dr
Reed Alice M Estate Of 121 Leslie Rd
Reed Charlotte D Estate Of 411 Valyview Dr
Ribar Jessica Apt 322 100 Oxford Dr
Rj Lee Group Inc 350 Hochberg Rd
Roefaro Thomas 120 Southside Dr
Rosato Evelyn H Apt 12 920 Macbeth Dr
Roth Rug 3845 Northern Pike
Saccomano Isabella Rose 404 Olten Rd
Salvador Pio 3813 Wm Penn Hwy
Salyards John D Salyards Ethel 140 Lavale Dr Apt 112
Sanford Harvey L Estate 3718 Evergreen Dr
Sarteschi Ina Mae 100 Monticello Dr
Schaad Carlton F 558 Firethorn Dr
Schmidt Richard D 312 Oakwood Dr
Services Of W Pa Financial 4140 Monroeville Blvd Suite 2
Shaw Environmental 2709 Mosside Blvd
Shumaker Martha H 405 Cottage Ln
Shussett Beverly S 250 Cedar Ridge Dr Apt 304
Siewert Angela D 132 Cedar Ridge Dr 16
Simon Frances Loan Of 4520 William Penn Hwy
Smith Mary H Est 245 Azalea Dr
Snyder Mark A 277 Heather Dr
Stewart David W 2429 Haymaker Rd
Suhrre Dennis R 724 Greenleaf Dr
Taylor Alysia G 331 Pinevue Dr
Taylor Richard 1436 Cole St
Tomenillo Della 2400 Mcginley Rd
Tranter Frank 229 Roth Dr
Trinity Holdings Inc 610 Beatty Rd
Visnic Mary Estate Of 1842 Haymaker Rd
Waco 2870 Brdway
Walter Angeline M 2056 Township Rd
Watsonadams Anita L 905 Hamlet Ct Apt 2
Weber Pearl 4165 Ivanhoe Dr Apt 707
Wezorek Alfonse 3309 Stonecliffe Dr
Wiley Francine 148 College Park Dr
William Brian Aut 707 Dewberry Rd
Wilson Charlene E Estate 110 Rockwood St
Winn-Bey Ella L 573 Sunnyfield Dr
Woodard A Clark PO Box 116
Wyzenbeek Paul 530 Fieldstone Dr
Xia Yaqin 935 Hamlet Ct
Zeback Anna 203 Shackelford Dr
Zeback Anna C/O P Wypych 203 Shackelford Dr
Moon Township Pa 15108
All Star Wholesale Co Inc 894 Breakgrade Rd
Annen Robert 185 Pillar Dr
ATS Chester Engineers 260 Airside Dr
Challenge Products Corp 1000 Cherrington Pkwy
Chapital Marg 205 Lakeview Dr
Connovitch Sophia Estate 203 Snyder Dr
Cook Teresa 273 Flaugherty Run Rd Lot-5
Daugherty Daniel George 1022 Autumn Woods Dr
Duffy Anna M 109 Shiffen Dr
First Health 2222 Ewing Rd
Flood Brian M 434 5th Ave
Global Bax 314a Moon Clinton Rd
Grant Kathy L Grant Kris E 136 Heldon Dr
Grant Kris 136 Heldron Dr
Henzler Jeffrey 100 Coventry Ct
Jones David T Robert Morris University
Kuehne And Nagel Inc 1187 Thorn Run Rd Ste 110 At
Lexinton Manor Apart 9003 University Blvd
Mastascusa John CO Estate Of John P Mastascus 110 Rosemont Dr 6
Melting Pot 130 Heldon Dr
Morgan Robert E 208 Patton Dr
Park Corporation 210 Airside Dr
Rogers Dorit 1245 Stoops Ferry Rd
Rutherford Eleanor Estate Of 211 Thornwood Ct
Schipani Patrick L 2516 Minton Dr
Transportation Concepts Inc PO Box 1134
Uni Mart 101 Fern Hollow Rd
Vetovich Linda M 4017 Turnwood Ln
Vip Attn S Mccurdy Spt 2014 910 Beaver Grade Rd
Wade Heating And Cooling Inc 203 Hirshinger Rd
Wood Ronald J 1000 Cherrington Pkwy
Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Dibble Elmer E 1025 Mcneilly Rd
Hollabaugh Lawrence 101 Cedar Blvd
Lever Jack E Lever Jack J 202 Main Entrance Dr
Lois Landstorfer Estate Hoodridge St
Segreti Michelene Estate 1050 Mcneilly Rd
Sontheimer Geraldine L 915 Country Club Dr
Munhall Pa 15120
Andreyo Michael Mr 10 Longfellow Dr Apt G
Baker Dorothy R 4708 Theodore St
Barca James G 1151 Brierly Ln
Barlow Bonita 4507 Main St Unit M
Bedeian Roxie 23e E James St
Borman Carl 1114 Laurel Hill Dr
Borman Mamie 1114 Laurel Hill Dr
Bp Management 2000 West St
Bruce James E Cust 164 E Virginia Ave
Buckley Jeffrey Dennis 164 E Virginia Ave
Cogos 1780 3402 Main St
Connelly Helen 4 St Therese Ct Apt 203
Cookshott Belmont E 206 E 19th St
Crawford James 3649 Valewood Dr
Danko Dorothy J Danko Helen 46 Longfellow Dr
Fawcett Daniel 2129 Whitakes Way Rear 2nd Floor
Filipos Anna U Estate Of 3453 York St
Fisher Margaret W Estate Of 4547 Marina Dr
Florence Ann D Estate Of 370 Vine St
Forsyth Alvin M Jr 145 Mapledale Dr
Gardner Charles H 538 East 9th Ave
Hamilton Albert M 4461 Woodhill Dr
Harrigal John S 4241 School St
Hepps Belle L 216 E 19th Ave
Kirlin Sophie 238 21st Ave
Kitzinger Sara J Estate 1303 Andrew St
Krivjansky Mary N Estate 4442 Armorhill Ave
Lesko Julia 4241 School St
Mckeown William P 114 W Oliver Rd
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Melonuk Elizabeth T Melonuk Sara A 236 E Miller St
Mesko John A 3917 Shady Ave
Miele James V 3928 Harvey St
Miller Beulah L Apt 401 4 St Therese Ct
Mitchell Samantha L 3009 Main St
Morse Mary Frances Morse Mary A 4529 Gates Dr
Music Sandra 4631 Main St
Otoole Rita M 46j Longfellow Dr
Parker Willie E 641 Waterfront Dr E Apt 4103
Parkside Deli 601 Longfellow Dr Rm Main
Praza Gerald 226 E 21st Ave
Pudleiner Elizabeth Estate Box 266 Tr
Rae Hleba Betty 316 Mercer St
Reiland Alan Estate 107 E 18th Ave #1
Sapien Serena L 1901 1 2 Mclure St
Schultz Gary F 340 E James St
Slater Margaret Estate Of 182 Schwab Ave
Speidel Mary M 4515 Main St
Stephenson Todd 4132 Davis Ave
Stuffle Elizabeth L Stuffle Mary 2317 Vondera St
Sutch Elizabeth S 706 E 13th Ave
Thornton Bruce E 604 E 13th Ave
Watson Katie E 2317 Clinton St
Williamson Dulc Estate Of PO Box 3133
Zehner Wayne H 203 E Eugene Ave
Oakland Pa 15213
Dmeza Quilvio R 201 Ne 32 Ct
Yung Yat M 3 Bayard Rd Apt 34
Pitcairn Pa 15140
Barnhart W Nevin 549 2nd St
Border Corrin 773 Sixth St Ext
Carver Deborah L 109 Brinton Ave Apt 2
Evans John S Est 270 Brdway
Gorman William Estate 411 3rd St
Hoover Kenneth Estate 525 9th St
Lindquist Joan Estate 1016 Creighton Ave
Lithgow David P 339 3rd St 1
Manovich Milan Estate 602 Wall Ave
Mapstone Mary E Estate 500 Fairview Ave
Mignogna Norma J 714 13th St
Snee Caroline 942 Wall Ave
Stewart Thomas Estate 2429 Haymaker Rd
Swazeski Margaret Est 221 Ctr Ave 5
Szalkowski Joseph 315 Wall Ave
Vetter John C 270 Brdway Apt 306
Walterdkat And 578 2nd St Apt 1
Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Affrica Dorothy 19 River Ave Rear
Ak Pulser Inc 1301 Carlisle St
Anthony Elizabeth Estate 420 Pacific Ave
Beale James Bartholome 2415 Palm St
Beresik Agnes 56 Garfield St
Biondi Orlando Biondi Ida M 215 Elbrook Dr
Cartlidge Melicia S 2e Sheldon Park
Cartolano Thressa 1909 Freeport Rd
Chick Fred Estate Of 1414 Dallas Ave
Chodkowski Patricia M 330 Mcwilliams Dr
Duvall Malissa 1436 4th Ave
Gamer Nicholas 1225 Argonne Dr
Gateway Environmental Contractors I 111 Maiden Ln
Graham Pearl I 2507 Hemlock St
Gregoire Lisa V 1436 2nd St
Hartman Charles R 90 River Ave
Hazel Jackson 19 River Ave Rear
Highlands Surgical Assoc 1629 Union Ave
Homick Anna 12 Kuntz St
Kopar William F 62 Walnut St
Krumenacker Brandon J Krumenacker Mark T 1204 Carlisle St
Latona Charles 804 Talisman Ln
Mancine Raymond 2006 Brdview Blvd Rm 710
Maradei Gloria Estate Of 1414 Harvard Ave
Marchi Joseph L 102 Shawnee Dr
Mckean Annaa M Mckean James E 1109 Montana Ave
Meyer And Associates Inc 2130 Freeport Rd Ste C
Nemeth Ann I 1436 5th St
Ravigoni Angelo G 404 Echowood Dr
Robich Donna J 2606 Palm St
Salsgiver Leo P Apt 208 2006 Brdview Blvd
Simmons Mildres I 5200 Veterans Ln
Sodini Vincent J Trst Of 1527 Freeport Rd
Sokolowski Jean M 1203 Penna Ave
Sparkle Wash 1204 Brdview Blvd
Swanson Leander A Swanson Mary E 1300 Union
Swierczewski J J 23 Ctr St
Swierczwski J J 23 Ctr St
Thomas Geraldine C Estate Of 6 Revere Rd
Tomson John M 141 T S M Blvd
Trettel Letitia L 1412 Princeton Ave
Vanguard Id Systems 1301 Union Ave
Wagner Robert E Jr 31 Garfield St
Walker Auto Parts 2416 Freeport Rd
North Versailles Pa 15137
All State Career 97 2nd St
Anderson Herbert O 1023 Sarah St
Blasko Michael S 2019 East St Apt 1
Castagnero Louis 1618 Payne St
Cenker Rose Marie Cenker John C 113 Textor Dr
Deemer John 2504 Hyer Ave Apt 53-B
Dialysis Clinic Inc North 613 E Pittsburgh Mckeesport Bldg
Dorolick Jeanette F Apt 204 1600 Rosedale Dr
Fredrick Cecilia 140 Tintsman Ave
Giles Aubrey Lynn 809 Larimer Ave
Godfrey Helen R St Nicholas Alz Resort 353 Dixon Ave
Grant Harold J Sr Grant Joan L 2020 Crestas Ave
Hainley Travis 2905 Marland Ave
Horbath Janeen L 808 Monongahela Ave
Hutton George T Hutton Norma A 1008 Taylor St
Iera Melinda M 208 Canterbury Ln
Laird Barbara A 63 Central Ave
Laird Barbara A Laird William 63 Central Ave
Marquard Mary R C/O Theurtyard 600 Lincoln Hwy
Mccullough Audrey Estate Of 840 Joann Dr
Mehalik Andrew 918 Derby Ln
Michael Blasko S 2019 East St Apt 1
Mitchell Joyous 332 Rollings Woods
Novotny Andrew 514 Price Av
Orris Emma K 444 London Ave
Quinten Bernard Estate Of 1600 Rosedale St Apartment 313
Rossi Nicholas Thomas 151 Central Ave
Saula Dorothy 504 Vincent St
Schumacher Rebecca S 2100 Patricia Ln Apt 21f
Shank Janet A Shank Janet 126 Oakdale Rd
Simmons Martha 424 W Carter Dr
Smith Ruth I Apt 204 1600 Rosedale Dr
Swisshelm Verna 404 Oakhurst Ave
Uaura Anna M PO Box 26
Vamos Donald 524 Overhill Dr
Walden Sheila 500 Della Dr Apt 7i
Weathers Rashad J 506 3rd St Apt 7
Williams Richafd Estate 1800 Naser Rd
Wise Anthony L Room 4 1110 Lincoln Hwy
Yatsko Mary A 353 Dixon Ave
Oakdale Pa 15071
Berman David 336 Grail Hill Ct
Black Raymond J Estate 123 Thoms Run Rd
Drandakis Blanche S 11 South East Dr
Glowark Edward A 1102 Oakdale Rd
Haseben Virginia M C/O Mitchell 1007 Linden Ln
Hennemuth Wallace G 223 Fayette St
Hodgson Eugene W Main St
Kalmar Maria Mays Manor 1000 Oakdale Rd
Knez David 108 Lookout Dr
Miller Diane M 113 Leghorn Dr
Nelson Mary L 120 Barrington Dr
Ray Christopher 48 South East Dr
Rehagen Edgar 1010 Noblestown Rd
Scheers Abigail M 205 Cottonwood Dr
Schurman Mary M 307 Palimino Dr
Skop Robert Rd 1 Clinton Ave
Slovick Shelly A 205 Cottonwood Dr
Stilwell Ed 510 Donaldson Rd
Triad Financial Corp 605 Hawthorne Sq
White Jeffrey D Bear Brothers Tr Ct Blk 32 Ig Knox Rd Rd 1
Oakmont Pa 15139
Aber Johanna M 510 Delaware Ave
Bengs William C Bengs Bertha A 409 College
Berg James E Estate 707 Pennsylvania Ave
Carter Helen Estate 301 Delaware Ave
Clifford Jesse L 712 Valy St
Costello Frank 712 Valleey
Costello Frank 802 Valy
Davis George H Mary J Davis 610 Delaware Ave
Doyle Frances P Doyle Robert A West Minster Pl 1215 Hulton Rd
Edgewater Steel Company College & Allegheny Av
Farrell Sandra L 510 Delaware Ave
Frederick James E 42 2nd St Ext
Fugate Genevieve N 525 7th St
Hagerman Betty J 1109 Pennsylvania Ave Oakmont Pa
Hansberry David 101 Delaware Ave Apt 4y Apt 10
Huot John B Estate Of 599 4th St
Lang Kimberly 504 Delaware Ave Apt 2
Luzer Jack F 616 5th St
Magel Anna Lois Magel Mary Jane Magel Carl 101 Washington Ave Apt 429
Mccutcheon Marsha L 802 Maryland Ave
Murdoch Nellie Estate C/O Westminster Apt’s 1215 Hulton Rd Rd/107
Pams 336 Delaware Ave D-A
Paulson Mark C 616 10th St
Phelps Virginia A Box 204
Presbyteri 1215 Hulton Rd
Proctor Preston S 666 Elm Way
Radovitch Rose M 712 Valleey
Radovitch Rose M 802 Valy
Rencewicz John A 388 Hulton Rd
Riedel Lois Jean 101 Washington Ave Apt 429
Ross Sharon 304 Canterbury Ct
Samuel Woodside Estate 504 Maryland Ave
Schaltenbrand George Schaltenbrand Janet 703 Washington Ave
Schmitt Daniel E 128 Alleg R Blvd
Schultenis Joseph Estate 307 Mcgregor Dr
Skinner Russell W Skinner Mary E 1037 Hulton Rd
Sutton Patrick S 210 Washington Ave
Three Rivers Micro C/O K Shields 850 Allegheny River Blvd
Walter Robert 233 Homans Dr
Werner Melanie A 635 Fifth St
Wetmore Charles 418 Delaware Ave
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Penn Hills Pa 15235
Berry Mrs Frank 02506 Hill St
Brennan Willa 175 Orchard Dr
Cerra James F 296 Duff Rd
Cofield Tracey 2530 Laketon Rd
Hairston Patricia 159 Shenandoah Dr
Kuhn David 227 Sandy Creek Rd
Minuteman Press 11643 Penn Hills Dr
Travis James W 305 Walpole Dr
Vincents Pizza 11822 Frankstown Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15101
Last Will Testament Trust C/O Obrien Joseph 310 Rockfield Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Angle Joseph Estate 338 Skyview Dr
Barber Joan 113 Ronco St
Brothers Bonnie J PO Box 39
Bruce James Mr 18 Woodrow
Camerat Nina Ms 13th St West
Campsey Shirley F 26 Greentree
Creely James C 748 Wynmore St
Crider Lawrence E 635 Griffin St
Desimone Anthony Mr 6338 A Unelia
Dito Constance 1910 Brodheaad Rd
Dito Constance A 1910 Brodherd Rd
Eccleston Dorothy R 517 Emerson St
Elm Catharine Ms 132 Ohio River Blvd
Feltes Mary Ms 5130 2nd Ave
Field Desmoine 1730 Beauna Vis
Fisher Mary Ms 1209 Seidel
Fisher Mary Ms 2835 East St
Gee James 1400 Greenspgs Ave
Grandview Cemetery Pnc Bank Na 620 Liberty Ave 10th Floor
Grandview Cemetery Trst Of Pnc Bank Na 620 Liberty Ave 10th Floor
Harrity Dorothy Ms 6384 Penn Ave
Hartman Mary F 42 Cherry
Heidish Margaret Ms 3130 Frederick St
Herchenrocther Jon Rr 1
Holleman Erin B 15 Jarvis Ct
Huels Jeannette E Huels Theodore P 512 Lewis Run Rd Apt 348
Kinney Mildred 1323 Es Planade
Knake Elizabeth 2916 Mountain St
Kryl Marian M 1912 East St
Larocca John S Iii 1574 Crestview Dr
Lemieux Family No 2 Trst Of 50th Floor 500 Grant St
Lohr Waynr 463 Old Elm St
Lomb James J 319 Bellwood Dr
Malseed Beatrice 502 Lewis Run Rd
Marshall Margaret 1716 R Japey
Mcadoo Frances Mr 427 Creek
Mckitrick Emily Ms 5121 Ctr
Merchandise Arlington Memo Pnc Bank Na 620 Liberty Ave 10th Floor
Michalski Debra A 3872 Hilpert St
Mullen Jeffrey D Apt 2 731 South Negley
Omalley Kathryn R 110 Ridgewood Ave
Otoole Hazel Ms 3206 Forbes Ave
Reagen John Mr 4537 Friendship Ave
Rivera Pedro A PO Box 81146
Rudolph Leah S Trst Of 249 N Craig St
Rudolph Nell H Trst Of 249 N Craig St
Sanburg Beatrice C/O Southwestern Nursing 500 N Lewis Rd Rm 111
Serrano Jose J 6208 Butler St
Sierra Vista Ho Surgery Center 500 N Lewis Run Rd
Skowran Jane M 5115 Lytge St
Slagle Mary E 316 Lineview Ave
Solito Samuel J 161 Glenhust Dr
Stafford George Estate Rr 1
Thomas M Mulroy & Associates P C 437 Grant St Suite 1106
Tobolski Eileen J 430 Teece Ave
Vietmeier Mae L 113 Whited St
Vogel Leonard Mr 365 Mckee Pl
Weidenhoffer Philomena Ms 213 11th St
White Lucille Ms 320 Spring St
Williams Daniel R 1116 Pennsbury Blvd
Willis Mathew D Willis Ava M 2020 Spring 1st Flo
Woldring Robert Rr 1
Zielinski Linda 1846 Howard St
Pittsburgh Pa 15201
A Phillips Msw Acco PO Box 40175
Add Evil Productions Llc 141 41st St Suite 204
Addison Jessie 982 Oranmore St
Aim Albert Elovitz Inc 3001 Penn Ave
Alexander Robert Alexander Sally 5427 Mccandless St
Anna Monahan 5239 Kent Way
Armenti Angelo 3453 Ligonier St
Barbour Chas W Estate 123 40th St
Barone Vera 3040 Liberty Ave
Bauer John W Jr Educational Trst Of CO John W Bauer 5335 Butler St
Bennett Russell 982 Oranmore St
Bennett Toney H 1311 Franklin Ave
Benson Joyce D Estate Of 211 Schenley Manor Dr
Bose Beverly N 957 Girder St
Bostwick Christopher 1544 Woodbine St
Broderick Florence Estate 3635 Liberty Ave
Brunner William C 150a 44th St
Casimira Clark 1123 Mccabe St
Catholic Youth Assoc Pbgh Attn: Sfsp Claim Payment 286 Main St
Check Ann 4521 Stanton Ave
Check Stephen 4521 Stanton Ave
Cieply Mary Jane 129 Mccandless Ave
Citizens Bank 2900 Sassafras Way
Citizens Bank Field Hp Pay For Performance Prgm
Clark Etta S 300 Fisk St Canterbury Pla
Cleancare PO Box 40330
Cohen Jordan A 1418 Simona Dr
Cohen Lonnie 3708 Penn Ave
Cohen Phyllis R 1418 Simona Dr
Cohens Lunnie 3708 Penn Ave
Construction Tool Service Inc 3500 Liberty Ave
Cool Space Indicator Tides Ctr 279 45th St
Davias Joseph R Estate 1215 Pennsylvania Ave Ns
Delp Regina 4209 Post St
Denham Michael P 5315 Carnegie St
Dickinson Eva C 4609 Bancroft
Drozynski Sophie 4209 Post St
Fabec Josephine R Estate Of 5710 Donson Way
Fancher Shirley M 3482 Logonier St
Fletcher Bertha 1133 Fairfield St
Fortunato John B Apt 2 3716 Mintwood St
Franklin Brian S 5173 Stanton Ave
Froehlich Georgia C 1111 Charles St
Fry Catherine C 162 38th St
Futrella Joshua 3815 Cabinet Way
Gannon Edward 5421 Keystone St
Georgia Nancie 5302 Keystone St Apt
Griffiths Edith Ms 5225 Lotus Way
Grill Joseph G 3620 Sardis Way
Gross Sol Jr 91 43rd St Ste 250
Hall Ruth Estate 6004 Butler St
Hein Raymond 3449 Ligonier St
Helmus Todd C 3445 Penn Ave
Hillegass Kerry 5308 Butler St
Hornung Jeff J 3060 Woodland Rd
Huntington Bank 4319 Butler St
January Carrie M 451 44 St Apt 604
Jeffrey Nathaniel Sr Jeffrey Lillie 3057 Penn Ave
Jenkins Emma 6204 Sawyer St
Johnston Marjorie Estate Of 375 44th St
Jones Robert O Est 3008 Penn Ave 1st Fl
Kaminski Ronald P Est 4230 Sherrod St
Kopcsak Catherine A 4213 Butler St
Kral Marian Estate 117 1/2 43rd St
Krall Loretta 230 36th St
Lanatovick Eileen 1700 Patrick Place Apt 108
Lee Kunha 5202 Butler St
Lipinski Robert H 225 Main St
Lipinski Stella C Estate 3543 Butler St
Markuss Mary 5222 Carnegie St
Martin Mary 222 Main St
Materniak Theresa 4603 Plummer St
Maxwell Laverne L 310 Fisk St # 512
Mcbain Rita M 136 46th St
Mcgowen Francis Mr 3523 Penn Ave
Mcgowen Marion E 320 39th St
Mcilvane Donald W 265 46th St Apt 1207
Mcknight Judith 4407 Butler St
Mikulan Robert Estate 3720 Butler St
Moan Edward L 176 47th St
Modzelewski Leonard 5438 Butler St
Monahan Anna M 4107 Selbert
Moskalus Laura 4119 Foster St
Navigator Printing Company Llc 2934 Smallman St
Oconnor Joan A 5425 Carnegie St
Onyeka Obi Doroth Oni 4382 Coleridge St
Ostrowski Helen G Estate 3497 Denny St
Ouin Raymond C Estate Of 4423 Davison St
Peays Gary 4715 Stanton Ct N
Persia Barbara Canterbury Place - Room 101 310 Fisk St
Pijanowski Walter J 4720 Hatfield St Apt 108
Popinski George W Jr Popinski Edithe Q 3435 Denny St
Quast Barbara 5415 Carnegie St
Radovcic Srdjan 2901 Smallman St Apt 5g
Reid Edward B 3718 Butler St
Residential Properties 101 44th St
Ross Clara R 175 Banner Way
Rsv Bancorp Inc 5137 Butler St
Rupp Edward Mr 3346 Penn Ave
Sabol Margaret M 310 Fisk St
Sanders Margaret A 6231 Penn Ave
Schrider Lea A 518 54th
Schrider Leo 518 54th St
Segretti Michaelena Estate 146 43 1 2 St
Shoobi Abdol Aziz 4125 Eden Way
Siman Rudalph Siman Marion 4374 Coleridge St
Smith William C 295 45th St
Sprint Pcs Pto3xc 256 2239th St
St Frances Health Systems 45th St & Penn Ave
St Francis Medical Center 400 45th St
Staudt Joseph T Est Of 4106 Butler St
Stemplews G Estate 32445 St
Stewart Estduane L Sr 207 Main St
Stewart Wilman Stewart Wilma 133 Home St
Strips Edge Inc 3100 Liberty Ave
Thomas Robert M 5170 Butler St
Todd Joan 225 Jefferson St
Tomasovich John Jr 4601 Plummer St
Upsher Curtis Upsher Ruby 4290 Coleridge St
Wellington Pwr Corp 4221 Penn Av
Whittington Johnnie Apt 3 3101 Penn Ave
Wietrzykowski Leonard 6231 Penn Ave
Wilborn Jerrold V 1047 Stanton Tr
Wimmer Inelda E 451 44th St Apt 1010
Zalewski Helen A 265 46th St Apt 2302
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Zenith Supply Co Inc 50 32 St
Zgeb Frank Estate 361 44th St
Zimmerman Helen D Apt 212 230 36th St
Zmenkowski Robert S Zmenkowski Mary H 283 38th
Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Abner Henry Estate 405 Lincoln Ave
Abraham William 841 California Ave 207 841 California Ave
Austin Jean 29 South Bryant Ave
Baldwin Catherine M 301 S Home Ave 604
Bashaar Arthur R Estate 745 Hemlock St
Bauer Charles 10 Clarion Ave
Biondi Ford Inc 475 Ardmore Blvd
Boreman Hugh 309 Camp Horne Rd
Breuer Gwen 937 Jackman Ave Apt 1
Bright Ruth K 7206 Brighton Rd
Brunner Lillian E Estate 651 North Ave
Burton Bernice G Apt 207 50 S Freemont Ave
Casey James A Apt T 300 Union Ave
Chedrick Wilda S Estate Of 131 Spring Ave
Chisholm Dorothy J Est Of 4 Hawley Ave
Coletti Mary Estate 118 Spruce St
Collura Ivy Estate Of 300 Union Ave
Conover Martha P 413 Jacks Run Rd
Convery Dolores M 16 N Fremont Ave Apt 104
Cox Patricia A 624 Hemlock St
Crutcher Carrie O 62 N Harrison Ave
Davis Donald Estate Of 231 South Starr Ave
Didolce Michael D 208 N Sprague Ave
Dougherty Julie A 130 Crawford Ave
Downey James 6 Clarion Ave
Evans Marguerite 17 S Euclid Ave Apt 2
Fields Robert 212 Brighton Apt 10
Fisher Elizabeth 215 Gilliland Pl
Foster Carrie 656 Lincoln Ave
Gerlach Catherine N 8 Penhurst Rd
Grande Mary J Estate Of 6610 Brighton Rd
Gray Marylee S 5 Marie Ave Apt 1
Hannon Virginia M 112 S Bryant Ave
Haupt Melissa A 481 Dawson Ave Apt #306
Hays Charles The Estate 212 Teece Ave
Heim Paul 301 S Home Ave Apt 310
Helmick Robert P Estate 711 Klemont Ave
Heyman William D 102 Maple Ave
Horn Corporation 304 Park Hill Rd
Hull Marilyn Lee 613 Semple Ave
Hutchison Barbara M Est Of 4 Hawley Ave
Jablonovsky Olga D 507 Highland Pl
Jenny Laura B 528 Forest Avest
John Cinicola 4 Kent Rd
Johnston Homer L Johnston Willo E Box 4130
Kane Timothy J 21 New Brighton Rd
Kazy Jennifer L 107 N Euclid Ave
Keir Robert 7220 Church Av 1f
Kistler Ross 252 Allegheny Ave
Kohl Dolores M 413 Jacks Run Rd
Kostef Brian 276 North Balph Ave
Lang Andrew A Jr Cust Lang Jeffrey P 86 Camp Horne Rd
Lotirianos Tony Estate 420 N Chestnut St Apt 404
M S Automotive 396 N Balph Ave
Mcelvany Bessie B 841 California Ave
Mehalick Grace 37 N Bryant Ave Apt 1
Miller Frances B Estate Of C/O Jordan & Pacella 4 Hawley Ave
Miller Larry T C/O Jordan & Pacella 4 Hawley Ave
Miller Raymond C C/O Jordan & Pacella 4 Hawley Ave
Miura Hirokazu 556 Dawson Ave
Muder Robert R 7051 Woodland Ave
Naruns Laimons 9 Banbury Ln
National Real Estate Information Services 100 Beecham Dr
Nelson Lois K 309 California Ave
Noring Leonard P 6696 Schafer Pl
Pirro Kathryn A Apt 306 50 S Fremont Ave
Pross Edwina S 14 Highland Dr
Prusak Thomas 621 City View Ave
Ray Allen G Estate 614 Monroe Ave
Robinson John L 923 California Ave Apt 301
Rooney Helen V Chaize Place Unit 704 923 California Ave
Rotz Angela N 611 Tingley Ave
Rozman Bertha H Estate Of 101 Watkins Ave First Floor
Skiles Estella B 709 Klemont Ave
Taney John L Estate 224 Ctr Ave
Thomas Hazel E 248 S Chestnut St
Trate Nancy L 841 Chester Pike Prospect
Tsakos Irene 19 Hillcrest Dr Apt 1
Wawrzonek Chester M 312 Dickson Ave
Weigand Frances K Estate Of Tiffany Apartments 925 California Ave Apt 414
Weingartner Audrey Ann 228 Elizabeth Ave
Wilhour William Apt 609 1001 New Brighton
Wilson John L 707 Ohio River Blvd Apt 408
Wilson Seanna M 314 Wildflower Ct
Wycoff Wilma B 245 Lincoln Ave Apt 402
Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Almousharj Mohammad Marriott Residence Hall
Ancona Joe 2213 Jane St
Anderegg Bonnie E PO Box 10721
Bell Walter L Est Of Sr 1200 Sarah St
Blooms Florist 3029 Harcum Way
Bradl George Estate 134 Greeley St
Brumbaugh Della Ms 29 S 5th St
Brungo Jeffrey 2302 E Carson St
Bujepe Inc 2305 E Carson St
Ciechanowski Florence P 2117 East Carson St Apt 106
Ciesielski Mary 2519 Jane St
Community Investment Group Ltd 1721 Sidney St
Crapienski Frank 1602 Sarah St
Csajka Sophia 3100 Mission St
Dales Autobody 1059 Arlington Ave
Davis Andrew M 38 Greeley St
Davis Kimisha R 2312 East Carson
Dawgiello Charles 1712 Harcum Way
Dawgiello Edward Estate Of 1715 Harcums Way
Dean Virginia 1706 Sarah St
Denillo Barbara 1810 Baldauf St
Dobrowolski Norma Estate Of 1739 E Carson St 249
Dombrosky Rebecca 2500-A Wharon St
Doyle Christopher M 1509 Muriel St Attn Judy Buchert
Dujmic Richard Dujmic Anna 2708 Sarah St
Duttine Peggy 2850 E Carson St
Dynavox Systems Llc 2100 Wharton St Ste 400
Egler Mary 86 South 17th St
Ellis Bernice K 1334 Sarah St
Epperson Melba 1832 Calistoga St
Fabio Anthony J 1826 Saint Paul St
Fedorek Margaret M 3033 Josephine St
Flecksig Elmer A Flecksig Rita 1827 Wharton St
Fritz Margarett Fritz Marcela 1920 E Carson St
Fritz Peter Att Jeffrey D Held PO Box 42437
George Cupples Concession Stand 930 E Carson St
Goetsch William M 2119 Sidney St
Golden Triangle Radi 2100 Wharton St Suite 140 Radio Information Service
Goldsby Ruth H 719 Arlington Ave
Green Donald F Estate 1707 Jane St
Grey Terry 2804 Sarah St
Hairston Marie 2820 Larkins Way
Haney Margaret C Estate 2917 Josephine St
Holt Girard W 115 S 25th St
Hughes Jason 2503 Carey Way No 2nd
Hunter Etta Estate 104 S 21st St
Jacobs Mary Teresa 711 Bingham St
Jancel Anthony L Jancel Robert A 2306 Sidney St
Japl 811 Carson St
Jesionowski Eleanor 64 S 16th St
Jeter Mary 2202 E Carson St
Johnson Patricia 2117 E Carson St Apt 205
Jones Joann 134 S 12th St
Kim Kye Hyun J 9b Wharton Ct
Kistler Nancy J 1716 Sarah St
Kouknas Paul 01502 E Carson St
Krak Robert M 2919 Mary St
Kurzawski Dennis G Kurzawski Monica A 2117 E Carson St Apt 411
Kurzawski Gilbert Kurzawski A M 2117 East Carson St Apt 411
Kurzawski Monica A Kurzawski Dennis G 2117 E Carson St Apt 411
Kurzawski Monica A Kurzawski Donna A 2117 E Carson St Apt 411
Lee Hee S 121 S 17th St
Lewis Anna M 1311 Bingham St
Lim Hyung Joon 2533-A Wharton St
Lips Charles A 1713 Sarah St
Loeb Robert W 121 William St
Madigan Harry E 171 Pius St Apt 3
Majewski Irene 104 S 21st St
Mamczas Sophia Estate 69 S 17th St
Mancarz Sophie 69 S 17th St
Mccray Randolph A 634 Arlington Av
Mcwilliams Marcell 48 Enon Way
Miller Jennifer 2635 E Carson St Apt 318
Milligan Thelma C C/O K Milligan 5 Pot Metal St
Mitchell Nann 11 Nusser St
Morgan Edith Morgan John 2128 Carey Way
Morning House Llc United American Savings PO Box 42425
Most George D 2117 E Carson St Apt 503
N Y Pizzaiolo Llc 1417 E Carson St
Niemic Walter Estate 94 S 15th St
Nokol Ltd 56 S 12th St
Palumbo Stephen 2250 Mary St Apt #207
Pessoland Mona PO Box 42312
Pessolano Nichole PO Box 42312
Peterson Jason J 147 18th St Apartment 3
Pietrzycki Nellie 2308 Larkins Way
Pitulski Regina M 2117 E Carson St Apt 506
Plumbers Pipe Fitters Local 354 5 Hot Metal St Suit
Pociernicki Gabriella 2524 Josephine St
Rampero Carol Apt 511 2117 E Carson St
Reichert Helen Estate 1409 Clover St
Retetagos Kristine 1925 Jane St
Riedy Mary 2925 Josephine St
Rush John 5 Cologne Flr1
Russell Helen R A 1 Wharton Ct
Rynns Luggage Inc 1922 East Carson St
S P Winovich PO Box 42253
Schaub Raymond J 2311 Larkins Way
Snyder William J 173 S 21st St
Solomon Victor 1 St Thomas St
Soyka Daniel P Soyka Edward 65 S 27th St
Soyka Daniel P Soyka Marie 65 S 27th St
Spanos Demitrios G 803 Arinlgton Ave
Stasik Alice 2528 Larkins Way
Stoltz Joshua 2520-A Wharton St
Sushi Two 2122 Carson St
Tarasoitch Charles Estate 2124 Fox Way
Taylor Ivan Jr 33 C Sidney Ct
Teamster Local 250 15227 3700 South Water St Suite 160
Towells Fargo Home Mortgage 2250 Mary St
Towers Thomas W 1323 Breed St
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Valley Psychology Associates 26 S 28th St Apt 404
Vujnovic Mitar 40 S 29th St
Wendish Anna 1900 S 18th St
Wojdowski Stephen 1415 Bingham St
Wolczko Julius Wolczko Helen 537 E Carson St
Zietak Marguertie V 2117 E Carson St Apt 70
Zullo Charles J Est Of III 1915 Mary St
Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Ames Charles Estate 2749 Glenmawr Ave
Arbuthnot Eleanor 1431 Straka St
Bah Thierno 3060 Merwyn Ave
Ballard Lawrence B 2617 Stafford St
Bamberger Carolyn 307 Oregon St
Bell Larrae 2932 Merwyn St
Brock Lorena 3117 W Carson St Fl L1
Campbell John 319 Stadium St
Cochran John F 3239 Ashlyn St
Crane Jam 3741 Chartiers Ave
Crawley Caroline J 2726 Glasgow St
Davias Joseph R 2727 Merwyn Ave
Davis Joe F Cust 2955 Glenmawr Ave 2
Desarno Angeline F 38 Carver St
Dunhoff Mary 3314 Radcliffe St
Dunhoff William 3314 Radcliffe St
Finch Royal W Jr 3744 Allendale Ci P
Flournay Louvenia 1136 Ellopia St
Graham Dennis M 1417 Orator St
Groom William H Jr Groom Leota 3624 Allendale
Hall Jason 853 Municipal St
Hazlip Luis Jr 2649 Glasgow St
Holler Jean 3137 Landis St
Holmes Richard G 3011 Chartiers Ave
Irvin Richard Estate 2736 Stafford St
Johns William H 612 Hillsboro St Apt 808
Kammermeier Richard 3062 Chartiers Ave
Klasterka Julia A 2764 Glenmawr Ave
Knapp Robert I 3122 Universal St
Kotyuk Mark 738 Fairston St
Mantick Sean T 830 Fairston St Apt 1
Marochi Sara J 933 Chetopa St
Marshall Bobbi Jean 1529 Tyndall St
Maruca Mary J 3739 Mayfair St
Olson Christine CO Parker Hunter 4000 Us Steel Bldg
Omo William 3794 Allendale Cir
Otoole Thomas Estate 2737 Bergman St
Pearson Charlotte 3748 Windgap Ave
Petrovich Valerie L 3832 Windgap Ave
Phillips Calvin Estate 3333 Huxley St
Randolph Farrell 950 Powell Ave
Reed Sameria 2957 Merwyn Ave
Reno John C 3136 Jean St
Robinson Tyra Z 2955 Glenmawr Ave 2
Rowe Crystal 735 Municipal St
Rucker Harry E 612 Hillsboro St Apt 208
Ruff Helen G 2727 Merwyn Ave
Rumain Helen R Estate 2921 Stafford St
Salter Nancy C 3530 Chartiers Ave
Sedigas Donald J 3613 Allendale Cir
Talmadge Brock 3117 W Carson St Fl L1
Troppman Norma G PO Box 4312
Tuszynski William E Estate 2911 Stafford St
Westfall Dorothy M Westfall Roy E 1450 Harlow St
Pittsburgh Pa 15205
1905 Blvd Of The Allies 726 Trumbull Dr
Allebach Joan L 1343 Oxford St Apt 1
American International 5177 Campbell Run Rd
Bannon Ann C 70 W Steuben St Apt 5
Bayer Attn Acctng Bldg 100 Bayer Rd
Bayer Corporation 100 Bayer Rd Bldg 4
Becker Helen J 458 Union Ave
Bell Leoda B C/O Frank Bell 27 Arnold St
Bitzer Arthur R Estate 73 Schley Ave
Bovard Marie M Bovard Anna M 60 Grace St
Bovard William R 2600 Morange Rd St John Vianney Manor
Boynes Jodell J 110 Ingram Ave
Burns & Scalo Roofing Co 22 Rutgers Rd 200
Cain Peggy W 413 Clairtonica St
Callahan Terence 63 Bradford Ave
Campbell Joseph W 25 N Grandview Ave
Carpet Tile Liquidat 4898 Campbellsville Run R
Carson Hazel H 11 Division St
Cbl Capital 240 Bilmar Dr
Chiocca Deborah 49 Walnut St
Chyung Taek 2405 Kenzie Dr
Colella Louise Marc Persic Poa 52 Hawthorne Ave
Connell Gloria J 1454 Keever Ave
Cost Cutters 1905 Park Manor Blvd
Craft Luther 1215 Foster Ave
Craig Regina 10 Schley Ave
Dadey Christine 1132 Dennison View St
Daniels Paul A 9 Clearview Ave B
Derkach Anthony P 51 N Linwood Ave
Din Kar 1859 Brett St
Diocesan Purchasing Comm 508 Pkwy View Dr
Dodick Sandra L 421 Union Ave
Dysert Ruth 103 Poplar St
Electronic Closing S 290 Bilmar Dr
Enterprise Rent A C Loss Control Dept 4489 Campbel
Essig Patricia 1215 Foster Ave Apt 312
Express 100 Robinson Ctr Dr
Eyster Estelee A Eyster John S 40 Tr Dr
Feher Bence 8 Oakwood Rd
Fierst Joan A Joan Fierst 11 Smilax St
Flatley Agnes B Estate 8 Sterrett St
Fujitsu Consulting 4400 Campbells Run Rd
Gardner Isabelle E 9 Promenade St
Gergerich Rosemarie Ms 210 Mueller Ave
Geyer Emil 132 Angena Dr
Gibb James S 721 Beacon Rd
Graham Sam 106 Berry St
Hamilton Anna M 1550 Obey St
Hatley Matt A 3000 Westpointe Dr Apt 312
Hawthorn Suites Hotel 700 Mansfield Ave
Hays Cynthia S 106 Berry St Trlr 31
Hines Janice 911 Woodlow St
Ingram Boro 40 West Prospect Ave
Iron Age Corporation Plz Robinson Ste 400
J B Zamelsky Co Two Robinson Plaza Ste 350
Jakubowski Carl L 190 West Steuben St
Jones Shirley B 1869 Chessland St Apt 18
King Nancy L 12 Warriors Rd
Krueger Carl F Estate Keiner Rd
Krueger Ronald L Estate Rr 5
Kuhn Marie M Estate Of 660 Boyce Rd
Larsen Leonard J 1521 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Lawrence Ann A Esta % Peter Lawrence 86 Woodlawn St
Le Loc V 601 Wingate Dr
Lewandowski Stanley Joan Fierst 11 Smilax St
Lifetouch National S 2121 Noblestown Rd
Magic For Less Trave 210 Noll Ave
Mantel Jesse A The Mall At Robinson 100 Robinson Ctr Dr
Masur Margaret A Estate 1421 Iroquois Dr
Mcconomy Roberta C Mcconomy James H 236 Tech Rd
Mcnany James R 15 Tr Dr
Merkle Ruth W 425 Shadyhill Rd
Murphy Hubert S Estate Of 3377 W Prospect Ave
N Coast Commercial Roofing 250 Bilmar Dr
National Real Estate 100 Beechman
Nreis Va Escrow Account 100 Beecham Dr
Officemax 2201 Park Manor Rd
Pallerla Narisi 925 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Pension Plan Employees O Child Robinson Plaza 3 Ste 4
Petrell Frank V Petrell Mary E 1008 Middletown Rd
Proctor Jack A 59 Schley Ave
Realink Settlement Service Llc 290 Bilmar Dr
Reed Eileen T 140 Angena Dr
Reed Harry C 140 Angena Dr
Reiss Margaret 1227 Harris Ave
Rife Teresa C 501 Fairywood St
Rita Mildred Estate 2655 Ingram
Romosa Inc 2500 Baldwick Rd Suite 280
Roomfull Express 2250 Roswell Dr Suite 1
Roth John J 1210 Pennsbury Blvd
Roth William Estate Of Apt 5 2653 Ctr St
Rt 60 Auto Truck Rep 4220 Steubenville Pike
Sanders William E 316 Scotia St
Sarknas Paul 1152 Pennsbury Blvd 168
Schooley Jack S 4101 Steubenville Pike
Scott Mary 75 Schley Ave
Shemin Nurseries 360 Bilmar Dr
Sizemore Clar PO Box 4574
Smith Kathleen M 22 Hawthorne Ave
Smith Peter M 514 Carriage Cir
Stein Jeffrey 29 Coulter St
Swan Sara W Estate Of 60 E Steuben St
Tendercare Learning Center 200 Cedar Ridge Dr Suite 213
The Great Steak And Potato Co 100 Robinson Ctr
Unisource Information Svcs Llc 100 Beecham Dr
Vip Travel 1525 Park Manor Blvd Dept 114
Visualeyes Inc 1934 Park Manor 508
Volk Mary J 103 Noble Ave
Walman Jacqueline G 87 Berry St
Warner Concetta Apt 605 2440 Baldwick Rd
Wroblewski Edna 190 S Grandview Ave
Wrs Inc 1000 Napor Blvd
Wyke Rena R 241 Tech Rd
Zankel Carol M Estate C/O Carol Sweeney 430 Union Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Abbruzzese Vittoria 6626 Brainard St
Advest Inc Cust 510 South Highland
Albert Irene A Estate 6920 Dicks St
Allen Albenous Estate Of 1023 Lincoln Ave
Anderson M G 235 Renfrew St
Associates In Neurology Of Pg 5750 Centre Ave 100
Ati Inc 5850 Baum Blvd
Axiom Automotvie Technogies 6550 Hamilton Ave
Baily Jennifer W 508 Sheridan Ave
Balkaraningh Debbie 1213 Lincoln
Bar L 419 Emerson St
Barber Kristy C 845 Collins St
Baty Catherine J 6201 Sellers St
Baum Blvd Chrysler Jeep Dodge Inc 5625 Baum Blvd
Beatty Joanne 7122 Butler St
Becohsky Francis 7060 Highland Dr
Bell William L 626 Whittier St
Benson Mildred 1720 Lincoln Ave
Best Feeds Farm Splys Inc 2105 Babcock Blvd
Black Jacsey 255 Shady Ave
Blair Barbara 550 Negley Run Blvd Apt 107
Blair Roosevelt 6015 Penn Mall
Bledsoe Sadie L 5719 Bryant St
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Bonner Margaret 6209 Brd St Apt 1308
Boyd Mrs Hilda B 7020 Wiltsie St
Boyd Timothy 2nd Fl 5807 Wellesley Ave
Bradley Ella 6501 Shetland Ave
Brown Barbara First Floor 330 North Negley Ave
Brown Rose L 219 Emerson St 1st Fl
Brown Wilma 6453 Frankstown Ave
Brynt Lisa 1102 Tensil St
Burke Marie Estate 6615 Shetland Ave
Byrne Julia Estate Of 5300 Stanton Ave
Campbell William 2nd Fl 5807 Wellesley Ave
Carter V 6629 Brainard St
Castell Dorothy J 1200 Montezuma St Rear
Catherine Gribbon Estate 418 N Beatty St
Cbo Medical Assistance Utl 5750 Centre Ave Suite 500
Chapple Rebecca S 401 Shady Ave
Charles Dahlis Charles Frei 5716 Hampton St
Choice Raymond 1621 Lincoln Ave #402
Chvosta William C 1201 N Sheridan Ave
Clemm Richard E 6026 Brd St
Cole Brenda 814 Mellon St #2
Colon Paul 1640 Saw Mill Run Blvd
Cooley Jane M 813 N Sheridan Ave
Copling Larettha N 500 N Negley Ave
Costelli Frank 1200 Montezuma St Rear
Crosby Walter 200 Amber St
De Albert 7331 Baker St
Delascurain Hinojosa Lucia 5701 Centre Ave Essex House Apt 808
Denson Ollie 7221 Butler St
Dhillon Ravinder Apt 31 513 Shady Ave
Eady Sybil 208 Ashley St
Eberhsrt George A Estate 6730 Greenwood St
Edmonds Nathaniel Estate 338 N Aiken Ave
Eichenlaub Carl E Iii 722 1/2 Witherspoon St
El Ganayni Abdel A 5700 Bunker Hill Str Apt 2107
Ellard Myrtice L 6401 Jackson St
Evans David H 1035 N Negley Ave 4
Family Resources 141 S Highland Ave Suite 201
Ferguson Donley Estate 14 Arbor St
Ferguson Robert W 1425 N Highland Ave
Ferns John P Estate 214 S Saint Clair St
Fiore Mary R 506 North Sheridan
Fontanazza Anna Estate 133 Enterprise St
Friedman Abe W Md Pc 5845 Ctr Ave Saul Joseph Silver
Gadson Humphrey 1509 West Moreland Ave
Gadson Humphrey H Gadson Lois L 6605 Deary St
Galiano Frank Mr 707 1/2 Larimer Ave
Garner Shartae M 7107 Wiltsie St
Giammarco Mafelda Estate Of 1230 Duffield St
Giles Henry 515 Spinich Ct
Gillooly Lois E 7235 Butler St
Ging John P Estate 358 S Highland Ave
Gonzalez Laura L 900 Highview St
Gray Geneviev 6504 Shetland Ave
Greenlee Helen S 7164 Ross Gdn Rd
Gregory Fannie 550 Negley Run Blvd
Grier Eleanor For E Roberts Etal Tr 401 Shady Ave
Groomes James F Jr 6290 Auburn St Apt 504
Haenel Cyril Mr 612 N Euclid Ave
Harp Geraldine 6109 Saint Marie St
Harper Mattie 223 Carron
Harris Eloise 1601 Trinity St
Hayes Robert E 1621 Lincoln Ave Apt 414
Hebb Georganna G 219 Emerson St 1st Fl
Herbest Jean B 5630 Callowhill St
Herron Mary M 208 Ashley St
Higgins Robert E 1621 Lincoln Ave Apt 511
Hosey James 305 N Negley Ave Apt 4
Hosey John 305 N Negley Ave Apt 4
Howard Carney 3245 Arlington Ave Third Conversion
Howell Farmer 1032 Chislett St 15206
Hunter Willia 6290 Auburn St Apt 103
Hutner Robert 905 Phislett St
Jemison Lisa M 6601 Frankstown Ave
Jenkins David 510 Lowell St
Jetter Delores 109 N Fairmount St
Johnson Allen 2nd Fl 5807 Wellesley Ave
Johnson Arnold E 3 Dudley Ct
Johnson Neil 5704 Penn Ave Apt W 408
Jones Nikkole D 6228 Sta St
Kapp Bertin 6942 Greenwood St
Kapuria Anuj 5700 Bunkerhill St Apt 204
Kaunanek Sophia Estate 5409 Kincaid St
Kelly Hubert 5401 Penn Ave Apt 2d
Kelly Odward C 7206 Butler St
Kirshenbaum Morris B Kirshenbaum Joy 5701 Centre Ave Apt 311 Essex House
Kislig Paul A 6317 Marchand St
Knapp Helen 1151 N Negley Ave
Kraus Thelma A 5458 Hampton St
KRJ Enterprises Inc PO Box 5392
Kulick Marsha M 260 Emerson St 3
Kurlfink Earl 826 Portland
Kurlfink Mary A Kurlfink John 826 Portland
Lam Minerva 260 Shady Ave Apt 32
Lam Sze Ching M Lam Minerva 260 Shady Ave Apt 32
Lamar Harrison 7219 Joshua St
Lawson Georgia 1621 Lincoln Ave
Lawson King 1621 Lincoln Ave
Leon Maloney Estate 317 Collins Ave
Lewis Gloria 6231 Penn Ave Apt 1508
Lewis Richard Joy Kaufman 6231 Penn Ave Apt 1508
Liberton Vittoria 828 N Sheridan Ave
Lillard Clarence C Apt 208 1621 Lincoln Ave
Lindquist Ida 5532 Wellesley Ave
Luse Nancy A 800 Heberton St
Lydon Ann M 1828 Duffield St
Lydon Patrick J 1828 Duffield St
Lyle Helen I 621 N Euclid Ave
M A Baskind Co PO Box 5368 5150 Baum Blvd
Ma Lisa 325 S Highland Ave
Malone Elizabeth G 1804 Antietam St
Malone Mary M 1804 Antietam St
Marshall Robert 513 Lincoln Ave
Massie Neil Apt K 214 South Highland St
Mastro Anthony 1719 Trinity St
Mastro Anthony 1729 Trinity St
Mazefsky Gertrude T 5700 Centre Ave Apt 316
Mcclain Maurice L 621 N Negley Ave
Mccort Delores M 1337 Grotto St
Mcdonald Della M Apt 1 5502 Stanton Ave
Mcgrady Margaret T 6723 Greenwood St
Mcintyre Thomas Pritchard Dr. 6009 Walnut St Apt
McNamara Florence V 6940 Bishop St
Means Nancy B 1033 Farragut St
Medicine Shoppe 221 S Highland Ave
Meyer James 100 Dennison Ave Townhouse 27
Meyer Janet 5807 Wellesley Ave 1st
Meyers Andrew Thomas 100 Dennison Ave Townhouse 27
Miller Elnora 615 Thompson St
Miller James Apt 1 7056 Apple Ave
Millsteine Gilbert Estate 6459 Stanton Ave
Moreland Juli 550 N Negley Ave
Morris Charlene E, Morris Adam D 6942 Greenwood St
Mullens Charles S Mullens Nannie 7146 Vann Dr
Murphy Kim 943 N Negley Ave
Myers John E 100 Denniston Ave Unit 302
Nakagawa Takumi Nakagawa Hisa 401 Shady Ave Apt A801
Olbum Anne 401 Shady Ave 401d
Otieno Benard 5631 Ripley St
Owens Mary K Estate 7021 Campania St
Paik Soonmyung 5396 Gettysburg St
Palmer Darrell E 219 N Graham St
Palmer Margaret 626 Paulson Ave
Parker Evelyn P 523 Paulson Ave
Patricia Pepe 211 N Whitfield St
Payne Mary F 6290 Auburn St
Perry Maggie L 1522 Westmoreland St
Piet Theodore Estate 7060 Highland Dr
Prior Annie E 317 Mayflower St
Pwono Damien 5817 Callow Hill St
Quiny Marika 14 Fareham Ct
Raffel Edythe M 600 S Highland Ave Apt 302
Ratcliff Temmer 5435 Black St
Ray Margaret 647 Paulson Ave
Reinhardt John J 7020 Wiltsie St
Rental King 6023 Brd St
Richardson Am 6619 Deary St
Richardson Ella G 7165 Ross Gdn Rd
Ricotta Joseph P Ricotta Ricotta 6358 Aurelia St
Roberson Reuben 634 Thompson St
Robert Marshall DBA Ornament 4u Xmas 513 Lincoln Ave
Roberts Jimmie L Jr 6608 Apple Ave
Rose James H Jr 6628 Deary St
Rosenberg Louis 01422 Greystone Dr
Roth Patricia 402 N Highland Ave
Roy Darlene 6617 Brainard St
Royster Mamie B 987 Washington Blvd
Rue Alexandria H 115 N Beatty St
Russo Christine E 1260 Duffield St
Sama Francesca 6626 Brainard St
Sarno Angeline 38 Carver St
Schenk Ruth Apartment 213 5757 Bartlett St
Schroeck Ann T 430 N Negley Ave Apt 309
Schurman Andrew G Schurman Agnes S 6510 Jackson St
Schwartz Raymond 1623 Jancey St
Sciotti Rose 308 Larimer Ave
Scott Clarence R 59 Penn Cir W
Scranton Ryan E 507 Shady Ave Apt B2
Senchisen Joelle C 1005 Heths Ave
Septak Paol 1122 Lemington Ave
Shigeki Ono 401 Shady Ave Apt C302
Shuman D Center 750 Highland Dr
Smith Pauline M 1337 Grotto St
Smith Robert 7123 Tilden St
Sqambati Donald L 6527 Apple Ave
Stadterman Beverly A 1416 N Euclid Ave
Stadterman Beverly A 5620 Elgin Ave
Stalworth Lou 5627 Rippey St Apt A1
Stead Robert D 209 N Negley Ave
Stern Richard 513 Emerson St
Stone Margaret K E 2 6112 Alder St
Strothers Esther 59 Penn Cir W
Sutton Thomas W Sutton Martha O 549 Farlson Sq
Swasey James E 5701 Rippey St
Sweatt Pressley 5807 Wellesley Ave
Sweeny Mary 1229 Jancey St
Szoszorek Jennifer 331 Elysian St
Tate Leonard 259 Shady Ave Apt 202
Taylor Charles R 306 Hastings St
Taylor William 829 N Euclid Ave
Taylors Pest Control 5149 Penn Ave
Teeter Judith 1121 N Highland Ave
Thomas Thomas E 20 Cambria Ct
Thomas Walter E Estate 350 Renfrew St
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Thompson Anna M 5529 Black St
Thorp Margaret 6231 Penn Ave
Trent Elizabe 6622 Deary St
Trischler Pamela 1st Fl 5807 Wellesley Ave
Tristate Benefit Solution Fee Basis 7180 Highland Dr
Tucker Harry 245 Carver St
Twegbe Janet 7175 Highland Dr
Twigg Lillie M Apt 1901 6231 Penn Ave
Urbaitis Elizabeth Ann 558 N Sheridan Ave
Vales Mary 402 N Highland Ave
Viglietta Anthony PO Box 5013
Vollmer Carl 6705 Reynolds St
Wagner Harry J Wagner Ida H 401 Shady Ave
Wallace Genevieve 6521 Shetland Ave
Wheeler Lilly M 5719 Bryant St
Whitehead Fra 224 Carver St
Whithead Fran 224 Carver St
Williams Edward 1344 Pointview St
Williams Estella 1543 Lincoln Ave
Williams Will 400 N Aiken Ave
Wilson Jr Har Jr 1592 Lincoln Ave
Wilson Marie W 6535 Meadow St
Wray Hayman 6563 Odessa Pl
Yezioro Abraham 5700 Centre Ave Apt 1009
Yuille Leroy 1314 Oakdene St
Zimba Daoid 1853 Chestnut St
Zryd Dorothy 200 Amber St
Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Bawmaster Kathleen Estate 124 Mansion St
Bolitho Ruth J 5160 Gloster St
Boyle John J Boyle Helen 4019 Lydia St
Brasso Shirley M 200 Renova St
Calabrese Helen M 526 Greenfield Ave
Carter Sydney PO Box 5581
Cashi Frank 300 Naomi Dr
Christi Barbara 5706 Halchess St
Craig Candy 289 Baldwin Rd Apt 1
Delong Harold B 5229 Gertrude St
Delta Beta House Corporation CO R Romero 4021 Winterburn Ave
Dinardo Lawrence V 4121 Bristol St
Dithomas Christina F 4929 Gertrude St
Dunnett Margaret Est 136 Tecumsch St
Elash John 4231 Gladstone St 605
Emanuel Marie 5150 Chaplain Way
Fonzi Zilda A 78 Cust St
Fonzi Zilda Ann Estate Of 78 Cust St
Fuller Milwau 5411 2nd Ave
Gallucci Rocco M 5313 Halchess St
Gibson Lothar 4632 Chatsworth St
Goins Sallie 945 Roselle Ct
Hamlett Fletc 214 Flowers Ave
Hamm Shannon 644 Mifflin Rd Apt 3
Hart Alice 7 Tecumseh St
Hazelwood Development Corp 5014 Ladora Way
Hoffman Calvin Mr 326 Winston St
Horgan Timothy J Jr 213 Elizaeth St
Hutchison Adeline Ms 5110 Lytle St
Hydeck Anna M 5105 Glenwood Ave
Jackson Earl W 117 Tipton St Hazelwood
Jones Earl V Sr 5014 Ladora Way
Joseph Saunde 234 Mansion St
Kennedy Marie H 4134 Stanley St
Kopp James R Kopp Betty 200 E Elizabeth St Apt 7
Krall Agnes C 507 Saline St
Kundrat Paul 1182 Leaside Dr
Kwiatkowski H 87 Bigelow St
Laih Rose Ms 34 Acorn St
Lannis John 5824 Lauder St
Lemme Mildred Estate Of 5334 Cox Ave
Luxbacher G C 5030 Cir Ave
Mcallister John T Mcallister Joseph 4125 Lydia St
Mccarrell Wilbert A 945 Roselle Ct Apt 807
Mcnulty Daniel M 581 Calera St
Melzer Clara 317 Doerville
Meyers Robert 210 W Elizabeth St
Miles Tommie 4836 Nansen St
Miller Helen Apt 201 111 Tecumseh St
Miller Unitey A 4332 Gladstone St
Morgenstern James 5010 Interboro Ave
Morrison Michael I 5278 Second Ave
Obringer Peter R 778 Baldwin Rd
Orth John 622 Calera
Paige Mary 5115 Blair St
Perkins Carolyn M Estate 4670 Sylvan Ave
Pison Mary Ms 5422 Sunnyside St
Polyak Helen Estate 4224 Shields St
Reihl Emma 7 Tecumseh St
Reno Clara Ms 320 Saline St
Richardson Ollie S 531 Greenfield Ave
Robb Howard C 4320 Bristol St
Shaw Elda Rae 111 Tecumseh St Apt 613
Simpson Pauline 1230 Rodgers St
Simpson Samuel A 1230 Rodgers Stret
Smith Elizabeth 449 Kilbourne St
Snoddy Francis 5014 Glenwood Ave
Spangenberg Walt Estate 1119 Lindberg Ave
Stefanyszyn Rose 1125 Stock St
Stelly Michael 416 Susanna Ct
Sterner Patricia 4145 Stanley St
Story Sara M Estate 1036 Roselle Ct
Sulliva Mary L Estate 4461 Gladstone St
Thome Rose Anna 155 Hazelwood Ave
Todd William John 5613 Fredanna St
Watkins Steven 809 Johnston Ave
Weister Emma L 955 Rivermond Dr
White Maggie M 123 Tipton St Apt 2
Whittaker William L 571 Alger St
Woods Donald L Estate 582 Hazelwood Ave
Yannitto Mario R 4940 2nd Ave
Zeher Sandra A 3919 Coleman St
Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Ardolino Donato 7056 Meade Pl
Armstrong Leo 301 Fram St
Barber Hattie 7911 Tioga St
Beal Eric Robert Beal Frank S Jr 528 S Murtland St
Beardsley Annabelle C 6846 Thomas Boulevrd
Bell Evelyn Estate 6910 Kelly St
Belle Clomell 7729 Kelly St
Blye Ralph W Blye Thelma 1167 N Wheeler St
Bowe Inez M 316 7130 Frankstown Ave
Bradford Lee Anna 7051 Bennett St
Brean Richard Cust Brean Molly 300 Leroi St
Bresnay Steve 6680 Frankstown Ave
Brevard Eunice 6928 Thomas Blvd
Brown Anthony Lewis 208 North Homewood Ave
Brown Doretha Apt 5 7301 Hamilton
Brown Rose L 6918 Fifth Ave
Campbell Mazine 7257 Kedron St
Coll Pearl 7456 Penfield Ct
Connolly Martin 582 Bergen Ave
Countz George Estate Of 7313 Tioga St
Craig Richard 825 Inwood St
Dan Stinson 7032 Frankstown Ave
Davis Alvin C Davis Sadye B 7321 Race St
Detre Thomas P 6957 Reynolds St
Ebony Enterprises 7917 Tacoma St Suite B
Elliott Clarence 7020 Mount Vernon St
Ellsworth Avenue Corporation 6926 Rosewood St
Epps Jim 7441 Tioga St
Fleckenstein Matthew Fleckenstein Lynn E 6925 Reynolds St
Fox Torrence 809 N Braddock Ave
Galloway Jacqueline 6928 Thomas Blvd
Gilbert Blannie E 7514 Bennett St
Graham Ella M 6935 Frankstown Ave Apt 317
Graham Gertrude 7509 Bennett St
Guinn Major L 7022 Kedron St
Hammond Nellie G Estate Of 7118 Bennett St
Harrity Emmanuel P 6916 Kedron St
Headen Eldora 1030 Mohler St
Hebb Georgia G 6918 Fifth Ave
Heh Raymond P Estate 7111 Jonathan Pl
Henderson Ger 7509 Bennett St
Henry Martha C O Dorothy Randolph 7121 Kedron St
Hill Zatella 7321 Montcello St
Hoffman Natalie 111 S Linden Ave
Holiday William Thomas Estate 531 Oakwood St
Howe Carolyn J Estate 7422 Race St
Hudson Mirrio 610 N Homewood Ave
Ismaeli Hudhaifa 6912 Bennett St
Jackson Mary L Jackson Paul 7449 Hermitage St
Johnson Alvin 1047 Brushton Ave
Johnson Amy 423 Bucknell St
Johnson Gloria 7059 Chaucer St
Jones Claude J Jones Jayne M 1313 N Murtland Ave
Kaiserman Jeffrey 504 Lloyd St
King Jacquelyn D Estate 7303 Idlewild St
Knott Allen Estate 109 Conover Rd
Lane Jillanna Lane Kevin 6805 Penn Ave 5
Lane Terra Renie 7825 Kelly St
Lane Tiffany Rose 7825 Kelly St
Lemmon Bertha I 7705 Hamilton Ave
Lengyel Bridget 721 Oakwood St
Lewis William 6952 Kelly St
Martin Christine Apt 104 7130 Frankstown Ave
Martin Janie 7151 Kedron St
Mason Delores 7333 Hermitage St
Mays Shyrome 7720 Hamilton Ave
Mcfalls Dorothy G 7143 Bennett St
Meier Christina A 7508 Susquehanna St
Moorer Blanche 7941 Tacoma St
Morse Sara Admin Of Estate Of CO M Morse 7518 Kelly St
Mosby Edward 847 Inwood St
Moye Bella 6952 Frankstown Ave
Murphy James Estate 7214 Upland St
Orell Blake Jr 7245 Bennet St 39
Packer Albert C 7038 Reynolds St
Parker Elaine 7349 Bennett St 3rd Floor
Parrish Matilda 7915 Tioga St
Patterson Monifa 7451 Monecello St
Patton Corinne F Patton George D 320 S Lexington Ave
Pearson Katie 7301 Race St
Perdue Hazel 333 Hale St
Pho Michael 6818 Thomas Blvd
Powell Gertrude H 7739 Kelly St
Radbord Ruth R 6808 Linden Ln
Rundle Katrinia L 6724 Thomas Blvd
Samuels Francis J 7207 Race St
Schaffer Melvin J Estate 7305 Fleury Way
Scott Victor 6939 Penn Ave
Shaffer Clarence E Shaffer Ethel L 7034 Hamilton Ave
Sharek Catherine 6748 Juniata Pl
Simmons Eula 7030 Kelly St Apt 503
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Smith Kenneth M 6525 Deary St
Smith Richard R Smith Hulda 603 Sterrett
Smith Tameka 7506 Tioga St
Snider Ronald J 6915 1/2 Mcpherson Blvd
Solomon Elmer M Solomon Rose M 209 Carnegie Place
Stahl Freda 145 Penrose Dr
Stinson Dan 7032 Frankstown Ave
Stinson Mary 7032 Frankstown Ave
Sumner W Youn 7721 Baxter St
Taylor Karron 7826 Kelly St
Thomas Elijah Jr Thomas Shirley M 6910 Kelly St
Tomberlin Sarah V Estate 7322 Idlewild St
Totten Rita B 6951 Rosewood St
Urquhart Ruby 6920 Bennett St
Vardiman Synovia 7030 Kelly St Apt 1203
Walker Willie Mae 7216 Kedron St
Walls Helena 7108 Chaucer St
Watkins David 7104 Upland St
White Margaret N 7024 Mount Vernon St
Williams Agne 6814 Frankstown Ave
Williams Charles 7636 Hamilton Ave
Williams Louis P Jr Williams Elizabeth 7021 Kedron St
Williams Michele 7301 Susquehanna St
Williams Penix 1203 Pine Ridge St
Wilson Doswell 7804 Kelly
Wingfield Robert Wingfield Ray 7022 Hamilton Ave
Winters Christine R 7508 Susquehanna St
Woodrow Irene 7642 Hamilton
Wray Aaron Est 7338 Idlewild St
Wright Sarah 7486 Race St
Wynn Leroy Jr 6780 5th Ave Apt 112
Young Nannie 7911 Tioga St
Zumoff Jennifer CO Steven Zumoff 200 Lingrove Pl
Pittsburgh Pa 15209
8514 Om Shiva Ent 1329 Babcock Blvd
Al Shahery Omar 176 Wynne Ave
Bahndorf Fred Estate 2819 William St
Bartek Gertrude B 132 Danube Dr
Bolek Margaret R Estate Of 149 Evergreen Ave
Brie Anna 109 Hilgor St
Brown Catherine 112 Donald Ave
Burgard Rose 112 Donald Ave
Burgunder Cath Estate 804 Wible Run Rd
Byrne Robert C Estate 550 Grant Ave
Byrnes Rosemary Apt 602 98 Hawthorne Rd
Capital Bank 146 Wynne St
Caprino Melina 2015 Babcock Blvd
Cook Christopher Palmer Cook Elizah Henry 6 Glen Dr
Costic Mary Alice Costic Thomas J PO Box 5826
Doloughty Joh 3031 Meyeridge Rd
Frank Rebecca A 200 Sample St
Gaven Industries Inc 317 Stanton Ave
Grusch Julie M 207 Friday Rd
Grybel Eugenia Estate Of 107 Riverhts Dr
Guentner Patricia 92a Locust Ridge Dr
Hamilton Edward 300 Soose Rd
Hock Emily 421 Stanton Ave
Irvin Madison Acton Irvin Dana C/O Dana Acton 110 Westwood Ave
Irwin Terry 1097 North Ave Apt 112 Apt 112
Jackson Helen L 423 Winterset Dr
Kohl Ruth Estate 198 Meade St
Krohe Marlene E 238 Maryland Ave
Ledergerber Frank W Apt 106 614 Lincoln Ave
Luchansky Benjamin R 81 Fenway Rd
Lunz Ottilia M 185 Elbe Dr
Mccrackan Ruth I 45 Hts Dr
Mcguire John D 3225 Trenton Av
Meisel Rose Marie Estate 1125 North Ave
Milliken Kenneth P 87a Locust Ridge Dr
Muenz Alex F 879 Reserve St
Olson Edith E 305 North Ave
Palese Anna R 239 Soose Rd
Reppas Serafim N 7318 Gena Ct
Robinson Ronald D 1119 Evergreen Ave 1st Fl
Robninson Christine M 1119 Evergreen Ave 1st Fl
Ross & Kennedy Corp 1610 Babcock Blvd
Schneider Est Richard D 131 Clara St
Stahlman Brianna 312 North Ave
State Farm Insurance 53 Hts Dr
Stephenson Michael E 2110 Babcock Blvd
Ulrich Franklin 305 North Ave
Vidt Gladys M 1503 Evergreen Ave
Vulakovich Charles 147 Grant Ave 2nd Flr
Wolf Margie A 76 Wible Run Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Adams Towanda 940 Lillian St
All Star Limousine CO Louis Weiner 910 Brownsville Rd
Allentown Diagnostics 701 703 E Warrington Ave
Anderson Grace J 410 Giffin Ave
Andrews Perry J PO Box 59265
Andrews Suzanne 2129 Brownsville Rd 1l
Austin Ronald D Estate Of 113 Ormsby Ave
Balistreri Josephine 1331 Nobles Ln
Bankers Trust Company 140 Bausman St
Beck Calvin 431 Jucunda St
Bell Jennie T 306 E Agnew Ave
Berardi Jennie 164 Penn Ave
Boylan Mildred 806 Montooth St
Brown Elizabe 229 Climax St
Bruce Lisa D 2322 Spring St
Buechel Francis G 605 Parkwood Rd
Bvj 1641 Saw Mill Run Blvd
Carr Alfred J 4 Renwick St
Cauley Irma J 114 Chalfont St
Cindric Mary A 303 Clover St
Clark Ida Estate Of CO Maurice Clark 306 Chalfont St
Conti Mary S Estate Of 424 Overbrook Boule
Cooper Grace E 310 Loyal
Cowan David T 1942 Lucina Ave
Daetrvyler Albert 124 Cologne St
Damas Christ 150 E Woodford Ave
Daniels Edna R 809 Eldora Place
Darick Tina M 114 Poplar Grove
Dauk Anna M 2941 Devlin St
Deiulus Matilda 815 Fulton Pl
Demczak Helen L Estate 151 Eiler Ave
Dibernardo Angelo 255 Boggston Ave
Dixon Frances M 606 Industry St
Donovan Marie Estate 824 Excelsior St
Doran Yvette Findley 132 Charles St Basement
Dorn Lillian C 1 Amanda Ave
Duke Jeanne 107 East Agnew Ave
Dusch Lenore J 232 Mckinley Ave
Eberhardt Marla A 215 Zara St
Eckert Albert F 126 Santron Ave
Edwards Charles 2227 Walton Ave
Edwards Dorothy P 2227 Walton Ave Apt 6n
Extreme Delivery 1725 Hallowell St
Farer John F Farer Grace 839 Freeland St
Farrington Margaret 327 Church Ave
Ferguson Martha E Ferguson John E 347 Copperfield Ave
Fischer Robert J Estate 312 Felmeth St
Forster Ruth R 155 Wynoka St
Frauens Agnes P 242 Anthony St
Freehling Dana 3145 Cordell Place Apt 595
Fuchs Milton A Estate 416 Conniston Ave
Garcia Alicia C 241 E Agnew Ave
Goldinger Donna M 329 Parkfield St
Golebiewski Donald 332 Moore Ave
Goresch Edward J 134 Locust St
Gottus Ella 616 Delmont Ave
Groesch Marie H 134 Locust St
Haenze Karen A 123 Ormsby Ave 1
Hector Annie 712 Taft Ave
Heinzel Dorothy Estate 329 Anthony St
Hennel Mary 357 Linnview Ave
Heppenstall Samuel B Jr 2315 Arlington Ave
Hinkle Helen Estate Of 119 East Woodford Ave
Hodgson Carrie A 2117 Brownsville Rd Apt 13c
Hughes Debra Y 424 Alice St
Huttenhauer Glenn 131 Wynoka St
Impellicceiri Domenic 135 Locust St
Irwin Harry Estate 244 Suncrest St
Jackson Emily Jean Jackson Daniel E 950 Industry St Apt 1
James Beaumont Estate 315 Freeland St
Jenkins Cheryl L 904 E Warrington Ave
Jeter Frankie 910 Fisher St
Johnson Jeanette D Johnson Allen 1602 Fiat
JP Stieg Plumbing 16 Garrick Ave
Keenan Frank L Keenan Vilma G 425 Parklow St
Kelly Thomas M 1942 Lucina Ave
Kramer Rose M Estate 1934 Westmont Ave
Kraus James D 719 Eureka St
Krear William 600 Overbrook Blvd
Kress Sylveste 2300 Cobden St
Kristich Peter J 2036 Redrose Ave
Kuchnicki Cornelia Estate Of 2332 Valera Ave
Kuntz Denise 106 The Boulavard Apt 7
Laodman Eleanora Estate 171 Ormsby Ave
Leddy James P 2414 Glenroy St
Lee Earl J Estate 154 Parkfield St
Lewis Helen 116 West Meyers Ave
Lindberg Rose 1511 Saint Patrick St
Lipinski Dorothy J 313 Rinne St 1
Lonergan Lillian 113 Newett St
Lopez Mark 139 Ormsby Ave
Love Brian 305 Bausman St
Lowery Valyn L 201 The Blvd
Lowrey James B Lowrey Grace 2115 Arlington Ave
Lucas James 207 Michigan St
Manago Elizabeth 110 Sylvania Ave
Marlatt Blanche M Marlatt Roy W 3217 Arlington Ave
Marshall Anneliese M 114 East Agnew Ave
Marshall Cecelia P 107 East Agnew Ave
Mason Laura F 114 Sylvania Ave
Mccormick James J 2351 Brownsville Rd
Mcginnis Joseph Estate 323 Rochelle St
Mckay Thomas 420 Cedarhurst St
Mclaughlin Charles 1 Helen Way
Mcnally Mary C 2129 Brownsville Rd Apt 3e
Meussner Lorraine H 124 Fitler St
Milan Mary 119 Brownsville
Mildred Prendergast 1511 Saint Patrick St
Miller Evelyn 423 Walnut St
Modrak Rose M 119 Brownsville
Morales Seazen S 2237 Brownsville Flr 1
Neill Edwin E 2232 Yale Dr
Neris Lithuanian Dance Group 321 Conniston Ave
Nugent Timothy 334 Mountain St
Oberer William J 306 Walter Ave
Ofchinick Mary 2246 Westmont Ave
Pasquinelli Joyce M 167 Bodes Ave
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Patton Joseph 856 Estella Ave
Pavan Lillian 2365 Valera Ave
Phillips Stella R 207 Moore Ave
Pistorius Frances 600 Overbrook Blvd
Pollard Aaron D 118 Schuchert St
Ponte Catherine 2019 Arlington Ave
Price Wilma M 2211 Arlington Ave
Pullen Debbie 1914 Brownsville
Ratay Francis 2434 Brownsville Rd
Recker Josephine 2325 Brownsville Rd
Reed Betty D 338 Loyal Way
Reifman Gary CO D Saunders Reifman 412 Zara St
Richardson William M Richardson Ruth D 315 Arabella St
Rigby Darlene M 216 E Agnew Ave
Rosenberger Cecelia 2019 Arlington Ave
Roth Eliz H Estate 1006 Wingate St
Roth Mary Estate 2408 Eiler Ave
Rothhaar Bruce L Rothhaar Helen V 422 Ottilla St
Rozzo Bartholamew A Rozzo Anna 125 Beltzhoover
Russell Judith M 38 Winnecliffe Dr
Rutherford Joseph S 108 Reifert St
Sable Chevrolet 910 Brownsville Rd
Schaffer Isabelle B 116 West Meyers Ave
Schlachter Rose M Estate Of 1636 Oakhurst St
Scott Jennifer E 317 Church Ave
Seder Sophie 110 Amanda Ave
Seigel Meighan S 226 Hornaday Rd
Shannon Ricardo 137 Industry St
Skrzydlewski Stanley G C O C Walsh 718 Brownsville Rd
Slawienic John Estate 241 Freeland St
Sonnys Place 307 Shiloh St
Speece Thelma K 2439 Brownsville Rd
Talak Janet L 179 Saint Joseph St
Tate Minnie 513 Chalfont St
Theldseda Schultz Estate 2037 Westmont Ave
Thomas Edward 222 Mountain
Thomas Lawrence 313 Clover St
Thornton Larry 116 Locust St
Tomasits Brigitte R Tomasits James R 710 Schulen St
Tyler Lucy M PO Box 59014
Urban Phyllis 2444 Edgar St
Vereb Joseph V Vereb Helen V 234 Jucunda
Warren Jan 113 Ormsby Ave #105
Washington Earl 19 Curtin Ave
Welsh Eliz Estate 1962 Waite St
Whiteside Robert 1722 Brownsville Rd
Wilmes Howard J Wilmes Mary G 1712 Amanda St
Wilson Audrey 811 Gearing Ave
Witherspoon Morgan L Sr 518 Taft Ave
Wolf Howard C 1804 Mt Joseph St
Woter Mary G Woter Anne 309 Flack St
Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Albertson Mary F Estate 609 Griffin St
Aloe William B Jr Aloe Antoinetta 346 Bailey Ave
Bobak John 119 Olympia St
Boyle James E 254 Republic St
Bratz Maurice L Bratz Vera M 335 Augusta St
Brehm Jacob Estate 301 Shaler St
Burick Frederick 420 Kathleen St
Cellurale Ann 323 Kambach St
Chirum Ann O 244 Paul St
Christopher Cynthia 31 Natchez St
Chrysler Financial Corp 131 West Sycamore St
Clark Elizabeth 422 Natchez St
Cook Francis H Jr 206 Hallock St
Day Travis M 430 Boggs Ave
Demski Richard E 103 Craighead St
Despert Dorothy M Despert Henry A 524 Grace St
Dipaolo William Estate PO Box 60146
Dudes Place 205 Boggs Ave
Erkard Andrea 438 Oneida St 1
Felber Harold K 26 Simms St
Finc Investment Club CO Steven G Mcintyre 411 Eureka St
Fisher Ralph B 2221 Harrison Ave
Foley Ella Estate 250 Lelia St
Ford Donald Sr 58 Craighead St
Forster Elva M 809 Grandview Ave
Gray Marion R 813 Virginia Ave
Gregg William J Estate 57 Greenbush St
Harp Verrena C 417 Kathleen St Apt 2
Hunt Gertrude M 314 W Sycamore St
Jackson Leroy Estate 440 Bailey Ave
Juba Ann Est Of 1700 Grandview Ave Apt 402
Keeley Thomas P Estate 144 Merrimac St
Kostors Catherine Kostors Donald E 11 Boggs Ave
Lanfer Mary D Estate 228 Meridan St
Latsko Julia 332 Grace St
Lauderbaugh Mary 72 Dilworth
Lawry Catherine Ms 116 Kearsarge St
Lengyel Irene Estate Of 120 Boggs Ave A 809
Lupko Theresa 435 Eureka St
Malloy Bertha R 407 W Sycamore St
Maloney James J Apt 910 120 Boggs Ave
Mathison Stephen L 416 Iberia St
Maxwell David S 627 Olympia Rd
Mcclain William T Estate 207 Southern Ave Apt
Mcclellan Margaret M 5 Grandview Ave Apt 306
Mcvay John 131 Shiloh St
Merkle James F Estate 114 Kenova St
Miles Jeanne L 45 Cushman St
Mt Washington Sunoco 1 Virginia Ave
Naugle Elizabeth E 536 Grandview Ave
Neiderhiser Tiffany 409 Ruxton St
Newton Janine C CO J Catherine Newton In 6 Boggs Ave
Oliveri Geraldo Estate 176 Southern Ave
Quarella Danae 460 Bailey Ave Fl 1
Radcliffe Gerald E CO Pam Dunn PO Box 6056
Rangos John G Sr 1 Trimont Ln Apt 2200a
Reardon Margaret M 216 Albert St
Reardon Margaret M 245 Lelia St
Reinard Justin K 131 West Sycamore St
Richardson William M 183 Southern Ave
Robert Truver Estate 19 Natchez St
Roquas Richard M 11 Gaskell St
Rywak Katherine 72 Dilworth
Schwab James Estate 1707 Greenleaf St
Sehgal Sheen 1 Trimont Ln Apt No 2500a
Shanahan Robert J Estate 361 Woodruff St
Smith James 415 Bigham St Apt 36
Stone Louisa A 216 Olympia St
Switalski Raymond S Trimont Plaza Suite 230 1301 Grandview Ave
Tartan Burcin F 1 Trimont Ln 501p
Thomas Judith S 111 Grandview Ave
Till Julius Till Millie 63 Ruth St
Verno Phillip P Estate 211 Sweetbriar St Apt 203
Weichler Tammy A 131 Amabell St 1
Wilmot Martha 45 Cushman St
Wilson Kenneth E Wilson Jean 313 Edith St
Yeager Maria 309 Belonda St
Ziesenheim Cydney 526 Bigham St
Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Afl Automotive PO Box 223162
Alfonsi Eula 601 Pressley St Apt 1518
Allegheny Commons Ap 255 E Ohio St Ofc
Alston Alonza M 2404 Mexico St Apt 306
Aluminum Co Of Amer Master Trust Ttee 201 Isabella St
Arc House Inc PO Box 6122
Archey Harold 1154 Brabec St
Bajzek Michael Mr 1524 Monterey St
Baltos Thomas R 3561 Elmhurst St
Baluch Donald 1111 Island Ave
Batista Santos 849 Suismon St
Bc And Bs Of Pa PO Box 1210
Benaouda Sofiane 24 Bly St
Bevilacoua Jean 23 3rd St
Bittner Sophia 1958 Lowrie St
Blackbird Condo Assoc Douglas Valentine 30 Isabella St
Blain Ida L 1235 Yetta Av Apt 206
Blanton Dorothy 1241 Sigel St
Boburczak Dmytro 2019 Veronica St
Boburczak Wasyl 211113 E Beckert Ave
Boulware Bert 1717 Brighton Pl
Boulware Bertha 1717 Brighton Pl
Bowers Carol M 3710 Atkins St
Brooks Eilliam R 102 Alpine Ave
Brown Eddie C/O M Mccoy 1322 Arch St
Brown Excell 1524 Monterey St
Brown Pierre L 505 Alpine Ave
Brown Sarah 1524 Monterey St
Brown Teria L 1701 Belleau Dr Apt 98
Bynum Michele Renee 1407 Buena Vista St
C J Systems Aviation 57 Allegheny Ctr Ml Airport
Callio Vera A Callio Gerald 3439 Mcclure Ave
Carothers Charlotte 3101 Wadlow St
Carpenter William 3527 California Ave
Carson Kara M U20 32 Rostock St
Casilio Angeline 3741 California Ave
Chisholm Judith 1524 Termon Ave
Chraska Leo J 213 Joyce Dr
Christian Home Healthcare Corp 801 Vinial St Suite 203
Clays Restaurant Andbar 1900 St Ives St
Coffer Oliver Jr Coffer Oliver Sr 1205 Palo Alto St
Concenta Intergrated 505 Martindale St 2nd Floor
Concerta Integrated Service 503 Martindale St
Continental Broadband Inc Two Allegheny Ctr 10th Floor Suite 1000
Cooper Shaun 5268 Beeler Ave
Cordice Julian J 3328 Gass Ave
Crenshaw Elle 1507 Brighton Pl
Crenshaw Ellen 2170 Rhine St
Crowley Mary 401 W Jefferson St
Csakvary Felicitas V 3622 Mexico St
Czapko Paul Estate 1317 Jawett St
Dambrosia Angela 521 Jacksonia St
Dameron Dorothy M Dameron Laroy A 1605 Wicklines Ln
Davis Sherry 225 Carrington St
Deeds Dona Rae 1446 Firth St
Del Monte Corporation C/O C Frasca 1075 Progress St
Dellar Zachary C 619 Tripoli St Floor 2
Delores Miller Estate 50 Davis Row
Denny James 1338 Goettman St
Deutsch Bank National Tr Co 116 Allegheny Ctr Mall
Dey James Estate 3158 Mount Hope Rd
Dietz Adam L 1023 Peralta St
Dimperfield W 49 Rostock St
Donahoe Tom 300 Stadium Cir
Donahue Agnes M 58 Luella St
Douthett Roy F 418 Suismon St
Dowdy Paul C 2552 Straubs
Dwojakowski Rose Ms 3707 Parviss St
Edmonds Matilda M 406 Alpine Ave
Elnora Bonstinge Estate 1337 Lowrie St
Elwell Tyler 3617 Laird St
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Equitable Resources 200 Allegheny Ctr Mall
Evans James 150 Allegheny Ctr Mall
Farmer Paul D 1900 Spring Gdn Ave
Favers Gwendolyn Estate 1617 Federal St
Fedorchak Marston C 1704 Brighton P
Feeling David 1508 Brighton Rd
Ferguson Bett 1604 Buena Vista St
Field Desmoine 1730 Buena Vista St
Finnerty Mary 3157 Shadeland Ave
Fischer Richard P PO Box 6385
Fisher Mary Ms 1226 High St
Fowler Ruth M Estate 1930 Melvina St
Fox Thelma R Apt 204 1500 Brighton Place
Frey Freda M 3208 Lecky Ave
Fulmer Willam W 1400 Federal St
Gajewski Evelyn Estate Of 1803 Fairlee St
Gandy Sam 3570 Brighton Rd
Garcia Oscar 710 Cedar Ave
Gaworski Florence Est 1324 Ingham St
Geiger Virginia 1813 Bader St
General Refractories Co 1 North Shore Ctr
Gerst Robert 954 Haslage Ave
Gibson Leon 3449 Mcclure Ave
Glasso Lena 1006 Middle St
Gontz John 846 Tripoli St
Gonzalez Ramona H Estate 1226 Sherman Ave
Graziano Rose T 3448 Brighton Rd
Gutkecht Robert 160 Henderson St
Habegger Frederic Jr 1200 Veto
Hagler Ethel 710 West North Ave Apt 206
Hardway Berth 1301 Spring Gdn Ave
Heard Annie Lou 813 Peralta St 1
Hellmuth Carl 1276 Benton Ave
Herndon William Estate Of 2214 Lappe Ln
Hill Miranda L 1243 Buena Vista St
Holtz Janet 606 North Taylor Ave
Hughes Stacey 2123 Lappe Ln
Hunkle Theodore 928 Spring G Ave
Hunter William R PO Box 6284
Imaging Assoc Of Greater PittsburghMon Valley Transcomp Suite B 407a 800 Vinial St
Ito Ryotaro C418 300 Heinz St
John Junecko Estate 839 Grand Ave
Jones Ronald Allen 533 Avery St C/O E E Krapp
Jost Edward J 836 Phineas St
Judge Elizabeth H Estate 810 Concord St
Kadiatou Kalissa C/O Halco Mining 201 Isabella St
Kamyk Louise 2710 Houston St
Kasunich Joseph 3080 Mount Troy Rd
Kelley Walter C Est 901 Kirkbride St
Kellmeyer Sarah 1724 Harpster St
Keystone Power Services I 12 Federal St Fl 1
Killmeyer Louis 1724 Harpster St
Killmeyer Sarah 1724 Harpster St
Klear Henry Estate 915 Wettach St
Korade Loretta 18 Radner St
Koss Elmer Estate 834 E Ohio St
Kress Alfred E Estate 2465 Sunset Ave
Kress Helen 1431 Woodland Ave
Lamar Maretta 2170 Rhine St 110
Lee Arthur A 1704 Brighton P
Lee Katherine 3208 Lecky Ave
Lee Robert 3208 Lecky Ave
Leininger Elizabeth J 1962 Lowrie St
Loan Services Attn Loss Mitigation 24 120 150 Alleghaney Ctr Mall
Lockhart Dorothy Lockhart John E 3713 Millerton Ave
Lonzo Laura M 1407 Woods Run Ave
Lopez Pedro Apt 1 115 Federal St
Lynx Services L L C 30 Isabella St Ste 500
Mamy Ce Kewanye C/O Halco Mining 210 Isabella St
Mann John 1054 Lapish Rd
Mary Joseph H 833 Spring Gdn Ave
Mason Christopher G 16 Woessner St
Mathis Marie J Estate 507 Armandale St
Matriarch Holdings Inc 1216 Woods Run Ave
Matthews International Corp Two North Shore Ctr
Matthews James P 4022 Wilksboro St
Mcintyre Emerson L Estate 1310 High St
Mehl Albert F Estate 2341 E Beckert Ave
Mendoza Basurto Tomas 21 Jacksonia St
Mirabelli Linda 1610 Hybla St
Miro Michael Est 1082 Jefferson Rd
Mitchell John Dr 490 East North Ave Suite 302
Montgomery C 21 Alpine Ave
Morris Lois Jean 710 W North Ave Apt 601
National City 116 Allegheny Ctr
Nestor Alice 1302 Stranmore St
Noca Frank 1242 Resaca Pl 2
Noonan Mildred Ms 846 Concord St 3 F
North Hills Radiology Transcomp Suite B 407a 800 Vinial St
North Pittsburgh Imaging Specialist 12 Federal St Ste 300
North Side Christian Health Center 816 Middle St
Northside Beer Bev 1304 Federal St
Nyman Annock 1655 Sophia St
Oconnor Florence E 805 Benton Ave
Osselborn James 1710-1 Gebhart St
Papadakis Anthony 127 Anderson St Suite 127
Phegan Scott K C/O Alcoa 201 Isabella St
Phillips Tristian O 428 Avery St
Phillips Victoria Ann 1421 Hodgkiss St
Pierce Leandra 2664 California Ave
Pittsburgh Fire Extinguisher Inc 519 E General Robinson St
Pnc Park Events 115 Federal St
Podsiadlo Helen 601 Pressley St Apt 304
Polygon Game Fund 1232 Resaca Place
Pratt Melva D 255 E Ohio St Apt 111f
Prince Katherine 899 Davis Ave
Prino Reba E C/O Marykay Prino 3717 Brighton Rd
Purpich Mildred 1531 Hoff St
Ralph Jamar A 909 Smithton Ave
Ramirez Felix 1306 Boyle St
Reali Audrey W 100 Anderson St 418
Reynolds Marino Deborah Estate Of 4026 Ohio River Blvd
Riedwood Alice Estate 2510 Spring Gdn Ave
Riggs Rose Estate 1207 Buena Vista St
Robibaro Joseph 1263 Woodland Ave
Rudisin Ovagretta Estate 933 Itin St
Ruff Helen G Ruff John D 3525 Gerber Ave
Ruth Johnson Estate 1531 Lowrie St
Sacherich Elizabeth West Park Ct 710 W North Ave Apt 205
Sanders Sean 2129 Rhine St
Scalise Jean T 108 Brahm St
Schloer Antoinette 1511 Compromise St
Sepede Mildred M 3118 W Born
Shaw Elva M 4118 Gittens St
Showalter Shirley A 1215 Schimmer St
Simpson Audrey 104 E Jefferson St
Singer Agnes M 4047 California Ave
Skeen Arthur J 1425 Orchlee St
Slonaker Ronald W Slonaker Roy 8 Eloise St
Smith Clifford E 2707 Frederick St
Sokolski Lucille 1326 Sherman Ave
Squires Barbara A 2909 Shadeland Ave
Steliotes D G C/O Peregrine Advisers Ste 525 Dl Clark Bldg
Steveson Betty M Estate 846 Tripoli St
Stroh Janet Estate 3330 Spring Gdn Rd
Sullivan John E 3551 California Ave Apt 3
Summerville Alberta 1203 Linden Place
Supercuts C/O Attn Kim Pawlishak 810 River Ave Ste 120
Thomas Kimberly A 130 St Joseph St
Tinyo Barbara 3827 Oswego St
Turczyn George 823 Suismon St
Ujhazy William A Estate 620 Reedsdale
Uthman Dorothy E Estate 1909 Lookout St
Valley Restaurant Group 501 East Ohio St Ste 200
Wadsworth Jill 1445 Termon Ave
Walker Louise W 3710 Brighton Rd Apt 102
Wampler Freda 1520 Lowrie St
West Anna M 2170 Rhine St
Whitmore Helen Apt 110 1500 Brighton Place
Wiemann Marjorie Estate 614 E North Ave
Williams Joseph Jr 208 Carrington St
Williams Renita 2441 Sorrell St
Woods Kasey L 1803 Belleau Dr Apt 16
Woodyard Daisy CO E D Woodyard Jr 429 Avery St
Wpahs Physician Billing 2 Allegheny Ctr
Yetter Mary 16 Woessner St
Zimmer Duncan Estate 102 Mcnary Way
Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Adams Mark Miles Rm 417 Thackeray Hall 150 University Pl
Aiello Rocco 134 Robinson St
Angela L Royla York Apts 409 3955 Bi
Arora Ashish Carnegie Mellon University 5000 Forbes Ave
Associated Dental Specialists Oakland 3347 Forbes Ave
Babu Ranjith Apartment L3 331 Devonshire St
Baek Jun Y 4917 Centre Ave Apt 102
Ballard Arlene 4400 Centre Ave 9n
Barron Robert 3449 Ward St
Berdych Mary Estate 4749 Baum Blvd
Berty Donald 4 Ellsworth Tr
Boggs Florence E 4705 5th Ave Apt 2a
Borges-Rivera Diego Hammerschlag House Smc 5809
Brainard E L Estate Of 3955 Bigelow Blvd Royal York Ap
Brooks Larry S PO Box 7532
Brooks Mary 232 Burrows St
Brooks Rose 264 Robinson St
Brown Glenn Estate 3743 Frazier St
Brunstein Angela 3401 Ridgeway St
Burr Mary F 4749 Baum Blvd
Carter Evelyn 2415 Allequippa St Apt 313
Cazrnek Laura A 3220 Kennett Sq
Chai Kian Ping 4638 Winthrop St Apt 1
Chao Alex 5143 Forbes Ave
Chao Evelyn Bayard Rd Apartment 43
Charles Johnny 258 Robinson St
Chen Weili Enrollment Services 5000 Forbes Ave
Chung Pil S 2 Bayard Rd Apt 31
Clinton Minona J 221 Chesterfield Rd
Cmu Entrophu Room112 Po1813jj University Ct
Concordia Club 4024 O’hara St
Crosby Darryl Apt 218 100 Hyman Place
CVS 3440 Forbes Ave
Czolba Anna J 229 Halket Pl Apt 1
Dabbala R 808 Devonshire St
Dando Samuel S Estate Of 4405 Schenley Farms
Days Baum Blvd Dodge 5625 Baum Blvd
Deluca Henry 333 Devonshire St
Devereaux Thomas G 2540 Wadsworth St
Devita Michael A Puh C-111 3550 Tr St
Devreaux Thomas G 2540 Wadsworth St
Dipple David 256 N Craig St Apt 2
Dixon William B 307 S Dithridge St Apt 903
Donahue William Apt 10a 4400 Centre Ave
Donor Bonnie 300 Halket St
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Dowling John T Dowling Hugh A 416 Mckee Pl
Ebbert Elizabeth 5023 Frew St
Ernest Wayda 53 Bates St
Fischbeck Paul 4303 Parkman Ave
Fitzgerald Margaret C Fitzgerald Edward C 2 Bayard Rd Apt 66
Foster Ruth M 2313 5th Ave
Gans Lucille Apt 912 375 N Craig St
Gettleman Florence 3890 Bigelow Blvd Apt 323
Geyer Charles W Geyer Violet 3706 Orpwood St
Ghearing Gena 4609 Bayard St Apt 84
Goldfarb Rachel 537 N Neville St
Grant Helen 424 Burrows St
Gray Naomi 4749 Baum Blvd
Graziani Fernando Estate 4041 Bigelow Blvd
Griggs Sally J 4625 Fifth Ave 807
Guttman Muriel S 540 N Neville St
Gyoten Keiji 230 N Craig St 902
Harpish William B 341 Melwood Ave
Harris Cynthia L 3616 Frazier St
Heil Florence E Estate 360 Meyran Ave
Hirschman Shirley Hirschman Charles Apt 724 4601 5th Ave
Hoffman Haley Murray Trst Of 537 N Neville St Apt 3a
Holleran Julia Ms 3233 Parkview Ave
Horty John F 4614 Fifth Ave
Hughes June Ms 341 Meyran Ave
Humphrey Neal 4400 Centre Ave Apt 9f
Israel Susan K 3528 Frazier St
Jackson Nicholas 4400 Centre Ave
Japl Inc 425 N Craig St Ste 100
Jenkins Dorothy Apt D 211 Burrows St
Jeong Bongkeum Cathedral Mansions 221 4716 Ellsworth Ave
Jones William K Estate 3438 Ridgeway St
Kaltar William 382 Lawn St
Karri Subhash C Apt 41 4 Bayard Rd
Kart Lauren B 3 Hemingway St
Kazuki Eguchi 4951 Centre Ave Apt 20
Kearns Naomi 240 Darragh St
Keller John 240 Darragh St
Kerley James E 112 Craft Ave
Koshinaka Keiichi 400 N Neville St Apt 203
La Belle Charles La Belle Diana L 4902 Forbes Ave 160
Lambert Jennie M 300 Craft Ave
Lane Rosetta 3321 Ward St
Lee Byong Hyoek 2 Bayard Rd Apt 53
Lee Daehee Apt 554 5030 Centr
Lemaitre Guillaume J 4733 Centre Ave Apt 8b
Lerner Martin 705 Clyde St
Lett Clyde D 2357 5th Ave
Li Yanan 3 Oakland Sq Fl 3
Li You 120 Ruskin Ave
Liu Feng 3337 Dawson St
Liu Lei 337 Oakland Ave Apt 2
Liu Xeusong 5000 Forbes Ave
Lockard Robert Estate Of 3955 Bigelow Blvd Apt 106
Mandel Eric C 12 3229 Ward St
Mary Runavitch 3909 Forbes Ave
Mary Toth 3329 Dawson St
Mccann James 5000 Forbes Ave
Mcknight Madeline Ms 2311 5th Ave
Mcnamara P 1208 S Craig St
Mika Mizoguchi 5030 Centre Ave Apt 963
Miller Lucy 322 Burrows St
Miller Robert 8 Rental Car Rd
Miller Van D 230 N Craig St Ste A
Morrison Food Service 3705 Fifth Ave
Munemoto Taihei 410 N Craig St # 2
Obsheatz Helen 4628 Winthrop St
Obsheatz Margaret 4628 Winthrop St
Oconners Angela L Royal York Apts 409 3955 Bi
Oconnors Ryan James Royal York Apts 409 3955 Bi
Ork Food Service Inc 2846 Blvd Of The Allies
Ostrosky Estelle Ostrosky Bert 4625 5th Ave Apt 812
Pakarian Pooya 321 Melwood St Apt 306
Panagiotis Kandiloros 3896 Bigelow Blvd Rm 417
Papas Anthony V 4716 Ellsworth Ave Apt 818
Peoples Edwin J 1 Paxton Place
Peregd Martha M 144 N Dithrdg St 609
Powell Conley N 4614 Fifth Ave Apt 914
Ramamoorthi Ravi 260 Atwood St Bldg 2
Ramnath Rohit 5032 Forbes Ave
Reaber Grant 2 Boundary St
Reda Saad 174 Robinson St
Reese Eugene Jr 3735 Orpwood St
Reese Eunice 3726 Frazier St
Reese Tyrone 232 Burrows St
Reilly Eleanor M 128 North Craig St Park Plaza Apt 905
Ripple Effect Interactive 4618 Henry Flr 1
Robb Real Estate 107 Maeyan Ave
Rudansky Janice A 380 Lawn St
Rudavsky Esther 380 Lawn St
Runavitch Michael 3909 Forbes Ave
S Werrin CO S Werrin 3504 5th Ave
S&W Real Estate Company Inc 4801 Baum Blvd
Sallie Mae Enrollment Services
Schilling Katherine 2 Bayard Dr 56
Scholze Mildred P Scholze Norman H 1027 Morewood Ave
Schomburg Roberta Carlow College 3333 Fifth Ave
Seidenberg Elenore R Apt 301 220 North Dithridge St
Sheikh Jamalludin Nurul Shekha 4825 Centre Ave Apt 26
Shim Sujee 5030 Centre Ave Aot 864
Shultis Matthew Lee 3424 Ward St Apt 2
Slagle Edward H 540 N Neville St
Soso Michael J Md 120 Lytton Ave
Spell Trenena Tiarrah 3360 5th Ave Apt 2
Spurling Nell 195 Burrows St
Starzl Thomas E 4320 Centre Ave
Strang Isabelle 414 Atwood St
Suh Ah Y 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 7260
Suh Il Seok 4705 Fifth Ave Apt# 6i
Sunny & Natasha Inc 765 Broughton Rd
Sweenie James 3736 Orpwood St 10th Floor
Sylvia Mary J 300 Old Plank Rd
Telerama Luce Mcquillin Corp Dba 5001 Baum Blvd
Tian Fang 323 Morewood Ave Apt7
Toth William T 3329 Dawson St
Troffaes Matthias 5000 Forbes Ave
Turner David 4750 Centre Ave No 30
Turnes Charles 259 Melwood Ave
Uneri Ayse 246 Atwood St Apt 1
Unitan Dorothy Unitan Jack 4625 Fifth Ave Apt 507
Veronica Rosaline 3890 Bigelow Blvd
Vogel Leonard Mr 36513 Mckee Pl
Wang Hao 3337 Dawson St
Wayda Margaret 53 Bates St
Werrin Samuel R 3506 Fifth Ave
Whalen Barbara A Estate 3334 Parkview Ave
White Richard W 4400 Centre Ave Apt 1m
White Stanford 3362 Ridgeway St
Williams Australia Apt 504 375 N Craig St
Williams Elizabeth C Williams A C 3608 Bates St
Williams Evelyn 193 Burrows St Apt 1192
Williams Evelyn Estate 193 Burrows St Apt 1192
Wohlin John F 305 Holmes Place
Woodfield Lake Associates LLC 249 N Craig St Ste 110
Yoshito Mizoguchi 5030 Centre Ave Apt 963
Young Michael 3415 Parkview Ave 1
Zacharias Callie Helen 3450 Ward St Apt 10
Zhu Zehua 323 Morewood Ave Apt 7
Ziemke Dorothy E 4601 Bayard St Apt 602
Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Ackerman Martha Ms 3818 East St
Allegheny County Prop 2606 Magnet St
Apodaca Ricardo A 202 Connie Dr
Baldwin Brian K 3444 Delaware St
Bittner Ruth M Ira 108 Brunner Ct
Black Cassie 2446 N Charles St
Cordes Jeannette 3001 Marshall Rd Apt 308
Crone Mildred J 1513 Juanetta
Doutt Rose Ms 2106 Perrysville Ave
Enoch Nadine 2863 N Charles St
Erb Robert 230 E Burgess St
Evanosky Mamie D Evanosky Alex 1905 Buena Vista
Fishers Psp A181 3904 Perrysville Ave
Fleming Agnes M 4436 Evergreen Rd
Forward Trey 100 Luke Ave
Fox Dorothy R 220 Venture St
Fox Dorothy R 2403 Perrysville Ave Apt 107
Glenn William 1704 Sandusky St
Glover Danielle 157 Hazlett St
Grade Jean M 130 Marshall Ave
Graham Dorothy A 1716 Meadville St
Hammer Lisa 117 Jacks Run Rd
Hastings Thomas 3374 Perrysville Ave
Hathaway Edward Estate 2704 Veteran St
Hazlett Betty J 104 Melrose Ave
Heath Julia 329 Marshall Ave
Herring Mary 2628 Linwood Ave
Hibbs Mary Claire 4065 Franklin Rd
Jane Hawkins Betty 2230 Holyoke St
Jones Theresa L 3426 Colby St
Jules Kann Md Phd Llc 128 N Craig St Su 216
Katz Michael 22 Norman St
King Donna J 37 Kenmore Ave
Klazer Amelia 2403 Perrysville Ave
Kohut Martha 3700 Ruggles St
Lanious Sam 1829 Buena Vista St
Laughlin James F 221 Marshall Ave
Leone Paul 508 Mcclintock Ave
Liehr Frances M Est 203 Bonvue St
Lowe Joseph 272 Bascom Ave
Lutton Marie A Estate Of 3610 Perrysville Ave
Marks David 25 Lanark St
Mc Farland Vann Sr 707 Mount Pleasant Rd
Mccann Terrence L Estate 157 Riverview Ave
Mcgee Deborah Lee 262 Kennedy Ave
Mckinney Randall Hayes 91 Watson Blvd
Mcshay Eneva Estate 1814 University Ave
Miller Harry 352 Marshall Ave
Mis Judith A 32 Waldorf St
National Financial 108 Brunner Ct
Neider Elva L 2106 Perrysville Ave
Pail Carol 230 E Burgess St
Parker Gussie 2536 N Charles St
Patten Lorraine 412 Melrose St
Pennington Wayne 3001 Marshall Rd
Regoli Joseph 2635 Maple Ave
Rossmont Winifred S 334 Bascom Ave B-6
Ruffner James Estate 116 Connie Dr
Samay Frances 3781 East St
Scuillo Josephine 430 Venture St
Shanley June C Estate 2108 Perrysville Ave
Sigmund Edmund Mr 245 Ames St
Smith Emily 43 Strauss St
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Smyginski Wasyl 2 York Dr
Spiker James Estate Of 4012 Grizella St
Stevenson Zelma B 408 Lamar St
Tunney James R 205 Jacks Run Rd
Uhrin Joseph Estate 2458 Perrysville Ave
Whelan Geraldine A 611 Chautaqua St
White Emma Est 3109 Tretow St
Whiteford Raymond C Estate Of 411 Ventura St
Whitelow Chan 872 Mount Pleasant Rd
Williams Jeleela Est Of 3340 Delaware St
Williams Yvonne 2036 Perrysville Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Allen Blair S 735 Midway Dr
Arch John G 1722 Main St
Atwood Charles W Jr 605 Glengary Dr
Barnfather Harry E Estate 299 Buckingham Rd
Bensy Lucille 33 Windsor Rd
Biernesser G 432 Kittanning Pk
Book Lucas P PO Box 7715
Brilliant Jams Inc C/O Green Gorilla 23 Brilliant Ave
Bromazowksi Marion Estate 706 Main St
Bucci Guy 164 Woodshire Dr
Burke & Bradley Suite 4010
Cca 200 Delafield Dr Suite 3010
Cheng Kenneth 215 Hunt Rd
Crittenden John A 404 Western Ave
Duhl Catherine L 1620 Middle St
Fire Fighter Inc 121 Main St
Fisher Lois L 206 Second St
Gatewood Carol 114 Western Ave No 2
Glymour Madelyn R 221 St Charles Pl
Gulati Vijay K 15 James Ross Place
Jacobs Gregory Cust Jacobs Michael R 55a Bethany Dr
Karolyi Anthony 1 Edgewood Rd
Loevner Philip E 910 River Oaks Dr
Maholik Hilda 169 Main St
Malone Janet H 30 Wedgewood Ln
Martucci Anthony P 102 Theresa Dr
Matlock Ryan William 20a Bethany Dr
Meigel James 1878 Middel St
Miller Janet 712 Main St 3
Nichols Donald A 300 Patricia Rd
Nichols Donald A Nichols R M 300 Patricia Rd
Oneill Ruth 407 Short Canal St
Paonessa Lois 807 Penn St
Patrerson Hazel F 612 Berkshire Dr
Pittsburgh Settlement Co Ste 100
Pontzer Romano Drs 137 Freeport Rd
Pugliese Estate Of Ann 10 Heinz Terr
Riviere Nicholas S 1100 River Oaks Dr
Rockwell Samuel F 903 West Waldheim Rd
Schilling Elmer F 300 Linded Ave Apt C4
Sciortino Shirley J 210 5th St
Smith Michael A PO Box 77145
Snyder Patricia G 216 Grandview Dr No
Sorbo Frances 121 4th St
Strain Mary J 503 Roosevelt Ave
Suneri Sarah M 131 Lexington Ave
Tierney Michael J Jr 1328 Middle St
Urso Tina 322 13th St
Vecchio Joseph A 828 Parkview Blvd
Vukmir Eric S 117 Fifth St
Wolfosn Thekla R 205 Buckingham Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Adams Robert C Adams Patricia 250 Morrison Dr
Aiken Alice M 51 East Marlin Dr
Albert Mark R 281 Colonial Dr
Andreucci Daniel Andreucci John 1536 Park Blvd
Arthurs Lestrange And Co Inc 1405 Mcfarland Rd
Auer Deborah L 46 Alpark Ave
Baickermckee Kyle S 326 Dixon Ave
Baker Caroline H 2326 Vodeli St
Baker Mozella Est PO Box 7995
Banyas Judith A 635 Robinwood Dr
Barbano Amelia 1926 Pauline Ave Apt 506
Barker Daniel D 1535 Rutherford Ave
Barney James J 1402 Fallowfield Ave
Benton Margaret J 2678 Crosby Ave
Blackburn Harriette L 3254 Wainbell Ave
Bonacorsi Thomas F Md 2891 Banksville Rd
Bonicky Dennis 1240 Biltmore Ave
Burger Regis F 107 Morrison Dr
Busko Helen A 3340 Eastmont Ave
Casey Candace Casey Leo 945 Bridgewater Dr
Coldwell Banker 1695 Mcfarland Rd
Connor Ethel 327 Akron Ave
Coolong Elsa M 1511 Methyl St
Coyne Mary E 1240 Illinois Ave
Coyne Patrick J 2406 N Meadowcroft Ave
Davis Teresa 1747 Helen Dr
Day Doris E Apt 207 314 Washington Rd
Delmen Jean L 1513 Hillsdale Ave
Demestichas Lillian M 300 Washington Rd Apt 606
Demko Joseph G Demko Zelma M 965 Kirsopp
Diaconis Nicholas N Diaconis Evanthia N 154 Morrison Dr
Donald Snyder 1240 Dagmar Ave
Douglas Gwendolyn S 2818 Connecticut Ave
Drozd Dolores Ms 2119 Boustead St
Dumont James J 2208 Saranac Ave
Encore Management 1244 Tennessee Av
Esposito Jennie E 1425 Beechview Ave
Fellin James J Fellin Rose M 252 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Ferguson Marcella 1120 Chatham Park Dr
Gabor Sharon 2815 Crosby Ave
Gateway Studios Inc Employ Prof Shar Plan 2121 Palm Beach Ave
George Viola L 2961 Belrose Ave
Gillespie Boe W Estate Of 2817 Connecticut
Gilmour Hildegarde Estate 1444 Dormont Ave
Goldaine James 1304 Westfield Ave
Green Thelma M 1240 Mcnully Dr
Grove D V 902 Gladys Ave
Guillen Robert 361 Parker Dr
Harrington Robert Estate 2284 Crestview Rd
Herzog Alfred J Apt 404 314 Washington Rd
Herzog Anna M 314 Washington Rd Apt 404
Hilenbrant Charles 1690 Potomac Ave
Hodes Leslie A 357 Marlin Dr
Hoel Bettina J Apt 1 2728 Brdway Ave
Holmes Sandra L 641 Robinwood Dr
Hopkins Elizabeth Jane 2804 Voelkel Av
Ibarra Croceno Florentino 1520 Beechview Ave Floor 2 Apt 2
Instantwhip 1459 Banksville Rd
Irr Richard 244 Newburn Dr
Kadirova Xymbat 1607 Methyl St
Kiyabu Curt E 509 N Meadowcroft Ave
Korkmaz Yuksel 1998 Texdale St
Kraus Betty J 1755 Theodan Dr
Lapidus Elizabeth 1507 Wisconsin Ave
Livingston Charlotte Love 300 Washing Rd Apt 102
Long Hazel J 736 Wenzell Ave
Lovasik Andrew A 3340 Eastmont Ave
Love Charlotte Livingston 300 Washing Rd Apt 102
Lucas Donald E Estate 1215 Shadycrest Dr
Luckhardt Virginia E 3254 Wainbell Ave
Mackey David N Estate 3320 Piedmont Ave
Maida Ashley 1220 Capital Ave
Martin Mary Louise 663 Robinwood Dr
Mason Olive R Estate 1645 Memorial Dr
Mavilla Justin 1648 Kiralfy Ave
McElroy Arch L 430 Morrison Dr
Mccain John L 254 Parker Dr
Mccardle Margaret M Mccardle Jeffrey D 1509 Hillsdale Ave
Mccarter John W 1533 Park Blvd
Mccaskey Ann 3233 Eastmont Ave
Mccurdy Leroy D 1323 Hillsdale Ave
Mcdonough Marguerite Mcdonough James 1030 Banksville Rd
Mcdonough Marguerite Mcdonough Patrick 1030 Banksville
Mcelroy Dennis 430 Morrison Dr
Mcelroy Opal L 430 Morrison Dr
Mchale John C 1236 Illinois Ave
Mcmurray Thomas 300 Cape May Ave
Mctighe Mary G 1425 Mcfarland Rd Apt 603
Missell John A 243 Kenforest Dr
Moore Joseph F 99 Newburn Dr
Mosley Julia W 645 Overlook Dr
Nicholson Peter C 45 Wasson Pl
Ohnsman Catherine Ohnsman Hal 1423 Tolma Ave
Olszewska Helen 400 Beverly Rd
Omalley Katherine R 2222 Brdway Ave
Paladini Rose M Estate 1319 Hampshire Ave
Paladino Ann 2178 Pauline Ave
Pender Mary Margaret 1212 Mcneilly Ave
Petrunio John R 1328 Beechview Ave
Pitney Audrey D Estate Of 416 Arden Rd
Ramirez Anna 314 Washington Rd Apartment 701
Riston Samuel P 1711 Brdway Ave Apt #1
Rohrich Auto 2691 W Liberty Ave
Rooney Colin 40 N Meadowcroft
Russo Eugene 1514 Westfield St
Schury Stephen J 2930 Banksville Ave
Seymour Gale L 3066 Grasmere Ave
Seymour Maryjane 2130 Los Angeles Ave
Shakarian Virginia P Shakarian Bart J 307 Twin Hills Dr
Shelton Josh 1238 Arkansas Ave
Shirley H Kaplan Stein Na Trst Of 1001 East Entry Dr
Shook Tracey L 1823 Realty Ave
Skiba Virginia M Skiba Andrea M 252 Crane Ave
Slater Mega P 3018 West Liberty Ave
Splash Water Sports Inc 2905 Banksville Rd
Stright Stephen A III CO Estate Of 3254 Wainbell St
Superior Products Company Of America Attn D D Elzer Box 79055
Sutton Michael CO Pat Brawdy 1652 Mcfarland Rd
Thurston Andrew K Ex 118 Morrison Dr
Thurston Mary D 118 Morrison Dr
Tilton Frances R 1207 Arkansas Ave
Trent Barbara 224 Edward Ave
Truver Steven 613 Wentworth St 2
Urbano Anna R 1830 Maydell St
Von Versen Scott A 1513 Hillsdale Ave
Weber Carolyn L Weber Robert J 1654 Methyl St
Weber Douglas R Weber Robert J 1654 Methyl St
Weller Rachel 46 N Meadow Croft Apt 1
White Nicole 1500 Dormont Ave
Wilharm Gertrude M 51 East Marlin Dr
Williams Mildred R 1245 Illinois Ave
Wilson Laverne M 2818 Connecticut Ave
Wilson Linda A 535 Overlook Dr
Wirtner Evelyn C 214 Beverly Rd
Woodson Harry 1314 Ordmore Ave
Ziles Zachary J 1222 Shadycrest Dr
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Pittsburgh Pa 15217
About Pittsburgh Inc 6301 Forbes Ave Suite 225
Alberts Robert C 99 Gladstone Rd
Aleph Institute Inc 5804 Beacon St
Alessi Charles P 2113 Murray Ave Apt 1
Allen David M PO Box 87927
Altman Kurosaki Jonas 5324 Beeler St
Anderson Elizabeth 5207 Forbes Ave
ARE Ltd Inc Audrey Parrish Pmb 7 1717 Murray Ave
Atwood Jennifer C 2715 Murray Ave Apt 719
Autumn Lane Llc 5860 Bartlett St
Balasubramaniam Geetha 3242 Beechwood Blvd # 2
Beck Isabel L 1514 S Negley St
Beissinger Ursula 5715 Beacon St Apt 104
Bending Oak Publishing 1041 S Negley Ave
Block Harvey 5461 Beacon St
Blow Jean 2825 Murray Av Apt 805
Blue Chips And Salsa PO Box 81592
Bower Margarete A 2232 Wightman St Apt 104
Brooks Robin B PO Box 81747
Brosius Jessica A 835 Hazelwood Ave
Brownlee Ann S 316 Schenley Rd
Canter David P 1298 Denniston Ave
Caplan Eleanor G 1437 Inverness St
Cazen Richard 1680 Murray Ave Apt 147
Chen Ting 6332 Bartlett St
Cherico George R Jr 5631 Beacon St
Chotiner Cheryl 5817 Forbes Ave
Clair Esther R 5635 Forbes Ave
Davis Carole 1522 S Negley Ave
Davis Martin I 2214 Beechwood Blvd
Delaney Robertta Delaney Mary 4280 Mccaslin St
Dubuar Nancy J 216 Gladstone Rd
Eisenstat Michael Apt 10 5680 Munhall Rd
Feinst Leona 5617 Forbes Ave
Feldshue Lillian 52 Garetta St Apt 703a
Ferriera Pedro M 6651 Ridgeville St
Fisher Anna 5502 Bartlett St
Fletcher Bertha Estate 5743 Bartlett St
Foy Gary J 2437 Mount Royal Rd
Fridell Jonathan 6597 Rosemoor St
Friedman Jeff 2021 Wendover St 3
Galtz Charles Galtz Anna 4151 Windsor St
Gardner Kathy Lou 4148 Windsor St
Gardner Shirley Estate Of 5600 Munhall Rd 710
Giffen Elsie M Estate Of 52 Garetta St #611b
Goldberg Edward I 4724 Browns Hill Rd
Goldstein Michael 1450 Bennington Ave
Goodman Irving Goodman Helen 2878 Fernwald Rd
Gordon Thomas C Est Of 1235 Squirrel Hill Ave
Gosney Gladys E 2041 Wightman St Apt 1b
Grace Joseph Est Of C/O Richard Grace 4152 Saline St
Green Jeffrey M Box 8231
Greenwald Sylvia CO Jason Greenwald 1041 Parkv
Gusky Bernard 5704 Hobart St
Haines Kimberly Jo 1403 Wightman St
Hall Mary J 1509 Shady Ave
Herskovitz Harriet Louise 5607 Darlington Rd
Hirata Thomas J 4000 Murray Ave
Hirsch R H Dalmo Optical 5831 Forbes Ave
Hm Benefit PO Box 535078
Horwitz Steven R 6316 Bartlett St
Howe Robert I 928 Greenfield Ave
Hwang Shin Lee Nono Forward Ave Apt 302
Hwang Yih Lin 4116 Windsor St
Hyman Federman 5720 Darlington Rd
Hynes Harriet Est 4330 Lucwick St
Hytovitz Clara 5624 Hempstead Rd
Itamar Levari 6351 Douglas St
Jacobs Charles 949 Lilac St
Jennings James P Jr 6410 Bartlett St
Kaufman Hilda 5600 Munhall Rd Apt 812
Keiper Charlotte E 1920 Beechwood Blvd
Kim May Apt 1 5568 Covode St
Kobayashi Tamiki 5500 Bartlett St
Koltsov Konstantin 5825 Phillips Ave
Koskoff Benjamin I 2021 Wendover St
Kothari Naman 5415 Plainfield Ave
Kotovosky Karen L 2437 Mount Royal Rd
Kreithen Marian M 5416 Beacon St
Kroci Family Limited Partnership PO Box 8188
Kubitz Donald J 1039 Flemington St
Langer Harry H Langer Betty 5632 Aylesboro Ave
Lawson F Bernstein Md Pc PO Box 81977
Lazarus Sivia 52 Garetta St Apt 703a
Leblanc Einar Y 1403 Wightman St
Lee Nellie 2025 Wightman St
Leeds Daniel 5562 Hobart St Apt 212
Levine Evelyn W Riverview Towers Apt 603b 52 Garetta St
Levine Evelyn Wasser 52 Garetta St Riverview Towers Apt 603b
Karen Elizabeth Lillis Frederick P PO Box 8142 Squirrel Hill Sta
Longview Management C/O S Hersh PO Box 31010
Magan Mary 2335 Tilbury Ave
Maizlech Jeffrey H American Catalogue Co 6315 Forbes Ave
Markel Myron 5649 Phillips
Marstine Sheldon 5520 Dunmoyle Ave
Mary Black 2035 Beechwood Blvd
Mason Alan G 770 Melbourne St #1
Mathier Michael 1449 Wightman St
Mellinger Adele 5757 Bartlett St
Miron Yael 5635 Hempstead Rd Apt 10
Moidel Herbert 5847 Ferree St
Moore Junk Llc 5816 Forbes Ave
Morrowfield Apartments 2715 A Murray Ave
Mosso Mary Ann 52 Garetta St Apt 703a
NR Corp 5644 Hempstead Rd
Nahemow Katherine 232 5841 Forward Ave
Nazaryan Sergei 7 Olympia Place
Odonnell Lois Esquire 933 Lilac St
Pakkala Venkata S 5710 Phillips Ave Apt A6
Palkovitz Geraldine M 5715 Beacon St Apt No 316
Palumbo Mary E 17 Ettwein St
Panchapakesan Ganesh 2232 Wightman St #209
Perlut Celia 52 Garetta St Apt 413b
Peters Mary A 776 Hazelwood Ave
Pollock Harry Jewish Home For The Aged
Pugh Lea 1106 Greenfield Ave
Read Lee 5841 Forward Ave 432
Reut Esther 1136 Wightman St
Rim Saundra 4301 Saline Ave
Robinson Cecelia 5555 Beacon St
Rosenberg Evan 1407 Denniston St
Rosenbloom L 6701 Forest Glenn Rd
Rosenbloom Tr 6701 Forest Glenn Rd
Rosenfield William I 5710 Munhall Rd
Rubin Ruth N Estate Of 52 Garette St
Ruffner Susan 32 Timberline Ct
Runavitch Michael J Runavitch Mary 1927 Murray Ave
Runavitch Michael Runavitch Mary 5882 Shady Forbes Ter
Saul David M 6425 Darlington Rd
Saul David M Saul Esther 6425 Darlington Rd
Saunders Ardenia 1003 Flemington St
Schiffrin Marilyn D 7070 Forward Ave Apartment 204
Schulhof Leonard Schulhof Lillian 5715 Beacon St Apt 417
Seng Mary Jane 2025 Wightman St
Shapiro Jason 5120 Beeler St
Sharpsburg Forbes 5873 Forbes Ave
Shenderovich Lina 112 Greenfield Ave
Shields Lynn Kaighin 6444 Monitor St
Shiery Georgian A 3549 Beechwood Blvd
Shipkovitz Samuel 5829 Nicholson St # 3
Shisman Mariya 4133 1/2 Frank St
Shurupov Evgeny 778 Hazelwood Ave Fl 2
Sigal Megan S 6361 Waldron St
Sigler Maguerite Estate 1031 Murrayhill Ave
Silvers Lillian F CO R Silvers 1830 Beechwood B
Singer Sylvia I 1516 Beechwood Blvd
Singer Sylvia PO Box 81747
Singh Sanjiv PO Box 81739
Smith Christopher P 3528 Beechwood Blvd Apt 2
Sniderman Milton 147 Murray Ave
Sobol Bernard H Sobol Evelyn R 5851 Wilkins Ave
Sokolov Victor D Apt 8 5623 Phillips Ave
Solof Dorothy Solof Nathan 2109 Whitman
Stewart Caroline H 301 Schenley Rd
Stewart Caroline H Trust CO C H Stewart 301 Schenley Rd
Stewart Jr C P Marital Tr CO C H Stewart 301 Schenley Rd
Sullivan Elaine 3113 Beechwood Blvd
Sullivan Elaine Faith 5632 Aylesboro Ave
Sullivan Rose Emily 5632 Aylesboro Ave
Sullivan William 5632 Aylesboro Ave
Sullivan William 6315 Forbes Ave Apt 912
Sultanmuradov Dovran 5856 Maeburn Rd
Tauberg Brandon M 1730 Denniston Ave
Tauberg Brandon Michael 1203 Melvin St
Tauberg Jennifer M 1203 Malvern Ave
Ternullo Noah J 1655 Beechwood Blvd
Unger Betty King 5538 Aylesboro Ave
Venzerul James L 5917 Nicholson St
Weinberger Dov 5529 Phillips Ave
Weinberger Rina 5529 Phillips Ave
Weissberg David L 5817 Forbes Ave
White Mildred G 5415 Aylesboro Ave
Williams Carol S Family Trst Of CO Rapoport PO Box 8215
Young Kelly 2012 Murray Ave
Zappa Alfred C Zappa Adrian D 910 Welfer St
Zhengjia Meng 5612 Beacon St Fl 1
Zimmer Sarah 6315 Waldron St
Zusman Leonid 5641 Phillips Ave Apt 10
Zwicknagl Barbara M 2738 Mt Royal Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Analytical Asset Mgmt Llc Attn Henry Laurent 1124 S Braddock Ave
Annas Ravioli Board Inc 1639 Braddock Ave
Baca Magdalene B Baca Michael J 1244 Pocono St
Bagwell William 2228 Lacrosse St
Balacko Margaret R 117 A Penwood Ave
Bednar Evelyn 2214 Woodstock Ave
Bonham J B 7724 Lloyd Ave
Boyd William H 7434 Schoyer Ave
Buckner William 235 Edgewood Ave Apt B5
Caroselli William R 1203 Pocono St
Charles David 79 Lilmont Dr
Concord Builders Service 1789 South Braddock Ave
Crombie Judith 1720 Tonette St
Crombie Robert 1720 Tonette St
Cvs 7404 1/2 Church St CO Rick Dancisit
Davis Irene 2303 Woodstock Ave
Devine Robert Estate 7517 Melrose St
Didomenico Joan J Apt 709 1826 Monongahela Ave
Dombrowski Joseph A 2224 1 2 Hawthorne Av
Doran Jane A 23 Milligan Ave
Doran Jane A 2330 Milligan Ave
Downer Eddie L Apt B 2310 S Braddock Ave
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Ergen Cummings Darla K 1100 Lancaster Ave
Evans Gloria 571 Greendale Ave
Feilds Catherine 507 Swissvale Towers
Foggie Charles H 1200 Windermere Dr
Fox Norman V 822 E Hutchinson Ave
Freeman Barbara L 1144 Church Ave Apt 2
Frye Frances B 1126 S Braddock Ave
Gemperle Shirley A Est 2113 Locust St
Getsy Ronald 2521 S Braddock Ave
Gove J Blakely B Jr 25 Roxbury Rd
Heinemann William T 532 Green Dale
Hinson Leah Apt 8 7917 Saint Lawrence
Holt Mattise 2104 Monongahela Ave
Hopkins Fred 7924 Edgewood Apt B1r
Hricko John 1240 Love St
Hunt Walter R Estate 1615 Monongahela Ave
Isherwood David 560 Allenby Ave Apt 6
Isherwood David P 560 Allenby Ave Apt 6
Joynt Wilbert Estate 7704 Cannon St
Kelly Linda Ex 307 Maple Ave
Kirk Isabella R CO J Blaine Bonham 7724 Lloyd Ave
Kohl Madeline G 2245 Lehigh St
Kolojejchick John 1212 Laclair St
Majhan Wilma J 7946 Saint Lawrence Ave
Maker Michael 1713 Tonette St
Mckelvey Raymond 26 Love Pl
Miller Pottery Engineering Company 2300 Palmer St
Morgan Gertrude 7354 Schley Ave
Mountain Top Management 2301 Woodstock Ave
Nardozzi Elizabeth 1826 Monongahela Ave Apt 303
Nichols George G 2116 Monongahela Ave Apt 6
Pauline Spinette Estate Of 307 Maple Ave
Perla Loretta 1626 Monongahelia Ave Apt 510
Porter Helen L 7529 Ardmore St
Reed Desiree A 7634 Roslyn St Apt 1
Rhoades Luella 2120 Columbia Ave
Roberts Margaret S 7033 Blackhawk St
Rouse Tara L 130 Lacrosse St Apt D1
Rudge George V Rudge Fanny E 2324 Patterson Ave
Sabol Paul A 1243 Love St
Santoro Sam 7417 Park Ave
Schultz Nora L 2234 Hawthorne
Schultz Nora L 7708 Jeremias St
Scott Marjorie M Estate Of 1282 Commercial St
Senkewitz Helen S 921 La Clair St
Shimko Marie K 2326 Hawthorne Ave
Smith Karla 7231 Church St
Sportmaster 1701 Monongahela Ave Fl 1
Starks Lapaula 7354 Schley Ave
Sullivan Thomas P 1003 Milton St Apt No 2
Torbin Milton A Estate Of P O Box 8297
Wedemeyer Phillips P 441 Maple Ave
Williams Dorian 1144 Church Ave Apt 2
Wilson A Wilson M 7452 Fleming St
Woodill Edward W Estate 144 Lloyd Ave
Yapsuga Leslie A 1178 Windermere Dr
Yeager William N Est 1201 Mifflin Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15219
3 Level 200 Technology Dr
Access Data Co 2 Chatham Ctr Fl 11th
Aligned Partners Trust Company 707 Grant St 3010 Gulf Tower
Anderson Elizabeth Estate Of 1705 Fifth Ave
Angle Shelia 2000 Bentley Dr 1
Asarian Richard Est Of Attn Thomas J Kessinger Gulf Tower Ste 1730 707 Grant
Asbury Lorina 1420 Centre Ave Apt 1014
Ashby Keith M 10 Reed St
Baker Mary A Est Of 304 Ross St 3rd Floor
Balo Andrew 2941 Leander St
Bank Of New York Mellon One Mellon Ctr 500 Grant St 37th Floor
Barker Robert M C/O 330 Grant St Suite 310
Barnett Ruth R 507 Junilla St
Baudendistal Mike 301 Grant St 14th Floor
Bay Valley Foods 1600 W Carson St Attn Ken Boersen
Bc Construction 2432 Wylie Ave
Berasi C 429 Forbes Ave
Berasi Carolee 429 Forbes Ave
Berez Iryna N 2166 Elmore Sq Apt 335
Billings Clinic Dept Of Neuroscienc 3300 Us Steel Tower
Blair Gloria 2081 Bentley Dr
Blank Leo B Blank Nora 1842 Forbes St
Blank Marcus Estate Of 402 Law & Finance Bldg
Bradley Walter 1550 Centre Ave
Bravo Foods International 225 West Sta Sq Dr Suite 4e
Briskey Gloria I 1806 Tustin St
British American Business Council 425 Sixth Ave Suite 1100
Brown Roberta 546 Junilla St
Brown Vivian 2031 5th Ave
Buchanan Ingersoll Pc One Oxford Centre 301 Grant St 20th Floor
Burch Hortense 209 Devilliers St
Burkett Mary 2928 Bedford Ave
Burnett Eleanor K 437 Grant St Ste 1530
Butler M Harriett 615 County Ct House
Cameron Annie L 1824 Centre Ave
Capital Asset 1010 Allegheny Bldg 429 Forbes Ave
Caughey Florence S Est Of Voelker & Associates 429 Forbes Ave 1410
Cercone Erlain And Associates 900 Lawyers Bldg 428 Forbes Ave
Cerri Hugo J M Md 1501 Locust St
Chambridge Charlotte M 1907 5th Ave
Chandra R Md Pc 1709 Blvd Of The Allies
Cheap Tobacco And More 1860 Ctr Ave
Cheatham Walter A 1907 5th Ave
Chemical Shareholder Mellon 4 Sta Sq Commerce Ct
Chromisa 704 2nd Ave
Citizens Bank Of Pa 525 William Penn Pl
Coley Tracy 200 Ross St 11
Community Care Behavioral Hlth 112 Washington Place 610
Connors John T 1635 Bedford Ave
Cooper Fannie F 2519 Bedford Ave Apt 281
County Allegheny 436 Grant St -Cnty Cthouse
Courtney Tyler 500 Grant St
Craig Dorothe J Estate 2158 Elmore Sq
Crumb Estella Apt 1004 715 Mercer St
Daneberg Robert 429 Fourth Ave
Davis Charles J 2809 Wylie Ave
Davis Edward C Estate 2532 Bedford Ave
Davis Exxie L Estate 2514 Hallett St Fl 1
Davis William E Est Of Steidl & Steinberg 707 Grant St 28th Flr
Deal Roberta 2055 Bedford Ave
Dean John P Suite 619 Corporate Ctr 1 Bigelow Sq
Deangelis Law Firm Esq Attorney Acct 1902 Lawyers Bldg 423 Forbes Ave
Donaldson Brown Royalty Trust 525 William Penn Pl #153-1315
Dorsey William P 1832 Rose St 37 Heldman St
Drewery John Est 1615 Centre Ave Apt 201
Edgar Snyder & Associates Llc Us Steel Tower 10th Floor 600 Grant St
Edgar Snyder And Associates Us Steel Tower 600 Grant Stree
Edith L Littl 537 1/2 Protectory Pl
Edwards Teresa I Estate 101 Ross St L
Ellison Estella 542 Francis St
Equitable Resource 420 Blvd Of Allies
Estate Of Myrtice Neel C/O 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Evans Dolores C Est Of 445 Ft Pitt Blvd 22
Evashavik And Evashavik 520 Grant Bldg
Fang Claire Dr Mckinsey & Company One Osford 301 Grant St Suite 2600
Federal Insurance Usx Tower 600 Grant St 12th Floor
Fedunak Gladys P Fedunak Peter 21 Orr St
Fereday Charles C 1321 Forbes Ave
Ficklin Robert H 1405 5th Ave
First Muslim Mosque PO Box 994
Fisher Scientific 711 Fornes Ave
Forest City Management 100 W Sta Sq Dr Ste 317
Forza Fort Pitt Inc 433 Ft Pitt Blvd
Frank Scott Raymond Dr Med Education & Research 1400 Locust St
Gaitens Tucceri Nicholas 519 Ct Place
Gary E Stout Esquire 633 City-County Building
Gateway Health Plan Inc Us Steel Tower 41st Fl
Gehl Richard 1350 Locust St Ste 208
General American Corp Gac 707 Grant St Suite 300
Georgevich And Catalane Surgical Assoc 1501 Locust St Suite 301
Gibson Bertha C C/O Gibson G 402 Miltenberger St
Gibson Gordon O 402 Miltenberger St
Gilardi & Cooper Weindheimer Schadel & Haber 602 Law & Finance Bldg 429 Fourth
Ave
Glenn Mary 2515 Chauncey Dr
Gobble Doris 723 Finland St
Godfrey Ollie B 2711 Brackenridge St
Gordon Grandchildrens Dtd 7 Trst Of 700 Fifth Ave 6th Floor
Gordon Nanette L Annuity Trst Of 700 Fifth Ave
Goree Henrietta 717 Anaheim St
Gormley James Ex Nancy Kirk Gormley Estate Of 436 Seventh Ave
Graham Tracey 2080 Webster Ave Apt 201
Greensons Baseball II Inc 500 Grant St 50th
Greystone Legal Associates 1331 Gulf Tower 707 Grant St
Guarantee And Trust Co Arker Hunter Inc 600 Grant St Ste 3100
Guardian Club Oes 2025 Bentley Dr Apt 1405
Gugliuzza Rose Marie Estate 2004 Forbes St
Hamm Harold H 3367 Milwaukee St
Harris Evelyn 758 Anaheim St
Harris Geneva W 2030 Grove Pl Apt 491
Harris Mary F 134 Trent St
Harris Veria 1827 Rose St
Hatch Associates 1600 West Carson St
Hatch Associates C/O G Rupert 1600 W Carson St
Hatchett Loui 2650 Centre Ave Apt 303
Hdh Group Inc The 600 Grant St
Healthcare Recruiters Of Pa Attn 300 Frick Bldg 4317 Grant St
Heard Marion Mcnair 747 Union Trust Building
Hedrick Kimberly D Hedrick Judy L 600 Grant St Ste 450
Henderson Brother Inc 707 Grant St 2300 Gulf Tower
Henry Nector 3303 Iowa St
Hill Lucille 2265 Bedford Ave
Hirschfield Morris 402 Law & Finance Bldg
Hodges Willie 218 Erin St
Hoff Sara L C/O D M Charles 445 Ft Pitt Blv Apt 220
Hooters 2 Sta Sq
Houston Lilli 3345 Milwaukee St
Huston David F Est Of Suite 619 One Biglowe Sq
Intec Services 1420 Ctr Ave Ste 2201
International Academy Of Design & Techno 555 Grant St Fl 5
Iron Mountain Health Info Svcs Correspondence Dept 1600 W Car
Isg International Service 600 Grant St
Israel Wood Puntil And Grimm Pc 310 Grant St Ste 501 Grand Bldg
Jackson Carl Estate 257 Lombard St
Jackson Fanny 2214 Ctr Ave
Jackson Lenore 2829 Bedford Ave Apt 411
Jackson Milton 2851 Bedford Ave Apt 305
Jacoby Frank A C/O C Potterpepper Hamilton E 1 Mellon Bk Ct 500 Grant St 50
Jamerson Byron P 2122 Elmore Sq
Jerry Edwinor Jerry Wayne E 2129 Elmore Sq
Johnso Shirley Mae 2821 Wylie Ave
Johnson Edith V 1900 Centre Ave
Johnson Erma R 2013 Bentley Dr
Johnson Harol V Estate Of 256 Dinwiddie St
Johnson Jesse A Estate 1801 Cliff St
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Johnson Jesse Adams Estate 1801 Cliff St
Jones Cynthia L 2924 Webster Ave
Kelly Jasons Mcgowan Spinelli And Hanna Llp Allegheny Bldg Ste 1202 429 Forbes
Ave
Kemp Thomas E Jr H J Heinz 600 Grant St
Klett Rooney Lieber & Schorlin One Oxford Centre 40th Floor
Knee Maurice L 1323 Forbes Ave
Knighton Maude 218 Erin St
Koelsch Marie P Trust Koelsch Marie P 707 Grant St 3010 Gulf Tower
Kruglak Dorothy J Est Of 411 7th Ave Ste 1200
Ladd Katheryn Suite 619 Corporate Ctr
Ladd Kathryn E C/O John Dean 1 Bigelow Sq
Lagattuta Anthony 27 Congress St
Lammert Melinda D Est Of 310 Grant St Suite 2310
Lane Samuel 2448 Bedford Ave
Laskey Loretta 1005 Herron Ave Apt 302
Lawrence A H 445 Ft Pitt Blvd Ste 220 C/O David M Charles
Lbj Sales Inc Tr Ms Helene Joel Holber 1514 Fifth Ave
Leap Anthony E 2411 Bedford Ave
Lee Gordon M 2050 Bedford Ave
Lester Lillian A 715 Mercer St Apt 202
Lightman Welby Stolenberg & Caputo 330 Grant St
Littlejohn Earl Estate 2836 Webster Ave
Lloyd Alberta 717 Anaheim St
Lloyd Harold 717 Anaheim St
Lockhart 330 Grant St Ste 1130
Loft 537 33 Terminal Way Suite 537
Logiclibrary 1 Sta Sq Ste 1900 Accts Payable
Luke John R Esq 519 Ct Place
Malloy James M 2025 Bentley Dr Apt 1504
Marathon Oil Group Trus 600 Grant St Ste 2643
Marshall Dennehey Warner & Goggin 600 Grant St Usx Tower Ste 2900
Marshall Jennie 429 4th Ave Ste 1610
May Department Stores Company C/O S B Gallagher 400 Fifth Ave
Mcauley Medical Associates Inc 1518 Forbes Ave
Mccarthy Eleanor M Est Of 310 Grant St Suite 1109
Mcdonald Theresa 1836 Blvd Of The Allies
Mcvay John T Ct Of Common Pleas Of Alleg 440 Ross St Rm 5049
Mellon Leasing Corpora 501 Grant St Rm 800
Mercer Lime Stone Co 3090 Usx Tower
Micciche Guy E 1420 Centre Ave Apt 1613
Miller Clarence 724 Clarissa St
Mizgorsk Margaret P Estate 3049 Brereton St
Moore Thoma E Estate Of 3130 Avalon St
Moore Thomas E Est Of 3130 Avalon St
Moore Thomas Estate Of E 3130 Avalon St
Moorings Tic 18 Llc Pnc Bank 500 1st Ave
Morris Claren 164 Reed Roberts Pl
Moyer Nettie M 630 Chauncey St
Mulhall Ciaran 34 Miltenbuerger St
Mulroy Kay E 437 Grant St 1106
National City Bank Of Pa 707 Grant St Gulf Tower
Need Regnl Enterprise Twr 424 6th Avesu 2880
Need Rgnl Enterprise Twr 425 6th Ave/Ste 2880
New Century Careers 333 E Carson St Ste 431
Nixon L Barrett 566 Francis St
Norris Mattie 2242 Wylie Ave
Nra Account 4 Commerce Ct Third Flr
Occunet Mercy 1515 Locust St 2nd Floor
Painter Shelly 1005 Herron Ave
Pannell Camilla 2025 Bentley Dr 1301
Pannell Camilla P Pannell Beverly 2025 Bentley Dr Apt 1301
Parkerhunter Inc 600 Grant St Suite 3100
Parnes Jon 519 Herron Ave
Passaro Anna M Estate 1705 Forbes Ave
Payn Robert O 2941 Webster Ave
Penbrad And Co 4 Sta Sq
Penticost Alexander Esq 310 Grant St
Pietragallo Bosick Gordon 519 Ct Place
Pittsburgh Chapter 13 Trust 600 Grant St Suite 3250 Usx Tow
Platt Robert 1813 Webster Ave
Pnc Bank 600 Grant St Chanel Service
Pnc Emergency Fund L 600 Grant St
Podolsky Sylvia C/O M Schonfield 1420 Centre Ave Apt 501
Porcher Andrew 2025 Bentley Dr Apartment 1002
Pratt Audrey D 3373 Webster Ave
Pratt Audrey D Pratt Trudy 3373 Webster Ave
Precise Inc Litigation Technologies 210 Grant St Ste 200
Pride Clinical Research 1400 Locust St
Primary Care Health Services Inc 1835 Centre Ave
Rand Imaginit Technologies Inc 500 First Ave Att Lockbox 6436
Ray Mary W 826 Shawnee St
Rbs Citizens N A 525 William Penn Pl
Regis David Hutton Estate Of 100 Ross St Ste 4
Reilly Bernard T 437 Grant St
Remedies Pharmacy 508 William Penn Place
Riddle William H Est Of Blumling & Gusky 436 7th Ave
Rider Zillah Louise Co Emilio P Fastuca Atty 6 Allegheny Bldg
Robinson Gloria A 2566 Brackenridge St
Rockford Genney Estate 110 Gist St
Rockford Manna Estate 110 Gist St
Rockwell International Group 600 Grant St
Rodgers Daniel 1635 Bedford Ave
Roozrokh Hootan Chris Dr 1420 Centre Ave Number 1511
Rosner William Amdracki Law Offices 428 Forbes Ave Ste 600
Rudolph Leonard H Est Of 301 Grant St 20th Fl
Sanchez Alcibiades 3613 Stoudts Ferry Bridge Rd
Sandhu Hardev 500 Grant St Suite 2900
Savage Beth Trauma Services
Scott Andrea Apt 2 3347 Melwo Venue
Scott Arthur A Sr Apt 308 2407 Bedford Ave
Scully Vincent 107 Pheasant Dr
Seven Sisters Gift Shop 1400 Locust St
Sheets Rosselli Horowitz & Collins 304 Ross St Ste 303
Shelton John III Shelton Carol 420 Dinwiddie St Apt 908
Simmons Doris M 912 Bryn Mawr Rd
Sis Breakage Services 4 Sta Sq Commerce Ct
Slevin Timothy M Janney Montgomery Scott Llc 600 Grant St
Slocum Angela 310 Grant St
Smith Lucille 643 Kirkpatrick St
Stallion Fund Ii Llc C/O J Thomas Allen 411 Seventh Ave Ste 1202
Steinberg Steidl 210 Grant St
Stout Betty L Est Of 301 Grant St 14th Flr
Strozier Alfred E 17 Heldman St
Stuart Melony Best Healthcare 112 Washington Place
Sydnor Otha L 1022 W Davenport
Tanner George A 917 Clarrissa St
Taylor Dorothea 817 Cherokee St
Taylor James 817 Cherokee St
Tench Clinton C Jr C/O Estate Of Clinton Tench 3101 Iowa St
Tench Leonard 3101 Iowa St
Terry Stephenson Pc 429 Forbes Ave Ste 1
Thomas James 2222 Wylie Ave
Thomas Ruth N Est Of C/O Williams Coulson 1500 Two Chatham Ctr
Thompson Thel 2199 Elmore Sq Apt 177
Thorp Reed & Armstrong 301 Grant St Ste 14
Titus Shapira Titus Marcus 301 Grant St 35th Fl
Tokich Stanley Tokich Joseph 2110 Watson St
Tower Jeffrey A 615 First Ave Apt 303
Triplett Stephens Roger Dr 1420 Centre Ave Apt 401 Washington Plaza
Turner Mary E 918 Clarissa St
Turner Ralph 916 Cherokee St
U S Steel Retirement Plan Trust Uss Carnegie Pension Fund 600 Grant St Room 2643
Us Aggregates Llc 301 Grant St
Us Steel Retirement 600 Grant St 2643
Utz Theresa M Estate 1005 Herron Ave
Vandusen Brian 1400 Centre Ave #2209
Vanlenten Lee Estate Of 437 Grant St 14th Floor Frick Bldg
Vargo Stephen P Est Of Ste 660 600 Grant St
Walker Harrie 722 Adelaide St
Washington Thelma 2140 Elmore Sq
Weltman Weinberg & Reis Co 2601 Koppers Building 436 Seventh Ave
Weltman Weinberg & Reis Co Lpa 2718 Koppers Building 436 7th Ave
West Penn Royalties Co Broido And Rosenbaum 807 Jones Law Bldg
White Ada L 3348 Milwaukee St
White Courtney E 769 Bryn Mawr Rd
White Deborah A 3470 Webster Ave
White George Jr 715 Mercer St Apt 179
Willis Minnie L 717 Seal St
Wimbs Della M 1507 Colwell St
Winnecour Ronda J 600 Grant St Ste 3250
Wishmeski Sophia 3015 Brereton Ave
Wood Patrick M H J Heinz 600 Grant St
Workman Cora 2275 Somers Dr Bldg 31
Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Acs Health Consortium Foster Plaza Bldg VIII
Advantage Equity Services 8 Pkwy Ctr 875
Al Abduljader Salah A A 806 Carriage Rd
Alanazi Mrifah M 1400 Greenvaly Dr 3
Amorose Joseph G 1125 Hillsview Ter
Ansys Inc 750 Holiday Dr Bldg 9 6th Floor
At T Media Services Four Pkwy Ctr
Atlantic Auto Sales Inc 2070 Saw Mill Run Blvd
Audiomed Hearing Instrum 1074 Greentree Rd
Bacon Lawrence C 205 Herndon St
Bansal Sharad Apt 1b 422 Chatham Park Dr
Barai Praful M 7 Pkwy Ctr Apt 679
Barnett Margaret B 236 Cherrydell Dr
Basina Bhuvaneswara 352 Oakville Dr Highland Hills
Becker Paul H Jr 101 Greenboro Ln
Begian Roobik 16 Wabash St
Biocon Trol 401 Ksavings Plan Tr 2275 Swallow Hill Rd Bldg 2500 2nd Fl
Biro Ernest G Estate 722 Hestor Dr
Bolt Regina 135 Warden St
Carriage Park Apartments 300 Chatham Park Dr
Catherine Erdely 105 Sheldon Ave
Chakrabarti Atanu 600 Chatham Park Dr Apt 507
Chang Eye Group C/O A Chang 2101 Greentree Rd
Charles M Han 308 Forest Dr
Christy Margery E Estate 613 Hope St
Cillo Joseph J 2672 Winchester Dr
Collasius Robert 567 Oaklyn Ct Apt Tb
Comprehensive Inform 900 Parish St
Corroon Of Pitts Willis 9 Foster Plaza
Curtin James J 27 Independence St
Dandrea Alene M Dandrea John J 1036 Steuben St
Daroski Marilyn S 10 Leon Rd
Datta Rajesh 600 Chatham Park Dr Apt No
Davis Dorothy 212 Attica St
Dennis Rhonda L 2416 Rose Gdn Rd
Doroski Theodore 10 Leon Rd
Dunhoff James H 1325 Lakewood Ave
Ebener Kenneth 200 Fleet St Ste 1100
Ellis Charles C 7 Pkwy Ctr Ste 375
Embry Rosie M 51 Noblestown Rd
Erdely Julius 105 Sheldon Ave
Faulk Viola C Estate Of 2120 Greentree Rd-800 East
Fauty Stacie 208 Barth Dr
Foster Byron L Trst Of 681 Andersen Dr
Gaint Eagle Inc 750 Holiday Dr
Gascoine Jamielynn 19 Foxcroft Rd
Gerner Edward J Estate Of 132 Arla Dr
Giles Harlan R Md 100 Fleet St Ste 102
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Guidant Corp Foster Plaza 9 5th Floor 750 Holiday Dr
Gupta Sonia 7 Pkwy Ctr Ste 375
Harris Masonry Inc 420 Greentree Rd
Hcr Manor Care 750 Holiday Dr Ste 110
Hcr Manorcare Heartland Hospice Svcs 750 Holiday Dr
Heartland Hhc And Hospice 750 Holiday Dr Foster Plaza
Hertz Claim Mangement Corp Recoveries Department PO Box 25466
Hess Betty R 1848 Greentree Rd Manorcare He
Hinish Richard M 1021 Dale Dr
Hopfer Robert G 1055 Greenlawn Dr
Jacobs Florence N Jacobs William G 226 Banbury Ln
James Terri 1591 Crucible St
Janeda Julia 416 Lorenz Ave
Jeng Christine 7 Pkwy Ctr Ste 375
Kane Ellen 107 Steuben St
Kirk John B 1205 Strahley Pl
Kitman Fred 510 S Main St
Klein Dorothy M Apt 125 3000 Swallow Hill Rd
Kollinger Al Auto Body Inc 1265 Dickens St
Kopp Katherine M 3000 Swallow Hill Rd Apt 242
Kosinski Wilma F 740 Robinwood Dr Apt 4
Kotian Udayashanker 236 Chatham Dr Apt Ta
Kury Healy Joyce 822 Lorenz Ave
Leo Anthony J Estate 440 Orchard Spring Rd
Liberty Fnncl Srvcs Inc 1910 Cochran Rd Suite 800
Liberty Insurance Agency 1910 Cochran Rd 2 Manor Oak Ste 800
Libonati Gisella 236 Cherrydell Dr
Logical Automation Inc 1011 Alcon St
Mahoney John P Estate Of 2257 Old Oak Dr
Malsch Richard R Malsch Melinda C 1265 Dickens St
Mascot Systems 875 Greentree Rd 5 Pkwy Ctr
Mates Theodore Estate 1023 Chartiers Ave
Matula Matilda 101 Manorview Rd Apt 707
Mca Administrators 820 Parish St
Meny Phyllis 926 Ringgold St
Morycz Barbara A 2120 Greentree Rd
Mox Janice M 111 Cedarbrook Dr
Myers Valerie 3000 Swallow Hill Rd # 327
Myslinski Decker Linda 1109 Greenridge Ln
Nawrocki Bernard 1848 Greentree Rd
Nexus Financial Network Llc Manor Oak Two Ste 500
Norkus Emma M 104 Parkedge Rd
Obrien Samantha M 237 Sheldon Ave
Pa Settlement Services Inc 7 Pkwy Ctr Ste 102
Patrus Thomas J 115 Bygate Cir
Perri Joy A 1064 Arbor
Pirone Patricia 740 Robinwood Dr
Poplosky Frances Poplosky William 146 Verna St
Porta-Clark & Ward Llc 100 Fleet St Suite 101
Porter Judith C Porter Merle S 2301 Rose Gdn Rd
Rem 680 Anderson Dr Foster Plaza #10 6th Floor
Rennekamp Lumber Co 1935 Woodville Ave
Rennekamp Supply Co Corp 1935 Woodville Ave
Rivet Beatrice J 1 Oakville Dr
Roth Florence C Estate 905 Elkton St
Russo Anthony 7 Pkwy Ctr Ste 375
Scafuti Elsie M 448 Springfield Dr
Scafuti Guy J C/O Scafuti E 448 Springfield Dr
Schirripa Joanna M 226 Foxcroft Rd
Schwartzmiller Joseph Mr 1018 Lakewood Ave
Seiling-Sr Donald H Est Of 1007 Mt Royal Blvd
Senior Safety Associates 2101 Greentree Rd Suite B-102
Shields Donald 1018 Steuben St
Sholes Robert M 20 Crosswinds Dr
Sivasubramanian Rama 400 Camelot Ct Apt 614
Smyginski Peter 1512 Pennsylvania Ave
Snyder Janice W 120 Rhodes Ave # 202
Sobeco Morneau 5 Pkwy Ctr Ste 100
Southern Cross Construction 2090 Greentree Rd #2
Steck George T Estate 318 Attica St
Stehle Mary J 2410 Red Oak Dr
Tamilia David 2678 Winchester Dr
Tarbert James T 1039 Steuben St
Tdi Pharmacy 452 S Main St
Thornton Roberta A Thornton Karen 226 Stuben St
Todd Sarah Jean Estate 609 Herschel St
Vaupel Margaret Vaupel William 618 Lorenz Ave
Veatch Black 750 Holiday Dr Suite 500
Vocelli Pizza 1005 S Bee St
Weimerskirch Mary B 919 Berdella St
White Charles F 1135 School St
Wuenstel Laverne R Wuenstel Robert J 126 Herndon St
Yaworski Michael Est Of Our J & J Services Inc 1620 Green Vly Dr 16
Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Amber Glen Assisted Living 107 Fall Run
Anti Gravity Productions Inc 2211 Ardmore Blvd
Aseracare Hospice 1500 Ardmore Blvd Ste 501
Bailey Minnie L Bailey Eddie F 18 S Wheeler St
Barnett Ethel 637 E End Ave
Beggs Signe W 439 South Ave
Bennett Joann 1311 Franklin Ave
Benteler Lee R Benteler Helen 714 Hulem Way
Biondi Parkway Ford 2204 Wilner Dr
Bollman Kevin P 206 Kelly Ave
Bongartz Ursula Pauline Bongartz Vincent 444 Swissvale Ave
Boyd Elsie Estate Of 1500 Wood St
Boyd Vinie T 2029 Kendon Dr W
Braun Charles H Braun Mary G 2104 Chalfont St
Braxton Edna Aparment 302 1515 Penn Ave
Breneman Pauline Estate 821 Glenn Ave
Brockenbough Frances 8630 Bricelyn St #107
Brooks Preston 507 Holmes St
Burnett Elizabeth 838 Holland Ave Apt 409
Byres Charlotte O 419 South Ave
Cannon Grace E Cannon John F 1628 Ardmore Blvd
Carmen Bonacci 2405 Laketon Rd Apt H 7e
Carole Kunkle Miller And Associates 302 Washington Rd Ste 206
Carter Paul F 18 Princeton Blvd
Cecchini Joseph Estate 1146 East St
Champion M Rita 1987 Centurion Dr Apt 505
Chunkala John 2407 Laketon Rd Apt H1
Code Jacqueline D 2407 Laketon Rd Apt B14w
Combs Carl 2021 Calistoga Pl
Coradi Michael D Ex Rosella M Coradi 2114 Greensburg Pike
Cunic Joseph 289 Pennsylvania Ave
Darnel Michelle M 429 Kelly Ave
Davis Arthur 255 Kelly Ave
Demillion Thomas 310 Hay St
Dick Millard E Cust 1028 Ross Ave Wilkinsburg
Dixon William E 1013 Wallace Ave
Dobbs Alice W Apt 312 8000 Beacon Hill Dr
Doran Marian R 435 Franklin Ave
Dyakon Michael 1640 Ardmore Blvd
Eisen Thelma 7505 Penn Bridge Ct
Eschement James G Eschement George 937 Lilly Ln
Evanovich Sharon A 334 Barclay Ave
Evans Kenneth M 224 Ave F
Fischer Diane 361 Ave E
Fontaine Mary 405 Bevington Rd
Forest Hills Merchants Association PO Box 415 2148 Ardmore Blvd
Forest Hills Transfer Storage 2101 Ardmore Blvd
Foster Marie 810 Wood St Apt 209
Fox Josephine C 205 Washington Rd
Friend Edward H 8630 Bricelyn St Apt 100
Fulton Dorothy M 1433 Sylvan Tr
Genevieve Ignelzi 209 Kelly Ave
Ginyard John 1444 Foliage St
Glen Arden Developers Inc 502 Berlin Rd
Gogan Jessica 530 Mifflin Ave
Golden Venture 1500 Ardmore Blvd #101
Gould Elizabeth 1303 North Ave
Gozdamovich Charles 420 Filmore Rd
Graham James Jr 1105 Sperling Dr
Green Barbara A Estate 467 Reed St
Gullum Eloise P 3803 Rural Ct W
Guy Camille B 1210 Swissvale Ave
Hall Glenn 7436 Lighthouse Pt Bldg
Hawkins Mable T 1910 Ardmore Blvd
Heck Frederick 737 Hill Ave
Herring Ethel 7944 Susquehanna St
Hicks Melvina 1455 Cresson St
Hodil Thomas Estate 1665 Coal St
Holiday Inn Pittsburgh Parkway 915 Brinton Rd
Hooper Charles W Hooper Elaine G 15 Demmer Ave
Hunt Marlene CO Olive Hunt 1515 Penn Ave Apt 612
Ignelzi Genevieve 209 Kelly Ave
Inner City Property 1451 Elm St
Jackson Earl 817 Woodworth St
Jackson Sheena T 1818 Brinton Manor Dr Apt 1
Jackson William N 923 Braddock Rd Forrest Hills
Jackson William N Marital Tr Jackson William N 2143 Ardmore Blvd
James Bernice 8108 Frankstown Ave
James Connie 710 Hill Ave
James Mary R PO Box 91202
Jones Donny Estate Of 1414 Traymore Ave
Junction Pharmacy 7600 Forbes Ave
Kahkonen Gay 407 Barnes St
Kay Circle Properties R 1823 Penn Ave
Kelly Mary I 519 Midland St
Kemmler John G 2723 Sageman Ave
Kennedy James V 231 Green St
King Elizabeth M 411 Marion Ave
Kinol Michael A 605 Braddock Rd
Klingener Erika 705 S Trenton Ave
Kron Angela 775 Wilkinsburg Ave
Krushinski Norah 515 Glasgow Rd
Kyd Earl V Jr 1423 Sloan Ave
Kyd Rosa 1423 Sloan Ave
Latimer Dewitt Talmadge 427 East End Ave Apt 1
Lavinia Graham 1100 Sperling Dr
Lazaridis George 613 1/2 Lenox Ave
Lee Cheryl Ann 1053 Blackadore Ave
Liherbier Debbie 45 Glasgow Rd
Lodouico Annette 15 Marwood Ave
Macura Andrew 3000 Locust St
Malek Dolores H Estate 118 Ave F
Malone Arthur D Malone Hulda S 919 Roland Rd
Marguerite Alexande 407 Biddle Ave
Mariner Harlene 502 Singer Pl
Matthews Kenneth R 2319 Park Hill Rd
Mays Dorothy 2360 Bracey Dr Apt 306
Mcconville Michael 403 Hay St
Mccormick David 500 Undercliff Rd
Mccullough Selma Estate 447 Rosedale St
Mccullough Selma R 571 Coal St
Mcdivitt Eva R Estate 7711 Tuscarora St
Mcmillan Marlene L 2204 Wilner Dr
Metzger Jeanne M Estate 560 Pasadena Ave
Miller Kenneth E Est Of Marquette Law Office 24 Bryn Mawr Rd
Mmig Llc 1401 Franklin Ave
Moon Fannie 725 Singer Pl
Morgan Bernard F Estate 121 Marion Ave
Morgan Harold Est Of Marquette Law Office 24 Bryn Mawr Rd
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Morgan Marie P Estate 121 Marion Ave
Mountjoy Arthur R Mountjoy Muriel 2077 Chalfant St
Muffett Dorothy Apt C1e 2405 Laketon Rd
Nicholas Marlena 1613 Maplewood Ave
Norm Jackson Con Tracting 1413 Swissvale Ave
Nydick Lisa A 2233 Laketon Rd
Osborne Marsha L 712 North Ave 2nd Fl Apt 1
Pandolph Amy 504 Todd St
Patel Shashi D 442 E End Ave
Patterson Dorris 2360 Bracey Dr 11
Payne Tessie E 3803 Rural Ct W
Pearson Mary A Estate Of 1987 Centurion #204
Pickworth Ruth G Estate Of 107 Fall Run Rd
Pollick Albert J Jr Pollick Susan M 104 Ave L
Pope Earl D 1015 Hill Ave
Powell Joann 506 Rosedale St
Property Management Consultant 2342 E Hills Dr
Queer Vincent P 758 Penn Ave Apt 3
Quigley Rosella A Quigley Merle Newport Rd
Ray Carol 135 Ave L
Reibert Robert 42 Hart St
Riley Barbara J 1510 Foliage St
Riley Charles 825 South Braddock Ave
Robinson Carter Jr Robinson Aleise F 519 Wallace Ave
Rogers Davis Vivian 2008 Mcnary Blvd
Romano Joanne H 611 Windsor Ave
Rosendale Augustus N 400 Ardmore Blvd
Ryan Dennis M 303 Burlington Rd
Scheidhauer Walter P 257 Cascade Rd
Seddon Genevieve 2233 Laketon Rd
Seik Robert V Estate 213 Braddock Rd
Sevcik Matthew F Md 224 Penn Ave
Shagets Edward D Shagets Ann D 952 E End Ave
Sheppard Maxine 2360 Bracey Dr Apt 607
Siren Eugene Walter 525 Mifflin Ave
Slayton Lilli 2360 Bracey Dr Apt 1406
Smith Susan Seddon 315 Biddle Ave # B
Snoddy Frances E Est Of 2143 Ardmore Blvd
Sol Ikon O 1500 Ardmore Blvd
Somogye Neil 589 Celeron St
Steel City Vacuum Co 919 Penn Ave
Stothard Barbara A Stothard Mark H 208 West St 1
Strothers Queen A 432 Franklin Ave # A2
Sullivan Carole J Estate 124 Lebeau Pike
Tamarelli Florence E 411 Marion Ave
Tamewitz Yang I 203 Berkley Ave
Thompson John 1039 Lawndale St
Three Rivers Center For Independent 900 Rebecca Ave
Tmw Marketing 1500 Ardmore Blvd
Treadwell Darlene 1309 Wood St Apt 11
Tristate Benefit Solution 2400 Ardmore Blvd Pgh Care Partnership Inc
Troy Settlement Fannie Mae 406 Lenox Ave
Turner Helen Sepp 7741 Forbes Ave
Turner Rose M 605 Braddock Rd
Urbanek Joseph F 2407 Laketon Rd Apt D1w
Vonhoppe Jean A 37 Kenmore Ave
Walker Nancy 417 Rosedale St Apt Rear
Wallace Edna L 810 Wood St Apt 806
Walsh Danielle M 401 Hampton Ave Fl 2
Ward Gladys D 431 Franklin Ave
Ware Sherry L 1211 Glenn Ave
Webb Johnnie 714 Whitney Ave
Weis George N Estate 194 Nimick Pl
West Thelma H 141 Eymard St
Williams Flor 1427 Hunter St
Williams Gladys M Williams Herbert 2085 Chalfant St
Wilson Gladys 1207 Swissvale Ave
Winstein Mary K 439 South Ave
Wofford Ruth 838 Holland Ave Apt 409
Wolfram Melba Estate Of Atty Albert Kovach
Wood Charles 509 Peebles St Apt 1
Yogitha Samuel Bso 1061 Agent L8351
Young Elizabeth 8001 Susquehanna St
Zeller June L 107 Fall Run Rd Apt 126
Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Alperman Donna M 88 Cherry St
Antes Dorothy S 89 Locust St Hearthside
Aust Walter 85 Kittanning St
Autobody Experts 9 Crescent St
Bach Patrick J 226 Mount Vernon Dr
Baron Industries Supply 80 Hafner Ave
Beatty Sally M 236 Butler St 15223
Cavliere Clemetine 109 Lehr Ave
Cook Frances Cook Dale R 53 Vine St
Cowan Charles E Estate 43 Kittanning St
Cuthbert John 424 Lexington Ct
Diamond Harry 20 School St
Ettmyer Robert C 60 Locust St
Grimm Joseph M 47 High St
Laeng Clara A 1314 Lindbergh Ave
Lewis Mildred M C/O Lewis W 109 W Littlewood St
Lewis William E 109 W Littlewood St
Long Paul Est Of 912 Western Ave
Lutz Stanley E Estate Of 1315 Mt Royal Blvd
Miller William G 900 Mt Royal Blvd
Moose Dennis 306 Lehr Ave Apt B
Muretic Mildred M Estate 3 Robertson Pl
Murray D J 183 Alma St
Obille Patricia 135 Homer Pl
Offen Donald F Apt 306 1112 Mount Royal Blvd
Phillipi Elizabeth M 103 E Littlewood St
Postell Edmund B 24 Bridge St
Prushi Frances Estate 840 Butler St
Schaefer Gerald C Estate 1110 Orvis Ave
Shaw Annable Estate 6 Reese Ave
Sullivan Chevrolet 9 Crescent Ave
Thomas Mary T Estate Of 115 Lehr Ave
Trolle Joan E 128 High St
Wagner August F Jr Wagner Rose 206 Seavey Rd
Wilson James 803 Mt Royal Blvd
Zuccher Kathleen A 415 Mount Royal Blvd
Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Allen Mary 5013 Osceola St
Alviani Rose A 4782 Cypress St
Andrews David M Estate Of 4003 Penn Ave 518
Angel Marguerite Schoeneman 215 Taylor St
Antanitis Joseph J Antanitis Almeda 5112 Rosetta St
Arthur Sciullo Trust C/O Sciullo A 4702 Kincaid St
Arzt Megan 462 S Atlantic Ave 2
Atchison Edward Estate 4921 Rosetta St
Barron Sandra J 5191 Columbo St
Bartoszewicz Mary Estate 243 S Millvale Ave
Benlock Andrea L 5212 Coral St
Bloomfield Hardware Co Inc 4517-19 Liberty Ave
Brooks Eugene L 116 Edmond St
Brown Debra 5330 Fern St Apt 1106
Brown Geraldi 201 S Winebiddle St
Buechele Elizabet 4133 Liberty Ave
Busha Mildred 441 Taylor St
Campbell Margaret P 4813 Sciota St
Carlino John E 415 Orwell Way
Carola Theresa M 311 N Evaline St
Connelly Leo C 5140 Brd St
Connors Mary 4003 Penn Ave Apt 327
Conway Marie E Estate 4009 Mintwood St
Cook Violet 5330 Fern St
Cooks Mary 5339 Brown Way St
Derkach Katherine 4220 Milgate St
Fierst Helen M 304 S Winebiddle St
Figurski Laura 525 N Mathilda St
Franklin Glad 5363 Warble St
Galloway Florence Estate 411 S Mathilda St
Garrigan Mary 4008 Cabinet St
Gavin Mary M Estate 321 N Atlantic Ave
Graver Catherine 4636 Penn Ave
Grubbs Edna N 5228 Kincaid St
Harris Marie 4503 Liberty Ave
Hart George Estate 4054 Penn Ave
Henn Matilda 5330 Fern St Apt 1309
Hill Margaret 5334 Waterford St
Hooper Alexander M 624 Edmond St Rear
J E Hanger Inc Of Georgia 4052 Liberty Ave
Kaczynski Minnie 4118 Main St
Kingsley Patricia Estate Of C/O M Kingsley 3926 Mcclure Ave
Kocharhook Kenneth G 4603 1 2 Corday Way
Kratt George 213 Pearl
Kwiatkowski Harriet Estate 4922 Alhambra Way
Kwong Chiu Hung 446 Pearl St
Lane Mary D 5330 Fern St Apt 1309
Larose David A2 4632 Penn Ave
Libell Regina M 312 1 2 Orwell Way
Liu Yi 4048 Mintwood St
Lockley Hattie Lockley Henry 5170 Hillcrest St
Mance James 232 Pearl St
Mannion Anthony L 4629 Carroll St
Marriott International Inc 5308 Liberty Ave
Marshall David A 326 4003 Penn Ave
Mc Clelland L 5369 Cornwall St
Mcclelland Li 5369 Cornwall St
Mcclelland Lillian 5369 Cornwall St
Mentzer Elizabeth 4926 Sciota St
Metzer Brian J 425 S Pacific Ave
Michler Angela Estate 222 Edmond St
Miele Clara 4778 Aloe St Floor 1
Miele Samuel 4778 Aloe St Floor 1
Miller Craig Alan Dr 4815 Liberty Ave Suite 140
Miller Nicholas 374 S Atlantic Ave Apt 5
Murphy George Estate 455 Pearl St
Nok Enterprises 4717 Liberty Ave
Novak Raymond 4922 Kincaid St
Pastories Josephine 5200 Mora Way
Patrick Kirby J 4105 Woolslayer Way
Patterson Juanita 128 N Winebiddle St
Pelkey Ethel M Pelkey Roy J 4122 Main
Penn Sunoco 4068 Penn Ave
Phillips Marion 4931 Penn Ave
Puciata Fannie Estate 4919 Breesport St
Redington Winifred 201 S Winebiddle St
Reed Maria 5330 Fern St
Reifsnyder Thomas Dr Western Pa Vascular Asso 4815 Liberty Ave
Romero Ardridar 195 Cotton Way
Schelat Mildred T 223 Taylor St
Sciullo Arthur 4702 Kincaid St
Sklenar Dorothy M Sklenar John A 444 Pearl
Smith Alice V 5330 Fern St
Snyder Elsie 4788 Aloe St
Steave S 5388 Warble St
Stokes Francis 3903 Mintwood St
Sullivan Victor Estate 5330 Brd St
Turak Laura R 219 Ella St
Turner Robert E 5003 Brd St
Underwood Osc 5110 Brd St
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Vigilantminds Inc 4736 Penn Ave
Wallace Betty June 5203 Rosetta St
Wallace Minnie Est 4001 Penn Ave Apt 123
Washington Cleo 5388 Warble St
West Penn Plastic And Reconstructive Surg 4815 Liberty Ave
Western Pa Anesthesia Associates 4727 Friendship Ave
Wilburn Benjamin 4792 Cypress St
Pittsburgh Pa 15225
Carey Dorothy M 233 4th Ave
Frontier Steel Company Inc PO Box 9339
Watson Carol 139 Third St
Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Appliance Warehouse 1419 Perri Dr
Bessner Nancy 1411 Creedmoor Av
Big Man Marketing 1023 Berkshire Ave
Bryant Virginia Estate 659 Linda Dr
Child Rebecca 946 Bay Ridge Ave
Chillcott Lorena M 211 Capital Dr
Chojnicki Susan L 9909 Brookline Blvd
Chun Kwong Tong 956 Brookline Blvd
Conley Lawrence R Conley Jean 2100 Plainview Ave
Demas Nicholas J CO John Demas 1108 Bellaire Ave
Didonato Virginia R 211 Capital Dr
Diederich Helen V 2889 Jameson Dr
Difrancesco Mary L Est Of 319 Brdmoor Ave
Dipasquale Grace 1050 Mcneilly Rd - Apt 313
Dixon Raymond 2048 Pioneer Ave
Dugan Steven Trst Of 2308 Romaine Ave
Egler Norman A Egler Lois M Apt 311 1050 Mcneilly Rd
Emmell Edwin 2443 Woodward
Fedon Nellie Ms 1619 Bellaire Pl
Flatley William Mr 912 Berkshire Ave
Flynn John B 1050 Mcneilly Rd
Fulfart Brad 2361 Whitehead St
Grant John A Estate 1523 Bellaire Pl
Guenther Harry T Estate 1332 Berkshire Ave
Herron Raymond G 2515 Wedgemere St
Iocozzia Rose Estate 1531 Greencrest Dr
Kail Timothy D P O Box 9665
Kelly Ann M 2519 Glenarm Ave
Kemmler Mary Ann 2723 Sageman Ave
Kennedy Ireland 1573 Breining St
Kim Donald 1030 Woodbourne Ave
King James 742 Eathan Ave
Kyle Carol Estate 1676 Pioneer Ave
Lacey Homer Estate 424 Linial Ave
Lane Lance L Lane Lori A 2506 Wedgemere St
Mareno Emma 301 Charm Ave
Maskrey James T Fair Oaks 604 2200 West Liberty Ave
Mazurek Paul 2533 Pioneer Ave #13
Mccallan Kathleen F 728 Linda Dr
Mcclellan Margaret M 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 404
Moore Mary B Est Of Bentz Law Firm 680 Washington Rd 200
Morreale Michael 1656 Reames St
Newton Janine C 1123 Woodbourne Ave
Nicholson Kimberly E Apt 2 2756 Amman St
Odonnell Brooke A 365 Mayville Ave
Pascuzzi Richard Estate Of 526 Dunster St
Patrick Roone 2000 E Rogerrs 112-92
Perot Systems Corp CO Ronda A Fenger 816 Eathan Ave
Pesi Tracey 201 Plainview
Polllock Elizabeth 662 Larose St
Prendergast Charles J 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 415
Rafalowski Charles 2201 Hobson St
Ray Electric PO Box 9643
Rose Sacco M Co Estate Of Mary Babiak 1525 Ebeen St
Rounds Robert R Estate 2336 Beauft Ave
Salvati Antonio 2462 Pioneer Ave Apt 2
Sarafield Michael Estate 802 Fordham Ave
Sgro Tameka J 948 Bayridge Ave Apt 1
Shaughness Patricia Estate 1224 Wareman Ave
Shively Howard R 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 423
Showalter James M 1215 Schimmer St
Stegner Natalie L 634 Southcrest Dr Apt 1
Stott Donald W 1115 Bellaire Ave
Tanyas Subs Llc 1343 W Liberty Ave
Taylor Anna Estate 1306 Brookline Blvd Apt 807
Terhorst Irene 1615 Bellaire Pl
Theis Theresa 1222 Ftuna Ave
Torch Shirley A 800 Eathan Ave
Valanci Martha Co Estate Of Mary Babiak 1525 Ebeen St
Vitto Rose Estate 2861 Ardsley St
Vogtsberger Richard K Vogtsberger William D 1428 Breining St
Weil Adrian R 2519 Glenarm Ave
Whitworth Marceline A Whitworth William E 220 West Liberty Ave
Wilhelm Robert A 1606 Brookline Blvd
Wilinski Ruth A 2218 Starkamp Ave
Williams Earl E Estate 1933 Woodward Ave
Wolfarth Anna H Est 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 243
Zieger Bernadette Estate Of 939 Norwich Ave
Ziros Grace 2019 Fair Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Ackman Doris B 3661 Oakleaf Rd
Annesley George W Annesley Helen L 141 N Bellecrest Ave
Bauman Maxine Estate 11 Aldred Ln
Baumiller Sally J 1838 Parkln Dr Apt 1
Bazin Donna 5147 Elmwood Dr
Bell Mary M 1641 Carmella Dr
Bender Caren J 3004 Pyramid Ave
Berner Diane 3226 Churchview Ave
Bettie Loeffert Estate 151 Sceneridge Ave
Brown George M Est Of 26 Sceneridge Ave
Brown Robert 2636 Ivyglen St
Carrick Beer Store Inc 3623 Welsh Rd
Carson Frank J 1450 Maple Dr
Chaconas Nick 1450 Maple Dr
Comfort Richard 1050 Edward Dr
Cooney Mary R Estate 3202 Kestner Ave
Cristiano Draperies And Installation 5148 Leona Dr
Curry Maryann 4140 Tuxey Ave
Davis Everett 330 Greenlee Rd Apt 12
Deamicis Edmond C 305 Maytide St
Dewar Joseph A Estate Of 660 Greenlee Rd
Dolue Mercy N 1624 Park Line Dr
Dominici John E 3808 Dalewood St
Dominici Nicole L 221 E Willock Rd
Donatelli Thomas Estate 4703 W Lawnview Ave
Drake Margaret Mary 219 Sunnyland Ave
Dugan James 1838 Parkline
Erny Norma M 3500 Brownsville Rd Side Apt F
Fischer Paul V III 4800 oakridge Dr
Fiser V 1571 Parkline Dr
Fishbourne Jason S 3210 Brownsville Rd
Fishe Norman E Estate 1159 Varner Rd
Gafurov Anvar 1544 Hollywood Rd
Gardill Barbara R 261 Joseph St
Graham David B 2915 Pyramid Ave
Guseman Robert 1400 Maple Dr Apt 5
Hay Melissa A Hay Janet N 1014 Sankey Ct
Hepner Karen H 51 Stewart Ave
Hipple John A 3318 Jameson Dr
Hirsh Robert A Estate 7004 Baptist Rd
Holowchak Stella 4367 Brightview Ave
Humphries Mary Estate Of 3210 Brownsville Rd
Huntington National Bank 3004 Pyramid Ave
Jones Jermaine Apt M38 2615 Brownsville Rd
Jordan Irma S Estate 3025 Custer Ave
Kennedy Katherine Kennedy Francis 769 Agnew Rd
King William F King Bernice 44 Andrade St
Klueber Richard 3977 Deer Vue Dr
Kojnok Andrew G Estate Of 3335 Pary St
Kramer Anthony 5147 Elmwood Dr
Krieger Frances M 315 Spencer Ave
Kurzawski Monica A Kurzawski Gilbert 1032 Sanda Dr
Kyle Dorothy E Kyle John N 1263 Prospect Rd
Lapinski Elizabeth 725 Maytide St
Laudato Domenic A 4610 W Brightview Ave
Lauterbach Betty L CO Richard L Stiteler 107 Frederick Crt
Lawson Gloria A Lawson Don 3018 Vernon Ave
Legrand Shauna M Apt 1 35 Maytide St
Lehman Ethel M 300 Conson Rd
Lersch Christine J 348 4232 Brownsville Rd
Louis Vasthy Jean 322 Benson Cir
Luffy Lola E 135 Stewart Ave
Lysien Rosella C 42 W Bellecrest Ave
Lysien Rosella Cecelia Lysien George Andrew 42 W Bellecrest Ave
Macken Mary A 483 Barbara Dr
Marsteller Jennifer 4789 Frich Dr
Martin Todd 2925 Glendale Ave
Maskew Joseph T 4029 Cloverlea St
Mccluskey Anna 532 Kirk Ave
Mcdarmont Lucre 5033 Frich Dr
Miller Bernard P Miller Martha 334 Sunnyland St
Miller Joseph P Estate 3820 Brownsville Rd
Moore Lillian A Estate 608 Agnew Rd
Morgan Edwin 747 Esther St
Motyl Marie 55 Windsor Rd
Napoli 3600 Saw Mill Run
Nicotra David 1011 Prospect Rd
Nisbet Patricia A 488 Songo St
Obrien Edward Obrien Laura 120 Odette St
Open Pantry Food Marts Of Western Pennsy 3401 Provost Rd
P J Dick Inc PO Box 98100
Peters Harry M 122 Frederick Ct
Pickard Mildred R 12 Hillman St
Pilica Dzevad 3008 Provost Rd
Pios Pasta Company LLC 4110 Brownsville Rd
Posey Karen M 1571 Parkline Dr
Progressive Insurance CO Sfa 4701 Baptist Rd Suite 214a
Pugh John R 1740 Malor
Reckhaus John 1745 Skyline Dr 2
Rethage Mary A 53 Burgess St
Ruffennach Joan 4047 Brownsville Rd
Runco Jeffry 24 Claus Ave Apt A
Sarkis Catherine 945 Dallett Rd
Schrecengost John H 110 W Bellecrest Ave
Schulte Josephine A Schulte Mary L 1111 Girard Rd
Schwimer Mark J 4809 Oakridge Dr
Serra Denver Estate 2813 Brentwood Ave
Shaw Amber J 1838 Parkline Dr Apt 54
Shorr Ethel M Estate 3248 Willett Rd
Smith Mary E 3336 Brownsville Rd Apt 108
Smulovitz Seymour Estate 150 W Brentridge Ave
Sowul Phyllis A 4220 Clairton Blvd
Stahl Raymond C 4601 W Lawnview Dr
Staley Dave 3616 Oakleaf Rd
Steele Paul 211 West Gdn Dr
Stephens Dick Sr 7 Panama Lodge Dr
Sterzinger James R 3045 Pyramid Ave Apt E14
Stocke Timothy D 1288 Varner Rd
Switola Bernice Estate 2812 Pyramid Ave
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Tarker Norman Tarker Mary E 3000 Clermont Ave
Towers Yolanda G 349 Marylea Av
Trovato Margaret B Estate Trovato Margaret B 4108 Dalewood St
Udivich Susan J 1641 Carmella Dr
Uecker Est Mildred M Uecker Mildred M 52 Burgess St
Unruh Thelma Estate 4014 Lanmore Ave
Urban Mary A 3004 Hazelhurst Ave
Vgts Lanscaping Service 3629 Brownsville Rd
Wargomalone Betty 425 Kirk Ave
Wendt Frantz W 2735 Pyramid Ave
White Ann F 4769 Frick Dr
Widowitz Anna S 3329 Pary Ave
Williams V B 1303 Earlford Dr
Zimmer Mary E Estate 803 Agnew Rd
Zvarych Eugene Est 3322 Willett Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Absolute Capital Management Llc 101 Pennsylvania Blvd
Banky George M Jr 289 Old Farm Rd
Bardyquine George 191 Longue Vue
Beal Caryl Conry 190 Crestvue Manor Dr
Bedortha James J 410 Jefferson Dr
Bien Dennis W 101 Pennsylvania Blvd
Bies Jacqueline A 217 Park Entrance Dr
Blair Dorothy Estate Of 31 Lebanon Hills Dr
Burke L Roger 278 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Byers Tonya 1430 Washington Rd
Caldwell Grace N Estate 379 Questend Ave
Cameron Betty H 750 Washington Rd 709
Carpenter Ronald 570 Richland Rd
Cipriani And Werner P C 650 Washington Rd Suite 70
Clatty Robert Estate 943 Washington Rd
Clatty William Estate 284 Mabrick Ave
Cressler Albert 674 Florida Ave
Difiore Ferdinand S Estate 25 Hazel Dr
Du Yan 158 Main Entrance Dr
Everard Edward C 695 Fruithurst Dr
Fisher Mikaela 233 Barth Ave
Ford Cynthia J 515 Kenmont Ave
Frobouck Helen 405 Abbeyville Rd
Gedortha James J 410 Jefferson Dr
Gibson Virginia T 107 Parkside Ave
Goodin Michael A 204 Seneca Dr
Grace Helen S 194 Birch Ave
Greiner Margaret M 200 Buchanan Pl
Griffin John M Apt 408 195 Mount Lebanon Blvd
Gyenes John B Estate Of 692 Florida Ave
Hall Harold G 211 Pkwy Dr
Jaycox Mary L Estate 201 Questend Ave
Jenkins Hildagarde D Jenkins Robert D 264 Connecting Rd
Johnson Philip S 107 Lebanon Hills Dr
Johnston J Lawson 170 Crestview Mnr
Joseph Virginia R 340 Parkside Ave
Kennedy Mary Jane 15 Bower Hill Rd
Kotovsky Irwin H Apt 202 1687 Washi N Rd
Kralik Joseph Estate Of 1389 Washington Rd
Laws Alice J Estate 181 Vernon Dr
Lawson Mae L Estate 181 Vernon Dr
Macdougall James H 384 Avon Dr
Martin Mary Jean 450 Smt Dr
Mcallister Janet 262 1/2 Academy Ave
Mcconnell Kirk S 43 Mayfair Dr
Mckenna Margaret 1454 Navahoe Dr
Mckenna Margaret 1480 Navahoe Dr
Meider Earl Estate 769 Shady Dr E
Meider Wilhelmana Estate 769 Shady Dr E
Mistick Construction Company 109 Haverford Cir
Morris Stephen J 312 Pennsylvania Blvd
Musselman Margaret L 449 Old Farm Rd
Ott Robert R 230 Jonquil Place
Park Elizabeth G 440b Abbeyville Rd
Pavlich Kathleen A Pavlich Stephen P 119 Baywood Ave Apt B6
Pecora Nancy 346 Birch Ave
Peterson Gladys Estate 348 Orchard Dr
Phoenix Properties 355 Orchard Dr
Pillar Mulroy & Ferberpr CO John A Pillar 265 Merion Dr
Pittsburgh Anesthesia Assocs 1699 Washington Rd
Porrastorres Jeronimo P 724 Florida Ave
Potts James R Jr Bf 344 Hazel Dr
Reinhold Ernest Sr Reinhold Margaret 750 Washington Rd 503
Robb Angela V 220 Orchard Dr
Rokop Joseph Sr 1385 Tr Dr
Schultz Paul 213 Guilkeson Rd
Swager Anne J 628 Crystal Dr
Swanson Jane 390 Orchard Dr
Taylor Charles R 107 Parkside Ave
Taylor Loretta R 107 Parkside Ave
Thayer Carolyn 60 Mayfair Dr
Thompson Kathleen G 422 S Meadowcroft Ave
Tiggelbeck Carole W Tiggelbeck Donald D 204 Seneca Dr
Trappen Pauline Estate Of Pines Of Mount Lebanon 1537 Washington Rd
Vakil Pinal D 1421 Washington Rd
Vondehn Madeleine M 1424 Navahoe Dr
White David CO Claim No 185 Inglewood Dr
Wright Michael Wright Geoff 138 Vernon Dr
Yuresic Edward 120 Shady Dr W
Zeager Anna 624 Washington Rd Apt 4
Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Allstate Insurance 1721 Cochran Rd
Andrews James 508 Kenyon Ave
Bcbs Highmark 120 5th Ave
Bope Joan C 100 Country Ln
Brown Frederick Estate Of 121 Mt Vernon Ave 1st Floor
Brunner Robert J Estate Of 28 Ann Arbor St
Campbell Madlyne 808 W View Park Dr
Cannella Laurie 53 Bellevue Ave
Cotter Martin C 166 Highland Ave
Deldin Virginia 173 Georgetown Ave
Dilla Wilma 507 Stanford Ave
Dioubate Kabine 149 Rossmor Ct
Dobson Susan E 307 Thompson Dr
Doeffinger Edythe O Mrs Doeffinger Arthur T 118 Rose Ave
Domjanich Kass M PO Box 9791
Eastern Star Home Western Pa 226 Bellevue Rd
Eyles Rose M 125 Hieber Rd
Fix Leora K Estate 118 9th St
Francis Olga Estate 746 Washington Dr
Gorman Emma 963 Ctr Ave
Harwick Sean Merrit PO Box 97011
Hayes Helen G 808 Westview Park Dr Apt 701
Hesidence William B Hesidence Betsy A 130 Bellevue Rd
Hiles Lisa Hiles M 145 Lakewood Ave
Hohman Harry J 124 Rochester Rd
Hudak Viola Estate 419 Ctr Ave
Hunkele Clarence E Hunkele Doris M 5230 Towers Tr
Jeletic William M 21 Winslow Dr
Johnston Jean G Estate 244 Ridgewood Ave
Jones Margaret G Estate 62 Harvard Ave
L H Bolkey Company 623 Ctr Ave
Larson Trst Of 97 Timberln Dr
Markl Supply Company 904 Perry Hwy
Mcgrath Catherine L 139 E Wedgewood Dr
Mcgrath Mary Lou PO Box 97011
Mclaughlin James P 440 Ctr Ave Apt 2b
Mcswaney Kathy Jane CO K Lynch 156 2nd Av
Miller Daniel 100 Park Plaza Dr
Nguyen Mary 213 Bellwood Dr
Noe Debra L 125 Spruce Ct
Nungesser June G 209 Cornell Ave
Owings Dwight W 48 Fordham Ave
Ross Herbert C Ross Helen 135 Priscilla Dr
Schilberg Darren 58 Norwich Ave
Schmidt Joseph G C/O Estate Of 1981 1 2 Grove Ave
Seitz Albert P 101 Beechmont Ave
Servich Joyce 142 3rd Ave
Shaefer Helen 121 3rd Ave
Sovek Charles P 45 Chalfonte Ave
Spruce Valley Homes 290 Perry Hwy Ste 1
Steele William Steele Jeanne 3 Allamac Place
Stewart Margaret G 5 Perry Ln
Straub Lila M Estate 146 Bellevue Rd
Strickland David C 154 Peony Ave
Strickland Maxwell L Stephanie Boris 154 Peony Ave
Varion Wesley R 507 Stanford Ave
Vivola Christina L 43 Montclair Ave
Weeber Carolyn 1 Perry Ln
Wright James 440 Centre Ave 3h
Wrono Everett J 128 First Ave
Zebo Stanley 5232 Clarwin Ave
Zenchak Lawrence W Estate 309 Bellevue Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15231
Mihaleto Christina V Hiou St 4 Halandri Athens
Pittsburgh Pa 15232
736 Bellefonte LLC 736 Bellefonte St
7Eleven 00155 5551 Centre Ave 404
Ainsman Laura Alexis Ainsman Meryl Cust 1080 Shady Ave
Anderson Anthony Estate Of 5301 5th Av Fmc Pgh
Ar Building Company 5541 Walnut St
Bagal Ashwin 709 Ivy St Apt 2
Baskin Kevin 401 Amberson Ave #344
Beardsley Anna 638 Summerlea St
Bortz Jean 5301 Westminster Place
Bray Lu Gene 5525 Ellsworth Ave
Buehler Beatrice B 551 Centre Ave
Bussey Lindsey 355 South Negley Ave Apt 1L
Cannell Margaret A 5933 B Alder St
Clark Shannon Michelle 430 South Fairmount St Apt 2
Coley Charlotte L 550 S Negley Av
Colley Michelle L 931 Maryland Ave
Cooper Margaret J Estate 621 Maryland Ave
Crespo Maria M 401 Amberson Ave Apt 335
Dappolonia David J 5140 Pembroke Place
Dolgert Rosemary 626 Summerlea St
Dorrance Roy G 643 Pitcairn Place
Dunning Martha R Estate 5867 Ellsworth Ave
Ellsworth Avenue Corp 5851 Ellsworth Ave
Estate Of D Ortenberg 654 Maryland Ave Apt 2r
Forrester Randal G 5738 Pierce St
Foulks M Esther Estate Of 5301 Fifth Ave
Friedman Rosemary 5921 Alder St
Gangewere Robert J 508 Ivy St
Gerard David 6337 Crombie St
Gogineni Hemant Rokesh 5527 Ellsworth Ave Apt106
Greene Janis S 714 S Aiken Ave
Greene Stephen 917 Ivy St
Gross Catherine Gross Lawrence 371 S Graham St
Guil Nicolas 5425 Kentucky Ave
Guttman Avie 715 Maryland Ave
Guttman Jerry 715 Maryland Ave
Haenel Cyril Mr 327 Stratford Ave
Henderson Maxine 919 S Aiken Ave
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Hicks Mary Apt 403 5551 Centre Ave
Homas Joseph N T Estate Of 509 S Graham St
Huggins James 5738 Pierce St
Jackson William Est Of 5512 Centre Ave 1
Jacobs Richard P 5200 Centre Ave Ste 716
Johnston Mary H Tr 5415 Fifth Ave
Kalla Sara E 5531 Ellsworth Ave Apt 8
Kolatosz Kathryn 626 Summerlea St
Kraynik John 626 Summerlea St
Lester Erren D 641 Maryland Ave Apt 2
Leventon Paula Estate Of 5523 Ellsworth Ave Apt 10c
Liang Marc D 580 S Aiken Ave Ste 203
Libeman Joseph 5703 Elmer St
Lippard Alvin 5825 Fifth Ave Apt 106a
Lundy Joseph P 919 Ivy St
Matejko Frances 5511 Baum Blvd
Matejko Kathleen 5511 Baun Blvd
Maxwell April Chatham College Woodland Rd
Mazer Marjorie 5742 Fifth Ave 203
Mccamant Eleanor Estate 5840 Elwood St
Mccue Anne T 919 Ivy St
Mcgough Emily 5235 Westminster Pl 3 Bayard Rd
Mcguinn Kara 5938 Alder St
Mcmahon John J Estate 352 Spahr St
Mcmillen Lillian Ms 514 Ivy St
Mcnamara James 5809 Walnut St
Mendible Rafael E 5841 Walnut St Apt 31
Miller Brian P 721 Copeland St Apt 3
Moore Ryan 3045 Graham St Apt 1C
Morrispoe Shelby N 301 Roup St Apt 3
Nelson Nora 5700 Ellsworth Ave
Oka Nobutaka Hiro Md 5700 Ellsworth Ave Apt E8
Olson Marihele Olson Paul E 5232 Westminister Place
Ornato Dolores M Estate Of 4311 Stratford Ave
Paez Camargo Luisa Paez Camargo Edgar 5841 Walnut St Apt 31
Pandravada Krishna M 725 S Negley Ave Apt14
Porter Irwin W Porter Rachel 5000 5th Ave Apt 108
Pueschel Elisa K 5604 5th Ave Apt C2
Pugh Andy 1159 Shady Ave
Reverte Carlos F 5503 5th Ave
Richardson Laura Fl 1
Rodney Leonard 5744 Kentucky Ave 1
Rosenthal Rebecca 5700 Ellsworth Ave Apt C
Salboud E Philip 355 Stratford Ave
Shapera Warren 5100 Fifth Ave Apt304
Smith Kennedy 5834 Walnut St
Smith Susan S 5401 Centre Ave
Sobol Aaron L 6220 Mellon Park Ct
Spencer Dacia A 588 S Aiken Ave
Teepaganont Kajohnsak 5551 Centre Ave Apt 317
Thompson Michael 319 Spahr St
Tile And Design 229 Spane St
Turner Glen 703 Ivy St Apt 2
Tuscany Financial Inc 5744 Ellsworth Ave Ste 2a
Walker Thomas K Walker May M 732 Filbert St
Wean Carolyn PO Box 10245
Wildschutte Hans 515 South Aiken Ave 902
Williams Florence L 208 5619 Kentucky Ave
Wong Honman 5420 Ellsworth Ave Apt 7
Wuchinich Fesanko 6235 5th Ave
Zaborowski Daniel Paul Estate Of CO K M Stevenson 5717 Walnut St
Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Bell Melissa 911 Manhattan St
Blackwell Freddie 1210 N Franklin St
Brown Susie 1431 Sheffield St
Bush Mary J 1418 Page St
Champlin Ernestine 1323 Page St
Chatella John W 1421 Sheffield St
Crowthere Benjamin Estate 1100 Western Ave
Dahney James W Estate 1014 Pennsylvania Ave
Dalby Phyllis M 1215 W North Ave
Ely Dino 834 North Lincoln Ave Apt 5
Ermi Utl Invest 1650 Metropolitan St
Express Shuttle 1825 Liverpool St
Fletcher Walter 1408 Warner St
Gomes Dorothy B 1014 Sheffield St Apt 606
Henderson Sharon 1007 Allegheny Ave
Highmark Blue Cross Blue PO Box 158
Hipwell Manufacturing Company 831 West North Ave
Hogan John G 1014 Sheffield St Apt 212 Walker Hogan
Howard Curl 1024 Beaver Ave N S
Jamison Theodore R PO Box 100217
Janosco Eleanor Janosco M A 1707 Fulton St
Jennings Denika S 1115 Sheffield St
Kenny David E 1206 Brighton Rd
Kinslow Edna Ms 1220 W North Ave
Knecht Mary M 1014 N Lincoln Ave
Kress William R 928 Maolis Way
Larkin Jean 1440 Nivon St
Miller Frank J 1014 N Lincoln Ave
Mills Clyde 835 Doughton Way
Moore Frances 1325 Liverpool St # 1
Nieder David A Sr Nieder Carole A 1340 Hopkins St
Northside Common Ministries PO Box 99861
Pattillo Sherma Estate PO Box 99924
Pattillo Sherma Pattillo Burl PO Box 99924
Poporich George Poporich Anna C 1309 Pennsylvania Ave
Primary Care Health Services Inc 1014 Sheffield St
Process Reproductions Inc 939 West North Ave
Steele Julnee 1131 W North Ave
Steytler Anne W 1001 Allegheny Ave 2
Tci Tire Centers Inc 1301 Beaver Ave Rear
Wallace Margaret C 1440 Nivon St
Walters Gene F 1334 Pennsylyania Ns
Weber John Estate 3000 Preble
White Clarenc 1243 Page St
Williams William M 1246 N Franklin St
Wimbs Dorothy 1505 Sedgwick St
Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Allied Security Inc 2840 Library Rd
Blickenderfer B M 783 Cooke Dr
Bostaph Ethel V Est Of Ste 212 300 Mt Lebanon Blvd
Bourne Ronald A 899 Rolling Rock Rd
Boyle Linda 1047 Hastie Rd
Bradshaw Edna M 528 Glenshannon Dr
Brunner Dennis 4001 Greenridge Rd Apt 310
Buerkle Marilyn Buerkle Mary S 108 Sunridge Dr
Buerkle Mary S 108 Sunridge Dr
Charles Nick 3706 Rebecca St
Comfort Burton C 810 Castle Shannon Blvd
Dickson Deloris Dickson James 16 Jacob St
Farmers Mutual Of Mccandless Twp PO Box 10383
Garbark Robert 914a Baldwin St
Garrido Victor G PO Box 24502
Griffin Dorothy M Griffin Edward D 493 Castle Shannon Blvd
Groman Jeffrey D 3520 Marge Dr
Hallock Christopher 236 Roycroft Ave
Hauber Jean Estate Of 409 Kinsberry Cir
Hill Katharine 839 Rolling Rock Rd
Howatson Mary 484 Hoodridge Dr
Jones Mary E 493 Castle Shannon Blvd Apt 41
Jones Thomas R 493 Castle Shannon Blvd Apt 41
Kalanish Michael A 4209 Willow Ave
Keirn Robert L Estate Of 835 Lindenwood Dr
Kerrigan Camella A 3361 Mc Roberts Rd
Knorr Clyde 561 Parklyn St
Kravitch Machine Co 3706 Rebecca St
Kunz Mary Ann 1050 Vermont Ave Apt 402
Kurtz Nancy Estate 2538 Kingwood St
Lanes End Trust PO Box 24581
Lefever Raymond 300 Mount Lebanon Blvd Ste 221
Lefever Raymond Trust C/O B Sabo 300 Mount Lebanon Blvd Ste 221
Luckhardt Virginia E 629 Rockwood Ave
Maletich Michael D 300 Mt Lebanon Blvd 2201
Manko Mary 848 Middle Rd
Mann Juanita Mann Mary J 900 Rolling Rock
Mariani And Richards Inc 2800 Library Rd
Maurath Mary Margaret C/O W G Boyle Esquire 4156 Library Rd Ste 4
Mccartney Shaun 982 Pine Ave
Mcdonald Jessica A PO Box 14754
Nee Alice G 452 Hoodridge Dr Apt B7
Nee Daniel P Estate Of 618 Kingsberry Cir
Niggel Taylor Niggel Stacy 799 Killarney Dr
Oakes Petroleum Co Inc 1033 Thornwood Dr
Paris Megan 1236 Prospect Ave
Parker J Kathleen C/O W G Boyle Esquire 4156 Library Rd Ste 4
Penatzer William C/O D Uffelman 617 Vermont Ave
Premo Julie 831 Baldwin St
Rolling Hills Manor 600 Newport
Rossow Irene 417 Dewalt Dr
Sebben Jody 934 Park Ave
Spokart James 430 Groveland St
Starks Sammie L 1201 Hamilton Rd Apt 7
Stein Elizabeth Estate 923 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Stock Ollie Estate 3768 Willow Ave
Sullivan James III Sullivan James Jr 2413 St Norbert Dr
Thore Leona Estate 4201 Greenridge Rd
Transforce Inc 2544 Library Rd Ste 210
Varley Vernon Estate 3018 Home Ave
Volk Heidi A 635 Vermont Ave
Waller Ernest V Estate Of 300 Mount Lebanon Blvd Ste 208
Waller Harold 300 Mount Lebanon Blvd Ste 208
Washery The 3021 Library Rd
Watkins Patricia B 108 Sunridge Dr
Williams Marjorie 1023 Thornwood Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Alaly Durham 50 Hauck Dr
American Family Legal Plan 201 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 307
Amore Marleen 491 Shadywood Dr
Amore Michael 321 Duff Rd
Anderson William E Anderson Ruth 12013 Frankston Rd
Associates In Onc Hem 1000 Integrity Dr 210 Medical Ctr Clinic
Avis Vehicle Rental 620 Rodi Rd
Ayers John G 156 Deerfield Dr
Barclay Mary L 2 Mason
Barren David 11632 Frankstown Rd #303
Bassini Margue 1618 Williamsburg Pl
Bates Chanda Y 141 Mohawk Trail Dr
Bel Trame Josephine 9205 Florida Ave
Beltrame Floyd Louis 9205 Florida Ave
Black Harrold 2506 Main St
Bodycombe Debra 335 Long Rd
Booker Dana T 628 Southern Ave
Boone Roberta 7513 Columbia Ave Pittsburgh Pa
Boone Roberta Boone James W 7513 Columbia Ave
Bowersox Clarence 330 Pennoak Dr
Boyd Terreance Michael 326 Auburn St
Boyle Charles D Boyle Terence D 341 Bryant Dr
Bransom Beatr 1860 Runnette St
Bransom Emma L 1860 Runnette St
Braun Elsie B 156 Laurie Dr
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Brooks Bernard Douglas 501 Guylyn Dr
Brown Michael Z Ii 700 Penn Ctr Blvd Apt 408
Buerkle Robert T 2299 Forest Dr
Carmichael Valorie 8423 Densam St
Carr Walter J Jr 1460 Jefferson Hts Rd
Carter Robert 74 Pride Rd
Cbs Corporation 1380 Beulah Rd
Chiles Leroy 8514 Dersam St
Ciccarelli C V Estate 11506 Frankstown Rd
Computer Learning Centers Inc 777 Penn Ctr Blvd Bldg 7
Congelosi Janet 375 Rodi Rd Apt 207
Continental Sales & Eng Llc 211 Nelbon Ave
Cook Dewey Karen 836 Gramac Ln
Cook Harry H Jr 836 Gramac Ln
Corr Charles A 103 Earlwood Rd
Corr Charles K 103 Earlwood Rd
Council Of Christian Women Attn J Allen 410 Darrell Dr
Cowell Robert J Cowell Virginia 30 Thorncrest Dr
Coxen Megan M 700 Penn Ctr Blvd Apt P6
Coyne Robin L 3023 Blackridge Ave
Craig Charles W Estate 136 Marshall Dr
Craver Christina M 10414 Lindberg Ave
Cuff Harold 160 Everglade Dr
Davis Kim Heir A Law Of Dorothy Whytely 2289 William Penn Hwy
Day Corporation 1400 Universal Rd
Debreczeni Ernest 253 714 972 Debreczeni 206 Rodi Rd
Demeo Josephine 414 Beulah Rd
Deutsche Bank National Trust 60 Bowstone Rd
Dible Wesley E Jr Dible Norma J 11511 Clematis Blvd
Digimax Cable 234 Lott Rd
Dileo Mario A 10114 Pearl Rd
Dipaolo William Mr 6041 Dewayne
Dixon Lillie 248 Rodilin Dr
Dozier Kennet 1929 Runnette St
Duchin Robert J Associates 10 Duff Rd Suite 210
Dudley Samuel F 626 Veronica Dr
Dunn Lawrence 108 Clay Dr
Dutton Brian B 2418 Collins Rd
East Hills Lodge 254 1100 Penn Ctr Blvd
Easton Eleanor J 621 Churchill Ave
Edward F Haldeman & Assoc 3890 Old William Penn Highwy
Espejo Amado Lezama 2739 Ford Ave
Espey Albert P 210 Hochberg Rd
Fedele Sophia Est Of Ste 400 201 Penn Ctr Blvd
Finn John 11400 Azalea Dr
Finnin Robert C 233 Sacob Dr
Freeman Laura 182 E Lemington Ave
Fyockberg Anna L 115 Statler Rd
Gall Edward F Estate 8867 Frankstown Rd
Gallagher Electra 3955 Bigelow Blvd
Gass Rebecca 135 Lucille Dr
Germanowski Lauren M 54 Ridgecrest Dr
Giamportone Gloria M 201 Jefferson Rd Apt 219
Gillespie Charles H Estate Of 1833 Loretta Dr
Gomes Margaret 92 Eastwood Rd
Grace Anthony A Estate Of Box 1007 Marathon D
Grand Property Appraisal Services Inc 252 Kingston Dr
Grieco Pansy O 550 Dixie Dr
Grimm Margaret H 115 Macfarln Dr
Groninger Austin M 6617 Saltsburg Rd
Gurrentz Joan T 3264 Nottingham Dr
Guttilla John J 6617 Saltsburg Rd
Hamilton Homes Of Pennsylvania 133 Jefferson Rd
Hart Barbara J Hart Charles E 419 Darrell Dr
Hawkins David Estate Of 10918 Frankstown Rd Apt 603
Henley Jean 1100 Penn Ctr Bl 622
Hidinger Annamarie M 3005 Laketon Rd
Highmark Services PO Box 595078
Hughes Aline 8523 Pershing
Hunter Gladys PO Box 27087
Hunter Otha L PO Box 27087
Jackson Maurice R 300 Lougeay Rd
Jeannette Bonita R Jeannette Harry E 1100 Penn Ctr Blvd
Johnston Benjamin E 354 Johnston Rd
Jones Cornell D 765 Cedarwood Dr
Jones Edward Jones Helen 2606 Grandview
Kerr Chas 11524 Clematis Blvd
King Unger Betty 2354 Sebring Pl
Koch Albert L 50 Duff Rd Apt 702
Koch Rachel 3033 Universal Rd
Komaniak Michael T 220 Shenandoah Dr
Kotsol Frances Estate 9257 Vantine St
Kyros Maria P 56 Locksley Dr
Lang Clara E 10915 Frankstown Rd 5 Apt 305
Lantz Helen G 170 Crescent Hills Rd
Larson Dorothy M Estate Of 513 Veronica Dr
Lawson Yvette E 176 Penhurst Dr
Lezama Espejo Miguel A 2739 Ford Ave
Little Nippers Inc 12013 Frankstown Rd
Logan Financial Group Ltd 12013 Frankstown Rd
Low Mary Alice 11736 Althea Dr
Luksik Frank V 5329 Ranchview Dr
Maiello Brungo & Maiello Llp 3301 Mccrady Rd
Maier George A 7805 Mcknight Rd Suite 200
Manning Rich 2278 Mccrae
Martini Silvio F Martini Francis 1124 Gillcrest Dr
Martino Donald 2835 Main St
Martino Flora D 1124 Gillcrest Dr
Matthews Calvin E 213 Cypress Hill Dr
Mbandi Nji 215 Anthon Dr
Mcdaniels Ann 510 Pennwood St
Morran Julia 2342 Main St
Muogboh Obinna S 301 Long Rd
Muto Frances 614 Homewood Dr
Nail Mary J 354 Johnston Rd
Nayyar Navdeep S 210 700 Penn Ctr Blvd
Nedz Marybeth Mae 138 Wilson Dr
Osborne Marsha L 88 Orin St
Paullet Lorraine E 517 Penn Vista Dr
Perkins Douglas 11600 Gdnia Dr
Perrone Agnes Laurel Village Apts 800 Penn Ctr Blvd Apt 610
Pharama Care 600 Tenn Venter Blvd
Pittsburgh Conference 300 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 332
Porter Elizabeth 256 Idlewood Rd
Prestia Lois C 11526 Gdnia Dr
Pring Robert E Jr 1304 Universal Rd
Rakotis Josephine H 527 Dixie Dr
Ravano Edwin 117 Penhurst Dr
Ravano Edwin Q 117 Pennhurst Dr
Redinger George Redinger Edith 1710 Loretta Dr
Robinson Kimberly L 106 Harding Rd
Rossetti Rose M 144 Hazel Rd
Russell James L Russell Mary L 8602 Oakcrest Rd
Salamon Helen H 10336 Lindbergh Ave
Sanders Georgia M 331 Greenway Dr
Schultz Dale E 10109 Pearl Rd
Schultz Joseph J Jr 1935 Hampstead Dr
Scolieri Marlene P 210 Hochberg Rd
Seybert Patricia A Estate Of 405 Penn Vista Dr
Shaw Loisjean 335 Long Rd
Simpkins Thomasina Estate 217 Columbia Ave
Singer Carl V 180 Glenfield Dr
Sloan George E Est 150 Castle Dr
Smith Gertie L Estate Of 205 Alcoma Blvd
Soffer Joseph Trust 400 Penn Ctr Blvd
Sparrow David R 8615 Westwood Rd
Stevens Donald R Stevens Mabel E 2360 Collins Rd
Stiffler Norma R Apt 213 3920 Old William Penn H
Suburban Rehabilitation Associates Inc P 400 Penn Ctr Blvd Bldg 4 Ste 709
Tamburri Rita 201 Jefferson Rd Apt 614
Tate Rose 414 Beulah Rd
Taylor Leonar 8916 Frankstown Rd
Taylor Paul K 137 Dashwood Rd
Town Hall Of America PO Box 27061
Traficante Anthony Apt 203 201 Jefferson Rd
Troglione Lena Estate 151 Quail Dr
Trowrey Jamar W 1883 Atkinson Pl
Truesdale Wil 7325 Schley St
Tyler Vincent 510 Pennwood Dr
Umerah Nnaemeka M Dr. 1905 Garrick Dr
Unger Betty King 2354 Sebring Pl
Walker Robert Sr 1400 Blackadore Ave
Waller Louis Jr Bf 8933 Eastwood Rd
Walsh Louis Estate 1730 Nash Ave
Waruszewski Edward 120 Charleston Dr
Watters Dorothy Goodwin 2623 Saybrook Dr
White Willia C 7266 Somerset St
Whitman Harry G CO A Whitman 217 Howard St
Williams Harry 1507 Williamsburg
Willis Carol V 2011 Palm Ave
Windram Ruth L Estate 29 Ridgecrest Dr
Windsor Group 300 Penn Ctr Blvd Suite 105
Winston Edward 301 Mccutcheon Ln
Wisniewski Raymond W 10483 Frankstown Rd
Woods Robert M 335 Sunset Dr
Yorkshire Linda 125 Crescent Hills Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Adam Thomas M 1001 Augusta Way
Adams & Assoc 5843 Brownsville Rd
Alpermann Donna 1 Cheryl Ln
Altmeyer Myrna A Estate 5648 Tracy Dr
Arch Mary 5006 Willock Rd E
Barati Andrew 6005 Brownsville Rd
Barati Joseph E 1030 Hurl Ln
Bennett William J 5125 Curry Rd
Bishop Alberta B Bishop William 5536 Page Dr
Bishop William Estate 5536 Page Dr
Bissonnette Rob 900 Regis Ave
Bombardier Mass Transit Corp 1501 Lebanon Church Rd
Bowytz Louis 146 Slater Dr
Boyle Edward 145 Colson Dr
Cain Rose Estate Of 5301 Grove Rd Ste M
Capital Insurance Company 1201 Broughton Rd
Carlin Katherine T C/O Parker Hunter 4000 Us Steel Bldg
Carr Robert J Jr 5633 Villa Haven Dr
Caste Village Dental 5301 Grove Rd Suite 208
Clarkson Joseph Apt 210 200 White Hampton Ln
Colligan Nancy 113 Gdn Dr Apt A
Cricket Communications 410 E Bruceton Rd
Crispen Frank G 4750 Meadowgreen Dr
Cross Nathalie B 5300 Clairton Blvd
Crusan Mary T 4535 Country Club Dr
Cynatek Inc 300 Weyman Plaza Ste 450
Dejulius Joan 800d Rosewood Ct
Dicesare Katherine M 553 Torwood Ln
Dick Corporation PO Box 15236
Domitrovic Danny 4661 Delma Dr
Dragish Michael 60 Clover Dr Apt 5
Dugian Jhn Estate 4720 Clairton Blvd
Dunckhorst Martha 5153 Villaview Dr
Fantastic Sams 304 Curry Hollow Rd Curry Hollow Shopping Ctr
Felton Mildred Est 306 240 Perrysville Pl
Ferry Elec Co Empl Psp 250 Curry Hollow Rd
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Fischer Paul V Jr 410 Maxwell Dr
Fitzsimmons Colleen Kay 358 Mcclellan Dr
Foy Clarence A Estate 350 Mowry Dr
Gaines Andrea 302 Knoedler Rd Apt 3
Gesky Roman Estate Of 5175 Castle Dr
Gnoth Edward 348 Yarrow Ln
Goettel Shirley L Apt 7 302 Knoedler Rd
Grimm Puskaric And Associates Pc 5301 Grove Rd Suite M201
Hale Josephine O Hale Donald G 1044 Hurl Ln
Hance Willmar 273 Picture Dr
Hanlon Claire B Estate 100 White Hampton Ln Apt
Hanlon William F 100 White Hampton Ln
Harchar Mary Est Of Ste 1 357 Regis Ave
Haubelt Gary 1211 Sts Run Rd
Henry Curtis F Jr Estate Of CO Grimm Puskaric & Assoc 5301 Grove Rd Ste M
Hizer Florence E 5637 Villahaven Dr
Hoerner Lois A 5462 Keenan Dr
Hollingsworth Linda M 154 Orchard Dr
Hollingsworth Roy L 154 Orchard Dr
Home Properties 5492 Youngridge Dr
House Of Chen Inc 6510 Brownsville Rd
Hudson James H 6051 Baptist Rd
Huston Elizabeth B Huston Clyde J 530 Jenne Dr
Interstate Credit Corp PO Box 18005
James Wilbert 921 Fidelity Dr
Jones June C 337 Maize Dr
K L Ventures Llc Keller Walter 6510 Brownsville Rd
Karwowski Helen E 5353 Overland Trl
Kasraie Nezhat Estate Of PO Box 18035
Kc Ventures Llc 6510 Brownsville Rd
Kearns Rebecca 266 West Bruceton Ave
Kehr Scoot 4690 Cook Ave
Khuu Sang 5155 South Passage Dr
Kleppick Henry R 402 Grace St
Kohley Matthew Jame 305 Tara Dr
Kostelnik Joseph 41 Tush Dr
Kuhns Shirley A Estate 561 Charlotte Dr
Kwiatkowski Richard PO Box 10942
Legleitner Helen E Apt 704 200 Knoedler Rd
Leive Elizabeth M Est 60 Clover Dr Apt 57
Lilly Garland M Estate Of 242 Beh Til Dr
Liotus Winter Auto Body 1735 Prospect Rd
Livingston Wheaton F Estate 172 Lebanon Church Rd
Luksik Alice P 5329 Ranchview Dr
Mackulin Dorothy Ann Estate Of CO Grim Puskaric & Assoc 5301 Grove Rd Ste
Mayer Lillian F Estate 5320 Baptist Rd
McClellan John D McClellan Mary 5216 Colewood Dr
Mccahill Mary 251 Toura Dr
Mccann Daniel P 6571 Zupancic Dr
Mcconaug Sara J Estate 100 White Hampton Ln Apt 603
Mcnicholas Edward M 200 Knoedler Rd Apt 303
Miller Joan F 6503a Brownsville Rd
Miller Raymond R Estate Of Maiden Brgd Apt 210 100 Whit
Nadeem Awan 517 Hi Tor Dr
Niosh 626 Cochran Mill Rd
Oldaker Tamara 5656 Sixth St
Owen Irwin F 165 Crestview Dr
Page Distribution Inc CO Michael S Oswald 540 Clairton Blvd
Pastries A La Carte 81 Clairton Blvd
Paterni Nathan Ronald Paterni 362 June Dr
Paula Paula For Mildred Thomas 5321 Glen Robin Dr
Pavlot Linda 5813 Brownsville Rd
Rader Christine 5030 Berndette Dr
Reinhardt Frank J 100 Knoedler Rd A202
Renda Elizabeth A 235 Coleen Dr
Resignalo Frances C 5126 Villaview Dr
Rigney Esther 326 Oak St
Ritter Anna R 113 Gdn Dr Apt A
Rolling Hills Manor 5301 Brownsville Rd
Romeo Helen B 6013 Parkview Dr
Rupert Cynthia M Estate Of CO Grimm Puskaric & Assoc 5301 Grove Rd Ste M201
Saraco Georgianne M 6571 Zupancic Dr
Schmoutz Marlene J 500 E Bruceton Rd Apt 223
Sciullo Adeline 4928 Senate St
Slafka William 5100 Raintree Dr
Smith Anthony George Dr. 71 Henning Dr
Smith Norbert 4544 Norwin Rd
Socrates Inc 1201 Broughton Rd
Soich Mary 500 E Bruceton Rd Apt 52
Stanko Elizabeth P 5519 Sagebrush Dr
Stanko John J 5519 Sagebrush Dr
Stefaniv Rita W Estate Of 100 White Hampton Ln
Stevenson Helen M Est Of 36 Old Clairton Rd
Stivala Mary C 101 Toura Dr
Stringer Margaret 107 Curry Rd
Sunner Albert 5272 Blossom Rd
Thompson Mabelle G 229 Temona Dr
Todd Josephine D 406 Woodrift Ln
Tomarelli Raymond C Jr Apt 622 200 White Hampton Ln
Tomlinson Marjorie W 6720 Ridgevue Dr
Trbovich Mary K Est Of Covelli Law Offices 357 Regis Ave Ste 1
Trimbath William D Trimbath Karen Ann 142 Colson Dr
Ward Ruth Margaret CO Michael Ward 5194 Caste Dr
Watson Donna G 317 Tara Dr
Whitehall Carpet Tile Inc CO Thomas W Murray 4720 Clairton Blvd
Williams Naoma W Williams John J 4746 Jewel Dr
Williams Roger G 1125 Aurora Dr
Wit To Be Fit 5301 Grove Rd
Wurthner Elmer J Jr 4717 Doverdell Dr
Wurthnew Anna Mae 4717 Doverdell Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15237
A A Investment Group 1009 Perry Hwy
Abbott Jennifer Abbott Brian W 8940 Harmony Dr
Adams Gertrude 168 Chickasaw Ave
Adminstrative Services Inc 134 Buckhill Rd
Advanced Construction Services 221 Babcock Rd
Advisors Crown 100 Mcknight Park Dr Suite 110 3rd Floor
Albrecht Joan P 9350 Babcock Blvd Apt 114
Anderson Donald 648 Sloop Rd
Anthony Barber Shop 04885 Mcknight Rd
Banks Robert A Banks Kathleen 9501 Woodcrest Rd
Bcd Travel 5700 Corporate Dr
Beals Olga A Beals Tamara 120 Sewickley Oakmont Rd
Beatty Thomas C 326 Haugh Dr
Beck Dennis W 9577 Bellmonte Rd
Bigley Dorothy 7500 Ross Park Dr Apt 104
Bilenski Donna J 604 Calais Dr Apt 1202
Bingham William J Est Of 496 Woodland Rd
Blackburn Elizabeth B Blackburn Grant A 1015 Woodland Rd
Blackburn Elizabeth B Blackburn Spencer B 1015 Woodland Rd
Blahnik Associates 8650 Babcock Blvd The Rimbach Building
Bobiak Mary 814 Perrytown Place
Boettcher R C 855 Stuyvesant Rd
Brown Stacy Lisa Est Of 2612 Fox Hollow Dr
Brown Steven D 403 Bryn Ct
Camacho Jose 7832 Old Perry Hwy
Camtech Inc 4550 Mcknight Rd Sui
Cantrell John Iii 120 Van Dr
Catalfamo Rocco J Trust 431 Wimer Dr
Catalfamo Thelma C 431 Wimer Dr
Chopstick Inn Inc 100 Mcintyre Sq 7900 Mcknight Rd
Clements Gloria A 145 Easley Rd
Clifton Rosaline 418 Main Blvd
Conner Steven A Dpm 9102 Bobcock Blvd Ste 109
Corazon 5000 Mcknight Rd Suite 300
Crawshaw Russell 224 Nock Dr
Davies Mae E 124 Mcknight Cir
Dayalan Ashim Md 3601 Mcknight East Dr
Deaktor Development Inc 1000 Johanna Dr
Delta Zeta CO Victoria Huber 1 706 Lacosta Ct
Diamond Car Wash Construction PO Box 15051
Digital Vision Corp CO Hisham Fidel 4864 Mcknight Rd
Dixon Elizabeth 105 Harbeth Dr
Dlacich John E 8640 Wittmer Rd
Dougherty Herbert E 111 Perrymont Rd
Dunleavy Gertrude C 124 Mcknight Cir
Dvua Pittsburgh Inc 1 Forestwood Dr Ste 203
Early Alfred 110 Mcintyre Rd
Echon James 1519 Sandhurst Dr
Edler Clinton H 2393 Bellwood Dr
Eisenreich Nancy L Eisenreich Frank J 132 Hillendale Rd
Elizur Corporation 9800 A Mcknight Rd Ste 124
Employers Health Fund PO Box 101699
Fabian Grandchildren Fbo U Trst Of 120 Nelson Run Rd
Fabian Katrin Grandchildren Ua D 120 Nelson Run Rd
Fabio Daniel L 1601 Teal Trace
Farrell Rosemary 300 Kent Ct
Flavin Thomas A Est Of Lawlor & Lawlor 979 Perry Hwy
Fletcher Natesa A 1618 Freed Cir
Ford Robert William Dr 9104 Babcock Blvd Passavant Prof Bldg
Forrester Helen M 709 Lochinvar Dr
Franz James E 103 Heidcrest Dr
Fuchs Ray L Estate Of 1109 Culais Dr
Gallaher Mary J Estate Of 819 Cumberland Rd
Gardner Wilma CO John F Ploeger Esq 700 Mcknight Park Dr Suite 710
Getty William T 2222 Kingridge Cir
Gilbert Kory M 1622 Teal Trace
Gill Simrun 2208 Lenox Oval
Glick Arlene H Glick Selma S 122 Hetherton Dr
Glick Selma S Glick Saul M 122 Hetherton Dr
Glick Sharon R Glick Selma 122 Hetherton Dr
Gordon Ellen A 133 Locust Ct
Grant Jeanne L 715 Duncan Ave Apt 811
Greenbaltt David Dr 2424 Traci Dr
Gussen Veronica S 761 Wyngold Dr
Harris Elizabeth L Harris David E 8584 Peebles Rd
Herborn Sharon Juanita 30 E West Dr
Hohmann Edward N Estate Of 250 Sewickley Oakmt
Horn Donald 2022 Bear Run Dr
Hoyt Janet Estate 8696 Barkhurst Dr
Insured Estate Of 604 Calais Dr Apt 1202
International Inventors Club Inc 603 Mcknight Park Dr Apt B
Jayweichel Cleatus Jayweichel Mary G 409 Tally Dr
Jones Francis N 104 Harbeth Dr
Jones Trust 104 Harbeth Dr
Jordan Gladys C Apt 102 605 Calais Dr
Kampsen Beth A 116 Renee Ct
Karl Storz Endoscopy 5700 Corporate Dr
Kennedy Thomas L 175 Corbett Ct 217
Kenney Evelyn S 99 Corbett Ct # 416
Klimko Lucille A 8584 Peebles Rd
Klinefelter Mary H 951 Perry Hwy Apt 230
Kress Paul D 7965 Remington Dr Pittsburgh Pa
Langer Roy W 2348 W Ingomar Rd
Lee Kayoung 2332 Fox Hollow Dr
Levine Harry I C702 Mckinght Cir
Lightner Daniel R 1624 Oakleaf Ln
Lilac Bertha 138 Easley Rd
Liu Yang 800 Nineteen North Dr Apt 9
Long Deborah 6 Chapel Dr
Lowery Jay W Cust Lowery Alex W 8105 Perry Hwy
Luo Claudia 1207 Bear Run Dr
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Macioce Robert C 601 Golden Oak Ln
Madden J Thomas 2312 Clearvue Dr
Madden Kristen S 2312 Clearvue Rd
Maddock William Kane Regional Ctr 110 Mcintyre Rd
Majeski Allen G 1526 Teal Trace Dr
Mcbride Mary M Estate Of 140 Adele Rd
Mccauley Julie Apt 209 99 Corbett Ct
Mccracken Ford 7209 Mcknight Rd
Mcgrade James E 8656 Peebles Rd
Mcguire Patrick S 500 Lamplite Ln
Mcneil Natalie V 135 Drood Ln
Mershon Sara Ann 9208 Darrell Dr
Messer Howard F Tr CO Alexandra Macfarln 8150 Perry Hwy Ste 105
Mikelonis Evelyn Estate 636 Sunderland Dr
Miller Daniel 1000 Park Plaza Dr
Modena Warehouse And Office PO Box 14336
Morley Burke 127 Bishop Dr 0
Mountain Frank W 9142 Harmony Dr
Murdock Grover E Murdock Lois L 8273 Bramble Ln
Napierkowski G 8011 Marmion Dr
Newman Ellen I Estate Of 111 Perrymont Dr
Newton Elizabeth Ex 111 Perrymont Dr
Nfi Network Com 400 Mcknight Park Dr Ste 403
Nightingale Jonas L Box 11034
Nyirangabo Domina 300 Stevens Dr Apt 307
Ohrin Patricia 1542 Bonnett Sr
Onorato Orlando S Onorato Leila C CO L Ondrato 148 Old English Rd
Owski D P Estate 401 Park Pl
Oxford Solutions 9576 Perry Hwy Suite 300
Pannier Ruth M 9318 Panniert Rd
Parepally Haranath 1703 La Costa Ct
Parepally Shailaja 1703 Lacosta Ct
Park Seok Won 404 Bear Run Dr
Pawlousky Walter 116 Kentzell Rd
Penman Cecil 110 Mcintyre Rd Kane Regional Kane Regional
Penn Bridge Land A 700 Mcknight Park Dr Ste 710
Perfetto Betty 8000 Manville Dr
Pickens Irene C 224 Pine Ct
Pitell Contracting Inc 3413 Babcock Blvd
Pomerantz Stuart Mark 2618 Fox Hollow Dr
Priora Mildred 337 Guenevere Dr
Promote It Inc 3003 Babcock Blvd
Puz Mercedes G Estate Of 111 Perrymont Rd
Radisson Hotel Green CO Three Rivers Purchasing PO Box 15277
Reillys Summer Seat 1120 Roosevelt Rd
Robinson Gladys 99 Corbett Ct 416
Rombach Thomas 1606 Forest Reifge Dr
Romero Wilfredo Fuentes 103 7850 Perry Hwy
Rs Magoos Green Olive Inc 9101 Perry Hwy
Rubosky Steven M 5700 Corporate Dr Ste 650
Rush A E Tr Alexandra Macfarln 8150 Perry Hwy Ste 105
Ryan Grace Estate Of 8607 Brd Hill Dr
Schmidt Jason 4003 Lenox Oval
Schmidt Robert L Schmidt Edith M 776 Village Dr
Schmitt Catherine L Estate Of Robert R Schmit 205 Link Ave
Select International Management Inc 5700 Corporate Dr Ves
Sellers Wanda L 40 Chapel Dr
Shahwan Rami 3453 Evergreen Rd Apt 20
Smith Brett 1123 Castletown Ct
Smith Marie Smith John 411 Schars Ln
Smocer Anthony J Smocer Betty L 164 Ridgewood Rd
Sorensen Mary M 9350 Babcock Blvd Apt 235
Spanos Nicholas J Apt 70 5900 Babcock Blvd
Spina Achilles J 604 Calais Dr Apt 1212
Springob Herman H 326 Hollyhill Dr
Stahl Jessica R 9214 Highland Rd
Stewart Gregory M 708 Tally Dr
Strauss David A 600 Stevens Dr Apt 203
Sung Kyung Mi 404 Bear Run Dr
Syms Charlotte E 9210 Mary St
Taco Bell Pizza Hut 4801 Mcknight Rd
Taylor Michael 8386 Van Buren Dr
Thompson James P Thompson Mary D 503 Wimer Cir
Us Spray Systems Inc Dba Insulright 4885a Mcknight Rd 380
Vestal Michael J PO Box 101358
Wachter John P Ste 100 8150 Perry Hwy
Whetzell Margaret 951 Perry Hwy 400
White William 8685 Lincoln Blvd
Wiener Eugene Estate Of 1308 Bear Run Dr
William & Silvaggio 5500 Corporate Dr Suite 150
Williams Andrea L 551 Sloop Rd 72
Williams Mary Apt 703 175 Corbett St
Wilson Margaret D 450 Stevens Dr Apt 302
Young Lillian S 9341 Venango Dr
Zuger Esther F 320 Old Camp Horne Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Adams Dolores M Estate 504 Regency Dr
Bannon Karen 649 Carnival Dr
Barnhart Marlene 133 Skyline Dr
Baseett Deborah A 5009 Bahama Dr
Bearfield Development Llc 1017 Timberwood Ct
Cawley Mary A 121 Sherrie Dr
Cobalt Development Inc 1 Commerce Blvd
David Alfred D 579 Carnival Dr
Decarlo Jane M 601 Old Leechburg Rd
Gazzola Rudolph 300 Pampena Ln
Griffin Paige V 520 Presque Isle Dr
Hofer Madeline 184 Nassau Dr
Hoffman Agency Inc 1819 Golden Mile Hwy
Holiday Park Baptist Church 4842 Hialeah Dr
Hrivnak Richard A 16 Creole Dr
Indovina John 587 Carnival Dr
Kinney Philip C 7942 Saltsburg Rd
Kosmach Mary 236 Barnett St Plum Boro
Kraus Grace A 424 Roberts Rd
Liscio Leonard A 366 Oak Rd
Marsalek John 206 Jackson Rd Mtd Rte
Marsalek Otto 137 Big Horn Rd
Murphy Esther 839 Unity Ctr Rd
Nardozzi Isabel E Box 145 Jackson Rd
Pivik Corrine 9128 Walnut St
Pivirotto Dona 1400 Old Leechburg Rd
Porter Jack J 650 Ctr Rd Plum Pa 15239
Reith Barbara A 137 Big Horn Rd
Rizzo Anthony 1551 Marlboro
Romanko Scott 1165 Oblock Rd
Schaeffer Jason 540 Ctr New Texas Rd
Schaffer Madelyn 409 Crestview Dr
Schellenberge Gerhard 7920 Saltsburg Rd
Schneiderlochner Linda 863 Blue Ridge Rd
Schran Jack T 513 Vale Ave
Smith Victoria D 462 Presque Isle Dr
Spacesaver Design Inc 605 Plum Industrial
Sulka Goldie F Sulka John G 1360 Mallissee Rd
Tragressor Christine Connors Tragressor Charles 18 Kinzua Rd
Wab Inc 639 Harborview Dr
Whalen George E Estate 155 Beech Rd
Winwood James A 523 Miller Ln
Port Vue Pa 15133
Gazda Clement J Gazda Breanna R 1123 Beverly Rd
Leger Elizabet F Co Lawley 1018 Oak
Molnar Constance L Molnar Matthew L 1314 Beverly Rd
Muic Frank M 1113 Norwoodspotlite
Obusek Tillie 1010 Pleasant Ave
Soles Edward J Sr 1400 Pike St
Plum Pa 15239
Kundrat George A Kundrat Barbara 438 Mower Dr Apt D
Milliken Arthur 1150 Mccomb Ln
Walker Rucgard Old Leahburg Rd
Presto Pa 15142
Biearman Annette PO Box 14
Diversified Evaluation Co Ret Plan 1010 St Mellion Dr
Heil Brian V 4111 Breckenridge Dr
Lindner Craig K 4010 Muirfield Dr
Solomon David 6213 Clubhouse
Steinberg Virginia C 1401 Grand Cypres Ln
Rankin Pa 15104
Allen Lucille I 346 5th St
Ase Environmental 7 Holland Ave Rakin Pa 15104
Funus Joseph Estate 8 Orchard St
Gergich Olga A 23 Jackson St
Huntley Clinton 129 3rd St Apt 2
Jackson Nichols Selena 25 North Holland Dr
Nespoli Samuel 22 Climax St
Palisades Plaza Suite 5 Palisades Plaza Suite A-3
Peperetic Mary A 210 Patterson St
Peters Wilma 116 3rd Ave
Riggins Robert 122 Harriet St
Russell Jeann 324 5th Ave Rear
Thoms Jackson B Jr 35 Miller Ave
Vranich Anna F 409 N Holland Ave
Walker Ossie 320 4th Ave
Wilson Rena 9 Hawkins Vlg Apt A
Womack Shirlee W 120 Miller Ave Apt A
Russellton Pa 15076
Barnes Lillian R 40 Mckrell Rd
Bocher Elizabth M Estate 9 Main St
Gaurich Mary PO Box 494
Prishack Donald E 1141 Eisenhower Dr
Rubcich Joseph J 18 Poma St
Tady John M Estate Of 1008 Mcarthur Dr
Sewickley Pa 15143
Acoustical Society Of America PO Box 1020
Bajek William 795 Amsler Ridge Rd
Biserka Kovacevic Box 257 Rte 3
Brown Claire 524 Hill St
Brown Gail C/O W Kendall Jones 506 Glenfield Rd
Burrows D M 2 Woodcock Rd
Buvens James D Buvens David D 200 Kenney Dr
Buvens James D Buvens Susan 200 Kenney Dr
Byrne Henry S 401 Maple Ln Edgeworth
Callahan Helen 1311 Merriman Rd
Canonge Mary E Est Of C/O Mt Ruth 111 Grandview Ave
Chamovitz Bruce 851 Thorn St
Chey Jae Pink House Ln
Darroch Agnes 201 Grant St
Darroch Agnes M 201 Grant St
Demase Joseph C Demase Lucille Farmhill Rd
Dillman Bob 1603 Carmody Ct Ste 401
Dixon Xiu Ping 612 Hopkins St
Duce Helen 305 Woodland Rd
Eliott Marcrum Patricia 495-B Scaife Rd
Erickson Carol J 200 Kenney Dr
Fagan Donald 2245a Montgomery Rd
Fedyshin Peter A 228 Grant St
Feeser Olive M 517 Hill St
Ferri William 509 Hillside Dr
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Fillip Eddie W Kendall Jones 506 Glenfield Rd
Flavor Of India 1734 Holmes Dr
Forssell George T 114 Sewickley Ridge Cir
Freitag Ida M Estate Of 1000 Masonic Dr
Gintner Lena S Walnut St
Glass William J Glass Samuel R Rd 2
Gordon Robert A 333 Woodland Rd
Gordon Robert A Trst Of 333 Woodland Rd
Goubeaud Dorothy Rr 3
Gradys Auto Sales And Body Shop 100 Berdine Dr
Gregg Anne Estate Of C/O W E Gregg Jr 80 Persimmon Rd
Hailstock Virginia M 306 Centenial Ave
Hajnas Virginia G 3701 Blackburn Rd
Haley Systems Inc 2200 Georgetowne Dr Ste 600
Harper Harper B 1601 Magee Rd
Hauser Charles B Estate 158 E Beaver St
Hayner Regina J Est Of Attn Bernard S Rubb Esquire 434 Oliver Rd
Hedge William 441 Centennial Ave
Hirt Mary Alberta Hirt George C 225 Alcott Dr
Hottenstein Jonathan Edward Dr 106 Sebago Lake Dr
James Howard J 132 Ritter Rd
Jeffries James Gdn Larue Frederick Box 365
Jenkins Anna 920 Crescent Ave
Jones David B 623 Nevin Ave
Jones Henry M 632 Grimes St
Kastroll Carolyn J Scaife Rd Rr 1
Kastroll Herman C Scaife Rd Rr 1
Koscinski Brant 1802 Pioneer Dr
Kruse Frederick B Kruse Nellie M 213 Ridge Rd
Lausas Pamela S 101 Stonedale Rd
Lenzner Coach Lines 110 Lenzner St
Leo Phyllis D 201 Grant St Apt 108
Lewis Brad J 848 Thorn St Apt 81
Lewis Maryjo Apt 81 848 Thorn St
Maccaglia Ronald N Jr 811 Maple Ln
Marquis Florence 2228 Masonic Dr
Maze Earl R Jr 1117 Prescott Pl
Mccormick J S 503 Hegner Way
Medtronic Neurological 1603 Carmody Ct Ste 401
Michael Pivar Enterprises 2413 Nicholson Rd
Mollica Sheila Mars 223 Bank St
Moore Frances D 201 Grant St
Moraca Ob/Gyn Associates 301 Ohio River Blvd
Nafsa Membership PO Box 1020
Nayak Ashok 428 Woodland Rd
Negri Steve 1721 Dawn Dr
Niedergall Margaret A Niedergall Gerald B 2352 Masonic Dr
Nvr Inc 206 Pilgrim Dr Lot 38 Quaker Hts Plan
Parker Jefferey S 100 Berdine Dr
Payne Roger 155 Laurel Rd
Pesicka Edward 539 Boundary St
Popovich Alberta G Rr 1 Box 351
Potter Howard R 1623 Franklin Flds
Primrose Raymond E CO Vally Care Masonc Ctr 1190 Merriman Rd
Primrose Raymond E Primrose Dorothy Vally Care Masonc 1190
Reilsono Claudio 349 Chestnut St
Roberts Joseph L Jr Estate 79 Blackburn Rd
Rondinelli Josephine M 343 Frederick Ave
Ryan Homes Pittsburgh203/205 Overlook Dr
Sellers Virginia 346 Blackburn Ave
Sharman Company Inc 72 Linden Place Apt 22
Slater Sara M Estate 2415 Masonic Dr
Smith Jeffrey D Life Insuran Trst Of 237 Cypress Knoll Dr
Smith Steven J Persimmon Rd
Smith Wesley E Sr Ex 16 Rhoads Ave
Steele Donald R Rr 1
Suckling Edgeworth Raymond S 315 Church Ln
Suckling Raymond S 315 Church Edgewood Ln
Sullivan Daniel J Iv 130 Woodland Rd
Thomas Derek J 137 Darlington Ln
Thompson Peter H Esq 605 Beaver St
Transportation Management Services 110 Lenzner Ct
Trudell Mary F 517 Hill St
Valoski Alice Mary 145 Bradley Ln
Valoski Julia Cust Valoski Alice M 145 Bradley Ln
Vandrie Gary L 25 Sewickley Hills Dr
Veloski William C 757 Campmeeting Rd
Veshio Jerry F Jr 120 Veshio Dr
Waite Bettylou 2190 Henry Rd
Waite Design Group 1434 Laurel Dr
Walker Rebecca C 33 Thorn St
Ward Marguerite 106 Sebago Lake Dr
Warner Dorothy E 611 Brd St
Watkins Marianne 225 Hazel Ln
Weir Suellen 422 Oliver Rd
Wenning William F III 26 Woodland Rd
Werner Melanie Werner Eric J 44 Beaver St
Wise Helen G Centennial Ave
Witten Marie 614 Fountain St
Wright Scott W 1503 Fox Chase Dr
Young Henry Edward Mcgehee Young H Edward 138 Deer Valy Dr
Young Marguerite 201 Grant St Apt 401
Young Mary A Estate Of 710 Beaver St
Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Burton Julie 1415 Middle St
Kasco Green Supply 209 North Main St
Kline Brandon F 616 Clay St
Kruth Richard L Estate 26 Kittanning Pike
Prusska Genorefa Estate 2002 Noble St
Ready Dorothy S 114 Penn St
Santelly Anthony Mr Main
Stampahar George 114 Penn St
Shadyside Pa 15232
Peirce Jerry 5516 Howe St
South Park Pa 15129
Butler Josephine 2503 Grove Rd
Dietz Betty J PO Box 553
Ference Masonry Construction Inc 3063 Dara Dr
Fitzgerald Robert M 3181 Shelley Dr
Griffin Jessica J 2907 B Highland Ave
Knaus Robert 6336 Helen St
Rlb Saddlery 2550 Brownsville Rd
Rognizinski Travis 1750 Patrick Place 309
Stanley Patricia L 3093 Shelley Dr S
Tallon Frances 1529 Theresa Ave
Troetschel Karl 1668 Citation Dr
Verner Thomas J 1801 Patrick Place
Voelker And Associates Pc 429 Forbes Ave Ste 1410 S
Walker Chris 1712 Queens Dr
Zelinski Adelaide E 1750 Patrick Place Apt 209
Zurich CO J Sopczynski 1244 Belmont Dr
Springdale Pa 15144
Brennan Anne 382 Murtland St
Business Owner 431 North St Fl 2 Fl 2
Dyanamo Inc 809 Garfield St
Faybik Doris A 436 Elwyn Ave
George John 533 Bushwood St
Glassmere Co C/O P Jean Matuszky 3001 Freeport Rd
Hartman Sandra 407 Bechman St
Heights Prescription Pharmacy Inc 838 Pittsburgh St
Konstant Dolores 417 Pittsburgh St
Martin Mildred Martin Nellie 223 Hoevler St
Matusky Pam Glasmere Fuel 1400 Freeport Rd
Mieszkowski Mary 607 Maple Ave
Milliron Fern M 238 Walters Ln
Three R Trucking Attn D Heininger 913 Railrd St
Valentine Amara R 575 Braeview St
Wenzel Garnet P School St
Wolfe Caroline C/O V Robb Poa 504 Pittsburgh St Apt 7
Young Est Helen Young Helen M 1009 Butler Rd
Squirrel Hill Pa 15217
Mohindra Dhruv D 2707 Tilbury Ave
Petronio Magdalen B 724 Graphic St
Sturgeon Pa 15082
Cunningham Joseph W Cunningham Margaret PO Box 167
Schollaert Walter J Magnolia St
Sutersville Pa 15083
Crawford Designs 204 2nd Ave
Hellier Robert A RR 1
Rieger William J Sr Rieger Clara E PO Box 372
Tarentum Pa 15084
Aaron Charles Aaron Mary 311 W 7th St
Ajack Ann E 404 W 9th Ave
Boharch Joseph 233 W 7th Ave
Brem Maria Estate Of 220 W 8th Ave
Christy Dolores J 4965 Bakerstown-Culnerville Rd
Christy Murdis 5720 Bull Creek Rd
Coffman Donna J 409 E 9th Ave
Conroy Loretta 111 W Seventh Ave
Cordier Wanda L 301 E 1st Ave Apt 3
Darby Janet Bill Godfrey
Dewispelaere Melvin J 221 Johnson Ave
Dunlap Ethel PO Box 212
Ellis Susan S 2874 Bull Creek Rd
Gurganus Mary Lee 215 Allegheny St Apt 1h
Hoebeck Anna 312 E 6th Ave
Jasso Francis Estate 240 W 6th Ave
Jasso Joseph Estate 240 W 6th Ave
Jones John A Box 15 Rd 4
Klein William P Jr Klein William P 130 W 12th Ave
Kovick Kathleen M Estate Of 1745 Butler Logan
Laffay Marian 135 2nd Ave Apt 8e
Mardorf Patricia E PO Box 376
Matthews Betty A Estate 512 E 8th Ave
Murray William N Apt 101 704 2nd Ave
Novaleski Elizabethp Est Of 306 E 6th Ave
Orris Harold 5285 Bullcreek Rd
Pajer Michael C Jr 1623 Days Run Rd
Palmer Ethel C/O J Chambers RD 3 Box 22
Stewart E J Estate 1126 Ln Ave
Waldeck Eleanor M Waldeck Lanis F 200 W 6th Ave
Tutle Creek Pa 15145
Bachy Diana Estate Of 1441 Chestnut St
Beveridge Alma M 811 Larimer Ave
Boyd Dennis O 30 Oxford St
Bucceroni Rosemarie 1002 Maple Ave
Catherine Oravec 102 Ivy St
Chase Marceda 128 Watson Dr Apt B
Ciongoli Thomas Estate 264 Seneca St
Cocain Jennie 800 Elsie St
Dillon Helen 112 10th St
Eles Gilbert R Jr Eles Gilbert R PO Box 307
Enyeart Ken Estate 1351 Chestnut St
Enyeart Virginia M Estate 1351 Chestnut St
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Fieser Frank 804 Grant St
Finegan Rosemary 112 10th St
Girard Helen P 237 Brown Ave
Girard Maurice J 237 Brown Ave
Goodman Laverne Ms 1119 Walnut St
Heddinger Kevin L 402 Albert St
Henry Andrew 538 James St
Jos F Elder Son Inc 932 Penn Ave A
Kroupa Rose M 1150 Penn Saav
Lee Anna 946 Penn Ave
Lindberg William E Estate Rr 2 Box 672
Main Auto Parts 270 Braddock Ave
Mcfarland Edward A 309 Locust St
Meyer Mary L 1409 Maple Ave Apt 1
Opat Edward C 105 A Lucinda Dr
Oravec James F 102 Ivy St
Picel Frank Estate Rr 3 Box 333
Ploskina Teresa 117 7th St
Pocsatko Ann 123 Hamilton Ave Room 308
Robinson Gadore Greensbury Pike
Schaffer Emma 818 Maple Ave
Shaikowski Theodore Estate 517 Locust St
Smith Kacey L 412 Boyd St
Snyder Daisy 419 Charles St
Soles Matilda M 946 Penn Ave
Theta Chi Fraternity 525 Larimer Ave
Tornquist Lorraine 405 Brown Ave
Travers Julia M 847 Larimer Ave
Trax Mary A Estate 832 Maple Ave
Veenis Ann 147b Watson Dr
Veenis Jeannett A 147b Watson Dr
Walker Clara 102 Peffer Rd
Wilson Denise L 112 Briaridge Dr Apt L
Yates Della 920 Church St
Young Lynda D 623 Mcmasters Ave
Zafaras Helen 6 O A Ford St
Verona Pa 15147
Alcorn Thomas 4361 Verona Rd
Amato Samuel 146 Lois Dr
Ambroselli Anthony 161 Sherwood Dr
Barone Mary K 1258 Rinaldi St
Bartholomew Dorothy 6275 Poketa Rd
Beck Agnes F 249 Lansdowne Dr
Beers Dale A 6822 Royal Dr Apt B
Best Maytag Home Appliance Center 16149 Saltsburg Rd
Blumling Arlene 130 Lois Dr
Boggess Ron 631 Elm Dr
Brown William 5340 Saltsburg Rd Apt 119
Carlo Barne 1258 Rinaldi St
Chinnasami Sheila PO Box 324
Clawson David 7266 Shannon Rd
Clawson Shirley 7266 Shannon Rd
Clickner Kermit F Clickner Ruth S 2015 Outlook Dr
Collins Smith Teena S 301 Grove Rd
Cutrulla Bruno Frank 32 Crest Dr
Damico Mathilda Estate Of 1609 Homestead Rd
Damico Patricia J 8140 Lincoln Rd
Dardanell Edward L 5340 Saltsburg Rd Apt 102
Davis Evelyn L 7894 Mark Dr
Defrancesco Clement A Apt 331 5350 Saltsburg Rd
Domenick Satira Jr 555 Hamil Rd
Drabicki Clara Apt 304 304 Demor Dr
Erb Shirley R 8042 Chaske St
Farabaugh Robert E 525 Spruce St
Fcc 123 Ashley Dr
Fisher Mildred Z 1106 Alc Dr
Forrester Eileen C 458 Union St
Gardner Catherine 8044 Thon Dr
Gardy Geraldine 425 South Ave
Geeting Milton R 114 5350 Saltsburg Rd
Gent Gary L 555 North Ave
Giambroni Anna F 253 Almar Dr
Gorun Cornell J Estate 427 South Ave
Grubbs Monroe Grubbs Paula 8200 Chaske St
Haftl Sara 724 6th St
Harvey Mary J 6415 Swan Dr
Haynes Linda L Ira 123 Ashley Dr
Howard William H 310 Demor Dr
Kappes Ruth Lydon Tr 228 Seneca Ln
Kemmler Richard R 1811 Hunter Rd
Kreger Katherine E Estate 1310 White Oak Dr
Kuba Viola E Estate Of 339 Jefferson Ave
Lawrence Jessica 518 Hulton Rd
Lee Florence Lee William 5350 Saltsburg Rd 224
Lippke Albert 6255 Leechburg Rd
Marshall Mary W 5950 Saltsburg Rd
Mccloskey Deborah H 639 Second St
Mccutcheon Wilbert 914 Ctr Ave
Mcwilliams Carl R Estate 432 South Ave
Myers Edna Estate Of Seneca Manor Pch 5340 Saltsburg Rd
Nair Victoria C Nair John O 7766 E Fitzsimmons St
Nic Gwendolyn Estate Of 230 Overlook Dr
Pierro Maria T 7144 Shannon Rd
Pittsburgh Business Consultants Inc 200 Sandy Creek Rd
Popovich Edna Ms 219 Calmar Dr
Powers Carl Estate 532 N Rr
Premick Stella J 1451 Riverview Dr
Prenter Jacqueline 903 Spring St
Reiss Mary I 710 Brounot St
Reiter Sheet Metal Inc PO Box 15
Restano Joseph 120 Willett Dr
Rice Erin M 105 Friar Dr
Rohrich Automotive Group 7252 Shannon Rd
Rozzo Rebecca J 5604 3rd St
Russell Kevin 550 Foltz Dr
Sadowski Daniel A 7252 Shannon Rd
Schar Davis K 528 Penn St
Schuldtheis Ruth B Estate 5th St Ext
Shank Evadna Rr 1 Coal Holw
Shields Pamela S 841 Second St
Sipes Ruth A Estate 5340 Saltsburg Rd Apt 220
Smith Doreen A Smith Ronald H 1310 Stanley Dr
Smith Egbert 7934 Lincoln Rd
Smith Martha E Smith Leo J 344 Hamil Rd
Sorace Roberta J 277 Lansdowne Dr
Strader Mary 7826 Mount Carmel Rd
Tibbits Mark A 277 Lansdowne Dr
Varassi Amelia M 4904 Verona Rd
Walker Devera 106 Faybern Ct
Wark Esther M 305 5350 Saltsburg Rd
Weidlein John D 367 Woodlands Dr
Weiland Mary 161 Seton Rd
Wilburn Markita 105 Presidio Ct
Wolford Jacqueline 8 Ridgemeade Dr
Ziegler Mary A 5014 3rd St
Warrendale Pa 15086
Aist 186 Throrn Hill Rd
Amerinet Central C/O MStoltz 500 Commonwealth Dr
Association For Iron & Steel Technology 186 Thorn Hill Rd
Dominick Vincent Jr American Eagle Outfitters Inc 150 Thorn Hill Dr
Dukes Thaddius Jr American Eagle Outfitters Inc 150 Thorn Hill Dr
East Resources Inc Etr 301 Brush Creek Rd
English Mabel H Mt Pleasant Rd
Ericsson Inc 3000 Marconi Dr
Gaglio Amanda American Eagle Outfitters Inc 150 Thorn Hill Dr
Intertech Security 549b Keystone Dr
Kerr Gary Estate PO Box 187n
Marconi 1000 Marconi Dr
One Stop Shop Inc PO Box 446
Phillips Resources I 502 Keystone Dr
Rogers Armeda Rogers Neal K Box 134
Rx Three Rivers Pharmaceuticals 119 Commonwealth Dr
Sibley Derrick A American Eagle Outfitters Inc 150 Thorn Hill Dr
Smith Jessica American Eagle Outfitters Inc 150 Thorn Hill Dr
Wagner Amy B American Eagle Outfitters Inc 150 Thorn Hill Dr
West Elizabeth Pa 15088
Fosnight Kathleen A Scotia Hollow Rd PO Box 107
West Mifflin Pa 15122
Alfred M Lutheran Distributors Inc 1130 Lebanon Rd
Bashista Mary H Bashista W C 202 Kings Rd
Behary George 162 Maryland Ave
Benney Priscilla C 1719 Iowa Ave
Bostick Candice 4103 Inland Ave
Boytos Victor G 4021 Outlook Dr
Brador Laurence 27 Maryland Ave
Brdar Steve 27 Maryland Ave
Buko Anne D 644 Shadyside Dr
Bura Helen Estate 1837 Texas Ave
Busy Beaver Century Sq 2212 Lebanon Church Rd
Carra Lawrence 512 Lewis Run Rd 233
Chesleigh Kimberly 42 Lewis Run Rd
Collins Rosemary 47 Midway Dr
Conley Ilse 3717 Outlook Dr
Cubakovic Brian 811 Corbin St
Davis Hettie 500 Lewis Run Rd Room 107-D
Davison Jane L 4812 Ball Ave
Dibello Margaret D 829 Joyce Dr
Drye Edward B Jr 200 Douglas St
Gentry Elizabeth B Nancy Boldy 509 Helena St
Hacke Matthew T 1800 Timothy Dr
Harper Martha Estate 385 Livingston Rd
Harris Wanda B Estate Of 4015 Vista View St
Harvey Linda L 426 Commonwealth Ave
Hogue Margaret 25d Midway Dr
Hooper Martha Jane Hooper John D 512 N Lewis Run Rd 228
Hughes Washington W Hughes Gertrude V 258 Mifflin St
Jester Charles H Estate 604 School St
Katonik Patricia E 4410 Outlook Dr
Kondrosky Carolyn Estate Of 1050 Huston Dr
Lambert James A 327 Bellwood Rd
Lancianese Rose 512 N Lewis Run Rd Apt 328
Larish Dorothy J Estate 4830 Poplar St
Larson Herbert 209 Mellon St
Lawson Don H 394 Lebanon School Rd
Lawson Gloria A 394 Lebanon School Rd
Leschak Automotive 5018 Buttermilk Hollow Rd
Lukac Stella 4410 Outlook Dr
Lykens Ann Estate Of 450 Glencoe Dr
Mcelhinny Jeanne M 737 Joyce Dr
Mckenzie J A 3813 Lebanon Church Rd
Mildred L Facciolo Trust P O Box 48
Milford Lavern 52 Maryland Ave
Miscevich Milo Apt 152 512 Lewis Run Rd
Momich Steve 2227 Kansas St
Murphy Beth K 613 Shadyside Dr
Ondayko George Ondayko Susan 2200 Reuben Dr
Pastories Josephine Rfd 1
Phifer Emma A 3097 Duquesne Ave
Pickell Doris L 302 South St
Roberts Harry L Roberts Elva M 226 Helena St
Rowell Clyde E 2529 Campbell Cir
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Ruane Chris 327 Livingston Rd
Sams Club 2251 Century Dr
Sutch Elizabeth Sutch Frank 218 Bost Dr
Thomas Ivan 07dsea PO Box 79
Thomas Sallie 4d Midway Dr
United Community Federal Credit Union 6010 Mountain View Dr
Vargo Marcella 543 Bellwood Rd
Volmer Earl M 464 Livingston Rd
Wacha Matilda Estate 4811 Braddock St
Wenkunas Margaret 512 N Lewis Run Rd
West Mifflin Imaging Assoc 1907 Lebanon Church Rd
Winters Dorothy Estate 3703 Spring St
West View Pa 15229
Grimm William 209 Park Ave 2
Hurt Marjorie L Apt 5n 44 Ctr Ave
Morrison Jessie Morrison John 1 Adele St
Nill William D Jr 119 Princeton Ave
Wexford Pa 15090
290 N Associates 160 Wheatland Rd
American Express 0 Sutton Place Ex Suite 509
Augustine Alfred Estate Of 10156 Woodbury Dr
Baierl Honda Rte 19 North Hills
Benado David N 204 Greenwood Dr
Bisbey James R 303 Frey Dr
Bogut John C Jr 9910 Legrand Dr
Camino Christopher D Camino Louis D 102 Oakhaven Dr
Chiu Yawen 10013 Parkland Dr
Choe Yoon Ja 11199 Perry Hwy
Colella Joseph J PO Box 1363
Duncan James H 421 Staghorn Dr
East West Mortgage Co 12925 Perry Hwy Ste 200
Edward Stack 403 Wynston Dr
Edward T T PO Box 1273
Emess Design Group Llc 10475 Perry Hwy
Falo Louis D 2698 Timberglen Dr
Fidelity Investments 2513 Elkridge Dr
Fiduciary Vanguard Cust 9881 Moccasin Trail
First National Bank Of Pa 2000 Corporate Dr
Fisher Curtis K 10004 Valy View Ct
Foreman Kathleen A 233 Sheldon Ave
Gahagen Chris Co Brandt School Rd
Gao Maria 202 Briar Ct
Gottschalk John S 214 Briar Hill Ct
Graham James 2510 Acorn Ct
Griffin Daniel W 2523 Riva Ridge Ct
Grosick Harold J Grosick Eileen M 222 Grubbs Rd
Guido Companies Inc PO Box 1041
Hackett Peter Leo 241 Wexford-Bayne Rd
Halferty Carolyn 9863 Tomahawk Trail
Hanson Jeannette Grubbs Rd
Healy Donald F 2508 Shadowbrook Dr
Isherwood John S Birchmere Capital 5000 Stonewood Dr Ste 220
Jeffries Lottie G 9850 Old Perry Hwy
Kae Paving Consultants Inc 2531 Clubhouse Dr
Kass Gerji Debra Lee 100 Rabold Dr
Keystone Custom Homes 90521 Perry Hwy
Kim Junghwan 4000 Conifer Ct 213
Kumpf Virginia M Estate Of 171 Hill Rd
Ladd Est Kathryn E Ladd Kathryn E 414 Mingo Rd
Lawall Jeannett B Grubbs Rd
Leahy Helen S Leahy John F 116 Dearfield Dr
Lehecka Carolyn Z 2513 Elkridge Dr
Lesko Mark 922 Brierly Ln Westfflin Pa 15122
Livezey B 122 Hill Rd
Lpl Financial Services 210 Wallace Rd
Marcucci Ruth 335 Natick Ct
Mariner Of North Hills 194 Swinderman Rd
Mcdowell John C Trst Of C/O Tourek 2559 Brandt School Rd
Mcgrath John F 2583 Hunters Point Ct S
Metschke Greg R 214 Rolling Hill Dr
Millennium Pharmacy Systems 12450 Perry Hwy Ste 200
Millennium Pharmacy Systems In 12450 Perry Hwy Ste 200
Mogielsky John Estate Rr 1 Neuhart Blvd
Morris Eugene C Estate 1223 Country Oak Dr
Nemith Julius Estate Wallace Rd
Netronome Systems Inc 12330 Perry Hwy Ste 108
Nixon Gary D Nixon Janet 9886 Neuhart Blvd
North Hills Health & Rehabilitation Cent 194 Swinderman Rd
Novak Vincent Paul 515 Ashley Place
Olson Peter 2544 Longmount Dr
Pater Dina 2493 Dogwood Dr
Pegasus Airways Llc 115 Vip Dr Suite 120
Pegher Dolores 10221 Meinert Rd
Pelly Contracting 150 Lake Dr 103
Pennsylvania Histotechnology Society (Rpo) PO Box 1161
Pittsburgh Tube Company 6051 Wallace Rd
Planners Estate PO Box 299
Pompa Health Solutions Llc Dba Pompa Daniel D Dc 145 Lake Dr
Pontiac Inc Wright 11015 Perry Hwy Rt 19s
Ralph Gaudio Md Ltd Emp Pension Plan C/O Ongart Chuensumran Md 10025 Grubbs
Rd
Ray Audrey 1709 Saint James Pl
Rourke Jo Ann Estate Rr 2 Box 189
Santiago Martin Mendoza 9000 Chris Green Apt 313
Sebben Josephine W 934 Park Plaza
Sekhon Amandeep Sekhon Sandeep 121 Sewickly Farms Cir
Shackelford S Maxwell 10574 Perry Hwy
Shults Dodge 10677 Perry Hwy
Shults Dodge Inc 10401 Perry Hwy
State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins Co No 700 Blazier Dr
Stolec Rhonda M 10322 Ridgecrest Point
Temple Mildred K Est Of PO Box 1394
Ulrich Marie 9850 Old Perry Hwy
Venturi Staffing Partners Inc 2608 Brandt School Rd
Vogt Valerie A 130 Oakhaven Dr
Wiegand Sara C 2501 Acorn Ct
Williams Zelma 9985 Parkland Dr
Wilson Gregory S 115 Oakhaven Dr
Wright Automotive 11015 Perry Hwy
Wright Collision Center Inc 10539 Perry Hwy Rte 19
Wroblewski Beth B 2545 Matterhorn Dr
Wroblewski Joseph A 2545 Matterhorn Dr
Zeng Yan 202 Briar Ct
Whitaker Pa 15120
Bell Mary T 265 Washington Ave
Petro Edward M 175 Grsnt St
Shreffler Dennis 110 Whitaker Way
White Oak Pa 15131
Brakeall Walter D Brakeall Denisejo 1610 Vermont Ave
Brand Nachum 1315 Smt St
Chop Michael T Jr 1223 Clark St
Dorman James Dorman Alta 1517 Delaware Ave
Doty Glenn 1917 California Ave
Draft House 603 Osborne St
Edgerton Jennifer 1102 Vermont Ave
Graciano Tana 3204 Jacks Run Rd
Hertzler Daniel J 1203 Monongahela Blvd
Huber John 2119 Kansas Ave
Klug Margaret S Estate 2699 Lincoln Way
Lomed James E Lomed Joseph 1514 Lincoln Way
Lyons John 2920 State St
Macdonald Richard 3511 Foster Rd
Mendlowitz Blossom 1814 Kansas Ave
Pribanic John M Pribanic Anna 1735 Lincoln Way
Simpson Donna J 1121 Ctr St Ext
Urey Nicholas Phillip 2924 State St
Van Fossen John 218 Riverview Dr
Wakinekona Shayne 1213 1/2 Monongahela Blvd
White Oak Athletic Association 1606 Lower Heckman Rd
Williams Edwin M Estate Of 1420 Fawcett Ave
Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Beech Chester L 1725 Clark St
Colaizzi Donald 417 Ella St Wilki
Countrywide Home Loans 1026 South Ave
Dawkins Arlene Estate Of 1828 Mcnary Blvd
Dreshar Frances L Dreshar Henry A Apt 2 511 Mifflin Ave
Elder Thomas Estate 1330 Mill St
Express Financials 1420 Ctr St
Eyman Lucretia Eyman David 1521 Avon Place
Fritsch Mary J 335 Pitt St
Full Constance Estate 2774 Columbia Ave
Gillenwater Arline S 1013 Wood St
Hamilton John D 225 Union St
Hoffman William A Hoffman Velma E 1312 Hunter St
Homer Shadle Estate 1035 North St
Household Finance Corp 740 Hill Ave
Hsbc Bank 740 Hill Ave
Jackson Barbara C 1315 Everett St
Lane Jullanna Lane Kevin 1573 Wesley Ave
Lane Terra R 1573 Wesley St
Lane Tiffany R 1573 Wesley St
Latimer Willa M Estate Of 1104 Swissvale Ave
Lmarsh Annie 1419al St
Loose Dorothie M Estate 1114 Maple Ave
Love Margaret C 728 North Ave
Mahute James H Mahute Ruth 1209 Everett St
Marsh Martha J 1419al Ave
Marsh Robert B Estate 1502 Hill Ave
Miller Addison A Miller William B 1574 Monter St
Paoli Abstract 1026 South Ave
Richmond Earl 1420 Ctr St
Ryan Diane L Estate Rr 1 Box 8860
Simon Maurice 600 North Ave
Sovereign Bank 1016 North Ave
Treharme Mary E Estate 456 Biddle Ave
Williams Jack 714 North Ave
Willison Willa Y 7719 Abbott St
Wyckoff John K 335 Pitt St
Wilmerding Pa 15148
Cavendish Dolores 314 Commerce St Apt 2 Apt 204
Hall Mary T 353 Welsh Ave
Jones Cheryl 321 Patton St
Savinda George 314 Commerce St Apt 2 Apt 204
Schultheis Mary A 336 Welsh
Sonovick Robert 368 Grtant St
Terhanko John W 231 Marguerite Ave
Armstrong County
Adrian Pa 16210
Jordan Lena M 201 Frick Dr
Koffman Charles PO Box 6
Cowansville Pa 16218
Legnine Carl 145 Smith Rd
Shimonvich Marcella 145 Smith Rd
Stith Jesse 145 Smith Rd
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Dayton Pa 16222
McCullough Imogene RD 2
Stockdill Margaret L 1531 Rte 1046
Elderton Pa 15736
Plumcreek Design Build Inc PO Box 397
Ford City Pa 16226
Almada Janice E 815 5th Ave
Anthony Timothy G Anthony Linda L RR 1
Bartony Henry Jr Bartony Henry 613 10th St
Bowser George 613 5th Ave
Brauers Robert 908 4th Ave
Cabbet Machine Inc 1323 4th Ave
Campbell Rachel C 1155 Campbell Run Rd
Cooper Jessie M Estate RR 2
George Edgar E 1012 Fifth Ave
Gregg Helen L 369 9th St Apt B-5
Justice Susan M 830 Fourth Ave
Kracht William M 1109 4th Ave
Matus Frank J 1125 Ross Ave
Oresick Peter 818 Sixth Ave
Pepper Waldon C 537 Ross Ave
Stitt Irene M Apt 304 1001 Fifth Ave
Stubbs Elsie PO Box 215
Suran Frank E 2202 Maple Dr
Trout Christopher 140 Wilcrest Ln
Willyard Kevin D 1108 Rear 5th Ave
Wray Kenneth 951 Main St
Zilla Florence Neale Ave
Freeport Pa 16229
Claypool Eleanor G 125 Sipes Rd
Clever Mary E 411 Riverside Dr Apt 209
Deel Cheryl 100 Brown Rd
Deel Kevin 100 Brown Rd
Duva Mark Auto Body 100 Brown Rd
Gamble Keith 206 Buffalo St
Hamilton Daniel Jr c/o L Hamilton 126 Iron Bridge Rd
Hamilton Lucy E c/o L Hamilton 126 Iron Bridge Rd
Holloway Seating dba Holloway Jason 502 Market St
Huckestein Blanche Lot 202 River Forest
Loachridge Emma L 251 River Lndg
Loachridge Louis R 251 River Lndg
Minegishi Mizuho 3 Riverforest Dr
Mitchell Judith Carol 411 Riverside Dr Apt 501
Nihart Jimmy E 411 Riverside Dr Apt 405
Palermo Fank 103 Garvers Ferry Rd
Pittsburghs Coffee 103 Cherokee Ct
Porter Ronald H Estate RR 1
Putran Donald R 411 Riverside Dr Apt 614
Suran Ashleigh Marie 211 Buffalo St
Suran Barbara J 211 Buffalo St
Suran Barbara J PO Box 480
Whiteman Felecia R 350 Nickelson Run Rd
Woods Helen PO Box 264 Whiterock Rd
Woods John R PO Box 264 Whiterock Rd
Kittanning Pa 16201
Agway Kittanning RD 8 Box 282 Tr 66 & 85
Akos Julia A RR 1 Box 27c
Anderson Cassandra A c/o J Paroli PO Box 50
Atkinson Mikel R 1512 North Grant Ave
Baker Charles E 1299 Orr Ave
Batten Elwood 301 S McKean St Apt 6b
Bentley Mabel G 303 Mulberry St
Berringer Albert F Est of 423 Market St
Blose Donna D 712 North Mckean St
Bowser Kathleen 396 Pony Farm Rd
Brennan Catherine L PO Box 37
Brennan Richard G Trust PO Box 37
Brumbaugn Ronald PO Box 255A
Buzzinotti Stella M 404 Harrison St
Buzzinotti Victor W 404 Harrison St
Conte Thomas Edward Dr Med Arts Bldg Ste 520
Continental Health Equipment Inc 405 Sherwood Dr
Coyne Laraine F Rep Payee 265 S Mckean St Ste 5
Crauener Edward W RD 1
Cravener Ernest A RD 1
Cressler Gloria J Apt 4K 301 S Mckean St
Crissman Angela M RR 8 Box 396
Crum Betty J RR 4 Box 30 B
Crytzer Barry 380 State Rte 28/66
Crytzer Barry W 390 State Rte 28 And 66
Dentici Phyllise RR 2
Drake Harold E II B4 RD 1 Box 41
Duncan Joseph A 500 Cleveland St
Duncan Robert C 1007 N McKean St
Dunn Earnest 120 Kittanning Care Dr
Gillis Delores J RD 2 Box 235A
Glendinning Gloria J 188 Billy Dr
Hawley James M 220 Franklin Ave
Hawley Marjorie M 220 Franklin Ave
Heckman Patricia L 280 S Mckean St Apt 6M
Heilman H H Jr RD 3 Box 417
Hepler Nelda E 202 Campbell Dr
Holleran Suzanne PO Box 37
Hough Clifford L Estate 10 Butler Rd
Houser Walter L 13448 St Rte 422 Suite 1
Kemp Arlene L 120 Kittaning Care Dr
Klingensmith Rita M 1106 Orr Ave Apt B
Knoble E M 118 S Mckean St
Kunkle Samuel L 257 N Grant Ave Apt 2
Leightner Mildred B c/o S J Wonderling RR 5 Box 209
Long Ray J PO Box 426
Luke Betty V PO Box 426
Maize Elizabeth J 162 S Water St
Maize William W 162 S Water St
McNutt Frank H Jr RD 3 Box 417
McCann Rachel E 265 S McKean St Ste 5
McCue John Berchman 217 Market St
McNutt Frank H Jr 157 Smith Rd
Mortimer Margaret S 811 N Mckean St
Pepper Floyd R RR 5
Pepper Sadie B RR 5
Robinson Maritta A Apt 29 448 McCanna St
Rupp K Charles 206 Butler Rd
Rupps Appliance 206 Butler Rd
Rupps Appliance 215 Butler Rd
Samaj Kara Ann 118 Samaj Rd
Scheeren Beatrice 123 Crane Dr
Schreeren Thomas 123 Crane Dr
Snyder Brothers Inc PO Box 1022
Snyder Laura 144 Wray Paln Rd
Spectrum Painting Inc 206 N Jefferson St
Taylor Catherine Z Estate Wilson Ave
Toy Aaron J 240 Toy Rd
Toy Alice J RR 7 Box 321A
Toy Robert E RR 7 Box 321A
Ucciardo Ellen M 202 Campbell Dr
Valray Nurseries Inc 350 St Rte 28 66 Suite 2
Weber Christina R 630 North Mckean St
Weber Kirk Weldon 630 North Mckean St
Westwood Bernadine A RD 8
Westwood Robert D RD 8
Wiles Gladine RR 7 Box 437
Wiles Ted E RR 7 Box 437
Zellmann William J RR 5 Box 306
Leechburg Pa 15656
Bennardo Georgetta 159 Market St Apt 1A
Booker Joseph 47 W Leechburg St Ext
Bylstone Jerry W 195 Basin St
Canale Sylvia J 101 Weimer Rd
Davila Antonio 129 Kirkpatrick Ave
Deandy Evangeline Estate 325 3rd St
Depaoli Greno J 603 Canal
Depaoli Irene 603 Canal
Fryer Faye E 159 Market St Apt1a
Gibson Thomas J 213 Kirkpatrick Ave
Kertes Joseph M 274 2nd St
Key Bellevilles 100 Key Ln
Kunkle Leisa M 417 Penn Ave
Lovelace Larue V PO Box 219
Lovelace Robert C PO Box 219
Magness Carol R 39 Rhoda Ave
Magness Richard L 39 Rhoda Ave
McKeag Mary R 362 Grant Ave
Myers Jean 361 Main St
Nevolnik Joseph D 203 Smail Rd
Oberdorf Robert 208 Cir Dr Rd4
Porter Dorothy M 794 Pine Run Rd
Porter Larry E 794 Pine Camp Rd
Porter Robert H Jr 794 Pine Camp Rd
Price Anna J RR 1
Prosasky Donald J RR 3 Box 312
Remarchuk Anna West Leechburg
Remarchuk Rosalie West Leechburg
Sedlacek Sophie 981 Pleasant Hill Rd
Tira Carol 202 Smt West
Tira Marissa 202 Smt West
Tira Nicole 202 Smt West
Tira Samantha 202 Smt West
North Apollo Pa 15673
Davis Carrie Lest PO Box 492
Miller William R 1721 Wilson Ave PO Box 335
Nu Mine Pa 16244
Smulik Stefina PO Box 78
Parker Pa 16049
Baker Alfetta RR 1
Baker John V RR 1
Cook Betty J RD 3 Sertik Rd
Coward Richard RD 3 Sertik Rd
Fedosick Barbara A RD 3 Box 205
Fedosick Stephen J 302 N Ash Ave
Germain Bernadette A 103 Seward St
Horner Gertrude V 588 N Riverview Dr
Pollum Zelda L Estate RR 1
Runyan Cody RD 3 Box 205
Runyan Zachery 302 N Ash Ave
Slaughenhoupt Pauline 1076 Craig Rd
Rural Valley Pa 16249
Farkas Susie Clarence Stuber Farm
Harmon Carol RD 1 Box 291
Miller Georgia 200 Main St
Rural Valley Cemetery Assoc 410 Main St
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Sagamore Pa 16250
Cogliostro P Estate RR 1
Miller Ray 18 Church St
Piper Cathy 454 Wagner Rd PO Box 15
Prusasky Edward E PO Box 28 341 8th St
Reesman Body Shop c/o C Piper 454 Wagner Rd PO Box 15
Spring Church Pa 15686
Brank Daniel S 152 Dilick Rd
Fulton Doyle L Rte 56
Worthington Pa 16262
Caszatt Sandra L 120 Lakeside Rd
Fear Margaret 138 Mak Sq
Gailey David T RD 1
Gailey George A RD 1
Hartman Edwin V RR 2 Box 76A
Hartman Susan RR 2 Box 76A
Mohney Merle A RD 1 Box 256
Norrick William A 106 Mak Sq Ext
Placek John S 125 Ruth Hill Rd
Rice Marion E 120 Lakeside Rd
Wagner Clarence 138 Mak Sq
Yatesboro Pa 16263
Curly Moore Chevrolet PO Box 328
Demao Christine A PO Box 328
Mechling Jack L PO Box 286
Stefancik Assunta T House 30 Apt 94
Beaver County
Aliquippa Pa 15001
Albaugh Janice K 407 Carmel Dr
Albert Delores M 2036 Cir Dr
Albert James 2036 Cir Dr
Alston Rosalind F 1014 Davis St
Alzheimers Support Group of Be 1821 Crestmont Dr
Ancrile Louis 34 Sheffield Ave
Angelilli Anna Estate 83 Linmar Ter
Antolik Steve 113 Oakwood St
Antonucci Margaret M 523 Allegheny Ave
ATM Holdings Inc 4000 Industrial Blvd Bldg 1
Baisden Evelyn 301 Wykes St
Barnett Annie PO Box 404
Barr Crystal J 5034 Hamilton Dr
Barr David M 5034 Hamilton Dr
Barton Ruby L 1535 Tyler St
Battles Rosemarie M Battles John V 2223 Virginia Ave
Biancucci Theodore C 85 Linmar Homes
Billco Motors Inc 5034 Hamilton Dr
Bilotto Athena 2024 McMinn St
Bolton Holmes Anitra L 1130 Wade St
Boyd Endya 106 Major
Bruce Ann E 1005 Ross
Bruce Ann E 2410 Marion St
Bruce James M 1005 Ross
Bruce James M 2410 Marion St
Brunton James A 3681-A Ridge Rd RD 3
Bufalini Lilia Ms 2116 McMinn St
Burden Vera 113 2nd Ave
Burden Walter 113 2nd Ave
Bush Mamie L 9 Mount Vernon Dr
Cannon Beulah 310 7th Ave
Caratini Henry 1708 Jackson St
Carte Timothy 338 Pohl Rd
Cavanaugh Edward 189 Edgewood
Chambers Phyllis 117 Valletview Dr
Cindrich Georgann 82 Maple Ave
Clark Lonnie 1800 Main St Apt 1
Close Milliam M 504 Franklin Ave
Commonwealth Medical Center In 2500 Hospital Dr
Conner Marsha 47 Spring St
Cosby Eugene 751 Griffith St
Countrywide Home Loans 112 Jones St
Crea Carmel A 504 Main St W
Crea Carmela 109 Jarvis St
Ctic Servicelink Division 4000 Industrial Blvd
Currie Annie 318 Cooper St
Dawkins Billy 196 Shaffer St
Denuzzio Lewis D c/o M Denuzzio Exec 103 Figley Ave
Dimarzio Patricia c/o Discover Fin Svcs LLC 5611 Alan St
Dito Rachel 1910 Brodhead Rd
Divecchio Phyllis C 2500 Linden Ave
Doleck Mary RR 1
Dougherty Joseph A 105 Dorman St
Dougherty Sara L 105 Dorman St
Dowdy Gloria 914 Davis St
Dubaich Daniel 214 Elm Aly
Dubaich Mary 214 Elm Aly
Duncan Mario L 1209 Main St
Evans Gomer 1821 Crestmont Dr
Evans Nancy L 2021 Irwin
Evans Rolene 2021 Irwin
Faieta Nina 1311 Allen St
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Co Service L 400 Corporation Dr
Fisher Ira M Lot 439 Pl8 Hs Imp
Flugher Lucratia L 100 Grand Ave Apt 1d
Frey Jewel L 1238 Kennedy Blvd
Fultz Eloise 26 Mount Vernon Dr
Garabedian Marilyn 1350 Lindbergh Ave
George Turkovich Estate 618 Duky Hallow
German American Business Circle 400 Ardex Park Dr
Hammond Jeffrey 514 Brodhead Rd
Hammond Kelly 514 Brodhead Rd
Harman Jacqueline 500 Superior Ave Apt 307
Harman James 500 Superior Ave Apt 307
Harman Jenen 500 Superior Ave Apt 307
Hartman Catherin 409 Hopewell Ave
Hartman Raymond M 409 Hopewell Ave
Harvan Stella 2001 Washington St A 108c
Harvey Brownie 315 Washington St
Harvey Nemiah 315 Washington St
Hawk John 208 Service Creek Rd Apt B
Hlopek David J 265 Pleasant Dr
Hlopek Denise 265 Pleasant Dr
Hlopek Frank Jr 265 Pleasant Dr
Hlopek Patricia A 265 Pleasant Dr
Hlopek Veronika 265 Pleasant Dr
Hunt Cecil Ray 302 6th Ave
Hutton Dorothy 135 Linmar Plan
Ivkovich Peter 548 Franklin Ave
JL Structual Inc 0 7239 Ac
Jarrett Todd Jabbar Beaver County Jail 6000 Woodlawn Blvd
Jenkins Bertha 293 Return St
Jenkins Labol 213 Todd St
Jeter Russell S 112 Jones St
Jettrain Corporation 400 Woodlawn Rd
Johnson Allen 207 6th Ave
Johnson Allen PO Box 262
Johnson Ethel 212 Sheffield Ave
Jones Ralph R 216 Cooper St
Kastler Emily 1231 Main St
Keenan Geraldine 1112 Gringo Rd
Kelley Aaron 914 Davis St
Keriotis James T 2116 Ritchie St
Key Ida Mae 1441 Green St
Kimbrough Aleeta 2302 Mcminn St Apt 4
King Sophie 434 Franklin Ave Apt 305
Klink Keith 100 Superior Ave 101 Sheffield Towers
Knudson Conrad I 2630 Kane Rd
Koda Richard 100 Wykes St
Koecher Matthew 600 Kaye Ave
Komlos Josephine 4343 Brdhead Rd
Kosis Amelia 1302 Overlook Ave
Kostolich Gilda D Estate 4 Linmar Homes
Kravitch Nick C 4148 State Rte 151
Krotec Joseph 104 Cherry Aly
Kuchera Helen 339 Main St W
Lay Mark 710 Laughlin Ave
Lay Toni L 710 Laughlin Ave
Leff Lena H 347 Main Ave
Lentz Ancharles R 3994 State Rte 151
Lewis William 136 Temple St
Lindsey Helen 303 3rd Ave
Linkovich Helen 2304 Wigwam Rd
Lowe Robert L Sr 135 Malone Ave
Loyd William 221 Spaulding St
Lytle Joseph c/o Josephine Rebich Admrx 167 W Woodland Dr
Maiden James Estate 346 Franklin Ave
Mannino Lonny D 300 Superior Ave Apt 307
Marcavage John F PO Box 1263
Marcocci Arthur 121 2nd Ave
Marshall Sally 3128 Ridge Ave
Martino Joseph F 1009 Duke St
Mary E N 427 Allegheny Ave
Maryansky Eugene J 1112 Gringo Rd
Maryansky Eugene J Sr 1112 Gringo Rd
Massey Michael 2401 W Wade St
Massey Ruth 2401 W Wade St
Massoud Lottie 692 Sheffield Ave
May Martha L 219 Baker St
McBride Virginia A 2104 Forge Dr
McElhaney Bruce 1228 Wade St
McGuire Woods LLP 0 7239 Ac
McKelvey Francis J Jr 742 Franklin Ave
Mitchell Marguerite 719 Griffith St
Mitrovich Lori M 161 Ctr Grange Rd
Montini Karen 923 Independance Rd
Morgan Clara PO Box 743
Morgan Matthew L 1858 Brodhead Rd
Morley Donald L Jr RD 3 Box 253
Motton Robert 105 Ohio St
Musolin John 3653 Green Gdn Rd
Naim Mary 4409 S Beverly Dr
National Link 400 Corporation Dr
Norman Emma J 313 Washington St
Norman Ralph 313 Washington St
Nyilyk Edward c/o Komlos Josephine 4343 Brdhead Rd
Orzechowski John Green Gdn Plaza
Paladino April 1215 New Hampshire Ave
Pallone James T 1150 Betchel St Apt 321
Pappans Family Restaurants Inc 2304 Brodhead Rd
Parker Lauren 1803 Main St
Patterson Cortney 516 Linman Tr
Pennsylvania Home Br 2476 Brodhead Rd
Pesich Norma 2400 Marian St
Pharr William 23 Mount Vernon Dr
Phillips William A 406 Franklin Ave
Popouich Alberta G PO Box 351
Postal Helen Ms 1506 Liberty St
Postlewaite Grace 110 Postlewaite
Potts Vivian 307 Spaulding St
Powell Elizabeth 119 Oliver St
Powell Erma G 110 Postlewaite
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Powell Kelly 1807 Main St Apt B
Pursley Raymond 1018 Gringo Rd
Radanovich Helene M 316 Main St W
Rajko Kicovic Sr 118 King St
Ratajczak Deborah 1106 Buchanan Ave
Ratajczak Renee Lynn 1106 Buchanan Ave
Rebracca Nick 321 Wykes St
Rent Way Green Gdn Rd
Robison William B 248 Pleasant Dr
Rodich Antoinette 939 Cabot St
Rodich Antoinette 939 Ridgeway Ave
Rohan Josephine 414 Beaver Ave
Ruscitti Mary c/o Karen Halesitti 1820 Polk St
Salsbury Lillian 287 New Bethlehem
Sanders Lucille 4695 State Rte 151 Trlr 1
Scheetz Conrad Lee Estate 2329 Mill St
Seech Anna RR 2
Seidler Shirley A 414 Erie Ave Rear
Seltz William Jr 1559 Elgin St Rear
Service Link LP 4000 Industrial Blvd
Servicelink Florida Loan Disburse Tr Acct 4000 Industrial Blvd
Shipman Edward 109 3rd Ave
Shrum Paul J 114 Sta St
Simoni Dina 2872 Brodhead Rd
Sligh Edith 219 Spaulding St
Sligh Frazier 8 Mount Vernon
Smeltz Patricia A 1910 Crestmont Dr
Steele Donald 1302 Allen St
Stothard Myra Est 1306 Kennedy Blvd
Strell Corp Profit Sharing Plan & Trust 5135 Yale Dr
Sullivan Harold J 261 Todd Ln
Tatalovich Diane 155 Highland Ave
Taylor Joanne 2034 Oriole Dr
Taylor Terrence M Lot 113 W T Pl Hs
Thomas Anna M 1617 Bonndry
Thomas Emilie 512 21st St
Thomas Georgette 105 Ohio St
Thomas Grace U 1614 Irwin St
Thomas Ira 311 Return St
Thompson Vera 3181 Bradbury Dr
Thomson Cathe 1901 Glen Rd
Tranter Edith E Estate 2309 Woodbine Rd
Villa Helena 209 Jarvis St
Visnich George DMD 2501 Chestnut St
Vitale Susan M 5603 Alan St
Wagner John B c/o R Wagner 6136 Chatham Dr
Whitaker Lind 305 4th Ave
White Daniel 1781 Clark Blvd
Wiggins Nettie 731 Grove St
Williams Deshawn Darae 549 Highland Ave
Williams Haro 723 Griffith St
Woodring Shannon M 1808 Irwin St
Yannuzzi Catherine 725 Hemlock Dr
Zimmel Emmilia 1024 Irwin St
Zimmel Geniene M 1024 Irwin St
Ambridge Pa 15003
Barlamas Alexander 2311 Beaver Rd
Barlamas Katherine E 2311 Beaver Rd
Beard Jessica C 873 14th St
Beauford Niahala PO Box 216
Bergstrom Elsie L 536 Virginia Ave
Bohinsky Andrew R 2899 Economy St
Bova Janice 1194 Merchant St
Bova Janice 835 Glennwood Ave
Brkovich Stacey Jean 500 Beaver Rd Apt 411
Brzezinsk Loretta D Estate 1004 Beaver Rd
Budkey Edward 406 Ambridge Towers
Dayeen Cathleen 139 Maplewood Ave
Dayeen John 139 Maplewood Ave
Dickey Anna M 633 Pine St
Dickey Ellen A 633 Pine St
Dickson Nicholas 1802 N Walnut St
Douds Selma I 23 Semack Ct
Dzikowski Olga 522 Pine St
Fasciano Manuela M 517 Stephen St
Finnegan Robert 465 Merchant St
Fortier Isidore R 1115 Ridge Rd
Fortier Sandra 1115 Ridge Rd
Gabor Ann M 8th St Ext
Gaudio Ann Ms 2311 Beaver Rd
Gintner Lena S Ann St Ridge Rd Ext
Gintner Raymond Jr Ann St Ridge Rd Ext
Gleason Anthony H c/o D M Spade 622 Beaver Rd
Gleason Nora C c/o D Spade 622 Beaver Rd
Gray Lucille W 1616 Duss Ave
Hartman Cynthia L 1130 Church St
Homick Terry Ridge Rd
Horvath Beverly R 7 J Valy Homes
Horvath Paul 7 J Valy Homes
Huddy Barbara D Solar Dr
Hudicek Joseph 1415 Merchant St Rear
Hudson Robert E Estate 617 Maplewood Ave
Huk John E 2204 Duss Ave
Huk Margaret C 2204 Duss Ave
Humphreys Wan 310 Park Rd
Jacson Randy 1023 Bernidine St
Jahoda Ruth 337 Merchant St
Jankowski Agnus 2414 Ridge Rd Ext
Katrinecz Susan 725 19th St
Knighton Regis E 1123 Maplewood Ave
Knighton William E 1123 Maplewood Ave
Kossert Pomenica PO Box 154
Kraus Thomas W 135 Merchant St
Krawczyk Betty 817 Beaver Rd
Kucel Joseph J 700 Park Rd
Kuttler John J 620 Maplewood Ave
Law Guy M 928 Melrose Ave
Lawson Reginald E Apt 401 500 Beaver Rd
Lay Theresa 500 Maplewood Ave
Leech Margaret A Estate 535 Melrose Ave
Liberty Dialysis LLC Attn B Waddell 1015 Bernadine Ave
Longo Jack 820 Kerr St
Longo Mary Ms 925 Beaver Rd
MacCaglia Ronald 1492 Merriman Rd
Macurak Josephine L 805 17th St
Markovski Alice 1523 Lenz Ave
Midjenoski Esther Estate 318 Pine St
Mikulich Magadelene 944 Ohioview Ave
Mikulich Magd 944 Ohioview Ave
Nagel Jeffrey W 1515 Merchant St
Narziza Estrada 255 Maplewood Ave
Neuber Irene A 19 Zehnder Mobile Home Park
Nowak Helen Estate 537 8th St
Olejarczy Jose 284 15th St
Oleksa Alfred S 318 3rd St
Olesarczyk J 284 15th St
Oseoueda Joseph 291 1st St
Oslick John 2 Selway Dr
Patrica Mary 617 Maplewood Ave
Piontek Mary 1208 Beaver Rd
Piontek Shondea 1208 Beaver Rd
Pratt Brian J 2518 Mayfield Ave #C
Primas Carol 715 Maplewood Ave
Richcreek Melvina 2103 Duss Ave
Robinson Anna M 3068 Woodland Rd
Ronczka Mary Ms 330 Locust St
Schlereth Joseph Haley 1651 Chruch St
Smedley Lois L 1061 Oak Ave
Stewart Travis 1102 Beaver Rd
Super Laundry Equipment Corp 2301 Duss Ave Ste 12 Bldg 7
Swain Rose 817 14th St
Szczepaniak Dolores 2805 Pioneer St
Szczepaniak Dolores 2843 Pioneer Dr
Taylor Betty 75 12th St
Taylor Philip S 75 12th St
Trudel Evelyn D 723 Maplewood Ave
Truth Stephen A 605 Melrose Ave
Tyro John Jr 2614 Grandview Ave
Tyro Mary S 2614 Grandview Ave
Vicejanush Anna 461 Maplewood Ave
Walko James S 660 Merchant St
World Class Processing Inc 21 Century Dr
Wuycik David W 1000 Kennedy Dr
Wuycik Walter 1000 Kennedy Dr
Zimmer Anna 144 Park Rd
Zimmer Sebastian 144 Park Rd
Baden Pa 15005
Alberts Adam E 219 Oak St
Berkner George S 249 Wayne St
Boyd Audrey M Golden Grove Rd Bradford Park
Boyd Robert F Golden Grove Rd Bradfor
Brkovich Charles 184 Anthony Wayne Ter
Budjanec Martha 558 Murphy Ave
Chapel Daniel 729 Hillcrest St
Christ Despina 915 2nd St Apt C8
Contray Helen 3776 Essex St
Corbett Leona Estate 31 Anthony Wayne Ter
Davis Daria M Estate RR 1
Demailo Phillip 938 Phillips St
Donick Rose Estate 380 Berry St
Fennell Jason Thomas 915 Second Ave Apt 5
Ford Merle D Estate RR 1
Gatehouse Thomas W 28 Anthony Wayne Ter
Giammaria Jos St Anthony Wayne Ter
Gross Eugene Estate Phillips St
Hilger Genevieve R Schiller St
Karas Christine 878 6th St
Koch Nicholas C 887 Riverview Ave
Kraus Karen Ann 125 Walnut Dr
Krawcezyk Betty J 522 Rotteck St
Kushnereit Karen 523 Mellon Ave
Kutschker Alfred 308 Park Hill Rd
Lash Scott D 308 Summerfield Place
Lindenmuth Tiffany N 810 5th St S Apt B 33
Losco Jacquey RR 1
Lynn Richard T 104 Aviary Ct
Machak Rose M Apt 207 379 Melon Ave
Maciejewski Milton 101 Anne St
Mayton Morgan D 548 State St
Mcdonalds 113 Peppergrass Rd
Mullo John E 3737 McCabe St
Musgrave Florence V 424 Phillips St
Mutschler Donna 345 Berry St
Nanni Joseph 609 Schiller St
Nationwide Bank Cust 28 Anthony Wayne Ter
Pitini Kathryn D 925 Rose St
Pitini Richard G 925 Rose St
Polito Anna M 38 Anthony Wayne Terr
Polito Kathryn M Anthony Wayne
Ruskin Andrew Legonville
Safran Philip R 1158 Harmony Rd
Scabavea Steven A 915 2nd St Apt C8
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Smith Donald 23 Russell St
Snyder Walter L 542 Straube Ave
Sobolosky Anthony Rd 1 154 Winterset Rd
Stanko Jessie L 245 Anthony Wayne Terra
Stolar Martha Estate 3712 Duss Ave
Sunday Emily P 152 Peppergrass Rd
Wahl Loretta 680 Markman Path Rd
Beaver Pa 15009
Allen William R 112 Coleman Dr
Allmon William C Allmon Susan 371 Laura St
Anderson Helen H 345 Commerce St
Anderson Robert Friendship Nursing Home 3rd Fl
Angelleta Antonette 138 Edgewood Dr
Armour Lizzie 246 Friendship Cir
Beck William C Jr Beck Dianna L 221 Third St
Bennett Dorothy W 255 Dravo Ave
Blair David A 136 Kaye Cir
Boyd Shelley A 590 5th St
Boyle Myrtle A 1666 Corporation St
Bratton Maryan F 207 Edgewood Dr
Buckenheimer Lillian M 494 Lincoln
Buckenheimer Robert 494 Lincoln
Clark Eanrest 1520 Corporation St
Clarke Sylvia T 1316 2nd St
Covatch Samson B 337 Fourth St PO Bx 213
Covatch Tanya L 337 Fourth St PO Bx 213
Cuiffi Margaret 21 L St
Day E Florence c/o Hogsetts 120 Evergreen Cir
Day Thomas B c/o Hogsetts 120 Evergreen Cir
Defrancisis Joanna Box 14
Donnelly Florence A Est of Upper Level Ste 500 Third St
Duff Lillian Estate 3025 Tusca Rd
Ellsworth James P 195 Oak St
Ellsworth Patricia M 195 Oak St
Emanuel Abraham Dr 377 Third St PO Box 480
First Merit Settlement 1340 Brighten Rd
Fourway Properties Limited Partnership 1198 Mulberry St
Graham Gregory L 71 Tamaqui Village
Hall Dorothy U 5130 Tuscarrawas Rd Room 209
Hall Rex B 5130 Tuscarrawas Rd Room 209
Harn Eva Est 1300 Sharon Rd
Hartman Raymond M 274 Friendship Cir 421
Heiple Mae 143 Edgewood Dr
Hendrickson Doris G 440 Wayne Sq
Hendrickson George D 440 Wayne Sq
Incorvati Robert L 1520 Dutch Ridge Rd
Javens Ella M 2755 Tuscarawas Rd
Johns Samuel J 4 Clyff Ln
Kanapesky Felix 130 Ornida Dr
Kanapesky Raymond A 130 Ornida Dr
Librich Joseph 41 D St
Mahovlich Deborah K RD 2 Beaver
McGinley Brian 3025 Tuscarawas Rd
McGinley Mary 3025 Tuscarawas Rd
Medwid Natalie 2985 Tuscarawas Rd
Miller Stuart D 1312 Market St
Minteer John Mcintire 2655 Dutch Ridge Rd
Morgan Wilda 274 Frendship Cir
Mueller Robert J Estate 376 4th St
Palmerina Bradshaw 1201 Park St
Popella Christine Lot 1 Dutch Ridge Rd
Sargent Ann A 345 Commerce St
Schaeffer Evelyn M Mulberry
Shaddick Graham F 958 River Rd
Shannon Gerald Estate 815 Riverside Dr
Shriver William L 635 Pine Grove Rd
Sims Mary 246 Friendship Cir
Snyder Genevieve 160 Chapel Rd
SSJ Inc 500 Market St
Starkey Ronald 3140 Dutch Ridge Rd
Stclair Florence 204 Pinkerton Dr
Stillwagon Alice J 510 Barclay Hill Rd
Szczepanski Felix M 425 Sherwood Dr
Taormina Mary V 613 Market St W
Tatko Michael F 220 Maple Dr
Topper Gregg 207 Dravo St
Tusca Plaza Foodland 4935 Tuscarawas Rd
Tyhonas Eunice M 1340 Tusca Rd
Welte Melitta B 258 E 2nd St
West Rihard 41 East End Ave
Wolf Clark Dutch Ridge Rd and Wildwood Rd
Wright Pontiac of Beaver Rt 51
Beaver Falls Pa 15010
43 Degrees North 139 Park Rd
Anderson Robert 1600 19th Ave
Angelo Louise D 63 Darlington Rd
Arbutina Helen Elmbrook Estates RD 1 Lot 7
Arfield Clarissa c/o JS Arfield 308 Geneva Arms
Arfield Julius c/o JS Arfield 308 Geneva Arms
Arfield Lawrence L 308 Geneva Arms c/o JS Arfield
August Sebastian 3301 37th St Ext
Avery J 2321 7th Ave Rear
Babel Shelley Elmbrook Estates RD 1 Lot 7
Baldingers Auto Body RD 2 Box 425 A
Ball Sonja Est 921 15th
Barthurst Alice M 203 9th St
Bartoe Angela C Estate RR 4
Bast Edward P Jr 2211 28th St
Bergman George A 1432 3rd Ave
Bissell Wilbur L 2712 20th St Ex
Biswick Eugene R 1309 4th Ave
Black Harold 2007 7th St P Hts
Blinn Mary H 1711 6 Th Ave
Blinn William 1711 6 Th Ave
Bonomo Hope M 1119 Glenn Ave
Bonzo Bryan L 129 Fineview Dr
Branowitzer Douglas R 124 Kathleen Dr Apt 6
Brenzo Tammy 2620 9th Ave
Briske Edward C 607 16th Ave
Brown Lynn 1327 6th Ave Rear
Brozich Bender Mary Ann 2413 25th St
Burnette Ralph RR 1 Friedship Rd
Cantrell Alex 114 Book Ave Apt 403
Carada John Estate 4744 4th Ave
Carnelly James S 3112 6th Ave
Carothers Amelia 510 6th Ave Patt Hgts
Carter Larvita L 907 12th St
Chamberlin April L 2905 20th St Ext
Chufe Linda 3301 37th St Ext
Clark Marian Est 811 Lincoln Pl
Collins Rosa 822 2nd Ave
Congrove Mildred 2007 7th St P Hts
Corbin Mary L 1717 W 11th St
Corcoran Angel J 2702 Craighead Ln
Cowan Wilma A 1126 Mercer Rd
Cuspard Nellie L 1008 7th Ave Apt 3A
Data Consultants Computer Centers Wallace Run Rd
Davidson Howard Estate 542 Shenango Rd
Davidson Roy James 421 39th St
Davidson William E 421 39th St
Davis Jami 2018 7th Ave Apt 2
Davis John T 501 Shenango Rd
Debuino Dan 721 8th St
Demas Georgia E 608 Blackhawk Rd
Edmond Forrest 116 Woodhaven Dr
Edmond Tammy 116 Woodhaven Dr
Ehrenberg Eric E 1416 6th Ave
Falzone Elizabeth 108 Lynne Dr
Feyka Mary 124 Highland Dr
French Heather L 169 Baker Rd
Friday Cheryl J 2944 Darlington Rd Chippewa Village Apt 148
Friend Jeffrey 819 Anchortown Rd
Gentzel Judith 312 Elmbrook Rd
Gosnell Richard R 1026 Shenango Rd
Gould Betty S 128 Burns Ave
Gould Louis E 128 Burns Ave
Graham Helen G Est 2804 20th St Ext
Grgurich Monica E 7 Villa Ct
Grieco Robert 1416 6th Ave
Groom Blair B 419 16th Ave
Hahn Howard N 180 Achortown Rd
Hall Robert 1504 17th St
Hamer Amy 2321 7th Ave Rear
Harriel Mable 2105 11th Ave
Harris Barbara L 3719 W 4th Ave
Harris Bernard L 315 9th Ave
Harris Brendolyn T 819 9th St
Hays Shirley 119 Stickle Rd
Hayward Lindsay R 33 Saint Andrews Dr
Hayward R B Cust 33 Saint Andrews Dr
Herzog Edith 720 16th St
Hill Ron 710 3rd Ave
Howarth Wilbur 2503 12th Ave
Howe Ellen M 1907 7th St
Hudson Karen S Rd 1 375a Lisbon Rd
Jankowski Jennie 212 16th St
Jennies Plant Loft 822 Darlington Rd
JH Construction Inc 1160 Mercer Rd
Johnson Harry A Sr Apt 216 712 12th St
Kemerer Arthur 240 Ctr St
Kemerer Martha L 240 Ctr St
Kennedy Arlene K 611 Darlington Rd
Kilchenstein Erik C 331 Morado Dwellings
Kimberly Chambers and Power 917 11th St
Knight Norma P 123 Pleasantview St
Kradel Kim A 128 Curtis Dr
Krause Donald 205 Laurel Rock Dr
Krause Robert 205 Laurel Rock Dr
Krechowski Paula RD 2 Box 425A
Kroskey Nicole 822 Church St
Lallament George G 1101 Glenn Ave
Landfair Lynn 1503 4th St
Lee Lucy 105 4th Ave
Levenson Mollie 604 Franklin Towers
Lewis Angeline D 115 Brooks Dr
List Dawn 3314 37th St Ext
Lopez Kenneth 1319 7 Ave
Luger Veronica Estate 2418 7th Ave
Lutz James C 610 4th Ph Ave
Lutz Rhonda J 344 Braden School Rd
Mancini Mary 900 3rd Ave
Martin Gary L 6 Elmbrook Estates One
Masilon Robert J 164 James St
Mayle Carol 1031 Mercer Rd Rm 8
McCaughtry Elma 137 Mayfield Dwellings
McCaughtry Robert K 137 Mayfield Dwellings
McClusky Amanda P 2832 4th Av A2
McCormick Randall Estate 1316 4th Ave
McCullough Alice 441 Blackhawk Rd
McCullough Howard 441 Blackhawk Rd
McKee Virginia 123 Samuel St
McKenzie Barbara L 169 Baker Rd
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Means Irene Ms 416 43rd St
Meehan Mark G Villa Ct
Meiter Luella J Estate 111 Meiter Dr
Menges Emma Estate 1505 16th Ave
Milanovich Ann 1817 20th Ave
Milnes Anna Estate 1901 7th Ave
Montani Nathan A 300 7th St Ph B
Monza Larry B 2628 9th Ave
Moore Jamie K III 1819 W 11th St
Moore Judith 3809 3rd Ave
Moore Terry L 102 Rama Rd
Moore Wilbert V 1031 Mercer Rd Building 3 Room 2
Moran Wandah R 3703 College Ave
Moreno Apolonio G c/o Herman C & J D Moreno 1812 12th St
Mozes Joan T 3619 West 4th Ave
Murray Lori E 723 5th St
Namett Ethel C 71 Darlington
Neale Lorrain I 71 Darlington
Oneil Mary 1526 6th Ave
Overdorff John 715 23rd St
Parasida Marlene 805 2nd Ave
Parker Ernest T 250 Morado Dwellings
Patterson Ruth 71 Darlington Rd Apt No 234
Paul Phyllis 41 Pinehurst Dr No 4
Pettinari Lena PO Box 1561
Piccolo Anna Pat Hgts 623 Fifth St
Pisano Angeline 1520 8th Ave
Postlewait Dolores M 203 11th St
RBR Consulting Inc 650 Shady Dr
Richardson Myron Steffin Hill
Rimbey Nora L 1824 6th Ave R
Rimbey Nora 3110 5th Ave
Rimbey Norma L 1824 6th Ave
Riskey Helen I 926 4th Ave
Rogers Dean C 71 Darlington Rd
Rossi Rocco A 441 Blackhawk Rd Apt #124
Russell Jacqueline 927 4th St Patt Hts
Santeufemia Maria 1268 S Walnut St
Schwartz Edna L 308 16th Ave
Shop N Save 2580 Constitution Blvd
Simich Dorothy Blair PCH Inc 1031 Mercer Rd
Smith Kathy 1319 Blackhawk Rd
Smith Lillian 1611 18th Ave
Smith Robert 1611 18th Ave
Snair Dorothy RD 1
Snair Dorothy J 84 Mayfield Height
Snowden Nancy A Estate 1008 Highland Ave
Snowden Sarah O Estate 1008 Highland Ave
Sonnie Anne E 104 Pappan Dr Elmcroft of Chippewa
Spooner Albert L 1612 4th St
Spooner Lydia A 1612 4th St
Steffen Harold L 308 16th Ave
Stephenson Robert P 3040 Old Darlington Rd
Stewart Edna M 1514 17th Ave
Strutt Amy 1134 Mercer Rd
Stuart Albert R 616 8th St
Suders Herbert T 3422 7th Ave
Suders Herbert T Estate 3422 7th Ave
Sudo Paula 1115 3rd Ave
Sudo Robert A 1115 3rd Ave
Teck Edward 101 3rd Ave
Teck Edward 215 14th St
Teck Marcia L 215 15th St
Terracio Frances 1428 3rd Ave
Terracio John W 911 3rd Ave
Tkacik Ann E 3619 West 4th Ave
Totera Aoreann PO Box 36
Tri State Equipment Company 815 22nd St
Valentine Janie L 2628 9th Ave
Vukich Asunda J 2812 Craighead Ln
Wahl Geraldine D 126 Pine Ln
Walker Marjorie 119 Behrend Ct
Wheeler Gordon P Apt 107 1626 7th Ave
Wiley Anderew P c/o Geniva Colledge 3200 Colledge Ave Box 3947
William Dickenson Estate 1426 Pleasantview
Williams Gladys M 1600 6th Ave
Wilson Bernard F Jr RD 2
Wilson Zelda M RD 2
Witczak Sylvester 7th Ave Beaver Falls Plz 12
Wor Bob T 124 Kathleen Dr Apt 6
Ziegler Dorot 1605 7th Ave
Clinton Pa 15026
Bauman William H Bauman Liza A 3324 State Rte 151
Brutt Leo J Jr 181 Saratoga Dr
Cain Harold F 589 Anderson Hozak Rd
Dame David RD 1 Box 4092
Eicheudinger Anna Estate RR 1 Box 249-C
Gallagher Robert 105 Eaton Rd
Hollis Howard 1225 Bickerton Dr
Montanar Vincent F RR 1
Riley Augusteen RR 1 Box 279
Stewart Dianna C Rt 30 Box 355
Wimer Dianna Rt 30 Box 355 Lot #90
Conway Pa 15027
Boggs Louis K 4th Ave
Bozza Antonio 1329 4th Ave
Chirichetti Anthony 15th 2nd St
Chriichetti Anthony 1425 2nd Ave
Erzen Leonard J Sr 1028 Porter St
Krepps Daniel Charles 1012 13th St
Monaci Diego 1445 1st Ave
Petriw Mary C 362 11th St
Roebuck Frank Jr BF 250 13th St
Waddell William D 1316 3rd Ave
Darlington Pa 16115
Chambers Kenneth 239 Friendship Rd
Chambers Nancy 239 Friendship Rd
Corradi Walter J Jr 185 Acorn Ln
Dianne Market Allison 105 1st St PO Box 185
Hamilton Patricia G RD 2
Hamilton Thomas Franklin RD 2
Kyle Patricia G RR 2
Manypenny Kenneth J 409 East Palestine Rd
May Cletus E PO Box 281
May Glen L PO Box 281
May William L PO Box 281
Mueller Carl PO Box 138
Muller Frederick Box 138
Newman Harvey J 282 Ridgemont Dr
SCA North America 407 Cannelton Rd
Snair Dorothy RD 2
Vuyakovich Pete 182 Lime Kiln Rd
Willi Nathaniel 224 Louthan Rd
Fomball Pa 16123
Cappo Stephanie 154 Forrest Dr
Davis James F RFD
Marshall Lawrence F RR 1 438
Nevin Ruth E 1108 Soap Run Rd
Sturgeon Brian T 756 Bates Rd
Freedom Pa 15042
Amspacher Lucille RFD 1
Auen Donald R 704 7th St
Brown Diane L 787 Moonridge Cir
Buffum Donald C 530 Gemini Dr Dr
Buffum Dorothea M 530 Gemini Dr Dr
Buffum Family Trust 530 Gemini Dr
Carver Roger N 109 Oakhaven Dr
Catalucci Anna Mae 2615 Conway Wallrose Rd
Coleman Mildr 352 9th St
Cosgrove Bonnie 506 Meadow Ave
Evans Lynn 125 Springer Rd
Gold Claire 195 Mabel Ave
Golden Margaret N 320 Carriage Dr
Helfrich James C 389 Neely Rd
Karaffa Rachel L 604 Mine St
Kardosz Edward 740 7th St
Lafranch Albert 1501 5th Ave
Lowery Dorothy M 291 Blackswoods Rd
McCoy Willie 675 Mine St
Noss Elizabeth I 830 6th Ave
Noss Elizebth I 40 5th Ave
Ratliff Coleman 1112 8th Ave
Richardson Dianna 1599 4th Ave
Roncevich Pauline 331 Wolfe Run Rd
Ruckert Allen Estate 806 3rd Ave
Ruckert Arthur D RD 1
Smiley Heather 450 5th St
Smith Ruth L Estate 445 4th St
Sopko Jo A c/o D Brestelli 168 Wolfe Rd
Spear Evelyn G Mr 1
Spear Nickolas J Mr 1
Sweesy Ray N Jr 163 Wolfe Run
Tolbert Elizabeth 830 6th Ave
Ward Cristina A 593 Franklin Blvd
Georgetown Pa 15043
Clyde Frank 275 Little Blue Rd
Greenwood Sumner J 512 Gas Valy Rd
Reilly Kimberly 890 S R 18
Sauers Paul 148 Gibson Hill Rd
Soisson Kenny 531 Littleblue Rd
Hookstown Pa 15050
Bonner Joanne D 117 Clinton Frnkfrt
Bowers Homer F 319 Pittsburgh Grade Rd
Bowers Myrtle E 319 Pittsburgh Grade Rd
Cain Gail A 209 Cain Rd
Perry Annetta J Box 40 RD 1
Zack Mary A 1644 US Rte 30
Industry Pa 15052
Burrenski Harry RFD 1
Buzenski Charles J RD 1
Cecconi Amorina 107 Orchard Dr RD 1
Christy Laura M 126 Fairln Dr
Colbert Brenton 1250 Ohioview Dr
Detisch Carole PO Box 253
Doyle Jason R RD 2
Eshenbaugh Marie A 148 Upland Dr
Ferrebee Bett 326 Wolf Run Rd
Gibson Martha 800 Allison Dr
Honas John RD 1
Jones Helen M RD 1
Jones Richard S RD 1
Kelley Bridget L 113 Longvue Dr
Loomis Tammy L 127 Edgewood Cir
Mahovlich Gregory L RR 2
Maloney Julia RR 1
Nutz Mark S 1518 Ohio Ave
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Nutz Patrick J 1518 Ohio Ave
Onuska Daniel S 101 Fairland Dr
Ordich Ann K 396 Fairview Rd
Ordich James 396 Fairview Rd
Richards Charles H Estate RR 1
Savin Dorothy 340 Willowbrook Dr
Spencer Mabel RR 1
Udon Maxine P Pardice Rd
Williams Dort RR 1
Koppel Pa 16136
Avanti Management Group LLC 2501 2nd Ave
Massa Anthony M 79391 Rte 18 PO Box 367
Massa Emilio 79391 Rte 18 PO Box 367
Richard Andrew PO Box 65 Rte 18
Ruby Norman F PO Box 222
Salvano Joyce E Rte 18
Midland, Pa 15059
Barker Frances L 814 Midland Ave
Bautti Rose 201 Midland Ave
Celli John G 129 Midland Ave
Clouse Helen E 9A Midland Hts
Donatella Daniel L 1226 Avondale Dr
Gardner Kathryn Est 465 Midland Ave
Gerra Harry RD 1
Green Gladys Ruth 349 Penn Ave
Hill Beatrice 329 Penn Ave
Hlopek Margar 60 Midland Hts Apt F
Johnson Shirley 465 Midland Ave
Knisley Ida M 1035 Delaware Ave
Lacey Mary F 366 Penn Ave
Lefebvre Brittany R 33 Midland Hts Apt D
Monahan Anna Estate 48 W Midland Ave
Nash Macmillan 460 Penn Ave
Nola Dennis R Highland Acres RD 1
Pope Loyce 326 Pennsylvania Ave
Revis Tacoria 466 Ohio Ave
Simmons Roberta 500 Midland Ave
Sims Gertrude 532 Virginia Ave
Smith Hattie 319 Penn Ave
Smith William 319 Penn Ave
Spencer Shannon R 64 Hillcrest Mnr
Sporka Joseph 14 Second St
Sporsa Grace 14 Second St
Spurk Shirley 9A Midland Hts
Stevenson Bertha L 21-C Midland Hts PO Box 425
Studen George E 1030 Beaver Ave
Ulizio Renaldo Jr c/o R Ulizio Sr 344 Mid
Uliziosr Renaldo 344 Midland Ave
Vaughn Willie H 323 Pennsylvania Ave
Willams Shana N 732 Midland Ave
Young Patricia S 500 Beaver Ave
Zivkovich Maaco RD 1
Zivkovich Maxine RD 1
Monaca Pa 15061
Baker Nancy J 1228 Indiana Ave
Basar Nick Mr 2201 Front St
Beaver County Beverage Llc 3618 Brodhead Rd
Bergman George A 412 6th St
Berry James 1137 Pennsylvania Ave
Biondi Amelia R931 Washington Ave
Bischak William 811 Nimick Ave
Bowersock Elizabeth 1249 Blaine Rd
Boyd Endyia N 1999 Marshall Rd Apt 407
Brooks Harry B RR 1
Buccione Theresa 1518 Pennsylvania Ave
Cangiano Paul 122 High St
Carpenter Jessie M 1530 Brodhead Rd
Coladonato Ann E Monaca Blvd
Connor Mary Lou 1008 Ohio Ave
Corfont Elizabeth 1150 Bechtel St Apt 406
Delucia Freda 199 9th St
Deluco David 890 Front St
Demarco Joseph Estate 1445 Pacific Ave
Dicenso Amelia 1420 14th St
Dickinson Dale M 111 Crest Dr
Dimatteo Adelina Pacific Ave
Dimatteo Ameia 6444 14H St
Dimatteo Salvatore 1015 Blaine Rd
Falarski William Apt 23 500 Ctr Grange Rd
Ferrebee Albert L 558 Ctr Grange Rd
Ferrebee Irene 558 Ctr Grange Rd
Fulton William R 1260 Brodhead Rd Suite 202
Funkhouser Rose M 1150 Bechtel St Apartment 105
Gecina Florence 1228 Indiana Ave
Gillin Christine 1116 Bechtel St
Heckman Olive M 823 Atlantic Ave
Heidel George J Jr 1199 Walnut St
Kalcevic Anna 1305 Washingotn Ave
Kania Peter 37 Rail Rd
Konvolinka Katherine 101 Kaye Ave
Konvolinka Lewis 101 Kaye Ave
Krebbs Blanche Estate 498 Atlantic Ave
Maley Kayie 1033 Monaca Rd
Marilyns Bride and Formal 202 Fairview Dr
Martin Henry B 833 Meadow Ave
Mason Walter E 178 Wagner Rd
McCullough Nancy L 110 Lafayette Dr
McKelvey George A RD 1
Merritt Troy M 1131 Chesnut St
Miller Karen PO Box 83 1616 Beaver Ave
Nomie Inc Attn M Nomar 1400 Pennsylvania Ave
Orsag Jennifer 32 14th St
Pain Control Center 3627 Brodhead Rd Suite 1
Pico Paul A 728 Indiana Ave
Porto William 805 Indiana Ave
Rarey Emma 160 Shirley Dr
Riouff Pauline M Est of PO Box 154
Sakai Nobutoshi c/o Mitsui Zinc 302 Frankft
Samovaski Pete 1700 Pennsylvania Ave
Samuel Annie D 500 Ctr Grange Rd Apt 34
Scialabba Jim 1031 Monaca Rd
Shank Julie 206 Stephenson St
Short Mary E Apt 513 1150 Bechtel St
Smith Frances M 915 Pennsylvania Ave
Smith Jody A 112 Oakland Hts
Smith Lillian M 617 Speyer Ave
Staniland Anna 3670 Brodhead Rd Apt 209
Stinger Steve 391 Mowry Rd
Terzina Troia 1032 Grove St
Texas Roadhouse of B 116 Wagner Rd
Todorczuk John M 116 Clover Dr
Todorczuk Marie P Est 116 Clover Dr
Trella Rose M 1522 Virginia Ave
Wannamaker Amin R 1999 Marshall Rd Apt 203
Wilson Brian Keith 151 Milne Dr Apt 4E
New Brighton Pa 15066
Anderson Harrah P 901 9th St 1106
Anderson Kevin E 1624 6th Ave
Andrusek Mildred R Estate RR 1
Bergman George A 1432 3rd Ave
Bergman Myrtle A 1432 3rd Ave
Black Donald S 629 7th Ave
Black Harold Mr 326 Mercer Ave
Blirm Mildred E RFD 1
Brewer Clarence 3811 Sunflower Rd
Brewer Marlane J 1443 3rd Ave Apt B
Bryan Alexande 1117 4th Ave
Bryan Nancy M 1117 4th Ave
Campbell Donald 3807 41st Ave
Capo Dolores 201 19th St
Carmella Poplawski 178 Ash St
Castillo Helen M 467 Wises Grove Rd
Christy Teena M 1907 Rhird Ave Apartment 1
Cipriani Leo 1733 4th Ave
Cook Zola B 659 17th St
Crider Jay 412 10th St Apt 1
Demarco Frank 1533 3rd Ave
Dishler Anna M 1103 10th St
Farrell Edward J 483 Brush Creek Rd
Farrell Maureen A 483 Brush Creek Rd
Fortune Financial Services Inc 1010 3rd Ave
Funkhouser Patricia 3809 33 Rd Ave
Garvin Z R 1449 Penn St
Gerber Edwin Lee 4122 Marion Hill Rd
Goe Jackie L 561 Thirteenth Ave
Groom Violet Estate 605 5th Ave
Halavanja Milan 640 Penn Ave
Hornick Domenica 1324 8th Ave
Howard Fred L 835 Penn Ave
Hyre William E 1561 Beaver St
Jackson Dorothy H 1314 8th Ave Floor 1
Jackson Robert D 267 Stuber Rd
Jackson Thomas 1314 8th Ave Floor 1
Jesseman Marcy 548 Wises Grove Rd
Jude Stephen Estate Bradys Run
Kampi John Jr 3905 38th St
Kidd Gary 514 6th Ave
Kinzler Mary Louise 918 Rte 68
Krepps Christie 1905 Fifth Ave Apt 4
Laposki Anthony Estate 1822 4th St
Loncar Margaret A 108 Franklin Rd
Lovett Anna Ms 730 7th Ave
Mannion Hazel M Estate 214 5th St
Masters Aaron E 1922 5th Ave Apt 11
Matotek Peter R PO Box 427
Meek Mildred I 32 Willow Tree Estates
Monro Muffler Brake Inc 2000 Third Ave
Moore Judith 1401 Myrtle Ave
Murphy Richard P 312 Shannon Cir
Oneill Judith A 307 8th Ave
Pletcher Betty 3112 30th St
Plum Stephen P 307 6th St
Rawl Alice Estate RR 1
Riddel Stella V 504 11th Ave
Rombold David L 906 11th St
Schwartzel Audrey 2210 Mercer Rd
Smith Marjorie Attn Marlene Johnson PO Box 147
Smith Willard 1323 7th Ave
Southwick Lillian N 4122 Marion Hill Rd
Summerville D R RD 2 Allendale Rd
Summerville L L RD 2 Allendale Rd
Swogger Anna C 508 6th St
Thomas James PO Box 220
Thomas Katherine 220 Brady St
Thompson Patricia 207 N 16th Ave
Uebelacker Arnetta J 211 North 16 Ave
Vorderbrueggen Patricia L 132 School House Rd
Wallace Margaret L RD 2
Warrick Virginia 801 12th St
Whitlatch Christophes 153 Tower
Wurzel Coral M RD 2
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New Galilee Pa 16141
Davi Patrick F 742 Moravia Rd
Delp Ella G 137 Rosewood Dr
Harper Florence 488 Fairln Blvd
Milnes Ella M 116 Rosewood Dr
Pulleo Domenick Estate PO Box 48
Strazzabosch Olga M PO Box 48
Rochester Pa 15074
Adamson Harry 313 New Hampshire
Alderson George K Rome Ave
Bingle Harold L 2 Community Spgs Ct
Brodbeck Insurance 293 Pinney St
Colligan Ethel T Apt 2 485 Deer Ln
Delucia Freda M Highland Ave
Drish Virginia M RD 1
Fleming Joseph RD 1 Big Knob Rd
Frey Bud PO Box 381
Furness Dorothy 174 Virginia Ave
Gray Lucille G 437 Park St
Hall Richard Wilson 482 Mecklem Ave
Howard Gladys F PO Box 189
Howard Sandra 508 Ctr St
Hresko Lee T 500 Harmony Ave
Hresko Mary A 500 Harmony Ave
Jurich Helen Estate RR 1
Knighton Adam M 104 Little Creek Dr
Lutz Dale M 68 Glen Eden Rd
Lyons Edward R 224 Jefferson St
Martin Kenneth E 418 East Madison
Martin Kenneth E Jr 418 East Madison
Mastroianni Amo Mary Delaware and Madison
Mcelroy Evelyn Estate c/o Sunset Tavern General Delivery
McQuistion Ethel E 408 Ohio Ave Apt 1
Moritz Mary F 428 Pennsylvania Ave
Nesbitts Alvin 417 Ohio Ave
Odonnell Thomas E Estate 548 Penna Ave
Ostrander Lloyd H Estate 192 Clay St
Palmer Lillian 272 New Hampshire
Parker Charles 319 Deer Ln
Pawka Edna K 174 Virginia Ave Apt 236
Peacock William T Jr 474 Mecklem Ave
Peoples Annie L 299 Clay St
Piotrowski John W Jr 467 Case St
Plofchan Mary 422 Deer Ln
Plofchan Robert B 422 Deer Ln
Powell John 421 Vermont Ave
Reynolds Gertrude 116 New York Ave Apt
Rothart Anna E 859 Fifth St
Rothart Nicholaus J 859 Fifth St
Ruble Mary A 418 Rochester
Shafer Clinton J 444 Beaver St
Shafer Luann Y 444 Beaver St
Shirley Elizabeth 502 Adams St
Simmons Helen 626 Case St
Snowden Edna P Apt 20 Lacock Dwelling
Spencer Marguerite 320 Erie Way
Sternart Edward Estate 163 Rte 68
Sternart Mary Louise 758 Sunflower Rd
Vankirk Janice L 249 Penna Ave
Vollmer Lorraine 421 Vermont Ave
Walser Nathan Trevor 468 Webster St 2nd
Weigle Harold C Jr 427 Adams St Apt 2
White Clara L 225 Jefferson St
White Robert RR 1
Wilkerson Marc 485 Deer Ln Apt 1
Zambelli George R Sr 380 Adams St
Shippingport Pa 15077
Johnson Lilly R PO Box 101
Stewart Arthur W PO Box 208
South Heights Pa 15081
McCoy Rory P PO Box 129
McDowell Sandra Box 41 Miller Ln
Berks County
Bally Pa 19503
Auguin Philippe C/O Img Artist
Bally Engineered Structures 20 N 3rd St
Bauman Michael B 316 Poplar St
Griesser Doris V 622 Walnut St
Vanim Alfred Estate 432 6th St
Barto Pa 19504
Choi & Associates Pc 1001 West Cheltenham Ave
Fitzgerald Beverly L Fitzgerald George E Rr 2 Box 325
Fitzgerald Marjorie A Fitzgerald George E Rr 2 Box 325
Fitzgerald Myrtle 978 Parestis Rd
G N H Services 117 Robin Dr
Polkus John J 153 Paper Mill Rd
Shupe Barbara D Estate Of PO Box 146
Tyson Anna Rr 1
Walsh Beth 186 Mulberry Hill Rd
Bechtelsville Pa 19505
Burk Erwin W Credit Shelter Trst Of 176 Washington Rd
Derr Mabel H 2069 Old Rte 100
Hallowell Sean P 176 Washington Rd
Kline Lloyd Estate 155 E Spring St
Ludy Paul L Ludy Robert Box 433b Rd 1
Bernville Pa 19506
Danner Earl F Jr 5137 Bernville Rd
Dhami Hervinder 82 Walnut Dr W
Eisenhower Dale G 4386 Irish Creek Rd
Elite Plumbing And Hvac Inc 23 Jennifer Dr
Feagley Kathy 637 Scenic Dr
Gassert Russell J C/O T L Fetterman Jr PO Box 203
Kline Linda L 5867 Old Rte 22
Ricci William A 16 Walnut Dr E
Saxtan Patricia L Saxtan Robert E 296 Berger School Rd
Scheirer Darline 170 Scull Hill Loop Rd
Sheetz Beatrice 212 E 5th St
Snyder Mark A 300 Molasses Hill Rd
Stertzel Lester W 518 Shartlesville Rd
Stoudt George W Stoudt Grace M Apt 152 401 N Main St
Stricker Allen 323 Rr 2
Wilson Dennis J Wilson Mary PO Box 4
Yeich Mildred E 180 Jen Air Rd
Bethel Pa 19507
All American Plazas Inc PO Box 302
Buckman Wesley Estate Of Rr 1568
Buckman Wesley Rr 1568
Burke Cindy 5177 Rte 419
Phillips Richard 8425 Old Rt 22
Rogers Kenneth D 8441 Old 22
Tomrell Richard H Estate Of C/O S Roush 445 A Airport Rd
Tri County Worship Ce PO Box 379
Wolfe Darryl L Wolfe Shawn M 142 Club Rd
Birdsboro Pa 19508
Bach Alfred G 325 Ada Dr
Bellini Mae 2556 Plow Rd
Bilger Robert G 1021 Gibraltar Rd
Birdsboro Black Top Inc PO Box 5
Bitting Caleb 6081 Long Pond Dr
Castano John 330 Lebanon Ave
Construction Planning Consultants I 225 Caitlin Dr
Corey Stephen C 201 Brown St
Dann Anthony J 111 Heister Rd
Deppen Edna V Rr 2 Spruce St
Dipillo Antonio Estate 124 W Main St
Eager Dennis L Sr 233 Hemlock Cir
Fisher Bob Chevrolet 700 E 1st St Apt 24
Geisler Ginger E 1378 Budd St
Grieff Stella M 325 Ada Dr
Helms Paul 1598 White Bear Rd
Horseman Robert 803 Lincoln Rd
Huyett Naomi E Rd 1
Kelly Penny M 1594 Golfcourse Rd
King Shirley R Est Of 5421 Boyertown Pike
Krammes Mabel Estate Rr 1
Mcdevitt Rebecca A 405 Owens Pl
Mcneal Yale G 138 Hook St
Mercer Robert C 700 E 1st St Apt 24
Miller Edna M Rr 1
Miller Marguerite E 133 Heister Rd PO Box 1
Pasquale Marilyn 328 Ben Franklin Hwy East
Pegler Joann L 123 N Spruce St
Red Rock Services Co Llc 200 N Furnace St
Richie Kotzen Music 256 East Ben Franklin Hwy
Rosella Dorothy Est 407 Red Ln
Rys Catherine 138 Hill Ave
Schaeffer Joseph E Schaeffer Betty J 231 Furnace
Shaner Helen E 501 W 2nd St
Shilling Robert G 130 Carriage Dr
Smethers Betty I 129 S Water
Stouch Jenna E 437 Cedar Ln
Styer Amy L 1145 White Bear Rd
Turner Keene 1021 Gibraltar Rd
Wasmund Robert I Wasmund Marion A 1321 Pineland Rd
Wilson Jeffrey A C/O Los Angeles County Recorde 503 Garfield Ave
Wojcik Joseph 111 Church St
Zajkowski Mary A 700 Union St Apt A1
Zeiber Bonnie E 558 Ridgeway Rd
Zell Charles R 556 Monocacy Creek Rd
Blandon Pa 19510
Belovich Group Inc 412 Acer Dr
Blank Edward PO Box 125
Boyer Russell C 335 Schaeffer Rd
Can Corp Of America Inc PO Box 170
Dipaolo Michael 113 Hammond St
Elite Mechanical Inc PO Box 254
Froelich Chester Jr 15 Mountain View Dr
Smaglinski Mary Estate 109 Allison Pl
Stellhorn Bruce E 211 Hope Dr
Talley Paul Anthony III 106 Independence Ct
Tineo Antonio 515 Calabria Dr
Boyertown Pa 19512
Bartholomew James J 22 Taylor Ct
Biesecker Frederick N 127 Fairview St
Borrell Dana M 16 Elaine Dr
Chase Auto Finance 48 Chapel Ln
Clowes Richard B 103 W Philadelphia Ave Apt 2a
Cordero William M Jr 200 S Washington St Apt 1
D&M Enterprises Llc 456 Mountian Rd
Duncan Wendy E 63 Brookside Ct
Egan Helen J 35 N Walnut St Apt 112
Egolf Loismary Egolf Herman O Rd 2
Eshbach Edna H 746 E 5th St
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Faust Betty L 314 E Third St Apt B2
Frantz Michael D 21 E 4th St
Fronheise Kimberly A 560 S Reading Ave
Gabel Dorothy 51 Orchard Ln
Gallawory Grace Estate Rte 483 Pine Force Rd
Gangaway William F Rd 3 PO Box 106
Garaber Harry Shaner
Gauger R Arline 720 E PhiladelphiaAve
Gilbert Betty J Gilbert Paul H 151 S Reading Ave
Grieco Ruth 56 Amberly Ct
Griffith Joshua David Box 711 Rd 3
Healthsouth 5th & Montgomery
Hess Richard H 36 Hill Rd
Johnson Brenda S Johnson Glenn D 145 Edgehill Rd
Johnson Roland C 420 Landis Store Rd
Johnson Warren H Johnson Laura R Rd 1
Leaver Anne The Knoll 6th & Walnut Sts
Mauger Lester E 22 N Chestnut St
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacy 2 E Philadelphia Ave
Moehring Charlotte PO Box 402
Moore Norman R 1301 Reading Ave
Morgan Hauling Inc PO Box 624
Moyers Meats 237 S Ironstone Dr
Pahle Casimiera V Aka Casmer
Price Edna 33 Sweinhart Rd Apt B6
Price Edna M Price Fran M Rd 3
Rahn Geraldine Kupeski 3 Estate Rd
Reinert Karen 430 E Philadelphia Ave
Romich Kenneth M Rd #2 Box 270
Royer Isaac F 107 Village Dr
Schlichter Heather L 81 Henry Ave
Schott Thomas J 509 E Philadelphia Ave
Seasholtz Helen E PhiladelphiaAve
Showalter Alan L 39 Henry Ave
Smith Arthur F Smith Mary N 129 S Washington
Smith Oliver E Smith Judy B 55 So Chester St
Sommers John 121 Orchard Ln
Stephens Virginia M Stephens William L 48 Chapel Ln
Symosko Judy 111 N Reading Ave
Tague Dennis Estate Of No 4 Brookview Dr
Terry Thomas N Jr 84 Long Ln Rd
Tj Business Enterprises 39 Kegg Ln
Tri-W Inc Pats Beverage 300 E Philadelphia Ave
Weiser Elizabet S Weiser Harold E 949 Manatawny Rd
Weller Barbara D Rd 5 Box 251
Yoder Barry S Estate 223 E 3rd St
Zomolsky Michael Z C/O S M Zomolsky 132 S Franklin St
Douglassville Pa 19518
Alta Management Llc 82 Worman Rd
Bailey Erin L 905 Bramblewood Dr
Crockett Georgie 1554 B Ben Franklin Hwy
Deery Franklin 2308 East Main St
Forsyth Chuck Wallace 100 Washington St
Greene Katy 112 Briarwood Dr
Heft Mark 1167 Old Swede Rd
Hoch Henry L 3 Aspen Ct
Hoffmaster Denise 1501 Ben Franklin Hwy
Kolb Jeffrey T 116 Arrowhead Dr
Nave Gerald J 741 Rosewood Dr
Orfield Hoch Rose 3 Aspen Ct
Pennabecker Irene Estate Rr 1
Shirey Benjamin L 211 Lilac Ln
Sills Cynthia A 17 Lehmann Dr
Sparks Mary Jo Rd 2 Box 512 Worman Rd
Steffe Joreen A 412 Glenwood Dr
Stuffley Franlong Rfd 1
Stv Incorporated 205 W Waelsh Dr
Tomaszewski Clarence J 10 Oley Line Rd
Turner Paul 668 Old Swede Rd
Wardrop James 18a Cedar House
Weber Donald H 2267 East Main St
Wilson Marlene Rr 2
Wise Florence B Rr2 Box 554
Zapounidis Savas 123 Old Swede Rd
Douglassville Pa 19518
Christo Erin 905 Bramblewood Dr
Davies Theresa P O Box 495
Erpel Paul Adoph 572 Old Swede Rd
James Lillian Rd 1 Jones Lillian Rd 1
Rightnour Shauna Amity Gdns Fir Bld 47a
Earlville Pa 19519
Molten Don PO Box 26
Evansville Pa 19522
Bloom F R Trilbute
Fleetwood Pa 19522
Althouse Bruce W 10 E Washington St
Boyer Donald L 66 Kutz Rd
Breen John S 45 E Pine St
Dietrich Michael A 650 Memorial Hwy
Eichert Eve M 3323 Pricetown Rd
Fegely Melvin Estate Rr 3
Fisher Mary J 4112 Pricetown Rd
Fleetwood Building Block 240 W Main St
Foose Barbara E Estate 17 E Locust St
Grim Joseph W 3736 Pricetown Rd
Gui Dennis A 316 E Arch St
Hartman Chris D 1025 Maiden Creek Rd
Hess W A 56 Deysher Rd
Hilbert Maynard E Hilbert Barbara 120 N Franklin St
Kauffman D S 3527 Pricetown Rd
Kline Warren S Kline Helen I 111 S View Rd
Lazowiski Mark 325 E Main St
Macmillan Iain D 157 Deysher Rd
Margherita Llc 3674 Pricetown Rd
Moore Laura J 3224 Pricetown Rd
Natoli Salvatore Estate 227 E Race St
Newcomer Olive G 21 N Walnut St
Noll Wayne H 611 Blandon Rd
Nonnemacher Tina A PO Box 74
Renninger Skylar F 107 Orchard Rd
Rhodes James F 2218 Moselem Spgs Rd
Schofer Jean B 220 E Race St Evans Retirement Ctr
Tallman Angela L Cust 107 Orchard Rd
Tallman Angela L Cust Tallman Brecken S 107 Orchard Rd
Village Motores Inc Dcp 50 Walnut Town Rd
Ward Connor W 26 Glenview Dr
Zimmerman Michele 127 W Poplar St
Geigertown Pa 19523
Smale Helen M PO Box 47
Hamburg Pa 19526
Bewley B G 1300 Windsor Castle Rd
Boatnrv Superstore 20 Industrial Dr
Electric Repair Co 502 504 N Nineth St
Estate Of Frank P Renno CO R Solomon Bear Dep 64 N 4th St
Gallo Mary T Rural Rte 1
Gehret Helen A Rr 1
Grabey Patricia A Grabey John L RD 2 Box 48 G
Grieb Richele E 5274 Old Rte 22
Hochella David S 1450 Mountain Rd
Hoffman Melvin H 501 South Sixth St
Houseburg Elizabeth Hamburg Ctr 3560 Old Rte 22
Kissinger James W Union Fire Co No 1 121 State St
Lenkiewicz Alfred A 818 Hex Hwy
Mest David M 128 Hepner Rd
Miller John C/O Threshold 5133 Old Rte 22
Moyer Daryl Ludgate Engineering Corp 64 N 4th St
Narvaez Michael 3509 Old Rte 22
Racine Darryl G 3450 Mountain Rd Trlr M17
Ritter George Rte 1
Schechter Leonard 1689 Moselem Spgs Rd
Seaman Arlene 232 Pine St PO Box 251
Seidel George N 373 Hard Hill Rd Rte 143
Shirk Andrew 55 N 4th St
Stuckey 3695 Mountain Rd
Watkins George 605 Overview Dr
Williams Ella M 132 S 4th St
Kempton Pa 19529
Bachman Donald J Rd 1
Billig Robert M Rr 1
Boyesen Eyvind 35 Ruen Rd
Jamin Frances E Rr 1
Peluso Vincent 9668 Oakview Rd
Reitz Barbara E 3448 Willow Run Rd
Kutztown Pa 19530
Beck David W 115 N Maple St
Cameron Krista 500 College Blvd
Carolina Logistics 2710 Golden Key Rd
Danner Katie Estate 41 S Elm St Apt B
Dietrich Beatrice V 365 Kohlers Hill Rd
Dougherty Arthur M Estate Rr 2
Fegely Linda M Fegely Ralph H 340 W Main Rear
Gift Clyde A 409 E Main St
Good Keith L Pc 15050 Kutztown Rd
Hertzog Ivy R 120 Trexler Ave
Highland Estates Old Rte 22
Keith L Good Pc PO Box 210
Kunkel Pauline A 401 Krumsville Rd
Lemon Steen Jr 320 W Walnut St
Lk Enterprises Inc Dba Mo’s 231 Chestnut St
Martin Enterprises Rr 4 Box 246
Meadow View Farm 371 Bowers Rd
Mertz Ernest R 604 Crystal Cave Rd
Rowe David C Jr Rowe Rosemarie 139 Normal Rd Apt E12
Stibitz Kermit F 43 Barkleigh Ct
Weiser Paul Rr 2
Wilkinson Elizabeth R Estate Of PO Box 346
Wilkinson Er PO Box 346 CO Kuztown Publishing Co Inc
Yeakley Raymond Box 485j Windfield Dr
Yoder Elda 48 S Elm St A
Leesport Pa 19533
Adams Kenneth PO Box 196 120 Centre Ave
Albright Eleanor R 141 Robby Dr
Balthaser Mary R 318 Nichols St
Bickel Russell S Jr 1056 Palisades Dr
Care Janice G 70 Orchard Ln
Classic Cafe 2747 Bernville Rd
Gareth Concrete Foundation PO Box 711
Goda Kermit Estate Rr 1 Box 688
Harrison Lee 1243 County Welfare Rd
Leesport Area Athletic Association PO Box 770
Milder Julien 102 Almark Way
Miller Wayne 118 Wall St
Nester Russell A 1339 Fairview Dr
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Norman Robert T 249 Main St
Price Anna Ms Rd 2
Reeser Dorothy V 242 Chestnut St
Rickenbach Ronald C PO Box 598
Schnecks Amoco Food Shops Ppx Rt 61 Orchard Rd
Lenhartsville Pa 19534
Bachman John K 130 Mountain Rd
Blue Mountain Mushroom Co PO Box 243
Brown Daub Auto Body Inc 62 Hein Rd
Coleman Shirley Rd 1 Box 60a
Frey Denise 62 Hein Rd
Keal Ian K 79 Penn St
Pennharmonics C/O O Powell 287 Mountain Rd
Lyon Station Pa 19536
Geisinger Verna Estate Rr 1
Mayer Heather PO Box 38
Mertztown Pa 19539
Feblerhoff Diane 125 Lori Ln
Martell Elvira Estate Of Frank Martell 111 Haas Rd
Mertz Paul J Estate 113 Smoketown Rd
Moyer Howard W 237 Fredericksville Rd
Steigerwalt David 169 Roja Ln
Young Lewis 99 Fredericksville Rd
Mohnton Pa 19540
Seyfert Stephanie L Seyfert Steven 16 Buck Run
Barc Jesus Briones 144 Lakeview Dr
Glass And Wesner Collision Repair Inc 5168 Sweitzer Rd Unit 2
Heck Bambi L 26 W Wyomissing Ave Apt A
Hertzog George 218 E Wyomissing Ave
Hubbell Industrial Controls PO Box 178
Joma Machine Co 5 Front St
Keim Daniel Neighborhood Services Guardian 677 Fairmont Ave
Keller Esther Church
Kranz Marie 111 S Church St
Landis Carl A 273 Westley Rd
Lauck Charles L 45 Lauck Rd
Loring Linda M 5168 Sweitzer Rd
Messer Rick 20 Ridge Ct
Myers Karl L 70 East Wyomissing Ave
Radiant Research 5006 Sweitzer Rd
Reading Berks Camp Fire 172 Hartz Store Rd
Ruffner Marissa A 201 Maplewood Ave
Skyllas George 4 Dirdeaux Dr
Smith Brian J PO Box 82
Strohl Marion E 35 Front St
Warner Mary A Estate PO Box 61
Williams Ella Mae 26 W Front St
Wojszwillo Sr Anthony Sr 1806 Chestnut Hill Rd
Mohrsville Pa 19541
Bull Trisch Elaine Bull Allen B 165 Phillips Ln
Henn Daniel S 1995 Northend Rd
Honey Hill Apiaries Kent E Riegel 2930 Bellemans Church Rd
Lafferty Judith Ann 1934 Tower Rd Mohrsville Pa 19534
Langan William R 834 North End Rd
Radu Margareta Radu John P 693 N End
Morgantown Pa 19543
Anthonys Automotive Sales 2861 Main St
Awin Management Inc PO Box 128
Horning Philip PO Box 215
Kim Charles M 1519 Lexington Way
Morgan Corporation P O Box 588
Nitti Anthony Estate Of 667 Weaver Rd
Preston Andrew W Jr 2909 Oak Ln
Voutsakis Ellen M 1178 Elverson Rd
Mount Aetna Pa 19544
Sexton Douglas D PO Box 46
Mount Penn Pa 19606
Bosold Lucille J 2605 Filbert Ave
Boyer Thomas Estate 2725 Perkiomen Ave
Gonzalez Jesus G 1976 Perkiomen Ave
New Berlinville Pa 19545
Baer Charles E Baer Lucille B 1202 Montgomery Ave
Cleaver Charles A PO Box 24
Gehris Lawrence R Gehris Betty A PO Box 76
Spohn Evelyn 335 N Reading Ave
Oley Pa 19547
Deysher Hannah 55 Main St
F M & C Limited Partnership PO Box 411
Koch Henry M Jr Box 328 A Rd 2
Kramer George Estate Of PO Box 95
Lorah Grace A Rd 3
Moxon Heller Fredericka S Cust Moxon Heller Montgomery D 449 Reiff Rd
Reigel Anna 5513 N 2nd St
Reiss Steven P O Box 252
Rothenberger Eleanor M 273 Blacksmith Rd
Rehrersburg Pa 19550
Chernewski Robert L PO Box 62
Frederick Ronald J PO Box 98
Reading Pa 19601
Acevedo Ricardo J 841 Pear St
Albarran Abimael 805 Greenwich St
Amer Bk Trust Co Of Pa Trustees 35 N 6th St 43
Anna Merlino 1352 N Front St
Arthur Richard 521 Oley St
Ayala Wilson Harry 428 Chestnut St
Bechtel Grant 137 W Oley St
Beck Clark A Sr 1424 Monroe St
Beckham Herbert Estate 311 W Buttonwood St
Bennett Margaret S Bennett Linda S 114 W Spring St
Benoit Nancy L 511 N 8th St
Berkey Shawn R 153 Hudson St
Bermudezalvarez Jose A 216 N 4th Stapt 3b
Bernarde Mirville Mirville Fritz 814 Schuylkill Ave
Bickel Harry 826 Pear St
Bivans Mary 511 N 4th St
Boateng Kwabena 165 W Oley St
Boyer Brooke M Esquire 232 North Sixth St
Breidenbach Hildegarde F 314 Seitz Rd
Briner Howard E 136 Pear St
Brito Mejia Eduardo 319 W Greenwich St
Brown Shirley M 343 Schuylkill Ave
Bucolo Anna 377 38th St
Bullock Patricia A Bullock John B 100 N Front St Apt 4k
Burgess Frank Est 346 Mcknight St
Buttonwood Iga 200 W Buttonwood St
C N A Attn: Claims Manager 401 Penn St
Caldera Paula Perez 229 W Greenwich St
Campbell Donald H 742 Ctr Ave
Care Lisa Lisa 639 Weiser St
Carranza Edissa Carranza Jose 16 N 9th St
Carrasco Mariano 533 Pike St
Castillo Colon Edwin Orlando 430 N 2nd St
Church Of Calvary United 640 Centre Ave
Cintron Jesus 441 Cedar St
Clarke Kevin A 434 W Greenwich St
Clouser George Estate 316 N 2nd St
Collao Gloribelle Acaba 135 Buttonwood St
Cooper Justin Lamar 209 N 2nd St
Covington Barry L 217 W Green St
Crawford Linda 234 Hudson St
Crespo Jose A 213 N 2nd St
Cruz Jose 536 Walnut St
Cruz Leiny J 300 Lackawanna St
Cruz Ramos Jose Francisco Jr 817 Mcknight St
Cuevas Francisco A 149 W Greenwich St
Cuzco Jose R 810 N 2nd St
Davis Ruth L 146 North 6th St
Dedos Virginia 1st Floor 741 Ave B
Delacruz Bacilica 814 Mcknight St
Delacruz Francisco 139 W Windsor St
Delarosa Cesar A 1130 N 6th St
Delcid Barrera Jorge 112 West Douglass St
Delong David M 402 N 5th St
Densheilman Harry 364 N Front St
Dersh Debra L 419 Douglass St
Diego Florencio Sanchez 225 Reed St
Dominguez Claudia 625 Front St
Dominquez Pablo 516 Pike St
Edsel Investment Club 1240 Chester St
El Youbi Brahim 1029 Madison Ave
Encaracion Ramos Glorimar 858 N 6th St Apt 1
Exas Mary Estate 352 N 4th St
Fabian Domingo 218 W Douglass St
Fana Elvis A 1040 Pear St
Ferreri Agnes 1010 N 6th St
Figueroa Noemi 214 Rose St
Fleischman Gertrude Fleischman George 401 Spring St
Floriani Rosemari J 1503 Luzerne St
Flowers Thomas M 133 Walnut St
Fracalossi Gladys T 501 Walnut St Apt 118
Fuentes Faustino 806 N 9th St Rear
Galosi Sara L 121 Windsor St
Galvan Maria M 636 N Front St
Garcia Jose C 519 Martin Ave
Garcia Maria 732 Ritter St
Garcia Ramirez Bernando D 233 N 9th St Apt-2
Garcia Sandra J 345 W Greenwich St
Garcia Sylvia 157 Douglass St
Gauby Austin R Estate 946 Elm St
Geibel Floyd E 1009 Washington
Georgeadis Sadie 99 So 1st St
Gomez Angela 141 N 4th St Apt9 3rd Floor
Gonzalez Hermenegildo Zavala 311 W Oley St
Gonzalez Rosalba 155 1/2 Buttonwood St
Gonzalez Yessy 355 North 10th St
Gregory Thomas 125 S 4th St
Grimshaw Cecile M 434 Oley St
Gring Bertha E 218 W Oley St
Gross Sara E 1159 N 5th St
Grubb Robert 546 North Sixth St
Guadalupe Luis S 300 Lackawanna St
Gumby Carl E 147 N 4th St
Guzman Dauny 1204 Ave C
Haas Edith M 515 Ritter St
Hand Lawrence Mr 639 Tulpehocken St
Hangen Frances 149 W Greenwich St
Hara Sandra 824 Schuylkill Ave
Haubrich Anna 822 Pear St
Heim Alex D 844 Church St
Hemmig Charles 431 Windsor
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Henry Rose C 353 Schuylkill Ave 1fr
Hernandez Israel 1044 N 5th St
Hernandez Noelia 129 W Green St
Hernandez Rolando Curz 1406 Wayne St
Hertz Rental Car Loss Prevention 2385a Bernville Rd
Hixon Frank Estate 326 Windsor St
Hoffman Irene A Hoffman Jack T 1011 Church St
Hopkins James H Jr Hopkins Willie L 311 Washington St
Hunter Hugh R 702 N 15th St 1st Floor
J Santos Bakery 500 North Front St
Jimenez Angel R 8 Wedge Ter
Johnson Kane 313 Milller Valy Rd
Jones Ampt 130 North 2nd St
Karlson Dorothy Karlson Kar R 502 Ave A
Kolp Donald 1012 North 4th
Korykowski Katherine E 176 W Green St
L G L Cable Co Inc 200 N 9th St
Laboy Dawn 141 Erie St
Lalli Ruth A 201a N 10th St
Lamotte Leslie R 227 W Green St
Lando Harvy J 1720 N 3rd St
Lantigua Carmen 109 Douglass St
Lee Wallace A 811 Greenwich St
Leitham Judy 448 Preston Rd
Lenhart Ruth I 1009 Washington
Liem Ling S 825 Church St
Lluberes Benitez Carlos Juan 933 Ct St
Lopez David 423 S 5th St 2nd Fl
Lountzis Nicholas 630 N 5th St
Lovera Fiordaliza Mercedes 300 Oley St
Malave Neddie Romero 931 North 5 St
Mangiolardo Frances Estate 119 W Elm St
Matos Christopher A 536 Tulpehocken St
Mayancela Segundo G 139 South 6th St
Medina Ivelisse G 655 Gordon St
Mejia Daniel Brito 29 N 10th St
Mendoza Addy 220 A North 9th St
Mercado Ortiz Uladimit 430 N 2nd St
Meridian Bank 4c55 Official And Certified Checks 606 Ct St
Michel Jonthue Junior 1115 N 5th St
Miller Shirley M 219 Oley St
Miller Vernon 636 Pear St
Moore Miles E Apt K-12 212 Mercer St
Morales Leon Eva 235 North 4th St
Morales Nelson 837 Green St
Moyer Betty W Apt 413 800 Ct St
Multicultural And Literacy Institute 201 Washington St
Murrow Smoot Shari L 355 Lackawanna St Bldg 2 Apt 7
Musser Anna M Musser H R 419 Green Tr
Negron Jerry N 777 Ct St Apt 108
Nieves Venecia 841 Pear St
Nunez Esteban 212 W Greenwich St
Oglesby Sunny 313 N 6th St Apt 6
Oreilly Joseph 50 N 4th St 10h
Ortega Vazquez Elvis 800 Schuylkill Ave
Ortiz Julio C 533 Ritter St
Ortiz Rolon Mary D 222 North 9 St Apt 2
Ozoria Tony 330 Pear St
Pedroza Izquierdo Rogelio 556 Douglass St
Pena Guillermo 136 W Greenwich St
Perez Edelmiro 152 Buttonwood St
Perez Francisco Maritza 732 Ritter St
Perhalla George H 621 N 8th St
Persaud Parbatie 1035 Walnut St
Piccone William James 631 Washington St
Plata A Diaz 347 Mcknight St
Quiles Abraham R 658 Gordon St
Quiles Ana L Quiles Jose Apt 121 300 Lackawanna St
Quinones Anamaria 501 Buttonwood St Apt 3
Ramos Edwin 520 S 6th St
Ramos Melendez Wilfredo 530 Elm St
Reading Diagnostic Clinic Pens C/O W R Bohneblust Jr 134 Stephen Rd
Reifsnyder Albert R Estate 402 Rosenthal St
Reyes David E 310 W Douglass St
Reyes Wilbert E 18 Bentley Ct
Rheihart Sarah A Estate 732 Ritter St
Rhoads Gerald S 231 W Windsor St
Rhoads Virginia 339 W Green
Ribeiro Amadeu J Ribeiro Joaquim 1552 Schuylkill Ave 1st Flr
Richards A 814 Mcknight St
Richardson Mary I 777 Ct St Apt 709
Richardson Tasha Apt 1b 117 N 5th St
Ringler George R Estate Of 50 N 9th St 1104
Rios Ramos Roberto 403 Spring St
Rivas Rafael Antonio 620 Pine St
Rivera Brenda L 643 N 9th St 2nd Floor
Rivera Jose L Apt 15e 100 N Front St
Rivera Luis Daniel 106 N 11th St
Roberts Bryan D 625 N 5th St
Roberts Paula Abigail Roberts Joyce 803 Penn St Apt 324
Robles Ortiz Jose A 1st Fl 49 N 9th St
Rodriguez Cano Jose Armando 251 Linden St
Rodriguez Luis M 525 Gardon St
Rodriguez Solomon Emmanuel 150 N 4th St Apt 305
Rogers Gerald F 112 Langley Rd
Rohm And Haas Company 150 Columbia St
Rohrbach Catherine E Est Of 250 Jameson Place
Rojas Aquilino 1245 Church St
Rojas Leann 702 River Oak Dr
Rollman Ethel Rollman Leo L 253 N 5th St
Roper Seth Estate 537 N 8th St
Rozzi Window 500 N 8th St
Sanh Quyen Sanh Kevin 836 Mcknight St
Santos Mar Alberto 139 W Windsor St
Savage Margaret I 734 N 2nd St
Saylor Hillary A 432 Robeson St
Schenk R J 339 W Green
Schlappich Gladys 438 Rosenthal St
Schlappich Ralph 438 Rosenthal St
Schlegel Nona 148 N 11th St
Schutte Mildred 410 Oak Grove Rd
Sebastian Imelda 826 Greenwich St
Seiler Priscilla 921 N 5th St
Smoot Donald R Jr 355 Lackawanna St Bldg 2-7
Sonnenberg Anthony Apt 408 350 Lackawanna St
Sons Of Union Veterans Of The Civil War New Jersey Dept Auxiliary C/O Florence
Spring 516 Martin Ave
Sovereign Bank 10 6438 Ad4 601 Penn St
Sovereign Bank Re S A Tondreau 450 Penn St Mc10 421 Cp2
Stewart R J 354 Mcknight St
Stilianos Anjames T 419 Douglass St
Torres Luis Antonio 960 Scott St
Torres Miguel 322 North 5th St
Troutman Robert S 1131 N 5th
Ullman Forry 540 Ct St PO Box 542
Vargas Amalfi 733 Madison Ave
Vazquez Gregorio 1157 N 5th St
Vazquez Rafael A 541 Schuylkill Ave
Velazquez Gonzalo Lugo Apt 1 135 Buttonwood St
Ventura Ana Debby 152 North 9th St 2nd Flr
Vodopija John 631 Washington St Apt 510
Volmer Anna May 223 Cedar St
Walbert Rodrigues Amanda 1000 Highview Ct
Walls Sophia A Estate 304 N 4th St
Walls Sophia A Walls Wesley T 304 N 4th St
Walter Rita M 837 Rose St
Weinstein Schleifer & Kupersmith Pc 138 N 5th St
Wendell Margaret M Estate 425 Birch St
Whitman Helen 803 Penn St Apt 420
Wilkes Mary L 1237 Curbon Rd
Williams Ernest Jr 777 Ct St Apt 777
Wilson Clarence 146 Walnut St
Witman James L 210 Mercer St
Yoder George Estate 815 Lincoln St
Zabala Raul 521 Robeson St
Zabaleta Flores Jose Angel Jr 352 Pear St
Zavala Tinoco Rene F 1059 Union St
Zehner Matilda I Estate 164 W Windsor St
Reading Pa 19602
Alcantara Reynaldo J Jr 329 Spruce St
Alicea Ginetsika 1414 Perkiomen Ave
Amoroso Gaetano W 331 S 4th St
Anjelica Cruz 321 S 6th St
Bailey Morris V 1026 Franklin St Apt 717
Bailey Ruth F Apt 717 1026 Franklin St
Bailey Ruth F Estate 949 Muhlenberg St
Bair Gary Lee 1231 Cotton St
Barrasso Evelyn 319 Pearl St
Batista Manuel 549 S 14th St
Bauchmiller Helen M 116 S 5th St
Berks County Assistance The 625 Cherry St
Black Ruth 1230 Chestnut St 2nd Flr
Boyer Gary 522 Maple St
Bruder Evelyn 1555 Haak St
Bui Thai V 101 S 5th St
Cintron Iris N 612 Chesnet St Fl-2
Comparini Flora 1026 Franklin St Apt 912
Cordon Modelaire 430 S 5th St
Dalton Thomas H Jr 1328 Kenny St
Dejesus Haydee 1315 Muhlenberg St
Delarosa Colon Gabriel 409 S 5th St 3rd Floor
Deppen Dorothy E 1061 Benners Ct
Devera Paul F 917 Spruce St
Diaz Jose R 1740 Perkiomen Ave
Dornes Pearl J 418 Spruce St
Dunphy Bernadette Isaoa Atima Mail Stop 10 24
Dunphy Phillip Isaoa Atima Mail Stop 10 24 450 Penn St
Estere Sergo 1407 Hill Rd
Esther Carine 1407 Hill Rd
Evans Joe 704 Franklin St
Fabian Robert R Fabian Robert W 1268 Muhlenberg St
Fidler Esther A 1722 Perkiomen Ave
Figueroa German 1049 Franklin St Apt 5
Fisher Richard R C/O G Harwick 1337 Muhlenberg St
Fix Pearl M C/O P Weidenhammer 1341 Muhlenberg
Frey Ronald T 319 Pearl St
Friedman Herbert 1716 Haak St
Genoveva Rosa M 323 S 6th St
Gonzalez Daniel Gonzalez Maria 254 S 13th St
Grassi Fannie 919 Spruce St
Greater Berks Management Corp 930 Penn St
Grosser Dorothy M Estate 1144 Chestnut St
Guevarra Rudy P 1115 Franklin St
Hanson Roy J 316 S 10th St
Hegh Carl Lee 933 Cotton St
Helen Rosa 323 S 6th St
Helfrich Forrest D 1122 Cotton St
Hepner Barry 328 Pine St
Heredia Julio 124 S 8th St
Holland Leonard M Holland Gladys C 145 S 8th
Hornberger Kent 450 Riverfront Dr
Hyneman Mae F Estate 222 S 3rd St
Jones Alan M 1346 Cotton St
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Jusino Lourdes 1440 Muhlenberg St
Kantar Curt C 1246 Perkiomen Ave C
Kennedy Marsha J 1614 Mineral Spring Rd
Klick Richard G Estate Of 334 Spring Gdn St
Kline Marie 919 Spruce St
Kowalski Thomas J Kowalski Clara J 316 S 12th St
Lantz Charmaine A 1247 Perkiomen Ave
Leffard Eileen M 1217 Cotton St
Leitmer Agnes E 1126 Cotton St
Lewis Rodney H 300 South Fourth Apt 415
Linares Marcos A 534 Bingaman St Apt 1fl
Litwin Josephine M Litwin John T 624 Maple
Livinghouse Robert F 333 Franklin St
Lopez Amy 1430 Cotton St
Lopez Hernandez Jose Luis 123 S 11th St
Manzou Michael 1254 Spruce St
Martin Robert D 1026 Franklin St Apt 806
Martinez Andres 314 S 10th St
Martini Ruiz Francisco I 437 Spruce St
Mast Marie A Apt 1006 1026 Franklin St
Mazza Thomas P 215 Franklin St
Mejia Victor E 824 Bingaman St
Mejias Alexis Flores 237 S 10th St
Michael Thomas R 718 Franklin St
Mildred Wentzel Estate 322 S 17th St
Miller Ruth M Kennedy Towers 300 S 4th St Apt 211
Negron Heriberto 1046 Benners Ct
Nelson Darrel M Sr 1614 Mineral Spring Rd
Nieves Suheil 555 Pearl St Apt 202
Nowoczenski Wladyslaw Mr 531 S 6th St
Nunez Maria 117 South 6th St 1st Fl
Ortega Rivera Hiram Jr 1301 Cotton St
Ortiz Luz D 947 Franklin St Rear
Ortiz Santos 418 Orange St
Pacewicz Christi C O Anthony J Pacewicz 1226 Cotton St
Pacheco Beatriz 735 Chesnut St
Parker Nettie S 525 Laurel St
Parrilla Jose Guillermo 945 Franklin St
Pepen Lazaro 109 S 4th St
Perez Luis A 1539 Perkiomen Ave
Perez Manuel Montes 1142 Spruce St
Piiru Marie R 403 S 10th St
Polanco Randall Adonis 1440 Muhlenberg St
Pyle Norman 1216 Perkiomen Ave
Rank Robert 1244 Chestnut St Rear
Reading Family Medical Center 40 S 5th St
Reichert Mary J Estate 303 Miller St
Reid Elizabeth 450 Penn St 10-421-Bc4
Reifsnyder Zoe 1341 Muhlenberg
Ricks Laurine J 1271-73 Cotton St
Rivera Ernesto 842 Franklin St Apt 2
Robles Ortiz Jose A 44 S 4th St
Rudy Joseph John 924 Franklin St
Ruiz Caquias Melvin A 31 S 9th St Apt-2
Santana Jorge 433 S 7th St
Savage Richard 236 Chapel Ter
Schlaicher Mary Ann 917 Spruce St
Schwartz Thelma The Hawthorne 1501 Mineral Spring Rd
Scott Kevin R Scott G Ann 2012 Steuben Rd
Sebastian Imelda 136 South 5th St 3rd Floor
Serrano Diana I 1315 Muhlenberg St
Sexton Santo 107 S 5th St
Seyfert Harold A 1251 Spruce St
Shoup Clarence S 117 S 10th St
Siekierka Mary 1216 Spruce St
Skwiat David 131 S 9th St
Smolinski Barbara 1542 Perkiomen Ave
Stevenson Georgene 534 Franklin St Apt 3
Stewart Abstract Co Of Berks 930 Penn St
Sweitzer Ellen 1247 Perkiomen Ave
Szurgost Henry S Estate 813 Master St
Tamayo Evangeline 116 S 5th St Apt 3fl
Toro Luciano Carlos F 1113 Spruce St
Wallace Larry 503 N 10th St Apt # 1
Warunek Loretta Ms 236 S 13th St
Waszkiewicz Veronica P 627 S 6th St
Weidenhamm Pearl 1341 Muhlenberg St
Williams Verlena Williams Sarah B 454 S 3rd St
Williams Aurelio V 300 S 4th St Apt 413
Williams Hayward 621 Bingaman St
Zaffiro Tindera G Estate 505 S 5th St
Zavala Perez Lino 308 S 13 Th St
Zerbe Dorothy F Estate Of 1259 Cotton St
Zintel Derek D Estate Of 450 Penn St C/O Sovereign Bank
Reading Pa 19603
Bixler Paul E Estate Of P O Box 1495
Choquette Zachary J Trst Of C/O Stevens Lee PO Box 679
Delong Charlotte PO Box 902
Ebersole Dedicated Srvcs Inc Rt 10 Green Hills PO Box 405
Everhart A M C/O H M Koch 217 N 6th St Box 8514
Fast Track Claims Service PO Box 604
Gerloch Eva R 159 W Alig St
Gery Dennis J PO Box 8431
Hernandez Luis P O Box 7761
Kemiron Trans Inc Rt 10 Green Hills Box 405
Knauer William Trst Of 50 North Fifth St PO Box 8
Koch Henry M 217 N 6th St PO Box 8514
Napa Division Of Genuine Rt 10 Green Hills Box 405
Officemax Incorporated Rt 10 Green Hills PO Box 405
Salon Today PO Box 91 327 Morgantown Rd
Schaeffer Joseph A Rev PO Box 1256
Schwartz George D PO Box 1495
Three Rivers Aluminum Co Rt 10 Green Hills PO Box 405
Viwinco Inc C/O Penske Trk Lsg PO Box 405
Wampole Clara J Box 915
Wohlstadter David Trst Of 111 North 6th St PO Box 67
Wohlstadter Erica S Levy T Trst Of 111 North 6th St PO Box 67
Wohlstadter Rachel T Trst Of 111 North 6th St PO Box 67
Wright Heather A Trst Of 111 North 6th St PO Box 67
Wright Linden A Trst Of 111 North 6th St PO Box 67
Reading Pa 19604
Achey Arthur 707 Moss St
Adriano Angel A 461 N 13th St
Alcantara Jonas 1041 Mulberry St
Alicea Candida 1119 Marion St
Allison June J Estate 936 N 11th St
Anamaria Suber 643 N 12th St
Arroyo Jose 529 North 10th St
Aviles Maria 422 Crestmont St
Bailey Morris V 1223 Spring St
Bailey Wayne E Estate 1400 Union St
Barragan Judith 1536 Mulberry St
Berks Emergency Physicians Llc 1211 Elm St
Blasco Roberto 1339 Green St
Bornemann Health Corp 200 N 13th St 301
Brown Mary 512 N 13th St
Burgoon Stephen T Burgoon George T 931 N 8th St
Cabrera Mendez Maria I 1119 Robeson St
Candelario Alba L Candelario Bill B 1030 Union St
Candelario Heuly P 814 Locust St
Cassidy William C Estate 1027 N 12th St
Cecilio Salvador 1442 North 10th St
Cedeno Omar 946 N 11th St
Cortez Jeremis 1941 North 14th St
Curry Don Sebastian 803 N 11th St
Dahlgren Jeremy D 1010 Green St
Daly Joseph Estate 1213 N 13th St
Dato Joseph 823 Douglass St
Delacruz Jennifer Gautier 2271 Hamdem Blvd Apt G 9
Delfin Julian 1217 Robeson St
Demarco Joseph M Demarco Lena 740 Lance Pl
Detweiler F R Estate 1662 Mulberry St
Douglas Oscar 346 Mulberry St
Eitzel Harold F 1014 Elm St
Espinoza Juan Romero 814 North 9th St
Espinoza Sandra Zavala Espinoza Baltazar 1117 Mulberry St
Eveland Elizabeth E 1147 Oley St
Fasig Harold I 534 N 13 St
Filpo Araceli D 1026 N 12th St
Fox Concetta 823 Douglass St
Fox John P 1412 N 11
Franceshi Rolon Alieen 1043 Elm St
Franco Gustavo V 1624 N 11th St
Frutos Real Estate Partner Llc 350 N 10th St
G Emilio Ortiz 1215 Moss St
Gallo Salvador 636 N 13th St
Garcia Allan G 1223 Linden St
Garcia Gabriel 937 Perry St
Garcia Maria G 742 N 9th St
Garcia Rafael Angel Jr 1106 Hampton Blvd
Garcia Richardson Rivera 864 N 12th St Apt 3
Garrigan Alice L 1048 Elm St
Geller Dorothy G Tr 1923 N 15th St
Gerber Ethel 1343 Moss St
Gerhart Paul Estate Of 543 Birch St
Gilmore Patrick C 360 Linden St
Gmac 1043 Elm St
Gomez Roque 1135 N 11th St
Griesmer Harold Estate 549 N 12th St
Guzman Artemio Cortez 1348 Mulberry St
Guzman Frank J 1031 Windsor St
Haney Edward Jr 727 Mulberry St
Harding H H 1107 N 10th St
Heller Stephanie 708 N 10th St
Hernandez Eileen 1338 N 11th St
Hernandez Josue 912 N 10th St
Hernandez Lira Felipe 553 North 9th St
Hildebrand Rodman B 349 N 12th St
Holt Michael Nicholas 1235 Robeson St
Jackson James D Jackson Lisa A 1324 N 14th St
Jacobs Forrest A Estate 1338 Mulberry St
Jacobs Ronald 1457 Moss St
Jimron Racing Inc 1127 Oley St
Jordan Natalie M 1339 Birch St
Kasprzak Theresa L 1233 Perry St
Katella Robert J PO Box 71
Klinger Matthew P Klinger Karen M 1414 Palm St
Lantigua Elvin 1231 Windsor St
Lewalski Elizabeth Lewalski Chester S 723 N 8th St
Lima Gonzalez Carlos N 724 North 10th St
Long Calvin J 628 Mulberry St
Lopez Efrain Tinoco 620 North 12th St
Luna Alvaro J 1057 N 10th St
Malek Kim M 1326 Locust St
Martinez David Luis 1607 N 9th St Apt A1
Martinez Herminia 457 N 13th St
Mckale Darlene Mckale Louis 540 N 9th St
Mcneil Emma J 112 N 11th St
Medina Manuel 1027 Elm St
Meitzler Bertha E Meitzler Donald E 1232 Fidelity
Mejia Angelina 239 Linden St
Miller Edwin I Miller George 505 N 10th St Apt 506
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Mora Felipe Tahuilan 231 North 9th St
Mosser Virginia Mosser Robert 1213 Oley St
Nepple Robert G 943 N 12th
Ngo Austin T Ngo Ann Le 1234 Robeson St
Nies John A Estate 1221 Douglass St
Norris Miriam 1227 Douglass St
Obrien Janell 1033 Robeson St
Oestreicher Lynette Oestreicher Ronald 1345 Moss St
Pacheco Laura 1020 North 10th St Apt 3
Pathanjal Sharma Md 222 N 12th St
Pena Rafael 1455 N 10 St
Plasencia Eusebio 1242 Greenwich St
Polanco Alberto 340 N 12th St
Quell Carmella 505 N Pen St Apt 205
Quinones Maria M 651 N 9th St
Ready Dolores Ann 1662 Mulberry St
Rivera Carlos 1419 Moss St
Rodriguez Daniel Jr 1113 Robeson St
Rodriguez Melinda 345 N 11th St
Sampat Surendra 1155 N 11th St
Sanes Glorielys Bermudez 1040 Oley St
Santiago Evelyn 655 Mulberry St
Scott Hammond Jarren Desarey 1333 N 12th St
Scull J 1130 Robeson St
Seidel Mellissa Anne 1526 N 11th St
Shirk Othalia E 1835 Kutztown Rd
St Preux Dieunasia & Evens 1242 Douglass St
Stackokis Edythe L Estate 1406 Hampden Blvd
Suglia Corine 1916 Olive St
Sullivan Thomas P Sullivan Jean A 1050 N 10th St
Taveras Marinelly Silverio Omar 1506 N 11th St
Then Luis M 1241 N 9th St
Tisdale Sandra 727 Mulberry St
Tobias Spurgeon R Sr Tobias Catharine C 1024 Spring St
Torres Ivelisse Torres William 1038 Windsor St
Uacc 643 N 12th St
Valerio Wendis R 1230 Greenwich St
Vega Carl W 1009 N Birch
Velazco Jose A 316 N 10th St
Velez Carmen Miriam 703 N 9th St 3rd Floor
Vences Guillermo Avilez 653 North 9th St Apt 2 Rea
Violence Prevention Cente 353 N 13th St
Warren Bowman 1632 N 11th St 2nd Floor
Wolf Martha L 943 N 12th
Wummer Robert P 537 N 10th St
Yoshi Variety Shop Maria Mejia 825 Oley St 2nd Flr
Zacaula Rosalva Gonzalez 1217 Robeson St
Zimmerman Frederic Zimmerman Elsie M 751 N 9th W
Zip Net Inc 801 Willaim Ln
Reading Pa 19605
Aulenbach Leroy 724 Bruckman Ave
Barrios Mario F 35 Madison Ave
Berks Vascular Institute 2494 Bernville Rd Suite 203
Bond Robert W 1020 Upper Van Reed Rd
Castellano Nicholas Est 958 Whitner Rd
Castillo Hugo 2014 Kuztown Rd
Cole Joanie 215 Jefferson St Apt 3
Dalal Sudhir 1021 Netherwood Dr
Delp Josephine M C/O D C Balmer 3611 Kutztown Rd
Espinal Anthony 35 Berkly Park Rd
Fisher Chevrolet Bob 4111 Pottsville Pike
Ganter Mary H 2832 Moyers Ln
Gehret Gary L 506 Jefferson St
Gilbert William C 423 Jefferson St
Goheen Helen P 3511 Raymond St
Hikes Bertha 1006 Heath Ave
Holland David R 3206 Montrose Ave
Inovassi Llc Perkingcon Series 1001 Bowman St
Kauffman Norman Rr 2
Kepner Charles G 3335 Stoudts Ferry Br Rd
Kramer Roy W 3429 Eisenbrown Rd Riverview Park
Kurtz David L 3341 Sheidy Ave
Lando Diane E Lando Gary L 3343 Sheidy Ave
Legends Inc 2545 N 5th St Hwy
Leh Edward F 912 Tuckerton Rd
Lesher Russell John Lesher Mildred E 3949 Rosewood Rd
Lesher Anna E 3650 Pottsville Pike
Loehrig Fern M 332 Snyder Rd
M M Auto Sales 5604 Allentown Pike
Martinez Santiago Carlos R 276 W Douglas
Mchale Jean 2900 Lawn Tr Room 105
Meade Abina A 1602 Buchanan Dr
Miller Steve D 517 Pennsylvania Ave
N G N Co 601 Heister Ln
Nickliss Michael S Estate 3424 Eisenhower Ave
Pew Joseph N Iv Mdp Attn Kaye L Sensenig Cpa 3200 Reading Crest Ave
Quadrant Engineering Plast 2120 Fairmont Ave
Quinter Shirley 27 Monroe St
Reese Gladys M Estate 2209 Raymond Ave
Reppert Emma M 525 Lobelia Ave
Rios Tres 2801 N 5th St
Rivera Jesse 5289 Pottsville Pike
Rokoskie Joan A 711 Bruckman Ave Apt 1b
Scrobe Daniel V Sr 3344 Harrison Ave
Shoff Wilson W 419 Raymond St
Sovereign Bank Attn Chambers Karen 10 Commons Blvd
Stahl Leona M Apt 318 51 Seminary Ave
Strouse Dennis J Jr 2244 Raymond Ave
Tres Rios Inc 2801 N 5th St
Trompetter Josephine Apt 212 51 Seminary Ave
Ulle Dorothy Riverview Park
Wentzel Paul C Wentzel Emma B 20th Fairview
Zee Medical Service 2745b Leisczs Bridge Rd
Reading Pa 19606
Anand Thakurjit Singh 33 Mulligan Dr
Appel Richard A 4590 Hillside Rd
Ash Edna 1447 Friedensburg Rd
Becker Edward 635 Carsonia Ave
Bellman Harry 1631 Cotton St
Billinger Helen C 158 Waterford Ln
Binsfeld Robert 14 Fairmount Ave
Bisban Loridonna 33-3 Wister Way
Biscanti Tracy L 1210 Brdway Ave
Bivans Willard C Estate 603 Butter Ln
Calm Donald J Jr Bf 27 S 23rd St
Chellquist Carl E 461 Chalfont Place
Chiarelli Doris J Estate 800 Penndale Ave
Chocolatier Godiva 650 E Neversink Rd
Cichocki Joseph A 442 S 16th St
Clemmer Patricia A 716 Gibraltar Rd
Colby Michael R 850 Carsonia Ave A-108
De George Susan M 2430 Fairview Ave
Degeorge Anthony Degeorge Susan M 2430 Fairview Ave
Degeorge Susan M 2430 Fairview Ave
Delgado Francisco G 1544 Perkiomen Ave
Delp Barbara A 7a Myrtle Ave
Devlin Jeri 1012 Owls Nest Dr
Dingui Juan 630 S 16 1/2 St
Equalizing For Heather R W Trst Of 4500 Perkiomen Ave
Esterly William M Sr 310 Gibraltar Rd
Fisher Eric L 33-3 Wister Way
Frederick L Reiger Chapter 13trustee 2901 Sts Lawrence Avepo Box 40
Fullmer Daniel 30 Scotland Dr
Garcia Marco T 44 N 23rd St
Gartland Edward A Gartland Sheri D PO Box 4503
Gaul Edward J 5035 Painted Sky Rd
Glass Phyllis R 237 Skyline Dr
Griffith Norman W 232 W Neversink Rd
Griffith Rulon L Trst Of 5 Hearthstone Ct Ste 201
Guldin Mabel I 3816 Keitt Place
Hannahoe Beverly H Hannahoe Barry J3 Ptarmigan Dr
Hayes Ward W Hayes Lahoma 12 High St
Heim Emilie M Apt 216 3559 St Lawrence Ave
Jeannes Hair Care 5485 Perkiomen Ave
Kissling Thomas R 516 Brighton Ave
Kline Rosellen E 545 S 15 1 2 St
Kline Rosellen E 545 S 15-1/2 St
Kowalski Edwar 6 Rimby Way
Kozak Richard 516 S 16th St
Kufner Anna 2652 Hill Rd
Kulp Laura Kulp John 513 S 17th St
Lacerra Christina M CO C M Baus 1370 Fox Run
Lakin Edwin A Fbo Peter Lakin Trst Of 4500 Perkiomen Ave
Lakin Peter And Dawn The Trst Of 4500 Perkiomen Ave
Lakin Peter Childrens Trst Of 4500 Perkiomen Ave
Lakin Peter Trst Of 4500 Perkiomen Ave
Lengle Kathryn M CO J Cohen 300 Eastwick Dr
Mamchur Lucy 76 Sycamore Dr
Marple Phebe 116 Gerhart
Martinez Mike H 256 Constitution Ave
Massaro Louis 221 West 38th St
Mc Andrews Marilyn G Mc Andrews John L 234 N 25th St
Mcclellan Elizabeth A 9 Colin Ct
Medicap 8284 90 Gibraltar
Mucha Tracie A 418 Pennsylvania Ave
Pachuta Lori A 2606 Hill Rd
Palmer Scott 104 Limestone Dr
Petras James C Dds 2951 Saint Lawrence Ave
Pienta Bertha A 545 S 17 1/2 St
Pritz Hildegard Pritz Guenther 2652 Hill Rd
Pufnock Mark C/O Pufnock Power Lgtg 616 Puffnock
Quay Heather M 41 Devon Dr
Rader Barry D Rr 7 Box 437
Reigle Frederick L Esq Chpt 13 PO Box 4010
Reimert Mildred R 3620 East Ave
Renner Elizabeth 310 Wilson Ave
Rentschler Eileen E 559 S 15 1/2 St
Roscoe Dorothy 17 Bordic Rd
Rose Angela 50 Rockhaven Ct
Rupp Edward A 805 Pomander Ave
Schell Minnie M 525 S 18th St
Sharp Jean E 1-1 Willow Wa
Sloat Jessica A 41 Old Friedensburg Rd
Smale Ronald E 5005 Persimon Dr
Southeastern Berks Internal Medicin 4885 De Moss Rd Suite 200
Stankiewicz Charles J 5 Thornbury Rd
Starckey James T 113 North 25th St
Summer Cleo Estate 36 S 22nd St
Thompson John D Iii 6 Craig Dr
Valhalla Holdings Llc 4970 Demoss Rd
Weller David R 510 Lincoln Rd
Wiedenmann Scott 559 S 15 1/2 St
Wilson Michael D 111 Misty Ln
Wolfe Dorothy A Berkshire Ctr 5501 Perkiomen Ave
Yoder Joshua E 3722 Jacksonwald Ave
Zidik Joseph G Zidik Lidia 545 Pomander Ave
Zimmerman Dorothy M Estate 9 Colin Ct
Zweizig Neil W Estate Rr 4
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Reading Pa 19607
Ahalt Sarah S 4 Fox Ct
Allen Catherine S Hummingbird Hill Condo 403 1375 Pershing Blvd
Biskey Sheryl L 519 Pershing Blvd
Blimline Emily A 750 Mount Penn Rd
Bockelman Martha Rdf 1 Lakeview Dr
Bomberger Mae D 1027 Crestview Ave
Braley Melanie 556 A Church Rd
Burkey Grant S 842 Lancaster Ave
Casantini Joseph B Estate Of 929 High Blvd
Clifford Nancy L 1345 Meade St
Coller Ruby P Estate 310 Marshall Dr
David Dareneau Thomas 151 Merion Ln
Desjardins Cynthia 90 Medinah Dr
Diaz Cruz Andres Diaz Denisse 1140 Gregg Ave
Dundore Edith S 50 Muirfield Dr Apt E
Fox Dolores J 115 Colonial Dr Apt F
Frederick Joseph J Jr 300 Mt View Rd
G P U Advanced Resources Inc 2675 Morgantown Rd
Galan Miriam 1738 Hancock Blvd
Gassert Linda S 1623 Logan St
Gaul Gary L 33 Muirfield Dr
Gillsun Jeet 16 Buck Hvn
Goldsmith Gerald 41c Canterbury Cir
Grebe Bonnie M 427 N Brobst St
Healthsouth Reading Rehab Hospital 1623 Morgantown Rd
Helman John F Helman Erma Rd 1
Helms Evelyn 1000 Lancaster Ave
Hoffman Mary J Hoffman Ross L Wyomissing Park Apts 209
Hunt Craft Llc 6 Hidden Pond Dr
Jones Robyn L 5a Tanglewood Dr
Kellenberger John C 114 Pennsylvania Ave
Keller Johanna Rdf 1 Lakeview Dr
Klier Mary Elizabeth 460 St Bernardine St
Lewis Evan S 127 Lester Av Reading Pa
Matchicka Mary 316 S Bernadine St
Miller Beverly 1000 Lancaster Ave
Peipher Suzanne Alden Tr 1400 Ridge Ave
Reifsnyder Eva M Apt 2 848 Lancaster Ave
Rittenhouse Phyllis H 1400 Ridge Ave Apt No 301
Sandell Margaret 34 Pine Woods Ct
Santiago Elizabeth 903 Morgantown Rd 1
Seidel Mildred Estate Of 444 Mountainview Rd
Service Confidence Inc 100 Kachel Blvd Ste 400
Skipper Jean A Estate Of 721 Mountain View Rd
Sovereign Bank PO Box 12646
Starr Theodore Starr Mary 108 Diamond St
Sweigart Ethel M 308 Smt Ave
Sweitzer William 336 Old Lancaster Pike
Tolland Scott A 797 Freemansville Rd
Vasquez Gualberto 172 Oakmont Ct
Vincent Robert 210 Mansion Dr
Vitillo Corporation 150 D Love Rd
Waiters Earl 4 E Auqusta Ln
Walters Timothy 4e Augusta Ln
Wildermuth Guy L 107 Parkside Ave Montro
Zartman B Theodore 121 Granville Ave
Zerr George R Zerr Nancy E 1607 Ridge Ave
Reading Pa 19608
Batz Marion 3000 Windmill Rd
Blackman Skating Inc 405 Chapel Hill Rd
Brossman J G Brossman M A PO Box 2063
Buller Valerie Buller Kerry 108 Wheatfield Rd
Fogarty Cindy 118 Primrose Ln
Hiester Glenwood 3421 Penn Ave
Keith Thelma 301 Stevens Ave
Peck Kim L 5057 Ridgewood Rd
Roach Joan 110 S Cacoosing Dr
Showalter Sandra L 566 Fritztown Rd
Unger Cherylin 127 W Greenwich St
Vicari Elio Vicari Lucy 108 Wheatfield Rd
Westlawn Graphic 801 Commerce St
Yoh Robert 4423 Hill Tr Dr
Reading Pa 19609
Breneman Stanley R Breneman Miriam 101 Revere Blvd
Cozzone Orland 2316 Jefferson Ave
Cronrath Joshua 1361 Kenhorst Blvd
Duffy Lorraine C Duffy Donald E 909 Snyder Rd
Eichlin Harold W 126 Halsey Ave
Freebourn Mary Est 2708 Hillvale Ave
Glembocki Bernice P 1442 W Wyomissing Blvd
Hiester Lanes Inc 113 Grandview Blvd
Hrizenko Jacob Est 2416 Reading Blvd
Kilpatrick Mary E Estate 54 Wyomissing Hills Blvd
Kline Germaine E 2229 Reading Ave
Lanning Irvin 2241 Reading Ave
Liss Anthony 61 W Lawn Ave
Mast Irene E 66 Upland Rd
Murga Christine E 66 Upland Rd
Newell Shaun 1917 Peen Ave
Phillips Anna C 2104 Garfield Ave
Romich Nancy C 2515 Penn Ave
Shiffer Richard 69 Grandview Blvd
Waldman Richard J PO Box 2794
Wolfes Rental Company Inc 2 Morgan Dr
Reading Pa 19610
Cimnet Inc 925 Berkshire Blvd
Geissler Catharine A Geissler Francis G 25 Woodland Rd
Glicerio Vilchez Paper Mill Rd Unit X1
Latona Beverly A Latona Lauren 1743 Reading Rd
Meridian Mortgage Services Inc 1155 Penn Ave
Neag Ray 1216 Old Mill Rd
Nova Anesthesia Profession C/O Berks Plastic Surgery 50 Commerce Dr
Pursell Virginia R 1801 Cambridge Ave
Rowe Pamela F 156 Valy Greene Cir
Shah Ankur A 439 Wroxham Dr
Simonton Margaret D 1831 Lincoln Ave
Smita Corp 439 Wrokham Dr
Spotts Fischer Inc 1177 Berkshire Blvd
V F Factory Outlet 801 Hill Ave
Reading Pa 19611
Alvarado Vicki M 39 Grace St Floor 2
Amrani Jessica Amrani Said 306 Belvedere Ave
B H Transmissions Inc 600 Lancaster Ave
Cravener Jeffrey N 323 Bartlett St
Ehrgood A Joseph 632 Smt Ave
Ehst Richard A Ehst Angela M 1309 E Wyomissing Blvd
Espinal Rafeala Espinal Maria 313 Smt Ave
Glase Elisabeth J 900 Margaret St
Hoffert Kathryn 1100 East Wyomissing Apt 8c
Hoffman Leanna D Apt 8c 1100 E Wyomissing Blvd
Kosikowski Alexander J C/O Estate Of 318 Newport Ave
Lebron Desirae M 323 Bartlett St
Leininger Laura E 1201 Museum Rd
Luczkiw Michal 49 Crestmont St
Makuch Beryl 1201 Museum Rd
Melnyczenko Carmen M Melnyczenko Steven 424 Park Ave
Mengel Russell Estate 119 Grace St
Miller Kendra T 207 Clifton Ave
Novak Annaliese R 107 Arlington St
Olsen Lottie A 620 Smt Ave
Osorio Victor 607 Mcclellan St
Oxenreider Megan E 522 Fern Ave
Powers Anson 220 S 4th Ave
Rafael Kathleen M 406 Hazel St
Rissmiller Charles M 601 Lancaster Ave
Rolon Jamie S 222 Crestmont St
Ruiz Dalis L 440-448 Lancaster Ave
Saint Preux Soeurette 28 Morgantown Rd
Sanchez Moises E 440-448 Lancaster Ave
Santiago Margarita Santiago Thomasa 989 Scott St
Shorter Lia D 400 Franklin St Apt 302
Soto Eric 430 Oak Tr W
Sovereign Bank 525 Lancaster Ave
Stacherski Frank R 406 Hazel St
Torchia Angela Estate 402 Ann St
Toso Jennifer Trust 1209 Orchard Rd
Troche Rafael Troche Iris 1129 Meade St
Reading Pa 19612
Bauer Harold B Jr PO Box 13812
Brickel Brad PO Box 13302
Butler Michelle L PO Box 13446
Clark County Social Ser PO Box 14353
Can Ins Reading/Nashville PO Box 16010
Farmington Casualty Co C/O H Disque PO Box 13485
Griggs Quenard PO Box 12647
Haas G C/O Attn Carl Trettin PO Box 15210
Haas Gwendolyn L Attn Carl Trettin PO Box 15210
Jones Christopher PO Box 12468
Man & Co Co Meridian Asset Management PO Box 16004
Mercado Eduviges PO Box 12108
Mje PO Box 13427
Morel Richard PO Box 12123
Orlando Laura Ann 103a Montrose St
Rentokil PO Box 13848
Reyes Javier P POB 12343
Rivera Rita L PO Box 12108
Rodriguez Angel L PO Box 14142
Simons Kristen Cust Simons Evan Joseph PO Box 12654
Simons Margaret Hannah Simons Steven Cust PO Box 12654
Sovereign Bank PO Box 12646
Stephens Ernest L III Stephens Ernest L Jr
Stephens Dorothy R PO Box 15210
Terpstra Shirley S PO Box 15210
Travelers Insurance Company PO Box 12647
Victory Christian Academy Attn Nslp Claim Payment PO Box 14143
Robesonia Pa 19551
Blatt Robert Rd 1
Cannon Ollie 425 W Penn Ave
Cardona Michael 227 Diplomat Dr
Drexler Marie 270 S Freeman Apt 101
Fahl Bruce D Estate Of C/O J T Wertz 138 E Penn Av
Gail Gelsenger Cornerstone 361 Bunker Hill Rd
Lee Klahr D Rd 1 PO Box 231 15 Furnace Rd
Marderness Sarah Estate Of 120 E Mountain Ave
Maxim Logistics Inc 231 E Penn Ave
Miller Shelome Miller Michael 56 Forest Rd
Miller Shelome 56 Forest Rd
Savage Ford PO Box 69
Shirk Jody 41 S Mountain Rd
Shurfine Pharmacy Hanover Nells Inc PO Box 425
Strause Beulah Estate 128 Chestnut Ave
Shartlesville Pa 19554
Rohrbach David E Bee Tree Trail Llc PO Box 434
Strander Claire Van PO Box 326
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Shillington Pa 19607
Coleman Ashley 211 Dew Holland Ave
Fisher Bruce S Fisher Ruth E 132 Philadelphia Ave
Gosch Children Of George Gosch George H 617 Meade Tr
Hettinger Mary L 20 S Smt Ave Apt 815
Hollywood Dennis Charles 910 Lancaster Ave
Jackson Julia 210 Smt Ave
Johnson Clymer B 138 Catherine St
Klock Gladys H 207 Wellington Rd
Messner Dorothy 213 Second St
Optihealth Fitness Club 31 Catherine St
Osterman Jeffrey K Sr Cust Osterman Joel E 218 Community Dr Apt E
Pflum William F Jr 104 Eric Ave
Pierson Delores 401 Spgside Dr
Reynolds Kenneth T 31 E Golfstream Dr
Roedel June A 416 Wheatland Ave
Saylor Hillary 203 Lester Ave
Seghetti John 511 Wilson Pl
Tran Nhatruc T 700 State St
Village Deli 10 Village Ctr Dr
Shoemakersville Pa 19555
Borden George L 1207 Main St
Elias Glen S 579 Ridge Rd
Himmelreich Betty S 327 4th St
Sands Richard 4 W Noble Ave Apt C
Seiger Robert R 208 E Noble Ave
Spatz Arlan L Spatz Kathryn 747 Ridge Rd Apt 1
Sinking Spring Pa 19608
B & S Petroleum Llc 1200 Columbia Ave
Beyerle Geneva M 101 Keller Ave
Contreras Erik 209 Longview Dr
Devine Catherin C 652 Penn Ave S
Dragon Robert M 205 Bradley Ave
Dyatt Ethel D Estate Of Dyatt Phaon H 1903 James St
Eller Leonard J 133 Canberra Ct
Farris Wendy I 139 Meadow Ct
Fritz Olive L Estate Of 3000 Windmill Rd
Garber Mark 96 Evans Hill Rd
Gaul Florence Hull St
Gesuale Kathryn 9 Brook Hollow Dr
Hertzog Chad R 226 Elwyn Ave
Jenks Kathleen Estate Of 2669 Shillington Rd Suite 324
Kershaw James 133 Grande Blvd
Kreider Stephen R 931 N Church Rd
Lower Makefield Quality M PO Box 2368
Matyasich John D 3 Hidden Brook Way
Nichols Shawna E 119 Wagles Ln
Powell James T 139 Meadow Ct
Ritter Robert W Jr 51 Focht Rd
Sees Howard G Estate 48 W Cts
Tolland Madelyn C Tolland Allyson A 36 N Carolina Ave
Tolland Nicholas R Tolland Allyson A 36 N Carolina Ave
Tolland Scott A 797 Freemansville Rd
Ulrich Matthew R 662 Vesta Place
Valentine Eula Rr 8099
Whittington Linda 18 Spring Crest Blvd
Yates Pearl J 512 Brownsville Rd
Stouchsburg Pa 19567
Kintzer Fuel 121 Main St
Strausstown Pa 19559
Folk James E PO Box 43
Himmelberger Lillia General Delivery
Miller Lester L Rr 1
Shupp Wilbur 86 Main St
Temple Pa 19560
Action Products Ltd 2326 Herb Rd
Arteaga Maria E 500 Shalter Ave Apt A 304
Bisconti Charles F 4231 10th Ave
Blouch Charles H 22 Miller Ave
Blumenstine Robert L 4017 Francis St
Bossler Marie E Estate Rr 1
Cystian Regina I 1802 Frush Valy Rd
Delong Catherine P 1944 Mount Laurel Rd
Dexing PO Box 13
Direct Properties Llc 610 Euclid Ave
East Coast Cable Pa PO Box 441
Ericas Sandwich Shop 1007 Mt Laurel Rd
Ernst Gladys 2461 Elizabeth Ave A-14
Gao Pin Jin PO Box 13
Gregoris Richard C Estate 504 El Hatco Dr
Herbert William J 9826 N Fiesta Ave
Keffer Floyd L Temple Rd Rd 1 Box 368
Krall Warren L 5203 Sunset Rd
Loder Charles L Loder Ann M 11 Skyline Dr
Morgan Stanley 27 Meadow Ridge Rd
Nehet Dorothy Herb Rd Rr 1
Parra Alex 2861 Pricetown Rd
Peters Catherine J 4213 4th Ave
Pleva Violet M Estate Antiedam Rd
Sekella Regina M 538 Columbia Ave
Sepulveda Angelina F 1138 Mount Laurel Ave
Stefanowicz Genevieve 4125 7th Ave
Takacs Sharon A 3057 Pricetown Rd
Tobias Kelly Sue 27 Meadow Ridge Rd
Valeriani Jacob Estate 1130 Mount Laurel Ave
Valpac Construction Inc Vp Development Inc Atima PO Box 67
Werner Anna E 770 Mt Lavre Ave
Wert Dave Collision Rebuilders PO Box 67
Topton Pa 19562
Adam Sue E 39 Price Dr
Butz Mina E Estate Home Ave
Delong Grace 331 N Main St
Fenstermacher Noel Franklin
Xander Margaret 117 E High St
Wernersville Pa 19565
Buchta Marion A Est 209 Reading Dr Apt 209
Clements Brian W 300 North Elm St
Colove Sylvan L Colove Mary E 205 E Penn Ave
Cooke Ann L 696 N Galen Hall Rd
Davidheiser Mae E 1 Reding Dr Apt 269
Farley Russell C/O Phoebe Berks Health Care C 1 Heidelberg Dr
Garloff Ruth E CO Phoebe Ctr 1 Heidelberg Dr Apt 85
Goldberg Anne 1 Heidelberg Dr
Hess Harvey M Estate 67 W Charles St
Hummel Florist And Greenhouses 704 Hill Rd
Kahl Virgil Angela Cust Kahl Alexander V 133 Heffner Rd
Leitham Judy 448 Preston Rd Wernersville Pa 19601
Miller Craig A 127 W Gaul St
Orlando Remodeling 1071 Brownsville Rd
Pachilis William 29a E Penn Ave
Richard J Caron Fund And Sub Golden Hill Box A
Rider Lucille M 9 Reading Dr
South Mountain Physical Therapy 600 E Penn Ave Suite 1
Strauss James H 121 W Penn Ave
Tc Consulting Incorporated 369 Mountain Blvd
Warner Judy 171 W Penn Ave A
Weiss Dayne M 137 W Penn Ave
Werley Dennis 442 N Church Rd
Wernersville State Hosp Phcy Box 300
West Lawn Pa 19609
Bachman Roofing 100 Telford Ave
Boyer Alma G 2035 Reading Blvd
Coombe Howard E 2nd Floor 207 Woodside Ave
Eshelman William Eshelman Amelia 41 W Ct Blvd
Greenberg Robert 2211 Quarry Dr Ste E61
Himmelreich K 119 Howard St
Koch Sara 2169 Cleveland Ave
Kramer Mazie E 2238 Garfield Ave
Kramer Robert H Estate 12 Perkasie Ave
Lamm Violet W C/O Verna W Carpenter 58 Wilson St
Long Carissa 2999 Spring St
Miller Lizzie I 2237 Reading Ave
Saltzer Florence 2141 Reading Ave
Sheipe Steven 2127 Fairview St
Terefenko Lottie E Terefenko Stephen 2321 Cleveland Ave
Vaughan Constance H 2021 Noble St
Wernicki Jerome M Cust Wernicki Andrew J 2401 Garfield Ave
West Reading Pa 19611
Buchmiller Helen May 240 S 4th Ave Rm 54
Carlson Karl R Estate 105 Franklin St
Eiche Virginia Est 367 Linden Ln
Goethem Sherry 315 Spruce St
Huesman Miriam B 424 Sun Set Rd
Johnson Victor 425 Buttonwood St
Jones Ilene M 450 Chestnut St
Miller Hattie 425 Buttonwood St
Moszczienski F A Estate 134 S 6th Ave
Proserpi Sergio Vincent Dr 301 South 7th Ave Proserpi-Schlechter Cent
Torchia Michael J 326 Spruce St
Wyomissing Pediatrics Associates Pc C/O V J Moffitt Md Presi 301 S 7th Ave Ste 3170
Womelsdorf Pa 19567
Blackburn Elizabeth M 28 S Water St Apt D6
Brown Darius 250 S Fifth St
Eckenroth Marilyn R 115 S 2nd St
Hammer Ty Austin Hammer Sid L 99 Main St
Heintzelman Wayne A 263 N 5th St
Himmelberger Margaret A Himmelberger Robert L 10 N Water St
Hower June M 46 E Jefferson St
Leininger Richard H Leininger Oma 112 S 2nd St
Linette Quality Chocholates Rte 422 And Hill Rd PO Box 212
Martin Keith 259 W High St 1st Floor
Susan William 314 Winding Way
Wernersville Pa 19565
Wyomissing Pa 19610
American Dental C B Lab 1301 Penn Ave
Bentley William H 1913 Meadow Ln
Berks Realty Llc 149 Kathleen Ln
Berkshire Orthopedic Asso 2201 Ridgewood Rd Ste 250
Berkshire Travel Agency Inc 2 Woodland Rd
Beverage Packer Premium 1090 Spring St
Beverly W Munsing Inc 939 Penn Ave
Black Jonathan David Dr 1121 Penn Ave
Bortz Jennifer 20 Cherrywood Rd
Bts Core 2 Meridian Blvd Treeview Corporate Ctr
Buzby Evelyn L Buzby Robert E 1637 Dauphin Ave
Cartlidge Frances W 12 Hummingbird Rd
Cma 1150 Berkshire Blvd Ste 240
Colonial Investment Group PO Box 6158
Consoli Alfred T Est Of C/O 2640 Westview Dr Box 6286
Credere Inc 1295 Penn Ave
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Davies Barbara J 1428 Girard Ave
Discovery Fcu 20 Commerce Dr
Eicher Geary M Jr Eicher Dolores P 855 N Park Rd Apt T201
Engle Hambright Davies Inc One Granite Point Dr Ste 35
Fegely Caroline B 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt Al806
Figure 4 Outdoor Llc 1115 Bern Rd
Ford Raymond W 2000 Cambridge Ave
Frangipane Leo George Dr Jr Box 6923
Gecis Us C/O H Khurshid 1701state Hill Rd L7
Gesuale Kathryn 2101 Burkey Dr
Good Richard D 1802 Tulpehocken Rd
Grace William J Jr Grace Elizabeth M 930 Penn Ave
Gring Eleanor C Apt 203 In St 2000 Cambridge Ave
Harper Hilda Wilton Apt 63 2000 Cambridge Ave
Hill Ashley Lynn Hill Robert C 1524 Cleveland Ave
Holtzman Edith Y 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt
Jemison Carolyn 1155 Reading Blvd
K & Z Trucking Llc 36 Larchwood Rd
Kasoff Richard 1173 Berkshire Blvd
Leffler Jeanette M 178 Heather Ln
Lewinski Julius Lewinski Ann 1114 Reading Blvd
Loomis Company 850 N Park Rd PO Box 7011
Mashevsky Daniel J 78 Grandview Blvd
Mclaughlin Sharon 37 Valy Rd
Melson Robert H 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt Al80
Mendel Richard Charles 4 Park Plaza #102
Minner Leroy D 1209 Penn Ave
Moyer Kimberly A 1647 Delaware Ave
Munsing Peter Law Ofcs Of 939 Penn Ave
Musket Clarence E 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt No 2
Neeb Esther M 833 Brdcasting Rd
New Dehli Group Llc 1665 Reading Blvd
One Wireless World Loss Prevention 1665 State Hill Rd
Overstreet James K PO Box 6347
Palms Hotel Hometown The Loomis Company PO Box 701
Pedro Gregory 560 Van Reed Rd
Penn National Gaming 855 Berkshire Blvd
Peter N Munsing Pc 939 Penn Ave
Powers Rita M 855 N Park Rd Apt Cc 201
Progress Electric Supply 208 Park Rd North
Progress Electric Supply Co 208 Park Rd North
Pursell Virginia R 1801 Cambridge Ave Apt A01
Rahn Deb Sch Of Nursing 220 N Park Rd Bldg 9a Po 368825
Reading Berks Assoc Of Real 2201 Ridgewood Rd Ste 350
Reading Health Dispensary 50 Commerce Dr
Rivera Vickie CO V Santiago 918 Franklin St
Rogers Robert 1223 Old Mill Rd
Rudolph Robert I 1134 Penn Ave
Schott Jane Woodland Plaza Apt 0 7 1701 Bern Rd
Shenk Daniel Raymond 108 Victoria Ln
Signature Abstract 1100 Berkshire Blvd
Summit Health Administrators PO Box 7045
Sweeney Lyle Roberta J 1325 Monroe Ave
The Loomis Company N 850 Park Rd
Vist Financial Corp 1240 Brdcasting Rd
Weidenhammer Systems Corporation Attn R Finley 935 Berkshire Blvd
Wetzel Herbert D 3121 State Hill Rd W
Wilson Thomas National Penn Investors Trust 2201 Ridgewood Rd Suite 180
Wilton Gloria P Apt 63 2000 Cambridge Ave
Witchell James E 148 Hawthorne Ct
Xo Communications 925 Berkshire Blvd
Ziegler Anna Estate Of Investor’s Trust Company Suite 180
Blair County
Altoona, Pa 16601
Adamaski Cheryl 1009 16th Ave
Alexander Marguereto 504 Jeannette Allegheny Brain and Spine 501 Howard Ave Bldg
E-1
Behe Geraldine Behe William E 2322 Beale Ave
Altoona First Savings Bank 1116 12th Ave
Ammerman Frank 1403 5th Ave
Arnsparger Bernard Green Ave Towers Apt 710
Baskin Phillip G 331 Crawford Ave
Behe Dennis 2322 Beale Ave
Behe Geraldine 2322 Beale Ave
Blair County Pho Inc 620 Howard Ave Fl 5
Bollinger Shirley J 2720 Brd Ave Apt 4
Bregande Mary Valy View 301 Valy View Blvd
Brennema Martha J 415 5th Ave Juniata
Briggs Eric L RD 3 Box 382
Brown Gwendolyn 911 Green Ave Towers
Brunhardt Adele E 2015 19th St
Burk Margaret J RR6 Box 1464
Burket Marburg H 1515 12th St
Butterbaugh Janet I 1448 Washington Ave
Caputo Jessica 1302 N 5th St
Carn-Lynch Funeral Home 2036 Brd Ave
Castine Michael P 121 N 5th Ave
Clark Corey 1916 Union Ave
Cuff Barbara C 1519 16th Av 21
Davis Rita F 897 27th St
Delfrosso Michael 151 Deerfield Ln
Dilts Fred 1908 Pine Ave
Doran Merrill S RR 1 Box 501
Doyle Christopher M 519 Moser Rd
Doyle Irene Estate 2724 Brd Ave Apt 2
Drost Stephen 2715 Fairway Dr Apt 1-C
Dunmine Harry M 712 Lexington Ave
Edleblute John J 911 Green Ave Apt 502
Elliott Will 1205 17th Ave
Estep Cynthia L Apt 1018 1100 11th St
Evans Karl 311 Pine Ave
Fakler Lisa P Est 1315 2nd St
Farmer Patricia M Apt 718 911 Green Ave Tower
Fitch Joann T 807 56th St
Fitch Michael J 807 56th St
Fochler William V 1518 19th Ave
Ford Lloyd H 609 Clairmont Dr
Frantz James W 1121 20th Ave Floor 2
Frear Edward J Sr 2409 Washington Ave
Funk Charles N 2500 3rd St
Gary Esther 210 Emerson Ave
Gibbs Mary E 531 E 26th Ave
Glass Daniele M 3228 Brd Ave
Gonder John N 308 8th Ave
Gonder Margaret J Estate 308 8th Ave
Gray Hazel 2205 17th Ave
Green Bernice C 1814 12th Ave
Hamel Gladys 3933 Walnut Ave
Hamel Nelson R 3933 Walnut Ave
Hannigan Richard G 712 Lexington Ave
Hay Homer F 911 Green Ave Apt 203
Hay Homer F Apt 203 911 Green Ave
Heininger Tina 1922 Pine Ave
Heritage Works Inc 1331 12th Ave Ste 301 3rd Fl
Hilton Bob East 908 Atlantic Ave
Hilton Kathy East 908 Atlantic Ave
Hockenberry Walter W 2500 3rd St
Hollen Judith A 415 5th Ave Juniata
Hollows Joshua 1721 7th Ave
Holmes Joseph E 473 Sandy Run Rd
Horton Mary J 53 Greenwood Rd
Horton Stacy D 2519 W Chestnut Ave
Howard John H 2211 Brd Ave Fl 1
Huller Richard Estate 2106 4th St
Hutchison Lilith 524 E Penn Ave Carol
Johnson B M 1410 5 Ave Juniata
Kaite Robert 1326 16th Ave
Kauffman Shirley G 2307 Ninth St
Kirsch Sharlene 1607 Timberline Dr
Kirsch Sharlene M 1607 Timberline Dr
Knouse Elizabeth 5214 Kissell Ave
Knouse George T 5214 Kissell Ave
Laird James P Jr 1311 13th St Apt 3b
Lebendig Robert A 840 Hill St Side Ave
Lee John W 324 Cherry Ave
Lee Lorraine 324 Cherry Ave
Manning Mary 301 Valy View Blvd
Martynuska Dawn R 1216 18th Ave
Martynuska Frederick J 1216 18th Ave
Mathis Jerry L Cricket Field Plaza Excutive House II Suite 100
Mazur Media 1331 12th Ave
Mccauley Robert G Jr 109 Willow Ave
Mcintire Bev 1307 16th Ave
Mckibbin Ida 1501 11th Ave #404
Mckinstry Frederick M 1130 13th Ave Unit 515
Meck Myrtle 6 Mill Run Rd
Metzger Sandra L 3433 Brd Ave
Mihalko Inc 1216 18th Ave
Miller Mary L 1007 N 2nd St
Millward James J 615 Howard Ave Exec House 1
Monica Edwa 1716 13 Ave
Montgomery Lynsay R 2106 Washington Ave
Muckel Ruth N Apt 11 Harmony House 1911 5th St
Myers Kathleen A 2716 Walnut Ave
Nail Betty 911 Green Ave Tower Apt 718
Nail Betty J 911 Green Ave Tower Apt 718
Nassif Albert C 1519 15th St
Noel Janis M c/o John W Noel 1834 6th St
Oswald Charles E RD 3 Box 524
Oswalt Deborah A 115 N 10th Ave
Pal Minos Pizza 1304 16th Ave
Parks Robert R RD 4 Box 118
Peachey Amos J 906 Mockingbird Ln
Pekala George F Jr 128 E Wopsononock Ave 909
Perry John H 610 N 9th Ave
Piper Crystal Leeann 618 N 4th Ave
Piper May 2518 Brd Ave
Piper Melvin E 2518 Brd Ave
Pritchard Effie J 1316 20th Ave
Rappold William 2417 10th St
Rappold William G 2417 10th St
Redding John C 112 Howard Av
Redding Pearl C 112 Howard Av
Reidy Patricia M 2106 4th St
Romano Elijah E 1013 N 3rd St
Romine Robert R 1526 6th Ave
Rubin Gloria 911 Green Ave Towers
Ruble Ethel L 518 E Wopsononock Ave
Ruble Sally 518 E Wopsononock Ave
Ruble Stella L 518 E Wopsononock Ave
Sandrus Rose M Apt 6 1500 Brdway
Schmelzer Josephine Valy View 301 Valy View Blvd
Schmelzlen Audrey M 331 Cogan Rd
Schroth Phyllis A 841 Waterloo Rd
Schroth Phyllis A 841 Waterloo Rd #43
Serbin Deborah 1624 19th Ave
Shaffer Matthew R RR 3 Box 825
Shannon Patricia A 814 E St
Snyder Erik M RD 1 Box 807 A
Snyder Marge 2009 12th Ave
Spahn Alice Mae 1226 15th Ave Apt 3
Sullivan Michael 1306 14th Ave
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Taylor Mary 1015 N 2nd St
Teigler Jeffrey 229 30th Ave
Temple Zerilda O 628 N 9th Ave
Tetanich Joanna 2406 17th Ave
Thomas Clara Est 2nd Floor Apt 3 11th Ave
Thomas Clara M 2nd Floor Apt 3 2201 11th Ave
Tully William J 216 7th Ave Juniata
Turek Joseph 1009 16th Ave
Us Fs Altoona Gree PO Box 632
Utley Leslie M RR 1 Box 53
Walker Paul D RR 2 Box 586A
Weatherly Frank O Apt 502 1130 13th Ave
Willbanks Daniel 1308 Spg Run Dr
Williams Gene D Apt 921 911 Green Ave
Williams Stanley 608 10th St Apt 6
Wilt Edna G 1313 13th St
Altoona, Pa 16602
Adams Christine 107 Frost Ave
Alto Holliday Rentals 210 Ridge Ave Apt 2
Alto Holliday Rentals 210 Ridge Ave Apt 7
Altoona Bicycle Club Inc 301 Union Ave Pmp 324
Arthur Carol J Est of 114 E First Ave
Arthur Edward 114 E First Ave
Arthur George A 1927 6th Ave
Automotive Ignition 613 N Logan Blvd
Basciani Grace E 5501 Roselawn Ave
Benaboura Mohamed L 109 2nd Ave
Benden Emma E 3936 Oak Ave
Bowers Donald Estate 1611 2nd Ave
Bowman Mary C 307 Spruce St
Breslin Bernard A 419 56th St
Brunhuber Helen 2040 E Pleasant Valy Apt 25
Burns Elizabeth 901 N 8th St
Caputo Judith 111 S 9th St
Carls Edna G Estate 1320 Adams Ave
Casteel Vickie 119 E 4 Ave
Central Pennsylvania Digital Learning Fo 1500 4th Ave
Ciambotti Teresa M 1401 Polk Ave
Clifford Effie G 416 5th Ave
Clifford Mary 416 5th Ave
Cole James A 1420 Polk Ave
Coleman Clarence Jr 1312 8th Ave
Crawford Ralphw J 3505 Baker Blvd
Dean Lola 1719 3rd Ave
Decker Roberta Estate 5533 Montrose Ave
Dick Angela R 1541 Walton Ave
Dinicola Mary V 1925 Bell Ave
Dorman Naomi M Apt 601 1600 8th Ave
Dunio Brian 210 Ridge Ave Apt 2
Evans Ethel T 1039 Second Ave
Fitness Group of England LLC 116 Union Ave
Fogal Rick A Jr 702 Baylor Ln
Fouse George W Jr 2613 8th Ave
Fouse George William Md 2613 8th Ave
Frew Jacqueline 445 Bayton Ave
Fulchiero Gregory J 606 Beaumont Dr
Fusco Catherine Estate 818 1st Ave
Fusco Rose M 127 E 1st Ave
G T S 90804 1833 Plesant Valy Blvd
Get Go 200 Sophira Dr
Gladfelter M I Estate 805 1/2 S 3rd St
Goodfellow Alice M 226 W Southey Ave
Gt S 91191 1833 East Pleasant Valy Rd
Haas Charles M 2617 Lark Ave
Haas M M 2617 Lark Ave
Harkless Jean M 701 Lincoln Manor
Harkless Philip T 701 Lincoln Manor
Hicks Jack 806 7th Ave
Hogan Mary S 210 Ridge Ave Apt 7
Honda Blair 6030 6th Ave
Hornberger Emma 321 5th Ave
Hufford Timothy 103 3rd Ave
Hurlock Noah 311 East Bell Ave
Ionzoft 1523 E Pleasant Valy Bl
Irvin Marty Jo 4204 Lyndale Rd
Jc Blair Healthsouth Reha 2005 Valy View Blvd
Krupa John 613 East St
Kwolek Francis P 303h 60th St
Lambert Mary C 2703 Fairway Dr
Lambert Susan P 2703 Fairway Dr
Lee Dollie F 110 Front St # Lakemont
Lenscrafters 776 Logan Valy Mall 926 Logan Valy Rte 220
Leonard Edward J Jr 608 10th St
Leonard Ruth M 608 10th St
Luci Mary E 3905 5th Ave
Luckett Vincent J 1937 Bell Ave
Makhval Ayur 504 6th Ave
Marie Colombo Helen 1212 Monroe Ave
Marinella Antoinette M 11 Duff Dr
Martin James 207 Tuln Ln
Martin James A 207 Tuln Ln
Mathis Jerry L MD 306 B Union Ave
Mccaulley Est Frank C 200 57th St
Mccormick William E 319 Crawford Ave
Miller Helen V 501 S Kettle St
Miller Jennifer E 115 E First Ave
Miller John S 520 E Hudson Ave
Miller Lindsey B 108 UCLA Ln
Miller Lois G Estate 802 E Atlantic Ave
Millers Wholesale Florist 1301 E Bell Ave
Mittermeier John G 1311 Walton Ave
Montgomery Erica D 114 5th Ave
Morgan David 1900 8th Ave
Morter Sharon 1719 3rd Ave
Mosser Dorothy Estate 1018 4th Ave
Moudy Carrie A 217 6th Ave
Nakach Kimberly 1214 Valy View Blvd
Nepa Aurelio Estate 2523 7th Ave
Oakman Saundra J Miss 516 1st Ave
Olmes Darriel J 1222 Bell Ave
Osborn Daniel 1640 E Pleasant Valy Blvd
Oschea Carl C 109 18th St
Oschea William 109 18th St
Park Revenda L 2723 Fairway Dr 2A
Peo Mary H 1522 Crawford Ave
Perry Ruth H 1531 E Pleasant Valy Blvd Lo
Piper Mildred Hillview 700 S Cayuga Ave
Port William C 620 5th Ave
Quality Inn Altoona 2915 Pleasant Valy Blvd
Raneri Angela Estate 600 Quail Ave
Robert Miller 520 E Hudson Ave
Robinson Helen F 1629 Maine Dr
Robinson Nancy D 1629 Maine Dr
Roscia A M 2600 Plank Rd Commons
Rummell Clair 252 Parshall Ln
Sankaran Manickam 901 Valy View Blvd
Schwartz Louise 319 Crawford Ave
Schwarzmeier M A 1408 4th Av 400
Selwitz Henry L 712 4th Ave
Sharra Dorothy F 1668 E Pleasant Valy Blvd
Smg Altoona 1049 Kittaning Point Rd
Smith Alice L 1902 6th Ave
Smith Beth Ann RR 1 Box 1208
Smith Donald W 508 25th St
Smith Eldon 113 15th St
Smith James E Est of Eads Bldg Mezzanine 1126 8th Ave
Smith Joseph L 1902 6th Ave
Smith Katelynn Marie 114 5th Ave
Snyder Matthew D 1909 E Pleasant Valy Blvd
Soldner Marily L 1534 Crawford Ave
Soldner Marilyn L 1534 Crawford Ave
Soldner Robert J 1534 Crawford Ave
Soldner Ruth A 1534 Crawford Ave
Spiers Cora 513 E Logan Ave
Spiers Homer C 513 E Logan Ave
Sr Entertainment Group 821 17th St
Stiver Kenneth 1909 5th Ave
Stolz Nancy M 115 16th St
Stultz James 710 19th St Fl 1
Stultz Lois A 710 19th St Fl 1
Super Petz Altoona Park Hills Plaza
Thomas Elizabeth I 315 31st St
Tour De Toona 1126 8th Ave
Value City Pleasant Valy Blvd
Vanzandt James E Va Medical Ctr 2907 Pleasant Valy Blvd
Ventre Mary R 216 Emerson Ave
Wagner Allen S 2036 Crawford Ave
Ward David K 207 Lakemont Park Blvd
Ward Trucking Corp 2nd Ave 7th St Greenwood
Webster Sally B 111 Logan Blvd
Weidlich Betty L 525 1st Ave
Wengert Elizabeth M 1611 1st Ave
Westover Ada G 525 1st Ave
Wilson John 704 6th St Se
Wilson Zelpha 704 6th St Se
Wison Shelly 632 Dunkle Ln
Zelanko Alicia D 3925 Burgoon Rd
Zisch Elisabeth 1011 2nd Ave
Altoona, Pa 16603
Blair Telephone Co 101 Lakemont Park Blvd PO Box 2566
Emes Cody Wild Bill Cody PO Box 552
Galioto Carol PO Box 2348
Geist Stephanie L PO Box 495
Keystone Data Services PO Box 1783
La Mantia Domenick PO Box 2069
Lamantia Anthony S PP Box 2069
Mahalsky Pandora F Est of Hippo & Fleming PO Box 550
Parsons Agency Inc PO Box 1069
Perry John H PO Box 1381
Tritex Sportswear Inc Box 1430
Bellwood, Pa 16617
Abram Albert C 1004 N 10th St
Bingman Harry C RD 1 North
Fink David L 622 E 4th St
Fink Shannon M 622 E 4th St
Hausley Cleveland Mr 609 Springfield
Houser Eugene 1203 N 6th St
Locke Alice E South 9th St
Locke Thomas S 9th
Russells RD 2 Box 330 Becker Rd
Stoner Elizabeth Apt 201 617 Stadium Dr
Claysburg, Pa 16625
Aungst Janet RD 2 Box 319
Aungst John E Box 440 36 South Austin Krystal G3 Greenfield Apts
Corle Arnold RR 1
Corle Arnold M RR 1
Deffibaugh Bessie PO Box 371
Deterline Kathleen L 1002 Ski Gap Rd
Gazzara Joseph 987 Bedford St
Gazzara Shirley M 987 Bedford St
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Miller Dodi R RR 1 Box 891
Ritchey Ruth 117 Coin Dr Apt 5
Tri State Janitorial Inc 140 Weyandt Dr
Wyles Angela K RD 1 Box 931-C
Zeigler Keith R Rte 220
Curryville, Pa 16631
Ritchey Sara E PO Box 53
Duncansville, Pa 16635
Alvarez Gomez Francisco J 261 Pleasant View Farms Inc
Ammerman Elva 2187 C Carson Valy Rd
Ammerman Lee 2187 W Carson Valy Rd
Croft Gregory A 241 Willowbrook Vlg Lot 1023
Diehl Steven M 1900 Knob Run Rd
Echard Donna RR2 Box 123A
Edmundson Reta E 1894 Old Rte 220 N
Fitch Maddison T 701 Hillsdale Dr
Fitch Reghan E 701 Hillsdale Dr
Fox Anna M PO Box 184
Frizdenbloom Amanda 111 Chest Dr
Gallagher Lynnette S 615 North 13th St
Garlick Ryan A 303 Lilly Rd
Gorsuch Betty I 809 Country Manor Dr Apt 402
Harbaugh Jack M Apt 6 10 Country Ln
Holsinger Joseph Sr 170 Red Fox Dr 409
Imler Fred II PO Box 836
Imler Stephanie R 859 Brd Ave Ext
Lupold Betty J 1197 Old #22
Macek Kathryn G 1894 Old 220 N Business Blair Christian Home Rm 102
Macek Rudolph C 1894 Old 220 N Business Blair Christian Home Rm 102
Magac Stefan Jr RD 1 Box 110
Mccoy Phyllis 1092 Foot of Ten Rd
Mercer Barbara 647 Appleview Ln
Nigro Dorothy R RR 3 Box 708
Nigro John J RR 3 Box 708
Paulsen Jean Estate 1122 6th Ave
Pfaunmiller Aletha 1005 Newry Ln
Quaker City Motor Prts Co Dnsvl U S 22
Redding John C 2556 Old Rte 22
Redding Pearl C 2556 Old Rte 22
Riverside Duncansville Rte 22 and 220
Rolling Rock Motel 2590 Old Rte 22
Romeo Charlene M 1301 Teds Way
Russell Shannon 647 Appleview Ln
Smith Dorothy I 527 2nd Ave
Smith Leslie C 650 Cedarcrest Dr
Stacey Yvonne R 2406 Maple Hollow Rd
Street Show Motorsports 512 Rte 764
Swartz Susan 539 Foot of Ten Rd
Wagner Matthew 12 Maple Hollow Rd
Walls Susan Lehigh Tr
Walters Freeman D 657 Whiteoak Ln
Weicht Richard L 566 Hillside View Dr
Wilt Joyce A 529 Foot of Ten Rd
East Freedom, Pa 16637
Cogo’s Travel Plaza I-99 Rt 220 & 36
Insurance Recovery Center - East Freedom Old Rte 220 Dunning Hwy
Leamer Earl RR 2 Box 279
Miller Pauline G Ray Barry D RR 1 Box 657
Shuster Chrysler RR 2 Box 316D
Thomas Cars of East Freedom LLC dba Rt 36 RR 3 Box 316D
Vance Timothy M PO Box 231 Everett Rd
Hollidaysburg, Pa 16648
Allen Howard PO Box 242
Anastasi Catherine Anastasi John D RR 4 Box 110
Anastasi Catherine Anastasi Kristen L RR 4 Box 110
Anastasi Catherine Anastasi Lauren M RR 4 Box 110
Anastasi Catherine Anastasi Nicole C RR 4 Box 110
Bodziock George M Bodziock Julie P 907 Maple Ave
Baronner William J N Juniata St PO Box 27
Beatty Nicole RR 1 Box 296
Bingman Harry C Jr RD 1 Blair County of 423 Allegheny St
Bodziock George M 907 Maple Ave
Bodziock Julie P 907 Maple Ave
Brady Daniel 8 Brushmeade Dr
Brumbaugh Scott E 10 Hickory Hill
Campbell Amber 1509 Allegheny St Fl 2
Cannarsa Marie E Estate 491 Overlook Dr
Cliber William J 1201 N Juniata St 8
Cruse Frederic L RD 1
Cruse Marye RD 1
Curfman Mary K Garvey Manor 128 Logan Blvd
Dellaripa Linda Irma 1107 Elm Ave
Diamond Bakery 216 Allegheny St
Forshen Edna M Estate 420 Allegheny St
Freeman Jack A RD 2 Box 561
Grove Margaret Presbyterian Home 220 Newry St
Grum Tracey 303 Sweet Cherry Ct
Helsel Ada S All Luth Home 916 Hickory St Rm 315
Hertel Katherine R RD 1 Box 314
Hillegass Doug c/o Wayne McMullen RD 3 Box 425-A
Hoover Harold 317 Murphy St
Hugg Milton C Rd 3 East Loop Rd PO Box 316
Hunter Thomas E 124 Mountain Apt 4
Ingram Pauline 309 Wayne St
Johnson Charles A 1106 Spruce St
Keller Helen E Apt 125 916 Hickory St
Keller Sarah A Apt 125 916 Hickory St
King Donna J 1304 Maple Ave
King Joseph M Jr 1304 Maple Ave
Kline Vincent J c/o Hollidaysburg Veterans Hom PO Box 319
Klinger Marie C 98 Clover Dr
Laret Mary E 617 Gondron St
Laret Richard F 617 Gondron St
Larkin Michael J 375 Coventry Ct
Larotondra Vera 128 Stonehedge Rd
Lawson Martha Evergreen Rd
Lee Joseph W RR 1 Box 152
Lian Jean 2571 Blairmont Ter
Long Chester PO Box 319
Long Grace M Estate 100 Houndstooth Way Apt 100
Longo Edith E Apt 103 300 Spring St
Love John R 111 Union St
Mccall Catharine M 154 Brd
Mccall Catharine M 154 Brd St
Metzler Lois Estate 210 Walnut St
Moore Doris 1112 Maple Ave
Poloskey Caroline L 711 Jones St
Richter Paul D 287 Todd Ave
Schroeder Melvin Estate 1411 Spruce St
Sino American Quality 101 Allegheny St
Spangler Randy 407 Front St
Stiffler Marjorie E Apt 106 Spring Manor 300 Spring St
Strayer Verna 407 N Vuniata St
Thompson Bonnie 1112 Maple Ave
Trostle George 310 N Montgomery St
Walker Robert J 1001 Jones St
Walker Thomas M 219 Bedford St
Walters Lorna J 154 Brd
Walters Lorna J 154 Brd St
Wegemer Linda L RR 1 Box 300d
White Gary D 525 Hickory St
Winston Patrice 60 Sylvan Hts
Woerner Robert Hollidaysburg Veterans Home PO Box 319
Wolf Craig C 197 Stonehedge Rd
Martinsburg, Pa 16662
Benton Zerelda 437 Givler Dr
Brumbaugh Marjorie East Spring St
Duval R 439 S Market St
Forshey Tricia L 110 N Nicodemus St
Garcia Jose Lopez 395 Keithly Pl
Harpster Betty L 430 S Market St Apt 333
Hernandez J Lopez 2045 Cove Ln Rd
Hernandez M Lopez 615 Carper Rd
Kagarise Helen N 429 S Market St #218
Lewis Margaret 306 W Allegheny St 3
Lopez R Alvarez 201 Pleasent View Farm Rd
Parsons Jessica D RR 2 Box 147C
Ruiz N Perez 3582 Clover Creek Rd
Simmons John J RD 1 Box 57
Simmons Mary M RD 1 Box 57
Smith Shirley A 823 Jade Cir
Steele Olga 306 H Railrd St
Newry, Pa 16665
Castro Anthony Jr PO Box 302
St Patrick Catholic Church PO Box 398
Roaring Spring, Pa 16673
Anderson Rachel C 905 Roosevelt Ave
Ayers Mary C RR 2 Box 530
Brown Brian L 426 Cherry St
Brown Ivan W RR 1
Carter Darryl 331 E Clossen Rd
Central High Class of 1982 PO Box 250
Delozier Richard Estate 518 Locust St
Hall James E Apt 235 208 June Dr
Hall Kathrine B Apt 235 208 June Dr
Hartman Ronson E 925 Franklin St
Hoover Angeline M 4214 Lafayette Rd
Hoover Paul 4214 Lafayette Rd
Mcgraw Steven R PO Box 250
Myers Delores J 403 Thomas St
Myers Winifred V 403 Thomas St
Pote Alton J RD 1 Box 81
Price Dana K RD 1 Box 413A
Price Katherine 700 Cove Ln
Steward Scott A PO Box 250
Wond Cheryl J 421 E Main St
Yerty Paula J Box 460 Cove Ln Rd
Tipton, Pa 16684
Lovrich Nicholas PO Box 37
Mcclellans Body Shop PO Box 137
Oswald Virginia M Estate 26 Smith St
Snyder Stephanie PO Box 137
Tyrone, Pa 16686
Barndollar Kenneth Estate 328 Garfield St
Boore Harry RR D 2 Box 601
Bower Steven R Apt 806 2 W 11th St
Capoferri Oliver T Colonial Ctyard PO Box 217
Chemfirst Fine 2 Adams Ave
Courtesy Ford 16 Cherry Ave
Delbaggio Marie E RR 4 Box 196A
Delbaggio Michael E RR 4 Box 196A
Ewing Judith A 212 E 12th St Apt 102
Eyer Kenneth L RD 4 Box 304K
Ford David 16 Cherry Ave
Frantz Terry L 1069 Logan Ave
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Gonder George Heir Law of c/o William Gonder Jr RD 2 Box 544
Halterman Imogene RD 4
Jeff Long General Contractor RD 1 Box 426
Kennedy Robert J 430 Grazierville Rd
Lego Joseph R 643 W 21st
Martz Barbara M RD 4
Mcquigg Mabel 2 W 11th St Apt 308
Moore Susan L 212 Igou Rd
Morschauser Augusta M 429 W 17th St
Morschauser Charles 429 W 17th St
Peters George J 322 E 10th St
Pollock Gertrude 1816 Lincoln Ave
Quizhpe Carlos 1019 Logan Ave
Ray Matthew B 607 Oak St
Smead John C Estate 109 W 12th St
Stewart Robert B 526 Fifth St
Stewart Robert B Mrs 526 Fifth St
Thompson Kessler W RR 1 Box 131
Vendetti John P 400 Park Ave
Widdows Brian 1014 Logan Ave
Wills Mary J Estate 2064 Adams Ave
Wisnieski John RR 4
Wisniski John RR 4
Zimmerman Julie L 102 7th St
Williamsburg, Pa 16693
Herrington Amy R 813 Coal St
Herrington Beity M 813 Coal St
Leidy Farms RD #2 Box 41 E
Mueller Aaron F RD 1 Box 236
White Franklin T 124 E 2nd St
Bradford County
Alba Pa 16910
Gray Donna W Box 30
Gray Ralph W Box 30
Athens Pa 18810
Campbell Frank D 108 Chestnut St
Collins James R Rd 1
Collins Patricia A Rd 1
Collins Patricia Ann Rr 1
Comfort Helen 105 Chestnut
Comfort Ronald G 105 Chestnut
Covey Erin 209 Hugh St
Crowley Virginia M Estate 612 Desmond St
Decker Emil J 106 Hopkins St
Hays Travel Service Inc 318 S Main St
Hunsinger Bertha L 222 Chestnut St Apt 412
Hunsinger Lucille B 222 Chestnut St Apt 412
Jack S L Dba 24 Hour Plowing 1406 Riverside Dr
King Arthur B 728 S Main St
King Jane 728 S Main St
Lewis Mary J 502 Church St Apt 701 Page Manor
Merrill Ruth A Apt 108 222 Chestnut St
Reba Associates PO Box 183
Shadduck Beatrice Estate 207 South St
Smith Fred L 301 Evanderbilt St
Sullivan Robert PO Box 277
Super Bowl Homes Inc PO Box 28
Thrasher June A Estate 804 Desmond St
White Helena M 13 Locust
White Paul 13 Locust
Burlington Pa 18814
Vanderpool Judith Box 88
Canton Pa 17724
Adams Paul 28 S Washington St
Bailey Martha A 21 East Tioga St
Castle Marrian E Rd 1 Box 285
Guerin Patricia 28 S Washington St
Kilbourn Goldie M 10 W Carson St
Kilbourn Walton G 10 W Carson St
Mcghee Edward W Rr1 Box 391a
Reynard Dora 68 West Union
Reynard Lee J 68 West Union
Strozyk John Rr 1 Box 245a
Ward Ruby Rd 1 Box 280
Columbia Cross Roads Pa 16914
Ayers Rainy Rr3 Box 133a
Coyle Ian Thomas 9990 Hegerman St
East Smithfield Pa 18817
Ewing Jeanne M Box 2
Sager Jr Vernon Rr3 Box9
Watkins Ruth A Rr 2 Box 11
White Katie Rr 3 Box 21
Gillett Pa 16925
Adams James L 16850 1st St Lot 3
Crowell Deborah 138 Cornerstone Dr
Decker Kevin 107 Csr Ln
Ellis Michele 2200 Green Mountain
Hungerford Arthur R Rr 4 Box 58
Kistler James Cust Rr 1 Box 2525
Nemeth Kathryn S Rr 1 Box 2793
Ridgebury Investors Club Dennis H Sullivan Agt 17358 Berwick Tpke
Roberts Collette Rr 1 Box 1060
Taber Theodore J Rr 1 Box 2525
Grantville Summit Pa 16926
Furst Sandra L Rr 1 182a
Milan Pa 18831
Dauplaise Jeff 143 N Bergen Mills Rd
Harris Laura Rr 1 Box 193
Robinson Ashley Rr 2 Box 144
Siringhaus Keith Rr 1 Box 2a
Smith Adelbert Rr 1 Box 93
Smith Jane Rr 1 Box 93
Milford Pa 18837
Canda Shari A 107 Hill Terracce
Monroeton Pa 18832
Dunn Vivian E Rr 2 Box 276
Howard Corliss F Estate Rr 1
Neilson Steven H Rr 1 Box 253c1
Smith Mason S Rr 2 Box 3134
New Albany Pa 18833
County Helpers Home Care Rr 1 Box 96
Kinney Frank Rr 1 Box 217 Long Mary Rd
Saxe Robert W Rd I Box 189
Sherwood Ann 242 D
Snyder Charles C Jr Rr 2 Box 29
Walter Slocum Martin Rd 2 Box 127a
Rome Pa 18837
Close Samantha L Rr3 Box 3079
Cole Billie Joe Rr 3 Box 3145e
Evans Roger L Rr1 Box 201aa
G & G Learning Center Inc Rr 1 Box 211 Rte 467
Grudzinski Edmund Rr 2 Box 193
Grudzinski Ida Rr 2 Box 193
Hurley Eulalie B RR 1 Box 82
Kennedy Jennifer A RR 1 Box 283a
Kiefer Joan Rr 2 Box 193
Krager Joseph A Rr 2 Box 400
Morgenstern James D Rr3 Box 3088
Schrader Irvin R Rd 2 Box 243
Taylor James PO Box 157
Zawistowski Thomas Rr 1 Box 92 C
Sayre Pa 18840
Ali Shamsa A 306 North Wilbur Ave Apt 1
Ault Gordon Estate 309 Oneida St
Baker Scott Lawson Dr. 612 S Elmer Ave
Bizilia Jean M 53 Blue Spruce Trailer Ct
Brewer Opal M 1001 N Elmer Ave
Burdick William P 900 N Elmer Ave Apt 503
Bussiere Steven 206 W Lockhart St
Clarke Terence Joseph Dr 319a Hayden St
Coleman Frances Cheri Champion 305 Douglas Dr
Collin R Llc 1261 Elmira St
Crossett Carlton 154 Cayuta St
Donald Guthrie Foundation For Education One Guthrie Sq
Doty Gertrude 816 N Wilbur
Ennis Florence 816 N Wilbur
Etshman Laverne C Estate 104 S Hopkins St
Fatula John 108 West St
Fatula Vera 108 West St
Fedorka Kathryn W Estate 408 Desmond St
Ferguson Brian K 121 Clinton St
Ferguson Tara 121 Clinton St
Fiest Brian 217 Lamoka Rd
Gardner Julia Box 6 244 Desisti Ln
Greig Johanna 4810 Ctrville Rd
Guthrie Clinic 1 Guthrie Sq
Guthrie Health Care System 1 Guthrie Sq
Hunsinger Joan Apt 305 900 N Elmer Ave
Jones Dorothy L Rr 2
Jones Phillip D Rr 2
Lewis Caskey 409 N Elmer Ave
Lewis Jan 409 N Elmer Ave
Marrapese James 191 S Keystone Ave Apt 2
Mills Pride 217 Lamoka Rd
Monro Muffler Brake 3010 Emira St
Oboyle Mary 106 S Keystone Ave
Osborn Bruce 718 N Lehigh Ave
Parsons Lorrie 138 Pitney St
Parsons William 138 Pitney St
Peterpaul Victor Estate 27 Shepard Rd
Rhodes Debra L 107 Bradford St
Robbins Marvin 603 N Wilbur Ave
Roby June 379 Pennsylvania Ave
Sandroni Margaret E 251 Spring St
Sandroni Thomas J 251 Spring St
Struble Phyllis Estate 104 Miller St
Swartz Melissa 214 N Thomas Ave
Vanderpool Gloria J Rr 1 Box 118e
Warren Roderick D Dr. 109 North Hopkins St
Wildrick Helone G Estate 104 N Elmer Ave
Witmer William Thomas 210 N Elmer Ave Apt 7
Wolcott Bernard E 107 Fordham
Wolcott Margaret D 107 Fordham St
Woodward James H 924 N Elmira St Lot 46
Sylvania Pa 16945
Enderle Doris 5083 Locey Creek Rd
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Towanda Pa 18848
Allis Dean P Allis Connie 23 William St
Barber Shawnee 220 Main St Unit 1
Barrett Richard B Barrett Richard E Rd 6
Barrows Florence Ms Rd 2 Box 136
Boswell Denise 1 Hospital Dr
Brennan Leon E 123 Charles St
Brown Kenneth S Rr 4 Box 281
Chilson Burton L 301 1/2 Pine St
Cody Irrevocable Trust Ua 06-Dec-98 1 Progress Plz Suite 12
Daga Ritu PO Box 328
Deysher John Rr1 Box 21
Frankenfie Lester W 234 N 4th St
Frankenfiel Elsie M 234 N 4th St
Halsey Taylor Christ Rr 2 PO Box 131
Hurley Connie Rr 3 Box 94a1
Just Dandy Enterprises PO Box 207
Kelly John W 711 4th St
Kelly Marguerite A 711 4th St
Lafy David N 63 Vista Dr
Maryott Thomas Rd3 Box 92a
Miller Garry 1 1/2 Fourth St
Pickett Elstina 321 Main St
Schlegel Manahan Sarah 774 Dixon Hill Rd
Schultz Anna 307 Pine St Apt 1
Shaw Donald J RD 4
Shaw Frances M RD 4
Skeeber Homet Susan Lee Rr 2 PO Box 131
Smith James S Rd 4
Stevens Acen W D Rr 2 Box 32a
Stevens Angela L Rr 2 Box 32a
Stevens Dominick G Rr 2 Box 32a
Strickland Mary E Rd 2 Box 184
Thomas Howard 300 Ann St
Thomason Eric A Rr 1 Box 74b
Thomason Patti Rr 1 Box 74b
Towanda Area Sd PO Box 231
Tropia Lori B 108 Franklin St
Van Marua T 108 Chestnut St
Weidner Doris I 111 Lombard
Weidner Robert F 111 Lombard
Williams Randy B Rr 5 Box 5148
Wilson Gay Estate Rr 6 PO Box 6152a
Wilson Meredith G Rr 6 PO Box 6152a
Yaremko Marjorie 307 3rd St
Troy Pa 16947
Bovier Donald Rd 4
Bovier Thomas Rd4
Campbell Henry Bradford Co Manor Rr 3 Box 322
Chwalow Barbara Rr 3 Box 322
Dickinson Warren D Rd 3 Box 322 Bradfor
Driesbaugh Virginia Estate 776 Canton St
Dunbar Leslie K Rr 3 Box 487
Dunbar Sybil A Rr 3 Box 487
Earle June 60 Town & Country Estates Big Lot 60
Imbt John Jr Rd 2 Box 220a
Johnson Clinton 190 Prospect St
Manley Jerry W 261 Redington Ave Apt 1
Mcclure Ford 465 Elmira St
Morgan Elaine R Rr 1 Box 174
Patterson William A 121 West Main St
Rockwell Ty Max Rr 1 Box 174
Shedden Dale F 410 Rte 514
Spalding Alicia 940 Town & Country Estates
Wetzel Amber M 4543 Mountain Ave
White Timothy R Rd 1 Box 198
Ulster Pa 18850
Ayers Edsall L Rr 1 Box 584
Costello Edward C Rr 1 Box 361a
Eby Todd D Rr 2 Box 167e Kelly Rd
Hughes Catherine Rr 1 Box 41b
Lawson Linda L Rr1 Box 150
Mosier Keith L Rr1 Box 305
Mosier Maryann Rr1 Box 305
Olmstead Sandra Rd 2 Box 353 C
Tuttle Jeremy W Rr 2 Box 376
Warren Center Pa 18851
Green James A Hcr 34 Box 6
Reilly Joseph S Rr 1 Box 571
Taffner Clarence 418 Rankin St
Waverly Pa 18840
Ault Joann 26 Pleasant St South
Wyalusing Pa 18553
Dunn Timothy F Jr Dba Wyalusing Collision Repair PO Box 750
Hoberman Julie PO Box 726
Hoover Eugene S Rr 3
Hoover Helen L Rr 3
Kondraski Duane I PO Box 750
Michalek Joseph E Jr Rr 3 Box 187
Mihalek Christina G Rr 3
Mihalek Joseph E Jr Rr 3
Mihalek Joseph E Rr 3 Box 187
Possemato Dorothy J Rr 4 Box 4237
Shaffer Richard Rr 1 Box 3 A
Smiley Ann M Rr 2 Box 137
Wysox Pa 18854
Allen Emily M Box 404
Boyles Sheldon D Boyles Louise M 616 Claverack Rd
Pipher Esther J PO Box 97
Todd Gannon Mark Rr2 Box 247g2
Bucks County
Andalusia Pa 19020
Holt Harry C 1059 Buttonwood Ave
Kline Vincent J 441 Newgate Ct Apt A
Bedminster Pa 18910
Arrioja J Aguirre 804 Keller Church Rd
Bensalem Pa 19020
Alexander Asa 408 Brister Rd
Alvarez C Herrera 2500 Knights Rd Apt 127 06
American Architectur 2260 State Rd
American Stock Exchange PO Box 119 CO March Creditors Colle
Angel Juan L 256 Linden Ct
Anthony Schufreider Four Greenwood Four Greenwood Sq 3325 St Rd Ste 200
At T 3220 Tillman Dr
Barary Magdy 2033 Beech Ln
Bellerdy Ruth E 3131 Knights Rd
Belles Digital Service Inc PO Box 841
Bello Michael 2605 Byberry Rd
Bennett B A Estate Of 1726 Woodhaven Dr Co Ralph Kearney Son Inc
Bensalem Family Hlth Center 2966 St Rd
Bensalem Rotary Club 3340 St Rd
Bhagu Royal Inc Dba 3427 St Rd
Bill Mcelroy Auto Body 419 Sta Ave At State Rd
Biresch Hank 1420 Cardinal Dr
Blumer Rachael L C1 420 Rollingsgate Ct
Bradley Barbara P Apt 3603 2500 Knights Rd
Brady Chiro Offices 661 Bristol Pike
Brady James Dr Dr 661 Bristol Pk
Braeunig Eugene H Est Of Ridgway Assoc PO Box 385
Brahmbhatt Nirali 1443 Atterbury Way
Brakoniecki Francis J 1215 Lavender Rd
Breheney John PO Box 57
Brooks Bobby D 3455 St Rd Apt Thorton6
Brown Curtis 3131 Kinghts Rd Apt 2 18
Brown Scott C 1446 Gibson Rd Trlr D7
Bucks Environmental Inc 3569 Bristol Pike Bldg 3 Ste 210
Buis Carlos PO Box 57
Camerlengo John J 4601 Garland Ave
Cameron Bernice P 5274 Mallard Dr
Capitol Ins Agency Inc 4201 Jakes Way
Cardini Internationa L Market Unit 120 4201 Neshaminy Blvd
Cardoso Alejandro Apt 132 03 3131 Knights Rd
Carr Elizabeth C 1172 Treeline Dr
Cassidy John 3615 Windsor Dr
Catydid Corp 710 Neshaminy Mall
Cervantes Alejandro 3131 Knigths Rd 4 20
Charming Shoppes 450 Winks Ln
Ciarlante David 2828 Asbury Ave
Citizen Public Adjusters 3237 Bristol Rd Ste 204
Clinton Stephanie E 116 Thunder Cir
Co Phms PO Box 1702
Coates Richard 4610 N River Rd
Cohen Susan 534 Regis Ct C-2
Cole Howard 2763 Marion Ave
Continental Refridgerator 539 Dunksberry Rd
Conyers Rosalind 2937 Kinsman Ct
Cornerstone Fin Group Inc 45 Michaelson Dr
Corporation 3331 St Rd Ste 110
Crosley Elizabeth V Wood River Village 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt F-211
Cruz Serafin Rivera Apt 6 48 3131 Knights Rd
Culkin Jean M 905 Bristol Pike
Culkin Robert J Jr 905 Bristol Pi 2nd
Danh Anthony M 1604 Brentwood Rd
Davidson Brian 1119 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Davis Walter PO Box 1702 Gloucester City Fire Dept
Decubiti Concepts Llc 3599 Marshall Ln Suite F
Desiderio Scott C 2850 Clifton Dr
Desimone Carmine Salvator 1100 Treeline Dr
Dickinson Helen M 5776 Prescott Ct
Dinote Theresa 4 Greekwood Sq Ste 200 PO Box 8544
Domadia Nalin N 5767 Michael Dr
Dow Wilma 2500 Knights Rd Apt 6805
Dsi Renal Inc 3260 Tillma Dr Ste 120
Dyutina Natalya 3338 Richlieu Rd
Eb Games Neshaminy Mall Rte 1
Economy Plumbing And Heating Sup 520 State Rd
Ed Farling Exterminators Inc 3829 Berkley Rd
Ems Kearny CO Phms PO Box 1702
Ems South Brunswick PO Box 1702
Espinoza Ethel M 3131 Knights Rd Apt 6 46
Ewing Township Ems PO Box 1702
Faden Rhonda 1025 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Farley Ashton L 957 Bristol Pike Apt H-4
Fashion Bug 3612 Inc 3750 State Rd
Fashion Bug 625 Inc 450 Winks Ln 7-B13 625
Fashion Bug Of Norwin Inc 3750 State Rd Corporate Tax Dept
Faulkner Gmc Light Truck St Rd And Mechanicsville
Fay William S 3404 Knights Rd Apt 20
Feret Clara 1645 Rywal Ln
Fiori And Bauer Construction Inc PO Box 1064
First Call Ambulance Co Llc 3170 Knights Rd Unit C
Fischerbisceglie Grr 5127 Bensalem Blvd
Fleming Karen L 1048 Smethwyck Pl
Flight Robert W 3850 Richlieu Rd
Flores Juan Pablo R Apt 6 48 3131 Knights Rd
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Foraker Franklyn A Foraker Lydia A 3116 Dalton Ct
Frederic Myron W Chestnutwood Ln
Friendly Mart 5601 Bensalem Blvd
Friends Of Central Park 2400 Byberry Rd
Frumkin Rose 1772 Gibson Rd
Garcia Margaret Garcia Arthur J 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt L110
Gicker Robert E Gicker Mitsuyo 406 Cantry Lights News
Gilmer Herbert Estate Of 1726 Woodhaven Dr Co R Kearney Son Inc
Gilmore Alberta Estate 1017 Sunset Ln
Gios Pizzeria 1650 Hulmeville Rd
Glenn Harvey 847 Biddle Ln
Glenroy Inc 1437 Wells Dr
Glodowski Stewart 2474 Brandon Ct
Goel Rajat 4708 Chelsea Ct
Goldberg Miriam 6300 John Hancock Ct
Gorski Eugene J 717 Sta Ave Apt K81
Graves Justin 1708 Neshaminy Dr
Groen Laveson Goldbe 4 Greekwood Sq Ste 200 PO Box 8544
Grossman Charles 3551 Bristol Pike
Haas Michael 957 Bristol Pike H19
Haley Daniel J 11 N Wickom Dr
Halpin Michael J 4729 Fredonia Pl
Han Changsu Apt 98 06 2500 Knights Rd
Hatchingan David 3237 Bristol Rd Ste 204
Hci Direct Inc 3050 Tillman Dr
Heir Christopher 3220 Adams Ct
Henderson Edgar 6400 Hulmeville Rd
Henriques Kenneth P 3140 Essington Way
Hernandez Jimenez Noe 2500 Knights Rd
Herritt Robert 3471 Third Ave
Hilderley Eileen 4 Greekwood Sq Ste 200 PO Box 8544
Hoffens Luise 1010 Oldham Ct
Hoffman Christine 3781 Grandview Ave
Hoge R A Estate Of 4201 Neshaming Blvd 108
Holiday Inn 3499 St Rd
Holod Veronica L 4650 Essex Ct
Horizon Ambulance 3170 Knights Rd Unit
Horozoglou Lynn Dimitrios 5731 Shetland Ct
Hunt Bakim J 3908 Windsor Dr
Hunt Christopher J Hunt Joseph L 2900 Knights Rd Apt F11
Iama Inc 3412 Progress Dr
Ic Laser Eye Care 3046 Knights Rd
Ins Corp Novapro Risk Solutions Lp 1 3237 Bristol Rd
Iodice Anne Christina 949 Edgewood Ave
Islam Mohammad 5220 Windward Ln
Jerrys Paving Inc Apt 27 3404 Knights Rd
Johnson Edward PO Box 1833 1800 Byberry Rd
Johnson Zola R 2500 Knights Rd Apt 4602 Creek Side
Juanes Construction Inc 818 Orch Ct
Kadlec Madelene M Kadlec Craig L 6324 Fernwood Ave
Kallish Robert M 6253 Madison Ct
Kapral David A 3141 State Rd
Kapustin Vladimir Apt S 258 3338 Richelieu Rd
Karlikowski Patricia 5424 Groton Rd
Keystone Sandwich In 529 S Nt Vernon Cir
Kim Morris Hyon Apt 270 3060 Bristol Rd
Knox Stacy L 2939 Hanita Ct
Korman Suites 370 Redwood Ct Unit 207
Korotinskaya Tatyana A Apt 16601 2500 Knights Rd
Kowalski Jolanda 3654 Mechanicsville Rd
Krauter Kimberly 3716 Skyline Dr
Laboda Carl P Jr 2549 Valyview Rd
Laboda Theresa 2549 Valy View Rd
Lagunas Munoz Carmen Griselda Apt C6 3110 Knights Rd
Lane Bryant 6282 Llc 3750 State Rd
Law Offices Of Jeff B Feinman Esqu 1 Woodhaven Mall Ste 200
Lawlor Marie R Estate Of 69 Windsor Ln
Lawlor Michael T 69 Windsor Ln
Lerma Arnold PO Box 57 Fbo Arnoldo Lerma 8168
Leyy Budman Natalie 3343 Adams Ct
Lister Mary Crossman Estate 1411 Corry Ave
Lojano Jorge 2500 Knights Rd
Long George 3340 First Ave
Long Joseph E Jr Long Phyllis F 1446 Gibson Rd Lot C 48
Lower Makefield Hunt Club Inc 2046 Joshua Dr
Marin Maria 2051 Hulmeville Rd
Marquez Bertila 3241 Hulmeville Rd Apt B 63
Martin Myrtle M Dennis Marin 2518 Oriole Dr
Martin Richard And/Or Irs Acs Support PO Box 57
Martinez J Sanchez Apt 6 05 3131 Knights Rd
Marvil Harry 1224 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Maryarski Amelia H 2049 Brown Ave Apt E28
Mauch Helga E 2868 Bellview Dr
Mccormick Dan 2230 Dunksferry Rd
Mccoy Sammie 279 Spruce Ct
Mcgill Douglas 2517 Dunks Ferry Rd Apt K-3
Mcginley Anne E 4650 Essex Ct
Merit Industries Inc 2525 State Rd
Metro Public Adjustment Inc 3551 Bristol Pike
Mf Corporation C/O M Fayyaz 3070 Bristol Pike 201
Milgram Michael L 3060 Bristol Rd Apt 101
Milk Industry Mgmt Corp PO Box 8519
Mohammad A Almomani Md Faap 608 Hogeland Ln
Montero Antonio Apt 629 3131 Knights Rd
Moore Decarlo 2517 Dunksferry Rd B104
Murin Grigoriy 3338 Richlieu Rd Apt P 212
Murphy Patricia A Murphy John Jr 2479 Forrest Ave
Nguyen Nhiem D 1208 William Penn Dr
Nistico Tracy J 3455 St Rd
Nutre Pletion Resources 800 Clarmont
Opponkuntu Kwadjo 1939 Hollandale Dr
P & C Restaurant Corp 2495 St Rd
Palumbo Joseph J 1214 Oriole Dr
Papaycik Edward J 3319 Johns Ct
Par Troy Ems PO Box 1702 Co Phms
Parker Ebone C 2116 Sparrow Way
Patel Lilaben S 2500 Knights Rd Apt 93 02
Patel Magan D 1210 Creekside Apt 4
Patel Shirishbhai Patel Niketaben 2500 Knights Rd 27-05
Perlmutter Beth 5274 Mallard Dr
Petrovia Joseph 3759 Skyline Dr
Photos Are Us 707 Neshaminy Mall
Pitcher Cortney E 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt E-102
Pizzo Joseph A Pizzo Joseph 2232 Ritten House Sq
Pizzollo Pamela K 2290 Galloway Rd Apt B32
Primetime Public Adjustment 3580 Progress Dr Unit P
Quality Care Collision 5766 Corsair Crt
Quiznos Sub 2749 St Rd
R And B Home Remodeling Contract Co Llc 2900 Knights Rd Apt A
Racetrack Philadelphia Park Attn S Maritak 3001 St Rd
Rajprohat Lalit M 520 Penguin Dr
Rea Marguerite V Rea Robert S 2001 Finch Dr
Rearick Richard A 1829 Bensalem Blvd
Redmond Charles B PO Box 235
Reilly Pearl E 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt E211
Retail Maintenance Inc 735 Birch Ave
Retail Planning Construc Cod 735 Birch Ave
Richter Marianna 2500 Knights Rd 124 03
Rivera Manuel C Apt 6 48 3131 Knights Rd
Roberson Cheryl A Estate Of 201 Hummingbird Ln
Rock N Roll Steaks 961 Bristol Pike
Rodriguez Carlos 2500 Knights Rd Apt 160-01
Rosenblatt Deborah 1446 Gibson Rd Trlr F-1
Ruano Douglas 2500 Knights Rd Apt 4
Ruiz Norma 35650 St Rd
Russian Yellow Pages 959 A Bristol Pike
Rzepski Francine 4578 Remo Crescent Rd
S B A Inc 3070 Bristol Pike Ste 230
Saddel Mary R 2054 Beech Ln
Salas Jose 3001 St Rd Apt 12 17
Samniego Julio C 1340 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Scheifer John Russel 247 Hemlock Ave
Schermerhorn Keith R 255 3131 Knights Rd
Schmidt Donald Estate 1185 Whittier Ave
Schneid Josephine C 305 Penguin Dr
Schoen Howard R Schoen Grace 1302 Gibson Rd Trlr 40
Schuman Natalie 4851 Sunrise Ave
Scornaienchi Florence 2046 Joshua Dr
Serv Trenton Emergency M PO Box 1702
Service Providers Llc 1810 E Byberry Rd
Shade Andrea L 2684 June Ave
Shah Nipoon Shah Sunita Shah Suman 2500 Knight Rd
Shannon Irma B 5235 Mallard Dr
Shenberger Helen M 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt E203
Shenbergerr Helen M 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt E203
Shetzline Charles 2939 Hanita Ct
Shiffner Robert 262 Thinder Cir
Shilliday Gertrude Estate Of C/O C Bevan Executor 6305 Congress St
Shoes On The Road 3900 Rockhill Dr Meshamy Mall 707
Shred It 796 Haunted Ln
Sievert Reinhard C/O One Woodhaven Mall-Ste 202
Silcox Barbara 928 Wayland Cir
Simpson Jack 2500 Knights Rd Apt 4602 Creek Side
Simpson Marguerite E Apt 6 3404 Knights Rd
Siravo Christian 1350 Woodbine Ave
Sklar Keith D 3404 Knights Rd Apt 56
Smith Martin T Jr Smith Desiree A 1446 Gibson Rd 1446
Smith Sklar Candyce I 3404 Knights Rd Apt 56
Smith Walter J 3278 Independence Ct
Sosa Alvaro J 3131 Knights Rd 2-46
South Philadelphia Pain Management PO Box 1006
Sta Burke Inc 1 Woodhaven Mall Ste 202
Steffanos 3855 Hulneville Rd
Stiliandis Mary J 2969 Columbia Dr
Stisted Jennifer D 2397 Byberry Rd
Talley Tatiana 2500 Knights Rd 56-05
Tanguay Adrien C Sr 1526 Pear Tree Ln
Todt Gloria M 1967 Hansell Dr 1246 Lombard St
Travel Wizards Inc 2658 St Rd
Trust Joseph F 1915 Ironwood La
Uslin Louis T 1054 Virginia Ave No 3
Velitskovich Laurie 2819 Kate Ave B6
Veneziale Antonio 1027 Highland Ave
Wallace Bradley W 512 Cedar Ave 13 Bensalem Pa 19021
Wallin Arne G 1606 Brown Ave
Webb Patricia A 138 New State Rd 104
Wendy Lynn Tire Service Inc PO Box 271
Wilensky Mildred 1782 Gibson Rd
Williams Deborah 3580 Progress Dr Unit P
Wissow Paul T 453 Oak Ct
Wright Mildred F 3200 Bensalem Blvd E 110
Wu Andrew B Apt A2 409 Newgate Ct
Young Ruth B Apt 203 1900 Byberry Rd
Zalitis Julia I 1086 Tennis Ave
Zemnick Doris L 2500 Knights Rd Apt 1104
Bristol Pa 19007
Adams Steven 712 Old Orchard Ln
Adducci Patrick L PO Box 1202
Alfonsi Leo F 905 Tower Rd
Angermann Russell Ex 6830 N Radcliffe St
Bae Hyun C 1405 New Rodgers Rd Apt D4
Bennett Earl J 616 Bath St
Bethlehem Cemetery Inc Attn R Speck Pres 155 Rittenhouse Cir
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Biglin Hufnell Ellen M 329 Buckley St
Borges Ernest 59 Ct
Bradley Joseph 733 Spruce St
Bradsher John J Jr PO Box 1431
Bristol Primary Care 236 Mill St
Browcom Publishing Limited 1900 Frost Rd
Brown Solomon 2114 Foster Ave Cycle
Burset Bonnie Burset Brue 3309 Newportville Rd
Carnivale Warren A 2215 Wilson Ave
Caron Homer 8 Lincoln Ave
Chowdhury Chowdhury 1414 Mica St
Comerie Margaret E 803 Elmhurst Ave
Consolidate Business Serv 3508 Carnarvon Ave
Creative Upholstering D 2925 Rt 413
Crissman Trenna 3513 Rockview Dr
Davis Betty 540 Report Rd
Deluca Frank J 305 Park Ave
Deon Vincentine 1020 Us Hwy 13
Direnzo Nora Pond St Grundy Tower Apt 510
Disalvio Connie 1027 Wood St
Disalvo Anthony Disalvo Stephen 123 Mansion St
Ditella Edith G 134 Taft St
Do S A K 236 Mill St
Everett Charles W Everett Evelyn 1107 Cherry St
Fenton Elaine I 310 Hayes St
Ferraro Christopher 209 Franklin St
Field Carlo Estate 226 Franklin St
Fillius Ingeborg R Fillius Henry F 3516 Dixon Ave
Finley Daniel 2524 Green Ave
Fish William N 220 Market St
Fisher Beth A 918 Cedar St
Fisher Gertrude 220 Market St
Freeman Elma 918 Cedar St
Gesualdi Vincent N 54 Ash Ave
Heimbach Bertha Fairview Ln Chemical Lk
Indelicato Kathlee 903 Bayard St
Jennett Carl Jr H36 Lloyd St
Johnson Darius 151 Otter St
Johnson Thelma L Frosty Hollow Rd
Jones Apparel Group 180 Rittenhouse Cir
Kaylor Gary L 3000 Ford Rd Apt I35
Keinberg Anna I Estate Of 6830 N Radcliffe St
King Earl 540 Report Rd
Kirner Joseph 647 Pond St Lot 4
Knittal Lisa 3009 Old Rodgers Rd
Ksl Enterprise Ta Abraham Lin 248 Commerce Park C-4
Latin American Bus Serv 322 Mill St
Linton Clan Estate 526 Swain St
Logan Warren A 703 Spruce St
Mannocchi Philomena 205 Pond St Apt 313
Martin Baker Estate 61 Gross
Martin George 909 Fairview Ave
Maryann Grillo 3705 Elhurst Ave
Mateo Antonio L 3334 Steele Ave
Mcclain James B12 1405 Veterans Hwy
Micozzi John Estate 260 Mckinley St
Million Wishes Inc 180 Rittenhouse Cir
Millman Brad Md Lbh Physician Group 501 Bath Rd
Morales Alberto 223 Newportville Rd
Newman Jacqueline D 2032 Trenton Rd
Nine West Footwear C 180 Rittenhouse Cir
Obrien William J III Dr 424 Mill St At Canals End
Paletta Lorraine Estate 416 Washington St
Paoletti Barbara 924 Ctr Ave
Paone Mary J 316 Dorrance St
Penn Eastern Rail Li P O Box 1271
Pennco Tech 3815 Otter St
Phillip Annie M Rr 1
Pizza Equipment Internaio 440 Howell St
Ransom Dwight K 2028 Trenton Rd
Rhodia Krishnamur Shanmuganandamu 350 George Patterson Dr
Rice Shirley Rice Lowell 815 Winder Dr
Richman Marion Estate Bath Rd Rr 1
Riley William S Estate 1523 Wilson Ave
Roche Mary T 217 Buckley St
Root David 731 Pine St
Sarcico Christina 8045 4th Ave
Scanforms Inc 181 Ritten House Cir
Scheese Elaine J Emilie Rd
Scheller Judith 3218 Malinda Dr
Service Select Inc 10 Canal St
Sica Albert A PO Box 324
Sienkiewicz Thomas M 1717 Bath Rd Apt H1
Slye Alma J Slye Dale E 3535 Snowden Ave
Smoke Shop 823 New Rodgers Rd
Snyder Dana L 314 Lafayette St
Sosa Isidro Zamora Apt J-2 3000 Ford Rd
Squillacc Mary Estate 515 Pond St
Stenko Peter 1437 Mile St
Strategic Dist Demexico 1414 Radcliff St Suite 350
Strategic Distributi 1414 Radcliffe St Ste 300
Subscription Solution Ons 2480 Durham Rd Suite C
Sul Yungman 1037 New Rodgers Rd
Swift Susan A 800 Rogers Rd
Thomas Lillie 1007a Beaver St
Tong Chi 3000 Ford Rd Apt J-11
Tschada Kate E 1025 Edgely Ave
Tyler Maria L 593 Bath St
Vannucci Vincent 927 A Spring St
Vaue Machinery Inc Attn T Dibello 211 Sinclair Rd
Waldron Lilly Estate 4633 Murray St
White Kylee T 314 Lafayette St
Williams Griffith Jr Williams Dorothy M 638 Pine St
Wjo Inc 202 Jefferson Ave
Wjo Inc Bethlehem 424 Mill St
Yeager Lydia 1717 Bath Rd C16
Buckingham Pa 18912
Barclay Walter T 820 Durham Rd Rm 107
Bodo William J Estate Of PO Box 50
Bucks County Saddlery Ltd PO Box 917
C B I Financial Llc 4950 C York Rd 321
Dixit Shailja 3714 Green Ridge Rd
Shankar Sidhartha 3714 Green Ridge Rd
Sterling John Eliot CO M B Sterling Box 429
Chalfont Pa 18914
Acquaviva Vincent A 215 Hampshire Dr
Barnes Richard M 575 Lower State Rd
Barrios Javier Cardoso 2647 County Line
Blanquart Julia R Est Of C/O B R Price & Assocs 140 E Butler Ave
Brinker Charles C 1703 Lower State Rd
Canazaro Joseph 719 Harvest Hill Dr
Carr Judy 318 Victoria Way
Contos James F 122 King Rd
Cooper Evelyn 105 Barry Rd
Cristinzio Elizabeth 302 Village Way
Cruz Maria C 3236 Riding Ct
Delaney Donna Anne Delaney Paul T Delaney Kara 55 Creek Rd
Delaney Peter M 100 Sycamore Cir
Dellostretto John M 103 Remington Ct
Denny Elizabeth New Seasons 800 Manor Dr
Dougherty Robert A 3663 Meadow Ln
Drenth Cynthia M 118 Kelso Ct
Forgeng Barry 120 Birchwood Dr
Garry R Adair Dmd Assoc 1700 Horizon Dr Ste 101
Gibbs Dorothea S 215 Inverness Cir
Gp Tech Inc Attn John Rendo 124 S Taft Ave
Gro N Sell In 320 Lower State Rd
Halsey Claudia E 102 Barbery Ct
Hamrick James 5202 Grey Friars Tr
Hannah Christopher G 102 Barbery Ct
Hefley Joanne Est Of 32 Far View Rd
Hurley Brenda 6 Kaylin Cor
Johns Thomas R 941 Red Coat Farm Dr
Juarez J Ruiz 2647 County Line Rd
Kozera Alexander J 135 Hamshire Dr
Leiser Jeanette Mae Leiser Paul J 22 Unami Trail
Maja Albana 156 Pennsylvania Avenu
Malikowski Joseph B C/O Joseph B And Sandra D Mal 1323 Red Oak Dr
Mccloskey John Estate Of 60 Skyline Dr
Midatlantic Plastering Inc 213 Forest Park Dr
Miller G B Iv 3477 Pin Oak Ln
Montgomery Gardening 3501 County Line Rd
Nash Ronald Dale 144 Sunset Ave
Oesch Anne K Co N C Oesch Jr 123 Cle
Pacific Personnel Llc 1600 Manor Dr 110
Perlin Izolda 338 Butler Dr
Picton Isabella 236 Hibiscus Dr
Reznick Sylvia M 250 Forrest Dr
Rothrock Gladys 51 Holland Dr
Saint James Evangelical Lutheran Church 14 Park Ave
Spear Sharon Spear Roger 110 Peggy Ln
Stempel G Stanley 515 Lexington Ave
Sullivan Patricia A 108 Christopher Pl
Thress Mark D 106 Stream Ct
Vertis 4371 County Line Rd
Webcraft Llc T A Vertis Direct Marketing Svcs 4371 County Line Rd
Weisbaum Brett Weisbaum Adam 68 Skyline Dr
Williams Thomas PO Box 353
Willis Keith A 202 E Fairwood Dr
Corwells Heights Pa 19020
Adams Patricia Estate 1024 Utah Ave
Bruetsch Wilbur Estate 4040 Neshaminy St
Burke George F 732 Mulberry Ct
Burke Kathryn D 732 Mulberry Ct
Finley Jane 3040 Shady Ln
Fletcher Susan 947 Clarmont Ave
Ilchyshyn Anna 1885 Park Ave
Johnston Dorothea 2900 Kingston Way
Loomis Robert W 3131 Knights Rd
Murray Loretta A 1300 Nshmng Vly Dr
Patton Gertrude Mrs 2769 Murray Ave
Pinola Harry S Pinola Jo Ann 433 N Mt Vernon Cir
Rouffaer Elenor M 824 Edgewood Ave
Scarborough Marie E 713 Bridgewater Rd
Schnauffer William J Schnauffer William 2818 Windsor Dr
Verna George 5806 Wharton Cir
Woodview Chalet Apts 1300 Nshmng Vly Dr
Croydon Pa 19020
Action Adjustment Service Inc 519 Bristol Pike
Benavides Cabrera Milton F 803 First Ave
Blake John Estate 207 Louise Ave
Carnation Eleanor 2005 State Rd
Cherry Scaffolding Inc PO Box 247
Crabb Dorothea L 2501 State Rd
Dalton Mike W 1100 Newportville Rd Apt 723
Diernbach Thomas R 2012 Garfield Ave
Donaway Elizabeth K Donaway Clayton E 107 Dorset Ave
Emmet Owen Estate Rr 1 Box 47
Farmer Arthur 519 Bristol Pike
Fleet Philomena L 2354 Dixon Ave
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Francis Elvin 1013 Village Dr
Fries Harry 201 Girard Ave
Gross Richard 1919 Buchanan Ave
Hudock Irene 717 Patterson Ave
Icup Inc 1135 Cedar Ave
Isaacs Jeremy M 3100 State Rd
J S Electric Inc 1914 Colonoial Dr
Macleod Mary E 920 Cedar Ave
Nelson Johnathan PO Box 75
Nelson Mathilde Apt 1219 1100 Newportville Rd
Reynolds Emma E 1100 Newportville Rd
Russell George 1100 Newportville
Seader Lois M 723 Newportville Rd
Sheard Josephine E 812 Pennsylvania Ave
Simpson Sign Company 1000 Washington Ave
Smith Kathryn Smith Irwin D 617 Rosa Ave
Sodano Francis Est Of 819 Rosa Ave
Sodano Francis S 601 Princess Ave
Sodano Frank 601 Princess Ave
Sorenson Raymond J Sorenson Mary K 906 Sycamore Ave
Startzel Joseph F 602 Miller Ave
Stumpf Gene D 307 Spring Ave
Terneson William 1100 Newportville Rd Apt 725
Tobolski Eugene E 1701 Newport Rd 1619
Umanzor Elvis Y 2354 Dixon Ave
Williams Linda 2012 Garfield Ave
Doylestown Pa 18901
Ambler Theater Inc 91 East Ct St
Ambrose Karen Louise 51 Creek Dr
Arnell Ina M 101 Glen Dr
Bennett And Doherty 1456 Ferry Rd Ste 603
Black James PO Box 1125
Blair Patricia 11 Sandy Ridge Rd
Booth William J 4356 Bideford Cir
Boyer Mark Apt D10 400 Fontaill Dr
Brentlinger Robert 4193 Stony Ln
Brown Bonnie 149 Union St
Brown Mark Gordon Dr 73 Old Dublin Pike Suite 10 457
Bucks County Medical Associate 800 W State St Ste 204
Campbell Harold S W Ct St
Carlson Louise B Lot 257 Colonial Park Box 259
Caroline Bry Rr 2
Castillo Diana L 115 S Franklin St
Chilton Ira E Room 732 Heritage Towers 200 Veterans Ln
Clymer Hugh A 187 Union St
Cobin Marshall Cobin David 23 Mercer Ave
Constant Elizabeth C/O Neshaminy Manor
Cooke Florence 595 W State St
Core State Bank 4259 W Swamp Rd Suite 110
Crescitelli Anna 200 Veterans Ln 708
Croll Theodore P Dds 708 Shady Retreat Rd 2 Georgetown Cmmns
Cron Margaret M Cron William E 75 Chestnut Valy Dr
Curto Christopher 70 Old Dublin Pk I 4
Czerniakowsk John 244 N West St
Davis Courtney 36 Layle Ln
Decker Ursula K Att Ursula Boschen 5170 Barness Ct
Demher Clifton T 386 Lincoln Ave
Desanto Joseph J C/O Inge A Desanto 5 Holly Cluster
Dietrich Beatrich Estate 758 N Chubb Dr
Donald Dr 46 Poplar Ln doylestown Pa 18901
Ewer Isabella Estate W Ct St
Fern Stephanie S 18 70 Old Dublin Pike
Fishman Barry Dds 817 N Easton Rd
Fournier Kyle 4 Addison Ct
Frasch Ruth E 120 Westbury Ct
Galvin Mary F Grundy Hall 109 1290 Almshouse Rd Apt 109
Gambino Francesca Gambino Ignazio 5175 Cold Spring Creamery Rd
Gehlmann Juanita P 202 N Clinton St
Geo S Snyder Inc Est Of 636 N Main St
Giedgowd Elizabeth Estate Rr 1
Hauguel Mary Apt 624 1290 Almshouse Rd
Hawthorne Edward C PO Box 389
Hch Inc 3921 Greystone Dr
Hill Ethel M Ctr Sq Towers Apt 812b
Hodholz John 392 Iron Hill Rd
Hoke Byron M Cust Hoke Rebecca W 27 Meadow Ln
Hop Energy Llc 445 N West St PO Box 816 Hop 1929
Hsbc Nv Nancy S 612 Shady Retreat Rd Denver
Hulburd Phyllis N 335 Dorset Ct
Infante Tracey 1206 Whitehall Dr
Ins 2003 South Easton Rd 308
Institute For Beauty 110 Hyde Park
Italian Village Pizza & Beer Inc PO Box 1869
Jerome Keith L 432 Maple Ave
Jones Ruth E Estate PO Box 218
Ken Belsky And Associates Inc PO Box 389
Kessler Helen W 168 Lafayette St
Kessling Virgie C 716 Heritage Towers
Klaessig Emily C/O F C Klaessig 69 Homestead Dr
Klohoker Margaret 555 N Brd St Unit 514a
Kolman Marvin A Kolman Marion C 303 W State St 328 N
Kramer Betty W Kramer Robert 101 Glen Dr
Krasnisky Joan A 36 Sunnybrook Dr
Kratz Hilda Neshaminy Manor Home 1263 Almshouse Rd
Kutney Lawrence J PO Box 1076
Larsen Eleanor M 281 Colonial Heritage Park
Layman Edna R Layman 10 South Main St
Le Ty Q Le Kim 1201 Fonthill Dr
Lear Mary C Estate 81 Evergreen Dr
Leidy Helen Estate 246 Green St
Leonard John W Iii 5539 Rinker Cir
Lostracco Michael C/O V Const Co 416 Mahogany Ct
Lovell Martha H 10 Quince Cluster Pine Run Community
Lowther Mark 114 Providence Ave
Lynch Thomas P Sr 3720 West Brandon Way
Manton Cynthia 804 Kellers Ch Rd PO Box 206
Martico Laura 5 Pine Mill Cir
Martin Barbara 5007 E Oakview Dr
Martin Gloria 400 S Main St
Martin John L 537 Newbritain Rd
Martin Virginia M 12 Quail Dr Carriage House
Mc Millin Lovetta 154 Bishops Gate Ln
Mcgrath Jennifer 3961 Stirrup Dr
Mckeon Frank G Sr 538 E Ct St
Mckeon Steven 20o Spruce St Apt C6
Mcmillin Jack B 154 Bishops Gate Ln
Mcmillin Lovetta Est Of 154 Bishops Gate Ln
Mcydsnb Nancy S 612 Shady Retreat Rd Denver
Meder Daniel James Meder Kevin James 3944 John’s Way
Meisenger Robert P 54 Pearl Dr
Mercer Ventures Inc 252 W Swamp Rd Ste 11
Mirarchi Brothers Inc 1864 S Easton Rd P O Box 1565
Miter Pedro 62 Steeplechase Dr
Montana Steve 8133 Bristol Rd
Nalls Lossie Grundy Hall Apt 617 Rte 611 And Almshouse Rd
Nelson Christine 4013 Luke Cir
Nelson Terry 15 Easthill Dr
Netwolves Resicom Corp PO Box 1689
Oboyle Jayne E 215 Windsor Way
Olander Martha Z 8 Larch Cluster
Opass Edward Dr Md 16 Stacey Dr
Orr Thomas A W Oak Tr Apts Apt B1 355 North St
Pavlak Joseph H Pavlak Jane M 45 Constitution Ave
Perkins George H Trust 5242 Old Easton Rd
Pharmacia And Upjohn Company 3931 Liz Cir
Pickering Scott A 4632 Louise Saint Claire Dr
Pierson Robert W 3933 Burnt House Hill Rd
Pistone Vincenzo 401 Hogan Ct
Porter Jessica L 10 South Main St
Predmore Helen K Est 200 Veterans Ln Apt 230
R Aimee 4638 Curly Hill Rd
Rampart Financial Se Doylestown Commerce Ctr Suite 202 2005 S Easton Rd
Reid Kimberly R 386 Lincoln Ave
Reshetar Realty Inc 8 East Ct St 1st Fl
Rice Alice V C/O Rice M 3761 Cold Spring Creamery Rd
Rice Mary M 3761 Cold Spring Creamery Rd
Rich Blanche F Estate 116 N Main St
Robinson Manford J 303 W State 315
Rokita Maureen 131 W State St
Rosenfeld Herman M Rosenfeld Fanny 200 Veteran Ln Apt 410
Rousselle Adam R 444 Iron Hill Rd
Rulon Clymer Stefanie 187 Union St
Russell Josh L 3037 Mill Rd
Sachdev Jai S 215 W Ct St Apt 1a
Schafenacker Ralph 401 E Ct St
Schmidt Josephine Apt 306 1290 Almshouse Rd
Scully Wolfe Preston 47 Pebble Valy Dr
Shapot Shirley 4676 Bradley Ct
Shenkle Barbara L Ctr Sq Towers Apt 812 B
Signator Insurance Agency Inc 20050 S Easton Rd Ste 2002
Sincovich Robert Sincovich Maria 19 Valy Green Dr
Sirmay Helen E 200 Veterans Ln Hertiage Towers Apt 209
Siska Walter J Estate 55 W State St
Skyzer Mary Alice 126 Shewell Ave
Smerconish Flo Realtor Inc 54 W State St
Sonnelitter Robert Cameron Sonnelitter Joanne Cust 4525 Overlook Cir
Spatola S Pizza 5175 Cold Spring Creamery Rd
Stratton Jeanette Stratton Peter 2252 Turk Rd
Taylor Made Carpets & Flooring 296 N Main St
Taylor Nancy S Ann 612 Shady Retreat Rd Denver
Teat James A 122 Wood St
Tic Barbara A 46 Poplar Ln doylestown Pa 18901
Toll Brothers 1810 S Easton Rd
Trac Records Doylestown Shopping Ctr F
Tweedy Katharine H PO Box 1749
Usi Holdings Inc 2005 South Easton Rd
Vida Louis F 4477 Burnt House Hill Rd
Vrancken Robert D 327 Maple Ave
W A Haberern Agency Agent/Broker Lic Unit 151 N Main St
Wachovia Securities Inc 2005 South Easton Rd 108
Warga Mary H B1 Pine Run Community
Warga Richard G Warga Mary H Pine Run Community B1
Watson Willard 2425 Lower State Rd
Webster Lola B 147 Cheese Factory Rd
Weingarten Joan G 51 Magnolia Ct
Wentworth Harriet M Pine Run Community Apt Q17
Whalen Dorothy G Estate Of 10 Yellowwood Cluster
Wilhoit Scott L 248 E Ct St
Williams Peter 167 Hart Ave
Wm Chiartas Sales Assoc 181 S Main St
Wodock Douglas E 4121 Landisville Rd
Wood Kitty B 318 Dorset Ct
Worthington Dorothy A 121 W Ct St
Zimmerman Fay 400 S Main St
Doylestown Pa 18902
Aurbach Martin J Estate 4621 Cold Spring Creamery Rd
Brill Christopher J 4047 Redbud Cir
Burch Gregory 6005 Honey Hollow Rd
Colson Shelby R 3800 Lancaster Dr
Darrah James H 3564 Buttonwood Dr
Davis Patricia 5325 Old York Rd
Debias Glenn 2869 Whitetail Ct
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Delaware Valley Community Church 5016 Davis Dr
Deluna Louis M 407 Matisse Ct
Gillihan Lonnie R 3819 Dogwood Ln
Haldeman Harold H 4647 Old Easton Rd
Jac Builders 4387 W Swamp Rd
Jones Frank 3095 Knights Way
Lachman Dorothy C 5443 Silo Hill Rd 5
Mancuso Patricia 407 Matisse Ct
Mcnamara Heather A 5011 Esther Reed Dr
Murray Kevin P Murray Brian P 3823 W Brandon Way
Nolan Anderson Homes 100 Hyde Park
Northrop Paul R 5595 Ridgeview Dr
Okeefe John P 5883 Buck Run Rd
Pietrangeli Ludovico 4458 Honeysuckle Ln
Reiss Norma M 4604 Old Oak Rd
Ridgway Josef W 2728 Red Gate Dr
Smith Tyrone 4045 Redbud Cir
United Concrete Solutions 4809 Braddock Ct
Wilson Richard A 3655 Rte 202 Ste 120
Zosulis Kevin E Zosulis Luck P 5459 Grandview Ln
Durham Pa 18039
Hollingsworth Constance F PO Box 56 4735 Rte 212
Miller Helen Jean Box 184
Miller William F Box 184
Thomas John 950 Durham Rd PO Box 121
Fairless Hills Pa 19030
Aiken Kathryn B 501 Austin Dr
Bickel Clifford R Jr Bickel Golden E PO Box 120
Bickel Clifford R Jr PO Box 120
Bickel Golden E PO Box I2o
Billing Consultants Inc PO Box 273
Bosso Eugeme L 136 Truman Dr
Bradley Barbara J 54 Kennedy Dr
Byrne John 219 Devon Rd
Clark Dorothy L 430 S Olds Blvd Apt 217
Collinelli Debra 135 Trenton Rd
Conti Marion G 239 Guilford Rd
Cullen Vincent 532 S Oxford Valy Rd
Dilberto David 116 South Queen Anne
Dodson Pauline M 111 Blough Rd
Donnelly Dennis 501 Austin Dr
Drake Harry N 418 Berkshire Rd
Edegemont Township 1000 Gradyville Rd
Fairless Hills Dental Center 532 Oxford Valy Rd
Fogarty Paul 151 Canterbury Rd
Gasior Virginia F 430 S Olds Blvd Apt 307
Geiger Beverly 516 Cassingham Rd
Gonzalez Jorge L Jr 7200 Marion Ave Apt 728
Greentree Recycling 507 Anne Ln
Halderman Winifred 251 South Old Blvd Apt K242
Hoffman Gregory A 282 Wyandotte Rd
Immordino Michael 447 Stanford Rd
Knapp Walter 135 Trenton Rd Apt E22
Manness Harold P Apt 237 251 S Olds Blvd
Mark Allen Dmd PO Box 455
Mcclelland Louise Estate Of PO Box 53
Mickolas David 523 South Queen Anne Dr
Morgan Phillip PO Box 254
Murphy Ryan E 731 Auburn Rd
Myers Debra L 475 Stanford Rd
Myers Robert 251 Trenton Rd
Neuhof Alexander 818 Fairfield Rd
New Hong Kong Buffet Inc C/O Chun Lui Li 538 S Oxford Valy Rd
Optical Bjs 350 Commercial Blvd
Parker Walter E N10 Woodcrest Apts
Petrilack Catherine 218 Tewksbury Rd
Silvi Concrete Of Chester Coun 355 Newbold Rd
Sinon Charlotte 505 Drexel Rd
Trapani Dawn 207 Stanford Rd
Waiter Angeline 430 S Olds Blvd Apt 514
Williams Patricia A 380 Lincoln Hwy Apt A6
Zaborowski Loretta S PO Box 414
Feasterville Trevose Pa 19053
99 West 3617 Horizon Blvd
Aea International Usa Inc Attn Jan Haynes 8 Neshaminy Interplex 20
Alivernini Frances 18 Franklin Ave
Altemus Nancy Vha East Coast Llc 8 Interplex Dr Ste 115
Amr Enterprises 1200 Bustleton Pike Ste 14
Anderson Lucille B Bristol Rd
Apm Systems Accts Pay Mgr 2750 Maple Ave
Atlantic Home Builders Inc 2 Park Ln
Aurach Barry Tr 233 Creekwood Dr
Autenrieth Paul Est Of C/O Fenningham Stevens And Dem Five Neshaminy Interplex
Suite
Babiner Ilya 703 Bridge View Rd
Back Bruce M 2555 Old Trevose Rd Colonial Point Apt D2
Barnhardt Janet 1438 Brownsville Rd
Baronett Mary 328 Hampton Dr
Barrett W Estate Of 1622 Colonial Dr
Betz Dearborn Inc 4636 Somerton Rd
Biemuller John K 2304 Brownsville Rd A 2
Borowiak Mechanical Corp 452a Clearview Ave
Bricklayers Local No 64 One Neshaminy Interplex Ste 20
Bussey Robert Old Trevose Rd 2555 Colonial Pt L-101
Campbell Helene A 1423 Lake Rd
Capital Abstract 1033 B Mill Creek Dr
Caring Medical Services 4667 Somerton Rd Suite G
Clark Joseph T 644 Ave E
Cohen Howard 521 Bustleton Pike
Coles Kenneth 2359 Linconia Ave
Commerce Bank 701 E St Rd
Costello Florence A Costello John J 1724 Bridgetown Pike Apt 5
Creative Designs Int L Ltd 207 E Pennsylvania Blvd
Crossett Robert H Jr Crossett Dorothy M Croftwood Apts 54 400 E St Rd
Danan Services Attn Sunny Ivanors 4979 Old St Rd
Dicarleo Inc Ta Johns Cafe C/O C Leone 1870 Brownsville Rd
Duraj Radovan 4919 Hazel Ave
Egoodstrade Com Llc C/O Deanna Karacz 1105 Central Ave
Erwins Country Kitchen 4059 Brownsville Rd
Farrell James Meghan Steckel 1730 Buck Rd
Faulkner Cadillac Old Lincoln Hwy And U S R
Faulkner Collision 4427 St Rd
Fineline Circuits Inc Fineline Circuits Inc 1660 Loretta Ave
Fischer Jon S Do 157-161 Bustleton Pike
Fitzpatrick Phyllis 400 E St Rd Apt 78
Forrest Brian K 4733 Tremont Ave
Four Seasons Roofing & Siding Inc 940 Pennsylvania Blvd
Frisby Earl E Estate 2749 Carter Rd
Gallaghers Country Tavern Inc 309 Bustleton Pike
Garys Rx Shoppe 33 E St Rd
Ge Betz Inc 4636 Somerton Rd
Gillie Stephanie Gillie Rick 1533 Blue Bonnet
Giorno Patricia A C/O J Giorno 3503 Trevose Ave
Gredone John J 615 Cembra Ct
Greenburg Marvin Co Cdi 207 E Pennsylvania Blvd Lvd
Gresh Adele 4 Trevose Rd
Gurk Lauren 365 Buck Rd
Hafycz Mary 1916 Midfield Rd
Halian Inc 3 Neshaminy Complex Ste 301
Hall Lula A 4265 Concord Dr
Hayden Charles Est Of 309 Bustleton Pike
Jackson Allan W 1327 Pinyon St
Jeck Charles 23a 301 Hts Ln
Kerekes Mark S 703 1825 Bridgetown Pike
Kerins Marilyn R 3450 Temple Ave
Kmechanical Inc 340 Andrews Rd
Koestler Thomas 600 0ld St Rd AptE207
Koneson Jean R 2059 Herrick Ave
Kraft Richard C Estate 124 S Midway Ave
Kratt Mary C 120 Village Dr
Kruck Elizabeth M 4901 Knable Ln
Lasalvia Frank J Jr 930 Ann Dr
Lauinger Erwin 4059 Brownsville Rd
Leach Sergio 600 Old St Rd A-106
Lennon J 712 Fay Dr
Madera Michael E Sr Madera Pearl C 1303 Redcone St
Manero Marjorie C/O D Krug 1824 Brownsville Rd
Massari Rudolph J 3508 Rose Sts Penn Valy Tr
Mcdonald Daniel Mcdonald Jayne 175 Busleton Pike
Mckeon Claire D 1115 Richard Ln
Mckeon Claire D Mckeon John F 1115 Richard Ln
Meristar Hotel Lessee Inc Dba 4700 E St Rd
Meyer William J Est Of 5 Neshaminy Interplex
Micros Pos Inc 2577 Interplex Dr
Middleton Wilford A 4427 Master Ave
Miller Elizabetha 4619 Hazel Ave
Moeller Edward G 41 N Eastview Ave
Moriarty Thomas L 32 Village Dr
National Medical Reviews Inc 8 Neshaminy Interplex Ste 207
Ncb 1 Allied Dr
Nemes Ted 1111 Stump
Oconnor Michael S 675 Woodlyn Dr
One Sullivan Trail Inc One Allied Dr
Ongwe Honwe Tribe 260 Ways And Means 3424 Trevose Ave
Phila Telco Credit Union 1000 Northbrook Dr
Phoenix Language Services Inc 1021 Millcreek Dr Ste 2
Pinkney Roland A 2672 Kay Ave
Pishl James 600 Old St Rd Apt Ct-11
Plaza Physical Therapy 339 343 E St Rd
Prof Abstract And Assura 4600 E St Rd
Rafferty Alice Estate 401 Hts Ln
Rc & St Sander Irrevocable Trust 233 Creekwood Dr
Renteria Madeline 502 Carol Dr
Ridge Crest Nursing Home 1730 Buck Rd North
Rimerman Harvey N 111 Ashley Dr
Rodden Rose Rodden John 1813 Midfield Rd
Rogers Francis Ridge Crest Nursing Home 1730 Buck Rd
Rovner Allen Rovner And Zimmerman 175 Bustleton Pike
Rovner Allen Rovner Zimmerman Nash 175 Busleton Pike
Rusinski Gertrude S 743 Ross Dr
Salley Lillian 4339 Buckfield Ter
Salley Peter 4339 Buckfield Tr
Salley Peter W 4339 Buckfield Ter
Schumann Charles 1730 Buck Rd
Seventh Street Medical Supply 307 East Penn Blvd
Shamlian Colette 22 Brookside Dr
Siematic Mobelwerke Usa 3 Interplex Dr Ste 101
Stanley Capital Mortgage 221 W St Rd
Truitt Robert J 87 Kara Ln
Tsc Solutions Home Builders Group L 3 Neshaminy Interplex
Union Fidelity Life 4850 St Rd
V2wireless 344 W St Rd
Viridian Group Llc 1011 Stump Rd
Wendell Dolores J Estate 461 E Myrtle Ave
Werner Eleanor W 8 N Eastern Ave
Willams Henry 355 Elmwood Ave
Willbergh Matthew Apt 810 1825 Bridgetown Pike
Wright Ella 3325 Trevose Ave
Young Edward W 2835 Carter Rd
Zmora Lisa G 301 Hts Ln Apt 12e
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Fort Washington Pa 19049
Gholami Sara 491 Bethlehem Pike
Holland Pa 18966
Adams Sara R 280 Middle Holland Rd Apt 1505
Axelrod Helen G Axelrod Aaron J 1400 Old Jorden Rd Apt 2130
Barber Ed 20 Robin Rd
Bendyna Peter 342 Indendance Dr
Brandt Marion E 1400 Old Jordan Rd Apt 2157
Collins Patricia Collins Derek 24 East Rambler Dr
Collins Terence 13 Rotterdam E
Cormican Marshall A 1548 Holland Rd
Dalton Marjorie 82 Mallard Rd
Dalton Wilfred 82 Mallard Rd
Desi Destiny Inc 14 Delft Dr
Dibello Louis V 53 Lawrence Ave
Duff Harold D Apt 1901 280 Middle Holland Rd
Eissele Gayle Robbins Eissele Ernest A 102 Wooden Bridge Rd
Fabian Lynn 20020 Beacon Hill Dr
Gandhi Amish 30 Rockinghorse Way
Gordon Glenn Scott Gordon Adrienne 147 Randolph Ct
Gross Morgan H C/O P Gross 149 Knox Ct
Gross Pamela 149 Knox Ct
Guadalpi Michael 3022 Deacon Hill Dr
Hafetz Esther 825 Covered Bridge Rd
Helfinstein Louis C O Linda Kerr 77 Hemlock Dr
Hi Tech Accounting Inc 28 Cricket Dr
Ihop 130 Buck Rd Suite 103
Kalin Barbara J 1-23 Heritage Dr
Kocher Doroth L Estate 256 Saint Leonards Rd
Kodytek Clara L 812 Covered Bridge Rd
Labadie Henry K 280 Middle Holland Rd Apt 1505
Latella Mildred Estate Gelder Dr
Madrigale Daniel 486 Revere Dr
Marshall Erica Lynn 724 Rising Sun Ave
Medzhibovsky Marina B Medzhibovsky Igor 3503 Freemans Ln
Miller Johnathon I 271 E Village Rd
Narzakian Arcia 64 Wooden Bridge Rd
Nugent Theresa D 80 Woodlake Dr
Patonetz Kathryn H 1182 Holland Rd 0104
Paul Richard H 812 Covered Bridge Rd
Perlish Eric 150 North Timber Rd
Sacks Barry Lee 55 Mulberry Dr
Schapira Ruth 18 Mayflower Cir
Shafer Laura 507 Morgan Ct
Stevens Doris Estate 473 Elm Ave
Twining Services Corporation 280 Middle Holland Rd
Vassallo Louis A 223 Payne Ct
Zanaras Steven P 41 Mulberry Dr
Hulmeville Pa 19047
Cimino Investments Asso 200 Reitz Ave
Donnelly Michael Langhorne
Kim Paul 413 Doublewood Rd
Summit Cleaners 413 Doublewood Rd
Ivyland Pa 18974
Asontv Net Llc C/O D Kogan 31 Hampshire Rd
B M C Ai S P Management Compa One Ivybrook Blvd Ste 1
Buckingham Valley Rehab Nursing C 4 Ivywood Blvd
Customs Building 858 Sackettsford Rd
Frame Lillian A 491 Bristol Rd
Garretson Beatrice Estate Mearns & Alms House Rds
Giedrycz Joseph C 169 Peach Blossom Ln
Gredones Towing 9 Railrd Dr
Jackson Maryellen Jackson William 1203 N Bristol Rd
Joan Betz 1240 Spencer Rd
Justontv Com C/O D Kogan 31 Hampshire Dr
Krout Patricia Krout Stanley 1240 Jacksonville Rd
Molenaar Greenhouse 415 W Bristol Rd
Pauley Viola E 491 Bristol Rd
Rozario Anna 33 Wilson Ave
S W Krout Inc 1197 Greeley Ave
Jenkintown Pa 19048
Heller Jay L 261 Old York Rd
Kintnersville Pa 18930
Bystrak Lottie PO Box 148
Demasi Dorothy T 2895 Winding Rd
Hoagland Jane F 9711 Easton Rd PO Box 4
Krial Beatrice D Krial Robert J Rd 1
Snyder Kimberly A 1999 Berger Rd
Thomas Linda S Rr 1 Idle Acrs
Turner James H 17 Ealer Hill Rd
Voigt Clara K PO Box 177
Lahaska Pa 18931
Ackerman Joyce L PO Box 722
Crawford Geralyn Crawford Jeff PO Box 208
Friend Crystal L PO Box 321
Langhorne Pa 19047
Advanced Insurance Concepts Inc 340 E Maple Ave Ste 104
Ameri Craft 105 Ford Ave
Armour Sons Electric Inc PO Box 597
Baggs Amy C/O D Zaslowone Oxford V
Balut Carida 190 Bristol Oxford Valy Rd
Bark Lawrence I 26 Yarrow Way
Barth Elsie Rr 1 Box 10
Baur Helen M 290 E Winchester Ave Yardley House 319
Benneman Raymond C Benneman Marie E 107 E Maple Ave
Breitenbach E CO Kruco Services PO Box 1092
Brickman Group Ltd 375 S Flowers Mill Rd
Bromer Harold F 503 Corporate Dr W
Buckman Edward A Buckman Donna S PO Box 433
Bucks County Coffee Co 2250 West Cabot Blvd
Campbell Sylvester 654 Woodbourne Rd
Cascade Financial Ma 607 Corporate Dr West
Cauley Maria 31 Shelton Ln
Celebrity Auto Sales 800 Trenton Rd Bldg J254
Chau Bruce Dr 540 N Woodbourne Rd Suite 2
Chepiga Virginia 262 Tollgate Rd C/O Crestview North Ctr
Cintron Margarita 13 Harwood Crt
Cirillo Robert Anthony 4236 Old Lincoln Hwy
Clabbers Neil J 120 W Maple Ave
Cleaver D C O Kruco Services PO Box 1092
Clemens Thomas A 123 N Pine St
Combined Ins Company PO Box 568
Communicator 116 N Bellevue Ave Ste30
Corle Kenneth 1601 W Maple Ave
Dales Raymond 2620 Arrowhead Dr
Damario Michael T Damario Stacey L 2020 Woodbourne Rd
Davis Jeffrey H 543 Green Valy Rd
Dean Kathryn A 107 Reetz Av
Delaware Valley Anesthesia PO Box 606
Delaware Valley Financial Group Inc 3200 Horizon Dr Ste 100
Dippolito William 47 Sweet William Way
Dnp Inc 940 Town Ctr Dr
Donlon Thomas 477 Periwinkle Ave
Dorsey Alice Price 114 E Richardson Ave
Dufrane Joan T 39 Belle Aire Ave
Eatontown Tv Appl C/O Gs Colyar 16 Erica Dr
Einstein Bros Bagel Pa Ebb 1878 Ed Tylo 28 Doublewoods Rd
Elias Steve 2300 E Lincoln Hwy
Enterprise Leasing Co Of Philadelphia 78 Cabot Blvd E
Ferraro Brenda 255 Lincoln Hwy Apt 62
Fields Donald L Estate Rr 4
Fink Steven 2150 Cabot Blvd W
Fisher Dorothy Crestview Ctr 262 Tollgate Rd
Flores Jorge E 3000 Cabot Blvd W Suite 100
Fordyce Anne R 21 Vernasa Rd
Fox George Iii Ind 760 Fernwood Ave
Franklin Edna B Estate Of 14201 Harpers Crossing
Gajardo Vincent Gajardo Joyce 177 Hampton Dr
Garrison Joseph E II 304 Newgate Rd
Gehring Lillian M 246 Wheatssheaf Ln
Ghotra Jagmit 190 Bristol Oxf Vly Rd Bldg 2 3
Gileswood Inc Pmb 13210 Smt Sq Ctr
Giwerc Edith G 122 Shady Brook Dr
Goldstein Arnold Md 170 Middletown Blvd
Gresh Adele PO Box 56
Griffin Stanley Est 124 S Green St
Guzikowski Edward J Jr Estate 4 Polo Rd
Hall Estelle Estate Of 277 Barclay Cir
Haltom Douglas 448 Fairman Ln
Hara Brian O 218 Farliegh Ct
Hart E 310 E Winchester Ave Apt 19b
Haydar Rita Mls Medical Library Director 1201 Langhorne Newtown Rd
Hersha Hospitality M C/O Residence Inn 15 Cabot Blvd W
Hess Mark Davis Cust Hess Gwyneth E 282 Pine Tree Ter
Hrabowski Michael J 587 Trappe Ln
Hughes Henrietta 262 Tollgate Rd C/O Crestview North Ctr
Hughes Henrietta 510 Hulmeville Ave
Hughes Henrietta Estate Of 510 Hulmeville Ave
Immordino Michael 800 Durham Rd
International Shared Services Inc 2010 Cabot Blvd W Ste L
Johnson Dorothy M 122 N Bellevue Ave
Johnson Glenn 262 Tollgate Rd C/O Crestview North Ctr
Kaisinger Corporation 703 S Pine St
Kaufhold Lorenz Est 754 W Lincoln Hwy
Kendall Jacqueline 113 Green Valy Rd
Kenney Thomas F Jr 13-204 Smt Sq Ctr
Kilpatrick Josephi 220 Beech Ave
Kushner Sidney Apt 329 290 E Winchester Ave
Landmark Pharmacy 8 Green Meadow Dr
Lee Phillip 21 Green Meadow Dr
Leese Christina M 814 North St
Lex Marie B 952 Virginia Ave
Lodise Marie 517 Harding Ave
Long Edward D 6 Green Meadow Dr
Long Tracy Lyn 987 High Point Cir
Madans Sylvia 300 E Winchester Ave
Mann Gary 815 Poplar St
Marren Helen B 503 Corporate Dr W
Mcbride Colin P 800 Trenton Rd Apt 114
Mcnamee Patricia M 302 W Highland Ave
Mike Wojton 2300 E Lincoln Mall Hwy
Miller Thomas C 25 Liberty Dr
Mongillo R Ii 751 Neshaminy St
Ncb Management Services PO Box 1099
Neshaminy Land Corporation 1868 W Super Hwy
Newtown Podiatry Assoc 1703 Langhorne Newtown Rd
Northern Health Corporation 350 Manor Ave
Norton Joseph P 6 Oxford Dr
Orfe Francis H Orfe Rita M Risingson Ave
Oxford Valley Dental Excellence 240 Middletown Blvd Ste 100
Partridge Steven F Jr 774 Ford Ave
Penndel Middletown Em Sqd 616 E Lincoln Hwy
Pilkington R Co Kruco Services PO Box 1092
Polkington R Co Kruco Services PO Box 1092
Portion Package Inc Pension One Smtt Sq Rte 413 And Doublewoods Rd Ste
Rariden Caroline V Rariden William 7 Blue Flax Ln
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Reinas Viola 290 Winchester Ave
Rheumatology Oxford Sq Middletown Ste 708
Ricketts Ettle 593 White Swan Rd
Ronald Best 800 Trento Rd 197
Rosso John C/O Crestview Ctr 262 Tollgate Rd
Ruddy Katherine Estate Of 419 Orchard Ave
Rudy Bert 202 Comly Ave
Ryan Pamela 13306 Harpers Crossing
Samachson Ethel 300 E Winchester Ave
Simon Drusilla 262 Tollgate Rd
Smith Dorothea M Smith Rhona L 139 Watson Ave
Smith Helen H 524 Wyoming Ave
Smoyer Kathryn C/O Crestview Ctr 262 Tollgate Rd
Spahr Kenneth M 200 Manor Av
Speranza Gertrude 262 Tollgate Rd C/O Crestview North Ctr
St Mary Medical Langhorne & Newtown Rd
St Pierre William J Jr PO Box 1198
Stern Catherine A 425 Wyoming Ave
Stonitsch John R 13303 Harpers Crossing
Timbo Fannie 1031 Brownsville Rd
Tindall Jeffrey P 624 Saint James Ct
Titus Edward M 41 Teal Dr
Ullmer Dorothy 43 Princeton Ct
Urian Charles A 290 Winchester Ave Apt 427
Vail Eugene Estate Of 2304 Brownsville Rd H 1
Vinson Sherrie L 128 Maple Ave
Vitale Vincent T 466 Hulmeville Rd
Volb Louis F Volb Lois M 1017 Walsh Ave
Volinsky Milton 987 High Point Cir
Wexler Bernard L Trst Of 334 Newgate Rd
Whalen Karen W 1778 Second St
Wicher Joseph C 359 Wheatsheaf Ln
Wilkinson Harry C 1086 Rocky Ln
Wireless Hot Spot Internet Zone 2300 E Lincoln Hwy
Wolf Robert E 105 Ford Ave
Worlds Best Weight Loss Centers 940 Town Ctr Dr
Zaidman Jani 15 Essex Ln
Langhorne Pa 19053
Albert Frances 1324 Brownsville Rd
Albert Mary M 1324 Brownsville Rd
Bernstein Leslie D 34 Meer Dr
Bernstein Pamela C/O L D Bernstein 34 Meer Dr
Colohan Jeffrey James 65 Bridgestone Dr
Egan Joseph T 307 Hickory Ave
Fives Martin S 706 Bridgeview Rd
Foley Francisw W 2304 Brownsville Rd A
Fordyce Anne Rita 21 Vernasa Rd
Fordyce Frederick E 21 Vernasa Dr
Hargreaves Chas 52 Woodstream Dr
Hubbert Lawrence M 289 Quincy Place Rd 2
Mandalia Amy 3 Hals Dr
Miller Harry E 1410 Holly Dr
Renteria Joseph 502 Carol Dr
Ryjac Inc 528 Newport Cir Wes
Systems Pension Plan Trustee 140 Drew Dr
Watts William 136 Woodbridge Ct
Levittown Pa 19054
Almond Brian D 9071 Mill Creek Rd 2810
Arteaga Stefan 28 Elm Ln
Barber Catherine 23 Teaberry Ln
Beller Sylvia 21 Penn Valy Rd Apt 1
Bourgeois Barbara G 186 Thornridge Dr
Boyce Patricia 28 Elm Ln
Brosovich Eva 2 Nectar Ln
Cox Bruce 210 East St Rd A-337
Eugene Amoroso J 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 1718
Fenimore Barbara 9071 Mill Creek Rd
Fulcher Eva M 9101 New Falls Rd B2
Giagnacova Mary J 20 Linden Ln
Gilbert Donald 20 Palm Ln
Godun William M Estate Of 186 Thornridge Dr
Hamilton Patricia 22 Penn Valy Rd Apt B4
Hedricks Eleanor 37 Burning Bush Ln
John Nhor 68 Nettletree Ln
Keister Raymond Keister Carroll 5 Tulip Ln
Klein Charles 7 Noblewood Ln
Martin Robert A 7 Robin Hood Dr
Mcgettigan Frank Apt F8 25 Pennvall
Mcgoldrick Thomas Sr 248 Willow Dr
Mckeown Evelyn 181 Thornridge Dr
Moore Joseph H Jr Moore Dorothy E 41 Bentwood Ln
Moore Sophie M Moore Dennis 8590 New Falls Rd
Music Forte 8914 New Falls Rd
Notarfrancesco Janet 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 1
Oconnell Kelly 78 Vermillion Dr
Parrish Robert 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 1101
Quail Wanda J 23 Burning Bush Ln
Schickling Evelyn Estate 410 Pinewood Dr
Sek Chanthou 68 Nettletree Ln
Trout Lawrence B 22 Penn Valy Rd Apt B 30
Vingless Theodore C Add’t Bf:B Vingless 118 Falls Tullytown Rd
Ziehl David R 50 Elderverry Dr
Levittown Pa 19055
Alexander Emma H Estate 28 Kentucky Ln
Andrews Agnes M 33 Redbrook Ln
Bach Gerald T 267 Dogwood Dr
Barrett Marie J 58 Aster Ln
Bawarchis Inc Dba Corianders Indian Cu 1043 Bristol Oxford Valy Rd
Bell Christine 60 Daffodil Ln
Bergeb Joseph 229 Holly Dr
Brachelli Michael Brachelli Edythe 83 Friendly Ln
Bucks County Pharmac 7501 New Falls Rd
Campbell Kathryn M 23 Rambler Ln
Celahunty Clifford 22 Kernel Ln
Crowley Mary F 11 Clover Ln
Davis Patricia A Davis Marie Apt B 11 2151 Old Lincoln Hwy
Degennaro Christina 17 Crabtree Dr
Denno Doris M 2 Kingwood Pl
Desantis Luigi 50 Serpentine Ln
Ellis Deborah L 26 Autumn Ln
Fahy Regina 58 Aster Ln
Figueroa Sherri D 2 Jonquil Ln
Fisher Virginia M Estate Of 2 Azalea Ln
Foley Tara V 48 Hickory Ln
Fugate Maryanne Estate 1 Keystone Ln
Galonski Marguerite 17 King Apple Ln
Greenlee Leroy J 180 Kenwood Dr N
Gresh Kim 57 Kentucky Ln
Horn Bob 1 Glenwood Ln
Hughes Mary I 1 Stream Ln
Hughes Ronald D 31 Deepgreen Ln
Krier James 5 Aster Ln
Lanctot Jacqueline A 205 Kenwood Dr South
Loebsack Eric Jason 81 Red Cedar Dr
Lumio Carmela Mildred 80 Jolly Ln
Lumio Mildred L 80 Jolly Ln
Madoff Beatrice May Madoff Victor 7200 Marion Ave Apt 804
Marino Ruth R Apt 125 185 Kenwood Dr
Mcdonald Christopher 57 Shade Tree Ln
Messenger Frank PO Box 1224
Miller Douglas H 98 Kenwood Dr South
Monk Wilfred D Monk Anne B Mrs H Mccloskey 57 Crabtree Dr
Morgan Janice W 35 Forest Ln
Nasarios Brenda 2 Autumn Ln
Obrien Grosscup Isabella 185 Kenwood Dr N Apt 234
Patino Eloisa 55 Sugarmaple Ave
Pierce Eileen 5 Mulberry Ln
Pintor Jesus M Jr 7200 Marion Ave Apt 926
Rudy Linda 20 Orchard Ln
Rudy Linda Lee 20 Orchard Ln
Shuster Joanne 37 Azalea Ln
Smith Mary Felkner 31 Kingwood Ln
Szczucki Carmella 36 Coral Ln
Taylor Sara 57 Rocky Pool Ln
Vanhorn Scott C 7 Old Spruce Ln
Vanreymersdal Terry A 12 Serpentine Ln
Webekind Viola H 35 Russett Ln
Wilson Herbert G Estate 51 Chestnut Ln
Wissman Daniel 813 Hancock Ave
Levittown Pa 19056
Alliance 2378 Trenton Rd
American Friend Of Matan Inc 75 Secklepear Rd
Anderson Brian 1228 New Rodgers Rd Apt E-11
Barr Allan T Estate 1970 Veterans Hwy Apt K3
Bluesky Cleaning Inc 3902 Pine Ave
Brotman Sylvia B 28 Jump Hill Rd
Browning Virginia D 30 Red Ridge Rd
Buckman Anna 18 Jump Hill Rd
Caucci Jules Patrick 1970 New Rodgers Rd K 33
Clee Thomas 36 Underwood Rd
Corado Lopez Edwin 2130 New Rodgers Rd Apt C9
Coyle Margaret 40 Merrytown Rd
Curry Robert 1338 New Rodgers Rd
Dilisio Dominic Estate 75 Forsythia Dr E
Frank Catherine A 31 Hydrangea Rd
Getz Esta H 23 Heartwood Rd
Giglio Patricia G Giglio James A 121 Tr Rd
Gmac 2180 New Rogers Rd Apt 1501
Hearthside Realtors 964 Woodbourne Rd
Jones Ethel C/O B Jones 2629 Trenton Rd
Jones Kimberly S 2180 New Rogers Rd Apt 1501
Kentzler Arthur Kentzler Mary A 14 Sugarplum Rd
Krusicul Joseph J Krusicul Irene E 2151 E Lincoln Hwy Apt D12
Kuhns Karl Paul 1228 Veterans Hwy Apt A1
Kulb Rodney J Kulb Debra M 10 Sugarplum Rd
L Mtg Co Inc Dba American Heritage 1288 New Rodgers Rd
Lawrence Lewis W 36 Tinsel Rd
Llewellyn Chris 53 Hedge Rd
Louise Miroballi Janice 29 Highland Park Place
Marius Gardy 1338 New Rodgers Rd Apt G11
Mcdonnell Robert P Mcdonnell Helen 131 Highland Park Dr
Mckee Hilmer R 99 Harvest Rd
Mclaughlin Alyce G 7 Mill Dr
Mclaughlin Regina 7 Mill Dr
Melrose Land Parent Llc 311 Veterans Hwy Suite B
Moyer Gerald G 19 Hollow Rd
Moyer Gerald Trust 19 Hollow Rd
Nair Manojkumar 1338 New Rodgers Rd I - 6
Nolan Alyce 7 Mill Dr
Omalley Patrick 2151 Lincoln Hwy Apt 1
Pacos Joseph J 87 Heartwood Rd
Padilla Salvador 43 Pumpkin Hill Rd
Picciotti Robert 127 Twin Oak Dr
Platnick Leonard 12 Sunflower Rd
Puzio Christophe 53 Mayflower Rd
Riverview Memorial Gardens Parent L 311 Veterans Hwy Ste 8
Schaeffer Mark L 23 Sweetgum Rd
Selger Stephanie 34 Spring Valy Rd
Shernoff Sylvia 54 Roundhill Rd
Solomon Harry 2 Dawn Rd
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Solomon Sophie 2 Dawn Rd
Syndicated Office Sy 9 Hemlock Rd
Thompson Gary 45 Spinythorn Rd
Thompson Joseph V Estate 4 Tr Rd
Tomasetti Michael A 79 Harvest Rd
Turnock Theodore J Turnock Ann 23 Hyacinth Rd
Velagapudi Giridhar Velagapudi Shanti 2000 New Rodgers Rd D1
Zara Madeline Zara John M 2130 New Rodgers Rd Apt A3
Zimmerman Margaret Estate 24 Hedge Rd
Levittown Pa 19057
A And J Auto World Inc 100 Penn Ave
Absolute Security Inc C/O J Weinstein 6240 Bristol Pike
Advent Heating Cooling 1410 Manning Blvd
Alston Mamie 16 Michelle Ct
Andrews Mary 48 Gable Hill Rd
Ballard Roger 2400 Liberator St
Baxter Michael G 1503 Edgely Rd Apt C
Beasley Monique O 20 Patrician St
Boothby Dawn M 280 Juanita Ct
Bormann Bruno P 32 Golden Gate Rd
Brewington Donovin 2216 Bloomsdale Rd
Broomall Ethel Estate 25 1/2 Woodside Ave
Bryant Albert J 47 Ironwood Rd
Caul Helen M Estate 2409 Airacobra St
Chadwic Donna M 15 Green Lynne Dr
Corcoran William Corcoran Rita 26 Glen Rd
Corson Walter L 1350 Woodbourne Rd Apt C49
D K Electric Inc 56 Canoebirck Rd
Dade Dolores M 48 Gable Hill Rd
Deck Elba I 16 Gamewood Rd
Dilal Mary Estate Of 41 Poplar Ln
Donaldson Elizabeth Ms 52 Wildflower Rd
Doris Joseph 10 Idolstone Rd
Drennen Shawn 236 Blueridge Dr
Eds Mobile Tv Video 47 Calicobush Rd
Flensy Patricia A 70 Gentle Rd
Frank Margaret T Frank Henry R 9 Blue Ridge Dr
Gallagher Ida 19 Michael Pl
Gallardo F Negrete 5130 Emile Rd
Gillen Joseph C 6730 New Falls Rd Diamond Tax Service
Gowen Kevin 6 Canyon Rd
Grace Sweeney 60 Quaker Hill Rd
Guidotti George 41 Ivy Hill Rd
Guidotti Painting 41 Ivy Hill Rd
Hcsg Supply 45-H Runway Rd
Hein Robert 48 Balsam Rd
Hgsc Supply 45-H Runwa Rd
Johnson Eunice 20 Sweetbrier Ln
Jones Gerald W 31 Canyon Rd
Kochanowicz Nan 2 Old Pond Rd
Le Compte Frances Estate 98 Blue Ridge Dr
Lembesis Alexander 38 Gun Rd
Levittown Tobacco 5323 New Falls Rd
Lobley Dorothy Lobley Thomas 54 Quincy Dr
Masalsk Alma 7014 Mill Creek Rd
Matias Roberto Estate Of 14 Indian Creek Entry
Mindshift Technology 6139 Emilie Rd
Murray Hilda M 58 Quickset Rd
Naddeo Anthony C Naddeo Joan L 24 Islet Rd
Neeld Ed Jr 9 Runway Rd
Orloski Leo F Apt A2 1501 Woodbourne Rd
Paida Carolyn J 46 Cobalt Ridge Dr E
Pavlo John M 38 Ivy Hill Rd
Ritho Lucille 85 Ivy Hill Rd
Roccograndi Samuel 71 Indigo Rd
Schweitzer Charles S 315 Goldenridge Dr
Serv Coyne Search Pension Prof Shar Plan 5911 Emilie Rd
Shatrowsky Patricia 21 Great Oak Rd
Shernoff David Mr 41 Gaping Rock Rd
Sherwood Thomas G 6730 New Falls Rd Apt Lt 55 Diamond Check Cashing
Smaling Edward E Smaling Karl E 1350 Woodbourne Rd
Smaling Evelyn Smaling Karl E 1350 Woodbourne Rd
Spence Charles W 53 Candle Rd
Stewart Jaclyn A 68 Elizabeth Ln
Stribling Janice 5404 Emilie Rd 2nd Floor
Valle David L 57 Bittersweet Rd
Vedro Stephen E 10 Cloister Rd
Welsh Geraldi 2409 Fleetwing Dr
Williams Joanne 5801 Fleetwing Dr
Williamson Harold 5815 Emilie Dr
Wilson Rose 3401 Oxford Valyrd D11
Worth Virginia C/O Fidelity Management Trust 31 Granite Rd
Levittown Pa 19058
American Bank Stationery Company PO Box 667
Papa Johns Pizza 7809 New Falls Rd
Pronin Inc PO Box 784
Service Plus PO Box 1288
Sultana Rafia 1970 New Rodgers Rd Apt L-13
Vora Ankur M PO Box 1483
Line Lexington Pa 18932
Aller David 720 Hilltown Pike
Haws Rhonda M 27a Hilltown Pike
Mullin Marilyn C 404 Hilltown Pike
Milford Square Pa 18935
Dise Jeffrey 624 No Seventh St
Harris Rhiannon L PO Box 74
Morrisville Pa 19067
A C R Foreign Cars Inc 510 W Bridge St
Alga Enterprises Inc 100 West Post Rd
Amend Steven G 300 Clymer Ave
American Trans Freight 1801 S Pennsylvania Ave
Anderson Clifton P Anderson Duane C 631 Osborne Ave
Belarus Construction Inc 250 Blvd Plaza C-6
Blank Norma 475 Stockham Ave
Bosmann Jillian 232 Winding Way
Brown Joseph 250 Plaza Blvd Apt A17
Bruehi Derek E 243 Stockham Ave
Byrne L Estate Of 430 Hillside Ave
Carroll Lucille 808 Bristol Pike
Chacon Carranza Adelberto 1 Makefield Rd F247
Chernyavskiy Pavel 254 W Trenton Ave Apt 202a
Ciborowski Janusz 97 Hedgerow Dr
Clemens William Estate 558 W Bridge St
Coward Sarah T 615 N Lafayette Ave
D E Love Associates Inc 301 Oxford Valy Rd
Daniels Elmer 320 Melvin Ave N
Dombrowski Michael 116 Hedge Row Dr
Duchon Peter A3 1 Makefield Rd
Ent Joan F 225 Althea Ave
Falls Auto Body 27 Brooks Ave
Falorio Anthony M 1388 Violetwood Ct
Figueroa Jose C 250 Plaza Blvd Apt K7
Ford Jadonal E PO Box 1133
Franklin Templeton Inv 3047 Chandler Dr
Fuller Margaret G Fuller Carl W 300 Daleview Dr
Galie Ruby L 7700 Hollis Dr
Gater Edward 213 Allendale Dr
Gohde August Gohde Tacie 7 Lenora Ave
Good Kathy L Good Owen M 1528 N Pennsylvania Ave
Groves Debi 4243 Esconido Cyn Rd
Handy Jonathan 1 Makefield Rd Aprt F224
Haynes Angeline E 3 Union St
Hencken Elizabeth 603 Benton Ln
Hill Kenneth Hill Ruth E 157 Roberton
Hor Yina Wah 213 Alden Ave
Howe Margaret D Howe Stephen R 118 Hedgerow Dr
Immordino Michael 100 Union St
Iron Horse Excavating 9284 E Tyburn Rd
Irvin Charles L 666 Hilcrest Ave
Irwin David J 66 Hillcrest Ave
Jackson Benjamin F 6301 Spruce Mill Dr
Jackson Raymond J 5227 Graham Dr
James H 501 Clymer Ave
Johnsonroth Sonyetta 461 N Delmore Ave
Jones Alyce L 615 N Lafayette Ave
Karavai Igor 250 Plaza Blvd C15
Kimmel And Silverman Pc 15 Fifth St
Kirlin James 723 Gordon Dr
Lacoe Marianna 13 E Afton Ave Fl 2
Laken Lawrence B 981 Lincoln Hwy
Lapicky Evdokia 4 Ida Ave
Lee Isabella 16 Riverview Ave
Leininger Grace M 1 Madison Ave
List Elizabeth M 1 Hillcrest Ave Apt 302
Long Warren E 222 Washington St
Los Dorores Ira 3047 Chandler Dr
Malcolm Rose A 371 Plaza Blvd Apt 10
Mandelson Amy 1400 Solo Rd Yardley
Marenich Halina 250 Plaza Blvd Apt G-7
Matzko Maryann PO Box 728
Matzko William B Jr PO Box 728
Mcallister Vivian 1526 N Dahlia Ct
Mcgrath Steven 1347 Heller Dr
Mckenna Edward L 207 Vernon Rd
Medimedia Usa Inc PO Box 759
Merkler Rosalind S Merkler Andrew 711 Pennsdale Dr
Mishra Smita 250 Plaza Blvd Alexandria D-8
Murphy Steven 123 Penns Grant Dr
Mystery Inc 726 S Pennsylvania Ave
Neary Margaret T 1006 Yardley Rd
Nevicati Louis A 409 W Palmer St
Nolan Charles D Estate 205 S Delmorr Ave
Nolan Henry A Estate 205 S Delmorr Ave
Novotny Jozef 1 Makefield Rd Apt C-93
Patel Prakash B 133 Independence Dr
Penn Jersey Self Storage 2 S Dilmore Ave
Richard Hoppe Trucking 29 East Hendrickson Ave
Richards James E Richards Maryjo 77 Harrison Ave
Ritz Annemarie 706 Kathy Dr
Roberts Benjamin J 1937 Old Bristol Pike Lot 11
Rohrbach Robert 36 Biles Ave
Rudd Harold 287 Emerald Dr
Rudzik Glenn A Rudzik Mark E 1 Makefield Rd Apt G288
Schmiederer Robert 515 Curtis Dr
Security Zone Inc 60 Laura Way
Smith Howard W Smith Anna D P O Box 95
Smith Tricia L 22 Doloro Cir
Solt Helen 27 S Harding Ave Apt 401
Stclair Earl Estate 211 Anderson Ave 1st Fl
Steffen Anna S Penn
Swift Scott J 161 Ctr St
Talley Arkeem 605 Coleman Avennue
Tichanek Karel 250 Plaza Blvd E3
Toth Charles 254 Prospect Ave
Toth John 312 Harper Ave
Van Ness William Van Ness Lucy 188 Fletcher Dr
Villanueva Maria A 409 W Palmer St
Watson William D Estate 162 Floral Dr
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Watts Joseph J 554 Doloro Dr
Wenzel Irene 36 Biles Ave
West Arthur And A 611 Fairhill Rd
Woodward Margaret D Woodward Rowland P 26 N Lafayette Ave
Woodward William Estate 80 Althea Ave
Woytko Joann 267 Osborne Ave
Yonker Emma R 609 Nolan Ave Apt 119
Ziehl Albert P 121 Hedgerow Dr
Znaniecki Piotr 965 Old Lincoln Hwy
New Britain Pa 18901
Custom Aire Supply 39 Sand Rd
Flint Thomas R 15 E Butler Ave
Herb Judith A 117 Pawnee Rd
Hoke Rubber Products PO Box 5068 75 Britain Dr
Thull Rosemary Estate 1623 4th St
New Hope Pa 18938
Alan Jewelry Co Inc Rd 3 Box 126
Antonio Oscar 46 N Main St
Bair Kathryn S Bair Walter S PO Box 6
Bamford Mary L 34 Willow Ct
Bonito Grace 128 Riverwoods Dr
Chongas Karyl 255 Deerfield Ct
Clark Helena F 3885 Lower Mountain Rd
Clinical Rsrch Trng 88 Clearfalls Ct
Crudo Ronald P 28 Solebury Mountain Rd
Decd Robert P PO Box 393
Deichmann Diabo Evelynn 6542a Lower York Rd Apt 186
Devan Raymond J Estate Of 2 Candlewyck Ct
Emery Bryce 24 Brooks Bend Dr
Floyd Earl W C/O G Kasirsky 114 N Mai
Forbesemery Deborah A 24 Brooks Bend Dr
Fox William H 135 Old York Rd
Gale Jan P 517 Waterview Pl
Garcia Rodriguez Jose Luis 15w Bridge St Apt B
Gerensen Robert V 22 South Main St
Goodman Isabelle 2257 Bellflower Ln
Gothie Daniel L 2 Chestnut Ln
Hellyer Earl 88 S Main St
Hetfield George F 24 Arden Way
Housekeeper Ethel 18 Lilac Ct
Humenick Jeffrey Humenick Theresa 202 Creekside Dr
Jones Lynn 216 Bobwhite Rd
Kaufelds Clay M 113 Hidden Ct
Keane Associates Inc 1 Hillside Ln
Kerwin Edythe M Kerwin Edward A N Main St
Kleemeier William H66 Bell Floner Lanc
Kramer Jeffrey A 9 Smoke Rise Vlg 2
Kramer Jennifer Vmd Bucks County Spca 1665 St Rd
Lankenau Walter C 8b Darien Ct
Lee Kathryn M 11 Solebury Mountain Rd
Main Line Finance 281 W Mechanic St
Mainly Bikes Inc 25 Hibbs Ln
Maria S Pizzeria Llc 82 South Main St
Martin Lynda C 6782 Phillips Mill Rd
Martinez Jose 46 Waterloo St PO Box 401
Maschi Catherine 220 Dove Ct
Mcclenachan Genevieve P Mcclenachan William B 87 Sunset Dr
Miller James Andrew PO Box 188
Mistretta Santino J 79 Juniper Cir
Murphy Edward 20820 Durham Rd
Ncs Inc 1318 Durham Rd
Ogle Lucille E R D 1
Owen Allen Rd 3 Box 126
Plump Donald R Trust Jr C/O W Plump Condon 38 Lenape Dr
Porter Wanda 10 Stoney Hill Rd
Porter Wanda Estate 10 Stoney Hill Rd
Samartsieyv Ekateryna 737 Brightong Way
Saraswati River Yoga Inc 97 Parkside Dr
Schaum Alesia PO Box 127
Silverman April PO Box 166
Spatola S 82 South Main St
Stern Marion B 151 N Main St
Talk America Inc 6805 Rte 202
Thiers Marie O 563 Bent Pine Cir
Tseng Jason 6029 Atkinson Rd
Vanguard Fiduciary Trust 1440 River Rd
Vassalluzzo Christopher 2 Great Hills Rd
Why Dorothy A 57 Reeder Rd
Woolsey James J 6 Stoney Hill Rd
Newportville Pa 19056
Bucks Cty Hypnotism Society Of Pa 3905 Groveland Ave
Lowris John Est Hillside Ave
Ostapowicz Mary 3800 Newportville Rd
Newtown Pa 18940
Active Acres 881 Highland Rd
Adelman Richard J 12 Crocus Ln
Aero Services International 660 Newtown-Yardley Rd
Allied Limosine 250 W Lincoln Hwy
Altman Marian 906 Diamond Dr
Amazon Systems Llc 127 S State St
Apache Wrestling Club And Parkview Manag 43 Northrup Ct
Balliet Jason M 26 Sparrow Walk
Bernhard Eleanor M 14 Holly Cir
Bio Imaging Technologies Inc 826 Newtown Yardley Rd
Bittman Victor M Cust Bittman Kevin S 17 S Lancaster La
Bivins Sheila 603 Danbury Ct
Brillmans Rental Barn C/O Mary Beth 101 Friends Ln
Brown David M 1171 Shannon Rd
Bruce A Goodman Md 790 Newtown Yardley Rd Suite 420
Buermann Dorothy Elizabeth 19 S Chancellor St
Business Development Services Inc 121 Friends Ln
Carroll Mary K 1616 Society Pl
Cartwright Ann C 226 N Lincoln Ave
Cernetich Patricia 321 Woodhill Rd
Charoff Andrew 378 Hunters Wood Dr
Choices Unlimited Llc 301 State St Lower Level
Cohen Paul R 6 Remy Place
College Bp 5 Whitesell Ln
Crocker Christine Crocker Sean R 83 Cypress Place
Crompton James C/O S A Crompton 240 Woodhill Rd
Danese Richard Jr One South State St Box 70 C O Richard Danese Jr
Dayton Norma E Est Dayton Norma E 226 N Lincoln Ave
Demarco Anthony J 84 Woodhill Rd
Dictaphone Corp Attn Ellen Mullarkey 1423 Ridgewood Dr
Dresser Eleanor E203 Pennswood Village
Edwards Ella 29 Parkview Way
Errico William A 21 Stockton Ct
Fell Ada M 103 North State Apt 6
Ferry William B 22 Amaryalis Ln
Fleet Bank 2900 S Eagle Rd
Fountaine Anna E 2051 Dawn Ln
French Lace C/O Nina Kaplan 17 S State St
Girot Teresa Ann 4 Rosefield Dr
Glatz Donald J 1055 Little Rd
Green Shades Of PO Box 1466
Greiner Janice 72 Magnolia Dr
Gummere Barker 20 Farmington Place
Hagerman Carlotta S Rd 1
Haigh Thomas I 21 Hillcroft Way
Hammer & Hammer Inc 356 Wrights Rd
Hankinson John E 981 Old Dolington Rd
Hanrahan Daniel C Ii 3 Blue Bell Ct
Harbor Preferred Mortgage Services 36 A Newtown Richboro
Harrison Carol 17 Brecknock Ct
Ict Group Inc C/O R Booker 100 Brandy Wine Blvd
Jasperse Jerald M 345 Brownsburg Rd
Jersey Boat Inc Profit Sharing Plan PO Box 358
Jirele Lauren E Jirele Polly 334 Sentinel Ave
Kane Leonard 1 Poppy Ct
Kaplan Arthur 362 Parkview Way
Kerrington John J Jr One South State St Box 70
King George F King Mary T 467 Parkview Way
Ko Hyung Dal 33 Walton Ct Newtown Gate
Koerner Gerhardt J 220 Yorkshire Dr
Kuehne Dorothy V 4 Prince Philip Ct
Law Schl Adm Council PO Box 2600
Lawless Edward B 228 Thompson Mill Rd
Lawless Edward B Sr Lawless Michael 228 Thompson Mill Rd
Lawless Edward B Sr Lawless Suzanne 228 Thompson Mill Rd
Leahey Michael 2036 Silverwood Dr
Leon Julie M 108 Cambridge Ln
Leski Stacy 321 Milford Crt
Lodestar Consulting Llc Ste 325
Ludwig Thomas M Jr Ludwig Joan M 451 Penn St
Maffeis Inc 661 Washington Crossing Rd
Marina Three S 7 Amy Cir
Marrazzo Joseph 242 Stoneybrook Rd
Marshall Elizabeth E 11 Meridan Cir
Mccaffrey Steven J 1392 Wrightstown Rd
Mccarthy Colleen 3 Nutmeg Pl
Mccutcheon Mary 1 Hunters Way
Mcginnis Mary T 86 Greenridge Cir
Mcginnity Barbara A Box 383
Mcom Llc 20 Richboro Rd
Mitchell James 254 S Chancellor St
Molnar Albert 184 Williams Ave
Moran Weston John 2901 Society Place
Moskaitis John E Md 4 Terry Dr Suite 11
Mullen Deidre 460 South St
N S Plumbing Htg Inc C/O Nicademo Saturno 4 Spruce Ct
National Instruments Land Combustion Inc 10 Friends Ln
Newtown Massimo S 20 Richboro Rd
Newtown Psychiatric Assoc Pc Suite 202 27 Clacksmith Rd
Niculescu Serban D 125 Laurel Cir
Pappas Gregory G 2038 Silverwood Dr
Paraboschi Charles 1656 Powderhorn Dr
Parys Wim 44 Yorkshire Dr
Paul Diana M 15 Heather Ct
Pearce James 1690 Wrightstown Rd
Pkf Mark III Marine PO Box 390
Quintiles Scott Levin Inc 60 Blacksmith Rd
R E B Consulting 2065 Dawn Ln
Reed Margaret Buck Rd & Barclay St Chandler Hall
Reidy Robert E 16 Madison Ct
Rieder Christophe 305 Matthews Ln
Rowland Florence S Pennswood Village B6
Rreeve Marjorie 9 Hayhurst Rd
Samuel Louise W Apt E212 Pennswood Village
Scott Deborah Scott David 1712 Scott Dr
Seckel Capital 205 Palmer Aly
Sewall Ann Merriam Pennswood Village B-111 1382 Newtown-Langhorne Rd
Shafransky Thomas 31 Opal Dr
Stewart Chris P 46 High St
Styron Judith 2032 Silverwood Dr
Surgical Care Physicians Pc PO Box 817
Teschner Jeffrey 11 Westwood Ct
Thorpe Robert W Estate Rr 1
Tierney Mike 428 Brownsburg Rd
Toner Patricia PO Box 358
Tull Tina M 16 Martindell Dr
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Ubs Financial Services Ira 411 S State St
Unique Vacations 34 Brecknock Ct
Wagner Edmund Wagner Edith 138 N Liberty St
Walker Monica L 533 Atwood Ct
Wambold Brian 34 East Park Rd
Wax Jennifer Wax Robert 2 Hunter Way
Weiner Alan 14 Chesapeake Dr
Wilson Christopher 258 Durham Rd
Wright Ruth O One South State St Box 70 Co R Danese Jr
Penndel Pa 19047
Brownfield Debra K 255 E Lincoln Hwy Apt 48
Community Financial Services Inc PO Box 157
Heron Donna B 475 Washington Ave
Hunsicker Mary A 137 E Woodland Ave
Jat Vac Inc PO Box 7309
Krause Patricia A Krause Joseph 400 Crescent St
Matice Robert Tri Power Consulting 314 W Lincoln Hwy 3
Mcginty Joyce M 63 W Lincoln Hwy
Nestler Marianne 330 Madison Ave
Satchell Margaret M Satchell James K Sr 443 Madison Ave
Shaw Marjorie T 137 E Woodland Ave
Shirley Lucille Estate Of 425 Cynthia Ave
Sodano Francis S CO S Sodano 447 Fai
Sodano Samuel C/O S Sodano 447 Fairview
Penns Park Pa 18943
Capitol Insurance Co PO Box 196
Elhaoui Jasmine A 831 Pineville Rd PO Box 304
Hauck Edgar W III PO Box 128
Hauck Edgar W PO Box 128
Saturno Nicademo Po 49
Pineville Pa 18946
Sterling Richard PO Box 116
Welsh Dorothy Welsh James J PO Box 145
Plumsteadville Pa 18949
Nassau Fastening Co 6124 Potters Ln
Scott Specialty Gases Inc PO Box 310
Point Pleasant Pa 18950
Abel Catherine C PO Box 209
Abel James A PO Box 209
Northey Hazel S PO Box 266
Vitrium Corporation 6920 Tollgate Rd @ Swagger R
Quakertown Pa 18951
Allem Isabel N Grundy House 1611 Park Ave Apt 324
Allen Helen A Estate 136 Park Ave
Astudillo Marcio 717 East Brd St
Avanti Tuscan Grille Bar 1907 John Fries Hwy
Badman Fern T 124 S 3rd St
Barbieri Michael 219 E Brd St
Benner Christian 2570 Wieand Rd
Berridge James 1625 N West End Blvd Apt 24
Blake Mary A 1127 Mountainview Dr
Bottomley Joseph Estate Of 5831 Clymer Rd
Brower Cindy L 22 S 8th St
Brown Thomas 2334 Old Bethlehem Pike
Bux Mont Onc Hem Medical 1021 Park Ave Ste 203b St Luke Professional Ctr
Carotenuto Ruth T 123 1660 Park Ave
Chavez Kattia 717 East Brd St
Cliffs Auto Body 943 Rockhill Rd
Clinical Analysis Corp 2100 Quaker Pointe Dr
Cope Jennifer 173 Crocus Ct
Cressman Wilbert Estate Of 222 New St
Dager Camille M 343 Deerwood Ln
Dalessio Richard W 252 Windsor Ct
Derstine Tiffaney 448 S 9th St
Diener William F Jr 1045 N West End Blvd Lot 270
Douglas Joseph F Estate Rr 3 Box 270
Egan Virginia R 300 Heller Rd
Eichlin Leroy 2075 Baumans Rd
Farmer Joseph M Farmer Scott R 1047 Lakewood Dr
Fawcett Joseph D Star Rte
First American Title Insurance Co 472 California Rd PO Box
Fletcher Susan 916 Old Bethlehem Rd
Fly Hal K Estate 82 Smoketown Rd
Fosbenner Jeannette 803 Eaton Ct
Fowler Brett S 2734 Old Bethlehem Pk
Frederick Todd A 33 Belmont Ave
Freeman Kadeidra 16 S Main St
Fuge Stephen 219 E Brd St
Godin Mildred Rr 1
Gonzalez Gerardo 35 Penn Am Dr
Hall John F 7 Meda St
Hardwick David R 2020 Grant Rd
Helen Diener 1045 N West End Blvd Lot 270
Hendricks Marie F Rm 423 1611 Park Ave
Hieter David P 2330 Hieter Rd
Holbrook Todd 1862 Hunters Horn Ln
Holter Mary M 1038 Mountainview Dr
Howells David Charles Howells Cathie 65 Pennington
Hutchinson Jesse Hutchinson Robin 255 Old Bethleham Rd
Hyman Risa 219 E Brd St
Insaco Inc 401 K Plan Dtd 12 26 95 Box 9006
Irving Michael T 1144 Bridle Path Dr
Jangiti Lalitha Apt B 122 Braithwaite Ln
Kearney Thelma 135 S Third St
Keyburn Claire B 1355 California Rd
Kresge Bruce E 1108 Farm House Ln
Kulp Georgianna 87 Stonegate Rd
Kusters Margaret 219 E Brd St
Lehman Kerry M 1386 Wildflower Way
Lewis Margaret Lewis John 237 North Hellertown Ave
Maurer Michael Ira 1440 Doerr Rd
Mccallum David R Jr Mccallum David R 2055 Trumbauersville Rd
Mcclanahan Garnett R 98 Franklin Ln
Mcdevitt Patricia Jane 232 Yankee Rd Lot 380
Mechanics Plus 1410 S Westend Ave
Mestayer Christina M 824 Doylestown Pike
Mill St Storage 117 E Mill St
Miller William L 14 S 5th St
Minnucci Frances Minnucci Julius 221 S 9th St
Moore David W Moore Nancy Y 120 Lehigh Dr
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter 1440 Doerr Rd
Morris Edithmae 945 S Old Bethlehem Pike
Morris Edithmae Morris Joseph 945 S Old Beth Pk
Moyer Thomas F 309 Cedarcrest Dr
Nase Walter H Estate Rte 309 Bethlehem Pike
Nase Walter H Rte 309 Bethlehem Pk
New Eastern Dragon Inc C O Jian Feng Lin 238
Nunez Flores Jose Mr 43 N Hellertown Ave Apt 1
Oliver M Landis & Associates Inc PO Box 177
Packaging Services & Consulting Inc C/O Roberson Yost 227 W
Peters Theresa J 1045 Nw End Blvd Lot 36
Pfenninger Richard 176 Wrangler Ct
Pichaimuthu Poonguzhali 2132 Gable Ln
Pizzaranda 18 Naylor Ct
Plan Ttees Frontier Trust Co Box 9006
Porreca Mary J 1035 Old Bethlehem Pike
Pulse Technologies Inc 2000 Am Dr
Radosin John 36 S Front St
Riccatelli Gina 605 E Brd St
Rodenberger Donald S 511 A E Brd St
Rodriguez Ismael 213a Erie Ave
Savage Russell T Jr 2114 Dublin Pike
Savani Niransan M 500 Juniper St
Schlemmer Leonard S Mine Rd
Schlemmer Mae L 2767 Allison Rd
Sheffler Mary J 1045 N West End Blvd Lot 270
Sinclair Helen M Estate 1131 School House Ln
Spaulding Dana H 129 N Ambler St
Stockburger Clara Mine Rd
Stover Amy E R F D Public
Teat Paul V 2575 Old Bethelehem Pike
The Moyer Co PO Box 697
Trainer Doris A Estate 2 N West End Blvd
Tri County Fcu 225 Erie Ave
Turanica Nicholas Turanica Mary 1020 South Main St
Victor Melissa M 422 Tr Dr
Vronch Joseph C Vronch Jacob S 523 Juniper St
Wagner John W 461 Deerwood Ln
Willauer Wilmer Estate Rr 3
Young David R 1041 Brookfield Cir
Richboro Pa 18954
Allen Mark T Md 700 Worthington Mill Rd
Bayer Rochell M 31 Gregory Pl
Bernstein Sarah 166 Whitney Ln
Blackman Ian 11 Columbia Cir
Borden Stuart 75 Poplar Dr
Bucks Physical And Sport Rehab 7 Upper Holland Rd Bldg 3
Burnham William H Est Of Ste 206a 853 2nd St Pike
Ceglia Stephanie Ceglia Vincent 155 Anselm Dr
Choby Marion F 65 Newtown Richboro Rd Unit 22
Connelly Kelly Ann 160 Newtown Richboro Rd
Costello Michael 65 Newtown Richboro Rd
Coyle Francis P Trst Of 881 Bustleton Pike
Cullman Robert C Jr 88 Lynford Rd
Evans Joseph E Mr 344 Almshouse Rd
Garr Troy 135 Gleniffer Hill Rd
Joseph Aleyamma 328 Holly Hill Rd
Kohn Helen And Sheldon Kohn Sheldon Kohn Helen 74 Highspire Rd
Kohn Richard Kohn Sheldon Kohn Helen 74 Highspire Rd
Lees Earl D Estate 3 Andrea Dr
Levinson Susan 54 W Pickering Bend
Lyons Gertrude Ms 140 Cedar Dr
Miller Ursula G 96 Titus Ct
Morrissey Marie T 253 Twining Ford Rd
New Century Chiropractic Llc PO Box 114
O’malley Kevin O’malley Kathy 240 American Dr
Pinelli Josephine 253 Twining Ford Rd
Ridge Margaret M 50 Burdsal Ave
Rohan William J 64 Windy Knoll Dr
Sussman Gregory W 704 Worthington Mill Rd
Thriftway Super PO Box 739
Rieglesville Pa 18077
Blackford John B 724 Durham Rd
Capital Care Corporation 3702 Buckwampum Rd Box 248
Czahor Kenneth 3087 Cooks Creek Rd
Kreutz John S PO Box 428
Lopez Gary 145 Thistle Hill
Shoudt Amy Estate Of C/O M Scott PO Box 54
Sellersville Pa 18960
A And T Chevrolet Inc 904 Ridge Rd
Alderman Phyllis L Estate 475 E Park Ave
Atkinson Robert J Jr 104 Tall Oaks Dr
Bless Alma S 421 Simmons Rd
Brown Barry L 724 Ridge Rd Apt 9
Costello Marian E 215 Washington Ave
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Derstine James 1911 Old Bethlehem Pik
Faulkner Ford Mercury 1118 Old Bethlehem Pike
Finberg Minna J 812 Cathill Rd 322
Furlong Stewart S 232 Barndt Rd
Gelsebach Renee C 10 Stone Edge Rd
Grand View Hospital 700 Lawn Ave
Grand View Sports Medicine Center 915 Lawn Ave PO Box 310
Grandview Medical Research Inc 711 Lawn Ave Building 1
Greesman Naomi M Estate 41 E Grandview Ave
Hoff Roseann Rr 1 Old Mill Rd
Hoffman Gregory 512 Old Mill Rd
Infectious Diseases Associates 817 Lawn Ave
Johnson Mary M 2554 Hill Rd
Keeley Sean M PO Box 64
Kostenbader Christopher 5 Life Mark Dr
Laurent Filius 170 Hampshire Dr
Mccusker Coleen Park Cust Mccusker Michael Park 414 E Rockhill Rd
Miketta Rose M 233 Catch Basin Rd
Mirarchi Bonnie 330 Green St
Montai Sheriann C/O Edw & Janice Montai 904 Ridge Rd
Newsom Terry D 475 E Park Ave
Novatkowski Janet 475 E Park Ave
Obrien Alice R 1023 Keystone Dr
Obrien Cornelius R 1023 Keystone Dr
Obrien Patrick 39 Ridge Run Rd
Obrien Patrick J 1023 Keystone Dr
Otery Arlene 64 N Main St
Pennfield Group 306 Keystone Dr
Pennise Paul A 4 Boulder Dr
Reed Titus Jr Reed Mattie Grandview Av
Regan Robert 520 Barrington Ct
Schaeffer Ruth V Estate PO Box 59
Schimpf William B 3250 State Rd 273
Skladanoski Stanley Skladanoski Edith 631 Allentown Rd
Steely Jacob 3250 State Rd Apt 285
Stover Lawrence L 3250 State Rd Apt 299
Swartz Zachary Swartz Jill 1337 Lawn Ave
Teva 650 Cathill Rd Sellerville Pa 18960
Veglatte Georgina M Veglatte Frank Rr3 Box 3386
Weid Walter Estate 88 N Main St
Silverdale Pa 18962
Cooley Brandy 123 Barringer Ave
Swartley Phillip R PO Box 166
Solebury Pa 18963
Goldberg Anne E PO Box 33
Sellers Wallace O PO Box 106
Winchester Business Improvements 6945 Ely Rd
Southampton Pa 18966
Albuck Traci 309 Coldspring Rd
Axelrod Helen G 1400 Old Jordan Rd Apt 2130
Belle Designs Inc 649 Second St Pike Ste E
Brown Dorothy Estate 740 Willow St
Burns James T 1144 Rozel Ave
Chiropractic Wellness 654 Knowles Ave
Clauser Anna E Clauser John T 593 New Rd
Continental Financial Service Inc PO Box 422
Conway Marie L 338 Maple Ave
Creative Response 362 2nd St Pike Ste 150
Dematteo Morris A 57 Cameron Dr
Dikman Dimitry 32 Traub Dr
Dixon Hollis R 1585 Winding Rd
Doris Heginbothom Estate 83 Rotterdam Rd N
Dugan John E 838 W Maple Dr
Dugan Marion K Dugan John E 838 W Maple Dr
Durst Richard L Durst Robert B 326 Maple Ave
Fala Fioravanti A 785 Linden Dr
Fenwick Charles R 1100 Mill Creek Rd
Ford Williamjr H 25 Cornell Ave
Frazier Margaret A F117 238 St Rd
Glace Eric 273 Hudson Ct
Godfrey Charles H Godfrey Dorris B F107 238 St Rd
Hadalski David Mihal Pch 669 Belmont Ave
Hauss Frank J 624 Pickering Rd
Hezel Herman 1381 Joan Dr
Holloway Edna 19 Belmont Sta
Hough Patricia 20 Lindley Rd
Hui Christopher D 7 Brianna Rd
I C B Capital Management Inc 95 James Way Suite 12
Intc 50 Virginia Dr
J And M Vending P O Box 184
Jones Doris S 238 St Rd Apt A 203
Jones Ruth M Estate PO Box 361
Khadilkar Vivek V Md 1045 E St Rd
Knowles Richard H Knowles Vera R 900 Sycamore Dr
Lafferty Benjamin E Lafferty Lorraine 805 Churchville Rd
Lescas Phyllis 79 Sophia Dr
Letoile De Beaute Ltd C/O Gardner Fin Svcs Inc 283 Second St Pike Ste 110
Litvinenko Sviatosl 307 E Village Rd
Loveless Iola C 146 Clover Cir
Lunar Associates Inc 737 Second St Pike
Lynam Michael 669 Belmont Ave
Maggios 400 2nd St Pike
Marketing Graphics Inc 1320 Industrial Blvd
Marsella John Jr C/O J S Marsella 70 W Norton Dr
Martin Patrick Estate Of C/O B Martin 1400 Whitney Rd
Mccuthceon Anna M 238 St Rd Apt A-114
Mentzer Jean Ludwick Upland Dr
Meteor Supply Of Pa 905 Sycamore Dr
Miller Dorothy T 707 Steamboat Sta
Miller Robin L Miller James R 303 Sharpless Rd
Minkanic Anton 1365 Jeanette Way
Money Warehouse Inc 615 Second St Pike
Morrone Charles 1022 Spring View Dr
Nagle Catherin 259 Schan Dr
National Health And Safety PO Box 1176
Nelk Eva 40 Daffodil Dr
Nigra Charles III C/O Gardner Fin Svcs Inc 283 Second St Pike Ste 110
Performance Logistics Llc 976 Woodland Dr
Pfeffer Harry M Cust Pfeffer Zachary F 1306 Rosebud Rd
Pinciotti Monica 375 Maple Ave M
Platt Geraldine 1677 Chinquapin Rd
Pontarelli Louise 542 Silver Ave
Powell Mark J 207 Gravel Hill Sta
Praxair S H 1120 Industrial Blvd
Provenzano Barbara Ann 50 Virginia Dr
Prutzman Margaret J Estate 28 Pennlyn Rd
Prutzman Margaret J Prutzman Thomas S 28 Pennlyn Rd
Raybold Daniel 669 Belmont Ave
Reid Brian J 1380 Churchville Rd
Rodionova Elena 429 Nicholas Dr
Salcido Norma 29 Penlyin Chruchv
Scantek Inc 950 Industrial Blvd #100
Schwartz Irene Estate Of 61 S Timber Rd
Stojansul Irma 742 Willow Penn Dr
Swietlik Joseph P 1119 Banes Rd
Tadley Gerald 1068 Longfield Rd
Tanner Industries Inc 735 Davisville Rd 3rd Flr
Terry Margaret E 238 St Rd Apt G102
Tessema Getinet M 325 Hale Dr
Thomas Fetterman Inc 1680 Hillside Rd
Tranchitella Joseph 995 Hillside Dr
Trappler Howard E Trappler Mary V 444 Jefferson Dr
Travis Rachel K Apt 1604 280 Middle Holland Rd
Water Management Services Inc PO Box 445
Weinstein Robert 6 Stella Dr
Wellnet Healthcare Plan 57 St Rd Ste O
Wilson Sally J 784 Edden Ct
Yamroz Anna 238th St Rd C210
Yeager Sharon A Yeager Alma S 52 Holly Rd
Zoll Joseph C C/O R Callahan 621 St
Spinnerstown Pa 18968
Hough Patricia B Hough William 20 Lindley Rd
Huber William J Huber Mary A Box 176
Springtown Pa 18081
Llc Thornwood B PO Box 260
Trumbauersville Pa 18970
Barndt Sallie F Barndt Earl PO Box 377
Giesler Damian Mr 304 N Main St
Warminster Pa 18974
Acosta David J 120 E St Rd Apt M3-7
Anns Choice Inc 10000 Anns Choice Way
Arnold Edward 396 Hancock Rd
Arnold Ethan A 1230 Manor Dr
Atkinson William 360 Grape St
Auto Star Body Shop 565 W St Rd
Bang Jung E Apt M28 120 E St Rd
Bloom Howard 8 Lincoln Cir
Boileau Emma 446 Maple St
Boutcher Walter L Jr 148 Greene Rd
Boyer David H Jr 1457 Sinkle Rd
Brinckherhoff Matthew D 487 Fourth Ave
Briseno Refugio 120 E St Rd Apt L4 7
Bushnell Palmer 1066 Fitch Place
Cangelose Dominic A 944 Hilltop Rd
Carr Joellen 1542 Tarleton Pl
Conti Linda 1011 Valy Rd
Controlled Environmental Systems 301 York Rd Ste 104
Countis Joanne 155 Grasshopper Rd
Cousins Evelyn 420 Deb Ln
Crawley Vincent 1575 West St Rd Unit 724
Credo Group Warminster Business Ctr 700 Veterans Cir Ste 300
Denno Carol A 1473 Bradley Ln
Diversified Lighting Associates Inc 825 Mearns Rd
Doettger Helen M 740 E St Rd
Dompert Dennis H Dompert Harry 279 Sunnemeade Ave
Drummond Alison L Cust Drummond Ian Calder E-22 Fox Run Apts 365 Newtown Rd
Dunkin Donuts 590 W St Rd
Edwards Raymond 11 Sharon St
Eleby Willett West St Rd
Escardille Raymond S 917 Worthington Dr
Estrada Dimas G 1 Madison Ave Apt F4
Etss 203 Willow Oak Ct
F&F 379 Nina Way
Fagan-Martin Kelly Ann 708 Davisville Rd
Falzarano Anthony 690 Whittier Dr
Fitzpatrick M N Estate 692 Mueller Rd
Fleming Thomas W 32220 Anns Choice Way
Flood John 362 Olive St
Fort Noel R 425 Brandywine Ct
Freedom Credit Union 626 Jacksonville Rd Ste 250
Fylyk Anna Estate Of 170 Davisville Rd
Gabor Julia Ann 546 Nemoral St
Galvin Brian F Galvin Lisa A 124 Wallace Dr
Garnett Margaret J PO Box 117
Gentner Anne L Gentner Konrad 249 Greene Rd
Gill Dorothy 1 Potter St Apt 312
Gilmore Michael P 137 Peach Blossom Ln Ivyland
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Greenacres Health Sy 4 Ivybrook Blvd Accounts Payable
Guevara Carolina Magana 675 E St Rd Apt 1213
Hernandez Juan R 120 E St Rd Apt J21
Hernandez Martin 120 E St Rd Apt M3-7
Hughes Robert Estate Of 915 Laurens Ln
Karolitsky Kathleen C/O Mrs J Karolitzky 208 Greene Rd
Keebler Shirley M 1268 Caledonia Dr
Kershner Louisa 53 Fenton St
Keystone Landscape Contractors C/O B Martin PO Box 3012
Kings Francis J 401 Sunnemeade Av
Kish Catherine S Mrs J Karolitzky 208 Greene Rd
Klasky Nathan 333 Newtown Rd
Kolodzieczyk Viriginia Majestic Oaks Newton Rd
Kozlowski Edward 333 Newtown Rd
Kravitz Rosalie 530 W St Rd
Krish Bernadette 1155 York Rd Apt G5
Kulju Kenneth M 33218 Anns Choice Way
Kunzel Erin K 120 York Rd
Kusel Richard D PO Box 323
Lee James J Lee Mary 1218 Emma Ln
Leonard James 12101 Centennial Sta
Leonards Robert A 371 Hancock Rd
Levy Daniel Aaron Levy Holly Cust 1170 Newtown Rd
Levy Holly Cust Levy Benjamn D 1170 Newtown Rd
Lewis Robert F 326 Juniper St
Life Benefit Group 607 Louis Dr
Maldonado Wilber A 120 E St Rd Apt M2 12
Matias V Lopez 120 E St Rd Apt F1-11
Matias V Lopez Apt F1-11 120 E St Rd
Mazozi Saad Apt L 19 120 E St Rd
Mccollum Daniel C 301 Foxcroft Dr
Mcneil Richard M 1165 West St Rd
Mejia Marbin K29 12 E St Rd
Metzger Ralph Metzger Kurt 1836 Scott Pl
Mignogna Doris M 992 Bancroft Pl
Miller Gary 134 Clover Rd
Mondragon A Marin Ste C 223 York Rd
Morales Oscar 120 E St Rd Apt M3 6
Morrone Angelina M 103 Willow Oak Ct
Orourke Erin M 250 Florence Ave
Orzehoski Bernadine G PO Box 3272
Palomo Jimenez R 120 E St Rd G22
Parsons Robert H Jr 709 Henry Ave
Patel Binoy 46 East Bristol Rd
Petco 624 York Rd
Pinkowski Dorothy 1155 York Rd Unit J7
Plaza Abimael P 120 E St Rd
Powell Eugenia A Powell Harold D 156 E Bristol Rd
Prutzman William Prutzman Mary A 3 Jamison St
Ramirez Vilma H 120 E St Rd Apt G1 9
Ramos Santos Apt K29 120 E St Rd
Rose Charles 1575 W St Rd
Rovner Rosalie 7303 Centennial Stat Rd
Roy Milton 201 Ivyland Rd
Sagusti Elizabeth 1 Garrison Rd
Schwartz Dr 158 York Rd
Schwarze Elizabeth G 31408 Anns Choice Way
Shell Gas Station Warminster 400 W St Rd
Shi Qiyang 175 Buttercup Blvd
Skripko Joseph A 984 Dogwood Rd
Small Sharyn 550 Winding Way
Sobol Adam E Sobol Helen 500 Olive St
Sobol Helen A Sobol Adam E 500 Olive St
Son Body Shop 395 Ivyland Rd
Srg Regina Coeli Res For Priests 685 York Rd
Steffa Andigoni T 15108 Ann’s Choice Way
Steindl Annmarie G Steindl Joseph A 1547 Deer Run Rd
Stevens Kathleen F 120 E Bristol Rd
Tapiabecerra Jose 120 E St Rd Apt B1 8
Tenet Healthsystem Buckscounty Llc 225 Newtown Rd
Trantas John N 801 Lingo Dr
Treese Jeffrey E Treese Linda C 63 Bobbie Dr
Tus Andrew 10 Charter Cir
Van William A Van Regina A 12417 Ann’s Choice Way
Verrecchio Anthony J 1435 Old Jacksonville Rd
Wallace Glick Mccabe Physical Therapy 607 Louis Dr
Walsh Terry 1499 West St Rd
Warminster Auto Body C/O T/A Thomas Maiaroto 226 St Rd
Warminster Hospital 225 Newtown Rd
Wasser Edward W 1900 Stout Dr P O Box 2268
Weckerly Janet M 81 Norritown Rd
Weidner Jennifer 390 Nemoral St
Wheeler Marsha 765 Cotlar Ln
Wilcox Herbert I 2 Noble St
Williams Thomas R Jr 942 Dogwood Rd
Young Paul 1 Potter St Apt 612
Young Paul Apt 612 1 Potter St
Zynwala Joseph M 604 Henry Ave
Warrington Pa 18976
Aguirre Flores Roberto A Apt B 2278 Pileggi Rd
Americas Wholesale Lender Lot 35estat Warr Ridge Aka 537 Cornell Dr
Amg Properties Llc 1800 St Rd Ste 101
Bach Erick T 411 Hosta Ct
Bongarzone Jennifer 911 Chatfield Rd
Both Ella H 965 Almshouse Rd
Both Rick 965 Almshouse Rd
Brodsky Serge Brodsky Irene 2032 Katydid Ct
Burg Philip 2324 Deer Path Dr
C & M Builders Inc 2421 Bristol Rd
Campus Drive C/O L Kolva 2421 Bristol Rd
Charon Planning Corp 2600 Kelly Rd Ste 300
Cheng Wai Wen 630 Easton Rd Ste 7
Clift Charles C/O P Clift 978 Liberty Ln
Clift Penelope 978 Liberty Ln
Dattani Hasmukh 590 Mockingbird Way
Desher Edward J 1264 Paso Fino Dr
Dilello Edward 50 Kansas Rd
Dvornik Regina 1222 Suzann Dr
Gillespie Michelle M 19 Pebble Ridge Rd
Ginieczki William 1851 Carriage Way
Gioia Andrew 2233 B Pileggi Dr
Graff John F Jr 2499 Orchard Pl
Harvey Patricia M 2133 Blackhorse Dr
Health And Wellness Center 847 Easton Rd
Hottinger Paul J 93 Basswood Ct
Jones Owen F 33 Doe Run Rd
Kania Elizabeth D 151 Basswood Ct 15
Krivak John 1660 Easton Rd
Kullick Diane E 2733 Spring Meadow Dr
Langan Engineering 2700 Kelly Rd
Lee Robert Lee Julia 1334 Easton Rd
Macinnes Gail S 2240 Moss Ave
Mangione Physical Therapy Inc 2410b Stagner Ave
Mark Marie R 1004 Fairfax Ct
Meise Robert S Meise Anna M 1111 Thomas Rd
Neshaminy Manor 1660 Easton Rd
Nolan Robert Mr 11111 Thomas Rd Apt A
Northfield Melanie L 600 Valy Rd Apt B22
Orourke F Sean 876 Stallion Rd
Oshea Anne 2204 Herblew Rd
Paone Joseph G 2316 Upper Barness Rd
Pinkl Lauren M 1002 Elbow Ln
Ramin And Sons Inc Rt 611 Andtitus Ave
Rudolph Jessica L 115 Zircon Ct
Savage Dorothy 144 Basswood Ct
Schrandt Assoc Llc 404 Bens Run Ct
Scott Moyer Flooring 1729 Palomino Dr
Seaver Michael Poa Seaver Therese Fox Subacute Ctr 2644 Bristol Rd
Selitskiy Pavel 828 Princeton Dr
Sheehan Michael Sheehan Lillian 2101 Grey Horse Dr
Skuzinisky Richard 2558 Park Rd
Swink Eva M 1660 Easton Rd Doylestown Pa 18976
Taylor William 88 Westway Ln
Thomas Nancy Jo 610 Tulip Dr
Trewellyn Farms Homeowners Assoc 975 Easton Rd Suite 202
Warrington Pharmacy 1380 Easton Rd Ste 2
Wilson Teri 1222 Easton Rd
Win Far Inc 1373 Easton Rd
Younes Jehad R 324 Evening Walk Lane
Washington Crossing Pa 18977
Barbour Isabel H 7 Kudra Dr Buckland Valy Farms
Belke Edward H Est Of 1074 Little Rd
Colonial Dental Associates C/O K Patel 1091 General Knox Rd
Crawford Eleanor M 110 Dispatch Dr
Dominick S Pizza Of Washington Crossing Rt 532
Dominicks Pizza Of Dublin Inc Rt 532
Hurley Margaret Estate Of 114 Pondview Dr
Kuchin Kenneth Trust 96 Dillon Way
Mela Frank 982 Swayze Ave
Miller Alfano & Raspanti PC 8 Jericho Run
Monagas Anne PO Box 410
Oines Michele E 1280 Taylorsville Rd
Ote Transport 175 Mount Eyre Rd
Peacock Samuel M Md PO Box 410
Pierce Peter D 109 Walker Rd
Schenck Florence C Estate 3 Independence Pl
Torres Rafael A 4 Spring Ct
Washington Crossing Inn PO Box 2
Wood Stephanie L 112 Walker Rd
Wrightstown Pa 18940
Halko Rochelle 68 Williams Ave
Hudson Thomas E Hudson Gladys M 103 Whisperwood Ct
Shkursky Vladimer A 49 Alexanders Ct
Wycombe Pa 18980
First Keystone Energy Fund I Lp PO Box 4
Nuse Robert C Box 62
Yardley Pa 19067
Activant 19 West College Ave
Adler Patrick M Do 301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 1000
American Express Tra 1107 Yardley Commons
Barr Robert W 1048 Erin Ct
Barry Susan 1206 Waterford Rd
Basil Biju 526 Cedar Hollow Dr
Baugher Patricia Baugher Erle D 5 Stacy Dr
Bell Stuart L Trust 14 Delaware Rim Rd
Bich Nguyen Van Thi 1205 Longmeadow Ln
Black Jewel Transport Llc 527 Nottingham Dr
Blake George E Estate Of C/O M Murray 250 Spring Dale Terr
Borough Yardley 56 S Main St Borough Hall
Breithaupt Krista J 1562 Bud Ln
Brems Florence D 11108 Cornerstone Dr
Brill Public Affairs 7 Williams Ln
Brown Austen Brown Anna M 2310 Lakeview Dr
Capaci Gerald 360 Woodfield South
Chrisman Kevin 911 Kathy Dr
Clarke Melinda J Cust C/O M Clarke 873 Patriot Dr
Cohen Phyllis J Cohen Elise L 5 Morningside Ave
Cohen Phyllis J Cust Cohen David S 5 Morningside Dr
Conroy Paul 924 Roelofs Rd
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Conroy Paul J 1488 Buck Creek Dr
Cook Kevin S C/O 560 Cedar Hollow Dr
Cove Howard Cove Susan 631 Bergundy Place
Deluca Enterprises Inc 107 Floral Vale Blvd
Dimple Sprouts Llc Dba Jump Start Kids Clb 1230 Yardley Rd
Disilvestro Anita G Unit 213 3407 Waltham Ct
Dixon Peggy Apt B 570 S Dove Rd
Domus Development Group Inc 106 W Ferry Rd
Dressel Michelle 310 Daleview Ct
Eplay 301 Oxford Valy Rd
Evans Dawn W 1430 Woodview Rd
Evans Jeffrey D 1588 Stapler Dr
Farooqui Badar A 8 Dogwood Ct
Firger Linda A 651 Woodford Ln Apt A
Fitz Maurice Elinor A 694 Countess Dr
Fletcher William R Fletcher Felice K 522 Cedar Hollow Dr
Florek Judith E 268 Hickory Rd
Frank Andrew A 1012 Lehigh Dr
Funches Christopher 1352 Brentwood Rd
Gale Alice T 42 W College Ave No 315
Geraci Mary M Sandy Run
Ghrist Glyn 201 Kathy Dr
Gibbens Howard A 8 Colonial Ridge Dr
Gibney William C 339 Saly Rd
Godfrey Karen L 939 Morgan Dr
Goldstein Lori 102 Ovington Rd
Goulet Claire A 22 Prospect Dr
Gratz Caryn S 1212 Madison Dr
Guardian Inspection Services I Riverview Plaza Ste 104 33 South Delaware Ave
Gunkel Paul A 24 Spring Ln
Hallett Khaleef M 527 Nottingham Dr
Hamm James 1768 A North Dove Rd
Hansen Thelma L 1210 Linden Av
Hansen Thelma L Hansen Ronald 1210 Linden Av
Hauben Pauline 1509 Yardley Commons
Health Ink Communication 780 Township Line Rd Ste 801
Heaney John S 1609 S Crescent Blvd
Herbine Lynn 7605 Spruce Mill Dr
Hess Robert G Cust Hess Christie L 653a Woodford Ln
Ipra Inc 1004 Buckingham Way
Kelley Joseph S Kelley Marie L 2501 Brookhaven Dr
Kissinger David L II 1601 Kathy Dr
Kovalcik David Kovalcik Karen 1085 Drew Dr
Krames Corp 780 Township Line Rd
Kutner Barry Md 301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 801
Leach Diane D 1408 Waterford Rd
Lester Emil 177 Aspen Rd
Lester Emil F 177 Aspen Rd
Lipkowitz Stanley M 13 Keats Rd
Lippincott Lee A 183 Simons Dr
Lorimer Charles R III 1644 Covington Rd
Loughran Richard 54 Upper Hilltop Rd
Lumio Charles Jr 1118 Surrey Ln
Madison Apartment Group Lp 770 Township Line Rd Ste 150
Mahon Mary Theresa 1048 Erin Ct
Maples George 1008 Smt Dr
Martino Paul 21 Concord Ln
Martinson Ross T 1450 Pheasant Run Cir
Mc Grath Steve 143 South Main St
Mcdougall Michael A 807 Kent Dr
Mcneill Group Inc 385 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 420
Medimedia Usa Inc 780 Township Line Rd
Mehta Aashish M Mehta Rashmi M 725 Stony Hill Rd
Mikulski Madge 23 Hilltop Rd
Miller Brian 685 Deerpath Ln
Miller Henry J 875 Queens Dr
Mohn Gertrude Mohn Stanley 317 Daleview Dr
Mount Joel G 41 Brown St
Mudd Linda 1372 Blueston Dr
Murphy Christopher Estate Of 1009 N Elbow Ln
Mursch Catherine P 113 Gdn Ridge Cir
Natale Fran 1705 Clydesdale Cir
North A Investments 301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 305a
Obrien Victor J III 1753 Horseshoe Bend
Palermo Robert 1094 Bancroft Ln
Pechter Dorothy 647b Rose Hollow Dr
Practicome Solutions Llc 301 Oxsford Valy Rd Ste 1803
Prophet 21 19 West College Ave
Provenzano Marie 34 Fairway Dr
Rago Frank 2106 Sackhouse Dr
Read Geoffrey W 13 Brook Ln
Realen Homes Lp 1040 Stoney Hill Rd
Rhoades Frank R 922 Edgewood Rd
Richardson Thelma H 1210 Linden Av
Robinson Isabelle 1303 Yardley Commons
Rockriommon Apartment 7770 Township Line Rd Ste 150
Rodis Clarke Samantha C/O M Clarke 873 Patriot Dr
Romeo Sr F 1606 S Crescent Blvd
Sandoz C/O N Shikhamn 653 B Rose Hollow Dr
Sapp Katherine 1336 Oxford Valy Rd
Seelig Greta 948 Randolph Dr
Shine Inc 75 Glen Dr
Shovlin John F 1050 Lafayette Dr
Shuntich Sarah 1480 Oxford Valy Rd
Slick Kevin 1070 Princeton Rd
Smith Dana Caron Smith Anne 2103 North Crescent Blvd
Smith Wells G 43 Highland Dr
Snyder Charlotte J 46 Black Rock Rd
Spear Daniel L 558 A S Dove Rd
Stewart Gruskin Lizbeth 221 Penn Valy Tr
Sutton Dennis G 115 N Delaware Ave
Taylor Joseph D 31 Sutphin Pnes
Tower Walter Robertson C/O J R Tower 189 Crestview Way
Verrall Robert F 159 Aspen Rd
Weintraub Andrea 402 Ramsey Rd
White Haulman Sally Anne 2 Byron Ln
Wide Open West Network 1040 Stony Hill Rd
Wolters Kluwer Healt 770 Township Line Rd Ste 300
Young Henry 1480 Oxford Valy Rd
Butler County
Annandale Pa 16018
US Investigations Service 1137 Branchton Rd PO Box 26
Boyers Pa 16020
Coulter Daniel C 230 New Hope Rd
Gress Patricia RD 1
Hoffman Trucking 778 Branchton Rd
Iron Mountain Storage Inc 1137 Branchton Rd
Leone Bennie 1003 Boyers Rd
Regal Amy 768 Branchton Rd
Branchton Pa 16021
Agostino Mary RFD 1
Gannon Harry B RD 1
Gannon Joseph E RD 1
Bruin Pa 16022
Campbell Karen PO Box 473
Butler Pa 16001
Acquavita Deborah L 424 Franklin St
Adams Vicki 79 Jamisonville Rd
Anderson Mary C Sunnyview Nursing Home 107 Sunnyview Cir
Aquilino Leonard D 300 Brd St
Athey Jordan L 227 Wallaula Ave
Baker David 200 5th Ave #B
Bauer Mary M 120 Shanor Hts
Baum and Young Inc 306 Walker Ave
Beach William J 201 2nd St First Floor
Bellis John 207 Home Ave
Blakemore Coleen 508 Bredin St A
Boden Vernon R N Duffy Rd
Booher Stephen J 1520 Grant Ave Ext
Bortmas William RD 5
Brown John E 410 East Penn St
Brown June 410 East Penn St
Bruce Wesley S 307 1/2 N Monroe St
Burket Theodore 307 S Duffy Rd
Calderone Mary J Freemont Ave
Campbell Bernard 808 Ctr Ave
Campbell Ira P c/o Campbell Madge 312 Ridge Ave
Campbell Madge F 312 Ridge Ave
Cancilla James 2478 William Flynn Hwy
Casey Tina M 110 Rockstein Ave
Chandran Bala 114 Blackthorn Dr
Clark Bridget 318 1/2 Grant Ave Ext
Clark Bruce E 1536 Grant Ave Ext
Clark Shawn 318 1/2 Grant Ave Ext
Clements James C 177 Seneca Dr
Comperatore Lisa 110 Sullivan St
Conklin Helen M 225 N Cliff St
Coulter Alicia S c/o Sue Lawless 116 Summer Ave
Cristafano Janet c/o William D Kemper Esq 209
Czzowitz Bernadette 113 W Rockenstein Ave
Czzowitz David L 113 W Rockenstein Ave
Dannunzio Josephina G H21 Forest Hts
Defrancisis Ida 323 North Elm St
Dominsky Ida 808 E Jefferson St
Donahoe Michael 615 Mercer Rd
Donahoe Ruth A 615 Mercer Rd
Douthett Mary Helen 427 Vista Dr
Dusheck Dawn Marie 503 1/2 W New Castle St
Elite Athletic Center LLC 300 E Jefferson St
Eusepi Archie J 231 S Trail Dr
Eusepi Mary G 231 S Trail Dr
Everett Cassandra 304 Delwood Rd
Fisher Anne Z 120 Rothen Ave
Fisher William Estate 120 Rothen Ave
Fleeger Linda RD 1
Forcht John C Estate 236 W Pearl St
Four Seasons Tanning Inc 282 Sawmill Run Rd
Fritsch Anna 100 Sterling Village
Fuellgraf Electric Co 600 S Washington St
Fuellgraf William C 316 N Trail
Geagan Richard E 136 Wesley Ln
Geibel Anna M 108 Woodlawn Rd
George Ryan 100 Sun Ridge Ct
Giebel John L 4129 Cypress St
Goepfert W Gary J 255 West North St
Gordon Norman J Jr 537 Oneida Valy Rd
Gour Marie A Estate 202 E Rockenstein Ave
Green Patricia 222 Morton Ave
Green Richard L Rd 2 Carbon Ctr Rd
Gutauskas Albert E 2582 William Flynn Hwy
Gutauskas John S 2582 William Flynn Hwy
Gutauskas Magdalena V 2582 William Flynn Hwy
H and K Electrical Services 131 Wallula Ave
Harter Dorothy M Est of Morgan Ctr Ste 202 101 E Diamond St
Hassler Edgar J 521 Mckinley Ave
Hazlett Eleanor 198 W Pearl St
Hepner Lela A 1303 Villa Dr Apt A
Hepp Aubrey 226 McClean Ave
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Herrit Delores M 300 W Brady St
Hoffman Freda 108 Apple Ln
Holland David Mr 7441 N Chestnut
Hubell Jesse F 302 Ridge Ave
Iden Marilyn F c/o Gwen Atkinson 231 E Mcquistion Rd
III and VI Inc 400 S Washington St
Interactive Media Corp 245 Pittsburgh Rd Ste 200
J S Auto Sales 955 Saxonburg Rd
Jablonowski D Pearl Vision 101 Clearview Cir
Johnson Betty Jane 100 McGeary St Apt 205
Kennedy David L 220 W Brady St
Kern Jenna T 2466 William Flynn Hwy
King Brandy 201 N Elm St
King W D 336 Westbrook Dr
Kuch Daniel N 101 E Diamond St Ste 220
Kukla Christopher S 108 Dubbs Ln
Kurtz Nadine G 202 Bellefield Dr
Labella Terry 248 E Fulton St
Laird Benjamin 110 Volkswood Dr
Lamatte Carol 411 Peach St
Lefever Richard Estate 1312 N Main St Ext Apt 205
Lefevre Blanche A 106 W Brady St
Lefevre Leo 106 W Brady St
Leslie Sally A 118 American
Levin Katy Nicole 313 W Jefferson St
Li-Li Fang 1101 N Main St
Lukasewick Ignac 13 Kohler Ave
Lukasewick Stanley 13 Kohler Ave
Mahood J Bradley 1255 Lakeview Dr
Maleski Ruth 100 Stirling Village Dr Apt 11
Mannis Ms 668 N Monroe St
Marcheck Thomas J 313 W Jefferson St
Marshall Don 208 N Duffy Rd
Martinez Ashley 4405 Oakdale Rd
Mary Wayda Estate 129 Knox Ave
Mastrean Margaret Ms 111 S Cliff St
Matthews Ethel E 221 Brown
Matthews Paul 210 Greenview Dr
Matthews Rollin L 221 Brown
May Patrick G 315 E Pearl St
McGregor Richard D RD 1
McHugh Daniel M 813 Whitestown Rd
McHugh Roberta E 813 Whitestown Rd
McKissick Gladys L 400 Herman Rd
McLaughlin Rita RR 1
McMahan Catherine 136 Linhurst Ave
Medovitch Jeffery Q 111 Shanahan Rd
Medovitch Karen 111 Shanahan Rd
Medovitch Karen M 111 Shanahan Rd
Miller Emma M 455 W Sunbury Rd
Miller Thomas A 270 Meridian Rd
Millers Lighthouse Inn 930 New Castle Rd
Morgau Sandy 514 Virginia Ave
Murdick Elizabeth 239 Holyoke Rd
Napoli Leo A 109 Milheim Dr
Nickleach Nicholas 117 Woodlawn Rd
Nickleach Nick 105 Steelton Ave
Nini Joseph Paul 1002 S Main St
Odonnell Catherine L 326 School St
Ogorchock Bernard R 134 Park Crest Ln
Okesen Sandra L RR 7
Orlowski Ann M 100 Chestnut Dr
Ott Jayme L 315 Beaver Dam Rd Apt 3
Palmiero Nissan 630 Evans City Rd
Pearce Linda L Apt 1 618 W Penn St
Pearson Constance M 429 Federal St
Pomykata Philip S 215 Campbell Ave
Pope Sharon R 5141 McCandless Rd
Porter Byron 527 West New Castle St
Premier Home Equity Svcs Inc 220 S Main St
Ptnrship James K 127-129 E Cunningham St
Pullano Mary A Estate 123 Wallula Ave
Rakaczyk Madeline J 23 K L Ln
Rimer Larry 105 Pine Dr
Ringler William RR 1
Ritts Edith A 400 Main St
Roth Patrick 210 Litman Rd Apt 6A
Rudiak Charles 2582 William Flynn Hwy
Sambol Steven Est of Marshall Law Ofcs 222 S Washington St
Sarvey David P 426 Lust St
Sarvey Delbert D 292 Pinetrack Rd
Sarvey Kenneth RR 1
Scanlon Marie 530 N Main St Apt 801 530 N Main St
Schmittlein Kenneth G Estate 104 East Muntz
Shatter Kenn 376 Jamisonville Rd
Shipp Brandy 328 1/2 Brd St
Silverio John A II c/o F Silverio 8 Clearview Mdws
Simms Paul R 215 Woodbury Dr
Simms Wanda M 215 Woodbury Dr
Skal David 668 N Monroe St
Slick James P 105 Ziegler Ave
Slupe Bernard J Eberhart Rd
Smallwood Alanh 142 Hollow Ln
Smith Bette M 121 Linsdale Dr
Smith Eugene J 118 Mackey Ave
Smith Paul E 575 Mercer St
Smith Ronald L 118 Mackey Ave
Smith Ronald L 226 1/2 Morton Ave
Smiths Welding and Fabricating 302 1/2 West Penn St
Snow Alice M 503 Peach St
Sovern Carey D 201 Cottage Hill Ave
Sovern Patricia C 201 Cottage Hill Ave
St Andrews United Presbyterian Church c/o R Albert 201 E Jefferson St
St Fidelis Catholic Church 125 Buttercup Rd
Staff Bruce D 201 Claytonia Rd
Staff Paul F 201 Claytonia Rd
State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins Co Bu 142 Clearview Clear
Steinmetz Alice B 302 S Main St Apt 218K
Stewart Evelyn J 530 N Main St New
Stuckie Gail E 203 Brown Ave
Suchonic Lucy 553 W Brady St
Summers Thaisa 213 Oakvale Blvd
Sumney Harvey W RD 1
Sumney Louise K RD 1
Taylor Edith Ms 111 Mill St
Theerakulstit Virachai Dr 939 E Brady St Suite 201
Thompson Amy 207 Home Ave
Thompson Keith G 1068 Sunset Dr Lot 69
Tirk John T 217 E Patterson Ave
Tomko Anna 328 1/2 W Locust St
Trombatt David Jr 332 Ziegler St
Tucker Fannie M RD 4 S Creswell Rd
Tucker Robert C RD 4 S Creswell Rd
Tucker Walter P RD 4 S Creswell Rd
Turner Paul R c/o Turner Paul 431 Franklin St
Vogt Doris L 231 La Ray Dr
Vogt William J 231 La Ray Dr
Vorel Frances 104 W McQuistion Rd
Walowen Tamara L 315 N Washington St Apt 3
Weitzel Garnet Apt 1 222 E North St
Weld Plus Balloons 128 S Bluff St
Wells Betty J 404 W Penn
Wells Donald 404 W Penn
Wentzel Laura A 796 Mercer Rd
Wentzel Moroni M 796 Mercer Rd
Wilbert and Sons Investment Inc 707 Herman Rd
Williams Roberta L 329 N Sixth Ave
Wolford Thomas 102 Delaware Dr
Wyant Robin R 249 Chicora Rd
Young Bridget K 612 Oneida Valy Rd
Young Patricia 612 Oneida Valy Rd
Butler Pa 16002
Allsource Mortgage 101A Oak Ridge Dr
Anderson George E 353 Old Plank Rd
Beall Jennifer S 110 Fennell Dr
Bellis Gary RR 2
Bummer Kirk R 156 Dinnerbell Rd
Campbell Mary 157 Blazing Star Dr
Campbell Wilson 157 Blazing Star Dr
Carr Stephen C 136 Hummingbird Ln
Collier Phyllis I 163 Wendells Ln
Connor Ann D 1184 Harmon Rd
Cunningham Eliz Estate RR 3
Cunningham R Estate RR 3
Diehl Rent A Car Inc 258 270 Pittsburgh Rd
Dixon Helen V RR 4
Foertsch Karen O 132 Pine Line Ln
Garda Carol A 320 Airport Rd
Grujich Lauren K 100 Weckerly Rd
Harrington David L 165-B Rockdale Rd
Hoffman Richard 6216 Old Rte 8
Hollefreund William 6111 Orchard Ln
Kellar Farms Nursery 285 Royal Oak Dr
Kent Thrower 110 Asbury Ln
Kline Randy 109 McGrady Hollow Rd
Kumar Prem 135 September Dr
Lucco Richard E 564 Pittsburgh Rd
McCafferty Joan C RR 6 PO Box 260
McCafferty John P RR 6 PO Box 260
McKissick Gladys L RD 3 Herman 400 Herman Rd
Moore Alice M RD 3
Moore Joseph RD 3
Moore William 306 Mitchell Hill Rd
Paczek Sara E 125 Thorncrest Dr
Pch Meadows M 600 Freeport Rd
Ramelli John 829 Bonniebrook Rd
Semler Robert C 106 Charlemagne Dr
Shaw Melissa dba C and M Enterprises 510 Pittsburgh Rd
Smith Jay R 548 Protzman Rd
Smith Nancy A 548 Protzman Rd
Smith Patricia L Great Belt Rd
Snively Ronald G 6140 Monroe Rd
Snow Paul 812 Bull Creek Rd
Swanson Sidney 306 Mitchell Hill Rd
Veselich John Est RD 4
Wentzel Laura A 217 Three Degree Rd
Wentzel Moroni M 217 Three Degree Rd
Wise Phyllis M RD 4
Wolfe Michael L 600 Freeport Rd
Butler Pa 16003
BOC Gases 034 PO Box 1686
Kley Helen E Est of Attn Tinna A Wright PO Box 2147
Lefevre Catherine PO Box 601
Servicestar Inc MSI & Xcllenet Two Servistar Way
Stephenson Paul W PO Box 444
Walsh Equipment Inc PO Box 430
Cabot Pa 16023
Arner James D 112 Marwood Rd Apt 354
Bachman Shawn L 351 Stoney Hollow Rd
Barckhoff David 110 Cobham Ln
Batchelor Mary E 148 Marwood Rd Apt 1123
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Crawford Betty M 405 Helmbold Ave
Dicola Ann 120 Marwood Rd
Hillwig Dorothy E Apt 1210 148 Marwood Rd
Johnson Edward 929 Bear Creek Rd
Kesicki Edward 148 Marwood Rd Apt 1200
Laughlin Opal 111 Bonniebrook Rd
Leighton E & Margaret W Orr Revoc Liv Tr 148 Marwood Rd Apt 1231
McCandless Laci PO Box 130
Oliva Mary 316 Winfield Rd
Orr Leighton E 148 Marwood Rd Apt 1231
Orr Margaret W 148 Marwood Rd Apt 1231
Rome Frank 609 S Clearfield Rd
Starnes William 192 Gerner Rd
Wright Diane L 313 Helmbold Ave
Callery Pa 16024
CNA Continental Casualty PO Box 71
Chicora Pa 16025
Black Cleora E RR 2
Claypoole Valetta PO Box 336
Downing Charles E PO Box 210
Earley Harvey Box 335
Heck Marian E RFD 1
Kiefer Ann Marie 643 E Slippery Rock Rd
Kriebel Danny E 529 West Slippery Rock Rd
Krill Shaun M 135A Hohn Rd Apt A
Mamula Barry 1120 Oneida Valy Rd
Miller Diane 165 Cart Wright Rd
Odonnell Dayne A 1004 Gameland Rd
Parker Roy P PO Box 507
Connoquessing Pa 16027
Cress Kathleen B Box 174 151 Main St
Kelley Jason 113 Dogwood Ln Box 153
Kelley Marci 113 Dogwood Ln Box 153
Martin Albert H 175 Main St Apt 141
Martin Lorraine PO Box 141
Cranberry Township Pa 16066
Accidentale James V III 10 Saint Francis Way Ste 9
Ardisson Dorothy 104 Gable Rd Mars Pa 16066
Armstrong Jonathan R 1310 Cranberry Pt Ln
Barchetti Anthony John 400 St James Ct
Bates Donna c/o Donna Walsh 500 Walnut Grove
Behun William E Est of 108 Averys Way
Boyle Sarah A 315 Fawn Trail
BP of North America 411 Woodcock Dr
Bradford Rowena G 211 Woodlawn Rd
Bright Ruth K 844 Sunset Cir
Burns Adela R 257 Norman Dr
Burtch Janet 10 Landis Ave
Carls Mc Executive Dr Bldg 230
Carr Joseph A 7076 Franklin Rd
Chalmers Suzanne PP Box 1712
Chiniwalla Neelima P DMD 501 Smith Dr Ste 2
Cloutier Glenda 312 Bellford Ct
Cottage Matthew J Est of Sr 1309 Freedom Rd
Cox John P 819 Wood Hollow Dr
Criswell Angelita A 308 Bonnievue Dr
Dalcroze Society Of America 272 Alyne Dr
Danwalder Larry 308 Hillcrest Dr
Delivery Et Co Inc 712 Thomson Park Dr
Diecek Arthur 301 Devonshire Ct
Diecek Mary T 301 Devonshire Ct
Diecek Philene 301 Devonshire Ct
Diehm Robert G 225 Whitetail Ridge
Drake Hobart H Jr 149 Norman Dr
Drake Mary E 149 Norman Dr
Famiano Joanne 511 Sword Dance Pl
GA Industries Inc 9025 Marshall Rd
Gajda Douglas 101 Winter Brook Dr
Gardner Philene POA 301 Devonshire Ct
Girard Helen P 142 Fox Run Rd
Griffin Mildred J 206 Lakevue Dr
Griffin Wayne P 206 Lakevue Dr
Grossman Wando J III 10 Saint Francis Way Ste 9
Hamilton Patrick 3267 Unionville Rd
Heim David Ord 417 Leatherbark Rd
Henkel Amy 108 Tangerine Tr
Hofer Lawrence J E 305 Norman Dr
Hofer Marguerite I 305 Norman Dr
Hostetler Brenda 113 Wayne Dr
Houghton Pamela 20245 Rte 19
Jerry W or Patcharin Bosken 1308 Freedon Rd Rm 410
Jones Marion E 100 Norman Dr Apt 123
Jurecko Jan E Apt 35 1267 Norberry Ct
Katcher William J 6680 Mars Rd
Keller John C 27 Robinhood Dr
Keller Linda 27 Robinhood Dr
Kinder Nancy L 110 Antler Hollow Dr
Kochik George 3104 Unionville Rd
Macklin Services 1165 Freedom Rd
Manzetti Anne M 1202 Dutilh Rd 24
Mascaro Brenda J 107 Valyview Dr
Noel Steve 700 Rustic Ridge Dr
Pietryka Lily L 240 Executive Dr Ste 1886
Polkis John K 214 Dorsay Valy Dr
Porter Mary L 100 Norman Dr 325
Radom Waldron Gaff House Inc 290 Executive Dr
Rape Elder L 5051 Bear Run Rd
Riddle Annabell E 10 Landis Ave
Rodgers Scott M 20273 Rte 19
Ruff Alexis Taylor 353 Valerie Dr
Ruff Justin R 353 Valerie Dr
Ruff Rebecca A 353 Valerie Dr
Serenko Robert J 103 Clearbrook Dr
Smith Stephen John 127 Clearbrook Dr
State Farm Insurance 605 Redwood Ct
State Pipe Services Inc 7587 Franklin Rd
Stumm Edward J 119 Shady Oak Dr
Subramaniam Vijay 149 Winterbrook Dr
Super Mini Cran 1165 Freedom Rd
Swall Dan 305 Byron Cir
Terzigni Anita Marie 7270 Franklin Rd
Ullrich Mark 3104 Unionville Rd Suite 200
Veln Tina 606 Highland Ct
WD Kerr & Sons Inc 21270 Rt 19
Weaver Herman 39 Robinhood Dr
Weisbord John H 193 Norman Dr
Williamson Douglas J 904 Stockton Rdg
Wise Dolores 357 Bonnie Vue Dr
Young Brent 101 Winterbrook Dr
Young Marion D 100 Norman
Zagorac George 107 Gable Rd
Zappia Anthony J 419 Mary St
East Butler Pa 16029
Fraley Dianne L 1102 Randolf Ave PO Box 4
Graham Loretta A 10 Randolph Apt 265
Heasley Sandra K PO Box 11
Pegan Mathew A 112 Anderson Rd PO Box 11
Ritz Eleanor PO Box 252
Eau Claire Pa 16030
Hutchison Edward Roy RD 1
Jacobs Susan Alayne 103 Nail Rd
Evans City Pa 16033
Barkley Timothy Daniel 204 Marburger Rd
Barr Sara M RR 1
Bennett Leslie G 166 Hawk Dr
Bowen Gladys I 333 Waldrup Ave
Carter Investment Club A Partnership c/o W Julian Carter Jr 221 May Ln
Citizens Bank PO Box 407
Covert Hazel N Estate 412 W Main St
Cypher Linda RD 3
Eckenrode Patricia 295 Marshall Aly
Elsess Brett W 104 North Jackson St
Grindel Janet 100 Dunbar Aly
Grindel Janet Dunbar Ave
Grindel Janet Dunbar St
Hirschey Joyce Estate 221 Van Buren St
Irwin Constance W 132 Hawk Dr
Kosich Tamara Lee 100 Third St
Kozminski Autobody RD 2
Lyon Sandra Mae RR 1 Box 221
Lyons Judith A 1117 Prospect Rd
Marcolin Enrico 201 Tanager Ct
McCool Mitchell R 623 E Main St
Meskanick Paul Jr 304 Valencia Rd
Mullins Linda J 107 Vanburen St Apt 1
Newton E Douglas 604 Little Creek Rd
Nicklas Cody M 127 Elizabeth Ave
Nicklas Marilyn J 127 Elizabeth St
Noto Nancy RR 2
Patricia Eckenrode 295 Marshall Aly
Plaisted David R 121 Welsh Rd
Powell Denton Estate RR 1
Rasp Charles RR 2
Schaffer Automotive 1094 Prospect Rd
Scott Evadene 210 Rear Pattison St
SR Law LLC 200 Mahan Rd
Thompson Richard I 604 Pattison St Ext
Vaughan Orville PO Box C
Ward Denise E 509 Van Buren St
Wicks Nathan Douglas Ne 604 Little Creek Rd
Fenelton Pa 16034
Caldwell Kenneth 2805 Old Rte 422 E
Conley Margaret 127 Mclafferty Rd
Larosa Theodore M 199 Pine Haven Dr
Smith Anthony J 1307 Rte 422 E
Thomas Joseph 355 Fenelton Rd
Forestville Pa 16035
Fryman Mary RD 2
Thompson Norma L PO Box
Harmony Pa 16037
CB Settlement Services Inc 155 Little Creek Rd
Davison James A 150 Brown Ln
Deaktor Sysco One Whitney Dr
Gardner Jonathan D 615 Scott Ridge Rd
Hartmanns Summer Resort Inc 169 Hartmann Rd
Hillberry Hel PO Box 25
Jeffers Beulah 970 Clearfield Rd
Klinger Agnes RD 1
Klinger Kenneth RD 1
Knechtel Nishita 157 Maple Glen Dr
Purvis Ruth M Estate c/o Marion Purvis Wood St
Rose Cecelia H 313 Cornetti Rd
Rose Sr Leroy S 313 Cornetti Rd
Staufer Peggy RFD 2
Stevick Dorothy RR 1 Box 251
Strohecker Kenneth I RD 2 Box 139
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Swayne James H 211 Merriman Dr
Swayne Mary Lou 211 Merriman Dr
Thomas Hn E 236 Evergreen Mile Rd
Thompson Gerald S Edmond St Apt 121
Harrisville Pa 16038
Barnes Howard L 109 Maple St
Bouse Garnita G 5441 Pittsburgh Rd
Deal Genevieve E RD 1
Fobes Shirley M RD 2
Gilmore Sylvia RD 2
Hollabaugh Jodi L 698 Old Rte 8
Kwik Fill Truckstop 5574 State Rd 8
Lemke Larry E 1879 Clintonville Rd
McFadden Deborah A Box 179 M St
McGarvey Mary E RD 2
Meier Daniel E RD 4
Patton Rodger L Box 68
Reagle Margaret RR 1
Winder James R Mercer St
Hilliards Pa 16040
Fierst Raymond 203 Old Brick Rd
Fierst Sheila 203 Old Brick Rd
Greil Lora A 342 Nail Rd
Kelly Suzanne M 131 Stalker Rd
Karns City Pa 16041
Adams Cecelia E RR 2 Box 454
Burk Jack W 559 Buena Vista Rd
Francisco Donald L 106 McCracken Ln
Francisco Zelda Y 106 McCracken Ln
Grazier Meade A RD 1
Grazier Ross E RD 1
Hall Karen D 132 Wright Rd
Jackson Mary J 149 Olive St
Jackson Roland 149 Olive St
Matijak Paul 143 State Rte 68
Steele Michael M 934 Hooker Rd
Lyndora Pa 16045
Discala Joseph 309 Winterbury Pl
Rock John 209 Bessemer Ave
Rock Steven X 209 Bessemer Ave
Mars, Pa 16046
Bittner Joseph V PO Box 1292
Bochek Michelle 154 Brickyard Rd
Bortnyik Kevin Bortnyik M V 7030 Franklin Rd
Calabrese Vincent 826 Rail Fence Rd 203 Adams Pointe Blvd 6
Carulli Nathaniel 210 W Vanderbilt Dr
Carulli Stacey 210 W Vanderbilt Dr
Christian & Miss Alli Chr of Mars Pa 997 Rte 228
Coneby Brandon D 524 Village Green Blvd W
Cunningham Laura A 1030 Sophia Ln
Detwiler Lisa Maria 807 Graywyck Dr
Dressel Markus N 509 Pine Bluff Dr
Florentine Anthony 500 Seven Fields Blvd
Foglio Jeffrey M PO Box 524
Foglio Natali 560 Chaparral Dr
Foglio Phyllis A PO Box 524
Fotta Mary 337 Mars Valencia Rd
Friedl Lawrence F 206 Woodridge Dr Rd Apt 5
Fritz Helen A 623 Stanton Ave PO Box
Fye Robert 704 Audubon Dr
Halloran Brian 732 Winter Park Dr
Healy Heather H 110 Timberwood Dr
Healy Mary K 110 Timberwood Dr
Hendrickson Karen A 130 Forsythe Rd
Hunter Shirley E Estate 2 Conrad Dr RD 1 Box 51
Ingram Carole A 31 Rolling Rd
Irrevocable FBO Noreen Minno Trst of 709 Mt Pleasant Rd
Issak Grajikian 221 Cliffside Dr
Jimm Edna 202 Adams Pointe Blvd S-7
Jimm Karen 202 Adams Pointe Blvd S-7
Kennedy Clara Eleanor PO Box 868
Keverline Andrew M 453 Blackberry Ct
Kincade Charles 518 Cherry St
Kuron Kathleen A 113 Westminster Dr
Macpherson Ida C 601 Spring St PO Box 1026
Macpherson Marian L 601 Spring St PO Box
Mahaffey James R Cust PO Box 698
Monroeville Chrysler Jeep 210 W Vanderbilt Dr
Odem Jean G Est of Irvin Gable 119 Fox Trot Dr
Paracca John Estate RR 1
Patel Sushilaben J 924 Shrektown
Piller Esther PO Box 301
Porter James Oliver 680 Valencia Rd
ReMax Suburban North PO Box 810
Sgroi Anthony 604 Columbia Ct
Shavulsky John M 609 Village Green Blvd E
Sibbett Richard Mr & Mrs RD 2 Stoup Rd
Smith Anne T 81421 Lost Valy Dr
Solenday Robert N 242 Adams Pointe Blvd #3
Stewart Charles 213 Adams Pointe Blvd Unit 3
Strutz John C 152 Cashdollar Rd
Viola Rocco Jr 342 Myona Rd
Walters Philip 130 Wynnview Ln
Wareham R A PO Box 722
Weiser Barbara J 132 Wayne Dr
White Patricia 309 Dirkshire Ct
White Randall 309 Dirkshire Ct
Wolfe Audrey J 112 Forest Dr
Wolfe Donald A 112 Forest Dr
Yon Anita 114 Laporte Dr
Petrolia Pa 16050
Bell Fern L Estate RR 1
Emery Alice PO Box 324
Matijak Steve PO Box 366
UFPA Petrolia Church St
Weibel Martin 119 Hornertown Rd
Wilkins Robert 1713 Kittanning Pike
Portersville Pa 16051
Bowser Robert C RD 2 Box 177
Brewster John D RD 2 Box 125 Patrick Dr
Brewster Patricia L RD 2 Box 125 Patrick Dr
Castanet Robert G 1132 West Portersville Rd
Dietrich Clarence L Jr 982 Yellow Creek Rd
Lee Tindall T RD 2
Miller Frank S PO Box 171
Phillippi Betty L RD 2
Phillippi Perry Rural Rte 1
Prospect Pa 16052
Augur Darla J 164 S Franklin St
Augur Robert J 164 Amfranklin St
Fannin Wilda RR 1
Hays John G 123 Grindel Rd
Ketterer George M 106 Oak Dr
Ketterer Jean M 106 Oak Dr
McCool Kirk E Box 258
McCormick Norma J PO Box 152
Monn Donald 2134 Prospect Rd
Naylor Patricia F Estate RR 1
Wilda Fannin RD 1
Wilson Todd N 190 Wilson Rd
Witzel Joshua 608 Stone Church Rd
Renfrew Pa 16053
Bowser Robert PO Box 91
Hack Matthew J 1120 Evans City Rd
Kriess Paul D 171 Cupps Rd
McCormick Patty J 204 Renfrew Rd
McCormick Tracy E RD 1
McCullough Lawrence RR 1
Miller Carl R Estate 462 Brownsdale Rd
Olszewski Albert Est 1102 E 11th St
Powell James C 462 Brownsdale Rd
Wargo Joseph D 128 Graham Dr
Sarver Pa 16055
Allison William J 562 N Pike Rd
Anuskiewicz Lisa F 108 Ekastown Rd
Barker Derry L 131 Wonderly Dr
Buehler Sarah M 121 Franklin Dr
Callahan James D 451 Parker Rd
Campbell Jeffrey 133 Coal Hollow Rd
Clark Vickie L 120 Bryan Dr
Crawford John H 101 Ridgeview Rd
Dawson Richard H Estate PO Box 60
Ekas Automotive and Sales 104 North Pike Rd
Ekas Deana PO Box 76
Ekas Kerry Q PO Box 76
Ekas Terry J 109 Lincoln Dr
Glassburn Richard A 248 Cole Rd
Hanus Paul M 106 Kimberly Dr
Kennihan Andrew PO Box 236
Maier Mary A 115 Hibbs Ln
Maurhoff Wilmer L 328 Riemer Rd
McCullough Douglas B 108 Callen Rd
Nikles Carol A 121 Boyd Dr
Novosel Mary E 723 South Pike Rd
Oberg Mfg Co 275 North Pike Rd
Robinson Dorothy J 121 Boyd Dr
Sample Donna M 203 Cole Rd
Schmidt Paul W III 131 Goldscheitter Rd
Schmidt Paul W Jr 131 Goldscheitter Rd
Semain Jewel Estate 239 Edgewood Dr
Smilowitz Bernice 120 Woodland Dr
Snyder Shane 111 Marlene Ln
Steinhagen Penny L 414 North Pike Rd
Stewart James Estate 223 Bear Creek Rd
Strable Eugene C RD 1
Trozzo F J 361 Goldscheitter Rd
Wolford Robert L 147 Elliot Rd
Wolford Susan 147 Elliot Rd
Saxonburg Pa 16056
Artman Regina D 320 Driftwood Dr
Baer Marilyn Ann 302 Columbus Way
Brooks Edward T 243 Cherry Valy Rd
Carney Laura M 309 Oak Leaf Dr
Huber Sylvia A PO Box 441
Ibrahim Ihab 225 Wylie Rd
Kristofic David 151 Deer Creek Rd
Kristofic Ethel L 151 Deer Creek Rd
Lassinger Jeffrey PO Box 775
McCorkle Theresa 181 Knoch Rd
Mrozinski Marie C Estate RR 2 Konoch Rd
Nething Barbara A 235 Water St
Peckney Pauline Ms 164 Cannon Hill Rd
Plutyk Frederick P 109 Rachel Dr
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Rodgers Doug V 121 Alana Dr
Smith James B 133 Glade Mill Rd
Sorokacs Amanda 107 South Ct
Thrower John 409 Saxonburg Blvd
Troutman Sandra PO Box 395
Wray Jodi L 105 Brian Dr
Seven Fields Pa 16046
Hassell Joseph W 938 Northridge Dr
Iesenriech Jayson 197 Woodhaven Dr
INTC 342 Warrick Dr
Lal Dhananjay 114 Jameson Way
Milligan Kathy 310 Castle Creek Rd Unit 1302
Noto Nancy 109 Aspen Ln
Pacific Avenue Ltd 122 Severn Dr
Spudic Mario T 342 Warrick Dr
Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Ankeney Frank Est 141 Duffy Rd
ARA Services Inc PO Box 785
Bankers Trust Company of Ca NA 278 Keister Rd
Bonette Dora RD 3
Buhler Herbert J Jr 437 New Castle St
Calderone Cathy M 342 W Cooper St
Campbell Bus Lines PO Box 57
Domitrovich Elsie E 1235 Slippery Rock Rd
Domitrovich John J 1235 Slippery Rock Rd
Early Amy I 132 Coaltown Rd
Early Timothy J 132 Coaltown Rd
Eckenrode Sheryl L 96 Pipestem Rd
Emery George E 403 West Cooper St
Federkeil Ruth Ann 301 Studebaker Rd
Fox Robert T RD 3
Freshwater Rudy 65 E Gait Dr
Gabler Ida M 206 S Main St
Green Chad R 37 Village Rd
Hileman Donna L RD 3
Hoover Donna L RD 4 Box 282
Hover Donna Rte 4
James Leone RD 3
Jots Basketball 543 Slippery Rock Rd
Kiebler Properties 1 Vineyard Cir
Mcclung Isabel A 121 New Hope Rd
Mercer Lime and Stone Company 560 Branchton Rd
Platt James H Est of 140 Grove City Rd
Potts Derek W 240 Pleasure Valy Ln Ext
Ralph E 438 New Castle St
Roch Curtis 33 Village Rd
Scott Dennis Lynn Jr 253 West Liberty Rd
Thompson Norma RR 2
Thompson Timothy B RD 1 Box 102
Watson Mary 712 New Castle Rd
Waychoff Jeffrey Jr 463 New Castle St
Valencia Pa 16059
Baker Scott C 133 Twinbrook Rd
Beach Raymond Beach Joyce 1428 Rte 8
Benedict Margaret 11236 Babcock Blvd
Bowen Carol A RR 4 Box 115
Broffman Leah 102 Providence Ct
Broffman Sam H 102 Providence Ct
Carbinite Metal Coating 1158 Pittsburgh Rd Ste 200
Fender Menders Collision Center 1428 Rte 8
Genter Robert W 133 Valybrook Dr
Gorlick Iva M 2006 Laurel Oak Dr
Green Carol R 123 Woodview Dr
Houpt Charles H 519 Steiner Bridge Rd
Houpt Marjorie M 519 Steiner Bridge Rd
Hubstenberger Ernest J 1329 Three Degree Rd
Ice Kevin 2112 Brownes Hill Rd
Ke Frances S 85 Charity Pl #222
Kelly Richard L 703 Laurel Oak Dr
McCaffrey Edward J 107 Murray Dr
McCue James Rr 4 Box 115
Mills Virginia A 449 Browns Hill Rd
Morais Mary E Estate RR 1 Box 432-E
Myers Douglas E 114 Love Rd
Oconnor James F 1466 E Cruikshank Rd
Schaerer Jeff P 123 Pine Ridge
Shakarian David B 85 Charity Pl #222
Shakarian Lois V Tr 85 Charity Pl #222
Stevens Donald P 258 Kyle Rd
Sturges Deida M 325 Logan Rd
West Sunbury Pa 16061
Cooper Jane F 751 Mahood Rd
Davis Betty L RD 1
Felsing Glenn D 1213 West Sunbury Rd
Fleeger Donald B 152 Rider Church Rd
Gravatt Richard E c/o Richard Gravatt RD 1
Johnston Homer L 311 Maplewood Rd
Zelienople Pa 16063
Armstrong Cable 531 Old Perry Way
Beneroski Donald Estate 124 Sherwood Dr
Burke Stanley C 105 Saltarka Ln
Elluinger Joh RR 2 Box 141
Gallino Patricia G 2103 Rte 68
Hospitality Furnishings & Design In 146 Chestnut St
Kocher Bertha Main St
Lantz Richard W 2255B Evans City Rd
Leicher William J 414 Rochester Rd
Leicher Yvonne A 414 Rochester Rd
Lyne Lyne A 166 Skyview Ln
McCormick Dennis 700 S Green Ln Apt 402
McKerahan Mary C 1115 Kline Rd
McPherson Alice H 2000 May Dr Apt 301
McPherson George E 2000 May Dr Apt 301
McPherson George E Trust 2000 May Dr Apt 301
Mollenauer Walter J 419 W New Castle St
Polm Kathryn Estate 604 Creekwood Dr
Rockey James J Apt 313 214 S High St
Rowland Myrtle W 149 Glen Rape Rd
Sayles Madelyn E Apt 367 401 South Main St
Smith Samuel 235 Chadbourne Ct
Snatchko Anna M 15 Bagger Dr
Stilson Guy L 104 Chestnut St
Sustar Chelsea 601 W Beaver St
Thornberry Clifford K 309 S High St
Watt Willis Front St Zellenople Pa 16063
Wright Emma L Estate 424 Edinboro Ct
Zelienople Greenhouse Company 103 Evans Rd
Cambria County
Ashville, Pa 16613
Hazlett Raymond 3125 Coupon Gallitzin Rd #B
Barnesboro, Pa 15714
Galovic David P Estate RR1
Kizak J A 5 Susquehanna St
Kolasa Carole A 3401 Crawford Ave
Panaro Josephine Estate 2007 20th St
Sharkey Catherine Estate RR 1 Box 276
Beaver, Pa 16630
Flaherty Shirley 1115 6th Av 302
Beaverdale, Pa 15921
Afton James D PO Box 65
Balog Margaret 310 Jefferson Ave PO Box 152
Balog Victor J 310 Jefferson Ave PO Box 152
Burkett Jerry R 723 Cameron Ave
Krantzler Helene K 838 Cameron Ave
Benedict, Pa 15773
Zenone John PO Box 118 St
Boniface, Pa 16675
Angert Evelyn M PO Box 51
Carrolltown, Pa 15722
Krumenacker Daniel N 366 Krumenacker Ln
Papson Johna A 125 Kane Rd
Pierce Brenda Attn Brenda Wilcox PO Box 264
Yon Mary J c/o Irene Mangold S Main
Yonsr Carmen M Irene Mangold S Main
Cassandra, Pa 15925
Moschgat Joseph B PO Box 45 149 Main St
Uneges Margaret Estate RR 1
Colver, Pa 15927
Mutter Dennis C 173 C and I Dr
Conemaugh, Pa 15909
Mayerscik Karen 1594 Alfa Ave
Mayerscik Nathan Paul 1594 Alfa Ave
Price Pamela 160 3rd St
Safko Joseph P 276 5th St
Timms Sylvester 306 First
Waligora Thelma 358 Kenwood Ave
Cresson, Pa 16630
Bauers Harold F 1121 4th St
Cresson Shop N Save PO Box 205
Fox David 7821 Admiral Peony Hwy Apt 201
George Jane C 316 Red Oak Ln
Glunt Dorothy L 807 Keystone Ave
Hughes Laura L 213 Liberty Ave
Hvezda Bernice Mt View Manor Loretto Rd #416
Jennmar Corporation Frank Calandra Inc 134 Pfeister Ave
Kaczkowsky Ronald E 313 Columbus Ave
Kaczkowsky William A 313 Columbus Ave
Lamantia Anthony S Box 205
McCartney James B Mountain House Gdns
McMahon James W 136 Easy St
Nash Richard T 1518 W 2nd St #6
Oakes Charles J 23 Laurelbrook Ct
Ruzzi Charles L 494 Gallitzin Rd
Shop N Save Supermarket 1213 2nd St
Smith William Red Brick Manor Inc 127 Penn Ave
Stiffler Maryann 400 Keystone Ave
Stiffler Maryann Estate 400 Keystone Ave
Dunlo, Pa 15930
Folmer Mary Estate RR 1
Ebensburg, Pa 15931
Arthur Haden 409 E Lloyd St
Asap Court Reporting 208 W Sample St PO Box 345
Basile Samuel J 100 Candlelight Dr 135
Davidson Donald 228 W Highland Ave
Edwards Ruth 410 W Sample St
Flynn Janet M 3727 Admiral Peary Hwy
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Gallucci Joanne 429 Manor Dr
Hand Lisa M 602 W Crawford St
Holsopple Nancy J RR 3 Box 269
Jones Elizabeth O 218 South Phaney St
Killian Helen 429 Manor Dr
Kubat Edith M 2672 Ben Franklin Hwy
Lanzendorfer David J 119 Knopp Dr Apt 3
McGill Rodger 116 Jude Dr
McGuire Lex R 116 Colver Rd
McMahon David F 413 Whorner St
Mulhollen Orange L 604 N West St
Nyland Karen M 129 E High St Apt 3r
Ptak Walter RD 3 Box 261
Reese Jack W 154 Colver Rd
Rock Daniel 306 Ashbrook Cir
Rock Jennifer 306 Ashbrook Cir
Shaw Fallon 357 Industrial Park Suite 103
Sibert Thomas J 1609 N Ctr St
Urbain James 142 Emerald Dr
White Jerome C 224 W Ogle St
Urbain James 142 Emerald Dr
White Marvin J 224 W Ogle St
Young Peoples Comm Ctr 300 Prave St
Elmora, Pa 15737
Mcgowan Bob Box 343 141 Reed St
Elton, Pa 15934
Astleford Terry Astleford Evon PO Box 292
Bloom Grace M 1021 Gill St Bloom Melva L PO Box 174
Ickes Catherine 245 Old Bedford Pike
Emeigh, Pa 15738
Keith Frederick III 140 Tracy
Fallentimber, Pa 16639
Behanic Jeffrey RR 1 Box 37 Behanic Kevin RR 1 Box 37
Glass Laura RD 1
Flinton, Pa 16640
Anderson Charles W PO Box 232
Perrier Mary H PO Box 232
Wills Dale 113 Second St
Glasgow, Pa 16644
Miller Elijah 938 Brdview
Gallitzin, Pa 16641
Beyer David L 917 St Marys
Kratzer Jamie M 391 Tunnel Hill
Kratzer Thomas A 391 Tunnel Hill
Lesniewski Felix 600 Devlin St
Lesniewski Josephin 600 Devlin St
Loucks Ronald A 227 Sanker St
Sprouse Santina S 921 St Joseph St
Wilson Helen D Apt 211 800 Church St
Zabinsky Helen 811 Portage St
Zabinsky Patrick T 811 Portage St
Hastings, Pa 16646
Becker Edna Hastings
Hrobusck Elizabeth Estate RR 1
Leamer Roy D 356 Leamer Rd
Sannoh Osman 152 Bridge St
Sullivan Robert W Kirk St
Sullivan Thomas Kirk St
Hatfield, Pa 16624
Brady Virginia R 398 W Vine St Hatfield
Johnstown, Pa 15901
Andrews Curtis 181 New St
Andrews Viona M 181 New St
Ameri Serv Trust 216 Franklin St
Barton Stephenie D 813 Napoleon St
Burton Kathryn 350 Market St Apt 201
Carpenter Margaret M 115 Feeder St
Claycomb Russell 243 Vine St
Claycomb Susan E 243 Vine St
Crown American Properties 1 Pasquerilla Plz
Dibble Helen 527 Vine St Apt 208
Glosser Bros Attn Fred Glosser
Griffith Harry K 120 Feeder St
Griffith Helen 120 Feeder St
Hall Eric J 338 Bloomfield St Suite 100
Hanbury Lois J 229 New
Hardwick Chiedazo 748 Napoleon St
Hartman Olive M c/o DHS 244 Walnut St 2nd Fl
Irvin Ernest 194 David St
James Gerald 527 Vine St #V
Johnson Luevina Apt 1017 525 Vine St
Johnstown Professional Hockey 326 Napoleon St
Keith Robert Apt 1 24 Haws
King Elizabeth A 527 Vine St Apt 905
Kinsey Harry H Jr 721 Yoder
Kinsey Margaret N 721 Yoder St
Kritz Raymond J R188 Horrocks
Kvarta Leo Estate 216 Franklin St
Landis Jack M 813 Napoleon St
Livingston John 111 Peter St
Malinousky Kathryn 350 Market St Apt 615
Mandel Lynn 106 Antonia St
McBride Michael 538 Main St
McCray Michael 354 Ebensburg Rd
McKelvey Jeann 307 Vine St
McWilliams Joanne K 525 Vine St Apt 214
Migas Agnes D Est of 132 Gazebo Park
Morris Raymond R632 12 Somerset St
Morton Arthur Jr 307 South St
Morton Rosetta 246 Ebensburg Rd
Niessner Alvin H 350 Market St Apt 613 Joesph Johns Towers
Noel Ronald F 525 Vine St Apt 913
Panarella Vincenzo Estate 144 New St
Panarello Vincenzo Estate 144 New St
Pennel Violet Bldg 23 Apt 554 Coopersdale Home
Pettina Anthony 202 Adams St
Pettina Mary J 202 Adams St
Phillips Barbara 313 Woodvale Ave
Plack Richard Apt 2 709 Sherman St
Protective Security c/o Joseph Scansarolli 430 Main St
Psy Ed Corp DBA Exceptional Parent 416 Main St
Quesnell Thelma A 229 New
Reed Shawn Daniel c/o David Mitchell 372 Ihmsen Ave
Roman Florence M Estate 312 Strauss Ave
Rozier Jermaine 715 Sherman St
Rodkey Wesley A Apt 1204 Vine St Towers 525 Vine St
Sandman Leon J 533 Princeton Ave
Sanford Ruby M 840 Napoleon St
Sapolich David M 581 Fender Ln
Sargents Transcription Service Inc 210 Main St
Sharp Tena 2136 Elsworth St
Sukenik Helen 218 Walnut St
Thompson Tarleasia 309 Conway Ct
Trapanotto Lucy 115 Feeder St
Urban Fashion c/o Majid Elmaliki 542 Main St
Vaughn Erma A 715 Menoher Blvd
Video Nouveau 108 Fairfield Ave
Whitfield Douglas 170 Prospect St
Williams Virginia E Estate 320 Vine St
Yates Ashley 1122 Ridge Ave
Zamais 300 Market St
Johnstown, Pa 15902
Adolph Patrick K 1535 William Penn Ave
Allison Ruth I 10 Campbell Ave
Andrews Cornelius Jr 7 128 Solomon Homes
Bersamina Cynthia L 913 Nathaniel St
Boyd Anne M Bldg 13 Pat 234 Solomon Homes
Carmans Wholesale Tires Inc Carman Germana Atima 1801 Bedford St
Carroll Margaret 811 Park Ave
Collins Thelma N PO Box 289
Combs Martha 405 Horner St Apt 7
Cummings Thomas J Estate 336 Somerset St
Davis Cecelia J Est 518 Central Ave
Decker Aaron Ray 825 Coleman Rd Apt 4
Distefano David A 628 Park Ave
Domineck Dennise L 330 Cliff St
Edwards Lauren 637 1/2 Coleman Ave
Erb Bernice 565 Highland Av
Evans George 905 Ash St
Evans Ruth M 905 Ash St
Fisher Jeanne 715 Cypress Ave Apt C
Floyd Leah Apt 2B 730 Bloom St
Foust David C 189 Charles St
Gallaher Carla R 530 #8 Horner St
Gause Levon 921 Ash St
Greenwald Rebecca 1221 Bedford St
Griffith Sara 1076 Jacoby St
Griffith Sara G 1076 Jacoby
Hamilton Andrew 532 Horner St
Holtzman Barbara A 624 Linden Ave
Johnston Nancy 973 Fronheiser St
Jovan George L 319 Horner St A
Karcher Barbara A 409 Linden Ave
Kirby Michael 629 Ash St
Kleinmeyer Fredrick G 106 Eastmont
Koch Jacob 739 Horner St
Koch Mary E 739 Horner St
Kopler Margaret M 1205 Frankstown Rd
Largent Bertrand 122 Solomon Homes
Lilley Robert 1603 Scott Ave
Lyle Thomas 174 Bond St
Martin Pauline E 617 Coleman Ave
Mcvicker Sam 564 Bedford St
Meyers Robert G Bldg 13 Pat 234 Solomon Homes
Mills Flora L Estate 700 Messenger St
Milot Margaret 194 David St
Muir Bernard R 565 Highland Av
Nagle Florence 519 Russell Ave
Parks Helen G 1076 Jacoby
Paul Eugene 503 Forest Ave
Poder M L 811 Park Ave
Quashnie Raymond 600 602 Forest Ave
Reed Jeffrey S Apt 4 R416 Russell Ave
Reighard Brian J Jr 329 Grove Ave
Reitz Abbie S 230 Frederick St
Rhoades Phyllis 519 Russell Ave
Reitz Abbie S 230 Frederick St
Rhoades Phyllis 519 Russell Ave
Rhodes Richard 519 Russell Ave
Rhodes Richard 519 Russell Ave
Riggleman David W 627 Pine St
Rowles Mary H 560 Grove Ave
Schiffino Katrina M 109 Hummel St
Schombert George 654 Park Ave
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Schombert Louise 654 Park Ave
Scott Gladys I 405 Golde St
Scott John D 340 #2 Cypress
Smartt Marco A 602 Golde St
Smartt Rona M 602 Golde St
Smatlak Michael 1196 Brier Ave
Stock Jeanne L Estate 1383 Ocala Ave
Thomas James 1751 Frankstown Rd
Thompson Helen M 746 Park Ave
Van George Jo 319 Horner St Apt 1
Varner Barry M Sr 322 Wood St
Wajnarawski Alex 921 Ash St
Washington Hozie 612 Oak St
Weaver Barbara E 426 Grove Ave
Wojnarawski Alex 921 Ash St
Wojnarawski Marian 921 Ash St
Woolcock Charles W Estate 645 Cypress Ave
Johnstown, Pa 15904
Bayush John Bayush Sara RR 2 Box 101
Associates In Family Eyecare c/o Marilyn Mckee 410 Theatre Dr
Bayush John RR 2 Box 101
Bayush Sara RR 2 Box 101
Blankshain Roy E 219 Bertmin St
Borecky David 1450 Scale Ave
Bottiecher Bonnie J 1205 Christy Dr
Commers Nettie Apt2 232 Arbutus Ave
Conrad Mary Kay Trust 3324 Elton Rd Apt 208
Conrad Robert L Trust 3324 Elton Rd Apt 208
Cunningham Laverne K 611 Evergreen St
Delegram Domink 7821 Admiral Peony Hwy Apt 201 DHC Enterprises Inc Three Fat
Olives 1221 Scalp Ave
Dunning Barbara T 111 Marilyn Way
Dunning Preston M 111 Marilyn Way
East Hills Appliance 143 Jaycee Dr Suite 15
Ellenberger Catherine M 343 Theatre Dr Richland Towers Apt 502
Engineer Erach H 103 Cherokee St
Engineer Katie E 103 Cherokee St
Garcia Margaret A 106 Iroquois St
Glattke Jane I 228 Rosewood St
Golden Living Center Johnst 349 Vo Tech Dr
Ground Round 36778 500 Galleria Dr Suite 230
Helsel Mary 328 Kerr Dr
Helsel Thomas 328 Kerr Dr
Holdash Marion G 128 Providence Dr
Kavar William M 312 Devon Dr
Kennedy Eulalie K 1714 Rosefield St
Kessel Edward F 1101 Emilio St Apt 10
Kessel Elizabet P 1101 Emilio St Apt 10
Khan Ahmad H Md 1407 Eishenhower Blvd Ste 104
Kipling John 611 Euclid Ave
Kopriva John James 100 Rustic Ave
Krivach Timothy 401 Burk Ave Apt 5
Kuntz Beverly 223 W Oakmont Blvd
Lang Kimberly A 935 Scalp Ave
Laurel Motors Chrysler Plymouth c/o Thomas Helsel 328 Kerr Dr
Lehman Kevin D 381 Oakridge Dr
Mac Williams Geraldine 37 Wesley Dr Arbutus Ok
Mac Williams Geraldine M 37 Wesley Dr
Mac Williams Wm 37 Wesley Dr Arbutus Ok
Malik Noman c/o Sana Malik 1247 Solomon Run Rd
Malik Sana 1247 Solomon Run Rd
McCombie Walter L 163 Foust Dr
Moore John R 207 Ottawa St Rm 121
Moore Ralph 207 Ottawa St Rm 121
Murabito Vincenza Estate 1082 Tener St
Nathaniel Cyril 227 Curtis Dr
Pepe Jaclyn 326 Kenneth Ave
Pepe Nancy Cust 326 Kenneth Ave
Profaizer Anthony A 609 Sunberry St
Ringler Sarah C 217 Rosewood St
Reinhart Albert J Estate 500 Schoolhouse Rd
Roesch Matthew O’Brien 325 Theatre Dr Apt 3A13
Rubis Joseph C 405 Lyndy St
Schrock Adeleen S Est of 447 Eisenhower Blvd
Schultz Dorothy L 1225 Christy Dr
Sheehan Betty R 705 Belmont Ave
Stackel Mary Estate
Stiffler Maryann 601 Lamberd Ave
Stossel Ella M 201 Marietta Dr
Strehler Anne W Estate 402 Belmont St
Swanson Kathleen Estate 500 Schoolhouse Rd
White Kelley 1060 Tener St Apt 1
Wright David 205 Arbutus Village
Johnstown, Pa 15905
Arcuri Angelo A Arcuri Michael 216 Leila St
Adams Mary J Estate 920 Vickroy Ave
Adly Raymond 1062 Mckinley Ave
Aldy Maggie 1062 Mckinley Ave
Ali Sbeitan Deana I 756 Farragut St
Andrykovitch Marie Estate 542 Edwards St
Barron Lola Ann 444 Woodmont Rd
Barron Marcia Apt 204 51 Akers St
Bassett Est Wilbert D RD 5 Menoher Hts
Bassett Wilbert D RD 5 Menoher Hts
Beers Boyd S Est of 935 Julia Dr
Bellack Helen 178 Hammer Ave
Benson Gloria 1086 Franklin St
Berkley Hills 361 Goucher St
Bezek Lydia 1425 Coventry Ct
Billetdeaux John W c/o Steven Billetdeaux 1021 Blough Rd
Bischof Rosemary Trust 2315 Pitt Ave
Bixler John D 1414 Murphy Dr
Bland Perry 202 Thoburn Ave Johnston Pa 15905
Boyer E G 100 Woodmont Rd
Boyer Gwendolyn E 100 Woodmont Rd
Bracken John Estate 2250 Kring St
Bretz Susan 329 Southmont Blvd
Capouellez Daniel P 2413 Menoher Blvd
Capouellez Susan L 2413 Menoher Blvd
Carothers Howard J 148 Sell St
Carothers Margaret K 148 Sell St
Carpenter Paul 201 Atlee St
Catalfano Joan 920 Franklin St
Clark Martin 422 Colgate Ave
Cunningham Gloria 427 Girard St
Cunningham Richard 427 Girard St
Colbert Dorothy 512 Goucher St
Dinicola David 2146 Woodcrest Dr
Dinicola Giacomo 2146 Woodcrest Dr
Domen Emory A 1990 Minno Dr
Dupirack James 127 Stump Town Rd
Duschea Robert E Jr 205 Gayview Te
Dzambik Brenda 156 Estherville Rd
Ellingsworth Agnes M Apt 610 1029 Franklin St
Feldt Herman Estate 846 East Ave
Foust Chester L Estate 1489 Franklin St
Friedel James S 510 Ferndale Ave
General Kinetics Inc 110 Sunray Dr
Glover Dennis 318 Goucher St
Gorzelsky Leonard E 2325 Shannon Way
Gyure Margaret E Apt 408 1029 Franklin St
Henze Albert RD 7
Henze Emil 2434 Franklin St
Hill Daniel 1408 Murphy Dr
Hochstein Randy G 120 Rita St
Hot Wheels Auto Sale 1803 Goucher St
Hummel Jeanette E 727 Goucher St
Hummel Jeannett E 727 Goucher St
Hummel Lester V 727 Goucher St
Istvan Heather L 1118 Boyd Ave Apt 2
Jaramillo Victor 1153 Confer Ave Apt 14
Karas Amany S 1062 Mckinley Ave
Kerr Mary A Rear 210 Quaker Ave
Khan Ahmad H 305 Beaver Ct
Kindya Mary P 1781 Goucher St Apt 414
Kiser Raymond D 480 Bantel St
Korhut Eric 811 Coon Ridge Rd
Kramer Ethel M 1011 Franklin
Kramer Henry P 1011 Franklin
Krstulich Lena 8 West Ave
Krstulich Paul M 8 West Ave
Leffler Mary K Box 382 RD 5
Leffler Rudolf J Box 382 RD 5
Lehman Pansy E 787 Goucher St
Leonard Mary Elizabeth 807 Goucher St
Maxwell Barbara L 316 Luzerne St
McGovern Louis 203 Fayette
Middler Stacy 530 Ferndale Ave
Miller Grace E Estate 500 Schoolhouse Rd
Mussio Jennifer 445 Tioga St
Nobiletti John B 1006 Calvin Dr
Palmer Helen 528 Vickroy Ave
Peethambaram Hamsaveni 1406 Murphy Dr
Pillet Jeffrey C 1591 Colonial St
Plummer Thomas 310 Graystone Ln
Prothero William J 347 Elknud Ln
Pryco Mechanical LLC 51 Sta St
Raco Troy D 1560 Mary Dr
Randall Stephanie E 1414 Murphy Dr
Reffner Wilfred J 727 Ferndale Ave
Robine Michelle 811 Coon Ridge Rd
Russell Nettie Jean 219 Mabel St
Sbeitan Jenna I 756 Farragut St
Schonek Geraldine M 807 Goucher St 212
Schonek Rudolph C 807 Goucher St 212
Sitton Valerie L 1271 Franklin St
Snow White Laundry 596 Goucher St
Stringer Sarah Estate 1041 Franklin St
Sturtz Charles J Sturtz Charles Carriage Hills Bldg 5 Apt 80
Sturtz Margaret B c/o Sturtz Charles Carriage Hills Bldg 5 Apt 80
Thornton James Clay Dr. 1086 Franklin St
Varisco Jason Arthur 220 Fayette St
Way Evelyn c/o Pam Bennett 736 Menoher Blvd
West Highland Group LLC 401 Palliser St
Zellam Gerri 621 Denuta St
Ziff Isadore M 909 Liberty Ave
Johnstown, Pa 15906
Altemus Charles R 227 Edgewood Ave
Around The Corner Inc 111 Chandler Ave
Belica Helen Estate 156 Wilson St
Benshoff Kenneth J 274 Strayer St
Better Sound Electronics 2429 Bedford St
Bishopage Paula 151 Garfield St
Bobovsky Joseph c/o Mary Bobovsky 1311 Virginia Ave
Bobovsky Joseph Estate 1311 Virginia Ave c/o Mary Bobovsky
Brown Bobby Apt B 25 Oakhurst Homes
Brown Thomas 1561 William Penn Ave
Buchko Brian 127 Fairfield Ave
Burns Bruce 363 Dorothy Ave
Cernics Cycles Dealer Reserve 500 Cooper Ave
Clarke Demichael 525 Harold Ave
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Dailey Robert E 134 I St
Danovich John F Estate 139 Sheridan St
Edwards Deborah 55-D St Ext
Eisenhuth Margaret 739 Virginia Ave
Eisennuth Barnett G 739 Virginia Ave
Evans Mary L Estate 306 Chestnut St
Evans Ruth J 274 Strayer St
Faux David H 230 Cooper Ave
Faux Janette L 230 Cooper Ave
Flick Margaret 908 Brd St
Flocker Bobbie 22 Chestnut St
Gabriel Margaret A 287 Glenn St
Geisweidt Andrea V 823 Chestnut St
Grew Lucille 270 Strayer St
Hamryszak Angeline 319 Wilson St
Hoffman Stephen Dr 184 Chandler Ave
Horbal Anthony 828 Iron St
Intihar Mary 503 Edith Ave
JWF Industries 84 Iron St Attn: A P
Karageanes Holly 198 Fairfield Ave
Kondash George 139 Spring St
Kondash Julia 139 Spring St
Kondash Julia V 139 Spring St
Krajac Milos Estate 606 Brd St
Krupa Joseph 399 Beatrice Ave
Martin Margaret 133 Fairfield Ave
Mattarazzo Angelina 190 Rosedale St
Migut Richard 830 Iron St
Mikesic Carlene A 165 Stone St
Mikesic Francis R 165 Stone St
Mikesic Francis R 165 Stone St
Murvine John Bldg 23 Apt 554 Coopersdale Ho
Nash Michael J 15a Oakhurst Homes
Piurkowsky Margaret 569 Harold Ave
Poraczky Corey J 531 Harold Ave
Rhodes Patricia A 151 Garfield St
Rodriguez Antonia 127 B St
Shehee Mark 36B Oakhurst Homes
Shrum Patrick 371 Habicht St
Simsic Anna D 336 Butler Ave
Surgeonone Inc 1003 Brd St Ste 300
Szewczyk Michael Estate 215 Honan Ave
Tarbay Joseph 133 Fairfield Ave
Thompson Robert B Estate 184 Garfield St
Urban Mildred L Estate 225 Wilson St
Wozniak John 516 Harold Ave
Yaniczek Julia Estate RR 1 Box A35
Zapola Tony Estate 161 Fillmore Ave
Johnstown, Pa 15907
Beulke Clarence G PO Box 72
Dc Fred H PO Box 1541
Hamlet Fred PO Box 1541
Hello Corporation of Pennsylvania c/o James R Wallace Esq 400 Ameriserv Bldg PO
Box 280
Krise Alice R PO Box 297
Krise Fred PO Box 297
Papageorge Anastasia K PO Box 124
Sheesley Constructors PO Box 1070
Woodward Betty J c/o Sandra K Cobb 843 Jabb Rock Rd
Woodward William E c/o Sandra K Cobb 843 Jabb Rock Rd
Johnstown, Pa 15909
Bulick Julia 1131 Pine St Franklin Boro
Edmiston Thomas L 121 Rimrock St
Fink Max J 314 2nd St
Fogle Joanne L 2669 William Penn Ave
Gibson Leo A RR 6
Gibson Mary RR 6
Gokey Michael 21 Harmony Dr
Graham Robert W 105 Fir St
Jaindl Vanessa 338 1st St East Conemaugh
Matula Anthony Estate RR 8 Box 562
Merlo Toni 3744 William Penn Ave
Lilly, Pa 15938
Bartlebaugh Rodney D 1217 Coach Rd
Bertram Esther S 421 Cleveland St
Leonard Pearl E 421 Cleveland St
Patrick William 124 Cosey Ln L
Patterson Robert Carr 194 Stumptown Ln
Patterson Robert Carr Est Of 194 Stumptown Ln
Przybys Rosella M 1253 Level Rd
Sheehan Allean 112 Mission Ln
Sheehan Michael 112 Mission Ln
Simala Agnes M Estate 167 Portage St
Yacisin Doris A Portage
Yacisin George Portage
Loretto, Pa 15940
Conrad Paul E RD Box 8F
Farabaugh Florence M Est 268 Saint Mary St
Farabaugh Philip A St Marys St
Hardesty Alvin Jr 35313-037
Harris Perry PO Box 1000
Oravec Christian Fr St Francis University
Pickens Shatese PO Box 1000
Marsteller, Pa 15760
Lombardo Paul Jr A 1000 Mosscreek Rd
Mineral Point, Pa 15942
Knapp Joshua L 120 Empire St
Rava Ryan J PO Box 84
Scaife Gary L RR 1
Shoemaker Paul 1478 Swigle Mountain
Wilson Ronald D 2224 Swigle Mountain Rd
Nanty Glo, Pa 15943
Burch Stella Estate 947 Wagner St #R
Century 2Mortgage 1500 3rd St
Dishong Jeffrey P 140 Fords Corner Rd
Georges Auto Body 1109 Second St
Jones Est Thomas W PO Box 117
Jones Thomas W PO Box 117
Kittle Eva R 1060 Thomas St
Mardis Edward R 214 Briar Ct
Rager Florence 1109 Second St
Robinson Thelma M First St
Robinson William E First St
Seaman Ernest A RD 1 142 Penn Way Dr Box 523
Seaman Ernest A 142 Penn Way Dr
Seaman Ethel 142 Penn Way Dr
Stephens Robert E 178 Turkey Path Rd
Warzel Kayla D 116 Sta Rd
Nicktown, Pa 15762
Wysocki Albert C 554 Log Rd
Northern Cambria, Pa 15714
Brant Elizabeth Brant Ralph C PO Box 12
Abrams Alexander 2410 Crawford Ave PO Box 405
Bonanno Emma Est 719 Philadelphia Ave
Brant Elizabeth P PO Box 12
Brant Ralph C PO Box 12
Butterworth Ralph J 355 Steele Corner Rd
Estright Destiny PO Box 1063
Farabaugh Angel 3804 Saint Stans Ave
Goss Leroy F 2404 Slinger Ave
Kaminsky Josephine 2411 Lovell St
Konitsky Erma 1004 38th St
Lloyd Terrence 3706 Crawford Ave
Watters Ethel H 1022 Philadelphia Av
Patton, Pa 16668
Gormish Paul 621 Lang Ave
Gormish Ruth L 621 Lang Ave
Heid Robert E 601 Beech Ave
McCombie Patricia 688 Donnelly Ave
Milacomp Inc 515 Beech Ave
Rodgers Mary A Paul Rodgers RD 1 Box 419
Rodgers Paul RD 1 Box 419
Sequite Anna A 702 3rd Ave
Sequite Michael L 702 3rd Ave
Wagner Constance 149 Captains Ln Apt 207
Volk Charles S 507 Kerr Ave
Woods Dolores Estate RR 1
Portage, Pa 15946
Albright Ronald C Albright Shirley 219 Main St
Branas Nellie 756 Braunas Rd
Chernicky Ceda L Estate 1401 S Main St
Doroba Geonefa Estate 811 Jefferson Ave
Fisher Edward Jr 1377 Puritan Rd
Fisher Mary 1377 Puritan Rd
Frazer Ellen J 805 Orchard St
Frazer Williamj W 805 Orchard St
Gavlak Francis W 815 Prospect St
Gorchik Robert C 4014 Portage St
Lodge Run Apartments Lodge Run Apts 816 Gillespie Ave
McCabe John E 408 Pine St
Opalicky John W 700 Luther Ave
Shandor Andrew J PO Box 15
Shandor Andy RFD
Sheridan Helen M RD 1
Sheridan Mary RD 1
Smith Paul J 1510 Gillespie Ave
Szoke Sue 1021 Gill St
Revloc, Pa 15948
Dixon Samuel J II 616 Highland Ave
Saint Benedict, Pa 15773
Kohan Justina PO Box 216
Kohan Pete PO Box 216
Saint Michael, Pa 15951
Danel Fernand A Danel Hotel
Danel Fernard Danel Hotel
Marcho Margaret E PO Box 322
Marchu Stephen PO Box 322
Mayes Kimberly A PO Box 275
Yahnert Carolyn PO Box 417
Salix, Pa 15952
Lorek Walter M 1852 Oakridge Dr
Reynolds Emma A PO Box 97
South Fork, Pa 15956
Costlow Blair B RD 1
Costlow Elizabeth M RD 1
Haluska Elsie Baza St
Logue Melvin A 135 Pleasant View Park
Moeller Carissa 133 Pleasantview Park Rd
Shomo George M Estate RR 1
Unuchek Nicholas RD 1 Rte 33
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Spangler, Pa 15775
Bearer Regis R 1104 Kennedy Ave
Summerhill, Pa 15958
Bantley Eva 331 Main St
Twin Rocks, Pa 15960
Bowser Harold S Estate 707 Maple St Boychuck Alex Box 172
Mccullough John 1022 Sta RD PO Box 293
Vintondale, Pa 15961
Plesant Valley Golf Cours 215 Plowman Rd
Rager Nellie A 135 4th St
Rager Raymond L 135 4th St
Simoncini Barbara M 132 6th St
Cameron County
Emporium, PA 15834
Andrus Jeffrey A Andrus Meagan 186 Old North Creek Rd
Beer Stanley E 301 W Fourth St
Brown Ellen C 301 W Fourth St
Burris James H III 141 E Sixth St
Cameron County EIT Office
Campbell Loren B 204 S Maple St
Cassel J S 262 Valy View Rd
Cassel James S 262 Valy View Rd
Cieslak John RD 1 Box 49
Coppersmith George D 351 E Allegany Ave Apt 1
Coppersmith Wilda O 351 E Allegany Ave Apt 1
Fry Dillon J 16 S Brd St
Gary W Baker Trucking 2287 Old West Creek Rd
Gates Sherry L 55 Songer Ln
Grovanz Christine V RR 1
Grovanz Joseph 319 Oak St
Hause Crystal 12 1/2 East 4th St
Holcomb Betty A PO Box 208
Holcomb Robert E PO Box 208
Josephine Faggart Estate 236 W 5th St
Kriner Lynn 2118 Rich Valy Rd
Nelson Mary E 65 S Wood St
Oleary Charles B PO Box 295
Oleary Marie S PO Box 295
Raffaele James 318 Spring
Raffaele James F 318 Spring
Sowers Jonathan S 11 1/2 West Second St
Tesauro Jean PO Box 208
Tessena Dianne L 204 S Maple St
Torok Cathy A RR 1 Box 209e
Torok John D RR 1 Box 209e
Centre County
Aaronsburg, Pa 16820
Floerchinger Peter 217 W Main St
Henebry Kathleen PO Box 192
Henebry Thomas F PO Box 192
Lawler Andy M PO Box 151
Mugridge Tillie T PO Box 239
Peese Michele PO Box 48
Peese Wayne PO Box 48
Ream Pauline I PO Box 185
Bellefonte, Pa 16823
Alters Robin A 231 N Spring St Apt 2
Alters Rodney A 231 N Spring St Apt 2
Anderson Katrina M 265 Governors Park Airport Rd
Aragon Agopito Lopez 2319 Zion Rd
Baughman Sylvester D PO Box 491
Beryl Healey 735 W Water St
Boden Bonnie 117 Benner Rd
Bryan Patricia 227 East High St
Burns Pamela S 146 Yarnell Rd
Butler Dorothea A 774 Nittany Valy Dr
Cadwallader Harold Perry Hwy Rd 7
Cadwallader Isaiah Perry Hwy Rd 7
Campbell Lucille I 338 N Water St
Campbell Vanessa L 342 S Main St Apt202
Campbell William G 338 N Water St
Cessna Joseph A 333 Myrtle St Apt E
Charles Kyler R 240 Mooserun Rd
Davis Erlene Estate 16 Valentine St
Defurio Chester E 197 Grand Prix Rd
Dyke Richard C I 80 And Rte 26
Estright Betty Est P O Box 185
Gannon Cherene 334 E Howard St
Gannon Robert 334 E Howard St
Gordon Chalmer N 470 E High St
Gordon Jane C 470 E High St
Haag John E C/O C Johnston PO Box 801
Hackenberg Beth 122 N Penn St
Henebry Thomas A 171 Forest Ave
Henebry Thomas F 171 Forest Ave
Heverly Hilen 206 E Tower St
Hoffman Gladys C PO Box 482
Hoffman Lyne S PO Box 482
Horman Theodore A 124 Heartwood St
Horner Larry M Jr 141 Millgate Rd
Ivic Robert B PO Box 66
Kellander Kyle 239 N Thomas St
Lopez Javier 324 Hickory St
Lyons Norman L Estate 1305 Seibert Rd
Maheady Dorothy Est 1127 Nittany Crest Ave
Martin James E 210 S Alleghany St
Martin Lenore 210 S Alleghany St
Mattern Rex 123 Chapelwood Ln
Mattern William V 123 Chapelwood Ln
Mcclure Robert M 849 S Eagle Valy Rd
Miller Doris R 232 N Spring St
Miller Marvin 232 N Spring St
Moorehead Marilyn 105 S Allegheny St 310
Nelo Dorothy J 313 E Beaver St
Nunes Cecilia M 197 Cir Rd
Olson Emily 1304 Smt Dr
Packer Clara A 329 E Lamb St
Penn Fuel Propane 109 Rishel Hill Rd
Reigh Ronald E 431 Chestnut St
Reish Patricia D 325 S Spring St
Robinsons Portable Toilet 306 Runville Rd
Sant Russel J 109 Dixon Rd
Schuster John J 219 Jacksonville Rd
Shaw Jason M 411 Meadow Ln
Smead Tammy M 313 Lower Coleville Rd
Smith Barbara Ctr Crest 502 E Howard St
Spotts Cathy 246 Rock Ridge Ln
Taylor Zachary A 121 Spring Brae Ct
Twt Inc 1960 E College Ave
Vonada Harry E 29 E High
Vonada Ruth S 29 E High
Watson Harold W 307 2nd St
Watson Hazel 307 2nd St
Weisel Sharon L 121 Lingwood Ct
Wert Gerald 121 Grandview Dr
Williamson Mildred R 704 Zion Back Rd
Williamson Randall S 704 Zion Back Rd
Witherite Bethany D 219 East Manchester Ln
Worrick Anthony Estate Rr 1 Box 310
Blanchard, Pa 16826
Conaway Donald W 4 Bald Eagle St PO Box 48
Boalsburg, Pa 16827
Andrews Arthur M CO F Elizabeth Dutton 240 Mount Pleasant Dr
Bickle Madeline R 331 Lamp Post Ln C/O Mark Rice
Bobrovnikova Vera I 887 Ashworth Ln
Burrell Robert W 1002 Boalsburg Pike
Clayton Kathryn 107 Ramsey Way
Confer Workman Inc 714 Ishler St
Copper Beech Townhome Communit PO Box 79
Ferron Ken 714 Ishler St
Johnson Blaine L 207 Kimport Ave
Kelly John R 301 Tussey Tr Box 58
Macelwee Clara E 607 Lynnwood Place
Mcallister Brian PO Box 396
Nessler Joan 308 Shrineview Ave
Robb Rhiannon N 132 Huntington Park Dr 102
Rozen Marvin PO Box 196
Shade Sally N CO C Nagurny PO Box 54
Sharan Vishwa M Md 1020a E Boal Ave
Shinham Rhonda K 806 Ashworth Ln
Uchno James J 118 Aspen Dr
Uchno Margaret M 118 Aspen Dr
Centre Hall, Pa 16828
Asher Lucas Group Llc PO Box 573
Benner Sheila M 189 Al Mar Acres Rd
Bice David 1536 Brush Valy Rd
Carducci Vincent 139 Spicer Ln
Cartey Julia C Rr 1 Box 136
Centre Hall 110 E Allison St
Dix Dorothy A 529 Airport Rd
Garbrick Lewis A Rr 10 Box 533
Hollick Stephanie L 1578 Brush Valy Rd
Macalady Jennifer 1536 Brush Valy Rd
Monsell John 44 Smokehouse Ln
Morales Eleuterio 272 Middle Rd
Moyer Heidi PO Box 278
Shannon Carl Rd 1 Box 578
Vangorder Cathy PO Box 46
Weaver Carl 461 Lenawee Ln
Weaver Carl F Rr 1 Box 646
Clarence, Pa 16829
Granite Verna Estate Rr 1
Kachonick Mike PO Box 353
Kachonick Susie PO Box 353
Matty Janice E Rr 1
Howard, Pa 16841
Anderson Jeanne L RD 2
Anderson Milburn C RD 2
Beightol Elmer T Apt 2 186 E Main St
Benner William J 348 Gravel Point Rd
Bowes William M Est Of 126 Pine St
Bullitt Transport Inc 748 Bullitt Run Rd
Butler Florence I Rr 1 Centre County
Comly Charles W Iii 247 Brownson Ln
Dorman Georgia P R D 2
Dunlap Roberta S 3260 Marsh Creek Rd
Eisenhooth John L Jr 546 Walnut St
Hansen Ray E 196 Mill St
Marshall Willis R R D 2
Rupert Doris J 294 Brownson Ln
Rupert Harris M 294 Brownson Ln
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Rupert Jennifer 294 Brownson Ln
Weber Beatrice 136 Pike Rd
Wingfoot 698 Rocky Glen Rd
Julian, Pa 16844
Auman Terra L 757 Egypt Hollow Rd
Beaver Donald L PO Box 130
Berry Alvin T 1444 Beaver Rd
Berry Florence L 1444 Beaver Rd
Bower Melaine M 1324 S Eagle Valy Rd
Cole Clara Est PO Box 20
Fink Darlene J 262 Steele Hollow Rd
Hall Edward B PO Box 156
Mccann Mary A Rd 1
R.B. Excavating 299 Brower Rd
Selfridge Angela L 144 Elderberry Ln
Walk Michael L 1161 Furnace St
Lemont, Pa 16851
Barr Kristopher D Barr Nina M PO Box 511
Barr Kristopher D PO Box 511
Barr Nina M PO Box 511
Bolton Gary R Box 357
Dudes Leanrd Estate PO Box 325
Greater Pittsburgh C PO Box 1093
Johnson Jennifer Renee PO Box 221
Lupa Shawn M PO Box 155
Mullar Robert Estate Rr 1
Pitts Beatrice Rr 1
Somers Dale R PO Box 713
Somers Tina L PO Box 713
Milesburg, Pa 16853
611 Garafe 611 Old Rt 220 PO Box
Boone Janice L PO Box 895
Butler Jacqueline E 206 Market St PO Box 9915
Jopon Bernice Estate Rr 1
Mckinley Connie 1111 Old 220 Rd
Michael Alaina M 309 Tpke St
Myers Kammy PO Box 9002
Ruse Richard PO Box 8988
Shaw James L PO Box 77
Millheim, Pa 16854
Loesch Wendy S PO Box 104
Thompson Robert 209 Thompson Ln
Moshannon, Pa 16859
Shook Vance Estate PO Box 91
Pennsylvania Furnace, Pa 16865
Bell Sheron S 224 Val Verda Dr
Rivers Jennifer C 4316 Tadpole Rd
Philipsburg, Pa 16866
Avery Beatrice H PO Box 684
Boggan Sarah E 122 N 8th St
Carlotz Joseph 215 Shimor St
Dallavalle Edward L 120 N 2nd St Unit 1
Davidson Joseph A 503 Front St
Fowler Jeffrey C 107 S 9th St
Fryer Roxie M 2n Dfloor 5 Front
Hagyard Dorothy J 2677 Phbg Bigler Hwy
Harper David L 301 S Ctr St
Hoover Martha 422 E Spuce St
Innes Margaret B Estate 230 E Hickory St
John Glenn Sanitation Service Inc PO Box 683
Jones Elayne R 2737 Philipsburg Bigler Hwy
Jones Robert N 2737 Philipsburg Bigler
Kistler Marie E Estate 405 E Presqueisle St
Klein James R 200 N 5th St
Kuhn David A 525 North 11th St
Lucas Ann W 112 N 7th St
Mccartney Carole 213 E Locust St
Mcculley John 173 Railrd St
Mitchell Salcatore 1806 Tustin St
Moraca Alfred J 316 North 2nd St
Nelson Alverna 104 8th St
Nelson Harry S 104 8th St
Northern Coal & Clay Co Inc Rr 3 PO Box 226a
Pastir Anna 316 Laura St
Sleigh Richard R 188 Perks St
Thomas Cor 277 Sharie St
Tocimak Michael E 408 N 7th St
Walker Alice G Estate 403 E Laurel St
Weaver David F Rr 1 Box 132
Woodside Stephanie L Rr 1 Box 132
Pine Grove Mills, Pa 16868
Eschenbach David General Delivery
Hay Thomas R PO Box 31
Metz Theodore General Delivery
Wilgus William R PO Box 310
Pleasant Gap, Pa 16823
Ames Stephen D Rd 2 Box 422 C
Battaglia Samuel 124 Heiskel Dr
Biggans Melanie 86 Red Pine St
Birmingha Kevin C 118 Heiskel Dr
Dj Emery Foundation Cpl 738 N Harrison Rd
Engel William A Jr 457 Sawmill Rd
Famiglio Gregory 123 Wildernest Ln
Flick Jeffrey S 165 Centennial Hills Rd
Gibbs Terry L PO Box 34
Graham Kermit J PO Box 44
Halloran Matthew D 171 Barrens Ct
High Point Apartments 3520 Cirville Rd
Homan Samuel Elwood Ii 206 Montauk Cir
Hoover Isabel M 209 Norman Ave
Khmara Arkadzi A 219 South Main St Apt 2
Labarca Cindy L Rr 1 Box 57
Labarca Robert R Rr 1 Box 57
Lohr Fred 115 Sweeny St
Myers Mary C Estate Rr 1 Box 124b
Neureiter Julie D 123 Rex Ln
Port Matilda, Pa 16870
Shaw Phyllis E 117 Oak St
Shuey David Alan PO Box 5092
Shuey Michael A 257 Gemar Ave
Stclair Jerrod 367 S Main St
Vonada Brenda K 1184 Ghaner Rd
Vonada Steven C Halfmoon Valy Rd
Weaver Gary 212 North Vanessa Dr
Rebersburg, Pa 16872
Bierly Barbara E 6895 Brush Valy Rd
Stoltzfus Elmer F 144 Sawmill Rd
Snow Shoe, Pa 16874
Chambers Josephine PO Box 156
Clevenstine Bart PO Box 392
Dixon Patricia 106 W Sycamore St
Hoover Wood Products 904 Fountain Rd
Milloch Cynthia A Cust 303 W Nectarine
Milloch Joseph R 303 W Nectarine
Swancer John 145 Swancer Ln
Spring Mills, Pa 16875
Auman Amy Box 239 Cooper St
Coulter Theodore L 119 Coulter Ln
Holt Dustin 121 Orpha Ln
Homan Paul W 3913 Penns Valy Rd
Homan Sarah J 3913 Penns Valy Rd
Laird Robert Jr 277 Longview Ln 27
Rider Cody Victor Rider PO Box 111
Row Diane E 169 Big Oak Ln
Row Thomas R 169 Big Oak Ln
Schwalm Alma J 623 Lower Georges Valy Rd
Strouse Ceclysta K 631 Green Grove Rd
Sweeley Nichole L 255 Brush Mt Rd
Thunder Lane V Twin 4439 Penns Valy Rd
State College, Pa 16801
611 Open Mri 611 University Dr
Andrasi Dominique 646 E State College Ave Ap
Art Alliance Of Central Pa Attn Marie Doll Gift From Eliz 700 S Sparks St
Ashley Michael J 507 Locust Ln
Atmore Edith Rd State
Auker Mae H 1900 Cliffside Dr Apt 301
Bates Gwendolyn F 903 Outer Dr
Beese Dorothy D 704 W Nittany Ave
Bell Gordon 1930 Cliffside Dr 104
Berlin Polya 821 Southgate Dr Apt C17
Bishop Norma 70 Hilltop Park St
Blg Inc 1901 E College Ave
Boo Huey Chern 522 E College Ave Apt 407
Booksshar Justin 478 East Beaver Ave Apt 722
Boucher Jennifer M 2436 Lexington Cir
Boyeskie John A 2301 Jalice Cir
Brown Lisa L 100 Quincy Ave
Burgess Robert L 209 Elm St
C Cor Incorporated 60 Decibel Rd
Cartan Steven 316 S A 16 St Suite 422
Carter Charles A 1872 James Ave
Carter Marie A 10 Nittany View Cir
Cattell Kenyan B 411 Waupelani Dr Apt B210
Chamberlin Donald H Hilltop Park Lot 38
Cheung Michelle Yu 472 E College Ave Apt A9
Choi Yoojin 711 University Dr S218
Christman Roger G 3281 Shellers Bnd
Christman Roger II 3281 Shellers Bnd
Chuba Virginia 901 Crabapple Dr
Crespi Research Foundation 227 W Prospect Ave
Cummings Derald O 330 W Hubler Rd
Decastro William T 1120 S Atherton St
Delullo Rick 104 Creekside Dr
Dexheimer Sara S 507 Waupelani Dr
Di Dorothy A 115 Wellington Dr
Diaz Virgilio C/O Univ Park Nursing Cn 450 Waupelani Dr
Dix Dorothy A 115 Wellington Dr
Dix George A 115 Wellington Dr
Dumm Margaret 536 East Foster Ave
Durkin Helen R 1930 Cliffside Dr
Durkin Thomas A 1930 Cliffside Dr
Eaton Nancy L 441 Homan Ave
Felice David J 116 Creekside Dr
Fino Helen S Est Of 811 Univer Dr
First National Bank Of Pennsylvania 117 S Allen St
Fisher Gary V 1460 34 Blue Course Dr
Freeman Arthur W Estate 1244 Westerly Pkwy-16
Freitas Rafael S 445 Waupelani Dr Apt F 27
Garcia Fernando J 203 E Fairmount Ave Apt 217
Ginger Vierck 299 Nimitz Ave
Gitau Margaret 8b Graduate Cir
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Glover Sabrina Graduate Cir Apt 11m
Gluckman Kenneth J Suite 250 444 E College Ave
Gong Itio 458 E College Ave Apt 71
Gottlieb Cindy B 1221 William St
Graves Helen M 520 Stoney Ln
Hadzibrahimovic Sani 255 East Beaver Ave 909
Hall Caroline 1506 Elizabeth Rd
Hart Patrick 701 W College Ave 1b
Harwood William 626 South Pugh St Apartment 7
Hill Rafael 138 S Atherton St Apartment 611
Hipp Ronald D 439 Norle St
Hoffman Gladys C 439 West Prospect Ave
Hommel Mary N 741 Bellaire Ave
Hulls Floor Wall C C/O Hull Patricia L 240 W Hamilton Ave
Husar David W 478 East Beaver Ave
Hylbert K W Md 320 Rolling Ridge Dr Ste 100
Ickes Ann 612 Beaumont Dr
Imperial Motor Inn 118-120 S Atherton
Jennings Jeff 500 Royal Rd
Johnson Eva M Apt 207 120 E Beaver Ave
Jung Young W 710 S Atherton St 711
Kabwila Venencia P C/O E Kirchner 700 South Sparks
Kai Freeman 215 W Fairmount Ave $603
Kanwal Ram P 1253 Smithfield St
Karaky Marie B 1234 Pugh St
Katz Perkowski Joint Venture 456 E Beaver Ave
Kehl Barry L 517 Mobile Ave
Keller Ann H 124 Wellington Dr
Keller Cft 101 Oak Pointe Cir
Keller Henry 124 Wellington Dr
Kellerman Todd A 239 Sunrise Terr
Kennett Bernard Estate 445 Wavpelamj St
Kerr Aaron 340 E Beaver Ave Apt720
Khala Medhat 445 Waupelani Dr Apt No J32
Khan Shiraz H 245 S Atherton St Apt 205
Klaus E E 221 Nimitz Ave
Klayman Glover J Ashley Graduate Cir Apt 11m
Krauss & Pasternack Inc 270 Walker Dr Ste 101
Kurt Gehlert 993 Southgate Dr
Lai Po Cheng 424 Waupelani Dr Apt E-21
Lavanish John P Dba Lavas Auto Body 517 Mobile Ave
Lee Seokwon 600 W College Ave Apt 214
Leonard Robert 1005 Saxton Dr
Levey Patricia F 120 East Beaver Ave Apt 804
Lewis Rich 753 B Whitehall Rd
Light Stanley T Jr 116 Easterly Pk
Linhart Leigh 221 S Barnard St Apt 5
Liu Wei-En 127 E Hamilton Ave 6
Liurong 723 Stratford Dr
Martins Vitor R 1024 Metz Ave
Mccarty Richard W 121 N Gill St Apt 2
Medovitch Jeffrey Q 1410 Plaza Dr
Metz Sarah A 3300 S Atherton St
Metzner Barbara M 805 Stratford Dr Apt 2
Miller Joe 333 S Allen St
Morin Vince 146 N Atherton St
Myers Evan A 333 South Patterson St
Nicholson Charles Trst Of 919 University Dr
Nielsen Aldon 842 Webster Dr
Nilsson Tomas 320 Rosemont Dr
Nittany Asset Management Inc 1276 N Atherton St
Northern Litho Incorporat 421 South Pugh St
Ochs Katharine A 705 Tussey Ln
Omega Bank 366 Walker Dr
Owuor Tom 461 Gerald St
Papalia Financial Service 315 S Allen St
Park Sunghyo 110 E Foster Ave Apt 312
Patel Krupa 520 E Calder Way 709
Pedevillano Karen 132 S Patterson St
Peese Verna M 424 Shiloh Rd
Perkins David 635 W Nittany Ave
Platt Stacy J 226 Highland Ave Apt 401
Polavarapu Himanshu Appt A18 445 Waupelani Dr
Powers Kathy L 110 Raleigh Ave
Prachar Jamie E 646 E College Ave Apt 806
Raymond Heather M 432 Rolling Rdg Dr
Raytek Janet 1442 Majestic View Dr
Rba 240 Elmwood St
Reid David 438 Brandywine Dr
Renshaw Ken 331e West Hamilton Ave
Riedinger Mary L Apt 823 3221 Shellers Bend
Rite Aid 1927 S Atherton St
Rose Marjorie M 726 Edgewood Cir
Ruggeri Sylvia 705 Tussey Ln
Sanchez Christopher J 2508 Saratoga Dr
Santiago Ireida 850 Cricketwood Dr #316
Sanzgiri Abhishek M 445 Waupelani Dr Apt F1
Saylor Philip P 310 S Allen St
Schaffer Helena B 183 Seife Rd
Scheerer Daniel M 124 N Gill St Apt 3
Schiralli Gillian M 130 Farmstead Ln
Schnelle Fred A 1231 Mayberry Ln
Schnelle Janice A 1231 Mayberry Ln
Schubert John O 1618 Highlandon Ct
Scott Lori N 1748 Blue Course Dr
Seiberling Charles K 203 E Fairmount Ave 322
Servant Elizabeth 815 Fir Dr
Shaw Amber 1000 S Allen St Apt C4
Sheffield Jessica L 1730 Bristol Ave Apt 304
Shemin Leonard Hal Nittany Apt 23
Sherwood Ellen M Estate 400 Spring Lea Dr
Shimizu Jeanne K 2206 Concord Dr
Shin Hyehyun 478 E Beaver Ave Apt 420
Shin Jung Ja 478 E Beaver Ave Apt 420
Shirey Elizabeth 121 W Marylyn Ave
Shirey William M 121 W Marylyn Ave
Sleight Ellen I 620 Holly Ct
Small Enterprises Inc 219 Horizon Dr
Smith E Dan 119 Bathgate Dr
Smith Eliza Gray 119 Bathgate Dr
Snyder John A 1940 Cliffside Dr 202
Snyder June B 1940 Cliffside Dr 202
Song In W 255 E Beaver Ave Apt 405
Spayd Sylvia D 523 W Beaver Ave
Spielvogel Diane 424 W Fairmount Ave
Stocker Chevrolet Inc 701 Benner Pike
Stoffels Shelley M 332 Bradley Ave
Stone David Anthony 737 Stratford
Stone Kari Lunder 737 Stratford
Tennekoon Alain 131-3 N Sparks St
Thomas Nicholas A 924 Bellaire Ave
Thornton Charles P 1767 Houserville Rd
Tsunami Communications 403 E Beaver Ave
Tuana Rosalind D Est Of Goodall & Yurchak 328 S Atherton St
Tyekucheva Svitlana Apt B3 901 South Allen
Tyobeka Bismark 736 Foster Ave Apt 403
Uni Mart 094053 1381 E College Ave
Unimart Attn T Hale 477 East Beaver Ave
Uoc Surgical Services Ltd 101 Regent Ct
Us Spirit 1442 Majestic View Dr
Voorhies Violet O 1015 W College Ave
Walmart Stores Inc 383912 Str 2230-Buffers 373 St
Wan Shu Yen 2019 Chelsea Ln
Warden Alma I 428 Gerald St
Warden Donald A 428 Gerald St
Weeseman Francois 626 S Pught St Apt 33
Wickland Edward 133 S Sparks St
William Rd Rd 1 PO Box 99 187 Birchtree Ct
Wingard Robert G 170 Villa Crest Dr
Wolf Kathryn 500 E College Ave 210
Wood Rachelle A 131 Sowers St Apt E5
Ye Olde College Diner 126 W College Ave
Young Lisa A 793 Westerly Pkwy
Zhou Xiao 710 South Atherton Apt 310
State College, Pa 16803
A P T Internationa L Incorporated Pension Plan Tru 1964 Harvest Cir
Accuweather Inc 385 Science Park Rd
Acharya Raj S 1477 Ridge Master Dr
Adair Suzanne 915 W Aaron Dr H
Alim Fatih 103 Fernwood Ct
Almeida David M 830 N Allen St
Almquist Norma H 300 Lions Hill Rd W502
Alswelm Abdullah Abdulrahma 1400 Martin St Apt 1041
Archer Emerson R 1324 Linn St
Arnold Cynthia J 1015 Old Boalsburg Rd 12
Bellanti John 717 Sunset Rd
Bernitt Daniel L 2143 N Oak Ln
Bernitt Romayne H 2143 N Oak Ln
Better Carolina 501 Vairo Blvd 1621d
Bird Danny L 239 Science Park Rd
Blandford David 631 Devonshire Dr
Bloom Victoria 950 W Aaron Dr Apt C8
Bolken Inc 2009 N Atherton St
Burrows Barbara A 121 Chanor Dr
Carmikli Oguzhan 501 Vairo Blvd Apt 2523
Chang Loping 1400 Martin St Apt 205b
Chen Tse Ming 265 Blue Course Dr Apt 1b
Chung Sung G 1400 Martin St Apt 1051
Clemente Mary J 314 Arbor Way
Confer Joel Auto Body 120 E Clinton St
Cpcvb 800 East Park Ave
Dahir Aida Univ Jordan Civ Engr Healthamerica
Dahir Hasan Univ Jordan Civ Engr Healthamerica
Dahir Sabir H PO Box 8088 Healthamerica
Daiker Charles W 240 Lions Hill Rd Apt No E30
Daly Joshua 1400 Martin St 2038
Davidson Cory 120 Candlebush Pl
Davis Courtney A 255 Oakley Dr
Davis Daniel 501 Vairo Blvd 2122 C
Davis Mark E 255 Oakley Dr
Dike Paul 1000 College Ave
Fritzsche Kelly 237 W Park Ave
Gilyard Raymond K 720 Devenshire Rd
Guo Qin 318 Vairo Blvd Apt E
Gw Auto Collision Repair Inc 130 Hawbaker Industrial Dr
Harris Jean 130 Hawbaker Industrial Dr
Harris Jeffrey L 130 Hawbaker Industrial Dr
Hattori Miyuki 874 Galen Dr
Helton Claude G 208 W Aaron Dr
Hettema Ursula L 1421 W Park Hills Ave
Holtz Karen M 1246 N Foxpointe Dr
Horn Paul K 2524 Sleepyhollow Dr
Hunsicker Lisa J 301 Toftrees Ave Apt 247
Hutcheson Stephanie Troutman 1121h West Aaron Dr
Imbriale John 348 Blue Course Dr
Joel Confer Pontiac Gmc 120 E Clinton Ave
Kaiser John 330 Lions Hill Rd Apt W313
Koch Gretchen M 130 Farmstead Ln Apt 160
Korman Guy 534 Ridge Ave
Korman Laura W 512 Westgate Dr
Krane Michael H 644 Severn Dr
Landers Nolan Geoff 502 Orlando Ave
Lee Cole 1400 Martin St
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Lee Jeong K 331 Toftrees Ave Apt 221
Lee Joung 1400 Martin St
Leonard W J 666 Glenn Rd
Lepley Leslie D 303 Hazel St
Lichtenstein Maya L 2312 Oak Leaf Dr
Lima Daniel R Costa 1003 W Aaron Dr Apt 2c
Lima Haroldo R Costa 1003 W Aaron Dr Apt 2c
Lynk Calvin 330 Lions Hill Rd Apt W319
Mac Gregor Rob R Cust 2524 Sleepyhollow Dr
Maggs Jennifer L 830 N Allen St
Mallery Carl 364 Ghaner Dr
Mcdonagh Brian 304 Fernwood Ct
Mcdonald Maria 725 Linnet Ln
Mcmullen Janet I 203 E Mitchell Ave
Mcmullen John J 203 E Mitchell Ave
Mcmullen Mary Ellen 203 E Mitchell Ave
Mcneal Greg Aidp American National Section 123 Hartswick Ave
Midstate Bank Trust Co Attn J Provan 1423 N Atherton St
Moon George Est 515 E Cedar Ave
Morohoshi Shinobu 523 Oakwood Ave
Morzan Leyla 501 Vairo Blvd 531c
Mykut Daniel 313 Oakwood Ave
Nicolas Jean Denis 907 Glenn Cir S
Novogradac Brandon 236 Ridge Ave
Nyblade Andrew 715 W Park Ave
Nye Sheryl A 311 Toftrees Ave Apt 139
Olawoyin Richard 201 Vairo Blvd Apt 137
Ortasic Mary J Est Of B C C Z 330 Innovation Blvd
Peery David B 339 Oakwood Ave
Penntex 1965 Waddle Rd
Pertuit Terry L 359 Toftrees Ave
Pineyro Maria M 2258 Carnegie Rd
Price Thelma T 407 Douglas Dr
Prps 2131 Sandy Dr
Radtke Albert W 650 Exeter Ct
Rastegary Haleh 644 Severn Dr
Raysun Goergen 579 E Hillside Ave
Reininger Angela 222 Amblewood Way
Ribeiro Maria P PO Box 8088
Rosenblum Michele K 706 Cornwall Rd
Savescu Adriana Violeta 1832 Waddle Rd
Selzer Tzvia C/O Ellen Mano 256 Douglas Dr
Selzer Yoram M C/O Ellen Mano 256 Douglas Dr
Sidehamer Marlynn 120 North Hills Place
Solomon Vincent 118 E Cherry Ln
Springer Pauline 2349 Harvest Ridge Dr
Springer William L 2349 Harvest Ridge Dr
Stevens Glenn 425 Glenn Rd
Stevens Sara R 425 Glenn Rd
Stock Thomas 3162 Carnegie Dr
Sweetland Engineering 600 Science Park Rd
Tevis Tenisha 725 3 W Cherry Ln
Thevaos Deno G 300 Lions Hill Rd Apt W202
Varner Christina 319 Toftrees Ave Apt 135
Walker Barry C/O 2520 Carnegie Dr
Walker Mary E 2520 Carnegie Dr
Wang Chunjiang 177 Ghaner Dr
Wang Guohua 1000 W Aaron Dr Apt J8
Watkins Timothy A 162 Larkspur Ln
Werner Margaret M 336 Ridge Ave
Weyer Jan 940 Cricklewood Dr Apt 337
Whitacre Drew A 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 215d
Whitacre Holly B Cust 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 215d
Williams Ronald R 845 N Allen St
Wiscoy Pet Food Co Inc 424 W Aaron Dr
Xiang Meichun 803 W Aaron Dr Apt 905c
Xiong Na 2386 Sagamore Dr
Yeung William 501 Vairo Blvd Apt 2414
Young Scholars Of Central 2545 N Atherton St Suite 103
Yuan Mengxi 130 Farmstead Ln 166 State College Pa 16803
Zarhin Yuri 542 Glenn Rd State College Pa 16803
Zhalov Mikhail 1706 Princeton Dr State College Pa 16803
State College, Pa 16804
Centre Patholugy Ass PO Box 197
Copper Beech Townhome Communit PO Box 315
Hendricks Rodney J PO Box 1174
Ingram Dare G Trust PO Box 52
Ingram Lauren Gossett PO Box 52
Ingram William B PO Box 52
Lashinsky John F PO Box 996
Rgs Investments Two PO Box 1008
Sc Sun Corporation PO Box 1371
Zhang Huixiong PO Box 647
State College, Pa 16805
Barlow Jesse Calder Sq PO Box 10221
Wong Jeanne PO Box 10415
Wingate, Pa 16823
Cooper David Estate 152 Peacock Ln
Cooper Jane Estate 152 Heacock Ln
Woodward, Pa 16882
Gilmore Kelly R 1142 Pine Creek Rd
Hostetler Manass S 215 Quarry Rd
Osterman Charlotte J 319 Cave Rd
Park Florance Ms 32 Plan 6
Rostetler David N 337 Bower Hollow Rd
Swarey Steven L 116 Blue Heron Dr
Yoder Joseph C 133 Quarry Rd
University Park, Pa 16802
Armstrong Thomas 303 Osmond Lab
Bharti Smita 314 Leonhard Bldg
Buetow Christopher 109 Ikenberry Hall
Cancro Carolynn 158 Atherton Hall
Egbaria Areen 203i White Crse
Guevara Liliana 319 Hastings Hall
Huerta Pedro 256 Thompson Hall
Keser Lidewij H 208 Mueller Lab
Leong Justin 120 Runkle Hall
Madara Ogot 213 Hammond Building
Mcclellan Jeff 248 Asi Building Penn State Unive
Nagi Abhikesh 121 Ee East
Neves Jeffrey A 832 Beaver Hall
Nirnberger Sr Jon M 408 Old Main
Ren Haiyu 209 Ikenberry Hall
Sharan Shambhu 116 Mineral Science Bldg
Trista Martin 120 Steidle
Chester County
Atglen Pa 19310
Dean Jeffrey R 602 Ridge Ave
Deforest Matthew 312 Norwood St
Holland Kenneth J Holland Nancy L 4697 Church Rd
Kolinger Dawn R 450 Glen Run Dr
Lawson William D 3 Church Rd
Miller Blain M Estate Of 5276 Steelville Rd
Walters Kristen Walters John E 227 Norwood St
Avondale Pa 19311
1492 Hospitality Group 139 Sheehan Rd
Aguilar Iram 2 No Williamson Rd
Avondale Gardens 120 W State St
Bankston David H 2 Caitlyn Ct
Boddy Katherine A Henson St
Brenco Supply Co Inc PO Box 460
Bush Christopher J 6 Williams Way
Camacho J Pozas PO Box 1077
Cervantes Maria 300 Chatham St
Chambers Fredrich PO Box 369
Charles Marilyn R 102 Saint Andrews Dr
Cicarelli Stephanie 4 Edward Dr
Contreras S Felix 8775 Crossan Ln
Corte C Carrillo PO Box 221
Eligio Mayra PO Box 1080
Fonseca J Estrada PO Box 1077
Forwinds Hospitality 1 Hartefeld Dr
Fulton Bank Ins Center 1143 Kaolin Rd
Garner Elmer M 514 Henson St
Griffith Shirley 14 Roberts Way
Guevara C Espinoza PO Box 779
Hampton Earl 1143 Kaolin Rd
Hartman Donna S 231 Ellicott Rd
Hernandez Angelica Romero PO Box 479
Hernandez V Dimas PO Box 797
Huber Thelma D 602 Chandler Mill Rd
Jasienski John J 438 Sharp Rd
Jones Joshua 5 Belmont Cir
Kruzel 106 Chatham St 890
Lopez Alfredo PO Box 1077
Lopez G Zavala 100 Fisrt St
Lopez J 95 State Rd
Maxfield Lester R RR 2 Box 360d
Maxfield Paul Estate RR 2 Box 360d
Melchor Ma Elena Pineda PO Box 460
Osborne Robert S 167 Ewart Rd
Quintero Artemio PO Box 1072
Reitz James A 101 Fernwood Dr
Resendiz L Monroy PO Box 1121
Ruiz M Espinoza PO Box 460
Show Control Productions Inc 335 Indian Run Rd
Smith Vivian E PO Box 98
Solano Fredy PO Box 1077
Urban Kathleen M Urban Steven RR 1
Wilson Grace V RD 1
Woodard Grace H PO Box 67
Wyeth Victoria B 8876 Gap Newport Pike
Zamudio Jose J 605 Poplar St
Zarza Ramon Nieto 237 Church St
Zieger Jennifer K 124 Clay Creek Rd 298
Berwyn Pa 19312
Avalon Investment Partners 1436 Lancaster Ave Suite 30
Bolger E Lawrie 312 Country Rd
Brennan Emma B 2646 White Horse Rd
Brennan H T 1 Lakeview Cir
Briggs William Ronald 1 Lakeview Cir
Buck Clayton 433 Waynesbrook Rd
Cairns David C 521 Leopard Rd
Carbon Techs Energy Inc 400 Berwyn Park 899 Cassatt Rd
Chartwell Large Cap Value Fund 1235 Westlakes Dr Suite 400
Connective Home Com Gate Hou 920 Cassatt Rd-Berwyn Park
Connexus Corporation Po 584
Cross Ind B c/o Helen M Roth 423 Chandlee Dr
Duerr Reimar F 118 Lenape Dr
Erdman John Estate 251 Irish Rd
Estate Of Nickel P A 401 Waynesbrooke Rd
Ettorre Frank J 782 Hickory Ln
Evans Charlie 1205 Westlakes Dr
Fagel Christian 302 Greene Rd
Fox Commercial Real Estate One Westlakes Suite 425
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Gambhir Anshul V 2008 Stanwich Dr
Gerber Elliot 1260 Farm Rd
Goddard Erin N 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt C112
Greater Phila General Provident Mutual 1050 Westlakes Dr
Greene Jonathon 1100 Cassatt Rd
Grey Fracis Sr 10 Manchester Ct
Hanson Kenneth L 5 Cypress Ln
Harbison James W 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt A110
Harris Mark S 926 Ethan Allen Rd
Hartley Susan R 400 Berwyn Park 899 Cassatt Rd
Heritage Place Assoc 22 Cassatt Ave
Holmwood Corporation 31 Waterloo Rd
Hopkins Elizabeth D 80 Cassatt Ave
Hought William H Estate 313 Greene Rd
Imbriani Michael R Imbriani Maryann Doylesford 195 Doylesford Blvd
Jet Direct 1055 Westlakes Dr
Jewell James G Estate Of 1012 Waltham Rd
Jeziorski Joseph A 427 Margo Ln
Johnson Kevin 524 Morris Ln
Kearney Virginia N Kearney William J 268 Winthrop Rd
Keck Ann I 855 Clovery Rd
Kennedy Rebecca P 1015 Old Lancaster Rd
Kingman Abner 2253 Buttonwood Rd
Lang Phyllis A Lang Robert W 536 Midland Ave
Lee G Taylor DDS Profit Shr 1125 Millbrook Rd
Lundbeck USA Inc 1055 W Lake Dr
Lyman Sa Perry Archi 42 Cassot Ave 1st Fl
Merrick Charrissa 1100 Cassatt Rd
Miller Erik 486 Contention Ln
Murray Francis W 1293 Farm Rd
Nationwide Provident 1000 Chesterbrook Blvd
Oneal Dwight K 34 Bridge Ave Fl 1
Patel Nina 1040 Mill Brook Rd
Pennsylvania Thoroughbreds LLC 1454 Byrd Dr
Rensen Vibeke 15 Leopard Rd Apt 5j
Roth Helen M 423 Chandlee Dr
Ryan Peter J 400 Berwyn Park 899 Cassatt Ro
Schellenger James P 2275 Twinbrook Rd
Sciglitano Nino PO Box 152
Simon Robyn L 57 Eastwood Rd
Somers Mary C 74 Highpoint Dr
Starkey Richard 1055 Westlakes Dr St
Stead Catherine Mary 110 Central Ave
Stewart Audree R Cust Stewart Avis Three Cherry Ln
Torrey Curtis Estate Of PO Box 622
Torrey Curtis F 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt A 204
Townsend Charlotte S The Highland 44 Manchester Ct
Tredyffrin Township 973 Old Lancaster Rd
Tremblay William R 126 Lenape Dr
Turner A C 500 Mf0236 1235 Westlakes Dr
Turner Investment Pa 1205 Westlakes Dr Suite 100
Turner Micro Cap Gr Turner Investment Partners 1205 Westlakes Dr Ste 100
Weidlein Alexander Samuel Weidlein Peter B 2540 White Horse Rd
Weiner Sandie R 1132 Old Lancaster Rd
Wendys Regional Office 920 Cassatt Rd Ste 310
Williams Christelle M 509 Newtown Rd
Chadds Ford Pa 19317
Fiechter Eleuthera 507 Hillendale Rd
Chatham Pa 19318
Saunders James E PO Box 203
Chester Pa 19380
Pimleythomas Thomas 510 Veronica Rd
Chester Springs Pa 19425
Apcompower Inc 60 Senn Dr
August Marylynn M 2030 Flowing Spgs Rd
Barley Jay W 831 Fieldstone Dr
Carr Christina F 1721 Flint Rd
Chester Cnty Tea 110 Pottstown Pk
Clark Kathy Cust Clark Jessica 423 N Saddlebrook Cir
Colona Anita C 510 Stonecroft Ln
Conestoga Bank 165 Pottstown Pike
Coverdale Edward J IV 175 Magnolia Dr
Coverdale Sharon A c/o Edward J Coverdale IV 175 Magnolia Dr
Destefano Mary Estate Of 837 Upper Pine Creek
Evans John J 1520 Yellow Spgs Rd
Ferraro Larry J 3111 Merlin Rd
George Elaine B Estate RR 1
Govette John T PO Box 127
H A Thomson Co Municipal 961 Pottstown Pike
Hall Maurice 900 Harsdale Way
Hansell W Patrick 1243 St Rd
Ignas Lorelei 1112 Yellow Spgs Rd PO Box 8
Jvc Contracting Inc 510 Stonecroft Ln
Kirkpatrick Robert 1721 Flint Rd
Klein Kathryn Klein William 528 Woodberry Way
Knight Marsha L PO Box 324
Laubenstein Marsha G PO Box 324
Mandell Alice H 240 Balmoral Ct
McDevitt Jessica 5310 Lister Ct
Meszaros Mary H 833 Hunt Club Ln
Mlincher Mary K 416 N Saddlebrook Cir
Penn Tank Lines Inc 300 Lionsville Sta Rd
Resource Psu 600 Churchill Rd
Rial Craig H 906 Seven Oaks Rd
Robilotta Gail 27 Seneca Ct
Smith Robert M Jr 110 Rising Hill Ln
Taudt Marion Estate Of 2 Pine Dr
Tax Doctor 204 St Albans Ct
Wang Fang 504 Windsor Way
Windolph S Jean 1562 Yellow Spgs Rd
Zimmerman Mary 1205 St Andrews Ct
Coatesville Pa 19320
A and R Automotive 305 W Lincoln Hwy
Aamco 2220 East Lincoln Hwy
Alcantarahernandez Diana 726 E Chestnut St
Alugda Antoine 734 Coates St
Alvirde Godofredo 395 1st Ave
Anderson Derrick 443 Valy Rd
Angelis Kathleen E D 525 Barley Sheaf Rd
Atkinson Comm Health Center 820 E Chestnut St
Auchey Verla 19 Glouster Ct
Avila Alberto 225 W Diamond St
Avilez A Hernandez 123 N 4th Ave
Bass Matthew 339 E Lincoln Hwy Apt 713
Bethlehem Lukens Plate PO Box 3001 Modena Rd B-600
Branch Anna 11 Pkwy Ave
Brigadoon Inc 205 So Bonsall Rd
Brooks Valarie 622 Leeward St
Broomell Shirley RR 4
Bruns Deborah 300 Strode Ave Apt 226
Bugg John 112 N 9th Ave
Bunting Karyl 63 W 6th Ave Coatsville Pa 19320
Burton Beverly 25 South 4th Ave
Butler Carolyn L Estate Brandwin Acres 185 Baker Rd
Butler Dana 54 Gap Rd
Butler Milbourne Shakiera N 780 Coates St
Cabrera Lucero Duarte 229 W Diamond St
Casella Sara L 22 Water St
Castillo Reyna Gomez 38 S 5th Ave
Cazares Jose Carmen U 456 Oak St
Churchman John A 411 E Chestnut St
Clark Gjack RD 5
Clark Joan M RD 3
Coatesville ASD 545 E Lincoln Hwy
Coleman Roderick D 35 Netherwood Dr
Collex Collision 110 Seltzer Ave
Collins Preston T Sr Collins Hazel Ann 114 Pennsylvania Ave
Community Youth Womens All 423 E Lincoln Hwy
Corrado John A 478 N Sandy Hill Rd
Council Fatemah 1110 Willow St
Curry Peggy L 121 Penna Ave
Daller Dorothy M Daller Horace G 302 W Main
Davis William Davis Louis O 85 So 6th St
Davis Margaret W 1100 Wayne Ave A
Davis Selah Guardian 171 Harlan Dr
Davis William Fishville Rd
Delarosa J Acosta 336 E Lincoln Hwy 336 E Lincoln Hwy
Delossantos Esmeralda 849 Poplar St
Derr Beatrice M 1797 E Kings Hwy
Deturk Mark F 228 Gilmer Rd
Devereux John 643 Old Wilmington Rd
Dingle Latisha Y 1610 Olive St
Diobilda Julius E 1508 Cardinal Dr
Dixon Kevin J 107 Sycamore Ln
Douglas Hasserlene PO Box 1008
Dunlap Theresa Estate 766 E Chestnut St
Eagles Chester 458 Oak St
Eitner Kelly 1312 Airport Rd
Ellis Debora D 3110 Manor Rd
Emondi Kathleen A 350 Valy Rd
Enterprise Rental 2224 East Lincoln Hwy
Fallon Lori G 122 Lehigh Dr
Fanning Clarence 130 Schoolhouse Ln
Fanning P F N 327 Gum Tree Rd
Flamer Kenya D Apt B 91 South 5th Ave
Flucker William D 164 Rosemont Ave
Foote W Estate Of 1011 Star Gazers Rd
Foreman H Edward Jr 167 Baker Rd
Foster Alain M 363 Seltzer Ave
Gaffney Steve H 747 E Lincoln Hwy
General Transervice Inc 140 Stewart Huston Dr
Gerold Robert J Jr 107 Shady Oaks Ln
Gill Mildred M 1931 W Strasburg Rd
Gilmore Arthur S 2119 E Kings Hw
Gonzalez Guillermo 401 Maple Ave
Gordon Morris E 824 E Chestnut St Apt 105
Gossert Marguerite E Gossert George E Jr Rd 4
Govatos Nicholas T Est PO Box 1111
Gurule Marcia E 33 Pine St
Hall Marvin 424 Valy Rd
Hall Pearl E 533 E Lincoln Hwy Apt Rear
Hamil Robert J 353 Freedom Blvd
Hamilton Kristin D Hamilton Kevin 98 Arden Ln
Hapnell Mary 338 Madison St
Harris Ester J 300 Strode Ave Apt 204
Hatten Kimberly A 42 N Hawthorne Rd
Heimberger Colleen 2870 Strasburg Rd
Herrera Maribel Lucio PO Box 1057
Heston Stacey A 700 Meadowbrook Dr
Hickam G Evelyn 367 E Chestnut St
Hill Winona B 581 Charles St
Himelright William 128 Dominic Dr
Hockenberry Murl G Hockenberry Helen 540 Martins Corner Rd
Holland James J Jr 1700 Valmont Dr
Holy Ghost Ukrainian Orthodox Church 390 Charles St
Hoskins Thadius 322 Harry Rd
Houck Matthew 42 Chester Ave
Hudson Esther 419 Walnut St
Hughes Kaiya 122 Irish Ln
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Humes Margaret M Humes Robert J 521 C Freedom Blvd
Hutzler Lois c/o Harry Laus 14 Bay St
Icenhour Cynthia 208 Woodland Dr
Idrovo Diana E 146 South 10 Ave
Irwin William B J PO Box 852
Jarvis Alan Admin 495 Highlands Blvd Ste 109
Johnson Dorothy M Johnson Samuel W RD 3 Box 315
Juarez Rudolfo Trejo 152 Woodland Ave
Kaur Parminder 109 Kylies Rd
Klufas Alexander 423 E Chestnut St
Kozlowski Edward G 1335 Old Wilmington Rd
Kropp Marion Estate 92 S 12th Ave
Landing Zone Sports Bar 2 Washington Ln
Langeloh Geoffrey R 129 S 5th Ave
Lawrence Elsie 420 Misty Patch Rd
Lepori Mary 392 Valy Rd
Logue Eric 8 Warren Cir
Lutzio Josephine 838 Madison St
Macdonald Leonard 572 Old Wilmington Rd
Magnum Ci Inc S61 N Sandy Hill Rd
Mann Samuel T Jr 51 Mann Rd
Markward John W PO Box 247 D RD 6
Martin Vernell 339 E Lincoln Hwy 501
McCarty Harry W Estate RR 1
McCormck Joseph E 8 Edward Dr
McNeal John RD 5 Box 489 Springdell Rd
McWilliams Nancy 1217 E Kings Hwy
Medford S Louise 135 Freedom Blvd
Medina Almanza Jose A 60 Virginia Ave
Mercer Shirley L 105 Holly La
Merritt Emeline Merritt John 211 Slack Dr
Miller S R 101 Penn Dr
Miller Shannon N 206 Buck Run Rd
Moore Oscar L Moore Jean M 806 Madison St
Moore Gregory J 112 Slate Ridge Rd
Mosbey James 58 Rokeby Rd
Munoz Delfino 3155 Strasburg Rd
Murphy John A 18 Somerset Dr
Muschelli Steven 2 Donna Dr
Nguyen Jacqueline V 310 Flagstone Cir
Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp 98 Arden Ln
Patin Mary E 637 Belmont
Paul Megan 200 Falon Ln
Pavelik Michelle L 25 Reel St
Pelet John M Trst Of 20 Overhill Rd
Pena Juan Antonio P 134 Nort 4 Ave Apt 1
Peter M Famiglio DMD PC 213 Reeceville Rd
Phipps Eugene Jr 566 Walnut St
Pierce Virginia M RR 4
Planned Parenthood Chester Co 10th & Olive St Coatesville Clinic
Pozza D L 430 Harry Rd Apt 5
Prieto Nardo 817 Charles St
Pryma Helen J 720 E Main St
Pulido Diaz Maria A 378 Fleetwood St
Quinn Lori A 29 Kimberly Cir
RJS Deliveries Inc 130 Wesley Ln
Raspante Peter 105 Victoria Dr
Reed Leolard E Estate 203 Freedom Blvd
Reel Amos L 5 Reel St
Regener Elizabeth M Estate Of 495 Highlands Blvd Ste 109
Reinhardt Georg 700 Fox Chase
Reynolds Neil H 35 South Chester Ave
Rhodes Patricia 101 Penn Dr
Richardson Gloria 1150 Stirling St
Rinkus Joan K Apt 508 339 East Lincoln Hwy
Roberts Honda 1312 Airport Rd
Romero Javier 420 W Lincoln Hwy
Rottl Rosalind R Estate 77 S 6th Ave
Rubincan Charles 104 Manor Rd
Runner Phillip H 523 E Chestnut St
Saboski Thomas P Saboski Beverly 12 Edward Dr
Santiago Jander A 43 W 6th Ave
Senwesky Alice 907 Greenwood Cir
Short Jerisha 764 Merchant St
Slawko Eric Lee 1765 Westchester Rd
Slider Ada E Estate 567 Olive St
Small Lynnette 123 N 2nd Ave
Smith Alice 734 Merchant St
Smith James 311 W Lincoln Hgwy
Smittys Check Cashing 602 E Lincoln Hwy
Sorka P J 124 106h St Coatsville Pa 19320
Spooner Margaret E 33 Pine St
Stoltzfus Chris D Stoltzfus Irma 1145 West Lincoln Hwy
Taylor Sean 151 Telegraph Rd
Taylor Worth 11 Lafayette Ave
Thompson Jon c/o Collspec Inc 100 Sycamore Ln
Tober Ethel M RD 3 Box 468
Todesca Eva Estate Of 1526 Fox Run Dr
Towber Alice 31 Ridge Ave
Traylor Faith 366 Valy Rd
Ultimate Destinations Inc 930 Telegraph Rd
Van Walter D 1610 Goosetown Rd
Velazquez Anabel Sanchez 833 Coates St
Vietri Armert F 62 Virginia Ave
Villegas R Gomez 18 S Church St
Voler Corp 3543 Old Conejo Rd Suite 101
Washington James RR 3
Washington William Estate RR 3
Webb Jeanette 124 Creamery Rd
Whitney Robert S Whitney Carol RD 9 Box 258l
Wolfe Janice S 1203 E Lincoln Hwy
Yanarella Paul S 1345 S Bailey Rd
Zavala A Carmona 2fl 759 E Lincoln Hwy
Cochranville Pa 19330
Barwise Allan D 4469 Newark Rd
Brown Virginia 217 Paxson Rd
Carr Nathan 2756 Steelville Rd
Cruz Oscar V 506 Gum Tree Rd
Marinacci D J 419 Faggs Manor Rd
Mcfalls Chris L 2091 Limestone Rd
Salzman Charles Robert Jr 3132 Limestone Rd
Schmidt Robert E Md 2350 Edenton Rd
Conshohocken Pa 19482
Music & Arts 201 W Ridge Pike
Devault Pa 19432
Devault Foods 1
Kassow Jack PO Box 64
Kassow Samuel Trust PO Box 64
Smith Carol A PO Box 552
Devon Pa 19333
Bobik Consulting Inc 345 Poplar Dr Apt 0506
Boyle Marianne 39 Lakeside Ct
Carnevalino M D 264 Poplar Ave
Chang April Y 377 Avon Rd Apt D125
Chepenuk Katherine 450 S Fairfield Rd
Clark Richard P U/C/T C/O 71 Steeplechase Rd
Collins Patricia A Estate 1027 Valy Forge Rd
Continuing Care Rx 445 North Valy Forge Rd
Devon Hills Motors Inc C/O Cartridght Weherill Jr 20 W Lancaster Ave
Dombrow Susan Cust Dombrow Sara 332 Sugartown Rd Apt B22
Duncan Evelyn 966 N Valy Forge Rd
Dute Richard E 700 Devon State Rd
French Donald J 314 Avon Rd Apt K 362
GE Equipment Management 426 W Lancaster Ave
Haines Robert W Estate 406 Bristol
Hanna Family Education 12/28 Trst Of 539 Timber Ln
Holmwood James M Sr 9 Hunt Club Ln
Jackson Margaret Jackson Kenneth 401 Sylvia Ave
Johnson Eleanor Hutchinson House Apt 201 445 N Valy Forge Rd
Kerzman Ira 171 Hunters Ln
Kiley Christine 224 Dorset Rd
Lewis Christopher 233 Highland Ave
Malone Richard J 261 Poplar Ave
Massey Diana S 700 Devon State Rd
McDonald Joan 500 Berwyn Baptist Rd
Moore Michael 147 Hunters Ln
Munro Paradon 261 Avon Rd Apt I434
Nontakarn Tanawat 876 Lancaster Ave
Orthopedic Surgical Staff Fund 235 W Lancaster Ave Ste 100
Peterson Eleanor R 220 Hedgemere Dr
Physerv LLC Employee Benefits Manager 111 E Lancaster Ave
Pinto Magali V 344 Avon Rd Apt 629
Presidential Apartments & Hotel Local 252 237 Lancaster Ave
Psych Assocs Of Pennsylvania 15 West Conestoga Rd
Ramsey Thomas 20 W Lancaster Ave
Remoli Mary 4145 Home Properties Of Devon
Rouland Theodore S Sr 70 Hunters Ln
Scherick Gloria W Scherick Jerome N 445 N Valy Forge Rd
Siegfried Elizabeth W 296 Stonegate Dr
Sims Joseph P Jr 235 Lancaster Ave Apt 411
Smart Business Advisory & Consultin 80 Lancaster Ave
Smyth Family Trst Of 211 Old Lancaster Rd
Sponseller John 218 East Conestoga Rd
Supplyone Inc 20 North Waterloo Suite #200
Trident Land Transfer 431 W Lancaster Ave
Downingtown Pa 19335
Abbadini Patricia Abbadini Orlando 283 Spring Run Ln
Acme 7761 3951 W Lincoln Hwy
Adams Robert J 418 Bianca Cir
Allmond John M 8 Oak Leaf Ln
Atherton Thomas S 357 Jefferson Ave
Bachkai Nora F 499 W Lancaster Ave Apt B2
Barbon Richard S 3947 W Lincoln Hwy
Belmonte Contracting Inc 2530 Creek Rd Unit J
Bhasin Harsimrat 1011 Chiswell Dr
Bishop Shanahan High School 220 Woodbine Rd
Block Charles Jr 809 Tremont Dr
Bob Wagners Floorin 4531 West Lincoln Hwy
Boggs George P 323 Brandywine Ave
Braden William D 305 Lionville Rd
Bradford Towing 1465 Poorhouse Rd
Briggs Arlene E 300 Winding Way Unit 24
Bucci Frank L 325 Brandywine Ave
Cannon Leslie 40 Williams Way
Cavenar Mary C 14 Killdeer Ln
Cedar Grove Environmental Inc 100 Gallagherville Rd
Chaiko Eleanore M C/O Eleanore C Meals 215 Lenora Ln
Chavez Juan F 15 Stuart Ave
Chester County Treasurer C/O Michael Jones 2731 Shelburne Rd
Chester Valley Bancorp Inc C/O Joseph T Crowley 100 E Lancaster Ave
Cina Elisabetha 23 Downing Ave
Clark Thomas W Estate 1571 Brdrun Rd
Cliggett Savannah Lynne Cliggett Thomas B Cust 400 Carpenter Cove Ln
Cliggett Thomas B Cust Cliggett Thomas 400 Carpenter Cove Ln
Coldwell Banker Kennedy McMonigle Rt 100 Park Rd
Colker Jules H Colker Aimee 402 Norwood Rd
Colker Beatrice 402 Norwood Rd
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Colker Jules H 402 Norwood Rd
Dambrosio Dodge Inc 1223 E Lancaster Ave
Davis Suzanne S Miss 318 Washington Ave
Denardo Kathleen A Denardo Anthony 1546 Canyon Dr
Derr Angeline L 1304 Cir Dr
Diantonio Rose 400 Grant Ave
Dicampli Alfred C/O Joe Avellino 40 Forest Dr
Dipietro Philomena Dipietro Pasquale 4 Forrest Ave
Dudley Louise M 158 Viaduct Ave
Dunlap David 212 Brndywine Ave
Dunlap David 401 William St
Durnall Richard 113 Aspen Dr
Evans Patricia A 109 Harbour Ridge Ln
Evans Trudy 3201 Walnut St
Fellenbaum Kathryn M 117 E Lancaster Ave Apt A
First Financial Investments Inc 100 E Lancaster Avenu
Flis Amy E 1409 Norwood House Rd
Forbes Elaine E H-10 Black Hawk Apts
Forrest Robert W Forrest Gilda D 106 Lloyd Ave
Frisky Jame M 228 Lionville Rd
Frontier Adjusters 1317 Spellman Dr
Garson Eliz M Estate 1258 Shadyside Rd
Gauthier Dolores A 419 Carpenters Cove Ln
Gibson Jenn 400 W Pennsylvania Ave
Gibson Keisha L 622 Lancaster Ave
Glah Jeffrey S 180 Lenora Ln
Glover William 1 Ruth Ln
Grant Fisher Angela 622 Lancaster Ct
Green Jean M 1126 Delaware Ln
Griffin Rosemary 833 Good Dr
Haas Kenneth J 1111 Hopewell Rd
Hadmete International Inc 3947 Lincoln High Way Ste 314
Harrington James M Estate 1645 Ithan Cir
Hartnett Patricia M 801 Graystone Ln
Hartzel Donald S Estate 1535 Marshallton Rd
Henderson Donald G 207 Heritage Ct
Herrington David E 112 Conreys Wy
Hicks Ethel M 221 Twp Rd
Higgins Jean Estate Of 1 Black Hawk Cir Apt N9
Higgins Margaret 259 Highland Ave
Hilbert Dolores Apt 218 350 East Pennsylvania Ave
Hill C D 4 Dee Cir
Holmwood Michael S 621 Norwood House Rd
Holmwood Trust James M C/O Michael S Holmwood 621 Norwood House Rd
Houlihan Michael 1 Ruth Ln
Iredell Shirley A 212 Brandywine Ave
Isabell James Edgar III 48 North Woodmont Dr
Johnson Marcia A 302 Stuart Ave
Jpd Management LLC PO Box 667
K Hov Sawmill Estate 1601 Creagh Knoll Ln
Keller Gene S 3947 W Lincoln Hwy 404
Kelley Josephine A 1426 Scenic Dr
Kelly Joan 16 Beaver Run Rd
Kelly Joseph P 9 Blackhawk Ci
Khan Jahangir M 591 Font Rd
Khosrovi Eghbal Gay Lynne Khosrovi Eghbal Massoud Khosrovi Eghbal Lot 187 Chase
At Bell Tavern 3 Lincoln Dr
Kimber Jeanne 833 Good Dr
Klein Virginia 16 Mcilvaine Dr
Kovacs Albert Jr 104 Briarwood Dr
Lang Fengrui 912 Chiswell Dr
Lawrence Ian P 12 Killdeer Ln
Lewis Elwood S Estate Of 104 Skyline Dr
Long Dorothy V 590 Dilworth Rd
Mann William A 427 Vineyard Ln
Mcelyea Martin L Jr Black Hawk Apts L 4 E Lancaster Ave
McGirk Chris 1031 Hopewell Rd
McGowan Dorothy J 319 Washington Ave
Miller Charles Rd 2
Miller Ida Estate 169 E Church St
Miller Leonard C 125 Beech St
Miller Mildred I Estate 169 E Church St
Milltown Perc Tests 210 William St
Moreno Michael Jr 8 Jackson Ct
Murphy Andrew 67 Santillo Way
Murray Edgar J Murray Dorothy RD 1
Murray Thomas 537 Hopewell Rd
Narick David K 711 Driftwood Ln
Nouh Amgad 1402 Norwood Rd
Oakes David 106 Hickory Dr
Oparaoji Marcelina Oparaoji Edward C 801 Tremont Dr
Parisi Speed School 1426 Marshallton Thorndale Rd
Parrott Charles O 620 Hopewell Rd
Petrizzio Peter 1478 Stonington Dr
Pharmor Store 60 Quarry Rd
Powell Jessica L 4507 Edges Mill Rd
Price William A 1540 Doyle Dr
Raber Christine E 1657 Carlisle Ln
Racek Barbara 217 Westbury Ct
Ramachandrula Anand 528 Dublin Dr
Ray Robert N 129 Clearview Dr
Reinert Mary 971 E Lancaster Ave
Reis Rosemary P 1309 Lawson Ln
Riggio Dorothy 490 Manor Ave
Rubincam Jones V Rubincam Mary E 1502 Norwood House Rd
Santos Gesil G 15 Stuart Ave
Sauers Marilyn A 102 Bondsvil Le Rd
Sauers Mary A 102 Bondsville Rd
Saulis Vincent R Estate B3 Black Hawk Cir
Seese M 21 Melissa Ln
Shryock Deborah F 585 Charles Dr
Shuler Robert 23 Gloucester Dr
Silki Michael F 32 Heron Hill Dr
Slattery Michael T 400 Carpenter Cove Ln
Smith Andrew L Smith Marian L 171 Jefferson Ave Smith Hauling Inc 300 Boot Rd
Sorber Phyllis A 23 Gunning Ln
Speck Herman Speck Mary A 116 Tradition Ln
Stellman James 239 Spring Run Ln
Superior Tech Nw Corp 2706 Shelburne Rd
Tatar Danil 23 Killdeer Ln
Triangle Packaging 280 Boot Rd
Trout Lindsay M 4423 W Lincoln Hwy
Unger Richard Unger Andrew 32 Whistling Swan Ln
Valencia Vicente Hernandez 434 Mary St
Waldman David 1112 Winchester Trail
Weintraub Andrew S 425 Shelmire Rd
Wenzel Gene T 626 Overlook Dr
Westermark Elizabeth Westermark Erik 1344 Westminster Dr
Westermark Elizabeth Westermark Jacquelyn 1344 Westminster Dr
Wharton Nancy J 101 Norwood House Rd 1604
Williams Heide 1235 Horseshoe Pike
Wilson Douglas C 1203 New Hampshire Ln
Wolfe Roland F 971 E Lancaster Ave Apt 204
Wolff Rachel R 971 E Lancaster Ave Apt 204
Yancavage Ed 1411 Dodd Dr
Zelznick John 231 Highland Ave
Zoto Thomas 414 Vineyard Ln
Elverson Pa 19520
Barrera Emilio 255 Dulltown Rd
Bitler David A RD 1
Dymond Raymond J 310 Township Line Rd
Freedman Frieda C/O Rhonda S Chatzkel 300 Ironstone Ln
Graco Children Products PO Box 100
Healthatlantic LLC PO Box 74
Hidden Springs Landscape Inc 782 N Manor Rd
Hunt Llewellyn G 201 Creamery Rd
Mandziy Vitaliy PO Box 274
McCartney & Son Home Improvements I 1877 Little Conestoga
Nolan Martin Estate RR 1
Tr Hardscape LLC 33 West Conestoga Rd
Vauclain Andre C PO Box 534
Vozniuk Sviatoslav PO Box 274
Exton Pa 19341
Adecco Personnel 740 Whitehead Business Park Suite 155
Adolor Corporation 700 Pennsylvania Dr
Aim It Solutions Inc 64 E Uwchlan Ave
American Executive Centers Exton 102 Pickering Way
American Hospital Srvc Group I 300 N Pottstown Pike Suite 250
American Ins Brokers 717 Constitution 100
Arena Harry A Managing Partner 728 W Lancaster Ave
Bakir Ibrahim 75 Heritage Ln
Beck Theresa G Beck Edward R 600 N Pottstown Pike 108
Boccelli William J 346 Steeplechase Dr
Bradco Supply Corp 306 Commerce Dr
Broderick Debra 730 Susan Dr
Brooks Charles A 224 Richards Way
Butler Antonella 318 Green Cir
Catholic Health Init 479 Thomas Jones Way Ste 500
CB Technologies Inc 350 Eagleview Blvd
Chakraborty Piyush 1 Regency Ct
Childers Mark Whiteland West Apartments
Coates Norma E 208 Namar Ave
Coatesville Pediatrics 111 Arrandale Blvd
Conner Quinn 901 S Severgn Dr
Contino Phyllis M 10 Coach Ln
Corvette Trst Of PO Box 391
Dartnell Deborah J 217 Biddle Dr
Delcollo Peter R PO Box 255
Desimone Tara L Est Of 102 Concord Ave
Digiore Philip Digiore Janet 511 Preston Ct
Drafting Room Inc 633 635 N Pottstown Pike
Drake Mike 815 North Pottstown Pike
ERM Group Inc C/O Pat Brennan 350 Eagleview Blvd Ste 200
Englund Meghan 327 Bristol Crl
Envinta Inc 102 Pickering Way Suite 200
ERM Program Management C/O Terranear Pmc Re J Newell & D Siefken 222 Valy
Creek Blvd Ste 210
Farling Gloria K 64 East Uwchlan Ave Apt #134
Gleason John Gleason Smith Enterprises 301 National Rd
Gleason Smith Enterprises 301 National Rd
Gordon Drive Med Associated 255 Gordon Dr
Graci Mafalda M Estate 328 Steeplechase Dr
Grndwtr And Env Srv Inc 410 Eagleview Blvd Ste 110
Guo Changjie 15 Clayton
Hampton Inn Downingtow 4 N Pottstown Pike
Harper Robertsine Estate 61 Phronixville St
Hessler Steven 730 Susan Dr
Hoagie Systems Llc 8 102 Pickering Way Ste 200
Holcomb Behavioral Health Systems 835 Springdale Dr Ste 100
Horwedel Paul 410 Longwood Dr
Humphrey Samara 50 Kimberwyck Ln
Humphries Christopher 14 Surrey Way
John McGovern 200 Sunrise Blvd
Jorgensen K L 721 Brooke Rd
Keller Williams Real Estate 100 Campbell Blvd #106
Kevin Quinn 408 Newcomen Rd
Kidde Fire Fighting Ranson PO Box 695
Kiersh Bonnie Kiersh Jeff S 207 S New St
Kinkos 464 West Lincoln Hwy
Kronenberg Alicia 301 Bell Ct
Lawless Will 230 Lindenwood Dr
Lionville Community YMCA 100 Devon Dr
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Lipko Theresa L 29 Rutgers Dr PO Box 404
Lvi Environmental Services Inc 436 Creamery Way Suite A
Matthews Sean Clark 64 East Uwchlan Ave Apt #134
McManmin R Magnatta 424 Exton Commons
Medicall 835 Springdale Dr Ste 200
National Foam Inc 150 Gordon Dr
Nylcare 180 Sheree Blvd Suite 1400
Oberthur Card Systems 523 James Hance Ct
Odonnell Sheila 14 Surrey Way
Pastime Software Company 300 N Pottstown Pike Ste 200
Petes Imports 180 Sheree Blvd Suite 1300
Physiotherapy Associates Inc 855 Springdale Dr
Point To Point 319 North Pottstown Pike Suite 309
Reagent Information Storage Bt PO Box 671
Redevelopment Authority C/O Exit Elite Realty 140 South Village Suite 100
Regal Entertainment Group 120 Eagleview Blvd
Saathoff Ronald L Saathoff Linda C PO Box 174
Schertzer William A 530 E Saxony Dr
Sivalingam Sooriyakumar 133 Sunnyhill Dr
Sloyer Alice H 200 Sunrise Blvd
Stevens Hoertz Joanne M 97 Glendale Rd
Swanenburg John Estate N Ship Rd
T Q Consultants PO Box 330
Toner Organization 750 Springdale Dr
Trego Jean Estate C/O Richard Zeiders Rout 401 Connestoga Rd
Tucker Erin 67 Heritage Ln
Unangst Joyce 319 N Pottstown Pike Ste 305
Universal Technical Institute 750 Pennsylvania Dr
Vakula Surasana 89 Surrey Way
Valley National Bank 14 Surrey Way
Vanaman Katherine M 207 E Township Line Rd
Vanaman Patricia 207 E Township Line Rd
Vangel Helen T 569 West Saxony Dr
Vempati Thirupathi Reddy 332 Apple Dr
Weiss E N C/O R Weiss PO Box 403
Weiss Elliott Norman c/o Rachelle Weiss Upper Darby 413 Carmarthen Ct
West Whiteland Township PO Box 492
Wolff Anne M 909 S Severgn Dr
Wolpert Frances T Wolpert Joseph 15 E Uwchlan Ave 404-406
Wylie Nancy N Est Of PO Box 673
Xl Insurance Group Attn Ray Bonanni 707 Eagleview Blvd Suite 300
Xl LCI 520 Eagle View Blvd
Frazer Pa 19355
Addanki Shyam S 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 704
Animas Corp C/O Bruce Freedman 590 Lancaster Ave
Castro Miguel 375 Lancaster Ave
Contractors Choice Equipment Rental 600 Lancaster Ave
Halley Kristen 70 Markel Rd
Holiday Inn Express Frazer Malve 148 Sheraton Dr
Ink Spot Printing & Copy Center 14 Church Rd
John H Bridge Sons Inc 446 Lancaster Ave
Joseph Sujith Issac 333 Lancaster Ave
Marquezromero Elide C PO Box 734
NCS Companies Inc PO Box 850
Oxenbridge Eileen E 409 Lancaster Ave
PH Technology LLC PO Box 757
Penaranda Luz M 12 Prospect Ave
Pennhurst Medical Group Pc Suite 105 Mail Box 14
Stonebridge Casualty Attn Victoria Raffery Phii 3rd Fl 200 Moores Rd
Torres Emilio 213 Apple Ln
Whitford Worldwide Company 33 Sproul Rd Attn Brian E Kilty Treasurer
Wyeth Inc No 33 Morehall Rd
Wyeth Pharmeceuticals Attn Jarkeetsamdji 22 Marshall Rd
Glenmoore Pa 19343
Albright Russel 61 Fairview Rd
Ayers Clayton J Box 542 RD 2
Ayers Kimber RD 2 Box 542
Ayers Kimberly RD 2 Box 542
Beaver Estate Linda 17 Buck Dr
Dosker Deborah M 1774 Little Conestoga Rd
Draper Nelle E C/O Bonnie Bienert 10 Deerpath Ln
Gonzalez Cindy Cust Vanguard Fid Trust 21 Sycamore Ln
Gray Cody Joseph 340 Little Conestoga Rd
Laurent William 242 Styer Rd
Lowney Joseph 180 Lambs Tavern Ln
Mackey John Fairview Rd
Martin Joan D 39 Ramblewood Dr
May Vernon 31 Granite Hill Ln
Mcdermon Excavation Inc 51 Deerpath Ln
Pro Tec Seamless Gutters 3557 Manor Rd
Reisenwitz Joseph J Est Of 100 Donomore Dr
Saar Lauren 20 Basett Hunt Ln
Trestle Park Carting Inc 16 Yeaton Ln
Waltman Brenda A 340 Little Conestoga Rd
Wilson Ardell Estate RR 1
Honey Brook Pa 19344
Croll Clyde E 119 Spring Hill Ln
Dorsheimer Katherine PO Box 186
Elmer Deborah PO Box 400
Englerth Shirley L RR 2
Hall Sharon 953 Spruce St
Hutchinson Steven B 121 Lilly Rd
Lanchester Sheds Gaze 113 Park Rd
Lapp Emanuel S 469 Wawassan Dr Rm 208
Lavania Wertz Valy View Trailer Park Rd 3 Lot 34
Manning Frances 322 Rte 82 322
Mullin Barbara A 65 Dawn Ln
Penn State Paving 154 Julie Ln
Ploskina Dennis A Estate Of 305 Hill Rd
Rsbg Corp Attn Gautam Patel PO Box 696
Seldomridge Jacqueline PO Box 400
Sensenig Carl E RR 1 Box 268a
Shirk Susan PO Box 400
Silvaverquez Juan J 346 Hill Rd
Woods Jennifer R 84 Erica Cir
Youngs Auto Body Inc 121 Lilly Rd
Jennersville Pa 19390
Macarthur Norman 1101 Greenbriar Ln
Kemblesville Pa 19347
Crossan Park Off Parsons Rd
Insinga Carl J PO Box 36
Kennett Square Pa 19348
Aguilar Joel 1050 Baltimore Pike
Allen Mary Eller Estate Of c/o Larmore Scarlett LLP PO Box 384
Allen Richard H c/o Larmore Scarlett LLP PO Box 384
Allred Jean Cust 129 Mulberry St
Ansaldo Marian Estate Of c/o LSM and T PO Box 384
Applegate Joan Estate 22 Elm Dr
Arellano D Simon 24 Ways Ln
Baily Heather E 201 W Sickle St
Baker Elizabeth Dabney Kendal At Longwood #109
Barnard Richard W 1079 Wawaset Rd
Bartovics Helen F 707 Potter Dr
Bedolla R Diaz 520 Walnut St
Bernhard Inc 644 Easat Cyprus St
Bessen Irwin I 436 Crossland Dr
Blaine Daniel 430 W St Rd
Bonilla Aide Ramirez 528 Richards Rd
Borough Of Kennett Square PO Box 5
Brandywine Turnkey Hardware Inc 1 Yorktown Cir
Buckwash Vincent A 69 E Jonathon Ct
Burke James J Ua Dtd 05 05 8 Trst Of 224 East St Rd Ste 1
Capitol Healthcare Services LLC C/O Onix Group 150 Onix Dr
Castro Bernardo G 701 S Garfield St
Cauffman Edith T 147 W State St
Close Kathleen L Close Reuben H 57 Kendal Dr
Cope Wills Alice Estate Of 276 Kendal Dr
Corley Yolanda 427 E Smith St
Coy Wallace 313 Union St
Coy Wallace Estate 313 S Union St
Creative Landscaping Design Ste 842 873 E Baltimore Pike
David G Rhoads Associates Inc 504 Meetinghouse Ln
Davis Joseph W Jr 60 Ringtail Run
Dicarlo Ralph J 115 S Orchard Ave
Diviney Philip J 628 S Walnut St
Dominguez Rosalinda Reyes Apt 5 509 Ctr St
Doroteo P Cerro 556 E South St
East Penn Railroad Llc 505 South Brd St
Erwin Victoria M 176 Crosslands Dr
Escarcia C Javier #A3 130 E Cedar St
Evend Net Inc 500 N Walnut St
Everfast Inc 203 Gale La Walnut Rd
Exelon Nuclear Generation Mid-Atlantic Reg Oper Group Attn Invest Recovery Ksa2-E
Fetick John R 143 W Mulberry St
Ficcio Robert 201 S Brd St PO Box 392
Ficcio Robert c/o Thomas Thomas E Martin Jr 201 S Brd St PO Box 392
Flores Raul 556 Creek Rd Apt 2
Gabriel Einav 64 Red Lion Row
Garcia F 116 E Cedat St
Garcia Leoviljido 321 State St
Gaspar F Aguilar B 565 Rosedale Rd
Genesis Health Ventures Jennifer Samatis 148 W State St
Gonzalez Gumercindo 525 Schoolhouse Rd
Gore Brian W 540 Mcfarlan Rd
Gorman Stephan 525 Hazel Ave
Green Kyle C 405 Beech Ln
Hawkins Albert W C/O 117 South Brd St
Heuser Arline V 303 East St Rd
Hill Kelsey W 117 Round Hill Rd
Hines Erin M 323 Harvey Cir
Hoot Owl Ltd 135 East State St
Kates Samuel Mill Rd
Knightly George C 1089 E Baltimore Pike
Lemay Anna 161 So Orchard Ave
Lemus A Bedolla 205 Scarlett Ave
Lnepedia Long C/O Genesis Eldercare Your Ck 101 East State St
Lopez G Vazquez 235 S Walnut St
Lopez Yuliana Avila 154 N Walnut St
Malinowski Michael 613 Aberdeen Rd
Michio Anna 1602 Cheryl Ln
Mikate Inc dba Once Upon A Child 264 South Thistle Down
Monjaraz R Rivera 525 Schoolhouse Rd
New England Long Term Care F/O Genesis Elder Care 101 East State St
Ortiz W Brito 114 Chandler Mill Rd
Pattie Kristin K 129 Mulberry St
Paul Douglas S 104 Doe Ln
Pevar Matthew Pevar Adele 724 S Washington St
Phillips Donald P Fbo Michae Trst Of PO Box 190
Phillips Mushroom Farms PO Box 190
Powell Cliffard L RFD
Puckett Mary Estate 234 Lafayette St
Pulte Master Builders 208 Aster Dr
Quintana Jenoveva Ayllon #6 556 Creek Rd
Quiroz Angel 608 W South St
Reginold Derrick 301 Cedar Spring Rd Apt C2
Remick Hiliary L 224 E St Rd
Revocable Fbo David Martin Trst Of 224 East St Rd Ste 1
Rivell William H Rivell Laura D 268 Marshall Bridge Rd
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Sanchez J Flores A 511 Mulberry St
Shortlidge Esthermg 514 Magnolia St
Silliman Charles A 11 Crosslands Dr
Simpers Norma J 224 E St Rd
Simpers Thomas P Jr 224 East St Rd
Sinclair Estate F Klair Jr Sinclair Klair 304 Walnut Ct Way
Sinclair Fred K PO Box 384
Sinclair Marjorie L 116 S Brd St
Sineni Karen 632 Linden Cir
Smith Thomas R 133 West Hillendale Rd
Sotelo R Hernandez 449 E South St
Sotelo Salomon Escobar PO Box 233
Spanos Charles 100 W State St
Spanos Geraldin M 100 W State St
Spencer Sandra Box 78 Rdd 3
Sundanz Mvk Llc 619 E Cypress St
Swayne Madeleine M Est Of C/O Larmore Scarlett LLP PO Box 384
Tech Services 421 Mcfarlan Rd Suite E
Teotichan Hilaria Xocota 205 S Union St 205 S Union St
Trio Marketing Group 116 S Brd St
Tuthill Brendan S 1115 Kaolin Rd
Velazquez Rebecca 559 School House Rd
Vincenti Helen 746 Norway Rd
Ward Cromer H Estate Buck Toe Hills Rd 63
Welch Edward F 807 Roberts Way
Wiradilaga Francis P 701 South Washington St
Wood Elizabeth 309 Kendal Dr
Zamodio Armando 525 Schoolhouse Rd
Zhang Die 843 E Baltimore Pike
Kimberton Pa 19442
Aman Harold W Jr PO Box 118
Barker Lillian Elizabeth PO Box 283
Bender Diane PO Box 966
Kropp Howard S PO Box 857
Pullen Dorothea R PO Box 79
Walton Blair PO Box 233
Landenberg Pa 19350
Ayllon A Bernal 724 Newark Rd
Castaneda Pablo Ayllon 846 Penn Green Rd
Chida Masato 1328 Brd Run Rd
Civiletti Estate Of 427 Buttonwood Rd
Debbrecht Jamie Christine Debbrecht Lois J 30 Pelham Dr
Debbrecht Lois 30 Pelham Dr
Deckline Of America 11 Wilkinson Dr
Diaz Victor PO Box 186
Dougherty Alan 118 Peacedale Rd
Gort Evelyn 14 Southampton Parish Rd
Hernandez Juan 330 Landenberg Rd
Herrick Helen PO Box 11
Hesser Margaret K E 4 108 Gypsy Hill Rd
Huerta Joan D 695 Penngreen Rd
Kelly F Joseph Kelly Helen M 128 Hamilton Rd
Kiley Shannon Nicole 30 Pelham Dr
Kiley Stephanie E 30 Pelham Dr
Martinez Abel Jr 212 Gypsy Hill Rd
Maxfield Lillie RD 2
Mcguinness Kevin J 407 Buttonwood Rd
Progressive Primary Care 385 Starr Rd Ste 100
Rigg Gregory C 17 Chesterlon Ln
Rucci Michael T c/o Mark C Rucci 102 Skyline Dr
Ryan Jennifer D 1813 Flint Hill Rd
Schrader Mechanical 226 North Creek Rd
Shellenberger Paul Estate 17 White Clay Dr
Skiller Marilynne N Estate Clift Hide
Sosinski Freda M 29 White Oak Rd
Thomas Myrtle N PO Box 11
Wallick C K C/O Jennifer D Ryan 1813 Flint Hill Rd
Werb Gloria R Werb John A 64 S Hampton Parish Rd
Williams Kenneth R 242 Newark Rd
Lewisville Pa 19351
Elser Andrew H PO Box 128
Lincoln University Pa 19352
Astwood Wilson Inez PO Box 166
Barnett Charles RR 1 Box 309
Burrows Janette PO Box 166
Eggers Jane C 1120 State Rd
Golt Alberta W 624 Chesterville Rd
Hostetler George D 2020 Oxford Rd
Kelly Kevin 1400 Ponds Edge Rd
Maloney Jennifer 406 Valy Dr
Maloney Steven M 406 Valy Dr
Mankins Mary D 34 Old Orchard Ct
Ness Marilyn L Ness Charles 533 Pusey Mill Rd
Person 2 Person Com 62 Mccormick Way
Rivera Pablo C 530 Saginaw Rd
Staats Louis T Jr Staats Sarah S 1075 Chesterville Rd
Stegeman William J 403 Queens Gate Ln
Swatton Paul T 56 Pickwick Ln
Testerman Kristen 348 Little Elk Creek Rd
Willey Kathy L RR 1 Box 309
Yang Yazhu 69 Meadowcroft Ln
Linfield Pa 19460
Kelly R K 38 Railrd St
Lionville Pa 19353
Host Cybex PO Box 307
JLJ Sales Forum Inc PO Box 371
Lyndell Pa 19354
Formica Anthony G Jr PO Box 312
Hughes Robert M Hughes Sarah PO Box 11
Malvern Pa 19355
Abramson Jeffrey R 50 South Lloyd Ave
Abramson Thomas H 50 South Lloyd Ave
Abromson Lillian Abromson Morris 5 Lancaster Ave
Acme Market 75 Valy Stream Pkwy
Air Liquide Central Bill 3 Great Valy Pkwy
Allstar Services Inc 438 East King St PO Box 295
Allstate Insurance Co 1200 Atwater Dr
American Brilliance Inc 3 Pennsylvania Ave
Associated Physical Therapy Practioners 5 Mystic Ln
Atlantic Skin Cosmetic Surg Group 100 Deerfield Ln Suite 100
Ayerle Rosanna S 1902 Standiford Dr
Bakken Jeff 51 Valy Stream Pkwy Ms H 33
Barchi Alexandra G 21 Laurel Cir
Baylor Arlene 8 Waters Rd
Beaver Builders Of Chester Co 526-1 East Lancaster Ave
Benchmark Medical 101 Lindenwood Dr Ste 420
Bioglan Pharmaceuticals Co 7 Great Valy Pkwy Ste 301
Bloss Lois M 139 Conestoga Rd
Blyton Jeffrey S 7202 Woodview Way
Boulerice Genevieve 71 Sproul Rd Apt 3
Bousselaire Christopher John 304 East King St Apt E
Bowers Judith 24 Sandy Ln
Bozzano James 440 E King St
Brandywine Realty Services 301 Lindenwood Dr Accounts Payable Ste 105
Brogan Shannon 1031 W King Rd
Brown Joseph Brown Leo A 175 W King St
Browns Sam Wholesale Nursery Inc 366 Paoli Pike
Brundage Justin K 1450 Eaves Spring Rd
Chapin Pemberton Amy 199 Line Rd Unit 4
Checker S Starnes Food Inc 6735 Waterfront Dr
Clewett Kristen 7 Mccoy Ct
Comaskey Michael 2078 E Valy Hill Rd
Consulting Engineers and Scientists Inc The Commons At Great Valy 41 General
Warren Blvd
Corbman Jane E RD 5 Box 343
Court Square Leasing Corporation 14 Great Valy Pkwy Ste 10
Cpcu Society 720 Providence Rd
Credit Suisse Ag Ne 100 Vanguard Blvd V 15
Daimion Michall Heating 440 E King St
Damico Carmen A 41 Devon Rd
Damico Teresa 41 Devon Rd
Davidson Margaret J 623 S Warren Ave
Draft Digest 301 Lindenwood Dr Ste 300 PO Box 3002
Drialo Constance 132 Carters Grv
Duncan Mary Jane Duncan Robert G 4047 Howell Rd
Echo Farm Camiground 1151 Shadow Oak Dr
Eclipsys Corp 450 Lapp Rd
Edelman Alexandra Rose Edelman Paul 1086 W King Rd Apt P118
Fahey William J 556 Sugartown Rd
Fair Oak Financial L 53 Lloyd Ave
Fiioc 10 Anthony Dr
Flood Rita T Unit 307 175 West King St
Ford Motor Credit 440 East King St
Frey Larene O 11 Ct Run
Frontage Laboratories Inc Attn David Huang 105 Great Valy Pkwy
G E Aviation System LLC 101 Lindenwood Dr Suite 125
Gao Long G 119 Forge Ct
Gebhardt Joseph J 18 Beverly Ave
Gentile Mary RR 1
George Sabu 283 Lancaster Ave
Getty Robert J Getty Marylou Line Rd
Gmis Incorporated Attn Mindy Long 5 Country View Rd
Greenville Fina N 5 County View Rd
Gst Successor Trst Of 4277 White Horse Rd
Hagan Michael J Jr Hagan Pamela Jr 55 Line Rd
Hanna Howard 17 Rabbit Run Rd
Harron Paul F Trst Of Sr 4277 Whitehorse Rd
Hauser Marguerite 142 S Warren Ave
Haxebe Hiro 201 Great Valy Pkwy
Hazard David 814 King St
Hewitt Aline Bouilland 1 Colonial Way
Hiltbrand Galen Rose David Hiltbrand C/F 1750 N Valy Rd
HMP Communicationsn LLC 83 General Warren Blvd Suite 100
Hobyak Beverly 4 Kenwood Ct
Hollis Mary Jane Hollis John N 3206 Woodview Way
Holmwood Corporation 7 Great Valy Pkwy Ste 254
Holmwood James M Estate Of 4 Goshorn Dr
Holton John 8 Madeline Dr
Horsell Richard W 3 Pennsylvania Ave
Horton Florence B Horton H Allen 2062 Swedesford Rd
Inter Michele Suite 150 101 Findenwood Dr
International Cheque 30 Valy Stream Prkwy
Ironmountain 36 Great Valy
Iyer Ajay S Apt El 213 1086 W King Rd
Jacobs Suzanne J Jacobs Norma F 49 Sugartown Rd Unit 404
Johnson Joanne J Johnson Robert O White Horse Rd RD 1
Johnson Johnson Company Peter Wojciechowski 200 Great Valy Pkwy
Johnson Katherine 31 Monument Ave
Jtwro William J 3 Queens Ave
Kaplan Shirley 29 Gunning Ln
Kelley Georgepayton 207 Smt Rd
Kellogg Charles L 9 Southwinds Ln
Kenworthy Thomas B 35 Charwynn Ln
Keystone Auto Ins Co 5 Great Valy Prkwy Ste 359
Kilborn Emily R Ash 211 1086 W King Rd
King Of Prussia Stables 918 Dolphin Dr
Kotturu Srimahalakshmi 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 704
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Kubacki J 29 Fox Ridge Dr
Latchaw Montgomery & Peck PO Box 477
Leaf Floor Covering 234 Lancaster Ave
Lee Young S 101 Sagewood Dr
Lets Do Lunch 1200 Atwater Dr
Levine Robert 9 Rogers Way
Lewis Winifred 211 Church St
Liberty Property Trust 500 Chesterfield Pkwy
Lockwood Financial Services 10 Valy Stream Pkwy 310
Loretta Bonannim 21 Great Woods Ln
Macchione Louise 213 Tinkerhill Rd Apt A
Mahoney Bertha A Estate Of 11 Fieldstone Ln
Main Line Lawn Service Inc B219 175 W King St
Mainline Nursing & Rehab 283 E Lancaster Ave
Malvern Counseling Assocs 3 Mystic Ln
Malvern Mortgage Inc 274 W Lancaster Ave Suite 206
Mancini Rita A 553 Highland Ave
Marketing Report The 370 Technology Dr PO Box 3019
McCullough Anna Estate 111 Woodland Ave
McKesson Corporation 5 Country View Rd Suite 330
Merry Joel R 24 Sagewood Dr
Miles Ira B 584 Sugartown Rd
Millmore Fletcher Estate Church Rd RD 1
Misconduct Tavern 70 E Lancaster Ave
Moffat Clyde A 144 Church St
Mohawk Greenfield Motel Corp 5 Greast Valy Pkwy Ste 322
Mohl Harry D C/O Sweatlock 28 Greentree Ln
Mortimer Heather M 114 Avon Ct
Mustapha Bhaij 2956 Honeymead Rd
Oconnor Kara E 155 Grubb St
Paden Corey Michael 3047 Yellow Spgs Rd
Panzer Dale E 2 Mccoy Ct
Penn Street Investment Advisors Inc 83 General Warren Boul
Perry Donald E 73 Spring Rd
Perry John 322 Raspberry Ave
Photon X Inc 283 Great Valy Pky
Randolph Thomas Ashley 242 Monument Ave
Roepke Gabriela 3107 Woodview Way
Rosen William P Iii Pc 717 S Warren Ave
Roslyn Joel J Marital Tud Da Trst Of 30 Valy Stream Pkwy
Rugh Bonnie 101 Lindenwood Dr Valybrook III Suite 150
Ryan Ellen 1086 W King Rd Apt 115
Saju Varghese 6106 Woodview Way
Sanofi Synthelabo Research 9 Great Valy Pkwy
Schott John C 116 Putney Ln
Schuster Anne F 10 Carrie Ln
Scott Jeffrey C 611 S Warren Ave
Shipley Jesse Edward Trst Of 14 Stillmeadow Ln
Shriver Joan G 153 Kentsdale Ct
Siemens 51 Valy Stream Pkwy Mc E35
Siemens Medical Solutions 51 Valy Stream Pkwy
Simpson David J 613 Westgate Village
Smiths Aerospace Inc 101 Lindenwood Dr
Stapleton Patrick J 701 Providence Rd
Stone Marguerite 1759 Thistle Way
Stone Rucie B Marguerite Stone 1759 Thistle Way
Stream Companies Inc 301 Linden Wood Dr Suite 1 Valy Corp Ctr
Studio Of Nesting Feathers LLC 218 E King St
Sylk William D Grantor Trst Of 2 Whisper Ln
Systems Computers Technology Corp Attn Jennifer Zappacosta 4 Country View Rd
Taghavi Pari PO Box 393
Taylor Margo 323 West First Ave
Tender Buds Child Care Center 814 Forest Ln
Time To Travel Inc Suite 100 40 Lloyd Ave
Travers Seamus 2106 Bodine Rd
Tycor Benefit Adminstrators 5 Great Valy Pkwy Ste 355
Vanguard Funds Group 100 Vanguard Blvd
Vanguard Group Attn Joanne Voelcker 100 Vanguard Blvd
Veitz Henry C Jr 1853 Covered Bridge Rd
Veltek Associates Inc 15 Lee Blvd
Walden Michael 1086 W King Rd K1-155
Ward Catharine H 324 W Lancaster Ave No 214
Way Matthew O 11 Deer Run Ln
Whiting Ernestine 25 Kings Cir
Wilson John 21 White Woods Ln
Xu Ke 17 Kelmar Ave
York Divbarg Warner 75 Great Valy Pkwy
Mendenhall Pa 19357
Amoss George PO Box 13
Modena Pa 19358
Broomell Shirley 108 N Brandywine Ave
Landis Anna 4 N Brandywine Ave
Pierce Jon K PO Box 240
Reese Louis East Brody St
Willen Clara 14 Woodland Ave
New London Pa 19360
McCreary Howard J PO Box 148
Nottingham Pa 19362
Campbell Monica K 76 Airport Rd
Carpenter Mardrie A Carpenter Randy C 189 West Ridge Rd
Dougherty Willis O 200 New Furnace Rd
Edna Gill Family C/O Walter Hayden 190 Nottingham Rd
Gonzalez Martin 533 Christine Rd
Green George 70 Stoney Ln
Griffith Energy Service Inc PO Box 215
Hankins Lyle M 2104 Deer Path
Heeneke Raymond 47 Somerset Dr
Houck Angela G 292 Glen Roy Rd
Larry Gallup Est Of 20 Jefferson Dr
Lauletta Joseph 296 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Moore James 24 Dianna Cir
Pierce William D Sr PO Box 535
Pine Grove Greenhouses 270 Pine Grove Rd
Price Thomas 670 Fremont Rd
Reed Steven D 13 Arbour Ct
Watts David A Estate RR 2 Box 128
Oxford Pa 19363
Alexander Ruth M 534 New St
Alig Paul D 414 Reedville Rd
Bennett Andrew S 500 Apple Tree Ln
Berkeley David Martin Trst Of 127 W Locust St
Bledsoe Ruth E C/O Back To Basics 396 Conner Rd
Blue Cross 110 Kingsinton Ln Ware Presbyterian
Bond Michael 421 Chase St
Brooks Kylee E 563 Kings Row Rd
Carter Jacqueline 451 Hodgson St
Centeno Jorge 555 Barnsley Rd
Chambers Glen 113 N 2nd St
Coleman Philippa M 161 West Branch Rd
Community Of Love Lutheran Church 17 N 3rd St
Dawson John W RD 2
Dejesus H Hernandez 2 3rd Floor 15 S 3rd St
Dejesus H Hernandez Apt 2 15 S 3rd St 3rd Floor
Fetterolf Jolene N 175 Limestone Rd
Freebie Inc 4103 Reisler Rd
Hughes William 7 E Locust St
Irving Donald L Irving Eric J 10 Webster Ln
Jeff Dambrosio Chevrolet 2158 Baltimore Pike
Kasisky Ruth H 452 5th St
Kiker Howard A PO Box 13
Kirk Dorothy R C/O Marsha R Grier POA 247 E Mount Vernon St
Kulesza Eugene F Jr 15 Media Rd
Mahoney Edward I 815 Conowingo Cir
Masters Berkheimer Beverly 9 Pine Dr
Masters Myrtle A Uw Beverly M Berkheimer Ex 9 Pine Dr
Mccomsey Frances A 6 Media Rd
Meadow Lane Greenhouses 235 Cullen Rd
Mercado Constantino Mendoza 106 S 4th St
Mescall Dorothy 305 Market St Apt 106
Murphy Karen A 131 Woodview Ln
Nunez Roias Edi R 44 South 4th St
Ochoa Lazaro M 215 Scroggy Rd
Oxford Plumbing Heating Inc 5100 Limestone Rd
Oyola Jorge PO Box 224 409 Nottingham Ave
Peck Pear A Estate 437 Lincoln St
Pedroza Cupertino Figueroa 631 Market St
Pettineo David Francis 688 Waterway Rd
Prewitt Esther RD 3
Resendiz Andres Espinoza 120 Grant St
Reyburn Jordan M 400 Spring Valy Rd
Robinson Gene A 741 Brd St
Ruger Joseph 110 Election Rd
Smullen Robert R 347 Scroggy Rd
Snow James W 326 Market St Apt 302
Snyder Walter B C/O Shoe Shop Market St
Sunoco A Plus 301 Limestone Rd
Torres Silvestre 6 Oxford Cir
Villar Catalina 518 Market St Apt 102
Vivero J 201 Scroggy Rd
Webster Stephen Glenn 740 Brd St
Whiteside Vivian D RD 2
Willis Esther A Willis E L Apt 407 326 Market St
Winchester Elsie M 318 Park St
Yonker Arthur W 136 Oxford Rd
Zaiss Joan E Estate 29 N 4th St
Paoli Pa 19301
Basketball Marketing Company 4 Industrial Blvd
Bickel Dorothy M 50 S Valy Rd Apt B7
Bradley L 82 W Central Ave
Brissette Barbaraann Brissette Barbara M 11 Manor Rd
Bromley Barbara H 6 Valy Brook Rd
Bromley James A III 6 Valy Brook Rd
Bryn Mawr Rehab Services Corp PO Box 1028
Burgwin Chelsea M 104 South Valy Rd
Capital Concepts Inc 1776 E Lancaster Ave Unit 266
Danielson Charles D Danielson Wanda M 600 Paoli Pointe Dr Apt 222 Highgate
Ernst Alexandra 27 East Central Ave H3
Flower Meadow 18 Paoli Pike
Galloway Fred T Estate 34 Sunset Dr
Hammerschmidt John 7 Greenbriar Ln
Hill Daniel 1441 Berwyn Paoli Rd
Home Appliance Center Inc 116 Lancaster Ave
Jackson Agnes PO Box 1119
Johnson David W 945 McElree Rd
Kennedy McMonigle Assoc 63 West Lancaster Ave
Kostenbauder Charles F 600 Highgate Dr
Lapugia Building Contractors LLC 395 Hilltop Rd
Lewis Veronica E 600 Paoli Point Dr #215
Lewis William B 600 Paoli Point Dr #215
Lopez Olbin M B 34 W Central Ave
Lunar Logic Inc 118 Biddle Rd
Marsteller Franklin 1894 Hawthorne Pl
McFall Ann C 8 Greenbriar Ln
Metz Anita 1449 Berwyn Paoli Rd
MHJ Inc PO Box 337
Miller George E 102 Agnew Ln
Monaghan Ferrante Fortin PC C/O Fanelli Harley Harper 42 E Lancaster Ave Ste 101
Money And Risk Management 209 W Lancaster Ave 201
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Moore Claire L Estate 471 Darby Rd
Palmer Joseph 210 Sta Sq Ste
Paoli Pediatrics 255 W Lancaster Ave Ste 101
Paoli Place Townhomes 6 Rollingview Dr
Peterson Emily A 110 Darby Rd
Preston Ulysses A 26 Keystone Ave
Radiology Associate 255 W Lancaster Ave
Schimmelbush Gepke 1030 North Vallet Rd
Stram Oscar Estate 105 Biddle Rd
Tarlecky Benjamin 65 Woodbine Ave
Teter Roy Dixon PO Box 390
Titus Dolores 600 Paoli Pointe Dr
Valley Lad 1770 E Lancaster Ave
Womans World Mini Spa Ridge 10 Leopard Rd
Womans World Mini Spa Ridge Profit Sharing Trust 10 Leopard Rd
Yost Eleanore G Yost Robert M 600 Paoli Pointe Dr Apt 311
Zielonka Jason S 1708 E Lancaster Ave
Parker Ford Pa 19457
Carl Clarence S Rte 83
Clean Cut Lawn Service Inc PO Box 1100
Longstreth Sporting Goods Pob 475 28 Wells Rd
Parkerford Church Of The Brethren Pa PO Box 386
Parkesburg Pa 19365
Ailes Martin Glen J 396 West 3rd Ave
Bedrick Mary 3217 Lincoln Hwy
Dickey Harold R Dickey Lois W 713 W 2nd Ave
Douds Peter 10208 Chevers Dr
Fisher Robert 212 Green St
Hall Rebecca M RD 1
Henderson Jeremy 801 W 2nd Ave
Henderson Luke 801 W 2nd Ave
Klinge Michael J Klinge Adell S 10 Beale Dr
Mayer Hannah M PO Box 66
Miller Robert D PO Box 344
Nafe Nathan J 523 1st Ave
Neal Edith R Estate RR 2 Box 365
Poster Michael C 606 W Fifth Ave
Proudfoot Helen R 613 W 1st Ave
Reynolds Phyllis 762 N Octorara Trl
Scott Marie E 96a Chestnut Hill Dr
Seawell Brandon 509 West Main St
Simmens Marcella J RR 1
Valeut Rocco J RD 2
Wiggins Suzanne 811 W Fourth Ave
Woodburn Carroll Estate Box 74 Chestnut Hl
Phoenixville Pa 19460
AG Administrators Inc c/o Alfred G Gillis President 606 South Main St
Alvarez M E 93 2nd Ave
Anthem Holdings Corporation C/O Jos A Fitzpatrick 165 Pembrooke Cr
Ashton Charleen E Ashton Thomas J 302 S Main St
Azevedo Julieta 157 Pennsylvania Ave
Bainbridge Melvin K 112 Jackson St
Bernard Terrance 646 Onward Ave
Beverly Enterprises Golden Living Ctr 833 Main St
Bey Karla F PO Box 181
Blaine Warkentine 124 French Creek Dr
Blank Patricia 2505 Dawn Way
Boomer Lifestyles LLC 530 Red Coat Ln
Briskey Anna M Est Of PO Box 289
Briskey Ralph 324 Hall St
Brittain Winfield C Estate Jughollow Rd Brittains
Brower Valerie 1024 Riverwalk Dr
Bruch Mary T Estate 730 S Main St Apt 1c
Buck David 1222 Timothy Ln
Byrne Elmyra M 600 Gay St Apt 3d
Calby Michael 2502 Dawn Way
Calvanese Vincent 69 Page Ln
Cashon Matthew 151 Gay St Apt 2
Caton Nicole A 4703 Eland Downe
Coar Kimberly Coar Brian 427 Breckenridge St
Coleman Allen 512 Gay St
Columbia Bar & Grille 148 Bridge St
Connor Christopher 103 Develin Dr
Coughlin Thomas J 1103 Green Hill Ln
Coyne Thomas J Coyne Doris M 617 St Mary St
Credence Mortgage GMH Mortgage Services 808 Camp Cir
Cyzygy Multimedia Inc 224 Central Dr
Daly Timothy G 224 Church St
Database and Mail Partners 660 Hollow Rd
Davis William H Davis Joyce 319 Hall St
Dechambeau Sue 46 Powderhorn Dr
Denney Electric Supply 450 Schuylkill Rd
Dhew John 1905 Eland Downe
Doherty Joanne 19 E Seven Stars Rd
Donelly Shaun 217 West High St Apt 2
Duval Zachary James Duval Curtis 105 Genise Dr
Duval Aaron H 105 Genise Dr
Eakins Amy Lynn 1702 Eland Downe
Fahmy Jason 100 Tinkerhill Rd
Fahmy Jason Leonard Special Ne 100 Tinkerhill Rd
Fedora John Estate Fedora John 358 Church St
Fogewll G Clinton PO Box 28
Gallahans Of Fredericksburg 1000 Township Line Rd Suite 6
Getzey Michael E MacDade Rd
Graham Jennifer D 42 Eagle Rd
Gray Karen L 229 St Marys St
Gresham Marina A 220 Church St
Griboski Margaret 238 Hall St
Griffith Anna C/O Anna Adams Black Rock RD 1
Hasko Sophie D Estate 401 W Anderson Ave
Helak Marin R 1004 Davids Run
Hendershot Ellen 2 Dianna Dr
Higgins Helen V 351 Hall St
Himes Tammy L 1231 Harrison Ave
Hirschberg Patricia F Hirschberg Deborah A PO Box 28
Holtzhausser Robert Holtzhausser G R RD 1
Hretzek John 7 Vanderslice St
Hughes Joseph RD 4
Hunter David P 113 Potters Pond Dr
Jaffe Hillard H Estate Of 523 Ringold St
Kats Bernard A Md 111 Valy View Cir
Keehn Elinor J 37 Ridge Rd
Kiger Francis J 126 Gay St Apt 2
Koepsell Don G 15 Galway Ln
Kuvlesky Ida 830 E Philip Dr
Labarge Anita 106 Windy Hollow Dr
Larkin Robert 1733 Hamilton Dr
Lawless Francis X Sr 608 W Seven Stars Rd
Leckemby Eye Care Associates LLC 523 Kimberton Rd Ste 11c
Li Ran 264 Rivercrest Dr
M and M Tree Service 160 Chester Ave
Mac Namee Verna A Estate Of C/O Raymond R Straub III 152 Gay St
Maldonado Pedro 304 21 Gay St
March Julia 140 Lake Rd
Marino Lorraine N 73 Ashwood Ln
Martin Gary T 20 E High St
Maston Marianne Estate Of 1014 W Bridge St
Matosky Richard L 929 Port Providence Rd
Mayfield Marcia J 120 Potters Pond Dr
Mcavoy Jean Estate 20 Mcavoy Ln
Mclemore Lisa A 35 Spring Hill Ln
Meadows Property Investment Group L PO Box 108 164 Picket Post Ln
Medexplus PO Box 429 523 Nutt Rd
Montalvo Elizabeth Margot 190 Hawthorne Ln
Mooney Pearl B Estate RR 2
Morgan Thomas 391 2nd Ave
Murphy Gerald M Jr 476 Springview Ln
Namee Charles J Namee Anna M 152 Gay St
Neill Stephanie 555 Washington Ave
Nguyen Trung M 83 South Spring Ln
Ochoa Antonio A 542 Bridge St Apt 5
Okechukuu-Bey Carmella 548 Bridge St Apt 2
Pai Manoj 365 Shellbourne Ln
Perez L Salazar 372 Hall St
Pufko Julia 362 3rd Ave
Quiznos Sub No 8249 700 Nutt Rd
Ramirez Genner 17 Morgan St
Rawlinson Dennis B 311 Schuylkill Rd
Rhinehart Theodore C 29 Glenview Rd
Robbins Michael W Estate Pawlings Rd
Robinson Matthew O 176 Bridge St Apt 3
Rogers Kathleen 1419 State Rd Lot 116
Romero E Nolasco 356 Church St
Rothenberger Catherine Rothenberger Roger T197 Westridge Dr
Rouse Hadley N Spring Hill Farm
Rouse Judith 542 Bridge St Apt 3
Rudd Jeffrey T Estate Of 231 233 Bridge St
Sabatino Francis Woodbridge Place Apt 223
Sedlacek Katherine Trst Of 301 Gay St C/O Mackey
Serreno Gabriel 542 Bridge St
Simes Willard Estate 234 Airy St
Skylight Design Automation Inc PO Box 526
Smith Doris T Valy Park Rd
Smith Elmer 1231 Harrison Ave
Souza Beatrice L 2210 Periwinkle Crt
Stevens Dorothy A 144 Gateshead Way
Stubanas Virginia 174 Sycamore Ln
Suzenski Barbara 1 Emmett St
Taggart Susanne 1234 Madison Ave
Thornbury David E 284 Rivercrest Dr
Timar Adam 85 Russell Rd
Trisch John G 217 Sherwood Ln
Tynes Estella 318 Grover St
Tyson Robert 883 Valy Forge Rd
Uphouse Harry G Uphouse Ann E PO Box 987
Vanegas Lenin 417 Breckenridge
Viramontes Ashley B 601 Deger Ave
Vlad Garrett J 3005 Eland Downe
Voytowicz Michael 362 3rd Ave
Wan Chen Joanne Ming 1346 Nathan Hale Dr
Weber Christopher L 1242 Township Line Rd
White Margaret A 258 Hall St
Williams Hersel L 824 Spring City Rd
Young Morgan Fuller 377 Mill Ln
Yoxtheimer Robert 750 Main St Ste 300
Zibell Robin Est Of 1007 Winding River Ln
Pocopson Pa 19366
Hughes Margaret P Estate Of Box 26
Pomeroy Pa 19367
Gill Catherine G 414 Valy Rd
Pottstown Pa 19465
Acker Paul 1051 Grandveiw Cir N
Bagdon Jay R 919 Cherry Hill Ln
Cary Ericka V 804 Vaughn Rd Apt A9
Century 21 Fletcher 1445 E Schuykill Rd
Deegan Peggy 837 Temple Rd
Delromano Desiree 121 N Savanna Dr
Deprefontaine Nancy 871 Erb Dr
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Englehart Tracey 142 Trinley Ln
Foose Harvey RR 4
Galligan John H 1730 Old Ridge Rd
Garber Bryan W 1186 Laurelwood Rd
Gaut Joseph F 1439 Unionville Rd
George Robin K 1474 East Cedarville Rd
Harps Body Shop 1186 Laurelwood Rd
Hoffman Mable H Hoffman John D 1110 Riverside Dr
Keohane Kathleen M 218 E Schuykill Rd Apt 99
Lansdowne Lodge 282 Ioof 245 South Hanover St
Lee Wee Yew 131 N Savanna Dr
Lockwood Kirt P 214 E Schuylkill Apt 76
Mikolajczyr Tozia Estate RR 2
Moser Donald W Rt100 Rd 3
Mourar Mary E 931 Mount Pleasant Rd
Oister Carl Est 56 E Urner St Apt A7
Partners For Family Practice 2004 St Peters Rd
Polomano Rosemary 104 Law Ln
Reppert Nicholas J 1975 Coventryville Rd
Richards Heather L 1055 Ian Dr
Rivieccio Louis Jr 1023 Cedar Ridge Dr
Roberts Harry J RR 1
Rokoskie Kyle J 30 Brower Ln
Schott Louis 298 Sanatoga Rd
Short Annette 1484 Unionville Rd
Stahl Beulah E Estate 830 E Schuylkill Rd
Stonedeets Jeffrey Charles 116 Beckwal Ter Rd
Thomas Helen RR 1
Updegrove Judith 314 Laurelwood Rd
Urban Shaun 228 Bishop Rd
Van Scoyoc Virginia M Van Scoyoc Webster G 841 Keen Rd
Vieldhouse Audry Vieldhouse John 49 Earls Ln
Vogt John L Jr Bf 750 River Rd
Wade Melaine RR 1
Wise Beatrice A 804 Vaughn Rd B1
Yerger G Geraldine 1055 Ian Dr
Romansville Pa 19320
Pandorf Ronald S 1346 Brownsville Rd
Sadsburyville Pa 19369
Gurskey Anna M PO Box 44
Johnson James P 15 Old Wilmington Rd
Roberts Donn J Morris Ln & Lincoln Hwy PO 667
Shaffer Myrna F PO Box 176
Southeastern Pa 19398
Allstate Insurance Group PO Box 3073
Comcast Cable Communications Inc PO Box 3006
Internal Medicine Association PO Box 4055
Metwest Dba Quest Diagnostics PO Box 5000
South Jersey Gas Company PO Box 3121
Southeastern Pa 19399
Beck Life Ryan C/O Annin Inc PO Box 728
Caddy Corp Of America PO Box 6077
Cfpie Inc PO Box 488
Clark Eileen C/O Keane PO Box 1348
Delage Landen Financial Services Inventory Finance PO Box 687
Margolies Herman PO Box 2316
Nelson Randy G PO Box 346
Spring Mill Partners Department Of Revenue
Sunstein Carolyn R C/O Charles Sunstein PO Box 832
Spring City Pa 19475
Adams Judith A 853 Aspen Ave
American Videophones Inc PO Box 411
Anderson Diane L 106 Barton Dr
Atwood Edwards G 844 Aspen Ave
Bainbridge Grace L Estate 51 N Church St
Batchelor Thomas N Batchelor Hazel H 601 Saylor Mill Rd
Bennett Geraldine 537 New St
Breyer Norman P 517 Brd St 2
Burgayne Lois E Estate Brd St
Carrasco Joseph E 65 North Main St
Chang Howard Aaron C/O Seydi Gonzalez 860 Aspen Ave
Collins John H Sr 807 Bridge St
Corcoran Albert C/O Gdn Office Pennhurst Ctr Pennhurst Rd
Dewalt Donald L 91 Bertolet School Rd
Eshback Alberta RD 1
Fulton Patricia Fulton Russell 87 Hill Church Rd
Graeff Carol K 198 Cookglen Rd
Grubb Frances Grubb Ruth M 123 N Main St
Hillegass Joan K 17 Freed Av
Hudak Michael J 655 Pikeland Ave
Huzzard Wilma M PO Box 59
Hydromotion Inc 85 E Bridge St
Ide Thomas N 80 Central Ave
Katz Sidney 1 Veterans Dr
Kelly Lillian E 525 New St
Kling Richard M 510 So Main St
Laughlin William S Estate Slonaker Rd RR 1
Ludwick Tom 19 Carrigan Ave
Matta Kathleen B 302 Parkspring Blvd
McGoldick Matthew 271 Ridge Rd
Miner Louis M 872 Aspen Ave
Mroz Michael 853 Aspen Ave
Patel Bhadresh H 245 S Cedar St Apt H229
Pavesi Charles M Jr 801 Bridge St
Perry Robert 423 Bridge St Apt 1
Pete Alexander 802 Heckel Ave
Pruchniewski Edward Apt L137 245 S Cedar St
Radatti John H 18 Wall St
Reinart Blake 6 Bonnie Brae Rd
Rineer David L Se Pa Veterans Ctr Mod 2
Robinson Robert J 810 Latshaw Rd
Rosato Anna L 17 Freed Av
Ruth Tucker Estate Arch St
Schmitt Frederick K 603 Arch St
Sematis Helen C/O Sematis Helen PO Box 53
Siegel Mary C Estate Of 21 Sheeder Mill Rd
Smith William L Smith Kathryn H RD 1
Sokira Heather K 603 Park Spgs Blvd
Sperow Edna K 849 Aspen Ave
Spring Ford Ind PO Box 29
Srjs Royalty Trust 106 Croton Ct
Yeager Michael A 135 Poplar St
Zion Luth Church For Mary Quigley Rt 724
Thorndale Pa 19372
Bayfield Lillian 30 N Bailey Rd
Brown Tammi D 55 Horseshoe Dr
Collins Elmer 3510 Lincoln Hwy
Deguzman Angelo O 3310 Windsor Ln
Denny Kevin P 46 Horseshoe Dr
Joey S Pizza 3449 Lincoln Hwy
Moores Pharmacy 3466 E Lincoln Hwy
Moores Pharmacy Inc 3466 Lincoln Hwy
Va Center 30 N Bailey Rd
Zamuco Perla M 6 Harvest Dr
Ziegler Lottie L 3 Foothill Ter
Toughkenamon Pa 19374
Avalos J Carrillo 8999 Gapnewport Pike A1
Bertogli James P PO Box 307
Bertogli Michael Lewis PO Box 307
Brown Derby PO Box 359
Brown Rosa PO Box 494
Defilippo Matthew 1282 Newark Ave
East Coast Exotics Attn James P Bertogli PO Box 468
Ferruf Norberto Q 1206 Newark Rd
Gonzalez Juan PO Box 535
Itc Inland 29 Chambers Rd
Juarez Vences Virginia PO Box 220
Juarez Vences Virginia PO Box 220
Maravillas Victor 62 Willow St
Martinez J G Martinez M A 249 Chambers Rd
Perez Leticia Morales 241 Chambers Rd
Pierce Beatrice L Rocky Spring Rd
Teti Joseph A 213 Chambers Rd
Unionville Pa 19375
Conway George M III PO Box 506
Davidson Leish RD 2
Davidson Michelle R RR 2 Box 248
Kenneth Sellers B Box 365
Knox Franklin R Jr PO Box 532
Mildred Sellers S Box 365
Miller Edmund G PO Box 472
Stevenson Mark E PO Box 917
William Martin F Box 527
Uwchland Pa 19480
Car Sense PO Box 794
PC Curry Floor Covering Inc PO Box 398
Schafer Heather 627 Derstine Rd
Valley Forge Pa 19481
Balin Peter D 1768 Rock Hill Ln
Cox Linda 1665 S Forge Mount Dr Box 374
Gipson Marjorie M General Delivery
IFG Insurance Services 1220 Valy Forge Rd 42
Kaller Raymond R PO Box 13
McConnell Jean Estate PO Box 6
Piazza Jennifer PO Box 445
Valley Forge Pa 19482
AG Administrators PO Box 9791
Adkins Theda Box 1101
Britt Wendy Valy Forge Commons PO Box 987
Burroughs James Attn Scott Capps PO Box 2600
Cauley Tena E PO Box 2600
Cinga PO Box 9791
Co Bayside Casualty Ins PO Box 1989
Colonial Penn PO Box 1994
D Matta Plastics LLC PO Box 607
Derouin James W PO Box 1110
Emrg Mkt Fd Vangaurd Intl Eqty Port Fund O Box 1102 V15 Attn Paul Ju
Environmental Standa 1140 Valy Forge Rd
Krol Michael PO Box 1110 The Vanguard Group
Midatlantic Employers Association PO Box 770
Oakes Margery H PO Box 2600
P Q Corporation Attn Rose Flannery PO Box 840
Pan American Financial Service PO Box 987
Professional Systems Corp PO Box 703
Quaker Securities Inc PO Box 987 31
R M Mobile Power PO Box 920
Saint Gobain Corporation 750 E Swedesford Rd PO Box 86
Stewart Leon C PO Box 1110
Stoner Catherine Attn Scott Capps PO Box 2600
Thompson Paul H PO Box 2600
Vanguard Brokerage Group PO Box 2600
Vanguard Fiduciary Co PO Box 1110
Wheaton Jennifer R Ira PO Box 1110
Wl Morgan Growth PO Box 1100
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Valley Forge Pa 19496
Clemens Dan J Ira Box 876
Snyder Jeremy P PO Box 876
Vanguard Fiduciary Company PO Box 876
Brandywine Pa 19320
Darrow Jessica M 319 Revere Ct
Mozzone Christine 724 Meadowbrook Dr
Richmond Helen P 123 Freedom Blvd W
Richter Cynthia S 40 Spruce St Westwood
West Chester Pa 19380
222 East Gay Street Lp 222 E Gay St
Academy Of Life Underwriting 610 Perry Dr
Adams Edith 1409 Spackmans Ln
Adams Sinclair Estate RR 1
Adamsjr Henry M 1409 Spackmans Ln
Agulni Pitt 213 W Miner St Box 19380
Alliance Metals Inc 905 Fern Hill Rd
Anastasio George A 372 Devon Way Hershey Mills
Anggreani Fifi L 200 Tall Pines Dr
Anthony Walter Y 1061 Kennett Way
Ao Asif Continuing 1301 Goshen Pkwy
Aps Wireless Communications 1 900 Airport Rd Ste 3
Asset Acceptance LLC 1205 Joshua Dr
Atc Agency 1230 American Blvd
Bacon Joseph 1115 Nobb Hill Dr
Baen Lewis B 1421 Mcintosh Ln
Baldwin Justin J 229 West Washington St
Barry Douglas E 939 Pottstown Pike
Batipps Clarence O III Est 332 W Gay St
Bears Hand PO Box 1508
Beaver Bryan Beaver Tanya 850 Frank Rd
Beck Alan J 1914 Valy Dr
Bentley Susan A 1335 Greenhill Rd
Bernal Moises Bernabe 812 Ocean Rd Apartment 17
Biddulphkrentar Brian 1108 S Ashbrooke Dr
Bittle Josephine C 1098 Birnam Pl
Bloom Pastore Samantha Cust 1306 Sonnet Ln
Bowers Charles 1118 Nobb Hl Dr
Boyce Helen M 1615 East Boot Rd East Goshen
Bradley Franklin Jr Bradley Harriet A 312 N Darlington St
Brakel Tracy R 107 Hollow Run Ln
Brown Feng S C/O Pinnacle Electronic 1157 Phoenixvlle 107
Brown Stephen E 1107 Paoli Pike
Budget Print Center Inc 112 W Gay St
Buley John Buley Ruth 1615 E Boot Rd
Burke Josephine E Estate 353 W Biddle St
Burke Rita M Estate 353 E Biddle St
Burkemcginnis Mary Rd 3 Dutton Mill Rd
Butler Grace M 341 E Biddle St
Bye Richard Y Sr PO Box 2700
Carosiello Christina 531 N High St
Castillo L Osorio Apt 1 225 W Chestnut St
Celso Aaron Pena C7 205 N Everhart St
Celso Vargas Maria Delcarmen 431 W Gay St
Charnock Harriett Lewis Charnock
Chester Cty Hema Oncolgy Svcs 440 E Marshall St Ste 20
Childrens Radiology Assoc Inc Pft Shr Pl 218 Chesire Cir
Citicapital 1255 Wrights Ln
Citicapital Technology Financing Ser 1210 Ward Ave Suite 300
Clark Johanna RD 2
Comcast Communications Inc 1332 Enterprise Dr Ste 300
Communications Test Desig 1373 Enterprise Dr
Conner Richard J 114 Caswallen Dr
Cope Harvey Estate 1615 E Boot Rd
Cox Sue C 750 E Marshall St Apt 514
Creative Coach Works 1024 Saunders Ln
Cross Kim W 1005 Ferncliff Ln
Cryan Betty M 700 E Marshall St
Cugino Marina 527 N Cass St
Dalton Francis C 1258 Palomino Dr
Dalzell Elaine L 239 Cohasset Ln
Davis Edna H 324 W Lafayette St
Dennis P Enoch Attorney At Law 104 Longford Rd
Derry Viola E 300 E Marshall St Apt 314
Dewees Dorothy M Friends Boarding Home 700 N Franklin St
DGN Insurance 1587 McDaniel Dr
Di Mattia Alexander R 1530 Anne Dr
Doherty Margaret P 448 Eaton Way
Downey Mary A 979 Kennett Way
Earley John 1345 Enterprise Dr
Eckard Martha 1058 Kennett Way
Eisenhower Jae A II 500 William Ebbs Ln
Elliott Lynda B 540 Astor Sq
Elliott Wilson Katherine B 1115 Lincoln Dr
Esterlund Lori 1414 Redwood Ct
Estrada Leobarda Morano 340 W Washington St
Falcone Christopher 46 Sturbridge Ln
Felice Charles 433 Cardigan Ter
Felker Debbie 1310 Goshen Pkwy
Finegan Marie J Estate 1215 Pottstown Pike
Finnaren And Haley Inc 1595 Paoli Pike Ste 200
Fischer Lisa A 278 Live Oak Ln
Fisher Lisa A 278 Live Oak Ln
Flavia Beverage C/O Walt Mair 1301 Wilson Dr
Fleck Phylliss M 514 Price St West
Flynn Daniel C 716 Peach Tree Dr
Foster Clarisse 700 E Marshall St B 204
Fraser Williams Americas 1539 Millrace Ln
Fried Robert C 1723 Hibberd Ln
Gallagher Mary A Gallagher Hugh J 213 W Miner St Box 19380
Garvey Barry J 1109 Cotswold Ln
Gawthrop Norman W 26 N New St
Genaro Cecelia 316 W Washington St
Gill Harry 1304 Robynwood Ln
Gilmore Jacq A Estate 1605 E Boot Rd
Golder Esther N 200 N Adams St
Gonzalez Gerardo 215n Everhart Ave Apt A5
Grant Hester E 512 N Franklin St
Great White Marketing 22 North High St
Griffith James B 1106 Lincoln Dr
Hall David H 1615 Boot Rd A102
Harris Arthur T Jr 1285 Grove Rd
Helmer Francis G 1615 East Boot Rd Apt 136
Hernandez Roberto B1 340 W Washington St
Hesington Joanne L 2007 Barker Cir
Hoopes Mabel 800 West Miner St
Howe Rita C 135 Bent Tree Dr
HTA Financial Services Inc 158 W Gay St
Hunt Jonathan 240 Silverbell Ct
Iannotta Francis Estate 974 Frederick Dr
Importico Jeffrey T 512 Deer Ln
Ingenito Frances 2 Waterview Rd Apt D 11
International Develop 39 W Gay St
Irons Lulu Estate 412 Hannum Ave
Jacobs Darlene L 321 W Chestnut St
Jamison Allen M 1232 Pottstown Pike
Jb Brandolini Inc 1200 Burning Bush Ln
Jeter John T 1213 Princeton Ln Hershey’s Mill
Joffee Lois S Apt 106 1361 Boot Rd
John Gilda A Estate Of 541 West Marshall St
Jones George RD 2
Jones Panorama Properties LLC c/o Comcast Data Ctr 1306 Goshen Pkwy
Juarez Heron M 1520 Tattersall Way
Juarez Marcos 420 N Everhart At Apt 122
Jurist Catharine 1321 Phoenixville Pk
K Franklin Sang O 1414 Redwood Ct
Kase Daniel B Jr Kase Dorthy H 1061 Kennett Way
Kase Danita Marie 20 N Matlack St
Keiter Elva 1430 Cooper Cir
Kennedy Roger L 1412 Grand Oak Ln
Kern George W 520 Maple Ave Ste 6
Kim David D 1345 Enterprise Dr
Kim Susan 1345 Enterprise Dr
Kirby Williamina M 370 Devon Way
Klinger Bernice Estate Of 912 Railway Sq Apt 3
Knuth Lisa J 822 Durant Ct
Krebs Violet C/O Pembrooke Health and Rehab 1130 W Chester Pike
Kucera Daniel 429 Cardigan Tr
Kv Pneumatics Inc C/O George Weisz 1140 Mcdermott Dr
Lane Dorothy Estate 1501 Meadowbrook Ln
Loggins Andrew C 1006 Laurel Dr
Long Kenneth T 402 Longview Dr
Loper Reginald Apt 13 222 N Church St
Love Myrtle 434 Fernhill Rd
Lutterman Robert R 1705 Newmarket Ct
Lydia M Lewis 110 E Washington St
Main Financial Services Group 1280 Enterprises Dr
Mangan William 133 Hedgerow Ln
Mannanal Subash 804 Reading Ct N Pullman Dr
Masten Anna 1615 East Boot Rd Apt B-116
McCoy Lewis J 131 E Marshall St
McCarthy Donald 16 Harrison Rd W
McCarthy Shirley Est 1258 Palomino Dr
McCray Damon 300 E Marshall St 221
McNulty Ruth M c/o Bellingham 1615 E Boot Rd L113
McRae Allister R 664 Radar Dr Rd5
Messiano Sara 224 E Nields St
Messink Paul T III 515 Lennon Way
Michael Patrick 131 E Marshall St
Michaels Christina A 114 E Gay St Apt 4
Millenium Cable Service Inc 1155 Phoenixville Pike Suite 104-A
Miller Keith E 1615 E Boot Rd L233
Miller William M Jr Bf 1360 Phoenixville Pike
Mills Lois Pearl PO Box 2700
Mills Nakiia 1110 Brinton Place Rd T51
Minor M R 934 Monte Vista Dr
Moatz Sally 1525 Sylvan Dr
Modogno Colleen A Apt B5 1224 Westchester Pike
Moore Darrick 115 W Chestenot St
Moreno Martin Apt B10 215 N Everhart Ave
Msc @ Aloha Cafe and Bakery 106 W Gay St
Mueller Arthur L 529 Franklin Way
Munoz Mayela 329 West Washington St
Murray Sarah 213 W Miner St Box 19380
Myslinski Marge 1112 Cotswold Ln
Neff Hansen Inc 29 Turner Ln
Nelson William H 1411 W Woodbank Way
New England Baptist Medical Associates 915 Old Fern Hill Rd Bldg A St
Nickerson Wendy 342 Davis Cir
Norrell Oliver L Jr 922 N Penn Dr
Occupational Health 915 Old Fern Hill Rd Bldg A
Oral and Maxi Surg Assoc of Chester 600 E Marshall St Ste 106
Ortega William 218 Chesire Cir
Ovelman Joseph A 608 Howard Rd
Paoli Luncheonette LLC 1703 Paoli Pike
Parker Jeanne M 314 W Biddle St
Pastore Gianna Emiline 1306 Sonnet Ln
Pineda Guillermina Pineda Jose122 North New St
Poinsett Eugene F Estate 300 E Marshall St 30
Pollini Steven 326 Huntington Ct
Porter Helen R 955a Cornwallis Dr
Price Margaret L 905 Vista Dr
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Psg Corrosion Engineering 610 Brandywine Pkwy
Pulte Homes 1649 E Boot Rd Applebrook
Purnell James T Purnell Helen 139 E Miner St
QVC Studio Park Mc126
Rafter Thomas F 1208 Cavalier Ln
Ramires Enrique H 231 W Chestnut
Reymos Michelle 794 Bradford Tr
Richard Marion I 1084 Kennett Way
Riddle Sue A 700 E Marshall St
Rivituso Louis F 709 Peach Tree Dr
Rodriguez Concepcion 221 N New St
Rodriguez Juan R 312 Chesnut St
Romeiser Heidi D 439 Beaumont Cir
Romeiser Robert W 439 Beaumont Cir
Root Spencer J 278 Live Oak Ln
Root Trevor J 278 Live Oak Ln
Rossetti Christopher M Rossetti Judith C Cust 1413 Gary Tr
Rubincam Caroline H 967 N New St
Rubincam Christopher 967 N New St
Russell Nancy C 302 E Marshall St Apt 404
Santiago Elizabeth 112 East Gay St Apt 3
Save Inn I 270 1220 Ward Ave Suite 400
Saylor Jason 141 Killinger Hall
Schucker Morris D 1422 Paoli Pike
Schultheis Deborah A Trust C/O Donald Turner 118 Cloverly Ln
Sehgal Kapil 507 E Saxony Dr
Shirey Wayne Apt A 532 W Marshall St
Shoemaker Ranzy 922 Lincoln Ave
Showell Wanda E 438 Barker Dr
Simplepdf Net C/O David Ott 404 Mcdermott Dr
Smith Eleanor B 322 B Devon Way Hersheys Ml
Smith Nancy M 200 Long Ln
Sno Productions C/O Dan Mckenna 633 Copeland School Rd
Soliwada Waller Estate RR 1
Spatacco Gina M 1205 Joshua Dr
Splane Francis X 980 Crownepointe Ln
St Alban Commandery 47 Tr For General Fund C/O Roy Morgan 313 E Marshall St
Steele Marie T Estate 323 W Chestnut St
Sthul Edward 145 W Gay St
Stimson Beth Ann 1630 Shadyside Rd
Stiteler Catharine B 1615 E Boot Rd Apt L-210
Stiteler George D 1615 E Boot Rd Apt L-210 Tr Ua 09
Stratman Paul G 901 Greene Countrie Dr
Swain Guerard R Sr 305 Hampton Ct
Swedenborg Foundation Inc 320 N Church St
Synthes 1302 Wrights Ln East
T & H Development I LLC 1551 Ulster Cir
Telles Reyney Nmn 427 Market St
Thomas Ingram 1717 Barker Cir
United Messaging Inc 1161 Mcdermott Dr Ste 300
Valentine Laura M 101 N Five Points Rd Apt F5
Vaughn Christopher 1037 Sugarwood Dr
Veith Amanda H Veith Cary A 1506 Windermer Rd
Velazquez A Carmona 100 Colonial Way
Volkmer Deborah E 224 Pennsylvania Ave
Vwr Corporation 1310 Goshen Pkwy
Vwr International Inc 1310 Goshen Pkwy Suite 414
Wallace Virginia R Estate RR 2
Waltman Brenda A 487 Michele Dr
Wentz Timothy F Cust Wentz Kyle E 1521 Scarborough Ct Apt 304
West Chester Cardiology 701 E Marshall St
Wetzel Katherine H 700 North Fraslslin St Run 102
White Frances A 20 North Church St
Wicks Tihera L 412hannumave
Willamson James K 305 Dutton Mill Rd
Willson Robert A 1615 E Boot Rd L339
Wilson Gladys C Wilson Robert H 400 Green Hill Rd
Wood Deboray L 1098 Birnam Pl
Worthington Rita L Worthington John 1100 New Jersey Ave
Wyatt Elvira H 1615 E Boot Rd #B210
Yearsley M S Sons Inc 880 West Strasburg Rd
West Chester Pa 19381
Armstrong Richard M PO Box 566
Bennett Roma C PO Box 527
Bowman Mary G PO Box 245n St 118 E Gay St
Brown Sarah 25 E Market St PO Box 565
Gill James J PO Box 245n St 118 E G
Green Tree Perp Assu Equity PO Box 659
Healy Joseph B C/O Macelree Harvey 17 W Miner
Tkaczuk Nicholas C/O 1st Natl Bank Chester Co P
Unruh Turner Burke and Frees PO Box 515
Wright Avery PO Box 866
West Chester Pa 19382
4telecomhelp Inc 882 South Matlack St Suite 109
Adair Dorothy M Adair Stephen 1267 Eagle Rd
Adair Dorothy Trust 1267 Eagle Rd
Algeo Hugh Algeo Rita 570 Coventry Ln
Aloisio Jonathan D 1023 Plumly Rd
Andrews Rachel D 5 Woodcrest Rd
Andrulis Irene Sunrise Assisted Living Westto 501 Skiles Blvd
Arlington Capital 1242 West Chester Pike
Armistead Randall P 1100 West Chester Pike Apt H24
Association Management 105 S High St 4
At The Shop Furn Svs Inc 439 South Bolmar St Suite 10-B
Atlantec Security Inc 1630 West Chester Pike
Audio Visual Technology Inc 2 Kirkcaldy Dr
Auge Matthew 1100 West Chester Pike Apt F-5
Avis Rent A Car System LLC 1306 West Chester Pike Rte 3
Barrera Jose P 1422 Ctr St
Bell Steven Dean Dr 1936 Leneape Rd
Bendinelli G J Jr 1030 Little Ridge Dr
Berardi Michael 1499 Wilmington Pike
Boddie Alma M 222 N Church St
Bond Jasmine 519 East Barnard St
Borel Edith Estate 632 General Weedon Dr
Brandywine Coachworks 891 S Matlack St
Bridger Catherine Estate Of C/O Dennis P Sheehan Esq 107 South Church St
Broadban Services 103 S High St
Brown Christian Co Shurgrd 1138 Westchster Pik
Bucci Vpaul II 381 Jenissa Dr
Burtnett Charles A 332 Ctney Cir
Cacciutti Joan 2309 Leeds Ct
Cambria Deborah A Apt 14 1100 West Chester Pike
Came Esther D 501 Skiles Blvd Apt 217
Came Robert J 201 N Bradford Ave Apt A1
Carlisle Suites Corp 1244 West Chester Pike David Ellis-Vp
Carr Clara M 3501 Keswickwai
Carraher Ann E 110 Chaps Ln
Cheek Crissy D 1173 Blenheim Rd
Chester County 504 S Concord Rd
Chesterbrook Academy 1615 West Chester Pike
Chupein Andrew 1516 Manley Rd
Chupein Joseph C 1516 Manley Rd
Chupein Rachael L 1516 Manley Rd
Chupein Sara J 1516 Manley Rd
Cizmarik Cindy 100 Fairview Dr Apt 103b
Clark Eva Trustee C/O Eva Clark Trustee 186 Valy Rd
Clark Isabelle 800 W Miner St
Colbert Elizabeth J Colbert Thomas J Jr 301 Larchwood Rd
Collace Shannon 536 Smt House
Companion Animal Professionals 1512 W Chester Pike 320
Corcoran Margaret S Estate 18 S New St
Cornwell Moses W 188 Lucky Hill Rd
Costello Christine 1518 Manley Rd Unit B-27
Culbertson Mary Beth 329 West Miner St
Dale Kenneth R 525 N Creek Rd
Dan Welch Inc 882 South Matlack St Suite
David Thomas Est Of 1065 Wylie Ave
Dingle Ruth M 11 Spruce Ct
Dinucci Michael Pembroke Nursing Home 1130 West Chester Pike
Dougherty Mary E 603 Falcon Ln
Dwyer Kathleen Mary C/O Berenice Dwyer 2304 Pond View Dr
Dynamic Financial Servic 607 Picket Way
Ekdahl George T 1751 W Strasburg Rd
Electronic Boutique Inc 931 S Matlack St
Ellis Christina Trust 1008 Bala Farms
EMC C/O Antonio Diaz 412 Trio Ln
Evans Doris E Estate 105 Giunta Ln
Finlay Kathleen 102 Hidden Pond Way
Fisher Maxine B 555 W Creek Rd
Fishers Carpet One 1572 Wilmington Pike
Fizzano Regina L 700 Winchester Ct
Frye Elizabeth B 308 Diane Dr
Gas Delivery Systems Inc And Vic Ballard 301 Willowbrook Ln
Genovese John 15 Bolingbroke Rd
Giuntas Thriftway 700 Downingtown Pike
Glass Robert W 1607 W Lynn Dr
Gordon Margaret 1184 Fielding Dr
Gorman Albert Red Bridge Farm Rd #20
Gottier Wilmer K Gottier Jean M 802 Lauber Rd
Griest Barbara 2312 Pond View Dr
Griest Sophie 110 Greenview Dr
Gross Tom E 804 Daisy Ln
Hannum Chloe 1421 Evie Ln
Healing Hands Message Inc 1127 West Chester Pike
Herrera Nery Eddier Apt 2 513 E Barnard St
Hickey Adam 1433 Wilmton Pike
Higgins Eric 100 Applegate Dr
Honda Scott 706 Autopkblvd
Institute For Children An 790 E Market St Ste 300
Irons Reba I Estate 633 E Market St
Jackson George 104 Delaware Ave
Johnny Tang Christians 1100 West Chester Pike Apt K-1
Jones Romaine 508 S Franklin St Wt Chester Pa 19382
Judge Lauren 1100 West Chester Pk A17
Kahl Louis 1408 Wren Ln
Kalderimtzis George 213 Sissinghurst Dr
Kasemi Bujar 303 Westtown Way
Kasowski Robert V 2153 Brintons Bridge Rd
Kendig H Ruth Kendig Mable 945 Sconneltown Rd
Kilcullen James 30 Oak Tree Hollow Rd
King Island 202 Inc C/O Wei Yang 1369 Wilmington Pike
King Kenneth 882 South Matlack St Suite
Konstantinov Gregory 9 Sloan Rd
Krebs Violet C/O Pembrooke Health And Rehab 1130 W Chester Pike
Krombolz Phillip 21 S High St Ste 200
Lane Truman C Estate 309 Larchwood Rd
Langdale Wayne 1518 Manley Rd #B25
Leiden Holding Corp 1085 Heartsease Dr
Lewis George A Jr 929 S High St #117
Lichtfuss Laura 1054 Boot Rd
Lim Byung W 5 Threeoak Ln
Lintott Ronald J A104 Fairview Dr
Lorgus Flower Shop 704 W Nields St
Luscchesi Suzanne Luscchesi Anna 964 Westmoore Dr
Macks Boardwalk Pizza 109 Wilmington Pike
Maid Simple LLC 100 Chaps Ln
Maiorano Joseph 2206 Eagle Rd
Mansueto Hardwood Ltd 24 Hagerty Blvd Ste 3
Martindale E Marlene 30 W Barnard St Apt 305
McClas Jl Estate Of 1014 Revolutionary Dr
McGovern Julia 280 Blue Rock Rd
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Mealey A D 34 S High St Ste 1
Merchandise Planning Associates LLC 1017 Ridgehaven Rd
Midas Auto Service Experts 1415 West Chester Pike
Miller Clarice J Estate 1695 Lenape Rd
Milliner James A 75 Wawaset Rd
Mims Muriel R Mims N H 1153 Lake Dr
Mims N Harvey Mims Muriel R 1153 Lake Dr
Miosotede Marie G 2309 Leeds Ct
Monteith Mona K 1828 Lenape Unionville Rd
Morris Andrea S 16 Cannon Hill Dr
Myers Ken 753 Brettingham Ct
Nelson Helen L 116 E Miner St
Oherron Anne 154 Mansion House Dr
Partovi Negeen 601 W Pleasant Grove Rd
Peck Edward H Jr Peck Ida E 531 South Matlack
Penn Oaks Golf Club 150 Penn Oaks Dr
Pesilo Rose A Estate 731 E Nields St
Pierce Richard 313 S Concord Rd
Rafetto Robert A 909 Adams Way
Rangel Gutierrez L Raquet Club Apt E 6 1308 Wes
Raport Kyle 406 W Barnard St
Rath Lillian Estate Of 1574 Clayton Rd C/O Darla Speaker
Reese Barbara 1339 S Concord Rd
Reish Jane P 563 Spring Oak Dr
Reynolds Neil H RD 3
Roberts Neal B 115 Hidden Pond Way
Rogers Ada Due To Ret 1130 W Chester Pike
Rohrman Gertrude M Estate Of 500 W Rosedale Ave Apt B1
Rose Kevin M 1400 Ponds Edge Rd
Rothaupt Michael E 986 Jefferis Bridge Rd
Rudibaugh Jessica L Rudibaugh Doris I 602 Gages Ln
Sandra And Borucki 2 S Brandywine St Apt 2
Santamaria Myriam E 1159 Wes Chester Pike 20
Schiavello Tracey R 635 General Weedon Dr
Scholtyssek Paul 807 Sharon Cir
Scott Honda Of West Chester 706 Auto Park Blvd
Sewell Phyllis Est 520 S Matlack St
Sharp Harriet 8 Maple Ct
Sheller E Bruce Tr Ua 20-May-92 109 Roberts Ln
Shellhamer Donald 10 Lexington Ave
Shmukler Gail A 137 Whispering Oaks Dr
Shoemaker Valerie T Shoemaker Shawn 1560 South Coventry Ln
Shollenberger Matt PhD 1396 Wilmington Pike
Shortt Lance 853 Penns Way
Sigismondi John 503 Everest Cir
Sloyer Brian P Attorney 1095 Kerwood Rd
Smith Henry Grayson Estate Of 709 Bradford Ter
Smith Kevin M 308 Price St
Smith Marisol E 201 S Matlack St Apt E20
Smyrski Shirley B Estate Of C/O R T Bayley III 1030 Carolyn Dr
Snyder Nancy Estate Of 3320 Valy Dr
Spevak Barry Trust C/O James E Gutknecht 1646 W Chester Pike Ste 30-31
Stanwood Michael 52 Penn Oaks Dr
Stetler Anna A RD 3
Stewart Franklin J III 700 Clark S Ln
Stokes Donna Lee 3223 Valy Dr
Strickland Mary B 500 W Rosedale Av
Swan John P 1149 Lake Dr
Szerenga Bohdan 700 Westtown Rd
Taylor C L 1046 Carolyn Dr
Temperley Amy 104 Delaware Ave
Terrels Amelia B 106 Giunta Ln
The Logistics Inc 1147 Saint Finegans Dr
Thomson Julia W 1238 Surrey Rd
Trainor Anna M 1222 Mallard Rd
Troisi Chad 2024 Skiles Blvd
Valentino Dorothy M 750 Westtown Rd
Vecchiolli Mark P 607 Gages Ln
Volz Christoper 1111 Edward Ln
Wehr Beverly 125 Spur Ln
Weimar Sandra M 104 Leadline Ln
Weir Mildred Estate 307 Sharpless St
Wenner Equipment Inc 1309 Wilmington Pk
West Chester Bp LLC 1594 West Chester Pike
Williams Florence K Williams John R 2 Coniston Dr
Woolford John R 1114 Independence Dr
Woolford Sandra K 1114 Independence Dr
Worldwide Net I 321 Willowbrook Ln
Ymea Corp Ste E 882 S Matlack St
Young Lemar J 610 South High St
Youngs Auto Body 111 South Bolmar St
Zaccarelli Florence D Est Of 218 W Miner St
Zubritsky John J 810 General Howe Dr
West Grove Pa 19390
Bernal Leticia Tomas 51 Oakland St
Burton Lois C 203 Azalea Ln
Conner Orville W 4890 Gap Newport Pike
Davis Charles CEO Jennersville Regional Hospital 1015 West Baltimore Pike
Dunlap Sara P Dunlap Arthur 117 Prospect Ave
Fogelman Edward 356 Green Briar Ln
Gallagher John A Jr PO Box 279
Garfinkel Brandon M C/O S M Walpole 43 Allsmeer Dr
Gonzalez J Cespedes PO Box 97
Hansen Frances 1 Big Elk Dr
Hutchson J Lukens 172 Hutchinson Rd
Jerome Herbert E Estate Of 157 E Avondale New London Rd
Langsdorf William P 255 Azalea Ln
Lomax Annie 455 W Avondale Rd
Long Amandarae 244 West Evergreen Strret
Lopez Francisco 101 E Evergreen St Apt 105
Lopez Horacio Guzman 450 State Rd
Mattson Amber 455 Rose Hill Rd
Mcneil Robert F 219 W Evergreen St
Melody Ellen Joanne 579 Cottsville Rd
Ortiz Felipe B 613 Mosquito Ln
Pc and D Solutions And Acquisition Frank Pe PO Box 8025
Planque Catherine 142 W London Grove Rd
Reber Ralph H 325 Valy Rd
Rh Enterprises LLC 890 W Old Baltimore
Schorah George A Schorah Margaret 565 E Baltimore Pk
Sedano Rodrigo 304 Chestnut Strteet
Solwala Wladyslow Estate 525 Prospect Ave
Spackman Russell 427 Pennock Bridge Rd
Suber George Estate Walnut St
Thomas Dorothy 384 Hipkins Rd
Walpole S M 43 Allsmeer Dr
Willis Ruth T Estate 450 Sunny Side Rd
Westtown Pa 19395
Barber C Joseph PO Box 317
Ford William C Ltd PO Box 655
Gaebel Herbert W Stone Acres
Rhodewalt Harry PO Box 1799
Wittig Pertisa C PO Box 89
Crawford County
Adamsville, Pa 16110
Reed Dorothy 45 N Second St
Atlantic, Pa 16111
Pallack Russell M RD 1
Pallack Russell W RD 1
Pallack Wendy M Trust RD 1
Pallact Martinique L Trust RD
Cambridge Springs, Pa 16403
Antoniotti Gloria 437 S Main St Apt 2
Barber Dana H 279 S Main St Apt 6
Berbereck Frieda RD 1 Box 64
Bullock Marie 24363 Plank Rd
Cole Anna M 203 Beach Ave
Cole Carl PO Box 164
Harnett Derek 505 Church St
Knuth Albert J 807 Beach Ave
Melvin Robert A 23924 Thornapple Dr
Riverside Golf 24527 Hwy 19
Rothenstein Louis 304 Main St
Scherrbaum Eulonda A 25297 Henry Rd
Shade Alice E c/o Penn F Shade 267 Mcclellan
Trojan Rebecca L 23961 Thornapple Dr
Winkelbauer Mardine 145 Dale Ave
Yucha Elaine 25493 Ridge Rd
Centerville, Pa 16404
Gingerich Noah A 40140 State Hwy 77
Stutzman Candyce A 32679 Teepleville Rd
Stutzman David L 32679 Teepleville Rd
Walendziak Patsy A 23 Penn Ave
Cochranton, Pa 16314
Charles Theodore 6320 Mccracken Rd
Charles Theodore S RR 3 PO Box 234 Mccracken Rd
Cochranton Recreation A PO Box 609
Gehr Zearl K 137 E Adams St
Gehr Zearl K Estate 137 E Adams St
Jamison Clyde E Estate RR 5
Klingensmith Denver L 133 W Adam St
Legnosky Wallace S 29823 Lake Creek Rd
Leonards Towing Service PO Box 618 24340
Pardee Guy L 6688 Shoey Rd
Rock Lillian M Est 182 W Adams St
Woge Mildred E PO Box 314
Conneaut Lake, Pa 16316
Buchanan Kimberly D 12347 State Hwy 618
Buchanan William L 12347 State Hwy 618
Gordon Joseph S III PO Box 396
Gordon Joseph S Jr PO Box 396
Gordon William J PO Box 396
Gosnell Patricia C 6772 Scott Rd
Hall Alice O 12592 Porter Rd
James Bourbeau Land Service Lakeside Sq 11018 State Hwy 18 Ste 9
Linford J Wilson RR 2 Box 2
Momose Nina 13631 Putnam Rd
Morrison Shirley PO Box 354
Naples Anthony 9596 State Hwy 285 W
Power Marie PO Box 107
Rohloff Mary Louise Estate 1090 State St
Schroeder Roberta 885 Brown Ave
Shartle Bronson 7554 Mill Rd
Conneautville, Pa 16406
Arendash Joseph 13580 Hwy 198
Backner Jennie 804 Washington St Trlr
Beckers Advanced Flr 16944 Hwy 18
Butler Althea A RR 2
Casbohm Aaron E 6329 Fisher Rd
Conner Mary F 510 Washington St
Coon Grace RR 2
Deans Olyria PO Box 96
Ferguson Robert 21269 Beaver Ctr Rd
Field Shelby 21850 S Hickernell Rd
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Hathy Louise Estate RR 1
Helen Hritzay 13736 Springboro Rd
Hritzay John A 13736 Springboro Rd
Kryl William J PO Box 11
Kryl William Mr PO Box 11
Miller Anne Lisa RR 1
Miller Harry E Jr c/o Anne Lisa Miller RR 1
Espyville, Pa 16424
Andrew Linda P 2931 Leach Rd
Pokrywka Raymond W 1747 E Jefferson St
Watts Raymond D 8939 Avon Dr
Guys Mills, Pa 16327
Bell RR 2
Chape Alfred J 7341 Dari Dell
Corey James RR 1
Hope Floyd T Estate RR 1
Kleean Barbara J 29304 Guys Mills Rd
Lehman Ryan J 9856 Hwy 198
Meehan Andrea 10575 State Hwy 198 PO Box 115
Hartstown, Pa 16131
Bruce Donald PO Box 44
Bruce Mary PO Box 44
Burnett Marissa A PO Box 101
Kosar Joseph 9399 Carmon Rd
Thomas James F PO Box 31
Linesville, Pa 16424
Chambers Norman 1121 Fairlawn Ln
Foulk Arlene L Estate PO Box 218
Gilliland Travis J 341 West Erie St
Jacinto Jose R 14721 Wallace Ave E
Jordan Kathryn M 425 Penn
Meyers Carol A 425 Penn
Porter Linda M 8211 Harmonsburg Rd
Pratz Thomas F 338 E Erie St
Scott Dale R Estate RR 1
Meadville, Pa 16335
Allen Ardelia D 328 E Wing Grace Nursing Cente 31 North Park Ave
Allen Ardelia D Wesbury Community 328 E Wing Grace Nursing Cente 31 North Park
Ave
Andrzejewski Amy 10940 Liberty St Ext Apt 48
Anesthia Consultants of Meadville Attn: Mary Corliss 1034 Grove St
Applegate Gregory A Estate 473 Arch St
Barrows Elizabeth 463 Walnut St
Beatty Cemetery Association c/o Karen Brekenridge
Bengivenga Ciro 558 Ellicott Ct
Bentley Arhtur 783 1/2 Water St
Berkey Leon H 12004 Dawn Dr
Boyle Raymond C RR 10 Box 96
Brown James E 809 H St
Brown Walter E 809 H St
Burchard Christopher 13306 Laurel Dr
Carner Carmon W 783 1/2 Water St
Cat Men Do Inc 432 Baldwin St
Chess Agnes B 1120 Market St
Consla Helen R 791 Grove St
Consla Janice M Estate RR 3
Cox Earl H 1223 S Main St
Crawford County Fair RD 1
Daly John Patrick II 11391 Moyer Rd
Delong Darrell A 970 2nd St
Depascale Mary Estate 885 Water St
Dewey Scott Mcleod RD 6 Williamson Rd Box 174
Dille Mark R 534 Park Ave
Diloreto Mala 14860 Coleman Rd
Dingle Kelly J 912 H St
Dotson Richard A 259 Devore Dr
Dudenhoeffer Hilda RR 2
Dunlop Caroline 523 Willow St Apt F
Dyer Elizabeth A 464 Park Ave
Eaton Geraldi RR 1
Eaton Geraldine RR 1
Edwards Helen F RR 3
Ennis Howard H RR 8 Box 533 Woodrow Dr
Evans Margare 314 Poplar St
Ferguson George A 455 Walnut St
Franz Helene 761 Williamson Rd
Frazell John R 362 Willow St
Fedorka Nicholas J DMD PC 505 Poplar St
Fry Tina RR 4
Galbo Philip 704 Davenport St
Gizzie John W 251 North Main St
Gizzie John W Apt 310 13286 Laurel Dr
Gizzie Margaret A 13286 Laurel Dr Apt 310
Gray Marci M 557 Gilmore St
Griffin Motors Body Shop 10940 Liberty St Ext Apt 48
Griffith Stacey 220 Willow St
Grosley Louise W 405 Edgewood Dr
Gulf & Southern Corporation 405 Edgewood Dr
Herring Edwin H 781 Market St Apt 1
Hodge Mary G 817 Market St
Hodge Ralph L 817 Market St
Hoge Esther V c/o Estate Beneficiary RR 9 Box 564
Holiday Inn Meadville 18240 Conneaut Lake
Hollabaugh Wayne 207 North St
Hotchkiss David L 1096 Lakemont Dr
Howick Motors Sales 13483 Clancy Rd
Hribik Shirley R Harmonsburg Rd
Hudson Charlo RR 1
Hyatt Robert L 596 Chestnut St
Jastromb Theodore 10336 Franklin Pike
Johnson Louise Estate Rt 322 RD 4 PO Box 391
Klingensmith M E 11134 Liberty St
Kralj Peter 15478 S Mosiertown Rd
Lang Richard A Jr 9329 Tamarack Dr
Longstreth John 10909 Graff St
Lucas Kenneth B 31 N Park Ave
Lucas Marion E 31 N Park Ave
Lucas Olive 31 N Park Ave
Lynch Lester A RD 1
Manuel Lawrence 363 Willow St
Mason Enes Apt B 7 Yorktown Gulfview Mano
Mcdaniel Hazel Estate 717 Baldwin St
Mcelhaney Courtney N 303 Forest Grn Dr 303
Mcever Mitzi L 625 Park Ave Apt 10
Mckay Ernest Estate 625 Church St
Meadville 1180 Conneaut Lake Rd
Meadville Giant Eagle 67518511 Smock Hwy
Mercier Herbert A Estate 747 Pine St
Merrick Wayne R 885 Dogwood Dr
Miller Louise C 286 Chestnut St
Miller Margaret E c/o Harold G Miller Exr 360 Chestnut St
Mitchell Leona C 844 Park Ave
Mohney Victoria Estate 917 Beechwood Dr
Needler Donald C Estate 630 1/2 Baldwin St
Nestor Ardrienne M Estate 673 Maple St
Newell Jeffery L 16257 South Shady Acres
Newsome Shannon 369 Randolph St Apt 3
Norr Benjamin James 396 Pine St
Oakland Beach Land Company 296 Chestnut St
Odenwalt Charles 204 Kearney St
Osborne Roland RD 2
Palka Harriet Cor Market & Willow
Pasikoski Frances M 590 Walnut St
Passilla Josephine M 210 Walnut St
Pavlik Bertha c/o Thomas M Pavlik 14465 Denny Rd
Perrine Travis J 16260 N Shady Acres Dr
Peters Neil 305 Allegheny St
Peterson Dona 10318 Cir E
Peterson Norm 467 Walnut St
Peterson Norma 467 Walnut St
Peterson Thelma Estate RR 4
Petrillo Flor 873 Diamond Park
Pfeifer Francis J RR 5
Phelen Harry R 16500 State Hwy 98
Porter Doris L 9130 Pettis Rd
Pritchard John 252 Jefferson St
Provost Kimberly D 964 H St
Quoresimo Mary E 584 Tr St
Raybuck Amanda K 21478 Fisher Rd
Roberts Shirley J 201 Chestnut St Ste 200
Robertson Marlene M 961 Washington St
Rohrer Harry RR 4
Rowe Jeremy W 11800 Morning Shore Dr
Scere Ron J 14817 Harmonsburg Rd
Schutz Josephine 566 East Henry St
Schutz Paul F 566 East Henry St
Shafer G 875 Dogwood Dr
Shafer Raymond P 691 Limber Rd
Sheets Elsie M 23786 W Oil Creek Rd
Sherbondy Julie M 750 Alden St
Shreffler Brenda L 14817 Harmonsburg Rd
Smith Jennifer 755 Tr St Apt C
Smith John D 343 Henry St
Sorlie Earl H 739 Albright Dr Apt 101
Spensley Jaylene K 11746 Thurston Rd
Stanford Ronald 16707 Renrock Dr
Stein Harvey Doris 7558 Stein Rd
Sterling Timothy 829 Gasteiger Rd
Stewart Marie 1318 Laurel Dr
Stewart Roy B 1318 Laurel Dr
Stewart Roy Bruce 14 Laurel Dr
Sutton Lacy J Jr 320 Loomis St
Thompson Harr 650 North St
Trucco Emmaline D Leslie Ferry Special Needs Tru 1169 Water St
Truran Helen L RR 6
Unger Donna R Apt 400 218 Chestnut St
Veith Electric Attn: Robert Johnston 14937 South Norrisville Rd
Wade Virginia F 491 Walnut St
Wasson Larry J 22325 State Hwy 77
Weiland Jr Al Jr RR 6
Wilcox Edna 825 1/2 N Main St
Williams Stacy L 11400 W Brookdale B
Willie Audrey 1107 S Main St
Wood Donald 21136 Serenity Dr
Yochum Shawn R 13483 Clancy Rd
Young Todd 10040 Franklin Pike
Saegertown, Pa 16433
Balloons and Costumes By Lori 24188 Hwy 198
Brooks Jean Estate PO Box 573
Darling Denny Ross Dr
Goellner Janet M RR 2 Parkwood Village Lot 404
Harris Gregory B 22944 Flick Rd
Mcmahon John J RR 4 Box 64
Nevling Clayton RD 2
Nevling Deborah K RD 2
Schlosser Melvin S RD 3
Schlosser Ray 19357 State Hwy 198
Smith Audrey S 18479 Wagner Rd
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Smith Gary L 18479 Wagner Rd
Smith Leora A 2100 Independence Dr
Smith Mable R 2100 Independence Dr
Stebnisky Christopher T 1244 Erie St
Spartansburg, Pa 16434
Most Herbert H 104 Main St
Nichols Frank 22955 Obert Rd
Sherwood Christopher J 80 State Lot Rd
Young James D 44608 State Hwy Rt 77
Springboro, Pa 16435
Coy A G Jr 5374 Philadelphia Rd
Dersch Janet A dba Cussewago Twp Scholars 14611 Pont Rd
Titusville, Pa 16354
Anderson Marion Est 217 E Central Ave 606
Betts Brothers Collision 464 Dutch Hill Rd
Bush Robert W 328 W Elm St
Campbell Erin c/o Marjorie Campbell 217 E Central Ave Apt 607
Campbell Jeffrey c/o Marjorie Campbell 217 E Central Ave Apt 607
Campbell Lou c/o Marjorie Campbell 217 E Central Ave Apt 607
Campbell Sara c/o Marjorie Campbell 217 E Central Ave Apt 607
Campbell Scott c/o Marjorie Campbell 217 E Central Ave Apt 607
Chernick Jeffrey V Apt 505 217 E Central Ave
Chevalier Phyllis J 333 E Spring St
Degroadt Beth c/o Marjorie Campbell 217 E Ctra Ave Apt 607
Degroadt Jason c/o Marjorie Campbell 217 E Central Ave Apt 607
Donison Inc c/o David Steinbuhler PO Box 405
Edwards Jon N 464 Dutch Hill Rd
Fleury Eleanor R 521 W Walnut
Goodwill Robert W Apt 2 127 Beechwood Dr
Graham John E 8783 Fauncetown Rd
Grove Julia 311 1/2 N Martin St
Hasbrouck Lela M 197 Marsh Ln
Hummer John W 1909 Dempseytown Greshem Rd
Jordan Theadore E W Spring
Kellogg Helen L RD 3
Kellogg Merle A RR 3
Kuminkowski Julie A RR 3
Lingo Matthew 302 Brook St
Manross Edgar C 624 S Franklin St
Manross Ella B 624 S Franklin St
Mcklveen Beatrice B 322 S Martin St Apt 121
Mcklveen Beatrice B 716 Superior St
Mcklveen Louis E 322 S Martin St Apt 121
Mcklveen Louis E 716 Superior St
Mcwhirter Judy L 602 W Spruce St
Meadville Ob Gyn Associates Jodi P Maxfield MD 765 Liberty St Ste 202
Melissa Siliga 313 North Second St
Miller Margaret 329 West Spring
Miller Ronald W 329 West Spring
Mong Martha M 664 E Spruce St
Moore Marcus M 116 E Spruce Pl
Nix James 321 N 4th St
Patterson Julie A 1397 Fairview Rd
Platt Andrew 412 W Main St
Reed Ryan 42590 W Central Ave
Reed Theodore A N First St
Roessner Donald 420 S Drake St
Rowles Beatrice I 602 W Spruce St
Schneider Kuminkowski 656 Dutch Hill Rd
Scholl Jennifer c/o Marjorie Campbell 217 E Central Ave Apt 607
Schultz Twila Ms 631 W Spring St
Sharp Harriet A 514 E Spruce St
Sloniowski Anna M 320 N Monroe St
Speer Daniel J 152 Speer Ln
Speer Traci J 152 Speer Ln
Stott Betty L RD 1
Wilks Louise 1580B River Rd
Zarbo Angelo 325 E Elm
Zarbo Gladys 325 E Elm
Townville, Pa 16360
Barber Emily K Estate RR 1 Cemetery Rd
Bossards Auto Sales and Service 33788 Hwy 408
Venango, Pa 16440
Oconnor Richard F PO Box 118
Cumberland and Dauphin Counties
Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Bishop Linda M 53 S Pin Oak Dr
Freeman Douglas R Freeman Tara R 8 Ashley Ct
Gamma Epsilon House Corp 16 N Pin Oak Dr
Hugendubler Ruth I 11 Forge Rd
Jones Debra A 16 N Pin Oak Dr
Laffey Jane A Est Of 113 Front St PO Box 358
Leedy Catherine E 1312 Asper Dr
Lerch Jane E 683 Valy View Dr
Matter Paul R Jr 401 Front St
Quigley Pauline 554 Mountain Rd
Sheaffers Bill And Refinshing Shop 401 Front St
Shughart Margaret R Shughart Glenn Q Box 132
Smith Rodney S 1109 Kuhn Rd
Twietmeyer Ronald Twietmeyer Chong PO Box 62
Bressler Pa 17113
Horanic Hildagarde M Cust Horanic Frederick D 836 Main St Horanic Hildagarde M
Cust Horanic Kristin R 836 Main St
Camp Hill Pa 17001
Dynadrill International Inc C/O G Marie PO Box 1
Enck Beatrice M Est Of PO Box 48
Gunn Mowery Llc PO Box 900
Harsco Corp PO Box 8316
Hartzzell Ralph J PO Box 1473
Highmark Blue Shield PO Box 890150
Jfc Pro Temps Inc Attn Robin Merrick 1520 Market St
Jfc Temps Inc Attn Rebecca Bittner PO Box 869
Mcdermitt Concrete Inc Straban Townshiip Gettysburg PO Box 34
One Beacon Insurance PO Box 8851
Pba Benefits Trust PO Box 8852
Rothaar Harold W c/o Ccnb J A Smiley PO Box 308
Seward Charles R PO Box 200
Smith C C Smith T A Smith Bus Svc PO Box 1181
Wade Gertrude E PO Box 200
Camp Hill Pa 17011
Arlo Transportation 381 Freight St
Arnold Logistics 4410 Industiral Park Rd
Balaban Janet F 2006 Lincoln St
Bauchman Caro 1937 Chatham Dr
Beck Loyal E 46 Erford Rd
Belknap Violet 1600 Walnut St
Bell Alisa 104 Ridgewood Dr
Bergloff Mark C 1818 Chatham Dr
Bingham William B 3443 Green St
Bobb Glenn I Sr 235 S 16th St
Brandt Ferne L Estate 114 Runson Rd
Camp Hill Physicians Imaging Ctr 4349 Carlisle Pike
Carol Chambers Mills Psyd 355 N 21st St Ste 204
Chelsea Settlement Services 3800 Market St
Colliver Barbara Estate 225 S 17th St
Colucci Melissa Colucci Mark 1 Country Club Place
Conaboy Mary L Estate Of 125 Oak Dr
Conaboy Mary Lois 125 Oak Dr
Conaboy Mary Lois 125 Oak Dr Green Ln Farm
Cumberland Orthopaedic 99 November Dr
Curran Deborah K 3709 Rosemont Ave
Curry Helen J 820 Lisburn Rd Apt 208
Customer Valued 30 Hunter Ln
Dandapat Kiran 852 Erford Rd
Daniel David A 3 Brentwood Rd
Dayton Judd W 25 N 20th St
Deardorff Carrie C/O Blue Ridge Haven W Poplar Church Rd
Dellingers Auto Body 1 Country Club Place
Eby Margaret Estate Of 2850 Sunset Dr
Eddy James M 1441 Hillcrest Ct 212
Eisenstein Keith Y Eisenstein Rebecca C/O Facets 4401 Carlisle
Ellis Florence 5 Richland Ln Apt T11
Empire Blue Cross Blue Shield 1800 Ctr St
Endodontic Associates Alan M Ehrenreich Dds 395 Snt Johns Church Rd
Equity One 3912 Market St
Excel Homes Acquisition Llc 300 Corporate Ctr Dr Suite 602
Family Development Services 56 Erford Rd
Fideler Richard W Estate Of Karen Elisabeth B Fideler Exec 3 Woburn Abbey Ave
Forbes Chevrolet 3400 Hartzdale Dr
Foulkrod Ellis Pc 2010 Market St Accounts Payable
Freestone George 118 Green Ln Dr
Galdencio Christine 45 Colgate Dr
Goodyear Auto Service Center 3517 Hartzdale Dr
Gray Jeremy 530 Orrs Bridge Rd
Greider James E 117 N 26th St
Gula Joann Mary 332 Equus Dr
Hansel Richard 1912 Logan St
Haselhuhn Donald H Haselhuhn Eleanor 492 N 25th St
Hearing Instruments Inc 1501 Market St
Heberling Lamar H 263 Hillcrest Rd
Heister Brian K 818 Meadow Ln
Henderson J W 1718 Diahton St
Hensel Richard R 1912 Logan St
Holubowicz Georgette M 105 May Dr Apt 3
Houseal Mary Ellen 103 November Dr
Howard Gary 3608 Rosemont Ave
Howard Smith 1700 Market St
Imler Caroline 833 Mandy Ln
Jackson Anna E 1190 Kingsley Rd
Jenkins Donald G Estate Of C/O H Leslie Bishop 3600 Logan Ct
Johansen Stephen R Jr 385 N 19th St
Kellenberger Holly M 7 Royal Oak Cir
King Florence T Camp Hill Shopping Ctr
Kinsinger Fredrick L 2917 Harvard Ave
Kiser John B 208 Hearth Rd
Kramer Catherine 1931 Chatham Dr
Kunz Ronald L 2800 Central Ave
Lahar Kimberly J 2115 Wentworth Dr
Lake Richart V Ii 11 Citadel Dr
Lenscrafters Camp Hill Shopping Mall S 32nd St & Trindle Rd
Lintner Flora M Apt 617 208 Senate Ave
Ly Quan S 45 Victoria Way
Manning Fannie L 410 Lamp Post Ln
Maurer Trudy L 200 N 32nd St
Mccormick A J 1147 Country Club Rd
Mchazel Jean M Est Of 3820 Market St
Moola Jagadeesh Md 890 Poplar Church Rd Ste 409
Moore Etal William T 1099 Country Club Rd
Moore William 1099 Country Club Rd
Moyer Mary E 1929 Chatham Dr
Neimstrom Eleanor Estate 1600 Chatham Rd
Ngo Huong 205 Fineview Rd
Nt Management 21 E Gate Dr
Nu-Brands Distributors Inc 3780 Trindle Rd
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Oliverio Charlie 2001 Rupley Rd Apt 301
Oneill Tim 475 Terminal Rd
Orthopedic Surgeons Ltd 3916 Trindle Rd
Patton G Reeder 508 Gale Rd
Pennsylvania Culinary Group 1 Bishop Pl
Phillips Vernon R 2440 Lincoln St
Pleskovic Louis 417 Lamp Post Ln
Pontius Ronald S 321 Blacksmith Rd
Powers Faye A 108 Runson Rd
Premier Catering Inc 17 South 35th St
Probity Medical Transcription 1104 Fernwood Ave Suite 301
Prudencio Maria O 12 Charisma Dr
Reds Administration 813 Sprint Ln
Reitz Leigh Ann G 93 Hillside Cir
Reitze C S 93 Hillside Cir
Resser Richard A 2019 Arlington St
Richman Bertha M Estate Of 208 Senate Ave Apt 920
Rodi Thomas A Apt 1 113 May Dr
Rogers Elizabeth P Credit Trst Of 214 Green Ln Dr
Rupp And Meikle Attorneys Iolta Acct 355 North 21st St Suite 201
Rupp Herbert G Rupp Richard C 355 North 21st St Suite 201
Schild Helene C 68 Old Pioneer Rd
Schilling Jnedra Estate Of 53 Cir Dr
Scott Margaret M 751 Arlington Rd
Seip Pamela M 631 Erford Rd
Shanmugasundaram Rajesh 114 November Dr 5
Shearer Geoffrey A Shearer Tammy 455 E Crestwood Dr
Shore Mitch 6939 Kenbridge Dr Camp Hill Pa 17012
Smith Anna M Estate Of 2720 Dickinson Ave
Smith Myrtis H Estate 2432 Lincoln St
Sorg Louis H 1033 Oyster Mill Rd
Stanton Martha E 140 Reeser Rd
Straub Laura T Estate 2029 Arlington St
Striker Lacinda 8 B Richland Ln Apt 108
Swenson Donald L 110 South St Johns Rd
Sycamore Road Associates Lp 3304 Market St
Tomlinson Janet L 820 Lisburn Rd Apt 712
Trace Margaret B Trace Robert 331 N 28th St
Tschinkel Lester Tschinkel Debra 43 Victoria Way
Turner George M 2200 Harvard Ave
Uber Richard B Carlisle Rd And Lowther Stre
Uish Joseph 3405 Walnut St
Uni Mart 38 Erford Rd
Vajda Janice K Vajda Andrea 3509 Countryside Ln
Vignesh Llc 38 Erford Rd
Walsh Company Suite 201 100 Corporate Ctr Dr
Wertz Metcalf Mary Ann 2020 Marloeb St
Wiest Shirley D Wiest Arthur R 155 Old Ford Dr
Wood Gwendolyn E C/O Thomas Wood 490 Brentwater
Zarka Thomas Andrew Dr Heritage Women’s Health 423 North 21st St Suite 201 A
Zimmerman Dor 240 S 16th St
Camp Hill Pa 17012
Kanev Investment Company Lp 2610 Waterford Way
Myneni Bhargav 68 Richland Apt 207
Camp Hill Pa 17089
Industrial Medical Consultants Inc PO Box 890089
Khpe PO Box 898815
Kv Holdings Inc 1800 Ctr St
Novitas Solutions PO Box 890304
Personal Choice Unskilled PO Box 890016
Carlisle Pa 17013
Adler Michael J 2915 Enola Rd
Advanced Cardiac Special C/O S Kolev Dermatology 850 Walnut Bottom Rd Ste 103
Albright Marcus R Albright Ferne E 8 Rfd
All Star Housing PO Box 1233
Alvarez Lorena 218 N East St
Armolt Maealma H 1231 Trindle Rd
Armstrong Sybil L 1909 Douglas Dr
Bailey Jeffrey 43 Mare Rd
Bailey Melanie R Bailey Martin E 35 N Middlesex Rd
Bear Robert 201 Potato Rd
Beauty Beach 1227 Ritner Hwy Ste 2
Bell Leroy J 442 Walnut Bottom Rd
Benson George E Estate 609 D St
Bolen Marie H Longsdorf Way
Bowser Christophe Bowser April PO Box 1073
Bradley Erwin S Est Of 1817 Basin Hill Blvd
Brehm William Estate 461 D St
Brenneman Emmaline Rd 2
Bricker Glen N Jr C/O M A Bricker 20 Garland Ct
Bricker Mary 20 Garland Ct
Brunner Edward 117 Walton Ave
Carlisle Branch Aauw 25 Gobin Dr
Carlisle Foods Inc 1605 Shearer Dr
Carlisle Pathology C/O J Flowers 26 West High St
Carlisle Syntec Incorporated PO Box 7000
Carlisle Tire And Wheel PO Box 99
Cej Theresa J Office Of Aging
Childrens Miracle Network 60 Noble Rd
Clarkson Barbara L Clarkson Henry H 21 Strawberry Dr
Cleary Victor A 306 College St
Coleman Damon 1319 Spring Rd
Coulson Mildred M Estate 144 Wagner St
Credicure Inc 240 Regal View Dr
Currie And Hecht Oral Maxillofacial Surgery 338 Alexander Spring Rd Ste
Days Inn Carlisle 101 Alexander Spring Rd
Delancey Robert A 123 N Hillcrest Dr
Diehl Dorcas Estate Rr 2
Donnelly John 212b Marshall Rd
Doyle Alicia E 1424 Bradley Dr Apt 313
Ducharme Dorothy G 140 Old Gap Rd
Edwards April D 338 Greason Rd
Fairground Diner 1111 Spring Rd
Faiz Nelofer 225 West Louther St
Finkey Patricia W 115 B St
Flohr Fay A Estate Rr 5
Freet Benjamin L 514 School Ave
Frey Robert G 5 South Hanover St
Gardner Frank H III Gardner Anna M 21 Cambridge Ct 1
George Grace M 611 Conodoquinet Ave
Gillespie Stephen E 711 Noble Blvd
Gray Alexandra Gray Lillian 156 West Pomfret St
Gray Walter L Gray Walter B Rfd 9
Greenway Sharon K 82 Ctyard Dr
Group Benefits Unlimited Lien PO Box 560
Groy Ethel M 439 N Hanover St
Haayen C Marius Sr PO Box 668
Healy Brianne 134 North Hanover St Ap
Heffelfinger Martha A 90 E Ridge St
Hockley Minnie G Apt 211 2 W Penn St
Hoffman Marian Estate Of 442 Walnut Bottom Rd
Hofstetter Alexander M Hofstetter Jane PO Box 220
Hollinger Funeral Home Office Of Aging
Hsbc 419 Village Dr Suite 2
Hurley Hoover Hurley Nellie 19 Wood Ln
Ibarra Jessica L 215 Birch Ln
James Cynthia S 1404 Bradley Dr Apt 114
Johnson Alexander 118 E Market St
Jorristma Ken 1338 Beynmawr Rd
Kauffman June W C/O L H Carns 41 Greystone Rd
Kedney Robert O Jr 1 W Mulberry Hill Rd
Keener B 1210 N Middleton Rd
Kramer Lauren H PO Box 1170
Kramer Robert 149 Pomfret
Kramer William A Ii PO Box 1170
Kreamer Jeffrey R 230 E Pomfret St
Lawrence Jeff 233 Stone Head
Lumber Yard 450 E North St Store 10800
Maccaffray Catharine 1880 Holly Pike
Madio Daniel J II Madio Benjamin A 264 Gibson St
Marcello & Kivisto Llc 1501 Commerce Ave
Marleycass Wesley R Marleycass Patricia 15 Creekside Ln
Marovich George M PO Box 470
Masland David 205 Heisers Ln
Mcfalls Omer J 521 S Pitt St
Mckay Jeanne 22 Bellaire Ave
Meredith Blanche O 328 W Peru
Minnich Richard Rr 1 Thindle Rd
Mislitsky Richard PO Box 1290
Mizell Bruce 571 N Middleton Rd
Moore Brian 21 Moongale Dr
Mullet Desiree M 235 W Willow St
Neusbaum Harry T 41 Strawberry Dr
Nyero James 45 S Pitt St
Okoth Ogola Rosemary 56 Media Rd
Olson Pearl E 14 Ridge Ave
Pearson Katherine C 521 S College St
Petersenso Pearl E 14 Ridge Ave
Potts Kim R 175 E Louther St Apt 3
Quidera Alejandro C 227 West Yellowbreeches R
Quigley Wilma Rr 8
R F Lee Wolf Rev Living Trust R F Lee Wolf PO Box 246
Ramirez Maribel 226 Walnut Rd
Rettberg Ralph 620 Letort Spring Rd
Rhoads Mildred 343 4th Ave
Richter Sharon 204 South West St
Roach Albert C Roach Helen E 1404 Bradley Dr Apt 312b
Rodi Brian M 391 Trayer Ln
Rohrer Angel M 11 Gdn Pkwy
Rohrer Leroy L Farmers Trust Co PO Box
Rohrer Leroy R Farmers Trust Co PO Box 220
Romanucci Eric Dr 8 Brookwood Ave Suite B
Roth Rosella S Estate 5 Todd Cir Apt E
Rowe Sally A 16 Foxanna Dr
Royers Gulf 263 York Rd
Rupp Lester P 444 N Hanover St Apt 2
Schmidt Virginia C 1 Shover Dr
Scoops 900 Cavalry Rd Suite 2
Shinto Pauline 301 6th St
Shotts Brian 10 Moordale Rd
Slaterbeck Elma E Slaterbeck Lee W 770 S Hanover St
Slothower Alice J Estate Of Claremont Nursing And Rehab Ctr
Sowers Traci A 75 Bonnybrook Rd Lot 20
Spangler Mary E 10 Cooper Cir
Starry Robert Z Apt 310 825 N Hanover St
Stoner Landscape & Design Inc 7831 Wertzville Rd
Stough Anna O Claremont Nurs Rehab 1000 Claremont Rd
Strohecker Amelia 1523 Shirley Ave
Swartz Barbara Rw Box 1 A Rd 8
System 81 Express Inc Usf Glen More Inc
Thomas Carsenia D 147 E North St
Thomas Garry D 349 N College St
Thomas Lillian 1000 Claremont Rd
Thompson Theodore Est 402 Garland Dr
Thornhill H A Trst Of PO Box 112
To The Estate Of Marion R Hartze 128 Parker St
Twitchell Charity 561 Craig Rd
Usf Glen Moore Inc PO Box 760
Vanasdalan Elsie M Estate 217 N Hanover St
Weibley Randy S 406 S Spring Gdn St
Wenk Betty Forest Park Health Ctr 700 Walnut Bott
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White Arthur J Jr Bf PO Box 220
White William H White Gloria E 243 S Pitt
William P & Jaqueline P Hanson 1107 Sherwood Dr
Williams Mary 1408 Bradley Dr Apt 314
Wilson Ward L 235 Southllege St
Wise Cynthia 48 Spring Gdn Est
Woody Charles H Jr Rd 6
Wright Margaret D 159 W High St
Wu Po Ping 363 W South St
Zearing George W 70 Cherry Ln
Zeigler James Estate Of PO Box 203
Carlisle Pa 17015
Adams Robert C 9 Wexford Ct
Baker Dustin L 297 Walnut Ln
Balushi Salim Al 547 Boxwood Ln
Bear Robert L 201 Potato Rd
Boyer Margaret P 231 N Old Stonehouse Rd
Carlisle Cardiology Associates PC 390 Alexander Spg Rd
Ceperich George 940 Walnut Bottom Rd
Creyaufmiller Perry 49 Greenfield Dr
Embarq Corporation 1201 Walnut Bottom Rd
Erby Harold R Erby David B 4 Oak Ridge Rd
Erford Dorothy 27 Regency Woods N
Georgeff Tara Lynn 103 N Old Stonehouse Rd
Gregor John R 17 Hendel Loop
Hoachlander Justin C 1173 Oak Hill Rd
Holencik Mark P Dr 40 Brookwood Ave
Long William A 215 Frystown Rd
Miller Ronald Miller Susan 338 Old Mill Rd
Scott Alexandra Scott Ralph H 79 Ashton St
Steffan Mary Ann 2256 Newville Rd
Stepler Pamela K 230 Birch Ln
Stover John 60 Horners Rd
Varney Gordon J 1967 Walnut Bottom Rd
Waters Ashley K 102 Regency Woods N
Wooster Harold 6 Moore Cir
Dauphin Pa 17018
Bell Lynda S 424 Vesta Dr
Ceranic Mary Estate 460 Riverview Ter
Donco Construction Inc PO Box 123
Douglass Idona C 405 High St
Eagles Nest Auto Sales Rte 322
Hess Vivian G 424 Vesta Dr
I E T Inc PO Box 326
Kepner Erma Est 1800 Oak Dr
Manning Michele M 424 Vesta Dr
Sheaffer Marne V 1909 Old State Rd
Snyder Robert 820 Maplewood Ave
Elizabethville Pa 17023
Biffart Brock M 326 Luxemburg Rd
Feger David E 435 W Main St
Keen Elizabeth J Est Of PO Box 804
Lebo Paul J 3965 Rt 209
Levan Sandra L 77 Harvestview Rd Apt 10
Molusky Grace E Molusky Michael Spruce
Painter Pauline C 18 West Brd St PO Box 561
Schaffer Robert J 680 Rakers Mill Rd
Schascheck Thoedore Estate 591 Saint Johns Rd
Strohecker Jeremy L 26 E Bonnie Ave
The Inn At Elizabethville C/O D Chin T-A PO Box 646 30 W Main St
Enola Pa 17025
Bair Joseph C Estate 36 Enola Dr
Borodianski Vladimir 2249 Brigade Rd
Calhoun Clara Calhoun Andy 601 Shaffer St
Campbell Elizabet 30 Lancaster Ave
Castner Sydney T 88 Winter Ln
Crum Valerie C 4250 Wertzville Rd
Dagostino Kathryn M 927 Susan Cr
Elamir Belal 2365 Pickette Ln
Foster Anna E 134 Louis Ln
Foster Richard E Foster Andree J 107 N Enola Dr
Gipe Robert A 145 3rd St
Greenwald Louis For Assembly 2240-15 Rte 70
Hall Charles B 167 N Enola Rd
Hartzel Laura B Est Of 932 Woodridge Dr
Heckard Ricky L Jr 629 Herrin Ln
Javiel Marco 97r Autumn Ln
Jones Linda M 116 N Enola Dr
Keister John Jr 130 Cumberland
Kocur Ida 1422 3rd St
Kunkle Marda L 2251 Brigade Rd
Lauver Homer Estate 99 E Perry St
Lee Dorothy M 5 Patricia Dr
Manley Austin 201 Louis Ln
Millenium Pharmacy Systems Inc 2250 Millenium Way 30
Ne Home Improvements Of Harrisburg Inc 125 Enola Dr
Nelson Betty 397 Pitt St
Nguyen Ho Thanh P O Box 238
Patel Chetan 130 Tory Cir
Powers Tammy 30 Lancaster Ave
Psatc Convention Committee 4855 Woodland Dr
Riland Edith A 115 S Humer St
Settino Mary V Estate 5 W Pine St
Shawanesse Julie D 319 3rd St Apt 4
Shollenberger & Januzzi Llp 2225 Millennium Way
Shomper Raymond 4264 Wertzville Rd
Summerdale Diner 505 N Enola Rd
Thompson Mary 64 Westwood Ct
Thompson Millard 64 Westwood Ct
Uni Mart 98 2nd St
Grantville Pa 17028
Aleksy Leonar 10286 Allentown Blvd
Aviles Freddy 1111 Fire House Rd
Copart Auto Auctions 8 Park Dr
Copart Salvage Auto Auctions 8 Park Dr
Cullison Coleen A 1413 Ridge Rd
Econo Lodge 1136 I 8 Sr 743
Grantville Texaco Food Mart 497 Bow Creek Rd
Hushaver William Rr 1
K 88 Inc Dba Hampton Inn 255 Bow Creek Rd
Lozano Jaime 914 Sta Rd
Sudor Mary C/O C A Sudor 1205 Ridge Rd
Gratz Pa 17030
Moseley Adam PO Box 332
Ney Ruth N Estate 320 E Market St
Troutman Annie L Mkt St
Halifax Pa 17032
Adamire Daniel P 1338 Enders Rd
Camp Hebron Inc Attn: Nslp Claim Payment 957 Camp Hebron Rd
Dreibelbis Mary L 1669 N River Rd
Dressler Lillian H Dressler Robert E PO Box 187
Fastway Excavating Paving Dba Webster Kelly Anne PO Box 587 191 Bastian Rd
Fulk Paul W Poa For Troy E Fulk 23 N Front St
Fulk Troy E 23 N Front St
Kohl Donald 3123 Peters Min Rd
Laudenslacer M E 443 South River Rd
Leitzel M M Rr 2
Quigley Deloras A 130 River Vista Dr
Riverview National Bank 3rd And Market St
Shepley Kermit E 119 Armstrong St
Harrisburg Pa 17101
Aids Community Alliance 121 State St
Anderson Chalinee 29 S 3rd St
Arnold Carroll Est Of Attn Cindy Semic Asst Vp 2 North 2nd St 12th Fl
Brinjac Engineering Inc PO Box 1401
Buchanan Ingersoll And Rooney Llc 213 Market St 3rd Floor
Chandler Gertrude 335 Market St
Chestnut Edith L 130 S Third St 1211
Dietrich Bill 19 South Third St Apt 4a
Gardenia Family Restaurant 508 S 29th St
Garver Jan R 219 N Second St Apt 5
Harrisburg Reproductive Health Svcs Inc 100 Chestnut St Suite 106
Hughes John C 701 N Front St Rm 314
Javina Inc 404 Strawberry Sq Food Ct
Keystone Service Systems Inc 124 Pine St
Keystone State Railroad Assoc 200 N 3rd St Ste 1100
M T Securities Inc Dba M T Investment Group 213 Market St Fl 14
Miller Daisy 1201 North Front St Apt 901
Pana 234 North 3rd St
Penn National Mutual 2 N 2nd St
Pennsylvania Association Of County 17 N Front St
Perez Maria M 349 S 15th St
Ravenel Jeffrey E Apt 806 101 South 2nd St
Rodes Anna P 105a Market
Rosario Carmelo Jr 27 N Cameran St
Scott S Bar & Grille 212 Locust St
Smith Florenc 126 Locust St
Technology Council Of Central Pa 415 Market St Rm 201
Temple University At Harrisburg
Tivadar Joseph Estate Of 203 State St Apt 2
Us Bank National Assoc 211 N Front St
Village One Corporation 333 Market St
Waypoint Insurance Services 235 N 2nd St
Wise Aaron C 701 N Front St 421
Wise Vivian 701 N Front St 421
Harrisburg Pa 17102
Albert Helen A 2039 N 5th
Barnes John C Estate 611 Reily St
Beem Margaret L 911 Capital St
Bereschak Brian P 311 Herr St
Bradford Tara 112 Herr St
Carter James K 1710 Susquehanna St
Collier Evelyn E 1630 N 4th St
Deibler Helen 218 Harris St
Diggs Jamesj 1531 N Third St
Eppley Brian C 259 Herr St
Francesca Saraceni 44 Hersha Dr
Greiner Steven D 269 Peffer St
Griffin Peggy A 1201 N Front St
Groff Martha C Est Of 1101 N Front St Hbg Pa 17102
Guibert Raul 2003 N 3rd St
Hackley Rosalie Hackley Michael 1937 Fulton St
Hatcher Thomas J Apt 206 1531 N 3rd St
Hersha Hospitality Management 44 Hersha Dr
Hewitt Ihunda Tafari 1526 Green St
Hill Mary 2039 N 5th St
Hoffman Virginia 1500 N 5th St
Hohenshildt Jane M Estate 1730 Susquehanna St
Hollis Edward 522 Calder St
Jackson Gareth Lee 2008 Green St
James Anna T C/O Homeland Ctr 1901 North Fifth St
Jenkins Elizabeth Estate Of 1504 Green St 1
Kawel Russell 222 Hamilton St
Kellum Jessie C Jr 1826 Fulton St
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Knoble David S 104 Calder St
Leon Haller Esq 1719 North Front St
Lottsville Neighbors 339 Kelker St
Mangus Donald 611 Reily St
Marshall David Green St
Martz Jacob 1617 Penn St
Mattrick Philip J 1507 Penn St
Midtown Tire Auto 3rd & Reily St
Milesco Tyler 217 Kelker St
Morrison Juanita 1901 N 5th St
Moyer Thomas F 1519 N Front St K-4
Murray Steven E 1531 N 3rd St Room 301
Oaktree Health Plan Of New Jersey I 901 N 7th St
Oglesby Murle 415 Muench St
Ortmyer Richard Estate 1506 Penn St
Pbcohe 1200 N 7th St
Pennsylvania Floral Industry Assoc 1924 N 2nd St
Pike Thelma E 1732 N 5th St
Plaut Martin R 702 Showers St
Pura Ioan J Apt 811 1301 N 6th St
Resource Of Pennsylvania 1719 N Front St
Ritter Grace E Ritter John L 1254 Front
Rizzorno Bicardo 1435 North 2nd St
Rodgers Catherine P 1809 Wallace St
Rodmaker Edna E Estate 1329 Green St
Rose Aubrey Franklin 135 Herr St 2nd Fl
Ross Valerie A 1829 N 3rd St
Ryan Susan No 104 1300 N Third St
S A E 1200 N 7th St Fin Mgmnt Ac
Samuels Tessie 1630 N 4th St
Schreffler Graff 1901 N 5th St
Smith Pearl C/O Estate Of Pearl Smith 1901 N 5th St
Snyder Margaret A 1201 N Second St
Sparrow Trina 2008 Green St
Stair Brian 1935 North Third St
Standefer Flo Carol Kline / Flo Zeiders 1820 Green St
Standefer Florence 1820 Green St
Starks Kenneth 1701 Green St 2f
Sullivan Edith E 1301 N 6th St Apt 905
Tae Jong Kim 1303 N 7 Th St
Tobapro Llc 1303 N 7 Th St
Trepanier Helen Estate Of 1101 North Front St
Tumer Jeffery L 421 Boas St
Waters Vincent G Jr 466 Cumberland Ct
Whitefield Joseph H 609 Dauphin St
Williams Mary L Estate Of 1901 N 5th St
Young Josephi 1531 N 3rd St Apt 509
Young Josephine 1531 N 3rd St Apt 509
Zhang Yuanli Apt 1102 1201 N Front St
Harrisburg Pa 17103
Adhikari Yam 44 B Thomas St
Anderson Patricia 1420 Regina St
Angle Wayne L 214 S 29th St
Ballard L E 1846 North St
Basnet Chandra 2403 B Pkwy Blvd
Bates James B 1403 State St
Beulah Toby R C/O B M Roberts 723n Orth 17th St
Bowman Maurice 1824 State St
Check Cashing Express 2312 Walnut St
City Limit Station Inc 1951 Herr St
Colon Anibal 1817 Park St
Coy John E Coy James 1316 N 17th St
Cruz Francisca 78 N 17th St
Cunningham Hugh 3251 Butler St Rm 111
Dam Soi V 76 Ivey Ln Dr
Debiasi Betty 2121 Boas St
Dollar General 400 South Cameron St
Dunkle Daniel L Dunkle Ceclia S 22 N 13th St
Edwards Robert 40 N Linden St
Ellis Hazel L 1503 N 15th St
Evans Loretta 37 N Linden St
Fadrowski Isoline A 1511 Liberty St
Fmg Facility Maint Group PO Box 5383
Gigli Helen 505 29th St
Graves Natalie 1248 Bailey St
Grier Billy Aka William 227 N 15th St
Haas John E 2448 Market St
Hamilton Rosa 705 N 18th St
Harden Erika 1937 Boas St
Harmon Jimmie 132 N Smt St
Harris Lillian C 223 N 15th St
Harris Rodger 233 N 15th St
Hartshorne Alan B Estate 1826 N Caremon St
Heinbaugh William 3251 Butler St
Henderson Andrew A Jr Charles Henderson 618 N 16th St
Henderson Mary M C/O C Henderson 618 N 16th St
Hertzler Lola M 1622 Regina St
Homer Anthony J 1642 Market St
House Rebecca Estate Of 1500 Briggs St
Hudson Jesteen 223 N 15th St
Iifa Inc 2902 Herr St
Jackson Bertha 37 N Linden St
Jackson Bertha Est 37 N Linden St
Jackson Carol 813 N 16th St
Jr Theodore Ellis 1503 N 15th St
K & D Factory Service Inc 1833 41 N Cameron St
Khatiwoda Nanda 2400 Market St Apt 61
Koirala Deu Maya 34b Thomas St
Lawson Shirley L 1208 N 15th St
Lebron Nikoll M 1635 G Hillside Village
Lerew Eva P Estate 2126 Boas St
Matthew Margaret 1213 N 16th St
Metz Eleanor Estate 1715 North St
Minnifield Agnes V 58 A Thomas St
Mitchell Ross P Estate 1206 N 14th St
Mitchell Sarah M 1206 N 14th St
Myers Lizzie 1147 Monroe
Ohara Insurance 1501 N Cameron St
Oliver Ola M 1809 Boas St
Otero Jose A 70 North 12th St
Pc Day 1819 North St
Perez Lopez Jesus 28 South 15th St
Pierre Rodelande P 2060 Whitewall St
Pineda Isabelita 1819 Regina St
Ramirez Erasmo 48 North 18th St
Reichut Reck 104 S 29th St
Reyes Harry D 1724 Elm St
Rivas Wilson 17-29 State St
Rogers James M Jr 2016 Briggs St
Rosa Wilfredo 1236 Market St
Rosser Annette 1242 Bailey St
Schraudenbach Cathe 1100 Market St
Scott Shelia I Estate 1823 North St
Shuey Nancy A 2627 Penbrook
Skinner Geraldine O Estate Of 1300 N 17th St
Snow Almeda S Snow John B 1306 N 17th St
Stambaugh Edward A Estate 1817 Boas St
Thompson Diane 73 Mw Smith Homes
Torres Salvador 1700 Market St
Vazquez Fabiana L 1835 Briggs St
Walker Reginald B Walker Nota I 1603 E Hillside Village
Ware Ervin 1406 Herr St
White Mabel 1717 Pkwy Rd
Williams Mary A 80 Mw Smith Homes
Wilson Tessie 58 Balm St
Harrisburg Pa 17104
Allen Robert L 1417 S 14th
Alston Dolores 5a Hall Mnr
American International 1699 South 19th St
Andaluz Denise 1223 Swatara St
A-One-Market 1531 Derry St
Arnold Beverly 104 S 13th St
Baltmore Jaydah R 1921 Chestnut St
Bates Nicole M 612 Fillmore St
Blockson Janice 1417 S 13th St
Boland Ralph R Boland Mary H 2755 Wilson Pkwy
Bollinger Eugene C Bollinger R P 631a S Front
Boyer Elizabet J 411 So 13th
Bravo Alexis Mejia 450 S 14th St
Brenner Motors Inc 2222 Paxton St
Building Trades H&W Fund 524 S 22nd St
Canaan Louise Y 1948 Rudy Rd
Cantave Alexandre 224 S 17 St Apt 2
Carter Alisa L 1412 Berryhill St Apt 2
Case Management Unit For Lee H Smith 1100 S Cameron St
Claue Rosina M 128 Sylvan Terr
Clemm Kathryn L 2141 Derry St
Cooper Emanuel 222 S 15th St
Crawford David A 2428 Brookwood St
Dasher Services Inc 1660 S Cameron St
Davis Sara J Estate 223 Crescent St
Delarosafrias Gabriel Apt 2 116 S 13th Eet
Delossantos Reina 37 J Hallmanor Rd
Delossantosp Juana 37 J Hallmanor
Donna Betts 328 S 15th St
Douglas Margaret 23 1/2 S 13th St
Faulkner Finance 328 S 15th St
Faulkner Inc 223 S 19th St
Fetterhoff Melvin R 339 S 16th St
France Joe Ray 1450 S 14th St
Gantz Anna E 1808 Mulberry St
Giddens Yvonne Apt 1 1316 Swatara St
Govelovich Mary 1340 S 13th St
Harding Elizabeth 3028 Meadowlark Pl
Heckert Douglas J 540 Dunkle St
Hernandez Ramos Victor H 1228 Derry St Apt 2
Hervey Blanche 1903 Mulberry St
Hilliard Suzanne E 325 S 16th St
Jays Towing 1716 Market St
Johnston R Estate 2420 Brookwood St
Khuc Khanh 436 S 16th St
King Marian G 1235 Swatara St
Klick Thelma L 411 So 13th
Leader Samuel 2048 Swatara St
Mail Contractors Of Americ 712 C S Cameron St
Martin Eleanor G Estate 222 S 15th St
Martinin Jack Estate 2058 Derry St
Mccabe Amanda 1322 Cameron St
Mcclain Troy 53 J Hall Manor
Mckinney Everett D 1248 Derry St
Milixsa Marfisi 414 Hale Ave
Miljevic Marie D 1159 Derry St
Modern Handling Equip Co 932 S 13th St
Musser Thos 2594 Rumson Dr
Neighborhood Market 1242 Derry St
Nguyen Vuong 560 S 29th St
Ortiz Adriana 305 S 17th St
Patterson Bar 28 S 17th St
Proctor Cornilia E 1515 Catherine St
Purdy Mary E 1958 Bellevue St
Reeves Kenneth Estate Of 2100 Swatara St
Richard Thrnold Estate 906 S 17th St
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Roach Mary M 2026 Bellevue Rd
Roberts Hilbert C 708 Benton St
Roblero Amisadai 218 Crescent Steet
Roth Edward 2025 Chestnut St
Rothschild Marc 1162 Mulberry St
Russo Maria D 1510 Swatara St
Sandoval Moises 1612 Derry St
Schaffner William C 739 S 21 St
Seitz Charles 1201 South Cameron St
Shadle Eugene Est 371 S 17th St
Shenoy Vishnudas 611 Showers St
Soto Norma 24 Kensington St
Spurlock Bessie L 342 Yew Place
Taraschi Antonio 19 South Fourth St
Toyota Motor Credit Corp 414 Hale Ave
Unger Kathryn L 2141 Derry St
Vega Romulo 109 S I4 St
Velez Miguel Toro 1629 Swatara St
Venediktova Kristina S 417 Hale Ave
Wasilefski Perters 2931 North Front St
Weaver Jerod D 1721 Revere St
Wentzel Roger E Wentzel Helen 2447 Duke St
White Aaron 1415a 15th St 204
Willis Anna M C/O Ywca 1101 Market St 304 A
Wise Aaron 2570 Brookwood St Apt C8
Wises Home Remodeling 2570 Brookwood St Apt C8
Yinger Kathy M 2 S 16th St
Harrisburg Pa 17105
Health Pinnacle PO Box 8700
Kiyotaka Okada Amp Incorporated PO Box 3608 Ms 531 Harrisburg Pa 17105
Lam Properties Llc PO Box 1723
Landau Financial Services Inc PO Box 2453
Larock William H PO Box 8195
Macheski Ann PO Box 2653
National Equity Insurance 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Nationwide PO Box 2655
Page John F PO Box 2961
Pennsylvania Online PO Box 8225
Reliant Energy Mid-Atlantic Powers PO Box 8212 C/O K Solomon Esq Occ
Riddall Marie R PO Box
Scarsellato John Nicol 2501 N Third St
Seigler Rachael A 211 N Front St
Sutliff Chevrolet Company PO Box 1307
Underwriters Advisor PO Box 2453
Underwriters Life Ins Agcy PO Box 2453
Underwriters Svcs PO Box 2453
Unique Beverage Concepts PO Box 2223
Williams Ella B PO Box 10643
Harrisburg Pa 17106
Bc Of Pa Capital PO Box 69353
Bcbs Of Northeast Pa PO Box 69353
Beechstreet PO Box 69309
Coalition Hspc Ppo PO Box 69309
Coventry Health And Life PO Box 67103
Definity PO Box 69305
First Health Life & Health Insurance 3721 Tec Port Dr PO Box 67103
Gateway Health Plan PO Box 69360
Giaquinto Robert J Harrisburg State Hospital PO Box 61260
Healthcare Lumenos PO Box 69309
Lumenos Mister PO Box 69309
Lumenos Ppo PO Box 69309
Market Health PO Box 69510
Nationwide PO Box 69600 Medical Dept
Pacificare PO Box 69313
Passport Advantage PO Box 69325
Pettyjohn Janice Wilson PO Box 61236
Phcs Healthnet PO Box 69510
Phcslumenos PO Box 69309
Phillips Group Attn R Beittel Cfo PO Box 61020
Psba Insurance Trust PO Box 67073
Sound Health & Wellness T C/O Bank Of America
Sterling Option PO Box 69314
T19 Icare PO Box 69336
United Concordia Companies Inc PO Box 69402
Willis Roy A PO Box 60282
York Count Physicians Organization 777 East Park Dr
Harrisburg Pa 17108
Adler Louis J PO Box 751 125 Locust St
Brice Ernestine E PO Box 539
Capitol Copy Service 17 N Second St First Floor Po 9
Crisci 210 Walnut St PO Box 473
Exel Inc C/O Sedgwick Cms
Holston 210 Walnut St PO Box 473
Howett John C Est Of Sr PO Box 810
Klinger Susan Estate Klinger Susan A PO Box 1024
Millers Capital 805 North Front St
Penn Credit Corporation Ref City Of Cin PO Box 988
Rhoads And Sinon Llp One South Market Sq
Shank William G PO Box 11892
Taylor Esther M Bx 117 Rd 3
Taylorsr Donald F Bx 117 Rd 3
Williams Shumaker PO Box 88
Harrisburg Pa 17109
Akimov Szetlana 4844 Peterborough Rd
Albright Charles L 3262 Wakefield Rd Apt A
Alsedek Janet M Estate 629 Sandra Ave
Arellano Armando 125 Earl Ave
Ashley Furniture 3880 Union Deposit Rd
Ashraf Mohammad 3515 Nottingham Way
Astec Systems Inc 4813 Jonestown Rd 209
Atwal Karnail Singh 4270 Williamsburg Dr Apt J
Bailey Sherry L 4500 Londonderry Rd Apt B155
Bouler Vatesha L 536 Susan Wy
Brummell Melvin 2001 Apt A Franklin Ave
Bui Kennedy Railroad 830 Sir Thomas Ct
Bullock Coreen C 3525 Ridgeway Rd
Bushey Victor B Bushey Evelyn 3604 Bonnyview Rd
Caldwell James 800 King Russ Rd
Carmelite Sisters For The Aged Infirme 1051 Avila Rd
Changoholt Angela Rt 22&Colonial Rd
Cooper William S Cooper Rita M Apt B31 4161 Spring Valy Rd
Critchely Paul J Estate 3438 Walnut St
Dbi Laboratories Inc Olde Liberty Sq Suite 104 4813 Jones Town Rd
Defibaugh Mary 800 King Russ Rd
Dolphin Michael Dr 907 Samoset Dr
Dowling John C 3620 Hillcrest Rd
Duncan Debbie 1300 26th St
Eisenhour Andrew W 3928 Elmerton Ave
Ensor Sylvia M 4008 Eastbrook Rd
Fabeny Margaret O Estate Of Fabeny Margaret O 505 Altavista Ave
Facchinei Domenico Facchinei Carlo Hcr Manor Care 800 King Russ R
Faulcons Janitorial Service 3705 Canterbury Rd
Faulkner Pontiac Body Shop CO T Walton 3300 Union Deposit Rd Apt E307
Feemster W K 3244 Walnut St
Fowler Mary 1110a Coles Dr
Fox Vera L 301 Stuart Place
Frambach Patricia E Estate 408 Redwood St 233b
Gazi Ioanna 3907 Schoolhouse Ln
Gibney Audrey 4006 Linden St
Goodwin Mark O 4237 E Brushfield Ct
Graeff Kimberly 660 Pool Dr Apt 201
Graff Meliissa 660 Pool Dr Apt 201
Graff Melissa 660 Pool Dr Apt 201
Habschmidt Andrew J Habschmidt Andrew P 201 Shell St
Hanna Maryam Hanna 5013 Haverford Rd Apt 1b
Hansel And Gretel Early Learning 4820 Londonderry Rd
Harris Fern E Estate 400 Belvedere Rd
Herve Joseph 1 Linn St Apt 4
Hoon Charles 2613 George St
Horney Emma Kathryn 3105 Penbrook Ave
Interior Furniture Resources 3539 Walnut St
Investment Of Eastern Pennsylvania 830 Sir Thomas Ct
J F Keiser Inc 4650 Smith St
Jackson Juan A 3 Linn St Apt 4
Jones Darryl 3651 Brookridge Trc 203
Jones Robert 301 N Progress Ave Apt H1
Katz Deborah M 426 Trudy Rd
Kaur Nitasha 4427f Williamsburg Dr
Keiser Jack F 4650 Smith St
Knoble Martha 800 King Russ Rd
Knouse Louise F 5004 Virginia Ave
Lee Carroll S 118 Oak St
Magnello Trudell V Estate 3211 Penbrook Ave
Makuei Augustino 4610 Oxford Rd
Mcclain Niesha 4923 C Haverford Rd
Meade James W 1026 Buttonwood Dr
Miller Donald L 650 Pool Dr Apt 301
Miller Janet L 656 Pool Dr Apt 301
Miller Viola 3229 Meadow Ln
Miner Robert L 3204 Elm St
Moore Dorothy B 511 Wood St
Morgan Gerald M 401c Radclfe Drvie
Ned Schelleha Ned Shellehamer 4319 Winfield St
Nye Mary E 1025 Peiffers Ln
Patel Kaushikkumar P 412 Apt D Amherst Dr
Pauliks Rosemary T 4581 Sequoia Dr Apt C310
Peach Marisa O 3630 Ash St
Pearson Jerome 640 Santanna Dr Apt 304
Price Rite 3812 Union Deposit Rd
Primecare Medical 3940 Locust Ln
Ramirez T Dejesus 3415 Walnut St
Rider Kenneth N Jr 5254 D Wynnewood Rd
Rimpfel Theresa G Colonial Park 4200 Williamsburg Dr Apt G
Riveria Iris M 3820 Elmerston Ave
Roberts Charles 800 King Russ Rd
Rost George 675 Rutherford Rd
Roy S Int L Gorcery 3918 Jonestown Rd
Rupp Pearl E Estate 4799 Crown Ave 88
Schlosser M 410 Berryhill Rd
Shade Bernice E 211 Byron Ave
Strawn Todd 15100 Nw 32nd Ave
Stuppy Elsie M Estate 5209 Winding Way
Teresa Carmelite Sisters 1041 Avila Rd
Ulsh Florence F 625 Sandra Ave
Vanderzee Jeffrey P 4010 Nancy Dr Apt 4
Vincent F Zeplin Jr Od Llc 3812 Kramer St
Vogelsong Robert R Jr 118 Oak St
Walton Tamika 3300 Union Deposit Rd Apt E307
Weaver Ofgeo W Son Inc Retir Ttee 830 Sir Thomas Ct
Young Levant 800 King Russ Rd
Harrisburg Pa 17110
Acharya Uma Devi 2740 Green St Apt A
Adler Sarah E 2247 Ionoff Rd
Allied Commercial Claims 330 Fawn Ridge North
Alqannoor Muhammad Korman Communities 2311 N Front St Apt 416
Aquine Edward 2145 North 5th St
Bakare And Associates C/O Attn Gbemi Bakare PO Box 5690
Becker Doris Estate 240 Edward St
Bender Robert E 226 Emerald St
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Blutstein Richard 3484 N Third St
Breach Joan M 324 Emerald St
Bristol West Insurance 501 Corporate Cir Suite 30
Budget Auto Sales 4445 North Front St
Burkholder Jessie K 2227 Logan St
Buser Mary Ann 2305 N 5th St
Butler Stanley 4025 N Progress Ave
Caitlin Marber Welks 2725 N 2nd St
Capitol Presort Services Llc 1912 Crooked Hill Rd
Charles Drenning And Associates 2101 N Front St Bldg 4 Suite 201
Chhantyal Lok P 1800 Driftston Dr
Clark Shirley R 2410 N 6th St
Cluck Linn Estate 320 Woodbine St
Cramer Lita Cramer Paul 3825 N Sarayo Cir
Crane James L Estate 2428 N 5th St
Crawford And Company 1800 Linglestown Rd Ste 107
Credle Itelua P 2721 Reel St
Creeger Frances E 3105 N 6th St
Crosby Jaquline 2744 Reel St
Csi Services Inc 2505 North Front St
Cummings Andrew J 2459 Reel St
D H 2525 N Seventh St
Dakar Realty Inc 4707 North Galen Rd
Davis N June 2237 Penn St
Davis Walter 2311 N Frit St 813
Derr Terry 1407b Skyview Dr
Derricka Launita G C/O Derricka Clem 2143 N 5th St
Dorsey William A Estate 2324 N 6th St
Emanuel Berger 2717 N 2nd St
Emerald Super Market 2304 North 3rd St
Emerald Supermarket 2304 N 3rd St
Expunged 4276 North 6th St Apt 2
Family Practice Associates 2151 Linglestown Rd Ste 110
Fda Packaging Inc 2715 North 7th St
Fink Lattiner 637 Emerald St
Foulkrod S Walter Iv 4493 Lakeside Dr
Freshwater Of Harrisburg 2632 A Green St
Gambler Virginia V 4500 Oakhurst Blvd Rm 231
Gantz James P Estate 2311 N Front St
Geyer Howard F Sr 4500 Oakhurst Blvd Apt 335
Gonsalves Edward 3712 Green St
Green Craig A 1513 Pelham Rd
Green Jacqueline S 1513 Pelham Rd
Gross Barney Estate Of 3003 N Front St
Hamilton Health Center PO Box 5098
Hand Evelyn A 712 Cherrington Dr
Harris William R 2248 N 4th St
Harrisburg Magazine 3400 N 6th St
Hartman Rehab Associates 2501 N 3rd St 3rd Floor
Henderson Herman 542 Camp St
Hill Preston 2220 N 3rd St
Hinton Lisa R 2129 Green St
Hitt E 2151 Queens Dr
Hollman Stephen R 3021 North 3rd St
Hope Arkeybra G 2122 North Fifth St Apt 5
Horst Beatrice M Horst Lester 5201 N Front St
Hranchock Lilian 2256 Concord Cir
Huffman Nicholas V Cust Huffman Scott W 104 Nicolas Ct
Hughes Albright Foltz & Natale Reporting 2080 Linglestown Rd Ste 103
Jackson Evette 505 Division St
Jumbo Mart 2446 N 6th St
Keystone Land Settlement Llc 586 Main St
Lee Shawn 2405 Aspen Way
Levin Promotional Products 3301-C Hoffman St
Link Ben Jr 3015 N 6th St
Lynes Paul E 3408 N 6h St
Malchenson Paul D 4501 Tr Pl
Medicine Shoppe 1800 Linglestown Rd Ste 103
Miller George A 2348 N 6th St
Mills Charles PO Box 5423
Monroe Tia N 2112 Green St
Moon Isaiah 2252 N Fourth St
Morrison Ashley L 3818 Kingsley Dr
Motes Kenneth 2340 Green St Apt 1a
Nacns 3969 Green St
Nationwide Insurance 1000 Nationwide Dr
Natrangelo Antonette 2654 N 7th St
Neidich Systems Inc 3029 N Front St
Nnn Pa Disbursement 3899 N Front St
Olmar Corp C/O T Grove 4527 Deer Path Rd
Oman Roy C Oman Susan 4505 Fargreen Rd
P I B H 1007 N Front St PO Box 5865
Pa Animal Diagnostic Lab System 2305 North Cameron St Padls-Pvl Penn Vet Lab
Parnell Louise G 3625 N Progress Ave
Partners For Rural America C/O J Dudick 260 Edward St
Patel Apresh 1508 High Pointe Dr Apt A
Patel Jigneshkumar M 1110 Linglestown Rd
Patel Trupti 4114 Green Ct
Pearce Sarah J 3514 N 3rd St
Pearson Jerome 2468 N 6 Th St
Pjax 1400 Haggy Way
Polon Sanford 2703 Gateway Ct
Powers Jennifer C 2311 N Front St Apt 718
Prunty Frank D 625 Emerald St
Putman Orlando 2426 N 5th St
Rajchel Jeffrey L 2805 Old Post Rd
Rappaport Ann E 3837 Laraby Dr
Rate Cameron Cut Attn R A Shore 3809 Kingsley Dr
Reisman Capital Advisors Inc 4725 Great Oak Ln
Restorecore Inc 2322 N 7th St
Rettinger Edward 4212 N Progress Ave
Reynolds Consulting Engineers Inc 3300 N 3rd St
Richard Weiand Estate 2601 Reel St
Riddick Bertha M 2641 N 6th St
Riley Franklin R 546 Forrest St
Rolle William A Jr 2717 Gateway Crt
Rowland Nathan 2220 Penn St Apt 912
Sedgwick James Of Pennsylvania In 2805 Old Post Rd Ste 310
Serratelli Schiffman Brown & Calhoo 2080 Linglestown Rd Ste 201
Sgrignoli Joan M 4700 Oakhurst Blvd Apt 221
Shadel Richard F 2112 Saint Clair Ct
Simmers Joanne L Simmers Sean D 2149 Saint Clair Ct
Skill Co Inc 3800 Linglestown Rd
Sparks Cornelius 2339 Logan
Spectra Contract Flooring 1351 Eisenhower Blvd Ste 102
Stein Rose L C/O R A Krug 1400 Montft Dr
Super Valu 3900 Industrial Ave
Taste Of India 4135 N Front St
Wallace Charles Jr 3325 Green St
Walper Sub Services One Hacc Dr Gettysburg Copy
Weaver Ellen M 2425 N 2nd St
Wehman Henry J Md 1320 Linglestown Rd
West Bristol 501 Corporate Cir Ste 303
William Tia T 2212 Penn St
Williams Phillip L 4400 Pheasant Hill Rd Apt 27
Wilson Jeffery 2322 N Seventh St
Wilson Marte R 2216 N 4th St
Wise Donna D 2134 Susquehanna St
Wise Mary E 1521 Haven Croft Rd
Wise Mary E Estate Of 1521 Haven Croft Rd
Wright Estella Golden Living Ctr Bus Office 3625 North Progress Ave
Zhou Heping 1954 Deer Path Rd
Zubrod Gordon 2343 N 2nd St
Harrisburg Pa 17111
1851 Restaurant Co 955 Eisenhower Blvd
Abc Supply Company C/O P Belfonti 1000 Wister St
Abernethy Gerald L Estate Of 3120 Derry St
Alexa Joseph P 2001 Paxton St
American Homecare Supply Md 5450 Derry St
Anderson Sara 6660 Tr Way
Baltimore Mazie L 101 North 30th St
Bond James 1205 S 28th St
Bongiorni Joseph Paul CO E H Fabian 7140 Jefferson St
Bradley Marquez 7340 Derry St
Brandenburg Raymond L 2934 Wayne St
Bretz Guy F 25 Wil Lo Farms Vlg
Brown Mattie 104 Worcester Ave
Bubak Michael M 1071 Pace Rd
Buffington Nettie R C/O P Fluellen Poa 3840 Derry St
Caremark 3721 Tecport Dr
Clowe Toni 6606 Jordan Dr
Coughlin Jackson S 3614 Rutherford St
Craft Maverling 2837 Montour St
Dantonio Michael T 99 N 49th St Apt 2
Dawson Diane L 665 Gregs Dr Apt 95
Dawson Robert 665 Gregs Dr Apt 95
Dietrich Donald Estate 8171 Park Dr
Elder Gilda Estate 590 S 61st St
Embale Juan Valdes 3318 Paxton St Apt D-206
Emerson Willie 734 South 25th St
Evill Dedre 1115 North 31st St Harrisburg Pa
Faulkner 2060 Paxton St
Floyd Magdalen Estate 26 N 31st St
Gabler Julia R 624 Wilhelm Rd
Garrettson Robert E 624 Wilhelm Rd
Geotechnical Services 441 Friendship Rd
Givant Elise M 5030 Franklin St
Goede William Scott 6426 Gillingham Ln
Goldman Stanley R Md 4700 Union Deposit Rd
Hallman Roy 6431 Lyters Ln
Health America Pa Inc 3721 Tecport Dr
Herndon John W 624 Wilhelm Rd Rm 55a
Hertzler Russell John Hertzler Elinor A 3610 Rutherford St
Hoang Dinh 670 Carbon Ave
Hoff Donald T 6111 Chambers Hill Rd
Home Of Texas 5300 Derry Rd
Hoyle Fleming D 254 Chartwood Dr
Ironwood Communications Attention J Foltz 5000 Paxton St
Jarrell Betty 7400 Devonshire Hts Rd
Kalfas Brenda 340 N 71st St
Keslar Susan 2918 Duke St
Kichman Susan M 2622 Derry St
Knaub Emily R 107 Chartwood Dr
Krehling Mary Jane 5865 Bell Rd
Lawrence Calvin B 4807 Sweetbrier Ter
Le Thu 7035 Clearfield St
Librandi Harry A 3736 Vista Ter
Magaro Sheree Marie Lot 24 Rd 5 Wil Lo Farm Vill Tr Ct
Martinez Blanca I Martinez Larry E 3603 Sharon St
Michael Schraf A 320 Kent Dr
Miller Natalie I 7055 Huntingdon St
Mills Mary 1205 S 28th St
Moore Anita Moore Dean 1291 S 28th St Apt
Moore Arlene P 903 Hamilton Cir
Morrison Monroe H 2807 Derry St
Mowry Fred T Jr 1205 South 28th St
Mucker Elvis W 6129 Spring Knoll Dr
Myers Elenore Myers Robert 6120 Driftwood Dr
Myers Nancy B 3708 Elder Rd
Nearoof Samuel 525 Luhter Rd
Ngoc Phuy 37 Lakepoint Dr
Novosel Patri 4841 Etta Rd
Oreilly T B 800 East Park Dr
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Orris Michael John Dr 6730 Tr Way
Performance Services Inc 6222a Derry St
Phoenix Contact PO Box 4100
Porter Kevin L Co Russell Wallace
Ppha Administrative Offices 777 East Park Dr PO Box 8820
Priority Systems Inc PO Box 4240
Radel Franklin E 601 Wilhelm Rd Apt 125b
Randolph Mary C 6741 Jordan Dr
Reigle Darlene M 651 S 80th St
Rivera Jose M 5030 Lancaster St Apt 2
Royal City Poker Clark Bernard 3863 Elder Rd
Ruddy Robert W Scholarship Award C/O R J Ruddy 3423 Derry St
Russo Paul J 5811 Hillsborough Ct
Schley Beverly L 210 Hamilton Cir
Schultz Laura 6115 Springford Ln
Schuttz Abby K Cust 6115 Springford Ln
Seesholtz Victor H Seesholtz Sylvia 6230 Bedford St
Shaffer Lillian I Shaffer Gladys E 3894 Dawn Mar St Lenker Mnr
Shaffner Paul W 7220 Orlando St
Sharp Jacob E Sharp Anna T 624 Wilhelm Ln
Sheraton Harrisburg Hershey 4650 Lindle Rd
Sherley Esther 81 Lakepoint Dr
Spencer Candy S 802 S 27th St
Stair Brian 114 Lakepoint Dr
Staveley Ocarroll Kevin F 910 S 80th St
Sunoco Station 4301 Union Deposit Rd
Supply Source Inc 2323 Woodlawn St
Tricounty Society For 2930 Derry St
Troxell Corey Do 5594 Twilight Dr
Turner Buick C/O Turner Automotive Corp 4201 Chambers Hill Rd
U D H Management Corp PO Box 4153 750 East P
Via Matthew P 6651 Clearfield St Apt 4
Walmart Lp 3565 Grayson Rd
Walton Frank 760 Chaucer Dr
Weatherby Joseph Jr Weatherby Betty B 181 Highland St
Weathers Leroy 982 Galion St
Weisman Janet M 1121 Brook Ln
Whittington Diane F 7105 Huntingdon St
Wilson Marlin Q 4450 Union Deposit Rd
Winward Robert L Iii 6075 Peach Tree St
Harrisburg Pa 17112
Acordia Personal Benefits 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Adams Michael A Estate Of 1205 Fishing Greek Valy Rd
Agcy Ibc Ins C/O Bisys Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Antes Connie 204 Brookeridge Ct
Aps Wireless 4600 Jonestown Rd
Baranowski Richard 7365 Manor Dr
Becker Gordon 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Benson Group Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Biggins Catherine Estate Of 4302 New York Ct
Bilizen Claudia C/O Crump Life Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Bisys Ins Services Inc 4251 Crums Mill Rd
Book Catherine 731 Piketown Rd
Border Carol J 155 Joya Cir
Borgault Garage Door 1460 Fishing Creek Valy Rte 443
Bowers Carpet 2200 Woodview Dr
Brennan Rose A 5906 Fox St
Brightbill Harold Estate Rr 3 Box 410
Brooks Derrick T 4109 Beechwood Ln Apt C
Buchinsky John 6100 Nassau
Bud Isenberg Ins Ass C O Bisys 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Butts Joann B 5009 Cir Dr
C B H N P 5425 Jonestown Rd Suite 101
Care Rx Continuing 5775 Allentown Blvd Unit 101
Carrozzo Marcello B Rd 3 Box 1185 Cir Dr
Caruso Michael 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Catalano Sarah M CO Securchoice 7441 Allentown Blvd
Cataldi Ramona C 5930 Mayfair Dr
Coffee Break Company 5535 Allentown Blvd
Coken William H 7355 Moyer Rd
Cold Stone Creamery 5112 Jonestown Rd
Combined Brokerage Services Inc C/O Bisys Insurance Svcs Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Computer Applications Unlimit Gateway Corporate Ctr Ste 1 6360 Flank Dr
Conroy John D 3120 Fsh Crk Vly Rd
Continuing Care Rx 5775 Allentown Blvd Ste 1
Continuum Intl Publishing 4775 Linglestown Rd
Cowles Enthusiast Media 6405 Flank Dr
Crews Lash 7710 Avondale Terr
Dailey Elizabeth 7742 Avondale Ter
Dailey Ken 4319 Avon Dr
Dawson Diane Louise 110 Sunset Ave Ste 203
Dearwechter Samuel D Sr Dearwechter Samuel Jr 3380 Fishing Creek Valy Rd
Decter Philip 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Diversified Group Adm 6345 Flank Dr Suite 400
Dovidio Chester 250 Joye Circel 250
Doyno Charles F, Doyno Elaine M 4468 Nantucket Rd
Dumberth Ruth A 6121 Catherin St
Fannon And Associates Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Fenicle Esther E 7319 Jonestown Rd
Financial Distributors Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Forbes Fred 7614 Morningstar Ave
Ford Hoffman 5200 Jonestown Rd
Frances Shatt 6690 Linglestown Rd
Genworth Finl Secruities Corp C/O Bisys Ins Svcs Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Gipe Estella 7740 Appalachian Trl E
Gipe Leo H 7740 E Appalachian Trail
Haas Wilhelmina A 96 Fairfax Vlg
Halbert David R 2411 Kensington Way
Hallman Gail B 6514 Blue Ridge Ave
Hanna Christine J Hanna Deborah G 4404 St Andrews Way
Healthcare Business C/O Bisys Ins Svcs Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Hebert Elizabeth G 4251 Crums Mill Rd
Herman Franklin J 310 Lopax Rd Apt F11
Hicks Robert W 7180 Jonestown Rd
Hoon Charles B Jr Rr 7 1421
Hummelbaugh Steven 132 Sunset Ave
Hurley James C/O Bisys Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Jenkins Robert B 2535 Blarney Dr
Ji Bing Y 7863 Manada Ct
Johnson Dorothiann B 33 Ringneck Dr Village Of Pheasant Ridge
Jones Gwendolyn Moore 109 Ringneck Dr
Klinger Roxanne 6216 Elmer Ave
Knouse Daniel 1466 Park Ln
Kurdia Hemant K 4104 Cypress Rd Apartment K
Leimbach Charles R C/O C Russell Leimbach Village Of Pheasant Rdg 144 Ringneck
Dr
Leshak Stephen G 101 Carolyn St
Lincoln National Insurance Ass C/O Bisys Insurance Agency 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Luna Agustine 1612 Terry St
Madden Physical Therapy Llc Ste 100 5425 Jonestown Rd
Magaro Ernest 5518 Pine St
Mahady Rose 5906 Fox St
Marin Sergio Mendiola 100 Quality Cir
Martinez Jason 5885 Fox St
Mazzatesta Anna J Estate 2312 Scarsborough Dr
Mccauslin Kathryn I 2019 Colonial Rd
Megannell Stanley E 8110 Allentown Blvd
Mid Atlantic Machinery 26 Harrise Dr
Money Managers Ltd 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Mony Securities Corp 4251 Crums Mill Rd
Mowery Timothy E P O Box 126507
My Brothers Pizza 1027 N Mountain Rd
National Planning Corporation 4250 Crums Mill Rd
New Century Insuranc Bisys Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Nies William 1603 Woodcrest Rd
Olson Robert O 1333 Crums Mill Rd
Olson Robert O Olson Carl Jr 1333 Crums Mill Rd
Oneill Catherine T 5083 Carrolton Dr
Pace Program 6345 Flank Dr
Peoples Charlton T 7761 Allentown Blvd
Perkins Randel 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Pnc Dtd B 7441 Allentown Blvd
Potteiger Constance N 626 Lopax Rd
Prescott Nancy A 2321 Scarsborough Dr
Progressive Insurance Crums Mill Rd 4000 Crums Mill Rd Suite 201
Rice Floyd L 119 N Hershey Rd
Rice John J 49 Thornwood Rd
Rode Betty 4326 Outerbridge
Rodkey Jeffrey Craig 7016 Fishing Creek Valy Rd
Rydbom Express Inc 390 Fresno Dr
Sahar Mater Enterprises Inc 300 N Mountain Rd
Saima International; 4302 New York Ct
Sather Travis 275 Beacon Dr
Securchoice Pren The 7441 Allentown Blvd
Sonder Colleen M 210 North Johnson St
Spangler Mary E 205 Beaver Rd
Speciner Jacqueline C Russell Leimbach Village Of Pheasant Rdg 144 Ringneck Dr
Tritt Esther M 5009 Cir Dr
United Financial Services Inc Security House Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
W R Ryno And Company 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Weaver Audrey B 1149 Piketown Rd
Weaver Elaine G Estate Of 7637 Coriander Way
Weis Markets 4300 Linglestown Rd
Woolcock Leonard M 2332 Forest Hills Dr
Woolfson Irwin P 4127-A Fawn Dr
Zaccarelli Catherine A 7053 Hemlock Rd
Zader Melissa J 629 Santo Cir
Zervos John P 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Harrisburg Pa 17113
Bowman Margaret H Bowman Henry E 301 Mohn St Apt 912
Johnston Donald F Jr 725 Dunkle St
Peck Glenn 1082 Chambers St
Reider Alberta J 132 Lincoln St
Seaholtz Barbara 1025 Chamber St
Simms Vernal E PO Box 7574
Simpson Matthew J 935 Main St
Harrisburg Pa 17177
Capital Bc Caic Ppo PO Box 779503
Capital Blue Cross 2500 Elmerton Ave
Keystone Hp Central Hmo PO Box 779521
Hershey Pa 17033
Adams Mattie Estate 581 W Chocolate Ave
Allen John M Estate Of 858 Old W Chocolate Ave Trlr 1
Allison Malcolm E Allison Harriet B 451 Sand Hill Rd Apt 245
American Dental Care Llc 10 W Chocolate Ave
Ballard Susan M 44 E Derry Rd
Bradley John P Bradley Nora B 2124 Sand Hill Rd
Brandt Jay M 6896 Schoolhouse Rd
Carmody Thomas 1100 West Chocolate Ave
Cassel Arvilla B PO Box 252
Childe Jean H 314 Hallmark House
Cho Soohyung 413 Hallmark House
Continental Auto Group 1280 East Chocolate Ave
Corbin Jon 137 Jacobs Creek Dr
Crowl William F 972 Greenlea Rd
Cunningham David PO Box 438
Furse Catherine Gst Exempt 1 Trst Of Hershey Trust Company PO Box 445
Gingrich Dennis L 62 Leearden Rd
Goodspeed David C Md 500 Unviersity Dr
Gordon Richard B 4697 Colebrook Rd
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Goss Alma M 35 Peach Ave
Hall Donald R 12 Monterey Building
Halliday Frances M 125 Highland Rd
Hargraves Thomas 202 Crescent Dr
Harvey Harold 8 Pheasant Dr
Heckenluber Michelle 15 Carousel Cir
Hershey Company 100 Crystal A Dr
Hershey High Class Of 1937 C/O J K Hollingsworth 1102 Sand Hill Rd
Hershey Lodge And Con W Chocolate Ave & Univ Dr PO Box 446
Hershey Outpatient Surgery 650 Cherry Dr
James Smith Dietterick & Connelly Llp PO Box 650
Jeldon Gwynn 203 Hallmark South
Key Edward H 139 Trinidad Ave
Kieffer Kathryn G 449 Sand Hill Rd Apt 505
Kral Michal 5 Polaris Building
Kumar Mohit 1764 Lehman St
Lim Kihong 69 Univ Manor East
Mcnaughton Dorothy M Apt 113 451 Sand Hill Rd
Members 1st Federal Credit Union 176 Hershey Rd
Nimsz Margaret 706 Hillcrest Rd
Oconnell Senan 241 E Areba Ave
Okie Robyn L C/O Weikert 27 Hawthorne Dr
Orris Donald T II Orris Mary E 920 Beech Ave
Pavone Ann L 40 Robin Rd
Pennington Fred A Sr Resid U Trst Of P O Box 445
Porterfield Ruth N 728 Fishburn Rd
Reese Khalil M 63 Carousel Cir
Reilly Haley C/O C Mcnamara Milton Hershey School
Retherford Earl Trustee 154 Hershey Rd
Retherford Shirley R 154 Hershey Rd
Rishel Raquel Estate Of 102 W Granada Ave
Rohrer Edgar A 1347 Rear East Caracas Ave
Servpro Of Hershey PO Box 617
Sheaffer Jennifer L Estate Of 586 E Canal Rd
Sheppard Addie P PO Box 602
Smudge B Llc PO Box 617
Snyder Patricia Mgh085 500 University Dr
Stachelek Jeffrey J 344 Maple Ave
Stare Kathryn M 141 W Caracas Ave
Swope Arthur R Swope Gwen M 10 E Glenn Rd
Tx Rollback Trailers Inc Toby Clear 1135 E Chocolate Ave
Willig Jean M 227 Maple Ave
Wray Gayle B Estate Of 256 Lamp Post Ln
Yeagley Charlotte E Apt 8j 215 W Chocolate Ave
Zane Jeanne K 139 Goodbar Ct
Zinnanti Surgical Design Llc 42 Forest Ave
Highspire Pa 17034
Cole Travis W 384 Cherry Ave
Herron Gary 39 Charles St
Khwaja Iqbal M 299 Market St Apt C
Kimball Jessie 13 Vine St
Kohr Myrtlee Kohr Dale 405 2nd St
Martz Dorothy L 128 2nd St
Hummelstown Pa 17036
Armour Kenneth P 256 W High St
Aycock Div Of Enerfab 8261 Old Derry St
Baer Mary E 109 Wagner St
Barnhart Jerry A 209 E Main St
Bothwell Twyl 720 Waltonville Rd
Bricker Harvey E 262 E Second St
Brightbill Adam 911 Mae St
Buck Charlene 901 Willoughby Rd
Buck Terry M Estate 901 Willoughby Rd
Carr Michele 2051 Gramercy Place
Class Of 2007 C/O G Hayward 2156 Gelder Park Dr
Cody Louise J Estate Rr 3
Convery Marie M 74 Runyon Rd
Crippen Margaret M Crippen Lewis L 8122 Jefferson St
Cruz E Perez Apt 7 20 E Main St
Curry John PO Box 235
Dehart Charles Esq Chpt 13 Trustee 8125 Adams Dr
Dehart Charles J PO Box 410
Dehart Charles J Post Office Box 410
Engle Justin C 1285 Auburn Ave
Fisher Anne 1586 Macintosh Way
Gerth Rebecca 115 Remsburg St
Griffin Olivia A Estate Of C/O Abraham Law Offices 45 E Main St
Guastillo Helen Estate Of 1055 Princeton Dr
Handwerk Materials Old Farm Rd
Hoffer Margaret M Hoffer Barbara 212 N Railrd St
Hoffer Margaret M Hoffer Brian 212 N Railrd St
Hoffstot Helen D 869 D Rhue Haus Ln
Hoffstot Helen D Trust 869 D Rhue Haus Ln
Hoke Dorothy 649 Alcott Dr
Huffman Gerald G 285 Dogwood Dr
Infiniti Financial Services 1109 Stone Creek Dr
Jackson Yvonne M 1109 Stone Creek Dr
Kenneth Ernes 265 E Main St
Koveleski Henry N 8091 Evelyn St
Krall Harry 903a Rhu House Ln Apt 4
Kriner Edward L 548 Hershey Rd Apt A
Krs Inc Attn Vicki Mcfee 21 S Railrd St
Leader Tania Sofia 1661 Sherwood Dr
Lingle Gertrude M 905 Mae St
Masagao Isabel Rc 211 Thrush Dr
Mcconnell Diane Z Cust Mcconnell Mason Ryan 7959 Devonshire Hgts Rd
Mcgrath Gloria G Matthew Harris Guardian 1269 Stonegate Rd
Mckinney Linda J 41 A Hanshue Rd
Miller Lillian V Miller Bruce D Sipe City Rd I
Murdoch Michael 1309 Jill Dr
Nestler David A Nestler Iris F Rd 2
Ould Beatrice K 319 Hunter Path Rd
Piraino Elizabeth 1345 Wyndham Rd
Reddy Vangala V 631 Appenzell Dr
Ross Zelda Delores 804 Appenzell Dr
Schiavoni Kathleen L Schiavoni Thomas V 1421 Woodhaven Dr
Sheffield Jocelyn 2055 Southpoint Dr
Smith Quentin R 306 Birch Ln
Smith Wade P 7532 Devonshire Hts Rd
Sonnon Harvey R Sr Sonnon Beverly A 1803 Gramercy Place
Stalnecker Andrew 17 Wagner Cirrcle
Teich Cameron June G 1177 Wicklow Ct
Tomko Ehrmann Jill 36 Grandview Rd
Video Phone Systems Rsvp Radio Sec 1152 May St
Weber Chester C 901 Willoughby Rd
Wenrich Barry 34 Arthur St Box 213
Wilsbach Patricia E C/O P E Krow 209 West Main St
Lemoyne Pa 17043
Capital Area Construction Inc 221 Walnut St
Capital Area Temporary PO Box 32
Chiavetta Margaret Chiavetta Gene 910 Hurweil
Cipriani And Werner P C 1017 Mumma Rd
Couch Alex 806 Walnut St
Dca Of North Baltimore 27 Miller St
Dickson Dorothy L 121 N 8th St
Dunn Eddie 3050 Old Trl Rd D 2
Earnhart Susann 434 Herman Ave
Fc Of Pennsylvania 3 Lemoyne Dr
Fennell Eric G 405 Market St
Fettro Melvin E 210 Herman Ave
Freeburn Vera 340 Walnut St
Grossman James A Grossman Gail W 110 Walnut St
Hawkinsville Dialysis Center 27 Miller St Ste 2
Hematology & Oncology Consultants O 3 Walnut St Ste 204
Hess Mildred 248 Clark St
Hivner Margaret E Hivner George E 113 N 5th St
Hockey Maria T 274 Walton St
Hoffman Ray Estate 352 Bosler Ave
Hwang Eui Hyeon 329 Lowther St
Industrial Tire Service 1031 Columbus Ave
L B Smith Ford Inc 12th Market St
Landis Sharon 12th Market St
Mchale Marion 1133 Columbus Ave Apt No 1
Mercado David W 328 Bosler Ave
Mertz Dorothy 801 Walnut St
Noble Susan M 58 N 9th St
Pc Professional Inc Attn L Sanguinetti 352 Market St
Pennsylvania Harness Horsem Assoc 1300 Plaza West Ste 303
Pennsylvania Homecare Assoc 20 Erford Rd Suite 115
Rehkop William 1052 Brandt Ave
Rivera Pedro A 405 Market St
Shaull Equipment Attn J Ginanni 100 Market St
Signature Staffing 840 Market St
Steckel Catherine W 1133 Columbus Ave Apt No 1
Steltz Michael S 941 Bosler Ave Apt E
Weber Charles 722 Bosler Ave
Zeigler Thelma E 82 Hummel Ave
Lykens Pa 17048
Concepcion Duane S PO Box 93
Gould Wayne A 669 Main St
Schwab Kay 554 N 2nd St
Schwartz Robert W Jr 696 E Middle Rd
Tschopp William J Estate Of 5857 St Rt 209
Underkoffler Robert 643 Main St Apt A
Waibel Dorothy M Waibel David L Waibel John L 979 Erdman Rd
Wertz Floyd E Jr 6081 Rt 209
Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Abdelnour Bassem 5022 E Trindle Rd Apt A6
Abuanzeh Jihad H 506 Barry Ct
Adams Delbert 33 Bourbon Red Dr
Advantica Inc 600 Bent Creek Rd 100
Agnew Charles 4834 East Trindle Rd Apt 5
Alexander Jennifer L 5 Clover Ln
Amk Store C/O Yoo Taek Kim 9 Guiger Dr
Bedroom Factory2 Llc 5228 E Trindle Rd
Bergmann Leslie Estate Of 4701 Brain Rd
Berzinac Gregory 6113 Westover Dr
Brooks Bryan C 213 Hempt Rd
Brookwood Advertising 1300 Bent Creek Blvdq
Cohen Linda C Est Of C/O D J Cohen
Costelo Richard H 6108 Wallingford Way
Cumberland Cleaning Service 106-A Hogestown Rd
Delacey Marilyn R 425 Sioux Dr
Ellenberger Kent R 132 North Sporting Hill Rd
Essis And Sons Carpet One 6220 Carlisle Pike
Exel Inc Attn W Finzel 260 Salem Church Rd
Filson John R 11 Irongate Ct
Foose Robyn M 6 South Rd
Gallagher Bassett Insurance 8 Flowers Dr
Gallagher Bassett Services 4 Flowers Dr
Geary Lorraine Est 5252 Tr Rd
Golden Adam 280 Ridge Hill Rd
Gorman Anastasia F 19 Kensington Sq
Harvey Carole J 4809 Brian Rd
Hedtke Jacob 1300 King Arthur Dr
Henderson Morgan 516 Muskrat Lndg
Holiday Inn Mechanicsb 5401 Carlisle Pike
Hoover Robert 33 Ashburg Dr
Hopple Suzanne 4790 Augusta Dr
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Horvath Melanie R 633 Silver Spring Rd
Hunt John 46 Beard Rd
Joint Commission Resources 5214 Meadowbrook Dr Pa Csrp Regional
Jones Matthew N Sr 2103 Warren Way
Klinger Stephen E 3818 Leyland Dr
Kodish Edward T 259 Salem Church Rd
Leighton Richard Estate Of 4183 Cove Ct Apt 105
Lindsay Janet E 453 Brook Cir
Lyons Construction Services Inc 5237 East Trindle Rd
Manganello Kimberly C 30 Wild Rose Ln
Mccafferty Collision Center 6365 Basehore Rd
Mcdowell Dortha M 4813 Virginia Rd
Milito Stephen J 1834 Red Spruce Ln
Moncrief Judith A 27 Hazel Cir
Morrow Norman G Sr Morrow Joyce A 316 Indian Creek Dr
Pallotta Amerigo J 5251 Tr Rd
Podolski Kristin 4609 Brian Rd
Shaffer Joan 4175 Mountain View Rd 115
Sharp Ira J 11 Raspberry Dr
Shepley Jack L 3833 Pamay Dr
Sinninger Beatrice 5580 Barbara Dr
Stahl Deborah A 6320 Locust Ln
Stor Mor Warehousing 191 Salem Church Rd
Sweet Janice T 5148 Erbs Bridge Rd
Tenny Sarah B 311 Sample Bridge Rd
Umbelina Tabatha 603 Heritage Port
Weaver Joanne A 33 Bourbon Red Dr
Westhafer Catherine 2 Creek Rd
Weyandt Christopher L 2408 Warren Way
Womens Cancer Center 2025 Technology Pkwy
Zock Brenda L 4116 Nantucket Dr
Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Adem Muna 676 Cumberland Point
Asbury Gary R 5229 Simpson Ferry Rd
Bassett Gallagher 8 Flowers Dr
Bear Neil J 1077 12 Lancaster Blvd
Biowerk Usa Inc 1115 Lisburn Rd
Blondies Inn Inc PO Box 839
Board Of Law Examiners 5070a Ritter Rd
Bossermen Wilma 805 N Walnut St
Bowes Frederick 409 S High St
Brensinger J Gordon 918 Aspen Ave
Bucher Robert W 20 Wheatland Dr
Burtnett John B Jr 337 W Grn St
Byrem Florence Z 589 Locust Ln
Carey Anna V Estate Rr 3
Cline Diane 525 Lavina Dr
Clukey Jeffrey A 45 Hellam Dr
Cressler Harvey R 1023 E Lisburn Rd
Designs By Amy PO Box 594
Detter Fayetta N 1246 Hillside Dr
Detter Ned E C/O Fayetta N Detter 1246 Hillside Dr
Diamond Mary 423 N Walnut St Apt 111
Dsc Logistics Independence Ave Building 571
Emery David A 530 Lavina Dr
Foltz Robert E Foltz Edythe A 325 Wesley Dr Apt 3305
Fontaney Silverio Rd 4
Forsythe Robert B 921 West Trindle Rd Apt A
Foster Lenore PO Box 2426
Friedrich Christi R PO Box 2426
Friedrich Donna S PO Box 2426
Friedrich Michael A PO Box 2426
Fry Theresa F PO Box 146
Genet Christopher 305 West Elmwood
Gertner Rachael 1719 English Dr
Goff Harry L Est Of Jr 127 S Market St PO Box 95
Gorka Timothy F 5500 Gloucester St Apt 7
Greenwalt Haz 325 E Main St
Haas Eallen 509 Allenview Dr
Hampton Inn - Harrisburg West 4950 Ritter Rd
Hauck Ellen Lindemuth C/O W Sunday 39 W Main St
Hess Garage Inc 145 Gettysburg Pk
Heyman Lisa J 703 Cedar Ridge Ln
Hubley Edwin E Mounted Rte
K9 Guardian Inc 1291 Leidig Dr
Keller George W 6280 Carlisle Pike Lot 536
Keller Patricia 32 Cir Dr
Kelly William Kelly Rosanne 5225 Wilson Ln Apt 3108
Kendzlic Lindsay 1101 Lindham Ct Apt 812
Kildare Harrison G 325 Wesley Dr Apt 227
Kim Wankyo 1636 Sheepford Rd
Knisley Carole M 321 Cascase Rd
Lancaster Naifa 4500 Lena Dr
Lau Patrick M Dba Jump Cats 418 Boxwood Ct
Lindsay Josie 120 S Filbert St 108
Maaco Collision Repair Auto Painting 6498 Carisle Pike
Maln Dorothy J 903 Hawthorne Ave
Mayberry Shirley M 143 Lancaster Blvd
Mccaleb Mary 213 W Maplewood Ave
Mccarthy Bernice A Mounted Rte
Mci Region 7 5040 Ritter Rd
Mckelvey Gerald D 933 Willcliff Dr
Mechanicsburg Sports Car Ctr 705 W Simpson St
Members 1st Fcu 500 Louise Dr
Merris John B 5516 Moreland Ct
Millennium Pharmacy Systems Inc 5225 Wilson Ln
Morelli Janet S 15 Laurel Dr
Morrison Clee Estate Morrison Clee 521 E Winding Hill Rd
Murray Louis 427 W Main St Rear
Myer Lorretta J C/O L Myer 10 King
Neagley David 303 E Coover St
Nuclear Symposium PO Box 2020 5450 Carlisle Pike Code 87323
Peffley Karen A 401 Cocklin St
Penica Elizabet J CO L Myer 10 King
Pennsylvania Bar Institute 5080 Ritter Rd
Perrelli Tammy J PO Box 2426
Phico Services Co 1 Phico Dr PO Box 2029
Pim Robert 6304 Auborn Dr
Pj Pacm Registration Aopc Accounting Dept PO Box 7191
Pochodzay Eric 48 W Main St 1
Railer Robert A 104 Westview Dr
Ramagosa James L 114 N Market St
Rider Clarence N 406 S York St
Rogers James C 20 Brandy Ln
Rusnov Johanna Estate Of 1115 Charles St
Russo Helen 238 Messiah Village
Schildt Mary E PO Box 1123
Schneider Melinda G 34 Keefer Way
Seifert David Alan 14 S Market St 2nd Floor
Select Medical Corporatio N C/O Steven Byers 4718 Old Gettysburg Rd Ste 109
Select Specialty Hospital PO Box 1739 Ssh-Charleston
Sheaffer Ralph L 44 W Keller St
Showers Elizabeth S Showers Richard F 20 Glendale Dr
Small Newton Konhaus Rd
Smith Kenneth Estate Of 222 Messiah Cir Room 204
Society Of Government Meeting Professionals 6 Clouser Rd
Sola Julio Ivan 1181 York Rd
Sourbier Margaret J 20 Brandy Ln
Springen Virginia A 5220 Cobblestone Dr
Ssh Fort Wayne Accts Payable PO Box 1703
Staton Michelle 6 Kacey Ct
Steiner Angelia D 967 W Trindle Rd 6120
Stome Jonathan 1400 Princeton Rd
Teeter Dona 110 Slover Rd
Toci Charles P 528 West Simpson St
Uni Mart 04274 1004 Wesley Dr
Uni Mart Vignesh 200 North York St
United Methodist Homes Aging Inc Bethany 325 Wesley Dr Suite 200
Vibra Healthcare 4550 Lena Dr
Walnut Mart 101 N Walnut St
Wevodau Blanche 101 Longmeadow St
Whitehea Joe S PO Box 1082
Winding Hill Window Cleaning Co 1330 Williams Grove Rd 694
Wolford Edna W 800 Darla Rd
York Truck Center Inc Retire Plan 4550 Lena Dr Ste 201
Zampogna Jennifer C 950 Woodland St
Zanesville Ssh PO Box 1701
Zeno Lisa A 1168 Fleming Dr
Middletown Pa 17057
Babula Sean 43 Rupp St
Baker Ann E 2 S Nissley Dr Apt 1
Bianchi John Jr Bf 32 Valy Ln
Bowen Mary K Est 1020 N Union St
Cain Dorothy M Estate 333 S Wood St S
Dunkle Ray E Ii Dunkle Billiejo 1040 Foxianna Rd
Ebensole Paul J CO M Ebersole 1780 E Harrisburg Pike
Engle Benjamin E Apt 2 309 Burd St
Ettinger Marg 100 Canal St
Fettro Martin 3465 Catherine St
Foxs Market 101 South Union St Attn Loss Prevention
Gallagher Rodney E 1941 Brentwood Dr
Gallmann Richard A 906 Chestnut St
Gonzalez Santiag Eduardo 143 E Emaus St
Gould Gerald D Sr Gould Marie L 20 Hillside Rd
Grubb Marlin 16 Nelson Trl Ct
Hecht T Department Store 2300 E Lincoln Hywy
Hench Lorrie A 236 E Emaus St
Jenkins David I 112 W Roosevelt Ave
K S R Amcec Inc PO Box 272
Kirkham Catherine E 901 W Harrisburg Pike
Kitzmiller William R 701 1020 N Union St
Klopp Kathryn 2035 Eshelma St
Kornikow Grac 143 E Roosevelt Ave
Librandi Betty J 217 Ulrich St
Livingston Nancy Rfd 2
Lobar Inc 215 Oberlin Rd
Locke Danny W Estate Rr 1
Mc Cann Vivian 977 Roundtop Rd
Mccann Howard 977 Roundtop Rd
Moushan Sivana 401 Nutswamp Dr
Mueller Karl G 279 S Geyers Church Rd
Mumma Paul S Mumma Vernie 3286 E Harrisburg Pike Apt 1
Nagle Patricia 321 N Deodate Rd
Nicks Body Shop 1040 Foxianna Rd
Painter Jon J 13 Market R St
Patel Rajeshkumar 1443 Candlewycke Dr
Peters John H Estate 34 N Pine St
Pritts Zane T 19 North Union St
Regulatorysys Inc 1754 Felker Rd
Romaine Gardner E 34 Nissley Dr
Sabathne Jerry H Estate 361 E Roosevelt Ave
Schaefer Mary Louise 1020 N Union St Apt 401
Smith Clarenc 403 S Wood St
Snyder Carl 919 Briarcliff Rd
Stevens Spencer Musc 1103a Olmsted Dr
Taylor William C 1888 Longview Dr
Thomas Romine Tiffany N 110 Oak Hill Dr
Toporcer Robert J Sr Toporcer Gladys P 1812 Hearthstone La
Tsb PO Box 460
United Rentals 400 First St Ste 400
Vetsource 1501 Fulling Mill Rd
Wenger Alden E 222 E Main St
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Millersburg Pa 17061
Brumfield Deborah L 143 Senator Rd
Ellis Jodi L Ellis Mark C 570 Boyd St
Etzweiler Nickolas T 255 Pine St
Ford Fred 990 Medical Rd
Fulkrod Ellen R Rr 1
Greer Madelyn D 302 Rising Sun Ln
Hoffman Geraldine J 107 Lincoln Ln
Kelly Rosemary M 256 Ctr St A
Koppenhaver Ruth J 605 Light St
Lowans Gladys 990 Medical Rd
Martz Geraldine W Estate 288 Pine St
Ohara Connie Ohara Shaun 125 Wilt Blvd
Oldland Charles H III 539 Wert Rd
Stuppy Elsie M 317 Berry Mountain Rd
Thomas Gilbert 401 Ctr St Apt 201
Upper Dauphin Eito PO Box 96 250 Market St
Witmer Motors Inc Rte 147 River Rd
Mount Holly Springs Pa 17065
Donley George H Not Available
Hoerner Barbara 614 Woodland Ave
Hunter Anna Not Available
Kopp Calvin M Kopp Delila Chestnut
Mt Holly Springs Borough Of Tax Collector 3 Trine Ave
Stoner Anthony E 13 N Baltimore Ave Apt 2
New Cumberland Pa 17070
Bavarian Enterprises C/O A Juliana 387 Steigerwalt Hollow Rd
Bordner Diana L 404 Fairmont Ave
Bucks Co Rescue Squad PO Box 726
Capitol Renovation 110 3rd St Ste 200
Conley Bertha M Meadowbrook Ct
Curran Faith 415 Carol St
Defazio Patricia 326 Steigerwalt Hollow Rd
Durborow Cindy 416 3rd St
Eckstine Tammy I 320 Shuey Rd
Freedman Hara S 205 Old York Rd Apt 8
Fry Clara O 203 Sunset Dr
Gibboney Jan C Jr 324 4th St Apt C
Gourdine Mitchell Dorothy L PO Box 539
Gutierrez Verbos Debra A 652b Fishing Creek Rd
Haskins Daniel 1705 Elm St
Henson Michael A 271 Carol St
Hersha Hospitality 148 Sheraton Dr
Hettinger Pamela J 600 Ross Ave
Hite Howard R PO Box 304
Hopf Louis R 207 4th St
Horsham Valley Airways Dba 106 Airport Rd
Humes Karen L C/O C Conley Meadowbrook Ct
Irvin Marie B 500 Ross Ave
Irvin Robert W Estate 500 Ross Ave
Kann Mike 319 4th St
Keegan Patience 409 Ross Ave
Kelly John C 1545 Locust St
Khan Roger 291 Fieldstone Ct
Lehman Jennifer L Apt 7 400 7th St
Levreault Rosemary 103 Harrison Dr
Manny Dennis H 14 Boeing Rd
Mc Connell Walter Graham 711 Sherwood Rd
Mcconnellesburg Volunteer PO Box 726
Mcmillen Michael H 811 16th St
Miller Abigail P 192 Evergreen Rd
Moody Dennis C 102 Bridge St
Moran Barbara A 49 Drexel Place
Moran Trust Trst Of 1333 Oak Ln
Mowry Grace A 201 15th St
Obrien George T Obrien Mary E 1033 Swarthmore Rd
Pardoe Verna E 325 Eutaw Ave
Realty Services Group 422 Bridge St
Ricci Lena E 143 15th St Apt 5
Sebastian Bridget A 404 Ctrview Ave
Shelly Peter 415 Carol St
Smith Jill 712 Market St
Steck Charles H PO Box 9 New Cumerland Pa 17070
Stewart Peggy J 312 Ross Ave
Susquehanna Wire Corp P O Box 705
Thomas Kathryn L Thomas Fred Sr 422 Bridge St
Vignesh Llc Dba Uni 101 Bridge St
Wenning Dawn T 116 Sunset View Dr
Whitehead Robert T C/O Robert Whitehead Trust Dat 1514 Brandt Ave
Wolf Andrew J 456 Locust Rd
Zimmerly Evelyn C Estate Of 290 Hillside Dr
New Kingstown Pa 17072
Diciacco Vincent M PO Box 452
Domianick Raymond Domianick Stella Rd 2
Newburg Pa 17240
Chirico Carl F Jr Chirico Susan L 29 Peebles Rd
Cohick James E 60 Hanna Rd
Kann Michael T 77 Mountain Ln
King Isaac K 50 County Line Ln
Kipe Gerald W Kipe Sandra L 205 W Main St Box 206
Leab Edward 16047 Burnt Hill Rd
Miller Hunter L 10 N Mountain St
Newville Pa 17241
Big Spring Class Of 1993 c/o K Zeigler 106 Carlisle Rd
Clelan Gregory D 815 Ctrville Rd
Crum Carey Crum Della 1217 Ctrville Rd
Dewalts Appraisal S PO Box 35
Durf Bruce 166 Big Spring Ter
Ernest Matilda K 210 Big Spring Rd
Fickes Walter J 327 Big Spring Rd
Good Rebecca S 545 Big Spring Rd
Hammar Benjamin T 356 Larchwood Dr
Heckman Nathan 33 Big Spring Tr
Hutzler Melissa 610 Doubling Gap Rd
Kerver Augustus H 219 Farm Rd
Lauerman Marie Rr 1 W
Lehman Clair W 91 Doubling Gap Rd Apt
Martin Daniel L Jr 235 Crossrd School Rd
Musgrave Robert S 101 Conodoguinet Mobile Est
Peterson Larry W 163 Beetem Hollow Rd
Worthington John A Rd 2
Yeingst Robert 126 Primrose Ln
Zeigler Lloyd E 435 Nealy Rd
Oberlin Pa 17113
Burke Catherine E Estate 48 Ober
Yarovich Mary Ann 870 Queen St
Shellsville Pa 17028
Ziegler William Rr1 5563
Shippensburg Pa 17257
A A Decorative Des Supplies Inc 1000 Mount Rock Rd
Afpip Holdings Llc 128 East King St
Bauserman Bulah Estate Rr 2
Big Spring Class Of 1978 c/o C M Johnson 2225 Ritner Hwy
Black Thelma A R 2
Calaman Ronald 339 Fire House Rd
Carbaugh Edith 84 W King St
Chang Susan P 9802 Forest Ridge Rd
Chesnut Kimberly 20 Montgomery Ave
Chestnut Grove Greenhouse 21 Gotshall Rd
Deskins Craig A 1349 1/2 Orrstown Rd
Ernst Richard L 424 Maple Hill Ave
Felmlee David B 619 W King St
Fridinger Esther R 16 Renee Ave
Greenland James 16 Maizefiled Dr
Handshew A Kurtz PO Box 116
Haycock Jason G 76 Goodhart Rd
Henschel Rebecca 34 W King St 2nd Fl
Hurst Rachael R Rr 3
Johnston Dorothy 101 N Prince St Apt 203
Jones Garnet E 24 Rustic Dr
Jones Martha L 617 Charles St
Kalix Geraldine E Kalix Edward 4 Dogwood Cir
King Edward King Mary 851 Roxbury Rd
Kunkleman Charlotte A Kunkleman Guy E 42 Kunkleman Ln
Materials Handling 312 Ingersoll Dr
Mccleaf Vanessa Mccleaf Mark L 9 Chestnut Grove Rd
Mcclure Dennis E 30 Sme
Mcintosh Leigh F 423 E King St
Mellott Ashley 131 Airport Rd
Mt View Greenhouse 1682 Mainsville Rd
Myers Ga Adj Co 434 Pinola Rd
Patterson Howard 7335 Molly Pitcher Hwy H
Paylik John R Rr 1
Project Fire A Partnership Attn D Felmlee 215 N Queen St
Roberts Stephen L Jr 153 Baldwin Blvd
Robinson Esther M Robinson John F 32 N Earl St
Schreiner Ruth 129 Walnut Bottom Rd
Shaar Harold E 207 N Prince St
Sherman Mildred R Sherman John B 100 N Penn St
Shippensburg T C 15 Hershey Rd
Shoop Larry 215 E King St Apt A
Shoop Virginia A Shoop Gary E 3124 Orrstown Rd
Stevick William B 105 Seneca
Stine Ray 1481 Newburg Rd
Suders Daniel 127 E Garfield St
Tabitha L Foust 404 Roxbury Rd
Thompson Irene O Estate Rr 3
Toth Judith Toth Frank 1 East Burd St
Traini Louis F Traini Anna E 305 Roxbury Rd
Wagner David S 154 Gum Run Ln
Walters Lucille 651 W King St
Walton Isabel C 5975 Olde Scotland Rd
Wellmon Baxter Do 97 Progress Blvd Ste 1
Wellmon Baxter Drew Do Pc 127 Walnut Bottom Rd
Zock Thomas M Estate Of 2222 Ritner Hwy
Shiremanstown Pa 17011
Badorf Myra S 14 S Stoner Ave
Brown Robert J 309 Pinewood Dr
Eisenstein Elizabeth M Eisenstein Keith Y PO Box 3071
Family Home Medical Debtor In Possession Operating 7 West Main St
Harvey Lester L Harvey Pamela M 33 W Maple Ave
Jonesjacobs Jessica 91 W Vine St
Runkel Grace I Estate 116 E Main St
Runkle Myrtle H 210 Walnut St
Runkle William II Gayle Blocher & Nancy Rambo 4 Walnut St
Turner Denzel G 87 W Vine St
Steelton Pa 17113
B Mac Express Inc 1235 S Harrisburg St Ste A
Bouder Rick 554 N 2nd St
Brown Elizabeth 915 Nelley Ct
Carr Shelton 712 Harrisburg St
Coder Bruce L 43 South Fourth St
Corbin Noel T 334 S 4th St
Dauphin Highlands Golf Course 650 S Hbg St Zone 3
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Demarco Ann Estate 657 S Front St
Dodd Margaret H 319 Lincoln St
Ganey Doris J 920 High St
Garcia Salvador 321 Poplar St
Garratt John A Apt 603 501 Mohn St
Greco Ernest Estate 331 S 4th St
Grgic Mark S 768 Chambers St
Grill Kabob 2 S Front St
Heck Thelma E Estate 1 N 4th St
Iskric Doris L 433 Spruce St
Keys Elizabeth C/O Elizabeth A K Williams PO Box 7487
King Cedric 408 Jessamine Ave
Macut Paul Estate 905 Pine St
Markovitz Margaret M Markovitz Arthur 2 Meadow Ln
Mechanics Bank Attn James Nelson S V P 52 S Front St
Mechanics Savings Bank 51 South Front St
Merryweather Maria 547 S Front St
Meyers Sally 1361 Norton Rd
Milberry Lawrence 498 State St
Murlin Gardner Dolores 501 R St
Robinson Dale M Estate 521 Lincoln St
Robinson Darryl L 521 Lincoln St
Schenk Janet M Estate 32 Cumbler St
Smith Joseph F 481 Main St
Spolgaric Doris Estate 602 Hoy Towers
Terrell Rucker 154 Lincoln St
Thompson Delores Apt 306 800 Wood St
Wilson Arthur 349 S 3rd St
Winfield Major H Estate Of 704 N Front St
Summerdale Pa 17093
Morgan Beatrice Estate Third St
Turpin Mildre 624 B St
Walnut Bottom Pa 17025
Beidel Kenneth E PO Box 114
Lordreed Rose M 117 E Main St
West Fairview Pa 17025
Boughter Arthur J 449 State St
Kessler Franklin M 131 3rd St
Landefeld Reinard L 487 State St
Leonard Harry E Jr 507 2nd St
Russell Carol L 487 State St
Williamstown Pa 17098
Adams Franklin E Brod
Altland Heath A Altland Erin M 129 E Market St
Charnoski Est Joseph J Charnoski Catherine 422 E Market
Graff Trisha L Graff Todd E 523 Greenfield St
Kessinger Timothy C 100 S Railrd St
Kimmel Elizabeth M 926 West Brd St
Pickalavage William W 400 W Brd St
Shillow Carol 444 E Market St
Smith Jeffery H Smith Jared J 220 E Brd St
Wormleysburg Pa 17043
Latsha Blanche H Trst Of 85 Greenwood Cir
Primemed Pc 1011 Mumma Rd Ste 200
Quaker Linda 2 N Front St
Spong E A Estate 19 Market St
Stuski Margaret M Admin Estate Lawrence Lipscomb 908 Walnut St
Tretter Barbara L 12 S Second St
Delaware County
Aldan Pa 19018
Fair Frances T Estate 200 Patricia Ln
Giardina Peter 130 N Elm Ave
Girard Ave Amoco 507 Montana Ave
Lecates Joseph 300 W Providence Rd
Macnaughton Jeanette Macnaughton Brett A 128 Albert Ave
Phelan Thomas I Dr 772 Providence Rd
Schiavo Amelia 126 Merion Ave
Sullivan Edith C 33 Albert Ave
Toll Janet C 210 E Maryland Ave # A
Tucker Miriam M 123 B West Maryland Ave
Wilson Roy K 55 S Oak Ave
Aston Pa 19014
3 G Of Aston 494 Conchester Hwy
3m/Dyneon Llc 50 Milton Dr
Alba Escobar Maria Flor 118 Beatrice Ln
American Christian School 4150 Market St
B B Recon C/O Attn Bernard Bannister 320 Bellview Tr
Boykin Janine M 219 Buffington Rd
Bre Patricia A Estate 24 Weathervane Rd
Bristow Richard 4705 Park Ln
Broomall Emanuel 216 Meeting House Rd
Cariola Michael Jr 497 Cherry Tree Rd
Casey Robert 256 Meetinghouse Rd
Catholic Health Initiative 1 Macintyre Dr
Christonikos Helen 40 Venuti Dr
Colberg Charles 415 Gdn Ln
Comcast 110 Springbrook Lisa Jeffries
Corporate Sun Of Deerfield I 460 Conchester Hwy 2nd Floor
Covington William Est 6 Diamond St
Crane Robert M Crane Helen 1665 Hillcrest Ln
Dangelo John P 3090 Hetherton Dr Village
Dangelo Trenching And Construct 3090 Hetherton Dr Village
Defruscio Long Jacob Thomas Defruscio Kelly Cust 42 Penns Ct
Dell John W 4101 East Chester Dr
Desiderio Michael 424 Derry Dr
Ebanks January 303 Marianville Rd
Ebert Josephine 98 W Pancoast Av
Elliott Jack R 102 Pancoast Ave
Elmore Eunice 3 Scarlett Ave
Engineered Arresting Systems Attn: Accts Payable 2550 Market St
Engineered Systems Co 2550 Market St
Eschuck Marie S 3701 Concord Rd Apt G5
Estep Roger Est Of 693 Burdett Dr
Fabioneri Michael A 2611 Bancroft Dr
Fan Zhu 700 Cherry Tree Rd Apt G5
Filiaggi Elizabeth R Filiaggi Genesio 2130 N Lee Ln
Finn Gertrude Finn Kathryn 10 Cobblestone Ln
Gcom2 Solutions Inc Attn: Bernadette Smith
Goldy Harry 4507 Park Ln
Gorman Lorraine J 42 Hearthside Rd
Gray Linda M 777 Cherry Tree Rd Apt 145
Harman Merritt J Iv 2222 Springhouse Ln
Josephine Ebert 98 Pancoast Ave
Lavin Thomas M 202 Tuscany Rd
Macneal Richard C 75 E Dutton Mill
Malson Tina 33 Kingston Ter
Marie Donna Estate Of 64 Kingston Tr
Mcerlane Thomas J 245 Moria Place
Mcgarvey Helen 2950 Concord Rd
Michelotti Joseph E 163 Nottingham Ct
Miller Karen M Miller David D 18 Nicolas Ct
Monridge Construction 31b Mount Pleasant Dr
Nagy Michael William Dr 90 Louis James Ct
No Hurts Car 5301 Pennell Rd Fl 2a
Opdenaker Kennie 129 Crozerville Rd
Openaker Raymond T 129 Crozerville Rd
Owens Corning Basemt 13 Mt Pleasant Dr
Palumbo Kristie 104 Roberts Rd
Pavlik Karen M 24 Sunnybank Ln
Pewdofurey Jeanne M 62 Kingston Tr
Poore Howard L 754 Mount Rd
Proctor Ashley N 1602 Sommers Ln
Raymond Percy H Jr 1st Fl 324 Brdway Ave
Raymond T Opdenaker & Sons Inc 8 Elm Ave
Replogle Anna P 2435 Overlook Dr
Roomet William J 66 Andrews Ct
Sanford Robert L Sanford Linda M 133 Marie Cir
Scott Charles 54 Concord Rd Lot A10
Seibert M Fred 2136 N Bent Ln Box 2121
Smith Alice D 2340 Douglas Ave
Smith Ronald W Estate 795 Mount Rd
Stein Catherine A 98 Pancoast Ave
Sun East Pobox 2231
Thompson Leigh Astle 268 Dutton Mill Rd
Truck Rental 5301 Pennell Rd Fl 2a
Vandemark Myrtle 738 Mount Rd
Wells Daniel 131 W Dutton Mill Rd
Wildrick Jemima Estate 802 Aston Mills Rd
Zangani Collision 415 Gdn Ln
Boothwyn Pa 19060
Farnan Danielle 1560 Garnet Mine Rd
Ruckle Ward 3030 Booth St
Walter Elizabeth L 932 Naamans Creek Rd
Boothwyn Pa 19061
Allakhazam 34 John Beal Dr
Bailey Irene Estate 2225 Blueball Ave
Barlow Esther 1800 Mill Rd S 337
Barnes Dolores R Apt T 352 1800 Mill Rd
Baylis Ralph C 628 Haudie Ann Rd
Best Lisa M 1146 Bethel Rd
Bjorn Gail D 603 Featherband Ln
Braxton Even 3131 Meetinghouse Rd O-7
Byrd Olga V Apt F313 1800 Mill Rd
Corcoran Joseph F 2103 Euclid Ave
Dalrymple Kathryn C Trst Of 47 Casstn Htll Rd
Davis Bessie M 2166 Faulk Rd
Duffy James PO Box 1965
Fanelli Bernadine 2632 Pennyn Dr
Farrelly Edward Estate 2600 Chichester Ave
Fisher Vernon F Fisher Anna 1019 Beeson Ave
Flacco Concetta R 4124 Chichester Ave
Fredricks Carl Estate Of 3503 Springmill Rd
Gingras Paul Apt F312 1800 Mill Rd
Guyer John F Jr 1675 Larkin Rd
Harris J Est Of PO Box 1906
Hoang Joann 4309 Yorktown Dr
Huyett Elwood K Huyett Julia L 1726 Meetinghouse Rd
Jones Mildred F 1800 Mill Rd Apt F16
Joseph Silvestri & Son Inc 1168 Naamans Creek Rd
Keenan Jill 1919 Chichester Ave
Kehrer Steven M 3163 Garnet Mine Rd
Kok Barbara T 2238 Mill Rd
Kontis Cindy L 4 Foresthill Dr
Korab Dorothy M Apt 303 808 Conchester Hwy
Lane Ralph E 225 Ryans Run Upper Chichester
Levy Frank 1606 Wendy Way
Lewis Harry Estate Of 1800 Mill Rd Apt D154
Matkov Michael G Dds 1440 Conchester Hwy Ste 8
Mattera Armand L 158 Belmont Dr
Mccleary Judith P 3307 Foulk Rd
Murray Catherine 1800 Mill Rd
Obryan Florence 3103 Naamans Creek Rd
Olivo Palma 4140 Bethel Rd
Oneill Francis J 2305 Ferncroft Cir
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Phillips Cheryl A 3517 Greenwood Ave
Sanderson Robert E 1715 Peach St
Savin Lucy S 2427 Helms Ave
Short A 3232 Foulk Rd
Smith Heather L 2313 Euclid Ave
Szupa Donna M 2643 Rockhurst Ave
Tristar Midatlantic 708 Chelsea Pkwy
Upper Chichester PO Box 2187 Furey Rd
Walsh Edward L J Walsh Geraldine 2520 Larkin Rd Upper Chichester
Ward John T 808 Conchester Hwy
Whiteley George T 1037 Kirk Rd
Brookhaven Pa 19015
Albero Jennifer L 346 Scola Rd
Ann Elizabeth 407 Sir Galahad Dr
Auto Werx 3309 Edgmont Ave Ste A
Baker Joanne H 4931 Grant Dr
Banta Patricia 755 West Brookhaven Rd
Barnes Annastasia C 2627 Parkside Ter
Barnes Charles 2625 Parkside Ter
Bell Robert 378 Scola Rd
BrandC21 All Elite Inc 3900 Edgmont Ave
Brander Delbert C 532 W Brookhaven Rd Apt H11
Daggett Ingrid D 5200 Hilltop Dr
Dalessandro Elizabeth M 407 Sir Galahad Dr
Desantis Biagio 4830 Greenwood St
Dugan Doris E Est Of 3305 Edgmont Ave
Fitzpatrick John P Hh-24 430 9th St
Ford Ruth T 139 W Chelton Rd
Fromal Michael 280 Bridgewater Rd
Gaughens Philip R Jr 614 Cambridge Rd
Guzzo Betty Ann 311 Dogwood Ln
Holmes Ralph B 213 Patton Ave
Hybridtrux 1516 Powell Rd
Kelly April 2906 Edgemount Ave Apt C
Khk Associates Inc Ta Cambridge Square 4805 B Edgmont Ave
Ladd Dennie 403 Patten Ave
Lichman Paul 4829 Shepard St
Lubbers Nancy E Estate Of 3747 Susan Ln
Mc Hen Patricia I 236 E Avon Rd Apt 1
Mcgough Linda 6716 Hilltop Dr
Nolan Edith 1030 Woodside Ave
Nycz Frank J 5200 Hilltop Dr Apt Aa17
On Site Medical Llc PO Box 1133
Panahon Dale B 1 2800 Edgemont Ave
Paulson Mary Ann Dd 8 5200 Hilltop Dr
Ready Florence M Estate 4917 Shepherd St
Rogers Bruce Lamar 3926 Woodworth Rd
Rosenberg Barry A 3402 Edgmont Ave 390
Ryan Kathleen M 311 Dogwood Ln
Salvey James 4941greenwoodst
Schaefer Marguerite M 1100 Albert Rd Apt C22
Scott Marshall Family Association 1639 Powell Rd
Showell Donna 3919 Elson Rd
Skladony John S 1362 Powell Rd
Smith Brian Alan 8 7th St
Stephens Lary J 1605 Powell Rd
Sultan Leon 24 W Avon Rd
Talbot Nancy 226 W Chelton Rd
Texaco Upland 799 Upland Ave
Thompson Mary Elaine 155 Ridge Blvd
Trefz John 4930 Jackson Dr
Weaver Emma 127 Elbow Ave
Wright Mary 280 Bridgewater Rd
Yatsuk Thomas J 155 W Garrison Rd
Yeh Maohua 532 W Brookhaven Rd J7
Ziccardi Caroline A 164 Meadowbrook Rd
Broomall Pa 19008
Alioto Louis E 2713 N Kent Rd
Alliance Bank 541 Lawrence Rd
Baio Michael V 1999 Sproul Rd Suite 26
Bulitsky Marc J Dc 2633 West Chester Pike
Burns James H Burns Betty 2128 Maclarie La
Cashel Sally Tr 123 Paoli Pike
Cashle James D Tr 123 Paoli Pike
Catrambone Helene T 98 Cherry Hill Ln
Center For Professional Education 370 Reed Rd Suite 227
Cheston Nancy M Ud Fbo F Che Trst Of C/O J Dowds 2997 Pennview Ave
Crescenta Anthony J Jr 29 N Sproul Rd 2nd Fl
Daley Charles J 217 Remington Rd
Dau Kathryn S Dau William A 10 Franklin Gettz Dr
Defruscio Marybeth 13 Grove Ln
Demarco Francis P 302 S New Ardmore Ave
Derodas Aurelia 43 Church Ln Church Ln Senior Care
Dewaele Jeanne 240 Sussex Blvd
Drexel Hill Auto Care Inc 2004 Sproul Rd
Duca Esther J 2199 Winding Way
Fell Shearman 3015 Lovell Ave
Flaherty Joan E 146 Marple Rd
Fletcher Cornelius Estate 46 W Greenhill Rd
Franklin Mint F 1974 Sproul Rd
Freilich Adeline 5 A South Manor Rd
Gold Sylvia 403 Portland Dr
Hadjinlian Sam 410 Milford Dr
Hampston Grace Helen PO Box 72
Henley Thomas Dixon 908 Jamestown Rd
Horstman Violet M 31 Evergreen Ave
Hughes Robert F 349 Marple Rd
Hughes Robert F 349 Marple Rd Broomall Pa
Immel Martha G Uw 123 Paoli Pike
Kim Hyo B 2591 Gilbert St
Koprowski Hilary C/O J Dowds 2997 Pennview Ave
Langmacher Harold Cust 2642 Kirk Ave
Love Court Reporting 2002 Sproul Rd Ste 100
Luke Robert F 334 Candlewood Rd
Maclachlan Mary A 307 S Pkwy Bl
Madden Mary A 2044 Woodside Ln
Maloney Catherine 353 Swanage Dr
Manley Francis D 2608 Cynwyd Ave Apt A
Mc Caffrey Thomas J Mc Caffrey Jeanne S 2755 Old Cedar Grove Rd
Mc Kenney Excavation 2098 W Chester Pk 2nd Fl
Mcginnis Anne 636 Kenney Ln
Mcgonig Bernadette 223 Sussex Blvd
Mcgrane Vincent P 50 N Malin Rd
Mcgraw Constance M 302 S New Ardmore Ave
Mcintyr Catherine Estate 208 Sussex Blvd
Messmer Clara K Est Of 618 Paxon Hollow Rd
Moffa Anthony J 13 Dartmouth Ln Broommall Pa 19008
Mooney William T 34 Schoolhouse Ln
Morris II I W Fbo E Morris Trst Of C/O J J Dowds 2997 Pennview Ave
Morris III I W Fbo Lydia Mor Trst Of C/O J J Dowds 2997 Pennview Ave
Morris Investment Management Company C/O John J Dowds 2997 P
Morrison Alexander C 2210 Glenspring Ln
Morrison Sandy Sd 2210 Glenspring Ln
Mullen Terry 848 Parkes Run Ln
Nationwide Bank Cust 403 Portland Dr
Nersisian Ashot 14 Franklin Gettz Dr
O’connor Kenneth J 2652 Springfield Rd
Papadopoulos Peter C 105 Academy Ln
Peacock Annie 2530 Franklin Ave
Pearson Lydia D 32 W Greenhill Rd
Pharmaceutical Consu Ltants Inc 571 Abbott Dr
Port Slp Daig Inc 820 Pkwy Dr Satellite 2 Suite C-1
Proetto Julia 2199 Winding Way
Proetto Julia Estate 2199 Winding Way
Rosenberg Annette 414 Village Ln
Rozier Donald 714 Crum Creek Rd
Salisbury Family Trust Fbo L Trst Of C/O J Dowds 2997 Pennview Ave
Scannapieco Jodee J 7 Tower Rd
Sculli Lola 909 Jamestown Rd
Shaffer Edward F 75 3rd Ave
Sioutis Constantine 105 Academy Ln
Smith M Geraldine Estate 2505 Parke Ln
Styx Richard III 2642 Kirk Ave
Summit Insurance Group 2098 West Chester Pike 2nd Floor
Summit Insurance Group Inc 2098 W Chester Pk 2nd Fl
Technologic Resources Inc PO Box 873
Torterotot Audrey A 301 S Park Way Apt 207a
Visual Sound Co Lawrence Pk Industl Ctr
Volk John 213 Cherry Hill Ln
Waldecker Dolores A 235 Hastings Blvd
White Joseph 124 Third Ave
Wick Robert 50 N Malin Rd Rm 114
Williams John 2716 N Kent Rd
Williams Michael E 57 South Greenhill Rd
Wm Henderson Plumbing & Heating Inc 500 A Abbott Dr
Yoon Jung 2587 Redcliffe Rd
Bryn Mawr Pa 19010
Abbott Furnace Co 762 W Lancaster Ave
Alc Main Line Llc Bldg 1 Ste 101
Alfred E Goldman Trust 1258 Round Hill Rd
Ammen Helen E 33 Park Ave
Anthony Lynda 1214 County Line Rd
Aqua Pennsylvania Inc 762 W Lancaster Ave
Aqua Wastewater Man 762 W Lancaster Ave
Ask Group Of Devon 934 County Line Rd
Baldwin School 701 Montgomery Ave Claire Ledwith
Barnett Benjamin H 601 N Ithan Ave Apt No Hc
Benton Ronald F C/O James Hanning Esq PO Box 1082
Berman Arnold T Dr Berman Barbara 809 821 Morris Ave
Bi College News C 1062 101 North Merion Ave
Bolino Samuel 1035 Rees Ave
Bongiovanni Carmeline 930 Montgomery Av 606
Boyd Jeanne B PO Box 154 Bryn Mawr Pa
Brooks Gennie Chateau Sr Care 956 E Railrd Ave
Brown Marjorie 717 Haverford Rd
Bruhl Carole 956 E Railrd Ave
Bryn Mawr Trust Co 801 Lancaster Ave
Bryn Mawr Urology Associates P C 919 Conestoga Rd Bldg 1 Ste 300
Burns Floranne M Irrev Deed Trst Of 387 Strathmore Dr
Burns Lawton R 933 Muirfield Rd
Cades Mary R Radwin Apts F-20 275 Brynmawr Ave
Campbell Pamela 533 Maison Pl
Cantlin Cheryl 5045 Brittany Ln
Carroll George L Radwyn Apts G9 275 Bryn Mawr Ave
Carroll Rose R Mrs 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Radwyn Apts G9
Cerin Julio 746 Havernford Rd
Chadwick Charles B 702 Pennstone Rd
Chafee Charles P 319 Bailey Rd
Chatfield Partners Llc 330 N Ithan Ave
Clevenger Christopher L 30 Lee Ave
Colket Patricia F Smt Dr Apt B203
Connard Julie Goldman Tr 1258 Round Hill Rd
Connor George 837 W Lancaster Ave
Brynmawr Pa 19010
Cotton Nancy K Cust Cotton Peter 491 S Ithan Ave
Crete Associated LP PO Box 1524
Croasdale Olive S 808 Mill Rd
Dagostini Norman T Suite 112 14 South Bryn Mawr Ave
Daiutolo Nancy F Daiutolo Scott M 354 S Roberts Rd
De Yenno Sandra C De Yenno Louis P 108 Charles Dr
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Dehaven Catharine Dehaven Richard 26 Central Ave
Del Giudice Ralph A Del Giudice Ryan L 1013 Wyndon Ave
Deltat Group 950 Haverford Rd Suite 200
Denver Rita R Estate 634 Old Lancaster Rd
Difruscio C T Estate 192 Landover Rd
Dijacklin Richard 1042 Reese Ave
Doorways Ltd 900 County Line Rd
Dowd William C 948 Wootton Rd
Dupee Catherine Estate 1030 Chetwyn Apts
E D Contractors Llc 705 Preston Ave
Eckerd 701 W Lancaster Ave
Eldeiry Wafik 793 Darby Paoli Rd
Elder Ann L 901 Countyline Rd
Elek Mary D 119 Fairfax Rd
Espenshade Stephen 522 Morris Ave
Fischer Newell 658 Black Rock Rd
Frohman Herman Ira 940 E Haverford Rd 1st
Gasparre Dick C/O Pubco 101 Charles Dr Building One
Giannascoli Anthony Mr 824 Penn St
Gibbons Michael R 506 Glenview Rd
Gilbert Joan S Est Of 104b Smt Dr
Gluck Daniel S 1045 County Line Rd
Goldberg Ada C/O Berkowitz 804 Northwinds D
Graham Trace 250 Barcladen Cir
Gray Maxine H Estate 223 Rockingham Rd
Grossman Jeffre Grossman Matthew 731 John Barry Dr
Guy Margaret L 601 N Ithan Ave No 117
Hampton Maurice E PO Box 725
Handley Patricia J Estate 505 Old Gulph Rd
Harcum College College Bookstore Morris Montgomery Ave
Harry F Ortlip Co 780 Lancaster Ave
Harshaw Robin D Dmd Assoc P C 780 Lancaster Ave Ste 100
Hart Alfred L Hart Jo C Box 1381
Haupt George J 708 Old Lancaster Rd
Hirsh Rose Gallant 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt F1
Hoeffel Eleanore B 25 Pond Ln
Howe Lillian D 717 Preston Ave
Huber Christian Iv 41 Rosemont Ave
Hunter Jonathan Chapin 752 Rugby Rd C/O A Hunter
Hutchings H J Estate 243 Lowrys Ln
J G Wentworth Life Settle 40 Morris Ave
Jarin Lipschitz Harold 1528 Montgomery Ave
Jarin Lipschitz Laura 1528 Montgomery Ave
Jewett Courtney 626 Old Gulph Rd
Jg Wentworth Company 40 Morris Ave
Johnson Craig S 922 Potts Ln
Johnson Temple E 45 Prospect Ave
Jones Charles J Est 1017 County Line Rd
Kazanjian Arik 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt F5
Kazanjian Builders Inc 901 Glenbrook Ave
Kemmerer Gail Radwyn Apts K16
Landau Elias B, Landau Rose B 820 Roscommon Rd
Langford Lou 606 Winsford Rd
Levin Sanford Ira 940 E Haverford Rd 1st
Lipschitz Jenette 1528 Montgomery Ave
Llp Sara PO Box 725
Lopez Caroline Apt B307 819 Montgomery Ave
Lord John T 930 Montgomery Ave Apt 402
Lynch Rona R 45 Park Ave Millridge
Lyons Regina M Est Of C/O N D Lyons 30 Central Ave
Majid Farrukh H 900 Montgomery Ave 101
Malkowicz Bruce 816 Mill Rd
Martin Jack 415 Wyntre Lea Dr
Mc Carty David H 609 San Marino Ave
Mitchell David C/O Ryko Music 101 Charles Dr Building One
Morgan Amy K K 30 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Murai Kazumasa 650 N Ithan Ave
Nase Curtis 808 Mill Rd
Nicholson Donald E H3 200 David Dr
Norcini Evelyn D 372 Yorkshire Rd
Norris Jeff D 138 Montrose Ave
Okashii Okashii 830 Montgomery Ave
Olaughlin Joseph E 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt G-8
Park Yangsook 6100 City Ave Apt 612
Pemco Aeroplex Inc 937 Haverford Rd Attn O Folin
Pinkley Charlotte E 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave F21
Pji Distribution Co Inc 25 Elliot Ave
Pleasent Madline Box693
Priti Nirali Inc C/O Prakash Patel 850 W Lancaster Ave
Prudential Bache Sec Inc 940 E Haverford Rd 1st
Ragland Luella 4 Duncan Ln
Rapp Paul E 0 Beaumont 160
Reede Sonyetta Y 708 Preston Ave
Reichard Virginia H Reichard Verna I Gulph And Roberts Rd
Residuary Under The Third Of Trst Of 387 Strathmore Dr
Robin D Harshaw Dmd & Assoc Pc 780 W Lancaster Ave Ste 100
Rychenkova Paulina 515 Great Spgs Rd
S Plaza Asscoiates Lp 940 Haverford Rd
Schwartz Dean M 430 Colebrook Ln
Sewart James G 452 Colebrook Ln
Shankman Michael Ira 940 E Haverford Rd 1st
Sheets Eva Kay 188 Fishers Rd
Sheridan Mary A 643 Dayton Rd
Shibukawa Yoshihiro Apt J 42 275 Bryn Mawr Ave
Singh Sarah L 218 Radnor St
Smf Trading PO Box 686
Smith Natalie C 650 Carisbrooke
Sosangelis White Athie 135 Pennsylvania Ave
Tanenbaum Roberta R 410 Hillbrook Rd
Taylor William Est 1062 E Lancaster Ave Apt 406
Tessler Brian M 802 Castlefinn Ln
Tremonte Domenic A Estate Of 10 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Tucker Louise 724 Preston Ave
Urgiles Wilfrido 711 Hauer Ford Rd
Vanbeuren Helene 636 Black Rock Rd
Weinberg Jaime R 100 N Roberts Rd Apt Bldg
West Olin L PO Box 786
Widmann Ernest R PO Box 806
Williams Lugene H Williams Isaac G Apt 116 1062 E Lancaster Ave
Wilson Adelaide 17 Black Friar Rd
Wilson Jane R Estate Of 849 Lancaster Ave
Woods Catherine M 35 Rosemont Ave #208
Wurster W H Ttee Whw Tr Afs 940 Haverford Ave
Wurtz Michelle 901 Old Lancaster Rd
Wynne Louisa Virginia 341 N Ithan Ave
Yang Sooyaul 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt H40
Young Josephine 242 Lee Cir
Zenalabidin Wayne Brighten At Bryn Mawr 956 Railrd Ave D-Wing
Zuber Morris H 1326 Wooded Way
Chadds Ford Pa 19317
Algos Pharmaceutical Corp 100 Painters Dr
Ambrose Financial Group 6 Ponds Edge Dr 2
Bates Michael 63 Atwater St
Beck Mary Ms PO Box 496
Blumer Mark 7100 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 102
Caldera Racing Stable 109 Kelly Dr
Caldwell Kathryn F Caldwell Thomas E 505 Kennett Pike
Consistent Asset Management Co Inc 116 Commons Ct
Credit Braum 3 Christy Dr Ste 201
Dealaware Valley Strategic Partners 411 Old Baltimore Pike
Dunphy Christine 1405 Painters Xing
Edgemont Auto Body Incorporated 34 Robins Way
Endo Pharmaceuticals C/O S Paolucci 100 Endo Blvd
Enterprise Rent-A-Car 265 Wilmington W Chester Pike
Ericksen Gladys H 1 Spruce Ln
Evans Francis P Evans Bernice 215 Mollie Ln
Evans Morris P Evans Bernice 215 Mollie Ln
Fairville Inn Properties Inc 506 Kennet Pike Rte 52
Garcia Eddie 7200 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 106
Gentile Joseph 1802 Masters Way
Heisler Jerome S Jr PO Box 582
Heskett James V 108 Millbrook Dr
Hurth Bertha H 3 Spring Ln
Illinois National Ins Co Aig Insurance PO Box 2006
Iriondo Josune 7000 Johnson Farm Ln 404
Kienzle Mikayla A Kienzl Jill E 2004 Hillingham Cir
Kienzle Jill 2004 Hillingham Cir
Kreyling Janet J Kreyling Ted J 474b Rd 1
Kuhn Ronald D 916 Mayfield Ln
Michael E Lane R 13 Hillspring Rd
Micklin Alan 3 Foxtail Ln
Parker Helen E Parker David G 105 Wedgewood Dr
Phoenix Management Services 110 Chadds Ford Commons
Ransing Andrew J 7000 Johnson Farn Ln Apt 215
Rincon Luis 7000 Johnson Farm Ln 404
Shaffer Thomas PO Box 337
Smale Kenneth L Smale Donald F 1003 Painters Crossing
Smith Stuart F 541 Webb Rd
Snyder George 604 Kennett Pike
Stanley Leonard Stanley Krystle 7300 Johnson Farm Ln 407
Stanley Cameron 7100 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 102
Szymanski Edward S 18 Shadow Ln
Trigg Alyssa V C/O Timotha Trigg 404 Ring Rd
Ulhas Mayekar 1804 Masters Way
Vara Anthony PO Box 380
Wachman Lynn A 14 Nine Gates Rd
Wright Wiley 7400 Johnson Farm Ln
Wunder Stephanie L Burrows Run Rd Rd 1
Wyeth Carolyn Estate Of PO Box 133 Murphy Rd
Chester Pa 19013
Abdullahmuhammad Faatimah S Apt B4 314 East 24th St
Adams Randolph M 403 Frank Young Ave Apt 4
Allen L C 2711 Swarts St
Alston Esther 112a W Parkln Ave
Alvin Robert 2104 N Williams Cir
Arbor Career Center 419 Ave Of The States
Armour William 319 Tilghman St
Armstrong Barbara 1006 Kerlin St
Asparagus Beatrice 2507 Chestnut St
Baich Ethel 2723 Chichester Rd
Bailey Lillian 415 E 11th St
Barrett Walter 1315 W 3rd St
Basgil Nicholas Estate 40 Eyre Dr
Baugh Jody 2501 Seaport Dr
Bell Leroy 217 W 22nd St
Bell Miriam 504 E 23rd St
Bell Miriam, Bell Paul A 504 E 23rd St
Belle Paul A 504 E 23rd St
Benson Pauline 621 Edwards St
Bentley Ruth 411 Deakyne Pl
Bernard Charles 1221 Ward St Apt B
Berry Ethel L Estate Of C/O R C Wright Esq 19 W 5th St
Bey Frank Y 1515 Ridley Ave
Birkhead Sue 2501 Seaport Dr Ste Bh300
Bolger James V Estate 1244 Pulaski Dr
Boyer Cheryl 912 Mcdowell Ave
Brice Michael L 927 Reaney St
Bridgford Eva 345 Ulrich St
Brogan Thomas 119 East 24th St
Brooks Theodore 1211 W 9th St
Brown Tammy 1325 W 3rd St
Brown Tracey 1216 Morton Ave
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Bunt Alexander Jr 422 E 22nd St
Burch Louse 907 W 3rd St 4
Burns Pauline 2411 Felton St
Butler Ruby 1420 Esrey St Apt 506
Byrd Mildred 718 Lloyd St
Byrd Ruby 820 W 6th St
Byron Cheyanne 1724 W 7th St
Caple Margare 1032 Kerlin St
Carpenter Rhonda R 2701 Madison St Apt B38
Carr Audrey M Carr Paul Jr 933 Mcdowell Ave
Celani Anna F Estate 2019 Edgmont Ave
Chadwich Janet 2700 Chestnut St Apt 615
Chaisson William Chaisson Mary M 625 Crosby St
Chambers Idas 512 W 6th St
Chambers Margaret R Chambers Haywood 603 E 4th St
Charlton Doreath Charlton Maurice 1923 W 7th St
Chester Housing Auth C/O Mccaffery Village 3000 W 13th St
Clark Antonio 634 Sproul St
Clarke Marion 710 Highland Ave
Clements Sadi 714 W 2nd St
Cobia Pamela I Apt 2a 220 E 9th St
Colbert Donald 2810 Bethel Rd
Collins Shanay L Collins Vinson S 253 W 22nd St
Cook Jessie M 401 Mercer Pl
Copeland Leli 1017 Tilghman St
Copeland Lelia 1236 St Barbara Pl
Corbitt Lillie 2100 W 6th St
Cottman Lovelett A 403 E 13th St
Cotton Roseann 607 Highland Ave
Covanta Energy Delaware Valley 10 Highland Ave
Crozier Emer Phys 2600 West 9th St
Curry Nathaniel Apt A 504 W 9th St
Dale Clara 725 Jeffrey St
Davis Doris 926 Edwards St
Davis Stanley Davis Shield 613 W 7th St
Day Brett A 1022 Potter St
Day Pauline 236 Clayton St
Derrickson Mary 109 Parker St
Dickerson Sara 1623 Madison St
Dixon Erica 607 Highland Ave
Domokos Nadya Estate 1174 E 9th St
Dudley William L Dudley Carrie E 128 Moser Rd
Dukuly Varney 1119 Ward St
Dunn Wilburt 718 Holland Ave
Earl L Foster Funeral Home 1100 Kerlin St
Evans Morton 8 W 17th St
Everett Ernest G 431 E 4th St
Evers Charles 419 Rose St
Evers Charles Evers Emma 419 Rose St
Fair Dorothy M 2102 S Williams Cir
Farrelly Eugene F 1223 Crosby St
Faulkner Edith 2221 Madison St
Fiebert Richard A 2700 Chestnut St 606
Flynn Charles J Flynn Vera M 1616 Upland St
Foster Emma, Foster Earl 1322 Parker St
Fowlkes Donald J 840 Elsinore Pl
Francisco Katherine I Francisco Harry 708 W 3rd
Frazier Missouria 953 W 3rd
Full And Final Settlement For 1st Part 2501 Seaport Dr Ste Bh300
Gaines Bessie 929 W 3rd St
Gale Charles E 317 W 7th St
Gamble Nancy Apt 213 421 West 24th St
Gillard Lillian 221 Lloyd St
Givens Tommie 818 Mary St
Goldsbor Catherine 1331 Engle St
Grant Mary G 1115 Madison St
Green Wynetta 2507 Chestnut St
Gresch Rhoda M Estate 327 Rose St
Griffin Annie L 2109 West Third St
Grosso Starr 748 East 24th St
Grucela Josephin P Grucela Henry 1331 Anderson St
Harding Keidra 2101 W 7th St Apt 506
Harding Marlene 2618 Sandeland St
Hargis Leroy 725 Jeffrey St
Haskell Theresa 218 E 21st
Haskins Doris 808 W 7th St
Hazzard Donald G Estate 209 W 14th St 106
Henry Margaret E Henry James Olge 3510 W 4th St
Hicks Cordelia 419 Engle St
Hodgson Fredrick P 317 Palmer St
Hoffman Richard Estate 422 E 20th St
Hollis Sylvia R 334 Parker St
Holloway Addie Estate Of 2507 Chestnut St
Hubickey Robert Estate 2515 Sandeland St
Hudelson Dorothea 721 Engle St
Hudson Ebony 1004 Baldwin St
Hughes Dwight 1001 West Third St
Hunby Nancy L 920 E 14th St
Iffat Enterprises 1425 W 9tn St
Imburgia Frances Imburgia John S 119 Gerald Dr
Jackson Celestine Jackson William O Chester Care Ctr 15th Shaw Tr
Jackson Doret 36 W 8th St
Jackson Melvin 920 E 14th St
James Lula M 929 Pennell St
Jes Seafood 823 Kerlin St
Johnson Garry D D & D Laundry Inc 1326 Morton Ave
Johnson Mildred 1226 W 2nd St
Johnson Norman F Jr 918 Barclay St
Johnson Willard F Estate Of 625 W 2nd St
Jordan James Estate 613 W 2nd St
Joseph A Orraca Tetteh Md Pc 230 E 24th St
Joyce Lawrence Estate 721 Caldwell St
Junior Achievement O 419 Ave Of The States
Justice James 218 Wilson St
Kane Dorothy C, Kane Michael J 1411 Ridley Ave
Karouth Katie 1101 Ave Of The States 31
Keene Elizabeth 2118 W 9th St
Kelley Richar 455 Jeffrey St
Kelly Michael Dwayne Dr Dept Of Medical Educatio Pob I Suite 302 One Medical Ctr
Blvd
Kinder Bertha 625 W 7th St
King Samuel 1521 Upland St
Kohlmeir James J 323 E 12th St
Kozak Geneva 319 Trainer St
Kozak Geneva F 319 Trainer St
Kuzan Rudolph 2700 W 2nd St
Kuzan Rudolph, Kuzan Carolyn 2700 W 2nd St
Lammers Jennette Estate 2737 Forwood St
Lawler Anna C 2707 Mccarey St
Layport Cheryl 114 Penn St
Leahy Thomas P 128 Worrell St
Lee Ethel Estate 2021 W 9th St
Leinwar Gustave W 2501 Seaport Dr Ste Bh300
Leonard Flavius Leonard Clarice 24 E Mowry
Lomax Gertrud 1013 Concord Ave
Loveland Richard D 338 E 11th St
Lundell Kevin 113w Pkwy Ave Apt B
Mack Eugene R 1019 E Williams Cir
Manampuram George 704 East 20th St Apt 3
Manly Esther 1202 Engle St
Manning Cynthia S 620 West 6th St
Martin Herman L 214 Booth St
Matilda Mayo 935 W 9th St
May Bertha 454 Yarnall St
Mayo Matilda 935 W 9th St
Mccamsey Marie M Estate 205 E 8th St
Mccomsey Marie M Estate 1120 Johnson St
Mcfadden Jackqueline Estate 712 Drayton Rd No B
Melnick Dorothy E Estate 738 Mount Rd
Melvin Ruggles Estate 10 W 23rd St
Milbourne Gladys Apt 605 1001 Ave Of The Stes
Miller Charle 345 Broomall St
Miller Floren 1505 Rothwell Ter
Miller Mary 1118 Upland St
Millner Audrey G 620 W 6th St
Mimms Eloise H 1115 Thomas St
Minchella Joseph 2607 Nolan St
Mingledoff Lottie 802 W 6th St
Misteka Anthony, Misteka Betty M 112 Wilson St
Mitchell Robert 513 Kerlin St
Mohamed Fazil Ayube Dr Dept Of Medical Educatio Pob I Suite 302 One Medical Ctr
Blvd
Moran Leslie 1414 Morton Ave
Muffley Jane Estate 1219 Ganster Pl
Mulcahy Elizab 322 Rural Ave
Nacrelli Kiyo 3403 Carter Ln
Nagle Mary Apt 409 1101 Ave Of The States
Nance John 1233 W 9th St
Neighborcare Crozer One Medical Ctr Blvd
Newell Frank 601 Tilghman St
News Bessie S 432 Rose St
Owens Dorothy B 1115 Madison St
Parker Aaron J 410 West 3rd St
Pastuzek Andrew I Estate 2500 W 9th St
Patrick Joline M 1112 W Carlas Ln
Pediatric Associates 30 Medical Ctr Blvd
Peppel Harry G 1113 Remington St
Perkins Rose 546 Dorian Dr
Phillips Beatrice 931 Norris Dr
Picus Albert W Picus Wanda 204 W 22nd St
Pincura Mary L Pincura John 102 Highland Ave
Pineiro Marylu 2501 Seaport Dr
Pitt William 215 E 21st St No 204
Pittman Franklin E 1826 W 4th St
Piwowar Chester Estate 2700 W 4th St
Pleasant Albert Estate 1427 W 3rd St
Porter Vainey 2501 Seaport Dr
Potter Frank 722 W 5th St
Powell Willia 502 Murray Pl
Price Marie Chestnut Ridge Apts 110 2700 Chestnut St
Proudlone R Estate 328 E 7th St
Proudlove Jo Estate 328 E 7th St
Purnell Eliza 2125 W 4th St
Purnell Elizabeth 2125 W 4th St
Quality Industrial Gases 138 Keystone Rd
Raymond Percy 1020 Central Ave
Rhodes Ernest Estate 2704 Lehman St
Riley Lawrence N 1207 W 15th St
Robinson Edga 222 Wilson St
Robinson Edgar Estate 918 Barclay St
Robinson Selina 1714 Nichols Ter
Robson Madelyn K 2700 W 2nd St
Rollo Joseph M 1039 Parker St
Rosencrance Seth W Pt 215 E 21st St 101
Ross Edward 1029 Butler St
Ross Wyzetta Estate 923 W 9th St
Rothwell Frances 2108 W Third St Apt 1-A
Ruben Luis 3013 W 9th St
Runole Ruth 419 Rose St
Salam Zaid 1208 Perkins St
Sammons Theodore Estate 923 W 9th St
Sancken Penola 415 E 11th St
Sargent Lawrence 121 E 5th
Saunders Daniel 2708 Madison St
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Seaton Dorothy 1816 W 2nd St
Selby Janet C 1503 Martin Ln
Shamberger Mercides 316 Pennell St
Shaw Helen, Shaw John 1150 Keystone Rd
Simmons Jean 930 E 16th St
Smith Oliver W Iii 909 West 3rd St
Snipes Louise 416 Bickley Place
Stecula Myron 201 Hayes St
Stranko Susan Apt 409 1101 Ave Of The States
Taylor Grace M 1501 Arbor Dr Apt 110
Taylor Kamar 2101 W 7th St Apt 506
Thomas Joseph 610 W 8th St
Thomas Richard N 1706 W Second
Thomas Walter Estate 937 Lamokin St
Thompson Adon 239 Hayes St
Thorpe Clotea 1503 W 11th St
Tillery Mary 1104 Engle St
Townsend Dana S 205 Reaney St
Toy Carrie 927 Norris Dr
Tran Hung V 2701 Madison St #C60
Turner Iona 517 Palmer House
Vail Agnes G 2700 Chestnut St Apt 1004
Vazquez Victor L B 103 E 23rd St
Wadley Essie M 2701 Chestnut St Apt J-1
Wager Benjamin W Estate 17 E Mowry St
Walker Jennie 1420 Esrey St Apt 512
Walker William A 937 Pennell St
Washington Cynthia D 2240 Providence Ave 2nd Floor
Washington Da 1410 W 6th St
Washington Shellman Jr 912 Fulton St
Waters Donald A 2515 W 9th St Apt 1
Waters Gregory 224 E 22nd St
Wells Fargo 2501 Seaport Dr S Bh300
Wesley Joseph 1303 Reed Place
West Pocahont 522 W 5th St
White David M 812 W 11th St
White Shawntina M 912 W 3rd St
Whitehead Eve 1930 W 2nd St
Whiting Margaret 111 Church St
Williams Carla 1142 Keystone Rd
Williams Paulette 1115 Thomas St
Wilson Carol 808 Elsinore Pl
Winstons 701 W 3rd St
Winters Phyllis Winters Johnson 920 E 21st St Apt 1
Womack Ruth M 613 Lloyd St
Wood Herbert Estate 856 Upland Ave
Worral Dorothy V 727 Mcilvain St
Worrall John W 727 Mcilvain St
Wright James 814 Mary St
Wright James S 814 Mary St
Zimmer Betty P Tymanis Trailer Park 1105 Engle St
Zuckerman Bernice Estate 800 W 78th St
Chester Pa 19015
Hopkins Mary H 304 Dogwood Ln
Horzempa Stanley & Culp Carolyn Family T 107 East Avon Rd
Hsl Enterprises Inc 2711 Edgmont Ave
Lapella James Lapella Verna 167 E Avon
Mckeown Francis J 218 8th St
Premier Fruits And Vegetables Usa 1510 Chester Pike
Taylor Henry J Estate 173 E 26th St
Upland Quality Foods 851 Upland Dr
Chester Pa 19016
Gilmore Altamese H PO Box 166
Hagan Lillia Hagan Robert 4300 W 9th St
Loveland John E Estate PO Box 132
Chester Pa 19022
Evans Nellie Ms 1323 Chester Pike
Chesterbrook Pa 19087
Best Chance Inc 445 Mount Rushmore Rd
Clazetta Robert Estate 53 Abrams Ln
Giambarberee Janet E 707 Mountain View Dr
Morris Christina 91 Leforge Ct
Richardson Susan Corrigan 107 Amity Dr
Shire Us Inc 725 Chesterbrook Blvd
Wells Fargo Ins Serv Of Pa 701 Lee Rd Suite 203
Chester Heights Pa 19017
American Shipping Company Inc PO Box 531
Desai Karan D 10 Rolling Hts
Ryan John W Sr Box 276 9 Rolling Hts Ln
Speicher Richard 40 Sutphin Rd
Chester Township Pa 19013
Hammond Eleanor 2401 Chichester
Cheyney Pa 19319
Coyle Joseph 23 Bennetts Ln
Starr Harry L 1351 College Hill Rd Apt 11
Clifton Heights Pa 19018
Adelphia Auto Sales 500 W Baltimore Pike
Alpini Christopher M 128 North Diamond Ave
Arzadon Elsa 54 W Berkley Ave
Bartram Assembly 55 A O C/O H W Lentz 140 Willowbrook Rd
Benjamin P O Apartment F 5
Blake Eleanor M 5352 Brittany Dr
Blemimgs Doris 2 Sycamore Ave
Borsuk Nicholas 530 B Gia Cir
Bruno Joseph P Bruno Marie A 58 N Penn St
Bryant Gaile S 5356 Delmar Rd
Chadwick Andrew J 84 Chester Ave
Collins Aubrey F Estate 28 W Madison Ave
Condon Chad 112b 1250 Providence Rd
Conroy Frank P 5223 Westbrook Dr
Cragg Helen 332 Gramercy Dr
Deshields Stanley E32 914 South Ave
Dougherty Nancy 824 Providence Rd Providence Manor Apts
Dugan Francis X 25 B 5 Glenwood Ave
Excelsior Entertainment Inc 100 Mill St 20
Fannin Larry R Estate Of 417 Seven Oaks Dr
Fritz John 106a West Maryland Ave
Gallagher Edwin F 138 N Madison Ave
Gallagher Robert 215 W Washington Ave
Garrish Richard 330 Springfield Rd
Gilligan Margaret 5113 White Hall Dr
Graham Thomas A 1014 Brook Ave
Haskins Christopher M, Haskins Bryan K 356 West Park Ln
Joshi Suresh G 45 A 333 North Ave
Keenan Auto Body 714 E Baltimore Pike
Kidon Frank J Jr B 19 East Berkley Ave
Leiba Andrea 56 N Sycamore Ave
Liu Laixin 281 Davis Ave Apt E7
Lu Mei Jin 410 N Glenwood Ave
Lucente Norma Estate 210 S Church St
Mackey Robert D PO Box 507
Malloy Ida M 253 Bishop Av
Mc Grath Patricia A 527 E Washington Ave
Mccarthy Geraldine 5113 White Hall Dr
Mickles Robert 2236 Franklin St
Ongley James O 261 Cambridge St
Oreilly Joseph J Oreilly T F 5207 Fairhaven Rd
Philmon East Ventures Inc 100 Mill St 20
Pimentel Emanuel Rosa Apt 4 219 E Baltimore Ave
Qunones Tana Lacen Apt 3 219 E Baltimore Ave
Roney Tina M 104 W Washington Ave
Sassaman Helen J 1033 Edgerton Rd
Stepanyan Stepan 117 W Washington St
Talamini Thomas 100 Mill St 20
Thomas Leo J 184 Westbrook Dr
Tiwari Dipika N 86a 1250 Providene Rd
Torres Noel 60 N Penn St
Tribuiani Donna 5155 Gramercy Dr
Ulmer Margaret 344 Westpark Ln
Walker Pauline 312 E Baltimore Pike
Wyrwas Bronistau 430 E Baltimore Ave
Collingdale Pa 19023
Apenaola Kunle Apt 2nd Fl 400 Lafayette Ave
Brinton Larry J 153 Wayne Ave
Buku Jallah 201 Blunston Ave Apt C
Cnb Variety 75 Macdade Blvd
Cocaj Ymerli 904 Walnut St
Cohen Murray H Estate 917 Macdade Blvd
Confair Clair 122 Staley Ave
Dougherty William 103 Sharon Ave Apt 1b
Fahy Helen 318 Clifton Ave
Fetterolf Frances M Fetterolf Walter O 956 Springfield Rd
Gould Benjamin 302 Roberta Ave
Haney William 1024 Bartram Ave
Hay Sidney F Hay Mary A 705 Blackstone Ave
Hess H Jr 22 S Front St
Ikedichi Iromoh 6 Cherry St
Kieser Willian P Estate 1047 Springfield Rd
Kohlbrenner Robert 612 Lafayette
Larch James J 421 Lafayette Ave
M & S Bakery Inc 600 Mcdade Blvd
Mercer George M Mercer George W 221 Wolfenden Ave
Miller Leonard 1107 Chestnut St
Monaghan Martin Est 558 S 3rd St
Mozer Marie E 219 Sharon Ave
Nelson Christopher Nelson Chavone 510 S 3rd St
Nuriddin Angela L 528 Macdade Blvd 2
Obrien Marie E 1002 Andrews Ave
O’brien Michael J 110 South Front St
Orlando S Pastries 600 Mcdade Blvd
Reed Virginia E 47 1/2 Mac Dade Blvd
Reiter John H Estate 314 Woodlawn Ave
Rivera Virginia Est 70 Chester Pike
Scheier William M Estate 802 Pitman Ave
Shank Anthony 1009 North St
Sheckleford James F Jr 225 Macdade Blvd 3rd Floor
Snyder Helen 127 Pine St
Staley William 710 Purey
Walsh John F 609 Beechwood Ave
Weiss David H Ibew Lodge 2271 610 Andrews Ave
Wilson Helen K 515 Felton Ave
Wright Tyree Henry 528 Macdade Blvd 2
Concordville Pa 19331
Andorra Radiology Assoc PO Box 892
Clement Communications Inc Concord Indstrk Park
Concordville Nissan Theresa W Land 452 Wilmington Westchester Pik
Diagnostic Pathology Con PO Box 892
Executive Book Summies 10 La Crue Ave
State Farm PO Box 41
Crum Lynne Pa 19022
Buccolo Anthony 611 Maddock St
Carter Alan M Apt A 1202 Holland St
Cj Colameco Inc 1156 Adams St
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Daliessio Anthony 110 Youngs Ave
Dickerson Yvette 1215 Holland St B
Fizzano Anthony Iii C/O 1776 Chester Pike
Gravely Gerald B Jr 1402 Gibbons St
Grayson Joan J Estate 235 Randall St
Haynie Charles Estate 404 Smiley St
James Gaylord W 1146 Holland St
Lynch Joseph Lynch Edith 1202 Holland St Apt A
Nathaniel Powell Estate Of 317 Morris Ave Apt D
Nicholl Albert J Estate 1311 Holland St
Redding Mary 1318 E 12th St
Stevens Christine M 1013 Leiper St
Darby Pa 19023
Alexander Latanya D 910 Ridge Ave No 1
Alfred Mabinty 230 N 2nd St
Baumiller Ann P Estate 17 Ashbourne Rd
Blankley Joan C Estate 623 Columbia Ave
Bonner Cecelia 123 N 9th St
Boyer Edwin Boyer Ruth 314 6th
Boykin Dinah Apt 302 896 Main St
Brown Jerome E 500 Pine St Apt A4
Brown Kim 21 N 6th St
Buchborn Sarah 1334 Chestnut St
Burdette Evelyn 420 Chestnut St
Bushnell Frances 302 Greenway Ave
Butts Cheryl D 15 Branford Rd
Carroll John J Cedar Ave & Mac Dade Blvd
Cesaire Remy 1306 Main St
Charles Leinhauser 28 N 11th St
Cherif Martha 216 2nd St
Courtney Mary J Courtney John F 29 Whiteley Tr
Culley Harriet 931 Forrester Ave
Curry Lizzie M 911 Pine St
Dahl Edwin 129 Verlenden Ave
Dajnowski Walter G Estate 514 Cedar Ave
Dandridge Ralph 219 N 9th St
Darlington Mary 1412 Lansdowne Ave St Francis Country House
Dawson Margaret Estate 912 Ridge Ave
Dellavecchia Josephine 1412 Lansdowne Ave St Francis Country House
Demarco Giocanda 1412 Lansdowne Ave St Francis Country House
Dougherty George 208 Chestnut St
Dougherty Margaret 501 Millbank St
Dr John Fisher D O 890 Main St
Drummond Florence Estate 1505 Bywood
Dux James M 1436 Lansdowne Ave
Elkins Arthur 13 Chester Pike
Evans Joseph W 232 Marks Ave
Farmer Jocile 500 Pine St Apt C1
Ferguson Andrew D 311 Greenway
Ferguson Walter 311 Greenway Ave
Five Star Transportation Inc 850 Smt St
Friel Florence Friel William J 141 Golf Rd
Gaddy Aisha E 37 North 3rd St
Galbraith Francis J 302 Greenway Ave
Gassop Tamore C/O N Bogle 1105 Pine St
Gaye Emmanuel 114 S 6th St
Gibson Helen R 316 N 10th St
Giquinto Domenic J 16 N 2nd St
Greene Harrell Denise 216 Weymouth Rd
Grill Francis H Grill Sabina L 74 Mermont Cir
Hack James 217 Marks Ave
Howells Richard N Estate 204 Highland Ave
Jacques Cynthia 1028 Windsor Rd
Jason Allan E 1210 Chestnut St
Jenkins Sr Ea Sr 6 N 9th St 201
Jims Auto C/O Attn Jim Germsheid 323 Main St
Joshuasville Adegboyega J 626 Columbia Ave
Julia Giaquinto 16 N 2nd St
Kang Dai D 844 Main St
Kea Kevin J Sr 125 N 6th St
Keegan Brian 18 13th St S
Kerrigan Patricia Kerrigan James 708 Ash Ave
King David 29 N 10th St
Laboril Robert Estate 1108 Lawrence Ave
Leadford Catherine Leadford James 822 North
Legacy Funding 206 S 4th St
Mannah Helen 629 Colwyn Ave Apt 2b
Masticola Margaret M Masticola Arthur F 1213 Roosevelt
Mccabe Elizabeth A 1334 Chestnut St
Mccalla Margaret J 1016 Ctr St
Medley Tynesha N 35 Concord Rd
Meinen Mary H 112 N 2nd St
Mercy Mgmt Of Sepa D 1500 Lansdowne Ave
Mika Mary K Estate 31 Heather Rd
Moore Mary M 711 Walnut St
Nelson Marilyn 896 Main St 203
Okane Elizabeth 518 S Fourth St
Olaniyi Dupe O 5 Winthrop Rd
Palmer William R Palmer Sarah 208 S 5th St
Phillips Dorothy 1354 Edgehill Rd
Pitts Joseph 1051 Springfield Rd
Randle Fannie L 402 Ellis Ave
Rogers Baindu Apt F1 300 N Front St
Rose M S 7169 Radbourne Ave
Roye Gladys J 217 Marks Ave
Rutherford Ruth 115 N 10th
Sabb Laquasha 42 B Rhodes Ave
Savage Charle 940 Maple Ter
Smith Lynette 23 S 2nd St
Sound Investment Holdings 903 Smt St
Stalford James S Stalford Janet 10 Creek Ave
Strothers Edith J 912 Forrester Ave
Sulollari Rukije 1300 Main St
Szabo Patricia E 2 Concord Rd
Tate Organ Estate 22 S 11th St
Thompson Lola 1122 Glen Avon Rd
Tolbert Alberto A 206 S 4th St
Townsend Carolyn L Townsend Claudette 205 Main St
Trasatti Genevieve 1412 Landsdowne Ave
Tull Rebecca 905 Forester
Turey Mohammed Apt C31 300 Nfront St
Twilley Martha 708 Main St
Villa St Teresa 1215 Springfield Rd
Voell Mary L 40 Smt St
Walker Hilda Estate Of 904 Forrester Ave
Watson Nicholas 14 N 6th St
Weitz Jeanne E 438 S 3rd St
Whitney Florence C 931 Forrester Ave
Wiles Michael D 10 Cherry St
Williams Sinniah 15 North 2nd St
Wilson Brian S 120 Smt St
Drexel Hill Pa 19026
Aguilera Rogaciano Apt 5 24 Valy Rd
Allen Anna May 737 Anderson Ave
Angelopoulos George 1100 Alexander Ave
Associated Steam Special 3709 Jones St
Atkins James R Est Of 317 Riverview Ave
Banks Elaine Estate 3800 State Rd
Banta Thelma S Estate Drexel Ct Apts 216
Barney Elizabeth C 212 Warrior Rd
Bg Margate Investments Llc 4118 Berry Ave
Blitz Joseph 421 Burmont Rd 2fl
Blitz Joseph Estate 421 Burmont Rd 2fl
Boyd Barbara Cust Boyd Nicole 363 Upland Way
Boylan Helen B 100 Shadeland Ave 415
Brennan Stephen 3821 Marshall Rd
Brown Evelyn 86 Ferne Blvd Apt 6
Bunting David 100 Shadeland Ave Ap Lindenwood Apts
Buzby William Curtis 54 Revere Rd Apt 7
Callis Shelby Lyn 4410 Township Line Rd Apt 0-04
Cawley William P 438 Kenwood Rd
Chang Yin Fa 3908 State Rd
Coia James W 4410 Township Line Rd Apt 0-04
Collins Cecelia G 718 Ormond Ave
Cruier Mary L 100 Shadeland Ave Ap Lindenwood Apts
Cutler Theresa W 194 Burmont Rd
Davis Albert Estate 942 Kenwood Rd
Delco Apothecary Inc 501 N Lansdowne Ave
Devine Thomas F 212 Warrior Rd
Difrancesco John 474 Kenwood Rd
Dittmar Edna E 3414 Berkley Ave
Dobkin Stephen Frederic Dr 2100 Keystone Ave Number 307
Dolente Albert 746 Turner Ave
Donatelli Susanna 1203 Ormond Ave
Dougherty Joseph W Dougherty Anne M 4980 State Rd Apt 1 510
Douglas Schlipf Steven 4980 State Rd Apt 105 B2
Engell Timothy M 452 Burmont Rd
Evans Ruth PO Box 261
Fairview Inc C/O T Brower 2900 Township Rd
Fbo Douglas Sofield 3200 Twp Line Rd Apt 115 E
Forsythe Mary S 828 Eaton Rd
G Kochar Md 685 Ferne Blvd
Gallagher P P 3709 Marshall Rd
Gallo Frank M 2316 Garrett Rd
Geary Catherine M, Geary Stephen 804 Penn Ave
Gillespie John F 912 Roberta Ave
Green Helen M, Green John F Apt 2 83 Ferne Blvd
Green Martha E Estate 324 Lombardy Rd
Hamilton Maureen A 340 Blanchard Rd
Harshaw June W 537 Brookfield Rd
Hart Paul F J Hart Eileen B 2443 Marshall Rd
Hayes Emma 5256 Reservation Rd
Hedrick Frank W Estate 1104 Wilde Ave
Hicks Susan E 2534 Bond Ave
Hisler Charles J Jr 4100 Woodland Ave
Hovsepian Haig 744 Eaton Rd
Humphries Troy D 966 Aegyle Rd
Huynh Tin 4709 State Rd
Hynes Martin C Jr 1108 Wilde Ave
I C Heating & Air Conditioning In 3000 Township Line Rd
Iervella Leona M 718 Mason Ave
Info Graphix Systems 5100 State Rd
Insogna David 5204 Apache Ln
Insured Estate Of 364 Blanchard Rd
Ippoliti Jill A 3813 Brunswick Ave
Jacobs Kayade 26 Valy Rd
Jb Dawsons 5035 Township Line Rd Suite 2
Jernegan Lois E 3429 Albemarle Ave
Johnston Catherine M 935 Turner Ave
Junaedi Fnu 4919 Township Line Rd 179
Kanaras Elizabeth G Kanaras Helen G 847 Concord Ave
Keane John 54 3 Revere Rd
Kearney Dolores R 2424 Cedar Ln
Kelly Anna M C/O P Kane 2633 Eldon Ave
Kenny Esther T Est 909 Cornell Ave
Kiefer Edmund P 825 Morgan Ave
Killoran Catherine M Apt D3 4800 Township Line
King Adrian R 1117 Mason Ave
King Bobbie J 4237 Valy Rd Fl 2
Kirsch Michelle B 832 Eaton Rd
Klump Rita M 3941 James St Apt B3
Knight James A 931 Drexel Ave
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Kochar Md PO Box 205
Labella Giuliana 736 Cornell Ave
Laird Gladys R 1111 Bryan St
Lenora Spence 56 9 Revere Rd
Levy Mary 811 Windermere Ave 2nd Floor
Lin Meizhen Apt 005 4410 Township Line Rd
Lipetz Ben 834 Anderson Ave
Makundu Ruth 239 Heather Rd
Mangan John J Jr 1305 Dermond Rd
Manley Jennie L 1111 Bryan St
Martinez Ruth 4031 Dayton Rd
Maybray Mitchell E 248 Blythe Ave
Mc Carron Daniel J 2439 Hillcrest Rd
Mccabe Meghan E 4039 Redden Rd
Mccaffrey Mary Ms 927 Lindale Ave
Mccallum David Estate Mccallum David 4980 State Rd 2 607
Mccarrin William, Mccarrin Anna L 4038 Lasher Rd
Mccarron Joseph J Mccarron Rita P 3210 Highland Ave
Mccullough Betty Estate Of 4013 Ellendale Rd C/O G Schlenk
Mccullough Sean P 932 Cornell Ave
Moberly Addison O Estate 2228 Hillcrest Rd
Moran Catherine C 212 Warrior Rd
Morphot Norman 3811 Brunswick Ave A
Mouery Donald J 2227 Garrett Rd
Murphy Paul 4022 Berry Ave
Nelson Mary 4980 State Rd Bldg 1
Oneil Richard 912 Childs Ave
Ortlieb Trupert 1038 Blythe Ave
Palmer Nicholas 329 Ashurst Ave
Paolucci Joseph D 706 Blythe Ave
Parana Eugene J Parana Lorraine 200 Pilgrim Ln
Patel Dharmendra P 3219 Ashy Way
Patton Robert T 4413 Rosemont Ave Apt A
Penn Zena V 1024 Agnew Dr
Penrose Mabel K 335 Riverview Ave
Peruto Nicholas A 434 Alexander Ave
Phillips James PO Box 261
Price Deborah F 220 Burmont Rd
Primary Care Associates 4826 Drexelbrook Dr
Pro Cure Practices Mana 419 Alexander Ave Apt
Provident National B 3837 Garrett Rd
Ptm Sports 2502 West Township Line Rd PO Box 365
Reiley Joan 3947 Denninson Ave Apt G8
Reilly James F Mr 4026 Taylor Ave
Roan Lorraine B 4509 Huey Ave
Roberts Donovan Estate 31 Revere Rd Apt 4
Rogers Mildred M Rogers Frank M 945 Brenton Rd
Rogers Carolyn M 3960 Dennison Ave Apt C1
Rostron James D Jr Rostron Susan 455 Foss Ave
Savidge Edith V 5256 Reservation Rd
Schuller Hazel E 942 Stanbridge Rd
Scott Stephen F Jr Scott Thomas J 624 Mason Ave
Setian Vahan A 447 Edmonds Ave
Shea Nancy B Estate 913 Anderson Ave
Sheridan Nellie 4442 State Rd
Simpson Mary T 4647 Woodland Ave
Sims Jerome 800 Fairfax Rd Apt B
Sjsn Llc 5100 Township Line Rd
Smith Ethel V Estate 503 Alexander Ave
Smith Michelle 2457 Eldon Ave
Snyder Doris J 1317 Dermond Rd
Soeda Toru 47 Revere Rd Apt#3
Spaulding William 230 Burmont
Spelman Denis J 309 Pilgrim Ln Apt D
Stephens Christy 421 Alexander Ave
Stieidy Marion J Estate 4103 Vernon Rd
Strofe Lee M 1032 Cobbs St
Tackaberry John R Tackaberry Betty 39 6 Revere Rd
Tackaberry John R 39 6 Revere Rd
Talarowski Constance 5 Wilde Ave Apt 7
Urban Anna 928 Burmont Rd
Welsh Robert J 1114 Anderson Ave
Weng Hilda K 1033 Mason Ave
Wholey Marie F 816 Fairfax Rd
Workforce Agency Inc 4919 Township Line Rd
Wormsley Diane 2815 Garrett Rd
Young Lucy W Young George 721 Blythe Ave
Zechman Paul M Jr 364 Blanchard Rd
East Lansdowne Pa 19050
Dougherty Donald J 154 Wildwood Ave
Faix Robert O 246 Melrose Ave
Garner Arthur P 802 Pembroke Ave
Macdonnell Andrew W 810 Pembroke Ave 3rd Fl
Peterson Stephen Nova Garends 2146 Melros Ave Room 11
Smith Harned M Estate 904 Pembroke Ave
Snoep Robert C 123 Beverly Ave
Zhong Xing Llc 701 E Baltimore Ave
Eddystone Pa 19022
Advanced Resource Mangmnt 205 Eddystone Ave
Campbell Thomas E Campbell Clara M 1310 E 9th St
Conner Elizabeth 1326 Saville Ave
Davis Helen E 1228 Eddystone Ave Apt C7
Dehart Brian 721 Eddystone Ave
Full Spectrum Remodeling Inc Attn Don Rittenhouse 1022 Leiper St
Graham Catherine 1230 E 13th St
Henderson Charles R 1206 Simpson St
Hooker Irene 809 Eddystone Ave
Poteet Clara I Estate 1220 E 9th St
Rupert Marguerit 1254 E 12th St
S C A Hygiene Produc C/O C Whalen 1510 Chester Pike
Shaw Elsie G 1042 Toll St
Sigurdson Margaret 1098 Eddystone Ave
Stansbury James S Estate 719 Saville Ave
Walker Alice O Walker John E 1234 E 13th St
Edgemont Pa 19028
Llc Robert A PO Box 128
Murtagh Donald Box 5
N Amer Coll PO Box 827
Professional Anest Consultants PO Box 786
Vallhonrat Seth T PO Box 537
Elwyn Pa 19063
Dempster Melissa 349 Old Capital Trail
Levin John 2096 N Ridley Creek Rd
Essington Pa 19029
A P Airport Connection PO Box 249
AAA Mid Atlantic Insurance PO Box 157 Attn Subrogation Recovery Gr
Blake Barbara J 209 Pontiac St
Campbell Anna L 340 Massasoit St
Cliff Marilyn Ann 224 Lagrange Ave
Connors Jeremy M 126 Carre St Apt 2
County Savings Bank Attn Marianne E Graden 412 Wanamaker Ave
Donohue Edward M 15 River Watch Ct
Erickson Julie M Erickson Orrin E Box 101
Exhibit Installation 625 N Governor Printz Blvd
Gerrity Florence 566 Jansen Ave
Grablusky Mary Est 125 Saude Ave
Harvey Mary Saude Ave
Hillenbrand Ernest 423 S Governor Printz Blvd Apt F3
Holiday Inn Philadelphia Airport 45 Industrial Hwy
Hoover Margaret C Hoover Lee W 325 Saude Ave
Mcbrides Tavern Llc 401 Seminole St
Messinsa Samuel 321 Bartram Ave
Montgomery Eleanor 309 Jansen Ave
Rypinski Edward S 316 Carre Ave
Rypinski Roseanne 316 Carre Ave
Sworob Florence 309 Jansen Ave
Wells Fargo Financial PO Box 250
Worrell Florence Worrell Richard 307 Seminole Av
Folcroft Pa 19032
Baitman Enviromental Service 900 Carpenters Crossing Bldg 31 Ste3
Benson Margaret Estate 516 Garfield Ave
Cavalieri Leonard D 904 School Ln
Countrywide Home Loans Inc 992 Taylor Dr
Dorothy H Reese Dorothy H Estate Of 543 Folcroft Ave
Folcroft Transportation Inc Calcon Hook Rd PO Box 132
Giordano John J 40 A Grant Tr
Haley Ethel F 882 Taylor Dr
Hallman Dorothy Estate 501 Crotzer Ave
Herko Patricia A 978 Taylor Dr
Highland Dana 1067 Taylor Dr
Hutton Millie 1528 Elmwood Ave Apt B7
Jackson Lamont 2058 Heather Rd
Johnson Victor K 1546 Elmwood Ave
Karr Anna K Est 132 Folcroft Ave
Mckinlay Edwin J 891 Taylor Dr
Newberg Richard 812 Grant Rd
Newberg Ruth 812 Grant Rd
Ritchie Bertie 208 Sharon Park Dr
Schwamb David 533 Dalmas Ave
Slim Jim Inc 519 Kaiser Dr
Tyler William 2089 Kent Rd
Folsom Pa 19033
Abstract Pa Nj 209 Kedron Ave
Armstrong Gloria 207 Ohio Ave
Bellwoar Robert E 203 Gilmore St
Boardley Warren L 111 Macdade Blvd Apt B
Bonfitto Mat Estate 100 Milmont Ave
Brunke Donna Apt 2 130 Folsom Ave
Calvert Christine B Milmont Prk 215 Ohio Ave
Clark Emma Estate 416 Tasker Ave
Coulbourn Anne 628 Rutledge Ave
Curran James P Jr 426 Sutton Ave
Elfrey John E Jr 126 Marlin Ave
English Edward L Estate 120 Chester Ave
Francis Helen E 423 Swarthmore Ave
Jancovic Mary Estate 439 Hazel Ave
Kounnas Jacqueline 423 Sutton Ave
Kukta Eileen M Estate Of 338 Ridley Ave
Martin Shepherd J Estate 914 11th Ave
Mattera Marc 1215 Swathmore Ave
Mcconville Kathlee Estate 536 Manor Cir
Mccullough Mary Ms 1607 2nd Ave
Mcgillen Shawn F 130 Rutledge Ave
Olesh Marie 159 Foldale Place
Page Viney B 331 7th Ave
Palmer Robert T 225 Ridley Ave Apt 2
Phillips Edgar E Phillips Helen M 112 Marlin Ave
Phillips Robert J 420 Broomall St
Pozer Walter 314 Sycamore Ave
Rugis Della Estate 109 Haverford Rd
Smith Grace M Estate 523 Sycamore Ave
Smith J PO Box 66 1414 Macdade Blvd
Tassoni Ronald L 419 Milmont Rd
Tiberi Elvira A 321 Marlin St
Trauma Rehabilitation Pa PO Box 373
Wilson Helen A 603 Rutledge Ave
Wynne Janet M Estate 216 Chester Ave
Zizza Elva F Estate 905 Evergreen Ave
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Garden City Pa 19063
Shaffer Sheldon F Estate 38 Penn Way
Garnet Valley Pa 19060
Annunzio Vincent D 157 Kirk Rd
Chin Karen K Chin Julia 38 John Beal Dr
Conrad Roberta 1194 Naamans Creek Rd
Eder Herman Jr Bf 92 Featherbed Ln
Gear Elizabeth L Estate 62 Robins Rd
Kurfis Virginia 1194 Naamans Creek Rd
Maher William 463 Garnet Mine Rd
Garnet Valley Pa 19061
Annunzio Vincent D 157 Kirk Rd
Avicolli Michael J 3106 William Rd
Glen Mills Pa 19342
American Tile Enterprise Corp C/O N Tymczyk 98 Tanguy
Anderson Thomas 35 Big Wood Dr
Aucott Patricia Aucott Ronald 1255 Deep Meadow Dr
Baruti Steven A Baruti Clare F 45 Governor Markham Dr
Carli Caroline C/O Brinton Manor 549 Baltimore Pike
Carousel Toyota 1050 Baltimore Pike
Coffey Rosemary D 153 Pole Cat Rd
Dantonio Anthony 1074 Edgewood Chase Dr
Davenport Merle 2303 Windfield Ct
Defulvio Julia Mae 43 Paul Ln
Delloso Louis L 21 Jeremiah Collett Rd
Dunlevy Elizabeth C/O Brinton Manor 549 Baltimore Pike
Elwyn For Margaret Carey 8 Winding Way
Excalibur Builders & Maintenance In 1810 Wilmington Pike S
Ferry Cynthia M 12 W Dougherty Blvd Unit B2
Ferry Mary D 12 W Dougherty Blvd Unit B2
Freedman Martin 1103 Chevers Dr
Gekowski Ray 133 Mendenhall Dr
Gold Harvey S 14103 Elam Dr
Hall Michael G 1582 Middletown Rd
Hess Frank C Jr 217 Meadow Lark Tr
Hubaj William F 57 Patricia Ln
Hyatt Franklin D Hyatt Alice F Box 189
Jrs Lady Inc T A Lady Of America 49 Baltimore Pike
Klopping Martin L 6 Jesse Ct
Leach Douglas J 39 Green Creek Ln
Levin Barbara E 153 Kingswood Ct
Lindsey Mary M 206 Heron Ct
Mancini Nj Jr 242 Baltimore Pike Apt 101
Misero Alice P Misero James R 8 Millhaven Rd
Morrison William C Morrison Barbara A 35 Glenview Rd
Nelson Charles H 90 Mill Race Pl
Rana Ashish 5 Morris Dr
Rockham 5g Pa Lp 1810 Wilmington Pike 4
Rossi Anthony 1809 Coventry Ln
Rzaca Shawn Patrick 4 Acorn Way
Smith Devon 7 Ponds View Rd
Southco Inc Kisha Hollis 210 Brinton Lake Rd
Srinivasan Ramaswami Srinivasan Devi PO Box 113
Travers Gregory S 26 Big Woods Dr
Vogel Colleen 12 Acorn Way
Vogel Milan 12 Acorn Way
Walsh Christopher T Walsh Matthew E 632 Concord Rd
Williams Terence Williams Lisa M 2 James Hayward Rd
Woods At Edges Mill Llc 1786 Wilmington Pike
Zappala April R 42 James Hayward Rd
Glen Riddle Lima Pa 19037
Angeline Henry Fair Acres Geriatric Home 340 N Middletown Rd
Carpenter Norene M 340 N Middletown Rd Fair Acres
Container Research Corporation Hollow Hill Rd
Industrial Madison 300 S Pennell Rd Ste 310
Neilson John PO Box 49 Fair Acres Geriatric Ctr
Glenolden Pa 19036
Bates Edwin R Estate 129 N Scott Ave
Bates Helen D Estate 129 N Scott Ave
Bill Meredith Auto Body Inc 51 South Macdade
Broadwell Frances 615 Glenfield Ave
Butler Rose 1051 Brookwood Ln
Carter Linda L Estate Of 1078 Glen Cir
Cornelius Don Estate 205 E Glenolden Ave
Delacy John P C/O Benef Margaret Delacy 1160 Nicole Ln
Delacy Margaret 1160 Nicole Ln
Diegidio Jason 718 W Ashland Ave
Emerson Dolores R Emerson Jane H 14 N Elmwood Ave
Espinoza Cruz Jackson 211 W Ashland Ave
Faulkner Evelyn F 708 Beech Ave
Fedorchak Russell 331 S Ridgeway Ave
Forde Daniel Forde Mary A 633 Richfield Ave
Gallagher Catherin 17 N Wells Ave
Gds And Or Assignee 1125 Oakwood Dr
Gendvilas Regina 203 S Macdade Blvd Apt B
Gottlieb Mary Paul Gottlieb Harold 1018 Cedarwood Rd
Greene Charles A Parker Ave
Gruan Therese A 17 N Wells Ave
Heifet Jeannette T Heifet Louis 806 W Oak Ln A
J American First Aio 950 Calcon Hook Dr
Jenkins Thomas Ac 018 221 S Macdade Blvd P
Joseph Francis X 18 S Elmwood Ave
Joseph Irene M 18 S Elmwood Ave
Kinder Bryon 221 Macdade Blvd
Kopicko Daniel 8 S Academy Ave
Leggett Karen 24 N Llanwellyn Ave
Lindsay Mary W 100 E Glenolden Ave Apt R2
Masher Florence Masher Hugh F 830 Crescent Dr
Mcgee Timothy P 219 S Macdade Blvd
Mcmaster Margaret L Mcmaster Joan B 411 Hibbs Ave
Mid Atlantic Repair Products 102 N Academy Ave PO Box 186
Monro Muffler Brake Inc 105 N Macdade Blvd
Pease Alice 607 S Elmwood Ave
Petril Kristten 5 Alicia Ct
Peyre Ferry Margaret R Peyre Ferry George F South Ave And Hook Rd
Price Ann E Estate 406 Custer Ave
Rizzo Matthew Rizzo Robert 319 N Woodland Ave
Ruckle Jaime L 240 Pine St
Rush Joseph A 1145 Tremont Dr
Soma Craig L 119 N Llanwellyn Ave
Spaide Francis S 957 Maple Ave
Stambaugh Jessica M 415 Pine St
Stankiewicz Julian 15 N Macdade Blvd
Stanley Morgan Ac 018 221 S Macdade Blvd P
Torchinsky Gregory 3 Stratford Rd
Urich Florence D Estate 47 N Ridgeway Ave N
Widdowson Doris S 615 Richfield Ave
Wolf Leon 207 Westbridge Rd
Wright Ann K 404 Werner Ave
Zimmerman Thomas 105 N Chester Pike Apt
Glen Mills Pa 19342
Smith Stevn V 7204 Arment Dt
Gradyville Pa 19039
Czamlet Stanley A PO Box 45
Gentiles Farm Mkt Co Inc PO Box 265
Havertown Pa 19083
546 West King St Llc PO Box 1126
Abcellular Therapeutics Inc 525 W Chester Pike Ste 1034a
Alessi Nicolina Alessi Samuel H 101 Campbell Ave
Andrian Edward Estate 1511 Darby Rd
Baker Joyce E Estate Of 2547 Woodleigh Rd
Barry Aliou 1223 West Chester
Bednal Eve A 249 Brookline Blvd
Behl Edward C Estate Of 517 Achille Rd
Behl Wilhelmi Estate Of 517 Achille Rd
Berns Arthur Jt 1315 Edgewood Rd
Bilker Judith R Bilker Stanley 419 Brentwood Rd
Bloom Eleanor R 1320 Harrington Rd
Bond Caitlin Bond Thomas 44 Campbell Ave
Brandon Murray B Brandon Ruth W 1015 Penna Ave
Briggs Gabriel 824 Homestead Rd
Brown Woodroy 422 Earlington Rd
Buckley Constance Trst Of 705 Ashurst Rd
Calvary Lutheran Church PO Box 1032
Cameron Grace E 216 E Park Rd
Campagna Samuel A 309 Twin Oaks Dr
Chemical Equipment Labs PO Box A
Chin Doog C 2028 Darby Rd
Chipman Patricia 104 Westwoodpark Dr
Cleary Lily 106 Woodbine Rd
Correa Joseph B 17 E Turnbull Ave
Cugnini Kent 304 Davis Rd
Curran Charles S 143 Upland Rd
Denning George A Jr 28 Sycamore Rd
Doctors Urgent Care 127 W Chester Pike
Donohue Charles R 57 East Eagle Rd
Dougherty Joseph B 108 N Drexel Ave
Dougherty Robert T C O Mrs Dorothy M Dougherty 217 Lincoln Ave
Duggan Robert A Jr 12 E Langhorne Ave
Endz Investment Club Arthur 805 W Chester Pike
Esposito Ann 134 Upland Rd
Estberg William T 20 Gilmore Rd
Etris Elizabeth T 615 Merion Ave
Fala Fernando F 511 Kathmere Rd CO L Weiss
Feldman Paul L 1011 Darby Rd
Fitzgerald Kathleen 603 Woodland Dr
Fowler Niklaas No Funds W/D Til Minor Attains 609 Glendale Rd
Galligan Joanne M 317 Walnut Hill Ln
Giangiulio Samuel 65 W Hillcrest Ave
Global Villagecom 18 East Eagle Rd
Guinan Marguerite M Guinan Joseph E 1412 Norman Rd
Guyler James R Estate Of CO M Guyler Hamilton 120 Westwood Park Dr
Harle Judith 615 Merion Ave
Harris Samantha 509 Maple Hill Rd
Harrison Ann Estate 1724 Hawthorne Ave
Hawthorne Siobhan K 2609 Ashwood Dr
Heckendorn Matthew A 304 Oxford Rd
Hedwig Cerwenk Estate 203 Pickwick Rd
Hefferman Terese 2901 W Chester
Henry Douglas L 1 Claremont Blvd
Hilltop Babe Ruth 1200 Bon Air Rd
Hodges Mary C 1222 Roosevelt Dr Apt B
Integrative Life Ser 2010 W Chester Pike Fl 3r
Jennings Roberta Jennings Edward 1100 Township Line Rd
Jennys Nails 24 N Manoa Rd
Jerry Gray Auto 1100 N Eagle Rd
Jingozian Smit Carol 37 E Marthart Ave 2nd Floor
Johnson Elizabeth T 313 E Hathaway Ln
Jones Christopher M 513 Devon Rd
Jones G Raymond 27 Shelbourne Rd
Karas Theodoe 201 Charles Dr
Kesselman Robert 540 Wales Rd
King Chan Yuk 753 Lawson Ave
Kohls 250 West Chester Pike
Kohn Anita 1708 Josie Ln
Kuchler Minerva L 14 Kathmere Rd
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Lanser William V 1453 Maryland Ave
Leedecke Marjorie 509 Harriett Ln
Leek Margaret M 20 Woodbine Ave
Lind David F 245 Kenmore Rd
Little Juliette L 1804 Bellemead Ave
Livingston Erna Estate 6031 Master St
Loney Kathleen 750 Lawson Ave
Lovelace John P 409 Pembroke Rd
Mahony Ellen A Dr 2010 West Chester Pike Ste 345
Majeska George R 2050 Old West Chester Pike
Marchesani Anthony D 319 Kathmere Rd
Mccartney Marie T 1616 West Chester Pike
Mcconaghy Marie Estate 1 Ralston Ave
Mcdermott Michael P 117 Kathmere Rd
Mcevoy Marion E Estate Of 302 Paddock Rd
Mcgorry Margaret 2050 Old W Chester Pike
Mcgrath Mark B 571 Willowbrook Rd
Mckeownmcgill Christine M 231 Oxford Hill Ln
Mcmahon Kathryn Kristine 63 Colonial Rd
Mcmonigle Mary 228 James Dr
Mervine Harry S Estate 359 W Chester Pike
Miller Mary K 1126 Wilson Dr
Morini Bernadine S Morini Louis Jr 407 Maryland Ave
Naab Beatrice C 228 Lincoln Ave
Nardi Mary C Nardi A V 2437 Merwood Ln
Neill Margaret E 1517 Norman Rd
New Hope Ministry 1415 Robinson Ave
Nolen Ann M 1845 Windsor Park Ln
Noverati Giuseppe 21 Michael Rd
Olson Elmi 48 West Eagle Rd Apt 110
Parker Sophia Estate Of C/O Seleyo D Admin 56 Rodmor Rd
Patton Forence J Estate Of 689 Paddock Rd
Petrella Anna M Estate Of 6 Fairfield Rd
Phipps Lina E Estate 154 Upland Rd
Pierciey David G 1812 Darby Rd
Pizio Charlotte Pizio Rudolph 1439 Ashton Rd
Pomeroy Helen E 25 Campbell Ave
Pozzi Madeline C 66 S Eagle Rd Apt A6
Premier Orthopedics 525 W Chester Pike Ste 202
Puchalski Robert Dr 502 Dogwood Cir
Rosen Kalman D 208 Frederick Rd
Rossi Nancy J 1405 Steel Rd
Rotoli Bonita 535 Country Club Ln
Rudiger Harold E 8 Bennington Rd
Russell Kenneth A 640 County Club Ln
Ryan Mary C 1100 N Eagle Rd
Seal Richard A Estate 421 Achille Rd
Security Watch Inc 1254 W Chester Pike Ste 205
Shepley John 1422 Johnson Rd
Shookster John G 1631 Mount Pleasant Rd
Singh Gurmail 1831 Lawrence Rd
Smith James M 105 E Manoa Rd
Smith Martin G Estate 251 Mill Rd
Soltani Julia Catherine Soltani Kathleen Cust 115 Lincoln Ave
Soltani Kathleen Cust Soltani Christian 115 Lincoln Ave
Soroka Abbie Merle 208 Juniper Rd
Speers Helen R 1737 Hawthorne Ave
Stales Joesph 900 Darby Rd
Stephens Dennis B 223 Pickwick Rd
Stirk Leslie W Stirk Grace A 529 Furlong Ave
Sue Anne Clark 2420 Rosewood Ln
T And C Mattress Factory West Chester Pike & Manoa Rd
Teeple Doris M Estate Of C/O L Darpino Llc 17 Mifflin Ave Ste 102
Tinney Edward 614 Country Club Lan
Tivoli Condominium Association 511 W Chester Pike
Tuttle Michele L 8 Kathmere Rd
Vecchione Anthony 1904 Darby Rd Apt 2
Wex Wood 316 Walnut Place
Wood Richard Estate 1425 Brierwood Rd
World Nutrition C/O A Sardar 850 W Chester Pike
Zoto Vrisidha M 10 Jacalyn Dr
Highland Park Pa 19082
Blank Mark 4740 S Ocean Blvd No 710
Ransome Yvonne C 212 Heather Rd
Holmes Pa 19043
Canoe Place Inn 2042 W Main St Apt 36
Colgan George H Colgan Melva P 243 Winona Ave
Egan Mary H 2823 Armstrong Ave
Ford Cora P 215 Amosland Rd
Geiger Follo Laura M 2500 Academy Ave
Haney Ruth E 217 Cedar Ave
Lurwick James M 654 Lawnton Tr
Meroth Regina E 2303 Macdade Blvd 137
Murray Elizabeth 216 Green Ave Apt A
Roselli Consiglio W 1926 Parker Ave
Sander Valerie 100 Woodlawn Ave 2nd Fl
Shreeji Mudra Llc 2042 W Main St Apt 36
Solomon Nicanor M 427 Brighton Tr
Lansdowne Pa 19050
Abbott Corinthia 16 N Wycombe Ave Apt 4
Akhter Masuda 136 W Albemarle Ave
Allen Sandra 400 S Lansdowne St Apt B3
Allie Bockarie Apt 203 216 N Wycombe Ave
Amin Mohammad Amin Farzana 102 Bryn Mawr Ave
Angelucci Rachel R 141 Houston Rd
Arthurs Charmaine Griffith 17 Church Ln
Baldino Helen R Baldino Louis T 335 Congress Ave
Baldwin Dorothy 250 4th Highland Ave
Barber Willia 58 S Union Ave
Bell Telephone Company Of 22 E Baltimore Ave
Benglian John 774 W Providence Rd C301
Bien Aime Yolande 215 Penn Blvd
Bonnel Katherine H 32 N Wycombe Ave
Bracewell Sando C III Bracewell Natosha T 101 Nyack Ave
Bradley Nora A 550 S Lansdowne Ave Apt 236
Brennan Marie T 207 Le Carra Dr
Britgal Partners 298 Bryn Mawr Ave
Brown John 101 Elder Ave
Bussone Joseph R 223 E Greenwood Ave
Byrne Kathryn M 80 W Baltimore Ave Apt C508
Campli Alfred D 99 N Union Ave
Carroll Mary C 804 Connell Ave
Caton Jessica 88 Hartly Rd
Cente The R 78 Price Ave
Chambers Marguerite Chambers John J 80 West Marshall Rd
Ciccarelli J D Estate 70 W Marshall Rd
Claude Sorell W 215 Wayne Ave
Clifton Mary 89 Fairview Ave
Committee To Elect Marie Deyoung 4 Owen Ave Apt 5
Cook Thomas Bain 290 Wabash Ave
Coulibaly Aminata 810 Danielle Ave Apt C
Cripps Ferdinand A 44 N Maple Ave
Culler Karen 6818 Baltimore Pike
Davis Judith O 77 N Lansdowne Ave
De Shields Cecilia A 107 Norma Rd
Delacy Theresa M 120 W Drexel Ave
Denison Edith Garret Rd & Lincoln Ave
Deserne Marie 220 Crawford Ave
Desjardins Frank J 58 N Lansdowne Ave
Dewsbury Ethel M 107 Eldon Ave
Dorval Mackenzy 660 Arbor Rd
Emmerling C 141 Lewis Ave
Ferguson Robert 335 Clearbrook Ave
Ferris James L Cust Ferris James T 265 Drexel Ave
Fite Daniel 85 W Baltimore Ave
Fuimano Albert 1800 Garrett Rd Apt B3
Gaddis Brenda 25 Penn Blvd
Galbraith Gordon 256 West Bloomstead Ave
Gallagher Marie Therasa C O Brennan 207 Le Carre Dr
Gandy Delores E Estate Of 166 Midway Ave
Gardiner Lillian E Estate 4252 Windermer Ave
Gardner Dorothy E Apt308 84 N Lansdowne Ave
George Abner M George Alice M 119 W Balt Ave
George Sylvia 97 Admore Ave
Green Thomas Apt114 260 N Wycombe Ave
Haggarty Karen L 319 East Essex Ave B
Haines Kirby 175 Marlyn Rd
Herrick Rosemary A Ma 14 E Stratford Ave Ste 1a
Hobbs Zack 216 Wabash Ave
Holden John 32 N Wycombe Ave
Holman Peter T III Holman Helen H 46 W Essex Ave
Hornor Townsend Kent Inc 600 Dresher Rd
Huber Jeanette A 83 S Lansdowe Ave Apt B
Ivey Lawrence A 17 De Forest Rd
Iwata Kayoko 2104 Greenhill Rd
Keenan Auto Body 714 E Baltimore Pike
Kevin Ds 242 Owen Ave
Kochukunju Ravindran 328 Windermere Ave
Lansdowne Swim Club 1 Burmont Ave
Laughlin Charles D PO Box 1172
Lecarra Corp 205 Lecarra Dr
Lee Louise 854 Whitby Ave
Long Russell L 115 E Stewart Ave
Mays Niambi A 311 Wayne Ave
Mcginnis Julia M 8 Florence Av
Mclamb John W Jr T/W For Carrie C/O Df Nupp 107 Eldon Ave
Mcqueen John Apt B 2515 Alfred Dr
Milo Stephen 291 Jackson Ave
Modesta Barbara 8 N Church Ln
Morgan James 259 Windermere Ave
Morris Catherine C 267 Cooper Ave
Nicholson James 323 N Maple Ave
Oconnor Mildred B 550 S Lansdowne Av 214
Osborne Priscilla D 77 N Lansdowne Ave
Parker Ethel B 65 Beverly Ave
Pelletreau H E I PO Box 253
Peterson Marquita M 260 N Wycombe Ave Apt 216
Robinson Andrea 431 Laurel Rd
Robinson Jean 121 Walsh Rd
Ruffin Michelle 21 Oxford St Apt A
Ryan Cathryn Y Ryan Howard T 208 E Greenwood
Ryan Howard D Ryan Howard T 208 E Greenwood Ave
Sakers Deborah K 250 4th Highland Ave
Sander Rose Estate 27 S Rigby Ave
Shadeland Construction Co Inc 108 Baltimore Ave
Shaw Jay E Sr 436 So Lansdowns Ave E304
Smith Lakoya T 212 Owen Ave
Stolba David 600 Dresher Rd
Story Kathleen T 185 N Union Ave
Stymiest William M 104 E Essex Ave
Suburban Tritech Corporation 26 First St
Sumler Khalil 248 Green Ave
Sutton Mark F 32 Owen Ave Apt 3
Thomas Maurice 333 Clearbrook Ave
Thompson Helman N 660 Fees St
Toney Erica Z 19 Hillview Dr
Townsley Ashton L 160 Woodland Ave
Walker Stephanie 211 E Greenwood Ave
Walle Grace D 347 Clearbrook Ave
Waverly Dialysis 211 Shadeland Ave
White Lloyd M 340 Derwyn Rd
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Williams Mami 829 Guenther Ave
Wilson Ronald Wilson Ruth 142 Melrose Ave
Yousif Hagir Apt B 79 E Lacrosse Av
Lenni Pa 19052
Preston William Preston Ethel West Br
Lester Pa 19029
Kaminski Michael Estate 10039 3rd Ave
Spears Helen Rawlik 133 Powhattan Ave
Lester Pa 19113
Campbell Anna L 340 Massasort Ave
Dole Fresh Fruit Co 300 Stevens Dr Ste 155
Saxon & Co Att Jim O Connell 200 Stevens Dr Mail Stop 76a 2
Young Est Geraldine 340 Massasort Ave
Lima Pa 19037
Blees Catharine 340 N Middletown Roa
Bullman Harold J Bullman Doris M 411 N Middletown Rd
Bunting David 340 Middletown Rd
Connor Anna Fair Acres Business Off 340 N Middletown Rd
Cruiciz Mary B 340 Middletown Rd
Curran Marianna Fair Acres
Evaneszak Mary M 470 N Middletown Rd
Frazier Ruth B Frazier Paul L Lima Estates E105 411 N Middle
Gillespie Ritchie Inc PO Box 96
Hasiuk Ronald A Fair Acres
Perks Hazel E 411 N Middletown Rd Lima Estate Apt E 218
Sprows Mary Est C/O Fair Acres Geriatric Delaware County
Steppke Mary C/O Fair Acres Attn Business Office 340 N Middletown Rd
Wisnewski Robert Wisnewski Sophie Fair Acres Gc Rt 352
Wright Clarice H Lima Estates B 208 411 N Middletown Rd
Linwood Pa 19061
Aaron Michael Aaron Thomas 145 Ervin St
Boc Gases PO Box 1453
Brennan Howard Jr 2032 Locust St
Craig Leonard, Craig Rose M 1921 Pleasantvillio Ave
Desper John B Jr 1027 Beeson Ave
Dirusso Diana 200 E Ridge Rd
Edwards Priscilla M 1402 Huddell Ave
Faga Christine 1827 Chichester Ave
Foamex Lp 1000 Columbia Ave
Herman Richard 116 Harvey Ave
Holdren Angela 1592 Market St
Hudlow David A 327 White Ave
Jacono Justine Ms 1674 Chichester
Lyons John J Lyons Ethel 112 Harvey Ave
Savoy Dolores C Estate 1647 Ward St
Spence William, Spence John W 124 Harvey Ave
Stevens William P PO Box 1105
Sunoco Inc PO Box 1135
Vitello Marissa G 1433 Blueball Ave
Wright Charles H Estate 1429 Blueball Ave
Zlupko Frank W 135 E Laughead Ave
Marcus Hook Pa 19060
Boselli John D Estate 954 Belmont Ln
Marcus Hook Pa 19061
Andruos Charles R 10 Maple Ave
Bielicki Joann 1335 Langley St
Brazell William 17 Plaza St
Carter Thaddeus 4300 W 9th St
Chemical Equip Labs Of Va Walnut & Pine Sts
Harris Laura L 3412 W 4th St
Heuber Launch Service PO Box 227
Holcroft Edward W Estate 2341 Chichester Ave
Johnson Robert F 1138 Green St
Jones Mildred F 1800 Mill Rd
Kealey William J 1151 Naamans Creek Rd
Macpherson Richard 1914 Central Ave
Marfatia Parinda 4058 Yorktown Rd
Marvian Frank Marvian Jane 1040 Green St
Melser Anna 1335 Langley St
Nicholson Connie 4039 W 7th St
Owens Frederick C Estate 406 Main St
Riverwalk Cafe 308 Market St
Scott Dorothy 1800 Mill Rd Apt D151
Simpson Herman A Estate 1102 Washington Ave
Smith Elizabeth M Estate Of 2207 Fencroft Ave
Sordi Kimberly A 915 Anderson Ave
Turner Nancy 1138 Green St
Warren Vera 31 Cedar St
Wertz Motor 24 East 9th St
Media Pa 19063
Aacia 2300 Computer Rd Ste M66
Action National Sign Service Inc 53 W Baltimore Pike
Adamson Robert 318 South Orange St
Alexander Joh 436 E Franklin St
Allen Amy 113 Dam View Dr
Alpha Corp 4 State Rd Ste 316 Attn L Steele
Ardern David B Mr Riddle Village J 406
Arellano Felicia I 42 State Rd Apt C4 Providence Ct
Bates Willie PO Box 346
Beares Valerija R 6 Farmhouse Ln
Bell Nicole 508 Glennwood Dr
Belnites Amy 630 N Providence Rd
Bennett Ivy A 54 War Admiral Ln
Bestvest Investments Ltd 208 West Front St
Bigas Carol A 607 Olde Farm Rd
Bilger Helen 318 South Orange St
Bonner William, Bonner Jane PO Box 259
Bordogna Raymond A 3 Thistle Ln
Bouchelle Jean 12 Veterans Sq PO Box 259
Brown Ray 11 Martins Run K206
Burnley H Parker 500 Sandy Bank Rd Apt 309
C And C Construction Comet Iles & Chris Desash T/A 711 Washington Ave
Cabrelli Mike 212 West State St
Cage Florence Cole 3 Dartmouth Cir
Cockenberg Gladys A Est Of 12 S Monroe St PO Box 2005
Conn Kendric 21 W State St Apt 31
Crawford Kathyrn Estate Of 120 Woodhill Rd
Crawford Theodore Estate Of 120 Woodhill Rd
Curran Gail 101 Yarmouth Ln
Cutaiar Dorothy M Estate 109 W Bishop Hollow Rd
Daniel Elizabeth K 501 Moylan Ave
Delbonifro Tonya 9 Abel Pl
Denicola Rose PO Box D
Dennis Susie 204 Emerald Ln
Diamond Pulsky Bauer 211 North Monroe St
Doran E M Doran H L Ashbridge Rd
Dorsey Catherine M 320 Vernon St
Dougherty And Conrad Insurance Services I 418 E Baltimore Pike Ste 1000
Dow Elizabeth Ann 1640 N Ridley Creek Rd
Draganoski Helen Estate 615 N Jackson St
Dunn Frank R Jr 125 Locust Ln
Durning Peter J 679 W Rose Tree Rd
Edgecombe Leon 318 South Orange St
Edward Allen 100 Beatty Rd Attn Mellon Bank
Edwards Henerietta Estate 35 State Rd Apt E7
Edwards Lillian B 500 N Lemon St A8 Co Susan Eidson
Elko Associates Ltd 2 W Baltimore Ave Ste 210
Erie Ins A S O Harper Dale 1400 North Providence Rd
Etchingham Joan M Estate PO Box 259
Evanna Consultants Inc 104a Gayley St
Evans Leroy 247 N Middletown Rd 105b
Fields Thomas F 339 W 4th St
Fischer Grace A 408 Lexington Riddle Village
Fitz Mildred L 411 N Middletown Rd
Fleming Marie H 411 N Middletown Rd Apt F122
Flogaus William S Est Of PO Box 568
Flounders Donald 107 Oakview Dr
Foote Elinor C Est Of 117 N Monroe St
Fox Gabriel Ruth Estate Of 1343 W Baltimore Pike
Fox Matthew G C/O J Sullivan 46 Gallant Fox Dr
Frederick Edwin CO B Frederick 458 S N
Frederickstil Benjamin 458 S New Middleton Rd
Friday Music Inc 2315 West Deerfield Dr
Friendlys 1145 W Baltimore Pike
Furniture Hi-Tech 423 N Jackson St
Geder Estelle C PO Box 693
Gersten Richard 211 W State St
Gessler Thomas J Trst Of 565 E St Andrews Dr
Gettes David R 829 Surrey Ln
Gill Amanda 103 Feather Hill Ln
Gilmore Jean F 104 347 N Middletown Rd
Giordano Marc A Apt B 205 S Orange St
Gonzales Belinda 1201 Hunt Club Ln
Gotwals Kathryn C Estate 705 Beechwood Rd
Gotwals Kathryn C Gotwals Paul 705 Beechwood Rd
Granger David Charles 6 Prince Eugene Ln
Grasberger Ruby H Estate Of C/O Beatty Lincke 334 W Front St
Gray George PO Box 339
Gross Milton Gross Laura 9 W Third St
Gross Ronald M 11 Martins Run C101
Grossman Dorothy M 11 Martins Run C101
Guardianship Services Of Pa PO Box 346
Hafertepe Michael J 809 Springlawn Dr
Hamlin Mildred E Hamlin Richard 524 Vernon St
Hanover Packaging Company 20 S Olive St
Harby Mary L 205 Jamestown
Hardcastle Marcella 339 W 3 St
Hariv Joanne D Estate 33 E Fourth St
Harkins Edward 546 Woodland Ave
Harris Lovell Dr 224 Mystic Ln
Hatton Willoughby S Jr 111 Bowater Ct
Haynes Faith R Estate 202 Walter Dr
Henderson Elizabeth Jane Henderson Robert K 7 Pembroke Dr
Hendrickson Mary 318 S Orange St
Hershey Carol J PO Box 346
Hess Edith 22 West 2nd St
Hill Julian 1343 W Baltimore Pike Ofc
Holber Robert H Trustee 41 E Front St
Holsten Associates One Olive St
Houston Richard J Estate Of 23 West Second St
Iademarco Richard B PO Box D
Interstate Shelter A Thorbahn George 916 Twyckenham Rd
Irving Curtis L 612 Washington Ave
Isherwood Faye K C/O L Johnson 247 N Middletown Rd Room 219
J William Cotter Ira 300 W State St 2nd Fl PO Box 748
Jackson Nancy 23 Ridge Rd
Jersey Shore Radiology Associates PO Box 200
Johnson Amy 121 N Edgmont St
Johnson Florence E 342 W Fourth St
Johnson Florence Ms 342 W Fourth St
Jones Herbert N Jr PO Box 1000
Karol Ida R Estate Of 11 Martins Run Martins Run Apt A107
Kaszowska Helena Z Est Of 10 S Plum St PO Box 1760
Kauffman Ruth J Kauffman David 11 Martins Run Apt F209
Keating Mary A 263 Glen Riddle Rd Apt 265
Kelly Eileen 318 S Orange St
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Kelsall Joseph M Kelsall Rhea 821 N Olive St
Keystone Quality Transport Icm Only 168 West Baltimore Pike
Keystone Quality Transport PO Box 2027
Killian Margaret 210 W Lincoln St
Kim Myungjin 274 Glen Riddle Rd Apt A304
Knapp George D Under Deed Trst Of Riddle Village/415 Williamsbur
Kochar Vinnie 517 S Haeilbraum Dr
Korotko Alexander Daniel B Lippard 327 W Front St
Korotko Daria I Estate Of Daniel B Lippard 327 W Front St
Kramer Ada J, Kramer Louis Martins Run Lcc B 101 11 Martins Run
L P Wean Md Pc 1098 W Baltimore Pike Suite 3304
Lamanna Rita 459 Woodcrest Ln
Lambert Mary Ann C O James A Gillin Esq The Americom Building 1016 N
Providence Rd
Lambert William Lambert Mary A 1273 Hunt Club Ln
Leading Benefits Inc 325 Pearl St
Lee Pauline Old Middletown Rd R16
Leeds Robert W, Leeds Ellen A 9 W Bishop Hollow Rd
Lehrkinder Donald W C/O D W Lehrkinder 217 N Olive St
Leonard Rya P 406 Arlington
Leone Manuel Box 6
Li Li 98 Old Mill Dr
Littman Lillian 401 Highland Ave
Long Elizabeth 953 Palmers Mill Rd
Lukas Mark 27 W Third St
Lukasik Teresa A Granite Farm Estate 1343 W Baltimore Pike Apt C 308
Lukasik Teresa Alessi 1343 W Baltimore Pike Apt 208p
Macneal Associates L L P 210 West Front St
Macneal J B 210 West Front St
Mahoney Margaret Ex 10 South Plum St
Maloni Street Investors 4 Morgan Ln
Manzi Jennie M 114 N Middletown Rd Lima Estates Apt B 211
Martin Patrick 5200 Hilltop Dr Unit G 16
Martin Patrick E 340 Media Sta Rd C216
Mason Arthur R Estate 613 Washington Ave
Massab Ian N 815 N Olive St
May Michael J Jr 3 Guernsey Ln
Mayers Bernice M Granite Farms Estates Apt B312 1343 W Baltimore
Mc Cleaft Anna E 412n Orange St Apt 5a
Mcbride Joe E 32 Park Ave
Mcbride Patricia R 32 Park Ave
Mccavera Gerard M 130 Mansion Dr
Mccleaft Clifford L 412n Orange St Apt 5a
Mcclure Josephine E Rt 27 Old State Rd
Mcdonald Bernadette G 2 Veterans Sq 2nd Fl
Mcdonalds Restaurant 220 E Baltimore Ave
Mcilvaine Assoc Inc Profit Sharing Trust Ua Oct 1 77 102 W Front St
Mcmurray Woods Susan 121 Brakel Ln
Medicine Shoppe 600 Jackson St
Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner Smith 300 W State St 2nd Fl PO Box 748
Meyer Emmamarie D 9 Springton Lake Rd
Minacci Thelma K Est Of 10 South Plum St PO Box 1760
Minogue Myra M Estate Of C/O D W Lehrkinder 217 N Olive St
Mita Eustace W 2224 E Deerfield Dr
Monzon Jacinta M 29 East Fifth St
Moon Han 551 Rock House Ln
Moore Hale Kristie L 317 W Second St
Morrison Dorothy 340 N Middletown Rd
Musko Mildred E 411 N Middletown Rd Lima Estate Obt 117
Neeger J Miller C/O Paul D Nelson PO Box 993
New View Gifts And Accessories 311 East Baltimore Pike
Noyes Edward L Company Inc 600 N Jackson St
Original Images 305 Josephs Way
Overcash Ruth A 510 Arlington
Padilla Alvaro 42 State Rd Apt C4 Providence Ct
Pang Linda Lingtai 100 Andrew Cir
Parker Edward Jr Parker Marie P 1343 W Baltimore Pk C309
Pastor Julius 35 Christine Ln
Pebley Jesse R Trust Maytor H Mckinley 5th 79 E Old Baltimore Pike
Pennsylvania Open Mri Of Harrisburg Inc PO Box 347
Pepe Mary A C/O Est Of Richard Pepe 225 State Rd
Pepe Richard C/O Barbara Park Esq 140 E Fourth St
Petrie Evelyn L Petrie James W 1343w Baltimore Pi Apt E309
Philadelphia Academy Services 42 E Second St
Pierce Barbara J 600 Meadowvale La
Pierce Joshua Dr 521 1/2 North Olive Stre
Pleuss Louise Estate C/O John A Gillin 1016 N Providence Rd
Podrebarac Frank W 26 Chipmunk Ln
Procopio Richard 109 Monticello Rd Riddle Village
Profitt Ernest B 115 Old Pennell Rd
Rafferty Deborah A 321 Timber Jump Ln
Raggi Theresa 340 N Middletown Rd
Ranalli Rebecca R 1150 N Middletown Rd
Record Reproduction Services 600 N Jackson St Su 104
Reilly William J Est Of 1769 Colt Rd
Reist Catherine 503 Meadowpark Ln
Ridington Claude Fbo Margare Trst Of C/O J Lastowka Jr 108 Chesley Dr
Rieman Gregory D 19 Riddle Glenn 1016 W Balt
Risman Beatrice D 121 The Pines 11 Martins Run
Rockwell Productions 300 W State St
Rosen Ruth C/O Mr Herzberg 280 N Provenice Rd Suite 100
Royce Carolyn E 1007 Bent Rd
Rrs PO Box C 256
Rudnick Minnie C 52 Greenhill Rd
Sacks Helen G 11 Martins Run Apt G 204
Schiller Vincent E 511 Hampton House
Schmidt George 1 Brandywine Dr
Schulz Elizabeth M 215 N Olive St
Schulz Linda F 509 Cool Valy Ln
Scott Barbara A Estate 206 Sandy Bank Rd
Seeney Sylvester L 340 N Middletown Rd
Segich David A C/O Kristine R Segich 412 W State St
Segovia Randall A, Segovia Valerie 1215 W Baltimore Pk Ste 12
Sensenig Richard P 340 N Middletown Rd
Sill William B, Sill Helen G 251 Knowlton Rd
Sinclair Samuel D 236 Wawa Rd
Skelcor Inc 323 W Front St
Sleepex Inc PO Box 347
Soden Diane 5 Farmhouse Ln
Soluziona Usa Inc Attn M Hasher 1400 N Providence Rd
Spachner Ruth K 17 Country Village Way
Spradley Estate Of 42 Old State Rd Apt D 9
Stauffer Michael 116 Meadowburn
Stefanic Marie E Estate Of 10 South Plum St
Steinmetz Jennie 23 West Second St
Stubbe Bj 1020 Willowbrook Ln
Sweeney Elizabethl Est Of 10 S Plum St PO Box 1760
Sweeney Patricia A Est Of 10s Plum St PO Box 1760
Talarico Helen Est Of 320 W Front St
Tate Rebecca Jean Estate 307 Manchester Ave
Thomas John R Jr, Thomas Joan M 2 Gayley Ter
Thomas Sacchetta Esq & Judy Rosario 308 E Second St
Thornton Frederick PO Box 349
Tms Communications Inc 411 Woodward Rd
University Of Penn R PO Box 200
Usa Inc Lamberti 402 Heatherwood Dr
Vonderlindt George L Est Of C/O Donna Coyne Esq 300 West State St Ste 30
Watkins Elizabeth 1201 Hunt Club Ln
Wean Lawrence P 605 E Baltimore Pike 1
Weld David Estate Of 129 Bortondale Rd
West Charles 720 Cedar Grove Rd
West James W Est Of 21 West Second St
Wester Dolores K Lima Estates B216 411 N Middletown Rd
Westover Company 1295 N Providence Rd
Whitley Madge I 318 S Orange St
Williams Emma 321 S Orange St
Wright Lorraine O Est Of Delaware Vly Elder Law PO Box 29
Zacharias Edward E C/O C M Jamison 12 S Monroe St
Zacharias Eleanor S Estate Of C/O C M Jamison 12 S Monroe St
Zamurueva Ksenia A 26 West St Apt 9
Zautner Edward A 500 Sandy Bankk Rd Apt 219
Millbourne Pa 19082
Buono Armand Buono Rita D 53 Marian Ct
Milmont Park Pa 19033
Cocker James J 430 Milmont Ave
Flacco Anthony M 118 Macdade Blvd
For Eyes 601 Macdade Blvd
Muzyk Elsie T 208 Jackson Ave
Wickersham Charles J 407 Haverford Rd
Wojdylak Helen 255 Buchanan Ave
Morton Pa 19070
Anderson Harry 1908 Armstrong Ave
Bahubali Llc 29a S Morton Ave Apt 9
Beiermeister Rebecca 519 Stanbridge Rd
Brawley James C 1813 Unity Tr
Breslin Joseph 736 Agnes Ave
Breslin Regina 736 Agnes Ave
Burnett Mary E Estate 101 Walnut St
Craig Robert 622 Amosland Rd
D L Harden Inc PO Box 111
Damico Concrete Inc 714 Country Ln
Dantonio James A 201 Fairhill Rd
Derose Armington Elliott C Derose Samuel J Jr Cust 715 Country Ln
Dildy Zelda 240 Walnut St
Eckard Phyllis Estate 2225 Clayton Rd
Furia Frances M 401 Highland Ave
Malandra Millie 118 Althea Ln
Mccullough Jeanette R 712 Brook Cir
Molette Linda 119 Bridge St Apt305
Moppert Bros 645 Kedron Ave
Nakahori Hiroyasu 736 Mitchel Ave
Obrien Edward J 1961 Franklin Ave
Onimus William Estate Of 206 Bridge St Apt-1-C
Patriarch Joseph M 2123 Grand Ave
Raab Eric 206 Brige Stapt 1-B
Ryba Ella C 2245 Martin Ln
Stengel Anne Marie 630 Yale Ave Apt 5
Wadsworth Donna J C/O D W Armstrong Box 101 124 Bridge St
Moylan Pa 19065
J Heywood E Sloan 6 Tulip Ln
Kacbach Dave 820 Birch St
Marriott Abigail O 3 Rose Valy Rd
Mclaughlin E Gregory 30 Prices Ln PO Box 196
Newtown Square Pa 19073
Alen James L Van Jr 950 Plumsock Rd
Alexander Violet M Alexander Betty 3415 West Chester Pike
Arthin Iris A 12 Woodhill Rd
Atlantic Employees Fcu C/O D Kennedy PO Box 466
Barpjuri Vikram, Barpjuri Arnav 21 Old Forest Rd
Becker Frederick T 535 Gradyville Rd A 217
Bender Dorothea C/O Bender Inc 10 Dunminning R
Bonnes Martin X Cust Bonnes Martin P 3402 Hartford Ct
Bowen Inc 10 Clover Ln
Broome David F 47 Radnor Dr
Carroll Diana 3500 West Chester Pk A303
Chidester Elizabet Estate 3605 Goshen Rd
Christensen Dorothy R Christensen John WWhite Horse Villiage G109 535 Gradyville
Rd
Cionci Michael D 1 Heather Way
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Clawson John 3679 South Providence Rd
Coastal Associates C/O Attn Bill 11 St Albans Cir
Correale Carmela M 3500 W Chester Pike
Cranmer Margaret W 225 333 S Newtown St Rd
Cruise 411 Com Inc 18 Campus Blvd Ste 210
Cubbler George Estate 3517 Woodcrest Ave
Daley Charles 231 Excalibur Dr
Damore Talamini Partnership Sandrino Damore And George Ta Managing Partners
Davis George 940 Beverly Ln
Delaware County Surgical Assoc 3203 Green Countrie Dr
Distefano Maureena 3733 Providence Rd
Doughtery Don 225 Chestnut St
Dunn Joseph J 3405 W Chester Pike B 504
Dunwoody Village G315 3500 W Chester Pike
Emerson Reid Company Inc 4651 West Chester Pike
Foulke Isabelle A White House Village V 118 535 Gradyville Rd
Ghazarian E 1370 Cold Spring Rd
Giacomucci David 3217 W Chester Pike
Giannone John J 10 Saddle Run Rd
Gmh Communities Lp 10 Campus Blvd
Gordon Richard 308 Arthur Ct
Gretz Tristan M 598 Ellis Ave
Hahn Elizabeth A 817 Ellis Ave PO Box 25
Haigh Laura A 36 North Line Rd
Hammershaimb Evelyn A 860 Goshen Rd
Hampton Dorothy E Estate 102 N Line Rd
Hannon Paul Gmh Associates 10 Campus Bou
Hegner H Bertrace Dunwoody Vl
Helms Wayne 504 First Ave
Hevizi Family Limited Partnershi The 1051 Tyler Dr
Hong Sung W 26 Charter Oak Dr
Jani Vipul 316 Bishop Hollow Rd
Jc Taylor Company Remax Preferred 3400 West Chester Pike PO Box 455
Johnson Sheree 36 Graymont Cir
Kane Daniel Kane Maria 5 Richards Rdg
Karbiner Helmut Ludwig Dr 222 Hansell Rd
Kashner Michelle 1366 Stackhouse Mill Rd
Kearney Kevin Raymond, Kearney Kathleen 1 Aspen Dr
Kennedy Dorothy PO Box 466
Khullar Rajesh 110 Stoney Brook Blvd
King Charles T Jr 3405 W Chester Pike Apt 302a
Klein Frank J Apt Ch 123 3500 W Chester Pike
Laurie Emily M 106 Pine St
Lee Ruth B 3500 West Chester Pike A207
Legnini Elizabeth M 975 Garrett Mill Rd
Libhart Florence C 289 Aronomink Dr
Lopez Theresa A Wyola Farms 661 Valerie Dr
Lyday Catherine L Lyday Eugene 3400 West Chester Pike Apt 508b
Maloney Frank P 6 Lakeshore Dr
Manhattan Bagel 0228a 3530 Westchester Pike
Marie Neary Colleen 17 Muirfield Ct
Marshall Martin H 649 Lakeview Cir
Martin William J 1014 Arbor Way
Mcandrew Mary C Est 156 Ridgefield Rd
Mccallister Barbara W 4120 Meadow Ln
Mccullough Lisa W 9 Saddle Run
Mckee William J, Mckee William 33 Surry Dr
Mcnally James 37 Radnor Dr
Mcnally Marguerite L 37 Radnor Dr
Medstaff Inc 297 S Newtown St Rd
Merrill Michael Merrill Linda 88 Longview Ln
Micheletti Robert A 320 Partridge Ln
Miller Ruth E 3500 W Chester Pike G207
Morris Mary Louise 3400 West Chester Pike Apt 204a
Neary Colleen M 17 Muirfield Ct
Newton Square Petticoats 141 Barren Rd
Nulty Joseph Jr 2088 Dutton Mill Rd
Omega Investment Group And Dimitrios Ste 3113 W Chester Pike
Overholt Florence K Apt Ch 123 3500 W Chester Pike
Panichelli Patricia 1366 Stackhouse Mill Rd
Pfister Clara Marie Pfister Claire M 545 N Newtown St
Poulimenos Electra 6007 Goshen Rd
Powell Edgar W Jr Powell Jane T 3732 School Ln
Project Management Insitute Pmi Four Campus Blvd
Pugliese Lola 10 Mulberry Ln
Reynolds Richard B 535 Gradyville Rd
Riverside At Chadds Ford C/O Mid Management 90 S Newtown St Rd Ste 7
Roche John V 500 Farview Ave
Rogoff Elizabeth Jane 104 Mulberry Ln
Romann Sally 321 Earles Ln
Ross John A 4240 Florida Ave
Sap Labs Llc 3999 West Chester Pike
Scout Elizabeth B 105 Brookside Rd
Seminole Ridge Associates 10 Campus Blvd
Shamley Frank Estate 2 Rose Glen Ct
Simpson Michelle Alio 123 Weatherburn Way
Skillman Margaret G Skillman Norman W White Horse Village Gradyville G 125
Skillman Margaret G Liv Tr White Horse Village Gradyville G 125
Slutsky Abby G Cust Slutsky Jason Ryan 19 Roberts Rd
Smith Andrew F 1806 Westfield Ct
Stanton Rita M White Horse Village B215 535 Gradyville Rd
Staples Inc Store Nbr 1287 Edgemont Sq Shopping Ctr 4845 W Chester Pike
Stowman Margaret 535 Gradyville Rd 220
Sucher Miles H 535 Gradyville Rd B219
Sweet Robert Alan Sweet Barry 640 Andover Rd
Tallman Agnes P 118 Bryn Mawr Ave
Taylor Brian V 20 Heather Way
Thomas Marjorie L 3400 West Chester Pike Apt C204
United Check Cashing C/O W B Webster 6031 Goshen Rd
United Republic Investment Co Inc 2 Saint Albans Ave
Vanalen Alexander S, Vanalen James L III 736 Plumsock Rd
Vanalen James L Ii 950 Plumsock Rd
Weckerly George H Jr 141 E Chelsea Cir
Welsh Robert J III Welsh Robert J 405 N Newtown St
White Harris 13 St Albans Cir
Wiener Barbara 2503 Sage Wood Dr
Williamson David J Edgemont Rd
Williamson Olga V Edgemont Rd
Wilson Mary E 3500 West Chester Pike Dunwoody Village B 210
Wood Harry J PO Box 89
Norwood Pa 19074
Alexander Ruth Estate Of 108 Willows Ave
Barton Clarence S Estate 234 Chester Pike
Cartularo Teresa M 128 E Winona Cir
Ernst Mary 123 Garfird Ave
Everton Mary 530 E Winona Ave
Gao Weiping 257 School Ln
Harkin James E 204 Martin Ln
Hoot Carolyn S 7 Cir Ln
Hough Mary Dillon 320 Chester Park Apt 10
Hynson Darrel W 36 Ridley Ave
Imparato Michael 311 W Amosland Rd
Jackson Melvin 115 Willows Ave
Loring Colleen M 13 Walle St
Martin Laureen 109 Martin Ln
Mattiford Mark J 294 E Winona Ave Apt B 6
Olich Bertha E Estate 147 Mohawk Ave
Onimus Dorothy, Onimus Henry R 100leon Ave
Pietsch Ernest A 28 W Ridley Ave
Ramirez Carmen A 214 Love Ln
Salyer Elizabeth A P O Box 53
Traceski Albin Estate 608 Mohawk Ave
West Helen M 36 Ridley Ave
Whelan John III PO Box 244
Philadelphia Pa 19016
Weltman Weinberg & Reis 325 Chestnut St Ste 501
Philadelphia Pa 19113
Bertholon Rowland Inc One International Plaza Suite 400
Bertholonrowland Ins Serv 1 International Plz
Cibo Bistro & Wine Bar Inc One International Plaz
Employee Transfer Corporation 2 International Plaza Suite 520
Etcreo Management 1 International Plz Ste 100
Health Horizon Nj 200 Stevens Dr
J F Molloy And Associates 1 International Plaza Suite 100
Keystone Mercy 200 Stevens Dr
Mdwise Hoosier Allience 200 Stevens Dr Suite 350
Mercy Health Plan 200 Stevens Dr Suite 350
Otg Mgmt Inc Otg Mgmt One International Plaza Ste 145
Otg Phl Venture Llc One International Plaza Ste 14
Principal Life Insurance 1 International Plaza Suite 100
Private Health Care System 1 International Plaza
Recording Industry Assoc Of America 11 International Plaza Suite 433
Renaissance Hotel 500 Stevens Dr
Scott Paper Co Law Division Scott Plaza
Thomas Jefferson University 612 Scott Bldg 11th & Walnut Sts
Torres Loida 2742 N Howard St
Wells Fargo Financia 1 International Plaza Ste 30
Wf Finance 1 International Plz
Pilgrim Gardens Pa 19026
B And T Towing PO Box 847
Primos Pa 19018
Carr Mary J 724 Central Ave
Ladislaw James S Apt 1a 218 Boro Rd
Odonnell Alice 724 Central Ave
Rehrig Arlington 209 Boro Rd
Waste Management Inc 408 S Oak Ave
Prospect Park Pa 19076
Adams Claire L Adams John S 720 14th Ave
Alexander Alva Alexander John 939-12 Ave
Allard Veronica A 608 Smt Ave
Blesz Mary Estate PO Box 102
Carchidi Amber R 718 Lincoln Ave
Cedar Knoll Apt 800 Madison Ave
Clark Donald S 814 Fifth Ave
Ctam Washington Balt C/O S Custer 705 11th Ave
Duffy Thomas 558 13th Ave
Fun Patrol PO Box 107
Hammond Barbara A Apt A2 800 Madison Ave
Hershey Steven W 1616 Adams Ave
Intenzo Michael W 814 Smt Ave Fl 2
Kerrigan Thomas J Kerrigan Sarah M 1618 Adams Ave
Lee Ruth Ruth J 1426 Pennsylvania Ave
Mcknight Dorothy B Estate 537 11th Ave
Morrison Olive E 806 10th Ave
Mulcahy Mary C 937 11th Ave
Murphy Brenda 800 Madison Ave
Nassir Mohamed H 211 Lazaretto Rd 9g
Neill Richard W 1519 Lincoln Ave
Palmser Paul 546 11th Ave
Pinnacle Estate Properties Inc 1012 Lincoln Ave Ste A
Pitts Theresa M PO Box 77
Ransom Walter 1506 Yagle Ave
Schatzberg Peter Dr 625 Chester Pike
Sheeran Florence Edgewater Apts 1000 Darby Rd Apt E77
Stephens Joseph C 631 10th Ave
Walsh William P Walsh Robert P 800 Pennsylvania Ave
Walsh Louise A 800 Pennsylvania Av
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Radnor Pa 19008
Sullivan Shelly 520 Paxon Hollow Rd
Radnor Pa 19087
Adoption International Program Inc 517 County Line Rd
Anderson Harold A 851 Tall Oaks Rd
Atwell & Co C/O Haverford Trust Company Three Radnor Corp Ctr Ste 450
Baky B, Baky S 1249 Gulph Creek Rd
Bazany Michael A Jr Bazany Margaret L 15 Rebel Rd
Beach Asset Mgmt C/O Walt Beach 3 Radnor Corporate Ctr Suite 410
Bnp Securities Usa Inc Three Radnor Corporate Ctr Suite 140
Brandywine Realty Tr 555 E Lancaster Ave Suite 100
Brinker Monentum Llc 3 Radnor Corporate Ctr 302
Burt Robert A 1 Radnor Corp Ctr Ste 300
Engler Dorothy H 34 Ridgewood Rd
Enterprising Leasing Philadelphia 170 Radnor Chester Rd
Fleetway Systems Inc 2 Radnor Corp Cntr
French William M 11 Harford Ln
Friedland Harold Marital Udt Trst Of 100 Matsonford Rdtwo Radnor Co
Hallinan John J Est Of Ste 200 150 Radnor Chester Rd
Hbdc Incorporated 150 N Radnor Chester Rd Ste B
Judson H C Gst T/W Fbo F J K Trst Of The PA Trust Company 5 Radnor Corporate
Ctr Suit
Judson Henrietta Chapman Est Of 5 Radnor Corporate Ctr Ste 450
Juniata Pediatrics 290 King Of Prussia Rd Ofc 2
Koresko John 1159 Seaton Ross Rd
Lang Capt Paul G 623 Griscom Dr
Loncar Zoran 665 Weadley Rd
Merkel Fred C III 55 Kynlyn Rd
Morris Melinda 8 Tiverton Cir
Myers Susan W Est Of 259 N Radnor Chester Rd Ste
New York Eye Ear Infirmary 100 Matsonford Rd Ste 320
Osterholm Jewell 579 Huston Rd
Rush Gloria D Chesky And T Trst Of 160 Lemonton Way
Stephan William A 365 Highview Dr
Sun Company Inc Cash Administration Dept 100 Matsonford Rd
Vandusen Mary 722 Woodcrest Rd
Wyeth Laboratories 280 King Of Prussia Rd
Ridley Park Pa 19078
Ajax 400 Chester Pike
Aycox Benjamin S 525 E Chester Pike Apt A6
Benson Carolyn M 408 Tome St
Berkenbaugh Danielle 216 Lynn Rd
Bonner William C 100 Morton Ave Apt A103
Bottomley Teresa A 116 N Swarthmore Ave Apt 2
Caldwell Jo A 411 Tome St B
Capro Gertrude 426 Burk Ave
Connor Anne F 405 Hillside Rd
Connors Roland A 202 Baldwin Ave
Cowan Edith M 6 N Swarthmore Ave
Cunha Catherine E Estate 218 Acres Dr
Czernik Rose 111 Morton Ave
Del Chesco Urology P C 1 Bartol Ave Ste 15
Dhiman Shamly 204 E Chester Pike
Digiacomo Dorothy 700 E Ross Pl
Dingler Harry Estate 516 Michell St
Disanti Lynne J 525 Chester Pike Apt F 10
Dsouza Associates Inc Ppc 23 Chester Pike Ste 201
Dunderdale Ronald E 119 Rosemont Ave
Fagan Ella 6 N Swarthmore Ave
Gainer Cynthia 9 Princeton Ave
Geiger Joan B 522 Terravilla Ln
Greater Phila Chapter Attn Mary Diskin Apt 808 300 Walnut St
Griffith Maureen 726 Clymer Ln
Guirguis Jacoub Apt C5 111 N Swarthmore Ave
Gurpreet Kochar Md 101 Dutton St
Henry Mary B 522 Terravilla Ln
Huber Sophie Estate 29 Delaware Ave
Hurlbert Robert S 525 Chester Pk E C4
Iredale Esther 101 Henderson Ave
Kane Florence Estate Of 33 Johnson Ave
King Victor M Estate 105 Rosemont Ave
Macfadyen Elma Estate 401 Bonsall Rd
Mckeever Lily 654 Clymer Ln
Mckelvey Thomas P St Madeline Rectory 110 Park St
Meeth Fred H Iii 729 Stockton Cr
Miller Anna C Apt 1 25 Dutton St
Milnamow Eleanor M 18 Delaware Ave
Newcomb Gail A 101 Henderson Ave
Orthodontic Associates Of Dv 101 Dutton St
Parker Brian 511 Morton Av 3
Ratner Richard R 100 E Chester Pike
Richman Megan 410 Lindsay St
Rupertus Harry F 141 Haller Rd
Salladino Laural 326 North Ln
Sarsfield Martin 2 S Swarthmore Ave Apt B4
Sarsfield Martin R Apt B4 2 S Swarthmore Ave
Sherman Helen V 12 Collier Cir
Solomon Gary M 20 West Chesterpine Apt F
Spencer Kevin J 525 E Chester Pike Apt E11
Steward Lane Apartm 200 W Chester Pike
Stipdonk Patricia Stipdonk Frank J 1007 12th Ave
Voigt Theresa G Voigt Karl P 10 Poplar Walk
Washer Dorothy 404 Crumlynne Rd
Welch Doine Estate 126 Fairmount Ave
Yingling Donna Mari, Yingling Joseph F 251 Hoffman Rd
Zimmerman Selena Zimmerman Jack C/O Fidelity Philadelphia Trl
Washer John J 404 Crumlynne Rd
Rosemont Pa 19010
Brothers 157 Garrett Ave
Brown Richard W 1501 County Line Rd
Bryn Mawr Urology 919 Conestoga Rd Building 1 Ste 300
Carlson Wagonlit Travel 1149 W Lancaster Ave Rosemont
Finzen Esther 46 Wentworth Ln
Gemmell Ann T 1212 Wendover Ave
Gray Julius 223 Rockingham Rd
Heckscher Stevens Apt 314 Radnor House 1030 E Lancaster
Hudanich Ron V Dr 1030 E Lancaster Ave Apt 131
Kurzrok Scott Do 755 Applegate Ln
Lee Jong Suk 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave H-9
Lind Monica Long 115 Lowrys Ln
Richards Gaynor W Estate Of 359 Thornbrook
Rosemont Pharmacy 1149 Lancaster Pike
Rosenbluth D PO Box 990
Schuck Gloria C Rosemont Plaza Apt 506 1062 Lancaster Ave
Sovereign 1022 East Lancaster Ave
Strumpf Alexander M 361 Yorkshire Rd
Urbas Barbara 409 Yorkshire Rd
Uro Rehab Of Pennsylvania 919 Conestoga Rd Bldg 1 300
Wahlstrom Jean S 669 Heatherwood Rd
Rutledge Pa 19070
Billhime Barbara 75 Mortonave 1-D
Saint Davids Pa 19087
Atlantic Palace 555 E Lancaster Ave
Hoehl Karl 500 E Lancaster Ave Apt 125d
Kril Taylor Lynn PO Box 7496
Talbor Sheryl F PO Box 7440
Secane Pa 19018
Brown John J 828 Providence Rd
Citizens 884 Wyndom Tr
Glenn Trisha 914 South Ave Apartment A23
Guttilla Lauren A 916 Woodside Ave
Jasso Jose E 151 S Bishop Ave Apt I-3
Joshi Swati 151 S Bishop Ave Apt O207
Kelley Nancy 705 Lawnton Ter
Kline Nancy A 884 Wyndom Tr
Massimo Mary E 1029 Providence Rd
Mcfadden Morgan 151 S Bishop Ave Apt M5
Mehta Vishal 151 S Bishop Ave Apt O207
Pantry 1 Foodmart 624 South Ave
Patel Kartikkumar 1250 Providence Rd Apt 98 B
Prescott Marion Sabin 2340 Franklin Ave
Ryan Truxton B Estate Of 151 South Bishop Ave
Smith L A L 151 S Bishop Ave
Wills Helen 705 Lawnton Ter
Sharon Hill Pa 19079
Aaa Grading & Paving Inc 4 Hook Rd
Access Wcp 501 B Elmwood Ave
Alexander Jeannett, Alexander John W 201 Branerd Blvd
Art Briddes 1122 Woodland Ave
Banks Ruth V 1010 Barker Rd
Barton George Jr Est 225 Pine St
Bison Service Inc 900 Calcon Hook Rd
Blong George J Chester Pike And Greenwood Ave
Briddes Dorothy 1122 Woodland Ave
Brown Roosevelt 1521 Tribbett Ave
Browne Jane Estate 439 Sharon Ave
Coleman Patrick M 410 Clifton Ave Apt 4
Daly Helen 132 Kenny Ave
Dellior Gloria L 1139b Woodland Ave
Didomenico John Estate 417 Sharon Ave
Effner Frances M 854 Chester Pike Apt A
Gaudioso Michael J 303 Laurel Rd Null
Glynn Thomas M Jr 210 Barker Ave
Green Bonnie L 916 Marshall Rd
Green Felicia 128 Bartlett Ave
Gustin Elaine P 201 Laurel Rd
Irons Ruth 215 Sharon Ave
Jeffrey Helen A 1101 Hook Rd
Jones Carol D, Jones Darren 224 Clifton Ave
Kabba Haja F 239 Cherry St
Kelley Linda M 1517 Walters Ave
Kentucky Fried Chicken 1432 Chester Pke
Lamond Carmela C Lamond Robert 200 Reese St
Lawhorne Herbert Lawhorne Geneva 1060 Ash Rd
Leonardo Robert L 314 Felton Ave
Levison Josephine M 302 Melrose Ave
Lonesome George W 1026 Barker Rd
Mcmullen Samuel Estate Of 231 High St C/O J Mcmullen
Melita Paul J 901 Woodland Ave Ste 1
Metzler Evelyn 224 Ridley Ave Fl 2
Metzler Howard 224 Ridley Ave Floor 2
Mims Mattie Estate Of 1010 Clifton Ave
Moore Charles M Moore Ruth B 1215 Spring St
Paige James C Jr Paige Wanda T 907 Burnside Rd
Peace Vanetta M 1505 Tribbett Ave
Pearse Adrienne L 126 Laurel Rd
Powell Florence M Powell Uberto S 1317 Elmwood
Reese Marrietta, Reese Elmer 816 Sharon Ave
Rivers Robert 1114 Linden Ave
Running Motors Auto Sales 1200 Chester Pike
Scales Sarah 208 Bartlett Ave
Taylor Frances E 1008 Elmwood Ave
Thompson Toni T 601 Poplar St Apt F-9
Union Of Polish Women In Amer And Blanch 333 Oak Ave
Vann Tina K 908 Marshall Rd
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Waddy Clara 121 Bartlett Ave Apt 6
Walker Josephine Estate 907 Pine Rd
West Park Imports Inc 110 Henderson Dr
Whitehead Albert 716 Greenhill Rd
Wilson Dorothy 1541 Walters Ave
Wilson L Underwood Lodge 100 616 Sharon Ave
Worrell Richard M 114 E Burton Ln
Wrto Llc Dba Aarons 1023 Chester Pike
Springfield Pa 19064
Alterio Kathleen E D 252 Ballymore Rd
American Dental Care 515 Baltimore Pike
Anna Griffin Springfield Place 5b 420 E Woodland Ave
Aqua Pennsylvania In 700 W Sproul Rd
Baldassarr Francis J 414 Alliston Rd
Bly Linda D Et Richardson Middle School 20 W Woodland Ave
Boyd Frances M Estate 33 Nield Rd
Brandywine Radiological Group Attn J J Holstein Md 644 West Rolling Rd
Brayman Elizabeth 1026 Crozer Ln
Brennan Florence G Estate 463 Wayne Ave
Brennan Marie T PO Box 5022
Bruce Richard O 211 Taylor Rd
Bryan James A E Brittan Rd
Buchakjian John 134 Park View Rd
Business 21 Publishing 453a Baltimore Pike
Califano Anthony Califano Megan E 294 S Highland Rd
Cannon James B 26 Norwinden Dr
Caprio Filomena 234 N 64th St
Chilkatowsky Ronald C 119 E Springfield Rd
Cochran Lila C 227 Parkview Dr
Coffin Eric C, Coffin Mary 406 Northcroft Rd
Cope Stephen D Sr, Cope Katherine L 943 Edgewood Dr
Cosimano Joseph Angelo Estate 18 Server Ln
Cosimano Natalie Estate 18 Server Ln
Cunningham Annie L Springfield Place 5b 420 E Woodland Ave
Dadamo Mary 939 Springhaven Rd
Delasalle Knights Of Columbus 18 W Baltimore Pike
Dempsey Lottie T 637 E Leamy Ave
Dempsey William S 637 E Leam Ave
Dobbs Marjories Estate 206 Avon Rd
Dunleavy Veronica C 727 Sheffield Dr
Dunne Raymond G 352 Powell Rd
Elia Anthony 842 Garrett Ln
Ellis Margaret Estate Of, Ellis Margaret 261 Saxer Ave
Enterprise Car Rental 436 Baltimore Pk
Esgro Philip J 437 Saxer Ave
Esposito Janice J 349 Parham Rd
Ethel Menold 38 Leamy Ave
Etomi Enimien J 803 W Springfield Rd
Fielding Richard 847 Garrett Ln Apt 1 A
Florentino Giovanna Estate Of 324 Taylor Rd
Gallagher Joseph D 260 Ballymore Ave
Garzarelli Ida 280 Butler Rd
Gleason Margaret J Estate 16 N State Rd B
Hamilton Frances M 229 Fairview Rd
Hill Vincent J 231 Welsh Dr
Hoffman G R Estate 225 Ballymore Rd
Kardacz Joseph J Kardacz Alice M 327 Parham Rd
Kids First Springfield 196 W Sproul Rd Marcia Arem Md
Klaniecki Charles 942 Edwards Dr
Kraiza Robert A 444 Claremont Rd
Lange Sherman Est 426 Larchwood Rd
Lauter Leo F 440 Hawarden Rd
Littman Henry 463 West Sproul Rd Apt 311
Lubeck Stanley 501 Wesley Rd
Main Line Management Services Inc 258 Rambling Way
Martindales Natural Market 1172 Baltimore Pike
Maxs Transmission 484 Kerr Ln
Mc Garvey Elizabeth M 226 Powell Rd
Mcdonnell Susan M Estate Of 51 Server Ln
Mcgonigle Frances Mcgonigle Michael 364 Gdn Rd
Mcmullen Timothy G 422 Larchwood Rd
Mele Robert J 79 Colonial Park Dr
Mercy Home Health 1001 Baltimore Pike
Merrick Patricia L 1016 Westwood Dr
Millar Family 1607 Country Club Dr
Monzo Frank A 1585 Palmer Dr Ira A/C
Monzo Sue P 1585 Palmer Dr
Moore Eye Institute 100 West Sproul Rd Healthplex Pavilion Ste 100
Mozino Joseph S Stoney Creek Ctr 153 Baltimore Pike Ste A
Neikirk Wilma W 229 Wayne Ave
Nextel Retail Stores No 1626 777 W Sproul Rd
Niccolls George R Niccolls Elsie 44 S Brookside Rd
Novack Shirley R Novack Milton E 125 W Thomson Rd
Perry Barbara K 43 Eagle Rd
Peterson Anne 630 Wynne Rd
Petralia Lucy 839 Church Rd
Phillips Ronald B Do 100 W Sproul Rd Suite 220
Ramapanicker R 731 West Rolling Rd
Raymond Dunne J 352 Powell Rd
Rothrock Chevrolet Lotus Collision Cente 780 Baltimore Pike
Rubin Esther, Rubin Samuel 327 W Sprinffield Rd
Sancho Jorge 120 E Thomson Ave
Schoffler Jarrod Wayne Jr Schoffler Jarrod Wayne Sr 261 Fairview Rd
Schoffler Keira Elizabeth Schoffler Jarrod Wayne Sr 261 Fairview Rd
Schreiber I-R-A A Schreiber Paul R 765 W Springfield Rd
Sermania Johanne S 336 Valy View Rd
Spence James E Spence Lenora 258 Lewis Rd
Springwood Apartment 601 E Woodland Ave
St Mar T Philip J 311 Fairview Rd
Standing Open Mri Of New University PO Box 5173
Stankiewicz Susan 625 W Sprout Rd
Sylvan Learning Center 131 South State Rd
Taylor Adam S 780 Baltimore Pike
Toner Kathleen T 234 Lynbrooke Rd
Toney Barbara 653 Cheyney Rd
Toohey Marianne E 505 Lawrence Dr
Torriern June 442 East Thomson Ave
Wiedmayer Dorothy M Estate Wiedmayer Robert V 329 E Springfield Rd
Willits John E 23 Wayne Ave
Winkle Viola V 442 East Thomson Ave
Zawadsky Janet C/O All Property Adjustment 491 Baltimore Pike 220
Zawadsky Ronald C O All Property Adjustment 491 Baltimore Pike 220
St Davids Pa 19087
Acorrell Francis M Jr 428 Ithan Rd
American Brokerage Corp 150 Radnor Chester Rd Ste A 100
Boscov Julia Eve Ellen Trst Of 610 Glen Mary Rd
Correll F Jr 428 Ithan Rd
East Coast Sherry Inc 307 Harbison Rd
Elayne Howard & Associates Inc 475 Glenmary Ln
Frederick Grant 121 Upper Gulph Rd
Gallivan Mary A 505 E Lancaster Ave
Gcm Associates Ltd 517 E Lancaster Ave #307
Gomez Antonio 433 E Lancaster Ave 3a
Greenhow Godfrey W 139 A St Davids Park 500 E Lancaster Ave
Hunsicker Mildred S Hunsicker Malcolm C Wessex House Apt 111 505 E Lancaster
Ave
Johnson A O C/O L Johnson 230 Ravenscliff Rd
Louise Wolfe Estate Clover Ln
Page Blakely C 8 Fenimore Ln
Rebecca Richie 1300 Eagle Rd 5148
Smith Norman B 421 E Lancaster Pike
Smith R 401 Round Hill Rd
Style House Llc 121 Brooke Farm Rd
Swarthmore Pa 19081
Adler David 418 Drexel Pl
Agnew Barbara J 727 Yale Av
Bender Matthew 914 Mount Holyoke Place
Bergin Michelle P Bergin James C 716 Brookside Ave
Brook Lillian B 44 Morgan Cir
Campbell Margaret 529 Rutgers Ave
Cheo Sara Hui Yi 500 College Ave
Cipollone Albert C/O R Cipollone 1147 Villanova Ave
Clarke Rachel Mills Clarke Jill Ellen 310 Dickinson Ave
Congdon Arthur B 117 Chester Rd Apt 201
Douglass Armond 401 Park Ave
Durkan Ciaran Apt 203 17 S Chester Rd
Emerson Dolores R C O Dolores Johansen The Strath Haven 305 Yale & Harvard Ave
Evans Elaine A Est Of PO Box 206
Everett Catherine B 214 Elm Ave
Fairley William B 215 Haverford Ave
Forsam William Estate Of 102 S Swarthmore Ave
Foy Diane M 712 7th Ave Cir
Getty Ruth M 401 Michigan Ave
Gradient Solutions Llc 732 Yale Ave
Grossinger Bruce H Do 700 S Chester Rd
Gunnison Larue E 910 Strath Haven Ave
Hathaway Michael 315 Elm Ave
Hilfert Catherine R Estate 401 S Chester Rd
Jamsen Kenneth II 1046 Villanova Ave
Johansen Delores R 801 Yale Av 305
Johansen George W The Strath Haven 305
Kelly Tom Agency Inc 412 Dickinson Ave PO Box 128
Keystone Carether Inc 630 Fairview Ste 211
Lawrence Calahan Burron Hall
Lichter Karen R 418 Drexel Pl
Long Anne Estate 1423 Grace Rd
Martin Rita Miller 611 Duryea Dr
Mason John 1526 Blackrock Rd
Melvin James T 1307 7th Ave
Metro Dynamic Const Specialities In 281 N Swarthmore Rd
Miller Josephine 611 Duryea Dr
Murphy Marjorie 723 Yale Ave
Ohanlon Marion E 1351 Michigan Ave
Overton Carolyn Trst Of 718 Harvard Ave
Palmer Cecelia 630 Fairview Rd
Pelt Nancyvan 309 N Lehigh Cir
Rinkers John 695 Willow Bend Dr
Russo Salvatore 1052 Villanova Ave
Samuelson Rose G Samuelson Jack 801 S Chester Rd Apt 401
Scott Charles F Scott Judith A 839 Hood Rd
Skitarelic Vera Margret 411 N Swarthmore Ave
Snyder Janet E 108 Cornell Ave
Starr Edward Jr Fbo William 526 Walnut Ln
Sts Equipment Restoration 1413 Grace Rd
Trinkley Daivd R 740 South Chester Rd
Vincent Hazel J Estate 1116 Villanova Ave
Womens Club Of Swarthmore PO Box 53
Yang Charles D 110 Columbia Ave
Ziegler Julia 712 7th Ave Cir
Thornton Pa 19373
Fraizier George H 16 Elaine Dr
Geo Group Inc 500 Chaeyney Rd
Intermind Research Inc C/O M L Brooks Md 27 Clayburgh Rd
Trainer Pa 19061
Bhattachan Bhim P 209 Irving St
Calhoun Margaret 1223 Chestnut St
Cheyney Beth Anne Cheyney Angela M 3507 West 13th St
George H W 4055 W 7th St
Herche Elizabeth 1302 Anderson Ave
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Kelly Nancy 1302 Anderson Ave
Marvian Anthony B 4028 W 7th St
Welch Cora J 2648 Ogden Ave
Upper Chichester Pa 19014
Alexander Sadie 2398 Booker Ave
Automotive Economical Service 777 Cherry Tree Rd Apt C52
Bishop Margaret E 2396 Booker Ave
Ellison Napoleon 2396 Booker Ave
Miller Karen M Miller David D 18 Nicolas Ct
Upper Chichester Pa 19061
Harmon Jeffrey Jr 611 Taylor Ave
Maguire Richard J 121 Woodstream Rd
Shuman Mary A 2325 3rd Ave
Wortham Marga 3360 Chichester Ave Apt E18
Upland Pa 19015
Kolup Dennis M # Fourth St
Petrosky Stephen T 418 Sixth St
Premier Ortho & Sports Medicine 1 Medical Ctr Blvd Pob Ii Ste 324
Pugh Mark 5 3rd St
Upper Darby Pa 19082
Abjiev Demitre 6816 Chestnut St
Akal Negede 256 Sherbrook Blvd
Akhtar Rukhsar 46 S State Rd
Aleli Rose Estate 7417 Rogers Ave
All About Staffing 45 Ashby Rd
Anna O C 161 Springton Rd
Archer Epler Mem 6736 Marshall Rd
Aslam Mohammad 140 Ashby Rd
Ayih Ayayi F 274 Hampden Rd
Azizi Abdul 413 Sansom St
Bah Absatou Apt A101 6724 Marshall Rd
Bandan Preston J 6810 Chestnut St
Bang Tea Gyu 7050 Terminal Sq 210
Baranick Dolores G 435 Beverly Blvd
Barclay Kathryn P Barclay William H 47 Springton Rd
Barksdale Johanna D 406 Long Ln Apt 2 Frt
Barry Donald J 7232 Bradford Rd
Barry Mary S 7232 Bradford Rd
Bartley Maryanne 129 Powell Ave
Bellew Theresa Apt 404 160 Longln
Benn George S 242 Hampden Rd
Blew Albertic 45 Brandon Rd
Brockington Alfreda 6812 Chestnut St
Brogan Helene K No D206 Shirley Ct Apts Long Ln & Locust St
Brown Harrison F C/O Glenn A Brown Dmd Esquire 6774 Market St
Brown Sabriya C 102 Richfeild Rd A A
Cannon Elaine 428 Winfield Ave
Carbone Marion 2269 S Harwood Ave
Cardoso Juan 220 Ct Ave Apt B
Carnegie Olive R 600 Garrett Rd Apt G-24
Casella Anna P 161 Springton Rd
Cash Patricia 21 N Kirklyn Ave
Catania Karen 7125 Wayne Ave
Cave Sergil L 7250 Walnut St Apt B 411
Celotto Vincent J Celotto Grace 167 Springton Rd
Chew Anna E 7238 C Glenthrope
Circosta Elizabeth 7274 Radbourne Rd
Citizens 225 Wingate Rd
Clark James M 106 Richfield Rd Apt 118
Concetta Teti 7109 Hilltop Rd
Cronin Francis E Estate 7115 Penarth Ave
Cronin John H Estate 7115 Penarth Ave
Crossan Damian 13 West Township Line Rd
Cruz Antonio S Apt 1 1720 S State Rd
Cuellar Maria A Apt A 207 1600 Garrett Rd
Cummings Beatrice Cummings Daniel 120 N State Rd
Cummings James M Cummings Jane M 7207 Sellers Ave
Curry Shawn L 8496 Lensdowne Ave Apt 2 Nort
Curry Stephen L 8496 Lansdowne Ave Apt 2n
D & M Sales 6776 Marshall Rd
Dalto Giuseppe 236 N Lynn Blvd
Decastro Miguel Md 7016 Terminal Sq
Deh Seko M 804 Garrett Rd 2nd Flo
Delborrello Barry Delborrello Alice 7228 Clinton Rd
Demoz Beyene 508 Wiltshire Rd
Deng Jie 8 South Millbourne Ave
Dennis Victoria Q 250 Beverly Blvd Apt G104
Dhountal Ricky 219 Shirley Rd
Diamond Automotive 1750 S State Rd
Do Ny Kim 15 Wellington Rd
Donahue Theresa Donahue Stephen 7042 Radbourne Rd
Dougherty Margaret 501 Millbank Rd
Drain Crystal W Drain Dino 203 Wingate Rd
Duerr Catherine T Duerr Robert 384 Avon Rd
Dutt Amiya K 617 Briar Cliff Rd
Eecp PO Box 2078
Ellis Cornelia Ms 203 St Lawrence
Emery Eleanor A Joseph Ct 160 Long Ln Apt 312
Ennett Shannon 7259 Calvin Rd B
Evans Shantell O 330 Margate Rd
Exxon Station 8898 Marshall Rd
Feeney Thomas J 8242 W Chester Pike
Ferrens Mildred V Springton Mn Apt 107
Fiore Carmela 7701 Oakley Rd
Flaim Geraldine, Flaim Simon18 S Brighton Ave
Foppa Tiankwa Daniel 7015 Hazel Ave
Foster Yolanda C 1600 Garrett Rd A-103
Funkey Joann C Miss 582 Snowden Rd
Gallagher Charles T Jr Estate C/O T J Feeney 8242 W Chester Pike
Gamber Ellis 7024 Aberdeen Rd
Garcia Javier Ezequiel 7423-B West Chestor Pike
Garrett Pain And Rehab 32 Garrett Rd
Gay Geoffrey P 6724 Marshall Rd
Ge Home Finance 52 S Keystone Ave
Gilbert Thomas L 168 Springton Rd
Goodlin Victoria 119 Ashby Rd
Goodyear Auto Service Center 6930 Walnut St
Grant Martin 2225 S Harwood Ave
Green Anna 15 Garrett Rd
Grey Linval 413 Elm Ave
Grissom Jane R 7138 Radbourne Rd
Guaman Maria A 7921 West Chester Pike
Gutierrez Maria 208 Greenway Ave
Hallowell Sheila A 1702 S State Rd
Hansford Augustine 43 A Richfield Rd
Happy Electronics Inc 17 Powell Ln
Hayes Ervin 7002 Greenwood Ave
Hecht Emily Estate 8240 W Chester Pike
Henry Thomas M 7222 Spruce St
Herbert Elizabeth 376 Beverly Blvd
Hesser Rose Ms 351 Margate Rd
Hickey Douglas L Jr Hickey Douglas L 7047 Radbourne
Hillborn Isabel L Estate 37 Maple Ave
Hilston Mildred Cust 8496 Lansdowne Ave Apt 2n
Hilton Mildred Cust 8496 Lensdowne Ave Apt 2 Nort
Hinton Donald W PO Box 2978
Ho Guat L 115 Wellington Rd
Hong Khanh D 422 Midvale Ave
Hoplamazian Varsenic 11 Oakley Rd
Ieronimo Nicholas Estate 55 Richfield Rd
Jackson Lawayne M 447 Croyden Rd
Jarquin Ramiro 7000 West Chester Pike
Jarrett Sandy P 406 Midvale Rd
Jones Kevin Apt C420 7250 Walnut St
Jones Yvonne L Md 146a Barrington Rd
Joploh Krubo 7040 Aberdeen Rd
Juneja Ish K PO Box 2320
Kakos John 243 Shirley Rd
Kanu Albert M Apt A 391 Beverly Blvd
Kaur Gurmail 183 Marlboro Rd
Kavaja John N Kavaja Edna 229 Heather Rd
Kearney Mary C Estate 7814 Beverly Blvd
Keith Mary H 76 S Harwood Ave
Kerman Phyllis M 6959 Ruskin Ln
Kernan Margaret Estate 7424 Rogers Ave
Khan Kamruzzman 45 Elm Ave
Khanam Razia 532 Larchwood Ave
Koeuth Sakharith 7237 Clinton Rd
Kouyate Karamoko 26 Burd Ave Apt 2nd F
Kreider Mary E 225 Ardmore Ave
Lam Xuong 227 Long Ln
Lang Maud N 322 Wiltshire Rd
Le Lai D 267 Margate Rd
Le Noir George J 335 Sherbrook Blvd Liakos Hot Dogs 131 Marlboro Rd
Lohr Mary F 32 S Windsor Ave
Lous Loans 29 South 69th St
Lu Albert 8 Chatham Rd
Lydon Catherine Richfield Cottages Apt 168
Macnamara George 567 Larchwood Ave
Maguire Louis C 135 Long Ave
Malatesta Geraldine I Estate 120 Ashton Rd
Marlin Blanche P Marlin Emory J 251 Margate Rd
Marta Robert 414 Chestnut St
Martin Helen Frances Martin Mary E 6999 A Guilford Rd
Mastrippolito Josephine R 269 Margate Rd
Mattys Place Inc 9131-33 West Chester Pike
Mauer Charles W Estate 114 Ashby Rd
Maurer Edith Estate 114 Ashby Rd
Mc Cole Mary Richfield Cottages Apt 168
Mc Kay Elva C 1505 Bywood Ave Apt 306
Mcardle Mary T 7223 Hazel Ave
Mccall Rita A 202 Chapman Ave
Mccarthy E I Estate 122 Botanic Ct
Mcclatchy Walter A Jr 6454 Market St
Mccloskey Noel 13 W Township Line Rd
Mcconaghy Marie A Estate 41 Ralston Ave
Mccutcheon Charles T Mccutcheon Mildred C 8114 W Chester Pike
Mcdowell James E Estate Jr 6716 Montgomery Ave
Mcgonigle James R 118 Normandy Rd
Mcgough Ellen 131 Westdale Rd
Mcmahon Christopher Michael 1607 Fairfield Ave
Mcvay Elizabeth M 3001 Garrett Rd
Mcvay James 3001 Garrett Rd
Miller Mary K 1126 Wilson Dr
Milo Dhimitraq 47 Ashby Rd
Mitros Lauren 110 Harvin Rd
Moodie Javier 7260 Calvin Rd
Morgan Henry L 268 Copley Rd
Moser Helen 142 Springton Rd
Nabi Abdullah Apt 207 924 Garrett Rd
Nast Helen 7523 Rogers Ave
National City 513 Spruce Ave
Neifer Souhel 44 Victory Ave
Newberry Denise H, Newberry Warren 427 S Cedar Ln
Nguyen Sen 15 Wellington Rd
Nhan Ngu 7016 Penarth Ave
Nicastro Margaret M 211 Heather Rd
Number One Chinese Buffet 1500 Garrett Rd
Odd Tameka 6830 Ludlow St
Papernik Patricia 7138 Radbourne Rd
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Pavada Hardev 168 Wellington Rd
Peifer Charles A Jr 6812 Chestnut St
Pernsley Kanera S 7064 Radbourne Rd
Pestacchi Ann R 118 Normandy Rd
Pham Geoffrey T 1600 Garrett Rd Apt H-300
Pham Nga 7 Englewood Rd
Phipps William Estate 7230 Calvin Rd
Pierre Lunique V 81 N Keyston Ave
Pine Valley Auto Tags 6419 Market St
Pippen Malachi 160 Long Ln Apt 106
Prestileo Vincent 241 Springton Rd
Quinn Peter 533 Millbank Rd
Rahman Mostafizur 548 Wiltshine Rd
Raimondo Francesco 236 N Lynn Blvd
Rao Beatrice E, Rao Carmella 213 St Lawrence Rd
Raza Zulfiqar 301 Copley Rd
Riddler Associates 333 North Ave
Roland Harry C 45 Brandon Rd
Rolleston James L Rolleston James 300 Bayard Rd
Romero Ordonez Luis H 568 Larchwood Ave
Rosborough George Estate Killegary Apts
Rowan Agnes R 6627 Church Ln
Rubenstein Shirley 508 Brdview Rd
Ryan Mary T 6767 Perry Ave
Ryan Patricia A Estate 331 Beverly Blvd
Sales D M PO Box 2156 Upper Darby Pa
Savidge Richard Estate 56 S Kirklyn Ave
Schwab Mary J 76 S Harwood Ave
Scicchitano Janet M 730 Copley Rd
Sellick Edwin J 217 North Cedar Ln
Service Master Of Eastern Mainline 27 W Township Line Rd Ste 1
Shadia Johnson 245 Sanford Rd
Sholola Ahmed 250 Beverly Blvd
Simpson Ernest D Apt 104 8433 West Chester Pk
Singh Bakshish 7001 Hazel Ave
Singh Baljeet 157 Powel Ln
Singh Lal 27 A Sellers Ave
Singh Mukhtiar 137 Barrington Rd
Singh Tirath 108 Wellington Rd
Singh Zora 228 Barrington Rd
Siu John M 7211 Hazel Ave
Sivaton Mylin M 430 Winfield Ave
Slanger Kuyee 6842 Glover Ln
Smith Edward B Estate 216 S Carol Blvd
Smith Harriet 376 Beverly Blvd
Sontie Honorine 22 College Ave
Spina And Adams Collision Services 6570 Marshall Rd
Stanitsas Morfis 712 Long Ln
Star Technical Institute 1570 Garnett Rd
Swain Gail P 334 Springton Rd
Tague Theophilus Estate 7401 W Chester Pike
Then Chen 52 Sunshine Rd
Time & Parking Controls 7716 West Chester Pike
Tobin Thomas V 7028 Greenwood Ave
Toll Sidney A Estate 7119 Stockley Rd
Trao Kenny 26 Berbro Ave
Traubmark Onell 7210 Lamport Rd
Tsang Alice 140 Rockwood Dr
Turay Victorie Apt B206 250 Beverly Blvd
Uddin Sheikh 11 South Fairview Ave
United Artist Theater 53 S 69th St
United Check Cashing C/O Michael Papfilis 79 N State Rd
Urgiles Peantez Saul Alberto 55 Marion Ct
Vail June M 172 Powell Ln
Valinote John G 243 Nemoly Rd
Vang Chue N 7046 Marshall Rd Apt 2nd F
Velez Eduardo 7409 West Chester Pike
Vizcarra Victor Rear Lot 1 1720 S State Rd
Walters Ruby T 225 Wingate Rd
Ward Leonard 245 W Bayberry Rd
Weems Keyon 7200 Merion Ter Apt D201
Welsh Robert J 1114 Anderson Ave
Wetzel David E 48 E Brighton Ave
Wetzel Margaret D 48 E Brighton Ave
Whidbee Charlie 7100 West Chester Pike Apt 3
Wilkie Herbert S Wilkie M H 7110 Ruskin Rd
Williams Anna Estate 7 1/2 Pennsylvania Ave
Wilson Dorothy L Wilson Robert 514 Glendale Rd
Wilson Waseme 160 Long Ln Apt 106
Worgu Betty Oyinda 105 S Fairview Ave
Xiong Seng Sue J 7104 Sellers Ave
Xiong Sengsue 7104 Sellers Ave
Yaboah James 148 North Fairview Ave
Yevu Enyonam A 7242 Pine St
Yii Hiran 134 Glencoe Rd
Yoo Hee D 115 Fairfield Ave 2
Young Albert Elizabeth 500 Woodcliffe Rd
Zeibari Edward T 170 Academy Ln
Villanova Pa 19085
Academy Of Business Education C/O J L Heck 800 E Lancaster Ave
Anderson Peter 217 Broughton Ln
Ashby Bonnie L 444 Inveraray
Ashley Internet Fund L P 1655 Mt Pleasant Rd
Ashman Harvey 1150 Red Rose Ln
Benau Aaron 505 Chaumont Dr
Berbel Rafael 250 Spring Mill Rd
Bocobo George G 1228 Lakemont Rd
Chin Shin E Lee 800 Lancaster Ave Bartley Hall Dept Of Ac
Coffey Joseph A Jr 615 Creighton Rd
Colucci Richard 365 Greenwood Ct
Cook Rachael 647 N Spring Mill Rd
David Paul Russell 1341 Wrenfield Way
Dougherty Jane S 1100 Red Rose Ln
Duff Gerard M Villanova Monastery
Elgart Florence C/O Edward Elgart 1621 Old Gulph Rd
Hanhausen Ethel A 516 Oriole Ln
Jlh Enterprises C/O J L Heck 800 E Lancaster Ave
Lindholm Robert N 1245 Farview Rd
Marcus Stephen C 915 Exeter Crest
Mosko Mr 1939 Stone Ridge Ln
Nichols Edythe I Est Of 789 E Lancastr Ave 22
Oconnor Marie M Oconnor Paul 1950 Montgomery Ave
Pinckney Ed C/O Villanova Univers 800 E Lancaster Ave
Pocock Richard H 1147 Brynllawn Rd
Provco Group Ltd 2 Villanova Ctr Ste 200 795 E Lancaster Ave
Sall George E D/T Dtd 10 06 93 275 Hothorpe Ln
Scott Robert M 807 Newtown Rd
Seltzer Eric 300 Clairmont Rd
Thoeny Jeanne Marie 2042 Old Gulph Rd
Wallace Philip 5972 Lakeview Tr
Wilm Trust Of Pa 797 E Lancaster Av Ste 6
Zeigler Deetta C 118 Hillside Ct
Wallingford Pa 19086
Albany George A Albany Ruth G 221 Engle Dr
Albany George A 221 Engle Dr
Allen Patricia 403 Albany Ct
Bambick Sarah 4 Chatham Pl
Bartman Susan Bowers 309 N Providence Rd
Byrne Joseph T 717 Columbus Ct
Chew Preston 121 Chestnut Pkwy
Corica Gaetano 803 Pine Rd
Cox Edith J 103 Michaels Ln
Davis Velma Estate Of Apt 7m 800 Avondale Rd
Deihl Nicholas R 217 Canterbury Dr
Ellis William 115 S Providence Rd
Ford Barbara B 313 Henry Ln
Graham Edward R 935 Putnam Blvd
Greco Jonathan 401 Moore Rd
Green Wynetta 105 Cedar Rd
Hansen Kyle 340 Saybrook Ln A
Harm Louis T 203 Copples Ln
Higgins Marie A 544 E Pennsylvania
Hilbush Donald F Estate Of Co Hilbush K L Executor 410 North Providence Rd
Hpk Property Maintenance 1036 Germantown Pike
Jacobi Carl 709 Kent Rd
Jones Mary W 212 Chestnut Pky
King Peter J 305 Palmers Ln
Kloss Daniel 106 Carleton Rd
Lafountain Andrea Lafountain Andrew 520 Plush Mill Rd
Leighton Amanda 703 Maryland Ave
Maginnis Kevin 6 Oak Knoll Dr
Manente Eleonore M Estate 1360 Putnam Blvd
Maxwell Helen W 204 Martroy Ln
Mckee Thomas V Md Mckee Dorothy M 501 Springhaven Rd
Nevins Hugh J 19 Forestview Rd
Perillo Elizabeth 2 Berkshire Dr
Ptasnik John Sacksville
Rack Arthur L Jr 412 Hawthorne Rd
Rice Judith 109 Avondale Rd
Robinson Bruce S Crum Creek Valy Ph 4 800 Avondale Rd
Schumacher Jean H 49 Green Valy Rd
Sellers Kurt J 307 E Country Club Ln
Shahadi Christopher J 318 Highland Ave
Shank Catherine A Estate 112 Michaels Ln
Soltysuk Evelyn 409 Saybrooke Ln
Taylor Jane M 400 Golf View Rd
Thomas Cocci & Sons Inc 920 S Providence Rd
Tilotta Angela M 303 Rosewood Ln
Tilotta Rudolph M C/O A M Tilotta 303 Rosewood Ln
Vemuri Arunakumar, Vemuri M 629 E Wiltshire Dr
Vernon Ann E 100 E Rose Valy Rd
Vogt Richard 544 E Pennsylvania
Wallingford Nursing Center 115 S Providence Rd
Weiss Theodore 104 Dundee Mills Ln
White E F Estate Of Mary C Carr Exec & Trstee 935 S Providence Rd
Willis Joseph Estate 312 Copples Ln
Yankovoy Alexander 1000 Putnam Blvd Apt 20
Wayne Pa 19087
218mjg Inc 218 E Lancaster Ave
Acsys Resources Inc CO E Baumstein 530 E Swedesboro Rd Suite 202
Adelbergers Florist Ltd 229 W Wayne Ave
Administrative Concepts Inc 997 Old Eagle Rd Suite 215
Aesthetic And Reconstructive surgery 435 Pugh Rd
Agostino Jill D Cust, Agostino Julie E D 850 Timber Creek Ln
Agulnick Lawrence J 59 Main St
Arc 1265 Drummers Ln Suite 301
Atlantic A Program Of De Lage 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Baird Richard A 235 Willow Ave
Baker Jeffrey T 958 Ivycroft Rd
Bank Of Boston Na Cust 599 Park Ridge Dr
Barnett Janet S 200 Vassar Cir
Barnett Kathleen W Irr Trust C/O MLaw Assoc 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 105
Barnett Living Trust 200 Vassar Cir
Beer Yard 218 E Lancaster Ave
Belicenic Bz C/O Belizenic Domain Ser 295 E Swedesford Rd No 270
Blumenthal Stephen 613 South Valy Forge Rd
Bolton Myra 12 Lisa Way
Bothner Darren P 105 Plant Ave
Braithwaite Carolyn 240 Chamounix Rd
Brassring Inc Attn Accts Pay 2nd Fl 650 E Swedesford Rd
Breen Angela M 744 Wlancaster Aveste200
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Brown Janice 221 Old Eagle School Rd
Busch Properties Inc 744 W Lancaster Ave
Business Travel 150 East Swedesford Rd 2nd Floor
Caldwell June 200 Wayne Ave
Campbell Stephen P 259 Valy Stream Ln
Candia Barry 875 Springbank Ln
Capmark Finance Inc 1200 Liberty Ridge Dr
Cayer Judith G 1623 Stephens Dr
Cbmc Of Wayne 724 West Lancaster Ave
Chambers Christine Chambers John O Jr C/O M Law Assoc 1255 Drummers Ln Ste
105
Chambers John Jr Irrevociable Trust 993 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 41
Chase Small Business Leasing 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Christas 503 W Lancaster Ave
Cisco Systems Capital Southwest 1111 Old Eagle Rd Offset Printing
Clinical And Laborat 940 W Valy Rd Ste 1400
Cnockaert Francois Cnockaert Connie 820 Weadley Rd
Comcast Metrophone 480 East Swedesford Rd
Counselman Lindsay E 46 Woodstream Dr
Courtlink 487 Devon Park Dr Ste 206
Cradle Of Liberty Council 1485 Valy Forge Rd
Crothall Services 955 Chester Brook Bvld Ste 300
Crothall Services Group C/O Daniel Grady 955 Chesterbrook Blvd Ste 300
Crowe Maryrose C Cust, Crowe Brian C 92 Heyward Rd
Cruise Adele R 317 Drummers Ln
Custodian Securities Inc 100 W Lancaster Ave Suite 200
Cusumano Patricia G 423 Old Eagle School Rd
Dagostino Jill E Cust, Dagostino Mark David 850 Timber Creek Ln
Damico Vincenzo Estate 604 Lanmore Ave
De Long Edward Ii 438 Belrose Ln
Decarlo Zachary C 652 Joseph Dr
Delage Landen 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Delage Landen Financial PO Box 6608
Delage Landen Private Label/Lfs Only 1111 Old Eagle School
Dennis Irma H 994 Upper Gulph Rd
Derita Anthony 993 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 41
Devol John 233 Walnut Ave
Didonato Cleora J 9 Windsor Cir
Drumwright Elizabeth 7 Lynch Rd
Edwards Joan J Box 115
Electronic Restoration Llc 235 Willow Ave
Enterprise Appraisal Cor C O Enterprise Appr Corp 489 Devon Park Dr
Expensewatch Com Llc 240 Conestoga Rd
Fao Incorporated 460 E Swedesford Rd 2010
Filip William J 362 Conestoga Rd
Fillipone Domenic Estate 8 Doyle Rd
First Credit Corporation 992 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 91
First Financial Investments Inc 170 South Warner Rd
Flegel Frank W 657 Pugh Rd
Floros Robert 307 Harbison Rd
Ford Of The Main Line 325 E Lancaster Ave
Francis Elinor W CO A Ward Francis 1170 Pugh Rd
Gabriel Elizabeth 430 E Lancaster Ave
Garis Edward 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 300
Garrettford Family Dentistry 335 W Lancaster Ave
Ge Capital Mod Space 530 E Swedesford Rd Mary Dogherty
Genex Suite 3000 440 E Swedesford Rd
George J W 84 Sullivan Dr
Gmm Inc 302 E Lancaster Ave
Gothicstone T 125 E Swedeford Rd
Gulati J D, Gulati R M 305 Kerrwood Dr
Hanhausen Edward H C/O J E Hanhausen 1149 Pugh Rd
Hannum Emily 151 Morningside Cir
Hassold Fred 110 Meetinghouse Pond
Hayakawa Christian M 23 Aberdeen Tr
Hayakawa Kazuya 23 Aberdeen Tr
Hesta Corporation Dba Mi Services 900 W Valy Rd Ste 900
Heyse Walter Estate 417 West Ave
Hoarau Joshua J C/O L C Hoarau 91 Oakford Rd
Hoarau Laura C 91 Oakford Rd
Hoarau Rachel M C/O L C Hoarau 91 Oakford Rd
Holliday William A 1000 Mt Pleasant Ave
Hollis Jonathan E 107 Bloomingdale Ave Apt 114
Holly Beatrice D, Holly Bess 437 Alderbrook Dr
Home Care Management Inc 940 W Valy Rd Ste 2002
Homeland Solutions Llc 200 Eagle Rd Ste 308
House Of Tvl Of Pa I 202 Conestoga Rd PO Box 71
Hunter Clara N Estate 15 Devonwood Rd
Johnson Blair G 1179 Lafayette Rd
Johnson Control 466 Devon Park Dr
Johnson Rogers L 340 Conestoga Rd
Jones Claire Estate 1199 Heyward Rd
Keefer Jay Randall 9 Princeton Rd
Kelly Daniel R 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 105 C/O Mirarchi Law Associates
Konica Minolta Business S 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
L Burket And Brothers 147 Pennsylvania Ave
Lepanto Francis 148 Morningside Cir
Lewis Mark 419 Strafford Ave
Lihota Brett C Trst Of 124 Poplar Ave
Lihota Gerald M Jr 124 Poplar Ave
Locust Ridge Wind Farm Llc 150 Strafford Ave 2010
Longwood Partners 1275 Drummers Ln Ste 207
Lord Abigail M 211 Upland Way
M R Mcclurg And Company Inc 983 Old Eagle School Rd
Mangia Specialties Inc 125 E Swedeford Rd
Marmora Jon 214 W Wayne Ave
Marquard Michael J Marquard Norajane 101 Summer Hill Ln
Martin Andrea 66 Salliardn Rd
Maschmeyer Paul B 1589 Salomon Ln
Mcgettigan Marian R, Mcgettigan James F 1487 Hancock La
Merco Llc 1265 Drummers Ln Suite 102
Millen Alan R PO Box 225
Moore Robert D PO Box 276a
Morgan Stanley 736 3 Glenhardie Corporate Ctr 1265 Drummers Ln Suite 305
Nb Capital Llc Marina Gorina 419 Comestoga Rd
New Lee Garden Inc 111 E Swedesford Rd
Newport Food Service 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Nizamoglu Mehmet 219 Sugartown Rd I301
Norcini Frank Estate 445 Conestoga Rd
Olivier S Home Repairs Inprovements Llc 228 Country Gate Rd
Olson Eileen Norma Olson Edwin N 412 N Wayne Ave
Onchitta Kesinee PO Box 223
Parvin Charles 110 Croton Rd
Pcrs Dba Rapidtrials Inc 1008 Upper Gulch Rd Suite 100
Pellegrino Peter 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 105 C/O MLaw Assoc
Pew Doris M III PO Box 276a
Pilgrim Baxter Hybrid Partners II L 825 Duportail Rd
Planco Inc C/O Tricia L Weed 1500 Lbrty Rdge 100 Jane Sagendorph
Price Harold L 800 Radnor St Rd Knox
Prohealth Capital Prohealth Capital 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Purnell John S Jr C/O Mirarchi Law Associates 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 105
Quinn Kathryn R Estate 46 Rittenhouse Ct
Rajant Attn D Schena 148 E Lancaster Ave
Richardson Susan C 440 Glenwyth Rd
Riley Makeda Est Of 175 Strafford Ave Ste 1 Pmb 302
Rittenhouse Developers Inc 660 Joseph Dr
Robinson Mary Estate 1100 Grandview Ter
Rodgers Travel Inc 512 West Lancaster Ave Suite C
Ryland J Robert 12 Spring Hollow Rd
Sarkar Saiontoni 1250 Wembley Dr
Schantz David M 802 Caldwell Rd
Schelling Carolyn 433 Alderbrook Dr
Schnall Mitchell 820 Wetherill Ln
Schneider Capital Mgt Corp Suite 2000 460 East Swedesford Rd
Schroeder Eleanor C 420 Morris Rd Apt 308
Schubert Brian Kingsley 705 Strawbridge Ln
Schumpf Katherine C/O Keith Isleib P-O-A 301 Hanover Ct
Scott Thomas A Estate 1001 Mount Pleasant Ave
Sellers William 701 Eagle Rd
Sethi Bhavna 206 Cheswold Ct
Shire Us 401k C/O B Delin 725 Chesterbrook Blvd
Shoup Helen W 435 E Lancaster Ave
Shuman Bonnie 368 Morris Rd
Siragusa Jessica 995 Old Eagle School Rd
Skilled Nursing Inc C/O Mirarchi Law Associates 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 105
Smith Patricis A Smith Charles M 3 Princeton Rd
Smith Charles M Trust 3 Princeton Rd
Solomon Helen Estate Of 1255 Drummers Ln Suite 105
Sterthous Diane 112 Calvarese Ln
Stewart Janet 809 Maple Glen Ln
Stoshak Lis A 599 Park Ridge Dr
Sudhaus Elsa 606 Pugh Rd
Susan S R 373 W Lancaster Ave
Sylvanus Irrevocable Trust Ua 14-Dec-94 995 Old Eagle School Rd Apt 30
Tbs Intl 28 Main St
Transport International Pool Inc 530 East Swedesford Rd
Veitz Henry C Jr 690 General Scott Rd
Villaflor Drumwright Daniel Kurt 7 Lynch Rd
Wachovia Financial Services 111 Old Eagle School Rd Way
Walsh Therese M Trst Of 707 Strawbridge Ln
Wharton Equity Corp 994 Old Eagle School Rd
Willow Investment Services 170 South Warner Rd Suite 110
Wood Legg M C/O J Siragusa 995 Old Eagle School Rd
Woodruff Henry W 595 Park Ridge Dr
Young Kpenny 1030 Washington Place
Zekan Julian M 215 Upland Way
Woodlyn Pa 19094
Alarm Capital Alliance 219 Bullens Ln
Ashir Linde Ln Llc 1400 Macdade Blvd
Cahoone Alice M 213 Derwood Dr
Catania Nicholas 1510 Jefferson Ave
Cherokee Travel & Vacations Inc 1310 Fairview Ct
Deffel Janet 1400 Macdade Blvd Apt 341c
Drabkoski Janice 1839 Constitution Ave Apt 408 Bldg 3
Dulinski Steven C Woodlyn Park Apts D-170 1400 Macdade Blvd
Garbarino Elizabeth J 1409 6th Ave
Graser Coleen 1400 Macdade Blvd Apt C347
Harper Michael 1237 Bullens Ln
Harris Marjorie N 1500 Essex Ave
Kulikowski Mary 1847 Constitution Ave
Newsome Kyleigh B Apt A 1916 Ridley Mill Rd
Park Merle H 52 Plan 6
Pittman Jerry 1400 W Macdade Blvd A-322
Ramirez Carl Estate Of 1232 Jefferson Ave
Riddagh George P 1317 Grant Ave
Scott Ella B 1400 Macdade Blvd Apt B308
Slanger Christian 1400 Macdade Blvd Apt 316
Stafiniak Thomas J 510 Kelly Ave
Stone Connie M 1400 Macdade Blvd
Sun Hill Community Association C/O O Greenleaf PO Box 172
Thomas Garbarino 1409 6th Ave
Zolot Marie C/O Lisa Droxle 1504 Essex Ave
Zorn Vanessa G 1408 Bullens Ln
Yeadon Pa 19050
Alexander Allan O 609 Parkview Blvd
Blake Evan 822 Darnell Ave
City Wide Youth Worker S Association 731 Revere Rd Apt 248
Clark Kenyetta 734 Bullock Ave
Cobbs Martha B 530 Bonsall Ave
Cooper Leona P 1133 Duncan Ave
Dacons Lailani H 1314 N Longacre Blvd
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Dennis Steve 400 S Lansdown Ave A10
Dent Charlene 924 Rundale Ave
Dorsey Azene 404 S Union Ave
Dudley Marie D CO J J Dudley 550 S Lansdowne Ave
Duncan Councel Frances 719 Yeadon Ave
Easterling Lela 523 Orchard Ave
Fantasy Unlimited Co 2826 Avondale Dr
Foday John S 824 Church Ln
Ford Tiffany S 2506 Alfred Dr
Gillespie Irene 759 Fern St
Gray Eugene, Gray Anne 613 Fern St
Harmon Clarence J 803 Arbor Rd
Harmon Vivian M 1138 Allen Dr
Hurst Anthony W II 1014 Bullock Ave
Itri Helen 817 Bullock Ave
Jackson Vaughn 926 Rundale Ave
James Carlton B James Marie L 324 Elder Ave
Jennings Phyllis E 529 Bonsall Ave
Koddah Alice 523 Rose St
Mccallum Charles 430 Orchard Ave
Mcchesney Alan 543 Cypress
Mccloskey Theresa Annamae 804 Connell Ave
Mccullum Thomas Jr 959 Serrill Ave
Meadearis Clarence 2410 Alfred Dr Apt D
Nguyen Hong 670 Ave
Nicks Pizza 521 Church Ln
Oneill Marie A 463 Bailey Rd
Oriol Diane 751 Church Ln Apt 111
Overton Rose 907 Serrill Ave
Porter Marquita J Ms 114b E Providence Rd
Rhone Aaren Est Of 427 Laurel Rd
Romine Elsie F Estate 915 Yeadon Ave
Sanders Trina Marie 755 Fern St
Savage Otha 172 Park Place
Scottreese Robin Y 8 E Providence Rd
Snedeker Florence 832 Pleasant Rd
St Michaels Episcopal Nursery 811 Longacre Blvd
Symington Anna L 430 Cypress St
Thomas Elizabeth 844 Whitby Ave
Thompson Helman N 660 Fees St
Tiller William N PO Box 5419
West William E West Frances 513 Cypress St
West James W 1040 Yeadon Ave
Wood Thomas 20 Penn Ave
Wyche Alice L 1008 Duncan Ave
Young Margaret E 523 Orchard Ave
Erie County
Albion, PA 16401
Crane Margaret L Estate 1100 Harvest Rd
D & J Welding Inc 9901 Rte 6n
Deemer Sandra L 10257 Grandview Ave
Fobes R Wayne 1121o Us Rt 6n W Apt 128
Kalicky John J 10591 West Rd
Kalicky Lorrie 10591 West Rd
Krieg Carlyle 9565 Chrry Hill Rd
Krieg Joseph B 9565 Chrry Hill Rd
Kuhl Gretchen A 10701 Moses Rd
Lawrence Jacob S 9809 Rte 215
Morrison Thornton R 27198 State Hwy 18
Washington Fred 10745 Rte 18 Apt 9972
Washington P 9972 Fred 10745 Rte 18
Corry, Pa 16407
Allyn Matthew D 216 Fairview St
Brown Amelia J Rte 4 1435 Sciota Rd
Carlson Willard M 318 W Church St Apt 2
Catalfus Little Store 626 East Main St
Conklin Roy Apt F 4 E Airport Rd
Corry Chrysler Main St - Rte 6
Crandall Marjorie 443 E Smith St
Flick Jessie P 12200 Nancy Hill Rd
Foust Lottie Apt 19 251 W Pleasant St
Fralick Mitch 101 Picidilli Hill Rd
Helmer Arthur L Jr 14750 Simmond Rd
Hetherington Kelly 119 East South St
Hunt Richard L 1090 E Main St
Joshua Fralick 132 Summer St
Kimmy Arthur Estate 133 Lemon St
Mcgraw Ellmear S Est Of Carney & Ruth Law Ofcs 224 Maple Ave
Mcmichael Bertha L Estate 25 Essex St
Root Theodore R Estate 825 E Main St
Sanders Ellen A 530 Concord St
Sanders Leroy E 530 Concord St
Sawchyn Frances M Estate Rr 4
Short Jean M 59 Brook St
Stack Anna T 441 N Ctr St
Stack Elizabet A 441 N Ctr St
Stewart Betty Estate 45 E Pleasant St
Swarm Judith A 59 Brook St
Taylor Harlan R Rr 3
Taylor Mary Lou Rr 3
Woodcock Beverly 49 W Smith St Apt 2
Young Deloris E Trust 244 W Fredrick St Ua 09 03 93
Cranesville, Pa 16410
Manning Edna F 23 W Crane St
Rozansky Robert J 10021 Ivoray Rd
Thompson Danielle PO Box 303
Edinboro, Pa 16412
Blashock Adam P 324 Meadville St Apt 4
Brooks Tony D Jr 1 100 Sherwood Dr
Carone Elizabeth 104 Valyview Dr
Carroll Kevin 123 Water St Apt 27b
Cld Marketing Inc C/O John Hoover 213 Erie St
Duell Scott 108 Erie St
Eberles Physical Therapy Inc 103 Walker Dr
Edinboro Inn 401 West Plum St
Edinboro New Holland Tractor 13521 Sr 99 South
Edinboro Pre Law Society 324 Meadville St Apt 4
Engels Alice 900 Manchester Rd Fairview Manor
Flynn James R 12841 Dundon Rd
Ford Bob F PO Box 152 Girard Pa 16417
Fuller Dorothy M 25358 N Mosiertown Rd
Goebel Mary O Est Of Devine & Kuftic 201 Erie St
Jennings Hugh L 12851 Dundon Rd
Jennings Mary D 12851 Dundon Rd
Johnson William 207 Dunden Rd Apt 3
Leonzi Albert P P O Box 41
Milligan Gayle B 100 Harrison Dr
Moore David 110 Beau Dr
Osteopathic Health Care And Su 12730 Forest Dr
Rodrigues Rebecca J 101 Georgian Dr
Rood A Miriam 100 Walker Dr Apt 109
Santucci Dawn C 237 Walnut Ebinboro Pa 16412
Spires Jean M 2600 Gneast
Ward Robert 7380 Sherrod Hill Rd
Erie, Pa 16501
Art Claire A 704 Peach St
Baker Martha Y 1353 W 31st St Apt 507
Balter Caroline 919 Holland St
Berry Harold B 515 State St Apt 605
Bokus Young Catherine C/O 18 West 9th St
Breuer Floyd 907 Holland St
Brown Doris 111 E 11th St Apt 1001
Conner Riley Friedman & Weichler 17 West 10th St PO Box 860
Demaria Peter J 21 W 9th St Apt 207
Dennison Shirley L 12 E 9th St Apt 904
Ewinas Elton 24b East 9th St
Flanagan David S 160 West 8th St Apt 12 E
Giles Clara 160 W 8th St Apt 1i
Gilliams Jo 111 E 11th St Apt 1001
Gleason Bradley 1714 French St
H R Minkel Esq 1030 State St Components Of Il Co Full Cir Investments
Hallman Chevrolet 13162 Aztec St
Hart Edward F 153 East 6th St Unit 123
Holloway Elaine Ms 802 French St
Howard Frederic 245 West 10 Apt 6
Howard Virginia A 245 West 10 Apt 6
Julian Eveline 160 West Eighth St Apt 2e
Klebes Louise A 2529 Reed St
Klingensmith Florence B 3812 Morse St
Larrison Terry 11 E 11th St Unit 98
Lewis Leo Mr Rd 1 Sta Rd
Liebau Carol A 919 Holland St
Lomax Rufus 153 East 6th St Box 072
Macdonald Violet Ms 661 Victory
Macdonald Violet Ms 667 Euclid Ave
Metro Health Center 252 West Eleventh St
Miller Joseph 907 Holland St
Moore J Gregory Esq 126 W Ninth St
Rent To Own Appliance And Rent Way Tv Center 17 West Tenth
Rizza Oconnor Matis Baum 915 State St
Senra Michael Apt 105 515 State St
Smith Quincy 111 E 11th St Apt 1001
Soliwoda Jean R Est Of Aquista Law Office 915 State St
Spencer Lena Ms 3021 Gdn Ave
Stevens David Allen 111 E 11th St Unit 52
Tirpak Steven M 21 W 9th St Apt 813
Vereb John T Est Of 120 W 10th St
Weaver Cloyd P Est Of Acquista Law Office 915 State St
Wrkt Fm 1 Boston Store Place
Yeager Carmen 156 W 9th St
Yezzi Lynne 126 W Ninth St
Zawadzki Monica T 1224 Chestnut St
Erie Pa 16502
Abdullah Ali L 109 W 24th St
Agresti Charles D Ex 319 West Tenth St
Aitken Carol A 1228 W 11th St
Arnone Judith A Arnone John A 1601 Chestnut St
Bar Norbs 2426 Peach St
Beers Olive 807 W 11th St
Beisel Cindy L 1410 W 11th St Apt 9
Bellucci John 1658 West 24th St
Berkebile Earl L Rm 20 Reed House 227 W 22nd St
Bertges Albert A 333 W 24th St
Bevilacqua Anna M Estate 941 W 20th St
Bizzarros Towing & Used 1626 Raspberry St
Brainard J J 656 W 8 St
Brannaro Mayol 656 W 8 St
Brutto Angilina Estate 420 W 17th St
Bucceri Antoinette L 2104 Cherry St
Clemente Mary Ms 1801 Liberty St
Cook Robert G Jr 2021 Woodrow St
Costello Kristina N 1011 Amber Ct Apt 11
Cottrell Diane 1157 West 7th St
Cottrell Michael 1157 West 7th St
Crowley Patrick 2006 West 21st St
Cruc Josue O 708 W 18th St 2flft
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Dawley Stella M 830 Weschler Ave
Defazio Nick 564 W 16th St
Diceglio Angeline 1715 Plum St
Digestive Diseases Of Nw Pa 238 West 22 St
Dimarco Maria CO Antoinette Di Marco 716 Brown Ave
Doolittle Milton 516 W 18th St
Duke Michael 260 W 21st St
Enssle Milton F 1307 W 22nd St
Enssle Virginia L 1307 W 22nd St
Euliano Neil R Estate 2301 1/2 Sassafras St
Flatley Loretta M 1115 Cascade
Flatley Willard J 1115 Cascade
Fontecchio E C Estate 421 W 9th St
Frank Diceglio 1715 Plum St
Gallaher Ryan 616 Walnut St
Gambatese Anna P 549 W 18th St
Garnette Charles Stephen Dr 145 West 23rd St Suite 303
Gray Mary E 1256 W 10th St
Grignol George E Sr 440 Huron St
Hain Elizabeth S 717 W 9th St
Hain James J 717 W 9th St
Hallman Champion Collision 1157 West 7th St
Hammon Erin K 951 W 25th St
Henry Barbara J 1006 West 22nd St 1st Flr
Hollenbeck Christopher 2635 Cherry St 2 2
Johnson Robert Apt 10 410 W 8th St
Johnson Viroqua 1433 W 10th St
Jones Deborah J 1814 Chestnut St
Keith Elsie 2715 Washigton Ave
Kerner Earl L 335 W 8th St
Kerner Violet 335 W 8th St
Ketterer Jeramy Michael 238 West 19th St
L Keanor Earl 335 W 8th St
Laughlin John M Estate 619 W 9th St
Lucille Doolittle 516 W 18th St
Lyons James P Est Of 911 Poplar St
M And T Credit Corp 2006 West 21st St
Macgurn Michael D 622 Plum St
Martin Keshia Ali 923 W 16 St
Mehler Kathleen O 706 W 10th St
Mikeska Martin 149 W 22nd St
Munn Furniture Inc 1058 Brown Ave
Nixon John P 1529 W 24th St
Nixon Margaret 1529 W 24th St
Ochsenbein Robert Estate 2001 Sassafras St
Perry Antonetta 1814 Chestnut St
Peterson Robert W Estate C/O J W Peterson 815 Park Ave S
Petrigni Gilda Ms 558 W 16th St
Prater Aleander D 411 Huron St Apt 3
Prior Signe C 915 W 9th St
Rawa Jean 1228 W 11th St
Rodgers Michael 916 Plum St
Roschi Nick 906 W 7th St
Roschie Florence 343 W 21
Roschie William E 343 W 21
Ross Jarrod 1616 Chestnut St
Russell George F Estate 1841 W 24th St
Sanders David William Dr 311 West 24th St Suite 401
Santos Bonnie J 1228 W 11th St
Sardini Harold Jr 1835 W 21st St
Schwabenbauer Patricia A 611 Poplar St
Scrafford Della I 1118 W 25th St
Seamon George M 1063 West 18th St
Smith Curtis D 817 Walnut Second Floor
Smith Thomas Estate 1146 Brown Ave
Spear Kenneth 920 W 17th St
Staff David 360 West 17th St
Steff John 911 Washington Pl
Stephenson Keith Richard Dr 238 West 22nd St
Stevens David E 1019 West 21st St
Steward Helen 1137 W 8th St
Stichick Donald A 818 Brown Ave Apt C
Stichick Teena Cust 818 Brown Ave Apt C
Strickland Stacy 223 W 20th St Apt 2
Thompson Kathleen E 2021 Woodrow St
Tracy Eileen Estate 313 W 23rd St
Truex Hilda M 250 West 24 St Floor 1
Veshecco Lucy 1527 Liberty
Veshecco Mary 1527 Liberty
Weaver Frank J 2520 Plum St
Williams John 229 W 16th St
Wilson Cheryl 125 W24th St
Wilson Jarvis 923 W 16 St
Woodworth Henry L 337 W 20th St Fl 1
Woodworth Margaret A 337 W 20th St Fl 1
Zawaski Stanley Estate 132 W 23rd St Apt 301
Zurn Plumbing Products Group 1801 Pittsburgh Ave
Erie, Pa 16503
Abdi Aweis H 453 East 11th St
Armel Ross A 928 E 7th St
Barber Bruce S 741 E 12th St
Basco Paul Estate 1040 E 11th St
Benczkowski Wanda 1206 E 10th St
Blythe Barbara 154 E 23rd St
Bullock Charita M 716 East 24th Apt 2
Byers Blaine 258 Toftrees Ave Apt 314 State College Pa 16503
Camp James 555 E 11th St
Camp James Estate 555 E 11th St
Captain Dent Inc 1447 East 8th St B
Chichester Florance M 446 E 19th St
Coleman Dorothy A 823 Hess Ave
Coze James H 931 E 24th St
Cywinski Helen 1031 Polk St
Cywinski Nobert 1031 Polk St
Cywinski Norbert 1031 Polk St
Delgado Noel 533 E 12th St
Dewitt Jason 2419 Wayne
Dixon Paula R 909 E 20th St
Dopierala Gertrude T 1019 Wallace
Dorosch Edward J 550 East 7 St
Dorosch Stella J 550 East 7 St
Dortch Teisha L 927 East 11th St
Dymski Donald Estate 349 E 7th St
Emily Hoydic 902 Hess Ave
Ester Betty 154 E 23rd St
Ester Elmer P 154 E 23rd St
Findley Patricia H 829 Ash St
Fleming Jerelle Apt 2 1024 Polk St
Goff Charoltte 856 E 8th St
Gore Mary 516 E 10 St
Hays Kenneth L 245 E 8th St
Henderson Melissa Apt 2 1024 Polk St
Henderson Mildred H 1117 E 25th St
Houston James E 2nd Fl 646 E 9th St
Hoydic Elizabeth 902 Hess Ave
Ignasiak Theresa 513 E 22nd St
Ion Health Holdings Inc 1527 E Lake
Irene Baker Estate 725 E 22nd St
Jackson Josephine 619 East 22 St
Jimenez Anibal 615 E 7th St
Jones Lawrence J Estate 1635 Ash St
Kaczynski E J 636 E 11th St 1
Kalata John 404 E Eighth St
Kearns Bernard L 12th St And Parade St
Kearns Helen C 12th St And Parade St
Kennedy Erin C 652 E 10th Apt2 Upstairs
Kozlowski Bertha Estate C/O P Slomski 2101 Ash St
Krol John W 1014 Pennsylvania Ave
Lamaye Marlene 517 East 24th St
Larson Andrew E 705 Hess Ave
Larson Heather 1410 1/2 E 8th St
Lewis Lottie 910 East Ave Apt 9
Lewis Richard 910 East Ave Apt 9
Loewel Frederic 841 East 23rd St
Loper Rick J 2527 E 26th St
Lubak Norbert Estate 937 E 10th St
Lucas Tommie 515 East 13th St
Markiewicz Helen 614 E 14th St
Mayer Johannes A 546 West 7th St Apt C
Merril Page 2216 German St
Miller Bros Garden Center Inc 21 E 14th St
Miller George 2514 Wayne St
Miller Ruth 2514 Wayne St
Mills Michael W 1026 East 26th St
Mitchell Marion 336 E 22nd St
Mitkowski Casimir W 520 E 10th St
Mott Bertha Estate 310 E 23rd St
Myles Henry 512 E 23rd St
Noori Nura M 2408 Pear St
Olszewski Evelyn E Estate 654 E 11th St
Peterson Carolyn C 928 E 7th St
Pezzullo Ty 743 East 10th St Apt 2
Pickens Cassandra 416 E 22nd St
Pinczewski Timothy D 1026 E 9th St
Poniatowski Carolina 439 East 16 Floor 1
Poniatowski Joan M Floor 1 439 East 16
Presogna James A 652 E 10th Apt2 Upstairs
Rickrode John 1155 E 19th St
Rickrode Lynette J 1155 E 19th St
Riggins Regina 1447 East 8th St B
Schellenberger Bernhard 915 E 8th St
Schoen Harold A 1443 Lynn St
Schoen Henry J 1443 Lynn St
Sedor Shirley Ann 856 E 8th St
Smith Betty J 534 East 15th St
Smith Mary Estate 321 E 20th St
Suprynowicz Jane 619 East 22 St
Sybyl John R 513 E 22nd St
Sybyl Veronica 513 E 22nd St
Szkoda Alois F 740 E 10th St
Szumigala Albert C 501 E 18th St
T M Automotive Of Erie Inc 1306 East 12th St
Thoms Muriel D Estate 918 E 25th St # 2
Tow Odrodzona Polska C/O H J Wawrzyniak Secy 1347 Lynn St
Vick Ronald A 602 E 24th St
Warrington Ruth E 1821 French St
Wettekin Richard B 619 Hess Ave
Whiting Helen E 329 E 21
Whiting Richard 329 E 21
Wisniewski Gabriella M 440 E 25th St
Yeager Gerald A 2422 Penna Ave
Erie, Pa 16504
Barbato Nicholas Barbato Pat J 634 Motmarc Blvd
Barber George Estate 1149 E 37th St
Bloss Amos Estate 3900 Essex Ave
Bucceri Diane 3220 Davison Ave
Bucceri Patrick 3220 Davison Ave
Burger John Estate 833 E 29th St
Cancilla Margaret Estate 4220 Parade Blvd
Chestnut Samuel 3243 East Ave
Christensen Betty 1269 E 26th St
Clark Margaret L 1274 E 33rd St
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Conover Kathleen 752 E 30th St
Conrad Tracy 1136 West 39th St
Cooley Gentle III 3105 Pine Ave
Coolidge Georgann J 3911 Essex Ave
Coolidge P H 3911 Essex Ave
Krotz Mary 4210 Davison Ave Apt 425
Lachesky Alice J 261 E 27th St
Lamacchia Lawrence C/O J Tarbell 1303 Anna Ct
Lockhart Leslie 2915 Pine Ave Apt 1b
Luhman John Estate 2618 Pennsylvania Ave
Martin Mary Ms 2616 German St
Martin Mary Ms 2619 German St
Meyerink Ruth G 2615 Jackson St
Michalak Leonard J 2823 East Ave
Miller Barbara A 925 E 37th St
Miller Grace 922 East 38th St
Moore Darnelle 4140 Burton Ave
Moore Richard 4140 Burton Ave
Nevin Sarah C 4210 Davison Ave Apt 318
Obrien Virginia P 813 E Grandview Blvd
Pattison Edna R 4220 Davison Ave Apt 102
Pietron Carl F 1152 E 37th St
Press Ezie 3206 French St
Puckly Constantine 414 E 33rd St
Puckly Genevieve A 414 E 33rd St
Renner Matthew R 3936 Pennsylvania Ave
Roesner Violet R 607 E 26th St Apt 225
Roland Deanna 4304 Lake Pleasant Rd
Ruland David 1033 East 37th St
Sahlani Mazin A 270 E Lakeview Blvd
Scheffer George L Estate 821 E 29th St
Somerder Robert E 4008 Davison Ave
Sorger Earl W 4310 Parade Blvd
Thomas James A 758 E 35th St
Tingle Darnell 2206 Wallace St
Tiscenko Bill 1542 Davis Ave
Unger Guila A 340 E 36th St
Walczak Mary M Estate 812 E 34th St
Weber Harry F 2705 Ash St
Weber Harry J 2705 Ash St
Weiser Karen 1207 E 29th St
Whiting Helen E 932 E 37th St
Whiting Richard 932 E 37th St
Zysk Mary N 925 E 37th St
Erie, Pa 16505
Adams Norma Jean 2543 W 8th St Apt 305
Agostino Vincent PO Box 965
Allen Timothy 906 W 10th St
Ashby John G 1722 W 8th St
Avalon Hotel Partner 2950 West 8th St
Badowski Mary G 322 Washington Pl Apt 121
Baloga Hertel Anna 414 Colorado Dr
Boltri Christopher S 1005 Farrel Rd
Boltri Michael A 1005 Farrel Rd
Boltri Stephen P 1005 Farrel Rd
Borden Jonathan Alan Dr. 5011 Wolf Rd
Burns Frank T Estate 1431 Oakmont Ave
Byers William L 3005 W 12th St
Campbell Hai Yan 4727 North Wayside Dr
Cardinal Health 755 Old Mill Rd
Carr Herbert K 1022 Montpelier Ave
Case Agatha B 6351 W Lake Rd Apt 132
Chamberlain Arthur Apt 345 517 Maryland Ave
Crandall Betty 333 Madison Ave
Dobrosielski William 3054 Haas Ave
Dollinger Gerard 512 Adivtori Dr
Edwards Varie 1510 Filmore Ave
Feidler Dorothy J PO Box 9324
Fenton Pauline 1679 W 12th St
Ferry Dennis Est Of 607 Marshall Dr
Finney Robert G 6351 W Lake Rd
Fontaine Ladoon Nicole 539 Virginia Ave
Frattarangelo Victor 3049 Haas Ave
Gartner Margaret A 5211 Wolf Run Village Ln
Gavriloff Susan L Est Of C/O K Lewis 909 Chelsea Ave
Hagle Donna M 322 Washington Place 135
Harakal Margaret F 2529 South Tracy Dr
Harakal Samuel J 2529 South Tracy Dr
Hardner Jean G 627 Connecticut Dr
Hardner Kirk J 627 Connecticut Dr
Healey Patricia E 954 Colony Dr
Henry William J 1125 Hartt Rd
Hertel William 414 Colorado Dr
House Kristen Kaye 1405 Ardmore
House Richard A Cust 1405 Ardmore
Howard Martha 919 Linden Ln
Hudson Margaret 6444 Pepper Ct
International Fabric 3445 W Lake Rd
Kahl Betty J 1028 Montpelier
Kahl Violet C 1028 Montpelier
Ketzel Roland A 1145 Candy Ln
Kinsel Kimberley A 6425 Wyndham Ct
Klein Margaret 2910 Plum St
Kloss Marlene B 903 Filmore Ave
Kodba Jeffrey 2501 West 12th St
Kuhrman Ruth 2637 W 6th
Lakewood Shell 3760 W 12th St
Lenore Fenton 1679 W 12th St
Long Jeremy 5702 Jones Ln
Maffeo Evelyn P 4359 W Lake Rd
Maloney Mary M 420 Blackstone Dr
Margie Long Leeann Long Daugh In Law C/O L Long 826 Selinger Dr
Marti Mary L Estate 5063 W Lake Rd
Mccleary Catherin 427 Powell Ave
Mccleary Catherin A 7181 2 Clifton Dr
Mccormick P A Ins PO Box 8912
Mckinney Gerald L 641 Ardmore Ave
Mcnabb Fred A 1218 Taki Dr
Miller Elizabeth M 100 Wolf Point Dr
Miller Stephanie 9404 W Lake Rd
Minton John V Iii 1813 Oxford St
Mirone Paul Md 1600 Peninsula Dr 2059 W 8th St
Moore James W 4810 Grove St
Moore James W 4816 Grove St
Moore Laura 4810 Grove St
Moore Laura 4816 Grove St
Moore Linda D 3063 W 11th St Apt 3
Morosky W D 4045 W 12th St
Murray Frieda W 1145 Candy Ln
Netzler Elizabeth 6351 W Lake Rd Apt 128
Null 2500 W Twelfth St
Oros Gabriel J 508 Pittsbgh Ave
Oros Kathleen S 508 Pittsbgh Ave
Parker Karen 638 Compass Dr
Presque Isle Partnership 301 Peninsula Dr
Pruveadenti Frank D 2557 South Tracy Dr
Redinger Nancy A 333 Beverly Dr
Regional Cancer Center The 2500 W 12th St
Rent Way Inc 1 Rentway Place
Rentway Inc One Rentway Place
Rieger Katherine 4902 Old West Lake Rd
Rothenstein Celia 6324 Lindenfield Dr
Rothenstein Louis 6324 Lindenfield Dr
Ruuska Waino J PO Box 9294
Scott Barbara N 1552 S Shore Dr
Scott Barbara N Cust 1552 S Shore Dr
Scott Nicholas N 1552 S Shore Dr
Semple Juliana P 1516 Westwood Dr
Simmons Rose L 1016 Evergreen Dr
Strasser Edward PO Box 8282
Strickland Lee M 10 Peninsula Dr Apt 24
Tam Luk-Mui PO Box 8232
Thompson Carol T 512 Chelsea Ave
Thompson Scott K 512 Chelsea Ave
Ukasik Carl 5509 W Lake Rd
Vartech Metal Specialists PO Box 8511
Walter Carol J 427 Powell Ave
Walter Carol J 7181/2 Clifton Dr
Weaver Rick Buick Gmc Truck 5236 Wolf Run Village Ln
Weithman Patricia H Trustee 310 Connecticut Dr
Whiting Helen E 1424 Asbury Rd
Whiting Richard 1424 Asbury Rd
Wilkey Andrew 1605 S Shore Dr
Wolff Paul A 1709 W 14th St
Yacobozzi Albert 3025 W 12th St
Yacobozzi Loretta 3025 W 12th St
Zdunski Sophie C 629 Indiana Dr
Erie, Pa 16506
Aileen Miller 5040 W Ridge Rd Apt
Augustine Laura A 4036 W 38th St
Berghaus Gertrud 4124 Sterrettania Rd
Brocki Electric Inc CO J R Kramer 3017 Oakley Dr
Callahan Viola Estate 2420 Filmore Ave Apt 2
Cardamone Elsie 2722 Pittsburgh Ave
Cassidy Sydney 2605 Southwest Cir
Catrabone Mark S 4212 Prestwick Dr
Champion Ford Sales Inc 2502 West 26th St
Conner Andrew J 6332 Stonebrook Dr Apt No 3c
Conner Donna L 6332 Stonebrook Dr Apt No 3c
Delgobbo Eleanor Estate 2442 W 32nd St
Donato Joe 2950 Hershey Rd
Dotts Ann C 3929 W 38th St Apt 326
Faraone Laura 2526 W 34th St
For Independence Inc 2222 Filmore Ave
Fortsch Joseph L 2628 Carter Ave
Gaczkowski Ronald J 5135 Love Rd
Gies Kimberly R 3051 W 32nd St
Grode Jean 2950 Hershey Rd
Haft John M 3754 Feidler Dr
Hazlett Diane C 2817 Ct Ave
Ismail Shafik 5012 Catawba Dr
Jeckel Astrid A 4124 Sterrettania Rd
Johnson Michael D 2719 Green Acre Dr
Kantz Rita A 2507 Azalea Cir
Kelly James B 3418 Amherst Rd
Kumar Praveen 2334 Santa Maria Dr
Kurtich Michele 4145 West Ridge Rd Upper
Lasko Constance Estate 3140 Oakley Dr
Lindstrom Irene L 4552 N Park Ln
Long John Desmond 4427 W Ridge Rd
Lupo Patsy 4214 Falmouth Rd
Maddie Dolores J 2740 W 24th St
Mahoney Kevin W 3915 Caughey Rd Ste 1
Majeroni Rose M 2812 Mckee Rd
Mcquillen Oldsmobile Pontiac 4036 W 38th St
Miller Robert E 5040 W Ridge Rd 409
Morey Jeffery D 4828 Appaloosa Ct
Munn William E 4704 Lawndale Dr
Park Cleo M 6351 West Lake Rd
Peach St Wings Inc 2824 Burgundy Dr
Promed 2828 Sterrettania Rd
Quinn Patricia Y 3630 Culpepper Dr
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Restifo Paul M 2605 Southwest Cir
Sarvothaman Ravi 2658 Willowood Dr
Sassani Ramin 5055 Westbury Farms Dr
Schaub David 510 Ellington Dr
Seeley Colleen M 3173 W 41st St
Singh Kendra J 2316 Lakeview Dr
Slocum Jerome R 3408 Delmar Dr
Smith Michelle 2220 West 32
Sullivan Timothy P 4009 Pinelawn Dr
Sundy Judith 2717 W 30th St
Sundy Ronald D 2717 W 30th St
Swaminathan Uma 2658 Willowood Dr
Theiss Jonathan P 3218 Hampshire Rd
Wendel D T Do 5473 Village Common Dr
Weschler Margaret M 2604 Eastwind Cir
Wingenbach James J 3011 Evanston Ave
Zaremba Helmuth 3319 Loveland Ave
Erie, Pa 16507
Adamowicz Alex 609 East 8th St
Albrecht Ida Ms 450 W 4th St
Antalek Augustine Soldiers & Sailors Nursing Hom 560 E 3rd St
Baginski Joseph 333 E 4th St
Ballengee Gregory Bruce Dr 215 Holland St
Black Willie M 208 Plum St
Briggs Michael C 112 Parade St
Bull Anna 518 East Ave
Cacchione Shelley 457 W Front St
Cardot David A Estate 409 Ash St
Chataqua Communications Corp 317 W 6th St
Daniels Margaret Ms 119 E 2nd St
Ellis Richard C 412 Parade St
Emling William Estate 225 Liberty St
Figliuzzi Philomena 314 E 4th St
Floros Fotini 817 W 3rd St
Floros Mary A 817 W 3rd St
Foran Marion A 309 Cascade St
Forest Patrick Annmarie 512 W Crogan St 506
Giles Richard 100 Barber Pl
Hall Richard 427 W 5th St
Hodges Edwin Estate 216 1/2 E 2nd St
Hoffman Marie 227 W 4th St
Kelly William J Trst Of 100 State St
Kesler Anna 452 West Sixth St #6
Krebs Harold G 532 East St
Krebs Kathryn A 532 East St
Krukowski Jaclyn R 212 German St Apt 1
Kujawinski John K 326 Sassafras St
Lacey Charles A 510 Reed St
Lacey Erin E 510 Reed St
Larsen Adele 936 W 6th St
Lawrence Julia M 402 Parade St
Lee Stanley 315 W 2nd St
Levy Nathan Mr 314 Myrtle St
Ma Thaler I 842 East 29th
Maheshwari Bhawana 210 W 6th St Apt 206
Maly Sophie A 431 E 2nd St Cathedral Ctr
Marcia Seide Est Of C/O T E Kuhn Esq 300 State St Ste 300
Mcneal Sandra J 508 West 3rd St
Mecca Catherine 424 Cascade St
Melvin Lucille M 441 West 3rd St Apt 308
Meyer Robert F 330 Hess Ave
Miller Terra 358 W 2nd St
Nacopoulos Christina 349 W 6th St Ste 1
Naegele Melissa L 227 W 4th St
Oem Erie Inc Salariedemployees Ps Plan 401 K 150 East 8th St
Pelow Eileen Estate 147 East Ave
Pennbriar Athletic Club 100 Pennbriar Dr Erie Pa
Peterson Stella 210 W 6th St Apt 408
Photakis Michael 1031 East 4th St
Probst Edith 441 W 3rd St Apt 213
Pry Leonard 327 East 4th St
Rapp Delores M 1012 W Bayfront Pkwy Apt 307
Reaves Antwine 522 Cherry St
Rentway Charleston 1246 1 Rentway Pl
Roward Cecilia G 221 Plum St
Ruef Lynn 221 Liberty St
Salamon John J 1016 E Lake Rd
Sandovar Jose 1054 East 5th St
Schellenberger M 215 Parade St
Shaw Pearl E 501 E 6th St Apt 5
Sokoloff James 406 E 2nd St
Sokoloff Margaret A 406 E 2nd St
Strobel Lucille M Attn Marsh Spaeder Baur Spaede & Schaaf 300 State St Ste 300
Suprock Mark Lake Erie Orthopaedics Pc 300 State St
Taggart Anne 323 Ash St
Taggart David 323 Ash St
Tenpas Emerson J 513 East Ave
Thaler Harold C 221 Liberty St
Thaler Norman 842 East 29th
Vanwhy Ronald 361 West Fifth St
Wakulin Nadezda Apt 2 716 E 6th St
Webster Nick 710 West 17th St
Weems Gregory R 526 E 5th St
Williams Patricia 438 W 5th St
Wright Lucille 543 W 3rd St
Zawadzki Walter V 1224 Chestnut St
Erie, Pa 16508
A I S Commercial Parts & Service Of 1911 West 26th St
Adams Diane A 24 W 41st St
Allen Brett 2632 Myrtle St
Alvarez Micaela O 022 W 29th St
Anderson Vincent R 3108 Ellsworth Ave
Babb Harvey 1920 W 37th St
Bayview Insulation Company PO Box 3090
Bertges Catherine 3714 State St
Brown Sidney 326 Craig St
Burns Kathryn E 449 W 31st St
Burns Kevin R 449 W 31st St
Calvin Kelly D 1144 W 32nd St
Calvin Robert W 1144 W 32nd St
Carman Michelle J 1025 W 32nd St
Cash Lou Wayne S 428 Stafford Ave
Chalupczynski Camil 4114 Schaper Av
Chiz Frank 4017 Cochran St
Chiz Patricia 4017 Cochran St
Collision Central At Roth 544 W 31st St
Cook Kelley A 75 Orchard St
Cook Linda J 3857 State
Coughlan Virginia M 2913 Cherry St
Cox Sharon K 1161 West 27th St
Creditron Financial Serv Inc Park Place 1567 W 38th St PO Box 3458
Czerwinski Terry J 3616 Oakwood St
Daubenspeck Matthew B 2920 Hazel St
Dennington Richard 3226 Poplar St
Devincent Anthony 3004 Oakwood St
Devincent Irene 3004 Oakwood St
Divalerio E 1426 W 36th St
Fedei John 31 Fairfield Ave
Ferebee Garland A 3006 Greengdn Blvd
Ferretti Do Anthony J Do 2010 W 38th St
Fezell Martha Ms 52 Orchard St
Fifth Third Bank 508 West 29th St
Flaherty Catheryn 830 W 33rd St
Fleming Charles 2836 Glenwood Pk Ave
Francis Marilyn J 2908 Auburn St
Gary Kaiser 2936 Rudolph Ave
Geiger David C 3009 Peach St
Giusti Joseph 1360 W 38th St
Grafius Charles M 2657 Cherry St
Graham Jane 545 W 31st St
Hallman Champion Collision 3225 Alleghany Rd
Hammerman William J 2613 1 2 Chestnut St
Hanlin Tania 119 Moorehead St
Helenski Edward G 257 Gridley Ave
Helenski Jenny 257 Gridley Ave
Hershelman Gary W 447 Stafford Ave
Hoffman William R 1417 W 26th St
Hughes Anna M 544 W 31st St
Humes Chrysler Plymouth 1944 W 33rd St
Ingaldi Catherine E 3225 Ellsworth Ave
Juchno Mary 1825 West 26th St
Kaberlein Elmer 2655 Hazel St
Kaczmarek Bizzarro Shirley Ann 2803 Greengdn Blvd
Kaiser Gary 2936 Rudolph Ave
Kaiser Uincie 2936 Rudolph Ave
Kaiser Vincie 2936 Rudolph Ave
Karle Elizabeth A 1058 W 31st St
Karle Tarah K 1058 W 31st St
Kauffman Eric 445 East 28th St
Kendall Clyde E Jr 4017 Myrtle St
Kliem Connie L 3117 Washington Ave
Kliem David S 3117 Washington Ave
Laskowski Raymond 3324 Glenside Dr
Lawrence Daryl R 3013 Peach St Suite 3
Lewis Bastow Linda 2912 Hampton Rd
Lewis Beatrice G 3826 Eliot Rd
Lucille Miller Estate 3107 Plum St
Luddy Patrick J 1063 W 31st St
Mcgoey James R Jr 7 W 41st St
Messina Catherine A 3004 State St Apt 2
Meyer Dorothy Estate 2821 Glenwood Park Ave
Miller Wm 2722 Raspberry St
Morgan Alvina M 1044 W 34th St
Morgan Harry R 1044 W 34th St
Nordstrom Amy E 1944 W 33rd St
Nordstrom Robert J 1944 W 33rd St
Osen Lloyd C Estate 2653 Cherry St
Pallotto Mary 2941 Maple St
Palmer Richard B 3001 Hazel St
Pearson Sarah A 3009 Elmwood Ave
Perry John 3225 Alleghany Rd
Petersons Cleaning Service 1139 West 37th St
Petrigni Gilda Ms 637 W 29th St
Polak William T 2910 Plum St
Reisigner Gilda Ms 637 W 29th St
Reisinger Gilda M 673 W 29th St
Rickel Mark P 3204 Plum St
Rickel Michael A 3204 Plum St
Rickel Michelle A 3204 Plum St
Rieger Lila 201 W 26th St
Robbins Patricia 1857 W 35th St
Rojas Jacinto Sr 3917 Crestmont Ave
Schoell M M Estate 3426 Hazel St
Schumacher Jack W Cust 3128 Erie St
Schumacher Sharon A 3128 Erie St
Sopp Margaret 1040 W 36th St
Spencer Lena Ms 2916 Rudolph Ave
Stone Charles M 1610 W 32
Stone Josephine 1610 W 32
Strickenberger Sarah L 508 West 29th St
Taylor Walter E Estate 930 W 28th St
Tobin Karen E Adecco 025357 3024 State St
Urban Edd Theodore S 956 W 38th St
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Abbington Crest Nursing Center 1267 S Hill Rd
Advanced Systems 4734 Pittsburgh Ave
Allcare Dental & Dentures Of Pc 7060 Peach St
Askins William Lee Jr 2402 Wager Rd
Bahl Hildegard E 8250 Johnson Rd
Balkovic Paul B 5515 Peach St
Barabender Richard 1241 Greenfield Dr
Barber Katherine 1679 W 45th St Apt 308 Angeligue Woods
Beskid Gail 5200 Henderson Rd Apt 712
Bonnells Collision Center 328 Melvin Rd
Brown Dale O 734 W 50th St
Brunton Margaret H 8480 Lake Pleasant
Buser John 5946 Jodie Ln 4
Buzard Kathleen D 4242 Harding Dr
Buzard Tammy D 4242 Harding Dr
Byers Joanna 8370 Wattsburg Rd
Carlson Annette 328 Melvin Rd
Carlson Keith 328 Melvin Rd
Carlson Marian Estate 4838 Clinton Dr
Carr James M 5971 Pinecrest Dr
Chen Wayne 5148 Peach St 280
Cipriani Mary 5447 Cider Mill Rd
Cjt Logistics 8115 Wattsburg Rd
Cobb Shawn E 1429 W Grandview Blvd
Collision Central At Roth 5711 Peach St
Cook Annagrace E 1178 Greenfield Dr
Cook Johnathan 1305 West 44th St
Cornerstone Insurance Inc 8530 Oliver Rd
Damiano Peter A 506 West 57th St
Dimpelfeld Dorothy Estate 5322 Norris Dr
Dougan June 1341 W 42nd St
Dougan Patricia A 1341 W 42nd St
Edwards Varie Est 1267 S Hill Rd
Elliott Angela A 1858 West Grandview Blv
Enkhtaivan Munkhbold 4021 Peach St
Faso Marianne 2323 Edinboro Rd Ste 461b
Finney Robert G 41 W Gore Rd
Francis Dora E 5149 Henderson Rd Lot 4
Groenendaal Kelly M 5149 Henderson Rd Lot 94
Hackenberg Gregory 10203 Wattsburg Rd
Hanna William Estate Rr4
Harvey Betty Ann Est 8400 Footemills Rd
Hough Jason Carter Dr 4116 Ellsworth Ave
Hutzelman Howard E 2323 Edinboro Rd 329 Erie Pa
Integra Tool And Mold 8212 Edinboro Rd
Iverson Richard 1809 Zimmerly Rd
J J Moore Sales Inc 8119 Wattsburg Rd
Kalivoda Carel S 225 Anderson Dr
Kalivoda Raymond J Jr 225 Anderson Dr
Katulich Rudolph 1166 Greenfield Dr
Keddie Patrickj 1503 Sunrise Lakes Dr
Kelly Irma O 8170 Footemill Rd
Kessler Norma M 2323 Edinboro Rd #268
Koscho J 8704 Oriole Dr
Lawson Robert V 1631 West 40th St
Leone Gene J 831 Hilltop Rd
Lewski Renee W 5009 Gordon Ln
Lindgren Alice P 940 Arbuckle Rd
Lynkolb Geri 2134 Saint Andrew Dr
Maher Joseph J 4428 Highview Blvd
Martin Agnes E 6450 Veit Dr
Matte Marie C 41 W Gore Rd Rm 115
Mccall Christophe A 4819 West St
Mcnamara Barbara 944 W Arlington Rd
Mcnamara James K 944 W Arlington Rd
Mesholan Elon 104 Avelon Ave
Montgomery William B 2323 Edinboro Rd Apt 422-C
Morehouse Helen R 8341 Wattsburg Rd
Nurse Practioner Association
Oberlander Andraya 7882 Lake Pleasant Rd
Oberlander Marc 7882 Lake Pleasant Rd
Patton Alexander D 966 Arlington Rd
Patton Douglas G Cust 966 Arlington Rd
Portenier Betty L 3948 Cherry St
Quackenbush Julie 5457 Cider Mill Rd
Rainsberger Lee R 4574 N Colonial Pkwy
Reilly Ralph A Rr 5 & Robinson Rd
Rogers Madge I Apt 252 2323 Edinboro Rd
Rogers William D Apt 252 2323 Ed
Ropey William J Estate 806 W Gore Rd
Roward Cecilla G 1122 W 40th St
Sabetti Josephine 1439 W 39th St
Schaal Frances G 5135 Roslindale Ave
Schaal Richard C 5135 Roslindale Ave
Schrecengost Darlene J 1813 Treetop Dr Apt 10b
Schreiber Jeremiah D Dc 2104 Zimmerly Rd
Shade Richard A 8530 Oliver Rd
Slabic Peter P C/O 2222 West Grandview Blvd
Snap Tite Inc 8325 Hessinger Dr
Spence Heather L 5012 N Oakridge Circ
Stebbins Laura 3381 Reichert R David Stebbins
Stevens Beth A 1429 W Grandview Blvd
Tamminen Leona 401 Holly Park Dr
Thompson Betty M Rr 2 Kahkwa
Thompson Irene L Rr 2 Kahkwa
Transportation Equip Supply C 8106 Hawthorne Dr
Vacalie Doina Dr 5219 Mill St
Vanostrand Elven L 5515 Peach St
Verno Debra A 280 E Gore Rd
White Robert F 8810 Pagan Rd
White Samuel B Estate 3912 Raspberry St
Wick Paul 7250 Schultz Rd
Widmann William H 439 W Arlington
Willomel And Willett Inc William C Ellett 4026 Peach St
Wroblewski John 5009 Gordon Ln
Wuenschel Viola 5946 Jodie Ln 15
Wurst Kimberlee 5290 Cider Mill Rd
Zakharchuk Zenoviy 5503 Washinton Ave
Ziegler Allison F 1541 W 54th St Apt 8
Erie, Pa 16510
Allegretto Francesca 2124 Parker Ave
Allegretto Jessica 2124 Parker Ave
Allegretto Nicole 2124 Parker Ave
Allegretto Victoria 2124 Parker Ave
Allen James W 55 Mindi Ct
Allen Robert 3315 Buffalo Rd
Babik Anna V 1921 Camphausen Ave
Bayle Marion Ms 2616 Pear St
Bhanushali Hermant P 3710 Zimmerman Rd Apt 11
Boyd David Jr 1914 Linwood Ave
Brine Audrey 2213 Willow St
Bryant Clive D 1906 Glendale Ave
Budlong Mary J 1854 East 26th St
Budlong Rollin S 1854 East 26th St
Bullock John R 3757 Zimmerman Rd
Butler Hal D 3417 Greenlawn Ave
Calabrese Don 2416 Taggert
Caroline Libcau Rr 7
Carrier Sylvia 2218 Water St
Collision Central At Roth 1966 E 18th St
Conner Dianese 1916 Woodlawn Ave
Defonzo Robert 2918 Buffalo Rd Apt 6
Dyleski Frank M 2345 Glendale Ave
Edwards Varie 1861 Buffalo Rd
Ericsson Nancy A 2178 E Gore Rd
Ericsson Robert W 2178 E Gore Rd
Fisherkowski Z J Estate 3217 Skellie Ave
Flood Jason 3918 Marion St
Ford Charles R 1730 Fairmount Pkway
Froehlich Myra L 8408 Clark Rd Ext
Gathers Patricia A 2220 Gatesmill Dr
Hitt Christine 1945 Glendale Ave
Homan Donnie S 2315 Buffalo Rd
Homen Elayne F 2315 Buffalo Rd
Horihan Nora A 2232 E 20th St
Jordan Cathy 2302 Hunters Ridge Dr
Katzman Helen 2814 E 31 St
Kuch Jeanette 2241 Hannon Rd 819
Lachesky Alice J 4730 Buffalo Rd
Lamp Todd 4174 Saga St
Larson Deanna & Roland Irrv Trst Of 5773 Kuhl Rd
Larson Mildred Estate 3400 Francis St Apt 4
Liebau Carol A Rr 7
London Richard B 4201 Wagner Ave
Mackellar Susan M 4138 Dominion Dr
Maksimowski Blanche 3381 Sta Rd
Masi Terri 1601 E 37th St
Mcmahon Megan R C/O Rita Rice 3627 South St
Miller John W Estate 2848 E 29th St
Moffett Barbara 1822c Buffalo Rd Apt 4
Montroy Edith L 4228 Tarra St
Nowak Delores 1921 Camphausen Ave
Nuber Kenneth C 2224 Willow St
Pierce Barbara L 2414 Wagner
Puscher Pamela 1545 E 38th St
Rampal Ajay 3626 Zimmerman Rd Apt 12
Reed Frances C 1822 A Buffalo Rd Apt 1
Reed Frances Estate 1822 A Buffalo Rd Apt 1
Rexford Florence 10020 Jones Rd
Rinn Daniel E 2731 East 36 St
Robert Freleig Estate Sta Rd
Rohrer Laurie M 8515 Kirsch Rd
Ross John E Jr 2430 E 32nd St
Ryan John 2901 E 31st St
Sanders Levenia 1510 Fairmount Pkwy
Seelbach Nicole M 2240 Gatesmill Dr
Selby Deborah 2114 East 20
Sexton Timothy E 6620 Knoyle Rd
Slabic Peter P 3300 Kane Hill Rd
Smith Dean J 2903 Nagle Rd
Spaeder Katie 3940 Sta Rd
Starks Mary 1822c Buffalo Rd Apt 4
Straub Karen L 4156 Marion St
Swanson Harriet 4116 Longview Ave
Szumigala Albert C 4046 Rice Ave
Tate Deandre R 1839 Prospect Ave
Thornton Arthur E 2043 E 20th St
Vazquez Santana Ferdinand PO Box 7082
Wagner Betty PO Box 10192
Weeks Ernest 2712 Pearl Ave
Weeks Nancy 2712 Pearl Ave
Wilson Sharon 2771 E 29th St Apt 3
Wishnok Stella 2124 Parker Ave
Wow Pizza Inc 3303 Buffalo Rd
Yurcak Raymond J 3910 Rice Ave
Zelenak Daniel G 7265 Clark Rd
Erie, Pa 16511
Althabhawi Maitham M 1119 Tacoma Rd Apt 6
Avione Joseph Estate 424 Lowry Rd
Ball Mary C 4664 East Lake Rd Apt 109
Barber Gertrude A 405 Sanford Pl
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Black Nancy C Bannabas Ct North Rm 31 5456 E Lake Rd
Borowy Mary 2648 Putman Dr
Burns Ann M 842 Newton Ave
Carter Marjorie B 4560 E Lake Rd 1c
Dunfee Waneta M 1964 E 7th 1st Fl
Dustin Franklin C 5448 Wildwood Way
Fitzgerald Lee W 1964 E 7th 1st Fl
Foster Isabelle M Lawrence Park 524 Silliman Ave
Garwood Ann J Estate 666 Smithson Ave
Ibl Llc Attn Accounts Pay 652 West 6th St
Ion Health Inc 1527 East Lake Rd
Jackson Lillian H 1037 Newton Ave
Laughlin Wukkuan A Estate 621 Euclid Ave
Laver Gerald 1201 Priestly Ave
Lawless Allen M 1819 Lakeside Dr
Lovin Cynthia H 4560 E Lake Rd Apt 2b
Lund Shirley Apt 510 5436 E Lake Rd
Maldonado Michael 4910 E Lake Rd
Morealli Sam P 2655 Dobbins Rd
Rapela Rhonda A 507 Fair Ave
Rapela Timothy J 507 Fair Ave
Reuss Leonard Estate 167 Lake Cliff Dr
Richmond Barbara C 2050 East 10th St 4
Richter Catherine G 5572 Iroquois Ave
Ruiz Juan Apt 3 2135 B Gladstone Ct
Schau Avery 5436 E Lake Rd Apt 801
Stelmack Emily H 418 Chautauqua Blvd
Stevenson Cordelia 1062 Priestly Ave
Stevenson Robert H Iii 1062 Priestly Ave
Svoboda Joseph 326 Joliette Ave
Taccone Hattie M 4207 E Lake Rd
Tanner Kelly Jane 405 Sanford Pl
Tanner Molly 405 Sanford Pl
Texter Walter H Jr 131 Lake Cliff Dr
White Jennifer 1224 Silliman Ave
Williams Heidi L 1211 Priestley Ave
Windahl Kyle E 307 Chautauqua Blvd
Erie, Pa 16512
Anes Of Erie Pa 2005 W 8th St Suite 208
D S A Bck Inc PO Box 1218
Eggleston Raymond A PO Box 873
First Federal Savings Loan P O Box 1319
National Fuel Gas Dist Corp PO Box 2081
Rodriguez Eliodoro PO Box 808
Sherman Levi Jr PO Box 6342
Sherman Mae Frances PO Box 6342
Silvis Douglas PO Box 37
Erie, Pa 16514
Cutters Choice Laser Sales PO Box 10308
Fmc Technologies PO Box 10428
Karla Charlotte PO Box 10923
Miller Deborah E PO Box 10125
Miller Marc E PO Box 10125
Ryan Timothy R PO Box 10723
Erie, Pa 16530
Erie Insurance Erie 100 Erie Insurance Place
Stull Arden L 489 Whispering Pines
Erie, Pa 16531
Ge Transportation Systems 3416 Main Ave
Erie, Pa 16541
Berringer Gary 109 University Sq
Erie, Pa 16544
Saint Vincent Health 232 West 25th St
Erie, Pa 16546
Hallman Champion Collision Center 501 E 38th St
Mercyhurst College Corporation C/O Finance Office 501 E 38th St
Erie, Pa 16550
Krasinski Dainelle Louise 201 State St
Popp Lorena Simona Dr. Dept Of Med Education 201 State St
Syme James Roy Dr Dept Of Med Education 201 State St
Erie, Pa 16563
Repkova Eliska 4701 College Dr Rd
Erie, Pa 16565
Erickson Eric 940 Millcreek Mall
Roadhouse Restaurant C/O Ralph Iarussi 497 Millcreek Mall
Fairview, Pa 16415
Bayhan Aedan E 1465 Persimmon Dr
Bayhan Ayla M 1465 Persimmon Dr
Bayhan Brenda A 1465 Persimmon Dr
Bayhan Gokhan 1465 Persimmon Ln
Billings Jack Billings PO Box 94 Fairview Pa
Cheeseman James R Cust 1411 Mulberry Ln
Cheeseman James T 1411 Mulberry Ln
Colorado Marta 8190 Bear Creek Rd
Craig William 6044 Boxwood Dr
Daughenbaugh Helen A 6700 West Lake Rd
English Otilie G 8215 Louisa Dr
Hanas Brian 501 Grace Ave
Hanas Wendy 501 Grace Ave
Hirt F W Audrey Charitable Lea PO Box 378
Hutzler Lucille A 7255 Rupert Dr
Jackson Georgiann 5780 Uhlman Rd
Krill Joanne 6965 Jefferson Ct
Leslie Sarah E Grandchilds Trst Of 291 Avonia Rd
Mcclure Momoko L 2270 Lohrer Rd
Mead Michael 6760 Manchester Beach Rd
Mertens Ida Jean 7722 Admiral Dr
Mertens Jean B 7722 Admiral Dr
Mortgage Services Corporation 6080 Pine Valy Ln
Northwestern Chapter Of 232 W 25th St
Peterson Micheal M 7280 Autumn Ln
Schwab Stefanie A 6080 Pine Valy Ln
Shafer Linda L 6970 W Lake Rd
Smith Gary PO Box 246
Sns Equipment PO Box 502
Stern Marilyn 1420 Lord Rd
Truitt Grace B 8255 W Lake Rd
Truitt Lisa M 7263 Rupert Dr
Walker Freda A Box 417 3512 Walker Ave
Walker James H 6941 Sterrettania Rd
Walker William E 3512 Walker Ave
Welch Carol J 6044 Boxwood Dr
Willows Limited Inc 8352 Platz Rd
Wiser Harold 3401 Blair Rd
Girard, Pa 16417
Birrell Jeanne Dum 207 Chestnut St
Black Wanda J 715 Aurora Ave
Fairchild Cecil R 5 Church St
Forsythe John 8300 Ridge Rd
Fronsberry Lester 8300 West Ridge Rd
Havern Wendy S 142 Honeybrook Ct
Horton Pre Cast Concrete Inc 432 Noble Rd PO Box 192
Interstate Specialties In 5890 Lexington Rd
Jamestown Powder Coatings Inc 710 Beaver Rd
Krichko Kim 8341 Sun Lake Dr
Mill Village Vol Fire Dep PO Box 5
Miller Jacob 900 Spruce Tree Dr
Paris Malinda F 11004 Ridge Rd
Peters Randie 8659 Meadville Rd
Richardson Charles J Est 617 Rice Ave
Sargent Judith 122 Barker St
Sisson James K 11244 Springfield Rd
Weber Shirley Apt 209 5181 Westgate Dr
Wheeler Edward 8300 West Ridge Rd
Wilde John 6688 Miller Rd
Harborcreek, Pa 16421
Cash Jeff 949 Bartlett Rd
Lyon Raymond P 1385 Davison Rd
Lyon Vicky A 1385 Davison Rd
Niemeyer Ida Estate PO Box 27
Reichart Charles E Estate Rr 1
Lake City, Pa 16423
Barthelson Glenn R 9356 West Lake Rd
Crowe David M 1674 Lake St
Dever Catherine A 127 Dunn Ave
Dever John D 127 Dunn Ave
Hulsinger Christine Marie 2084 Lake St Apartment 3
Kulczyk Wallace Estate Rr 1 Box 884
Leopold Ronald R 9800 West Lake Rd Lot 54
Northwest Ucc Cog 10031 Holly Dr
Smith Brennan 1414 Nursery City
Smith Lauren E 1414 Nursery Rd
McKean, Pa 16426
Balkovic Paul J 111 Timberlake Dr
Bayle Marion M Rd 1
Bramwell Diana PO Box 66
Freeman Arianna D 28 Ridgewood Dr
Loomis Michael C 29 Meadow Ct
Mclane Cemetery Association C/O M Millspaw 11041 Oliver Rd
Omguru PO Box 246
North East, Pa 16428
Akerly Cynthia 11413 Wilson Rd
Allen Jeffery 842 Freeport Rd
Allen Julie 842 Freeport Rd
Allen Norma Estate 29 Poplar St
Brown Edward 47 West St
Burger Diana S 24 East Main
Burger Susanne 24 East Main
Cardot Clarence J 9651 Tarr Rd
Chace Mary 11555 E Middle Rd
Collins Judith 10644 West Main Rd
Concilla Samuel G 64 South Lake St
Conrad Winifred M Rr 1
Cook Caroline Estate Rr 4 W Main Rd
Crittenden Jane 2 Gibson St
Dadswell Cara 16 West Division St
Eliz Concilla 64 South Lake St
Elizabeth Concilla 64 South Lake St
Erickson Wanda 133 East Main St
Farr Dale 9682 Ginny Ln
Gagliano Dominic Rr 3
Gagliano Rose Rr 3
Goodbans Body Shop 80 1/2 Grahamville St
Goodbans Towing 80 Grahamville St
Halm Lillian G 126 Shorewood
Hipps Margaret Apt 101 65n Pearl St
Jenks Patricia A 11652 Old Lake Rd
Johnson Janice 9225 Haskell Rd
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Kloss George E 4149 Brickyard Rd
Knepp Andrew S 12 Robinson St
Knepp Laura M 12 Robinson St
Lane Mildred L 44 Vine St
Lee And Sons Construction Llc 108 Sunset Beach Rd
Lomax Bonnitta Rr 1
Malecki Kathleen Apt A 80 E Divsion St
Merritt Ruby 47 West St
Murphy Carmen Estate 11385 Martin Rd
Parmarter James E 153 E Main St
Pease Ruth E Estate 44 E Main St
Peters Roy Welding Dba Peters Roy PO Box 307
Selkregg Jean PO Box 287
Stetson James A 1324 Dill Park Rd
Swartzentruber Cheryl 25 Blaine St
Swartzentruber Jared 25 Blaine St
Titzel Melanie R 12419 Sta Rd
Vasquez Lydia Y 10644 West Main Rd
Watson Richard C 36 Bernwood Dr
Welch Foods Inc PO Box 471
Springfield, Pa 16411
Kephart Nancy L 13723 Old Lake Rd East
Johnson Jami 3855 Rte 215 East
Union City, Pa 16438
Alford Helen M Apt 204 122 N Main St
Barstow Barbara 122 North Main St
Blair Melody M 59 Wattsburg St PO Box 331
Blakeslee Joyce Rr 5
Campbell Amy S 15200 Lyons Rd
Davids Paul A 15285 Old Watsburg Place
Estes John A Estate 74 W High St
Fahey Donna M 49 W High St
Fahey Stephen P 49 W High St
Gardone Louis J 2336 Main St
Geer 62 West High St Apt D
Hallmen Collision 49 W High St
Hull Cora C 14279 Kimball Hill Rd
Litherland James H 14 Odell St
Matava Helen 26470 Old Valy Rd
Matava Joseph A 26470 Old Valy Rd
Mcgill Gertrude R Apt 103 122 North Main St
Miller Eva J 17760 Riley Siding Rd
Monroe Donald L 10 Johnson St
Parkin Neil E 24057 State Hwy 8
Scully Margaret Estate 29 S Main St Apt 206
Squire Raymond P 21 Atlantic St
Steadman Ruby J 3 Dowman St
Stewart Mary K 43 N Main St
Thompson Albert T 20 Washington St
Thompson Jo A 20 Washington St
Trojak John J 17199 Lincolnville Rd
Varlaro Joseph A 513 42nd St
Weed Maxine L 64 Warden St
Wontenay Dick J 43 N Main St
Waterford, Pa 16441
Clare Terrill 9691 Donation Rd
Crandall Margaret E Sedwick Rd 1319
Culver Brookelynn D PO Box 1025
Fuller Samantha 1088 North Dr
Haibach Arthur 10153 Dutch Rd
Hess Eric J 13021 Union Rd
Loyal Christian Benefit Assoc 11462 W Greene Rd
Milani Maichael 10610 Barton Rd
Miller Amanda L 9491 Donation Rd
Peters Sandra K 14271 Flatt Rd
Rankin Perry M Rd 2 Barton Rd
Spaeder Phyllis 201 E 1st St
Stancliff Hose Co PO Box 275
Tidd Alice W PO Box 164
Zimmerly Elizabeth J 11711 Sharp Rd
Zimmerly Jack W Jr 11711 Sharp Rd
Zomcik Gary B 10100 Hamot Rd
Wattsburg, Pa 16442
Bingaman Laura 10906 Backus Rd
Goc Eleanore H 12136 Ashton Rd
Irvin Dona R PO Box 63
Irvin Isabelle L PO Box 63
Kimmy Robert 9445 Sunshine Ln Lot 23
Morris David Michael 10900 Hill Rd
Morris James Matthew 10900 Hill Rd
Morris Margaret Ann 10900 Hill Rd
Okicki Jacqueline A 11061 May Rd
Pi H Wu 9455 Sunshine Ln Unit 1
Weaver James L 10779 May Rd
Weaver Ruth 10779 May Rd
Whitehair Bruce Quay 8591 Jones Rd
West Springfield, Pa 16443
Barton Grace S 4796 Steinberg Rd
Behringer Michelle R 13900 Ridge Rd
Donnell Jacqueline 13582 Ridge Rd
Eagley Robert 13778 W Lake Rd
Hopkins Thomas W 7600 Rea Rd
Roberts Virginia E 13657 West Lake Rd
Williams Charles S Rt 20
Williams Elizabeth M Rt 20
Fayette County
Adah Pa 15410
Derov Rose Marie 160 Gates Rd Apt 184
Kelecic Michael Richard 199 Ball Hill Rd
Ledonn Frank Estate 202 Palmer
Werner Tricia R 704 High St
Woods Bruce 602 Palmer Rd
Bell Vernon Pa 15012
8618 Om Shiva Inc One Hardy Dr
Barcelona Richard 399 Fell St
Bath William 8 Wellington Dr
Bitonti Peter 29 Brd St
Bruno Jaqeline Rd 1
C Harper Autoplex PO Box 748
Casey Robert F 245 Crest Ave
Davis Jodie L PO Box 446 Rfd 1
Delmastro Mary P RD 1
Dera Charleen 127 Lynnwood Ave
Doninni Linda L 829 Henry St
Ernest Cerini 4325 State Rte 51 N
Evans Duane L 1027 Brd Ave
Evans Glenn 1027 Brd Ave
Evans Gloria 1027 Brd Ave
Fairway Ventures Llc 4491 Rte 51n
Ferno Loretta M 409 Jamie Dr
Fox Grocery Co 29 Rehoboth Valy
Gaudio Albert C 214 Country Dr
Gaudio Albino L 1198 Rostraver Rd
Gradischek Francis W 201 Frederick St
Greene R 100 Harper Dr
Guttman Daniel H Trst Of II 200 Speers Rd
Guttman Realty Company 200 Speers Rd
Haag Elizabeth A 1230 Willowbrook Rd
Habina Sheri L 118 Homewood Ave
Halinka Donald R 904 Graham St
Harper C Box 748 Rte 51 @ Rte 70
Heide Robert Estate 507 Henry St
Honick Joshua A 347 Concord Ln
Jones Jennie B 4 Mulberry St
Jurcevich Rosanna 307 Wood St
Katchmark Dorothy 414 Wood
Katchmark Trudy 414 Wood
Krivyanik Agnes 114 Homewood Ave
Krivyanik Colleen 114 Homewood Ave
Lynn Gina 208 Pats Dr
Major Joseph A 2 Henry Cir
Manderino Elizabeth 1230 Willowbrook Rd
Mihalek Andrew J 1634 Rostraver Rd
Mihalek Josephine J 1634 Rostraver Rd
Miller Gary 59 Marion Villa
Moore Lawrence E Ex 202 Simmons Ln
Moravec John 104 Beacon St
Muzina J Jr C/O Tina Muzina Ex 106 Piersol Rd
Nash James M Estate 20 Chestnut St
Naylor Brett 457 Commanche St
Naylor Brian 457 Commanche St
Nutter Marshall Estate Rr 4
Omshiva Inc One Hardy Dr
Orthopedic Group 800 Plaza Dr Ste 240
Perez Jeffrey 125 Metz Dr
Piasecki Kimberlee L 209 Fifth St Apt B
Piggford Dorothy 3 Sandbank Rd
Price Dorothy J 529 Green St
Radich Richard Jr Rd 1
Reinstadtler Brenda L 402 Grant St A
Reinstadtler Cory M 604 Graham St
Reinstadtler Ian M 604 Graham St
Reinstadtler Timothy 402 Grant St A
Roberts Verdie A 231 Rankin Rd
Rostraver/West Newton Emergency Services Inc
Russell Terrence J 706 Graham St
Santini Edmond E 208 First St
Schneider Helen 526 Belle Vernon Apt
Sddk Enterprises Llc 120 Pricedale Rd
Shop N Save Rostraver 600 Wiilow Brook Plaza
Shuma William John Est Ray Dr #3
Sidor John C 2 Kings Way
Snyder Kenneth Rr 4
Spanish Frank 926 Henry St
Stringhill Louis Est Of 823 Brd Ave
Stupakis Anthony PO Box 843
Toth Joseph Jr 625 Kennedy Ave
Tracy Billie J 227 Van Meter Rd
Valdiserri Carl L Estate 820 Brd Ave
Valdiserri Wayne A Estate 80 Brd St
Verdie Roberts 231 Rankin Rd
Walker Betty PO Box 84
Watson Sylvia PO Box 201
Welch Cindy K 516 Rear Brd Ave
Wentzell Tim J 300 Perry Ave Apt 3
Willson Ethel M 406 Bluff
Willson William H 406 Bluff
Woodson Jackson C 3 Chestnut St
Wypych Peter D 4846 Rte 51 South
Zolock Sara Ann 465 Timms Ln
Brier Hill Pa 15415
West Donald Box 151
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Brownsville Pa 15417
Bakewell Shirley 501 1/2 Pearl St
Boyd Auda 133 Thornton Rd
Cardale Pa 15420
Chattaway Eileen 200 Woodland Ct Apt 209
Cicconi Richard Box 29
Clister Jack 512 Pearl St
Clister Jack R 512 Pearl St
Clister Ruth 512 Pearl St
Cohen Nancy Mrs Box 22
Cohen Richard L Box 22
Cook Barry L 11 Maple St
Dimarzio Helen 200 Woodland Ct Apt 107
Dorazio Ronald 1 Aubrey Ln
Emergency Physicians Of Brownsville Attn: E Malboef 125 Simpson Rd
Fanara Betty J Estate 1119 Lewis St
Fields Effie 516 Church St
Frank Conjie 721 Greem St Brownville Pa 15417
Franks Connie L 721 Green St
Freshwater Bevan 200 Noble Rd
Gacy Helen J 1238 Second St
Hawkins Nerner T PO Box 107
Hiller Barge Co 1800 Paul Thomas Blvd
Hoover Helen R C/O A Vicker 546 High St
Hughes Mary A Estate 1324 2nd St
Jenkins Thomas 626 National Pike E
Johns Catherine 100 High St
Keller Edna 205 Ann St
Kelly Pauline 625 Green St
Kudyba Edward S J 418 Main St
Lee Emma J 26 Ridge St
Lee Emma Jean 26 Ridge St
Leichliter Pauline M 220 Brd St
Levato Guinevere PO Box 683
Liston William T 5 S Hills Ter
Lorenz Carolyn F 525 Main St
Miller Russell 54 Cemetery St
Mohr Dan B 304 Diamond Ave
Mohr Justin 304 Diamond Ave
Oveson Eric C 650 Old National Pike
Pataski Jenny L 253 Ridge Rd
Perakovich Virginia 312 Ridge Rd
Powell Clyde A 20 Maple Glenn Rd
Pres Calvin U 909 Water St
Rockwell George J Rte 88
Salogovich Frank Fifth
Salogovich Josephine Fifth
Sesco Richard A Rt 88 Vesta 7 Rd 2
Sosnak Michael J 253 Ridge Rd
Stamps Mary E Estate 412 Green St
Stotka Edward 501 Low Hill Rd
Tassone Joanne Superior St
The T Rest 815 Water St
Thomas Earl 227 Filbert-Orient Rd
Thomas Samuel W 519 Church St
Thompson Audra L C/O B Bodnar 285 Dague Rd
Vandivner Violet 130 Superior St Rd 1
Vegoda Stephen 523 Hibbs St
Wells Kimberly 501 1/2 Pearl St
Wells Nicole 501 1/2 Pearl St
Zamudio Carnia 123 Brownsville Ave
Chalk Hill Pa 15421
Frinzt James PO Box 276
Matthews Raymond H PO Box 301
Mcelroy Donald T PO Box 86 3 Bryson Blvd 10
Chestnut Ridge Pa 15422
Hill Edward R PO Box 104
Silbaugh Sharen Box 74
Connellsville Pa 15425
Afriel Margaret 1012 Springfield Pike
Alexander Ann E Rd 1 Box 218
Alexander Arthur T Jr Rd 1 Box 218
Aller Katryn E 207 Lincoln Ave
Ambrisco Serena C 613 W Crawford Ave
Banks Roy Estate 415 Vine St
Barko Dennis R 118 Spaugy Hollow Rd
Basinger Darrell A 126 Wittier Ave
Beaver Caroline R 1103 Kring Ave
Bodkin Larry I Apt B 224 Fairview Ave
Boring Evelyn J 511 Hickory Sq Rd
Bowers Belinda L 506 E Francis Ave
Brooks Kenneth 332 Elmerford Ave
Brower Thelma 359 E Crawford Ave
Brunetti Amelia 216 Hill St
Brunetti Amelia 292 1/2 E Fairview Rd
Brunetti Mary 216 Hill St
Butler Othello M 908 W Crawford Ave
Caea 210 Clair St
Clark John Est 630 Englishman Hill Rd
Claybrook Lawrence S North Manor 10b
Clemmer Gerald 1205 Oak St
Cochan Marie A 1207 Isabella Rd
Cochran Anna M 135 Gault School Rd
Cochran Joseph D 135 Gault School Rd
Cook Margaret 467 Reidmore Rd
Corn Margaret 203 N Cottage Ave
Cossell Robert E 198 Oglevee Ln
Cunningham Philomena 636 Brdford Rd
Dauria Michael E 1318 Cambria Ave
Davies Ford Inc 2551 Memorial Blvd
Delligatti Elizabeth 267 N 12th St
Detone Junita K C/O R Firestone 113 Florence
Dewitt Audrey G PO Box 470 103 Newport St
Dillinger Constance Rr 2
Doyle Kelli J 26d Greenwood Hgts
Drumm Richard E Est 3006 Frick Ln
Erickson Anna 119 Shultz Ave
Fay West Youth League 233 E Crawford Ave
Florentin Heriberto M PO Box 816
Fosbrink Harry D RD 2 Box 505a
Fosbrink Nellie M PO Box 353
Fox Construction Dba Fox Daniel 352 Mccoy Hollow Rd
Gallentine Kathleen J 1208 Isabella Rd
Gilmore Mill Store 425 Breakneck Rd
Golden Tammy J Rr 19
Goodwin Diana 318 Davidson Hill
Goodwin Donald W Jr 318 Davidson Hill
Goodwin Shirley R 318 Davidson Hill
Grim Helen B 1822 W Penn Ave
Grimm Charles D Rd 2 Box 124 D
Grindle Richard 1511 Sun St
Harvey Harry T 119 Shultz Ave
Harvey Marian L 1312 W Crawford Ave
Hay George D Estate 1328 Vine St
Heisterman Jerry L 313 E Washington Ave
Jacobs David 214 North Jefferson St
Janus Bonnie P RD 2 Box 119
Janus Thaddeus J RD 2 Box 119
Jk Discounts PO Box 272
Joseph Samuel Estate PO Box 723
Katera John 214 W Pennsville St
Kaufman Ken Rr 1 Box 245
Kaufman Marjorie Rr 1 Box 245
Keefer Transport 234 Keefer Rd
Kennedy Betty Est 129 E Painter St
King Barbara 133 East End Rd
Kinkus Dorothy J 345 N Pittsburgh St
Kinkus Samuel 345 N Pittsburgh St
Kohnen Kelly 697 Vanderbilt Rd
Kury Robert 106 Prince
Lancaster William R Rd 1 Box 92 C
Leasher Donald Rd 2
Little Lisa A PO Box 221
Little Rita M PO Box 221
Long Alona 1110 Vine St
Long Charles H 208 E Green St
Lucas Eleanor J 2037 Valy Forge Dr
Malago Evelyn N 120 E Peach St Apt 308
Markus Fern E 506 S Pittsburgh St
Matuschak Andrew E CO M A Macko Ex Michael J Macko Atty 325 Memorial Blvd
Mcquaide Kenneth T 2011 6th St
Michael Fabian J 526 Poplar St
Moon Norman W Estate 339 N Arch St
Morgan Albert Estate W Side Hotel
Nelson Allen Rd 1 Rock Ridge
Nelson Anna M Rd 1 Rock Ridge
Newell Connie 1147 S Pittsburgh St
Nicholson David Scott Est Of 2511 Springfield Pike
Nicholson Roy W 314 E Patterson Ave
Nicklow Alvin 3325 Country Club Rd
Nicklow Thomas H 151 S Pennsville St
Osler Nellie 210 New St
Peyton Bertha 206 S 12th St
Poulos Sarah J 2109 Ridge Rd
Prickett Alice 315 E Crawford Ave
Prickett Clyde W 315 E Crawford
Prinkey Brenda M 552 Dry Hill Rd
Prinkey Deborah K 552 Dry Hill Rd
Prinkey Goldie M 552 Dry Hill Rd
Prinkey Josce G 552 Dry Hill Rd
Prinkey Solomon E 552 Dry Hill Rd
Renze Virginia Estate PO Box 130
Robbins Helen 822 Morrell Ave
Robbins William 822 Morrell Ave
Robinson James J 326 N Meadow Ln
Rudisill Howard J Estate 1307 Sun St
Ruggieri Meredith 1200 W Green St
Sago Leta 316 E Fairview Ave
Sepkovic Wayne F 1813 Kentucky St
Shaeff Janice D Estate Rr 1
Sikora Anthony J 1205 Ridge Blvd
Sikora David A 1205 Ridge Blvd
Smarto Tony Estate 303 W Fayette St
Smith James E 487 Hickory Sq Rd
Solomon Prinkey 552 Dry Hill Rd
Stahl Wayne 113 Miller Ln
Staines Robert L Estate 609 Highland Ave
Stephens Andrea B 206 E Washington Ave
Stephens Spenser 206 E Washington Ave
Stewart Sandra A Attn S A Thorpe 782 Pleasant Valy Rd
Swope Ryan A 116 Brdway
Thorne Helen C Rd 2 Box 124 D
Tissue Luella 2006 Lexington Dr
Tressler Francis 110 Plymouth St
Washin Mary Louise 618 Rogers Ave
Washington Monica B 503 Davidson Ave
Welch Bertha 622 Highland St
White Elaine 1805 S Pittsburgh St
Wojtanowski Paulette 289 E Fairview Ave
Woods Stanley E 506 Shady Ave
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Yagla Ann 504 Davidson Ave
Yankovich Rose Marie 1517 W Crawford Ave
Dawson Pa 15428
Boger Frederick Rr 1
Carney Joseph J Est Of 147 Bethel Church Rd
Cochran Eleanor 183 Dawson Scottdale Rd
Connors Dorothy 880 Banning Rd
Gurki Holly Virginia 100 Railrd St PO Box 42
Harris Leah E 212 Pine St
United Methodist Women CO Mary Jane Wilson Treasurer Box 245
Dickerson Run Pa 15430
Little Linda Rd1
Morris Harry Maple St
Roadman Catherine E PO Box 155
Roadman Daniel E PO Box 155
Dunbar Pa 15431
Action Oil Company Inc 111 Woodvale St
Ainsley Shirley R 120 Spring St PO Box 111
Basinger Kimberly D 167 Church Hill Rd
Basinger Wayne 167 Church Hill Rd
Bell James 1397 University Dr
Brookings Grace E 3rd St Speers Hill
Bryner Bernice M Pechin
Cochick Juanita 1 Veteran St
D T Construction Inc 1107 University Dr
Fetsko Edward Rr 1
Frederick Gwendolyn Church St
Gilpin Helen J PO Box 55
Golden Brenda 7 Second St Bryson Hill
Guinlah Patricia 58 Veteran St
Hall Randy B 41 Railrd St
Hatter Sydney 129 Green St
Jean Morgan G 222 Connellsville St
Latham Linda Rd 2 Hardy Hill
Lowery Patricia A 241 Connellsville St
Lowry Lillian E 452 Hardy Hill Rd
Martin Arlene F Furnace
Martin Chas Furnace Hill
Mcdowell Charles D PO Box 315
Mcgnen Catherine A Bryson Hill
Pechin Investments Inc 22 Mary Way
Rose Terry E 7 Second St Bryson Hill
Shaw Kasey J 3517 5th St
Trenker Joseph 29 Railrd St
East Millsboro Pa 15433
Baty Llc 708 Arensburg Rd Ext
Corey Edward 227 River Rd
Warrell William 136 River Rd
Everson Pa 15631
Chikowski Stella Moble
Floto E G 323 Painter St
Fratto Cora 313 Maple St
Patton Kevin S 416 Painter St
Terry John A 128 Jones St
Tulley Savina J 149 Jones St
Zoracki Jerome J 302 Graff St
Zoracki Jerome W 302 Graff St
Fairbank Pa 15435
Croftcheck Carol 615 Willis Ave
Derose Mary S Box 322
Fairchance Pa 15436
Bricker Mary F PO Box 387
Cerra Bruno Estate 34 Church St
Cobb Jeremiah J 124 W Church St
Cole Dorothy E 93 Church St
Cole John W 93 Church St
Cole Norma Box 163
Fresh Delmas PO Box 325
Hughes Sandra L PO Box 194
Jacobs Gary L Box 154
Moser Wilbur B 28 Union St
Oris Fabian G 79 N Morgantown St
Farmington Pa 15437
Arel Arda 912 Success Dr
Bahtiyar Melih 912 Success Dr
Bovtun Oleksandr 923 Success Dr
Chambers Donald E Estate PO Box 233
Chambers Ida M Estate PO Box 233
Chibiryak Marina 906 Success Dr
Eampongpaiboon Wacharapong 911 Success Dr
Erdem Erdeniz 915 Success Dr
Gardner Gerald L Jr Box 8 Rr 1
Goncalves Curi Marilia 922 Success Dr
Herring Charles 495 Kirby Rd
Historic Summit Inn 101 Skyline Dive
Kara Veysel 910 Success Dr
Khampangkaew Surat 911 Success Dr
Kryntsyglov Oleksandr 922 Success Dr
Latorre Mark A 20 Hawes Rd
Mcdowell Marilyn PO Box 44
Patterson Dale 533 Kirby Rd
Patterson Delmas 533 Kirby Rd
Poljieak Thananon 911 Success Dr
Rodriguez Torres Katherine A 915 Success Dr
Span Judith Rural Rte
Taechasan Kasidit 911 Success Dr
Thamnimitr Sarith 921 Success Dr
Usaciov Egor 922 Success Dr
Fayette City Pa 15438
Benga John W Navoo Hollow
Blower Garnet 306 Brownsville Rd
Martin Lyda RD 1
Martin Willard F RD 1
Meyers Mildred L Connellsville St
Wolfe Orajane Estate Hill Ster Patch
Gibbon Glade Pa 15440
Decarlo Shirley B PO Box 126
Grindstone Pa 15442
Booth Donna L 681 Grindstone Rd
Davis Sandra J Estate Rowes Run
Rohaley Dorthy Estate Rr 1
Winters David S 902 1st St
Hibbs Pa 15443
Wingrove Ronald Jr PO Box 181
Hiller Pa 15444
Elliott Mamie 332 3rd St
Filchock Joseph F Box 124
Goss Edith 1st St
Mammarella Ike 216 Second St Box 269
Mcvicker Jay L Box 229
Hopwood Pa 15445
Boyer Frank 108 Doyle St
Capan William Rd 2 Box 67
Chittenden Elizabeth 108 Doyle St
Durst Dolores 106 Junior St
Herrelko Sarah E 106 Harvey St
Moore John Estate PO Box 337
Rahl Joan PO Box 272
Seighman Cecelia A PO Box 67
Seighman Chuck PO Box 67
Welsh Edward S II Rr 2 Box 87b
Wene Clayton E PO Box 1004
Indian Head Pa 15446
Cramer Laura J PO Box 491
Hribal Velma D Star Rt PO Box 22
Sparks Kenneth 1125 Indian Creek Valy Rd
Sparks Virginia 1125 Indian Creek Valy Rd
Keisterville Pa 15449
Haberstock Barbara PO Box 114
Keisterville Union Sunday School C/O E M Brosky PO Box 144
Swestock Patricia Estate House 137
La Belle Pa 15450
Fowler Paul PO Box 133
Fitch Lloyd Box 122
Lake Lynn Pa 15451
Burkett Clell Rr 1
Burkett Helen Rr 1
Chipps James O Rr 1 Box 26
Fike James N 152 Blosser Hill Rd
Lemont Furnace Pa 15456
Bell Rose E 80 Old Braddock Rd
Burkett Betty J PO Box 136
Deberry William E 202 Cottage Ave PO Box 33
Horn Gayla J C/O Clyde B Craft Rt 1 Box 222
Kozak Joseph G Vanderbilt Rd
Matthews Donna R Box 56
Meegan Elizabeth A Est 121 Coal St
Tesauro Jan F PO Box 173
Watt Kenneth E Estate 300 Maple St
Markleysburg Pa 15459
Frye Charles E Jr 269 Pike School Rd
Gutherie Judith W Rr 1
Hayden William 814 Flat Rd
Klink Jesse A 453 Braddock Rd
Martin Beverly Rr 1
Merschat Linda 433 Caney Valy Rd
Rexrode Mildred L Pike School Rd
Martin Pa 15460
Clark Anthony PO Box 84 14 W Uniontown St M
Cobb Hazel A PO Box 77
Lininger Angela Box 106
Lininger Brenda L Box 106
Lininger C R Jr Box 106
Lininger Clarence Jr Box 106
Masontown Pa 15461
Adamsky Michael Jr 109 Cross St
Albert Gallatin Vna 22 South Main St
Bertovich Paul A 667 Fairview Hill Rd
Defino Dominic 14 North Ross St
Ford Credit Titling Trust 8 N Walnut St
Karpinecz Ema Estate River Ave
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Krupa John 329 W Church Ave
Lee Katherine M 305 S Main St
Lewis Edith V Estate 11 Ft Mason Village
Martin Paulette 200 Gray Ave
Mccann Barbara Estate 206 N Main St
Mcgalla Gary 6 N Water St Apt C
Moore Kathleen L 215 Sangston Ave
Smith William G 8 N Walnut St
Speggen Janet L 307 Cottage Ave
Steinmiller Charlotte PO Box 210
Steinmiller Eric PO Box 210
Wilkenson Ruth E Water St
McClellandtown Pa 15458
Chasko Alma S 208 Edenborn Rd
Glitz James PO Box 95
Janesko Eugene R Jr 149 Blaine Ave
Merritt Diana Rr 1 Box 128
Mesler Jacquelyn Adair 411 Messmore Rd
Metz Donald Box 724
Melcroft Pa 15462
Meyers Karen D Box 24
Merrittstown Pa 15463
Chuma Justin Matthew PO Box 165
Feduska Thomas A PO Box 252
Gray Mary L 107 Water St PO Box 87
Mill Run Pa 15464
Hiltabidel Nellie Rr 1
Kiritchenko Michael 426 Kooser Rd
Sipe Benjamin 281 Turkey Foot Rd
Springer Mary 498 Clay Run Rd
Mount Braddock Pa 15465
Bolish Arthur Estate St Rd
New Salem Pa 15468
Casievich Mary Box 652 Hill St
Colucci Frankie G Rural Rte
Devlin Walter G Rr 1
Donovan Eileen 1088 New Salem Rd Apt 198
Donovan Eileen Buffington House 193
Doorley Pauline M 6814 National Pike
Doorley Richard B 6814 National Pike
Kmetz David Fiioc 1096 Front St
Lindsey Susan A Box 124
Molek Andrew G 1121 New Salem Rd
Molek Andrew R PO Box 584
Posten Agnes Ms Gen Del
Seaton Bryan S 611 West St
Suba Patricia A PO Box 271
Normalville Pa 15469
Balsley James E 258 Clinton Rd
Beaver William R 226 Mill Run Rd
Clark Ferne 136 Sycamore Ln
Eutsey Delores I Rd 1
Eutsey Melissa K Rr 1
Eutsey William K Rd 1
Fulton Barbara Rd 1 Box 111b
Fulton Earl 739 Clinton Bypass Rd
Hall Charles P 314 Pritts Rd
Huey Dorothy I 237 Millertown Rd
Layman Gary M Rd 1
Lohr Kathryn L Rr 1 Box 255h 1562 Mount Zion Rd
Michael Layman G Rd 1
Nicholson Wilda 768 Clinton By-Pass Rd
Piper Georgia F 130 Solomon Fulton Rd
Prinkey Anita Box 272
Prinkey Gladys PO Box 272
Shultz Audrey J 450 Clinton Rd
Whipkey Robert H Box 80
Ohiopyle Pa 15470
King Alma PO Box 96
King James A PO Box 96
Moore Gladys PO Box 43
Moore John E PO Box 43
Oliphant Furnace Pa 15401
Camele Robert A 16 Charles St
Oliver Pa 15472
Balaban Joseph R Balaban Mary J House 236
Clsd Mcdonalds 003409 746 Pennsylvania Tpke
Gantzhorn Kurtis 262 Washington St
Perryopolis Pa 15473
Burkholder Robert D PO Box 128
Caporellas Italian 67 Cemetery Rd
Cunningham Corrine 200 King St
Hall Nancy L Rr 2 Box 105
Leska Paul R PO Box 744
Martin Lyda M 119 Russell Rd
Petrosky Donald R Box 21
Rathway Audrey M 105 Rathway Rd
Rathway Larry P 105 Rathway Rd
Rothey Heather A Box 724
Salko Nichole 318 Greenfield Rd
Toth Robert S 214 Fayette City Rd
Varndell Henry J PO Box 251
Point Marion Pa 15474
Benson Catherine M Trust 300 Union St Apt 2n
Leckey Madaline V Box 11
Leckey Vernon D Box 11
Malone Zachary 101 Wright St
Peterman Margaret M 300 Union St Apt 2n
Peterman Richard A 300 Union St Apt 2n
Wilson Arthur 10 Second Ave
Woods Helen L 501 Morgantown St
Republic Pa 15475
Burgin Debra 77 Dunlap Ck Vlg
Chuma Joe 199 Sharp St
Chuma Nick 199 Sharp St
Durigo Docile Brownsville Rd
Ford Darrin 75 Front St
Frisco Kathryn PO Box 384
Hensel Andrew J Box 678 Park St
Hensel Joseph E Box 678 Park St
Jordan Clarabelle 59 Thompson PO Box 396
King Frank B 72 Wall St
Sanner Anna 77 Dunlap Ck Vlg
Sassano Anthony PO Box 302
Teslovich Irene PO Box 384
Torrey Judith 67 Thompson St
Ronco Pa 15476
Bokach Irene PO Box 63
Burden Larry 15 Mcgee St
Smithfield Pa 15478
Argon 90 Laurel View Dr
Braddee Sara 838 Mud Pike
Clinton Barbara A Rd 1 Box 352
Collins Joseph 594 Msntwn Smithfeld Rd
Crow Willice E 519 Weaver Mill Rd
Giltner Irene L Rr 1
Henry Clayton D 162 Prison Camp Rd
Housden Paulette 594 Masontown Rd
King Donald R Rr 3 Box 36
Krupa John 253 Hardin Hollow Rd
Leonard Walter Rr3 Box 139a
Lowe Virginia 594 Masontown Smithfiel
Miller Kenneth 1325 Georges Fairchance Rd
Myers Kelly J 2850 Morgantown Rd
Rankin Stanley E Jr 593 Madison Dr
Satanek Shirley J Rr 1
Smith Dolores R 768 Mud Pike
Sutton Elias 240 Barton Hollow Rd
Young Linda 100 Shoaf Rd
Smock Pa 15480
Cassels Lionson Justin M 142 Hurst Rd
Frena Edward P Estate Rr 1
Harford Shirley L Rr 1
Herring Patricia K 271 Strong Rd
Lee Elma B 30 Old Pittsburg Ln Rd 1 Box 188
Monaghan Gregory W 196 Baer Rd
Peskie Edward T 531 Old Rte 51 Rd
Shrum Amanda L 819 Pleasant View Smock Rd PO Box 64
Williams Ralph A Rd 1
Williams Thelma Rd 1
Wood Carolyn A Rd 1 Smock Pa
South Connellsville Pa 15425
Hoekstra Deborah M 1402 East Gibson Ave
Striner Naomi J Box 27 Wills Rd Ext
Uniontown Pa 15401
Acklin Patricia Acklin Charles 105 Pittsburgh St Apt 1c
Adamik Andrew Estate Rd 4 Box 24
Ahfc 1 Superior Way
Ann Ross M Rd 5 Box 276
Arnold Betty J Rd 3 Box 508
Autoland Hyundai 25 East Fayette St
Baer Crystal M 148 Jeffries Crossings Rd
Bailey Muriel E 297 East Main St
Bailey Robert E 37 James St
Bailey Ronald T 37 James St
Barna John Estate Rr 1
Barnhart Jeremy 39 W Main St
Barrett Lillian 81 Montview St
Basescu Joni 206 Ctrwood Cir
Beesom John T 482 Braddock Ave
Black Toni 72 Cleveland Ave
Bogden Darla J 1235 N Gallatin Ave Ext
Bogden Iris 1235 N Gallatin Ave Ext
Bogden Wendy G 1235 N Gallatin Ave Ext
Bowser Randall E 62 Milton St
Brittingham Michael 90 Belmont Cir
Brooks Dorothy 18 Snyder Tr
Brooks Eleanor C/O Laurel Ridge Ctr 75 Hickle St
Brown Gerty 33 Montview St
Brown Kristen M 137 Southwood Dr
Brown Mary 102 Hutchinson St
Brown Philip E 137 Southwood Dr
Burnsworth Wilber Rfd 2
Burton Tanya 81 Montview St
Burwell Carolyn E 464 Eggleston St
Butchko Emma Est 251 Footedale Rd
Byers Alberta 99 Cleveland Ave
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Byers Rudolph 99 Cleveland Ave
Cabot Florann 532 Independence Ave
Caparoso Guy Rd 5
Carolla Frank Rd 4 Box 252
Chambers Mary L 918 N Gallatin Ave Ext
Chesler Theodore A 25 Areford Bvld
Ciarrocchi Julia 55 Roosevelt Dr
Cimini Dorothy 28 Wayne St
Cimini Orlando 28 Wayne St
Cluss Hazel G 64 Gilmore St
Coldren Lee E 54 Jefferson Ave
Coldren Ralph H 115 Farmview Dr
Colucci Frankie G 111 Delaware Ave
Conde Francis L 151 Pittsburgh St
Conn Kristin 249 Coal St Ext
Conner Myron L PO Box 1333
Crookston Michael J St John The Evangelist Church E
Css Transport Inc 125 Atlas Crossing
Cupp Willis E 75 Hickle St Laurel Ridge Ctr
Daniels Larry Fiioc 842 Walnut Hill Rd
Danko Paula 39 Stewart Ave
Dean Harold 438 W Berkeley St
Dice Mildred Rd 5 Box 247
Dicenzo Richard 103 Concord Pl
Dorazio Donald 82 Reppert Blvd
Dorazio Raymond Rr1
Dumbauld Richard R 140 N Beeson Ave C/O Fccaa
Duritsky Elizabeth 90 State St
Dziurzynski Carolyn 117 W Main St Apt 316
Eberly Orville Est PO Box 2023
Edwards Ruby C 572 Allison 2
Enlow Elroy 321 Balsinger Rd 3
Evans Kathryn A 35 Woodlawn St
Fairfax Tyrone T 14 East Craig St Apt A
Farley Lillian M Rr 2 Box 421a
Ferrell Carey 401 Shannon Dr
Ferretti Anthony D 44 East Craig St
Fike Irene 75 Hickle St
Fitzgerald Teona N 217 Dixon Blvd
Flaherty Natalie F 67 N Mt Veronon Ave Apt 6
Fortska Frances H Rfd 1
Franko William C 85 Connor St
Franks Helen Rr 4 Box 26a
Franks Mervin T Rd 3 Box 655
Franks Ricky D Rd 4 Box 206
Franks Thelma E 42 Collier Ave
Gardner Robert J R D 2 Box 660
Gaskill Paul F 390 Morgantown St
Gayden Ann 203 S Mount Vernon Ave
Gayden Dorothy A 203 Mt Vernon Towers
Gentile Christopher 470 N Gallatin Ave
Gerke Thomas M 131 E Fayette St
Gismondi Victor A C/O Foodland Midtown 201 Brown Blvd
Gleason Cathleen B 26 Meadow Ln
Gleason Earl E 26 Meadow Ln
Goode Dale Loan Of 1 Superior Way
Gray Franklin E 117 W Main St Apt 303
Greathous Antanette Estate 10 Mayflower Dr Ve
Grubb Julian E Est Of Higinbotham Law Ofcs 55 E Church St Ste 10
Gundersen George Apt 107 98 Confer Dr
Gunno Terri L 19 Warden St
Hall Belinda K 3 Nutt Ave
Hall John M 3 Nutt Ave
Harvey Gerald Estate 13 Whiteman Ave
Hayes Lois Estate 50 Butler St
Helms Frederick E 7 Continental Apt 1
Helt Mary 163 Oakland Ave
Hilliing Nellie 10 S Gallatin Ave
Hindle Deborah S 138 Belmont Cir
Horwath Margaret Estate 75 Meadow Ln
Hoss Foundation 219 Pittsburgh St
Hostetler Esther J 32 Lenox St
Hous Fayette C 624 Pittsburgh Rd
Hustead Robert G 310 Morgan Town St
J T S Stockton Pub 180 W Main St Rm Main
Jacobs Helen 157 Old Wynn Rd
Jasinz Bistro Grille 367 Mcclelland Town Rd
Jellick Dorothy 608 Braddock Ave
Jellick Matt Jr 608 Braddock Ave
Jones Thomas Benjamin Dr 211 Easy St Plaza 2
Jones Wilbur L C/O D C Jones 7499 National Pike
Joshi Kishor E PO Box 726
Kaiser James R Rr 2 Box 141
Kanar Helen 213 Lenox St
Kanar James P 22 Lexington Ave
Kanar Louise P 22 Lexington Ave
Kelly Pauline 72 W Craig St
Kline Virginia 166 Berkley
Kolarik Dolores 671 Pittsburgh Rd
Koon James F 41 B Walnut St
Kovach Ruth I Rr 2 Box 682
Lancaster Park Eugene Heritage 406 25 W Peter St
Larrys Auto Body 470 N Gallatin Ave Union Town Pa 15401
Laurel Highlands Ear Nose And Throat Pc 159-B Morgantown St
Laurel Medical Imaging Associates 2 W Main St Suite 110
Laurel Physiatry Inc 159b Morgantown St
Lehman William R 174 Lower Oliver 3
Lemonsky Amelia 107 Hague Ln
Leonard Mcclellan 68 Belmont Cir
Livingood Gwendolyn 231 Crossland Ave
Lockhart John Estate 343 Derrick Ave
Louis Ruder Estate 16 Carpentertown
Lucas Anna Estate Rear 306 Pitts St
Mangini Joseph 304 Village Of Searight V
Marsden Mary A 4 Walnut Hill Rd
Martin John Apt B 143 State St
Martin Lena M 410 Tr Dr
Martin Lenora Apt B 143 State St
Matuschak Irene M 15 Connor St
Maust Robert S Hc 1
Maust Robert Star Rte
Mccann John 343 Braddock Ave
Mccombie Robert E Sr CO R Mccombie 353 S Mount Vernon Ave
Mccray Harlan J 47 Union St
Mccray Marie L 47 Union St
Mccray Mary L 222 Lenox St
Mcfarland Hannah M 508 Braddock Ave
Mcfarland Stella 508 Braddock Ave
Mcgie Linda 435 Clarendon Ave
Mclaughlin Rebecca 128 E Main St
Meegan John L 381/2 S Beeson Blvd
Miller Matilda 33 Oconnell Ave
Mocnik Rose A Estate 9 Lawn Ave
Moore Mary M 190 S Mt Vernon
Moore Melissa L 224 N Gallatin Ave
Morawa John J Est Of 55 E Church St
Moscahink Louise A Brushwood Rd
Mraz Jack H Estate Rr 4 Box 607b
National City Bank Of Pa 8 Matthew Dr
Nicholson Kenneth Jr Box 465
Nicholson Nancy J Box 465
Oito Constance 356 C Ville
Olesh Denise M Rd 2 Box 117
Osborne Mildred Estate Rr 4 Box 207
Ouerhuiser Mary L PO Box 1405
Pineda Honorio Gueco Dr 10 Highland Park Dr
Pizzerro Helen M 460 Morgantown St
Potter Anna M 343 Braddock Ave
Ralph Spitler Estate 604 Johnson Ave
Rehanek Robert 177 W Main St Apt 604
Rockwell Mary M 166 Berkley
Rodeheaver M H 39 Hickory Rd
Rodeheaver Marshall C/O V Rodeheaver 39 Hickory Rd
Romesburg James W 39 Cleveland St
Ross Isaac W Estate 20 John St
Ross James R Rd 5 Box 276
Ross John J Rd 5 Box 276
Ross Joseph Rd 2 Box 368
Ryland Bobette Estate 3 Trump Ave
Salvato Margaret A 54 Wayne St
Sante Angela M 283 Pittsburgh St
Sausman Leona 75 Hickle St
Saytos Emelia 15 Mckinley Ave
Sciullo Peter A 109 General Dr
Sealy George 410 Tr Dr
Sempsey Robert 57 E Berkeley St
Sentage Corp Dba Dsg Of Pittsburgh PO Box 2001
Shining Stone Lounge Corp 1249 Pittsburgh Rd
Show Madeline 27 Dunkard Ave
Show Ronald 27 Dunkard Ave
Sikora Margaret 435 Clarendon Ave
Sirkenhefers Annabell C PO Box 1405
Sokolowski Dorothy M 212 N Gallatin Ave
Spiker Merrill Hc Star Rte
Stefancin Andy 21 W Askren
Stefancin Anna M 21 W Askren
Stevens Florence L 190 Bailey Ave
Stewart Collision Center 73 E Fayette St
Stump Sarah Estate R50 Carlisle St
Sutton Avis 311 Coolspring St
Szmyd Louis P 22 Patricia Ln
Tate Charles L 52 2nd St
Taylor Margaret 25 Murphy St
Ted Sova Sons Body Fender 311 Coolspring St
Teets Luther Omar 224 N Gallatin Ave
Thirty East Main 30 E Main St
Thomas William C 102 Thanksgiving St
Thorpe Jerald 72 Murray Ave
Tracy Scott 25 Highland Park Dr
Up Drew I 100 Corporate Csg Rd
Valentine Ethel 31 Judith St
Volpe Patricia 1 Snyder Terr
Walk Doris M 204 1st St
Warren Olive M 44 Mccormick Ave
Watson Susan 10 Kimberly Dr
Williams Carmen Trst Of 67 Farmview Dr
Williams Carolyn Trst Of 67 Farmview Dr
Winning James W Jr 94 Brown St
Winning Rosemary J 94 Brown St
Winslow Norman 35 Madison Ave
Winslow Norman Est 35 Madison Ave
Yekel Irene D 212 N Gallatin Ave
Yurkrenic Margaret J C/O Attorney Higinbotham 45 E Main St
Zacoi Mary 197 W Main St
Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Carney Alberta S Rd 1
Coffman Judith PO Box 376
Lukaesko Theresa M Box 513
Marchelletta Virginia Rr 1
May Angelo Estate Rr 1
National City Bank Pa 205 Reservoir Rd
Slominsky Joan 437 Flatwoods Rd
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West Leisenring Pa 15489
Karfelt Brenda L House 27
Karfelt Dianna M House 27
Karfelt Robert D House 27
Minnick Loretta M PO Box 29
White Pa 15490
Flack Emma L 895 Buchanan Rd
Harbaugh Donald Box 59
Ritenour Roger L Jr PO Box 166
Ritenour Tammy J PO Box 166
Ritenour Vernon S PO Box 166
Franklin County
Amberson, Pa 17210
Gilbert Arthur 1014 Laura St
Blue Ridge Summit, Pa 17214
Amspacher Warren 1175 Old Waynesboro Rd PO Box 552
Houser Richard PO Box 552 1175 Old Waynesboro Rd
Huerta Juan L Apt 5 15038 Buchanan Trail East
Robertson James M Cpt 12530 Monterey Ln
Ross Earl W Trust 211 Donelson Pike Apt 2
Waynick David J Trust 211 Donelson Pike Apt 2
Chambersburg, Pa 17201
Aguilar Yoli 283 East King
Alegany Optical 1013 Wayne Ave
Amsleys Collision 201 Wayne Ave
Arana Decanel Ana L 159 N 4th St
Armandos Restaurant 920 S Main St
Austin Robert C 586 Beaver Creek Rd
Barnhart Thomas C 1850 Federal St
Bautista Alfonso 559 S Main St
Benshoff Desiree M 630 Bassett Dr Unit 1A
Bishop Ernest 387 Philadelphia Ave
Blagg Julie A 291 W King St
Boose Bessie V 373 E McKinley St
Boose Lawrence 1211 Boyer Mill Rd
Boyers Jamie M D 1400 Scotland Ave
Brown Debora H 212 Pennsylvania Ave
Brunson Sidney O 100 B Sunset St
Buhrman Sarah M 1444 Nittany Dr
Butz Betty J 1500 Northfield Dr Apt No 2
Carettis Pizza c/o Frank Caretti 2625 Philadelphia Ave
Carter Linsey M 1938 Clinton Ave
Castaneda Luis Apt B 210 Main St
Chamberlain Theodore E 1209 Park Cir W
Chambersburg Check Cashed 208 S Main St
Chauhdry Tahir A Dr. 1585 Buttercup Dr
Chavez Genaro Gonzalez 275 South Harrison Ave
China Wok 973 Wayne Ave
Christensen Eric 1659 Wisteria Dr
Community Banks Trust and Asso 785 Fifth Ave
Continuum I LLC 640 Bassett Dr
Cox Clarence 466 Lincoln Way E
Cubitt Frances K 518 Guilford Ave
Curfman David 201 Franklin Farm Ln
Curfman Earl W 201 Franklin Farm Ln
Davilad Carlos 234 North St
Davison Marie c/o Sue Lum 2707 Lawyers Rd
Doleman Helen 717 Fairground Ave
Dresser David C Apt 312 200 N Main St
Dymond Leister A Partnership 2012 Lincoln Way E
Etter Vada E Estate 359 E King St
Evertte Clarence G 415 W Catherine St
Ewing Lenora W 769 Forest Rd
Eyzaguirre Anthony G 144 S 3rd St Apt B
Fahnestock Helen c/o Barbara Ross 625 Pleasant St
Flora Lester Manner Care 1070 Stouffer Ave
Flora Ruth 1070 Stouffer Ave
Foley John P 2678 Saint Paul Rd
Ford Ernest 1425 Philadelphia Ave
Ford Grace L 1425 Philadelphia Ave
Foust Joseph R 630 Bassett Dr Unit 1A
Franklin Analytical Inc 419 Limekiln Dr
Fulcher Kristy 67 Nottingham Dr
Funk Matthew W 422 West Catherine St
Gable Camellia Estate 235 W Queen St
Garcia Georgina 9 W Washington St
Garcia Victor Gonzalez 72 Main St
Gates Larry N Irene A Stevens 5171 Cumberland Hwy
Gates Larry N 5171 Cumberland Hwy
Gibboney Anna C 1425 Philadelphia Av 206
Golden Sarah M 740 East Washington St #7
Good William 54 W Queen St
Gower Hubert 2377 Hultzapple Dr
Gower Rose M 2377 Hultzapple Dr
Hale Nellie M Chambersbg Optical Services 227 Sgate Mall
Hale Richard D Chambersbg Optical Services 227 Sgate Mall
Hall Ethel B 828 Woodlawn Dr
Hall William 828 Woodlawn Dr
Hawbaker Rodney R 1809 Warm Spring Rd
Head Rosie M 202 Macintosh Way
Hege James 3966 Funk Rd
Henry Eleanor C 2722 Esther Cir
Henry Frank S 2722 Esther Cir
Hernandez Edward 180 Liberty St
Hernandez Jaime 210 S Franklin St
Hetrick Eve 23 N Main St Apt# 4
Hicks Joseph Estate 258 W King St
Hite Kenneth E 944 Scotland Ave
Hite Sharon K 944 Scotland Ave
Horn Daryl J 401 Lincoln Way W
Hornbaker Edna M Estate RR 1
Houtz Mary J Est Of 212 Pennsylvania Ave
Howell Ruth Estate 5540 Philadelphia Ave
Hunt Brayden A 846 East King St
Irhuela Yesenia Lopez 1 315 Philadelphia Ave
Jennings Chevrolet 340 South 2nd St
Jimenez Jose L 360 Grandview Ave
Johnson Road Properties Inc 1885 Johnson Rd
Jones Florence G 466 E King St
Jones Gayle J 305 W King St
Juarez Alfredo 61 South Franklin St Apt 2
Kaiser Amanda Jane 630 Bassett Dr Unit 1A
Katanahara Hirotaka 1166 Stanley Ave
Kearns Robin 964 South Fourth St
Kildea Thomas A 1111 Westgate Dr
Kildea Thomas Ant 206 Village Sq
Klepser Ann 32 Glen St
Knode Michelle L 4477 Gary Way
Kohloff Grace E 451 West Washington St
Lacen Delgado Marlyn E 336 S Second St
Lacy Deborah D 1120 Hollywell Ave
Larose Leo 1425 Philadelphia Ave Apt 111
Larose Ruth E 1425 Philadelphia Ave Apt 111
Lauffer Geraldin F 1985 Philadelphia Ave
Lauffer Norman I 1985 Philadelphia Ave
Leedy Wanda 10092 Gilbert Rd
Lemus Juan 201 South Main St
Lincoln Heritage Limted Ptship 1431 Lincoln Way E
Liro Juan 488 L W W
Lovett Brian 2697 Tattoo Dr
Lovett Brian T 2697 Tattoo Dr
Lozada Candido Rivera 9 West Washington St
Lozano Jorge Perez 364 Tolbert Ave
Lum Sue D 2707 Lawyers Rd
Luna Jorge C 203 South Main St Apt 7
Lyons Richard PO Box 363
M Gordon Auto Sales Inc 4107 Lincoln Way West
Martins Pastry 1000 Potatoe Ln
Mason Rayna 3285 Muirfield Dr
Mata Siciliano Juan A Apt 1 112 S Main St
Matthews George 862 N Franklin St
Mazzola Provvidenza 1938 Powell Dr
McGuire Michael P 32 Warwick Dr
McGuire Sarah 32 Warwick Dr
Mentzer Marianna W 2075 Scotland Ave Rm 103
Mid States Distributors Attn Stephanie Cook 1201 Sheffler Dr
Miller Mikayla S 528 N Franklin St
Miller Travis 551 Stanley Ave
Mohn George B 76 Monroe Dr
Mong Dakota 892 Twin Dr
Monterroso Zoila L PO Box 1106
Mowery Scott 42 Notting Ham Dr
Mumma H Robert 3156 Black Gap Rd
Myers Bertha A 23 S Main St
Nicarry Ray L Rd 7
Ocetek Fernand 11 N 2nd St Apt 1
Orange Paul D 5 Canterbury Dr
Ortiz Raul Apt 4 280 S Main St
Pace John E Sr 37 Obsidian Dr
Pat and Carlas II Pizza 3218 Lincoln Way W
Pat Krueger Corporation Inc 1665 Orchard Dr
Paz Venicio Estrada 107 S Main St
Perez Doel 1508 R Lincoln Way East
Perez Marvin Joaquin 223 E King St
Perez Paz Elmer I 400 Channing Dr
Peters James W 324 E McKinley St
Ramirez Francisco 110 E Washington St
Ramirez Juan 1224 Scotland Ave
Ramos Gloria M 315 Philadelphia Ave
Ramos Rojas Antonio 315 Philadelphia Ave
Reisher Terry W 281 W Queen St Apt 1
Restaurant Management 22 N 6th St
Rice Mildred O Estate 7 Hemlock Cir
Rife Edgar Estate Rte 3
Rodgers Jennifer 446 South 4th St
Rodriguez Angel 324 High St
Rosenberr Jackie C Estate 512 Guilford Ave
Rotz Harry R Estate RR 2
Rotz Lonny A 506 Pine Stump Rd
Rudge David W PO Box 16
Ruiz Taba Roberto 226 Main St
Runyon Nelson Rt 6
Runyon Viola M Rt 6
Sallerjudy Heidi A 338 E Mckinley St
Sanchez Manuel 114 East Washington St
Schuchman Michael A 244 High St PO Box 64
Seaman Ronald 583 Pleasant St Apt 2
Second State Enterpr 20 Spring St
Shearers Paul Auto Appearance 164 South Eighth St
Shreiner Roy M Jr BF RR 4
Sites Hulda 28 N Franklin St
Smith Chad M 518 East Catherine St
Snyder Gary W 1317 Park Cir
Sollenberger Silos Corp 5778 Sunset Pike
Sollinberge Mariane RR 3
Sprint Cleversburg Tower 1000 Scotlan
Staje Maxine Estate Rte 3
State Farm Insurance Co A Gudgeon PO Box 6001
Strite Sheila M 826 Tallow Hill Rd
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Strode Louise C PO Box 132
Stroh Mark S 795 Micheky Inn Ln
Stull Heather L 252 Garfield St
Stull Raymond Edgar 252 Garfield St
Sutton Carol 975 Wayne Ave 228
Szczerba Kelly L 26 Nottingham Dr
Thane Wynn T 946 Dewberry Ct
Thompson James A 161 S 4th Stg P
Thompson James A Estate 161 S 4th St
Tolleson William G 43 Jackson Dr
Uscier Susan C 1686 Richardson Dr
Valderrama Venustiano 149 S Main St Apt 5
Vanvranken Alexander J 227 N Hackberry Dr
Vasquez Horacio 78 W Queen St
Vasquez Raymundo 9 West Washington St
Wagner Lloyd 147 E Mckinley St
Wallick Peter Md 144 S 8th St St E 107
Webb Christopher J 10 W South St
Whitehead Kedrick C 2154 Sollenberger Rd
Workman Willard I 930 E Brandon Dr
Workman Willard I Estate 930 E Brandon Dr
WPT Enterprises LLC 1304 Lincoln Way E
Young Miranda L 147 South Main St Apt 3
Zimmerman Heather 690 Brd St
Chambersburg, Pa 17202
Atherton Deborah E 412 Valy Pine Ct
Edwards Elizabeth 614 Ctr Dr
Edwards Stuart 614 Ctr Dr
Farm Service Agency 185 Franklin Farm Ln
Goshorn Megan D 250 Leedy Way West
Hammond Gerald 717 Ctr Dr
Hammond Stephanie 717 Ctr Dr
Harper Eric G 700 Valy Pine Ct Apt I
Holmquist Cindy L 5052 Burkholder Rd
Homquist Sarah A 5052 Burkholder Rd
Keller Angela 1024 Warmspring Rd Trlr 99
Knepper Michael L 163 Colonial Dr
Meyers Betty S 1341 Falling Spring Roa
Moore Emily R 7426 Hades Church Rd
Moore Robert C 7426 Hades Church Rd
Nelling Chrystine 105 Franklin Farm Ln
Orndorff Jacob 6439 Old Pine Dr
Osbaugh William R 1153 Leisure Dr
Prusack Nicholas 32 Weaver Rd #210
Rock Esther 4496 Sycamore Grove Rd Lot 9
Rotz Daniel E 1025 Pine Stump Rd
Shively Motors Inc 801 Lincoln Way W
Siedel Muriel K 2728 Esther Cirle
Statler Jeffrey A 3290 Warm Spgs Rd
Ulrich Thomas A 430 Overhill Dr
Vonsternberg Ashley E 4479 St Thomas Williamson Rd
Weber Jason C Apt K 1740 Wisteria Dr
Williams William F Sr 209 Heritage Rd
Wilson David A 5797 Greenvillage Rd
Wilson Helen L 5797 Greenvillage Rd
Youngblood Darin 2924 Constellation Dr
Concord, Pa 17217
Richardson Robert W 167 Prairie St
Dry Run, Pa 17220
Odonnell Grace PO Box 10
Shoop Matthew J PO Box 24
Fayetteville, Pa 17222
Beltz Cathy 5075 Lincoln Way E Ste B
Bortner Ida 2010 Pine Grove Rd D
Evans Deborah 4703 Newman Rd
Ez Choice Wireless 253 Wilkson Ln Attn Susette Zimmerman
Fahnestock Leota W Box F
Fanus Edwin M 203 Ritchey Rd
Hambrigh Richard F Estate 119 Lincoln Way E
Hansher Grace I Estate Rr 1
Hill Jeanne L 6052 Fairway Dr W
Hill Joseph A 6052 Fairway Dr W
Kneasel Stephen 185 Mount Pleasant Rd
Lauffer Barbara Village Green Manor 8125 Lincoln Way East
Lauffer Norman Village Green Manor 8125 Lincoln Way East
Leister Lori M 619 Wile Cir
Mcnew Bradley C 995 Black Gap Rd
Nixon Esther L 393 Valy Dr
Pachucki Robert 6692 Congressional Ter
Reis Gail R 41 W Main St #C
Richeson Monica 3325 Strang Rd Apt B
Shiben Richard J 5860 Fairway Dr W Unit 3
Shockey Amber M 202 Ritchey Rd
Twigg James A 6045 Greenbriar Ter
Tyler Cathren R Estate RR 1
White Calvin 279 Loretta Rd
Fort Loudon, Pa 17224
Felmlee Michael Felmlee Daryl 10451 Back Rd
Keefer Harold E 1406 Path Valy Rd
Molchan Jon 3277 Path Valy Rd
Small John Corbin PO Box 38
Small John T PO Box 38
Greencastle, Pa 17225
AR Natale Inc 42 S Antrim Way
Anthony Raelene K 43 Orchard Cir
Bennett Gladys I 729 East Ave
CBM Ministries 3741 Joy El Dr
Cunningham Brenda K 12715 Williamsport Pike
Daugherty Mary 926 Buchanan Tral East
Eigenbrode William L 605 East Baltiomore St
Ensminger Ty W 210 Baumgardner Dr
Ferreira Heather 5927 Hager Rd
Gentile Charles 616 Victoria Dr
Guy Patrick 30 Field View Ct
Hause E I Estate 15200 Mercersburg Rd
High Charles E Sr 14159 Mercersburg Rd
Hoffman Transport Inc 485 Mason Dixon Rd
Hoffman Transportation 485 Mason Dixon
Hopkins Kris A 14937 Sherwood Dr
Houpt Brenda 5925 Hager Rd
Hovermale Sandra 15673 S Young Rd Lot 25
Hykes Leslie A 14891 Molly Pitcher Hwy
Kingsley Dot 2217 Pikeside Dr
Knight Patrick W 8900 Willowdale Rd
Layne Gary 362 Creekwood Dr
Leazier Patricia 1150 Jason Dr
Marquiss Henry 116 Hykes Rd East
Mathews Sandra M PO Box 16
McCullough Lori 3632 Brook St
McKenzie Chloe E 533 Hilltop Cir
Nava Victoria 101 104 E Baltimore St
Nicarry Penny J 547 Leitersburg Rd
Philips Seeds and Garden Center 410 S Antrim Way
Smith Charles R 1838 McDowell Rd
Sollenberger Emily A 3632 Brook St
Tate Lorrie 2557 Castlegreen Dr
Tate Robert 2557 Castlegreen Dr
Vanwinkle Thomas N 3824 West Weaver Rd
Wertner Elizabeth 8002 Stone Bridge Rd
Wolfe Desmond J 1582 Paulmark Ave
Zeis Sharon M 13573 Grant Shook Rd
Marion, Pa 17235
Latshaw Ann G 6141 Angle Rd PO Box 63
National Deck Patio PO Box 1
Mercersburg, Pa 17236
Bonciu Catalin 212 Overhill Dr
Carbaugh Eddie D 18 East Grandview Ave
Karn Vernon W 129 Beech Ln
Mansir Charles C 14315 Dickeys Rd
McCartney Ira 146 Landers Rd
McCulloh John W 18254 Mill Dr
Miller Timothy E 328 South Park Ave
Monismith Kelani 36 W California St
Nelling Perry L 14540 Buchanan Trl W
Ryder Elsie M RR 1
Ryder Nelson R RR 1
Sites Marcie E 49 Linden Ave
Smith James W II 14 E Seminary St
Stoner Charles J 12979 Buchanan Trl W
Stoner Jane D 12979 Buchanan Trl W
Unimart 4905 350 N Main St
Wagner Robert G Estate Back St
Mont Alto, Pa 17237
Francis Wayne 275 Verdier Ave
Horn Sherita 2022 Bear Run Dr
Kendall George 220 South Main St
Kendall Karen 220 South Main St
Kriner Jeffrey L PO Box 214
Small Donald E 309 Park St PO Box
Walck Jaye E 65 Creekstone Dr
Orrstown, Pa 17244
Mackey Jill PO Box 251 10352 Rowe Run Rd
Martin Joseph H 6057 Orrstown Rd
Pleasant Hall, Pa 17246
Andy William 229 E Main St
Quincy, Pa 17247
Schockey Milton L PO Box 99
Schockey Milton L Estate PO Box 99
Unger John T Quincy United Home
Roxbury, Pa 17251
Palmer Anna E Estate Spring St
Saint Thomas, Pa 17252
Bricker Lisa K 1410 Gillan Dr
Bricker Nelson W 1410 Gillan Dr
Rice Kelly L 9983 Lincoln Way West
Ross Joseph 78 Oak Forest Dr
South Mountain, Pa 17261
Gallucci Frances R 10058 S Mountain Rd
Hoover Thomas 10058 South Mountain Rd
Lingle Gregory 10058 S Mountain Rd PO Box 354
Litz Gustave Estate South Mountain Restoration Cen 10058 S Mountain Rd
Sims Lillie E 4006 Fahrney Rd PO Box 87
Spring Run, Pa 17262
Expert Installation Inc 20215 Spring Run Rd
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St. Thomas, Pa 17252
CCA Automotive Auto Body dba Golf Jeff and Susan 5185 Lincoln Way West
Crumbacker Gloria Jean 6299 Nuggest Way
Kennedy Sherry D 190 Hade Rd
Kennedy Timothy R 190 Hade Rd
State Line, Pa 17263
Bercegeay Marlene R PO Box 139
Hernandez Jose A 341 Hade St
Hill Michael PO Box 381
Horowitz Isidore PO Box 44
Waynesboro, Pa 17268
Atherton Edward T 444 Scott Ave
Baker Naomi E 6634 Slabtown Rd
Barthlow Tammi 271 Hawbaker Ave
Boswell Kenneth M Jr 336 S Potomac St
Bowers Clyde W Jr 3118 Leitersburg Rd
Bowers Salvatrice 3118 Leitersburg Rd
Bowman Alice 444 Scott Ave
Byers Gladys L 222 W Main St
Calimer Jessica 26 Cottage St
Carbaugh Glenn E 211 Strickler Ave
Carlson Craft PO Box 927
Carson Athlene T Estate 102 S Potomac St
Charlie Pentzs Auto Sales Inc 7485 Anthony Hwy
Collum-Jaskiewicz Ann M 202 1/2 Park St
Cox Rilla G 10228 Polidor Rd
Creager James W Rt 3 Cold Spring Park
Crone Janet D 144 Brown St
Daffner Gerald III 130 Riga Ave
Day Kathryn Elizabeth 10 E Main St
Devor Hilda H 10 E Main St
Diaz Benjamin 2 E Main St Apt 105
Fann Melissa A 10 8th St
Farmer Ken 9083 Meadowbrook Cir
Fitz Frances Estate 330 Commerce St
Flood Bradley L 9273 Harlee Rd
Flowers Kimberly Ann Est 13061 Welty Rd
Frantz Raymond H 230 Clayton St
Gardenhour Russel E RR 3
Grove Harry C Cemetery Ave
Henson Kenneth N 9250 Gap Rd
Hess James A 11878 Country Club Rd
Higgins June V Apt 302 25 North Potomac St
Jackson Karen 14768 Ridge Rd
Judge Robert 46 48 N Franklin St
Kauffman Mark E 251 Cleveland Ave
Keller Roy L 600 W Main St
Kelso Betty E 215 Harbaugh Ave
Kendall Dennis 5761 Marsh Rd
Kendall Dolores 5761 Marsh Rd
Kohl Pamela J 15309 Ridge Rd
Kolda Eva F 120 South Oller Ave
Kolda Henry 120 South Oller Ave
Lehman Julia Faye Dr. 12133 Blue Ridge Ct
Logan Meals LLC 1051 E Main St Suite 4
Long Norren 224 E Main St
Marone Lynda A 12935 Pennersville Rd
Martin Heidi 271 Hawbaker Ave
Martin Vernon 10888 Koons Rd
Messersmith Tabitha R 14037 Ridge Rd
Miller Troy 330 Memorial Park Dr
Monn Troy S 271 Aly 1north
Mouts Robert E Rte 1
Myers Virginia 271 Hawbaker Ave
Nunemaker Leah V 2nd East Main
Papoutsis Nicholas V 12115 Bayer Dr
Perez Jairo Velazquez 8281 Stottlemyer
Pryor Ken 7583 Lyons Rd
Puglinano Gloria 12611 Mentzer Gap Rd
Ramirez Carlos A 1 36 E Main St
Reed Anna B 236 Walnut St
Reynolds Raphael F 321 Barnett Ave
Reynolds Ruth G 321 Barnett Ave
Rock Max A 13749 Lower Edgemont Rd
Rock Raymond L 206 Tritle Ave
Roenberry Albert Estate 444 Scott Ave
Rowe Anne E 101 Fairview Ave
Royer Samuel A 226 Highland Ave
RS Lindys Ice Cream and Deli 800 S Potomac St
Schultz Merle S Jr 8730 Stottlemyer Rd
Sharrah Judith 101 Fairview Ave
Shipp James A PO Box 872
Shriver Mildred Ms 8838 Goods Dam Rd
Smith Kathleen Estate 203 S Potomac St
Stains Phyllis M Estate 239 W North St
Stewart Keith A 10637 Buchanan Trail East
Stewart Velma C 123 N Grant St
Stonebraker Kenneth 14651 Wayne Hwy
Storm Brenda P 12689 Skiway Dr
Storm Erik S 12689 Skiway Dr
Stover Armista H 206 Tritle Ave
Swisher Arthur E 109 Fairview Ave
Tatarian Sarkis 12754 Apple Grove Ln
Triesh Chancey E Capital Hill Rd Box 8
Ullman Painter & Misner 10 E Main St
Wadel Helen F Estate RFD 1
Warren M L Estate 131 W 3rd St
Wilson Doug 179 181 Cleveland Ave
Wolfe Logan G 307 Green St Apt A
Woodring Stacey 405 Fairview Ave
Yelinek Edward J PC 131 W 5th St
Your Hair Affair 1804 E Main St
Willow Hill, Pa 17271
Pizza Star III 12750 Path Valy Rd
Fulton County
Crystal Spring, Pa 15536
Breezewood Howard Johnsons 11645 Old 126
Fort Littleton, Pa 17223
Delaney Carol A 29169 Great Cove Rd
Helman Cathy S 29169 Great Cove Rd Fort
Palmer Diane 367 Palmerland Ln
Harrisonville, Pa 17228
Masters David 13462 Sipes Mill
Masters Melissa 13462 Sipes Mill
Ramsey Gary B 938 Buck Rd
Hustontown, Pa 17229
Black Cindy M 1020 North Clear Ridge Rd Apt
McConnellsburg, Pa 17233
Anderson Thomas W 207 E Market St
Antoon Frances Antoon Joseph PO Box 543
Avery Donna L 301 Melius Rd
Batdorff Charlotte R 712 Buchanan Trail
Barthalow Donna 626 E Maple St
Clevenger Trucking RD 1 Box 584
Cline Collision 301 Melius Rd
Glenn Marjorie F 189 Cito Rd
Junkins Janice 63 Hillside Ests
Kauffman Clifford L 401 E Market St
Pittman Isaac S 111 Lwe Apt 4
Rapsinski Ann W 225 N 3rd St
Sciacca Terri 6080 Ceto Rd Mc
Shrigi LLLC 182 Buchanan Trail Sui
Thomas Ford 21518 Great Cove Rd
Thomas Ford Inc 225 Lincoln Way West
Wolod William A RR 2 240B
Needmore, Pa 17238
Mellott Michael J 2064 Pleasant Ridge Rd
Warfordsburg, Pa 17267
Beale David C 472 Papertown Rd
Gates Fred 208 Old Rd
Hendershot Derek J 2993 Pigeon Cove Rd
Mellott Tara L 5564 Sipesmills Rd
Mills Roger 228 Bethel Church Rd
Pena Adela Martinez 107 2 E Main St
Peters George B RR 1 Box 1690
Ruuby Joseph 1302 Layton Rd
Waterfall, Pa 16689
Knepper Ellis N 708 Hollow Rd
Wells Tannery, Pa 16691
Bachus David 315 Purnell Rd
Souders Roy 2125 Metzler Rd
Greene County
Aleppo Pa 15310
Aquilino Anthony 300 Brd St
Bobtown Pa 15315
Kundly Helen c/o D Horner PO Box 187
Sabatula Thomas E 201 Adelaide Ave PO Box 284
Valli Alma Estate 364 Co House
Brave Pa 15316
Dailey Rexell Brave Star Rte
Carmichaels Pa 15320
Barry Stephen C Barry Larry W Box 194
Bailey Daniel E 205 Solomon Ave
Barnes William 27 Rte 21 Mhp
Barry Larry W 1 Main St
Barry Stephen C 1 Main St
Bauer John M 408 Rt 88
Benci Margaret Box 194
Benci Margaret C 121 Nemacolin Rd
Boothe Patricia A 45 Cumberland Vil
Bowser Irene 391 Ceylon Rd
Burkholder Eugene Estate PO Box 118
Burkholder Jean Estate PO Box 118
Carr Richard 312 Parkview Knls
Conley Craig RR 3 Box 12A
Cox Calvin 707 Ceylon Rd
Dobbins Shannen C Parkview Knoll Apt 115
Forsyth Wilma Estate 229 S Market St
Frankie Lorraine P Estate RR 1
Hanko Mildred 212 Randolph St
Markiewich Paul 568 Jacobs Ferry Rd
McGowan Harvey Apt 69 211 Liberty St
Nyswaner Eleanor MHP Lot 31
Rackley Robert H 180 Carmichaels Rd
Rudolph Lily Box 193A 413 Garards Ft Rd
Vancsura Regina 28 Rt 21 Mobile Home Park
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Clarksville Pa 15322
Collins Jean 334 Miles Rd
Davies Charles E Homer Mine
Drummond Roberta R Homer Mine
Masko Frank Estate PO Box 114
Palmer Sandi PO Box 99
Trump Kenneth 34 Black Dog Holw
Zellers Katherine c/o McDaniel PCH PO Box 13
Crucible Pa 15325
Udovich Sharon PO Box 211
Wojtowicz Andrew PO Box 271
Dilliner Pa 15327
Fien Ida 151 Ctr Ave
Gresko Mildred S RR 1
Hammerquist Kimberly RD 1 Box 407
Lemmon Paul H 151 Ctr Ave
Shartiger Loretta 129 Shelby Ln
Smith John E Jr Moffit
Smith Mary Moffit
Vincie Margaret PO Box 214
Waechter Daniel 124 Royal Ln
Zeglen Roberta F 151 Ctr Ave
Garards Fort Pa 15334
Brown Charles W General Delivery
Donham David 609 Mapletown Rd
Powell Glen W PO Box 16
Powell Louise PO Box 16
Graysville Pa 15337
McClellan James W 201 Dividing Ridge Rd
Stewart Blair 169 Yukon Hill Rd
Sturzebecher Eric 176 South Main St
Greensboro Pa 15338
Wohlin John F Jr 438 Edgetree Dr
Holbrook Pa 15341
John Howard OPBGMC Terry Ronzioo 1008 Long Run Rd
Watson Sarah M 2121 Bristoria Rd
Jefferson Pa 15344
Jefferson Hotel Inc PO Box 146
Ostrich Debra Jean RD 1 PO Box 157B
Ostrich Jeffrey T RD 1 PO Box 157B
Shaw Sandra Lee PO Box 134
Mather Pa 15346
Howard Gary T RD 1 Box 290
Howard Valerie L RD 1 Box 290
Kravats Andy 712 7th
Kravats Sophie E 712 7th
Lawrence David PO Box 102
Maison Thomas E 131 1st St
Smitley Geraldine 436 Fourth St
Mount Morris Pa 15349
Lofiego Pamela E 154 Brooks Rd
Lofiego Thomas W 154 Brooks Rd
McChesney Mary PO Box 234
Sabo John P Est of PO Box 330
Stout Delmas 449 Bald Hill Rd
Stout Dennis 449 Bald Hill Rd
Nemacolin Pa 15351
Baer Ron E PO Box 787
Durko Helen M Box 1 25 E Wood Ave
Koroly Alice 55 House
Koroly Mary 55 House
McDermott Thomas Estate House 401
Wielkiewicz Louise 36 House
Wielkiewicz Walter 36 House
Nineveh Pa 15353
Carter Charles M RD 1
Carter Sarah M RD 1
Rices Landing Pa 15357
Abraham Florence RR 1
Bowman Marion T 551 Carmichaels St
Helmick Alison D 114 Washington Dr
Long Ellen 117 Monongahela Ave
McMillen Rita 1102 Grand Blv 1600 Bryant Bg
Popovich John R Estate Carmichaels St
Thompson Patrick E Estate RR 1
Zonneveld C 161 Froebe Rd
Rogersville Pa 15359
Martin Elizabeth V PO Box 393
Martin William C Jr PO Box 393
Spraggs Pa 15362
Hollabaugh Ira Jr RR 1 Box 126B
Powell James F RR 1
Zerambo Edward 377 Smith Creek Rd
Sycamore Pa 15364
Walker Charles E RR 1 Box 148
Waynesburg Pa 15370
Andrews Thomas 149 Top Rd
Baily Insurance Agency 55 S Washington St PO Box 1070
Baily William M Atty 805 Fifth Ave
Barna Cheryl 1802 Westover Rd
Best Amy PO Box 502
Boyd Amy 780 Lippecott Rd
Chapman Robert 153 E Lincoln St
Chucks Collision Shop 132 Jefferson Rd PO Box 662
Ciarallo Dmd R Md 232 Elm Dr
Daugherty Agnes Est of 77 S Washington St
Efaw Regina R RR 4 72
Flinn MNJMA 137 Independent Ridge
Flinn Margaret Ann 137 Independent Ridge
Gaines Michael P 194 Maple Hill Dr
Gibbs Della E 202 Walnut Aly Apt 23A
Gump Jack R Estate 22 Montgomery Ave
Hamilton Davis Kathleen A 51 West High St
Hinerman William K 123 Highland Ave
Huff Larry R 14 Lemley Trailor Park
John Flinn Michael Norman 137 Independent Ridge
Johnson Robert T 1065 9th St
Jone Bryant Keith SCI-Green Prison 175 Progress Dr
Jones Mary Helen 190 Colonial Dr
Kerns Robert 965 Rolling Meadows Rd
Knight Alice L 295 S Morris St
Lemley Brenda 447 Maple Run Rd
Marchio Grace F 182 W High St
Mchenry Robert Rear 259 S Richhill
Miller Shelley 557 Phillips Ridge Rd
Montgomery Shirley Apt 309 75 W Lincoln St
Moore Thomas 780 Lippecott Rd
Morris Albert B 562 Braden St
Morris Priscilla 562 Braden St
Noak Fred C 111 Noaks Hill Rd
Olson Albina K 319 Fourth Ave
Orndorff J C Estate RR 3
Phillips 170 Tollgate Run
Phillips Dennis 341 East Franklin St
Riffle Alfred PO Box 30
Robinson Clarence O RD 1
Robinson Lena G RD 1
Rush Marian C 253 2nd Ave
Shadwick Genevieve Apt 40 170 E Greene St
Sluggers Carpet Uphl 400 E Oakview Dr
Smith James W 222 E Franklin St
Soltis Quentin A 1802 Westover Rd
Stoy Catherine Anne 104 Huntington Woods
Taylor James F RD 1
Taylor Ruth RD 1
Vandruff Roger Lynn 268 Claughton Chapel Rd
Vora Amar 1170 Park Ave
Walker John 1625 East High St
Walton Richard T 104 Huntington Woods
White Henrietta W Cecil Way
White Mary K 414 Jefferson Rd
White William A Cecil Way
Wood Linda R PO Box 142
Zickefoose Novalie 414 Jefferson Rd
Zimmerman Leslie E PO Box 105
Wind Ridge Pa 15380
Burns Drilling and Excavating PO Box 41
Indiana County
Alverda Pa 15710
Long Donald F PO Box 45
Armagh Pa 15920
Felton Barbara RR 1 Box 105
Felton Viola PO Box 372
Aultman Pa 15713
Constantino Joseph 341
Constantino Margaret M 341
Black Lick Pa 15716
Fatora Donna L PO Box 123
Glass Jean B PO Box 504
Blairsville Pa 15717
Banks Richard E RR 4 Box 146
Beatty Robert E 185 Susan Dr
Benamat Olive M Estate 464 Maple Ave
Bissell M E 101 Morewood Ave Apt 461
Borbonus Brian L 526 Stoney Run Rd
Burkley Hannah Estate 213 Bairdstown Rd
Busi Juanita Box 326l
Crow Marcus J 7225 Rt 217
Davis Hildred A 110 Front St Apt 1
Dunlap Adam D 294 Ridgeview Cir
Fails Nellie D RR 5 Box 1200
Fails Robert RR 5 Box 1200
Flack Bonnie M Estate 309 N Brady St
Galata James L 134 Livermore Rd
Gaskill Karen 1114 Strawcutter Rd
Grumbling Wilbur Estate RR 1
Johnston Russell R Estate 1784 Hill Rd
Jones Nicholas 345 Power Plant Rd
Losier Carol J Box 143 RD 2
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Lutz Melissa F 547 Strong Rd
Lynch Eugene W 124 Wallace Rd
Marchezak Arthur RR 3 Box 507
Maries Place 109 E Market St
McAdams James 265 W 1st Ave
McKinlay Travis L 30 Wyoming Dr Apt 107
McRoberts Richard 217 Auction Barn Rd
Mitchell Erma 158 N Brady St
Nastase Bryan J 20 Evans Ave
Nixon Charles 1349 Campbells Mill Rd
Plachta Ruth I RR 3 Box 183
Poret Dorothy 3524 Fairway Ct
Rodkey Emma E Box 123
Rotella Salvatore Estate 220 Morewood Ave
Shaffer Thomas L Sr 100 W Market St
Shumaker Edna S 200 E Burrell St
Spiaggi Dan RD 1
Spiaggi Sara M RD 1
Stclair Charles R 51 Iris St
Tri Star Frd Mcry Chry Dodge 930 Rt 22 West
Vogle George Estate 40 Poplar St
Wilson James D 3524 Fairway Ct
Wilson Lorraine P 3524 Fairway Ct
Yurt Lance M 304 Brown Ave Apt 2
Cherry Tree Pa 15724
Burba Melissa M 154 Dogwood Rd
Kovalcin Hedemarie 4151 Pioneer Lake Rd PO Box 100
Kovalcin John 4151 Pioneer Lake Rd PO Box 100
Lord Mary M 3976 Pioneer Lake Rd
Patterson Jessica A 1894 Hazzelet Ch Rd PO Box 383
Ramoski Robert RR 1
Clarksburg Pa 15725
Chrisman James A 203 Valy Rd
Fulton Cody A 2113 Clarksburg Rd
Fulton Lana E 2113 Clarksburg Rd
Sinclair Robert S PO Box 61 1410 Iselin Rd
Clymer Pa 15728
Bianco Anna 57 6th St
Brocius Rickie 1559 Dixon Rd
Fako George Jr RFD 1
Fako Mary RR 1
Fletcher John 25 Lee
Fletcher Margaret 25 Lee
Fryer Clifford RD 1 Bx 605
Fryer James E RD 1 Bx 605
Gaston H M Adams
Higgins Allan R 226 Jefferson St
Kctc Rons Carpet Installation 467 First St
Newsome Alice A 34 Jefferson St
Ober Clarence D 265 Hancock St
Shank Arvilla 25 Penn St
Smith Nancy M 34 Jefferson St
Stiffler Barry 256 Stiffler Ln
Weiland Johnna 5533 Rte 553 Hwy
Commodore Pa 15729
Rice Thomas 15513 Rte 286 Hwy E
Coral Pa 15731
Gaydac Pearl PO Box 126
Creekside Pa 15732
Roof Laura A 23 Hudson Rd
Dixinville Pa 15734
Greene Stacey L PO Box 132 41 Reservoir Rd
Ernest Pa 15739
Bak Edward P House 109
Ohara Andrew R Estate House 24
Ohara Jean Estate House 24
Glen Campbell Pa 15742
Addlesberger Pricillia c/o G Wright III 3862 Millstone Rd
Bergreen James 99 Misport Rd
Kirsch Mark 5687 Gypsy Rd
Parks Sarah c/o G Wright 3862 Millstone Rd
Patterson Charlott 3018 Pine Vale Rd
Patterson Harold E 3018 Pine Vale Rd
Price Patrica 108 Schrader Ave Box 139
Wolfe Timothy A 432 Glenwood Ave
Heilwood Pa 15745
Baker Andrew 614 Railrd St
Mason Dorothy E PO Box 98
Sass John Estate 23 2nd St
Hillsdale Pa 15746
Bernd Geraldene PO Box 103
Goss Gary W Rte 286 Box 61
Huey Deborah L PO Box 85
Home Pa 15747
Broskin Marsha 1354 Ambrose Rd
Christie Edward R 5643 Rte 119 Hwy N
JD Auto Sales PO Box 92
Lavan Kathryn 1082 Houser Rd
Miller Howard 46 Chambersville Rd
Miller Howard V 773 Chambersville Rd
Miller Ruth 46 Chambersville Rd
Sexton Linda L 30 Davis Rd
Simpson David 1352 Ox Hill Rd
Simpson Jean M 1352 Ox Hill Rd
Homer City Pa 15748
Ash Mabel L 229 Akers Rd
Bergman Carl R 112 W Elm St
Cassatt Mystee 2355 Hwy S Rt 403
Daves Auto Body 538 Ridge Rd
Ditch Francis E Chestnut St Apt 87
Ditch Francis E Jr PO Box 87
Edison Mission Energy Homer City Generation LP 1690 Power Plant Rd
EME Homer City Generation LP 1750 Power Plant Rd
Homer City Hair Tan c/o P J Beck 29 S Main St
Kopka Cathy A RD 1 PO Box 480
Martin Rock Jr 538 Ridge Rd
Matty Mary Old Rt 119 Spring Rd
Nastick Helen 90 North Lincoln St
Oswalt Violet M 64 Ctr St
Piccirillo Robert L 84 First St
Rowser Cynthia 39 Smith Ln
Sealey Michael 93 1/2 Ridge Ln Floor 2
Silveri Eva PO Box 99
Silveri Kathryn A RR 2 Box 318A
Smatana Frances E 35 West Wiley St
Smidga Patricia Ann 231 E Church St Apt 2
Thomas Kinter RR 1
Warren Kenneth 244 E Church St
Zagrodniczek Willia 571 S Main St
Indiana Pa 15701
119 Grill 638 Old Rte 119 Hwy N
Acharya Keshab 917 Water St
Allison James 1428 Sextib Rd
Alsomali Mohammed 841 Laurel St 1fl
Arone Auto Body Inc 79 Lower Twolick Dr
Axford Geraldine Estate 2693 Melloney Ln
Ba Ramata 77 Regency Sq
Barbus Steven 626 Water St
Barnicle Maryanne 300 Debbie Dr
Bianco Thomas M 141 Concord St
Big Nuts Consulting & Investments 39 N 7th St
Brewer Virginia M 122 N 1st St
Brown Thomas J 506 S 13th St #329
Burkhardt Ida 45 S 13th St
Chittester Lawrence K Estate c/o J K Nicely Esq 134 South 7th St
Chris 79 Lower Twolick Dr
Church Mary 275 N Third St
Conway Kristopher G 435 Burns Ave Apt 1
Dahlheimer David L 421 Edgewood Ave
Dahlheimer Susan Shank 421 Edgewood Ave
Dube Charlene 214 Robie Dr
Dunlap Melissa 50 Bradley Ct
Edwards George 205 Green Valy Dr
Elkin Blaine C 252 Tnolick Dr
Elkins Steven V 694 Stutzman Rd
Enriguez Richard 35 Hemlock Ln
Estu Yolanda E 152 Sandro St
Ferrier John R 618 S 4th St
Filler Thomas 2969 Allen Bridge Rd
Flemings Amoco 1787 Rt 286 S
Fox Louella M 322 N 5th St
Gatti LTC Services Inc 834 Philadelphia St
George Frances L 75 Scenic Ave
Getty Caroline M 671 Grant St
Good James M 332 Forest Ridge Rd c/o J Todd Good
Grant Brooke V 121 Stone Ridge Rd
Greene Elaine Carroll Ina Residential Services 111 East Pike
Grobler Johannes J 537 Chestnut St
Hannibal Mary Anne 301 Forest Ridge Rd
Hazel Uncapher 116 Millary Cir
Henke Rosalie P 121 Stone Ridge Rd
Henke Theodore J c/o Brooke B Grant
Henke Theodore O 121 Stone Ridge Rd
Hennessey Earle A Estate 317 Douglas Ave
Hennessey Kenneth 512 Washington St
Hennessey Ronald 512 Washington St
Howard Trevor Levernon 4095 Fisher Ave
IGM Inc 2018 South Sixth St
Innis Anne B c/o Mary Ann Weaver 10 Cedar L
Kester Budd Eugene 6158 Tanoma Rd
Khan Farooq 2321 Bryon Ct
Kingsbury Callie R 168 Degaetano Rd
Kingsbury Howard F 168 Degaetano Rd
Kostryk Jessie 477 Philadelphia
Kostryk William 477 Philadelphia
Kurdziel Kenneth 849 Poulos Rd
Leidman Mary B Tic 164 Meadow Wood Rd
Leidman Matthew S Tic 164 Meadow Wood Rd
LK Restaurants Inc 393 Mabon Dr
Maderer Charles 556 Elm St
Marshall Robert 828 Grant St
Mazurkiewicz Joseph F 2344 Hood School Rd
McClay Robert E Jr 1086 Mansfield Ave
McConnell John M 104 St Andrews Ct
McKee Robert L So 7th St
Miller Joshua D 1338 Hoffman Rd
McConner Jessica L 2170 Lazor St Apt 201
Ogrady Anne 116 Madison Cir Apt 136
Olson Helen M 450 Gompers Ave
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Professional Buying Service 734 Wayne Ave
Pulsine Annabelle M Estate 425 N 3rd St
Querry Justin P 371 North Taylor Ave
Randolph Clark PO Box 632
Reitz Guy M 1302 Oakland Essex Apt 309
Riley Wendell 200 Kunkle Dr
Rivers Philip E 145 Hood School Rd
Rivers Regina 145 Hood School Rd
Roberts Florence J 244 E Pike
Scholfield Coral I Estate 710 Josephine Ave
Schroth Margaret L 595 N 6th St
Schultz Robert W 89 Fitzgerald Rd
Sears Bernice L Estate 11 Coates Ln
Sell Nicole E 319 S 5th St
Sexton Emory O c/o Savings And Trust Co 800 P
Sexton Timothy F c/o Savings And Trust Co 800 P
Sharma Devraj 898 Centennial Dr
Shu Weiyin 1015 Fleming Ave Apt 5
Smith Helen V c/o P Buterbaugh 2521 Evergree
Sosnowski Christine R 207 S 10th St Unit A
Stewart Charles W 4531 Rte 259 Hwy
Stile Robert 160 N 10th St Apt 106
Switzer Loretta F 654 Willow Ave
Tansathita Kamolkman 1213 Church St
Thomasson Lara 1701 Philiadelphia St
Troup Gertrude M 96 Cave Rd
Troxell Martha A 1148 School St
Uncapher Hazel E 116 Millay Cir
Varner John D 420 Oak St
Viggiano Frank A Jr 734 Wayne Ave
WC Crytzer Equipment Inc c/o A D Poole 2030 Shelly Dr
Weaver Mary A 10 Cedar Ln
Wolfe Betty Jane 519 Chestnut St
Wolfe Richard E 519 Chestnut St
Work Margaret 216 Rice Ave
Zhou Xiaozheng 326 Roble Dr
Josephine Pa 15750
Cornemuser Leslie 829 Republic Way
Lucernemines Pa 15754
Bernard Joseph Estate 63 Co House
Marion Center Pa 15759
Elkin Samuel D 1671 Skyline Dr
Grove Kathryn J PO Box 86
Shoup Nancy PO Box 86
Mcintyre Pa 15756
Andrews Florence F Estate PO Box 108
Mentcle P 15761
Miller William E 50 Hill Crest Dr
Penn Run Pa 15765
Pikes Peak Nurseries 8289 Rt 422 Hwy East
Williams Helen K 741 Spaulding Rd
Williams James F 741 Spaulding Rd
Robinson Pa 15949
Baker Jason E 181 Chestnut St PO Box 225
Cunningham Marie Estate PO Box 278
Rochester Mills Pa 15771
Hill Kenneth 2886 Leasure Run Rd
Satterlee W G c/o D Hauger 12491 Rt 119 Hwy N
Tyler Orvosh 99 Locust Ln
Rossiter Pa 15772
Collier Joseph F 1073 Hemlock Lake Rd
Davis Lenore I 1 10th St
Kramer Kendra L 3350 Hemlock Lake Rd
Rushton Michael L 253 Sunset St
Smith Jason E 73 Sunset St
Strawcutter Gage 38 Stoneburg Rd
Swetland Dale M c/o A Zinzella 1125 Stoneberg Rd
Saltsburg Pa 15681
Ann Lee Const And Supply Co Inc 3346 Olivet Rd
Barreiro Mara L 822 Robin Rd
Bates S R 285 Robinson Rd
Buenting Mary Est 711 Walnut St
Dilascio Laurie 347 Tenth St
Edwards Mabel 117 Washington St Apt 7
Hall Thomas M 2749 Rte 286
Haman Anna I Extention
Kelly Clara Estate Basin St
Shaw Daniel PO Box 169
Shin Jihang 1888 Brett Ln
Sturges Robert 1003 Elders Ridge Rd
Shelocta Pa 15774
Beskid Robert A 35 Haggerty Ln
Dixon Donald W 6136 Parkwood Rd
Hesse Duane E 431 N Ridge Rd
Hesse Marilyn L 431 N Ridge Rd
Kelly David T 573 Girty Rd
Smicksburg Pa 16256
Baker Royden W Baker Ethel W RR 1
Cramer Dorothy J 535 N Creek Rd
Cramer Robert D 535 N Creek Rd
Hazlett James 1550 Mccormick Rd
Troyers Seamless Gutters 26086 Rte 954 Hwy N
West Lebanon Pa 15783
Reed Arthur B 121 E Baruard
W L Dixon Unlimited 6168 Parkwood Rd
Jefferson County
Big Run, Pa 15715
Ellenberger Richard H One Smyers St PO Box 376
Lantz Alice F Box 117
Lantz Howard F Box 117
Brockway, Pa 15824
Bish Ima 90 Main St
Brandon Lyle 2159 Cemetary Hill Rd
Kearney Anna K RD 2 Box 347
Kearney J T RD 2 Box 347
Krempasky Mary J 5 Cir Dr
Krempasky Thomas H 5 Cir Dr
Madalis Maryann 35 Reed Rd
Mclaughlin Evelyn 1200 Wood St Apt B8
Means Vickie L 103 Olivio Dr
Neely Christine PO Box 216
Osborne Carol 21 Weilacher Dr
Ross Helen L RD 1
Ross Stanley L RD 1
Schlemmer Bonnie E 1326 Main St
Schlemmer Edwin R 1326 Main St
Trivisoho Josephine C 925 Sec Ave
Brookville, Pa 15825
Bower Olive C Estate 333 N Barnett St
Bruni Bruno 130 Madison Ave
Bruni Lillian 130 Madison Ave
Chada Paul A 17 Rte 28 Ste 3
Chada Pauline 17 Rte 28 Ste 3
Deibler Eric 32 E Main St Apt 5
Devittorio Doris RR 1 Box 287
Dush Cris E 18807 Rt 322
Himes Michael C 403 Mcaninch Rd
Irwin Steven 28 Ponderosa Dr
Jerry Betty R 22 Spruce St Apt 153
Kemmer Michelle L 106 5th St
Kiesling Tammy L RR 8 Box 330
Knize Marian RR 5 Box 42
Lingenfelter Anna M 35 S Main
Lingenfelter Blaine 35 S Main
Mcaninch Sherry L RR 2 Box 200
Mcmanigle Patty Apt 128
Melton Carol D 53 Graham Ave
Palmer Mable I PO Box 345
Park Florence J 32 E Main St Apt 5
Plato Donald Estate Cemetery Rd
Shoffstall Nathan 6 Rebecca St
Coolspring, Pa 15730
Hoffman Donald L 302 Kunselman Rd Box 28
Corsica, Pa 15829
Burkett Beverly 1195 Clinger Rd
Carberry Jean Estate RR 1
Smith Eddie L 14606 Rte 28
Smith Harold C 14606 Rte 28
Falls Creek, Pa 15840
Ankeny John D RD1
Bienkowski Chester P 555 Airport Rd PO Box 250
Bradshaw Ken 114 George St
Brooks Leo H RR 1
Feidler James 555 Airport Rd PO Box 250
Fisher Melba E Estate PO Box 223
Gorske Betty J 555 Airport Rd PO Box 250
Haag Elizabeth J 146 Jefferson Ave
Mcclelland Josephine 240 Reed St
Mcclelland William D 240 Reed St
Sherwin John RD 1
Sherwin Sara M RD 1
Switzer Juston M 109 Main St Apt E
Knox Dale, Pa 15847
Dinger George PO Box 3
Hetrick Richard L 211 Main St PO Box 82 Apt 1
Thompson Brian R PO Box 24
Punxsutawney, Pa 15767
Batina Sophia 400 Sutton St Apt 15
Beck Harry T 7407 Rt 119
Bennett Mildred 336 Elk Run Ave
Blose Robert A Jr RD 4
Cowan Jeff 437 Greenhouse Rd 1
Defazio Peter Jr Estate c/o Morris & Morris Attorneys at Law 104 West Mahoning St
Dixon Megan 927 W Mahoning St Apt 1
Duffell Gerald W 1338 Ridge Rd
Ferguson Denise 212 1/2 B
Gaffney William J 7332 Sprankle Mills Rd
Geist Kenneth 638 Mottern Rd
Gray Erin R 305 Bloom Rd
Greene William David 468 McCracken Rd
Guy London 306 Mitchell Ave
Hardick Frederick 1479 Harmony Rd
Hauck Minnie RD 4
Hile Anna 638 Mottern Rd
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Hopkins Jamie S RR 6 Box 210
Hudock Andrew Ted Aty at Law 500 Pennsylvania Ave
Isda Club 121 N Findley St
Kendra George Estate 200 Park Ave
Kitchen Jacob M 1459 A Smith Rd
Leasure Crissie Est RD 6 Box 401
Magill Bradley J 132 Saddle Club Rd
Matthews Robert D 14598 Rte 36
Mchenry Aleta E 95 Moonlit Ln
Morris Timothy P c/o Morris & Morris Attorneys at Law
Munger Robert E 117 1 2 Horatio St
Nelsons Mini Mart RR 1 Box 116A
Pringle Marlene 323 Oakland Ave
Punxsutawney Youth Network 23 Skyview Dr
R&L Coal Co RD5
Reed Hazel B 308 N Findley St
Rhoades George 278 Pleasant Grove Dr
Rhoades Irma R 278 Pleasant Grove Dr
Schenkemeyer Malissa R 109 Morrison Ave
Smith Joanne M 232 Elk Run Ave
Snyder Keith D 72 Kips Ln
Thomas Erinne 224 Graffius Ave
Reynoldsville, Pa 15851
Bantly Douglas 412 Main St
Brookville Glove Mfg Co c/o BSI Diversified LLC RD 2 Box 90B
Burkett Lloyd J 465 Sheplar Rd
Drayer Josephin 301 S 10th St
Drayer Vincent J 301 S 10th St
Hair Lillian 223 Brown St
Hamilton Lula C 1440 Worth St
Hiles John D 305 Ohio
King Rachel B 924 E Main
Mcclure Andrew
Pearson Eileen M 907 E Main St
Perry Jessie 415 N 4th St
Reynoldsville One Stop 401 Main St
Sprague Adam L RR 1 Box 179a
Stahlman John W 1029 Grant St
Sigel, Pa 15860
Gallo James RR 1 Box 250A
Gilbert Doris I RR 1 Box 24
Hugie Debra Rte 1 Box 161
Hugie Gregory Rte 1 Box 161
Kvacek Frances J 11055 Rte 949
Messinger Tammala PO Box 206 8806 Rte 949
Summerville, Pa 15864
Drum Alan D 315 Ames Cir
G and C Coal Analysis Lab Inc 1341 Hoffman Hollow Rd
Gorby Sara H 10039 Rte 28
Sykesville, Pa 15865
Tokash Dorothy 141 South Park St
Tokash Robert 141 South Park St
Timblin, Pa 15778
Luzell Ricky D 122 Church St
Oosta John C 31 N State St PO Box 244
Juniata County
East Waterford, Pa 17021
Haines Lindsey Nicole RR 1 Box 246
Honey Grove, Pa 17035
McCartney Verna M 464 Bunker Hill Rd
McCartney Verna M RR 1 Box 512
McAlisterville, Pa 17049
Dressler Bros Construction RD 1 Box 92-4
Maneley April 2 Church St Apt 210
Shelley Irvan J RR 2 Box 154A
Shelley Thelma E RR 2 Box 154A
Mexico, Pa 17056
Bard Robert 19 Ridgewood Rd
Woodward Franklin E PO Box 154
Mifflin, Pa 17058
Buchanan Brooks RD 1
Buchanan Emma RD 1
Guevara Edwin M HC 67 Box OH Apt 27c
Henry Virginia M 104 Foster St
McNaight Brian K PO Box 314 125 Path St
Mercado Angel M PO Box 50
Rudy Anita K 8 Smt Dr
Shauf Marsha M 948 Franklin St
Mifflintown, Pa 17059
Benner Ethel J RR 2 Box 336
Bolton Shirley C RR 3 Box 985
Dunn Raymond W III RR 5 Box 192
Feaster Virginia E 105 N 5th St Apt 101
Fiedler Twila M RR 2 1360
Hosler Ralph E 315 Orange St
Laubach Timothy J RR 1 Box 556A
Lauver Ada E RR 2 Box 336
Palm Donald A HC 67 Box 137
Sausser Katharines Est of 18 S Main St PO Box 205
Schwering Charles Jr c/o J Boyd Ferster 108 Cedar View St
Troyer Raymond A 277 Hillside Dr
Varner Grace V Estate 1991 Cuba Mills Rd
Yoder Mary P 116 N 3rd St
Port Royal, Pa 17082
Kanagy Rufus RR 3 Box 1539
Shoemaker Wilbur L RR 1 Box 950
Richfield, Pa 17086
Graybill Annette B Main St PO Box 55
Thompsontown, Pa 17094
Bleyer Gary RR 2 Box 185D
Lancaster County
Akron Pa 17501
Ayala Isaias 225 Miller Rd L
Cozy Home Builders Dba Vasily Bilik 111 Bomberger Rd
Dunmire Ronald 235 Kansas Rd
Fetner Lenore 604 Oak St
Fry Robert 604 Oak St
Harlinger Parke E So 11th
Martin James L 10 Miller Rd
Mast Anna 604 Oak St
Rutt Mildred C 612 Main St
Snyder James 13 Dawn Ave
Bainbridge Pa 17502
Fackler Adam D 225 Black Swamp Rd
Goldinger Fay PO Box 9
Keiper William Rr 1
Kless Robert J 2379 River Rd Lot 14
Morris Keith 103 Skip Jack Way
Standard Retirement Plan 243 Race St PO Box 37
Wo Juanita Estate Of PO Box 307
Bart Pa 17503
Kinter Linda L Rr 3 Box 341
Wolff Rock Builders PO Box 9
Bird In Hand Pa 17505
Cruz George L 2610 Old Philadelphia Pk
Esh Henry S 2730 Stumptown Rd
Lancaster Ag Products 340 Beechdale Rd
Zook Dutch Novelties 2750 Philadelphia Pike
Blue Ball Pa 17506
Chadni Llc 1085 East Main St
Gehman Carl L PO Box 292
Bowmansville Pa 17507
Messner Mae L 1335 N Oaklyn St
Reading Equipment Di PO Box 555
Brownstown Pa 17508
Bottner Brian P PO Box 279
Rothsville Family Prac 31 PO Box 398
Christiana Pa 17509
Crompton James 36 Maple Shade Rd
Diem Faye 89 Lower Valy Rd
Dowlin Josephine W Estate Of 60 Upper Valy Rd
Esh Joseph 1774 Georgetown Rd
Harnish Charles 1 Brd St
Kimmel Y Llc Jeffery Welles 63 Maple Shade Rd
Nields Jessie M 105 Elizabeth St
Parker Edward R Jr 1510 Georgetown Rd
Rollins Joseph S 663 Noble Rd
Sun Kwai Wong 2 Noble Rd
Columbia Pa 17512
Ardire Sam S 395 Sylvan Retreat Rd
Baker Stella B Baker John H 4737 Marietta Ave
Black Jessy L 647 Charelle Dr
Bletz Kennell Susan 442 Chestnut St
Charles Weigel J Estate 1202 Central Ave
Columbia Pattern & 4604 Klinesville Rd
Cox Geraldine V Cox Daniel M 240 N Second St
Cox Geraldine V Cox James A 240 N Second St
Cox Geraldine V Cox Jean M 240 N Second St
Cox Geraldine V Cox Robert J 240 N Second St
Cox Geraldine 240 N Second St
Danfora Donna M 545 Pitney Rd
Deppeller Geraldine 804 Locust St
Dillon Gregory L 315 Locust St Room 32
Elizabet Kanawbel Estate 634 Manor St
Ellis Carolyn A 153 S 5th St
Engbert Brenda S 240 N Second St
Eshbach Diane E 620 Franklin St
Fidelity Investments 921 Barber St
Finnerty Hilda 3952 Columbia Ave
Fulton E P 132 S 4th St
Gaus Nathon W Estate 1044 1/2 Ln Ave
Goldsborough Cheryl A 245 North 2nd St
Greer Wilbur 546 N 2nd St
Harry Ruth 29 S 3rd St
Henfey John 200 Luther Ln Apt 307
Hinkle Linda M 240 N Second St
Hosein Shanna 339 N 2nd St
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Islands Seafood & Steak House 3707 Marietta Pike
Kennell Caitlin L 442 Chestnut St
Kepner Ira L Rd 1
Koehler Arabella 454 Cherry
Lyle James C 1069 Prospect Rd
Migueis Kyle E PO Box 347
Miller Elizabeth Estate Of 200 Luther Ln
Misel David M 4040 Columbia Ave
Mj Foundation 2145 Clovertown Dr
Monroe William B 320 Chestnut St
Murr Elnora I 126 S 6th St
Nau Jane D 622 Pln St
Orengo Providencia 2251 Oswego Dr Apt 4
Paules Eric J 727 Walnut St
Ruth Annie M 79 R D Rolling Hills Esta
Ruth Rhoewalt 18 Lancaster Ave
Salamh Michael C Jr 3817 Hillcrest Dr
Sauder Gordon 1069 Prospect Rd
Scheetz Hazel M 1140 Central Ave
Shaud Ronald 1069 Prospect Rd
Sheckart Paula J Apt A 104 South Sixth St
Shickley Dorothy E 454 Cherry
Sommer Sandra L 150 Edgemont Rd
Synder Carol A 240 N Second St
Turek David Jr 300 Perry St
Vince 110 S 8th St Myersville Pa 17512
Ward Beverly C Estate Of 3952 Columbia Ave Room 23
Weigel William M Estate 1202 Central Ave
Weigle David J Estate 1202 Central Ave
Conestoga Pa 17516
Cupp Sherry L 6005 River Rd
Lopez Gabriel 3293 Main St
Mcdonald John Rr 2
Conestoga Pa 17516
Stapf Leonard L PO Box 56
Winters Raymond K Rd 2
Denver Pa 17517
Alfone Franklin C 14 Edie Dr
Delcollo Daniel 510 Blue Lake Rd
Dieckhaus Richard 370 Main St 1
Dixon Mattie Estate Of 8 Heron Dr
Edgren Denise 7 Cheery Ln
F W Woolworth 9992 Mid Atlantic Dist Ctr
Fink Anna M Estate Of 2015 N Reading Rd
Firestone Geneva M 318 N 4th St
Fulkroad Rose Marie Rank 1905 Furnace Hill Rd
Fultz Emma Rd 1
Gehman David Rd 1
Gehman Ruth A Rd 1
Gensemer Betty 385 Creek Rd
Good H P 522 School Rd
Grebinge Dorothy I Estate 715 N 6th St
Grube Pauline 107 N 6th St Apt 1
Heisey Family Trust 414 S 4th St
Heisey Willis A 414 S 4th St
Helper Michelle M Box 342
Horst Emma V 110 N 6th St
Johnnys Bar & Steakhouse Dine Inc PO Box 401
Jspg Inc 2194 N Reading Rd
Lach Joseph Lach Robert 240 Country Rd
Legacy Landscape Llc 205 N Reamstown Rd
Long Brenda 6 Muddy Creek Church Rd
Ney Jeremy A 1905 Furnace Hill Rd
Noonan Sean C 320 South 4th St
Santiago Edwin C 546 W Maple Grove Rd Apt 1
Skiles Matthew H 1252 Harvest Dr
Steinmetz Dolores E 309 S 4th St
Zimmerman Roy 620 S Cocalico Rd
Drumore Pa 17518
Garys Specialty Plants PO Box 7 1610 Fern Glen Dr
Hampton Gertrude 1509 Furniss Rd
Kauffman Stephen S 2244 Bald Eagle Rd
East Earl Pa 17519
Black Creek Greenhouse 211 East Black Creek Rd
Fisher Aaron C O Edna Fisher 1306 Martin St
Hahn Joshua L 342 Pleasant Valy Rd
Hohl Keith J 401 West Main St Apt J
Huyard Moses J 3 Chemney Ln
Nolt Elam W 479 Spring Grove Rd
Quigley Irma 277 Pleasant Valy Rd
Shirk Esther L 278 E Black Creek Rd
East Petersburg Pa 17520
Bank Of Bachman Mary Ellen 1097 Commercial Ave
Bank Of Hanover Attn S Paulukow 1097 Commercial Ave
Bard Samuel L 6089 Main St
Denlinge Ivan 2059 Brd St
Denlinger Adelaide 2059 Brd St
Dettweiler Walther 2654 Northfield Dr
Dsi Commercial Realty Inc C/O Fulton Bank 5998 Main St
Herr Chad 2401 Franklin Dr
Lane William F 6085 Parkridge Dr
Ltm Collision 1188-1190 Enterprise Rd
Rinee Bruce PO Box 38
Sterling Financial Trust Company PO Box 38
Straco PO Box 38
Williams Peter D Est Of 5203 Brook Dr
Wolf Motor Co 5201 Manheim Pike
Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Alejandrez Edith 349 Radio Rd
Althouse Chester E 37 Franklin Dr
Appley M Virginia 1207 James Buchanan Dr
Atbe Gertrudea G 3115 James Buchanan Dr
Babiarz Antoaneta M Babiarz A M 309 E Cherry St
Barnhart D L 170 E High St
Barnhart D L 63 E Park St
Boyce Mildred N Estate Of 11 Eden View Rd Apt 162
Boyd Thomas Joseph 304 Faith Ave
Burgess Sharon L 170 E High St
Burgess Sharon L 63 E Park St
Cornish James V Jr Cornish Rebecca D 45 Yorkshire Ct Apt 26
Countrywide H Loans 52 Crimson Ln
Diven Kelly L 3209 Tpke Rd
Donald R Painter 575 E Hummelstown St
Drace Clarence C 130 N Chestnut St
Dupler Harry T 354 N Hanover St
Dussinger Dorothy 1 Masonic Dr
Engle Business Systems Llc 910 N Hanover St
Gale Robert C 3115 James Buchanan Dr
Gates Richard 235 Oberholtzer Rd
Geibe Martha 100 Freemason Dr Apt 2556
Geibe Wilbur L 11 Spring Gdn St
George Jason 1057 Schwanger Rd
Gerber Nancy H 20 Shybrook Ct
Gery Lucy J 970 387 Freemason Dr
Ginder Tekla M Ginder Martin 310 N Poplar St
Good Christian E Good Eva M 316 E Park
Good Ferril N 597 Cold Spgs Rd
Griffith Frances 108 Florence Dr
Groff John S 1525 Landis Rd
Groff Paul F Jr Rr 5 Box 362
Horn Oscar Estate Of PO Box 446
Jenkins Wanda 1 Cornwall Apartments
Kaplan Norman S 321 Freemason Dr
Keiper Ricahrd J Estate 26 E High St
Kieffer Catherine Estate Of 4430 Woodcrest Dr
Kirlin Sean 230 N Hanover St Apt 2
Lauer Annette L 2608 Chestnut Rd
Leicht Jean W 220 Anchor Rd
Lester Cheryl A 2 Crimson Ln
M And T Bank 60 E Washington St
Manthei Margaret J 31 Eden View Rd 254
Manthei Otto F 31 Eden View Rd 254
Marsh Billyjo C 13 Ctr Sq Apt 1
Martins Mary 337 E Park St
Mccarty Ronald M 1 Masonic Dr
Miller Wilda A Miss 3306 James Buchanan Dr
Modglin Gary T 462 N Market St
Morrow Anne C Estate 318 James Buchanan Dr
Mrakovich Andrea C 124 Sawmill Run
Murphy Jeff 115 1/2 A S Market St
Oconnor Glenn L Estate 13 S Market St
Painter Grace 575 E Hummelstown St
Peiffer Douglas E 3 Gdn Ct
Perkins Evelyn L 2301 James Buchanan Dr
Pershing Paul R 2610 Goodrich St Erie Pa 17022
Piedra David A 35 Trail Rd North
Placeway Jamie M 127 Foxbury Dr
Planco Financial Svcs Llc 2712 Westhampton Tr
Raudenbush Elizabeth J Estate Of 90 Eden View Rd Apt 3
Rhinier Jennifer A 250 N Market St
Root Dale Apt 314 41 S Poplar St
Ross Flora 1 Masonic Dr
Seigford Doris E 600 Freemason Dr
Sheaf Andy 151 Watercress Ln
Smith Eleanor J 1 Masonic Dr 36 Lancaster
Spitler Marian L 513 Mckinley Dr
Stowell Julia Estate Of 407 Free Mason Dr
Suter Marion N 60 E Washington St
Urban A Doris 3216 James Buchanan Dr
Vayo Linda J 720 S Market St
Walashunas Dorothy 3104 Bossler Rd
Wenger Marian G 1220 Garber Rd
Ephrata Pa 17522
Abbott Shelby Est 232 Cats Back Rd 44
Barrys Paint Shop Inc 33 Long Ave
Bj S Cut Styling Salon C/O B Repass 26 S Church St
Blough David D 108f N Reading Rd
Burgos Ismael 171 Rose Hill Rd
Chap Kathleen A 1071 James Ave
Dietrich Cyrus 221 E Fulton St
Eberly Betty E 242 S Reading Rd
Eberly Stanley D 151 E Main St
Eitnier Sharon K 152 Hemlock Rd
Enck Albert L Jr 335 Duke St
Ephrata Medical Equipment 1081 Sharp Ave
Ephrata Radiologic Assoc PO Box 667
Evans E R 119 W King St
Farmstead Flowers 170 Cocalico Creek Rd
Filer E W 99 Bethany Rd Al 102
Frederick John Randall Dr 804 Grandview Dr Ste 2
Fry Mare S 212 Cherry St
Getz Darlene M Getz E E 148 Steinmetz Rd
Grant Mitchell H Grant Ruth Cust 4 Wolf Cir
Gray Construction 133 Valy View Dr
Griesemer Michele 141 Wyneberry Dr
Griffith Ruth E Estate Rr 2
Heritage Surgical Associa 804 Grandview Dr Ste 2
Hoover David 495 Camp Rogers Rd
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Hughes Jessie 16 E Pine St
Ira G Steffy & Son Inc 460 Wenger Dr
Jones Charles L Apt 1 645 N Farmersville Rd
Keller Luella Estate Of 99 Bethany Rd
Keneagy Bobbi J 30 Bethany Rd Apt A
Knight Alex 817 N Maple St
La Borimex 1623 Division Hwy
Martin Laverne B 320 Napierville Rd
Martin Melvin M 230 S Fairmount Rd
Martins Ice 286 Pleasant Valy Rd
Mcconell Scott 7 Sunflower Dr
Messina George B Jr 116 Eagle Dr
Miller Keith D 27 Arrowhead Dr
Nye Thomas J 26 Rollingview Ln
Pasca E Vomcemt Rfd Old Concord
Pascale Lawrence Rfd Old Concord
Piepgrass William Charles Dr 804 Grandview Dr Ste 2
Prikhodko Alesksandra 76 Akron Rd
Proper Harold F 71 West Point Dr
Randolph Patricia 7 Sunflower Dr
Rhodes Alta W 284 Kurtz Rd
Rothenberger Ernes 24 E Walnut St
Schulze Eva 69 Akron Rd
Scibilia Anna 55 W Franklin St Apt 410
Serviss Jacqueline B Serviss Dorothy M 840 Clearview Ave
Shawn Weaver Trucking 118 S Market St
Shirker Denise L 27 Clover Ct
Snavely Ruby H 250 Parkview Hts Rd
Stuber Gilbert A 165 N Church Ave
Swalwell Thomas A 436 N State St
Swami10 Inc 644 E Main St
Sweigart Anne B 139 E Main St
Usner Harold R 265 W Church Rd
Weider Dennis F 217 Lincoln Ave
White William M 180 Heatherwood Dr
Wieder Dennis F 217 Lincoln Ave
Zimmerman John 7 Hilldale Dr
Zinn Kathryn Estate 222 S Stae St
Gap Pa 17527
Auntie Annes Inc 160a Rte 41
Beiler Joy Lavale Qsst Sub Dtd 160a Rte 41
Carney Alice M 5255 Sunset Ln
Griffiths Phyllis M 791 Willow Ln
K R Miller Brothers And Sons Body Inc 780 Dogwood Ln
Kolasensky Thomas Estate Rd1
Markward Camille A Markward John W 28 Rte 41 A
Markward John W 28 Rte 41 A
Polk Margaret L 802 Cir Dr
Price Theresa L Price Robert 780 Dogwood Ln
Riehl Brothers Construction Llc 247 Quarry Rd
Smythe Verta 855 Cir Dr
Stoltzfus Eli B 109 Meetinghouse Rd
Thompson Mildred Thompson Roy W Rr 2 Box 2406
Topper Walter Jr Estate 830 Sunny Ln
Vanconia Timothy 831 Newport Ave
Wagman Ryan E 835 Pequea Ave Apt 8
Zook Rachel F 388 Mt Vernon Rd
Gordonville Pa 17529
Emypeople Net 3817b Ridge Rd
Ezee Milking Equipment Llc 3910 E Newport Rd
King Mervin 4105 Old Philadelphi Pike A
Stoltzfus Meats 3718 E Newport Rd
Summers Linda 2936 Lincoln Hwy E
Trush Heidi Ann 26 Carriage Dr
Zook Ben F 897 Musser School Rd
Halfville Pa 17543
Karcher Lemoyne Karcher Mary South Ave
Holtwood Pa 17532
Desmond Tracy Hsbc Nv 257 Magnolia Dr
Miller Shirley U 111 Martic Hts D
Mylin Richard 339 Martic Hts Dr
Nadu Jacqueline 301 Bethesda Church Rd
Warfel Brian K 1163 Holtwood Rd
Warfel Claraw W 420 Drytown Rd
Witmer Emily J 17 Harbor View Dr
Intercourse Pa 17534
Beckoning Cat The PO Box 347
Bower Kevin 120 Red Maple Ln
Coleman R T Rfd 1
Groff William 3513 Old Philadelphia Pike PO Box 28
The Lunch Basket Llc PO Box 520
Kinzers Pa 17535
Blank Nelson L Blank Emma B 5141 Peters Rd
Engel Susan H 5146 Mine Rd
Peachey Joseph H 5292 Peters Rd
Reading Thomas L Sr 5005 Lincoln Hwy
Sorber Bonnie G Box 240a RD 1
Kirkwood Pa 17536
Fisher Jonas K 429 Sproul Rd
Groffs Plant Farm 6128 St Rd
Jamison Georgia M 2532 Noble Rd
Jamison Jennifer 2523 Noble Rd
Maple Shade Rd Ghse 451 Maple Shade Rd
Shoemaker Kenneth Marc 6602 St Rd
Lancaster Pa 17573
Jones Andrew K 124 Roundtop Dr
Joyner Veronica D 543 South Lime St
Swigart Pauline L C/O P Krause 600 Golf Rd
Williams Joy S 187 Blossom Hill Rd
Lancaster Pa 17601
Ahlstrom Bernice E 402 Haverhill Rd
Aleci Laura F 832 Cobblestone Ln
American Graphics Inst 1861 Charter Ln Ste 105
Aukamp Helen 2171 1 2 New Holland Pike
Autohaus Lancaster Inc 1373 Manhiem Pike
Baer Esther M Estate 2161 Harrisburg Pike
Barry John E 1591 Mission Rd
Basciano Elizabeth M 84 Valybrook Dr
Beairs David L 1542 Swarr Run Rd
Beebe Sarah Elizabeth Beebe Christopher 942 Salisbury Ct
Besecker Joseph 1703 Oregon Pike
Boltz Joanne W Boltz Randy S 2938 Marietta Ave
Boyd Wilson Property Management Inc Lbo Olde Hickory Rd
Bramlett William 3299 Randy Rd
Buchen Kim R 1383 Arcadia Rd Ste 222
Building Industry Assn Pa Of Lancaster 1794 Oregon Pike Suite One
Bupp Shirley A 725 Oxford Rd
Cabrera Estamanda L 362 Valybrook Dr
Cardinal Technologies 1827 Freedom Rd
Center For Neurobehavioral Hlth Ltd 26 E East Roseville Rd
Clark Filter Inc 3649 Hempland Rd
Cook Helen D 2121 William Penn Wa
Culp Jane 1359 Glen Moore Cir
Cummings Richard G Cpa Truste 1685 Crown Ave
D A L Trucking 202 Greenfield Rd
Darlington Nancy F 2121 Brockton
Davis Paul Restoration Samtay 934 Lindsay Ln
Dayspring Christian Academy 1008 New Holland Ave
Deerin Joseph R 200 Blossom Hill Dr
Delaware Valley Acca 2541 Marietta Ave
Dorofee Ent Inc Ta Utility Keystone Trailer Sales 1567-1569 Manheim Pike Lancaster
Pa 17601
Dunlap William N Jr Dunlap Alice F 2824 Fiddlers Green Rd
Dyer Grace 525 Pleasure Rd
Eby Marilyn A Eby John R 1915 Kendal Place
Erazo Ana Leon 02077 Swarr Run Rd
Essif Mary Estate 15 Hess Blvd
Euro Auto Sales Inc 1031 Manheim Pike
Fabral Inc 3449 Hempland Rd
Faler Melvin C Jr 577 London Dr
Family Practice Assocs 1671 Oregon Pike
Faulkner Collision 1350 Loop Rd
Fisher Harry I 2829 Lititz Pike
Fisher Martha R 2189 Coventry Rd
Fleisher L R 20 Granite Run Dr
Four Seasons Fireplace Patio Inc 260 Ctrville Rd
Frank Johnathan D Frank Lisa L 1909 New Holland Ave
Fry Elizabeth E 217 Meadow Ln
Fultz Ruth J 61 Peach Ln
Funk Richard J 393 Valybrook
Gibble Leona C CO C E Williams 565 Estelle Dr
Giese Anthony 357 Greenview Dr
Gill George F Lancashire Ter 26 Ctr Dr # B
Good Robert B 2175 New Holland Pike
Health Guard 280 Granite Run Dr Suite 105
Healthguard 280 Granite Run Suite 105
Healthguard C/O L Griffith 280 Granite Run Dr
Hufford Albert C 900 Olde Hickory Rd
Husler Patricia R Roseville House Apts 401 Eden Rd Aptb5
Infection Specialists Of Lancaster 2106 Harrisburg Pk Ste 301
Investment Homes Inc 100 Foxshire Dr
Jarvis Donald S Estate 401 Eden Rd Apt M2
Jarvis Doros M Estate 401 Eden Rd Apt M2
Joline Gladys L 502 Elizabeth Dr
Kahn Lucas And Lanca 805 Estelle Dr Ste 101
Kasmer Carol A 901 Sandalwood Path
Kayr Parmjit 2609 Sutton Pl Apt 24
Kelly Mike 2436 Lititz Pike
Keystone Arms Phase II Lp 600 Olde Hickory Rd Suite 100
Kilstein Flook Laura 1259 Belle Meade Dr
Kirkpatrick Winnie D 127 Deer Ford Dr
Klos James M 2308 Coventry Dr
Kramer Crystal 315a Pleasure Rd
Krantz Lisa F 1062 Whitemarsh Dr
Kreider Keith 2348 Leabrook Rd
L-3 Communications Bt Fuze 1650 Manheim Pike Ste 201
Lancaster Assoc Retailer Group Llc 805 Estelle Dr Ste 209
Lancaster County Urological 600 F Eden Rd
Lancaster Laundry Inc 1060 Manheim Pike
Lancaster Lincoln Mercury 2938 Marietta Ave
Lancaster Mental Health And Mental Retar 1120 Frances Ave
Lancaster Reprographics Llc 1820 Franklin St
Lancaster Surgery Center 217 Harrisburg Ave
Lancorp Mortgage Services 255 Butler Ave
Llc Ru B 378 Colonial Crest Dr
Long Jeffrey C 2339 New Holland Pike
Lumayag Teresita 2079 New Holland Pike
Maccullough F 211 Valybrook Dr
Madonna Frank S 2829 Lititz Pike
Marshall Mary E 1109 Louise
Marshall Raymond A 1124 Hempfield Dr
Martin Aaron T 612 East King St
Martin Joan A 1909 Bloomingdale Ave
Master Spas Of Cente 221 Pitney Rd
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Mcconnell Miriam Estate Of C/O J L Connor 568 Candlewyck Park Income Servicing
Nc 1060
Mcnier Catherine M 240 Valy Rd
Mejia Fransico 2501 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Mershon Shirlee D 79 Delp Rd
Miller Christine 972 Skyline Dr
Myers Charles Myers Roy S 2385 Leabrook Rd
Myers Doris Mae 2225 Blossom Valy Rd
Newline Mary 434 Howard St
Nguyen Vu T 241 Old Delp Rd
Novelty Manufacturing Company 1330 Loop Rd
Obrien Margaret 305 Valybrook Dr
Ogrady C Timothy Ogrady Wendy W 2719 Spring Valy Rd
Omni Insurance Co Julie Wingo 1862 Charter Land Ste 102
Oregon Pike Exxon C/O K V Singh Inc 1835 Oregon Pike
Patterson George E Estate Of 544 High St
Peguero Angel 1383 Eden Rd
Pennsylvania Posse Sauces 378 Colonial Crest Dr
Pepple Darin M 3230 Greenridge Dr
Perez Cathalyn O 2093 Swarr Run Rd
Prime Inc 1680 Rohrerstown Rd
Prit Inc 518 Greenfield Rd
Quijas Fernando 1704 Swarr Run Rd 201
Quiznos Classic Subs 565 Greenfield Rd
R E Michel Company Inc 511 Lancaster Ave
Regional Youth Trtmnt Center Old Hospital Sequoyah Trail Dr PO Box C201
Reich Annie S Estate 932 Edinburgh Dr
Reynolds Adam W 1010 Edgemoor Ct
Ries Christopher M Ries Annabel 520 Pleasure Rd
Rosario John 498 Candlewyck Rd
Roth Dorothy L Estate 411 Delp Rd
Rozema Kyle Matthew 2282 William Penn Way
Santiago Ramon E 1704 Swarr Run Rd
Sarkies Peter G 401 Eden Rd Apt N8
Schwindt Irene K Estate Of 502 Elizabeth Dr
Sheaffer Mary Estate Sheaffer Mary E Rd 4
Shenk H R Estate 1878 New Holland Pike
Sher Enterprises Inc 1659 B Lititz Pike Lancas
Shifa Geremew M 2054 Swarr Run Rd N 2054
Skacel Marita Q 505 Wallingford Rd
Smith Craig Smith Lori 934 Lindsay Ln
Smith Florence 502 Elizabeth Dr
Smith Mary G 841 Hillaire Rd
Soto Esquivel Efrain 25a Hampton Ln
Sovereign Bank 1963 Fruitville Pike
Stephan Juliet A Estate 1703 Billview Dr
Stoner John S 2832 Marietta Ave
Stumpf Romaine Stumpf John R 13b Tr Dr
Sullivan Christopher D 662 Jake Landis Rd
Sumption Franklin 3 Millridge Ct
Sun Chemical Company 1879 Commerce Prk Est
Sunset Valley Hotel 2288 New Valy Pike
Susquehanna Insurance Management Ltd 650 Delp Rd
Tame Louise E 1520 Harrisburg Pike Apt 247
Taniguchi Kazuyoshi C/O Nissin 2901 Hempland Rd
Torres Maria D 1406 Harrisburg Pk
Tortora Vincent 962 Salisbury Ct
Tsuchiya Koji C/O Nissin Foods 2901 Hempland
United Financial Services Inc 213 Granite Run Dr
Vanharskamp Patricia A 1150 Raymond Dr
Vasquez Omar 77 W Roseville Rd
Walker F 2040 William Penn Way
Ward Helen C 401 Eden Rd Apt 0-5
Ward Marie A 1617 Sycamore Ave
Weems Anthony Wayne Weems Kathleen D 975 Ctr Ave
Wenrich Douglas J 59 Valy Rd
Westfield Motor Inn 2929 Hempland Rd
Whitmore Lester C 1013 Signal Hill Ln
Wicker Imports 1567-1569 Manheim Pike
Williams Jane C 35 Delp Rd
Wim De B 266 Colonial Crest Dr
Wisdom Laurence P 717 Skywalk Ln
Woolston Edna 1909 Bloomingdale Ave
Yagi Shuji C/O Nissin 2901 Hempland Rd
Zug Elizabeth 347 Greenview Dr
Zuschlag Dorothy L 1216 Cobblestone Ln
Lancaster Pa 17602
Acosta Jesus 10 S Prince St Apt 10
Angelini Ida M Estate 123 Oak View Rd
Arroyo Burgos Mary A 861 South Duke St
Astle Isabella Astle Linda 543 Woodward St
Bailey James H 675 Willow Valy Sq
Barahona Jose A 310 Pershing Ave
Barr Gerald M 847 Manor St
Bertz Paul S And Company 162 E King St
Bibleheimer Charles A Iv 310 N Brd St
Bisonic Irene K C/O Bene Of Ralph C Bisonic Sr 1300 E King St
Booth Mary Estate 5 N Ann St
Bradshaw Florence 2428 Cypress Dr
Brannon Frances Estate 357 S Brd St
Brookens Joyce Estate Of 32 E Liberty St
Brooks Martha J Brooks Robert 104 Green St
Brown Gordon G 129 E Lemon St
Buehler Kristina 76 Acorn Blvd
Burton Harold S 900 Sheaffer Rd
Cameron Elaine B 38 Cottage Ave
Campbell Elizabet Campbell Mary E 50 Gibney Rd
Campbell Mary E 355 S Ann St
Campbell Mary E 50 Gibney Rd
Carattini Carlos M 724 East Fulton St
Carranza Jennifer A 644 E Frederick
Chambers Daisy Estate 10 S Plum St
Clark Elsie S Clark Mary A 34 E Liberty St
Clyman Zina Clyman Bill 1190 Maple Ave
Collins Francis P 8 Gdn Ct
Coppock Marian B 9 Meadow View Ave
Corbett Francis R 334 N Lime St
Corbett John M 334 N Lime
Corbin Dianne R 307 Church St
Cordero Roberto A 22912 Howard Ave
Craft Edith M 211 Willow Valy Sq B-215
Cruz Gloria E 312 S Reservior St
Curtis Philip C 152 N Plum St
Daley Robert R Daley Mary E 181 Lepore Dr
Davis Henry 728 Rockland St
Davita 1659 Pdi Lancaster 1412 E King St
Denlinger Sally S 2081 Millstream Rd
Dimmerling Michael Dimmerling Patrick Dimmerling Edward 1300 E King St H15
Donald Ostertag 267 Whittier Ln
Dunkle Tarna M 218 East Lemon St Apt 2
Earley Georgia 534 North St
Ecenrode Robert Apt 1 Front 121 E Lemon St
Eggleston Diana L 133 College Ave Apt 4
Elsen Dorothy J Estate 628 N Duke St
Emerich Lavada M 830 Resevoir St
Eshleman Marian R 30 Brd
Etrade Securites Ira 217 E King St Apt V1
Fawber Dorothy 239 Howard Ave
Ferry Anna M 149 East Clay Ave
Frank Rosemary C Frank Carl 336 Maple Ave
Freeman Marguerite 728 Rockland St
Funk Irvin M Sr 336 E Clay St
Gable Kathryne 13 E Chestnut St
Gabriel Kathryn 830 Resevoir St
Gaska Stanley 52 Willow Valy Dr
Geder Estelle C Geder George N 635 Willow Valy Sq H106
Gee C Ralph 221 1/2 West King St
Geiger Philip V Geiger Jane M 527 Beaver Valy Pike
Gill Edna C 333 N Duke St 1
Gonzalez Santo Jr 228 E Walnut St
Hamilton Jeremiah J 549 Burrowes Ave
Heart Spclsts Of Lancaster 802 New Holland Ave Ste 200
Heilbron Josephine K Estate Of C-7 1300 E K
Henderson H P Iii 36 E King St
Hernandez Veronica Melendez Apt 5 206 S Ann St
Hertzler Evelyn I 630 Willow Valy Sq Apt 305g
Hess Edward J Sr 15 East Liberty St
Hildebrand Margaret 420 N Christian St
Hill Shirley Apt 603 333 Church St
Hogarth Joyce 107 E Ross St
Hood Richard N 816 North Plum St Apt 3
Hughes Rosa Estate 609 E Madison St
Humphreville Meghan L 1515 Lampeter Rd
Igyor Tivsoo M 172 Foal Ct
Intc 900 E King St
Jackson Jasmine 244 W Lemon
Jacobs George 210 S Prince St
Johnson Albert Jr 538 Locust St
Johnson Kim 719 E Walnut St
Jones Harry 350 Ice Ave
Kabakjian Barbara Estate Rr 5 Box 38 A
Kaye Terry 35 S Willowdale Dr
Keating David L 47 River Bend Park
Kestner George T 747 S Marshall St
Kirk Michelle A 610 East Chestnut St
Kocher Kim K 18 Cedar Acres Dr
Lancaster City County Medical Society Inc 139 E Walnut St
Lara Julian Sanchez 639 S Franklin St
Larkin Margaret F 149 East Clay Ave
Latschar Mary B Rd 5
Lebron Luis G Estate Of 144 Juniata St
Lemon Grass Thai Restaurant 2481 Lincoln Hwy East
Little Ruth H Ruth H 319 E Clay St
Lopez Bienamino 33 Glenwood Ave
Louis Hogarth 107 E Ross St
Luneke Gerald C 56 Locust
Lunke Henry J Jr 56 Locust
Lutz John 1622 Magnolia Dr
Madonna Mary C 432 Rockland
Malave Evelyn 227 Howard Ave
Maldonado Evalise M 406 East King St
Martinez Angel M 547 Howard Ave
Martinez Rafeala 3 North Shipper 2
Mcfadden Dwayne A 138 East James
Mcguire Aron 32 Cambridge Village
Mcphail David L Mcphail John 471 Atlantic Ave
Medina Jose A 1105 E Orange St
Mendoza Enrique 253 S Ann St
Mentzer Miriam B 115 E Fredricks St
Messinger Dorothy L 116 E Ross St
Miller Harry C Estate Miller Harry L 630 E Madison St
Miller Jackie R 111 Washington Ave
Mitrani Stephen 44 N Christian St
Morrison Warner H Jr Estate C/O May Metzger & Zimmerman 49 N Duke St
Muench Sarah M 675 Willow Valy Sq 509
Munro Alex B 740 E End Ave
Murray Insurance Associates Inc 39 North Duke St
Murray Janette M 506 N Plum St
Myers Charles P 513 S Plum
Nesbitt Hannah 213 E Madison St
New License Llc 147 Shippen St
Nguyen Trang T 347 N Reservoir St
Onley Patricia A 523 S Christian St
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Ortega Luis 1843 Krystle Dr
Ortiz Carmen 529 E Frederick St
Pagan Josea 637 Marion St
Patinos Mary 207 E Clay St
Paul S Bertz & Company C/O 162 E King St
Pease Nathan S 715 N Lime St
Pep Boys Manny Moe Jack 23 2080 Lincoln Hwy East
Perez Enrique Mendoza 215 E Fulton St
Perkins Cassandra 2543 William Penn Way
Peterman James A Beverly Health Care 425 N Duke St
Pfeiffer Ronald G 219 Browning Rd
Pfeiffer William Tulip Dr
Pickell Walter 153 E King St
Pierce Amber C 116 Nectar Tr
Pimentel Juan 34 E James St Servicelink
Pinkerton Agnes E Estate 832 E Chestnut St
Platt Elizabeth 900 E King St
Polk Benilda E Polk Leonard W 72 Cedar Acres Dr
Raffensperger Daniel R 12 Camden Ct
Ramirez Angelo R 849 E Orange St Apt 1
Ramos Michael 437 Chester St 2b
Reidenbach Jane F 526 Hamilton St
Ressel Michelle M 544 Milton Dr
Rineer Herbert Estate 731 S Lime St
Risser Marcia G 128 E Grant St Suit 102
Rivera Gabino Apt 320 33 East Farnum
Rivera Miguel A 36 1/2 East Farnum
Rivera Roberto 532 S Lime St
Rodriguez Jaime R Jr 321 West Walnut St
Rosario Jesus A 501 N Line St 5
Rosonhover Bessie E 129 E Lemon St
Ross Tammy 513 E Ross St
Roth Cora M Estate 819 E Marion St
Roth Douglas S Estate Of 240 N Duke St
Rowe Harriet 32 N Marshall St
Rt 30 Family Restaurant 3105 Lincoln Hwy
Ruiz Alfredo Ruiz Raquel 707 S Marshall St
Rupp Reuel Estate R 740 E End Ave
Santiago Veronica Apt 4 33 Gdn Ct
Sawyer Jeanne Estate 531 Howard Ave
Schaefer Edward L Jr Schaefer Edward L 12 Locust St
Schiefer Laurleen E 320 S Christian St
Schoenberger Kathryn E 1641 Old Philadelphia Pike
Serechia Egidio A 107 Dauphin St
Shenk Steven L T/A Soup R Salads 2268 Old Phil Pike
Sherr Sara E Sherr G D 344 E Liberty St Le
Shertzer Tammy L 740 N Duke St Apt 4a
Shoffstall Dawn Marie 830 Reservoir St
Shoffstall Melissa 830 Reservior St
Shoffstall Tony 830 Reservoir St
Shoffstall Tony Michael 830 Reservoir St
Shoffstoll Melissa 830 Reservoir St
Shore Clifford K Estate 724 N Plum St
Siple Gladis 900 E King St
Sites Arlene F 221 Juniata St
Slaughh Marian H 237 N Lime St
Smith Nina May Smith Terri L 900 E King St
Solano Gerardo 2050 B Lincoln Hwy East
Sollenberger Myrtle Rd 5
Soucier Donald 800 New Holland Ave
Sprunger Janet C 728 East End Ave
Staines Edward C Staines James E 41 E Orange St
Stephen Stephen L 18 Homestead Dr
Stetler Shara 633 N Marshall St
Stevens Jean M 221 E Madison St
Stewart Nancy H 38 Cottage Ave
Sulyok Ernest Sulyok Grete 1102 Willow St Pike
Swink Baxter D 11 Belmont St
Tayee Sarah B 401b Buttonwood Ln
Taylor William E Apt 409 333 Church St
Thedford Fred Tyron 633 E Frederick St
Thudium Mark S 207 Southridge Dr
Tooker Eileen Willow Valy Manor North 665 Willow Valy Sq N302
Torres Mickel Mr 625 E Madison St
Trimble Harold N III 805 N Shippen St
Tull Cherrise 44 Cambridge Village
Vargas Isabel 24 Gdn Ct Apt 5
Walton Morris R 225 E Frederick St
Walusz Stanley 4 Bowman Rd
Warfel Josephine T Warfel John 545 N Plum St
Washington Charlot 756 S Lime St
Weathers Andrea R 237 E Ross St
Weaver Corine 525 East End Ave
Weaver Philip G 8 Conestoga Blvd
Weaver Thomas C 906 Bentley Rdige Blvd
Williams Apothecary 600 Willow Valy Sq
Wilson Randolph S 34 S Eastland Dr
Wilson William D D-328 211 Willow Valy Sq
Wood David L 39 Tennyson Dr
Z Tel Llc 106 E King St
Zych Jolanta 318 S Queen St Apt 2 Rear
Lancaster Pa 17603
A H Hostetter Body Shop C O Mark Talbott 419 Lefever Ave
Abol Enterprise 1351 Elm Ave
Adhirkari Yasoda 38 North Charlotte St
Ae Hallen 1047 Saint Joseph St
Ahlstr David H Estate Of 601 South West End Ave
Alleman Mareda C 28 Penn Sq
Allen Jacob L 196 S President St
Amerimax 450 Richardson Dr
Armour Ronald E 615 Wyncroft Ln Apt 1
Badri Abdulhadi 306 S Prince St
Baez Sonia C/O W Rodriquez 130 Pennshire Dr
Bailey Clarease J 837 Prangley Ave
Bailey Richard M 114 N Water St PO Box 702
Baker Ann 48 Hershey Ave
Barber John T 637 Northlawn Dr
Bard Belva M 135 Wellington Rd
Barnhardt Doris A 242 N Pine St
Beaty Ronald 917 Columbia Ave
Beck Catherine 204 W King St
Beiler Joy Lavale Auntie Annes 4850 W Chestnut S
Beittel James P 16 N Bausman Dr
Boro Radahagn 721 Marietta Ave
Bower Jere A 104 Village Dr
Brabson Chang Elizabeth Brabson Elizabeth Brabson Grafton K Brabson Carol
Brabson Mark 383 Ironstone Ridge Rd
Brown Timothy T 1131 Colonial Rd
Brubaker Larry 623 S Prince St
Brubaker Travis Anthony 2301 Mayfair Dr
Butchar Stan 302 Banyan Cir
Byrd Kenneth T 461 S Prince St
Cannon Heather 11 Baron Dr
Cauler John Jr 1211 Wabank Rd
Centennial Conference Attn S Ulrich 560 College Ave
Chang Ren F 383 Ironstone Ridge Rd
Childcraft Centers 2920 Old Tree Dr
Christhill Evolution Inc 1827 Glenbrook Ave
Coble James A 333 Winthrop Dr
Coffin Stephen 134 S Price St
Cogley Mary J 750 N Pine St
Coleman Anthony C 450 Poplar St
Contreras Danni Luciano 227 S Queen St
Coresource Inc 26 28 West King St
Coronet China And Decal Co Inc 12 N School Ln
Cotto Carlos 219 Coral St
Coulter James S 2928 C Columbia Ave
Cruz Angela D 252 Elm St
Cruz R Escarcega 850 Hilton Dr
Cruzado Wilfredo 21 Park Cir Dr
Cunneen Catherine Estate Of 450 High St
Dejesus Harvey C0 408 West Lemone St
Dents Be Gone Inc 213 Roundhill Ln
Devries Patricia A 19 Conestoba St
Diehm Christopher 413 W Orange St
Dochat Paul A 624 Saint Joseph St
Dombach Carl F 60 Fairview Ave
Dombach Ellsworth Rr 3
Dukeman Lawrence R 539 Lancaster Ave
Durning Alice U Apt 9 221 1/2 W King St
Dutch Valley Auto Works 3331 Columbia Ave
Eastern Alliance 25 Race Ave
Ekroplesky James M Estate Of 221 1/2 W King St Apt 5
Ellis Benjamin V Iii 1716 Judie Ln Apt G
Engroff Charles K 1446 D Manor House Ave
Ephrata Offices Llc 903 Wheatland Ave
Epstein Sylvia 334 N Charlotte St
Faeth Frances Lrobert 46 Jackson Dr
Feliciano Rosabel 1390 Columbia Ave
Fike Elnora R Estate 345 S Queen St
Foster Douglas R Apt 6 450 Euclid Ave
Foster Joshua B 49 Glen Oaks Dr
Four Seasons Fireplace And Patio 260 Ctrville Rd
Frace Ray W 327 Spencer Ave
Fritz Joseph F 135 Bridle Cir
Gallagher Dorothy M 120 Rider Ave
Garcia Perez Luis F 525 New Dorwart St
Gehman Robert C Gehman Martin W 342 W Orange
Georges Restaurant Pizza 713 Un St
Gibble Dolores A 621 Gentry Dr
Gill Peter J 240 Ruby St
Glover Lee W 537 W King St
Goldstein Thelma W 1409 Ctr Rd
Grace Dombach Rr 3
Greenwell Mildred L Greenwell John B 668 W Walnut St
Grimble Thelma 1653 Wabank Rd
Grimm Anderson N 190 Good Dr
Gustitus Robert John 1629 D Chadwick Cir
Gutierrez Grecilides I 121 Laurel St Apt 1
Guzman Teresa Hoskins 2 302 W Vine
Hagelgans M 515 Lafayette St
Hall Karen E 137 N Plum St
Harber Lenora 200 N West End Ave
Hardy Florence 12 S Mary St
Harrison Richard 312 Laurel St
Hartenstine Harvey Apt 601 315 N Prince St
Hartman Barbara S 647 W Orange St
Hassoon Ahmed 538 W Orange St Apt 2
Hauser Maurine Wachovia Bank Pa 6907 100 N Queen St
Herley Industries In 3061 Industry Dr
Hernandez Jacqueline 1470 New Danville Pk Apt A
Herr Dorothy E Estate 551 S Queen St
Herr James N 20 Pilgrim Dr
Hill Richard D Hill Agnes K 405 St Joseph St
Hollinger Richard F Hollinger Mary 2307 Marietta Ave
Holt Kenneth 304 Coral St
Hoopes Corabell 903 State St
Irizarry Jessica M 520 Lafayette St
Jeffers Conway P 412 S Prince St
Johnson Robert L 510 W Chestnut St
Justin Wert 2926c Marietta Ave
Kauffman Mitchel D 1131 Colonial Rd
Kaufman Denise A Kaufman Bruce E 647 Wyncroft Ln
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Kautz Justine M 214 S School Ln 1
Keenen James P 707 N Pine St
Kendig Elizabeth 524 N Queen St
Kennard Lewis D 1264 Union St
Keys Coneka D 31 New Dorwart St
Krackow Eric T 1117 Sterling Place
Kuhns Herbert E 551 Saint Joseph St Apt C
Kurtz Caroline W 1405 Ridge Rd
Lancaster Family Ymca 572 North Quenn St
Lancaster Graphics Inc 34 North Water St
Legler Dorothy C 335 N Prince St
Leonardo Elizabeth 467 High St
Lippart Jeanette 16 Caroline St
Long Teresa L Mrs Long Harry F 2511 Chestnut View Dr
Magluilo Alyce B Apt 1010 335 N Prince St
Maisonet A Jr 48 Fairview Ave
Mark Gloria K 1585 Passey Ln
Marsh Franklin R 1130 Richmond Rd
Martin Theresa M Martin Juliana M 1326 Maple Ave
Mary Denisio Estate 444 N Water St
Marzolf Scott 1131 Colonial Rd
Masciantonio Katherine 100 Abbeyville Rd
Mazukewicz Thomas J 779 Barrholly Dr Apt G4
Mazukewicz Veronica M 779 Barrholly Dr
Mcallen Kathleen Z 227 Lancaster Ave
Mccloud Tycon C 1728 Betz Farm Dr
Mccoy Donyssiae L 313 Laurel St
Mcdonald Christine 501 W James St Apt 2
Mcgahan James J Jr 205 Bridlewood Ct North
Mcnally Louise 542 Manor St
Mcqueney Marian N Mcqueney Elmer 2209 Wood St
Means John E 1380 Elm Ave
Medina Irma 1645 Chadwick Cir Apt D
Meh Che 704 W Vine St Apt 3
Menger Norman B Estate 1534 Quarry Ln
Miller Nancy L Miller Larry D 810 Race Ave
Mischmick Richard 541 W Vine St
Monroe Muffler Brake 191 Rohrerstown Rd
Montes Wendee 535 Kensington Rd Apt 1
Morales Crystal Marie 905 N Duke St 3 3
Morales John 122 S Queen St Ste 1
Morris Todd C Jt Morris Joseph Jt 529 N Pine St
Moss Richard 2050 Columbia Ave
Moudy Charles E 113 College Ave
Mountain Springs Offices Llc 903 Wheatland Ave
Murr Beatrice K Estate 515 Beaver St
Myers Lloyd W 758 Union St
Nachtrab William B 3224 Columbia Ave
Negron Domingo 35 Pearl St
Nissley Jacqueline M Nissley Stanley D Catherine E Kauffman 62 Fairvi
Novack Marie C Novack Kevin M 2267 Manor Ridge Dr
Novack Marie 2267 Manor Ridge Dr
Olivera Denise T 1915 Wabank Rd
Packard Charles A 70 Smtville Ct
Palma John D 17 Greythorne Rd
Parker Nekisha M 523 W Orange St Apt 1
Parmer Donald L 409 Millersville Rd
Patton Edward R Jr Estate 127 Crystal St
Perezpratts Ivette W 730 Sixth St
Pfeiffer Phyllis A Estate 52 S Pearl St
Phelan Pauline J Estate 445 W Walnut St
Phillips Anna L 816 Race Ave
Phillips Willis R 816 Race Ave
Pickel Emily L Estate 405 Beaver St
Puello Cotto Altagracia 1257 High St
Ramos Maricela 527 N Prince St 403 W James St
Ranzinger John M 1490 New Danville Pk Apt A
Re Michel Co 349 Banyan Cir Dr Lemoyne Pa 17603
Rineer Susan 3 Stockbridge Cir
Rivera Juan 2106 New Danville Pike
Rivera Roxanna 217 N Mulberry St Apt 2
Roberts Rosa R 719 Manor St
Robinson Angie 330 W Lemon St
Robson Stephen CO Pura Saba Robson 1428 Ctr Rd
Rodriguez Anthony 40 South Water St
Rodriguez Boza Juan A 631 Queen St
Ryan Michelle M 18 S Cornell Ave
Safety 1 Corporation C/O B Sechrist 2173 Embassy Dr
Sager Edward M 619 West Chestnut St
Santiago Myrna 749 Manor St Apt 2r
Sarmanova Zhadyra 111 Oriole Ct
Schaller Mary 623 Saint Joseph St
Schlinkman Christi 304 Hazel St
Seaman Brian W 2262 Manor Ridge Dr
Semancik Randall C C/O S Lynne Bell 75 Baron Dr
Serena A Kirchner Inc 2740 Charlestown Rd
Shaub Howard G Jr 3484 Blue Rock Rd
Sheaffer Robert 1213 Elm St
Simmons Murray F 1 Cold Stream Dr
Smearman Audrey L 558 W Orange St Apt 3
Smith Richard B 519 Pearl St
Smith Thomas L 2723 Sherwood Ln
Snyder Eileen M Cust Snyder Ryan M 434 N Mary St
Snyder Robert E 43 Schoolhouse Rd
Soto Juan V 1131 Colonial Rd
Soto Marlene 512 W King St
Staffieri Brian 1105 Williamsburg Rd
Steinbaec Blanche E Estate 1033 High St
Stevens Catherine T 741 Poplar St
Stirling Eric C 48 Old Dorwart St
Stoe Todd M 1720 Ridgeview Ave
Stoner Mark T 505 W Walnut St
Striver Noah 648 W Chestnut St 1
Sulyok Ron 621 Second St Apt 1
Talbott Mark 419 Lefever Ave
Tanger Charles Y Jr Trust Tanger John Carroll 619 West Chestnut St
Tavarez Ericka N 230 Stone Mill Rd Apt D89
Taylor Jane A Estate Of 100 Abbeyville Rd
Thomas Veronica L 27 N Mary St Apt 1
Todd Nell L Estate 274 Redwood Dr
Torres Jennifer 604 N Queen Apt 5
Trinchetella Charlita 3224 Columbia Ave
Trumble Michael A 606 W Lemon St
Valentino Janet L 104 S West End Ave
Valentino Janet L Estate 812 Fremont St
Velez Elsa I 23 W Strawberry St
Walsh Helen 631 Wyncroft Ln Apt 1
Walsh William F Jr Short Stop Market Pension Plan Admin 563 W Orange St
Waters Estella 409 Millersville Rd
Watson Thomas F 111 Townhouse Ln
Webb Eugene 2214 Wood St
Weitzel Eileen M 135 Wellington Rd
Wenger Betty 202 W Strawberry St
Wenner Harriet 1005 Marietta Ave
Wilkin Thelma M Apt 812 315 N Prince St
Williams Alonzo Estate Of 701 Wyncroft Tr Apt 2
Williams Ashton M 446 Manor St
Wissler Richard W Sr 21 Conestoga St
Wolf Jack 100 Cottontail Ct
Wolf Shawn M 306 West James St
Wright William T 2740 Sherwood Ln
Ziegler Thomas E 837 Marjory Tr
Lancaster Pa 17604
Administrator Consult PO Box 4925
Adt Security Services Inc 3040 Industry Dr
Armstrong Wood Products PO Box 3001
Becker Robert B PO Box 4887
Bulova Technologi Llc 101 N Queen St PO Box 478
Conquistador Oil Heating Air Conditioning Inc PO Box 7651
Coresource Inc C/O Aa Garzaga 26 28 W King St
First Union National Bank C/O Capital Mang Group PO Box 3226
G.E. Richards Inc PO Box 4806
George John Co Paga PO Box 7295
Kelly Cadillac Saab 1986 State Rd
Kelly Carolyn B Estate PO Box 3227
Kemp Stephen PO Box 4743
Lightner Theda PO Box 3959
Manetta Frank Dr Lancastern Gen Hospital 555 North Duke St PO Box 3555
Martin C PO Box 3001 Dept F
Martinez Noemi PO Box 9056 426 John St
Medical Rehabilitation Assoc 2110 Harrisburg Pike Ste 302
New Holland Credit Union PO Box 3600
Old Guard Insurance Company D Wintrode PO Box 3010
Penn Dairies Inc 1801 Hempstead PO Box 7007
Preferred Healthcare Coresource PO Box 4824
Select Specialty Hosp Lancaster 555 N Duke St
South Mountain Volunteer Fire PO Box 8666
Wagner Scott PO Box 7975
Water Rescue Mission 210 South Prince St
Wilderness Emergency Strike Team PO Box 9032
Lancaster Pa 17605
Brunswick Tours Inc PO Box 10861
Carter Winterbottom C/O Emerald Capital Mgmt Inc Box 10368
Central Radiology Pc PO Box 11028
High Industries 1853 William Penn Way PO Box 10008
Jared M Sechrist Post Schell Pc 1857 William Penn Way
Lost Foundatio The C/O D Novosat PO Box 10803
Medical Imaging PO Box 10068
Yoder Howard J 3540 Mount Clare St
Lancaster Pa 17606
Bohlander Doris S 3001 Lititz Pike
Brubaker Lloyd F 3001 Lititz Dr
Douie Harvey C Jr PO Box 5093
Kennedy Robert Estate PO Box 5173
Lenhart Norman C 3001 Lititz Pike
Weirich Ronald S PO Box 5133
Lancaster Pa 17607
Jenkins Robert D Jenkins Faye M PO Box 6035
Sills Richard P Paul G Sevag Special Investment Acct PO Box 6446
Lancaster Pa 17608
Bhb Rehab Services PO Box 718
Coresource Inc PO Box 83301
De Mato James PO Box 1184
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Lancaster Alumnae Chapter PO Box 2151
Devcon Services Inc PO Box Box 1238
Eastern Alliance PO Box 83777
Engler Henry J PO Box 431
Go Iron Works PO Box 0825
Greater Philadelphia Peoplesoft Rug C/O High Industries Kathy Lig 1853 William
Penn Way PO Box 10008
Hagans Wayne C PO Box 1784
Pizarro Pizarro Luz M 424 N Queen St Apt 9
Ream Katherine Fay PO Box 295
Roschel Harold P Estate Of PO Box 1075
Smith Carl J 455 High St PO Box 1926
Taylor Betty J PO Box 1269 Attn Dee Stinson W
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Landisville Pa 17538
Alarif Salama Ismail Ebr 764 Southview Dr
Atlas Petro Inc 1317 Kenstar Dr
Cayupi Miguelina 165 Church St
Degenhardt Sonya L 595 Norwood Place
Gilder Erla E 290 Lania Dr
Giorgio Jason 25 Elizabeth St
Henne Mary L 1322 Bamford Ave
Kidd Rosalyn 3049 Harrisburg Pike
Kroll Carin A 729 Steeplechase Rd
Moss Eleanor Moss Jack B 19 Elmwood Ave
Nuclear Medicine Assoc P O Box 188
Protech Mechanical Contr 1913 Mcfarland Dr
Snyder Laura 597 Westfield Dr
Susquehanna Valley Emergency Medical Svc 61 Church St
Leola Pa 17540
Binkley Edawn 85 N Maple Ave
Chapman Ford Body Shop C O Kristin Salvatori Harbach 18 Mayfield Dr
Chelsea Village 25 Bradford Dr
D C Doughboy Inc 193 E Main St
Elixir Industries Elixir Industries 304 E Main St
Graham Harold F 95 East Main St
Le Hong T 348 E Main St
Leamons Dale E 62 Logging Rd
Parker John W 221 Spencer Ave
Salvatori Harbach Kristin 18 Mayfield Dr
Santiago Jessica 56 Hemlock Ln
Snyder George H 64 W Main St
Thomas Margaret O Estate Of 73 Ridgeview Dr PO Box 96
Warren Dudley R 36 N Hershey Ave
Wenger Dean A 12 Linden St
Xiong Tom 9 S Hershey Ave Church
Lititz Pa 17543
Albright Thomas J 905 Bond St
Bechtold Paul G 14 Fieldstone Ct
Benoit Jeffrey A 620 Wickshire Cir
Bergey Richard L 690 Old Pike
Bickert John D 127 Main St
Binley & Hurst 133 Rothsville Sta Rd
Bucher Anna Cor Brd Front
Buchter Elizabeth Estate Rr 1
Buckwalter Marvin W 117 Leaman St
Clair Daisy B Clair A M 115 Leaman St
Cox Thomas J 335 E 28th Division Hwy
Deglawhorn Lynn Trust 14 Sussex Place
Deken James 324 N Brd St
Durham Charles R 348 Coventry Ln
Esbenshades Greenhouses 546 A East 28th Div Hw
Farmers Company C/O Susquehanna Trust & Investment Company PO Box 1000
Fidelity Investments 29 S Locust St
Figueroa Tara L 8 Twin Brook Rd
Fink Gary 8 Kissel Hill Rd
Flory Kenneth 725 S Brd St
Forrey Kyle Robert 507 Spring Ave
Glathorn Frederick Estate Of 34 Iron Horse Dr
Gombar Suzanne Marie 20 Limestone Ct
Goodhart Chad E 646 Chickadee Dr
Haber Gregory B Md Park Lenox Medical P PO Box 435
Hallacher Justin A 201 Landis Valy Rd
Harrower Kristen 98 Pennwick Dr
Hart Robert G 309 S Brd St
Heck Gerold W Heck Mary F 111 Liberty St
Hibshman Heather 910 Furnace Hills Pike
Humphries Samuel W 4 Penn Valy Village
Inman Paul Kale Sr Cust Inman Alexandra H 519 Front St
Jenkins John D 59 N Brd St
Jones Edward Earl 85 Penn Valy Village
Jones Rhea 127 Main St
Jsp Snacks Llc 219 E Main St
Kane Mary E 23 E Main St
Kauffman Harriet 308 E Main St
Keller Joan H Estate Of Keller Joan H 121 Keener Rd
Kissinger Brian 1355 Furnace Hills Pike 9
Lee David F 25 N Brd St
Lhhn Medical Pc PO Box 343
Lindsey Troy E 113 N New St
Long Carrie 440 W Marion St
Losensky Herma Rr 1 Box 503
Malizia Donald L 304 S Brd St
Martin Clarence E Martin Lydia 720 E 28th Division Hwy
Martin Bernice H 1001 E Oregon Rd
Martin Darnell L 28 Old Meadow Valy Rd
Mcalpin Nancy 105 Swathmore Dr
Mead Bridgett R 157 Front St
Miller Gene H 524 Wheatfield Dr
Mooney Megan Ii 516 W Marion St
Navori International 1069 Stillwood Cir
Noel Pamela S 645 W Brubaker Valy Rd
Park Lenox Medical P PO Box 435
Park Slope Pediatric Med PO Box 335
Ramjiawan Ashmani 10 East Lincoln Place
Reese Duane Merril 531 Oak Ln
Ressler Dora S 200 Saint Luke Dr Apt 201
Ritz Sheridan Ritz Dale A P O Box 103
Rogers Leonore L 2601 Kissel Hill Rd
Rtd Group Inc 696 Bent Creek Dr
Ruck Suzanne Ruck William 227 Farmstead Ln
Sauders Jeff Sr 8 Earl Ln
Schultz Joseph M 29 Diane Ave
Seattle Study Club 846 Bent Creek Dr
Seiverling Harold L 1700 Brunnerville Rd
Shannon Robert J Jr 817 Woodfield Dr
Sheaffer Gerald E 200 St Luke Dr Apt 324
Shue Elsie M 409 E Main St
Snyder Robert N 533b East Newport Rd
Sorrels Norma J 300 Dorchester Dr
Space Smithdarby Space Todd 313 Wickshire Cr
Squires Donald Estate Of Squires Donald C 521 Blue Bird Rd
Standen Ellsworth Est 26 Edgewood Dr
Stauffer J Harlan 17 S Elm St
Subway 625 Rosewood Cir
Susquehanna PO Box 1000
Thomas Deborah A 905 Bond St
Thomas Glenn B 3354 Lititz Pike
Todd Laverne 340 Sarsen Dr
Tomczak Cindy A 2960 Aster Ln
Turner Agnes L 3 Winding Way
Ulrich Martin S 19 Tumbling Run
Varner Ann 630 E 28th Division Hwy
Varner Lloyd James 630 E Division Hwy
Visa C/O Walter Bates 672 Woodfield Dr
Wallin Susan J 43 Laurie Ln
Weaver Marilyn Estate 18 Snyder Hill Rd
Wenger Alta G 109 Penn Valy Village
Wenger Ella Mae 1001 E Oregon Rd
White Eric A 4 Brierwood Trail
Williams Ronald L Jr 34 S Brd St
Wootten David A 761 Hopeland Rd Apt B
Zhang Xiang M 269 Bloomfield Dr
Zunich Ronald E 408 W 6th St
Manheim Pa 17545
Adair Marion L 745 Pearl Ave
Agullar Remigio Santis 2 E Stregel St
Blackburn Jason A Blackburn Keira 1500 Graystone Rd
Bruckhart Jerry L 32 12 North Grant St
Byram Barry C 73 1/2 N Charlotte
Conestoga Auction Co Inc 768 Graystone Rd PO Box 1
Connelly Anne M Estate Of 129 S Charlotte St
Cope Irene G 2145 Jct Rd
Doster Marguerite E Doster Franklin M 544 N Penryn Rd Apt 342d
Duvall Marion R 1764 Keith Ln
Edwards Tod R 1218 Cameron Dr
Enck Jean 156 S Charlotte St
Favinger Phoummala I 553 Fruitville Pk
Flowers David A 1018 Newport Rd
Flowers William L 640 S Oak St
Good Shirley A Rr 4
Heisey Edna H Apt 2 Rd
Heisey G V Rd 2
Heisey J Scott 302 S Charlotte St
Heisey Shane 10 A North Charlotte St
Heisey Tiersha R 1910 Sanctuary Rd
Hess Harold E 435 Fruitville Pike
Hollenshead Auto Sales 1373 Lancaster Rd
Johnson Joshua H Sr 2161 Meadow View Rd
Keener Richard Lee 126 N Charlotte St
Laserdome 2050 Auction Rd
Outdoor World Pa Dutch Country 185 Lehman Rd
Parks Geraldine K Estate 430 S Main St
Patches Naomi H 3026 Mount Hope Home Rd
Ream Shawn D 352 West Hernley Rd
Rider Bradley 529 Graystone Rd
Riff Edith L 177 S Main
Roots Nursery Inc 2361 Lancaster Rd Pa Rt 72
Rosenberry David S 3709 N Colebrook Rd
Sabtis F Santis 2 E Stiegel St
Sas Auto Sales 830 Lancaster Rd
Sloans Manheim Pharmacy 73 S Main St
Sporting Hill Elem School 65 Colebrook Rd
Taylor Hazel L Trst Of 231 Tr Gdns
Thies Meredith 131 W Ferdinand St
Thompson Frieda D 3057 Meadow View Rd
Todd Marilyn 32 Apsen Dr
Vanguard Modular 1831 Auction Rd
White Oaks Vet Hospital 755 Lebanon Rd
Witman Dorithy M Miss 30 N Grant St
Zimmerman Cleason Weiler 1979 E Mount Hope Rd
Marietta Pa 17547
Adkins Beverly A 271 Rivermoor Dr
Arndt Margaret E Estate 12 Pajill Dr
Buffington Dorothy Buffington John H 350 Rivermoor Dr
Buffington Dorothy V Buffington John H 350 Rivermoor Dr
Buffington Jennita H Buffington Dorothy V 350 Rivermoor Dr
Carroll Anna M Estate 72 W Fairview Ave
Courney Norman A 200 East Front St
Dry Clean Express 322 Honeysuckle Dr
Frame Margaret M Frame Maria A Rr 1 Box 9
Frame Margaret M Frame Terry Rr 1 Box 9
Grab Michael S 1203 Colebrook Rd
Gsk Glaxo Smith Kline Biologicals North America 325 N Bridge St
Henry Sylvia 38 N Gay St
Hershey Donald C 4940 Marietta Ave 685
Mann Melvin H 8 Essex St Apt C
Richard Brandon 751 E Market St Apt 6
Rohrback Stanley M Rohrback Edna 506 W Market St
Sherigo Denise 316 Essex St
Sprenkle Mary E Estate 121 W Market
Stambaugh Irene 517 E Market St
Tumbusch Sandra K 155 Village Sq Dr
Wyeth Labs PO Box 304
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Maytown Pa 17550
Green Wayne F PO Box 36
Houseal Viola 154 S River St
Mcnece Floyd D PO Box 314
Ross Michael 12 Church St PO Box 626
Smith Norman J Smith Anna H Norma S Rodney PO Box 35 39 E High St
Millersville Pa 17551
Armer Charles 1904 Lynne Ln
Azjalari Rosada 345 N George St
Brigham Robin 67 East Cottage Ave
Coy J R 1500 Long Ln
Eshleman Roy M 166 W Charlotte St
Frey Paul M 501 B Murry Crossway
Harnish Grace 45 W Cottage Ave
Hershey Warren 132 Landis Ave
Hornish Grace 446 Hostetter Dr
Mccaughey Agatha 135 Longn Ln Rd
Mcdowell Christine E 133 Pickwick Place
Richmond Mary Estate Of 244 Knollwood Rd
Ridenour Jennifer A 561 Oak Ridge Dr
Schaffer Raymond Jr Guy Bard Hall PO Box 56 Miller
Sloat Darren R 78 Blue Rock Rd
Touchstone Yearbook 1 S George St
Mount Joy Pa 17552
Baughman Ethel M 201 W Donegal St
Baughman Ethel M Estate 607 Hearthstone Ln Rm 409
Becker Joseph N Estate 721 Rear W Main St
Blumbergs Sharon L 563 Creekside Ln
Brown Elenor 214 Mount Joy St
Cox Carroll J 123 South Barbara St
Donegal Crossing 1840 Bradfield Dr
Engle Publishing Company PO Box 500
Gus S Keystone Restaurant 1050 W Main St
Guss Keystone Familyrestaurant 1050 W M St
Johns Helen Y 389 N Barbara St Apt 5
Jones Martha M 607 Hearthstone Ln
Kosinski Leann R 32 Tia Cir
Leed Lloyd B Jr 64 W Main St Apt I
Leith Nora L 520 Glenn Ave
Madonna Clementine Madonna Frank 236 Farmview Ln
Mount Joy Gas & Food Mart 2044 W Main St
Mummau Cassel C 518 Bent Oak Dr
Mummert Elaine M 764 Sharon Dr
Murphy Norma T 348 Marietta Ave
Reardon Dennis C Tr Ua 14-Dec-94 429 Martin Ave
Rhodes Laurie 4129 Forrest Rd
Sanchez Lydia 4105 Millbrook Rd
Sandoval Miguel 105 West Main St
Scheffey Robert D 607 Hearthstone Ln Apt No 30
Sheaffer Randy O CO W Sheaffer 828 W Main St
Sheetz Gerald R 223 Park Ave
Turzai Joseph V 232 Brian Ave
Valdespino Montes Luis Manuel 3749 Echo Valy Rd
Vogel Christopher T Sr 720 Sq St
Walters Harry Estate 254 Marietta Ave
Wermer Irene E 805 Harvestview
Wiggins Edgar L Estate Of Wiggins Edgar L 2067 Meadow Rd
Williams Albert L Williams Geraldin Kelly Ave Box 337 Rd 1
Young Vernon E 348 Marietta Ave
Mountville Pa 17554
Auker Arlene 128 W Main St PO Box 567
Automated Information Systems Inc PO Box 441
Awad Fayza R Apt 216 S Rockford Rd
Bachman Larry B 3639 Keen Ave
Catharine Frey Est Of 34 West Main St
Crawford Diana L C/O Csg 320 Highland Dr PO Box 597
Fisher Hazel F C/O HF Fisher 303 Druid Hill Dr
Foote Virginia CO C Stockle 34 W Main St
Fury Michelle 88 N Donnerville Rd
Garreth Kathleen A 320 Highland Dr PO Box 597
Haynes Catherine L 92 Village Dr
Hoover Paul Estate Rr 1
Johnson Amina C/O P Synder III @Highland Realty Group Llc 350
Mcclure Rebecca S Attorney At Law PO Box 64
Mclenore Adam 2 College Ave PO Box 448
Permanent Concrete Impressions Llc 371 Caraway Dr
Ruiz Roberto PO Box 63
Sahd Frank John Jr 25 Wynwood Dr
Sauder Larry B 3901 Columbia Ave Lot 2
Swarr Janet M 200 Clapton Ct
Warner Kathleen M 185r E Main St
Zellers Woodrow B 3828 Columbia Ave
Narvon Pa 17555
B J Baldwin Electric Inc 7060 Division Hwy
Communications Transmissions 470 S Yellow Hill Rd
Huber Daniel L 1050 Silver Hill Rd
Karns Melanie 117 Maple St
Mac Dougal Rosemae R Mac Dougal Robert D PO Box 185
Obyrne Joseph 2411 Longview Dr
Smucker Elmer B 2051 Turkey Hill Rd
Troop Harold G Troop Erma M Narvon Rd
Zimmerman Elam H 95 California Rd
New Holland Pa 17557
Bair Paul S Estate Pub Bar
Barr Wayne R PO Box 545
Bensinger Edmund L Maple Dr Rd 3
Bensinger Joan S Rr 3
Blank John H 748 S Custer Ave
Brimmer Clyde L Brimmer L M 410 Brimmer Ave
Garden Spot Greenhouse 202 Martin Rd
Heuyard Ben 208 W Conestoga St
Homan Kenneth S Four Runway Ave
Keyes Terry 200 Amber Cir
Lewis Trudy L 5263 Diem Rd
Martindale Propane Inc 108 Short St
Mellinger Helen M 185 S Shirk Rd
Milanovic Radoslav 239 E Jackson St
Miller Richard E 204 Amber Cir
Morris Colleen M 430 Daryl Ln
Parmer Nadaezhda 5221 Dogwood Dr
Peaceful Valley Gardens 215 Linden Grove Rd
Rivera Jose R 309 Willow Ln
Smoker Mark A 112 Bergman Rd
Summers D 508 West Main St
Tuttle Kathryn J Gdn Spot Village 355 S Kinzer Ave Summerfield 109
Wentz Thomas H III 307 Reidenbach Rd
Wentzel David P Wentzel Mary L 433 S Kinzer Ave Apt351-Ge
Williams Chester M Williams Hazel S 433 S Kinzer Ave Apt B08
Wright Robert E 593 E Jackson St
New Providence Pa 17560
B V M Transport 545 Snyder Hollow Rd
Boyd Robin W 780 Truce Rd
Charles David W Jr 424 Sawmill Rd
Crouses Body Shop 1282 Rawlinsville Rd
Dietrich Benjamin Estate 412 Dogwood Ln
Dietrich Ruth E Estate 412 Dogwood Ln
Hulme Gladys 81 Progrers Ave
King Jacob L 410 Sawmill Rd
Rannels Gerald 108 Cherry Ln
Wanner Rose B 362 Carnation Dr
Wrobel Dorothy 17 Kimberly Ave
Young James 1282 Rawlinsville Rd
Yuninger J 173 Sawmill Rd
Paradise Pa 17562
Boozer Michael L Sr 3211 E Lincoln Hwy
Brinkley Mark 3400 Lincoln Hwy
Caskey Dorothy L 376c S Belmont Rd
King Crist K 2150 Smyrna Rd
Ppl 2147 Mine Rd
Stinling Judith Rd 1
Sweigart Eida M 852 Strasburg Rd
Vesely Marie C/O M Pelliccio 5320 White Oak Rd
Salunga Pa 17538
Shelley Evelyn J Shelley Earl R 51 Holland St
Peach Bottom Pa 17563
Atlantic National Angus Foundation Inc C/O B Mcmullen 2384 Robert Fulton Hwy
Beiler John Z 212 Cedar Hill Rd
Graybill Caroline L 187 Peach Bottom Rd
Hanks Betty M 101 Fite Dr
Hydro Potatoprocessi Technology Reso 1989 Lancaster Pike PO Box 278 Nickel Ericka
L 486 Little Britain Church Rd
Ranck Jay 1950 Lancaster Pike
Roman Michael Estate Of 105 Furches Rd
Smith Hazel 2534 Robert Fulton Hwy
Pequea Pa 17565
Christophel Carl PO Box 206
Freedom Ent 691 Bridge Valy Rd
Sweigart Sharan M Sweigart Paul L PO Box 115
Quarryville Pa 17566
Ambler Charles L 121 S Church St
Bledsoe Winnie M Bledsoe Ray C 815 Little Britian Rd N
Brown Timothy 1224 Maypost Office Rd
Christian Evelyn Estate Of 625 Robert Fulton Hwy
Fredricks Aaron 325 Stonyhill Rd
Fredricks Lela 325 Stoneyhill Rd
Frisbee Herbert Estate Of Frisbee Herbert H 2689 Noble Rd
Glick Joel K 78 Furnace Rd
Grey Eagle Inc 112 Scotland Ave
Herr Elizabeth B Herr Benjamin H 300 Stanton Rd
Lavin Anne H 420 Buck Rd
Mc Collough Catharine 11 E State St
Newell Marie 111 S Church St
Nottingham Cemetery Assoc 1361 Kirkwood Pike
Parker Marie P Estate Of C/O W Parker Esquire 303 West Fourth St
Providence Chrysler Dodge Jeep 804 Lancaster Ave
Rintz Mary E Estate 475 Stoney Hill Rd
Rite Investors Pa4th Rite Investors Pa4th 315 W 4th St
Roeber Estate Of Marilyn 625 Robert Fulton Hwy
Roop Robert Vaux 11 E State St
Shady Birch Farm 165 Ctr Rd
Single Marian C Estate 314 S Church St
Stoltzfus Jacob M 240 Fulton View Rd
Stoner G M Rr 2
Summers Karen R 924 Lancaster Pike
Yost Michael R PO Box 331
Yost Michelle L PO Box 504
Reamstown Pa 17567
Barnett Lester J PO Box 141 37 E Church St
Refton Pa 17568
Hess Betty J 136 Main St Box 41
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Reinholds Pa 17569
Eberly Alton Rr 2 Box 68
Gensemer Mary Rr 1
Leid Joseph S 605 Holtzman Rd
Lo Titou 88 Mohns Hills Rd
Martin Jay C 500 Old Staver Rd
Martin Sheila M 1864 Texter Mountain Rd
Mountain Spring Nursery 235 Peartown Rd
Simmons Andrew 770 W Rte 897
Stegar Kenneth Stegar Nancy 86 E Main St
Testut Alfred E 350 Brunners Grove Rd
Thompson Sybil Funeral Fund C/O M Stoudt Poa 17 Market Plaza
Rheems Pa 17570
Hershey Kathy L Hershey Ray S 131 School Ln
Hershey Ray S PO Box 219
Wiegand James M 126 Heisey Ave
Ronks Pa 17572
Beiler Rachel G 3574 W Newport Rd
Hyatt W L 422 Belmont Rd
Kauffman J Marvin 16 Cherry Hill Rd
Lapp John D 3016 Irishtown Rd
Sheets Nathan M 312 Keneagy Hill Rd
Sutfin Sandra L 67 Taylor Dr
Weaver William H Jr 75 S Ronks Rd
Silver Spring Pa 17575
Allen Steven E Allen Marie T 307 Belvedere Blvd
Smoketown Pa 17576
Jimmy D S Cancer Blasters C/O P G Dreer Sr 16 Meadow Ln
Plank Merle PO Box 253
Smith Jean 311 Airport Dr
Stevens Pa 17578
Kilhefner Donald H Denver Nursing Home 400 Lancaster Ave
Zettle Dorothy 12 Marlin Dr
Strasburg Pa 17579
Cagle M Grey 837 Stively Rd
Conforti Peter M 275 Wilton Dr
Dunamis Connections Inc 100 Historic Dr
Esh John M 1736 Beaver Valy Rd
Groff George M 149 Franklin St
Hamlin F Janet 416 Twin Elm Rd
Hershey Farm Restaurant And Motor Inn PO Box 159
Krantz Carl Rr1 Box 75
Mathes Hortense 105 W Main St
Muller Janet L 416 Twin Elm Rd
Oxford Foundation Inc 125 D Lancaster Ave
Schieh Susan M 11 Oak View Dr
Wallick Lawrence J 10 Hemlock Ln
Washington Boro Pa 17582
High Terrence 1888 Water St
Julian Patricia S Julian Troy Rd 1 Box 96
Maglior Caroline 360 Hillside Ave
Romero Joe L 3663 Anchor Rd
Willow Street Pa 17584
Arnold Harris C Jr 950 Willow Valy Lakes Dr
Arnold Julie M Willow Valy Lakes Dr K 307
Beckerman M 288 Baumgardner Rd
Burd Donald Burd Marion 708 Willow Valy Lakes Dr D
Burke Sean M 417 Woodhall Dr
Campbell Norman E Campbell Mary E 4 Donnelly Dr
Green Ernest L 14 Heatherfield Dr
Heisler Glenn W 317 Brenneman Rd
Herr Lester A C123 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr
Kassees Joseph 508 Woodhall Dr
Lacock Andy Paving 280 Baumgardner Rd
Manion Harriet 117 Linville Dr Mountville Pa 17584
Martin Larry 519 Woodhall Dr
Payne Helen 300 Willow Lk Side
Richards George F 700 Willow Valy Lakes Dr
Scotton Robert 4 Parkview Dr
Smith Ruthann 40 Parkview Dr
Varicosity Llc 222 Willow Lakes Dr
Witmer Pa 17585
King Jonathan G Jr 430 Mt Sidney Rd PO Box 98
Wenzel Thelma 2316 Southview Dr
Lawrence County
Bessemer Pa 16112
Bartolone Phillip PO Box 317
Brown Richard P Estate Main St
Ciccone William Mr S Mian St
Dempe Mary 53 N
Dempe Robert J 53 N
Fulvia Trodea Box 112 Beechwoods Rd
Mccormick Harry 130 Columiana Rd
Mcfarland Thomas E 190 Crum Rd
Sankovich Helen M PO Box 175
Smiley John E Sr 812 S Main St
Edinburg Pa 16116
Ambuster Cassie L 228 Dove Ln
Caggiano Vincie Rd 1 Box 32
Cameron Robert S Box 200
Dewberry Kathleen Rr 1
Donatelli Orlando D 114 W Main Rd
Duffy Joyce I PO Box 256
Luoma Stephen D 114 W Main Rd
Rue William 2593 Benjamin Franklin Hwy
Schell Henry Rfd 1
Schukert Debra C 5758 North Edinburg Rd
Seamans Mary E Estate Rr 1
Stump Martha Hill 5723 N Edinburg Rd
Vo Tech 1982 Reunion Fund Attn Luann Macri 141 Keith Ct
Wertz Alice F First Commonwealth Bank 164 Harbor Edinburg Rd
Williamson Ernest 148 North St
Ellwood City Pa 16117
A & L Auto 600 Lawrence Ave
Airway Industries Inc Attn Mary Ann Dunkin Airway Park
Atlantic Products 10th & Factory Ave
Baney Edna J PO Box 288
Batey Chevrolet 600 Lawrence Ave
Battaglia Debora 121 Tr Dr
Bober Robert 221 Connoquenessing
Boots Mary H 629 Line Ave
Brown Jack M Rd 3
Carinci Sandra 807 Cresent Ave
Chiaro Michael A 64 Ctr Ave
Chinchi Evelyn 313 Wampum Ave
Cole Angeline Rr 1 Safeway Metal Polishers Plat
Contreras Andriana 117 Glenn Ave
Costulas George J 509 Lawrence Ave
Cunningham Connie 200 Martin Ave
Cunningham Helen Rr 1
Decampli Linda J Box 231 RD 1
Degidio Alexis M 819 Park Ave 2nd Fl
Dovidio Lena 208 Crescent Ave
Ellport Junction Mar 104 Portersville Rd 246 S Main
Ellwood City Motors 600 Lawrence Ave
Fidura Helene 229 Spring Ave
Funkhouser Jane Rr 2 Box 1007
Funkhouser Kathy M Box 1007 R D 2
Gardner Kenneth R 534 Nicholson Ave
Geddes Virginia A 806 Beechwood Blvd
Grenville Agnes Est 532 Line Ave
Grinnen Marjorie L 616 4th St Apt H
Honneffer Opal Estate 1317 Woodside Ave
Jeannette Frances D 1225 Ctr Ave
Jeannette Patsy 1225 Ctr Ave
Knechtel Marilyn 237 Line Ave
Lample Samuel L 49 Spring Ave Ext
Ludwig Ann C 155 Country Club Dr
Ludwig Joseph M 155 Country Club Dr
Lutz John W 635 Park Ave
Lutz Margaret 1805 Hillside Ave
Mackey Frank D 418 7th St
Mackey Margaret V 418 7th St
Maieta Charles P I 215 Line Ave
Maietta Patri 509 Hazel Ave
Majors Raymond R CO B Adrienne Majors 704 Plymouth Ln
Mccloskey Blanche M Rd 2
Mccloskey Harry E Rd 2
Mccollum Mildred L 176 Locust Tr
Mcelwain Bros Paint Collision 840 Lawrence Ave
Migut Catherine 109 Hazen Ellport
Milleman Martha E Estate 613 Crescent Ave
Mineo Rose A 913 Thrid St
Moser Stacey L Rd 2
Myers Margaret K 629 Line Ave
New City Honda 600 Lawrence Ave
Paglia Joseph A 120 Hillside Ave
Pastin Marie Ms Rd 7
Paswell Marjorie E 1003 Wayne Ave
Peebles Barbara Rr 2
Price Edmund W Estate Rr 1
Price Edwin E Rr 2
Rabosky Barbara 304 Martin Ave
Richardson Betty 732 Clover Ave
Rue James M 519 Division Ave
Schumacher Matthew J 1 Rosannah St
Smilek Kathleen C 721 Crescent Ave
Smith Mary E Rd 2
Smith William S Rd 2
Sovalo Rose 1125 Crescent Ave
Startzell Melanie L 309 Allenby St 2nd Floor
Statti Julia R 1815 Windover Ave
Swoger William V 31 Portersville Rd
Swope William F 733 Portersville Rd
Ten George E 302 Orchard Ave
Turner Grace M 120 Fountain Ave
Turner Richard L Mtd Rt 7
Waterfield Audrey E 1048 Joffre Ave
Weller Ethel S 502 Franklin Ave
Wettich Geraldine 200 Glen Ave
Wheeler Bella C/O Gemb/Jcp 516 Newton Ave
Wilson William 112 Portersville Rd
Wimer John 405 Division Ave
Wimer Thomas J 812 5th St 814 5th St
Wooster Hazel Mtd Rt 7
Enon Valley Pa 16120
Ader Jeremy A 1136 Main St
Mull Harold Rr 2 Box96
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Hillsville Pa 16132
Chiaro Ida PO Box 12
Nestasie Thomas Box 125
Robb Betty PO Box 34
Romano David Box 36
Romano David PO Box 39
Terilee Calve Box 233
New Castle Pa 16101
Albertini Jeffrey P 1103 Butler Ave
Allied Coordinated PO Box 189 241 W Grant St
Anderso Ella M Estate 211 W Moody Ave Apt 101
Andy Mary Ms 417 Lyndal St
Arkett Andrew W 805 1/2 Harbor St
Ayala Michael L 245 Moyer Rd
Badger Joan F 318 Rhodes Pl Apt 101
Balmer Joyce E Balmer Karol M 314 E Leisure St
Barlet John A 704 Gardner Ctr Rd
Barletto Angelo 504 Friendship St
Bartberger Wi 186 Lemack Ln
Baskeyfield P 914 W Washington St
Beer 4 Less 310 Cascade Galleria
Bees Ruth E 208 N Jefferson St
Bianchi Eli 814 1/2 S Mercer St
Birosak Catherine 815 Lakeview Ave
Black Caroline G 338 Shaw St
Blundo Ann T 219 Winter Rd Unit 8c
Bonelli Frank 462 Fnb Mercer St Bldg N
Boots Clarence Clillard Mill Rd
Boots Ernest D Hillview 2801 Ellwood Rd
Boots William C Hillview 2801 Ellwood Rd
Bowen Robert M 124 Fairmont
Bozell Alice Estate 515 Galbreath St
Brown Gerald L 3354 Old Pittsburgh Rd
Brown Naomi B 105 Smithfield St
Bruno Robert 318 Rhodes Place Apt 114
Bryan Ruth Ann Estate 914 Morton St
Buckel Gary L 926 Marshall Ave
Buckel Shirley L 220 W Winter Ave
Bullano Edith 1116 S Mercer St Apt 316
Burkot John J 101 E Lincoln Ave
Campbell Kathleen A Rr 4 Box 400
Carbone Domenick 215 Douglas Dr
Caruso Florence Ms 503 Veber St
Christopher Don 1045 Rose Av
Chrobak Victor P Estate 200 Savannah Gardner Rd
Cicco Katherine A 634 S Cascade St
Clark Clifford 218 Smithfield St
Clarke Violet Estate 705 Oak St
Claroni Patricia A 2007 Tony St
Coffee Grounds Foundation 3412 Cindy Dr
Coin Teller Services Inc 726 East Long Ave
Collette Janet L 3606 Harlansburg Rd
Colyer Charles T Estate 1920 Brentwood St
Conti Angela J 310 Warneraly
Conti Elvera Estate 1901 W State St
Crawford Dorothy Rr 6 Box 65
Crawford George Rr 6 Box 65
Cubellis Barbara 10 Knox Ave
Cubellis Nancy 946 Hazel St
Curry Vera O Estate 4514 Holbon Rd
Dambrosi Theada 1115 Agnew St
Dambrosi Theada L 719 Cleveland
Davis Mary E 1607 Wooley Ave
Dean Rachel 3609 Ellurd Rd
Degennaro Alma Estate 914 Hazen St
Dell Lorraine 126 N Crawford Ave
Deluca Jenna L 1207 Warren Ave
Demase Rose M 1119 Agnew St
Desalvo Brianna Nicole 712 Arlington Ave
Dicar Inc Mulligans Restaurant And Loung 1403 Old Butler Rd
Dicarlo Richard Rr 1010 1/2 Agnew St
Dicks Donald B 326 E Wallace Ave
Dierfield Francis L 208 Grandview Ave
Dimuccio Mary A 114 Memory Ln
Divitto Cheleria D 946 Hazelst
Dolan Debby 20 South Front St
Eagan John T 917 Almira Ave
Eagan May C Miss 917 Almira Ave
Earl John 1136 Hemlock St
Ebenezer Church Of 1119 S Jefferson St
Effinite Rose M 1105 Matilda Ave
Eiler Shirley 1103 Butler Ave
Fazzone Angeline 809 Harrison St
Fell Sidney P 406 Highland Ave
Fennell Sally L 923 E Washington St
Ferrazzano Arcangelo 410 412 N Liberty St
Ferrotech Corp 526 South Jefferson St
Ficht Russell 661 E Washington St
Fielding Clyde E Sr Estate 1011 Mccleary Ave
Fiorilli Zina 216 Bluff St
Floyd William D Estate 1609 Atkinson St
Forever Broadcasting 219 Savannah Gardner Rd
Forkey William D 778 Addis St
Fountain Restaurant PO Box 782 28 East Washington St
Freed George 17 Eastbrook Rd
Frisbee Donald P 221 Park Ave
Frisbee Dorothy E 221 Park Ave
Fuleno Judith M 504 E Main St
Fullwood Bertram P 2212 Audley Ave
Furlong Deloris C 315 Sycamore St
Gall Andrew 906 Lynn St
Gebbia Dan 395 Isabelle Ave
Gerstnecker T N 430 Lawnview Ave
Gertsnecker Hubert D 430 Lawnview Ave
Giangiulio Joseph Mr 521 E Reynolds St
Giovannantonio June 918 E Washington
Gould Elsie 814 W Washington St
Gould Madeline 814 W Washington St
Green William 446 Rapson Ave Lot 15
Griffiths Margaret Ms 517 W Pkwy St
Harshman Cora Mae Est Of Attn R Miller Trust Offi 101 E Washington St
Harvey Ted L 1133 Brooker Dr
Henderson James 107 Phillips Pl
Hirschberger Helen 219 N Beaver St Apt 805
Hnat John J 12 1 2 Elmwood St
Hoopengardner Lawrence D 325 E Washington St
Horney Helen A Linden & English St
Houston James 422 Edgewood Ave
Hruska Catherine 818 Lutton St
Hurd William 703 S Mill St
Iervoline Norma J 316 W Wabash St
Incoccia Mary Ms 525 Taylor St
Isabella Ann F 211 W Moody Ave Apt 321
Jackson Elias M 16 Robinson Newcastle Pa 16101
Jackson Isabel M 16 Robinson
Jaskiewicz Stella C/O Highland Hall Care Ctr 239 W Pittsburg Rd
Jaskola Peter P Rd 7 Willowgrove
Jaskola Peter Rd 7 Willowgrove
Johnson Carl 60 Hickory Dr
Johnson Dorothy M 929 Harrison St
Johnson Francis 1001 Lorraine Ave
Johnson V Jay 1803 Hamilton St
Jolly Boys Stock Club C O Rudy Maraldi 3715 Hollow Rd
Jones Albert Mr Reynolds
Jones Dorothy E Apt 607 219 N Beaver St
Jones George Mr 713 E Reynolds St
Joseph Jacob P 325 E Long Ave
Karns William C Rr5 Box 538
Karns William C Rr6 Box 538
Kasala Oliver Mr 419 Valy St
Katherson Howard A 84 Denver Ave
Kelly Sally 923 E Washington St
Kilbrath Mary F Estate Rr 1
Kovach Robert J 1162 Beaver St
Lambro Anna M 252 E Washington St
Lambro Vera E 252 E Washington St
Langlands Ruth A Rd2 Youngstown Rd
Lanigan Fred W 208 South Walnut
Lanigan Joseph P 208 South Walnut
Lapinsky Agnes Estate Rr 6 Box 296
Laskey Violet 925 Clarence Ave
Lawrence County Sickle Cell 21 N Lee Ave
Lemmon Harvey L Sr 809 Pearl St
Lenhart Thomas 1030 Ct St
Leone Bertha Est 814 S Mercer St
Lesniak Adam Estate 24 W Long Ave
Lombaiso Clar 809 Chestnut St
Longacre Virginia 504 E Main St
Majocha Teddy Estate 1235 Finch St
Malizia Catherine 912 Warren Ave
Malizia Dorothy J Estate 738 Addis St
Mansour Abdul K T 429 Maitland Ln
Marketich Carol J Estate 533 Electric St
Martin Susan L 429 Boyles Ave
Masters Walter B 2417 Ruth St
Matthews Ida 512 W Pkwy St
Mazzocco Angela M 424 Uber St
Mcclymonds June V Rr 4 Box 142
Mcconnell Louise F 382 Stickle Rd
Mccormick Samuel E Rr 6 PO Box 294
Mccormick Truck And Trailer Repair 1121 E Grandview Ave
Mcknight Bruce 208 Richelieu 208 Richelieu
Mcmillen Robert E 112 Pine St
Mele Felix H 1603 Huron Ave Front
Mele Sean Michael 1603 Huron Ave Front
Merriman Margaret L C/O S Cahill 1019 E Washington St
Miles James M 218 N Mulberry St
Miles James M Rd 2 Covert Rd
Miller Jane L Apt 302 1562 Frewmill Rd
Miller Jeffrey 235 Fern St
Minner Roland W Estate 528 Lyndal St
Minteer Priscilla 200 Reno Ln
Moffatt Raymond 3448 Ellwood Dr
Montgomery Eleanor 326 E Wallace Ave
Moraldi Clara 211 Charlotte Ln
Morgan Herbert Estate 712 Mabel St
Morici Rosina 1608 Hamilton St
Moskal Lawrence 237 North Ray St
Myers Paul L 201 Pine St
Nahas Edward M 512 E Division St
Neutz Michael 2201 Highland Ave
New Honda City Inc 1800 W State St
Nicks Auto Body 833 S Ml St
Olsen Hans P 432 N Croton Ave
Olsen Joan 432 N Croton Ave
Ostrowski Matilda 1436 Sunny Ave
Palmer Edwin W 1712 W State St
Pandolph Sarah 313 E Divison St
Panella Richard 7 N Greenwood Ave
Passerrello Leanne 1650 Harlansburg Rd Rd 6
Paulo Anna 814 W Washington St
Pherson Leta 310 N Mercer St Apt 2
Pilner Thomas Jr 1221 Finch St
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Polding David E 100 Mission Meade Dr
Pro Tech Security Systems Inc 641 Moffat Rd
Procter Enterprises Inc 207 Pearson St
Quinn Thomas 509 Blaine St
Reed Joseph 1310 Huron Ave
Remaley Betty 302 E Leasure Av
Reynolds Kathryn 3129 W State St
Reynolds Kathryn Rd 8 Box 268
Reynolds Raymond Rr 1 Box 605
Reynolds Raymond W RD 2 Box 605 Box 605
Rice Daniel L Sr Citi Financial Auto 508 Marlboro St
Rich Rose M Estate 620 Raymond St
Rick S Rocky Top Ltd 1601 Moravia St
Roberts Lauretta Ms Rte 9
Robinson James 125 W North St Apt 204
Rosta Paul A 742 Castle St
Ryan Eldon N 810 Porter St
Ryan Georgina Ms 802 Butler Ave
Sanderson Joanne 1727 Eastbrook Harlansburg Rd
Sapp Dorothy B 320 E Lincoln Ave Apt 201
Schetrom Dorothy Estate 415 Laurel Blvd
Schmidt Ruth H Rr 6 Box 119
Seetch Jacob H 602 1/2 State
Sghettis Restaurant 106 E North St
Shaffer Grace R 416 W Washington St
Slippery Rock Township 4334 Us 422
Smiley Anthony 1055 Rose Ave
Smiley Chester L 20 Woodview Dr
Smiley Leslie M 20 Woodview Dr
Smith Francis Ms 818 Butler Ave
Sniezek Aaron J Rd 1 Box 468 Mccaslin Rd
Sniezek Henry J Rd 1 Box 468 Mccaslin Rd
Socha Frank Estate 55 High St
Spencer Jerry M 16 Montgomery Ave
Sphar W 1611 Sunny Ave
Stackiewicz Mary 14 Elmwood St
Stitt Jeffrey A 728 Addis St
Stvitus Church 338 Shaw St
Suzow Frances M 1527 Highview Dr
Tavolieri Alfred A 422 Cascade St
Taylor Dorothy 715 Harbor St
Theiss H H 1008 Dillworth Ave
Thompson David Earl Est 618 Superior St
Toaso Karen 1144 Parkwood Crestview Gdn Apts
Toaso Karol 1144 Parkwood Crestville Gdn Apts
Torsello Beverly E 516 Pearson St
Turner Martin 1213 Old Princeton Rd
Vasilcik Patricia J Apt 2 618 S Ray St
Venturella Charles 2017 Birchcrest Dr
Verna Tanner 2780 Old Butler Rd
Villani Mildred 830 Lynn St
Villani Randall J 830 Lynn St
Walker Ulysses M Estate 701 W North St
Wawrynski Julia 211 Princeton Ave
Weir Helen G 44 High St
Weir Joseph C 44 High St
Wheale Kathy 907 Franklin Ave
Whitman Thelma S Estate 323 N Cascade St
Williams Donald E 302 Temple Bldg 125 E North St
Wilson Harry E 185 Avalon Dr
Wilson James 114 Cecil Ave
Wolfe Edith 1610 W State St
Zabetakis John G 838 Lakeview Dr
Zabetakis Katherine 838 Lakeview Dr
Zaboroski Josephine Estate 21 Magee St
Zeigler Ada L 318 Rhodes Pl Apt 101
Zollinger Edwin D Estate 238 Smithfield St
Zona Dawn M 378 Avalon Dr
New Castle Pa 16102
Bayuk M M 1509 Morris St
Domenick Sandrina Ms 230 S Liberty St
Domenick Sandrina Ms 301 Montgomery Ave
Dzemyan S R 105 Chartes St
Evanoski Kenneth F 619 West Clayton St
Farone Joseph Estate 209 N Cedar St
Ford William Burton 611 W Clayton St
Gould Magdalene 33 W Charles St
Gumley Ellen M Box 245 R 20 7
Guncy Evangeline 808 Mustang Ave
Guthrie Donald T Rd 7 Newcastle Pa 16102
Guthrie Lillian E Rd 7
Kisiday Lillian M Est Of 605 North Cedar St
Kusniercy Boleslaw Estate 2419 Gilmore St
Lapinski Kenneth 135 Kyle Rd
Larosa Michael J 206 N Liberty St
Mathieson Mary V 517 Mt Jackson Rd
Nelson Elizabeth 1702 Hanna St
Paden Fred L 129 Mohawk School Rd
Paden Helen M 129 Mohawk School Rd
Paolini Nick 1511 Hanna St
Sabino Joseph V Estate 704 N Cedar St
Shreckengost David L 155 Mohawk School Rd
Smith Armetha 152 Mcclelland Rd
Smith E 152 Mcclelland Rd
Tanner Verna 2212 Gilmore St
Tanner Vernonica 2213 Gilmone St
Taylor Edward 701 North Cedar St
Vellone Charlotte 608 W Madison Ave
Warricks Miriam 241 Paden Rd
Zarilla Bernice 1111 N Liberty St
New Castle Pa 16103
Aslanes Bessie PO Box 782
Ayala Beth PO Box 1666
Fette Goldie R PO Box 767
Grossman Jeffrey D PO Box 566
Grossman Muriel E PO Box 566
Grossman Wilbert E PO Box 566
Hamed Lynn A PO Box 149
Leckwart Theodore PO Box 874
Morgan Limmie PO Box 505
New Castle Pa 16105
Amina Cathlyne H Amina Suresh P 870 Chapin Rd
Amina Suresh P 101 Heather Glen Ests
Amina Suresh P 4 Coronado Dr
Anderson Jayne E 151 Ashberry Ln
Axe David C Axe Ann G 345 Hayes Ln
Babovsky Mildred L Babovsky Michael 12 Edgewood Acres
Barber Josephine 251 Justice Ln
Barber William 251 Justice Ln
Bartsch Robert E Apt 515 267 Cambridge St
Bear Stearns Securities Corp Cust 871 W Maitland Ln
Butler C S 218 Orchard Park Dr New Castle Pa
Campbell Marie G 314 Norwood Ave
Campbell Marion G 314 Norwood Ave
Carnahan Eleanor Keener 49 North Point Dr
Chisholm Michaelene Babovsky 3328 South Parkside Dr
Ciampoli R 3520 Mercer Rd
Colella Lucy 3508 5 Meadowview Blvd
Copus Elizabeth 2816 Wilmington Rd Apt 3
Cugini Rose D 1705 N Mercer St
Cumo Antonio Estate 121 Rutgers Dr
Dagnon Elizabeth M 3345 Wilmington Rd
Dagnon Margaret E 2911 Wilmington Rd Apt 1
Davidson Mabel L 305 Mckee Fording Rd
Decarbo Raquel M 3105 Sugarberry Ln
Decarbo Roger M Dr 3105 Sugarberry Ln
Dettore Stephen W 907 Wilmington Rd
Duran John L 2103 Pulaski Rd
Flannery Linda W 3404 Clover Ln
Fornataro Alfred S 2573 Blossom Ln
Friends In Christ Rr 5 Box 600
Giagomini Mary M 2711 Carlisle St
Giarda Stella P 2 W Sheridan Ave
Glidden Russell J 4228 Mitchell Rd
Grossman Murial 205 Orchard Park Dr
Hamilton David C 164 Forrest Rd
Haynes Jane M 2212 N Mercer St
Hovencamp Shirley G 106 Park Ln
James Laurie N 421 E Northview Ave
King Howard E Estate 119 E Sheridan Ave
Knight Estate 733 E Maitland Ln
Knight Gerald H Rr 5 Eastbrook Rd
Laux Linda B C/O Mary Baker 2412 Graceland Rd
Lewis Florence 2535 Blossom Ln
Lutz Ruth E 4 Belaire Dr Apt 9
Maietta Peter R 215 Line Rd
Mangarelli Michael 1203 Wilmington Ave
Mccrumb Charles L 242 Mitchell Rd
Mcentire Miriam E 210 Sumner Ave
Mciitrot Robert L 1103 Highland Ave
Milkiewicz Ann 3216 Concord Dr
Milkiewicz Michael W 3216 Concord Dr
Moore Doris J 5 Graceland Rd
New Castle Cc 511 Country Club Dr
Noel Osmon 725 E Meyer Ave
Pazsint Alice A Est Of 1400 Wilmington Ave
Polding David E 100 Mission Meade St
Preston Family Partnership 1550 Wilminton Rd
Preston Management Co Inc 1550 Wilminton Rd
Preston Motors 1500 Wilmington Rd
Quinn Mary Est 108 Fairmont Ave
Richardson Rosemary Trust 1303 Wilmington Ave
Rocca Anthony J 3230 Sequoia Dr
Rosenholm Marilyn 211 Lakeside Dr
Rowe Ruth Estate 125 Ashberry Ln Apt 93
Sapp Dorothy B 5 E Fairfield Av
Sapp William A 5 E Fairfield Av
Savakis George 871 W Maitland Ln
Savakis Maria 871 W Maitland Ln
Selemon Wilma 3523 1 Meadowview Blvd
Senn Martin J Estate 1415 Delaware Ave
Sergeant Helen Estate 226 E Garfield Ave
Sghettis Inc PO Box 5316
Shaffer Olivia J RD 3
Shaffer Richard RD 3
Silvester Amelia R 3506 Meadowview Blvd
Silvester Jonathan E 3506 Meadowview Blvd
Smith Deane E 3130 Mercer Rd
Spiker Marvin L Estate Rr 5
Stanczak Bernice 30 Buena Vista Way
Starbound Entertainment 172 Chapin Rd
Steiner James M Sr 1203 Wilmington Ave
T N T Advanced Conce 3469 Wilmington Rd
Tavolieri Alfred Mr 104 W Elizabeth St
Tegethoff William G Jr 3320 Plank Rd
Theiss Rosemarie 473 Falls Ave
Three Star Food Service Dba Dominos Pizza 3340 Wilmington Rd
Tommasone M L 8 Kenneth Ave
Walker Edward 413 Garfield Ave 2
Walker Ted R 1173 Valy Rd
Yannaella Marty 2508 Wilmington Rd Apt 27
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New Castle Pa 16107
Northern Engineering Plastic Co 29 Mercer St
Red River Transport Inc PO Box 8559
New Wilmington Pa 16142
Bylers Greenhouse 1916 Heather Hts Rd
Conway Robert 155 Beechwood Rd
Cunningham Anthony S 203 E Neshannock St
Dividio Jennifer M 243 High St
Engle Candace Rr 2
Eva Diana 246 Edgebrook Ln
Frary Margaret D 223 Beechwood Rd
Garrett Carol A 10 Wozniak Rd
Garrett Ronald J 10 Wozniak Rd
Hartwell Janet K 238 South Market St
Heckathorne Elizabeth F 1871 Mercer
Heckathorne Heather 1871 Mercer
Kiminkinen Dorothea J 238 S Market St
Kuhn Betty I 554 New Castle Mercer Rd
Penny Barbara 627 Mcgary Rd
Shaffer Elizabeth N 124 Lincoln St
Shaffer Howard L PO Box 229
White David 4263 State Rd 158 Apt B3
Woodworth William A Rd 1
Pulaski Pa 16143
Bicehouse Helen I RD 1
Dubrasky Louise A Rd 2
Mcquiston Thomas R Rr2
Sell Edna G Gdn View Park Mhp 4
Sell Edna G Rr 1
Ward Lawrence A Jr 26 Conestoga Trl
Volant Pa 16156
Karns Dorothy A Rr 2
Karns Jtrs William C Rr 2
Mikolz Vincent P Rd 3
Rishel Helen M Rr 3
Rishel Paul C Rr 3
Short Juanita PO Box 94
Wimer Patricia 1791 Perry Hwy
West Pittsburg Pa 16160
Adams Hilda M Estate W Pitt
Camerata Mike Mr 13th St
Camerota Mike Mr 14th
Cammarat Michele Mr 14th St
Ponziani Nathal 12th St PO Box 213
Ponziani Nathal 673 6th St PO Box 213
Remacor Inc PO Box 366
Wampum Pa 16157
Bober Robert Rr 1
Chill Kathleen Rd 1
Gabler Ruth G Rr1
Gabler Ruth Rr 1
Gardner Patty 818 Friday Hill Rd
Hervatine Michael PO Box 11
Huffman Edward E Estate Rr 2
Hulick Mary Rr1 Box 1054
Joseph Selma 599 Norwood Dr
Kirkwood Betty J 159 Alpha Dr Apt 103
Mcdonald Anna C Catherine St PO Box 61
Mckim Thelma R Clyde St
Mcpherson Frank L Jr 267 Halltown Rd
Miles Helen RD 2
Moyer Jean Rr 1
Quinn Deborah 1067 Clyde St
Reynolds Donna M Rr 1
Ribbans Malyin L Jr 1295a Boyd School Rd
Riggans Dorothy 898 Lower Boyd School Rd
Roberts Leola M C/O C Ault Ault Rr 2
Rossi Charles A Jr Rd 2
Stelter Charles L Rd 2
Stelter Joseph B Estate Rr 2
Terracio Frances R Rte 2
Weatherby Irm Rr 2
Lebanon County
Annville, Pa 17003
Baron Cynthia R 304 Ridge Rd
Blauch Elias D Estate RR 1
Blecker Albert Est 217 W Sheridan Ave
Bonham David R 117 S 1st Ave Apt 4
Bowman Lydia R Estate 276 Palmyra Bellegrove Rd
Calnon David A 72 Shady Ln
Dourte Carol 345 Maple St
Elms Stacy 10650 Jonestown Rd
Evans Jonathan RR 3 444-B
Finch Frances R RR 3 Box 410C
Finch Harrison RR 3 Box 410C
Gonzalez Matthew J 502 West Queen St
Heffelfinger Erik D 1580 Thompson Ave
Herr Erma W RD 3 Box 417H
Herr Irvin E RD 3 Box 417H
Hinks Dennis A RD 2
Kohr Amy 10687 Jonestown Rd
Light Marie E Estate RR 1
Long Stanley H RR 2 Box 368
Martin Pamela 45 W Sheridan Ave Apt 1
McGee Anna M RR 2
Pellegrini Lawrence F 232 N Lancaster St
Petro Judith A 2132 Brandt Dr
Smith Esther Cherry Water Sts
Stickler Joanne 143 Reigerts Ln
Trostle Loy 496 Mount Pleasant Rd
Webb Mary A Ridge Rd RR 1
White Donna J 231 Water St
Wimpey Minerals Pa Inc PO Box 160
Wolfer Donna K 37 Valy Dr
Yurkonis Andrew V 23 W Marshall Ave
Campbelltown, Pa 17010
Hampton Robin 2116 Sauers Rd
Hoyer Sandra J PO Box 524
Cleona, Pa 17042
Adams David J 200 W Chestnut St
Behney Richard L Jr 22 E Pine St 2
Demchak Greta L 3 Dogwood Ln
Fake Dorothy N 37 Willow Ave
Fake Elvin B 37 Willow
Heller Alvin A 33 West Liberty Aly
Kless Joseph 242 W Locust St
Light Fern P Robert T Light 402 Wilshire Dr
Snyder Mathew 33 W Liberty Aly
Zengerle James S 31 North Cetner St
Cornwall, Pa 17016
Alexander Lila M 6040 Grandview Cir
Corcoran Donald N PO Box 125
Davidon Miriam B PO Box 125 203 Bradley Hall
Davidon Robert S PO Box 125 203 Bradley Hall
Jenkins Alice 38 Boyd St
Kinloch Charles H III PO Box 639
Noel Marion P Cornwall Manor 12 Bradley Hall
Fredericksburg, Pa 17026
Field Lisa K 1022 Frystown Rd
Flex Fitness LLC 124 East Main St
French Robert Paul 947 Pine Grove Rd
Ritenour Carol L 49 Johnson Ln Rear PO Box 321
Walborn Clarence W 125 E Main St 2 Fl
Walborn Jennie M 125 E Main St 2 Fl
Jonestown, Pa 17038
Bausher Ardell M 751 N Lancaster St
Beaver Johnnie D Sr PO Box 386
Boudlemay Maurine 83 Silvertown Rd
Cafe Grapevine 80 Micro Dr
Copenhaver Richard E 529 Jonestown Rd
Deboard John 23 W Mkt St
Devine Dustin 2372 SR 72
Dorula Sophie Estate 964 Thompson Ave
EIM Inc c/o Mease Motor RR 2 Box 720
Edwards Dennis 4167 Fisher Ave
Enders Kenneth 160 W Market St
Farmer Robert Main St
Fisher William H 52 Ftna Rd
Kann Jodie L 151 Lighthouse Dr
Kline Kevin A 593 Jonestown Rd
Kline Richard John PO Box 1
Musser Richard A 54 Old State Rd
Pentz Sheila 2372 SR 72
Perez Ealisia 126 W Market St Apt 4
Sitzai Mary RD 2
Stanback William 317 Shepherd St
Tropasso Myrtle 142 Awol Rd
Warren Glenn W Jr BF RR 2
Warren Isabelle C RR 2
Winklebleck Ann E 32 E Market St
Winklebleck Charles K 32 E Market St
Lawn, Pa 17041
Andrianova Irina West Mile 258 8 PO Box 289
Jittiwong Yanapol Wset Mile 258 8 PO Box 289
Ortenzio Mike 510 Orch Dr
Lebanon, Pa 17042
Achey Genevieve 590 S 5th Ave
Ampofo Mark 2165 Walnut St
Annville-Cleona Rec. Swim Team Attn: K G Wingert 135 Tanglewood Ct
Anspach Loretta H Smith Ave
Arroyo Martinez Eduardo L 115 Millview Ct
Baldwin Edward 305 So Park
Baldwin William C 305 So Park
Bashore Raymond E 2500 S 5th Ave
Batz John D 1306 E Cumberland St
Bayley Thomas A 1813 Carlton Dr
Bechtold Robert L Bechtold Betty J 945 York St
Beech Jack W 1400 Douglas Fir Dr
Beech Jack W Ira 1400 Douglas Fir Dr
Bertram Horst N 1201 W Crestview Dr Apt 203
Bertram Ursula G 1201 W Crestview Dr Apt 203
Bilovsky Frank J Poplar Tr Apt 102 605 S 8th St
Bilovsky Julia T Poplar Tr Apt 102 605 S 8th St
Bishop Faye A 1009 Horseshoe Cir
Bitencourt Jasper M Jr 1813 Smt Steet #115
Blouch Alfred 319 Walnut St
Blouch June E 319 Walnut St
Bohannon Terry L Sr 917 Kochenderfer Rd
Boyer Geraldin M 590 S 5th Ave
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Brown Joyce E 412 N 2nd
Brown Kenneth 1701 Cornwall Rd
Brown Raymond R 412 N 2nd
Buffaloe Phillip 1164 Federal St
Care Kathryn C 138 Lebanon Village
Carpenter Miriam E 372 Old Mine Rd
Carpenter Raymond 372 Old Mine Rd
Carrasquillo Steven N 250 South 10th St
Cecil Gary E 403 Dogwood Dr
Chapman Ford Nissan 2001 Cumberland St
Cheatham Shannon 725 Union St
Christ Edward 810 Guilford St
Christ Edward I 810 Guilford St
Clark Thomas 590 S 5th Ave
Clawser Carl L III 1019 Mt Wilson Rd
Clawser Christine A 1019 Mt Wilson Rd
Connell Elinor A 17 Berwyn Park
Country Garden 6 Pak Restaurant Inc 16th & Cumberland Sts
Coyle Kristiann M 102 Clover Dr
Davis Jeremia 1011 E Cumberland St
Delong Eric 232 S Third Ave
Dengler Elizabeth 122 Locust St
Deutsch Pauline V 394 Oaklyn Rd
Deutsch Steven M 394 Oaklyn Rd
Diffend Kenneth W 25 S 9th St
Dishong Geral 32 Katherine Ave
Dissinger Ruth E 22 S 5th
Doney Dorothy 206 Townhouse Apt
Donna Nicholas 2135 Hill St
Doody Nathan A 213 Federal St
Dorsey Harold F 447 Beechwood Ave
Dorsey Jonathan A 105 Homestead Dr
Dorsey Melissa A 105 Homestead Dr
Eisenhaur Virginia E 912 Quentin Rd
Fair Benjamin A 1442 E Cumberland St
Fair Patti A 812 Locust St
Fields Mary 414 S Lincoln Ave
Fields Mary A 414 South Lincoln Ave
First Aid and Safety Patrol of Lebanon 254 S 11th St
Fisher Kathleen M 22 E Locust St
Fisher Kelly 1417 Lafayette St #A
Frazier Lori A 122 Maple St
Frueght Edward Louis Jr 166 Riders Wa
Gammell Gladys M 328 S 6th St
Gammell Robert E 328 S 6th St
Geesey June L 600 S 6th St
Gettle Carrie H 1336 Chestnut St
Glenco Construction Services Paul Bashore 600 N 7th St
Heberling Gail A 2500 S 5th Ave
Heckard George Apt 1 1701 Cornwall Rd
Heller William 734 Sally Ann Dr
Hess Charell N 121 East Cumberland St
Heverling Lawrence D 25 S 9th St
Holstein Sally Ann L 1505 Oak St
Horst James T 831 Sylvan Ln
Horst Olga M 831 Sylvan Ln
Houser Construction Services I 307 Willow St
Inniss Margie 1901 Leslie Ave
Irwin Harry C Jr 323 N 11th St
James Beverly S 3299 W Oak St
James Raymond and Associates Cust 340 E Locust St
Keeney Verna M 926 Miller St
Keller Doroth 710 Walnut St
Kern Carrie E PO Box 448
King Nina M 216 Front St
Kipp Dorothy H Estate 949 Cornwall Rd
Krissinger Eleanor J 109 N 12th St
Laurenzo Family Irrevocable Trust 1700 Fieldcrest Dr
Lebanon Vamc 1700 S Lincoln Ave
Light Sophie Box 257
Light Sophie RD 6 Box 850
Long Russell E 29 Moravian St
Mahoney Marie G 1100 Jackson Blvd Apt C-206
Major League Screen Printing and Embroider 19 S 15th St
Martin Stanley 610 E Evergreen Rd
Maryniak Ray 339 Pamela Ln
Matias Angel 621 Noble St
Miller Paula A 11 Mine Rd
Miller Wayne B 2500 S Fifth Ave
Miller William H 11 Mine Rd
Missimer Patricia A II RD 2 Box 1300
Morris Jay L Dr 725 Walnut St
Morrow Jeanette RD 3
Morrow Jeannette 8 Poplar St Beverly Hgts R 3
Neugebauer Irmgard E 1129 Walnut St
Newman Betsy 1406 Plaza Apt S
Nicholas Deanna 5 S 11th St
Ninkovich Pauline F 923 1/2 Cumberland
Noonan Kelly J 480 Meadow Ln
Norton Danielle L 204 S 5th St
Oleary Edward 519 N 7th St
Osborne Boat Sales 3401 Concord Rd
Perini Larry A 418 E Chestnut St
Petty Thomas 420 Chestnut St PO Box 1189
Peifer Bambi 440 N Sixth St
Plasterer Ralph 1 3 E Lehman St
Powell Karen 378 Lemon Ave
Probasco Doris Hardesty 2075 Quentin Rd
Project Planners and Integrators Michael R Blouch t/a 6 Cherry Ave
Reed Kinzy A 2115 Colebrook Rd
Reed Lois D 2115 Colebrook Rd
Risser John P 2501 S Lincoln Ave
Rodriguez Rodriguez Wanda I PO Box 1392
Runkel Thomas 304 N 21st St
Santer Charles H 127 Maple Ln
Schaeffer Gertrude B 807 Cedar Crest Dr
Schott Christine K 8 Woodland Estates
Schott William 122 S 6th St
Shealer Marlene A 4247 Carlisle Rd
Shutter Peggy S 420 Maple St
Smith Frank E 437 Spruce St
Smith Maggie A Estate 820S 6th St
Snyder Angie 543 Canal St
Snyder Lester D 28 S 7th St
Sohn Helen J 923 1/2 Cumberland
Sowa Matthew 105 Farmstead Cir
Spangler Frederic B RR 5
Stine Charles C PO Box 792
Stine John H PO Box 792
Stuber Suzanne 100 Tuck St
Sunamerica Securities 1400 Douglas Fir Dr
Tetu Allen 415 Stitz Rd
Thai Ho 326 Davis Ln
Thomas Sally A 107 North 12th St
Uhler Victor J 2012 East Cumberland St
Volk Richard G Estate 409 S 9th St
Waite Barbara 303 Chestnut St Apt 401
Weaber Annie M 4 Anne Ave
Weiss Cecelia 340 E Locust St
Williams Mary PO Box 81
Wilson Joan R 1819 Martin Dr
Witters Elvin E 900 Laurel St
Witters Joann M 900 Laurel St
Yamuna Management LLC 625 Quentin Rd
Zidik Andrew E 307 South 11th St
Zook Edith C Vamc Bldg 1-5 1700 S Lincoln Ave
Zweiers Foodkart 505 S Lincoln Ave
Lebanon, Pa 17046
Anderson Ralph N Apt 6B 800 Willow St
Anderson Ralph N Jr 800 Willow St Apt 6B
Basehore Betty J Basehore John C 411 N 9th St
Bellmonte Luis A 239 Wideman St
Bernheisel Esther R 988 Miller St
Beamesderfer Josephine A 800 Willow St Apt 8 B
Beare Cathy L 1001 Mechanic St
Benach Pamela M Benach Howard 352 N Gannon St
Blouch James H 2448 Guilford St
Boger Thelma L Estate 744 Soliday Ct
Boyer Frances 930 Willow St 2B
Brandt Norman J 1386 Sholly Dr
Brill Charles Apt 2C 800 Willow St
Cantrell Jimmie 157 Mountville Dr
Cantrell Marg 157 Mountville Dr
Chernich Teresa A 1111 Reinoehl St No 415
Christ Nancy M Apt 1 524 Lehman St
Collins Mary M 421 E Lehman St
Cruz Luis Jr 360 N 9 St
Darkes Beulah Est 440 RR 6
Davies Amelia G 716 Weavertown Rd
Davis Gloria 418 E Canal St
Deabenderfer Christine 421 N 6th St
Deabenderfer Michael 421 N 6th St
Dunkleberger John 342 Maple St
E E Metal Fab Inc 517 N Nd Ave
Eisenhauer Jean K 601 Maple St
Eisenhauer Richard J 601 Maple St
Erausquin Maysonet Jonathan J 313N 5 St Apt 3 Fl
Fern Virginia C 515 E Weidman St 1N
Fetterhoff El 1784 Quarry Rd
Gambacorta Hardner J RD 3 Potterstown Rd
Gate China 415 N 9th St
Gettle Roy 295 So 22nd
Gettle Verna M 295 So 22nd
Good Laura 107 North 5th St
Gordon Michael 1529 Mount Zion Rd
Green Anthony I Estate 420 Freeman St
Gundrum Charlotte M 930 Willow St Apt 508
Harmon Hubert 133 Mountville Dr
Heck Dennis E 1749 Garfield Ave
Heck Ralph N Sr Estate 1749 Garfield Ave
Hernandez Maria S 347 N 11th St
Hollinger Margaret L 2036 Lehman St
Hudyma Virgie A Apt 403 930 Willow St
J Hardner J Gambacorta D Wagle Pen RD 3 Potterstown Rd
Kirst Daniel P 897 E Mifflin St
Kirst Patricia M 897 E Mifflin St
Kreiser Richa 345 N 11th St
Light Betty 1821 Quarry Rd
Lineaweaver Elizabeth 930 Willow St Apt 3C
Mariansky Mitzie 550 Willow St Apt 2J
Martinez Jose M 1696 Heiomandale Rd
Maurer Thomas 417 E Mifflin St
McDaniels William C Estate 437 Spruce St
McDonald Lawrence L 515 N 3rd
McDonnel Agnes M 2045 Weavertown Rd
McDonnell Philip 901 Willow St Willow Sq
Miller Anna M 808 N 9th St
Miller Minerva 2434 Mifflin St
Miller Robert 421 N 4th St
Miller Zachary 35 Tiffany Ln
Mogilski Sophie M 13 Laurel Ln
Morrow John RR 3
Ofray Felipe 1121 Lehman St #2
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Oliver Thomas J 430 East Guilford St
Pennie David J 31 Ravine Ln
Reyes Vincente 732 Guilford St Apt 2
Rivera Steven G 355 N 14th St
Root Crystal 15 N 10th St
Rosado Cabino M 318 N 11th St
Rosario Aybar Cristhian Omar 2 Fl 506 Spruce St
Ruhl Mark N 10 North Crest Acres
Sanchez Eva A 227 Brookside Apts
Sanchez Samuel 528 Spruce St
Sandoval Jose 446 New St
Scaramuzzino Beth 31 Penny Ln
Schaeffer Lee 428 Lehman St
Shaah Grace A 7 Muffin St
Sherk Edwin S 4 North 3rd St
Sherk Jean P 4 North 3rd St
Shutter Debra A 865 Melody Ln
Smith Frank E 437 Spruce St
Smith Lori E 536 N 11th St
Snyder Mathew S 425 Canal St
Springborn Jennie 42 Northcrest Acres
Thompson Myrtle E 2445 Elias Ave
Valasquez Antonio R 1217 Willow St
Vanwinkle Eric 1610 Weavertown Rd
Vargas Wilfredo 2115 Water St
Verdejo Escalera Carlos H 333 North 12th St
Wagle D Rd 3 Potterstown Rd
Wagner Kovarik Margaret M 137 Mifflin St Apt 1
Wagner Paulin 1850 Kenbrook Rd
White John W Estate 1014 Mifflin St
Whitt Doris 755 Narrows Dr
Willman Stephen Estate 730 N 3rd Ave
Wilson Joan 1819 Martin Dr
Yanceys Auto Body 897 E Mifflin St
Zechman Michael R 1842 Martin Dr
Mount Gretna, Pa 17064
Aungst Debra M 33 Birch Ave PO Box 495
Kreiser Jodi L 26 Birch Ave
McKeone Alice 109 First St
Soss Margaret M Estate Box 195 Valy Rd
Myerstown, Pa 17067
Boyd Katherine W 232 Stoneridge Village
Brough L Del 530 Lincoln Hwy
Brough Rosemary E 530 E Lincoln Ave
Burkholder Elam B 7930 Lancaster Ave
Caplinger Martha J 8 Harvest Dr
Clauser Hank 7 Laurel Dr
Eberly Jason N 905 Stracks Dam Rd
Edris Ruth H 525 N College St
Feeg Carl G 204 W Mckenney Ave
Gibbel Betty J Rm 104 101 W Richland Ave
Graver Betty 220 E Rosebud Rd
Hoover Elmer S 705 Weavertown Rd
Lapp Jacob S Jr PO Box 401
Lapp John 110 E Reistville Rd
Layser Flowers 501 W Washington Ave
Love Edward 10 Mill Rd
Martin Lena K 204 Philip Dr
Martinez Tabitha A 458 West Main Ave
Miller Brandon c/o Sally Hotzman 310 S Railrd St #1
Omelich Vasiliy 521 W Washington Ave
Saladino Sebastian 350 E Marshall St
Salem Earl 24 W Washington Ave
Schlaseman Mary E Estate RR 3
Seiters Alice 645 Brown Rd
Shenk Maebelle R 2
Smith Joshua W 12-A Deck Rd
Sweigarts Fencing L 1 Williams Rd
White Mary 232 Stoneridge Village
Zeller David M 531 Frystown Rd
Ziegler Loretta S PO Box 173 131 N Railro
Newmanstown, Pa 17073
Custer Donald 12 Gdn Dr
Fye Christopher D 85 Sheridan Rd
Gable Martha E 501 Diner Rd 1
Gable Robert E 501 Diner Rd 1
Gagliardo John R 339 W Main St
Hartranft Donna M 429 Albright Rd
Houser Glenn M 15 Frederick Ln
Keller Jenny 361 Distillery Rd
Lauman Linda J PO Box 495 105 S Millbach Rd
Lawver Allen W 375 Michter Rd
Reber Ellen RR 1
Sanders Charles W 109 S Sherdian Rd
Sanders Christine 109 S Sherdian Rd
Zimmerman Michael 38 S Sheridan Rd
Palmyra, Pa 17078
Aiello Michelle R 19 Rye Ln
Alexander Dyke Cynthia K RD 1 Box 508
Ambron Neal Vincent 28 Long Rd
Augenstein Vera 624 N Lincoln St
Betz Geee Estate RR 1
Bishop Edward V Lbnn Vlg Brthn
Bjorkstedt Erin E Meola 875 E Oak St
Blackwell Daniel 235 E Cherry St
Boyer Jeffrer S 323 E Main St
Boyer Viola 3277 East Main St
Boyer Viola M 408 S Lincoln St
Carrado Pearl PO Box 365
Citifinancial Inc 901 E Main St
Coble David C Jr 8 My Way Dr
Coffman L P 960 E Fir St
Davison Martha 812 S College St
Debbies Delightful Treats Deborah L Johnson PO Box 62
Deep Akash 49 E Cherry St
Engle Frederick W 818 West Main St
Fausnacht Linda L 602 Barrington Ct
Fern Letha A 229S Forge Rd
Fern Rick A 229S Forge Rd
Flentje Gregory L 20 Sycamore Ln
Gaspich Analyse M 31 Clover Ln
Gaspich Paul J 31 Clover Ln
Garrison Mary RD 1
Gerber Helen E Estate 444 W Main St
Gingrich Walter 301 W Orchard Dr
Heisey Enos B 100 Cottage Dr Apt 301
Herr Nellie D 616 E Pine St
Hoffman Wayne L 647 W Main St
Jones Joni M 27 N Green St
Kantor Marilyn Y c/o Farrell & Small PO Box 113
Kelley Todd M 29 S Lingle Ave
Kleinfelter Kelly 527 N Railrd St
Kline Renae L 313 East Main St
Knapp Richard G 720 N Lincoln St
Krum Paul R Trust Dtd 12 29 89 95 W Pine St
Laurence Flentje Timothy 20 Sycamore Ln
Light Etta A 39 N Grant St
Long Nursery Inc 1347 East Main St
Mathews Edward W 89 W Pine St
Matterness Gene B 221 E Maple St
Mettley Thomas 812 Buttonwood St
Mikoni Dorothy 42 Sandalwood Dr
Miller Jared R 736 N Chestnut St
Miller Kelly J 527 North Railrd St
Nissley Esther Lauck 600 E Elm St
Nissley Paul H 600 E Elm St Apt 206
Nowlen Paul E 1090 Laudermilch Rd
Owens Jennifer 433 N Railrd St
Owens Norma H 433 Railrd St
Pavone Janice 5 North Lingle Ave
Rayadi Liza 40 E Main St Apt 3
Rhoads Nellie M 920 E Walnut St
Roe Edna M Estate RR 1
Roth Brenda 115A E Main St
Roth Todd A 115A E Main St
Rupp Arlene E 111 North Prince St
Rupp Floyd B Sr 111 North Prince St
Sharma Saleena 1331 Park Dr
Shipe Landis E 34 N Railrd St
Shoffstall Constance 808 S College St Apt 8
Shrom Noreen E PO Box 194
Shumaker Ivan 8 Myway Dr
Singh Davinder 1331 Park Dr
Smith Ruth V 37A N Harrison St
Spaulding David 1372 Laudermilch Rd
Speck Caroline H RD 1 Box 351
Steyers Glenn D 102 Chesterfield Dr
Stone Melissa J 193 Lindbergh Dr
Summers Nellie F RR 2 Box 9
Tamanna Sanjid A 1300 Park Dr Apt 30
Tshudy Richard A Estate 208 E Maple St
Weis Markets 94 Palmyra Pa 901 E Main St
Wise Scott 142 Wheatstone Dr
Zeck Katharine B RR 2 Box 465
Richland, Pa 17087
Muldoon Michelle F 13 W Main St PO Box 398
Muldoon Timothy A 13 W Main St PO Box 398
Shanaman Richard H IV 20 Norma Ln
Weller Cathy A 17 Ketterman Hill Rd Lot 4
Wine Phillip S 404 Oak St
Schafferstown, Pa 17088
Dutchway 3 PO Box 497 Rt 501
Spitler Gloria Box 252
Lehigh County
Alburtis Pa 18011
Benfield Walter A Estate Of RD 1
Bortz Evelyn M Estate 221 N Main St 46
Haberle Sean 22 Front St
Motko Dale M Estate Rr 1
Shelly Lois 10 Stone Ave
Smith Joanne L PO Box 375
Smith Kucille 303 Franklin St
Smoyer Hester K PO Box 67
Treat Donald 10 Stone Ave
Tretchick Donald R 1 Box 352
Allentown Pa 18101
Beers Phyllis M Estate 818 Hamilton Mall
Beyer Barber Inc 515 Linden St
Billman Irene M 125 S 5th St
Catholic Mutual Group 1101 W Hamilton St
Crowne Plaza 904 Hamilton St Attn M Molinaro
Davis Douglas C/O Keenan House Inc 18 S 6th St 22
Dejesus Jose 1221 1/2 W Tilghman St
First Fidelity Bnk Trust Of David P Kell 702 Hamilton Mall
Gerena Hector 651 Lawrence Ct
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Giannelli James 125 S 5th St
Grove Virginia 124 S Hall St
Guzman Alfredo 111 South 6th St Apt 11
Hadl Gustav Jr Hadl Rose 101 Linden St
Haldeman Margaret L C/O Le Co Aging 17 S 7th St
James David J Apt 3 D 45 N Seventh St
Jimenez Sepulveda Paula C 714 Washington St
Johnson Joan E Estate Of C/O Butz Hudders And Tallman 740 Hamilton St
Kurtz Kathryn M 1145 Hamilton St
Mclohne Edmunc J Est Of 523 Walnut St
Ohara Loretta M Estate Of C/O Worth Law Offices 515 Linden St
Ortiz Enercida Apt 704 700 W Union St
Perkin Hernys Trustee Lois Zalc Generation Skipping 532 Walnut Stn
Ppl 2 North 9th St
Reighard Alma G 117 14th St
Reinhard Marcus Estate 718 W Linden St Apt 2
Rivera Luis D 142 S 8th St Apt 6
Shteynberg Anna 18101 Collins Ave Apt 3301
Simmons Agnes 404 W Hamilton St Rm 408
Smalling Donovan C/O 807 W Hamilton St
Stevens And Johnson Attys 740 W Hamilton St Ste 1
Ventura Gregorio 175 Tilghman St Apt#1
Yezik Paul P RR 2
Yocca Pricilla Estate 614 W Linden St
Youngblood Mary M 137 S 7th St Apt 1fl
Zeglowitsch Frederick H 127 Chestnut St
Allentown Pa 18102
Abel Gertrude S C/O Thomas Anewalt 1248 Hamilt
Abrajan Gullermo 516 1/2 N New St
Adams Joseph A 230 S Penn St
Agosto Medina Jose 421 9th St
Alamo Samuel Jimenez 127 N 14th St Apt 2
Albino Jason 328 N 15th St
Allen Booster Club 1406 Russell St
Allmon Donna 633 South Filmore St Apt 1
Angstadt Mildred 1545 Greenleaf St
Ardila Leidy 318 S Franklin St
Arlene Marsteller 1622 Liberty St Apt 6h
Aruelo Alvarez Samelly S 317a North 15th St 2nd Floor
Arzu Dinora L 950 Jackson St Apt 3e
Ashimu Natawugiheza 213 N West St Apt 3
Atiyeh Sheila 426 Washington St
Avila Gabriel 461 Green St
Avila Octavio 1102 W Liberty St
Baatz Edgar O 1603 South St
Bach Stacy L 119 S 14th St
Bachman Thomas W Bachman Hanna V 339 N West St
Baldwin Misty 402 South 15th 509
Balf Elizabeth 724 W Chew St
Baluck Edward P 244 S Franklin St
Bank One Na Trustee 929 North St
Barnes Susan 515 W Allen St
Barnes Wilbert R Sr 515 W Allen St
Bartholomew 211 S West St
Bartholomew Althea 211 S West St
Bear Constance G 646 N 8th St
Bear Robert P 646 N 8th St
Becker Imogene 1519 W Walnut St Apt 216
Bethea Michele L CO Zina Bethea Dawson 225 1 2 North 14 St
Bitting Scott 903 N 6th St
Bornema Elizabeth M Estate 637 N 7th St
Boyle Margaret 423 N Railrd St
Braun Judith 1760 Cypress Ave
Brennan Mary R 1339 W Allen St Apt 304
Breslin Richard J 1328 Turner St
Briggs Anne N Estate of 1248 West Hamilton St C/O T C Anewalt
Burgos Jonathan F 422 North St
Burns Elaine 420 N 4th St
Cabrera Ana L 384 W Allen St Apt 1
Cabrera Dora 729 North 9th St
Cabrera Nerys 1131 W Walnut St
Cabrera Ramon M 612 W Walnut St 1st Fl
Caldwell Carolyn 431 Turner St Apt 3fl
Campoverde Mario J 507 N 9th St
Carbonell Josean Bolerin 727 W Green St
Castillo Wilclef 601 North 7th St
Castro Marisabel 466 W Washignton St Rear
Centeno Jesus M 123 N Madison St
Chapman Margaret B 136 S 14th St
Charles Nigel 1440 W Linden St Apt 1
Christian Eleanor M Estate 818 W Cedar St
Cleary Kathleen 1121 W Allen St
Collins Frances 523 W Liberty St
Colon Jason 32 South Jefferson St
Concepcion Luis M 420 North 11th St
Corcoran Joseph D 718 N 12th St
Coyotl Raul 331 South St Apt B
Cruz Espejo Patricio 701 N Front St Apt 2
Cruz Georgina 245 N 8th St
Cruz Roman John P 401 S Bradford St
Cruz Tuttyan Rodriguez 1408 W Union St
Csandl Joseph 1337 Allen St Apt 101
Cuadrado Nayda 390 W Green St # 8
Cuisine Montagos C 410 Tilghman St
Curry Tyson D 121 S 5th St
Davis Stanley 219 S Fulton St 2nd Flr
Deangelis Sebastia Deangelis Lydia D 401 W Gordon St
Dehaut Mary F 1444 Hamilton St
Deiter Evelyn 543 N 6th St 2nd Fl
Dejesus Bravilio 543 Allen St
Delgadillo Marco 465 W Liberty St
Demarini Florence Estate 238 N West St
Dembner Sidney 254 S Levan A St
Dewalt Elizabeth Dewalt Mary L 1616 Liberty St
Dewalt Mary L, Dewalt Anne 1616 Liberty St
Diaz Daniel 540 N 6th St Apt 3
Diefenderfer Arla 1130 W Linden St
Diehl Edwin 1213 W Tilghman St
Diehl Edwin R 1213 W Tilghman St
Dieter Harold Apt 2 543 N 6th St
Difo Kerlin M 434 Green St
Donin Lee S Estate 176 W Tilghman St
Dowhower Patrick V Sr 821 W Washington St Rear 1
Downing Clarisse 417 W Linden St
Dreisbach George S 828 1 2 N 4th St
Ebrahim Mohamed 183 W Green St
Echevarria Beatriz Fl 2 450 N 7th St
Edwards Helen E 302 N 9th St
Eichner Charles E Eichner Edward R 423 North St
Eichner Charles J Estate 423 North St
Espaillat Rodriguez Jose L 913 W Cedar St
Fabian Lucy 116 S Madison St
Familia Alexis D 207 N 5th St Apt 3
Faust Dorothy C C/O Stephens Fnl Home Inc 1335 W Linden St
Feliciano Sabrina Y 1 532 Whitehall St
Figueroa Jose Apt 1 209 N Linden St
Figueroa Roder 511 Park St
Focht Hannah A, Focht Ada 1616 W Liberty St Apt 913
Frantz Alton G 1519 W Walnut St Apt 701
Frison Dennis L Apt 2 515 1 2 North 8th St
Galante Carmel Estate 1328 W Chew St
Garcia Jose L 1239 Turner St 2nd Fl
Garcia Lopez Fernando 1762 S Church St Apt 6
Garcia Lorenzo Dany A 946 N 5th St
Geiger Russell A Est of 469 Linden St
Gomez Nieves Jonathan D 631 N Law St
Gonzalez Alba 224 N Fulton St
Gourniak Ma 1548 Warren St
Grim Kathleen M 139 S Penn St
Gutierrez Dora D 821 W Greenleaf St Fl 2
Guzman Jissel 515 Gordon St Apt 22
Guzman Manuel 1120 W Green St
Hachey Patricia A 1621 West Turner St Apt 2rear
Hacket David J Jr Bf 615 1/2 N 5th St
Hajdvcko Amelia 724 N 2nd St
Hale Stengele Gladys Leh Mrs C/O James Katz Jr Esq 452 W Linden St
Hammerschmidt David 633 N 12th St
Hartzel Mary 607 N 6th St
Heckman William 916 W Green St
Heffelfinger Cynthia CO Law Office of Karl Friend 1425 W Hamilton St
Heffelfinger Richard P C/O Law Office of Karl Friend 1425 W Hamilton St
Hendrix Gertrude 1645 Turner St
Hernandez Douglas 389 12 Cedar St
Hernandez Gabriel 431 W Union St
Hernandez Luis O 721 W Washington St
Hernandez T Flores 728 North Green 7st St
Hesnan Marie C 1500 W Hamilton St Apt 3b
Hlatky Catherine M 1440 Walnut St Apt 1901
Holmes Rudnick L 224 N 7th St
Hotton Angela 442 W Gordon St Apt 1
Howard Billy 1344 N Linden St 3
Howells Stephenie 46 N 13th St
Hulvat Ryan Photographer 930 N Fourth St Suite 290
Hushkek Olga 731 1/2 N 8th St
Huynh Nguyen Tracy 722 N 11th St
Imbody Robert 1425 W Hamilton St
Jackson Curtis 261 E Union
Jimenes Jose 35 S Franklin St
Johnson Carlos 127 S Hall St
Jones Tracy A 227 S 16th Apt1
Jordan Drew 833 W Walnut St
Joseph Samuel 724 N 2nd St
Julia Windisch 215 S 5th St
Kannberg Hattie 1508 W Hamilton St Apt 2f
Kern Paul J 531 W Chew St
Kester Denise V 168 Chew St
Kirinonich Frank 538 N Jute St
Kish Walter Estate Of C/O the Roth Law Firm 123 North 5th St
Koch Beulah M 741 1/2 N 9th St
Kutz Edwin J 33 N 14th St
Laad Anilkumarr A Laad harti 828 W Liberty St 1st Fl
Lafevre Deborah R Lafevre Darwin 393 W Turner St
Latone Andrew T 224 N 10th St
Layes Yajaira 219 1/2 N 2nd St
Le Dung 1036 West Walnut St Apt G1
Le Hung 1201 W Walnut St
Legrand Damion 424 W Cedar St
Leiby Neal R 436 N Church St
Long Pauline D 219 N 13 St
Lucas Anna E 520 N 6th St
Lucas George W 221 N 13th St
Lugo Roberto 34 N 12th St
Luu Hoang 325 Franklin St
Lynch Christopher G Md 451 Chew St #103
Majernik Mary C 626 N Mohr St
Malkames William Sr 929 North St
Mancuso Salvatore Mancuso Mary G 846 N 8th
Marin Carlos Palacios 386 West Tiljhman Apt 6
Markert Thelma 743 N 7th St
Marrero Angela 539 N 9th St
Marte Arquimeds 914 N 7th St
Martinez Cosme D 2nd Fl 507 N 9th St
Martinez Daysi M 912 W Green St
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Martinez Grullon Francisco 333 1/2 Church St
Martinez J 457 W Liberty
Martinez Josephine H 116 S 15th St 2nd Fl
Mcclain Dwayne 48 S 10th St Apt 2
Mcginley Loretta A 431 W Washington St
Mckenize John 1744 South Maple St
Mclaughlin James B Jr 333 N Madison St
Mellner Celia F 233 N 8th St
Mendez Agripina 808 N 7th St
Mills Rosemarie 332 N Hall St
Mohney Juliana 337 N Eighth St
Moncada Ibarra Jose L 1202 W Walnut St
Morales Francisco 0 542 N 9th St
Morales Martin 527 Thilgman St Apt 1
Moreira Simon B 438 N 8th St
Mortimer Margaret 215 N 6th St
Mrs Java Llc Dba Filterfresh Manhattan 361 Gordon St
Muhlenberg Lake Apt 825 W Walnut St
Mummey Rosemarie 311 S Franklin St
Munjone Helen T 603 N 6th St
Mwi 834 N 12th St
Nagle Justine 406 N Penn St
Nelson Constansia 1615 W Chew St
Nguyen Nhut 722 N 11th St
Nichol Allen G Sr 611 N 16th St
Nippert Charles, Nippert Eleanor 413 N Penn St
Nova Luis 618 Park St
Obrien Marguerite E, Obrien Edward 1616 W Liberty St Apt 607
Oliver Gilbert Jr 742 North Sixth St Apartme
Ortega Margarita 1015 West Liberty St
Otero Jose E 1339 Allen St Apt 708
Pappano Alfred W, Pappano Alfred F 509 N 7th St
Perkin Henry S 731 Turner St
Pietrafesa Victoria L, Pietrafesa Michael 741 N Jordan St
Pk Leasing Llc 1511 Hamilton St
Poline Giovani 521 W Washington St
Puente Ramonita Cruz 958 W Washington St
Quier Helen 925 W Tilghman St
Ramirez Jennifer 520 W Washington St
Ravelo Sam 945 North St
Reyes Maximion 232 S Fulton St
Reyes Rodolfo 959 Turner St Apt 2f
Reynoso Armstrong 1619 1/2 W Chew St
Ritter Gladys B 538 W Green St
Rivera Balverdy Jose A 227 N 7th St
Rivera Lizbet 405 7 Th St
Rivera Lorraine C/O Roy Rehrig 233 N 2nd St
Rivera Olga C/O City Of Bronx 923 N Fifth St
Roberts Ana A 435 Bellevue St
Roccograndi Mark 634 North West St
Rockovits Stella S C/O the Roth Law Firm 123 North 5th St
Rodriguez Janet Z Apt 3 30 N 14th St
Rodriguez Richard J 419 Penn Cir
Rodriguez Rose M 1124 W Union St
Roman Ruth 440 N Hazel St
Roque Luis A 392 12 Cedar St
Rosado Chritine 446 Gordon St
Rosario Felipe I 1116 W Allen St
Rosenfeld Jonathan 254 S Levan A St
Rosenfeld Joseph 254 S Levan St
Rosner Alfred 526 N Mohr St
Roth Luther Roth Agne 1545 W Greenleaf St
Roth Martin W 315 N Church St
Routch Alice E 126 S 16th St
Rta Financial Services Llc 1227 Liberty St Ste 201
Ruiz Hector Davila 711 North 12th St
Sabater Felicia A Apt 1 108 N 10th St
Sanchez Abner 410 N 7th St
Sanchez Elliott 36 S 15th St 5
Sanchez Erika M 301 N 2nd St
Santana Gilberto 629 N 11th St 1st Fl
Santiago Bienvenida 1608 W Walnut St 1st Fl
Santiagocordero Jaynitt 248 N 9 Th St Apt 5
Sarmir Victor, Sarmir Louise 324 Ridge Ave
Sarmir Victor Estate 324 Ridge Ave
Schaller Monica 145 N 11th St
Schankowitz Louis 826 N Penn
Scheirer Minnie E Scheirer Clark W 340 N 8th
Schneck Elizabet E Schneck Harold L 544 N 9th
Search Cambridge 1227 W Liberty St Ste 301
Sigafoos William, Sigafoos James 34 S Penn St
Silva Roberto 115 N 12th St No 2
Simmons Theodore W Jr 633 Park St
Simpson Tiffany M 918 Allen St
Sipotz Joseph J Sipotz Ella G 511 Turner St
Smith Robert R 139 S Jefferson St
Smith Shirley I 323 N West St
Snyder Barbara H Snyder Richard E 516 W Green St
Snyder James 837 Chew St
Sobrinski Painting Inc 128 N 11th St
Solano Margarita Apt 2 440 Ridge Ave
Solt Harold 510 N Fountain St Apt1
Sopper Alfred E Sopper Anna 408 W Allen St
Stanton Michelle 1334 W Hamilton St
Steiger Jacob 926 N 7th St
Stemrich Cecelia R Estate of 1334 W Hamilton St
Stemrich John D 1334 W Hamilton St
Sticatto Bryan 23 N West St
Stoudt Ramsey E 326 S Franklin St
Strickland Margaret G Marita Trst of Buckno Lisicky And Company 1524 Linden St
Suchzhanay Madeline 5451/2 N 4th St 1st Floor
Suter Teresa M 118 N Madison St
Teman Martha O 168 Chew St
Terrero Duarte Francis E 330 N Hall St
Thomann Marie 325 N Penn St
Tiburcio Roberto 523 525 N New St
Tilghman Street Real Estate as 718 N 13th St
Torres Jose 612 N Fair St
Trinidad Angel Resto 386 West Tiljhman Apt 6
Trinidad Athena 383 Washington St Apt 236
Valdez Maria 1 740 N 7th Apt 1
Valle Gonzalez Genaro 628 N 6th Apt 6
Van Tan Minh 1527 W Liberty St
Vasquez Barbara Apt 3 531 West Chew St
Vasquez Nelson 822 Tilghman St
Vazquez Dana Apt 340 1444 W Hamilton St
Verzino James K 1033 West Turner St
Vogler Holly H 433 N 5th St
Vu Minh Fairmont St 1630 W
Warren Tyce 1337 1 2 W Maple St
Weiss Dorothy E 1043 W Tilghman St
Wesley Verna E Estate 1337 W Allen St Apr 210
Whitesell Cynthia J 515 N Jordan St
Whspering Oaks Prntshp West End 825 W Walnut St
Willenbecker D J Estate 617 W Washington St
Windisch Joseph 215 S 5th St
Wister Thelma Estate 515 N Jordan St
Yansick Maryann 402 South 15th St A Pt 1112
Yeakel Clara E 837 Chew St
Zalc Lois Generation Skipping Trust 731 Turner St
Zeigler Edward 404 N Hamilton St 415
Zimmerman Marie A C O Thomas Anewalt 1248 Ha
Zver Margaret Estate of 1104 Hamilton Ave
Allentown Pa 18103
278 Econo Storage 2141 Downyflake Ln
Allentown Food 4 Less 2919 Lehigh St
Allentown Y Divers 2345 Wood Ln
Amey Nancy H Amey Earl F 710 Mohawk St
Andujar Salvator 622 S Front St
Arlene Sweet Estate of 1120 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Armijo-Quiroz Pedro C 126 N Jasper St
Baader Herman C 2640 S 4th St
Barfield Ebony T 1118 S Dauphin St
Barry Mary J 315 W Brookdale St
Bauer Gerald 1505 Maumee Ave
Bealer Warren I Bealer Bertha A 2238 Barness Dr
Beer Anthony C Apt 102 302 South 15th St
Belensky Michael 4604 Shuler St
Beyer Evelyn R 1263 S Cedar Crest Blvd Apt 32
Bitar Salah 650 E Paoli St
Bonstein Helen A 2957 Fairfield Dr
Borgman Janice E, Borgman Norma D 2717 W South St
Boyer Ruth 1839 17th St Sw
Boyer Victor S 1839 17th St Sw
Brookhaven Developm 2910 Lindberg Ave
Burke Walter E 2905 Diamond Ave
Capwell Theodore K 2334 S Fountain St 19
Casillas Juan Diaz Apt 1 545 Harrison St
Cedar Crest Emergicenter Inc 1101 South Cedar Crest
Chavez Maira 1130 S 8th St
Chester County Tax Collector 2900 S Pike Ave
Christmon Joyce Estate 933 S 6th St
Chromiak Nicholas G 1407 Middlesex Rd
Colon Joseph Alberto 716 Caldron St
Creative Furniture Inc 391 Auburn St
Cullin Dale, Cullin Ruth 3360 Devonshire Rd
Deysher Mamie RR 2
Diamond Alexander 3048 Olivia Cir
Dominick Margaret L 1737 E Emmaus Ave
Dorang Maryann F 2332 Riverbend Rd
Drey Franklin 217 W Emmaus Ave
Dudek Paul S 1601 33rd St Sw Apt D
Emaus Donuts Llc 402 West Emaus Ave
Ende Henry C 1243 Clearview Cirlcl
Ensley Walter N 1917 S Hall St
Erdman Frances M 243 E Lexington St
Esterly Paul Estate 1222 S 9th St
Evans Daniel W 2730 Mosser St
Fahringer Jeffrey S 807 W Emaus Ave
Farrell Peter Estate Wistrock Rd
Fatzinger Ralph J 828 S Poplar St
Feist Randolph H 311 W Emaus Ave
Fidler Carl 441 Linden St
Filyac Elizabeth Estate of 1265 S Cedarcrest Blvd Manor Care
First Church of Nazarene of Allentown 938 South 11th St
Forensic Pathology Associates 1210 Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 3900
Furtado Steven C 802 Saint John St Apt 2
Ghiron Margaret A Ghiron Kenneth 1875 Sherwood Dr
Giang L Dr 1240 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 305
Glaeser Enes V Estate of S Mountain Apts 107 2403 Mou
Goldberg Charles R 811 Benton St
Golden Delores 348 W Lexington St
Gonzalez Jose 321 N Spruce St
Gonzalez Noe Estrada Apt 6 913 Bento St
Gouck Clifford T 2345 Wood Ln
Green Felicia M 10 Auburn St
Guadarrama Yolanda Apt 2 2113 S Lumber St
Gustin Dale L 1263 S Cedar Crest Blvd Apt 111
Haldeman Auto Body 2443 Lehigh St
Hamlin Reginald 1180 Meadowbrook Cir W
Hernandez Ramon 1975 S Hall St
Hippeli John 1018 S Halls St
Hockman Richard W 4624 N Hedgerow Dr
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Hower Edgar S 217 W Emmaus Ave
Hulbert Erma 2416 Prospect Ave Apt 102
Ibarra Arnold 929 Vinginia St
Jimenez Marquis Perez 1317 Lehigh St
Kane Dorothy M Estate 683 N Wahneta St Apt 503
Karach Theresa 103 Thomas St
Kellner Jean R 1414 E Susqehana St Gills Trai
Kennedy Dorothy M 1505 Maumee Ave
Kirschman Donald H 1023 W Emmaus Ave
Koch Robert Jr 1031 Lehigh St
Kraft David A 611 W Emaus Ave
Kranyec Stephen Estate 816 E Susquehanna St
Laible Preston W Est Of 1821 Nottingham Rd
Laros Bayon W Jr Bf 207 W Montgomery St
Laudenslager Raymond A Jr Laudenslager Lorraine P 1609 S Front St
Lee Oliver W 1634 Alex Ct
Lehigh Donuts Llc 3039 Lehigh St
Leibensperger Lucille 513 S Bradford St
Leist Herman W Leist Marie S 1425 Middlesex Rd
Levine William B 1728 S Church St Apt 7
Lin Cai Xia South Mall 3300 Lehigh St
Llc Chase H 2822 Tupelo St
Maldonado Sary Ramos 2111 S Lumber St
Malone John J 1309 S Meadow
Manwiller Ray 805 S 10th St
Martin Michael P 1102 W Wyoming St
Martinez Sotero 2008 S Hall St
Mcmurtrie Jeffrey A Mcmurtrie Katelyn E 1216 W Cumberland St Apt 5
Michael Josephine 2957 Fairfield Dr
Miller Beatrice Miller Howard D 43 E Lexington St
Miller Howard D Miller Harry K 43 E Lexington St
Miller Sally A Miller Darryl 247 East Wyoming St
Miller George W 722 Eugene St
Miller Jonathan R 1453 Exter Rd
Miller Juanita S Apt 7 1733 S Church St
Monack Joseph Jr 1705 So Albert St 13
Mora Jerez Eligio A 909 S Poplar St Reet 1f
Morales Natali 2045 Vine St Apt 10
Moyer Edward H Moyer Violet J 185 Diamond
Musselman Dwight A 1918 S Bradford St
Muth Dolores M 2533 Shaler St
Muth Zachary A 3128 Catherine Ave
Nelson Catherin L Nelson Peter C 1310 Van Buran
Nizio Dorothy 1422 Lehigh St
Nsa Supermarket 1587 Lehigh St
Opreska Kathryn 835 S Jefferson St
Original Hamburger 1739 S 4th St
Orozco Agustin 1748 S Idaho St Apt 1
Orthopaedic Assoc Allentown 1243 South Cedar Crest Blvd
Palafox Isrrael 1064 W Wyoming St
Pane Mario Joan Pane Poa 1726 Chapel Ave
Parsons Edilberto Jr 2018 Vine St Apt 8
Pepsi 2099 Vultee St
Perry Juan 416 Liberty St
Perry Reginald 156 East Union St
Pfeiffer Joseph Apt D 720 S Jefferson St
Pfeiffer Patricia Apt D 720 S J
Platinum Properties Development Inc 1259 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Rafner Wanda B 2952 Fairfield Dr North
Rebar Wallace A 930 Cold Spring Rd Apt No 10
Reidy Wilson P Reidy Hilda E R4
Reinbold Mary I 2309 S 12th St
Reyes Mota Dhariana M 826 S 12th St Apt 8
Rice William 1414 E Susqehana St Gills T
Ritter Roberta E 703 Chester St
Rivera Jose A 1728 S Idaho St 4
Robb Thomas L 3334 N Hancock St
Robbins Tr Mpt 3315 Hamilton Blvd
Robles Luz, Robles E 2101 S Lumber St
Rone Rachael R Estate 742 W Cumberland St
Ruiz Janet Roman 2111 S Lumber St Apt
Ryder Sharon 1005 W Wyoming St
S Shah D Giangiulio Lc 1420 S Cedar Crt B Ste 305
Sachdev Sudheesh P 1929 Vultee St
Sahm Edwin J Trust 745 South Glenwood St
Sahm Muriel M Trust 745 South Glenwood St
Sanchez A Perez 1994 S Delaware St
Sandbrook Dorothea Estate Of 2023 S 6th St
Schaffer Monica 2905 Rhonda Ln
Schantzenbach Elizabet E Schantzenbach Carl H 202 E Hamilton St
Schropp Robert C Apt 4 1705 S Albert St
Scott Chev Inc 3333 Lehigh St
Scott Robert Webster Ave
Shah D Dr 1240 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 305
Simon Alexander S 1226 W Juniata St
Singh Namita Rashmi Dr 802 S 12th St Number 4
Slaughter Jaterria 19 E Pittston St
Smith Constance A 1011 S 11th St
Smith Kenneth P Estate 1507 Catalina Ave
Smurda Dorothy 205 E Federal St
Snyder Timothy Estate 815 S Front St
Soto Marrero Junior Caleb 43 E Susquehana St
Special Pets In Caring Env 1121 Lehigh Ave
Spectrum Admin 2166 South 12th St Suite
Spindler Joseph F 3940 Lilac Rd
Steiner Marie L 231 Cumberland St
Szegda Michael T Jr 2337 S Law St
Thomas Shea James Jr 194 Nottingham Rd
Villanuva Baez Wanda I 820 Wyoming St
Vitalos Virginia 3142a Linda Ln
Vsas Orthopaedics 1250 S Cedar Crst Blvd
Walbert Ruth R 3455 Birch Ave
Welder Training & Testing Institute Book 729 E Highland St
Williams Cecelia 1023 Lehigh Pkwy E
Wislocky Constantine M 3127 Linda Ln A
Woodburn Paul K 2847 Moravian Ave
Yang Philip Y 1067 Treeline Dr
Yang Renyi 2423 Mountain Ln Ap 301
Young Grace A 201 E Federal St
Allentown Pa 18104
Abbott Richard A 1034 N 19 St
Abe Settlement Services Llc 1611 Pond Rd Ste 300
Action Rental Center Inc 4535 Brdway
Ahepa 60 Inc 3340 Oxford Cir S
Ajc Ices Inc 4047 Longfellow St
Alfero Kuronya Anthony E 297 Lenape Trl
Allentown Equipmant 421 Schantz Rd
Anderson Brock 512 Benner Rd 102
Arey William J 1383 W Cedar St
Arsht Alan H 517 N 21st St
Balliet Franklin S Apt 718 4230 Dorney Park Rd
Barber Marion C 2423 W Liberty St
Barilla Donald E Md 401 N 17th St Ste 215
Barto Evelyn M 407 S 22nd St
Beer Knights Inc 2094 Lawfer Ave
Benedix Kathryn A Apt 907 1827 Walnut St
Benson William Jr 1019 N Glenwood St
Bhatti Yasmin 3101 Trexler Blvd
Bixenspan Steven 18 Blue Barn Rd
Bleiler Ruth M Apt 718 4230 Dorney Park Rd
Bowers Seth J 625 Springhouse Rd Apt G
Boyd Norman F PO Box 230
Boyle Rose C Estate 2021 1/2 W Washington St
Bueso Arlene First Commonwealth Fcu Cust 625 N Muhlenberg St
Busher Roy 38 S 17th St
Caraballo Melvisidec 937 N Leh St
Century 21 Kein Realtors 90 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Christman Jane L 1925 W Turner St 2w212
Cirelli Samuel Cirelli Amy 100 Ramapo Tr C5
Closed Studio 1840 Hair Design 1840 Roth Ave
Computer Aid Inc 1390 Ridgeview Dr
Conliffe Richard A 1938 W Chew St
Cornerstone Financial Consultants 1802 Hamilton St
Crampsie John L C/O L C Crampsie 3516 Pheasant
Croasdale Cathy R, Croasdale James S 49 Cobbler Ln
Dannelly Mary K Est 1931 W Tremont St
David Son Trucking 113 Maple St
Davis Verna Estate Of 1813 Custer St
Dean Witter Reynolds Inc C/O Morgan Stanley 1550 Pond Rd Suite 202
Dematteo William G 829 North 19th St
Diefenderfer Mary A 515 N Main St
Donchez Adam John Donchez Deborah L 2743 Helen St
Doncs Helen Estate 3823 Hamilton St
Dreher Doris E Dreher John 2214 W Allen St
Evans William T 1201 N 22nd St
Farkas Michael 4230 Dorney Park Rd
Fassman And Skeans Family Limited Partne 2920 W Turner St
Fhms Llc 727729 North 19th Stre
Financial Ameriprise 2638 W Tilghman St
Financial Products Inc 1717 Hamilton St
Fine David H Fine Brenda 4359 Farmington Cir
Fink Estella S 1925 W Turner St
Forrest Edythe W 800 Hausman Rd 251
Fraenkel Anna Estate Of 626 N Main St
Frantz Donna J 2214 W Allen St
Fronza Kathryn H 1605 N Cedar Crt Blvd Ste 111
Fry & Noyes Surgical Assoc Ltd Pension 1736 Hamilton St
Frydo Robinson G Trust 1736 Hamilton St
Gable Mollie B 1734 W Tremont St
Gabrielsen Carl A Jr 639 Benner Rd
Galzinski Carolyn 233 N West St 2nd Fl
Garnet Lewis N Estate 2011 W Allen St
Garzon Jaime 603 Springhouse Rd Apt H
Gibbon John 727 N 22nd St
Gildea Joshua 928 N 33rd St
Goetz Marjorie Estate 3316 Helen Ave
Gomez Marva Gomez Luis 319 S 23rd St
Griffin Charles 2014 1/2 W Tilghman St
Gurbisz Waclaw S Gurbisz Anna Z 3432 Colonial Ct
Hammel Victor H Trust 1523 Hampton Rd
Heil Bruce W 1827 W Walnut St Apt 913
Henderschedt Patricia 1241 N 19th St
Henry Arlene E 2636 W Columbia St
Holmqvist Carl H Apt 465 800 Hausman Rd
Holtzman Joseph J 1500 N 40th St
Howard Boyd Estate Rr 1
Ibrahim Samer N 941 1/2 N 20th St
Intermountain Construction And Design 663 Beverly Dr
Jacobs Marie J 350 S Cedarbrook Rd
Jaindl Catherine H Cust, Jaindl Michael 3730 Golf Course Rd
Jarczynski Michael F 1835 W Cedar St
Jason Ruth S CO K R Harper 3983 Huckleberry Rd
Jaynar Associates Inc PO Box 90040
Kaas Donald G And Co 823 N 28th St
Kamens Nathan 1020 N 23rd St W2b
Kamyab Babak 1401 N 40th St
Karabasz Kate N 3913 Short Hill Dr
Karoly Peter J C/O Tallman Hudders Sorrentino
Kelly Buick Inc 315 Benner Rd Apt 102
Kelly Charles Clarke Systems 1857 W Walnut S
Kelly Idella M 338 S 18th St
Kemmerer Snodgrass Shirley B 921 North 22nd St
Kenneth Schuck Trking Inc 1030 Blue Barn Rd
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Kesten Edward 946 N 33 St
Kivlehan Enterprises Llc 4188 Cartier Dr
Kline Lillian 353 Tamarack Dr
Knapp Anna Estate 2537 W Highland St
Knapp Joseph Estate 2537 W Highland St
Knappenberger Evelyn R 3776 Avon Rd
Knbt Securities 1620 Pond Rd 3rd Floor
Knowles Ruth T 1447 N 19th St
Korpics Thomas J 33 S 17th St
Koury John G 3513 Sturbridge Pl
Krause Ernest E Estate 1725 Frankenfield St
Krause Forrest S Krause Mildred M 312 S 35th St
Lae Albert 2302 Hamilton St Apt 1b
Lake Shirley M Lake Joseph J 548 S 24th St
Lamont Tom D 663 Beverly Dr
Lehigh Valley Orthopedics 1605 N Cedar Crt Blvd Ste 111
Linberg Arline G 2425 Liberty St
Long Cecelia M 729 N Main St
Lore James J 3213 W Cedar St
Lowy Milton 17 N 39th St
Lyons Lisa M 315 Benner Rd Apt 102
Lyons Trevor K 316 Benner Rd Apt 102
Mac Investments 626 North 19th St
Macdonald Norman S 3030 W Livingston St
Marinic Inv Properties Llc 1636 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Mc Hugh Charles P Mc Hugh Betty M 1472 Cedarwood Rd
Mcrae Jalani 319 South 23
Mensch Mcintyre Frances Michael 4203 Tilghman St
Meyers Lawn & Landscaping 5267 Oakview Dr
Mid Atlantic Canners Association C/O D Siebert 621 N 26th St
Miller Randy T 6440 Tamarack Dr
Mitrowski Edward M 1045 N 17th St Apt 5
Morgan Stanley 4905 Tilghman St
Morrison William R 449 Benner Rd
Mortgage America Inc Isaoa At 1405 N Cedar Crst
Muhlberger Richard 229 N Main St
Muhlberger Richard L Muhlberger Frances Rt 1
Mulligan Raymond 1605 N Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 516
Nagel Roger N 4018 Wedgewood Rd
Nelson Robert J 3284 W Cedar St
New Country Cleaners 1646 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Ohtsuki Tomoko 941 Dylan Dr
Oursler Howard E 800 Hausman Rd Apt 207 Ua 11 06 90
Oursler Marjorie S 110 Maple St
Oursler Marjorie S 800 Hausman Rd Apt 207
Park Manor Automotive 1185 Bulldog Dr
Patel Kantilal N 757 Hausman Rd
Payrow Bernice 519 N 22nd St
Payrow Bernice Estate Of C/O S Jarrett 519 North 22nd St
Pearsall Charles 1845 W Howe St Apt C
Peri Kamesh 100 Ramapo Trail H6
Person Dorothy M Person Herbert F 1925 Turner St Phoebe Home Room 103-West
Pett Linda W 920 N Leh St
Phoebe Devitt Homes Rehabilitation Center 1925 W Turner St
Podeszwa Pamela J 2034 W Pennsylvania Ave
Posh Dorothy J Posh Dennis J 431 S 18th St
Powers Catherine B 332 Cressman Dr
Powers Robert A 332 Cressman Dr
Professional Claims Service 1621 N Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 12
Ramirez Gisell 264 Lenape Trl
Ramos Victor M 1117 N Main St
Ratican Anna M 2212 W Union St
Rauch Marie E 4230 Dorney Pk Rd Apt 918
Richards Lorraine E Richards Elaine B 3275 W Cedar St
Rindock Eric S 6071 Springhouse Rd
Riseborough Ursula E 2885 College Dr
Rivera Joseph 125 N Main St
Roberts June K C/O Morgan Stanley Dean Whitte 4905 Tilghman St
Robt L Wieland Rev Tr 10/13/94 4210 Tilghman St
Rodale Marlow 328 North 28th St
Roessler William B Roessler Mary E 832 N 19th St
Rosado Felix 1045 N 17th St
Rothrock Motor Sales Rte 22 & 15th St
Rudner Jonas, Rudner Susi 910 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Rusz William 3750a Coffeetown Rd
Saks Theresa E Estate 2017 W Tilghman St
Santiago Hilda 3599 Brdway
Scherman Walter W Jr Cust Scherman Beth Ann 2247 Columbia St
Schiffman Michael 845 Benner Rd
Schlappig Rose L Luther Crest Personal Care Apt 800 Hausman Rd
Schlegel Joyce 535 N 17th St
Schwartz Bertha M Estate Of Phoebe Home 1925 Turner St
Shampain Mark 3548 Warwick Place
Shampain Mark P Md 3131 College Hts Blvd
Shane Julie C Irrev Trust 1117 Cathedral Ln
Shane Lynda L 1117 Cathedral Ln
Shely Evelyn 202 Angus Pl
Shenkman Laurie I 1701 Saratoga Ct
Shepherd Myrtle 1212 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Shuttlex Transportation Llc 5540 Memorial Rd
Smith Geraldin 407 S 18th
Smith Joseph P 407 S 18th St
Smith Minnie A 338 S 18th St
Smith Sean 242 Elm Rd
Solt Harold C 1611 Pond Rd Ste 300
Spengler Linda 2242 W Tilghman St
Sportelli Wright Lisa 3735 Brdway
Sprung Instnt Strtrs Inc 5000 W Tilghman St
Sterner Beatrice A 1925 W Turner St 276
Supreme Auto Body Inc 2011 Walbert Ave
Symphony Mobilex 1925 Turner St Fl Bsmt
Szilezy 1925 Turner St
Tafesh Ahmed Mohammed Tafesh Mohammed A 328 Yale Ct
Tallman Hudders & Sorrentino Pc 1611 Pond Rd The Paragon Centre Ste 300
Thompson Caroline, Thompson Harry 110 N Main St
Tilghman Medical Ctr C/O Tilghman Medical Ctr 4825 Tilghman St
Townsend Robert F 38 S 18th St
Trafford Ems 2610 Walbert Ave
Trexler Lilia I 717 N Saint Elmo St Apt 1
Tsang Chinese Restr 2730 Walbert Ave
Uhle Betty J 2535 W Elm St
Valley Sports & Arthitis Surgeons 798 Hausman Rd Suite 350
Veit Carl W 800 Hausman Rd Apt 105
Verdonik Gary 969 Dylan Dr
Wachovia 506 N 19th St
Walter Jack H 4354 Crest Ln
Waters Nestle 1605 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Wieland Robert L 4210 Tilghman St
Williams David 350 S Cedarbrook Rd
Williams Dorothy 2046 Woodlawn St Apt 2
Williams Vivian 2423 Washington St
Wojciechowski Dorothy 917 N 32nd St
Xcvii Alumni Association 2001 W Pennsylvania St
Allentown Pa 18105
Beltzner Lorraine PO Box 4427
Brown John M PO Box 1985 Unit 119
Canales Rivera Carlos 0 404 W Hamilton St Apt 413
De Yojasmi Fashion PO Box 9197
Hillsborough Ems Corp Post Office Box 207
Mack Trucks Inc PO Box M Registrars Office 4nc
Morning Call PO Box 1260
Muhlberger Frances L 229 N Main St
Practice At 17th St Lvh Pcp PO Box 4120
Saylor Samuel C Estate Of PO Box 4371
Shely Evelyn L PO Box 1144
Tayee Sarah B 401b Buttonwood Ln
Union City Emergency Medi PO Box 207
Vera Leoner PO Box 1411
Williams Rowland S Estate PO Box 1221
Wvai Wusq Holt Corp Of Va Inc PO Box 9595
Allentown Pa 18106
Abx Air Inc 6923 Schantz Rd
Allentown Er Care Specialtist PO Box 3479
American Behavioral Counseling 4949 Liberty Ln
Astrom Christopher 1275 Glelivet Drapt 100
Atena PO Box 3914
Atwater Hosea 1205 Tee Ct
Austin Fleet Maintenance 859 South Pa 100
Baker J S Jr 1355 Mashie Dr
Cedar Crest Professional Park Inc 937 Oplinger Rd
Coastal Growth Advisors Llc 1275 Glelivet Dr Apt 100
Compuspar Usa 7384 Penn Dr
Consolidated Container Co 6831 Ruppsville Rd
Cyoptics 7360 Windsor Dr
Day Erwin R Estate Rte 2 Box 636
Eifler Lena 450 N Krocks Rd Unit 302
Evangelical Lutheran Church 4865 Hamilton Blvd
Flexlink Systems Inc 6580 Snowdrift Rd
Fogerty Robert J 1598 Fieldstone St
Kenitz Barbara PO Box 3948
Koch Ralph J 430 N Krocks Rd
Kotsch John 626 Pennsylvania St
Lumenos Lumenos 2166 South 12th St Suite
Mcgraw Hill Glencoe C/O Al Pagan 1275 Glenlivet Dr Ste 110
Merkle Arthur R D 5
Meyer Josephine 997-K Village Round
Move On Enterprises Llc 7200 Windsor Dr
Newcomer Howard J 420 N Krocks Rd
Parente Randolph Llc 1427 Chew St Re Check 4135
Quan Qiuju 5052 Cetronia Rd
R And C Trading Co Llc 1150 Glenlivet Dr
Silvius Russell W 430 N Krocks Rd # I-115
Spinato Margaret A 5154 Celia Dr
Strauss William 323 South West St Apt A
Total Logistic Control 7132 Ruppsville Rd
Usf Red Star 6845 Patterson Ct
Vf Imagewear Inc 7620 Cetronia Rd Suite 220
Vitrashop Inc 6560 Stonegate Dr
Allentown Pa 18109
Avila Cintya 212 E Walnut St
Ballymo Properties Llc 1874 Catasauqua Rd 248
Barclay Contracting Co 1040 N Jerome St
Borrero Gonzalez Ariel 652 12 Hanover Ave
Bruchok Mary K 683 Wahneta St Apt 202
Chatih Rahmeh 929 1/2 E Sycamore St
Corman Dorothy M C/O Estate Of 105 N Irving St
Dalsasso David 405 N Tacoma St Apt 8
Eckhart Michael D 877 S Cedar Hill Dr
Fetsurka Agnes M 1215 E Tremont St
Fetterolf Paul L PO Box 90312
Graham Nijewl 145 1 2 E South St
Gregory William 599 Cedar Hill Dr
Herman Margaret S 803 N Wahneta St Apt 22
Hildago Euclides 1006 E Turner St
Howrey John G PO Box 90207
Jarrah Lorraine 1015 North Sherman St
Jay Helen M 415 Hanover Ave
Julabo Usa Inc 754 Roble Rd Ste 120 180
Kamyniski Betty S Estate 1723 E Washington St
Kim Yoonse 1874 Catasauqua Rd
Kulik Kathryn 426 Hanover Ave
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Lakshmanan Karthikeyan 801 N Halstead St Apt 4
Laudenslager Dennis R 752 E Allen St
Lehigh Valley Child Care Inc Hanover Ave
Marks Paul Estate Of 7 S Jerome St
Mcgowan Kimberly 866 N Van Buren 4
Miller Darryl 3350 Airport Rd Lot 59
Mustang Entertainment Group Inc 2327 Hanover Ave
Odonnel Elizabeth 37 N Ellsworth
Otto Louisa Estate 627 E Hamilton St
Peters Phillip Estate 1423 Union Blvd
Quier Johnjr W 850 N Halstead St 81
Ribera Zulma 743 North Halstead St
Rodriguez Anthony 402 E Mosser St
Ruth Willaim T 940 E Tilghman St
Sallit Sovyana 960 E Linden St
Santiago Ortiz Alberto S 515 East Turner
Schuler Steven S 285 E Union St Apt 9
Scrub A Dub Cleaning Service 1641 East Greenleaf St
Shurgalla Steven T Shurgalla Grace W 734 N Kiowa St
Skeans Deborah 968 Postal Rd
Smith Cmay 1018 E Chew St
Smith May C Estate Of 1018 E Chew St
Smoll Helen E Estate 1310 N Wahneta St
Sonshine Family Television Corp 813 N Fenwick St
Stump Robert K 311 South Jerome St
Usf Allentown 1200 Hoover Ave
V N U 881 Marcon Blvd Attn Accounts Payable
Vigo Edwin R 222 East South St
Weaver Robert 129 N Ellsworth St
Wismer Kalyne M 753 E Tilghman St 2nd Floor
Wruble Enterprises Inc T/A U S Automotive Co 1529 Hanover Ave
Allentown Pa 18195
Burkit Marcia 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Edwards Donaldm 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Hahn Elsie P 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Hersh Evan M 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Howeth Margaret E 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Idpm Group Inc 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 107
Mabel O W 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Bethlehem Pa 18025
Receivable Management Services 899 Eaton Ave
Breinigsville Pa 18031
Boyd William T RR 1
Chen Yi-Jia 1063 Mosser Rd O-103
Chowdhury Christopher 8915 Cedar Rd
Clover Hill Enterprises Inc 9850 Newtown Rd
Dise Kenneth Z Estate RR 1
Etop Agere Systems 9999 Hamilton Blvd
Greenawald Victoria S 9139 Breinigsville Rd
Hildebeidel Harold P 8750 Breinig Run Cir
Lambert Nancy 9730 Newtown Rd
Ouedraogo Romain 8737 Turkey Ridge Rd
Pollio Edward 87 Winona Lakes
Searle Margurit E Searle Preston R Rd 2 Box 82
Soundara Leda 10152 Fawn Grove Ln
Wenner Fern N 1815 Jennifer Dr
Whritenour Michael A 17 Witman Ave
Center Pa 18034
Allentown Business School 2809 East Saucon Valy Rd
Bummer Elizabeth Estate RR 1 Box 234
Cadwell Elizabeth R 5290 Northwood Dr
Center Valley Auto 5780 Main St
Conway Jack 4829 Vera Cruz Rd
Dugan Mary S Trust 2650 Ballybunion Rd
Dun Bradstreet Expatriates 3501 Corporate Pkwy Po 520
Eastern Ind Inc 4401 Camp Meeting Rd Ste 200
Fairhurst Leverne R 5484 Camp Meeting Rd
Filaseta Rocco P 5258 Camp Meeting Rd
Fred & Martha Miller Rev Liv Tr 1/14/04 4871 Orchard Dr
Hermony Ronald S 4145 W Hopewell Rd
Hives Henry 3851 Oakhurst Dr
Hives Henry C/O V Hives 3851 Oakhurst Dr
Hives Victoria 3851 Oakhurst Dr
Kisley Alfonse J 4544 Darby St
Marks Timothy 4854 Orchard Dr
Mcleary Cecile A Doram 3061 Muirfield Rd
Miller Frederick D 4871 Orchard Dr
Miller Martha M 4871 Orchard Dr
Nay Julie 4572 Jasmine Dr
Olympus 3500 Corporate Pkwy PO Box 610
Penn State Allentwo 2809 E Saucon Valy Rd
Philippi Dolores W Philippi Robert J 1850 Sta Ave
Risher William Henry Dr 1875 Augusta Dr
Thompson Tamara Jo Dr 4354 Apple Blossom Dr
Vanhorn Jane S 5077 Hampshire Rd
Washko Susan 5194 W Saucon Ave
Wilkinson Donald F Wilkinson Phyllis 5002 Rte 309 Lot 490
Zieger Georgine M 3387 Scott Ln
Coopersburg Pa 18036
Baer Daniel Baer Jill 5685 Daisy Ln
Croisette Aaron 1630 State Rd
Dodds John 6175 Whiteail Dr
Esrafily Pouran 1430 Limeport Pike
George Winfield 138 E Sta
Gerdeman Jason 1849 Urffers Rd
Granite Park Capital Advisorsllc 22567 Fty Shilling Run
Heffner Harriet K 1328 Blue Church Rd
Herring Grace N Estate Of 7650 Rte 309
Jacoby Bernadine Estate RR 1
Jones Isabel C Valy Manor 7650 Rte 309
Jones Jonathan 7650 Rte 309
Kayton Co 4900 Ackermans Rd
Kocsis Thomas J 3423 Flint Hill Rd
Link Dorcas Link Otto Rte 309
Maezura Elaine 200 White St
Mcfee Rosemary C, Mcfee John R 6359 Beverly Hills Rd
Mee Catherine 1200 Wind Hill Rd
Nemeth James J 6010 Beverly Hills Rd
Ott Glenn E 1370 Windhill Rd
Roedel Clifford M 735 State Rd
Sarkozy Margaret 785 Passer Rd
Schaffer Arthur G 331 E State St Apt 308
Schlaner Luella S Schlaner Lewis F 5th And Landis
Schuster Margaret Estate Of 7650 Rte 309 Rm 506
Southern Lehigh Sd 403 Fairview St
Sroka Stanley H 6261 Domarray St
Stamm Wendell B 7404 Blue Church Rd S J
Svoboda Frederick Est Of C/O M J Cohen Atty At Law 1967 Flint Hill Rd
Vetrosky Stephen T 6022 Beverly Hills Rd
Vigilante Mary Rte 309 Box 242
Coplay Pa 18037
Bank One Na Trustee 35 N Front St
Blankowitsch Leo F 143 N 9th St
Blose Thomas Thomas Jr 9th And Chestnut St
Clark John A 914 Oak St
Cox Jeanette M 9 S 4th St
Custard Beatrice Rd 1
Fritz Kevin M 16 S 8th St
Goff Gwenyth L Goff Kevin S 4231 Lakeside Dr
Kunkle Michael 4858 Robin St
Lapp Robert E Rt 1
Laury Derwin 4525 Homestead Dr
Laury Rebecca 4525 Homestead Dr
Lynn Betty Estate RR 1
Mccafferty Collision Center 4231 Lakeside Dr
Mistysyn Stephen M 2424 Crest St
Mochrie Bruce 6 S 4th St
Mohr Robert H Estate 426 Chestnut St
Oswald Grace E 4590 Homestead Dr
Riccione Nicholas 1063 Mosser Rd Apt No E205
Ring Theresia 145 Cherry St
Schur Helen PO Box 28
Scott Allen Robert 5016 Donna Dr
Sedora Stephen 1109 Chestnut St
Stumpp David L Stumpp Dale T 1004 Centre St
Sywensky Doroth Sywensky Russel 2 S Front
Vandergrift Robert M Rte 1
Yaros Colette M 102 S 6th St
East Texas Pa 18046
Koch Arlene M 437 S Main
Spanos Plumbing Heating Air Conditi PO Box 97
Turnauer Ronald RR 1 East
Emmaus Pa 18049
Akul Krupu Llc 923 Eagle Dr
Baudenbush Beatrice Estate 184 North St
Benner Mildred R Estate 143 Dell St
Carlson Nancy Ann 270 Powder Mill Ln
Charron Albert Charron Lamae E 3771 John St
Charron Family Trust 3771 John St
Conrad Jeffrey J 4671 Belmont Dr
Cook Shawn 39 Freedom Ter
Diehl Gisella 1055 Pennsylvania Ave
Doram Jasmine A Doram Cecile 412 Eagle Dr
Einsla Florence Einsla Paul A 634 Ridge St
Family Doctor Inc 1040 Chestnut St
Foundersmitn Henry M 929 Bottomwood St
Hallman William P 165 Berger St
Hegewald Daniel E Hegewald Clara A 542 Penn Ct
Heidecker Enterprises Inc PO Box 717
Hillegas Emma M Hillegas Roy R 200 State Ave
Horvath Mary 633 Brd St Apt 204
Huber Geradine, Huber Charles 552 Minor St
Iobst Christine E Estate 205 N 2nd St
Iobst Evelyn F Estate 205 N 2nd St
James Knoll Gardner 4311 Hillary Dr
Kelly Car And Truck Center Lehigh St West PO Box 629
Kovish Martin A 638 Furnace St
Kowalchik Claire 2980 Keystone Av
Krause Ruth N Estate 1128 W Jubilee St
Laub Kenneth 725 Harrison St
Long Bob Rd 1 Emmaus St
Lukens Russell 227 Spruce St
Madisons On Main 2nd And Main St
Marr Lucinda A 948 Evergreen St
Mayes Gerald H 5352 Vera Cruz Rd
Mccabe Joyce E 524 N 2nd St
Miller Dianna M 5157 Shimerville Rd
Miller Robert L 1125 Pennsylvania Ave
Natysyn Brian 1480 Pennsylvania Ave
Natysyn Kristy L 1480 Penna Ave
Neely Jean Neely W Hamlin Est Of 245 Main St
Neely W Hamlin 245 Main St
Perrineau Felicia 222 S 4th St
Robertson Helen 120 Crest Way
Schmidt Robert 5 N 4th St
Schuler Donna J 657 Walnut St
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Smith Susan M 531 South 2nd St
Snyder Larry 36 South Broom St
Sun Huasun Apt 456 16 South 10th St
Tran Vinh Binh Dr 128 Colonial Ct
Wambold Burnetta 27 N 5th St
Weil Betty I 125 S 15th St
Fogelsville Pa 18051
Auteri Anthony 1600 Spring Valy Rd
B J Services 8489 Claussville Rd
Eng Julie S 1763 Creek View Dr
Johns Thomas 2076 Woodridge Cir
Keglovits Frank E Est Of Snyder & Wiles 7731 Main St
Mehta Manini M 1846 Pear Ct
Noll Gerald 1779 Creek View Dr
Philactos Oriental Rugs Inc 8237 Peachtree Ln
Phoenix Construction And Develop 2076 Woodridge Cir
Yeager John W 7819 Main St PO Box 37
Yeager Minnie A Estate Of 7819 Main St PO Box 37
Germansville Pa 18053
Davis Robert L Davis Cindi R 7127 Bake Oven Rd
Mccullough William L Mccullough Mary RR 1
Mengel Jason T 7157 Oriole Rd
Rehrig Michael 5277 Herman St
Limeport Pa 18060
Deutsch Andrew E Star Rt
Deutsch Arlene M Star Route
Gerhart Dorohty E Star Rd
James Dorothy PO Box 3
Kozy Michael PO Box 22
Schaffer Arlene M Schaffer Rewellyn PO Box 47
Macungie Pa 18062
Bean Christopher 16 Willington Dr
Campbell Charles J 5112 Valy Stream Ln
Cipolloni Joseph Jr 5309 Princeton Rd
Cotto Carlas 6690 Hauser Rd Apt J104
Daugherty Jonathan T Daugherty Francis W 6983 Wetzel Rd
Davie Martha 2927 Whitemarsh Pl
Ding Jianmin 2258 Chablis Dr
Dunne Gerald T 2636 Fieldview Dr
Franklin Ruby 5443 Dartmouth Dr
Gannon Licini Grace 2388 Cross Creek Rd
Golden Mary Estate 78 Walnut Ln
Gopalkrishnannair Girish 418 Race St
Greiss Rebecca K Greiss Kayla M 6419 Pioneer Dr
Griesemer Elizabeth A 340 Parkside Dr
Harrier Daniel 275 Gap Rd
Heffner Geraldine RR 2
Henderson Michelle 6106 Timberknoll Dr
Hibbett Kevin Gerard Dr 205 Ridings Cir
Hoffman Violet M Beryl A Scholl Poa 101 W Main St Apt 29
Hostetter Joy E 74 W Chestnut St
Jefferson Equity Mortgage Group 2369 S Pewter Dr
Johannes Henry 7273 St Peters Rd Macugie Pa 18062
Jules Marjorie 5155 Spring Ridge Dr East
Kemeter Tracy 1835 Brookside Rd
Krizenoskas Lisa R 331 Parkside Dr
Kuzo Jennifer 6020 Fairway Ln
Laputka Dolores 5661 Picket Cir
Lech John 7690 Racite Rd
Lembeck Ruth 2645 Terrwood Dr W
Levine Charla L 2920 Aronimink Pl
Licini Jerome 2388 Cross Creek Rd
Lin Tina 2210 N Pewter Dr
Llewellyn Charles G Llewellyn Dolores 2706 Rolling Green Pl
Macquarrie Barbara Macquarrie Gordon 6909 Hunt Dr
Marron Marianne 5184 Jarrett Farm Rd
Matika Lori 203 Village Walk Dr
Miklus David 4639 Spar Landing
Milinichik Peter RR 1
Neyenhouse Susan G 6837 Radcliffe Ct
Ohtsuki Tomoko 203 Brookfield Cir
Quan Xiaohong 2197 Cross Creek Rd
Roy Royalty Inc 2537 Hughton Lean Macungie Pa
Sechler Jean L 5706 Whitemarsh Dr
Sell Elizabeth, Sell Gerald R RR 1 Box 325
Thrapp Karen L 17 East Main St
Thrapp Tracy M 17 East Main St
Tozzoli Jeanne E, Tozzoli Douglas 2755 Terrwood Dr E
Walker Donna A Estate 30 Aster Rd Rd 2
Wink Margaret M Estate Of C/O R L Wink 218 Haddan Dr
Neffs Pa 18065
Kelchner Miriam R Main St
Lutz Minnie Main St
Villard Rosalie 6344 Ridge Rd New Tripoli Pa 18065
Woodring Gerald 5615 Manor Rd
New Tripoli Pa 18066
Anders William P C 3543 Blacksmith Rd
Billig Timothy L Billig Teresa M 7861 Springhouse Rd
Displayground Llc 4290 Werleys Corner
Fisher Brian K 7868 Sassafras Rd
Flammer Patricia A 4759 Lowhill Church Rd
Hill Diana J Estate RR 1
Kunkle Thomas J 4759 Lowhill Church Rd
Licoln National Mortgage Llc 4743 Aziza Rd
Segan Laura S 6814 Donats Peak Rd
Shook Tammy 7868 Sassafras Rd
Souders Brian D 5890 Kistler Rd
Orefield Pa 18069
Agrawal Gaurav 5923 Elderberry Dr
Bougher Shirley A Estate R 2
Brandecker Alexander 6225 Vista Tr
Carlucci Alex PO Box 64 1
Citadel 3527 Lil Wolf Cir North
Cura Hospitality 2970 Corporate Ct Suite 5
Danweber Marcus K 5396 Clauser Rd
Eisenhard Brian Estate Of 3527 Lil Wolf Cir North
Gudimetla V S 5929 Elderberry Dr
Hospitality Cura 2970 Corporate Ct Suite 5
Investors Choice Securities Llc 2909 Rte 101 N Ste 230
Klein Maxine T 5205 High Vista Dr
Lisicky Jack 3150 Coffeetown Rd
Martin Harvey T 4549 Boxwood Cir
Metro Express Trucking PO Box 310 1744 Maple Ave
Moreno Felipe 3150 Coffeetown Rd
Patel Pravinkumar 5815 Ricky Ridge Trail
Roth Marz Partnership Pc 2970 Corporate Ct 2
Saniski Daniel M Trust Trst Of 5318 Snowdrift Rd
Solomon Beverly Est Of Schoffstall & Focht 2987 Corporate Ct
Tarsi Angelo 3454 Apollo Rd
Yost Joseph Installations 4310 Sweet Briar Rd
Schnecksville Pa 18078
Baer Scott D 4131 Somerset Dr
Burger Carrie A CO Charmine & Keith Burger 211 Mill Creek Rd
Cambridge Medical Staffing Inc 4155 Independence Dr
Dixon Frances W PO Box 372
Glennon Dorothy B 4101 Sand Spring Rd Bld
Grau Richard 4536 Pa Rte 309
Hoffman Andrew Paul Dr 5456 Sunset Dr
Hunsicker Stanley B 5351 Rte 873
Nader Carl PO Box 86
Oswald Charles F Oswald Ruth A 5262 Schneidys Rd
Peters Luella A 4109 Oakwood Cir
Preuss William J Preuss Sandra 10 Penn Hills Ct W
Route 309 Realty Llc C/O C Rothrock 3941 Coplay Creek Rd
Schnecksville Diner 4527 Rte 309
Stettler Elwood C 4911 Rte 309
Slatedale Pa 18079
Swaringen Debra PO Box 74
Swaw George PO Box 74
Slatington Pa 18080
Ackerknecht Cecelia S 550 Main St Apt 205
Bechtel Mae V 8511 Brown St
Binder James RR 2 Box 696
Bowman Wesley H 327 Chestnut St
Breidinger Ben 2254 Skyline Dr
Cox Sean A 115 Hill St
D And J Auto Inc 8763 Pa Rte 873
Dengler F D 25 Main
Entuity 275 N Walnut St
Greenwood Charlotte M 528 W South St
Hadf Kenneth E - B U/A 3/11/02 Trst Of 125 S Walnut St Suite 210
J & G Pitstop Inc 3888 Main St
Jones Elizabeth V 312 Diamond St
Klusaritz Jane E 502 South St
Lewis Lanny 7648 Williamstown Ln
Mulero Richard 2657 Welshtown Rd
Naylor Evelyn L PO Box 154
Ralston Barbara Box 249 Rd 2
Ralston Ronald Mr RD 2
Roth Francis E 12 Pine Ln Rd 3 Box 693
Rutt Joelle 6474 Venture Dr
Salzman Robert E 3922 Park Ave
Schoener Emily L Estate R 1
Schumada Christine 8756 Rextown Rd
Walz Eric C 6709 Lower Ct
Wentz Lawn Service 6562 Church Rd
Young Loretta C 6335 Pa Rt 873
St Catasauqua Pa 18032
Ahern Catherine F 58 Cambridge Pl
Allen Mary 1326 4th
Arnold Christin Arnold Austin K 1145 7th
Auer Michael S 1124 2nd St 2nd Floor
Bechtel Robert J Jr 101 Race St Apartment #213
Bogli Clarence A Jr Bogli Gloria J 1014 Race
Brader Kenneth Q Estate 386 Faith Dr
Chromiak Sally K Estate Of 823 Breinigs Ln
Gehres Mary A 1082 6th
Hadik Michael Hadik George 311 Cypress
Heffelfing Beatrice Estate 417 Walnut
Hodes David J 216 Eugene
Holetz Martha F 79 Covington Place
James Kathryn 1618 Washington
Kathleen Cohoon Est Of 534 Pine
Koons Valeria 534 3 St Apt 306
Kucsan Michael Sr 221 Church
Lahovski Edward S 22 Covington Pl
Lehigh Valley Oriental Medicine Centre 101 Bridge
Masonheimer Melvin G Masonheimer Melvin 24 Lehigh
Medical Documents PO Box 187
Miller Andrew S PO Box 124
Neurohr Pauline Estate Of 124 2nd
Nevins John S 1053 6th
Northeast Educational Associates C/O L Salzman 334 2nd
Orkotz Andrew 261 Edward Ln
Peiffer Ralph 1009 Howertown Rd
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Pluchinsky Bernard 1220 American St N
Rivera Elsie 101 Front
Roony Lou A 544 Pine
Schwenk Service Center Inc 1203 2nd
Skarbo Andrew A 825 Peach
Stackhouse Kimberly 304 High
Thomas Robert J 425 Milton
Warmkessel Donald C 231 Wood
Wildrick Frank PO Box 4
Witt Raymond 510 Poplar
Trexlertown Pa 18087
Holder Diana Lilac Corners Farm 6714 Lower Macungie Rd Apt F8
Nester Dennis 7558 Kuhns Dr
Pittas John PO Box 222
Rodney A Grammes Agcy PO Box 460
Ruppert Daniel Jr Bf RR 1
Whitehall Pa 18052
Ahmed Sheikh 144 Cornerstone Place
Batra Sanjeev 1319 North 13th St Apt E22
Boyer Victor S 1261 Midway Rd
Brown Francis R Estate 509 Miller Ln
Chan Bernard K 1307 N 13th St B-13
Croissette Beth 1405 Presidential Dr
Croneberger Charles W 1203 Olympic Cir
Crothers Lucille M Estate 432 5th St
Currie Archie C PO Box 366 Macdonald Engineering Co
Curris Faye PO Box 366 CO Mac Donald Engineering Co
Curry Francis A Estate Of 15735 Corinth Rd
Dasilva Edna 1 Meryland Cir 237
Deangelis Patricia A 1852 Georgia Ave
Delos Santos Jose Apt 2 20 Jordan Dr
Elias Ned V 1 Maryland Cir #244
Ellen Griffin Mary 3314 S Ruch St
Endy Richard J 2614 Crystal Dr
Ferry Marita 451 Carolina Ave
Firth Marcella H 3455 Limestone Dr
Firth Richard H Estate 3455 Limestone Dr
Fixl Eleanor H Fixl Frank J 4102 Lehigh St
Ford Catherine L 3127 E Church Cir
Fritzinger Helen 2122 Second Ave
Gammon William B Estate Of 8th St Paul St CO Air Engineers Inc
Geiger Craig Keystone Ave 430
Germick Josephine J Est Of C/O J Scheirer 776 Third St
Gillette Michael 4299 S Church St
Graham Franklin C 2132 Second Ave
Haas Baird F 716 Front St
Harding Ruth S 1252 Knossos Dr
Henrix Services Corp 5019 Foxrun Ln
Hershey Sd 385 Sumner Ave
Hicks Ruth 876 3rd St
Holena Francis P 3330 S Fifth Ave Apt 149
Hopkins Jeffrey A 1225 Pericles Pl
Hunter Louise 900 Mickley Rd Apt K
Irizarry Zoraida Apt 207 2 Maryland Cir
Johnson Alicja L 3312 South 5th Ave Apt 167
Kathari Srinivasa 900 Mickley Rd No R1 3
Kern Dorothy 2008 N Lehigh Ave
Khalil Saber L 1500 Macarthur Rd
Kinek George P Kinek Kevin J 3355 Oak St
Kouame Kouadio One Maryland Cir Apt 214 B
Kubic Melisa L 3215 Brynwood Dr
Lee Soon J 1231 Brd St Apt5
Lilamwala Murtuza T 1515-8 Athens Dr
Macqueen H Richard 1273 Delphi Dr
Makovsky Ann C 5200 Third St 2 Flr
Maximum Care Inc 2127 South First Ave
Medeiroscano Rabin D 600 Mickley Rd
Mock Gladys M 1560 Alta Dr
Mortgage America Inc 1425 Grape St
Napoleon M Cardenas Apt 126 2 Mariland Cir
Nguyen Lan V 942 Pennsylvania St
Norelco Philips 1339 N 14th St Apt M11
Octopus Realty Inc 1034 North Third St
Offtek Inc 3113 S 2nd St
Pappys Place Tattooi 3028 S 4th St
Pauta Wilson O 250 Mickley Run Apt C
Payrow Bernice A Payrow Ronald B 419 Crest Dr
Pereira Barrios Ana C 3203 South Front St A
Politsopoulos Christos 3127 South Fth Ave
Rag Properties Llc 1710 Macarthur Rd
Raj Palace 2126 Macarthur Rd
Ramasar Ghagroo 815 Fairmont Ave
Ravindran Nair Visakh N 10 15 Jordan Dr
Reichl Robert C 137 E Union St
Reisner Frank H 1573 Corinth Dr Apt 4
Rives Elsie E 1519 Athens Dr 4
Roberts Aaron W Jr 408 Carolina Ave
Rosati Luigi Estate 204 6th St
Roth Steven 2214 N 1st Ave
Schlegel Edward 876 3rd
Segatti Alexandra A 124 Cornerstone Place
Senior Lehigh V 3722 Lehigh St Suite 408
Shear Heaven Pet Shop Inc 1049 Macaurthur Rd
Shoemaker Charles E Sr 1716 Schadt Ave
Silfies Harold 1227 Washington St Apt 1
Smith Kathy A 449 Carolina Ave
Spahitz Frank R 610 New York Ave
Spahitz Frank R Estate 610 New York Ave
Stagliano Doris P 1560 Alta Dr
Stein Karl P 4452 Ammon Way
Strasser Elizabeth 5473 Main St
Stutzenberger Evelyn 644 7th St
Szewcza Constantine 2408 Miller St
Taucci Marie 1177 6th St Apt B7a Itehall Manor
Terrones Juan 606 Melville St
Tonkay Edward P PO Box 85
Vision Masters Corp 706 Grape St
Yost Martin 2528 Augusta Dr
Zionsville Pa 18092
Brong Arthur H 5455 Walnut Ln
Digiacomo & Kahler Inc C/O Jerome T Digiacomo 6102 Indian Creek Rd
Moore Brian 123 Weaver Rd
Redzich William F Jr Box 5
Schantz Dan Farm And Greenhouses 8025 Spinnerstown
Smickley Deanna J 6949 Corning Rd
Stein Cynthia E RR 1
Truscott Kenneth 5802 Chestnut St
Winn Alice E 6830 Indian Creek Rd
Winn Myrick E C/O Winn Alice 6830 Indian Creek Rd
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Luzerne County Citizens Voice
Ashley Pa 18706
Butler James Jr R251 S Main St
Canfield Harold D Rear 195 South St
Corrigan Nan Est 773 Hazle St
Cybuch Marian 17 Barnes
Gomb Victor 96 1/2 Barnes St
Johns Amanda 110 Ashley St Apt 2
Jones Emilie 79 Mary St
Lenahan Edward J Jr 13 Mary St
Levandowski Walt 203 Baver St
Pavlick Joseph 144 Cemetery St
Porambo Stella M 17 Barnes
Rabb Thomas L 36 E Germania St
Rose Blanche 39 Solomon St
Shoemaker Robert 52 Mary St
Struble Florence 47 Ross St
Struble Robert H 47 Ross St
Vanalstine Marion E 130 Ashley St
Wallace Clarence F 902 Main St
Avoca Pa 18641
Alltel Communications 1400 Spruce St East Baton Rouge
ARC Moosic Heights 118 1st St
Beck Helen G 901 Walnut St
Bender Bernard 617 4th
Bender Mary E 617 4th
Bryk Irene P Estate 1217 Grove St
Computer Aide Inc 1120 Vine St
Cwikla Jan S 621 Main St
Doran Francis D 606 Valy St
Doran Mary C 606 Valy St
Falzone Joseph J 1200 Main St
Kosierowski John 723 Grove St
Kress Michael 808 Main St
McGowan Jeanette 800 Mcalpine St
Novak Marie 904 South St
S R Ceramics 1019 Main St
Sarf Edward Hwy 315 Apt 209
Seifert Francine 914 Main St
Senak Leonard 901 Walnut St
Senak Paul T 901 Walnut St
Sonday Paul J 730 Main St
Bear Creek Township Pa 18702
Morrison Joseph F Tr PO Box 279
Pg Energy 1 Pike Rd Bldg B
Quick Mart Retail Corp Rte 940 Pa Tpke
Sarnecky Cynthia 8060 Bear Creek Blvd
Sarnecky George K Jr 8060 Bear Creek Blvd
Uni Mart Quick Martretail Bp Rt 115 Pa Tpke
Uppal Shweta 801 Sand Spring Rd Bear Creek Pa 18602
Wyoming Natl Bank Trust Dept Tr PO Box 279
Dupont Pa 18641
Franciss Lottery And Video 289 Main St
Garland Rose 113 Lidy Rd
Gemski Stella 113 Lidy Rd
Katula Margaret 227 Harding St
Kelly Michael 62 First St
Kudey Robert F 264 Main St Rear
Murphy Alyce R 29 Atwell Dr
Murphy Timothy J 125 Holden St
Nowakowski Duane D 610 Walnut St
Nowakowski Mary E 610 Walnut St
Edwardsville Pa 18704
Bealla David A Bealla Lisa M 38 Jackson St
Belles Mabel 35 Heisz St Apt A
Bobolko George Estate 61 Zerby Ave
Brown Shawn R-95 Plymouth St
Chew Clarence 13 Beverly Dr Apt 6
Davis Robins 15 Beverly Dr
Deslich Florence Estate 134 Roosevelt St
Donnelly Grace 45 D Heisz St
Evans Thomas 155 Jackson St
Evelock Michael C Estate 13 Short St
Gillen Donna J 1000 Roosevelt St Apt K2
Grassi Josephin Edwardsville Pk Beverly
Griffith Wilbour 745 Main St
Henderson Alice 330 Gateway Ct Apt C
Hibachi Buffet 21a Gateway Shopg Ctr
Iron Chef 51 S Wyoming Ave
Kerber Ricky L 1019 Roosevelt St
Koschinski Clement S Estate 682 Main St
Kubovcik Anna M 264 Roosevelt St
Kupstas Edward J III 173 Hillside Ave
Kupstas III Edward J 173 Hillside Ave
Kupstas Jacqueline 173 Hillside Ave
Lynch Bernard 11 Beverly Dr Apt 17-B
Mckinney Donna Co Andrea Howe 225 Church St
Moss Steve Collision Inc 38 Jackson St
Mulhern Eliza P 320 Gateway Ct Apt B
New Iron Chef Corporation 51 S Wyoming Ave
Phillips Benjamin F 510 Isabelle Ct B
Phillips Catherine W Mrs 510 Isabelle Ct B
Puterbaugh Amanda M Bldg 518 Apt 4 Roosevelt St
Rambus Mary L 2 Beverly Dr
Riggi John Apt A7 Edwardsville Park Beve
Riskiewicz Jan 62 Armstrong Ave
Rittenhouse Lisa M 78 Atlantic Ave
Schlosser Helen 119 Short St
Selner Bernice 564 Swallow St
Smith Jerome 67 Short St
Smith Mary 67 Short St
Tchekaline Andrei 13 Beverly Dr Apt 6
Whitelonis Leonard E 44 Bilbow St
Exeter Pa 18643
Bolin Anna 11 Valy St
Boyle Robert 1946 Wyoming Ave Lot 74
Cheskiewicz Michae Highland Manor 750 Schooley Ave
Dessoye Alice T 1932 Scarborough St Apt 2
Gerhard Michelle S 158 Penn Ave
Hizny Helen T 168 First St
Rodriguez Mary 103 Jean St
Sanz Gustavo A Est Of 4722 Ryan Ct
Scureman Catherine L 111 Grant St
Smith Henry 500 Schooley Ave
Swanek Dale Girard 211 Lehigh St
Tomashunas Dolores F 65 Penn Ave
W A Key Club 20 Memorial St
Wood Deborah L 121 Aster Ct
Forty Fort Pa 18704
Balut Anna Mrs 1575 Wyoming Ave
Bonczek Gilora 40 Ransom St
Coburn Ida N 31 River St
Connolly Kristin 26 Shoemaker St
Connolly Richard P 26 Shoemaker St
Daugherty James W Estate 96 Dana St
Don Wilkinson Agency 1144 Wyoming Ave
Duross Francis W 451 River St
Fletcher John R Sr Rt 1330 Wyoming Ave
Forty Fort Boro 1271 Wyoming Ave
Hemingway Odore J Co Andrea Howe
Jones Alice 131 Culver St
Lawrence Kresge 1500 Wyoming Ave
Mcdonald Kenneth J 44 Yates St
Nash Raymond S Estate 99 1/2 Slocum St
Peters Ann E 209 Wells St
Peters Kevin P 209 Wells St
Phillips Charlotte Estate 117 Ft St
Schaffer Florence 1787 Murray St
Schaffer Frederick H 1787 Murray St
Scott Margaret E 100 Bedford St
Stevens Augusta 71 Durkee St
Wilkinson Don Agency Inc 18704 1144 Wyoming Ave
Foster Township Pa 18661
Tiger Abstract Inc Prescott Rd
Vasques Et Al Joseph M Prescott Rd
Glen Lyon Pa 18617
A K A Metal Finishing Dba Andes Donald J 85 Railrd St
Adams Felicia T 76 Orchard St
Adams John C O Felicia Adams 76 Orchard St
Bachstein Beatrice 22 Engle St
Baker Edward J Estate 12 Rock St
Ciampi Helen T 37 E Main St
Evan Celia J 41 Depot St Apt 107
Galli Julia 178 E Main St
Hauer Fred J 84 Coal St
Huk Dorothy 41 Depot St Apt 104
James Lydia 64 E Main St R
Markowski Stanley 108 E Main St
Ozechoski Thosia T 22 Engle St
Sargay Donald 17 Chestnut St
Stephanick Janet 8 Line St
Hanover Township Pa 18706
Cologie John T 547 High St
Cologie Tammy 547 High St
Forlenza John P Sr 1032 Sively St
Gallagher David 100 E Newport St Apt 4
Hanover Village Apartment 311 Hanover Village Dr
Irwin Charles A 374 Phillips St
Kelsal Barbara J 2859 South Main St
Kovaleski Rosemari 734 San Souci Pkwy
Marx Angela 24 Clifton Ct
Mcgrath Thomas Jr 374 Phillips St
Mcnevin Jessie 8 Adams St
Milligan Mary Roe 51 W Saint Marys Rd
Moss Steve Collision Inc 547 High St
Neuman Frieda 2 Academy Rd
Phillips David E 67 W St Mary S Rd
Harding Pa 18643
Reedy Francis Estate 365 Lockville Rd
Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Agati Santo A Rr 3 Box 139
Clark Betty A Rd 2 Box 400
Clark Harry C Sr Rd 2 Box 400
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Emanski Richard L Rr 3 Box 3026
Fisher Joshua Rr 3 Box 260
Gilbertson Jenifer L Rr 1 Box 35
Grzesck Kim A Rr 3 Box 3048
Ide James P Rr 1
Kenworthy Margaret Ms Rr 1 Box 297
Komrowski Pamela A 212 Roosevelt St
Montross Anna C/O Rd 2 Box 400
Murphy Hugh Jr Rr2 Box 464b
Smigielski James A Rr 3 Box 196
Tereska Suzanne Rd1 PO Box 288a
Hudson Pa 18702
Grumblis Joseph F 19 North St
Hoffman Helen A 29 Skidmore St
Parette Josephine Ms 15 Conley Aly
Washney Susie 120 R Clevaland St Rear Left
Hughestown Pa 18640
Jones William 33 Green Rd
Ohop Rose Marie 390 Parsonage St
Richardson Wilbert 173 Rock St
Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Boyczuk Margaret N Boyczuk Michael J 321 Brdway Rd
Johnson Caroline 1836 State Rte 29
Katra Deborah 2 Box 349 Hartman Rd
Katra Jeffrey J 2 Box 349 Hartman Rd
Knecht Anne 15 Range Rd
Marchakitus Ann 76 Marchakitus Rd
Sirak Jason S 3878 Main Rd
Whitman Edward R Jr 373 Oakdale Dr
Indian Lake Pa 18661
Navin J J B 81 Star
Inkerman Pa 18640
Jenkins Twp 46 1/2 Main St
Jenkins Township Pa 18640
Macheska Linda 1346 Main St
Obrien Monica L 47 Main St
Parrish Transportation 1095 Pittston By-Pass
Romanski Robert W 45 Thompson St
Kingston Pa 18704
Abdallah Mohamed S PO Box 1486
Adam Berger Matthew 44 Reynolds St
Aj Kopicki Fnrl Hm 263 Zerby Ave
Allen Anna M 291 E Grove St
Arnold Morton M 270 Pierce St
Arnold Ruth D 270 Pierce St
Aslanishvili Naia V 208 Spruce St
Balester Michelle 670 Warren Ave
Barrington Mark 216 Wyoming Ave Apt 43
Bavitz Anita CO 550 Gibson Ave
Benetsky Anthony 48 Penn St
Benson Collen 55 S Gates Ave
Bloomsburg Hospitalist Assoc PO Box 1716
Borino Glendora 263 Zerby Ave
Bowman Velma E Estate 73 W Dorrance St
Brennan Madelyn W Brennan James A 162 S Sprague Ave
Bronson Elizabeth B 390 Elm Ave
Bytheway William E 130 Poplar St
Cardone Maurice 702 Third Ave
Carney Mary Ms 379 Chestnut St
Carr Thomas F 626 Rutter Ave
Caudle Patrick PO Box 1853
Chandler Bryon M 512 Northampton St
Charest John 230 Wyoming Ave Apt 13c
Cheung Albert 554 N Gate Ave
Club Inferno 757 Wyoming Ave
Curcio Frank Estate 479 Northampton St
Dalsanto James Louis 622 Gibson Ave
Dalsanto Louis D Cust 622 Gibson Ave
Davis Everett J 51 N Loveland Ave
Davison Robert P 87 Sharp St
Depiero Charles 120 Penn St
Diamond Glass Dba PO Box 1647
Diamond Triumph Auto Glass 220 Division St
Dietterick Gordon Jr 272 Ruter Ave
Digicel Inc 185 S Wyoming Ave
Dougherty Kathryn 230 Wyoming Ave Apt 5a
Dougherty Leventhal Price 459 Wyoming Ave
Dressler Cynthia 230 Butler St
Dressler Steven 230 Butler St
Dunn Thomas Estate 88 N Goodwin Ave
El Barrio Academy Assoc 230 Wyoming Ave
Emberton James A Apt 3 870 Market St
Falzone Samuel T 365 Pierce St
Faust Joseph Estate 270 Pringle St
Fetchick Nicholas 2d Dan Flood Towers
First Security Inves 303 Market St
Fischer Louise A 586 Charles Ave
Fiske Brian R 118 South Dawes Ave
Fletcher John Mr 1330 Wyoming Ave
Frank Joshua D 201 James St
Gerchak Edward J 213 1/2 Spruce St
Giberson Dorothy 400 N Gates Ave Apt 11
Gitman Nataliya 96 E Walnut St
Goligoski Alex 28 3rd Ave Se
Gooch John G 213 Joseph Dr
Greco Enterprises In 259 Wyoming Ave
Grodis Paul T 103 Page Ave
Gruver Donald 200 2nd Ave
Gruver Donald E 440 N Maple Ave Side
Gruver Rebecca 440 N Maple Ave Side
Guchanas Frank 474 Market St
Gulvase Mary 48 Penn St
Hannon Barry 42 S Atherton St
Hartnett Jean B 157 East Walnut St 1st Floor
Hartnett Paul L 157 East Walnut St 1st Floor
Heffers James L 578 Westmoreland Ave
Heiser Robert W 222 Rutter Ave
Home Instead Senior Care 494 480 Pierce St Ste 306
Insurance Shoval PO Box 1272
Jenkins Leona M 140 W Dorrance St
Jones Roger 417 Rutter Ave
Joseph Papp Estate 4 Bowman Ave
Kadlec Richard A 317 N Maple Ave Apt B
Kadlec Richard A Living Trust 317 N Maple Ave Apt B
Kim Hyung Kyu 201 N Sprague Ave #18
Klein Ralph 35 Holiday Dr Apt 111
Kornfeld Mitchell 256 Butler St
Krymowski Edward P PO Box 1947
Kunigal Arthur 219 Wyoming Ave
Kunigal Sandra 219 Wyoming Ave
Lawrence Robert J 217 Rutter Ave
Leary Margaret W Cust 240 E Dorrance St
Leary Patrick 240 E Dorrance St
Lemmon Bernice J 140 W Dorrance St
Leonard Jonathan C 321 Joseph Dr
Linso Ruth Dan Flood Towers Apt 15j 230 Wyoming Ave
Makarewicz Joseph 555 Ford Ave
Martin Josephine Ms 46 Krych St
Mcmyne Francis X 446 Wyoming Ave
Miller Colleen B 65 Division St
Monschein Dorothy Estate 230 Rutter Ave
Montante Charles 600 Charles Ave
Montante Lorraine 600 Charles Ave
Moosic Hose Co 1 PO Box 1830
Morris Arthur C/O Barbara L & Ryan J Quinn 367 Winola Ave Apt 4
Murphy Mary J 454 Warren Ave
Musto Mark 19 Newitt Pl
Nesbitt Abram III 345 Pierce St
Nesbitt Abram IV 345 Pierce St
Nesbitt Geraldine 345 Pierce St
New Generation Coal Inc 183 Market St Suite 200
Nobile Alex J 730 Milton Dr
Nowalis Mary M CO 550 Gibson Ave
Nurstat Fka Professional Healthcare As 250 Pierce St Ste 317
Obrien Jean 214 Lathrop St
Ondish Denise 140 Mahloon Dr
Owens Sheila 2 R 640 Schuyler Ave
Pelchar Dorothy Estate 250 1st Ave Apt 322
Price Janet 137 Washington St
Price Josephine E 108 Wilson St
Pritchard Griffith 217 Rutter Ave
Professional Health Care 250 Pierce St
Prokop Helen M 266 Pringle St
Purta Corey 410 Chestnut Ave
Rahman Shafiq Ur Dr PO Box 1761
Ransom Edith M 26 E Walnut St
Reese Donald P Estate 508 Market St
Richards Linda L 108 Penn St
Ricko Verna R A J Kopicki Fnl Home In 263 Ze
Roland Thomas Estate 17 Green St
Rovinski Patti A 175 Joseph Dr
Ruseskas Celestine Ms 282 Rutter Ave
Ryman Richard 570 Tioga Ave
Scharf Donald J 131 Tobin Ln
Scharf Mary B 131 Tobin Ln
Schempp Rosemary 349 Pierce St
Schilling Betty J 39 Price St
Schlosser Helen 119 Short St
Schmauch Joseph PO Box 1088
Sharkness John R 55 1/2 Penn St
Sharkness William W 55 1/2 Penn St
Skoloda Edward 184 Page Ave Apt 405
Spiga Wendy 590 Gibson Ave
St Lukes Phys Grp Inc PO Box 1724
Steinhauer Grayce S 257 Church St Apt 24 Apt 24
Telencho Brian 82 W Union St
Tenenbaums Travel 300 Market St
Thomas Victoria 263 Zenly Ave
Thomas Wyatt J 376 1/2 N Maple St
Toloskie Benjamin P Est Of 179 S Wyoming Ave
Townend Frank 345 Pierce St
Treslar Diane 165 S Maple Ave
Treslar Theodore A 165 S Maple Ave
Tudor Book Shop 651 Wyoming Ave
Uw Irrevocable Trust 600 Charles Ave
Vanauken Mildred A 250 1st Ave Apt 324
Vision Imaging Of Lebanon PO Box 1228
Vose Alberta 250 First Ave Apt 312
Walsh Helen G 379 Chestnut Ave
Wheadon Christine K Tfbo Trst Of 190 Lathrop St
Wyoming Valley Motors Inc Dba Wyoming Valley Bmw PO Box 1308
Zavrel John G PO Box 1684
Zideck Barbara M 584 Westmoreland Ave
Zukoski Matthew J 54 Krych St
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Laflin Pa 18702
Gubitose Janet 129 Cedarwood Dr
Lindow Mark 116 Haverford Dr
Rusnak Stella L 10 Main St
Rusnak Theresa 10 Main St
Larksville Pa 18704
Carr William G 323 Greenwave Blvd
Hromisin Ralph S 201 Robin Dr
Kon Raphael 124 E State St
Stone Todd 47 Michelle Dr
Taffera Renee 328 High Lake Dr
Lehman Pa 18627
Pearson Janet F 907 N 1st
Tough Gary D Box 71 Market St
Luzerne Pa 18709
Arnold Robert P PO Box 125
Blight David J Blight Marie A 540 Charles St
Coburn Thomas J 541 Bennett St
Courtdale Boro PO Box 187
Fetterman Jason 639 F Miller St
Fischer Mary M 600 Bennett St 202
Gruver Donald E 395 Walnut St
Gruver Rebecca 395 Walnut St
Hometchko Florence 104 Hughes St
Hughes Evelyn M Estate 310 Charles St
Kalm Optical Ii Inc 564 Union St
Kascsak Maryann 362 Charles St
Kascsak Mildred 362 Charles St
Nezavich John E 209 Factory St
Rambus Arline Marcytown
Rambus Merritt Marcytown
Rudaitis Gloria R 118 Main St
Rushnock Dana M 93 Main St Apt #3
Strenfel Veronica F 810 Bennett St
Suchocki Joseph R 11 Linden
Suchocki Martha 11 Linden
Vassello Joan 600 Bennett St Apt 412
Miners Mill Pa 18705
Rensa Joseph 171 Miller St
Mountain Top Pa 18707
Archer Elliott A 181 Bella Vista Dr
Archer Tera Jill 181 Bella Vista Dr
Bahl Gurinderpal 140 Lakeview Dr
Balliet Olin W Jr 240 S Main Rd
Brown Richard J Rd 4 Box 196
Brunetti Catherine 27 Stone Hodge Cir
Coffee Barbara A 55 Washington Park Dr
Coffee Michael 55 Washington Park Dr
Colombin Richard E 127 Forest Rd
Cook Mary J 165 Forest Rd Mountaintop Pa 18707
Davis Shane L 3 Sycamore Rd
Demuro Peter J 25 Forest Dr
Dennis Michael J 80 Smt Rd
Dennis William J 80 Smt Rd
Engelman Kevin 71 Patriot Cir
Engelman Michaeline 71 Patriot Cir
Fisher Joshua 620 S Main Rd
Ford Benjamin 1957 Church Rd
Fragrances Dana C 395 Oak Hill Rd
Gross William R 2364 Alberdeen Rd
Gyle Ann L 211 Nuangola Rd
Halloway Josephin 165 Forest Rd
Hanley Liz 41 Walden Dr
Harris Dorothy M PO Box 343
Harris Oliver James PO Box 343
Hollock Stephen 40 Lehigh St
Holloway Ruby 32 Walden Dr
Johns James 151 S Mountain Blvd
Jungbaer Michelle 1521 Honeyhole Rd
Jungbaer Thomas 1521 Honeyhole Rd
Kearney Joseph 135 Forest Rd
Koons Ernest Estate 394 S Mountain Blvd
Lick Catherine A 10 Vlg Grn Cir
Lick Raymond H 10 Vlg Grn Cir
Majeski Dennis 470 Slocum Rd
Mcdonald Helen E C/O Damenti S Restaurant 870 N Hunter Hwy
Mcdonald Kevin C/O Damenti S Restaurant 870 N Hunter Hwy
Mctague Debra 31 Yorktown Rd
Midura Jerzy 5 Valy View Dr
Moyer Floyd Q 2942 Blytheburn Rd
Moyer Olive M 2942 Blytheburn Rd
Osowski Michelle L 97 N Main St
Plaviak David 109 Timberwood Dr
Polizzi Michael 10 Tr Dr
Radziewicz Mark 12 Kirby Ave
Reggie Ronald 24 Walden Dr
Rinehimer Nancy E 2064 Slocum Rd
Robbins Walter Jr 1701 Blytheburn Rd
Rodski Gerald L 124 Cherrywood Dr
Shupp Elizabeth B 38 Woodbryn Dr
Tarnecki Mark 185 S Mountain Blvd
Unimart94331 36 S Mountain Blvd
Wassil Frank J 250 Grandview Ave
Wilkes-Barre Now C/O T Mc Curdy 115 Jacobs Ladder
Yeager Ada L Box 275
Yeager Loren Box 275
Nanticoke Pa 18634
Archer Elizabeth M 211 Honey Pot St
Barber Chris 191 West Church St
Blockus Romaine M 143 1 2 W Union St
Bonavito Rocco 152 East Brd
Bowens Barbara Apt 223 270 E M
Cipriani Mario E Estate 59 E Main St
Clarissa Wolever 71 E Main St
Daniels Marie 100 Nanticoke Ave 601 Nanticoke Towers
Davis Jean T 328 E Green St
Davis Marilyn J 328 E Green St
Delaney Michael 510 E Main St
Dellapenna Lorraine M 60 W Green St Apt 1 1
Dzoch Holly M 269 Apollo Cr
Edward Cannon Estate 18 W Hoble St
Edwards Josephine Estate Wanamie Star Rte
Emberton James C O Gdn Elder Care Ctr 147 Old Newport Rd
Flynn Jean Ii 395 Middle Rd
Gajewski Mary L 65 Hill St
Garbett Verna C 17 Hanover St
Grala Edward 10 W Union St
Grant Thomas 312 East Green St
Herring Allan 127 Pine St
Hilinski Virginia 270 E Main St Apt 510
Hrinko Robert Ii 144 Pine St
Hurley Maurice Estate 105 E Union St
Jarosewicz Mary C 1082 W Main Ave
Kanjorski Mark A 117 South Prospect St
Kowalchin Wayne A 264 E Grn St
Kowalski Teofil 492 S Prospect St
Kralick Helen Birchwood Nursing Ctr 395 Middle Rd
Krieger Anthony 931 S Hanover St
Kuligowski Lottie L Estate 455 Garfield St
Littleford Lee C 130 Alden Mountain Rd
Makowski Edward T 148 E Grand St
Mclynes Joseph 1r Lower Bdwy
Mclynes Mary 1r Lower Bdwy
Medura Patricia A 395 E Washington St
Mercy Special Care Hospit 128 W Washington St
Mieczkowski C D 1 E Green St
Musial Stanley G 167 W Ridge St
Musial Stanley G Estate 357 E Church St
Niedz Lottie 132 S Walnut St
Noy Hattie Estate 1214 S Market St
Orlowski Irene Estate 688 Pulaski St
Ossowski Kazimierz 223 W Church St
Page Glenn A 145 S Market St Apt 2
Pihanich John 138 Welles St
Pil Jean 21 E Field St
Pipon Gertrude B 270 E Main St
Pole Company Inc PO Box 27 31 North
Resciniti Daniel A 1432 S Hanover St
Robert Meade Estate 353 E Poplar St
Rogozinski Brian 4 Morgan St
Rybak Bryan 506 E Grove St
Schieck Gladys 31 E Green St
Shek Anna 31 E Green St
Shek Anna Rr 31 E Green St
Shiffer Emily T 63 West Main St
Shultz William E 60 W Poplar St
Sincavage Adella Estate 418 Front St
Stebulis Anna Apt 223 270 E M
Stevenson Donny O 3 Prince St
Struble Theresa A 32 West Grand St
Syslo Joseph Estate 63 W Field St
Tomcho Betty 1 Central St
Tomcho John J 1 Central St
Vital Daniel Estate 10 Ferry St
Vitz Wendy 54 West Grand
Wasilewski Agnes 321 W Union St
Williams Sara E 53 Newport St Sheatown
Wolever Michael 71 E Main St
Wolfe Frank A Iii 152 Garfield St
Wolfe Patricia 152 Garfield St
Wozniak Celia Estate 1234 S Market St
Wynings Curtis J 270 E Main St Apt 325
Wytrykowski Barbara Oplinger Towers 270 E Main St Apt 630
Zippo Dorothy A 38 E Ridge St
Nescopeck Pa 18635
Andreas Robert W Jr 4 Mountain Rd
Bafile Evalyn R 902 3rd St
Briggs Dennis M 69 Ridge Rd
Hall Alfred E C/O Heller Funeral Home 633 E 3rd St
Lutz Lester L 625 3rd St Apt B PO Box 4
Mcglynn Michael G 55 Drumheller Ln
Richardson Wilbert S 173 Rock St
Sitler Wallace E Estate 434 2nd St
Walters Paul D 317 Vine St
Wenner Vera I 200 Hobbie Rd
Young Kelly S 290 Mifflin X Rd
Palmerton Pa 18701
Buzinski Steven 900 Edgemont Ave
Parsons Pa 18640
Walsh John 155 Austin Ave
Pittston Pa 18640
Allardyce Florence D Allardyce Thomas A 28 Ambrose St
Angelella Joseph J Angelella M E PO Box 10311
Antal Martina 1201 Bryan Ln
Biagiotti Angela A 25 E Sunrise Dr
Bianco Albert PO Box 431
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Bidwell Mary J 209 Roberts Rd 204
Broda Mary Ms 1800 River Rd Lot 19
Burke Edward J Jr 19 Carroll St
Butler Helen Estate 50 Welsh St
Capitano Rose H Estate 91 E Frothingham St
Cappellini Vincent J 137 Wynchurch Cir
Cardascia Pauline 507 North Main St
Chacko John J 156 Panama St
Chacko Maryann 156 Panama St
Chairge Diann M 19 B Norman St
Chell Damaris Rr 1 Box 4
Ciampi Lou 1679 River Rd
Claherty Judith Florence Ach Christian Mnr PO Box 666
Consenza Angelo 20 Union St
Consenza Richard T 20 Union St
Cosgrove Mary E 160 Market St
Dadamo Dorothy 3 Sand St
Dale Patricia 40 Elm St
Daly Margaret Ms 719 Wyoming Ave
Digun Sophie 111 E Columbus Ave
Doran Betty M 211 Roberts Rd
Egan Mary 31 Reynolds St
Ellis Bernie 1800 River Rd Lot 19
Fabrizio John PO Box 431
Fadden John J C O Sarah A Ripebno 47 Mill Hill St
Frey Audrey 4 Dromond St
Gershey Thomas P 1 Boston Rd
Giarratano Helen Miss The Apollo Apts Apt 22 Main St
Griffiths April A 206 Heather Highlands
Hanczyc Maud I 227 Rock St
Henning Mary 13 William St Apt 4
Humphries Caroline V Apt 104 101 N Main St
Jenkes Clara 42 N Main St Fl 2
Kidwell Timothy 48 Lewis St
Kirn Nancy 564 N Main St
Klekner Frank J PO Box 702
Kutyana Andrew Penn Park Bldg
Licata Carmella 176 E Columbus Ave
Licata Charles 176 E Railrd St
Lombardo Joan 459 Brd St
Lombardo Samuel 459 Brd St
Lutecki John A 374 Parsonage St
Makachinas Bette 98 Cliff
Makachinas Peter T 98 Cliff
Marmeno Grace 490 N Main St
Maureen Alexander Chev Pont 1653 River Rd
Mchugh Grace 138 Rock St
Mecadon Alfred G Trust Dtd December 44 Bryden St
Mecadon Lisa R147 Elm St Pittston Pa 18643
Morales Sandra P 3 Hilltop Rd
Morenus Steve L Apt 1 142 Carroll St
Morgan William D Jr Rd 1 Box 131 W
Musto Carmen C/O Charles Musto
Nalaschi PO Box 814
Nortn Thomas Estate 166 Oak St
Oliveri Isabelle A 52 Bolin St
Papiesz Gloria 89 River View Manor
Penn Acceptance Corp C/O J Limongelli 2007 Rte 315 Hwy 203
Pollock Ken Chevrolet 156 Panama St
Pope Mary Hoban 2 Front St
Riggs Vincent 385 North Main St
Rinkavage Edward J 1 1 2 Front St
Roberts Barbara 406 Pollock Dr
Rosiak Loraine Estate 7 Prospect St
Sabatini Maryclaire 24 Osborne Dr
Sauter Jerry 2 Fairlawn Dr
Scarantino Frances 44 Jenkins Ct
Schifano Sue 50 Nafus St
Serino Rose 149 Johnson St
Sharon Walko 757 North Main St
Simalchik Rita M 91 Cliff St
Smith Grace D 211 Roberts Rd
Smith Thomas C 41 Johnson St
Sokol Dolores 51 N Main St Pittston Manor
Stanton Jeanne M 14 Pine St
Timek Mary M PO Box 1133
Totten Daniel Rr 1
Touhill Helen Estate 21 Searle St Fl 3
Troy Amber Rd 1 Box 26 A
Tylutke Mary Ms 586 Suscon Rd
Uritz Tammy R147 Elm St
Victoria Inn 400 Rte 315 Hwy
Wassmann Virginia Estate 60 Bolin St
Watson John 4 Willow Ln
Watson William 4 Willow Ln
Winner Charles E 132 Birchwood Est
Wombacker Jacqueline 225 So Main St
Yatko Donald 378 South Main Stree
Zelonis Marianne 14 Pine St
Zelonis Veronica 25 Tedrick St
Pittston Pa 18641
Bender Bernard 617 4th
Bender Mary E 617 4th
Pittston Pa 18643
Chell Damaris Rr 1 Box 4
Dale Patricia 40 Elm St
Mecadon Lisa R147 Elm St
Morgan William D Jr Rd 1 Box 131 W
Totten Daniel Rr 1
Troy Amber Rd 1 Box 26 A
Uritz Tammy R147 Elm St
Winner Charles E 132 Birchwood Est
Plains Pa 18702
Flooring Works 89 Second St
Pro Rehabilitation Services 1086 Rte 315
Vorhis Irene P 50o N Main St Apt 307
Plains Township Pa 18705
Anderscavage Leon D 23 B Clark Ln
Anderscavage Maryann B 23 B Clark Ln
Banick Kay A Plains Manor Apt 408 500 North Main St
Bednar Mildred C 335 Maffett St
Broda John Mr 40 Ctr St
Chiodo Andy S 245 Burke St
Ciermiakowski Thomas 51 So Hudson Rd
Delgado Tony 8 Farrell Ln
Dulsky John J Jr 15 William St
Fields Kevin 57 Saint Mary St
Garvin Mirian G 10 W Merritt St
Holmes Clara 10 W Merritt St
Kenzakoski Brothers PO Box 1816
Lanzendorfer Bronwyn 16 S Beech Rd
Lanzendorfer Lauren J 16 S Beech Rd
Peplowski Mary 2 N River St
Pokrifka Mary 391 N Main St
Ruane Helen 64 Perkins St
Uni Mart 639 North Main St
Ward Parris J 148 Rear George Ave
Wonsewicz Julia Estate 129 William St
Yeosock David J P 40 S Main St
Yeosock Michael J P 40 S Main St
Zarosly Sophie C/O B Sisco PO Box 1553
Zawoiski Sonja A 61 Maffett St
Plymouth Pa 18651
Brizzy Richard Dba Brizzy Tree Service 36 Templeton Ln
Bukowski Albert Estate 156 Orchard St
Crawford Christopher J 606 West Main St
Deane James 156 Reynolds St
Diacone August 642 Ransom St
Diacone Clara 642 Ransom St
Ellsworth Butch Moore 127 W Main St
Emmett Henry T 357 Harris St
Evan Julia Ms 270 E Main St
Fisher Joseph J 629 Washington Ave
Fleet Decal & Graphics Inc 30 East Main St
Franchella Robert 127 W Main St
Gerlitski Frank Avondale Hl Apt 67
Geurin Frank Estate 485 Washington Ave
Hayer Josephine 505 Washington Ave
Jackson Katrina 88 1/2 East Walnut Stre
Jamrowski Marjorie 222 Temperance Hl
Karavis John 245 Mcginnis St
Keyes Edward Estate Rr 1
Kopicki Mark P 152 Church St
Kosmila Helen Ms 242 Coal St
Kratz Charles 168 Reynolds St
Krawchuk Thaddeus 20 Turner St
Kubbishun Lottie 14 Max Ave
Kubbishun Stanley 14 Max Ave
Lehr Rita Estate 123 Orchard St
Lukasavage E J Avondale Hl
Medura Celia C Ap103 103 Davenport St
Moore Edward S 341 W Main St
Motter Melvin 120 Martz Manor
Mystek Alfred J 642 W Main St
Parker John Estate 130 Franklin St
Patrylak James D 86 E Brdway St
Piszczek Edmund 70 E Main St
Piszczek Joseph E 70 East Main St
Piszczek Viola 70 E Main St
Plymouth Rotary Club 127 W Main St
Redenski Mark Lynton 351 W Shawnee Av
Rees Eirwen J 601 Ackley
Rees Samuel 601 Ackley
Rydsewicz Peter 254 Buttonwood St
Schramm Mary E 168 Nottingham St
Sims Mary G 271 Gardner St
Stabulis Sophie Ms 52 Blair St
Strumski George Jr 328 Powell St
Strumski Irene 328 Powell St
Tatara John 1469 W Main St
Trzcinski Kathleen 104 Pierce St
Wilson Rachel A 124 Reynolds St
Pringle Pa 18704
Hirel Anna 14 Kemp St
Nagle Bruce J 414 Union St
Washcalus John 470 Grove St
Shavertown Pa 18708
Ackerman Margaret 29 Sunset Ave
Anderson Brett E 885 Sutton Rd
Bi Los Supermarket 32 Green Rd
Bradley Jeffrey S 29 Sunset Ave
Buckys Auto Body And Frame 1978 B Huntsville Rd
Burkert Gertrude 995 Jackson Rd
Choudhury Aswini K 840 Sheffield Rd
Collection 68 Shady Rill Rd
Corgan William H Jr 230 N Memorial Hwy
Cummins Florence 995 Jackson Rd
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Das Cynthia 840 Sheffield Rd
Das Nayan K 840 Sheffield Rd
Das Nirode C 840 Sheffield Rd
Garrahan Barbara P 382 Harris Hill Rd
Garrahan Irrevocable Trust 382 Harris Hill Rd
Garrahan James E 382 Harris Hill Rd
Gaudet Alex 325 Bulford Rd
Global Welfare Charitable Trust 840 Sheffield Rd
Goschenhoppen Home Mutual Pennsburg 32 Green Rd
Heppding Arlette M 1978 B Huntsville Rd
Heppding Derek C 1978 B Huntsville Rd
Hilgert Ruth Helen Estate Rr 5 Box 91
Hughes Jeanne 6 Roushey St Fl 1
Huntsville Golf Club 30 Hayfield Rd
Iliadis Christos 118 Wakefield Rd
Jackson Twp Vol Ambulance Box 1846
Kandrac Amy 52 Shagbark Dr
Katchko Sue Estate 89 W Meadow St
Kitchen Bernice A Estate 104 S Main Rd
Mccormick Fay Marcella 536 Deer Hill Rd
Mcmanus Mary Ex CO Blodnick Gordon fletcher 150 Blueberry Hill Rd
Metz Susan 208 Greystone Dr
Miller Michael J 2 Ivy Dr
Pentka David 3 Marilyn Dr
Picklo Elizabet Rd 5
Picklo Michael Rd 5
Pipiliangas Nicole 32 Green Rd
Rogan Kelly 205 N Main St
Silvestri Ann 95 Smt St
Smith Janet 68 Shady Rill Rd
Solorzano Oscar Qtip Trust Trst Of 101 Ondish Rd I
Szwast Anthony Walter 12 Hilltop Dr
Ultra Clean Carpet & Upholstery Cle 115 Blueberry Hill Rd
Wood James A 1289 Sutton Rd
Wood Keri J 1289 Sutton Rd
Zeigler Robert 179 N Pioneer Ave
Zeigler Robert Estate 179 N Pioneer Ave
Shickshinny Pa 18655
A 1 Incorporated PO Box 26
Bickhart Barbara Rr 3
Conrad Faith 172 Chestnut St
Conrad Faith E 172 Chestnut St
Eckrote Dean 151 Main St #A
Farrell John 41 Bloomingdale Rd
Farrell Patricia A 41 Bloomingdale Rd
Gable Paula C/O Guardian Officer C/O Laurel Pers Care Ctr Box 7
Harter Robert 19 W Vine St
Hasay Anna Estate Rr 2
Howanitz Ellen 16 Hortop Rd
Knelly Ralph S 67 W Union St
Knelly Ralph S Ii 67 W Union St
Mclaughlin Charles 41 Grant St
Peoples Eleanor Laurel Personal Care Ctr Hc 239 Box 245
Phillips David J 355 Sunset Lake Rd
Powell David M 113 Waterton Hill Rd
Stone John 131 North Canal St
Wandel Freda A Estate Rr 2
Sugar Notch Pa 18706
Camp Kresge Booster Club R 883 Main St
Decker Eleanor 636 Main St
Lewis John Estate 716 Main St
Suhoski Francis S 701 Main St
Vale Wanda 636 Main St
Sweet Valley Pa 18656
Citi Financial Auto 95 Peatmoss Rd
Friedman Gloria 1035 Sr 118
Lamoreaux Christine L 95 Peatmoss Rd
Lamoreaux Jeremy D 95 Peatmoss Rd
Partington Michelle A 5266 Main Rd
Thomas Willard M 6 Lakeview Dr
Turel Michael 127 Lakeview Dr
Werkheiser Josephine D 40 Creekside Ln
Wolthers Charles H RR 1 Box 1450
Swoyersville Pa 18704
Barto Nicholas 108 Owen St
Burakiewicz Adam C/O J Burakiewicz 125 Simpson St
Burakiewicz Josephine 125 Simpson St
Cor Rite Inc 195 Slocum St
Eddy Clayton 224 Warsaw St
Hook Gerard M 89 Maltby Ave
Krochmaluk John J 489 Church St
Kupstas Edward J IV 518 Rear Slocum St
Kupstas Edward J 518 Slocum St
Kupstas Edward J IV R518 Slocum St
Kupstas William L R518 Slocum St
Litwin Michael 42 Grace St
Paluck Robert 480 Church St
Roesch Gustave 14 Grandville Dr
Seasock Susan 119 Hemlock St
Spirock Edward 48 Bohac St
Varsity Lawn Care 1204 Main St
Yakupcin Frank Estate 73 Hill St
Trucksville Pa 18708
Connolly Richard 127 Woodtip Dr
Cook Steven M 174 Kimberly Ln
Kvs Consulting Services 125 S Pioneer Ave
Olsen Carl B 188 Tr Ace
Sagliocco Kristan V Ta Kvs 125 South Pioneer Ave
Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Andreas Caroline 16 Sawmill Ln
Bezdziecki Mary V Rr 1
Bloss Lydon E Rr 2 Box 37
Brenneisen Richard Brenneisen Betty 492 Birch Rd
Cardimona Kimberly 555 Pond Hill Mnt Rd
Fenstermachers F F Tire Rr 1 Box 256-A
Hartzel Margaret Ms Rd 1
Pawloski Victor Estate Rr 1
Pelczar Felix Rr1 Box 193
Pelczar Stasia Rr1 Box 193
Ridzon Christie Box 116 Main St
Smith Barbara E Rd 1
Verchimak Susan J Main St
Warrior Run Pa 18706
Foose Thomas L 318 Chestnut St
Mikula George 578 Orchard St
Wisniewski Stanley 519 Front St
West Pittston Pa 18643
Atkinson Wendy 319 Spring St 2nd Fl
Blair David F 551 Riverview Village
Blank Jolene A 316 Fourth St 2nd Floor
Caveat Investment 201 Montgomer Ave
Chiumento Dena M 305 Linden St
Clarke Raymond M 16 Ann St
Clarke Sophie Est Of 16 Ann St
Frederick Kyle B 601 Exeter Ave 2 Fl
Gomezvicchitto Vaidra D 6 Luzurne Ave
Green Tammy 528 1 2 Delaware Ave Apt B
Jasionek Jan 932 4th St
Jones Delphine R 524 Wyoming Ave
Jones Loretta A 221 Fremont St
Justice Edith M 307 Race St
Justice John R 307 Race St
Kithen Richard 232 Liberty St
Lupio Michael 14 Dennison St
Newman Thomas J 228 Wyoming Ave
Podminick Kenneth 232 Linden St
Putebaugh John F Estate Rr 1
Putertaug Arthur H Estate Rr 1
Rosencrans Harry 815 Luzerne Ave
Schiffman Betty Jayne Rr 1 Box 34
Schiffman Joseph K Rr 1 Box 34
Thornton Robert L PO Box 119
Turchetti Kenly 117 Luzerne Ave
Waldorf Roy E 336 Race St R
Zarzecki Anna Estate 526 Delaware Ave
West Wyoming Pa 18644
Arch Eshelmen Construction 719 W 8th St
Cisneros Luis 812 Shoemaker Ave
Dvorsky Mary 100 Lincoln St
Kretchik Helen C 515 West Eighth St
Mcdowell Anne 76 W 8th St Apt B
Quintilian Ltd 75 W 3rd St
Risko Anna 103 W Brady St
Tilley Margaret 283 Holden St
Tomaselli Joyce L 439 W Sixth St
White Haven Pa 18661
Carnevale Concetta 40 Shade Tree Rd
Chase Manhattan Auto Finance Lot 26 Valy Gorge
Deck The Walls C/O June Oboyle 86 Ramblewood Dr
Dibenedetto Gary 2101 S Daggett St
Grey Richard 53 Sunshine Dr
Jeffrey Holmberg Dba J M Holmb 315 Erie St
Knappenberger Calleen PO Box 92
Knappenberger Calvin PO Box 92
Kosier Leona Estate 102 Walnut St
Kossitch Stanley Rr 1
Kunkle Maude J Rd 2 Box 2050
Morgan Willard 112 Oak Ln
Navin Helen M Star Rte Box 81
Navin J J B 81 Star
Navin James J Star Rte Box 81
Ohara Alma J Estate PO Box 73
Polivka Doris M 130 Skyway Ln
Spaziani Patricia Oneal 701 Towanda St
Spina John E Lot 26 Valy Gorge
Temple Don Hc1 Box 54
Tiger Abstract Inc Prescott Rd
Vasques Et Al Joseph M Prescott Rd
Vigeant Gilles J PO Box 302
Whitehaven Collision 972 Foster Ave
Witkowski Stanley E 27 Pehemoss Rd
Yatsko Leonard RD 1
Wilkes-Barre, Pa 18705
Bella Rose M 22 Chase Ln
Bella Stanley 22 Chase Ln
Boyer Hilda 82 Brookside St
Cantoran Feliciano 490 N Washington St
Castrignano John R 68 E Thomas St 1
Cimochowski George E 670 N River St 206
Denn Virginia 377 Laurel Run Estates
Doboni Vasiliy 167 Woodside Dr
Dokrifka Mary 25 Hurley St
Dyer Rodriguez L 3 East Chestnut St 3 Rear
Farrell Patrick J 30 Mill St
Frund Henry 11 Weir Ln
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Intermetro Industries Corp 651 N Washington St
Jenkins Sophia 53 Chilwick St
Kishbaugh Daniel 1372 N Washington St
Krajnik George P 8 Cheryl St
MacDougall Ian L 82 Brookside St Front
Mainwaring Joseph T 1253 N Washington
Meehan Catherine 33 Wilson St
Meehan Margaret A 27 Oliver St
Moss Carl T 154 Austin Ave
Nelson Howard W 2 Hollywood Ave
Parham Roland S 1384 North Washington St
Pedana Lawrence 215 George Ave 5
Pedana Josephin 215 George Ave
Podgurski Nicholas 32 Cleveland St
Rensa Joseph 171 Miller St
Rhodes William Estate 32 Gravel St
Rocko John 152 Diamond St
Rogan Joseph 208 East Main St
Sapp Anna M 93 W Chestnut St
Shepanski Francis 180 Mayock St
Shepanski Irene M 180 Mayock St
Slachta Joseph 515 Madison St
Slacta Joseph 515 Madison St
Thomas Roseann 1272 North Washington St
Tomalis Thomas J 166 Mill St
Trela Joseph 60 Chester St
Vannucchi Joseph E 601 N Main St
Walsh John 155 Austin Ave
Williams David J 192 Austin Ave
Williams Dorothy M 153 Mill St
Wilson Roy J 210 Wyoming St
Wilkes-Barre, Pa 18707
Kratz Alfred 36 Hickory Dr
Kratz Rose 36 Hickory Dr
Schwartz Susan 668 Saint Marys Rd
Luzerne County Standard Speaker
Conyngham Pa 18219
Bair Timothy J Estate 149 Main St
Bernstein Richard I PO Box 811
Combellack Richard S 7 Park Cir PO Box 41
Conklin Kenneth PO Box 4
Frye Fillmore PO Box 286
Hedesh Margaret M Est Of PO Box 1068
Holzman Joan M Estate 32 Twain Cir Rd
Lombardi Maria C/O D Dejoseph PO Box 20
Luchi Elona Joyce Bereznak 11 Liberty Place Box 1282
Powell Robert 5 Seneca Trail
Sepesi Richard I PO Box 52
Drifton Pa 18221
Hudock Joan M PO Box 151
Rappe Daniel 1504 Fairmont Pa
Richie Benjamin F PO Box 242
Drums Pa 18222
Amireddy Raj 239 Snow Valy Dr
Baskin Nancy J Estate Rr 1 Box 81a
Baskin Nevin Estate Rr 1 Box 81a
Blasiak Gloria Rr 4 PO Box 4410
Blasiak Leon J Rr 4 PO Box 4410
Bowen Valerie CO V Backo 12 Cross Rd
Bowen Wesley J CO V Backo 12 Cross Rd
Brogan Margaret Fritzingertown Slc 159 S Old Tpke Rd
Cintas Service Transportation Llc 78 Hillside Dr Unit 600
Creations N Things I 10 Shaw Dr
Decatur Everett D 124 Birch St
Decatur Ruth C 124 Birch St
Delong William 11 Pecora Rd
Drums Fuel Stop Inc Rd 1 Box 1480
Dulina Michael F Rd 1 Box 309a
Elia Fortunato R 152 Buck Ridge Dr PO Box 227
Emerick Constance Rd 2 Box 1224
Emerick Donald Rd 2 Box 1224
Emerick Walter Rd 2 Box 1224
Erlicher Jean Fritzingertown Slc 159 S Old Tpke Rd
Gerlach Elva 463 N Hunter Hwy
Losch Bruce Fritzingertown Slc 159 S Old Tpke Rd
Medash Antoinette Fritzingertown Slc 159 S Old Tpke Rd
Mickeys Golf Center Inc 1303 St Johns Rd
Mirabella Marie Fritzingertown Slc 159 S Old Tpke Rd
Murthy Pratiba 239 Snow Valy Dr
Pagnotti Joseph Jr 70 Deep Hole Rd
Peeler Mary Ann 223 Refuge Cir
Petro Helen Butler Valy Manor 463 N Hunter Hwy
Popiak David J 250 Buck Ridge Dr
Romero Douglas S 229 Avalanche Ln
Romero Mercedes 229 Avalanche Ln
Rothwell Wayne 463 N Hunter Hwy
Scheffley Raymond W 145 Buck Ridge Dr
Schnabel Kathryn E 149 S Hunter Hwy Apt 122
Smith Anna L Box 698 Rr 2
Tomchak Vincent Estate 62 S Hunter Hwy
Waldron Adam C/O D Waldron 130 Freedom Rd
Waldron Geraldine C/O D Waldron 130 Freedom Rd
Walters Carol 6 Twin Oaks Rd
Williams Jacquelyn 188 Debbie Dr
Zeravsky Lillian Fritzingertown Slc 159 S Old Tpke Rd
Exeter Pa 18643
Bolin Anna 11 Valy St
Boyle Robert 1946 Wyoming Ave Lot 74
Cheskiewicz Michae Highland Manor 750 Schooley Ave
Dessoye Alice T 1932 Scarborough St Apt 2
Gerhard Michelle S 158 Penn Ave
Hizny Helen T 168 First St
Rodriguez Mary 103 Jean St
Sanz Gustavo A Est Of 4722 Ryan Ct
Scureman Catherine L 111 Grant St
Smith Henry 500 Schooley Ave
Swanek Dale Girard 211 Lehigh St
Tomashunas Dolores F 65 Penn Ave
W A Key Club 20 Memorial St
Wood Deborah L 121 Aster Ct
Forty Fort Pa 18704
Balut Anna Mrs 1575 Wyoming Ave
Bonczek Gilora 40 Ransom St
Coburn Ida N 31 River St
Connolly Kristin 26 Shoemaker St
Connolly Richard P 26 Shoemaker St
Daugherty James W Estate 96 Dana St
Don Wilkinson Agency 1144 Wyoming Ave
Duross Francis W 451 River St
Fletcher John R Sr Rt 1330 Wyoming Ave
Forty Fort Boro 1271 Wyoming Ave
Hemingway Odore J Co Andrea Howe
Jones Alice 131 Culver St
Lawrence Kresge 1500 Wyoming Ave
Mcdonald Kenneth J 44 Yates St
Nash Raymond S Estate 99 1/2 Slocum St
Peters Ann E 209 Wells St
Peters Kevin P 209 Wells St
Phillips Charlotte Estate 117 Ft St
Schaffer Florence 1787 Murray St
Scott Margaret E 100 Bedford St
Stevens Augusta 71 Durkee St
Wilkinson Don Agency Inc 18704 1144 Wyoming Ave
Freeland Pa 18224
Barna Margaret 719 School St
Barna Nicholas 719 School St
Bell Thelma Estate 516 Calmia St
Boder Thomas 416 Green St
Boyko Mary Lou Estate 442 Centre St
Boyko Robert Est 648 Fern St
Brennan Jean 628 Front St Apt 1
Carl Nick 1028 Ctrst
Cassone Margaret Apt 109 246 Centre St
Correll Donna 701 Front St
Daubert Frances 222 Adams St
Ecker Anna L 434 Adams St
Freeland Borough PO Box C
Fuessner Roy E Fuessner Ford Inc East South St
Johnson Brandon L 505 Washington St
Johnson Donald F 505 Washington St
Jones Theodore 607 North St
Krulish Melissa 621 Walnut St
Lottie O F 708 Ingham St
Overton Todd 1158 Walnut St
Puzzetti A N Hi Tor Dr W
Quinn Edward J 205 Adam
Quinn Kathryn 205 Adam
Register Thomas 310 Centre St
Shenosky Anthony Rd 1 Box 624
Starner Doris Estate 732 Birkbeck St
Stepansky Doris 930 Birkbeck St
Transue Catharine 356 Park St
Yagalla Clement 1126 Yale St
Harding Pa 18643
Reedy Francis Estate 365 Lockville Rd
Harleigh Pa 18225
Smith Anna V Estate 37 Main St
Hazleton Pa 18201
Accuscript Inc 218 N Wyoming St
Addes Thomas A 320 W Mine St Apt 316
All Thats Natural C/O A Kadirov Laurel Mall Rd
Arias Jensi 350 Candlewood Cir
Attorney Registration PO Box 598
Babon Stephanie 999 N Laurel St
Backo Valerie C 549 Kiefer Ave
Baez Carmen Alvarez 46 E Green St
Bair Frederick Bair Lillian 320 W Mine St
Balan Ion 446 E Brd St
Bell Katherine Estate 336 W Maple St
Bennett Andia S 614 N Locust St
Bernstein Trust 87 North Church St
Bielko Helen 303 North Brd St Hazleton Pa
Boris Chester S 1411 Tr Blvd Terra
Boyle Joseph Estate 56 N James T
Boyle Mary D 56 N James St
Bredbenner Harry 66 South Cedar St
Brennan Christian 327 E Chestnut St
Bryant Donald 921 N Locust St Apt 5
Buswell Alistair G 923 W 3rd St
Caparro Peter 748 Carson St
Christina Josephine M 641 West 20th St
Colon Gelson 448 E Walnut St
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Corradini Lewis Estate 321 W Chapel St
Correa Hector L 939 Diamond Ave
Cortes Antonio Colon 823 N Locust St Apt 1
Culp Eugene D 815 Evans St
Curtis Insurance Llc 1 S Church St Ste 401
David A Allan Phd PO Box 517
Deis Gladys R 124 W Spring St
Delgado Gilberto N 15 East 7th St
Delucca Andrea 225 S Wyoming St
Delucca James V 225 S Wyoming St
Deluzio Virginia R 70 S Pine St Apt 311
Demauro Angela M 781 N James St Rear
Denning Kyle 51 Colony Dr
Dispirito Carmella 966 N James St
Dorse Louis Sr 686 Hayes St
Drusa Michael 529 Pardee St
Duran Lorenzo Radhames 538 540 Grant St
Dwyer Marion 54 W Main St
Dwyer Patrice Lynn 50 Main St
Eckers Auto Body Inc 225 S Church St
Fairway Motors Rt 309 North PO Box K
Feliciano Gerardo Roman 117 S Lauren St
Ferreira Fulbio 16 E Diamond Ave
Ferreira Olga 16 E Diamond Ave
Frias Sanchez Yudelka 1024 Grant St
Friendy Daniene 24 W Hemlock St
Frye Natalie 916 W 15th St
Galarza Joseph Ste 1 129 E Brd St
Gallagher Hazel 201 S Cedar
Gallagher Joseph M 542 N Locust St
Gallagher Nellie M 505 Keifer Ave
Gallagher William Estate 131 S Laurel St
Ganss Albert F 26 W 3rd St
Gasper Mary A 8 Morris Ln
Gasper Stephen 8 Morris Ln
Gaydos Robert D Jr 515 W 20th St
Gomez Marcos I 136 South Pine St
Gonzalez Colon Sandra Y 124 S Laurel St Apt 2
Good John A 158 North Wyoming St
Greater Hazleton Health Impro 57 W Juniper St
Grebe George P 300 W Brd Hazelton Pa 18201
Grebe Millicen A 300 W Brd Hazelton Pa 18201
Griffin Paul 320 E Mine St
Griffith Brian 828 Alter St
Grontkowski Cecelia A 34 N Brd St W
Grontkowski Michael Mary Grontkowski 34 N Brd St W
Grullon Jose 583 Pardee St
Guzman Perez Luis A 104 S Cedar St Apt
Hampton Inn PO Box 273a Interstate 81
Harascak Verna M 712 Emerald Ct
Hazleton Apartments 901 Hazleton Apts
Hazleton Asd 1515 West 23rd St
Hazleton Black Belt Academy C/O D Cusatis 941 Lincoln St
Hnasko Mary 529 Pardee St
Holy Family Academy Intermediate 601 North Laurel St
Hopeck Edward F 999 N Laurel St
Jenkins Lucille 320 W Mine St Apt 520
Johnson Caroline 29 W Maple St
Jones Janet 1110 E Brd St
Jones William 1110 E Brd St
Kaschak Annmarie 1501 East Brd St Aptc-5
Keefe Sandra 180 S Laurel St
Kemetz Elizabeth 249 Bruno St
Keystone Fluid Power Inc 120 Unico Dr PO Box 426
King Ray 8921 Harvey
Kinh Catherine 8921 Harvey
Kline Bernard H 125 W Third St
Kline Bernard H 87 North Church St
Kline Michael J 125 W Third St
Kluchinsky Adam J 465 S Poplar St 1009
Kotansky Cherrie 125 S Church St Apt 3
Kott Anna 1000 W 27th St
Kott Leonard 1000 W 27th St
Kovatch Joseph 9905 W 6th St
Kowalski Genevieve C 855 N Locust St
Koziel Ann G 320 W Mine St Apt 107
Lara Angel B 613 Norbine St
Licurgo Gerald T Estate 858 N Locust St
Lloyd William D 209 E Brd St
Logudic Anthony Mr 576 N Vine St
Lohenitz Agnes 24 Hill St
Lopes Luis 123 S Pine St
Lopez Marquez Jonathan M Ste 2 129 E Brd St
Lugo Jose I 590 N Sherman Ct
Lugo Natalie 590 N Sherman Ct
Lynott Anna Miss C/O Mountain City Nursing & Reha 1000 W 27th St
Manarchik Ruth CO The Pavillion At St Luke V 33 E Spruce St
Manuece Elaine Apt 405 70 W Juniper St
Marchese Marie R 563 Hayes St
Marchetti Catherine Rd Susquehanna
Marie Pittinger Eugenia 164 N Laurel St
Martinez Mario 120 W Brd St
Martz Mary 32 1st
Mcfadden Edward J 102 S Vine St
Mcfadden Patricia 102 S Vine St
Mcghee Tanya 45 S Cedar St Apt 2
Mcnally Helen 432 E Walnut St
Mcpherson Robert W 610 N Vine St
Medina Rosa 211 E Green St
Mehalec Lorence Estate 688 Seybert St
Mehalec Victoria Estate 688 Seybert St
Michael Stanley Benefit Fund 226 E Beech St
Miglas Edward 617 No Wyoming St
Miglas Lee A 627 N Wyoming St
Mircea Raphael Pobox 2537
Miskiew Andrew J Silver Brook Star Rout
Mitchell Robert L Jr 38 S Laurel St
Mitchell William 1039 S Church St Apt 115
Morana Amalia J 70 S Pine St No 617
Murphy Helen 1711 East Brd Stre The Manor At St Luke
Otter Elisabeth A 228 E Holly St
Patel Babu Bhai 401 W Brd St
Pedriani Mario F 23 Hilltop Rd
Peregrin Joseph R Est Of 935 Peace St
Perez Martinez Alexander 401 W Brd St
Perhonitch Barbara 435 E Chestnut St
Petrosky Donna M 721 Boundary St
Pfeffer Peggy Sue Rev 326 W Green St Fl-1
Pineda Manual 662 Seybert St
Piskorick John M Jr Rd 2 Box P3b12
Quest Financial Group Inc 36 E Brd St
Regrut Catherine 341 Muir Ave
Rent America Store 26 West Brd St
Rex Vending Company 108 N Wyoming St
Richarson Joseph 218 Oak St
Rodriguez Arnaldo G 236 Carlington Ave
Rosemary Ohara Estate 358 Berner Ave
Sacckette Anna 70 S Pine St Apt 419
Sanchez Elizabeth 595 West Maple St Apartment 2
Santiago Felix G 891 N James St
Schreiner Andrew 348 W Green St
Schultz Helen A Estate 539 Lincoln St
Schumack Donita 61 S Pine St
Sell Marshall 700 Carson St
Sernock Verna 16 E Birch St
Shandrick Beverly 32 Poplar St
Shandrick Edward 32 Poplar St
Sharpe Rocco D 951 West 9th St
Sist Delores 15 1/2 S Main St
Smith Alva D Md 1201 N Church PO Box 517
Smith Mary A 75 S Cedar St
Stoner Bunting 1800 Petsuppliers Com 1 Maplewood Dr
Torres Josue M 778 Mcnair St
TTime Sportswear R702 N Locust St
Vanbuskirk Kenneth J 320 W Maple St
Vega Raquel Lozada Apt 4 129 E Brd St
Vucetovic Ganija G 139 W Green St
Vzw Ne Collection Account 651 Carson St
Wagner Mary A Estate 667 Roosevelt St
Watkins Robert J Estate 721 Alter St
Weaver Virginia K 201 S Cedar
Weis Pharmacy 68 100 Weis Ln
Wolfe Dena 241 West Brd St
Xiquemani Epifanio 1008 N Vine
Yurescko Steven 125 Kiefer Ave
Zdep Mary 685 Lafayette Ct
Zoquier Wilson 62 S Hazle St
Zullo R D Jr 425 E Cranberry Ave
Hazleton Pa 18202
American Transmission Rr 3 Box 3107
Badger Lorrele 6 E Green St
Bernhard Ruth A 9 Appian Wy
Damons Restaurant 120 State Rte 93
Delcristo Norma 515 Winters Ave
Dupie Julie 1344 Marwood Rd
Eagle Rock Resort 1075 Valy Of Lks
Elswick Lana 16 East Hollywood Blvd
Familia Ramon 550 N Laurel St
Frederick Ronald Apt 913 701 West 24th St
Gigli Benedict 212 East Spruce St
Hazle Township 101 West 27th St
Hernandez Rodriguez Felix 629 Ridge Ave
Kelly Dorothy M 449 W 24th St
Koch Roy Jon 211 Freedom St
Kurija Ioana P3b5 Anthony Place Rr 2
Kurija Romonel P3b5 Anthony Place Rr 2
Mall Pubs Inc 350 Laurel Mall
Medical Transport Inc Rr 1 Box 203p
Milstein Harold J Md 130 Airport Rd
Nunez Jose 37 E Diamond Ave
Orlowsky Margaret M 211 Freedom St
Perilla Ralph Est Rr2 Box P7 13
Petruzzi Joseph 112 Hazlewood Apts 112
Pimentel Ramon A 2995 N Vine St
Potoski Alfonse E Rr 2 Box P6-15
Potoski Leona Rr 2 Box P6-15
Quebecor World Hazleton Inc Rr 1 Box 409z
Spevak Ann 318 Westgate Dr
St Nazarius Church Rd 2 Box P3d3
Strock Sandra 225 W 31st St
Tarnovecky Michael 701 W 24th St 1003
Torres Linabel 8 West Brd St W
Value City No 179 1099 N Church St
Vasquez Esperanza 511 513 Winters Av W
Waniel Helen 23 Faith Dr Rm 107
Yorie Thomas A 1221 Cherry Blossom Dr
Zapata Innovative Plastics Inc 513 Forest Rd
Hudson Pa 18702
Parette Josephine Ms 15 Conley Aly
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Hudson Pa 18705
Grumblis Joseph F 19 North St
Hoffman Helen A 29 Skidmore St
Washney Susie 120 R Clevaland St Rear Left
Hughestown Pa 18640
Jones William 33 Green Rd
Ohop Rose Marie 390 Parsonage St
Richardson Wilbert 173 Rock St
Jenkins Township Pa 18640
Parrish Transportation 1095 Pittston By-Pass
Obrien Monica L 47 Main St
Macheska Linda 1346 Main St
Romanski Robert W 45 Thompson St
Larksville Pa 18651
Feeney Josephine Ms 239 Nesbitt St
Frank Maldonado 298 Buttonwood St
Guerin Mary C/O Beatrice Geunin Rd Mountain Rd
Maniscalco Peter P 50 Smith Row
Larksville Pa 18704
Carr William G 323 Greenwave Blvd
Hromisin Ralph S 201 Robin Dr
Kon Raphael 124 E State St
Stone Todd 47 Michelle Dr
Taffera Renee 328 High Lake Dr
Lattimer Mines Pa 18234
Chase 35 Heritage Cir
Debise Mildred Main St
Pambianco Ann Marie 76 Quality Rd
Milnesville Pa 18239
Balliet Donna 78 Main St
Mountain Top Pa 18707
Archer Elliott A 181 Bella Vista Dr
Archer Tera Jill 181 Bella Vista Dr
Bahl Gurinderpal 140 Lakeview Dr
Balliet Olin W Jr 240 S Main Rd
Brown Richard J Rd 4 Box 196
Brunetti Catherine 27 Stone Hodge Cir
Coffee Barbara A 55 Washington Park Dr
Coffee Michael 55 Washington Park Dr
Colombin Richard E 127 Forest Rd
Cook Mary J 165 Forest Rd
Davis Shane L 3 Sycamore Rd
Demuro Peter J 25 Forest Dr
Dennis Michael J 80 Smt Rd
Dennis William J 80 Smt Rd
Engelman Kevin 71 Patriot Cir
Engelman Michaeline 71 Patriot Cir
Fisher Joshua 620 S Main Rd
Ford Benjamin 1957 Church Rd
Fragrances Dana C 395 Oak Hill Rd
Gross William R 2364 Alberdeen Rd
Gyle Ann L 211 Nuangola Rd
Halloway Josephin 165 Forest Rd
Hanley Liz 41 Walden Dr
Harris Dorothy M PO Box 343
Harris Oliver James PO Box 343
Hollock Stephen 40 Lehigh St
Holloway Ruby 32 Walden Dr
Johns James 151 S Mountain Blvd
Jungbaer Michelle 1521 Honeyhole Rd
Jungbaer Thomas 1521 Honeyhole Rd
Kearney Joseph 135 Forest Rd
Koons Ernest Estate 394 S Mountain Blvd
Lick Catherine A 10 Vlg Grn Cir
Lick Raymond H 10 Vlg Grn Cir
Majeski Dennis 470 Slocum Rd
Mcdonald Helen E C/O Damenti S Restaurant 870 N Hunter Hwy
Mcdonald Kevin C/O Damenti S Restaurant 870 N Hunter Hwy
Mctague Debra 31 Yorktown Rd
Midura Jerzy 5 Valy View Dr
Moyer Floyd Q 2942 Blytheburn Rd
Moyer Olive M 2942 Blytheburn Rd
Osowski Michelle L 97 N Main St
Plaviak David 109 Timberwood Dr
Polizzi Michael 10 Tr Dr
Radziewicz Mark 12 Kirby Ave
Reggie Ronald 24 Walden Dr
Rinehimer Nancy E 2064 Slocum Rd
Robbins Walter Jr 1701 Blytheburn Rd
Rodski Gerald L 124 Cherrywood Dr
Shupp Elizabeth B 38 Woodbryn Dr
Tarnecki Mark 185 S Mountain Blvd
Unimart94331 36 S Mountain Blvd
Wassil Frank J 250 Grandview Ave
Wilkes-Barre Now C/O T Mc Curdy 115 Jacobs Ladder
Yeager Ada L Box 275
Yeager Loren Box 275
Rock Glen Pa 18246
Horvath Nadine L 1894 Tomhicken Rd
Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Becker Gail K 320 Turkey Path Rd
Brooks Thomas W Rt 1
Cogan Blake 8 Old Forest Rd
Craig Motors Inc Rr 1 Box 304
Deisroth Elizabeth S Four Seasons Rd 3 Box 32
Dudick Michael J 403 West County Rd
Ferrello Louis C 139 Lakeview Trl
Ferrello Maria L 139 Lakeview Trl
Groupshares Inc 422 State Rte 93
Morgan Julie Ann 14 Lissa Ln
Warrior Run Pa 18706
Foose Thomas L 318 Chestnut St
Mikula George 578 Orchard St
Wisniewski Stanley 519 Front St
West Hazleton Pa 18202
Dillon Brett 400 Winters Ave
Ge Healthcare 1058 Valy Of Lakes
Gell Francisco 522 N Brd St
Kotzer Donald Estate 711 N Brd St
Kukel Barbara 725 Winter Ave
Kulsa Charlotte Estate 336 W Green St
Leon Volovage Estate 330 Winters Ave
Loja Manuel F 89 N Brd St
Monro Muffler Brake Inc 90 451 Susquehanna Blvd
Olivieri Nino 204 East Brd St
Olivieri Omar M 204 East Brd St
Peter Okronly Estate 505 W Green St
Richardson Brian 213 E Brd St
Schade Anna M 239 E Green St
Siter Joseph 343 Winters Ave
Tambasco Dean M 11 W Madison Ave
Tineo Luis M 408 Allen St
Tran Diem Quy 47 Susanehanna Blvd
Weston Pa 18256
Wood Robert W 637 Hazle St
Luzerne Times Leader
Courtdale, Pa 18704
Ruth Wolfe Estate 217 Ctdale Ave
Dallas, Pa 18612
Brennan Joseph A Brennan Jane A 140 Upper Demunds Rd
Anderson Robert 1000 Follies Rd
Anderson Robert 1000 Follies Rd Drawer K
Anthracite Emerald II c/o Kenneth M Pollock 360 Huntsville Idetown Rd
Attridge John T 432 Orchard W Newberry Estates
Balowitz Stella c/o Meadows Nursing Ctr 55 W Ctr Hill Rd
Baluh Susan K 17 Cir Dr
Banks Janet R 1351 Lower Demunds Rd
Belski Chester Estate RR 1
Besecker Wallisann 37 Luzerne Ave
Boonin Pam 20 Overbrook Estates
Brezinski Al 160 W Ctr Hill Rd
Carkhuff Marvin R Estate RR 3
Cavanaugh Mary Lou 133 Elmcrest Dr
Cavanaugh Terrence A 133 Elmcrest Dr
Christ Paul 9 Fox Hollow Dr
Crist Ceila 9 Fox Hollow Dr
Darling Norman Farms and Greenhouse 40 Hildebrant Rd
Davis Harleth W 256 Huntsville Rd
Delancy Elizabeth 23 Norton Ave
Dickson Jeffrey S 20 Mapleseed Dr
Dollard Joseph J 16 Hamilton Rd
Energy Converters In PO Box A
Gable Elmyra Estate 4252 Memorial Hwy Rm 106
Germick Norine V Estate 1 Crestview Dr
Godleski Matilda Estate RR 4
Gower Arthur H 10 Doe Dr
Gower Rachel T 10 Doe Dr
Griff James D CU5632 1000 Follies Rd
Haas Rick 1200 Memorial Hwy
Hale James Clifton County Club Apartments #113 Rte 309
Hedges Richarda D Box 133 Valy View Trailer Park RR 3
Hinchey Frank A PO Box 120 Pioneer Ave
Hogan Marion V 174 Huntsville Rd Apt 1
Horst Steven 51 Kingswood Dr
Hughey Ruth RR 5
Insurance Help Line 200 N Memorial Hwy
James J Frank 39 Maple Dr
Jones Beverly 25 Camp Orchard Ln
Kelley James B 62 Dallas Village Shopping Cen
Kern Charles A 1 Cameron Rd
Kern Jodi A Box 193A Hickory Hills
Kern Jodi Ann RD 2 Box 193A
Kern Jodi Ann Miss RD 2
Kern Jodi Miss Overbrook Rd
Kern Patricia 1 Cameron Rd
Kern Patricia Ann RD 2
Kern Patty Mrs Overbrook Rd RD 2
Kern Scott C Box 193A Hickory Hills
Kern Scott Charles Hickory Hills RD 2
Kinney Shirley 35 Benscoter Ave
Kobayashi Taichiro 114 Country Club Apartments
Lauckner Kyle 43 White Tail Dr
Lee Arthur RR 4 Box 278K
Lee Dorothy RD 4 Bx 278K
Lockhart Donald C 7 Hamilton Rd
MacMullin Jeffrey M RD 2
MacMullin Rae E RD 2
Macosky Frederick John 2557 Lower Demunds Rd
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May Eric Fernbrook Management LLC 640 Main Rd
Mcavoy Charles M 77 Valy View Dr
Mcewan David 208 RR 1
Mchale Martin D 405 Upper Demands Rd
Nesbitt Abram III 428 N Pioneer Av 2
Nesbitt Abram III RD 1 42nd St
Nesbitt Geraldine T 428 N Pioneer Av 2
Philips B C 732 Ctr Hill Rd
Pricher Lisa 427 Lake St
Quality Collision Inc 140 Upper Demunds Rd
Quinney Doris Mountainside Manor RR 1 Box 90
Radzinski Jill Ann 8 Lincoln St
Radzinski Rose Ann 8 Lincoln St
Rhodes Robert 36 Dallas Mobile Home Park Lot 24
Rinehimer Robert C PO Box 206
Scott Paula 54 Hunstville Rd
Shaver Carol 12 Woodlawn Ave
Spencer Stacey 160 W Ctr Hill Rd
Swithers Irene F RR 2 Box 248C
Szela Stanley Estate RR 3
Szela Stanley J Jr Est RR 3
Templin Thomas 291 Overbrock Rd
Tereska Suzanne RD 1 PO Box 288A
Thompson Bradley J 46 Country Pine Estates
Tierney Ceil A 620 Meadows Newberry Estates
Townend Frank 428 N Pioneer Av 2
Vega Leslie 9 Greycliff Dr
Voitek Raymond J 134 Valy Viem Dr MHP
Washesky Anthony Jr 3 Glendalough Rd
White Madeline 518 Country Club Apts
Wood Wanda Hi Meadows Apt 208 1075 Memorial Hwy
Zekas Charles Estate RR 3
Dupont, Pa 18641
Garland Rose 113 Lidy Rd
Gemski Stella 113 Lidy Rd
Katula Margaret 227 Harding St
Kelly Michael 62 First St
Kudey Robert F 264 Main St Rear
Murphy Alyce R 29 Atwell Dr
Murphy Timothy J 125 Holden St
Nowakowski Duane D 610 Walnut St
Nowakowski Mary E 610 Walnut St
Duryea, Pa 18642
Big Shots c/o Vincent Riggs/Brandy Riggs 142 Swetland St
Butler Helen J 505 Marcy St
Gabellos Cafe Inc 941 Main St
Hagemann Alexander 400 York Ave
Hawey Wilma 106 Kramer St
Heath Jean Ms 105 S Main St
Kapish Rosemary Banellis 207 Pettebone St
Maziarz Mary 106 Parkcrest Dr
Narsavage Victor J c/o Marlin Int 430 Phoenix St
Narsavage Victor J c/o Orchard Vs 430 Phoenix St
Palumbo Clara 315 Mitchell St
Perovich Charles J 145 Lackawanna Ave
Petras Carol A 237 Main St
Petras Susan 237 Main St
Renfer Henry J N A
Romanczuk Todd J 700 Rear Main St
Schott Glass Tech 400 York Ave
Shock Robert Estate 193 Foote Ave
Zakoski Ruth Ms 917 Foote Ave
Zbysenski Theresa Estate 617 Foote St
Edwardsville, Pa 18704
Bealla David A Bealla Lisa M 38 Jackson St
Belles Mabel 35 Heisz St Apt A
Bobolko George Estate 61 Zerby Ave
Brown Shawn R-95 Plymouth St
Chew Clarence 13 Beverly Dr Apt 6
Davis Robins 15 Beverly Dr
Deslich Florence Estate 134 Roosevelt St
Donnelly Grace 45 D Heisz St
Evans Thomas 155 Jackson St
Evelock Michael C Estate 13 Short St
Gillen Donna J 1000 Roosevelt St Apt K2
Grassi Josephin Edwardsville Pk Beverly
Grassi Josephine Apt A7 Edwardsville Park Beve
Griffith Wilbour 745 Main St
Henderson Alice 330 Gateway Ct Apt C
Hibachi Buffet 21A Gateway Shopg Ctr
Iron Chef 51 S Wyoming Ave
Kerber Ricky L 1019 Roosevelt St
Koschinski Clement S Estate 682 Main St
Kubovcik Anna M 264 Roosevelt St
Kupstas Edward J III 173 Hillside Ave
Kupstas Jacqueline 173 Hillside Ave
Lynch Bernard 11 Beverly Dr Apt 17-B
Mckinney Donna Co Andrea Howe 225 Church St
Moss Steve Collision Inc 38 Jackson St
Mulhern Eliza P 320 Gateway Ct Apt B
New Iron Chef Corporation 51 S Wyoming Ave
Phillips Benjamin F 510 Isabelle Ct B
Phillips Catherine W Mrs 510 Isabelle Ct B
Puterbaugh Amanda M Bldg 518 Apt 4 Roosevelt St
Rambus Mary L 2 Beverly Dr
Riggi John Apt A7 Edwardsville Park Beve
Riskiewicz Jan 62 Armstrong Ave
Rittenhouse Lisa M 78 Atlantic Ave
Schlosser Helen 119 Short St
Selner Bernice 564 Swallow St
Smith Jerome 67 Short St
Smith Mary 67 Short St
Tchekaline Andrei 13 Beverly Dr Apt 6
Whitelonis Leonard E 44 Bilbow St
Forty Fort, Pa 18704
Balut Anna Mrs 1575 Wyoming Ave
Bonczek Gilora 40 Ransom St
Coburn Ida N 31 River St
Connolly Kristin 26 Shoemaker St
Connolly Richard P 26 Shoemaker St
Daugherty James W Estate 96 Dana St
Don Wilkinson Agency 1144 Wyoming Ave
Duross Francis W 451 River St
Fletcher John R Sr Rt 1330 Wyoming Ave
Hemingway Odore J Co Andrea Howe
Jones Alice 131 Culver St
Lawrence Kresge 1500 Wyoming Ave
McDonald Kenneth J 44 Yates St
Nash Raymond S Estate 99 1/2 Slocum St
Peters Ann E 209 Wells St
Peters Kevin P 209 Wells St
Phillips Charlotte Estate 117 Ft St
Scott Margaret E 100 Bedford St
Schaffer Florence 1787 Murray St
Schaffer Frederick H 1787 Murray St
Stevens Augusta 71 Durkee St
Wilkinson Don Agency Inc 18704 1144 Wyoming Ave
Hudson, Pa 18705
Grumblis Joseph F 19 North St
Hoffman Helen A 29 Skidmore St
Washney Susie 120 R Cleveland St Rear Left
Huntington Mills Pa 18622
Brittain Elda M 86 Register Rd
Kingston, Pa 18704
Abdallah Mohamed S PO Box 1486
Adam Berger Matthew 44 Reynolds St
AJ Kopicki Fnrl Hm 263 Zerby Ave
Allen Anna M 291 E Grove St
Arnold Morton M 270 Pierce St
Arnold Ruth D 270 Pierce St
Arnold Ruth Ms 270 Pierce St
Aslanishvili Naia V 208 Spruce St
Balester Michelle 670 Warren Ave
Barrington Mark 216 Wyoming Ave Apt 43
Bavitz Anita c/o 550 Gibson Ave
Benetsky Anthony 48 Penn St
Benson Collen 55 S Gates Ave
Borino Glendora 263 Zerby Ave
Bowman Velma E Estate 73 W Dorrance St
Brennan Madelyn W Brennan James A 162 S Sprague Ave
Bronson Elizabeth B 390 Elm Ave
Bytheway William E 130 Poplar St
Cardone Maurice 702 Third Ave
Carney Mary Ms 379 Chestnut St
Carr Thomas F 626 Rutter Ave
Caudle Patrick PO Box 1853
Chandler Bryon M 512 Northampton St
Charest John 230 Wyoming Ave Apt 13C
Cheung Albert 554 N Gate Ave
Club Inferno 757 Wyoming Ave
Curcio Frank Estate 479 Northampton St
Dalsanto James Louis 622 Gibson Ave
Dalsanto Louis D Cust 622 Gibson Ave
Davis Everett J 51 N Loveland Ave
Davison Robert P 87 Sharp St
Depiero Charles 120 Penn St
Diamond Glass dba PO Box 1647
Diamond Triumph Auto Glass 220 Division St
Dietterick Gordon Jr 272 Ruter Ave
Digicel Inc 185 S Wyoming Ave
Dougherty Kathryn 230 Wyoming Ave Apt 5A
Dougherty Leventhal Price 459 Wyoming Ave
Dressler Cynthia 230 Butler St
Dressler Steven 230 Butler St
Dunn Thomas Estate 88 N Goodwin Ave
El Barrio Academy Assoc 230 Wyoming Ave
Emberton James A Apt 3 870 Market St
Falzone Samuel T 365 Pierce St
Faust Joseph Estate 270 Pringle St
Fetchick Nicholas II Dan Flood Towers
First Security Inves 303 Market St
Fischer Louise A 586 Charles Ave
Fiske Brian R 118 South Dawes Ave
Fletcher John Mr 1330 Wyoming Ave
Frank Joshua D 201 James St
Gerchak Edward J 213 1/2 Spruce St
Giberson Dorothy 400 N Gates Ave Apt 11
Gitman Nataliya 96 E Walnut St
Goligoski Alex 28 3rd Ave Se
Gooch John G 213 Joseph Dr
Greco Enterprises In 259 Wyoming Ave
Grodis Paul T 103 Page Ave
Gruver Donald 200 2nd Ave
Gruver Donald E 440 N Maple Ave Side
Gruver Rebecca 440 N Maple Ave Side
Guchanas Frank 474 Market St
Gulvase Mary 48 Penn St
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Hartnett Jean B 157 East Walnut St 1st Floor
Hartnett Paul L 157 East Walnut St 1st Floor
Heffers James L 578 Westmoreland Ave
Heiser Robert W 222 Rutter Ave
Home Instead Senior Care 494 480 Pierce St Ste 306
Insurance Shoval PO Box 1272
Jenkins Leona M 140 W Dorrance St
Jones Roger 417 Rutter Ave
Joseph Papp Estate 4 Bowman Ave
Kadlec Richard A 317 N Maple Ave Apt B
Kadlec Richard A Living Trust 317 N Maple Ave Apt B
Kim Hyung Kyu 201 N Sprague Ave #18
Klein Ralph 35 Holiday Dr Apt 111
Kornfeld Mitchell 256 Butler St
Krymowski Edward P PO Box 1947
Kunigal Arthur 219 Wyoming Ave
Kunigal Sandra 219 Wyoming Ave
Lawrence Robert J 217 Rutter Ave
Leary Margaret W Cust 240 E Dorrance St
Leary Patrick 240 E Dorrance St
Lemmon Bernice J 140 W Dorrance St
Leonard Jonathan C 321 Joseph Dr
Linso Ruth Dan Flood Towers Apt 15J 230 Wyoming Ave
Makarewicz Joseph 555 Ford Ave
Martin Josephine Ms 46 Krych St
Martin Josephine Ms 46 Kryk St
McMyne Francis X 446 Wyoming Ave
Miller Colleen B 65 Division St
Monschein Dorothy Estate 230 Rutter Ave
Montante Charles 600 Charles Ave
Montante Lorraine 600 Charles Ave
Morris Arthur c/o Barbara L & Ryan J Quinn 367 Winola Ave Apt 4
Murphy Mary J 454 Warren Ave
Musto Mark 19 Newitt Pl
Nesbitt Abram III 345 Pierce St
Nesbitt Abram IV 345 Pierce St
Nesbitt Geraldine 345 Pierce St
New Generation Coal Inc 183 Market St Suite 200
Nobile Alex J 730 Milton Dr
Nowalis Mary M C O 550 Gibson Ave
Obrien Jean 214 Lathrop St
Ondish Denise 140 Mahloon Dr
Owens Sheila 2 R 640 Schuyler Ave
Pelchar Dorothy Estate 250 1st Ave Apt 322
Price Janet 137 Washington St
Price Josephine E 108 Wilson St
Pritchard Griffith 217 Rutter Ave
Prokop Helen M 266 Pringle St
Purta Corey 410 Chestnut Ave
Rahman Shafiq UR Dr PO Box 1761
Ransom Edith M 26 E Walnut St
Reese Donald P Estate 508 Market St
Resavage Angela C DMD P C 1590 Wyoming Ave
Richards Linda L 108 Penn St
Ricko Verna R A J Kopicki Fnl Home In 263 Ze
Roland Thomas Estate 17 Green St
Rovinski Patti A 175 Joseph Dr
Ruseskas Celestine Ms 282 Rutter Ave
Ryman Richard 570 Tioga Ave
Scharf Donald J 131 Tobin Ln
Scharf Mary B 131 Tobin Ln
Schempp Rosemary 349 Pierce St
Schilling Betty J 39 Price St
Schlosser Helen 119 Short St
Schmauch Joseph PO Box 1088
Sharkness John R 55 1/2 Penn St
Sharkness William W 55 1/2 Penn St
Skoloda Edward 184 Page Ave Apt 405
Spiga Wendy 590 Gibson Ave
Steinhauer Grayce S 257 Church St Apt 24
Telencho Brian 82 W Union St
Tenenbaums Travel 300 Market St
Thomas Victoria 263 Zenly Ave
Thomas Wyatt J 376 1/2 N Maple St
Toloskie Benjamin P Est Of 179 S Wyoming Ave
Townend Frank 345 Pierce St
Treslar Diane 165 S Maple Ave
Treslar Theodore A 165 S Maple Ave
Tudor Book Shop 651 Wyoming Ave
Uw Irrevocable Trust 600 Charles Ave
Vanauken Mildred A 250 1st Ave Apt 324
Vision Imaging of Lebanon PO Box 1228
Vose Alberta 250 First Ave Apt 312
Walsh Helen G 379 Chestnut Ave
Wheadon Christine K Tfbo Trst of 190 Lathrop St
Wyoming Valley Motors Inc dba Wyoming Valley BMW PO Box 1308
Zavrel John G PO Box 1684
Zideck Barbara M 584 Westmoreland Ave
Zukoski Matthew J 54 Krych St
Larksville, Pa 18704
Carr William G 323 Greenwave Blvd
Hromisin Ralph S 201 Robin Dr
Kon Raphael 124 E State St
Stone Todd 47 Michelle Dr
Taffera Renee 328 High Lake Dr
Mountain Top, Pa 18707
Archer Elliott A 181 Bella Vista Dr
Archer Tera Jill 181 Bella Vista Dr
Bahl Gurinderpal 140 Lakeview Dr
Balliet Olin W Jr 240 S Main Rd
Brown Richard J RD 4 Box 196
Brunetti Catherine 27 Stone Hodge Cir
Coffee Barbara A 55 Washington Park Dr
Coffee Michael 55 Washington Park Dr
Coffee Michael J 55 Washington Park Dr
Colombin Richard E 127 Forest Rd
Cook Mary J 165 Forest Rd
Davis Shane L 3 Sycamore Rd
Demuro Peter J 25 Forest Dr
Dennis Michael J 80 Smt Rd
Dennis William J 80 Smt Rd
Engelman Kevin 71 Patriot Cir
Engelman Michaeline 71 Patriot Cir
Fisher Joshua 620 S Main Rd
Ford Benjamin 1957 Church Rd
Fragrances Dana C 395 Oak Hill Rd
Gross William R 2364 Alberdeen Rd
Gyle Ann L 211 Nuangola Rd
Halloway Josephin 165 Forest Rd
Hanley Liz 41 Walden Dr
Harris Dorothy M PO Box 343
Harris Oliver James PO Box 343
Hollock Stephen 40 Lehigh St
Holloway Ruby 32 Walden Dr
Johns James 151 S Mountain Blvd
Jungbaer Michelle 1521 Honeyhole Rd
Jungbaer Thomas 1521 Honeyhole Rd
Kearney Joseph 135 Forest Rd
Koons Ernest Estate 394 S Mountain Blvd
Lick Catherine A 10 Vlg Grn Cir
Lick Raymond H 10 Vlg Grn Cir
Majeski Dennis 470 Slocum Rd
McDonald Helen E c/o Damenti S Restaurant 870 N Hunter Hwy
McDonald Kevin c/o Damenti S Restaurant 870 N Hunter Hwy
McTague Debra 31 Yorktown Rd
Midura Jerzy 5 Valy View Dr
Moyer Floyd Q 2942 Blytheburn Rd
Moyer Olive M 2942 Blytheburn Rd
Osowski Michelle L 97 N Main St
Plaviak David 109 Timberwood Dr
Polizzi Michael 10 Tr Dr
Radziewicz Mark 12 Kirby Ave
Reggie Ronald 24 Walden Dr
Rinehimer Nancy E 2064 Slocum Rd
Robbins Walter Jr 1701 Blytheburn Rd
Rodski Gerald L 124 Cherrywood Dr
Shupp Elizabeth B 38 Woodbryn Dr
Tarnecki Mark 185 S Mountain Blvd
Unimart 94331 36 S Mountain Blvd
Wassil Frank J 250 Grandview Ave
Wilkes-Barre Now c/o T McCurdy 115 Jacobs Ladder
Yeager Ada L Box 275
Yeager Loren Box 275
Nescopeck Pa 18635
Andreas Robert W Jr 4 Mountain Rd
Bafile Evalyn R 902 3rd St
Briggs Dennis M 69 Ridge Rd
Hall Alfred E C/O Heller Funeral Home 633 E 3rd St
Lutz Lester L 625 3rd St Apt B PO Box 4
Mcglynn Michael G 55 Drumheller Ln
Sitler Wallace E Estate 434 2nd St
Walters Paul D 317 Vine St
Wenner Vera I 200 Hobbie Rd
Young Kelly S 290 Mifflin X Rd
Plains, Pa 18705
Anderscavage Leon D 23 B Clark Ln
Anderscavage Maryann B 23 B Clark Ln
Banick Kay A Plains Manor Apt 408 500 North Main St
Ruane Helen 64 Perkins St
Bednar Mildred C 335 Maffett St
Broda John Mr 40 Ctr St
Chiodo Andy S 245 Burke St
Ciermiakowski Thomas 51 So Hudson Rd
Delgado Tony 8 Farrell Ln
Dulsky John J Jr 15 William St
Fields Kevin 57 Saint Mary St
Garvin Mirian G 10 W Merritt St
Holmes Clara 10 W Merritt St
Kenzakoski Brothers PO Box 1816
Lanzendorfer Bronwyn 16 S Beech Rd
Lanzendorfer Lauren J 16 S Beech Rd
Peplowski Mary 2 N River St
Pokrifka Mary 391 N Main St
Uni Mart 639 North Main St
Ward Parris J 148 Rear George Ave
Wonsewicz Julia Estate 129 William St
Yeosock David J P 40 S Main St
Yeosock Michael J P 40 S Main St
Zarosly Sophie c/o Bernard Sisco PO Box 1553
Zawoiski Sonja A 61 Maffett St
Pringle, Pa 18704
Hirel Anna 14 Kemp St
Washcalus John 470 Grove St
Shickshinny, Pa 18655
A 1 Incorporated PO Box 26
Bickhart Barbara RR 3
Conrad Faith 172 Chestnut St
Conrad Faith E 172 Chestnut St
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Eckrote Dean 151 Main St #A
Farrell John 41 Bloomingdale Rd
Farrell Patricia A 41 Bloomingdale Rd
Gable Paula c/o Guardian Officer c/o Laurel Pers Care Ctr Box 7
Harter Robert 19 W Vine St
Hasay Anna Estate RR 2
Howanitz Ellen 16 Hortop Rd
Knelly Ralph S 67 W Union St
Knelly Ralph S II 67 W Union St
Mclaughlin Charles 41 Grant St
Peoples Eleanor Laurel Personal Care Ctr HC 239 Box 245
Phillips David J 355 Sunset Lake Rd
Powell David M 113 Waterton Hill Rd
Stone John 131 North Canal St
Wandel Freda A Estate RR 2
Swoyersville, Pa 18704
Barto Nicholas 108 Owen St
Burakiewicz Adam c/o Josephine Burakiewicz 125 Simpson St
Burakiewicz Josephine 125 Simpson St
Cor Rite Inc 195 Slocum St
Eddy Clayton 224 Warsaw St
Hook Gerard M 89 Maltby Ave
Krochmaluk John J 489 Church St
Kupstas Edward J IV 518 Rear Slocum St
Kupstas Edward J 518 Slocum St
Kupstas William L R518 Slocum St
Litwin Michael 42 Grace St
Paluck Robert 480 Church St
Roesch Gustave 14 Grandville Dr
Seasock Susan 119 Hemlock St
Spirock Edward 48 Bohac St
Varsity Lawn Care 1204 Main St
Yakupcin Frank Estate 73 Hill St
West Wyoming, Pa 18644
Arch Eshelmen Construction 719 W 8th St
Cisneros Luis 812 Shoemaker Ave
Dvorsky Mary 100 Lincoln St
Kretchik Helen C 515 West Eighth St
Mcdowell Anne 76 W 8th St Apt B
Miscavage Joseph J 1 Cooper Hill
Quintilian Ltd 75 W 3rd St
Risko Anna 103 W Brady St
Tilley Margaret 283 Holden St
Tomaselli Joyce L 439 W Sixth St
Wilkes-Barre Pa 18701
Ad Pro Printing And Marketing 7 S Main St
American Cancer Society 57 North Franklin St
Andreeko Sophie M 98 N Franklin St
Ansovichsi Frank C/O Luzerne Cty Bd Of Assist 83 E Union St
Becker Kathleen M 50 North Pennsylvania Ave
Bell Furniture 95 South Main St
Bell Of Pennsylvania 222 South Main St
Bond Marion E 152 S Franklin St 1
Bond William J 152 S Franklin St 1
Botyrus Anna C/O Luzerne Cty Bd Of Assist 83 E Union St
Butler Frank T 1400 United Penn Bldg
Butler Margaret T 1400 United Penn Bldg
Button Lillie C/O Luz Cty Board Assistance 83 E Union St
Carr Mary K 163 S Washington St Apt 1206
Cicon Stephen 53 N Main St Ste 200
Cooney Mary Est Of C/O Joseph Paddocks 11 W Market St
Coughlin Barring 1400 Mellon Bank Bldg
Coughlin Helen B Trust 1400 Mellon Bank Bldg
Dante Mark 34 W Ross St
Dzugan Anastasia Est Of Ste 405 15 Public Sq
Eipper W R C/O Luz Cty Board Assistance 83 E Union St
Evans Gertrude L 180 S Washington S Apt 127s
Flores Roberto 26 Oneil Ave
Ford Ethel 111 N Pa Blvd
Gierak Antonia C/O Luzerne Cty Bd Of Assist 100 N Penn Ave
Good Shepherd Lutheran Church 190 S Main St
Greenberg Bessie R 163 S Washington Apts
Gunton Elizabeth C/O Luz Cty Board Assistance 83 E Union St
Gurdin Helen 69 Public Sq Apt 501
Hamburg H Rstrnt Cop C/O Myles Riley 271 S Washington St
Harris Elizabet M Apt 401 163 S Washington
Harvey Bonnie J 29 Coon St
Hausch Florence C/O Luzerne Cty Bd Of Assist 100 N Pennsylvania Ave
Havas Alberta 50 N Pennsylvania Ave
Henry Agnes C/O Luzerne Cty Bd Of Assist 83 E Union St
Hernandez Amy C Est Of 1060 Citizens Bank Ctr
International Credit Club Inc 67 Public Sq Suite 900
Johns Albert C/O Luzerne Cty Bd Of Assist 83 E Union St
Jones Florence L C/O Luz Cty Bd Of Assist 83 E Union St
Kassover Marie 34 W Ross St
Keiser Jonathan R 138 South Main St PO Box 220
Keiser Larry S 138 South Main St PO Box 220
Keller Henry B Nai B Rith Apartments 61 E Northampton St Apt 715
Kelly Rachel C/O Luz Cty Board Assistance 83 E Union St
Kerestes Katherine Estate 8 W Market St
Kilgallon Mildred A Apt 1103 61 E Northampton St
Klein Helen C/O Luzerne Cty Bd Of Assist 83 E Union St
Klein William 11 W Market St
Kraus Grace Luz Cty Bd Of Assist 83 E Union St
Laurents Eugene L 77 E Market St 152
Lenahan Dolores K C/O Pnc Bank Attn Judy And Dor 11 W Market St
Lenahan Margaret M 163 S Washington St Apt 1206
Loftus Mary C C/O Family Service Association 31 W Market St Box 370
Martin John P 50 North Pennsylvania Ave
Menighan Catherine Estate 154 N Washington St
Michalow George C/O Luzerne Cty Bd Of Assist 100 N Pennsylvania Ave
Miller Minnie C/O Luz Cty Board Assistance 83 E Union St
Mohammad Rahmat Ali 20 Public Sq
Nesbitt Abram III 1400 Mellon Bank Bldg
Nesbitt Adbram G 1400 Mellon Bank Bldg First Codicil To Will
Nesbitt Geraldine T 1400 Mellon Bank Building
Noll Michelle 61 E Northampton St Apt 707
Norkunas Nicholas A 152 N Washington St Apt 3
Northeast Medical Management Inc 1 S Main St
Osman Nancy J 163 S Washington St Apt 102
Palkiewicz Wanda C Heritage House 80 East Northampton St Apt 110
Popky Evelyn S 61 E Northampton St Apt 1106
Popky Murray 61 E Northampton St Apt 1106
Ptl Mitigation 39 N Washington Ave
Quinn Carolyn R Apt 401 163 S Washington
Radzwilla John PO Box 1463
Radzwilla Rita D PO Box 1463
Riley J Myles CO M Riley 271 S Washington St
Rmdi 240b S Main St Clark
Roberts Fay C/O Luzerne Cty Bd Of Assist 83 E Union St
Scalzo Margarett 50 North Pennsylvania Ave
Sheposki Anthony C/O Sandor Yelen Esq 8 W Market St Ste 1000
Slattery Duard G Apt 515 61 E Northampton St
Spak Paul Estate 163 S Washington St
St Nicholas Roman Catholic Ch 226 S Washington St
Stano Anna 50 North Penn Ave
Stern Anna C/O Luzerne Cty Bd Of Assist 83 E Union St
Strazdauskas George C/O Luzerne Cty Bd Of Assist 83 E Union St
Thomas Harold Mr 58 Smeade
Townend Frank 1400 Mellon Bank Bldg
Townend Lenchen 1400 Mellon Bank Bldg
Walters Helen M Apt 711 61 E Northampton St
White Anthony J 74 W Union St Apt 6
Yankalunas Mary U 80 E Northampton St
Yinger Emma Apt 110 163 S Washington St
Wilkes-Barre Pa 18702
Balla Margaret H Balla George 18 Prospect St
Ahearn Jos L Co 18 Sunset Dr
Albertson Sarah E 215 High Blvd Apt 405
Alcorn Mary 240 N Sherman St Wyoming Valy
Amador Zoila 64 Bradford St
Amos Katherine E 83 Gilligan St
Angelo Nellie 69 Ctright Ave
Anthony Ruff Pompeii Dodge 125 Carlisle St
Artmont Dorene 109 N Fulton St Apt 5109
Atmosphere Salon Day Spa 1116 Rte 315
Becker Kathleen M 246 N Washington St
Bird Kenneth W 26 Park Ave
Blaszczak Lillian M Estate 267 Maple Rd
Block Frances 22 Amherst Ave
Brennan William 172 Sambourne Str
Broglie Christopher J 54 Carey Ave
Bromfield Thomas G 729 E Northampton St
Brown Karen 3504 Bear Creek Blvd
Buchman Kali R 36 Wilkes Ln
Burgit Dorothy 653 Hazle St
Button Louise V 1106 Spruce St
Campbell Amy 73 N Sherman St
Carrano Mary K 167 S Grant St
Central Tax Bureau 300 Laird St
Chavez Delfino Rear 275 Carey Ave
Cheskiewic Michael 312 Blackman St
Chulvick Margaret 44 Schuler St
Clarke Irene 60 Roosevelt Ter
Cleartones Foxrdg Plz 1168 Hwy 315
Colonna Tatiana 18 Lincoln Plz
Conahan Dwayne Gary 390 South Grant St
Coriano Rachel R 200 Bradford St
Coslosky Jean 375 Horton St
Coyle Daniel H 36 Prospect St
Coyle Dolores M 36 Prospect
Ctb Of Pa Inc 300 Laird St Building A
Culp Howard R 185 Midland Ct
Cureka Josephine T 23 Monarch Rd
Cureka Walter 23 Monarch Rd
Curley Michael J Estate 276 Stanton St
Dalton Thomas 252 Stanton St
Day Stephen E 66 Westminster St
Decker Catherine 127 Jones St
Defina Florence 166 Wood St
Degnan Kelly A 19 Mccarrangher St
Demko Michael 24 Hillside St
Dennis David J 408 New Market St
Deremer Dorothy B R 29 Luzerne St
Don Wilkinson Agency Inc 300 Laird St Bldg A
Donald Cromer Auto Dba B & D Auto 49 Lanning Ln
Drozd Joseph 228 Blackman St
Dukes John C 6 S Empire St
Dukes Mary 6 S Empire St
Durland Nathan 292 Coal St Apt B2
Duszak Ellen V 397 Main Rd
Evans Alice 656 E End Blvd
Evans Helen 803 E Northampton St
Extreme Soundproofin 868 S Franklin St
Falzones Towing Service Inc 271 North Sherman St
Findora Anna 5 N Sherman St Apt 408
Fornett Theodore 44 Fredrick St
Foy Raymond F 68 Mundy St
Frankavitz David P 316 South Meade St
Frankavitz Linda 303 Lehigh St
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Frey Mary J 823 Smt St
Fristski Pauline 50 S Hancock St
Fritski John 49 Coal
Fritskisr Andrew 49 Coal
Gai Peter Madit 215 High St Apt 801
Gallagher Catherine 1548 Sans Souci Pkwy
Gardner Catherine C Estate 81 Carey Ave
Gardner James Estate 81 Carey Ave
Gardner Mary Estate 81 Carey Ave
Gartner Jean M Estate 81 Carey Ave
Gartner John Estate 81 Carey Ave
George Henry Estate 63 Joseph Ln
George Jeremy 2 Grove St
George Joy E 2 Grove St
George Thomas Francis 46 Schuler St
Gerrity Joseph Est 219 Barney St Apt 2
Glover Anthony T 202 Coal St
Golden Rosemary 6a Birchwood Ct
Gorham Eugene Estate 360 New Grant St
Grencavage Barry 98 Spring St
Grullon Maxwell L 625 Mayflower Crossing
Gupko David 40 Kulp St
Hampel Harvey P Jr 7 Corlear St
Harris Lewis 260 Mclean St
Hart Daniel 126 Willow St
Hart Evelyn C 126 Willow St
Haslinsky Martin C 215 High St Apt 1102
Hernandez Juane 316 South Meade St
Hixson Annie Mae 463 Wyoming St Lee Park
Hoagland Gloria 18 Lincoln Plz
Hochreiter Francis 8 Forrest St
Hochreiter Irene S 8 Forrest St
Holdick Karen R 45 Conwell St
Holovach Victor 50 S Hancock St
Hughes Sarah M 40 Maffett St
Irving James Estate 41 Oxford St
Jacob Ruth A 504c Indian Creek Dr
Jasulevicz Corinne 129 N Empire St
Jennings Thomas Impact Systems 5 Pethick Dr
John Fritski 50 S Hancock St
Johns Elizabeth Estate 132 Spring St
Johnson Agnes 300 Ctright Ave
Johnson Anna 313 E Northhampton
Johnson Donald 313 E Northampton
Johnson Laura 313 E Northampton
Jones Cheryl Z 27 Park Ave A
Kearney Mary 81 Conwell St
Kearney Sarah C 81 Conwell St
Keen Bruce D 34 Kidder St
Keen Judith M 34 Kidder St
Kelly Eric 279 Lyndwood Ave
Keris Anthony 307 Academy St
Kleback Daria Deputy 44 Schuler St
Kotulak Francis C/O J Rembellas 101 E Mountain Blvd
Krovohlock Dorothy Estate 151 Lawrence St
Krupinski Ronald L 549 S Franklin
Krupinski Stephen 549 S Franklin
Kuczynski Sarah 123 Edison St
Lacosta Michael C/O Autozone 1842 587 S Main St
Langdon Ernest J 87 Madison St
Leach Helen P 87 Old River Rd
Leach William H 87 Old River Rd
Lenahan John T 91 Kinder
Levandow Benny L 300 Park Ave Towers
Levi Jeanne A Estate 353 S Hancock St
Lewis Middaugh M 51 Lincoln Plaza 804
Livingston Agnes 74 Barney St
Lloyd W R 32-33 Wyoming Valy Mall
Long Glenna J Apt 303 464 S Franklin St
Lupien Mary A 81 Maxwell St
Mack Flora M Est Rear 8 Dougher Ln
Macri Dominic M 571 Carey Ave
Macri Sylvester Estate 70 Okarma Tr
Macri Virginia D 571 Carey Ave
Mahuiztl Silvino 25 Swelles St
Manick Florence E 292 Coal St Apt B2
Marino Rocco W 107 Logan St
Martin Catherine J Estate 306 Plymouth Ave
Martin Kristen L 371 Park Ave Fl 2
Matias Alexandra 320 N Empire Ct A213
Maxwell Deborah L 374 E Northampton St
Mazda American Credit 138 S Shernab St
Mcbride Lisa M 148 S Sherman St
Mcconnell Dorothy J 464 S Franklin Apt 103
Mcelwee Austin Estate 95 Birch St
Mcgourty Alice Estate 325 S Franklin St
Mcgrath Michael 51 N Meade St
Mckeon Mary C 82 E Lafayette Pl
Meikrantz Paul 240 N Sherman St
Melovitz Judith 15 Westminster St
Milchick George 18 Spruce St
Miller Zena 76 Chapel St
Mills Hannah P 76 Moyallen St
Minnick Thomas 789 Keating St
Morrison Phoebe R Estate 92 Darling St
Motor World Auto Body 150 Motorworld Dr
Moyer Heather 4149 Bear Creek Blvd
Moyer Ronald 4149 Bear Creek Blvd
Munoz Bonfilio O 47 W Lafayette Pl
Munson Allene B 11 Loomis St
Murphy Francis V 120 Scott St
Murphy Patricia A 143 Haverford Dr
Murray John J 50 Saratoga Ct
Myers Deniel I Rd 1
Myers Shirley Rd 1
Natt Mary 45 Pocono Park
Nickel Scott D 408 New Grove St
Nln Rhea 10 Hayes Ln
Nolan Michael J 215 High Blvd Apt 1008
Oliver Cathy 68 West Linden St
Oliver Ronald 68 West Linden St
Ostrowski Anthony 17 Jones St
Parcheezys Pizza Inc 209 Mundy St
Park Bertha A Estate 397 Carey Ave
Parkin Elsie D 87 West Ross St
Peacock Lucille 86 Academy St
Pebble Creek Builders 42 Logan St
Peralta Segundo M 501 Carey Ave
Peterson Mary 68 Mundy St
Pettis Frank A 854 S Franklin St
Pettis Lola 854 S Franklin St
Pisack Joan S 440 N River St
Pnc Investments 385 New Grant St
Podcasy Bernard J 120 Riverside Dr
Pritchard Kathryn 635 Carey Ave
Qyuriz Rucgardi 138 S Shernab St
Radovic Theresa 123 Loomis St
Raeder Elizabeth H 65 Hickory St
Ramirez Vicente 74 Custer St
Rcn Telecom Services Inc 100 Baltimore Dr 3rd Floor
Reichart Robert Estate 82 Spring St
Rembellas Johanna 101 E Mountain Blvd
Resources Unitedone 270 North Sherman St
Richards Mary A City Hts Apt 313 5 N Sherman St
Roberts Jamal Oregon St
Rodgers Fred R 215 High St Apt 1108 Valy View Ter
Rodgers Mildred F 215 High St Apt 1108 Valy View Ter
Rokom Inc Dba Woodlands Inn Resort 1073 Hwy 315
Ruane Theresa L 73 New Alexander St
Schaeffer Robert 290 Bear Creek Blvd
Segilia James M Jr 300 Park Ave Apt 519
Showanes Josepp 1172 Hwy 315
Simakaski Rose Estate 346 Stanton St
Singletary Richard 50 Butler St
Skyler Evelyn W Estate 273 Parrish St
Slavinski Daniel 94 Kent Ln
Slavinski Mary 94 Kent Ln
Smith George E 190 S Sherman St
Smith J M Estate 85 Carlisle St
Smith Mike 65 Hancock St
Snyder Fredrick Box 119 Rd 1 Old East End Blvd
Sokol Rose M 357 N Pennsylvania Ave
Sowa Barbara M 694 Hazle St
Sowa Edna B 694 Hazle St
Spak Gary 174 Union St
Stallone Russell Estate 17 Garnet Ln
Stankiewcz Helen E 23 Dodson Ln
Starpower Communications Llc 101 Baltimore Dr 3rd Floor
Stevens Jeff 256 N Main St
Storm Mae 139 Kidder St
Storm Russell 139 Kidder St
Strebig Carol 23 Dodson Ln
Superior Products 613 Baltimore Dr
Swan Robert E 70 Monroe St 613
Swartwood Joseph Estate 264 Barney St
Szafran Edward 369 N Pennsylvania Ave
Talipan Mark 568 Westminster Rd
Thomas Matthew 32 Cross Ln
Ticzon Andres R Md 2990 Bald Mountain Rd
Tompkins Albert Lee Park Towers Apt 405
Toole Patricia A 285 South Grant St
Tosh Margaret Estate 309 S Franklin St
Umlah Anna R 171 Loomis St
Umphred Robert J 40 Butler St
Uni Mart Quick Mart 3000 Bear Creek Blvd Retail/Texaco
Unruh Thomas Wolfgang Dr 8 Church St
Vanhorn Henry Estate 13 Elder St
Vernarski Nellie 244 Lyndwood Ave
Vindel Hector 212 Academy St Apt 1f
Vinton Marion E 302 New Hancock St
Voigt Madeleine Estate 2 Lexington Ct
Volkert Fredinan D 24 Oneil Ave
Vose Emily G Estate 281 S Welles St
Walsh Timothy B Estate 118 Charles St
Washeleski Jack G Estate 236 N Washington St
Weihbrecht Nicolina M 674 Hazle Ave
Weiss Amelia 130 Almond Ln
Weiss William F 130 Almond Ln
Werner Greg M 91 Conwell St
Whitney Imaging Llc 146 Mundy St
Wickham Christina 123 Conyngham St
Wiernusz Patricia A 41 S Meade St
Wilkes-Barre Development Corp 163 Amber Ln
Williams Anthony D 904 Lincoln Plaza
Williams Esther M 17 Thompson St
Williams Roy Estate 37 Mccarragher St
Williamson L 296 Barney St
Williamson Lorraine A 296 Barney St
Witczak Anthony 79 Carbon Ln
Witczak Leonard 79 Carbon Ln
Witter Loretta 3c Beaver Ct
Wychocks Beverage 730 W B Twp Blvd
Yendrick Johanna Est Of 445 Cresent Rd
Young Winsley 42 Franklin St
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Yurchak Edgene 56 Mclean St
Ziegler Joseph T 228 S Hancock St
Zisko Jean 234 Prospect St
Wilkes-Barre Pa 18703
Helferty Michael Box 585
Howells Lee Jr PO Box 2301
Motorworld Auto Groui 150 Motorworld Dr
Motorworld Priscella Coxe 150 Motorworld Dr
Roos Eric E PO Box 1725
Wilkes-Barre Pa 18704
Rocko John 152 Diamond St
Wilkes-Barre Pa 18705
Bella Rose M 22 Chase Ln
Bella Stanley 22 Chase Ln
Boyer Hilda 82 Brookside St
Cantoran Feliciano 490 N Washington St
Castrignano John R 68 E Thomas St 1
Cimochowski George E 670 N River St 206
Denn Virginia 377 Laurel Run Estates
Doboni Vasiliy 167 Woodside Dr
Dokrifka Mary 25 Hurley St
Dyer Rodriguez L 3 East Chestnut St 3 Rear
Farrell Patrick J 30 Mill St
Frund Henry 11 Weir Ln
Intermetro Industries Corp 651 N Washington St
Jenkins Sophia 53 Chilwick St
Kishbaugh Daniel 1372 N Washington St
Krajnik George P 8 Cheryl St
Macdougall Ian L 82 Brookside St Front
Mainwaring Joseph T 1253 N Washington
Meehan Catherine 33 Wilson St
Meehan Margaret A 27 Oliver St
Moss Carl T 154 Austin Ave
Nelson Howard W 2 Hollywood Ave
Parham Roland S 1384 North Washington St
Pedana Josephin 215 George Ave
Pedana Lawrence 215 George Ave
Podgurski Nicholas 32 Cleveland St
Rhodes William Estate 32 Gravel St
Rogan Joseph 208 East Main St
Sapp Anna M 93 W Chestnut St
Shepanski Francis 180 Mayock St
Shepanski Irene M 180 Mayock St
Slachta Joseph 515 Madison St
Slacta Joseph 515 Madison St
Thomas Roseann 1272 North Washington St
Tomalis Thomas J 166 Mill St
Trela Joseph 60 Chester St
Vannucchi Joseph E 601 N Main St
Wilkes-Barre Scranto 670 N River St Stuite 210
Williams David J 192 Austin Ave
Williams Dorothy M 153 Mill St
Wilson Roy J 210 Wyoming St
Wilkes-Barre Pa 18706
Americhoice 335-365 New Commerce Blvd
Bolka Eugene Estate 587 Plymouth St
Bolka Joseph Estate 587 Plymouth St
Bolka Stanley Estate 587 Plymouth St
Brothers Nardone 420 New Commerce Blvd
Collum Jayna C 107 Hemlock St
Czyzewicz Wanda M Estate 38 Park St
Daney Ellen R 90 Eagle Ct Cedar Village
Evercare Orlando 335-365 New Commerce Blvd
Forgetta Joan 164 Red Fox Ln
Gibeck Thomas J 31 S Main St Apt R
Hughes Autumn M 303 Hanover Village
Koury Maurice G 134 Red Coat Ln
Lauer Earl 43 Division St
Lauer Nancy 43 Division St
Mackenzie Alala 1061 Hanover St
Metcalf Robert T 2609 S Main St
New Horizons Computer Learning 225 Stewart Rd Hanover Ind Ests
Novak Helen A 132 Eagle Ct
Oko Stephanie Est Of Rudick Tomascik & Assoc 8 Lee Park Ave
Podczasy Anthony P 518 Main Rd
Podczasy Mary F 518 Main Rd
Richards Kelley A 64 S Main St
Rosenfelder Sarah H Estate 113 Regal St
Rovinski Mary Estate 607 Nanticoke St
Rowan Mary H 247 Division St
Ruglis John Jr Bf 12 Scureman St
Sallie Mae Consolidations 220 Lasley Ave
Schering Plough Researc No 1 Great Valy Blvd
Thomas Harry L Estate 23 Dexter St
Thomas Margaret 140 Lee Park Av 306
Travelocity Com 1061 Hanover St Hanover Ind Ests
Tus Andrew S 203 Harrison St
Youkoski Thomas J 26 Fall St
Wilkes-Barre Pa 18707
Kratz Alfred 36 Hickory Dr
Kratz Rose 36 Hickory Dr
Schwartz Susan 668 Saint Marys Rd
Wilkes-Barre Pa 18708
Soltis Robert A 1691 Sutton Rd
Wilkes-Barre Pa 18711
Blue Cross 361 Harrisburg 19 N Main St
First Priority Health 19 North Main St
Huskey Richard 1111 E End Blvd
Veteran Admn X25 1111 E End Blvd
William Gregg Rev In 8 18 West Market St
Wilkes-Barre Pa 18773
Ed Sallie Mae Trust PO Box 9532
Health Now Ny Incorp PO Box 6900
Sallie Mae Servicing Corp Post Office Box 5300
Servicing Sally M C/O Jennifer Acosta PO Box 4700
Wyoming, Pa 18644
Andrews Hazel M 30 E 6th St Rear
Casey Catherine L 57 Atherton Ave
Cocco John 7 Oak Dr
Ellsworth Disposal 114 Swetland Ln
Endicott Shane 520 West Sperling St
Harteis Jared P 31 Sickler Rd
Hi Josephine 79 W 8th St
Johnson Patricia A RD 3 Box 61
Johnson Willis D Jr RD 3 Box 61
Jones Rebecca E 147 5th St
Kreglewicz Don 484 Bodle Rd
Midway Beverage 1006 Wyoming Ave
Mikulka Rosemary 787 Bodle Rd
Mikulka Rosemary RD 3
Murphy Veronica 124 Dennison St
Oakpinet Robert 25 W 1st St
Onimus Russell Wayne 1078 Wyoming Ave
Rubino Regina M 24 Clark St
Sartin Thomasina 1723 W 8th St
Saunders Robert 1180 Shoemaker Ave Apt 1
Sherman Mary R RD 3
Sherman Rita 787 Bodle Rd
Thomas Marie C 70 W 8th St Apt B
Thomas Richard L 70 W 8th St Apt B
Waters Edward Estate 35 Breese St
Zapko Catherine 57 Atherton Ave
Zarzecki Michael 116 5th
Zarzecki Valeria 116 5th
Lycoming County
Cogan Station, Pa 17728
Bartron Paul L 6583 Quenshukeny Rd
Cathermans Garage and Body Shop 8162 Daughertys Run Rd
Crosbie Carol 6575 Pleasant Valy Rd
Erb Dorothy J 394 RR 473 W Lot 66
Fairfield Body Shop Inc 468 Old Hwy 15
Frank Etta D 362 Sawmill Rd
Fry Naomi M 3942 Pleasant Valy Rd
Glass Diana E 1431 Factory Rd
Koch Ruth E RR 1
Laughlin Lee Anne 178 Florence Dr
Lee Gregory 468 Old Hwy 15
Lewis Ronald F RR 1 Box 1005
Mather David D 225 Carone Dr
Mertes Plumbing Heatin RD 1 Box 98
Miller Theresa 468 Old Hwy 15
Paulhamus Hazel M 416 Stony Gap Rd
Reese Candace R 8162 Daughertys Run Rd
Young Joseph R RR 3 Box 428
Hughesville, Pa 17737
Craig Jack B 12046 Rt 220 Hwy
Green Valley Trucking 1898 Gander Back Rd
Hodge Lynn 457 E Water St
Lyons Billie 1342 Horn Hill Rd
McGraw Harold Francis Sr 682 McConnell Pkwy
McGraw Tasha 682 McConnell Pkwy
Miller Marlyn C 50 N Brd St
Montgomery Pharmacy 49 N Railrd St
Mordon Daniel J 296 South Second St
Reed Cheryl L 7 East Plaza Dr 3
Schick Mary L 160 S Main St
Shaner Mary M Estate 4 Ticklish Rock Rd
Stiger Judith 15 Cemetery St
Susquehana Valley Loggin 430 Horn Hill Rd
Teffelteller Dustin N PO Box
Whitmoyer Marian C 155 S 3rd St
Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Bailey Russell PO Box 145
Berfield Mary E 306 Oak St
Cressman Wilbur Estate 302 Wilson St
Crosser Caroline 653 Cemetery St
Devlins Auto Glass 1062 Delaware Ave
Evans Thomas Arthur 364 Allegheny St
Fulkrod Leroy J 348 Thompson St
Golder Wendy 1242 Allegheny St Apt 2
Hostrander Raymond E PO Box 20
Hudson Eleanore M Estate 303 Alleheny St
Keenan Rhoda Est 641 Cemetery St 16
Llord Rosa F C O Beth 1008 Thompson St
Mantle Nevin W 2437 Middle Rd
Marano Anna E Est 1428 Locust St
Miller Walter K 51 Eck Rd
Muthler Scott 1023 Oak Ln
Nagle Lawrence R 331 Oliver St
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Neff Shirley M 345 East Central Ave
Probst Esther C 321 Allegheny St
Proctor Beverly 1318 Allegheny St
Rhinehart Maribeth 409 S Brd St
Shope Brian 12918 W State Rte 973
Splain Jeremy 1581 Pinewood Rd
Spotts Marion E 606 Allegheny St
Stabley Meghan M 439 Rt 44 Hwy
Unimart 101 Bridge St
W and W Body Shop 439 Rt 44 Hwy
Watts Elbert A 410 S Brd St
Welshans Vera M Estate 4382 Pine Mountain Rd
Williamson Myra 311 Washington Ave
Wolfe Dennis Rrt 3 Box 147AAB
Zwald Haley 329 Brd St
Linden, Pa 17744
Almeida Patrick 26 Harvest Moon Park
Cawthern James E Kathleen M Cawthern 267 Cpr Ln
Grove M R RD 1
Harvest Moon Plaza Inc 4644 Us Hwy 220
Kinley Dianna M RD 1
Malek Amber 4276 Pinerun Rd
Seaman Charles R 328 Country Manor Ln
Shuman Warren N Estate 1210 Yergers Rd
Ulmer Philip L Sr 488 Anderson Rd
Waltz Beverly A Estate Rr 1
Ware Burton C Jr 2481 Daughertys Run Rd
Montgomery, Pa 17752
Decker Maryanne 106 Wagner Ave
Everetts Matthew D 61 Mountain Rd
Fairfield Auto Group Inc 116 Brd St
Felix John 122 Wagner Ave
Felix John M 116 Brd St
Felix Tracy 122 Wagner Ave
Hagey Myrtle I 440 State Rte 54
King Betty 62 Louisa St
Milton Enterprises c/o Donald Huffman RD 2 Box 195D
Mowery Farm 1489 Rte 54
Munns Robert 1446 Brouse Rd
Palomar Ins Corporation 4525 Executive Park Dr
Sanders Ella PO Box 253
Turney Gail H 373 Cindy Ave
Turney Gail H Apt 206 373 Cindy Ave
Welliver Richard O 3688 Elimsport Rd
Wertz Lamont 109 Kinsey St
Montoursville, Pa 17754
Alexander Blaise c/o Adam Alexander 933 Brd St
Batey Patricia 1445 Sycamore Rd
Beittenmiller Howard F 25 S Montour St Apt 205
Beittenmiller Norma 25 S Montour St Apt 205
Bower Norbert A Est of G A Deck & Assocs PC 433 Brd St
Casselber Dorothy L Estate 808 Northway Rd
Cavanaugh L RD 2
Chilbert Paul 1114 Brd St
Chrisman Gary S 9 Carriage Sq
Cuff Joseph Estate 1200 Pearl Blvd
Dotts Joyce 132 Clees Dr
Flynn William F 1942 Walters Rd
Garg Vikram S 1934 Walters Rd
Gehron Herbert 2725 Four Mile Dr 101
Goehrig Ashley Marie RD #1
Goehrig Michael J 748 Fairfield Church Rd
Graafsma Nellie R 2831 Lincoln Dr
Hall Richard W Estate RR 3
Higgins Benjamin L RR 2
Lane Linnie S 1942 Walters Rd
Levengood George S 179 Old Cement Rd Lot B31
Lindenmuth Debra 24 South Washington St
Mirabito Nicholas 2831 Four Mile Dr
Mitchell Myron C Sr PO Box 243
P&F Aviation 802 Elm St
Patton Gail F 1905 Warrensville Rd
Quigley Jane 1204 Claire Rd
Robbins Helen J 504 Brd St
Robbins Llewelly 504 Brd St
Robbins Llewelly F 504 Brd St
Schweikle Rosanna R 2905 Orchard Ave
Sholtis Frances Sones Mrs 419 Chestnut St
Shuman Martha L RD 2
Shuman Susan L RD 2
Sones Harvey 419 Chestnut St
Sones Mary Helen Mrs 419 Chestnut St
University Ford Lincoln Mercury Inc 933 Brd St
White Valerie 117 N Washington St
Wolyniec Lillian S 174 Evergreen Ter Apt 1
Yearick Lydia Estate 2160 Warrensville Rd Apt 104
Yuen Nancy 1878 Kehrer Hill Rd
Muncy, Pa 17756
Applegate Lois M 109 Heatherbrooke Est
Ballentine George N Jr PO Box 204
Barnes Brian C 181 E Water St
Baskin Irene L 4484 Clarkstown Rd
Becker Andrew D 528 Ruben Kerher Rd Lot 112
Bond William M 200 North Main St 2nd Floor
Butler Linda L 450 Mill Ln
Cavanaugh Ralph D RR 6 Box 103
Cline Donald R 162 West Water St
Delker Kathy J 91 Odell Rd Lot B3
Delker Scott F 91 Odell Rd Lot B3
Desilva Andrew G 207 Feigles Rd
Greiner Darren S 110 Yeagle Rd
Harris Jason 613 White Church Rd
Houseknecht Margaret RR 4
Jones Richard W 211 Fox Hollow Rd
Kepner Jeffery F 29 Maple Ln
Kepner Sterling 1113 Kepner Hill Rd
Keystone Hook A 19 W Water St
Keystone Ladde 19 W Water St
Kissinger Krista M 289 Robbins Rd
Mccarty Connie S 203 N Main
Palmer John 567 Pepper St
Quality Collision Inc 567 Pepper St
Ritter Hilda I 1932 Gardner Rd
Snyder Jared D 1314 J Houseknecht Rd
Stahl Hugh G RR 3
Toner William RR 2 Box 40
Toner William Jr RR2 Box 40
Trout Pond Park 1935 Rt 405 Hwy
Wertz Dorothy B 203 N Main
Williams Jack C RD 3
Williams Marilyn J RD 3
Williams Rebecca M 528 Ruben Kehrer Rd Lot 105
Woodward Diana M 1185 Sones Rd
Pennsdale, Pa 17756
Dorman Frances E Miss 1286 Pond Rd
Dorman Katherine E Mrs 1286 Pond Rd
Kelly Joshua 300 Lycoming Mall Cir
Oneill Jeffery 1345 Pond Rd
Picture Rocks, Pa 17762
Fahringer Ray M Main St
Hall Mary C Ctr St
Salladasburg, Pa 17740
Quiggle Homes PO Box 431
Trout Run, Pa 17771
Bohlin Jeffrey 43 Deer Ln
Brown Lehman L 9391 State Rte 184
Lewis Robert D 133 Lycoming Creek Rd Ext
Nash James Estate c/o Round Top Inn
Nelson Sandra L 67 Upper Bodines Rd
Stroble Dwane W 245 Calvert Rd
Wheeler Ernest W 308 Myers Rd
Waterville, Pa 17776
Emig Jameson R 3332 Little Pine Creek Rd
Williamsport, Pa 17701
Bloom Frederic J Bloom Shirley H 1300 Rural Ave
Ahmad Hena 332 Mulberry St Apt 4
Allen Whitney M Jr 511 5th Ave
Andrasko Daniel R 515 W Edwin St
Asbjornson An 127 Elm St S
Asplund Robert L 170 Pine Crest Dr 53
Aunkst Thomas J 1529 Catherine St
Ball Dawn M 33 Aztec Ln
Baney Penny Lee R 2000 E Third St
Bay Sophia M 1616 Louisa St
Becker Andrew J 514 Glenwood Ave
Berrigan Deborah 1144 Park Ave
Billman Rickey E 91 Bybrook Rd
Book Distributors Credit Assoc 17770 Williams Rd
Bord Irene L 625 4th Ave
Bordy Mary A 798 W Edwin St
Bower Ruth S 2437 Waldman Dr
Bragalone Flory 164 East St
Brooks Carol A Estate 2344 W 4th St
Brown Gary 700 College Place
Brown Jessica A c/o Derek Brown 657 2nd Ave
Brown Susan 429 Walnut St
Bush Martha E RD 2
Bushjr Robert W RD 2
Clary Clarence G 810 Wildwood Blvd
Coatesville Scrap Iron & Metal Co PO Box 3185
Cohick Jacqueline 901 Louisa St
Cole Benoni 506 1/2 High St
Cole Ralph M III 339 Woodland Av
Colyer Chester R 810 Louisa St
Colyer Janet D 810 Louisa St
Crooks Mable 735 Louisa St
Crooks Thomas W 735 Louisa St
Davenport Mary V 831 3rd Ave
Deckard Makenzy 14 Casey Dr
Decker Thelma L RD 4 Box 281
Doersam Charles R 2310 Newberry St
Dowling Patrick M 48 Charlotte St
Duckeet Ruby 400 Lycoming St Apt 202
Duckett Ruby 400 Lycoming St Apt 202
Dunn John Rear Apt 716 Market St
Ellis and S Pamela L 325 Saint Davids Rd
Emick Helen E 1524 W 4th St
Emick Helen E 1524 W Fourth St
Emig Jameson Ross 838 Poplar St
Entz Nicholas 612 4th Ave
Eppihimer Robert L 1113 Memorial Ave
Evans Bernadine L 744 First St
Fairfield Body Shop 1960 E Third St
Ferris Thomas J 738 Diamond St
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Finks Paint Store 338 Mifflin Place
Fisher Charles L 622 Spruce St
Flook John T 665 Rose St
Frank Natashia L 455 Elmira St
Freeburn Wilma J 2433 Ritchey St
Freynik Barbara E 1421 Sherman St
Fry Cindi T 1619 Elliott St
Fulkrod Margaret 665 Rose St
Fullmer Russell H 1210 Lymehurst Pkwy
Gardner Robert L 1315 W 3rd St
Girven Jacquelin 3600 West 4th St
Goehrig Ashley Marie 2321 Reed St
Goshinski John 711 Arch St
Goshinski John J 711 Arch St
Green Tyrone 758 Park Ave
Greene Mary W 719 Pearl St Floor 2 Rear
Greene William W 719 Pearl St Floor 2 Rear
Guinter Beverly J Estate 347 Pine St
Haley David K 609 Mulberry St
Hall Anna L 50 Randall Cir
Hall Laurence 2900 Lycoming Creek Rd
Hall Margaret P 515 W Edwin St
Hampton Robert PO Box 3746
Hauck Kenneth L 7541 Louisa St
Heckert Russell G Rear 56 Ross St
Heim Robin 517 Stevens St Apt 3
Henry Nancy J Estate 2049 Sheridan St
Henry Richard G 914 Royal Ave
Hepler David H 1715 Clarion Dr
Hepler Dorothy H 1715 Clarion Dr
Hickman Rashean B 1623 Catherine St
Hill Crystal J 360 Phillips Hill Dr
Hill James R 360 Phillips Hill Dr
Hill William Jr Williamsport Manor 450 Ctr St Apt 107
Hoyt Eleanor 1721 Lycoming Creek Rd
Hunt Phillip G 198 Valy Hts Dr
Hunter Donald K 608 Green St
Ingram Sherril 1026 Bonair Dr
Johnson Louisa M 1210 Lymehurst Pkwy
Kaufman Mary E 440 Oliver St
Kelley Richard L 483 Sholder Rd
Key Development Corp 49 East 4th St
Kia Alexander 2501 Lycoming Creek Rd
Klinger Lawrence A 1144 Park Ave
Knyrim Harry S 825 Tucker St
Komarnicki Anastasia S 1426 Four Mile Dr
Komarnicki Anna 1426 Four Mile Dr
Komarnicki Anthony M 323 Grammar Rd
Lambert Douglas 80 Selkirk Rd
Levine Leah M 837 Grampian Blvd
Levine Meyer 837 Grampian Blvd
Lewis Barry Lee 438 Park Ave
Lewis David E 523 E 3rd St # 13
Livingston David R 10 Ivy Crest Ln
Livingston Dorothy J 2338 Dove St
Long Edwin R 1411 Woodmont Ave
Loudenslagers Carpe 1447 Dewey Ave
Luke Franklin 2711 Hillside Ave
Lusk Harold 1432 Memorial Ave
Lyons Viola B 400 Lycoming St Apt 801
Mahonski Shane M 836 Funston Ave
Marceau Michael J 35 Hillcrest Ln
Martin Curtis W 642 Packer St
Matijevic Hrvoje 308 Campbell St 4
Matthews Lori 845 1/2 Poplar St
Mccormick Mary 2030 Hays Ln
Mcgehean Shawn P 936 W 3rd St
Mcgehean Shawn Patrick 936 W 3rd St
Mcmaken Helen J 1034 Rural Ave
Mcnichol Sharon 129 Valy Hts Dr
Mellish Joseph R 1742 McConnell Dr
Mellish Justin T 1742 McConnell Dr
Middle Creek Development LLC 1206 Bonair Dr
Miles Gerard R 13 Charlotte St
Miller Bradd 1425 1/2 Apple St
Miller Charles M PO Box 3247
Miller Joan B 437 Oliver St 1st Floor
Morris Dwight 317 Brandon Ave
Morrison Marilyn J 1028 Penn St
Morrone Anita 166 Mulberry St
Morrone Annie Estate 166 Mulberry St
Moyer Lynn D RD 4 Box 281
Mozee James 816 Rhoades Al
Murphy Helen B 125 E 3rd St
Murphy Helen B c/o Christina Dinges Esq 125 E Third St
Musto Joseph R PC Attorne Ten West Fourth St
Nguyen Hoanh E 115 Centre Line Ave
Nible Robert 1404 Walnut St
North Branch Transfer Inc PO Box 3775
Parker Michael 820 Elmira St
Patel Vipal 2042 Chatham Park Dr
Pauls Nancy 22 E Edwin
Pecrum Helen R 331 High St
Peters Louise G 49 Valy Hts Dr
Phoebe B T 916 Diamond St
Plank Anna K 1022 Sherman St
Plank Anna K Miss 1022 Sherman St
Powers Deanna 517 1/2 Park Ave
Proctor Rosemary 1706 Oak Ridge Pl
Proctor Theresa E 1706 Oak Ridge Pl
Quality Care Collision Center 3600 West 4th St
Radspinner John A 432 Oakland Ave
Ramzan Rashid 726 Washington Blvd 208
Rearick Carol E 1840 Nast Ave
Reed Allen E Estate 2523 Dove St
Reese Ruth I 717 Hepburn St
Reid Judy 140 Mulberry St
Richa Margaret M 1145 Chester St Apt 204
Richards Allen J 1145 Chester St Apt 204
Richards Margaret M 1145 Chester St Apt 204
Rielly Phillip 1921 Riverside Dr South
Riley John 2335 Linn St
Robinson Charles R 306 Jerome Ave
Robinson Guilia V 306 Jerome Ave
Roman Morris D 2756 Fieldcrest Dr
Rosa Jeannette M 1154 Memorial Ave
Runner Allen Sr 835 2nd St
Runner Barbara A 835 2nd St
Sallada Jane S Apt 402 400 Lycoming St
Salmon Elizabeth Est of 442 William St
Sampson Earl 725 High St
San George Jeff 1495 Princeton Ave
Sauerwein William V Est 817 Wildwood Blvd
Schenck Dale E 1209 Franklin St
Schlee Olive 718 Poplar St
Schutt James D PO Box 3441
Schwartz Dawn 420 Lacey St
Sciutto Eugene 1106 Towncrest
Scott Antonia A 1806 Memorial Ave
Seewald Anna T Estate 1892 Memorial Ave
Sewell Yolanda D 604 Walnut St 2nd Floor
Simmons Elizabeth B Est 1519 Evergreen Rd
Slovina Maryann 300 Flock Pl
Smith William A 1640 Memorial Ave
Sortman Kara R 708 Northway Rd
Stabley Jack R 1251 Rural Ave Apt 323
Stahl Richard E 1453 Memorial Ave
Steel Daris L 2240 Marydell Ave
Steffen Paul W 2157 Mill Ln
Stegman Duane 407 W 4th St
Stetts Joshua 2590 Northway Rd
Stryker Dolres J Stryker Jon G 234 Tucker St
Teal Dolores J 625 4th Ave
Temple Wade 1801 Chatam Ln
Terrell Beatrice M 721 Locust St
Tinney Beatrice 798 W Edwin St
Turner Wanda 333 Ertel Rd
Tyson Loren M 810 Third Ave
Vanderlin Jeanne M 5 Overhill Rd
Vanderlin Richard J 5 Overhill Rd
Vandermark Terry L 1016 Vine Ave
Vandine Christophe J 655 Cherry St
Vogel C R 937 Franklin St
Vogel Gladys M 937 Franklin St
Wallace Tacie Marie 455 East Third St
Wampole Roxanna E 22 E Edwin
Watson Mike R 2650 Waldman Dr Apt 4
Weaver Marian M 528 Fairmont Ave
Weaver Ray C 528 Fairmont Ave
Weishaupt Lynn 1446 Oakes Ave
Wellendorf Fred N 1627 Riverside Dr S
Wellendorf Marie M 1627 Riverside Dr S
Willett Jennifer S 418 Rose St
Williams Edna M 907 High St
Williams George A 907 High St
Wilson Wilson Lot 9 1920 Green Ave
Winder James J 118 Bryan Rd
Wine Cecil 639 E 3rd St 4
Wren Pamela D 508 W Fourth St Apt 1 C
Wright Grace E 400 Lycoming St Apt 705
Yostrum James A 1215 Hillsdale Dr
Williamsport, Pa 17702
Bair Sarah Apt 1 1585 W Southern Ave S
Bausinger Rebecca 2309 State Rte 654
Carducci Alfred J 320 S Market St
Carducci L P 320 S Market St
Cathermans Garage and Body Shop 2702 Brown Ave S
Computer Co Op Attn Bobbi Pophal 1429 W Southern Ave S
Counsil Precious 2671 Riverside Dr
Delvecchio Anthony 439 E Second Ave
Delvecchio Kelly 439 E Second Ave
Fitzpatrick Mary K 6 W Central Av S
Frantz Megan 9985 South Rt 44 Hwy
Harman Nathan W 324 Percy St South
Hein Charles W 1145 Old Pike Rd
Howard Clinton O 2702 Brown Ave S
Kost Charles 419 Charlotte Ave S
Lyons John 6 E Central Ave S
Middlesworth Betty M 331 George St
Miller Margaret F 367 Curtin St
Miller Robert W 367 Curtin St
Ozoroski Walter J 437 E 5th Av A
Persun Cory J 310 West Central Ave S
Probst Florine M 452 E Mountain Ave South
Rearick William C 1903 Riverside Dr
Rosien Arlene E 214 Elm St
Rosien Richard E 214 Elm St
Secht Jay 1585 W Southern Ave
Smith Children of Jennie L 2700 Sylvan Dell Rd
Smith Jennie L 2700 Sylvan Dell Rd
Solomon Donald 410 Clinton St
Staggart Robert W Jr 1350 W Mountain Av
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Stover James 62 Riverview Dr
Stover James D 62 Riverview Dr
White Rayetta E 351 South Market St
Williamsport, Pa 17703
Berrigan Deborah PO Box 755
Gordon Judith L PO Box 34
Heath Tracy M PO Box 1281
Pennram Diversified Mfg PO Box 695
Ulmer Glenn W PO Box 755
Ulmer Mary J PO Box 755
Mercer County
Carlton, Pa 16311
Bishop Frank 560 Wash Ave
Gehr Norma RD 1
Huston Delancey J Est of 909 New Lebanon Rd
Huston Delancey Trst of 909 New Lebanon Rd
Murphy Carolyn 4672 Sandy Lake Rd
Wilkinson Roger W 5 Blair Ln
Woge Karen L 1602 Carlton Rd
Clark, Pa 16113
Nye Robert A 3580 Nora
Shaffer Rudy W PO Box 294
Clarks Mills, Pa 16114
Peters Dorothy RR 1
Farrell, Pa 16121
Alia Samuel A 623 Hamilton Ave
Bauder William Bauder Carolyn 513 Pennsylvania Ave
Baker Juanita 923 Park Ave
Barrow Dulcin 55 Cathedral Dr
Barrow John 55 Cathedral Dr
Bartell Karen S 1914 Mary St
Bell Barbara J 208 Spearman Ave
Blair Fred A 1895 S State Line Rd
Boatwright Milland 42 Shenango
Brown Mahlon E 1218 Roemer Apt 1
Bryant Myrtle PO Box 311
Buckley Bernice 419 Spearman Ave
Buckley Irmingard 1132 Emerson Ave
Chess Jennie J 513 New Castle Rd
Chess Jennie J 513 Sharon NC Rd
Chiodo Sylvia J 1908 Mary St
Cottle Brenton L 506 Spearman Ave
Crosby John H 510 Spearman Ave
Elia Carmen A 623 Hamilton Ave
English Virginia 939 Lee Ave
Falvo Rosalie 1129 Hamilton Ave
Fields Marsha T 1430 Roemer Blvd
Ford Judith C 1158 Spearman Ave
Gartner Ann 604 Indiana Ave
Gasbarra Matilda 1202 French St
Ghee Ethel R Estate 1021 Spearman Ave
Gurrera Steve F 524 Sharon New Castle Rd
Hauck Helen 504 Hamilton Ave
Heath Julius 1012 Darr Ave
Hether Jenny 419 Fruit Ave
Johnson Mozel 712 Lee Ave
Joshua Frances C 506 Spearman Ave
Kochera Matilda A 3 Spearman
Ledonne Nataline Ms 900 Emerson Ave
Leverett Ruth 1201 Roemer Blvd
Malloy Samuel 1144 Wallis Ave
Mayerchak Michael A 649 Park Ave
Minerva Maier 1138 Hamilton Ave
Namey John T 1405 Roemer Blvd
Oris Anthony Mr 416 Staunton St
Parks Daisy L 906 Market Ave
Pegues Lucille 819 Emerson Ave
Pellis John A 400 1/2 Union
Pellis Rose 400 1/2 Union
Phillips Helen A 604 Spearman Ave
Pruitt Willie 1120 Emerson Ave
Reda Ralph Estate 301 Woodland Ave
Richards Catherine Estate 1317 Farrell Ter
Richardson Be 919 Darr Ave
Robinson Bertha 1127 Spearman Ave
Roth Emil Mr 618 Everson
Sanders Catherine X 45 Cathedral Dr
Sapala Tenoria A 407 Hoon Ave
Smith Ruby M 1000 Webster St
Stahl Louis S 724 Fruit Ave
Stefanak Tracy J 421 Pike St
Stultz Fay 218 Lincoln Ave
Thurston Lillie M 1107 Cedar Ave
Vance Mary J 1314 Roemer Blvd
Wankowicz Julianne A 1143 Fruit Ave
Wankowicz Theodore 1143 Fruit Ave
Wells L C 1212 Washington St
White James L 519 Idaho St
Whitmore George B c/o 1007 Fruit Ave
Fredonia, Pa 16124
Koller Hans J 2074 Perry Hwy
Lumley Joleen N 1660 Perry Hwy
Munnell Thomas G 84 Constitution Blvd
Nanz Alan E 15 Grant St
Philson Karen PO Box 65
Temple Robert 1803 District Rd
Thomas Edwin R PO Box 89
Thomas Judith A PO Box 89
Greenville, Pa 16125
Beeler William Beeler Edwin 100 Canal St
Ansell Patrick J Sr 7 Holiday Ln
Anthony Amber M 538 12th St
Aversa Joseph P 211 Probst Rd
Bean Clara 84 N Maysville Rd
Beeler Edwin 100 Canal St
Beeler Mildred 100 Canal St
Browning Margaret C N M 77 N Main St
Cable Lucille 69 Kinsman Rd
Claflin Mary 109 Hollywood Blvd
Claflin Tully Mary L 210 Hadley Rd
Clark Jonathan A 136 Staint Glory Rd
Dannys Too Ltd 149 Main St
Dawes Jane Estate c/o Charles Mornewick 404 S Main St
Dearment Michael L Cust 229 Clinton St
Dearment Shannon M 229 Clinton St
Donato Rose M 40 S Front St
Faith Electric 360 Main St
Fm Weaver Inc 167 Wise
Graham Evelyn F 80 Fredonia Rd Apt 48
Gregory Emagene M 550 Dick Rd
Halliday Michael 293 Clinton St
Harley Berneice R 181 Colege Ave
Hayes Farrah 62 Harrison St
Houser Kenneth Estate 53 Werner Rd
Ingersol Carroll W PO Box 102
Knapp Arnold R 4 Meadow Ln
Knauff Richard L Est 35 Lebanon Ave
Krumpak Mary M RR 2
Lee Nancy M Heritage St Paul Home
Lee Nancy M Heritage St Paul Home
Leidy Anne 33 Mohard Ave
Leise Peter W 50 Redfoot Rd
Leonard John 8 Elizabeth St
Leskovac Anna M Estate 143 W Main St
Mallory Walter 92 N High St
Mannion Barbara A 233 Fredonia Rd Apt 2
Martin James C 32 Taylor St
Martin James H 32 Taylor St
Mc Clelland Derek W 146 Wasser Rd
Mc Clelland Donald W 146 Wasser Rd
Mc Clelland Travis G 146 Wasser Rd
Mcclimans Frances S Hadley Rd
Mcconnell Jam 6th Ave RD 3
Mcdonald Dorothy 10 Park Ave
Millward Rosanne RR 5 Box 435
Mullet David L 61 Bush Rd
Murrin Jeremy J 7 Columbia Park
Paxton John 4 Hutchenson Way
Prichard Daniel F Estate 16 Morgan St
Proud Nancy E 21 Elm St
Ray James J 6 Church
Ray Norbert F 6 Church
Reigleman Grace 70 S 2nd St
Reis E Joyce 611 Methodist Rd
Reis Jacob Jr 611 Methodist Rd
Rock Ferdinand PO Box 321
Rock Tronics PO Box 321
Snyder Betty J RD 1
Snyder Charles R 41 S Race St
Snyder Thomas C RD 1
Spaulding Frederick L 334 Main St Apt 103
Spaulding Margaret C 334 Main St Apt 103
Spishock Genevieve c/o John F Jarecki 1061 Rutledge Rd
Stainbrook Floyd S 9 N Penn Ave Apt 805
Stainbrook Wanda B 9 N Penn Ave Apt 805
Steele Nicholas 116 12th St
Sterling Thelma 40 S Front St
Stevens Lena 15 Kinsman Rd
Stewart Rita 29 State St
Stokes Harry A 412 S Main St
Taylor Chris 252 Sharon Rd
Unger Helen L UW 261 S Main St
Walberg Ada M 148 Hempfield Ave
Walberg Alber 148 Hempfield Ave
Whiteside Robert W RR 1
Wilson Mary M 27 Lancaster Ave
Wilson Robert T 27 Lancaster Ave
Yake Stacey S 330 Coal Hill Rd
Zuschlag Robert 21 Lancaster Ave
Grove City, Pa 16127
Bergman Stephen T Bergman Stephen G 407 Mill Rd
Bashline David O 146 E Pine St
Beahr David A 47 Blom Rd
Beahr Evelyn M 47 Blom Rd
Beatty Mary 32 B & D Ln
Bell Terri L 425 Memorial Ave
Bird James 233 George Junior Rd
Brocklehurst Lorraine 20 Orchard Dr
Brumbrugh Daughn L 316132 RR 2
Burch Kimberly 2620 Mercer Butler Pi
Burch Robert C 2620 Mercer Butler Pi
C and V Cap Truck Ac 1601 S Ctr St Ext
Canada Florence E RD 1
Comfort Inn Grove City 118 Garrett Dr
Constantine D W RD 2
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Covington Thomas E 114 Winfield Dr
Covington William J 114 Winfeld Dr
Crouch Ada R 153 State St
Damiano Sylvia A 1503 Lee Ln
Daugherty Hazel M RD 3
Daugherty Merle A RD 3
Dunn Jane A 7 Staffordshire Dr
Durnell Donna J 221 Lincoln Ave
Durnell Mary J 221 Lincoln Ave
Free Melissa Lane 422 S Ctr St
Garland Robert 1400 Carrie Way Apt #2
Garry Susan 20 Orchard Dr
Gaylord Joanne A 323 Gdn Ave
Gorin Debra 129 E Pine St Apt C
Hedegore Barbara S 212 East Pine St
Hedegore Jeremy A 212 East Pine St
Heeter George 221 Emain St
Heister Robert J 186 Cranberry Rd
Hill Ethel J RR 2
Hoffman Esther E 301 S Brd St Apt 407
Holland Patricia 213 Gdn Ave
Jones Anna M 408 Opre Ave
Jonesjr Woodfin G 408 Opre Ave
Knauff Thelma I 245 Cranberry Rd PO Box 5
Knouse Scott B 607 Bessemer Ave
La Chelle Robin 114 Winfield Dr
Ladd Alma U 621 S Ctr St
Ladd Paula J 621 S Ctr St
Logan Clara A 110 E Pine St Ext c/o Ross L Jack
Lopez Jeffrey 77 N Liberty Rd
Martin Marion L 171 Longwell Dr
Martin Michelle D 1269 Barkeyvl Rd
Marvin Laura RR 1
McGill Jewel GCO Elizabeth Simon 333 Bessemer
Mihalko Stephen C 84 Daugharty Rd
Miller Margaret G Estate 603 Spring St
Mohr Laura A RR 1
Mongiello John 802 Tidball Ave
Mortimer Michael J 1147 Slippery Rock Rd
Mullett Sandra L 140 Harvard St
Morrison Henry H Main
Morrison Naomi E Main
Oldsmobile Pontiac Snyder 710 W Main St
Penar Marie 504 Spring S
Pas Beverly 60 Kimberly Dr
Pas John 60 Kimberly Dr
Penar Thaddeus H 504 Spring St
Probst George R Jr c/o George R Probst Jr 614 Flower Ave
Pyle Ann 389 Old Rte 8
Reed Richard Rfd 1
Reed John RR 1
Reese Charles E 1375 Barkeyville Rd
Reese Mary K 621 Princeton St
Reno Sara K 111 E Poplar St
Rodgers Terry 421 A College Ave PO Box 522
Rogers Ronald 400 Hillcrest Ave
Riddle Charles L 110 Clark St
Ryland Judith 453 Mcconnell St
Simon Elizabeth c/o Elizabeth Simon 333 Bessemer Ave
Snyder Betty J 411 Greenwood Dr
Snyder Thomas C 411 Greenwood Dr
Sowers Lytle Pruch St
Specialty Alloy Services Inc 113A N Brd St
Sterrett James E Estate 708 Tidball Ave
Sybing Eugenio Aquino Dr. 675 North Brd St
Thomas Austin 415 West Main St
Throckmarten Patricia 313 Gdn Ave
Turner Paul E 425 Smtt St
Urey George A 433 Smt St
Urey-Reynolds Esther M 606 Liberty St Apt B1
Walter Charles E Jr RD 4
Webster Richard V 614 Superior St
Wilson Deborah M 680 Springfield Church Rd
Wilson Jeffrey M 680 Springfield Church Rd
Wimer Clyde M Estate RR 2
Wylie Harry W Jr RD 1
Wylie Harry W Jr RD 4
Zahniser Louise 127 Winfield Dr
Zahniser William F 127 Winfield Dr
Hadley, Pa 16130
Bettiker Beverly J 1 Grandview Dr Lot 5
Fleck Sarah RD 2
Harper Bernie Jr 119 Flick Rd
Kleinhans Jeremy M 533 Flick Rd
Stallsmith Eric 1178 Petersburg Rd
Hermitage, Pa 16148
Altoona c/o Tra Tech Inc 3569 E State St Attn: Harry Rohbracher
Ahr Joann W 7100 E State St
Bane Susanna L 360 Ashland Dr
Beal Emory M 3580 McConnell Rd
Cagno Mary E 3346 Morefield Rd
CCL Container Aerosol Division One Llodio Dr
Chisler Joan E 120 N Kerrwood Dr
Combine Marga 500 Clarksville Rd
Commisso Nicholas J 785 S Hermitage Rd
Cooley Brian L 109 McKnight Cir #A
Corll John J 701 N Hermitage Rd
Davis Jean M c/o Ann Ringer 2795 Hi
Delgros Edward S 2188 Rombold Rd
Double Ward D C O Nugents 500 Clarksville Rd
Elhakim Nadine V Apt 1C 1515 Parke Dr
Fink Frances A 260 South Buhlfarm Dr Apt 133
Fisher Esther M 260 S Buth Farm Dr Apt 134
Flynn John J III 2179 King Dr
Fortuna Sarah L 3435 Ridgewood Dr
Fraizer James D RFD 2
Fund Fabo Imre 450 N Keel Ridge Rd
Gasparec Marg 120 Hermitage Hills Blvd
Gavala Robert 389 Easton Rd
Gavala Robert J 389 Easton Rd
Guido Teresa 436 Sunset Blvd
Hassan Doroth PO Box 1605
Hemsing Thomas H 2627 Romar Dr
Henry Mary E 2785 Woodhill Dr
Hermitage Developement Co PO Box 1447
Herr George 159 Boyd Dr
Herr Mary E 159 Boyd Dr
Hinkson Richard A 1375 Bolde Dr Apt 1C
Hnida Kimberly L 2107 Carolyn St
Kaletka Janine 680 Tanglewood Rd
Kennedy Ada G 89 Maple Dr
Klein Beverly S 3640 Clearview Dr
Klutcher George 1 FNB Blvd Trust Company
Lewis Hazel 3615 Clearview Dr
Lewis William J Jr 3615 Clearview Dr
Ligette Thelma G 2400 Gdn Way
Lyons Garrett E 709 Ethel St
Manakas Donald Estate 865 Wilhelm Rd
Manwell Jason E 270 Boyd Dr
Martin Lewis 260 S Buhl Farm Dr Apt 231
Mazzant Joseph A 432 S Oakdale Ave
Mc Cullough John F 459 N Buhl Farm Dr
Mccullough Kriste A 94 Hermitage Hills Blvd
Means Charles A Est of 3435 Lamor Rd
Mellott Howard T 719 Charlotte Ave
Miller James I 3750 Holly Ln
Mirizio Frances A 115 Dutch Ln
Moder Scott A 545 Dutch Ln Apt 17
Monaco John J III 3460 Mount Hickory Blvd
Morgan Theodore R 3328 East State St
Morrison Shirley E 610 S Neshannock Rd
Palumbo Leo 2350 Gdn Way Apt 206
Pettay Delephine 709 Ethel St
Phillips Malinda B 1046 Carroll Ln
Phillips Walter L 1046 Carroll Ln
Pierson Anna 1128 Royal Oaks Ct
Ristvey Nicholas 1120 Armand Ave
Rogers Robert 3376 Lamor Rd
Root Leona E Apt 4 100 N B
Russ Thomas E 839 Richmond Dr
Salvatore Rivetti 2250 Shenango Valy Fwy
Scarmack Carpentry 3536 Lee Run Rd
Schwelling Rae 260 S Buhl Farm Dr Apt 324
Shelby John E 955 Gail Dr
Sterling Urla J 553 Charlotte Ave
Stupka Motors Inc 1435 N Hermitage Rd
Taylor Grant Edward Dr. 2127 Hazen Rd
Valley Professional Center 2213 Shenango Valy
Weaver Betty Apt 4 100 N B
West Ginette M Ann Ringer 2795 Hi
Whightsil Edith M c/o Nugents 500 Clarksville Rd
Wilder Maurice 1310 S Hermitage Rd
Jackson Center, Pa 16133
Clayton Earl G 146 Bradley Rd
Clayton Mary L c/o Clayton Earl 146 Bradley Rd
Jamestown, Pa 16134
Gill John E 6483 E Lake Rd
Greblaw Inc PO Box 395
Harrington Harold 1885 Iroquois Rd
Hill Patricia A 117 Royal Rd
Kuesis Danny 715 Denver St
Lagwanits John 152 Chase Dr
Meehan Ann W 150 Mcelhaney Rd
Nye Donald R 132 Bonnie Dr
Nye Donald R 1516 Bonnie Dr
Roberts Amber J 127 Ralston Rd
Robinson Jeff PO Box 602
Rosenberger C 389 Mapleton St
Stitt Janie 3092 N 1st St Ext
Swanson Oscar 738 Fioote Ave
Kennard, Pa 16125
Krichbaum Jane I Box 33
Mercer, Pa 16137
Adair Arthur 273 Bestwick Rd
Alderson John H PO Box 371
Alderson John H Jr PO Box 371
Alleah Ruth H 236 W Market St
Baker Roger T 102 Baker Ln
Billhimer Florence RD 1 Sharon and Mercer Rd
Bock Stefan RR 2
Bonkowski John 496 Latonka Dr
Bonkowski John J 496 Latonka Dr
Bowers John D RR 6
Christy Garth 313 Jct Rd
Christy Tiffany 313 Jct Rd
Collingwood Glenna 374 N Perry Hwy Lot 101
Crooks Nathan P 455 Collier Rd
Crowley Margaret 1743 Lake Rd
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Domiano Mary Rose 357 Pine Ln
Dornburg Helen 745 Greenville Rd Woodland Pla
Dornburg Helen 745 Greenville Rd Woodland Place
E And E Exhause 460 N Pitt St
Elford Carmen 745 Greenville Rd
Evans Rita J 7266 W Market St Lot 45
Evans Vesta 7266 W Market St Lot 45
Fazio William 140 S Byman St
Folkenroth Matilda J 143 S Pitt St
Folkenroth Matilda J Trust 143 S Pitt St
Haggard Rosa 1024 Palmer Rd
Heasley Robert P 236 W Market St
Henderson William 23 West Cape Horn Rd
Hoagland William J 1421 Mercer W Middlesex Rd
Hummell Douglas 257 Buckley Rd
Igert Chester 107 Venango St
Knauff Shawn J 45 D Cribbs Rd Ext
Kolbrick Delia E 876 Latonka Dr
Kolbrick Nicholas C 876 Latonka Dr
Logan John F 79 Plummer MCcullough Rd
Lundin Loraine E 912 Latonka Dr
Mariacher Jean E 319 W North St
Mc Nutt Elwin R 417 Old Ash Rd
Mckenna Katherine Estate 420 Plum St
Molchan Michael 192 Millbrook Rd
Mott Jeffrey T 325 Brandy Spring Dr
Otto Julie 445 Collier Rd
Rankin James C 2015 Mercer W Middlesex
Reed Donald C 65 Hartwick Rd
Reese Roy L 367 Grant St
Robinson Newton J c/o Marilyn R Klingersmith 529 Butler Pike
Shannon Paula 593 Millburn Rd
Spencer Leana 10 Zahniser Rd Number 2
Struble Joanne RD 6
Watts Jennie J RD 1
Williams Wayne L 161 Vickerman Rd
Sandy Lake, Pa 16145
Best Christophe 4226 Mercer St #17
Ebbert Catherine L 58 Mill St
Gravatt Frank E Apt 3 Wright Village Ap 21 Dunn St
Mcferren Patricia Ann RR 1
Medicine Shoppe 3289 S Main St
Neal Barbara R 232 Smola Rd
New Lebanon Cemetery Association c/o Lynda Mowry 221 Tent Hill Rd
Zimmer Mandy M 21 Dunn St Apt 21
Sharon, Pa 16146
Anderson Ashley Anderson James 1198 Griswold St
Austin Stephen Austin Stefon PO Box 361
Allen Donald R PO Box 765
Allen Jim 134 Mill St
Anderson Betty R 250 Elm Ave
Anderson Coach & Travel One Anderson Plaza Anderson Flor 322 Sterling Ave
Baker Valeria Ms 301 1st Ave
Barber Anna M 485 N Buhl Blvd
Barry Mary L 831 Pearl St
Bauer Mary J 270 Sherman Ave
Bertelli Felice 1014 Bon Air Dr
Bielobockie Lawrence 301 S State Line Rd
Bonaquest Ger 266 Orchard St
Bonaquist Ger 266 Orchard St
Brenneis Therese I 603 Lafayette Ave
Brest Delores 498 Grant St
Brown Ann 287 Andrew St
Brown Ann L 287 Andrew St
Brown Robert 378 Logan Ave
Brown Samuel 287 Andrew St
Bruno Alexis N 1132 Leslie St
Bruno Suzanne A 1132 Leslie St
Burback Elizabeth Ms 40 High
Burtt Alma W c/o Estate of 140 Woodrow Ct
Callahan Donna J 276 Oak Way
Campbell Glenn W 800 Linden St Apt 105
Campoli Myrtle Apt 405 55 W Connelly Blvd
Caruso Josephine Estate 1090 East State St
Coleman Walte 522 Smith Ave
Cross Robert 312 Spruce Ave
Cull Margaret 15 W Connelly Blvd #511
Cvelbar Joe PO Box 3073
Derekos Bernice L 752 Tamplin St
Diegan Dolores 1173 Sherman Ave
Dill W A PO Box 673
Dunston William E 893 Linden St PO Box 2331
Dye Clarence E 15 W Connelly Blvd Apt 713
Enriquez Joel S PO Box 765
Fisher Russell P 266 McClure Ave
Fox Helen C 193 Bentley Ave
Friedel Ruth I Estate 506 Sherman Ave
Garth Barbara E 368 Sherman Ave
Gasser Diane PO Box 922
Gerthung Donna J 15 W Connelly Blvd Apt 505
Gilberts Insurance Consulting 21 Vine St
Greenbeger Edward W 530 Lillian Dr
Greenlund Maryellen M 174 Forker Blvd
Hartsky Valeria Ms 10 W Lorain St
Herrman Carolyn 809 New Castle Ave
Hilligas Maurice Estate 1060 Pearl St
Hunia Dolores A Estate 705 Karen Ln
Kaltenbaugh Lloyd Jr 290 Orchard Ave
Kundla Regina 1181 E State St
Lamb Mary E 235 Logan Ave
Lamotte Deborah K PO Box 273
Law Patricia 519 Fullerton Place
Leo Pauline Sheridan St
Lewis Holly D 162 Pearrell Dr
Libero Leali Mr 393 Malleable St
Light Patricia L 623 S Dock St
Lindway Theresa R 940 Wengler Ave
Liptak Joseph 335 Sterling Ave
Lloyd Harriett G 421 Logan Ave
Lutton Lucille 795 Hedge Pl
Marrow Elizabeth B 1149 Bon Air Dr
Marshall Jose 734 Stambaugh Ave
Martuccio Maria A 1059 Mercer Ave
McClaimans Ruth 1120 Paul Ave
McClimans Ruth A 1120 Paul Ave
McNeill Elizabeth Ms 219 Jefferson St
Meehan Howard 413 Curtis St
Messina Mary 228 Service Ave
Milburn Darlyl L 1181 E State St
Misinay Antoinette M 1059 Mercer Ave
Mitchell Michael 62 S Oakland Ave Apt 4
Monda Joseph 1330 Kimberly Rd
Mott Robert 15 N Connelly Blvd
Mrava Diane Marie Dr. 662 Buhl Blvd
Nicoloff Pete D 517 New Castle Ave
Nicoloff Pete Mr 517 New Castle Ave
Oden David L Jr 1176 1/2 French St
Oris Anthony T 1111 Bechtol Ave
Orourke Violet G 55 W Connelly Blvd Apt 106
Pace Trading Inc 797 E State St
Painter Mark A 321 Grace Pl
Painter Marlene A 321 Grace Pl
Pennohio Medicine Mart 830 S Irvine Ave
Perry Helen P 907 N Buhl Fn Dr
PI and I Motor Express Inc PO Box 625
Pokrivnak Edward J 391 McClure Ave
Pope Maude L 1135 French St Ext
Popovitch Raphael J 294 4th Ave
Powers Patricia K 300 N Myers Ave
Pratt Ernest 800 Ravine Pl
Presley Christine M 959 East State St
Prowitt Edward Mr 142 Budd St
Quinby Charles 254 Prospect St
Quinby Charles S 254 Prospect St
Radkowski Alex Attn: Richard Moroco 194 East State St
Reichenfeld Eugene 485 Richmond Dr
Reichenfeld Linda 485 Richmond Dr
Richards William J 240 Ellis Ave
Richards William J Estate 240 Ellis Ave
Richardson Florence 15 W Connelly Blvd Apt 602
Roach Pamala R 409 Mesabi St
Rosia L Dobie 266 Florence St
Saylor Cathy A PO Box 38
Saylor Thomas A PO Box 38
Semple Jean E 959 Pearl St
Shaffer Eleanor J 907 Arlington
Smeyers Jeannette L 15 W Connelly Blvd Apt 706
Smith Bonnie R # 12 51 Buhl Ct
Smith George W 418 Russell St
Smith Lucy M 418 Russell St
Smith Molly L 482 Logan Ave
Snyderwine James A 790 Smith Ave
Soakie Andrew 199 Elm Ave
Sodexho Sharon Regional 740 E State St
Stefanak Jean 335 Boyd Dr
Talbert Salli 15 W Connelly Blvd
Taylor Donald 405 Harrison St
Taylor Ronald 405 Harrison St
Taylor Thomas 405 Harrison St
Theal Helen Ms 30 Floriada
Thomas Mildred 326 Wengler Ave
Williams Evelyn 955 N State Line Rd
Williams Joseph E 955 N State Line Rd
Wimer Betty L 53 Flowers Ave
Winner Karen S 395 East State St
Yazvac Pete 318 Columbia St
Zajac Anne 371 Case Ave
Zajac G J 371 Case Ave
Sharon, Pa 16148
Bainhardt Elisabeth 2107 Mercer Ave
Burdette Made 1439 Fairlawn Dr
Davis Alyce 15 Boyd St
Davis Kenneth E 15 Boyd St
English Mary 569 Grove St
Grande Hilda 1415 Bolde Dr
Hajduk Taras 239 Marshall St
Reagle Lucille V Estate 475 Sunset Blvd
Sabol Mike Jr 420 Rexford Dr Apt 1
Thompson Robert 1049 N Water Ave
Zurawsky Evelyn 405 Superior St
Zurawsky Thomas G 405 Superior St
Sheakleyville, Pa 16151
McDaniel Irene Box 18
McDaniel Myrl H Box 18
Sharpsville, Pa 16150
Addis Vivian E Apt 709 52 S Mercer Ave
Antos Sophie Ms 6510 Clay Furnace Rd
Auchter Rebecca A Apt 303 52 S Mercer Ave
Austin James 22 Davis Dr
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Bornes Dawn E 529 Leona St
Bralich Dora E 5436 Tamarack Dr
Chautauqua Fiberglass and Plastics Inc 80 Canal St
Coker Bonnie 3359 McCullough
Compoli Paul 530 Oak St
Coops Arthur I Estate 1585 Dutch Ln
Davis Shirley 52 S Mercer Ave Apt 306
Dumars Lea Ann 3483 Tamarack Dr
Dunkerley Michael L 80 Canal St
Ellison John C 211 E Shenango St
Ellison Kathryn M 211 E Shenango St
Garofoli Adelaide M 42 10th St
Godinez Jesus 2646 Ivanhoe Rd
Grace Margaret 52 S Mercer Ave
Hodgelman Virginia RR 1 Box 4034
Kantor Elizabeth A RD 1
Kantor John RD 1
Kelly Zipay Patricia Ann 216 S 13th St
Kirkwood Myltreda C 1619 W Ridge Ave
La Rocca Debrah L 15 High St
Larocca Deborah L 15 High St
Lisi Sebastian 54 4th St
Mcdonald Robert J 133 Milliken Ave
Michael Patrick 30 10th St
Morris Marc D 51 Cedar
Nashtock Amanda Christine 3690 Tamarack Dr
Nashtock Michael P Cust 3690 Tamarack Dr
Nashtock Michael P Jr Cust 3690 Tamarack Dr
Piccirilli Rose 503 Miliken St
Piccirilli Rose 503 Milliken Ave
Roth Mruth Apt 305 52 S Mercer Ave
Rupp Marlene RD 1
Sharpsville Container Co 600 W Main St
Smith Valery A 1309 Avalon Dr
Soroka Mary 226 S Fourth St
Stevenson John 301 Milliken
Thalman Bonnie Tamarack Dr Box 13
Thompson Ellen M RR 1
Thompson Scott 39 South Mercer Ave
William Hunter RR 54
Wilson William Estate 3188 Valy View Rd
Wolfe John RR2
Wolfe Lewis RD 2
Yobe Shirley Mertz Towers Apt 505 52 S Mercer Ave
Zagger Ronald J 989 Mayfield Rd
Stoneboro, Pa 16153
Balsiger Dairy 1079 District Rd
Booher Barbara E Apt 204 25 Lake St
Eder Helen G 62 Franklin St
Eder James G 62 Franklin St
Filer Auto Body Inc 328 Bradley Rd
Gallagher Chauntel M 433 Lateral Rd
King Lisa L PO Box 413
Minor Karen A 328 Bradley Rd
Minor Ronald J 328 Bradley Rd
Misinay Daniel R RD 1 Box 524
Nagy Richard C 1293 Walnut St Lot B
Nosker Alice L 155 Wheeler Rd
Wheeler Morris L RD 2
Transfer, Pa 16154
August Margaret Ms RD 1
Campbell Carol 22 W Kidds Mill Rd Lot 25
Ceramic Refractory Corporation Rutledge Rd RD #1
Eastlick Emma 3317 N Hermitage Rd
Hershberger Mabel G 41 Woodview Dr
Kapusta Marga 52 W Patricia Dr
Parker James D Jr 3752 N Hermitage Rd Lot 192
Parker Pamela M 3752 N Hermitage Rd Lot 192
Smith John 2776 Gull Ln
Stevenson Jackie S 2417 Colt Rd
Woods Douglas 1512 Saranac Dr
West Middlesex, Pa 16159
Barr John S 178 Sharon Bedford Rd
Bono Sue A 4202 Lakewood Manor
Bono Susan A 4202N Lakewood Manor
Boone W T 359 Sharon Bedfrd Rd
Chintella Paul 1391 Maple Dr
Clarke Oil Co Box 217 Rte 18 801 Old Winter Gdn Rd
Erb Julie 400 Main St
Fair Jeffrey 22 Denamen Dr A
Fedders Carolyn 1 Bedford Rd
Graham Susan RD 1
Hnida Robert G RR 1
Johnson Dorothy 328 Spangler Rd
Jones Patricia RD 2
Jones Patricia RD II
Lawhead Matthew J 124 Hewitt Rd
Lee Andrew 58 Wanasock Rd
Lee Tisher 58 Wanasock Rd
Mc Nutt Betty 34 Lilac Dr
Metzger James M 73 Shirley Dr
Metzger Shawna N 73 Shirley Dr
Modrinich Stanka Estate Maple Dr
Novosel Mary 2435 Mercer West Middlesex Rd
Novosel Walter 2435 Mercer West Middlesex Rd
Ntl Assoc of the Church of God 410 Camp Ground Rd PO Box 488
Opalenik Helen Ms 170 State Line Rd
Wagner Erin M 2532 S Neshannock Rd
Wheatland, Pa 16161
B Line Enterprises Inc 20 Council Ave
Barlow Beatri 54 Main St, Wheatland
Cottrell D Neola 73 Mercer Ave #208
Cottrell Mary D 73 Mercer Ave #208
Cunningham Elizabeth PO Box 395
Cunningham Elizabeth M PO Box 395
Kurtz Anita 73 Mercer Ave
Kurtz Paul 73 Mercer Ave
Lockouich Emm 37 Hamilton Ave
Madasz Joseph 128 Beechwood Ave
Schrayer Catherine Ms 116 Mercer
Sunningham Elizabeth PO Box 395
Montgomery County
Abington Pa 19001
Abington Dental Assoc 1047 Old York Rd
Burnside John C 1226 Highland Ave
Chigbu Degaulle 1581 Marian Rd
Clark George 2212 Moreland Rd
Cross C Kenneth 1360 Edgewood Ave
Dancha Juliana 2135 Maplewood Ave
Dancis Samantha 971 Highland Ave
Donlan Marie 1429 Jericho Rd C/O M Bigelow
Double B Inc 1106 York Rd
Duncan Carter L 1375 St Charles Pl
Dunn Gladys 1308 Edge Hill Rd
Egbert Daniel Emerson 1822 Brentwood Rd
Emerphysicians Abington PO Box 716
Fien Rose 1801 Susquehanna Rd Sunrise Of Abington
Fitzpatrick Patricia 1500 Old York Rd
Flanagan Virginia 2125 Clearview Ave
Giangiulio Donato D 1838 Rowland Rd
Gruener Daniel Md 1128 Old York Rd
Hagenbuch Michael L Apt 3A 1157 Old York Rd
Hannon Patrick 1569 Edge Hill Rd
Heartsville Medical Practice 1200 Old York Rd
Hellerman F S 2043 Maplewood Ave
Higgins John F 1713 Tucker Ave
Holley Marjorie Estate 1939 Welsh Rd
Huth Emily A 2115 Rubicam Ave
Kimmel And Silverman Pc 1341 Clarke Rd
Larkin Margaret C Larkin Frank B 1934 Susquehanna Rd
Lehman Joseph Estate 1915 Susquehanna Rd
Levy Marjorie Sunrise Of Abington 1801 Susquhanna Rd Ste 217
Lindsay Joseph 1569 Edgehill Rd Apt A8
Lopez Angelina M 2215 Stratford Ave
Lowenstein Alice 1141 Grovania Ave
Lyons James 1807 Guernsey Ave 1St Fl
Maurer Kristin N 1926 York Rd 4
Mccarren Edith 1484 Jericho Rd
Meller Susan 1400 Old York Rd
Menair Frank C Menair Marion 779 Baeder Rd
Mobil Abington Mart 1450 Old York Rd
Moritz Dorothea 2464 Kenderton Ave 215
Musial Fred W 1058 Arbuta Rd
Nelson Martha 1041 Arbuta Rd
Nussbaum Michael Md 1208 Highland Ave
Otolaryngology 1245 Highland Ave
Pantiuk Harry 1847 London Rd
Partners Marketing Svs Of Pa 1522 Old York Rd
Patrick Walton Daniel 1638 Edgehill Rd
Paul Warren PO Box 50
Pisch Ernest 2135 Maplewood Ave
Pokorny I J Md Suite G-05 1245 Highland Ave
Poupore Anna 1823 Old Orchard Rd Apt B
Ross Philip E 1421 Grovania Ave
Sango Inn 1844 Old York Rd
Schailey Helen C 1152 Cumberland Rd
Shaikh Hamlp Ind 1341 Clarke Rd
Stanziani Nancy S Estate 2056 Woodland Rd
Stephenson Frances L Estate Of 2323 Heston St
Stepping Stone Presc C/O Lnsa Smith 1073 Old York Rd
Stewart Bret 2765 Susquehanna Rd
Thai Thanee Restaurant Of Abington 1761 Old York Rd
Thomas John P 1251 Rosemont Ln
Thompson Wakaki 1166 Tyson Ave
Trainer Sarah L 2113 Keith Rd 1St Flr
Turner Duane K 1934 Moreland Rd
Uaw Group Welfare Plan C O Ms Sue O Neill 1560 Old York Rd
Waltrop Claire L 1571 Elkins Ave
Weber Peter G Iii 1270 Huntingdon Rd
Wilson James L Jr 2125 Clearview Ave
Womens Health Care Group 1200 Old York Rd
Woods Irene Estate 1966 Morden Rd
Young Peoples Theatre Abington Ymca Hidden Ln @ 947 Old York Rd Ste 2
Ambler Pa 19002
Abrahams Robert B 1509 N Fielder Rd
Adair Susan 118 Bridle Ln
Advanced Surgical Inc 856 Burgdorf Dr
Allgood Evelyn Estate Of Allgood Richard W 41 Jefron Dr
Alneaimi Ahmed S 2707 Lincoln Dr E
Ambers Robert G Estate 1 Douglas St
Anderson Josephin 286 N Spring Gdn St
Augusthy Roy K 1000 Deniston Dr
Bailey Patariciam Est Of 217 Fairway Rd
Barclay And Associates Springhouse Corp Ctr II 323 Norristown Rd
Barclay Group Inc 323 Norristown Rd
Barron Eva Ruth Attn E Branson 645 Meadowbrook Ave
Bell Devyn 900 Chesterfield Dr
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Berol Harriet Estate Of 728 Norristown Rd Apt Obte 15
Blue Ribbon Commodity 7 E Skippack Pike Ste 225
Boggess Jeffrey 263 Southern Ave
Brady Alyce L Apt B2 174 S Bethlehem Pike
Brooks John 228 Forrest Ave 1St Floor Apt 4 A
Brown Lawrence Grindleton La
Brown Winifred E Grindleton Ln
Bryan Evelyn Mac 107 728 Norristown Rd Oak Bridge
Buerger Constance M 2003 Trst Of 225 Mathers Rd
Bunting William 219 Overlook Rd
Camburn Benjamin B Estate 125 Church St
Catalfano Chiemeka Apt A 240 S Spring Gdn St
Chapman Leola 48 N Main St 215
Cho Namsoo 527 Leamington Ct
Closs William C Jr Skippack Pike
Crawford Mary H Spring House Estates L Wing
Crocker Francine 1054 Kingsdown Ct
Dalgliesh John F Jr 109 Lincoln Dr W
Daub Eleanor 124 Beaumont Place
De Maria Rose R Springhouse Estates 728 Norristown Rd Ambler Pa
Deca Computer Consulting Llc 341 Arbor Ln
Delzingaro Gregory 211 Southern Ave
Diasio Daniel Diasio Sharon 745 Thoreau Dr
Dickman Toby L 400 Butler Pk
Doan Hanh Nhon 405 Highgate Dr
Donahue Paul 34 Park Rd
Earley Richard J Estate 31 Greystone Rd
Enviromental Fiber Technologies Inc 323 Norristown Rd Ste 140
Ervine Margart S 301 Norristown Rd C 105
Fabiani Andre J 24 Ambler Rd
Foose Mary C Ambler House Apt C10
Fuller William B 474 Herald Dr
Gagliardi Angeline 44 Tennis Ave
Geo Specialty Chemicals 340 Mathers Rd
Gibbons Joanne Cust 563 Exeter Ct
Goldkamp Thomas G Inc 186 South Main St PO Box 368
Guerst William 30 Mathers Rd
Guhm Ok M 396 Highgate Dr
Hall Allison 222 Highland Ave
Halpern Caroline Halpern Louis 150 N Bethlehem Pike B108
Hamil Monica G 1437 Jonathan Way
Hill Kirby A 662 Marsten Green Ct
Hockman Catherine T Apt 237 250 N Bethelem Pike
Hotel Avalon Inc 7 E Skippack Pike Suite 300
Indenture Of Herbert Barne Trst Of 112 Jem Dr
Johnson Steven B 525 W Butler Pike
Joseph B Greco Greco Apparel Inc 45 Cavendish Dr
Karian Vahan A 1225 New Church Ct
Kim Young W 7 Beth Dr
Kimmel And Silverman Pc Law Office Of 30 E Butler Pike
Klein Ryan 102 Brookwood Dr
Kristel John A Jr 420 Wyndon Rd
L P Herman 305 Woodland Ave
Lippincott Williams And Wilkens Attn C Rasmussen 323 Norristown Rd Ste 200
Longacre Colleen F 819 Alene Rd
Lynch Jack Butler & Park Ave
Mac Guill Daniel 132 East Park Ave
Macdonald William F Fbo Penn Trst Of 7291 Mill Spring Dr
Maple Glen Medical Associates 1000 E Welsh Rd
Marsden Ingrid Apt 14D 501 N Bethlehem Pike
Mccabe Helen A Mccabe William 12 Buther Ave
Mccutcheon Earl T 728 Norristown Rd Apt D223
Mcginn John C 54 Cavendish Dr
Mcgowan Olga PO Box 773
Mckeefrey Charles E Estate School House Rd
Mesuraca John 317 Southern Ave
Metzger Trudy 1303 Basswood Gr
Miller Barbara 501 N Bethlehem Pike Unit 13J
Nason Theodore C 109 Lincoln Dr W
Nicolet International Ltd Wissahickon Ave
Nochumson Alan 212 Walnut Ln
Orton George 1 Douglas St
Packmans Charlie Personal Fitness 106 E Butler Ave
Pacropis Gary PO Box 614 100 Cathedral Dr N Wales
Panczak Sophie Estate 314 Randolph Ave
Papaleontiou Lucy 313 Annasmeade Rd
Pickell Andrew C 246 Aldrin Dr
Pierson Carol 300 W Francis Ave
Propert Phyllis J 409 Stuart Ln
Prosource 12 E Butler Ave
Provident Natl Bank Ttee Deed Of Tr Dd 6/5/67 301 Norristown Rd
Realen Hanes Inc 725 Talamore Dr
Reiss Elizabeth Lillian 563 Exeter Ct
Riley James W 1552 East Butler Pike
Ritz Charles G 107 Greenwood Ave
Robbins Edna Estate Of 1169 Limekiln Pike
Roberts Virginia S 1169 Limekiln Pike
Rowland Martha Estate 210 N Spring Gdn St
Rusnak Andrew J 743 Calabria Ln
Ryan Robert E 22 Detweiler Ln
Schmid Jeanne B C/O N W Schmid 9 Whitpain E
Schuchman Diann Estate Of 103 Oxford Ct
Scott Katrina B 813 Merrill Rd
Sheridan Doreen H Estate Of 716 Johns Ln
Shockley Angelina Estate Of 32 S Bethlehem Pike
Sigman Linda Estate Of 2503 Navajo Path
Signore Robert 224 Walnut Ln
Simms Joseph 29 N Spring Gdn St
Sixsmith Helen B Estate Of 1169 Limekiln Pike
Skippack Orthodontic 290 Ridings Way
Smith David C 1901 Rose Valy Way
Snyder Emma Maria Limkiln Pike
Solo Richard D 321 Harner Dr
Soto Norberto Ramirez 51 N Main St 2Nd
Sparacio Brigid 745 Hemingway Dr
Springhouse Corporation Attn H Alexander 323 Norristown Rd Ste 200
Streeper Franklin 17 Walnut St
Tato Charles A 1303 Meissen Ct
Thalheimer Jeffrey M 1212 Stongs Ln
Torvik Irene A 232 Mckean Rd 1
Tran Son N 405 Highgate Dr
Turco Jacqueline 412 Edgewood Dr
Wagner Peter 937 Tennis Ave
Wallace Louise 1414 Lincoln Dr West
Walter Doris E 728 Norristown Rd
Warner Alfred S 163 Hendricks St
Wassynger Martha Estate 210 N Spring Gdn St
Weiss Arthur G Estate Of 1169 Limekiln Pike
Westphal Gertrude Estate Of 1169 Limekiln Pike
White Juanita M Estate Of 29 N Spring Gdn St
Williams Patrice M 261 N Spring St Apt C
Wright Margaret Estate Of 1169 Limekiln Pike
Yoo Sung Koo 2708 Lincoln Dr East
Zangrone Catherine Estate 115 N Main St
Ardmore Pa 19003
Adis Mitzi Joan 45 S Wyoming Ave
Aguirre Guadalupe Miron 154 Cricket Ave
Allstate 2525 Haverford Rd
Ardmore Acura 110 Sibley Ave
Ardmore Infinity Of 130 Sibley Ave
Armen Of Ardmore 125 E Lancaster Ave
Associates Berbro 2536 County Line Rd
Bob Joes Towing 2401 Haverford Rd
Boyle Francis C/O F Boyle 228 E Montgo
Brown Josephine 107 Holland Ave
C N Stucco Plastering Inc PO Box 149
Carey Thomas 115 Walnut Ave 1St Floor
Cerin Julio 746 Haverford Rd
Chiccino Valentino D Chiccino Marie F 2438 Chestnut Ave
Connolly Dorothy M 66 Golfview Rd
Corporate Initiatives 125 Coulter Ave
Crusader Servicing Corp 44 W Lancaster Ave
Daly Dorothy C 201 Williamsburg Rd
Donaldson Albert 212 Lippincott Ave
Doyle Ellen Doyle Ann 40 S Wyoming Ave
Edwards Benjamin PO Box 548
Farrelly Anna M Apt Ad 200 E Montgomery Ave
Foley Patrick Estate Of 21 W Lancaster Ave 2
Foster William M Jr 216 Simpson Rd
Francis Flagg Sage Powers 101 Mill Creek Rd Apt 308
Ginza Japanese Restaurant 2134 Bryn Mawr Pl
Goldberger Fredric Cust Goldberger Benson I 700 Ardmore Ave/Condo F6-306
Grant Mary 79 E Spring Ave
Haiman Finley H 141 Shawnee Rd
Heffernan Mary 1 Llanfair Cir
Hennessey Timothy 75 Cricket Ave
Hewitt Gwen T 50 Woodside Rd Unit 15
Hiatt Anna 113 Crickett Ave
Hoff Una M 349 Inwood Rd
Infiniti Of Ardmore C/O C Smiley 130 Sibley Ave
International Recoveries Llc 14 W Lancaster Ave 2
King Arliegh J Apt 615 700 Ardmore Ave
Kreative Koncept C/O S Chaudry 817 Ardmore Ave
Lasprogata Cynthia H 2735 Haverford Rd
Mabry Mark A 108 W Spring Ave Apt 4
Maccoy Thomas 117 Argyle Rd
Magee Isabel C 137 Arnold Rd
Maguire Winifred A 117 Argyle Rd
Martin William 641 Hazelwood Ave
Mcallister Albert A Estate 121 Ardmore Ave
Mckee Alxrander Estate 27 Haverford Rd
Mckeon Joseph A 140 Linwood Ave
Mercy Catholic Center 15 Shawnee Rd
Middleton Edmund L 6 W Athens Ave
Mueller Robert W Jr 120 Bleddyn Rd
Muller Mitchell S 111 Glen Dr
Murdock Charles D 824 Biddle St
Murdock Lonis 824 Biddle St
Neff Samuel R 10 Llanfair Rd 13
New York Painters Supp 23 Rittenhouse Place
Pappo Chris C/O Hajoca Corporation PO Box 31
Paulus Ashley 120 E Montgomery Ave
Portuguez Lopez Salathiel 31 E Lancaster Ave
Pyra Holdings Llc 63 Llanfair Cir
Quinn Bernard J 212 Edgemont Ave
Reardon Meade J Estate 729 Hathaway Ln
Riccobon Franca A Riccobon Luciana 2809 Darby Rd
Rick Katz PO Box 83
Roberts Frederick Estate 230 Church Rd
Robinson Kerwin W 334 W Spring St
Rogers Charles H 33 Haverford Rd
Rushin Nicole Leah Rushin Noah James 1364 Whitaker Point Acworth
S’Auria Robert 641 Hazelwood Ave
Scott Ward Associates Inc Pen Pl 229 Glenn Rd
Shore Kyra B Pa Shore Scott D 129 Linwood Ave
Silva Hubert L 152 W Lancaster Ave
Slack Helen R Mrs 209 Roberts Rd
Stelzig Tyle 148 Edgemont Ave
Stewart Lela V 140 Arnold Rd
Tesno Janet L Tesno John E 324 Inwood Rd
Thomas Donna 114 Elm Ave
Titlebaum Richard 32 W Wyoming Ave
Treasurer Township 75 E Lancaster Ave
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Vedder Carol K 216 Ardmore Ave Carol K Vedder
Vittoria Joseph 2820 Haverford Rd
Whitney Craig 19 W Spring Ave
Woodard Ammanuelle 107 E Countyline Rd
Wynn Wayne 2940 Normandy Rd
Young Caroline E 207 Holland Ave
Audubon Pa 19403
Audubon Hotels Llc Homewood Sts 681 Shannondell Blvd
Blanche Cecilia S 22531 Shannondell Dr
Buckwalter Kathryn B 2828 Egypt Rd Apt N 301
Coleman Helen R Estate Of 1610 Medical Dr Ste A 09
Daywalt Carl W Iii 2844 Ringneck Rd
Elite Graduate Jobs Llc 2570 Blvd Of The Generals 110
Esprit Group Ltd 1032 South Park Ave
Harris Earl 13423 Shannondell Dr
Harvey Hope W 714 Pond View Dr
Kosmin Ada V 13217 Shannondell Dr
Levengood Larry K 183 Midland Ave
Liebert Peter Jr Liebert Peter S 2807 Apple Valy Ln
Litvin Frances L 12305 Shannondell Dr
Morgart Michael P 2820 Audubon Village Dr 284
Moulton Bonnie M Est Of 112 Whitley Dr
Musumeci Gail 2017 Colony Dr
Rudd Jeffrey Estate Of 825 Morningdove Rd
Ryan Edward Est 33 Cardinal Rd
Zimmerman Jill R 1909 Black Hawk Cir
Bala Cynwyd Pa 19004
16th Street Marathon Grill Inc PO Box 533
Aamco Transmission Attn Nancy Broudo 1 Presidential Blvd
Abrams Leonard G Abrams Meyer W C/O S Lander PO Box 2245 101 West City Ave
Ackerman Marc L 120 Penarth Rd
Akselrod David 20 Conshohocken State Rd The Trianon-Apt 608
Allied Funding Corporation 7 Bala Ave Ste 108
Alpha Office Supplies Inc PO Box 2361
Armstrong Mindevin A C/O Brodsky & Smith 2 Bala Plz Ste 602
Asset Alloc Mgmt Attn Bob Rie 150 Monument Rd
Bala Institute Of Oral Surgery Ltd 15 Presidential Condo
Barnet Anabel Shaffer 423 Conshohocken State Rd B2
Baumgaertel Anna 114 Union Ave
Belmont Holdings Corp C/O Grefco Minerals Attn Arle 225 City Ave Ste 14
Bernard N Granoff Trust Ua 06-Feb-93 Suite 400 1 Belmont Ave
Brodsky & Delucca Pc A Professional 333 E City Ave Pl14
Brodsky Kenneth N Esq 333 E City Ave
Bullock Charlotte E Estate Of C/O Lowenthal And Abrams 555 City Line Ave Ste 440
Carson Jacqueline Carson Jodie Jacqueline Weinfeld 50 Belmont Ave Sutton Ter 1007
Cetroni Michelle D 401 City Ave Ste 200
Chambers Redvers A Est Of Jr Ste 300 2 Bala Plz
Charleys Place 555 E City Line Ave
Citizens Bank Of Pa 15 City Line
City Adjustment Group 225 N Presidential Blvd Ste 1
City Line Abstract Company And Andrew L Environmental Escrow Acct Blue 301 E
City Ave Ste 200
Clarke 510 Belmont Ave
Cline Florence 135 Fairview Ave
Cohen 510 Belmont Ave
Cohen Daniel 310 Cynwyd Rd
Cohen Florence 310 Cynwyd Rd
Crabtree Brent 118 Montgomery Ave
Cross Raymond H 142 Maple Ave
Crvc Desert Gardens Llc CO Elite Resort Mgmt 401 E City Ave Ste 815
Cushwa David H Estate Of 18 Lodges Ln
Danziger Attn Kimberly Roman 1316 Spellman Dr
Decastro Ronald T 45 E City Ave
Diversified Investments Fd Lp 1 Bellmont Ave St 417
Dmd Services For Barbara Buono 147 Montgomery Ave
Duncan Mary Jane Duncan Robert G PO Box 184
Entercom 100 Pres Blvd Su 10
Ernesti Josephine Est Of L K Hobkirk Law Ofcs 2 Bala Plz Ste 300
Eschenfelder Ellen J 242 Bala Ave 4
Fast Cash Inc 2 Bala Plaza 300
Feldman Leonard F 305 Penbree Ter
Fenner & Boles Llc Two Bala Plaza Ste 300
Finer Myron B 150 E Levering Mill Rd
Franklin Engineering 71 Academy Rd
Frisby William 45 East City Line Unit 432
Ghaderi Marlone Z 40 Monument Rd Suite 500
Gibbs Olga 45 East Cityline Ave Pmb 446
Gilbert Florence Apt 2 20 Conshohocken State Rd
Goldstein Miriam G Goldstein David J 100 Montgomery Ave
Grace Elizabeth 146 Montgomery Dr
Grady Joseph M Estate 105 Upland Ter
Granoff Jonathan G Tr Suite 400 1 Belmont Ave
Graub Evelyn 41 Conshohocken State Rd Apt 309
Great Golf Resorts Of The World 111 Presidential Blvd Ste 222
Greene Joshua M Greene Lana K 53 Levering Cir
Grefco Inc 225 City Ave
Gundersen Florence P Gundersen Arnold 314 Llandrillo Rd
Hall James S Jr 161 N Latches Ln
Hallett Joseph W 191 Presidential Blvd 20
Haynes Edna 1245 Church Rd Hillcrest Ctr
Hedrick Pete 301 City Ave
Horowitz Marvin M C/O 136 North Highland Ave
Infinity Broadcasting Philadelphia 10 Monument Rd
Insurance Adjustment Bureau 5 Highland Ave
Johnson Louise D Johnson Rubin 5 Highland Ave
Kania Trikan Attn A Two Bala Plaza 5Floor
Katherine G Granoff Trust Ua 06-Feb-93 Ste 400 1 Belmont Ave
Kleinberg David 101 Conshohocken State C/O B Messinger
Kobylakiewicz Helen 131 Jefferson St
Kohn Irene 557 Manayunk Rd
Korevaar Wilhelmina C Md 622 Oxford Riad
Landers Samuel C/O S Lander PO Box 2245 101 West City Ave
Lang Edward A 319 Cynwyd Rd
Legacy Sports & Entertainment Asset Mana 126 Presidential Blvd
Lodge Helene 5 Highland Ave PO Box 145
Maguire Insurance Agency Inc 1 Bala Plz Ste 100
Majka Anna M Estate 140 School St
Marbleston Mand Pc C/O K Roman 1316 Spellman Dr
Maureen J Lloyd Inc Two Bala Plaza Suite 3
Mccollum Elizabeth Mccollum Daniel 3 Union Ave
Meals Robert L Estate Of PO Box 2250
Miller Zena M 2 Radcliff Rd
Murphy Quigley Company Inc Gsb Building
Nancy Glass Productions 345 Montgomery Ave
Neil William Bill Jr C/O D Steinberg PO Box 2280
Nero Peter 523 Lindy Ln
Norris Robert B Est Of Ste 300 2 Bala Plz
Nurse 247 1 Belmont Ave Ste 601
Open Mri Of Bala Cynwyd 301 City Ave Ste G-1
Opthalmic Partners Of Pa 40 Monument Rd Suite 104
Orkin Robert J 42 Conshohocken State Rd Apt 3
Pachter Victor Est Of 5 W Lodges Ln PO Box 2022
Paskin Ethel Estate 1109 Bryn Mawr Ave
Paul M Glat Md Pc 555 City Line Ave Suite 1
Penn America Insurance Company 3 Bala Plaza 300E
Philadelphia Indemnity Company Attn S Garro One Bala Plaza Ste 100
Philadelphia United Life Insurance 150 Monument Rd Ste 600
Philadelphiainscompa PO Box 950
Primavera Systems Inc 3 Bala Plaza
Promissor 3 Bala Plz W Ste 300
Ptenick Julius Estate Of C/O B J Dubrow 401 E City Ave Ste 200
Reidenbaker Richard C/O Cohen 510 Belmont Ave
Rodenberg Wendy 109 Bently Ave
Rosenbluth Travel Inc 401 E City Ave Ste
Rosenthal Rose C/O 103 Lindy Ln
Schneider Eric 2 Bala Plaza Suite 525 PO Box 977
Schwartz Mildred Schwartz Harold 41 Conshohocken State Rd Fairmont Apt 304
Seattle Technology C/O Margolis & Co Pc 600 401 E City Ave
Shaffer Roy 423 Conshohocken State Rd B2
Simon Jamie B 27 Cornell Rd
Sph Equities C/O Steve Harrington 1 Belmont Ave Ste 417
Sports & Entertainment Financial Group L 1 Presidential Blvd Ste 320
St Andre Margaret Ann 15 Cornell Rd
Stewart Charmaine Alicia Dr 305 Kent Rd
Swallow Vision Inc 710 Oxford Rd
Sykes Oconnor Salerno And Haz 135 Levering Mill Rd
Szymanski Ben 130 Montgomery Ave
Tarlow Harriet Apt 507 20 Conshohocken State Rd
Tishman Speyer Management 231 Saint Asaphs Rd
Trauger Edward I 150 Maple Ave
Weber Construction 15 Bala Ave Suite C
Weinroth Drew A 1203 Gainsboro Rd
West Laurel Hill Cemetery Company 215 Belmont Ave
Wetzel Gary B 328 Kent Rd
Williams Trinity D Williams Selma PO Box 2685
Wilson Richard Philip Dr 40 Monument Rd Suite 104
Winston Janet Estate 54 Overhill Rd
Wwdbfm 166 E Levering Mill Rd
Wwf Paper Corporation Accounts Payable Douglas Powell
Zitin Leah 191 Presidential Blvd 403R
Blue Bell Pa 19422
1402 Seing Inc PO Box 1567
A & L Inc PO Box 1827
Advanced Communications Usa Llc 1777 Sentry Pkwy W Ste 302
Aguiloseara Miguel 130 Brittany Way
Altham Alastair 2209 Meadow Dr
Altivity Packaging C/O Robert L Peck 860 Longfield Dr
Angell Craig K 681 Heather Ct
Animal Outreach Of Cmc Inc PO Box 38
B A B A T Inc 901 Butler Pike
Beers Brian T 802 Valy Rd
Belser Nancy L 1660 Chadwyck Place
Blong Elizabeth 1810 Whitpain Hills
Blumenthal Irma Tr Ua 10-Nov-80 CO Kaplin Stewart Meloff Reiter & Stein 350
Sentry Pkwy Bldg 640
Bolton Beth 1746 Larchwood Dr
Boyer Mildred Estate Of 490 Norristown Rd 251
Boyle Mary L Central Park Lodges Ira PO Box 34
Branzburg Morton Trust 16 Pastern Ln
Business Health Services Inc PO Box 1164
Carp Leon M Est Of 510 Twp Line Rd 150
Cook Alycia E Cook Dennis E 683 School Rd
Corporate Call Center 1400 Union Mtg Rd Ste 202
Corporation And Subsidiary 801 Lakeview Dr
Dalton Thomas M 18 Sentry Pkwy 3Rd Floor
Daniel Anna 1013 Whitpain Hills
Denenberg Saul 134Birkdale Dr
Dental Excellence Of Blue Be 706 Dekalb Pike
Dowley Ruth S 640 Sentry Pkwy 1St Fl
Dwyer Edward 15 Steeplechase Ln 15
Earnest Elizabeth Earnest Charles 1620 N Wales Rd
Eklund S Hockey Llc 42 High Gate Ln
Ems Painting And Remodeling Llc 237 Huntsman Ln
Ethix Basic Health Plan Attn L Allen 980 Jolly Rd
Evans Victoria M 833 Village Cir
Federation Of Societies For Coatings Tec Attn P Ziegler 492 Norristown Rd
Firth Horace B 299 Norristown Rd
Fisher And Shapiro 486 Norristown Rd Ste 230
Foster Catherine S 4305 Twin Silo Dr
Frederick Frances N C/O F Werkiser PO Box 2153
Fu Hing Restaurant PO Box 1567
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Gartner Francis R Associates 960 B Harvest Dr 215
Gebert Joan 520 Twin Silo Dr
Hamburg Marvin 840 Creekview Dr
Han Heeje Nam 1498 Yost Rd
Harrison Melanie J Md 111 Saint Andrews Way
Heffernan Helena 6010 Butler Pike
Hinkle Jmack 795 Penllyn Blue Bell Pike
Holt Arthur G 1729 Pemberton Rd
Huganir George H 167 Orchard Ct
Ims Health C/O Keith Davis 960 Harvest Dr Bldg A
Independence Blue Cross PO Box 1125
International Flavors And Fragra Chemlogix Abingdon Ste 300 1777 Sentry Pkwy
West
Iwanowicz Michael Estate Of 790 Penlylyn Pike Suite 300
Kalkbrenner William 165 Orchard Ct
Kaplan Richard H 430 Walmere Way
Katz Philip 1403 Royal Oaks Dr
Keyser Arthur S CO Kaplin Stewart Meloff Reiter & Stein 350 Sentry Pkwy Bldg 640
Kratz Robert P Kratz Mabel M 8000 Twin Silo Dr 2
Lando Anthony PO Box 1527
Loan Servincing Corporation 1777 Sentry Pkwy West
Lorenz Ltd C/O B Albert 1301 Skippack Pike
Lprd Liquidating Trust 18 Sentry Pkwy 3Rd Floor
Mansfield C E 805 Penllyn Blue Bell Pike Apt 6
Mckeon Thomas 1005 Carriage Ln
Medeast Postop Su 550 Township Line Rd Ste 300
Mimi Malpractice Llc 910 Harvest Dr
Monahan Peter M 1787 Sentay Pkwy West Ste 300 18
National Ip Rights Center Llc 550 Township Line Rd Ste 425
Nationwide Mutual Insurance 100 East Hector St Ste 300
Neal Christina B 1665 Thayer Dr
Nvr Settlement 450 Sentry Pkwy Ste 101
O Mary R 1640 Chadwyck Pl
Oboler Marcia 1557 Thayer Dr
Patel Sejal S 713 Brdmoor Dr
Peck Leslie P 860 Longfield Dr
Pierson Mary 970 Galston Ct
Platt Jack M 18 Sentry Pkwy 3Rd Floor
Pma Insurance Group PO Box 3031
Pnc Bank Twp Line And Walton Rds Bldg1
Profee Bhsg PO Box 1125
Progress Capital Inc Four Sentry Pkwy 400
Prudential Property & Casualty PO Box 3040
Puleo And Demilio Llc 660 Sentry Pkwy Suite 210
Randolph Helen 795 Pennlyn Pike
Raschiatore Mark J 18 Sentry Pkwy 3Rd Floor
Ravikiran Narasimman 1783 Talbot Rd
Reigle Francis Raymond Reigle Terri Cust 902 Whitpain Hills
Rodgers Charlotte E Twp Line And Walton Rds Bldg1
Rodgers William H Twp Line And Walton Rds Bldg1
Rooney Theresa 733 Pen Ambler Rd
Rosa Richard A 758 Hoover Rd
Rose Eleanor R 794 Penllyn Pike Ste 210-A
Schwarcz Harriet 593 Fawnview Cir
Shamsi Muhammad N 6198 W Bulter Pike Ste 235
Sheridan Hugh B PO Box 282
Sherman Bruce M 6 Ramsgate Ct PO Box 376
Shipon Bryan D 4 Devonshire Ct
Smith Nicholas P Smith George A 1729 Pemberton Rd
Specialty Wines Liquors Specialty Wines Liquors 631 Skippack Pk
Stewart Zachary 13 High Gate Ln
Stoneworks & Supply Co Inc 60 Windermere Dr
Strategic Composite Inc 510 Township Line Rd
Stuart Weinerman 205 Birkdale Dr
Tantalo Brian P 124 Bay Hill Dr
Tasa Group 1166 Dekalb Pike
Taylor Joan V 971 Surrey Dr
Technical Advisory Service Inc 1166 Dekalb Pike
Thomas I Puleo Llc 660 Sentry Pkwy Suite 210
Unisys Corp 801 Lakeview Dr Ste 100
Us Healthcare PO Box 3013
Ushc PO Box 1109
Valley Green Exchang 940 Morris Rd
Vennera Rudolph P 241 Crystal Ct
Walborn Jo A 156 Sawgrass Dr
Weiss Daniel B 1504 Meadow Dr
Young Grace C 7009 Twin Silo Dr
Young Robert J 6318 Twin Silo Dr
Zegalia Carl S C/O M R OBrien 1640 Chadwyck Pl
Zerpa Nan V C/O N V Shacklett-Sweeney 237 Huntsman Ln
Zulick Mary D 3103 Twin Silo Dr
Bridgeport Pa 19405
Abel Converting Llc Attn K Bagenstose 313 W 4Th St
Brazela Joseph Estate 21 Stewart St
Call Cornelius D Call Daniel C 103 E Rambo St
Call Cornelius D Call Michael C 208 Dekalb St
Campos Carlos 117 W 7Th St 1
Corliss Ann F 517 Grove St
Deery William D 816 Dekalb St
Dellisanti George P 707 Beech Ct
Dernolfi Adamo Estate 1 Fraley St
Diorino Antoinette 661 Grove St
Evans John Estate 24 W 6Th
Ferst Sophie Estate 71 Ctr St
Fronczak Jennie Fronczak John S 229 Church Rd
Gavin Joann Estate Of 33 Second St
Green William T 529 Prospect Ave
Gregos Joanne M 127 W 6Th St
Halloran Sarah 906 Green St
Hunsicker Genevieve 6 Railrd St
Imperial Louis M 223 E 4Th St
Joes Tri-County Builders Inc 955 Bush St
Keach Debra L 101 Third St
Kilian Blanche Estate 215 Jefferson St
Martinez Jose 314 Rambo St
Mazei John Mr Jr 519 Ford St
Metropolitan Boiler And Heating PO Box 58
Milke Caitlin M Milke Deborah M 354 Hurst St
Pereira Luise 614 Dekalb St
Reimer John P 935 Ford St
Romero Benito 1049 Dekalb St
Sandor Ryan P 450 Grove St
Sebzda Steven 348 Grove St
Sherman Eger Inc 1082 Dekalb Pike
Sheuchuk Mary 117 W 9Th St
Siwik Leocadia E 46 Stewart St
Sizemore Ricky A 330 W 3Rd St 104B
Storti Charles M 232 Prospect St
Tancredi Catherin Tancredi Louis 124 W 7Th St
Tomczuk Frank 23 2Nd St
Tomzuk Dorothy 1061 Dekalb St
Tsuyuki Yuichiro Belmont Plaza Apts Apt 202
Tube Methods 416 Depot St PO Box 460
Valerio Daniel C 647 Grove St
Wrona Wanda Estate 721 Washington St
Bryn Athyn Pa 19009
Cardinal Boxes Inc PO Box 556
Harantschuk Karen PO Box 134
Holmes Brennan A 3073 Buck Rd
Pitcairn Tara B 2915 Glenn Meadow Cir
Cedars Pa 19423
Vega Tisha L 3509 Skippack Pike PO Box 5
Center Square Pa 19422
Austin James 314 Laurel Ave
Barry Elsie 331 Myrtle Ave
Berman Sherwood 139 Kingston Rd
Bittner Charles Estate 421 Ryers Ave
Bodamer Ellen 530 Ryers Ave
Brown Michael Richard 633 Arbor Rd
Castro Luis 54 Hilldale Rd
Cheltenham Pa 19012
Clarke Carole P 121 Ryers Ave
Czaplinska Maria PO Box 172
Dream William 735 Belrfry Dr
Drumm John J Drumm James 627 Arbor Rd
Epstein Perrie Lyn 16 Pikes Way
Epstein Shira 16 Pikes Way
Executive Auto Body 560 Cottman Ave
Facial Creations 532 Ashbourne Rd
Feudale Gina E Feudale Vito 129 Johns Rd
Financial Services Mandeville 630 Arnor Rd
Flynn Norma M 107 Pleasant Hill Rd
Georgetti Teresa M Est Of 1200 Dekalb Pike
Goodman Diane C 8022 Jenkintown Rd
Guerin Pauline 118 Central Ave
Gwiszcz Doris J 45 Dewey Rd
Hampton Edythe D 636 Arbor Rd
Hewitt Sandra L 127 Dewey Rd
Hh Distribution Bob Hillen Jr 100 Beecher Ave
Incutti Thomas C/O R R Piselli 7107 Old York Rd
Kim Kwan Eun 8 Pikes Way
Koch Rita 113 Laurel Ave
Lehman Carl S Sr Lehman Lois W 307 Beecher Ave
Morgan Jason 8335 West Higgins Rd
Schweibold Joseph 27 Elm Rd
Sewell Catherine Angela Dr 710 Thomas Rd
Smith Florence E Est Of 137 E Church Rd
Snyder Jessica 25 Dewey Rd
Thomas Thelma 119 W Cheltenham Ave
Thompson Haro 7808 Oak Ln Rd
Vanhorne William L 49 Johns Rd
Waters Gregory 224 E 22Nd St
Wilson Bruce 1107 Coventry Ave
Zarraga Thomas Est 40 Johns Rd
Collegeville Pa 19426
Accellent Inccollegeville Attn S Gombar 200 West Seventh Ave
Acton James J 3006 Lenape Dr
Adams Bickel Associates 3770 Ridge Pike
Affordable Container Serv 3843 Germantown Pike
Arturo Lopez 14 Main St
Auchmutey Irene 3976 Germantown Pk
Barrison William J 775 Village Ave
Berkant Veronica 1091 Collegeville Rd
Berridge Helen 138 Meadowland Dr
Bethman Brian 447 E Main St 2
Brandies Janet A Brandies David A 4177 Ironbridge Dr
Carroll Mr Robert Box 244
Cb Hearthside 350 W Main St
Collegevill Planned P 78 2Nd St Ste 1A
Conicelli Katie M 480 Collegeville Rd
Cotteta Jerome E C/O F O Cotteta 1134 Hollow Rd
Crosley Nancy L Estate 500 E Main St
Curran Carolyn 3323 Arcola Rd
Dicicco Pasquale T 153 Regents Rd
Eversmeyer Karl 39 Marble Ct
Furman Daryl F 42 S Grange Ave
Ganski Julius J Est Of One Madison Cir
Goodfellow Alice 368 Adrain Rd
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Grady Thomas P 368 Adrain Rd
Griffiths Helen B 347 Main St
Grindle David B Jr 454 Sorrel Ct
Harbor Lights Chemical Dependa 1201 S Collegeville Rd
Harvey Florence J 233 Militia Ct
Hayes Warren J Hayes Edith F Rd1 Germantown Pike
Healtheon Corp Attn A-P Scan Dept 7000 Central Pkwy
Herbst Stephrn Thomas Herbst Maruanne 175 Stine Dr
Hersenhan Maria 26 Satinleaf Ct
Hertzog Beatrice J Estate Rr 2
Iacovino Margaret K Iacovino Joseph 293 Freeland Dr
Iemmello Hollybeth 1300 Country View Ct
Iron Mountain Records Manageme 1600 Campus Dr
Jackson Rosalind 1408 Meadow View Ln
Kerr Ryan W 14 Henry Ave
Kull Brian D 287 Upper Indian Head Rd
Lipham Helen K Estate 51 E 3Rd Ave
Lucki Deona G 442 Kirsten Cir
Manilla Vivian Real Estate 468 Delores Dr
Market Place At Collegeville 201 2Nd Ave Rt 29
Marlin Kathryn Estate Rr 2
Michener Meredith Jeanne Michener Robert F 129 Pepper Dr
Miller Earlene Miller Terry 38 Glenn Farms Dr
Miller Terry 38 Glenn Farms Dr
Minemier William A 4236 Anita Dr
Mohn Pearl M Baldwin Mdw
Mortgage Master Inc Lot 14 Providence Lea Aka 137 Steinbright Dr
Moyer Adelaide L Moyer Edward Columbia Cottage
Mullican Ida M 252 W 3Rd Ave
Patel Bhumika P Hoffman Ct 4004
Peatz Edith M Estate Rr 1
Porecca John 453 Franklin Ct
Powelson Arnold F Estate Rr 2
Powelson Virginia M Est Rr 2
Priyadarshan Deepa 2004 Water Fall Cir
Reahm Regina C Estate Rr 1
Redding Lynwood A Redding Helen R Rd 2
Rendemonti Louis F 2014 Green Way Cir
Reynolds Roger B Jr 37 Leatherwood Dr
Rhone Poulene Rorer C/O Dr J Lim
Rumore Paul S Sr 323 R Glad Way
Schranz Jennifer 1221 Sugarberry Ln
Seth Varun 511 Northridge Rd
Shastry Chakrakody R 321 Minuteman Dr
Shoemaker Barry Estate 405 Bridge St
Sniadecky Maya 3835 Victoria Dr
State Street Bank & Tr Co 3325 Stump Hall Rd
Strlink T R 2224 N Charlotte St
Turosinski Mark R 3 Paddington Rd
Venture Builders East 3819 Germantown Pike
Welsh Margaret G 3976 Germantown Pk
Wolsky Daniel 741 Evensburg Rd
Wyeth Ayerst Lab 500 Arcola Rd Col Rc3253
Colmar Pa 18915
Crane William A Vmd Pc 1030 Bethlehem Pike
Erdman Ellen M Estate Of Box 225
Hontz Thomas D 2244 Lenhart Rd
Isenberg Victor Twin Park Industrial Ctr
Murphy Christina A Tax Collector 2028 Lenhart Rd PO Box 299
Nu Concept Comp Systems Inc 900 Old Bethlehem Pike
Ramesh Sumitha 51 Arbor Cir
Conshohocken Pa 19428
2 Maple Inc 310 E 6Th Ave
Aberdeen Asset Management Us 1200 River Rd Suite 1000
Advanced Medicine Associates Pc 612 Fayette St Ste 202
Aftermarket Parts & Services Inc PO Box 716
Alliedbarton Security Services L 161 Washington St Ste 600
American Homecare Supply 101 W Elm St Ste 210
American Independant Insurance Conshoh 1000 River Rd
Anago Of Phila 404 W Ridge Pk 500 404 W Ridge Pk
Around Campus Incorp 1000 Conshohocken Rd Ste 109
Axis Construction Services 730 East Elm St
Baczor Joseph M 1407 Sandwood Rd
Barron Mary 921 Fayette St
Beaver Norman E Estate 307 W 11Th Ave
Bellerjeau Howard F Bellerjeau R B 238 W 5Th Ave
Better Living Patio 960 Brook Rd
Bickel Frances Estate 118 Maple St
Blong Martha C Miss 1706 Harmond Rd
Bockrath Christian F Sr Bockrath Christian F 1016 Maple St
Bowers Charles E 1801 Butler Pike Apt 76
Boyd Lena 1317 Wells St
Bozek Raymond T 105 Spring Mill Ave
Brady Christopher G 808 106 Cricket Dr
Breakaway Solutions 1000 River Rd Ste 400
Burnett Margaret Barren Hill Rd
Cameron Eleanor R 1900 Little Ave
Cardio Net Inc 20 Ash St Suite 2
Cardionet Inc 227 Washington St Suite 300
Cassidy Eleanor 1 W 3Rd Ave Apt 202
Castro Galicia Cecilio Hoscar 309 E 8Th Ave
Chell Ialene B C/O D L Depallo 408 Pastelle Ln
Christophe Albert 341 Springmill Ave
Cimino Mary A 201 Maple St
Cleveland Lisa D 352 12 E Elm St
Cntrl Phila Alumni Chptr Of Delta Zeta S 43 Harry St
Coccio Ernest Estate A Overhill Rd
Cox Mae M 128 Merion Ave
Damico Catherine 625 Wood St
Darcangelo Eva 22 N Ln Rd
Darcangelo Joseph Darcangelo Eva 22 North La
Davenport Marie 309 W 4Th Ave
Demaline William R 43 Taylor Rd
Destiny Websolutions Inc Ste 100 1100 E Hector St
Diaz Jorge 107 Scarlet Dr
Dost George T 61 Fayette St
Dubin Group 100 Four Falls Ste 103
Ecbm Lp Four Falls Corporate Ctr
Emcare Rti 1000 River Rd Suite 100
Enterprise Car Sales 625 Ridge Pike Bldg E Bldg E S
Enterprise Fleet Services 625 Ridge Pike Bldg E Ste 105
Evelyn Collins 1 W 3Rd Ave Marshall Lee Tower T
Fertal Frances PO Box 704
Filterfresh Delaware Valley 1050 Colwell Ln Bldg 2
Fishman And Tobin Inc 625 Ridge Pike
Florence Riles Estate 118 Josephine Ave
Florig Equipment 904 Ridge Pike
Fluri Richard L 1700 Butler Pike Apt 9A
Gambone Susan Estate 126 W 6Th Ave
Garrett Mary Ms 906 Fayette St
Gibson Anna E Estate 301 W 3Rd Ave
Girard Sm Cap Vllnva Girard Estate Of 1200 River Rd Ste 1000
Graham Thelma J Estate 88 Poplar St
Ground Level Customs 209 Roberts St
Han Dong 4660 Wintergreen Ave
Hanson David A C/O Ceco Filters Inc 1013 Conshohocken Rd
Harner Elizabeth Estate 170 Rebel Hill Rd
Harper Julia K 5 Cedar Ave
Hayes Maria 216 West 7Th Ave
Hernson Catharine 325 W 11Th Ave
Himes Merle E Jr 345 Roberts Ave
Hongwen Chen 309 Washington St $4113
Huges James B C/O F Larcamp One Quaker Park 901 Hector St
Ibric Zineta 228 Brittmoir Ave
Ikea North America Services Llc 420 Alan Wood Rd
Institute For Dermatopath 20 Ash St 310
Jablonski Thaddeus 164 Merion St
Jimenez Jose 104 Schuylkill Ave
Jung Hee 3901 Conshohocken Ave
Key Market Investors 1 W 1St Ave Ste 315
Keystone Commercial Finance Group 320 Harry St Ste 230
Kramont Realty Valley Fair 1 Fayette St
Ktr Capital Partners 300 Barr Harbor Dr Sutie 150
Laluna Lisa J 301 East 9Th Ave
Leathercraft Company 1101 E Hector St
Leister Stephanie 128 W Hector St
Liberty Business Solutions 704 E Hector St
Lincoln Mortgage Company 15 E Ridge Pike Suite 101
Lisa Michalski Individually Vill 161 Washington St Ste 400
Luba David 246 E Hector St
Lukens Steel Corporation PO Box 842
Lynette Kruger 555 North Ln Suite 5040
Mccanna Ryan C 339 E Hector St
Mcgary Dolores Z 258 Lantern Ln
Mcguire Michael K Dr 113 Scarlet Dr
Mdwise 555 North Ln Suite 6020
Michael A Galasso Construction 1000 Maple St
Michalowicz Michael 100 Archbishop Dr
Moore Alex J 120 Merion Ave
Moore Jacqueline L 328 E Hector St
Moran Alexa Nicole Moran Edward F Jr 13Oo Butler Pike Apt 201
Motley Emergency Physicians 1000 River Rd Ste 100
Mullen Daniel J Jr 149 Greenwich House
Murphey John B Jr 227 E Hector St I
Murray Kia 1402 Ridge Pike
Nationwide 1001 E Hector St
New Seasons Conshohocken 101 W Elm St Ste 350
Norman Spencer Mckernan 1000 River Rd Ste 200
Pacific Private Bank 300 Four Falls
Peterson Vaughn E 1433 Sandwood Rd
Phila Washington G C 200 W Ridge Pike Suite 117
Provider Services Cayuga Med Ctr At Ithaca PO Box 67
Quaker Chemical Corp 901 Hector St
Quinn Jane 164 Merion St
Raff Claire Raff Edward 845 Overlook Ln
Ralph Metzgar Estate 302 W 10Th Ave 2
Rams Container Service 18 Maple St
Ramsey Agnes 110 Forrest St
Refund Provider S Warren Convenient Care Phy PO Box 67
Rehab Network 619 Harts Ridge Rd
Reiff John J Cust Reiff Colleen M 1012 Maple St
Reimbursement Tech I 1000 River Rd Ste 100
Rodenbaugh Margaret M 123 E 11Th Ave
Rodenbaugh Richard G Estate 228 W 11Th Ave
Rodgers Michele 257 E Elm St
Roding Dominic C 207 7Th Ave
Roosevelt Emergency Physicians PO Box 67
Rossi Anita Anne 136 W 4Th Ave
Roth Charles A 209 Roberts St
Rykowski Walter Jr 114 N Elm
Safeguard Technologies Corporation 1111 Hector St
Santoni Constance C 222 E North Ln
Savitz Rosemarie R 365 W Elm St
Seldeneck Lee V 127 W 4Th Ave
Shainline Elsie 90 Revere House
Shreves Alamena Rose 136 W 4Th Ave
Silvera Celso N 1329 Hillcrest Rd
Slawek Steven 2038 Harts Ln
Smith Ruth M 535 Palmer Rd
Smolczynski Irene 627 Old Elm St
Sparks Marie 120 E 9Th Ave
Speelhoffer Anna Speelhoffer John 133 W 11Th Ave
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Sperlunto Gertrude Estate 125 W 5Th Ave
Spinuzza Gerald 1344 Meadowbank Rd
Springs Acquisition Co 550 Brook Rd
Staley Dorothea M 65 Bedford House Sherry Lake
Steemer Stanley 9 Portland Rd Unit C
Stevens Melissa 142 West 8Th Ave
Stovall Irene 76 Poplar St
Sunoco C/O F Serratore 1001 East Hecktor St
Take Care Health 161 Washington St Suite 1400
Tancini Barbara A 316 Spring Mill Ave
Tempera Donenica Estate 641 Old Elm St
Thomcomp Inc Attn R Donald 555 E North Ln Suite 6025
Trans Pecos Emergency 1000 River Rd Ste 100
Turtle Stanley R Estate Of 137 E 9Th Ave
Ubiquitel C/O T Ugundipe One W Elm St
Venom Inc Dba Gold’S Gym 200 West Ridge Pike
Voice Fx Corp 1100 E Hector St
Wackerman Funeral Home 103 Cedar Grove Rd
Wagner Marilyn C/O 45 Lisa Ln
Walbridge Physical Medicine And Reh 1112 Riverview Ln
Walker Regina St Mathews Convent East 3Rd St
Whitemarsh Jewelers Inc Plymouth Sq Ctr 200 W Ridge Pike
Williams Mary A 921 Fayette St
Williams Patricia Williams Margaret 1801 Butler Pike 137
Willson Amy 555 North Ln Suite 5040
Zalik Stanley 356 W 6Th Ave
Zummo Sharon K 1304 Midland Rd
Creamery Pa 19430
Willouer Betty PO Box 49
Dresher Pa 19025
1825 Rv Inc 1825 Limerklin Pike
Akbari Mehdi S Dba 3277 Lenape Dr
Arnold Edward M Estate Limckiln Pike
Black Bonnie 1569 Arron Way
Brunski Eleanor L Estate 1924 Limekiln Pike
Cohen Evelyn J 864 Timber Ln
Diiorio John Prudential Ins 3A South 2101 Welsh Rd
Dresher Redners 715 Twining Rd Ste 112
Financial Management Group 1927 Audubon Dr
Horwitz Bettye 504 Dresherwoods Dr
Howdhury Roy C 156 Green Valy Cir
Kahn Laura A 254 Dresher Woods Dr
Kelly Virginia S 745 Eastwind Cir
May Kerri Ann May James P 3274 Lenape Dr
Mccollum Mary L 2101 Welsh Rd
Mcgowan Maryann 932 Twining Rd
Pollack Andrew K Psp 3242 Lenape Dr
Prudential 2101 Welsh Rd
Rockwell Richard S 2101 Welsh Rd
Rothman Nancy 1605 Kenmare Dr
Schaller Julius Est Of 209 Westwind Way
Schrope Elmer Jr Bf Limeklin Pike
Sussman Leslie 504 Dresherwoods Dr
Uncle Jacks Place Inc 1650 Limekiln Pike
Weinstein Sussman Trust 1713 Tuckers Town Rd
Eagleville Pa 19403
Audubon Family Medicine 3301 Ridge Pike
Butterworth Linda M 82 Jefferson Ave
Costello Kevin 406 South Trooper Rd
Cott Est Robert Cott Robert 3232 Ridge Pike
Culp Bettie 3143 Providence Rd
Digrazio Denise 31 Smt Ave
Eagleville Hospital 100 Eagleville Rd
Gamble William L 102 W Mount Kirk Ave
Kirsch Jennifer M 2304 Liberty Ct
Larry Foster Inc 437 S Park Ave
S T I Computer Services Inc 200 Van Buren Ave
Schantz Custom Carpentry Inc 3363 Amelia St
Weber Son Inc 4026 Killington Ct
East Greenville Pa 18041
Dellapolla Pauline J 136 Main St
Ehrhart Jeffrey H Est Of 1090 Soffa Rd
Fretz Joan M Rd 1
Lupacchini Bethany A 602 Hamilton Rd
Mallon Robert B Estate R 1
Meyerowitz Edna C E And State St
Mundy Alfred 424 Jefferson St
Nagle Mark E 444B State St Apt B
Smith Charles H 714 Hamilton Rd
Weikel James H PO Box 280
Wentling Ellman C Estate 210 W 4Th St
Wiren Raymond 520 Blaker Dr
East Norriton Pa 19401
Burt Lena Senior Suites 2101 New Hope St
Citizens Bank Of Pa 5 W Germantown Pike
Facenda Whitaker Lanes 2912 Swede Rd
First Choice Nursing Inc 2801 Stanbridge St A507
Goldin Judith 2803 Stanbridge B 102
Healthaxis Com Insur C/O J Baer Senior Vp 2500 Dekalb Pike
Lee Sukwon 2920 Hannah Ave B 218
East Norriton Pa 19403
Cain Beverly A 3301 Lisa Ln
Cain Mary L C/O B Cain 3301 Lisa Ln
Davis Paul Restoration Of Montgomery County 521 W Germantown Pike
Montgomery County Gi Specialists 700 W Germantown Pike Ste 1
Pma Medical Specialists Llc 548 N Trooper Rd
Whiteside Rob 3005 Brambling Ln
Elkins Park Pa 19027
Banks Evelyn T 1804 Erlen Rd
Beaton Dorothy Mae 990 Ashborn Rd Apt 106
Best Value Products 7915 Montgomery Ave
Beth Sholom Congregati 8231 Old York Rd
Birnbaum Michael David Dr 8380 Old York Rd Ste 200
Buie Harith 7744B Lucretia Mott Way
Butl Ellen D 2055 B S John Russel Cir
Cardiology Assoc Inc 401 Township Line Rd Ste A
Center Kimberly 411 N Sterling Rd
Chang Kyungduk 19 Breyer Ct
Chi Hung M Dr 8023 Old York Rd
Clark Braxton G 8301 Forrest Ave
Cohen Martin Arthur Dr 409 Westview Rd
Community Animal Hospital 8023 Old York Rd
Coslov Robert C/O Briar House Meetinghouse Rd Se Apt 16
Cutler Loretta 7815 New Second St 1
Daniels Michael A 1108 Valy Rd
Dauterich Dorothy H 7732-A Lucretia Mott Way
Davenport Darien L 2051A North John Russell Circl
Deng Shu 2073B North John Russell Circl
Dragone Marion J 7732 Lucretia Mott Way Apt A
Dunn Gloria 7900 Old York Rd Apt 905A
Elkins Park Pharmacy Inc 7901 High School Rd
Erickson Rose E 843 Rock Ln
Feller Miriam S 1604 Valy Glen Rd
Frank Harold 731 Martin Rd
Freedman Eric Robert 7907 Rodgers Rd
Friedman Katherine Friedman David J 1095 Sparrow Rd
Garfinkel Alfred E 8302 Old York Rd Apt C36
Gershenson Dorothy 7900 Old York Rd Apt 506A
Gilliam Thoma 990 Ashbourne Rd
Glassberg Albert L 431 Copper Beach Cir
Griffin Sandra L 7710 A Lucretia Mott Way
Hammond Jerry 1939 Mather Way
Harnitchek David S Mr 8345 Cedar Rd
Hautau And Otto Inc Tom Dawson 33 Briar Ct
Internal Med Cardio Assoc 8120 New 2Nd St
Jonathan Croy Carpentry 334 East Church Rd
Jones Alice Estate 7311 Keenan St
Kelley James E Est Of Jr 7602 Spring Ave
Kim Chiropractic & Rehabilitation Ctr El 1400 Willow Ave Ste B-1
King Julian F 7430 Elizabeth Rd
Lancaster Nathaniel James Estate Of 7848 Old York Rd Ste 200
Lipton Carol 340 Girard Ave Apt 3
Lohier Raymond Md 1831 W Chelteham Ave
Mc Keon Annette D 322 Ashbourne Rd
Miller Bernard Estate Of 7830 Cedar Ln
Monges Miriam 902 Valy Rd Apt 10C
Montauk Usa Inc 7305 Old York Rd
Moore Marie O 1609 Juniper Ave
Morris Alfred E 7711A Lucretia Mott Wa
Mrefu Psalm 5132 Beech Tree Dr
Murry William H Murry Muriel J 3233 Brookview Pl
Orloff Kenneth 407 Elliott Rd
Pack S Roslyn Pack Milton 8203 Westminster Rd
Paradisio Inc 8121 Old York Rd
Phillips Daymeon 2130 S John Russell Cir
Powell Laura 877 Rock Ln
Pransky Edward S 612 Webb Rd
Prince Melanie Zoe 700 Elkins Ave D2
Prince Suzanne 414 S Sterling Rd
Rauzino Vincent C Estate 7840 Montgomery Ave
Rinehart Eleanor 265 Township
Rodman Corey 902 Valy Rd Apt 24B
Rogge Jonathan J 7836 Pennrose Ave Apt A
Rolling Hill Medical Practice 50 E Township Line Rd Suite 335
Rosenberg Ellis 1708 Erlen Rd
Schulz Carl E 34 Township Line Rd
Seal Roofing Inc 51 E Church Rd
Shapiro Shirley F 8218 Brookside Rd
Shim Myoung Soo 317 W Cheltenham Ave
Shmokler Leon Md 7900 Old York Rd Apt 706A
Shore Miriam 8209 Forrest Ave Apt D
Sloan Anbruce 112 Meade Rd
Smith Aaron M 740 Meetinghouse Rd
Smith Rebecca G Elkins Park/Einstein 60 East Township Ln Rd
Snipes Curley 1939 Mather Way
Spring Enid Estate Of Spring Enid 1419 Academy Ln
Stavely Dorothy 8116 Washington Ln
Trabelsi Aryeh 613 Webb Rd
Tri County Anesthesia Assoc 60 East Township Line Rd
Wang Jianguo 7631B Washington Ln
Waters Kimberly R 2041 S John Russell Cir Apt B
Weinstein Sylvia S 8339 High School Rd
Williams Albert Z Estate Of C/O A Williams 265 Township Line Rd
Wolf Ian Bradley 2 Mosley Ave
Woodley William 1910 A Humphrey Merry Way
Wright Karen L Wright Mabel 7830 Montgomery Ave
Erdenheim Pa 19038
Clarkson Hest 108 Gordon Rd
Do E N A 9 Bells Mill Rd
Ellen Genca Jessica 7 1/2 Whitemarsh Ave
Fishermildred B Estate 5 Auchy Rd
Keating Coveney Colleen 813 Downs Rd
Matthews Martin 814 Bethlehem Pike
Shafir Nicole A 22 E Bells Mill Rd
Slick Marlyn G 9425 Stanton Ave Apt 206
Smith Shelley D 218 Larrimore Ln
Fairview Village Pa 19409
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Gambone Anthony R Sr Year 2001 PO Box 287
Lunney Francis X 1022 Valy Forge Rd PO Box 114
Rjw Company PO Box 267
Flourtown Pa 19031
Brown Gary C I/T Dtd 1/24/92 A 6010 W Mill Rd
Campbell Havilland 2130 Church Rd
Charles Helen Cntr 350 Haws Ln
Chestnut Hill Family Practice PO Box 499
Classe Janet C/O Harston Hall 350 Haws Ln
Cutler Morris 61 Grove Ave
Delaware Valley Regional Finance Authori C/O Calhoun Baker Inc Flourtow Commons
Ste 350
Eberwein Margaret C/O Harston Hall 350 Haws Ln
Evaluation Flourtown P 1811 Bethlehem Pike Ste 213
Fleming PO Box 131
Frederick Mary A 604 E Valy Green Rd
Genuardis 1844 Bethlehem Pike
Gibson Kathleen 100 W Wissahickon Ave Apt 421
Gillespie John Estate 509 Poplar Rd
Greene Catherine Estate C/O Saint Josephs Villa 110 E Wissahickon Ave Rm 238
Hackman Oscar R 12 Haws Ln
Hale Associates Inc 6309 Fairfield Dr
Jackson Kristin M Dr 1613 Dogwood Rd
Jacobstein Julie Mendelson Dr 1811 Bethlehem Pike Ste 232
Jones Doris Paul 6312 Fairfield Dr
Mcveagh William 47 College Ave
Monahan Emmett P Jr 6351 E Valy Green Rd
Montgomery Lewis 711 Hunt Ln
Morse Eliza PO Box 336
Ophthalmic Research 1811 Bethlehem Pike Ste 223 Bl
Pepperissa Marshall 6001 W Valy Green Rd
Sacco Anne 110 W Wissahickon Ave
Schaberle Emma R 23 Franklin Ave
Shoff Mary F Trust 604 E Valy Green Rd
Spalding Elizabeth 6195 West Mill Rd
Torsella Joseph 602 Creek Ln
Trautwein Albert J Estate 203 Sunnybrook Rd
Tuturice Mary J 350 Haws Ln
Verni Gregory Michael 6266 W Valy Green Rd
Werkley Doris C/O Harston Hall/Rfms 350 Haws Ln
Woodruff Stephen Marston Dr 121 Azalea Way
Fort Washington Pa 19034
Advanced Urology Associates Of Fl 1541 Wynnemoor Way
Advantage Payroll 1250 Virginia Dr Ste 120
Arke Oscar E PO Box 388
Banc Of America Corporate Insu 711 Valy Green Rd
Benjamin J 1301 Virginia Dr Suite 110
Black Lk & Jc Cf Jennifer Trst Of 6025 Joshua Rd
Bluff Creek Productions Lp 455 Pennsylvania Ave Ste 125
Bobs Flatbed Svc C/O Internal Revenue Serv 500 Virginia Dr
Boehs Helen E Apt 118R 753 Susquehanna Rd Willow Brook
Boyce William C Est Of Attn T Knox Llp PO Box 7544
Bressler Shirley Bressler Joseph 1415 Cinnamon Cir
Burger Harold Burger Lila PO Box 388
Cacioppo Frank C/O A Watson 447 Militia Hill Rd
Carlson Stephen E Sr Carlson Mary E Ft Washington Estates Apt A 1264 Ft
Washington Ave
Choy Wilton P 416 South Bethlehem Pike
Competitive Edge Martial Arts Training C 425D Delaware Dr
Continental Bank 515 Pennsylvania Ave
Crol William C Estate Rr 1
Databank Imx 455 Pennsylvania Ave
Demp Neal Md 450 Bethlehem Pike
Dermik Lab 500 Virinia Dr
Deutsche Bank National Trust Company 1100 Virginia Dr
Donahue Stephanie L 575 Virginia Dr Ste E
Ensdorff Evelyn S PO Box 2069
Fagan Ruth 1390 Camp Hill Rd
Federal Home Loan Mortg 1100 Virginia Dr
Financial Resources Federal 7050 Camp Hill Rd
Fisher John R Ft Wahington Estates Apt F7 1264 Ft Washington Ave
Flexible Informatics Llc 426 Pennsylvania Ave Ste 203S
Flick Nora T Flick Thomas PO Box 388
Gac Chase Manhattan Bank No 79 504 Virginia Dr
Galella E D PO Box 388
Gaskin Marie E 409 E Washington Ave
Gitlin Daryl Gitlin Grace PO Box 388 Ft
Glass Michael J 117 A Rue Charmille Rd
Gmac Mortgage Llc 1100 Virginia Dr
Gooden Richard L Gooden Arline PO Box 388
Henry Charles F 478 Bethehem Pike
Hillegass Scott D 459 S Bethlehem Pike Fl 2
Howard Richard A Est Of C/O T Knox PO Box 7544
Interboro Systems Corp 501 Office Cntr Dr Ste 300
Jojos Inc 401 Bethlehem Pike
Karloff Adam 299 Militia Ave
Kinlin Grover Gmac Realt Ste 401
Kulicke Soffa Attn P Martier 1005 Virginia Dr
Larson Charles Larson Evelyn PO Box 388
Law Offices Of Robert Stutman 501 Office Ctr Dr Ste 300
Lepage Elizabet PO Box 388
Lepage Elizabeth Lepage Alfred PO Box 388
Life Ins Co Of Georgia PO Box 8119
Lincoln Benefits Group 550 Pinetown Rd
Local 463 19034 1375 Virginia Dr
Macnaughton Matthew P 1370 Cinnamon Dr
Marano Gardens Llc 488 Bethlehem Pike
Master Jonathan Todd 1353 Hope Cir
National Academy Of Tv A And S 1007 Hawthorne Ln
Pacific Care Of Arizona 601 Office Ctr Dr
Pacificare Life And Health Ins Co 601 Office Ctr Dr Pa
Pacificare Of Washington Inc 601 Office Ctr Dr Pa
Partmaker Inc 540 Pennsylvania Ave
Payne John R Estate 1006 Spring Ave
Payne Robert J Estate 1006 Spring Ave
Pecheo R 1301 Virginia Dr Suite 110
Pete Coffee Exp Golf Cent 7155 Camp Hill Rd
Petim Llc 1119 Shaw Dr
Polyphase Instruments 175 Commerce Dr
Robert Stutman Atty For Pacific Indemni 501 Office Ctr Dr 300
Roth Richard E 451 Elliger Ave
Segal Trst Of 9 Chase Cir
Seneca Medical Lab Inc 401 Commerce Dr Ste 200
Sher Kathleen PO Box 1329
Shipeer Jane PO Box 204
Sinai Hospital Attn J Wood Jr Md PO Box 639
Spirt James 427 Joel Dr
Swackhammer Julia M Swackhammer Jon S PO Box 388
Thames Toby Apt D10 735 Susquehanna Rd
The Forum Of Executive Women 1231 Highland Ave
Three Gs Specialty Llc 1100 Virgina Dr
Urkavalan Senthil Kumar 1005 Virginia Dr
Verizon Network Integration 1050 Virginia Dr Fl 3
Wheeler Terrace Apts 240 New York Dr Suite 1 Altman Companies
Whitemarsh Securities 275 Commerce Dr Ste 323
Williamson Virginia F 210 Washington Ln
Wycoff Debra J 6216 Sheaff Ln
Zalewski Alice M Estate Of 500 Virginia Dr
Zwick Mark 299 Militia Ave
Frederick Pa 19435
Aau Fund Midatlantic Association C/O T Schadler Pres 311 County Line Rd
Bed Board Kennels 1820 Swamp Pike
Bleile Henry 200 Gilbertsville Rd D11
Bushkill Emergency Corps P O Box 417
Christ Elinor M Christ Frank 1244 E Phila Ve
Christ Frank 1244 E Philadelphia Ave
Conard Lisa Marie 2362 Country Ln
Dietrick Carole Dietrick Eugene PO Box 498
Felicione Michael K 52 Merkel Rd
Flanagan David J 1005 Ruby Cir
Francis Irv Est Of 851 Congo Rd
Frey Betty Jane 1415 E Philadelphia Ave Apt 35
Gilbertsville Pa 19525
Hayden Stephanie Hayden Michele D 430 Sunny Ridge Rd
Ingram Kathy 3087 New Hanover Sq Rd
Kidde 441 County Line Rd
Kurza Elena 106 Middle Creek Rd
Lenhart Kermit R 82 Congo Rd
Mchugh Kelly 30 Marjessa Dr
Pondo Mary C/O R Grochowski 2006 Canyon Creek Rd
Spalding Helen Spalding James 320 Oaktree Ct
Sparks Ralph 601 Buchert Rd
Steimling Grace V Est 266 W Spruce St
Stillwell Michael 30 Marjessa Dr
Stine Mires C Jr Stine Janice E 129 Hallowell Rd
Stofflet Alverda M Stofflet Walston W Rd 1
Gladwyne Pa 19035
Adler Dean S 1320 Huntsman Ln
Alexander Fred 1400 Youngsford Rd
Alexander Virginia S 1400 Youngsford Rd
Bawden C K Jr PO Box 201
Bayley Legacy Trust 931 Black Rock Rd
Burgen Charles F Burgen William E 931 Black Rock Rd
Campbell Adelaide B 1400 Waverly Rd Apt W117
Carlson Livia Katharine Trst Of Co 115 Maple Hill Rd
Carlson Tor Miller Trst Of 115 Maple Hill Rd
Carlton Tech Sales Ltd PO Box 560
Castetter William 1400 Waverly Rd Villa B323
Collier George C Jr 1625 Monk Rd
Crothall Katherine D 1301 Lafayette Rd
Crothall Katherine D 2004 Grt 1301 Lafayette Rd
Daly John 1110 Club House Rd
Davidson Elizabeth S Davidson Alexander 360 State Rd
Davis Gail G 1271 Country Club Rd
Davis J Wallace 1271 Country Club Rd
Delaware Valley Consulting Inc 1310 Fentmore Ln
Drobile James A 1346 Colton Rd
Fisher Steven W 1155 Youngs Ford Rd
Garno Lucy 915 Stony Ln
Goldberg Steven M 1725 Martin Ln
Kaplan Douglas PO Box 152
Kirchner Jonathan 1619 Sweet Briar Rd
Kline Orion Jr Bf 412 Righters Mill Rd
Lachs Susanna 1320 Huntsman Ln
Lail Jan K 616 Mill Creek Rd
Laub Michael Jr 1333 Colton Rd
Lincoln Barbara T Lincoln Helen W 1400 Waverly Rd Apt A-317
Maccleary Patrica L 1400 Waverly Rd Apt A119
Merrill Ryan David Trst Of 115 Maple Hill Rd
Miller Paul F Trst Of Jr 115 Maple Hill Rd
Murphy Helen B Merion Sq Rd
Newman Julius Dr 1120 Ginko Ln
Obrian William R 1342 Monk Rd
Obrien John J Jr 726 Merion Sq Rd
Pepper Hester L Waverly Hts Andrews Bldg
Phillips John Estate C/O J E Phillips PO Box 345
Randolph Ulrica H 1400 Waverly Rd 26
Rawus Ruth 931 Black Rock Rd
Smith Elinor Smith Henry 1000 North Ln
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Spivak Hope R 1030 Sentry Ln
Trish Rita 1400 Waverly Rd Rm M253
Vernekoff Sam 1350 Rose Glen Rd
Waverly Heights Ltd 1400 Waverly Rd
Weinstein Gregory S 1035 Sentry Ln
Williams Phyllis G 36 1400 Waverly Rd
Williamson Richard Jr Williamson Susan H 1214 Clubhouse Rd
Wolfson Samantha Wolfson Karen 1706 Sylvan Ln
Wolfson Steven B 1706 Sylvan Ln
Wood Harrison 304 River Rd
Woods Harry E 275 Glenmoor Rd
Woods Harry Trst Of 275 Glenmoor Rd
Woods Lillian Trst Of 275 Glennmoor Rd
Zehner Kent S 1003 Black Rock Rd
Glenside Pa 19038
Arcadia University 450 S Easton Rd
Artisan Investment Corp 2513 Bruce Rd
Asencio Maryne 769 Maple Ave
Baiocchi Christina 301 Custis Rd
Barshinge Kenneth N Estate 213 Paxson Ave
Bassie Pasquale 645 E Jackson St
Bassie Pasquale 645 E Jackson St
Beard Catherine M 205 Elm Ave
Beck Meredith 736 Vance Dr
Bergey Leanne 8325 Childs Rd
Black Agnes M Estate 421 Carutharis Ave
Boorse J W 620 Roslyn Ave
Bowen Charles 7708 Doe Ln
Bowen John PO Box 104
Bowne Dorothy S Bowne G W Jr 222 S Easton Rd
Brenner John C/O M Seltzer Esq 16 E Glenside Ave
Brooks Mary 850 Papermill Rd C/O Fairview Papermill
Brown Tracy 120 Tennis Ave
Bush Christopher D Bush Porter D Cust 2366 Rosemore Ave
Cardiac Care And Safety 2005 Ftune Rd
Cardinali Esseo L 347 Elm Ave
Chadjkowsky Bohdan I6O2 Edgley Ave
Chilutti Ern 620 Penn Ave
Cinkanovich Edward 2060 Woodlawn Ave
Clark Estelle 8833 Stenton Ave
Clemens William Estate 415 Tennis Ave
Coffin Allen Estate 710 Sunset Rd
Corcoran F L 478 N Easton Rd
Corvin Carole V 304 Cherry Ln
Dannerth Janice B Estate 625 Crescent Ave
Dawson Christopher K 434 Maple Ave
Dewey William J Est Of 222 S Easton Rd Ste 104
Diehl Ryan 121 Linden Ave
Donahue Ignatius J 349 N Hills Ave
Doroshowlipschutz 2220 Mt Carmel Ave P O Box 146
Dundee Florine 850 Papermill Rd C/O Fairview Papermill
Dynamic Modern Dentistry 230 N Keswick Ave
Egee Eleanor 2071 Wharton Rd
Eisner Della R Eisner Abner 637 Edgley Ave
Farmer Dennis 614 N Easton Rd
Filmyer Wm Estate 137 Harrison Ave
Fleming Roselynn 626 N Easton Rd
Foust Barbara Apartment C-6 501 Edge Hill Rd
Foust Jack A 501 Edge Hill Rd Apt C6
Frantz Ralph W Estate 220 Rosemore Ave
Freed Richard Freed Anna 22 Whitemarsh Ave
Fritsch Linda K 125 New St
Gaffney Herman E PO Box 141
Gargue Salvatore 743 Jackson Ave
Gibas Stella Gean B King 46821 Trailwood Place
Gladish Natalie M 1001 Preston Rd
Glenside Car Wash 401 W Glenside Ave
Gogel Luise 114 Edgerton Ave
Goldberg Ethel C 1903 Fawn Dr
Graupner William E Graupner Gladys M 2070 Parkdale
Green Joseph H 316 Oak Rd
Griggs Elizabeth 141 Carroll Ave
Grove James A 2721 Heather Ln
H K & K Inc 551 Gen Patterson Dr
Haegele Warren 727 Garfield Ave
Harris Thomas G 520 Spring Ln
Hart Edna PO Box 575
Hollick Margaret 402 Atwood St
Honeysett Frances C 312 Cliveden Ave
Houston Henry 415 Papermill Rd
Iannuzzi Emelia Estate Of 23 Windsor Rd
Johnston Thomas J 205 Berkeley Rd
Jones Joseph 2085 Jenkintown Rd
Joyce Michael J 2225 Oakdale Ave
Kalasinski Ann 402 Atwood St
Kammer Eleanor 7950 Pleasant St
Kaname Mary 2550 Church Rd
Kaname Suimatsu 2550 Church Rd
Kendrick Charles 117 Linden Ave
Kenney M E Estate Fairhill Ave
Kerrigan Francis X 2817 Lincoln Ave
Kleimenhagen Cynthia 247 Cricket Ave
Kovach John F 8117 Ardmore Ave
Kreidar George C O R M Krieder 116 S Easto
Kreider Rose M C/O R M Krieder 116 S Easto
Kwiecinski Henrietta E 651 Laverock Rd
Lane Robert Estate 120 Lismore Ave
Ll Group Llc 119 Easton Rd
Mark Anna Estate 769 Maple Ave
Mastrovito Mary Estate 425 Sylvania Ave
Maxson Fred 510 W Glenside Ave
Mcalonan T John 2124 Wharton Rd
Mccormack Charles J Jr Mccormack Katherine D 348 Oak Rd
Mcdade Francis X 325 Harrison Ave
Mcmorris Bennie G 1927 Fawn Dr
Meacham Frances B 341 Cliveden Ave
Mooney John T Mooney John 2165 Woodlawn Ave
Mooney Kathleen Mooney John T 2165 Woodlawn Ave
Morris Steve 14 Rich Ave
Moser Kathryn 724 Castlewood Rd
Nagy Ivan B 521 Sta Ave
Newberry Lest 7909 Deer Run Rd
Oconnor James P 425 Sta Ave
Oconnor Kevin B 8309 Hull Dr
Odwye Joyce Est Of 838 Fernhill Rd
Odwyer Joyce Estate Of 838 Fernhill Rd
Olson Gerard T Mooney Olson 635 Kelly Ln
Ondik Joseph G 772 Central Ave
Parks Gregory Parks Robert 636 Bridle Rd
Patel Sarangi V 335 Oak Rd
Perry Mary 850 Papermill Rd C/O Fairview Papermill
Pinecrest Robert Sweeney Rr3 Box 733
Plock Irma J Limekilm & Cricket Ave
Pollner Patricia 213 Buttonwood Way
Raymond Sidney L 234 Elm Ave
Rhodes Mildred 850 Paper Mill Rd Fairview Care Ctr
Richards Anne L 499 Plymouth Rd
Rudesyle Amy 736 Garfield Ave
Safe Communications Inc 1408 E Mermaid Ln
Sang Kwon 885 N Easton Rd Apt 1084
Schelhorn Frederick Estate 115 Geneva Ave
Schuck Anne T 436 Central Ave
Seader James H Jr Seader James H Sr 2019 Jenkintown Rd
Shin Yong S 885 North Easton Rd 6A1
Shire Carol D 233 E Glenside Ave
Shire Joseph 800 N Easton Rd
Sims Armita B Estate Of 7715 Doe Ln
Slack Margery W 2071 Wharton Rd
Spearman Rose Tarrant 2134 Kenmore Ave
Stevens Magan P 519 Northhills Ave
Stevenson Dorien 348 Girard Ave
Stieffenhofer Elaine R 436 Penn Ave
Stock William A 367 Locust Rd
Storm Descendants Fbo S Gree Trst Of 511 Auburn Ave
Storm Exempt N02 Fbo S Green Trst Of 511 Auburn Ave
Summa Elizabeth Estate 113 Houston Ave
Summers Lewis Estate 144 Lismore Ave
Tillger John J 728 Castlewood Rd
Tjokrosaputro Sistha 202 N Tyson Ave
Ungurean Robert Jr Ungurean Robert Sr 170 Lismore Ave
Urbanski Kathleen 143 Stanley Ave
Villo Frank A 128 Keswick St
Volker Angela Oak Smt Apts Apt C 212 310 S Easton Rd
Voynow Samuel R 7802 Elm Ave
Walsh Raymond B Estate 236 Harrison Ave
Wargo Joan Estate Of 247 N Easton Rd
Weber Elizabeth G Weber John G 740 Jackson Ave
Werntz Robert 705 Argyle Rd
Werntz Robert And Doris Children Born Of Marriage 705 Argyle Rd
Williams John R 240 Hamel Ave
Ziegler Corcoran Phyllis 478 N Easton Rd
Green Lane Pa 18054
Babbitt Marie E Babbitt Victor RD 1
Emery Mabel 609 Willow Dr
Graham Victoria I 1985 Old Woods Rd
Marshall Helene M Marshall Martin R Marshall Carl W 5017 Hiffletrayer Rd
Metering Solutions Inc 244 Clump Rd
Miani James J 1155 Scott Rd
Moyer Abigail H 1040 Boulder Hill
Nase Jean Sterner Rd Rr 1 Box 308
Owens Leocadia H 1985 Old Woods Rd
Reese Vall G 320 Cedar Dr
Swavely Michael A 9015 Independence Dr
Willox Carol L Willox John T PO Box 749
Gwynedd Pa 19436
1600 Horizon Condominium 1209 Meetinghouse Rd PO Box 124
Adams Gordon U/W 220 Cathcart Rd
Baetzel June C Estate Of 509 Folkeways
Burke Joseph C PO Box 31
Burridge James L 91 Fouke Way
Freas Mary B Attn G Freas PO Box 207 1413 Florence Dr
Goulding Esther 1120 Meetinghouse Rd
Guiton Evelyn Foulkeways 112 Meetinghouse Rd
Gwynedd Valley PA 19437
Heidmann Ruth 1309 Evans Rd PO Box 331
Milligan Albert 704 Foulkeways
Mishory Steve PO Box 251
Summey Lisa 840 Upper Mainland Rd
Harleysville Pa 19438
Bagga Khushvinder Bagga Chetan 2384 Schlosser Rd
Barwell Kristen C/O K Weiler 104 Tweed Way
Bock Clinical Research Inc Attn D M Wichert 176 Main St
Briggs Gordon M 449 Belle Ln
Broughton P 950 Harleysville Pike Apartmen
Carrington Angela D 535 Championship Dr
Emig David J 454 Store Rd
Freas Foundation PO Box 192
Gesing Evelyn 11 Oakplace Ct W
Gibson Margueri 1907 Bustard Rd
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Gower Clyde Estate PO Box 57
Gower Clyde J Estate PO Box 57
Harold R Rittenhouse Inc 418 Main St
Harris Wr And M Harris Inc PO Box 242
Hunsberger Connie 783 Harleysville Pike
Kauffman C C Peter Becker Community 800 Map
Kc Custom Painting Inc 465 Groff Mill Rd
Kellers Creamery Lp 855 Maple Ave
Kelmelis Violet 206 Candlewood Way
King Bruce E 968 Gallery Dr
Kostiuk Brian 1711 Old Skippack Pike
L K Miller Interiors PO Box 253
Longsworth Eric 439 Candlewood Way
Mahl Christine M 800 Maple Ave
Mcdevitt Patricia Jane 418 Main St
Mchale Elizabeth P 15 Acorn Ct
Michener William F Est Of 396 Main St
Migliaccio Neil R 1807 Old Fty Foot Rd
Miles Edward W 800 Maple Ave
Miller Bonnie Miller Luke K 150 Fairway Dr
Mills Michael H 439 Windsor Dr
Modestine Joseph D 138 Waverly Ln
Morrison Marlene C 388 Hamilton Dr
Pendleton David B 449 Landis Rd
Prudential Rittenhouse Realty 418 Main St
Ridgeway Alice M 3532 Braddock St
Rite Aid Pharmacy 1292 270 Main St
Ritter Emma A 227 Maple Ave
Roach Charles G 323 Hamilton Dr
Schreader Catalina 1049 Kingscote Dr
Spitko Tammi L 968 Gallery Dr
Sullivan Dan 735 Upper Mainland Rd
Swearer Blanche P 815 Maple Wood Dr Unit 106
Wile Marian 871 Main St
Zola Daniel 507 Sumneytown Pike
Hatboro Pa 19040
Abbey Home Health Care 2910 Tpke Dr
Abraxis Llc 2935 Byberry Rd
Affinity Insurance Svcs Attn N Gualtirie 159 County Line Rd
Alosi Donna M 224 E Moreland Ave Fl 2
Arc Group Associates Inc 330 S Warminster Rd Sta Park Ste 345
Atlantic Skyline 2920 Tpke Dr
B And D Customers Builders 419 North York Rd
Baker Melissa A Baker David B 138 Manor Rd
Baldwin Div Of Merry Xray PO Box 489
Baloi Michael 40 Home Rd
Bauer Kay 50 S Penn St
Bell Carolyn 212 Garner House 50 S Penn St
Bissett Frances E Estate Of C/O R John 76 Byberry Rd
Bodenschatz Settlor Margaret E PO Box 698
Borghi Carlo E Est Of PO Box 746
Bosworth Steven G 449 W County Line Rd
Brown Albert Estate 88 Downey Dr
Bullard Amy C 114 N Linden Ave
Callaghan Mary J Estate 33 Harct Ln
Carver Margaret C Estate 19 Willow St
Comitz Arlene A Estate 503 S Warminster Rd
Contimortgage Corporation 338 S Warminster Rd
Contract Pharmacy Se 400 Lincoln Ave
Cressman Sarah 27 Byberry Rd
Cunningham Andrew W Sr 243 Bonair Ave
Davis Meryl J 348 Warren Rd
Decoursey Walter C Decoursey Clara M 14 James Rd
Delaware Valley Underwriting 420 South York Rd
Depree Edward Estate Of 421 Newton Rd
Drs Fegley And Fegley 325 W County Line Rd
Durant Samuel R 417 Manor Rd
Eells Margaret 604 Brumar Dr
Esbenshade Ira S 6 Mercer St
Feea Springfield 5K Run Fun 2735 Militia Rd
Fessenden Emma 609 Winding Rd
Fetherman Jeffrey 3313 Blair Mill Rd
Foy Patricia J Apt 210 50 S Penn St
Gallagher James W 409 Corinthian Ave
Garzio Ralph J I Dr 615 W County Line Rd
Gavaghan Jean H 50 Bright Rd
Glemser Eric A 433 Tanner Rd
Goldovsky Elina 10 Hatters Ct
Goodwin Joseph C 1234 Pioneer Rd
Gorn Emily A 8 James Rd
Graupner William E Graupner Gladys M Maple Village Apt 309 2815 Byberry Rd
Hagan Cynthia L 36 E Moreland Ave Apt 620
Hausch Gertrude B Attn Luther Park 3455 Davisville Rd Rm 217
Hendricks Betty Jane 511 Exton Rd
Henry Sarah B Garner Hse Apt 802 50 S Penn St
Hill Marie E 106 Butternut Dr
Keck Eric 3105 Pennypack Rd
Kirk Helen L Summer Ave
Kolmarkoegel Sherry 2716 Fair Oaks Ave
Krause Rudolph Estate 50 S Penn St Apt 614
Lake Thomas 201 Hidden Creek Dr
Lally Martin B 403 Pennypack Cir
Lannon Joseph Estate 13 Mercer St
Lennon Financial Group 1 S York Rd
Leopald Jean Estate 22 Montland Ave
Luchette Sherry A Apt K5 2529 Horsham Rd
Madl Ella 121 Manor Rd
Mallon Brad 50 Harct Ln
Manufacturers And Traders Company One M 338 S Warminster Rd
Manufacturers Traders And Trust Co 338 S Warminster Rd
Mings Chinese Cuisine Ii 121 S York Rd
Nagel Joseph E Est Of 76 Byberry Ave
Nealis Jeff A 136 Spring Ave
Nollenberger Otto L PO Box 698
Nowak Susan Beth Dr 8 Park Ave
Oaster Mary J Estate Of PO Box 698 76 Byberry Rd
Parker William Estate 468 Harrison Ave
Paulov Anna E Robert Bruce West Apts
Penn America Group Ins 420 South York Rd
Penn Independent Financial Services Inc 420 S York Rd
Phantinh 412 South York Rd
Phelps Stanley Estate Phelps Stanley R 12 Drexel Rd
Prokop Jill 9 Concord Pl
Reads Van Service 2600 Tpke Dr
Refinery 101 E County Line Rd Accts P
Residential Realesta 320 South Warminster Rd
Risner Robert 503 S Warminster Rd
Robinson Helen E PO Box 713
Romano Enrico 208 Hidden Creek Dr
Ross Eleanor Estate 216 Lancaster Ave
Routledge Janet S Estate Of PO Box 698
Rygiel Sarah 40 Home Rd
S And B Customs Services 390 Lincoln Ave
Scarborough David 120 Bonnet Ln
Schlegel Ernest Estate 2 Kings Ct
Schneider A G PO Box 698
Schute Georgina Estate 800 High Ave
Secsick Kathleen H 2860 E County Line Rd
Serrill Anna S Serrill John P 1103 W County Line
Shaeffer Leonore Estate 16 Adams Ave
Smiles Margaret 3455 Davisville Rd 125
Snader Kenneth M 456 Jefferson Ave
Snader Kenneth M Snader Thelma R 456 Jefferson Ave
Sockle Anna E 29 W Montgomery Ave
Stent Doris M Village Green Aptg 3 503 S W
Stephany Ralph J Jr 150 E Montgomery Ave
Stone Evans 2815 Byberry Rd Maple Village
Storey Laura Sypherd PO Box 698
Thomson Margaret E Estate 3 Round Meadow Ln
Tiley Winifred B 3455 Davisville Rd 214
Trombore Joyce L C O Robert John 76 Byberry Ave
United Healthcare Of 330 Jacksonville Rd
Vanderberg Monica 804 Pennypack Cr
Walsh Mary A 172 W Lehman Ave
Warminster National Abstract Inc 338 S Warminster Rd
Warther Darryl K 425 Tanner Rd
Whitlock Ellen T 403 Pennypack Cir
Williams Barbara L 606 Bryant Ln
Williams James F Jr Williams Britt I 218 Beatrice Ave
Wm H Spurlin Painting In 523 Moreboro Rd
Wooler Robert H 101 Loller Rd
Hatfield Pa 19440
Becker John F 406 Fairhill Rd
Bergeys Inc 3125 Penn Ave
Blackburn Robert 199 W Vine St Apt 41
Boyer Curtis A 1425 Needham Cir
Brady Virginia 398 W Vine St
Brugger Robert 4 Mill Rd
Corbman Mark 501 Rosie Ln
Desris Roy W 403 Orvilla Rd
Dopc Steven Sklar 201 Cowpath Rd PO Box 339
Doroba Penny Cust Doroba Rebecca 2754 Jean Dr
Fowler Paul S C/O M Towsend 102 Hickory Dr
Francisco Rafael Ab39 2058 Maple Ave
Freed Jodie Ag212 2058 Maple Ave
Gallo Harry E Estate 1149 Swab Rd
Gerulis Vincent L 911 Bent Rd
Gjorich Cheryl A 2058 Maple Ave Apt N2 5
Guinther Laurence M 2645 Line Lexington Rd
Hartzell Insurance Associates Inc 2501 N Bethlehem Pike
Hass Bessie Uw CO I Lupin Main & School St
Hayes James E 115 Kimberly Way
Jagruti Inc 2742 Fisher Rd
Kemp Foods Inc 847 Fty Foot Rd Po 901 Ste 100
Kim Dong M 1895 Allentown Rd
Kindred Pharmacy Services 1500 Industry Rd Unit A
Kligge Steven A 464 S Main St
Kundu Davbroto Kumar 2700 Elroy Rd M2
Lama Express Inc 192 Wynne Way
Landis Irene E Landis Robert 57 Cherry St
Lin Feng Af112 2058 Maple Ave
Lozano Jose 2001 Pine St
Maurer Warren E Estate Rr 1
Mcgaffin David M 319 Oak Park Rd
Nogami Kathleen 2183 Claremont Dr
Norristown Beef Co 2600 Richmond Rd
Pupeck Lilian Pennfield Manor Apt D-9
Ramos Rolando P 2058 Maple Ave Apt Q2-9
Santana Rolando E 204 S Main St
Santos Marcus A 2700 Elroy Rd Apt J8
Sarkar Lakshman C 159 S Main St Apt A
Schmidt Camille 1380 Fairgrounds Rd Apt
Schreiner Mary J Tw Rodney A Trst Of 2424 Line Lexington Rd
Stokoe Grant Steven Stokoe Kim Nuehoff 1901 Foster Rd
Subway 3003 Unionville Pike A
Tessarvich Dean 328 Fairhill School Rd
Texaco Hatfield 2401 Bethlehem Pike
Thomas Joseph K Sr 821West Orvilla Rd
Unterberger Edward CO I Lupin Main & School St
Wheaton Ritta V 1707 Moyer Rd
Wiley William L 432 Swartley Rd
Wilson Vincent C Wilson Joan Z 50 W Lincoln Ave
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Haverford Pa 19041
Atkinson Carolyn B Atkinson Doris 3300 Darby Rd
Baczewski John Estate 264 Montgomery Ave
Barker Earl S 3300 Darby Rd 1104
Barrett Noone R 234 Cheswold Hill Rd
Basler Russell S Haverford Estates 731 Old Buck Ln 105
Booker Thor PO Box 540
Bregstein Nancy J 141 Grays Ln
Breslin Monica Dara Cust Breslin Bernard Cust 20 Golf House Rd
Browne Marguerite 234 Booth Ln
Bullitt W C Jr 209 Buck Ln
Byrne Vera F 264 Montgomery Ave
Campbell Reba C/O Hunger
Edson Henery 833 Buck Ln
Evans John T Trust 3300 Darby Rd 3207
Fitzpatrick Cornelius 700 Ardmore Ave 317
Foglietta Angelo J Foglietta Gina R 2133 Darby Creek Rd
Gallagher Georgina Gallagher Thomas Montgomery Ave
Gillis Mary M 6 College Cir
Goel Avijit Dd 354 W Lancaster Ave
Hill Perter R Ex Hill James W Ex Hill John C Ex Hill Anna Lux CO Lambert B Ott
349 Lancaster Ave Suite 205
Humann Francis J Humann Emma K 121 Orchard Ln
Huston Morrison Jr 201 Cheswold Ln
Karp Athena 343 Grays Ln
Kids First Haverford 600 Haverford Rd 100
Lamprou Lisa 305 Farwood Rd
Laurie William N Jr Apt 7308 3300 Darby Rd
Leith Andrew Est Of Jr Golf House Rd
Leith Andrew Jr 449 Montgomery Ave
Lindback Viktoria 370 Lancaster Ave
Mc Closkey James A 256 Montgomery Ave
Moon Elizabeth B 429 Montgomery Ave Apt C103
Moss Barbara Wong 3300 Darby Rd 6214 Haverford
Pierson Ethel A 3300 Darby Rd Elm 3301
Quadrangle 3300 Darby Rd
Rickenbach Matthew Heath 4 Dreycott Ln
Roberts Cy 617 Railrd Ave
Rotech Medical Corporation PO Box 497
Rouse Michael J 251 Montgomery Ave Thacher Ct Ap
Roye Benjamin David Dr 411 W Lancaster Ave Apt 2
Ryder John C 851 Beechwood Rd
Sacks Stephen Estate Of PO Box 504
Sando Ralph Scott 104 Rose Ln
Scharpf Eric F 206 Elbow Ln
Schuchter Lynn M 116 Avon Rd
Shaw Elisabeth C 120 Tunbridge Rd Box 332
Smith Burton B Estate 720 Buck Ln
Spielman Danila C 749 Millbrook Ln
Spitzer David B 452 Booth Cir
Spitzer Joshua A 452 Booth Cir
Strauss Iliana K 231 Cheswold Hill Rd
Sunrise Assisted Living 217 Montgomery Ave
Sweet Mary K 140 Cheswold Ln
Valentino Julia M 161 Cardiff Ln
Walling Ritner E 216 Laurel Ln
Williams Carolyn 18 S 9Th St
Wilson Patricia L 100 Llanalew Rd Unit 7
Hollywood Pa 19046
Iwanowicz Michael 532 Gibson Ave
Stone Karen H 523 Gibson Ave
Horsham Pa 19044
Aamco Transmissions 201 Gibraltar Rd
Ameri Health Adminis PO Box 1008
Amerihealth Administrators 720 Blair Mill Rd
Anderson Ashley M 205 Summer Ave
Angelos Brick Oven Pizza Inc 400 Blair Mill Rd
Aon Select Inc 110 Gibraltar Rd Suite 116
Askin Stanley R Md PO Box 1628
Bankers Trust Co Of California PO Box 1015
Bennett Bradey 100 Witmer Rd Mc190 100 24
Cain Earl J Cain Mary 419 Prospect Ave
Cain Charles Saw Mill Ln
Cambridge Integrated Services PO Box 972
Capell Industrial Risk Management 955 Horsham Rd Ste 307
Capital Insurance 955 Horsham Rd PO Box 599
Capmark Finance Inc Ref Ln PO Box 1687
Capmark Loan 200 Witmer Rd PO Box 1687
Caskey Dustin Candlewood 250 Business Ctr Dr
Chase 850 Ridgeview
Chrysler Financial Servs PO Box 600
Clark Richard Candlewood 250 Business Ctr Dr
Clarke Diane M 213 Cottage Ave
Crossroads Hospice Of Ph 300 Lakeside Dr 120
Crown Cork & Seal 720 Blair Mill Rd
D C F S Trust 400 Horsham Rd
Dailey Mallory L 45 Hunt Dr
Daimler Chrysler 400
Davenport Andrew 952 Herman Rd
Dc Financial Service 400 Horsham
Dean Robert N 193 Horsham Rd
Decision One Mortgage 200 Gibralter Rd Ste 350
Dennis John 526 Whetstone Rd
Desai Maya 249 Winchester Dr
Douglass April 317 Laurel Ave
Drexel Industries 331 Maple Ave
Dynamic Graphics 945 Horsham Rd
Ebsco Industries PO Box 4
Envirosource C/O L Lentini 1155 Business Ctr Dr
Escrow Bank Usa 200 Witmer Rd
Evangelista T 65 Greenwoods Dr
Executive Stay By Marriott 433 Caredean Dr Ste D
F Ambrose Moving Inc 624 Wilhelmina Ave
Fitzgerald James J 908 Rutledge Ave
Frankford Bank 601 Dresher Rd
Franklin Gloria 507 Prudential Rd
Fritsche Thomas D 400 Easton Rd Apt 3
Gaskins Tiesha 310 Saw Mill Ln Apt 12
Gateway Funding Diversified Mtg Sv 300 Welsh Rd Bldg 5
Gillespie Keith M 228 Easton Rd Apt C13
Haeffner Charles E Ii 550 Blair Hill Rd
Hewes Phil Aamco Transmissions Inc 201 Gibraltar Rd Ste 150
Hoffman Helene M Hoffman Duane C 20 Windsor Pass
Hogan Kevin P 735 Gregory Dr
Hornor Townsend & Kent Inc 600 Dresher Rd Ste C2C
Horsham Citgo 300 Easton Rd
Hunsicker Helen Estate 402 Wayne Ave
Incs Km F Gibraltar Rd Suite 200
Isacoff Mitchell A Chris Costello 72 Logger Mill Rd
Julie Currie Inc C/O J Purdy 680 Easton Rd
Kim Seunggyu 105 Allison Rd
Koo Pyung 29 Apple Ct
L A Weight Loss 747 Dresher Rd Suite 100
Lichtenwainer Jenelle E 213 Maple Ave Apt J-156
Lulewicz Sofia 811 Herman Rd
Lusignea Lauren 38 Hunt Dr
Mishra Swarup 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 225 F
Mitchell A Isacoff 72 Logger Mill Rd
Ml Car Star Copr C O Aamco Attn Christina Cart
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems 500 Enterpise Dr Ste 150
Mortgageramp Inc 200 Witmer Rd
Muriot Edward D 933 Indian Creek Way
National Benefits Corp 110 Gibraltar Rd Ste 116
Nco Financial Systems 507 Prudential Rd
Ortho Biotec Inc 800 Ridgeview Dr
Oxenius Bettina 215 Grant Ave
Padona 219 Winchester Dr
Patel Shetal A 7 Boulder Ln
Penn Mutual Life Inscoo P O Box 970
Phares Julieanna 3855 Blair Mill Rd Bldg
Phcs 720 Blair Mill Rd
Prudential Financial PO Box 977
Reed Lisa L 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 240F
Rfc CO Homecoming Financial Netwo
Richard David P 11 Blacksmith Cir
Roberts Pam 300 Welsh Rd
Rohi Mohamed Apt E20 105 Alison Rd
Schalki Bridget Schalki Mia E 212 Fair Oaks Ave
Scirex Corp R Now Priemere Research 755 Business Ctr Dr
Sherk Mark J 137 Pine Ave
Shrum Jody C 467 Brown Briar Cir
Spear Barbara A Estate Of 328 Maple Ave Ste 6
Stanford Susan G Estate Of C/O E Arthur Stanford 819 Herman Rd
Stanley Morgan Cust 633 Norristown Rd
Strategic Planning Resources 110 Gibraltar Rd Ste 220
Tbi Mortgage Company 250 Gibraltar Rd
Telerx Attn L Howe 723 Dresher Rd
Tenneson Alice Estate Of C/O C Rhoads Apt C9
Texas Facilities Mr Scott Godshall 120 Gibraltar Rd 3Rd Floor
W A Chester Llc 7 Walnut Grove
Weaver Estate Of 12 Saw Buck Cir
Whitmarsh Heather 310 Saw Mill Ln Apt 11L
Wieszczyk Bonnie L D 15 105 Allison Rd
Winter Henry W 714 Inverness Dr
Yoon Seongjong 11 Blacksmith Cir
Zhang Zi Chan 730 Jarrett Rd
Huntingdon Valley Pa 19006
6330 Dollar Less Inc 3868 Byron Rd
Abington Bank A Possession Of Tele-Matic Co 430C Pike Rd
American Abstract Company 2773 Philmont Ave
American Cardboard C/O Tuffy Corporation Meadowbrook Unit 668
Anderson Harriet M 228 Red Lion Rd
Aps Inc PO Box 1044
Arici David M 1358 Glen Echo Dr
Audi Of Huntingdon Valley 3041 Philmont Ave
Bae Sung 2280 Dale Rd
Barbier William C/O J F Gannon Esq 927 Huntingdon Pke
Bartlomiejus Katie R 1081 Sherman Ave
Berkenstock Helen L 211 Clearview Ave
Bettinger Edward 2253 Stahl Dr
Birmingham Margaret 283 Lamplighter Ln
Blaszczyk Edward C 140 Red Lion Rd
Brandow Benjamin Jacob Brandow Peter Cust 1966 Heritage Rd
Brown Mira S 2559 Pennypack Ln
Campbell Logan Marie Campbell Wendy Cust 3795 Warfield Dr
Caplan Leonard H 1785 Oak Hill Dr
Carney Kevin 1212 Meinel Rd
Cass Elsie A 655 Byberry Rd
Chong Franklin K Chong Lai Tam 963 Irvin Rd
Claire Cohen 40 Durand Rd
Clark David M 2210 Willowbrook Ebreeze Inc
Cohen Claire R 40 Durand Rd
Comfort Control Corporation 143 Tomlinson Rd
Dynamic Funding Inc 51 Bucks Rd
Eldon Construction Co 103 Tomlinson Rd
Fahham Awal G 100 Morning Glory Way
Falcon Bay Sportswear 1957 Pioneer Rd Bldg C
Finkelstein Ann 3993 Huntington Pk
Fox Rita R 1043 Hillview Turn
Froggatt Lisa A 3248 Philmont Ave
Fuerst Theresa 9 Buck Rd
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Furmanski Gwen Mary 56 Grauel Hill
Gallagher Elizabeth R 2265 Country Club Dr
Get It Done Inc 25 County Line Rd
Glenn Ethan R 496 Woodward Dr
Goerlich Dorothy B 2346 Boyd Rd
Golden Restaurant PO Box 121
Gordon Mitchell 1146 Harriett Rd
Greenberg Lenore 1046 Anna Rd
Griegel Richard B 1330 Huntingdon Pike
Gurbarg Michael 3724 Levy Ln
Hahn Helmut K Gloria Dei Manor Apt 413 25 Springdale Ave
Hale Beatrice K 2534 Hallowell Dr
Havrilla Stephen 3430 Huntingdon Pike
Hayes Richard E 2545 High Rd
Hiller Mary E 727 Dale Rd
Holberg Jacob C 2727 Philmont Ave 244
Holmes W S 927 Huntingdon Pike
Huntingdon Valley 801 Huntingdon Pike Suite
Hurst William L Hurst William R Justa Farms
Hutchins Herbert Estate 2540 Philmont Ave
Hyatt Kent 1040 Carriage Ln
Immunicon Corp 3401 Masons Mill Rd Suite 100
Independent Rovner Beneficial C/O Fine 2548 Kirk Dr
Ingram William 718 Hallowl Dr
Irizarry Luis 99 Elfreth Rd
Kane Patricia 3550 Oriole Dr
Kanefstky E 338 Vanroden Cir
Karamuz Jozef Edward Dr 755 Hallowell Dr
Kauffman Stuart A Do Pc PO Box 462
Kay Salvitti Inc 2427 Huntingdon Pke
Kerbeck John G 446 Meadowbrook Dr
Klasky Mary 720 Bobwhite Ln
Klasky Mary 720 Bobwhite Ln
Kline Elizabeth 1551 Huntington Pk Holy Redeemer Vlg Apt Al 14
Lare James 3938 Sidney Rd
Lare Theresa 425 Emerson Rd
Ledgewood International 2600 Philmont Ave
Lehr Patricia A Estate 421 Welsh Rd
Leporace Joseph 338 Van Roden Cr
Lewin Karyn B 490 Long Ln
Liebold Karl Estate 551 Rutherford Rd
Limm Yong S 3411 Larch Rd
Lois Mc M 3419 Pine Rd
Lusick Rose 402 Rockledge Ave
M D Salon Services 465 Pike Rd 106
Macdonald Madeline J 2265 Country Club Dr
Marzzacco Lebia Ms 3151 Pine Rd
Mcgovern Michael 82 Springdale Ave
Mchugh Margaret M 11 Chapel Hill Rd
Mcphelin Mary 20 Summer Pl
Meadowbrook Valley Partnership Dba Meadowbrook Ap 200 Meadowbrook Dr
Michael Manz Painting Inc 2727 Philmont Ave Suite 124
Mickshun Francis 161 Propert Dr
Mid Atlantic Abstract Grp Lp 2655 Philmont Ave Ste 206
Miller Jeri 2420 Terwood Rd
Miller Jeri L 2420 Terwood Rd
Moreland Business Park Inc 850 Welsh Rd
Novacare Occupational P O Box 39
Parkhouse Gregory PO Box 216
Pendelbu Charles W 1290 Paper Mill Rd
Penner Regina Penner Peter Box 725
Pennsylvania Orthopedic Associates Inc 727 Welsh Rd Ste 111
Pog Pain Management Assoc 3501 Masons Mill Rd Suite 502
Prolife Ambulance Inc 2903 Franks Rd
Prv Medical Services 2741 Philmont Ave
Puggaard Alex 2727 Philmont Ave 244
Rammco Agency Inc 2293 Cordus Ln Ste 201
Ramzi Jammal 2555 Huntington Pike
Reginelli James 150 Madison Rd
Reichman Mancini H G 4 Chapel Hill Rd PO Box 257
Reichman Stephanie 3862 Dempsey Ln
Rhoads Industries 2375 Philmont Ave
Roberts Elizabeth 741 Fetters Mill Rd
Rosenberg Glenn R 1138 Ballytore Rd
Rosenberg Miles R 1138 Ballytore Rd
Rosenberg Trust C/O M R Rosenberg 1138 Ballytore Rd
Sanders Marcia Apt 716 770 Welsh Rd
Schnaar Elizabeth Kings Rd
Sentek PO Box 222
Sheldron Nancy J Estate 1290 Paper Mill Rd
Shinfeld Sidney L Estate 710 Pinney Rd
Shultz Stanley CO Sally Mae Shultz 301 Heathcliffe Rd
Signorelli Helen 208 Kirk Dr
Slane Raymond R 3404 Philmont Ave
Sloan Alexander 33 Hillside Ave
Sloan Catherine 33 Hillside Ave
Spangler Frank Estate Of 166 Clearview Ave
Speedimpex Usa Inc C/O Attn M Clegg 474A Pike Rd
Stern Herbert P 613 Bobwhite Ln
Stevens Frank 3430 Huntingdon Pike
Thomas Gulla Building Maintena 251 Mankin Ave
Toll Brothers Inc 3103 Philmont Ave
Upper Dublin Podiatry Assoc C/O Bart Kessler 338 Pheasant Dr
Valley Pediatrics 727 Welsh Rd Ste 206
Varich Irina V 2515 High Rd
Visco Anthony F Jr Visco Helen E 211 Clearview Ave
Whitney Mabelle G Whitney Alfred M 2328 Huntingdon
Winkler Carolyn 1280 Dogwood Ln
Womens Nook Inc 450 Meadowbrook Dr
Young Irene N Estate 3882 Whitman Rd
Zabludovsky Eugenia 3693 Marc Ln
Zimmerman Jeffrey I 3888 Somers Dr
Jeffersonville Pa 19403
Mchale Melissa Jean 2499 Fieldcrest Ave
Nicholson Gary 7 Mead Ln
Seaman Maria 105 Brandon Rd
Stackhouse Rita M Est Of PC Scharff Law Office 101 Flannery Dr
Jenkintown Pa 19046
Abington Club Inc 300 Meetinghouse Rd
Adkins Helen S 502 Smt Ave
Alexander William Estate 145 Cedar St
Asad Adel 93 Old York Rd Apt 1-624
Azvolinsky Maria 100 York Rd Apt E818
Battles Samuel Paul L Feldman Esq PO Box 2122
Baumadsen Arne J One Pitcairn Place Ste 3000
Benignus Emma 801 Old York Rd
Bense May P 114 Walnut St
Bildersee & Silbert Llp 101 West Ave Suite 110
Binns Sarah P 204 Wyncote Rd
Blender Mae A 309 Florence Ave Apt N621
Bolger Alice D 1066 Devon Rd
Brunette Bertha F Attn Robert Lipschutz Ste 160 Jenkintown Plaza 101 Greenwood
Ave
Burns Clyde 218 Hillside Ave
Cedar St Garage Inc 208 Cedar St
Chernin Gruppuso And Schulman 604 Harper Ave
Coyle Anthony L 640 Roseland Ave
Currency Now 101 Old York Rd
Dean Witter Reynolds Attn Richard Iavecchia PO Box 109
Diehl Gertrude V PO Box H
Dipper Ruth 440 Old York Rd
Donato Erica L 616 Greenwood Ave
Eaton Martha J 1515 The Fairway Apt 235
Eckenhoff Buic Pont Gmc Cadi Inc 1750 The Fairway
Einstein Practice Plan 201 Old York Rd Ste 202
Elgert Helen 439 Leedom St
Emg Of Pa 100 Old York Rd Suite 3-152
Ez Tags 431 Old York Rd
Ferrill Louise B 417 Vernon Rd
Ferrill Thomas M 417 Vernon Rd
Ferrill Thomas M Jr 440 Old York Rd Apt 220
Finkelstein Nedra 820 Homestead Rd
First States Investors 1725 The Fairway
Fletcher William W 411 Hillside Ave
Fs Investors 5000A 680 Old York Rd Suite 200
Furchner Mae E 510 Shoemaker Ave
Garrison Robert F 450 Shelmire St
Gebhardt Mary H 203 Benson Manor
Gillis Rochelle I 383 Stewart Ave
Glammer Daniel 413 Leedom St
Glick Dorothy Estate 300 Huntingdon Pike
Goldrick Philip J 309 Florence Ave Apt N403
Goldy Nancy E One Pitcairn Pl Ste 3000
Greenberg Gregg M C/O Gmg And Associates 620 Crosswicks Rd
Grookett James C 325 Santistevan Ln
Gundlach Karen A 128 Runner St
Hayden Cora Jenkintown Plz 101 Greenwood Ave Ste 220
Hiegl Michael F 150 Jarrett Ave
Houlihans 817 Old York Rd
Inc Jeff R 261 Old York Rd
Incentive Plan Consultant 616 Rudman Ave
Jaffee Arthur 1218 Lenox Rd
Jenkintown Medical Practice 314 Old York Rd
Junge Bethel P 1 Pitcairn Pl
Kirchner Edward F W-503 Beaver Hill
Knott Arthur R 706 Seminole Ave
Ko Adam K Ko Yun H 100 Old York Rd Apt E521
Kolker Leonard 309 Florence Ave
Koury George Attn James Koury Exe Jenkintown Pa
Lannutti Nicholas V 1609 Upland Ave
Liggett Thomas III Estate Liggett Eleanor 221 Noble Plaza
Lincoln Benefits Group 115 West Ave
Lindy Propertry Management 207 Leedom St
Livingston Janet 101 Runnymede Ave
Llp Landvest C/O J Hall 501 Washington Ln
Luff Ralph G Estate C/O R W Stevens Esq 115 West Ave Ste 108
Macelroy Marta L Estate 404 Rodman Ave
Maurer Assoc J A CO Premier Brokerage 604 Harper Ave
Mcconnell Jeanette C Estate Of Mary C Smith Ex 326 Hillside Ave
Meropol Neal J 316 Evergreen Rd
Michael Taxin 1250 Greenwood Ave Apt 424
Miller Marybeth T Ira Attn Richard Iavecchia PO Box 109
Miller Sarah 383 Stewart Rd
Monaghan Frances A 1515 Fairway Apt H 503
Montealegre Gina 101 Old York Rd Apt E907
Morse Brian 228 Indian Rock Dr
Needleman Carmel J 261 Old York Rd The Pavilion Ste 333
Nolen John J 902 West Ave
Nowicki Rita B 121 Holmecrest Rd
Painter Brookman E 811 Homestead Rd
Parker Henrietta 416 Division St
Paul Bernard 1240 Gilbert Rd Jenkintown Pa
Pepine Investment Club Attn Peter Giammanco 900 West Ave
Piotrowski Stacie A 101 Washington Ln M208
Pitcairn James One Pitcairn Place Ste 3000
Pitcairn Mildred Trst Of Pitcairn Trust Co 165 Township Line Rd Ste 3
Pitcairn Shirley One Pitcairn Place Ste 3000
Pitcairn Stirling One Pitcairn Place Suite 3000
Pontiac Buick Gmc Eckenhoff 1750 The Fairway
Quigley Anna 316 Robbins Ave
R Squire And Associates 1 Jenkintown St Ste 104 115 West Ave
Rangaswami Janani 101 Washington Ln Apt M11
Record Resources Ltd C/O Segal & Co The Pavilion Office 303 261 Old York Rd 1
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Rose Marion 1 Of 3 Rydale E Apt 106
Rubin Chase M 1105 Wrack Rd
Saffren & Weinberg 815 Greenwood Ave Ste 22
Schubert Jean Estate Of 100 West Ave Apt W809
Schuessler Lorna J 412 Newbold Rd
Sheain Louis 573 Wanamaker Rd
Sheppard Brad Jr Foxcroft Sq
Sher Sandra 1447 Valy Rd
Shoap Esther 539 Hiawatha St
Shubert W B Non Marital Trst Of 101 West Ave PO Box 458
Silverstein Helen P 1 Of 3 Rydale E Apt 106
Slipakoff Irene 208 1250 Greenwood Ave
Stercho Stern 410 The Pavillion
Stern And Stercho 410 The Pavilioin
Stewart J Weissman Ins 261 Old York Rd Ste 814
Stillmun J 119 Smt Ave
Stone Joseph L Stone Mary C 418 Hillside Ave
Stone Robert S 519 B Walnut St
Straus Sylvia P Beaver Hl Apts 100 W Av
Strick Rose 5 Fbo Joseph Str Trst Of 261 Old York Rd 623
Subramaniam Anusuya 1041 Township Ln Rd
Sutton Mary B 234 Barry St
Tri State Imaging Consultants Llc 701 Greenwood Ave Ste 150
Ttm Technologies Inc C/O Strouss Hui Roomber 101 Greenwood Ave Ste
Tumasz Dward 910 Fox Chase Rd Apt B-6
Uffner William M Md Pc P S 1645 Cypress Ave
Wilson Joyce Jenkintown Plz 101 Greenwood Ave Ste 220
Winner Annette 1515 Fairway Apt#221 Hillside
Wwf Paper Corporation 261 Old York Rd
Zalucky Igor A Estate 925 Rye Valy Rd
Zweiback Medical Associat 500 Old York Rd Ste 201
King Of Prussia Pa 19406
1838 Investment Advisors Lp C/O L Rosato 2701 Renaissance Blvd 4Th Flr
4259 Swamp Road Associates Lp 1150 1St Ave Ste 100
Acerba Barbara 636 Coates Ln
Adams June 717 Springfield Rd
Advanced Recovery Systems 901 E Eighth Ave Ste 206
Advantage Recovery Network Attn C Kirk Mgr-Finance 1100 First Ave Ste 200
Affiliated Independent Distributors 2700 Horizon Dr
Aftech 455 S Gulph Rd Ste 201
Alam Syed PO Box 60334
Allied Barton 3606 Horizon Dr
America Test 1008 W Ninth Ave
American Capital Corp 1150 First Ave Ste 900
American Express 367 S Gulph Rd
American Society Of Swedish En Engineers 780 3Rd Ave
Americas Choice PO Box 60432
Americhoice PO Box 60432
Angel Rey Martinez 433 Church St
Aquaperfect Inc 780 Fifth Ave 110
Arader W Graham 1000 Boxwood Ct
At And T Mobility 200 N Warner Rd
Atx Telecommunications Services Of 2100 Renaissance Blvd
Aument Marian Estate 611 Hollow Rd
Auto Craft Auto 440 Drew Ct
Bagelicious Incorporated 206 West Beidler Rd
Bankers Life Casualty Company 901 8Th Ave Ste 111 Fbo Barbara L Galloway
Beaux Arts Ball Inc 700 S Henderson Rd
Benefit Associates Inc Parkview Tower 1150 First Av Suite 100
Benefit Associates Management Compa 1150 First Ave Suit
Beringer Christopher 49 Boroline Rd
Bifulco Luigi 114 W Beidler Rd
Biorexis Pharmaceutical Corp 3400 Horizon Dr
Blas Francisco 570 Dekalb Pike Apt 214
Blas Victor W 570 Dekalb Pike
Bnp Paribas Securities Corp 555 Croton Rd 4Th Fl
Bny Mellon Investment Services 760 Moore Rd
Bouchard Michael PO Box 60702
Briddes John 733 Crooked Ln
Burd Robert 200 Ross Rd Apt B-207
C For The U 351 Hilltop Dr Apt 331
Cambridge Intergrated Services 1006 W 9Th Ave
Carlin Acquisition 1001 W 9Th Ave Ste C
Charlestein Gary Cust Charlestein Jordan S 3600 Horizon Dr PO Box 61574
Chevron Stations 700 American Ave Ste 201
Clairmont Paciello & Co P C 250 Tanglewood Ln
Clark Adrienne 321 Murray Dr Apt D
Cognis Corporation 2200 Renaissance Blvd Ste200
Cole Vision Corporation Dba Sears Optical 160 N Gulph Rd
Connell Oran 552 Norwyck Dr
Cookies And Yogurt 221 King Manor Dr
Correll Elizabeth J 552 Norwyck Dr
Cpv Yellow Pages 2560 Renaissnce Blvd
Davis Kevin 770 Crooked Ln
Daywalt William C 409 Northgate Rd
De Jesus Sergio 570 W Dekalb Pike
Deacon Industrial Supply Company PO Box 62485
Delage Landen Ars 901 E 8Th Ave Suite 206
Delaware Valley Research Associates 133 Ivy Ln
Delval Equipment Corp Prof Shar Pl 431 Feheley Dr
Devon Health Services C/O Attn F Moffa 1100 First Ave
Dewberry & Davis-Low-Phcs Pobox 60432
Dipaolo Josephine 643 Coates Ln
Dollar Source 160 N Gulph Rd
Dominic Genuard Iii 824 Rosehill Dr
Dubin Brooke 649 South Henderson Rd
Dubin Ethel 649 South Henderson Rd
Dubnik Michael Apt No F603 1041 Penn Cir
Dubynin Eufrosynia 714 Crooked Ln
Eckman Anne S 379 Country Ln
Emile Petitjean 709 Swedeland Rd Uw 2412
Express Personnel 1150 1St Ave Suite 360
Fao Schwartz C/O Attn Phil Doman 2520 Renaissance Blvd
Fasciano John 750 Lynn Ln
Feist Yellowbook 2560 Renaissance Blvd
Fett Trave Kerry Ann 703 Suellen Dr
First Pennsylvania Bank C/O Arkema/Hr Benefits 900 First Ave
Fiserv Aftech 455 S Gulph Rd Ste 201
Frederick James 419 W Church Rd
Gamma Investors Llc 555 Croton Rd Suite 111
Gannet Co Inc Dba Nursing Spectrum 2002 Renaissance Blvd Ste 120
Gaylordgeorge Patricia A Po Bx 61494
Gentle Laser Solutions 200 North Warner Rd Suite
Gestalt Llc 680 American Ave Suite 302
Giridharan Padmanabhan 459 Glenn Rose Cir
Glaxosmithkline C/O Kim Budzilowicz 2301 Renaissance Blvd PO Box Rn0520
Global Sports Interactive 935 First Ave
Gonzalez Enoc 353 Brownlie Ln
Graham Nathaniel 656 Coates La
Groshon Bruce 211 S Henderson Apt 5
Guard Insurance Concentra 700 American Ave Ste
Guard Insurance Group PO Box 61504
Harrison Michael 490 Hansen Rd
Harvey Theresa M 351 Hilltop Dr Apt 334
Hashmi Tahira 259 Thomas Dr
Heavner John T 171 Crooked Ln
Hedhli Lotfi 561 Traymore Ave
Henning Gloria 259W Valy Forge Rd
Hernandez J Cruz 117 Crooked Ln Apt A 2
Hindmarsh Jillian M 525 Wayne Dr Apt 221
Holiday Investments 550 General Armstrong Rd
Horasanli Yusuf O 815 W Dekalb Pike
Inn At Valley For 251 Widekalb Pike
International Mobile Machines Corp Trust 12 781 3Rd Ave
Jamisons Used Auto 541 Flinthill Rd
Jerrard Charles M 610 S Henderson Rd
Jones Trust Fj Rizzo III/Reger & Rizzo 1150 1St Ave Ste 250
Jpr Enterprises Llc 510 West Beidler Rd
K M Marketing 651 Allendale Rd
Kale Ajay A 901 Parkview Dr A608
Kasireddy Karthik 927 Parkview Dr Apt F303
Kemery Roy 512 Tulip Ln
Kerr John S 319 Jasper Rd
Kim Eunice 649 S Henderson Rd 410
King Of Prussia 700 S Henderson Rd
King Of Prussia Exxon 620 W Dekalb Pk
King Of Prussia Pharmacy 649 S Gulp Rd
Kravco Co-Agent Lawrence Assoc Attn Legal Dept 234 Mall Blvd
Kravco Simon Company C/O T D Khan Malek Manag 234 Mall Blvd
Land America Tax Service 200 North Warner Rd Suite 110
Lau Po C 142 Deep Hillow Rd
Lebens Marion 281 Murray Dr
Liang Christopher C 630 Park Ave
M Dugan Inc Psp P O Box 61761
Madavaram Hannah M 630 Jamie Cir
Magncare PO Box 61594
Mainkar Neeraj A 813 Bill Smith Blvd
Mall Ball Lp 1150 1St Ave Ste 815
Mamora Judith A PO Box 61051 C/O Csl Behring1020 First
Martin Dave 770 Crooked Ln
Mastocola Corrine 204 Walnut St
May Department Stores 160 N Gulph Rd
Mckee Risk Management Inc 1060 First Ave Suite 202
Medical Care Management Systems PO Box 60432
Merion Publications Inc 2900 Horizon Dr
Merrill Lynch 901 Parkview Dr
Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & 455 S Gulph Rd
Middleton Loretta L 941 Parkview Dr E 306
Miller Nicholas J 249 White Ave
Moran Mariann O 2701 Renaissance Blvd 200
Morgan Properties Payroll Serv 160 Clubhouse Rd
Morrison Paul G Cust Morrison Taylor P 227 Swedeland Rd
Nearon Quinton M 418 Bluebuff Rd
Neuberger Berman Llc 760 Moore Rd
New Continental Plaza Asso 580 Shoemaker Rd 2Nd Floor
Nguea Hermine D 600 Lewis Rd Apt 102
Niess Sophie 160 N Gulph Rd
Novacare Employee Service S 1016 W 9Th Ave Suite 100
Oneill Foundation 700 S Henderson Rd Ste 225
Oneill Properties Gr 2701 Renaissance Blvd Fl 4
Optionsxpress 703 Suellen Dr
Peace A Pizza 143 S Gulph Rd
Peninte Naveen R 967 Penn Cir Apt 112L
Perfect Pooch Llc 385 South Gulph Rd
Performax PO Box 61505
Pifer Meiko Michael Agt C/O Hook Van Holm Inc 1005 West 9Th Ave Ste A
Porcelain Crafters Inc Attn L Prince 301 Saylor Ct
Porter William R 284 Adams Rd
Poupetre Eugene Apt A6 1431 Maple St
Proformance Living S 500 N Gulph Rd Suite 210
Progressive Auto 5165 Campus Dr
Quench Inc 780 5Th Ave Ste 110
Radice Peter F 438 Springhouse Rd
Ralston Rick J 558 Susan Dr
Reger Rizzo Kavulich Darnall Llp Parkview Tower Ste 250 1150 First Ave
Ringenbach Martin 521 Williams Rd Apt B7
Schutze Melinda A Schutze Robert C 512 Powderhorn Rd
Segel Devon Longterm Trst Of 630 Freedom Ctr Suite 314
Shaffer Francis R Est Of Attn Mannion Prior Llp 840 First Ave Ste 100
Shah Vikram R 560 Amrican Ave
Sharma Raman 251 West Dekalb Pike
Siemens Communications Inc 2200 Renaissance Blvd
Sign A Rama 121 Town Ctr Rd
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Smc Courier Service Inc 515 Shoemaker Rd
Smith Annabelle C 294 Adams Rd
Specialty Risk Services PO Box 61512
Staiger Kenneth R 144 E Dekalb Pike
Telespectrum Worldwide Inc 443 South Gulph Rd
Thompson Theodore K 21336 Valy Forge
Tin Maung S 351 Hilltop Dr Apt 331
Tio Cesario 377 Old Weadley Rd
Tobacco Barrell 60 King Of Prussia Plaza
Todd Lena M 139 Concord Cir
Trion Benefit Services Jennifer Bachman 2300 Renaissance Blvd
Trte Valley Forge Consult Corp 216 Mall Blvd
Tung Juitsin Li 178 E Valy Forge Rd
Union Labor Life Ins Co PO Box 61593 1100 First Ave
Upper Merion Township 175 W Valy Forge Rd
Urben Scott J 473 Mark Ln
Vanpoperin Marian Estate 611 Hollow Rd
Video Corporation Of America 1004 West 9Th Ave 2Nd Fl
Vimco Inc 300 Hansen Access Rd
Wagner Construction Company PO Box 61303
Wang Wei 620 American Ave Apt D - 409
Wang Yu 901 Parkview Dr Apt A510
Warren Financial Group Inc 660 American Ave Ste 101
Watson Kunda Sons Inc 349 S Henderson Rd
Weaver Nicole L 445 E Church Rd
Weeks Stephanie M 3000 Valy Forge Cir Apt 2
Whitney Amy W 916 Longview Ave
Wood Yvonne PO Box 60432
Wright John E 242 Fox Run
Xrt Cerg America Inc 1150 1St Ave Fl 8
Xrt Inc John Tabakelis Parkview Towers 1150 1St Ave
Ydi 160 N Gulph Rd Suite 1939
Yellow Book 2560 Renaissance Blvd
Young Anna L 123 Crooked Ln
Z L B Behring C/O B Guerin PO Box 61501
Zobec Mary Estate Of C/O M Baert 600 Allendale Rd
Kulpsville Pa 19443
Antinucci John 4048 Joshua Rd
Balsara Rohinton K Dr 18 Copper Beech Dr
Bogatin Enterprises Lp 4129 Kottler Dr
Borger James G Borger Louise 9237 Eagle View Dr
Brzozowski Ken 4028 North Warner Rd
Carroll Rosalie M Attn C Barone 706 Ridge Pike
Delacato Janice F 9801 Germantown Pike 1014
Delacato Janice F Delacato Carl 9801 Germantown Pike Lincoln Woods Apt 1014
Delny-Kopensky & Co PO Box 222
Dumoff Dorothy 532 Evergreen Ln
Ex Ruth A Estate Of PO Box 1182 Kulpsville Pa
Faber Grace R 4046 N Warner Rd
Fann Genen Estate Of C/O T Killie 600 Germantown Pike
Feuerstein Brandt Jay Dr 26 Scarlet Oak Dr
Fey Randi A 150 Ridge Pike C227
Fey Randy A Estate 150 Ridge Pike C227
Forman Lisa M Cust Forman Benjamin 125 Chinaberry Dr
Frey Richard 4142 Christie Circle
Genen Fannie Estate Of C/O T Kiley 600 Germantown Pike
Gutman Alvin P Gutman Mary B 4002 Foxhound Dr
Hanna Charles M 603 Thornhill Dr
Jayo Maria C 2145 Birch Dr
Kelly Florence M 2208 Joshua Rd
Kennedy Stephen 2288 Autumn Ln
Klein David 4045 Macniff Dr
Krysa Michael T 4118 Barberry Dr
Kurtz John R 404 Ridge Pike
Levin Jeffrey B 1 Pear Tree Ln
Loff Betty J 805 Ridge Pike Apt 303
M And M C Matteing PO Box 254
Macallister James T 4013 Marquis Rd
Mark Laura Z 2208 Joshua Rd
Marshall Charles N C/O Masonic Homa 801 Ridge Pike
Marvin H Berman Asso Pc 600 Germantn Pk A
Morris Suzanne 429 Ridge Pike Sunrise Of Lafayette Hill
Mullen Raymond E III 297 Birch Dr
Philadelphia Presbytery Homes 2000 Joshua Rd
Presbyterian Childrens Village CO Mr P Vass PO Box 195
Pudles Gary A 32 Viburnam Ct
Recovery Options Associates 628 Germantown Pike
Rumsey Mary S 3068 Kerper Rd
Safian Perry S 2 Firethorne Cir
Salkoff Reba 2108 Basswood Dr 164
Sigmond Richard B 12 Pear Tree Ln
Skf Usa Inc PO Box 332
Stout Edithe Estate 4013 Crescent Ave
Tamton Joseph L Estate 3023 Crescent Ave
Tank Young 7957 Fernata St Fls
Thomas Valentine 9223 Eagle View Dr
Tisdale Willie 411 Flourtown Rd
Trustbank Girard 603 Thornhill Dr
Turner Edwin A 4046 1St Ave
U Michael J Attn C Barone 706 Ridge Pike
Whelan Mary H Estate 4001 S Warner Rd
Whitley Karl Md 2110 Magnolia Ln
Lamott Pa 19027
Coakley John Mr 1706 Beech Ave
Firpo Michael B 7331 Keenan St
Griffin Stanley E 7401 Penrose Ave
Johnson Judith 7331 Keenan St
Lansdale Pa 19446
Adams Russell J III 212 E Mount Vernone St Apt 15
Adamski Alena 301 Cricklewood Cir
Adamski Joseph Jr 301 Cricklewood Cir
Al Dang Jiang Dba Kings G 1758 Allentown Rd
Alert Barricade Inc C/O Jc Stevens Inc 800 East Main St
Allen Thomas 535 Derstine Ave Unit 2
Alloway Charity M Meadowood 74 Spruce Run
Archer Helen C/O H Sjogren 193 Eric Ln
Awasthi Girija M 1496 Maxwell Ct
Bach Elizabeth M 102 Sunset Dr
Bahn Alice 706 W 3Rd St
Bair William D Estate Fty Foot Rd Rr 1
Barby Liciai 1605 Grant Rd
Barron Eva Ruth 30 Newbury Way
Battle Patricia 802 Concord Place
Bickford Anita C 1290 Allentown Rd Apt 107
Blank Scott S 1141 Snyder Rd Apt B28
Borzell Hettie 444 Walnut St Apt 2
Breslin Lucy F Estate 1974 Muhlenberg Dr
Brey Robert E Rd1 Main
Breysr Robert C Rd1 Main
Bright Virginia L 216 Berwick Place
Briones Jose A 101 Bryan Cir
Bro Dri Inc 401 W 5Th St
Camp Gladys V Estate 1144 Kipling Ct
Carol Rosemarie J Estate 51 Lansdale Ave
Caton Robert G 302 Norway Dr
Central Sprinkler Co 451 N Cannon Ave
Chiriano Bette Lou 528 S Valy Forge Rd
Cho Sung Hwan 1336 Valy Dr
Clark Joseph C PO Box 468
Clemens Ella Dock Tr 275 Dock Dr
Clemens Thomas D 1355 Keeler Rd
Coates John T 1101 Oak Cir
Consolidated Services Grp Inc PO Box 1719
Corace Helen 701 Lansdale Ave Rm J14
Crane Dorothy E 2231 Dock Dr
Cressman Julie E Meadowood At Worcester 186 Cardinal Crest
D M Enterprises 1605 Grant Rd
Daisy Construction Company C/O J C Stevens Inc 800 East Main St
Dedman Marialyce N 1246 Scobee Dr Do Not Mail
Dischell Bartle Yanoff & Dooley PO Box 107 Pennsbrook Pkwy Ste
Donnelly Joseph M 2203 Locust Dr
Dorham John 757 E Main St K201
Eckart Theresa L 1926 E 2Nd St
Ferraro Dolores C 98 Newbury Way
Fire Bldg Products 451 N Cannon Ave
Fitzgerald Claire E 1143 Dock Dr
Ford Daniel Joseph Estate 377 E 3Rd St
Four Seasons Landscaping Inc PO Box 1052
Freudig Helen T 1405 Braeburn Tr
Frught Stephen J 639 S Brd St H6
Gazona John N 2128 Schultz Rd
Glenn Spalding Craftweld Fabrication Company Inc 619 Maple Ave
Gogates Amanda 2042 Hollis Rd
Goldner Catherine M 505 Ctr Bridge
Goldner Hercan W Trust 505 Ctr Bridge
Green Rhoni N 115 N Stone Ridge Dr
Gregory Timothy 350 W 8Th St #104
Halata Eugenia M Estate 408 W Main St
Haley Florence Estate 359 Mt Vernon Ave
Harris Robert 1454 Bronte Ct
Hartman Thomas E 921 Crest Rd
Haug Mary K 1320 Sunny Ayre Way
Hayes Emilie S 204 Old Farm Ln
Hein Virginia 212 E Mount Vernon Ave Apt 6
Herbine Pearl 1801 Beth Ln
Heyermann Charles J 225 Salford Ave
Hicks Robert C 420 Dock Dr
Hinnershitz Emma Morgan 612 Jackson St
Hoffer Gladys Estate 216 Green St
Home Dinan Funeral 24 E Main St
Hong Kong Kitchen 549 S Brd St
Horan Regina M 606 Spruce St
Hossain Mohammad M 600 Maple Ave
Houze Roosevelt Jr 811 W 4Th St
Jennings Leonard 1758 Allentown Rd 147
Jl Freed And Sons 2001 Brd St
Jones Howard Estate Of C/O D Jones 1005 Emerald Ave
Kahn Jeff K 639 S Brd St Apt P4
Kaneda Ben 230 Woods Dr
Keightly Patricia V Est Of Ste 137 2031 N Brd St
Kelly Karen L 113 White Pine Dr
Kennally Daniel C 138 Claremont Dr
Keyte Wm 9/27/ Trst Of 212 Old Farm Ln
Kim Songun Apt 207 38 Jenkins Ave
Kim Youngmin Apt 403 701 Weikel Rd
Kinder Linda J 702 Marlbrook Ln
Kinder Mildred M Kinder Mary Ann 702 Marlbrook Ln
Kowalski Anna 892 Sycamore Dr
L I Precision Inc 805 W Fifth St
Lacon Francis 227 Cannon Way
Lamb Thomas J 48 W 4Th St
Lamirage Salon 850 S Valy Forge Rd
Lane William C 402 Bonnie Ln
Lansdale Center For Performing Arts PO Box 122
Lansdale Warehouse Co Inc PO Box 892
Lauterbach Edwin W 309 Founders Vlg
Lewis Bruce H PO Box 728
Lichtenstein Morris E Est Of 333 N Brd St
Lindner Grace M Dr Moyer Rd
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Lukens B E 234 Dock Dr
Lukens Betty C/O E Miller Midlantic Bank 602 N Brd St Apt B508
Lukens H B Brittany Pointe Estates Apt 23
Lukens H B C/O M J Lukens 1001 S Valy Forge Rd Apt 231
Lukens Martha J 1001 S Valy Forge Rd Apt 231
Maenpaa Riikka 010 Barrington Pl
Matter Geraldine 151 E Main St
Mc Laughlin William J Jr Meadwood At Worcester 45 Pine Croft
Mcaleese Edward J 41 East 6Th St Apt A
Mcconnell James 38 Jenkins Ave Apt602
Mcelhinney Nan M 236 Dock Dr
Mcelhinney Thomas L 236 Dock Dr
Mcgovern Francis 1638 Boone Way
Mckim Associates Inc 1275 Stonegate Rd
Merck Co Inc 1180 Church Rd Zb 611
Merlino Andrew C/O M Merlino 1018 Pecan Dr
Miller Clair M 3344 Morris Rd
Miller Edgar S Trust 237 Woods Dr
Miller Margaret K Trust 237 Woods Dr
Mizak Elizabeth Ann 2139 Schultz Rd
Mohinuddin Mohammad 19 W Main St Apt 202
Moreno Francisco 207 W 7Th St
Myers Martin S Myers Ruth M 526 W 2Nd St
Nace Meredith B 110 Country Club Dr
Nasser Nasser A C/O Accurate Tax & Financial S E 2002 Hillside Cir
Neal Grace T Estate 417 Perkiomen Ave
Nixon William B Jr 620 Rosemont Ave
Noriega Luisa R 827 West Main St
Obrien Thomas J 867 Gettysburg Dr
Ohara D William 802 E Hancock St
Ohara Daniel 802 E Hancock St
Omalley Rika 880 Weikal Rd
Overhalt Ron 526 Green St
Pace Supply Corp 821 West Fifth St
Patrick Sommar Michael 1314 Sunny Ayr Way
Penyak Patricia 2221 Locust Dr
Penyak Raymond M 2221 Locust Dr
Pernet Mary B C/O Meadowood At Worcester 250 Robin Ridge
Pifer James 816 Garfield Av
Polar Dry Ice 510 W 8Th St
Pollock Denzel 808 N Brd St
Prescottmckinney Sabrina D PO Box 1911
Price Randy 37 W Third St Apt 2
Quigley Frank R Apt 522 38 Jenkins Ave
Quigley Paul F 514 Lamplighter Way
Richter Selma 161 Penn St
Roddy Delia 456 Cedar St
Rolin Harry M Meadowood 15 Dogwood
Rossi Anthony C 154 Meadow View Ln
Russell Bonnie J 223 Oak Park Rd
Russell Elsie J Russell Edward 1800 Walnut St
Ryan Richard 1500 Canterbury Dr
Sarau John 1030 Columbia Ave
Sarkar Mainul Md 401 W 6Th St 1St Floor
Sarmiento Vicky 521 N Brd Str
Sauers Gregory D 604 N Line St
Savory Grille 2245 Oak Ter
Sayers David B 114 Meadow Dr
Schafer Michael Ray PO Box 1596
Schimek Jacob 2085 Creek Way
Scholly Albert F 2137 Bethel Rd
Schrader Lottie M 48 W 4Th St
Schultz J C 1290 Allentown Rd 61E
Schultz Jeanette 1290 Allentown Rd Apt 61
Seimler Anna Est 2039 Spring Valy Rd
Semicek Kathy 607 E Hancock St
Semicek Theresa A 607 E Hancock St
Sharpe Marie 773 Sunneyton Pike
Sheely Michelle L 444 Cedar St
Shrauder Anna E Estate Walnut St
Shultz Richard G Estate 404 Walnut St
Silvia Ronald 639 S Brd St Apt K-20
Smith Betty D 1008 Dogwood Ci
South Of South Neighborhood Association T 1603 Kater St
Spisak John P Spisak Martha 2111 Marshall Ct
Spofford Howard B 1128 Nash Ave
Steinmetz Marilyn J 829 Maxwell Place
Sweeney Virginia M 105 Heartwood Dr
Szuchan Jessica R 1045 Archer Ln
Taylor Marion B 214 N Brd St
Tech Services International Inc CO B Sarnese 1100 Sumneytown Pike
Timfold Erna B 104 Meadowood Dr
Tritech Applied Sciences 1100 N Cannon Ave
Tyco Fire Building Products Central Sprinkler 451 N Canno
Ultimate Juice Company PO Box 5003 1513 N Brd St
Unix Consulting 522 Country Club Dr
Vanfleet Tracey R 10 Willow Ln Apt B
Veneziale Jonathon Charles 1011 Birch St
Vinchhi Chetan Vinchhi Purvi 800 Fulton Ave
Viser Charles Viser Grace 135 W Fifth St
Vlado Inc 231 Pinecrest Ln
Walker A Evelyn Meadowood At Worcester 411 Founders Vlg
Wasser Martha Est 706 Shaw Ave
Weaver Duane 7200 Encampment Rd
Wierman Allen C 2413 Hillock Ct
Wikler Matthew A Wikler Milton R Wikler Irene J Wikler Louis A 648 Eagle Ln
Wikler Matthew A Wikler Milton R Wikler Louis A Wikler Irene J 648 Eagle Ln
Williams Deanna 38 Jenkins Ave Stanbridge
Willis Earl A 757 E Main St Apt N203
Wilson Dorothy 128 Oberlin Terr
Wilson Walter R 4106 Brittany Pt
Winklmeier Alphonse C/O P Summerhays 134 Heartwood
Wisniewski Sarah 600 Cherry St
Worcester Honey Farms Inc 2011 Shearer Rd
Wright Mary S 5 Dogwood Knoll Meadowood
Yarnell Stephen M Yarnell Thomas M 1141 Snyder Rd Apt C35
Yeo Bok Y 2513 Crestline Dr
Young Robert 100 Jacobs Hall Ln
Zearfoss Raymond Zearfoss John 119 Susquehanna Ave
Lederach Pa 19450
Kulik Sean Ryan PO Box 87
Lederach Electric Inc 401K Plan C/O James Lederach PO Box 87
Lederach Electric Inc 401K Plan C/O Sean Ryan Kulik PO Box 87
Lederach Electric Inc 401K Plan PO Box 87
Lederach James PO Box 87
Lederach Judy PO Box 87
Premaza Christopher PO Box 87
Seifried John PO Box 87
Limerick Pa 19468
Chapel Christian Academy Elementary 378 West Ridge Pike
Crouse James G 769 North Lewis Rd
Flynn William R Iv 5208 Drawbridge Ct
Griffith Gail E C/O Benef Gerald M Griffith 165 W Ridge Pike Lot 153
Griffith Gerald M Benef 165 W Ridge Pike Lot 153
Kasprzak K 606 Hunsbueger Dr
Lear John C/O Teleflex Inc 155 Limerick Rd
Marino Vincent W Irrev Ua Dt Trst Of 89 Heffner Rd
Miller Laverne Rr 1
Paschall Nancy S Apt 124 827 N Lewis Rd
Raub V L Jr Bf PO Box 216
Stockmann Erich C/O Teleflex Inc 155 Limerick Rd
Teleflex Inc S E P P 155 South Limerick Rd
Trans Temp Inc 48 Church Rd
Trumbore N T 1835 W Ridge Pike
Trumbore Ted 1835 W Ridge Pike
Tusavitz Daniel C/O D J Tusavitz Jr An 123 Marion Dr
Tusavitz Lori Daniel J Tusavitz Jr And Lo 123 Marion Dr
Wiewiorka Ac C/O Teleflex Inc 155 Limerick Rd
Lower Gwynedd Pa 19002
Annan Margaret R Est Of 149 Kent Cir
Ecklund Arline Estate 728 Norristown Rd Apt D223
Hannan Shane R Hannan Brian W 1202 Hunt Seat Dr
Kirsh Lori 871 South Penn Oak Dr
Seiko Kent H 505 Montgomery Rd
Sullivan Jean P 728 Norristown Rd Wbc 208
Van Horn Herbert C Van Horn Eleanor A 728 Norristown Rd Apt D221
Lower Moreland Pa 19040
Adams Kethleen 3635 Albidale Rd
Maple Glen Pa 19002
Albert Elsie C/O J J Foff Jr 1212 Marietta Dr
Biron Matthew S Biron Lillian G 1745 Tr Dr
Brightwell Lois B 1050 Limekiln Pike
Darke Paul L 203 Rampart Place
Dunn Rakia Sophia 125 Forest Ave
Eng Waisi 1616 Holly Hill Ln
Ferri Gloria G 1837 Hood Ln
Gray Norman L Jr PO Box 3094
Harris George T Jr 1630 Dillon Rd Ira A/C
Hongxin Xue C/O Xinke 1805 Saxon Ave
Johnson Harry G Revocable Life Insurance Trust PO Box 3224
Kerrigan John J Cust 965 Bell Ln
Kerringan John J III 965 Bell Ln
Kovacs Connor R Kovacs Darcy J 1037 Balmoral Way
Mcdonald Timothy W 1705 Howe Ln
Pfister Eleanor C C/O D Mcgeehan 1345 Arthur
Sales Eastern C 701 Limekiln Pike Ste 1
Schapers Lily E 1731 Holmes Rd
Scutti Andrew J 1348 Arthur Ave
Smith Lily 1731 Holmes Rd
Stolz William C Md PO Box 3188
Williams Building Diagnostics 945 Tennis Ave
Meadowbrook Pa 19046
Ecker Paul J 3533 1616 Huntingdon Pike
Finkelstein Paula L 1400 Stephen Rd
Holy Redeemer Health System 1602 Huntingdon Pike
Jackson Marie Louise Jackson Eugene 1417 Tallyho Rd
Lichtenberg Linda Gail 1511 Stocton Rd
Morrone Maria 1016 Huntington Pike
Rosse Frederick 1312 Gilbert Rd
Spiecker Rita M Estate 1340 King Rd
Steer Sara B 1921 Briar Cliff Ave
Sullivan Charles A Jr 1031 Coates Rd
Weiss Sylvia Weiss Morris 2050 Valy Rd
Yaron Michael 936 Moredon Rd
Melrose Park Pa 19027
Brophy Daniel K 7511 Sycamore Ave
Century 21 Gold Associates C/O Burton Gold Owner 409 W Cheltenham Ave
Gross Annette Gross Ronald 908 Melrose Ave
Kitchens James 707 Valy Rd
Merion Station Pa 19066
Baron Charles Abram 339 Meadow Ln
Brown Margaret H 468 Rockland Rd
Connell Terry 787 Beacom Ln
Cooper Jerome J 324 Mallwyd Rd
Cooper Stephen 231 Mathew Rd
Dakes Drug Store 201 City Line Ave
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Elsey Alice Estate 218 Derwen Rd
Epic Horizon Inc C/O S Weiss Us Radio Inc 505 Waldron Ter
Episcopal Academy 376 Latches Ln
Ferdinand Francis C Ferdinand Joanne T 316 Orchard Way
Ferdinand Francis D 316 Orchard Way
Fine John 2Nd CO T Wenck 305 Brookway
Flinkman Leonard Flinkman Edith 626 Hazelhurst Ave C/O J Cooper
Gloss David 517 Anthwyn Rd
Graham Elizabeth D 224 Stoneway Ln
Guggomedia 209 Meeting House Ln
Guidera Mary K 120 Glenwood Rd
Holzmann Catherine Holzmann Richard T 352 Woodley Rd
Humm Walter J 126 Kenilworth Rd C/O Mrs Walter Humm
J Sanford Schwartz Business 327 Melrose Ave
Jeeves Concierge Suite E 155 East Godfrey Ave
Kolker Jerome L 709 Beacom Ln
Marvin E Steinberg Tr Susan Judith Steinberg 221 Winding Way
Matityahu Boaz A 421 Maplewood Rd
Matzi Builder & Developer Inc 359 Brookway Rd
Mckenzie Anna Mae Sister 515 Montgomery Ave
Merion Station PA 19066
Merves Edward H Est Of 339 Winding Way
Murphy Austin D 601 South Bowman Ave
Newman Lara Beth Newman Vicki 518 Monroe Rd
Pearson Alexander C 156 Idris Rd
Posner Howard 728 Bedford Place
Rittenhouse Hematology & Oncology P PO Box 58
Rose Edgar A 543 Hamilton Rd
Schwartz Benjamin Be Adam 327 Melrose Ave
Schwartz J Sanford 327 Melrose Rd
Shein Linda B 330 Linden Ln
Smith Douglas R 415 City Ave Unit D1
Smith Richard L Smith Carolyn 210 Sycamore Ave
Spi Investors Inc 412 Meadow Ln
Spizer Gregory 325 Hamilton Rd
Sved Ira H Uit Ua Amber Sved Trst Of 314 Sycamore Ave
Sved Ira H Uit Ua Fbo Avital Trst Of 314 Sycamore Ave
Urffer Darwin Estate 694 Beacom Ln
Vanhouten Lucas J 29 Rex Rd
Wai Yin Vivian Poon 608 Schiller Ave
Walsh Elizabeth L Walsh Thomas F 322 Valy Rd
Weinryb Doris 710 Hazelhurst Ave
Wenck Thelma 305 Brookway Rd
Zukin Rose K Trust C/O S R Zukin 26 Raynham Rd
Mont Clare Pa 19453
Jogan George J Jogan Cathy Y 156 Walnut St
Mazur Michael 401 Bridge St
Meadows Condo Assn 400 Meadowview Ln
Montz Lorraine W Estate Collegeville Rd
Sara Hallman Rr 1
Montgomeryville Pa 18936
Alburger Helen A Alburger Robert PO Box 363
Asppa PO Box 187
Franchise Tax Board PO Box 501
Hartan Brokerage Inc C/O No 103 Attn H Marcum 595 Bethlehem Pike
Kais Inc 610 Dekalb Dr
Keystone Fire Protection Co 108 Park Dr Suite 3
Lansdale Manufacturing In 120 Domorah Dr
Marshal City Of New York PO Box 501
Oxford Mgmt Runaway 595 Bethlehem Pike
Rohach Arthur PO Box 236
Steel Canam 595 Bethlehem Pike
Narberth Pa 19072
Ashby John W 1311 Hagys Ford Rd
Banka Vidya S 237 Stacey Rd
Binder Bret 1412 Flat Rock Rd
Bunting Mary E 504 Beechwood Ln
Bunting Mifflin C Jr Bunting Mary D 504 Beechwood Ln
Caldewll Della 112 Elmwood Ave
Caton Suzanne Trst Of PO Box 373
Chovanes John 46 Righters Mill Rd
Collison Care @ Cynw 330 Iona Ave
Damiani Laura R 119 N Essex Ave
Day Alice M 204 Woodside Ave
Denman James Estate 119 Windsor Ave
Elicker Edwin C Elicker Jane C 4225 Woodbine Ave
Fingles Paige F 721 Arlington Rd
Fratelli Rago 920 Montgomery Ave
Fsd Urban Developments 230 Windsor Ave 1St Floor
Griska Joel A 1021 Bryn Mawr Ave
Hagg Michael J Apt E 119 1650 Oakwood Dr
Herold John D 513 N Wynnewood Ave
Hoover Anna Marie 900 Centennial Rd
Hueber Franz 630 Moreno Rd
Kaliner Milton Oak Hill Roudo Apt F 317 1650 Oakwood Dr
Kessler Frank 333 Rosemary Ln
Leahy Joan Estate 7 Avon Rd Apt B7
Levin Laurence M 215 Tower Ln
Lit Allison 1600 Hagysford Rd
Luber I Michael 1211 Chermar Ln
Main Line Surgery Nte 201 Sabine Ave
Mcglinn Julia 214 Price Ave Apt F-24
Mckinney Ellen 334 Price Ave
Mercado Rachel 1600 Haggs Ford Rd
Mittelbrunn Marjorie S 101 Elmwood Ave
Moore Helen M Estate 818 Smt Rd
Moore Thomas H Estate 818 Smt Rd
Nagurny Irene 3 Schiller Ave
Perlman Jeffrey 1637 Oakwood Dr S 207
Perry Arthur C 322 Woodbine Ave
Poore Mildred M Poore Del C 480 Centennial Rd
Professional Physical Therapy Assoc PO Box 526
Protein Delivery Inc C/O Nachmanhaysbrownstein Inc 822 Montgomery Ave Ste 204
R E D Development Llc 1333 Bobarn Dr
Rennix James A Estate 120 Conway Ave
Royal Bancshares Of Pennsylvania Inc 732 Montgomery Ave
Schwartz Elaine M 609 Conshohocken State Rd
Solomon Brad 301 Woodbine Ave
Sparks Joseph H 104 Forrest Ave
Spaventa Rosetta 19 Sabine Ave
Stein Harry 236 Stacey Rd
Stein Linda 237 Forrest Ave
Strom Shayna L 332 Hidden River Rd
Weber John W 6 2 Shirley Cir
Weingarten Michael Md 1212 Chermer Ln
Wharton Paget 114 Forrest Ave Ste 201
Wroblewski Marie 1600 Hagys Ford Rd Apt 5J
Wurtster Franklin Estate 428 Essex Ave
Norristown Pa 19401
Abney Irma B 402 E Marshall St
Abreo G Robles 522 W Lafayette St
Absolute Medical Inc 1115 W Main St
Adelman Fred H 2751 Dekalb Pike Ste 210 A
Almeida Ivan 1431 Willow St
Alton Michael 1432 Arch St
Alzaga Victor H 222 Forest Ave
American Auto Wash Inc 220 W Main St
Anaya Ausencia 125 Stanbridge St
Andrade Abel 420 E Main St
Arena Joseph B 2615 Dekalb Pike 511
Arena Samuel 439 E Marshall St
Ashdale Thomas G Jr 628 E Roberts St
Babatunde Bamidele A 1003 Dekalb St
Ball Mary Estate Of 102 C West Germantown Pike
Barone Anthony Estate 1021 Stanbridge St
Baum Joseph Baum Moddy Norristown State Hosp Bldg 9 Ward Cr
Beatrice Arena 439 E Marshall St
Beatty Yun 831 Kohen St
Belber Arthur 1330 Powell St Ste 301
Bell Joanne 2101 New Hope St 216
Bilella Mary Ms 721 Tremont St
Bldg 1 No 411 2615 Dekalb Pike 4
Brown Frank B 1037 Green St
Brush Charles E 1011 New Hope St Apt 104A
Burgdge Lehman 154 N Main St
Bush Michele 1100 Powell St
Butera Theodore 153 Jefferson Ct
Cabezas April M 450 Forrest Ave Apt N105
Campbell Carol 309 E Fornance St
Capaldi Margaret M 3110 Methacton Ave
Car Vision 303 W Elm St
Carr Joseph W 1830 Pine St
Carter Anthony W 755 Chain St
Castro Raymond 661 Astor St
Catagnus Arlene 1341 Arch St
Cayetano Sebastia 335 12 West Marshall Str Apt C
Central Montgomery Abstract 413 East Spruce St
Chavez G Estrada 621 1/2 Kohn St
Chavez Maria D 543 Green St
Chavez Villafan Maria Delpilar 538 Noble St
Chesson Cora Estate 531 E Elm St
Chung John 302 E Main St
Ciociola Cusema 1432 Arch St
Coleman Willie 519 E Basin St
Colkett Vernon 2101 New Hope St
Colon Mary E Colon Juan 917 West Marshall St
Comfort Zone 700 W Washington St
Compaction Services Inc Att B Petersohn 14 Harvard Rd
Connelly Frank A 507 Green St
Corp Tenofus 848 E Main St
Cramer Matthew A 148 Pine Ct
Crist Margaret B Crist Debbie 722 Buttonwood St
Croce Diane Hub International Pa 2 W Lafayette St Ste 400
Croce Pasquale C/O Hub International Pa 2 W Lafayette St Ste 400
Curtis Lorine 1009 Markley St
Darworth Mary B Estate 110 W Roberts St
Dascento Isabella Estate 214 E Oak St
Davenport Edward 101 Jacoby St
Deangelis Anthony 131 Marielle Ln
Dejesus Feliciano Tadeo 1 713 Swede St
Developmental Enterprises Corp 333 E Airy St
Diagnostic Psychiatric M Suite 100 2705 Dekalb Pike
Diaz Benancio 524 Green St
Digiacomo Salvatore Apt D 12 416 West Logan
Digregorio Beatrice 1700 Pine St C/O Rittenhouse Pine
Direct Response Comp Michelle Pat Ste 9 1210 Stanbridge St
Disanto Maryann 330 Walnut St
Doo Yong Company Inc 275 E Penn St
Dorantes Jose 28 W Main St
Dorazio Joan 601 W Main St First Floor Rear Apt 2
Douburd Hedy 536 Dekalb Pike Apt 7
Drayton Josie Estate Of 1809 Dartmouth Dr
Easton Dorothy 1242 Markley St
Echevarria Carmen 17 Hillside Ave
Eigleson Eleanor 8 Jefferson Ave
Escamilla Antonio Martinez 323 Moore St
Eshenbaugh Shirley Apt 607 330 Walnut St
Evans Marvin 617 E Elm St
Evans William 1411 Walnut St
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Falco Sue 1700 Pine St
Figueroa R 833 Dekalb St Apt 5
Filiberto Pascual Custodio 603 W Main St Apt 5
Flanagan Elizabeth Flanagan Lawrence 2803 Stanbridge St
Flores Ivan Toledo 1047 Cherry St
Flores Pedraza Juan 369 E Lafayette St
Foderaro Elinore M Foderaro Joseph 2915 Stoney Creek Rd
Foderaro Elizabeth Foderaro Elinore M 2915 Stoney Creek Rd
Foley Elizabeth Foley Gerard M 1805 Locust St
Forsyth Robert Forsyth Helen 325 W Marshall St
Frantz Dorothy M 510 Norris St
Freedom Land Transfer 621 W Lafayette St
Friel Joan A 539 Stanbridge St
Gaasche Adeline 239 E Marshall St
Galeana R Trinidad 1053 Cherry St Atp 2
Gallagher Karen 563 Hamilton St
Garzon O Rojas 554 E Main St Apt 3
Gauthney Lynette T Trustee 413 East Spruce St
Gaynor Mary Ms 122 Wayne Ave
Gibson John 311 W Marshall St Apt 206
Giemont Kathryne 517 George St
Glenn Leon Estate Of 240 Jacoby St
Gomez Guillermina 516 Main St
Gonzalez Maria Onofre 743 Chain St
Graciano Noyola J 2 38 E Chestnut St
Grande Blanca A 1626 Locust St
Granese Tina Jt 916 Forest Ave
Gretz Beverage 710 E Main St
Gwin Harry 1436 Walnut St
Hannon Cynthia A 111 Norwood Ln
Harold Ronald C/O Norristown State 1001 Sterigere St
Haslett Philomena 1700 Pine St C/O Rittenhouse Pine Ctr
Heckert Sarah 625 Astor St
Heilbrown Margaret T Estate C/O D Rae Boyd 714 Swede St
Helen Moser Estate 1423 Locust St
Herbert Jacqueline 2510 Swede Rd
Hernandez Lopez Angelica M 118 East Chestnut St
Herrera Odilon Sr 309 E Marshall St
Heuer Mae S 2404 Stanbridge Rd
Hillsworth Ronal L Estate 742 George St
Hines Michael 1001 Sterigere St 9Cr
Hinton Patricia A 120 Rosemont Ave
Hoey Mary I 449 Hamilton St Apt 410
Holt F M Estate 519 George St
Hooker Magan J 926 Green St
Horuch Elizabeth 117 Chain St
Hsbc 1003 Dekalb St
Hub Intl Llc 2 West Lafayette St Suite 400
Humphry Carol M 71 2 Chestnut St
Iacovino Michael A Jr 648 Astor St
Ice Concepts Inc 2202 Swede Rd
Its Mailing Systems Inc Attn M Klagholtz 1020 E Main
Jackson Sidney 1001 Sterigere St
Janfrancisco Barbara A 126 Wendover Dr
Jar Investments 621 W Lafayette St
Johnson Henry Edward Estate 1536 Arch St
Johnson Tyrone S 1202 Powell St
Johnson Whitaker Lisa 2803 Stanbridge St Apt B508
Kane Pugh Knoell Troy Kramer Llp 510 Swede St
Kantner Sara R 714 Hamilton St
Kenny Kevin J 1637 Locust St
Kiley William P Dr Jr 1317 West Airy St Apt 3C
Korszniak John 1824 Arch St Apt 1-A
Kuperstock Miriam Apt-C 102 W Germantown Pike
Labodzinski Leslie C 648 Kohn St Apt 2A
Landero Alfredo 651 Haws Ave
Landis Timothy 205 Noble St
Lare John T 903 West Airy St
Law Janet S 214 Hancock Ave
Law John Andrews 214 Hancock Ave
Lee Giyuk 2701 Swede Rd
Lokay Vilma T 9 E Elm St
Lopez Marcos 136 Wayne Ave
Lucas A Santiago 48 Chestnut St
Luciano Dominick 316 W Freedley St
Lumbrano Balansar Juan J 40 E Chestnut St
Luskin John E 339 E Main St
Lyness Brian 613 Dekalb St Apt 4
Marcial Fernando 560 Kohn St
Mariani Isabelle J Estate 712 Buttonwood St
Marin Teresa 656 George St
Marlin Fazio James J 925 Vienna Ave
Martinez Ricardo 243 Buttonwood St
Mason John D 610 Briar Ln
Maxwell Systems Inc 2500 Dekalb Pike
Mazei John Mr Jr 300 Walnut St
Mc Donnell Christopher J 700 Noble St
Mcanulty John 555 Hamilton St
Mcarthur George Estate 911 W Airy St
Mcdonald Henrietta 239 E Chestnut St
Mckendrick William 918 West Main St
Mcmullen Patick F 117 Chain St
Mcmullen Robert F 503 Norma Ln
Mcpherson Karen 905 Cedar Ln
Medias F Ahuehuetl Apt 1 209 Haws Ave
Mena Veronica Lara 816 Selma St
Mendoza Adrian 648 Chain St
Miller Anna L C O F B Smillie 635 Forest Ave
Miller Brothers 2030 Felton Rd Bldg 2
Miller Mitch 541 Swede St
Moats Christine A 906 Stanbridge St
Mobley Anna 1419 Powell St
Moccia Assunta 1700 Pine St C/O Rittenhouse Pine Ctr
Moctezuma Castro Jose G 604 West Marshall St
Moetezuma Castro Jose G 604 W Marshall St
Monastero Fannie 201 E Marshall St
Moore Ronald W Moore Anne T 806 Green St
Mora Ruben 407 W Lafayette St
Morales David T 337 E Marshall St
Morales Reina 620 Kohn St
Morgan Kevin L 1001 Stanbridge St Bldg 53
Moriniere Marcus A Ira 320 E Brown St
Murray Daniel P 1 Dekalb St A-11
Murugesan Balamurugan 301 2615 Dekalb Pike
Nabor Gregorio Lezama 538 Green St
Nguyen Son V 548 Kohn St
Nieto Marcelo 600 West Marshall St
Obrien Katherine R Estate Of 544 Glen Valy Dr
Olivares J Morales 722 Astor St
Open Arms Umc 116 Haws Ave
Orea Ramon 637 George St
Ortiz Oscar Alejandro 737 Astor St
Osorio A Rojas 513 W Marshall St
Palma J Gusman 1046 Dekalb St
Pantalone Eugene 330 Walnut St Apt 404
Pena Ernestina 502 W Lafayette St
Pepes Mexican Restaurant 506 W Marshall St 16
Perez Felipe 621 Cherry
Perez Gustavo 2Nd Fl 722 E Moore St
Perez Oswaldo Gonzalez 1028 Cherry St
Person Paulette 1314 Harding Blvd
Pino John A 19 Mill Rd
Pirelli Congetta Estate 917 Stanbridge St
Plover Jason A 1705 Dartmouth Dr
Poblete L Bello 42 Chestnut St
Popky Howard D 1330 Powell St Ste 410
Professional Fitness Inc 201 E Fornance St Hsc Bx 3
Progress Bank Marge Mcale 1000 Sandy Hill Rd
Rahill Robert 632 Caroline Dr
Ralph D Cohen Store Fixtures 730 Astor St
Rath Catherine E 321 W Wood St
Rauzon John A Rauzon Lou G 717 W Marshall St
Rauzon Lou G 717 W Marshall St
Razo Florentino 262 King St
Recovercare C/O R Henderson 5185 Campus Dr No 300
Recovercare Llc 5185 Campus Dr Ste 300
Reigel Frederic R Sr Reigel Mildred C 1225 Tyler St
Reigh Deborah Williams 116 Rosemont Ave
Reilly Francis 1016 W Marshall St
Resendiz Guillermina 523 Astor St
Rheumatology Associates Ltd 1330 Powell St Ste 603
Rhodes John Estate 909 W Washington St
Robbins Richard B 220 W Main St
Robinson Daphne 330 Walnut St Apt 722
Robles Abimelec Limon 348 E Marshall St
Rodenbaug William E Estate 30 Stanbridge St
Rodriguez Cueva Jose 748 Chain St
Rodriguez Edelmira 609 E Roberts St
Rosas C Orea 1033 Willow St
Sai Sovan 150 W Penn St
Salas Francisco 833 Dekalb St
Salas Nicolas Apt 2 323 W Johnson Hwy
Sanbenedetto Ida Estate 1110 Green St
Sanchez O Ortega 402 N Park Ave
Santos F Varillas 1301 West Oak St
Santos Mateo Apt 3 629 George St
Satterwhite John 1002 Arch St
Saylor Mamie 1700 Pine St C/O Rittenhouse Pine Ctr
Schaller Carmelena H 103 W Logan St Apt 2
Schmitt Charles R One Church Rd
Serafine Antonette 326 W James St
Serrano Santiago 625 Cherry St Floor 2
Sheehan Dennis J Sheehan Ervin M 3011 Oak Dr
Shields Mary T Estate 1019 Stanbridge St
Shingle Joseph J Estate 143 1/2 W Main St
Shrader John C Jr 846 Cerry St
Simmons Alvin 923 W Washington St
Singer Raymond 419 W Marshall St
Singleton Harry Jt 916 Forest Ave
Slotcavage Sandra Apt 1 565 Kohn St
Smith Claude A 500 W Airy St
Smith Herbert 1219 Willow St
Smith Karen 1106 Green St
Smith Madie J 238 Minor St
Smith Shareef 619 East Roberts St
Sobeck Harriet Ms 127 W Elm St
Solomon Daniel 15 West Oak St
Stesalonis Blanche Estate 1325 Astor St
Stone Anthony 610 W Lafayette St
Suburban General Hospital Auxiliary C/O Pr J Keniff 2701 Dekalb Pike
Suburban General Hospital Workers Comp Trust C/O P J Keniff 2701 Dekalb Pike
Sunoco 08552 A Plus Mini Mkt 630 W Main St
Sutton Mattie C 925 W Washington St
Swallow Elmer F 2101 New Hope St 331
Tecuani Santiago 1373 Astor Ave
Teutle Zompantzi C 551 Cherry St 1 1
Thomas Harry L Est Of Creedon & Feliciani 29 E Marshall St
Thompson Nigeria L 541 Astor St
Tomlin Marvin 1019 Swede St 3Rd Floor
Tornetta Anthony 1504 New Hope St
Tornetta Joseph Tornetta Leanor 205 E Chestnut St
Torres M Garcia 31 W Spruce St
Towne Manor East 2004 Old Arch Rd
Towne Manor West 205 Johnson Hwy
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Trejo Abraham 1132 Markley St
Trinidad Adan O 341 East Penn St
Tyson Leroy A 535 Noble St
Uyehara Natsu 2952 Hanna Ave
Valdes G Fuentes 1054 Powell St
Valverio Elizabeth Geronimo 705 Swede St Apt 2F
Van Lue Matta Shirley 2730 Dorp Ln
Vaughn David 209 Nassau Place
Vicos Auto Body 312 Arch St
Volpe Joseph 330 Walnut St Apartment 121
Volpe Joseph Estate 403 E Main St
Wallace Linton 1545 Willow St
Wallace Muriel 1545 Willow St
Wanamaker Robert K Wanamaker Anna L 832 W Marshall St
Warin Ada Estate Rr 3 N Wales Rd
Weeks Marquis 1012 Long Ave
Westhafer P 627 Kohn St
Whitlock Paul 218 Oak Lee Rd
Whitmoyer Lee A Est Of Sr C/O Gultanoff Assoc 504 Swede St
Williams Josephine L Estate Of 254 Roberts Cir
Williams Shantae M 713 Cherry St
Wolf Gary T 106 Hancock Ave
Wood Mary B Estate 735 Chain St
Woodward Helen L Estate 315 W Sterigere St
Wright Cleo 205 E Johnson Highwa
Yates Lionel Cust Yates Taylor 63 Stuart Dr
Young Edna V 1000 Violet St
Zion Julia 823 West Main St
Norristown Pa 19403
Abel Tina 218 Dana Dr
Ahlfield Mary M 527 Willington Rd
Allen Bryan R 2623 Hillcrest Ave
Allen Kevin Jr 27 West Chestnut St
Amoris Carlos O Amoris Peggy 1514 W Marshall St Apt 214
Aranza Renteria Norma 6009 Defford Pl A A
Bailey Rose Genesis Elder Care 919 W Germantown Pike Ste 3
Bauer Gertrude 3110 Taft Rd
Bell Judith L 1622 Sterigere St
Bono Christine Estate 101 Jasper Ct
Brown Anna 2820 Breckenridge Blvd
Brown Laura 123 Farview Ave
Burger Diane W 76 Bittersweet Ct
Burnett Robert Michael 75 Arbour Ct
Caraciolo Marie D 106 Whitley Dr
Carty Paul R 3232 W Sunset Ave
Cashman Tina M 9313 Sentinel Ridge
Cleaver Evan W 748 Mockingbird Ln
Coastal Systems Industrial Inc 1212 Splitrail Dr
Continuing Care Rx 2566 Industry Ln
Cressman Richard Estate Of 122 W Mount Kirk Ave
Cusumano Joseph M Estate Of One Montgomery Plaza Ste 902 PO Box 389
Dds Harris Inc 1001 South Trooper Rd
Dealvarez Bettyjane Est Of PO Box 510
Dejesus J Macuil 630 Kohn St
Delvacchio Benjamin 21 Lawrence Rd
Dewan Vincent Est 117 Hollywood Ave
Eldridge Howard 461 Rittenhouse Blvd
Evangelista Jamie Tellez 212 Nassau St
Evans Edward P 3105 Nottingham Rd
Fallene Ltd 2555 Industry Ln
Fontana Albert Estate Of 107 Waterview Dr
Galloway Joyce A 2626 Bean Rd
Garacani M Rezay 1330 Stateman Rd
Gebert Jeanette 30647 Mill Rd Rd 2
Gorman Margaret 301 Deer Run
Grill William 213 Burnside Ave
Hall Jeffrey 135 S Trooper Rd
Hanna Jennifer A 2820 Breckenridge Blvd
Harrison Hezekrah 65 N Highland Ave
Hasher Pastora 507 S Park Ave
Haug Stephen W Progress Bank 209 Horseshoe Rd
Hearons Michael P 103 Eagles Stream Dr Apt Y23
Hezekiah Harrison Rr 1
Howell Robert 123 Salem Dr
Hudson Shirley A 802 Deer Run
Hummer Robert E 3127 Providence Rd
Irene Betz Thelma 2920 Tollgate Dr
James Amy T 105 Woodland Ave
Jamisons Beverages 2500 W Main St
Johnson Helen C Johnson Harry 109 Bratton Dr
Johnson John 226 S Schuykill Ave
Johnson Zaczkiewicz Rosalind J PO Box 2042
Kallidaikurichi Ramakrishnan 207 Chariot Ln Apt K44
Kelley John 178 Riversedge Dr M4
Korkus Francis J 15 Oxford Ct
Lamacchia Nicholas R 2915 Toll Gate Dr
Lauman Robert PO Box 492
Long Jacob 2036 Clearview Ave
Luskin Margaret M PO Box 1673
Mack Helen S Estate 77 N Whitehall Rd
Marguerite Miller Estate 330 Norris Hall Ln
Martin Gerald S 332 Centre Ave
Martin Potato Chips Inc 2590 Industry Ln
Martinez Barraza Sergio 2976 Germantown Pk
Mazzio Peter 937 E Main St
Mcconaghy Sarah Estate 1869 W Marshall St
Methacton Class Of 2007 Ryan Creeden 1001 Kriebel Mill Rd
Mitchell Love Sprinkler Supply Co 2574 Industry Ln
Montgomery Hospital 1301 Powell St
Moser Jacob D Jr Moser Cecelia A 2011 W Main St
Mullin David D Estate 102 N Whitehall Rd
Nino Frank 60 Eagleville Rd
Oancea Severian 561 Rittenhouse Blvd
Ochal Leon J Estate Of 3019 North Wales Rd
Osp 2600 Monroe Blvd
Palmarino Frank 123 Oakdale Ave
Pasquale Robert Pasquale Joan M 418 S Park Ave
Peterson Alicia C 2912 Tanglewood La
Petrecca Donald A Petrecca Mary 2937 Michele Dr
Portnoff Law Associates PO Box 390
Procura Management Inc 2435 Blvd Of The Generals Ste
Rathod Rehan 4007 Cardin Pl
Richards William J Jr 12 E Adair Dr
Rodkey Catherine M 106 Whitley Dr
Royle Mary L 58 Shirley Ln
Russo Anthony J 102 Chancellor Ct
Schott John G 1601 Sheridan Ln
Servpro Of Whitemarsh Cheltenham 1636 Berks Rd
Shah Bharatkumar N 327 Mill Grove Dr
Shaw Tej 2014 Hemlock Rd
Skf Usa Inc 1111 Adams Ave
Slingsby Joan 105 Meddleton Pl
Snyder Anastasia R 1514 W Marshall St 168
Spectrum Communications Corp C/O J De Courcelle 1055 W Germantown Park
Stumar Investigations PO Box 1180
Target Realty Northeast Llc 2602 Cresswell Dr
Times Herald Inc 410 Markley St
Transicoil A Division Of Horizon Aero 2560 General Armistead Ave
Tsipras Speros D Tsipras Olga 1681 Deerfield Rd
Tu Tiffany Wei 346 Norris Hall Ln
Vandenhengel Arlene P 221 School Ln
Vandenhengel Derek J 221 School Ln
Wang Tzu Y 430 S Trooper Rd Apt A 512
Watson Mcdaniel Company 975 Madison Ave
Weaver Charlie R Estate PO Box 344
West Norriton Womens Health Club In 2030 West Main St
Whittaker Joseph B Estate 1728 Sheridan Ln
Wolf Horace S 105 N Trooper Rd H
Wolfinger Margaret L 347 Brandon Rd
Wright Allan 547 Canterbury Rd
Wright James Cableing Inc 34 Arbour Ct
Norristown Pa 19405
Mildred Michener Estate 131 W 5Th St
Wlock Michael Mr 36 W Front St
Norristown Pa 19406
Ezley Betsy 255 Foulkrod Blvd
Gulph Mills Golf Club 300 Swedeland Rd
Romero Nicolas 815 Green St
North Hills Pa 19038
Gullifer Sean 435 Tennis Ave
Holden Paul D 218 Cricket Ave
Reed Adelaide Reed A 2816 Mt Carmel Ave
Upper Room Baptist Church 106 North Hills Ave
North Wales Pa 19454
Anderson W Glen Jr 357 Farm Ln
Behrig Richard J 100 S Seveth Stree
Boulware Clayton W 103 Camp Dr
Browne Eileen J 204 Grannery Ln
Buck Thomas A Jr 210 Franklin Ct
Cadwallader Roger Cadwallader Verna 124 S 2Nd St
Cardell Lillie Cardell Edgar 106 S 3Rd St
Cho Arum 117 Jonathan Dr
Clinlogix Llc 1180 Welsh Rd Suite 130
Clymer Mary Ann 772 Stream View Dr
Crank Isabelle A Crank Warren W 656 Gage Ln
Daley Norristown Tavern 300 Gwynedd Ave
Davenport Anthony J Davenport John F 219 Regency Dr
Davenport Anthony J III Davenport Anthony J 219 Regency Dr
Deal Carmella V 698 Linden Place
Del Pomo Edward A Ii 603 East Walnut St
Estes Donna 211 Red Haven Dr
Eustace Robert A Eustace Grace L 152 Hillside Ct
Fetterman Natalie 728 Lower State Rd
Fisher Carlos 115 South Main St
Fisher Carlos 706 E Walnut St
Foley Edward A 760 Shearer St
Freese Lois Melissa Fia 1002 Barbaras Ct
Galinsky Adam 82 Woodview Ln
Grant Jean M Est Of C/O K B Sauer Sr 310 Ascot Ct
Green Edge Landscaping Inc 1401 Upper State Rd
Gruenbaum Dorothy B Trustee 168 Hillside Ct
Hanson Sebastian 132 Davis Dr
Hartman Marjorie R Hartman Dallas W 201 E Montg Ave
Heany Robert 192 Gwynedd Manor Rd
Henderson Romero 369 Elm Ave
Herdegen George J 117 Township Line Rd
Hertzog Charlie 355 Moyer Blvd
Hozack Robert S 154 Stayman Dr
Hwang Hee G 102 Chaps Way
Ieva Neuroscience Inc 1090 Horsham Rd
Innate Immunity Inc 311 N Sumneytown Pike Ste 2F
Kast Helen E 327 S 6Th St
Kim Jung S 102 Chaps Way
Kim Kwangsik 1400 Liberty Ct
Kim Sang N 113 Winter Dr
Kings Enterprise Inc 106 Savory Ln
Knee Sara R 319 Washington Ave
Kravitz Steven 1091 Horsham Rd
Lane Newman F 2004 Highland Ct
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Macrone Mark L 149 Gwynmont Dr
Madden Richard V 142 Blue Ribbon Dr
Marketing Stragety Solutions Inc C/O B Attebery 109 Ross Ct
Martin Esther 223 Oakland Pl
Mcclure Kimberly 105 Cilt Cir
Mclaughlin Joan M 67 Longwood Place
Merck And Company Msp C/O T Cook PO Box 1000
Merck Co Eugene Jacopetti 351 N Sumneytown Pike
Merck Co Inc PO Box 1000
Messa Josephine M Estate 143 N Main St
Miller Patricia 309 E Walnut St
Morrow Jacqueline 309 E Walnut St
Morrow John 200 South Main St
Moxey Terae 228 Cheswick Dr
Nexus Communications Inc 1120 Welsh Rd Ste 120
Nylund Margaret 200 W Main St
Okkerse Lynn F 1091 Horsham Rd
Oneill Angeline 1112 Sweetheart Ln
Osullivan Timothy 414 E Walnut St
Papale Mark A 801 Spruce St
Paul William G 274 Winding Brook Run
Persely Ben 327 S 6Th St
Reider J Patrick 111 Regency Dr
Romano Elise 206 Ellison Dr
Schultz Ward 1240 Turnbury Ln
Shaw Honora E 412 E Walnut St
Shouldis Margaret 157 Montgomery Mall
Stauss Jacqueline 305 Croft Rd
Stever Carl K 88 Wexford Rd
Storage Organizers Llc Leonard Lusen Dba 230 Filly Dr
Sung Mu 1414 Uxbridge Way
Tae Gwang 121 Avondale Dr
Taylor Vicki 229 S 7 Th St
Walker Todd 510 Beaver St
Warne Ross 212 Drake Ln
Watson Gail 309 2 Walnut St
Webb Charles 102 Swallow Ct
Weiss Betty E Estate 1425 Horsham Rd # 118
Welsh Jane E 228 South Main St
Whitfield Cheryl 312 W Walnut St
Wilson Charles M 147 N Main St
Wishnow Pearl 115 South Main St
Yerra Kuma B 700 Lower State Rd
Zeoli Joseph A Zeoli Isabel M 700 Lower State Rd Apt 10A1
Zollo Kristin 26 Fox Chase Dr
Oaks Pa 19456
Allebach Jonathan R PO Box 369
Beltran Andelino D 1601 Egypt Rd
Carroll Amelia K Estate Block Rock Rd
Cash Transfer Center PO Box 1259
Comcast Cable 200 Cresson Rd
Conectivinc CO Chcinc PO Box 440
Detroit Macomb Hosp Corp Ret Attn T Walklett 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Douse Susan A C/O Sei Corporation PO Box 1100
Ferguson Robert E PO Box 680 Ed Ferman/Mallie Salconiero &C
Gunnett Ralph W PO Box 893
I C A Turner Growth Equity One Freedom Valy Dr
Lehigh Valley Health Network PO Box 440
Northway Financial Corp Ltd PO Box 1216
Securities Finance Trust Co One Freedom Valy Dr
Sei Investments One Freedom Valley Dr
Spina Adams Collision 1161 Egypt Rd
Wesley Dixon Harris Bank Succ Ttee 1 Freedom Valy Dr PO Box 1100
West Foundation C/O Sei Trust Co Income Collec 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Westwood Earle Estate PO Box 278
Oreland Pa 19075
Bacher Patricia E 1300 Penn Ave Apt C-1
Boyd Florence Est Of 311 Willow Rd
Boyes Vincent 115 Lorraine Ave
Deshields Lynette 1910 Lantern Ln
Epak Technology Inc C/O D H Alexander Jr PO Box 118
Evans Catherine M 208 Paper Mill Rd
Flynn Stacey 318 Garth Rd
Keightly Geoffrey 317 Gdn Rd
Knopf Mary L Estate 507 Bradford Rd
Kohl Ruth L 2016 Bridle Ln
Mcnutt Mary A V Mcnutt Thomas V 1500 Lucon Rd
Rosenblatt Shirley Estate 108 Church Rd
Senft Jean M 507 Ramsey Rd
Shields Michael 305 Gdn Rd
Tate Nia M 601 Overbrook Ln
Wilbur Edward F Jr 512 Marks Rd
Woolsen Robert F Estate 121 Plymouth Ave
Palm Pa 18070
East Coast Used Atv Par 1862 B-Tollgate Rd
Strohl Maryanne S Estate Rr 29
Penllyn Pa 19422
Ds Holdings II Inc 144 Cheshire Dr
Fairy Marion C 1045 East Ave
Mahoney Samuel 590 Township Line Rd
Talley Dorothy M Estate 1082 Trewellyn Ave
Watkins Marjorie C Estate 1086 Trewellyn Ave
Penn Valley Pa 19072
Buono Michael Oak Hill Apts
Cook Noreen Fbo Rachael Cook Trst Of 44 Fairview Rd
Dean Witter Reynolds 815 Smt Rd
Feld Samantha 1234 Bobarn Dr
Gold Leonard M 1248 Greentree Ln
Harmelin William Ira 815 Smt Rd
Kaliner Lucille 1650 Oakwood Dr
Kittell Florence S 641 Brd Acres Rd
Orthopaedic Foot And Ankle Recon Pa 642 Brd Acres Rd
Philpenn Imported Car Company C/O M Moscia 340 S Woodbine Ave
Rand David 1600 Haggys Ford Rd 2D
Roberts Michael R 512 Conshohocken State Rd
Rosenberg Edwin S 320 Righters Mill Rd
Silve Lewis P Estate Of 1720 Oakwood Ter Apt 6F
Steisel Marie G Est 730 Conshohocken State Rd
Pennsburg Pa 18073
Bailey J 300 Shirley Ln
Copart Auto Auctions 2704 Geryville Pike
Copart Inc 2704 Geryville Pike
Copart Salvage Auto Auctions 2704 Geryville Pike
Deisher Elsie M 202 Dodd St
Fox Lamar S 326 Washington St
Frantz Gladys E 1613 Lloyd Ln
Frederick Jo A 2321 E Buck Rd
Kehler Elda E 1547 Lakeside Dr
Keller Verna 102 Quakertown Ave
Keller Verna 106 Quakertown Ave
Launders Tracy 715 Penn St
Lechner Frances Lechner C D PO Box 56
Longacre Paul M Rd 1
Medley Lynn P 3068 Finland Rd
Meinzer Chris 516 Main St M L O Associates
Miller Katie RD 1
Professional Pharmacy Of 931 Main St Pennsburg/Red Hill
Reliance 715 Penn St
Rupe Thora 313 Washington St C
Seachrist Millie M 1549 Lakeside Rd
Son Teu R 200 Seminary St
Upper Perkiomen Chirpractic PO Box 45
Weber Alexander 3250 Fennel Rd
Wunder Gerald Estate Rr 1
Perkiomenville Pa 18074
Alberts Robert 1753 Kratz Rd
Babcock Edward S 1607 Gravel Pike
Bash Class Of 1997 412 Renninger Rd
Billitto Ronald 1205 Pine Ridge Dr
Black Agnes C CO R Black 543 Fagleysville Rd
Dixon Samuel Rt 1
Giese Jessie M Rfd 1
Landis Ruth W Estate Rr 1
Luyben William Landes Luyben Janet Nichol
Miller Katie Rd 1
Monaghan Jessie 3618 Church Rd
Moyer Rachel L 412 Renninger Rd
Pembroke Richard H PO Box 191
Schellinger Kristi 412 Renninger Rd
Second Generation Partnership 1451 Gravel Pike
Shoemaker James G 112 Susans Ln
Pottstown Pa 19464
Adamski Deborah L 22 Chestnut St
Ajay Enterprise Inc 1600 Industrial Hwy
Albright Harold 762 Queen St
Alfone Thomas 134 Maugers Mill Rd
Allen Vanessa 12 Walnut St
America Dental Service 1867 E High St
Arfa Real Estate Holdings Llc PO Box 4350
Auman Roy F Estate 674 Walnut St
Babij Luka 206 N Mt Vernon Ave
Bailey Nancy S Estate Of 807 N Franklin St
Baker Mickey 1022 Manatawny St
Banks Josephine 507 Walnut St
Bergenon Ekleanor 328 N Charlotte St
Beth Allen Truck Rental Inc 1040 Timber Ln
Birard George Estate 1 W 6th St
Bracken Eric S 895 South St
Brady 620 N Manatawney St Unit #22
Brenner Joan L 337 Chestnut St
Brensinger Paul Estate 1111 Grove St
Brown Arlene 704 Upland St
Bukheiser Merlin W 9 W Second
Bush Betty J 258 Old Orchard Dr
Cain James P 411 Apple St
Cain James P 411 Apple St Apt 1
Calle Prieto Cristian M 350 Apple St
Campbell Dolores K C/O M V Keim 198 Root Ave
Canglin Helen Estate Of 1003 Spruce St
Castillo Justo 265 Manatowny St
Cauler Dorothy 312 N Charlotte St
Chapis Gregg 1603 E High St Suite C
Charles Hipple J 1886 E Cedarville
Comprehensive Diag Center 1200 E High St Ste 217
Comprehensive Diag Cntr 1200 East High St
Conrey Diana L 57 W 5th St
Daigneault Hank 919 Queen St
Deangelis Antoinette 1895 Irene Ct
Dennett Molly 1501 Lotus Dr
Diamonds Scott Boyer Douglas Rtes 106 & 724
Diem Andrew 139-6 High St
Dunlap Muriel 411 Walnut St
Dunn Luther M Estate 523 King St
Edleman Annette E 469 N Evans St
Ehlinger Darlene E 1 Rice St
Elsayed Ahmed A PO Box 496
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Elsharawy Inc Dba High Street Diner 80 E High St
Endy Andrea M 1304 Cherry St
Engle Thomas W 343 Chestnut St
Eppenhimer Richard Estate 927 High
Evans Emma B 1030 South St
Ewanick Ann E 451 Cherry St
Exelon Nuclear Douglas Wahl 3146 Sanatoga Rd
Fadilia Ibraham 80 High St
Falicki Peter J 1226 Cherry St
Fidler Catherine 648 Mervine St
Fink Eric P 881 Scholl Rd
Flood Elsie C/O D Murray 1675 Potter Dr
Florence J Mo 53 Urmet St A1
Frindt Frederick 1792 N Charlotte St
Fusco Richard J Fusco Coleen M 512 W Chestnut St
Garber Jacqueline 974 Hale St Apt D
Gerhart Catherin E 1085 Farmington Ave
Gibson Gregory 151 N Hanover St
Gilliland Charles A 1183 Kepler Rd
Gonzales Luis 96 S Madison St
Gray Thomas L 54 Beech St
Green Tonia 451 Beech St
Greismer Robert F 214 Oak
Griffith Nazelle Apt 408 450 E High St
Guallpa Manuel 551 King St
H F Held PO Box 654
Hadley Veronica H Wilson Winding Rd
Haines Suszanne H Apt 32 331 N Hanover St
Hall Marcia E Rt 18 N Charlotte
Harp Kimberly D 940 Queen St
Harper Medora S 926 Warren St Apt B 6
Harris Juvi E 430 Elm St
Healey Daniel 1415 Aspen Dr
Heffner Mark Allen 1005 E High St
Hoffman Florence N 458 Spruce St
Hong Jana L 1697 Karen Dr
Huber Jason W 208 Village Ln
Ibach Marion A Ibach John R 674 Walnut St
Isett Dennis 850 South St
Jacobs Amin 262 Manatawny St
Jane Brown Estate 944 E High St
Johnson Tabitha 60 North Washington St Apt 2
Jones Mildred Est 593 N York St 409
Joyce Elizabeth Anne 1500 N Pleasantview Rd
Jozwiak Pearl 2120 Buchert Rd 44 Rolling Hills Apt
Katz Josephine 186 Maugers Mill Rd
Kehler Ashley E 372 High St Apt 1
Kemp Anthony T 631 Chestnut St
Kinckine Constance Est 540 N Keim St
King Glenn L King Joy B 224 Henry St
King Kimberly 336 West King St
Kirby Jessica 75 N Evans St Apt 1
Kleinbach Gertrude Estate 393 State St
Konabroski Anna Est Layfield Rd Rt 18
Lasher Raymond 1 Willow St
Leadeor Jeanne D 235 Wilson
Lee Bryan S 425 Laurelwood Rd
Lee Solomon 111 High St
Lenhart Margaret E 850 South St
Lessig Elmira Estate 383 Walnut St
Limerick Inn 3347 West Ridge Pike
Linton William C Linton Paul D 451 King St
Litz Justin J 416 Beech St
Longacre Eric 117 W 6th St
Lou Hazel C 322 N Evans St
Lupy Mary J Rd 3
Mace Dennis R Mace Brenda 85 Sunrise Ln
Maddaloni Carolyn 376 Cherry
Maldonado Sigfredo 340 Jefferson Ave
Maradiaga Jose 420 West St
Mattson Kathleen 3207 Walnut Ridge Est
Mcilvee Agnes A 331 N Hanover St Apt 11
Menzer Harold Estate 11 Walnut St
Mertz Jason 1200 Ctr Ave
Michael Alvin 501 Rosedale Dr
Mickens Jermaine 2373 Rhoads Rd
Miller Charles Estate 1070 Tr Ln
Minninger Kevin C 2580 Swamp Pike
Missimer Iva K Est 996 Hale St Apt 1
Missimer Janet Est 92 Cedar St
Mitchell Tashe M 895 South St
Mizic Tabatha Cust Mizic Lauren D 1148 Kepler Rd
Montgomery County Economi 1079 N Washington St
Mordeja Helen Estate 616 King St
Morton Kate 275 Grace St
Moyer Dorothy Estate 64 Beech St
Moyer Lucille S 164 S Roland St
Mullen Jennifer 2389 Sanatoga Rd
Mummolo Felix P 301 Cir Of Progress
Murphy Deverell R 422 Beech St
Myers William H 1453 N Keim St
Nettles Frederic R Nettles Marion E 1236 Maple St
Nixon Syreeta 114 N Charlotte St 2nd Fl
Nowacki Aniela Estate 884 E High St
Partington Jesse C 1178 State St
Patel Amita 32 Rosedale Dr
Pc P Shr 411 Apple St Apt 1
Pence Kenneth H 458 Spruce St
Peter Christopher C 94 Stone Hill Dr
Petzer Kathryn L Petzer Merri A 81 Hillside Dr Apt B
Pharmhouse Corp Mark 1000 Armand Hammer Blvd
Philadelphia International Marketinc Inc 534 High St
Phillips Soraya L 379 Chestnut St Apt
Pierman Charles B 515 King St
Piller Douglas 918 North Washington St
Porcelain Crafters Inc 41 Robinson St Prince Tucker Bldg
Poupetre Eugene Apt A6 1431 Maple St
Ramos Vixtha Erika P 548 E High St 1
Ramos Vixtha Erika P 548 E High St 1
Ramos Vixthia Erika P Apt B 391 N Evans St
Randazzo Sylvia 53 Stone Hill Dr
Randazzo Sylvia 53 Stone Hill Dr
Razo Florentino 262 King St
Reitenbaugh Marian 457 Spruce St
Reitz Merle 1461 Heather Pl
Ricketts Community Center Attn Cacfp Claim Payment 640 Beech St
Ricks Auto Care 2289 E High St
Rigg Ruby 1005 Briar Ln
Riley Susan 1440 Evansbrook Ln
Robinson Luci 1905 Walnut Ridge Est
Ryan Kathryn A 116 Jay St
Sage Howard P Jr 212 Harley Rd
Sanatoga Inn Inc 2688 E High St
Saraceri F R 328 N Charlotte St
Schearer Jeanette M 701 N Keim St
Schwartz Maryann 417 King St
Schwenk John Estate 2130 Foxtrail Dr
Scott Joseph B III 770 Logan St Apt B101
Scott Kristine 770 Logan St Apt B101
Scott Mitchell K Timberln
Shafer Mary V 57 W 5th St
Shaner Ethel G Shaner Ethel 763 N Evans St
Sloane Georgina G 631 Chestnut St
Smale Jessie 2 54 Beech St
Smale Jessie Estate Smale Jessie F 54 Beech St
Smith Hazel A Smith Ralph S 725 Walnut St
Smith Hilda E B1 Linden
Smith Jesse V Jr Bf 950 Morris St
Snyder William H Snyder Helen G Swamp 2673
Soua Geneviene 208 South Franklin St
Sovia Edmund R 1159 Cherry St
St Aloysius Attn Federal Project Payment 220 N Hanover St
Stout Corrine C/O E Hausman 2257 E High St
Stranick George L Jr 866 N Evans St
Sundrup Mary Est PO Box 169
Swist Frank T 1083 Tr Ln
Thornton Julie Apt B4 900 N Hanover St
Titus Dolores 227 Evergreen Rd Apt 247
Tri County Area Fcu Attn D L 1550 Medical Dr
Ussler Steve PO Box 742
Viers Jerry D 35 E Second St
Vizzi Anthony W Vizzi Vicki 220 Potts Dr
Walker George V Walker Mary J 56 W Third
Wambold Nancy J Apt 2 846 E High St
Wanamaker Anna L 56 Commons Dr
Wang Chia H 501 East High St Apt 710
Waters Michelle L Waters Scott M 709 Holly Dr
White Florence M 235 Wilson
Whitman William B 218 Chestnut St
Wilson Mary E 218 Chestnut St
Winnemore Keith 3051 Kerri Ct
Wister Kenneth A Estate 125 N Charlotte St
Wohler Winifred T Rr 3
Worthington Nathan A 620 Manatawny St 1
Phoenixville Pa 19453
Bergstresser Robert F Charles Johnson Home 80 Trap
Brock John 221 Gravel Pike Unit 3
Feldheim Frances Feldheim Monroe PO Box 204
H Y K Construct 430 Bridge Rd
Hofke Ehrenfried W 258 W 6Th St
Homiak Lorraine 107 E 5Th St Apt 127
Manning Charles 107 East 5Th St
Miller Walter H 652 Apple St
Pierman Charles B 515 King St
Piller Douglas 918 North Washington St
Ply Mar Tool Co PO Box 312
Plymouth Meeting Pa 19462
Andries Catherine W 1817 Hallowell Rd
Rockledge Pa 19046
American Oncologic Hos Dba Fox Chase Cancer Ctr 50 Huntingdon Pike 3Rd Floor
Butler Kristin 56 N Sylvania Ave
Cirigliano Rose Est Of 136 Blake Ave
Hillegass Scott D 1028 Fox Chase Rd 1
Johnson Cynthia 62 Jarrett Ave
Kern Eleanor 34 N Central Ave
Kravitz Daniel Est Of 300 Huntingdon Pike
Lama Thaddeus J Est Of 208 Jarrett Ave
Levin Kathleen 114 Robbins Ave
Ritter Justin 1 Montgomery Ave
Singh Amarjit 1 Montgomery Ave
Sunoco 08542 Zafar & Bushra Inc 812 Huntingdon Pike
Roslyn Pa 19001
Allen Phoebe 2453 Independence Ave A
Ashton Landscape PO Box 1001 Chattin Rd
Barefield Michelle 1428 Arline Ave
Blackwell Marlene 1102B Easton Rd
Brown Letitia 2824 Rossiter Ave
Carlin John 1437 Thompon Rd
Coligan Jason E 1075 Easton Rd
Demaria Michael 2832 Galloway Ave
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Doyle Gerald C 2563 Rosewood Ave
Great Commission Church 1044 Easton Rd
Hallowell Merritt E Box 49
Hatton Craig 2413 F Susquehanna Rd
James Ashworth Rr 1
Jeong Jiyun 2944 Thunderhead Rd
Jones Curtis 1100 B Easton Rd
Kauffman Lynn 1100 A Easton Rd
Maiden Yvonne 1336 Fitzwatertown Rd
Malikowski Joseph B 2621 Fernwood Ave
Medina Elizabeth 1075 Easton Rd
Menapace Marianne 2621 Fernwood Ave
Miller Robert 2324 Romig Rd
Montgomery Cnty Rehab & Sports 1345 Easton Rd
Montgomery County Rehab & Sports Th 1345 Easton Rd
Page William H 1569 Osbourne Ave
Parks Norma 1312 Thomson Rd
Petty Ruth 2444 Norwood Ave
Rock Brew Inc 1409-1413 Easton Rd
Rodenhausen Laila J 2310 Woodland Rd
Shea Margaret Shea Robert V 1215 Nolen Rd
Simon Robert 2413A Susquehanna Rd
Wareham Willis F Jr Wareham Willis F 2880 Thunderhead Rd
Whetstone Elizabeth 2413H Susquehanna Rd
Woltemate Rosemary 1106A Easton Rd
Young Gregory C 2327 Norwood Ave
Royersford Pa 19468
Acerba Louis Sr 19 Fords Edge
Adams Timothy C 101 Azalea Cir
Bamber Walter 701 Hunsberger Dr
Batturs Thelma E 141 N 3Rd Ave
Batturs Thelma E Estate 141 N 3Rd Ave
Beekley Marian S 40 Major Rd
Bova Holly 820 Chapel Rd Po 128
Coin Paula 914 Mennonite Rd
Conway Russell W Estate 437 2Nd Ave
Cossaboon Evelyn M Estate 803 S 4Th Ave
Donald Keen Estate 711 Walnut St
Dong Jin Jiao 5 Buckwalter Cir
Duddy Terrance 306 Spring St
Fricle Lawrence 329 Washinghton St
Giovinco Jeff 1093 Main St
Heck James R 215 7Th Ave
Houck Kevin C 333 N 3Rd Ave
Inness Mary C/O Mont County Geriatric & Re 1600 Black Rock Rd
Keystone Pulblic Adjustment PO Box 745
Klyver Elizabeth 48 Walters Ln
Kryder Loretta 549 Washington St
Lichtenberg Goldie Tr CO H Sykes 210 Country Ridge Dr
Lockoff Robert L Estate 221 Union St
Maccabe Sharon 5 Tara Dr
Mcfarland Paul L Jr 620 Vaughn Rd
Mcintyre Evelyn 1600 Black Rock Rd
Miller Hannah Estate 503 Horseshoe Dr
Mooney Mary E 232 Green St
Mustafa Adla 134 Providnce Forge
Noll Maria M 21 Henry Dr
Palisades Collection Marie S 535 Walnut St Denver
Rahn Howard Y Rahn Ronald 45 N 7Th Ave
Rajamohan Prabu 212 Providence Forge Rd
Ramamurthy Srinivasan 1101 Brooke Dr
Raman Mahesh K 107 Pichelman Rd
Rich Brian P C/O G R Kubitza 703 Buttonwood Dr
Schroyer Adam A 101 Dyer Ct
Sermatech 159 South Limerick Rd
Setc Investment Properties Llc 70 Buckwalter Rd Ste 900 20
Sheeder Everett Sheeder Mary C 516 Walnut
Shubitidze Avtandil Apt C1 447 Pine St
Springford Pharmacy 2 N Lewis Rd
Stover Leonor Stover Leslie 2405 Foxmeadow Cir
Summers H Patricia 1636 Yeager Rd
Thomas Ethel G Thomas Russell 443 Main St
Trumbore Ted N Od 70 Buckwalter Rd
Von Mary J 204 Springhaven Cir
Wagner Robert K 10 N Township Line Rd
Weber Frederic J Phd 420 W Linfield Rd
Wetherill Associates 1101 Enterprise Dr
Wezel Emanuel D 521 Church St
Rydal Pa 19046
Amy Spear Estate 1515 Fairway Apt 202
Cacovean John J 807 Buckingham Rd
For Gwen Uit Of John M Trst Of 1410 Woodland Rd
Herkimer Carroll G 1532 Cherry Ln
Ickler Martha T 1661 Susquehanna Rd
Korein Jonathan Emma Korein Trst Of 1665 Woodland Rd
Korein Jonathan Fbo Leo Korein Trst Of 1665 Woodland Rd
Korein Jonathan Trst Of 1665 Woodland Rd
Leibholz Stephen W 1204 Pheasant Rd
Liss Bernice 907 Frazier Rd
Litton Lillian B456 Rydal Park 1515 The Fairway
Mcfall Howard W 1515 The Fairway Apt No 433H
Morgan George Jr 755 Forrest Ave
Oppenheim Trude Rydal Park 1515 The Fairway Apt 262
Pyramid Contractors Ltd 1299 Gilbert Rd
Rightime Econometric S Inc 1095 Rydal Rd
Robert Elizabeth R 560B 1515 The Fairway
Rydal Park Of Phila Presbyterian 1515 The Fairway
Shaffer Ben 907 Frazier Rd
Shaffer Betty Sarah 907 Frazier Rd
Smith Alvin H 1038 Mill Rd Cir
Spear Amy C 1515 Fairway Apt 202
Spiegel Jason 938 Leopard Rd
Steinberg Mary Ellen 1209 Rydal Rd
Villare Adeline F Estate 821 Beverly Rd
Wright Margaret W Rydal Park 480-W 1515
Sanatoga Pa 19464
Houck Marlene E 2498 Welsch Dr
Nyejr Garnet Claude 2688 E High St 16C1
Miller Logan J 2346 Heathes Ln
Pew J N V 2416 Donna Ln
Sabold Susan Est Sabold Susan PO Box 2197
Silver Patricia R C/O C A Mueller Jr 485 N Pleasantview Rd
Sassamansville Pa 19472
Mann William S 1811 Little Rd
Matz Richard PO Box 32
Schwenksville Pa 19473
Anderson William 131 3Rd St
Barrell Investment Group 128 Main St
Bowman Kathleen M Estate Rd 1
Donohue Linda 739 Blvd Ave
Gaul David W 10 Lederach Rd
Geist Manna C Geist Alan L 737 Blvd Ave
Gottshall Jay R 40 Houck Rd
Greene Michael 541 Township Line Rd
House Joanna D 4749 Macgregor Dr
House Samantha 4749 Macgregor Ave
Knox Nathaniel 131 3Rd St
Laskey Kevin 2411 Forest Ln
Meschter Nelso 303 Neiffer Rd
Neumann Ed 367 N Limerick Rd
Nordmann R Bloch 20 Aspen Way
Polanco Fernando 334 Lexington Rd
Powers Amy J 203 Keely Ln
Pv Express Car Wash 809 Gravel Pk
Rosenberger Sharon Gr 131 Third St
Schmidt Sharon 219 Meng Rd
Skorupsky Deborah L 4125 Serenity St
Stanley Harold Estate Stanley Harold E Jr 205 Graterford Rd
Stauffer Gerald C 131 3Rd St
Tarquinio Anthony 813 Clearfield Ave
Yaculak Victoria 24 Kurtz Rd
Yaculak Victoria Estate 24 Kurtz Rd
Skippack Pa 19474
Barrett Johnson Judith PO Box 366
Byrne Jessica 976 Mary Ellen Ln
Eichman Arlen D 2027 Cody Ln
Good Golly Dolly 4312 Rte 73
Hanzok Emily A 3926 Seneca Ct PO Box 555
Henkels & Mccoy PO Box 1297
Kline Robert H Box 528
Mckinney Joseph 754 Bridge Rd
Reading Site Contractors PO Box 1467
Rudder Hallie PO Box 929
Sell Jennifer L C/O A Monte Jr T Mcgraw PO Box 650
Souderton Pa 18964
Bravo Pizza Pob 64056
Brooks Leander M 34 Harrison Ave Apt A
Church Of Christ 106 Barrington Way
Donnelly James R 57 W Chestnut St
Fredericks Flowers And Gift 3523 Bethleham Pike
Gehman Irma M 207 W Smt St Apt 263
Gingrich George F Gingrich Mary J 225 E Smt St
Gross Mary R 430 Montgomery Ave
Hackman Eric 130 North 2Nd St Apt B
Hackman Irene H Souderton Mennonite 207 W Smt St Apt 332
Hallmeyer Beth 137 Washington Ave
Lamont Michael 66 Hillside Ave
Le Thanh P 464 N 2Nd St 4
Long Madeline D Long Frank L 308 N Main St
Martin Daniel J 210 Noble St
Martinez Silvia PO Box 64714
Mendez Jose 36 N Main St Apt 208
Moore Marion N 365 County Line Rd Apt 506
Mutter Elaine G 207 W Smt St
Nanthavong Jim 50 West Brd St
Palmerio Richard 515 Hemsing Cir
Pfleiger Dolores M 225 N Main St
Renner Sarah F 14 North Main St P O Box 6
Rothrock Linda C 167 N 2Nd St
Samuelson Harold T 111 8Th St
Schantz Lois A 138 Menno Home Dr
Schirmer Deborah 402 Main St Apt 2
Schmidt Anton 234 Madison Ave
Smith Raymond Jr Smith Emily C Oakgrove Trailer Park Rr 1
Snyder Donna 41 S 4Th St
Springfield Township High School Class Of 1955 142 Schoolhouse Rd
Towne Helen H Estate 438 Lincoln Ave
Vacuum Furnace Systems Co 1983 Clearview Rd
Velez A Garcia 32 W Walnut St 3
Wilson Dineen M 530 Clearview Dr
Zumstein Jesse V 332 Godshall Rd
Spring House Pa 19477
Boswell Addie H Apt H215 Sprng Hs Est
Center Of Family Development L PO Box 503
Edwards Leon C/O Silver Stream Ctr PO Box 397
Hait Magie 905 Pennllyn Pike
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Kiehl George PO Box 901 PO Box 901
Letip Of Chalfont Pennsylvania 323 Norristown Rd
Lgt Associates PO Box 475
Mccabe Walter F PO Box 400 1012 Bethlehem Pike
Qed Sales Inc 805 N Bethlehem Pike
Raffety Thomas 905 Pennllyn Pike
Robert Bruce Apts Co Suburban Property Mgt Inc PO Box 706
Robert Patrick 905 Penllyn Pike
Robinson Joseph Estate Of C/O Silver Stream PO Box 397
Siemens Energy PO Box 900
Springhouse Corporation Attn Ms Carol Rasmussen 1111 Bethlehem Pike
Valley Brook Apts Co Suburban Property Mgmt PO Box 706
Spring Mount Pa 19478
Cheatham Ruby Box 25
Good Helen M Riverside Ave PO Box 334
Kit Wolodymyr Estate Of 1382 Clemmers Mill Rd
Stowe Pa 19464
Demeter Dorthy 507 Cantar St
Diferdinand B 138 Jay St
Fereni Helen P 315 Elm St
Gupton Christopher 27 Berks St
Harbach James L 112 E Vine St
Hoffman Warren 418 E Vine St
Kepley Alicia 201 Jay St Apt H-100
Muthersbaugh G B 7 Grosstown Rd
Zomolsky Anna 516 W Vine St
Telford Pa 18969
Alessio Dianna L 27 Centennial Rd
American Builders Co Attn B Banks 4219 Bethlehem Pike
Blank Scott 50 S Third St
Blase Francis J Jr County Line Rd PO Box 217
Booz Shirley E 135 Washington Ave
Boynston William I Estate Rte 309 Box 129A
Bruden Walter PO Box 74
Callahan Elizabeth 235 Washington St Apt 14
Curry Jean E Curry Dale L 479 Erie Ave
Dedominicis Louis D 408 Edgewood Dr
Dosch Ashley T 220 E Smt Ave A9
Dreager Medical Inc Attn C Rickert 3135 Quarry Rd
Eisenbrey Ethel 235 N Washington St The Luthern Com
Farm & Home Oil Co 3115 State Rd
Groff Robert J Estate Rr 2
Killian Stella Estate 405 Ridge Rd
Koffel Shannon S 22 Branch Ave
Kulp John 370 S Main St
Lemaitre Charles A Lemaitre Mary E 2069 Ridge Rd
Mccarthy Robert R Jr 871 Sunset Ln
Mccarthy Susan W C/O R R Mccarthy Jr 871 Sunset Ln
Mckenna John M 681 Rittenhouse Pl
Meltzer Ronald S Dr 1440 Cir Dr
Merrill Florence W CO Mr Hal Mccauley 712 Ridge Rd
Nase Robert B Nase Violet N 26 N Main St
Nase Violet N Nase Robert B 26 N Main St
Neubert Gregory 224 Nelis Ct
Nunez Emma 227 Washington Pl
Page David C 444 Ridge Rd
Poisker Dorothy E 125 Green Hill Rd
Poorman Charles B Poorman Pearl Z Apt 2 Grundy Main
Praetzel Richard L 162 Hopewell Ln
Regan James F 4103 Old Bethlehem Pike
Rivera Luis D 10 North Hamilton St
Snyder Vanessa 94 Reliance Cir
Stevens Charles H Estate 9 S Hamilton St
Stofflet Margaret B 325 East Church Rd
Transue Julia T Apt 314 111 E Lincoln Ave
Vogel Feinjold Co Inc Erie Ave
Yeager Michael 631 Landis Rd
Zander Lawrence D 832 Hunsicker Rd
Trappe Pa 19426
Doherty Jennifer A 550 W Main St
Mcgrath Mary G 29 Oak Rd
Rumford Wilhelmina Ms 1515 W Main St
Schankel Katherine 185 Seventh Ave
Trooper Pa 19403
Kim Nam M 2828 Ridge Pike
Lukoil Ung Enterprises 2600 W Ridge Pike
Singer Raymond 3100 Providence Rd
Warren Welsh T 1000 Adams Ave Ste 200
Tylersport Pa 18971
Poisker John T PO Box 435
Upper Moreland Pa 19040
Shields Timothy Shields Donna 1623 Sycamore Ave
Valley Forge Pa 19485
Avo International CO Ms Nancy Cressman PO Box 9007
West Conshohocken Pa 19428
Amer Soc For Testin 100 Barr Harbor Dr Materialspo Box C700
Athena Capital Management Inc 200 Barr Harbor Dr Ste 222
Cook H & C Fbo Robert M Cook Trst Of 100Four Fall Equity Office Ste
Ecbm 300 Conshohocken State Rd Ste 405
Getztread Helen 635 Ford St
Huff Alan 200 Bar Harbor
Kaller Raymond 1 Union Hill Rd
Ktr Capital Partners Llc 300 Bar Hbr Dr
Mckenna John J Jr 1000 New De Haven St
Rki Contractors Corp 401K Psp C/O R Kaller 1 Union Hill Rd
Savett Stuart 404 Spring Gdn Ln
Staley Leroy E Staley Mabel 946 Ford St
Suppler Josephine 107 Cedar Ave
Wilson S Associates Inc 24 Portland Rd
West Norriton Pa 19403
Dc Meagan Weston 2584 Stinson Ln
Jowett Arlene N 1729 West Marshall St
Scholl Jeanne D 2024 Ardin Dr
West Point Pa 19486
Adult Comm Total Serv East PO Box 371
Hoffman William F C/O Merck & Company Wp14-1 Sumneytown Pke
Nat Gdn Security Svc Gr Box 26
West Pottstown Pa 19464
Novitski James 1132 Kepler Rd
Willow Grove Pa 19090
111Th Fw Fm C/O 111 Cf/Scbi 1151 Fairchild St
Abington Surgery 2701 Blair Mill Rd Suite 35
Adams Mildred Estate 1622 Park Ave
Advanced Rehabilitation Mgmt 2300 Computer Ave Bld K
Amh Physician Network 2500 Maryland Rd Suite 400
Asplundh Tree Expert Co 708 Blair Mill Rd
Atlantic Coast Real Estate Appraisers Llc 86 York Rd
Balsam Irma C/O A B Davidson 1624 Jill Rd
Beyer Kirk 105 Brook St
Birealty Llc 35 North York Rd
Bumann Henry 104 Krewson Ter
Burch Herbert 1701 Cummings Ave
Burns Althea S Burns Clyde H 6 Allison Rd
Chapman Geraldine 6316 Gardian St
Chase Manhattan Bank Trustee 1662 Arnold Ave
Chism Richard 211 Woodlawn Ave
Cillag Elizabeth 1003 Easton Apt 908
Co Aimd Wc 670 Bldg 180 Pme Cal Shop
Conroy Phyllis T 214 Inman Ter
Cooper Gorman 33 Cherry St
Crisafi Kimberly A PO Box 1244
Cuozzo Michael 30 Cherry St
Dalfonso Alfred 500 Frazier Ave Apt B1
Delaware Valley Ins 1015 York Rd
Delia Frank A 208 Easton Rd
Devers Aimee M 2458 Old Welsh Rd Apt D
Diamond Andrew Upper Dublin Family Dental 3515 W Moreland Rd
Dinkins Edward 1638 High Ave
Dominiak Caroline A 227 Fairhill St
Ehling Joseph M 116 Brooks St
Executive Auto Body Of Willow Grove 1817 Easton Rd
Federal Wireless Contracting O C/O Nas Joint Reserve Base Code 72A Margot
Zimmerman Po M03026 98 M 0007 Bldg 17
Fogerty J 415 Davisville Rd Apt E
Freiberg Elliott D 907 N Easton Rd
Gardner Elizabeth A 9 Old York Rd
Gerenscer Zoltan PO Box 1244
Goldfarb Est R Regency Apts 417 1001 Easton Rd
Gonzalez Candida 1113 Easton Rd
Gottus Ella Ms Rr 1
Graupner William E Graupner Gladys M 2045 Richard Rd
Gray Janet 1710 Arnold Ave
Grimes Eloise 1742 Easton Rd
Haines Raymond C 2501 Maryland Rd 6
Hayes Leon Estate 3465 Whitehall Dr
Heritage Preservation Assoc Of Ne And Jo 200 Allison Rd
Hope Stephen Frederick 115 Krewson Tr
Jalicke Harry 128 Bonnet Ln
Jalicke Harry Estate 128 Bonnet Ln
Jerchau Margaret A Jerchau Margaret Dillon Rd
Joyce Lillian Smith Trust 2716 Old Welsh Rd
Keebler Edward G 3525 Bartran Rd
Kelly Bridgid F 3980 Commerce Av B15
Knott Elizabeth Apt W1 2501 Maryland Rd
Kralzig Arscula M Estate 110 Gilpin Rd
Lackman Alice J 176 Campmeeting Rd
Lavin Francis M Lavin Helen 1933 Preston Ave
Lawson Nina N 116 Ellis Rd
Lee Dorothy E Estate 2618 Phipps Ave
Lee Jong H 1507 Unruh Ln
Lewis Elizabeth A Lewis Agnes W 1650 Reservoir Ave
Lumilan Edipolo 1017 N York Rd Apt N
Maleninsky Rudolph Maleninsky Alice 515 York Rd Apt 4G
Marshalls Willow Grove Auto 2500 Easton Rd
Martin Charles E 224 Warren St
Matteo Irene 9 North York Rd Apt A3
Mccoy Marvin 1632 High Ave
Mccoy Marvin Estate 1632 High Ave
Meingossner Frank D PO Box 532
Milnes Jeffrey M 116 Cedar Ave
Nms Labs 3701 Welsh Rd PO Box 433-A
Northeastern Auto Group PO Box 148
Notich Frank 1904 Fairview Ave
Omnicomp Inc 37 North York Rd
Parker Henry E Estate 1628 Smt Ave
Pb Honeybug 2435 Ball Rd
Putnick John 260 Fitzwatertown Rd
Richey Joan E Apt R51 3625 Welsh Rd
Rooney Michael T 214 Inman Ter
Ryan Thomas J 1113 N Easton Rd
Sames Bruce A 3 Madison Rd
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Schwartz Alan 2501 Maryland Rd
Scott Elizabeth R Scott S H 2823 Rubicam Ave
Seelamsetty Kamala S C 7 2501 Maryland Rd
Silfkin And Axe Profit Sharing Plan C/O Morton Slifkin And Neal Ax 1003 Easton Rd
Simmons Arthur E 1667 Prospect Ave
Simmons Charl 1003 Easton Rd Apt 620C
Skiathitis Spiros M 216 Cedar Ave
Smith Terrell L 112 Cedar Ave
Snell Parks Marion 1669 Arnold Ave
Snyder Thomas A 11 Cherry St
Snyder Thomas A 3 Woodhill Rd
Somershoe George H 6 Cherry St A Willow Grove Pa
Soricel Richard R Trst Of 807 N Easton Rd
Spitzer Esther 1113 N Easton Rd C/O Homestead Ctr
Stoehr Kyle 81 Miriam Ave
Tate Matthew Estate 321 Evans Ave
Taylor Bryan 3425 Bartram Rd
Thomas Roosevelt Estate Of C/O J Rice 1611 Reservoir Ave
Twer Michael A Twer Florence 404 Crown St
Us Cellphone Inc 37 N York Rd
Vernik Victoria H 240 Fitzwatertown Rd Rm 261
Veterans Administartion 1113 N Easton Rd C/O Homestead Ctr
Walker Michael C J2 2501 Maryland Rd
Walton Kevin P 514 Evans Ave
Washington Latanya 409 Easton Rd Apt H1
Wood Marie L Est Of 2955 Oklahoma Rd
Woods William 26 Woodlyn Ave
Wormley Bernard Estate PO Box 421
Worcester Pa 19490
Aaron Abstract Company 1741 Valy Forge Rd
Carney Joan 3205 Skippack Pike
Ruffin Nancy D Box 207
Wyncote Pa 19095
Aaa Maintenance Co Inc 827 Glenside Ave
Abington Memorial Hosp 8101 Washington Ln Ste 101
Atluri Prasant Dr 8480 Limekiln Pike Apt 1102-3
Axelman Norma 8470 Limekiln Pike Apt 813 2
Baron Raymond C Cedarbrook Hill A120
Berger Joan M 8480 Limekiln Pike 201C
Berger Joan Marcus 1453 Ashbourne Rd
Central Typesetting Company 8470 Limekiln Pike
Choi Joon 8470 Limekiln Pike Apt 1112
Clark David 1245 Church Rd
Clark Rick T 1018 Arboretum Rd
Cohen Ernest S 107 Hewett Rd
Cole Jeffrey I Attn M Cole Apt C514 Bldg 3 Cedar Brook Hill Apts 8480 Limekil
Collinswood Boe C/O Lincoln Investment Plannin 218 Glenside Ave
Cooper Est G E Cooper G E 152 Heacock Ln
Curry Mattie L Apt D 206 1600 W Church Rd
Davis Brady 8460 Limekiln Pk Bldg 1
Devins Joseph 25 Washington Ln Apt 732
Ellensworth Franklin Ii 7760 Larzelere Ln
Espen Sylvia C/O F B Espen Jr 333 Wyncote House Apts
Fincke Virginia A Estate Greenwood & Bent Rd
Foley Frank X 8470 Limekiln Pi A Wyncote Pa
Ford Lillian 1509 Redwood Ln
Fox Bernard P Fox Mary L 11 Hewett Rd
Grazier Steven 7905 Waashington Ln
Greenwood Mobil 105 Greenwood Ave
Harris Janet Estate Cedarbrook Hl Apt 404A
Harrison Thomas R 140-Hewett Rd
Haywood Arthur L 443 Rices Mill Rd
Hill Walt Estate Of 1421 Wistar Dr
Jackson-Stanford Bertha 1100 Rock Creek Dr
Kaufman Genevieve J Cedarbrook Hill Apt C-804 8480 Limekiln Pike
Kim Younghon Apt B114 8470 Limekiln Pike
Kornstein Kenneth 417 Carlton Ave
Lang Elizabeth 322 Bent Rd
Lee John Soyle Dr 8480 Limekiln Pike Apartment 1025 3
Levitt Elaine C Wyncote House Apt 621 25 Washington Ln
Lin Lin 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 926
Lockman Juanita 1245 Church Rd
Lu Xiang T 322 Maple Ave
Lucas Lillian C CO A Nadel Esq 1116 Rock Creek Dr
Marcus Scott J C/O J M Berger 8480 Limekiln Pike 201C
Moore Lucy C/O Nathan Golstein 403 Gribbel Rd
Myer Martin Myer Randy 8460 Limekiln Pike A302
Neubauer Anne Est 709 Cedarbrook Apartments
Nunes Elias 8100 Washington Ln C/O Hopkins Ctr
Ouk Symmone 8460 Limekiln Pk 1025
Poe Delzora W 8480 Limekiln Pike 815 Bldg 3
Porter Christopher D 437 Rices Mill Rd
Price Anna R Estate 124 Waverly Rd
Reed Gertrude W Estate 142 Woodland Rd
Risen Andrea C Attn M Cole Apt C514 Bldg 3 Cedar Brook Hill Apts 8480 Limekiln
Pike
Risen Andrea C Trust Attn Mildred Cole Apt C514 Bldg 3 Cedar Brook Hill Apts U A 8
30 71 8480 Limekil
Salamon Adel 208 Fernbrook Ave Wyncote Church Home
Schutzbank Marc Schutzbank Eric 210 Maple Ave
Travis Ep 8480 Limekiln Pike Apt 1219
Turner Paul A 337 Gribbel Rd
Valentine Estate Of 11734 Lake Aston Ct 109
Vassallo Nelson 16 Evergreen Ave
Waldman Newton Ira 25 Washington Ln Apt 515
Wiley Iona K Wyncote House 405
Wilson George A Est Of 407 Accomac Rd
Winne Doris R Wyancote House 629 25 Washing
Winne Frank M C/O D R Winne Wyancote House 629 25 Washing
Worthington Dot Estate 142 Fernbrook Ave
Wyncote Corp 404 Randall Rd
Wyndmoor Pa 19038
Chestnut Hill Lodge 8833 Stenton Ave
Cline Jennifer 604 Wyndmoor Ave
Concannon Michael 517 E Willowgrove Ave
Duff Susan 8567 Trumbauer Dr
Edwards James H Jr Edwards Hetty 8616 Trumbauer Dr
Forden Charmaine E 7823 New St
Forden David J 7823 New St
Friends Of Glen Fern And Doug Crompton 803 E Pleasant St
Growth Evolution Inc Ta Zanzibar Bl 8806 Marshall Rd
Kaplan Mildred Kaplan David 8825 Carlisle Rd
Kiernan James O 7708 Laurel Ln
Kimbel Andrew 8567 Trumbauer Dr
Lang Dorothy W 551 E Evergreen Ave Apt 307 C
Lang Dorothy W Trust 551 E Evergreen Ave Apt 307 C
Llc Ocwen Loan Servicing 1415 Cromwell Rd
Lorenzon Albert A Lorenzon Lea C 8325 Flourtown Ave
Macchione Jaclyn E 7803 Queen St
Malloy Dorothy Estate 7709 Queen St
Naftulin Rose I 1301 Stotesbury Ave
Oleary Maurice Chestnut Hill Lodge Home 8833 Stenton Ave
Oseniak Martha Estate Of A Barron 522 Cresheim Valy Rd
Pierce Geraldine 8833 Stenton Ave
Schramm Frank J C/O Schramm M 7703 Orchard Way
Schramm Mary G 7703 Orchard Way
Siefken Craig D 7811 New St Apt 1
Thomas Clarke 8600 Elliston Dr
Wilson Albert L 8833 Stenton Ave Room B 23 2
Wynnewood Pa 19096
A & N L Enterprises Inc 50 E Wynnewood Rd
Ardmore Nissan Llc 264 E Lancaster Ave
Blum J R 37 E Wynnewood Rd
Brown Carl F 1407 Edgevale Rd
Cadwallader Peter 355 Wister Rd
Callaway Earl F PO Box 154
Carnahan Virginia Brynwood Apts G-20
Cms Entrepreneurial Real Cms Companies 308 E Lancaster Ave Ste 3
Cohen Ruth 1219 W Wynnewood Rd
Corson Mary 18 Wiltshire Rd
Cramer Evan L 1458 Braddock Ln
Dvsae C/O B Goldstein PO Box 203
Dworkin Leon 1001 City Ave Apt Ed1116
Epstein Frances 103 Strawbridge
Eskreis Beverly 410 Charles Ln
Eskreis Winkler Sarah 410 Charles La
Fitzpatrick Frank A Fitzpatrick Mary 250 E Wynnewood Rd
Flaunery Mary 414 Chichester Ln
Frucht Barry Cust Frucht Rebecca 330 Mcclenaghaw Mill Rd
Fulfillment Production 333 E Lancaster Ave Private Mail Box
Galanos Chrysanthe 510 Ballytore Rd
Gerber Saionz Lynne 639 Greythorne Rd
Gornish Sidney B Gornish George C/O T A Edward H Gornish & Co 116 Overbrook
Pkwy
Gotlib David 1417 Surrey Ln
Hayward R Bradley Hayward Lindsay R 1111 Berwind Rd
Hoyler Mary 121 Gypsy Ln
Kenworthy Henrietta Estate 624 Fariston Dr
Khouri Edward J Khouri Fred J 1209 W Wynnewood Rd Apt
Kohler Kelsey Et Al PO Box 220 Kohler Kelsey Et Al
Konefsky Albert 1219 W Wynnewood Rd Apt 302
Koven Edna P 1115 Ashton Rd
Lankenau Hosp Annenberg Conference Center 100 Lancaster Ave Suite G10
Lankenau Surgical Found 100 Lancaster Ave 422 Mob
Leo Louis R Dr 375 Lankenau Med Sc Bldg 100 Lancaster Ave West Of City Ave
Liebman Stacey S Liebman Richard 426 Costwold Ln
Lin Yong Chun 1515 Brinton Park Dr
Lindquist Adah T 422 Sabine Ave
Lmvtc 241 E Lancaster Ave
Luff William G Jr 244 Gypsy Ln
Madelein C Weiser Md Pc 23 E Wynnewood Rd
Main Group Box 362
Marik Jirina 1405 Sussex Rd
Mccue Charles 1403 Westwood Ln
Mezey Alan 39 Lanugnau Hospital
Miller Deborah J Irrev Ud 10 Trst Of 475 Warick Rd
Miller Joseph J 333 E Lancaster Ave
Papp Ilona Papp Denes 1004 Crest Rd
Pearlstein Florence 1219 W Wynnewood Rd
Peirce Holly Lee Ann 306 Hamilton Rd
Peter Meltzer 409 Penwyn Rd
Phillips Peter C 103 Strawbridge Ct
Pieczynski C Saunders House
Pomerantz Barbara L 1209 W Wynnewood Rd Apt 104
Puri Monica 1458 Manoa Rd
Quality Ins Plans In CO The Reinard Agency 23 Hampstead Rd
Rand Adele Attn Spencer Rand 304 Powell Rd
Raymer John H Jr Cust Raymer Robert Kwin 822 Dover Rd
Reisbord Steven Todd 415 Warick Rd
Reiver Andrew 541 Dale Rd
Ruck Jane M 599 Hansell Rd
Salvucci Alfonso R 143 Rock Glen Rd
Searfoss Jean Y Lynwood Plz Apt 403
Seeherman Robin Wint PO Box 84
Seligman Martin E P 414 Warick Rd
Selove Walter 118 Cherry Ln
Serota Ron 523 Owen Rd
Shirley Speiser Trust 300 E Lancaster Ave
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Silver Paula F 217 Harrogate Rd
Smith Ruth 18 E Wynnewood Ave
Snyder Millicent L 405 Penn Rd
Speiser Shirley Speiser Allen 300 E Lancaster Ave
Sum Thang 6 E Lancaster Ave Apt 205
Trust Larry R 314 Kent Rd
Victoria Werth 425 Wister Rd
Walsh Carla 1422 Edgevale Rd
Weiss Roberta Alice 936 Clover Hill Rd
Weitz Eric H Cust Weitz Margot S 731 Sussex Rd
Welsh Gwyneth H 599 Hansell Rd
Willner Charles Willner Sylvia 1001 City Ave Greenhill Condominiums Unit Wa706
Winig Richard J 1016 Nicholson Rd
Zielinski Tecla 1445 City Ave Ste 7B
Zieglerville Pa 19492
Ae Manning PO Box 303
Northampton County
Allentown Pa 18102
Cleary Daniel 0520 Oak St
Cleary James 0520 Oak St
Bangor Pa 18013
Blake Marilyn Blake Russell 735 Chestnut St
Herritt George E Herritt Ida 900 Brdway
Loebsack Terry L Loebsack Mark D Rr 1 Box 1304
Shuman Earl F Shuman Joyce 324 Market St
Altofer Rose 10272 Little Creek Rd
Athletic Graphics Ltd 100 Majestic Way
Baker Sarah 6370 Del Haven Rd
Bangor Dental Assoc Ltd 854 Market St
Bello Zrolka Jaymadel 6177 Franklin Hill Rd
Berkheimer Associate C/O Opt Collector 50 N 7th St
Berkheimer Deliquent Collectors 50 North Seventh St
Berkheimer Tax Administrator PO Box 995 50 N 7th St
Capozzolo Helen A 34 Blue Valy Dr
Caracio Anthony D 1215 Turtzo Blvd
Casciano Fred 10272 Little Creek Rd
Cooper Isaac Shane 727 Harvest Ln
Crane Walter Estate Rr 2
Dalton Emmett J 17 S 3rd St
Douglas Consulting Inc 9762 Gravel Hill Rd
East Sarah C Estate Rr 2
Eit Collector Mun 55913 Penn Twp Eit Collector 50 North 7th St
Estate Of Irvin Hopper 698 Molasses Rd
Ferree Sheryl 392 Shooktown Rd
Floyd Liero Rr 3
Guida Angelo 219 Kline St
Ha Berkheimer 50 N Seventh St
Ha Berkheimer PO Box 922
Hab Eit Berkheimer Associates P O Box 900
Hab Ret Wilkinsburg 50 N 7th St
Hilton Carol L 233 Brdway
Karasek 641 Market St
Labar Dwayne 25 Bray St
Labor Carl H 233 Sping St
Liero Norma Rr 3
Martino Zito 641 Market St
Mcguinness James J 316 N 8th St Apt C
Millovisch Patricia 302 South Main St
Moyer Michael T 176 N 13th St
Opt Hab Berkheimer Tax Administrator PO Box 906
Osmun Charles 976 Ridge Rd
Pyle Ronald T V 98 Juniper Rd
Rasley James A 2423 W Bangor Rd
Ruggiero Philip Rr 1
Sandt Jeffrey C 4928 Cedar Grove Park
Stampone Lawrence 676 American Bangor Rd Apt A20
Tomlin William M Estate Of 102 Johnsonville Rd
Wilki Carolyn R 2167 Lake Minsi Dr
Bath Pa 18014
Smith Elsie M Smith David W Rr 2
Berlin Jeffrey 16 Sycamore Dr
Bittenbender Virginia 219 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Buck Shireen Rd 2
Caldwell Richard 160 Bentwood Cir
Ceci Frank J 307 E Main St
Check Marget 6 Pen Allen
Del Pri Michael P 955 Tamenend Rd
Derrick Harriet M 249 A Wolf St
Dieter Dolores S 2794 Eckerts Ln
Fitch Harold E 2505 Dove Ln
Haidle Richard Rear Main
Harris Joshua W 137 Hatchgravel Rd
Kuhn Elizabeth F 542 Bauer Rd
Laubach Lucille J 400 Poplar St
Lutz Joseph 710 Point Phillips Rd
Mabus Shawn M PO Box 264
Madigan Steven G 2776 Maefield Rd
Miroslaw Ed R 238 W Main St
Morgan James Walter 10 Sycamore Dr
Nowak William E 504 Carol Ln
Poplawski David J 662 Ranger Dr
Pritchard John Rr 3 Box 291
Salem Ucc Moorestown Attn Bertha Remaley 2786 E Beersville Rd
Serfass Harry E 301 Spyglass Hill Rd
Silfies Doris M Estate 121 E Northampton St
Smith Kmieczak Dianne A 216 North Chestnut St
Snyder Gary C 6090 Stone Post Rd
Spence Robert N 313 South Walnut St
Spevak John D 14 Sycamore Dr
Stefani Daniel 277 Park Tr Ct
Thiele Hurelie 322 Saucon View Dr
Trobetsky Shirley 19 Mace St
True2form Wagner 137 Hatchgravel Rd
Washer Michael G 589 Carol Ln
Weidman Carol Rr 1
Werner Walter R Jr 3 Springridge Rd
Bethlehem Pa 18015
Akpan Michael E 11 Duh Dr Apt 221
Amano Matthew 712 Fire Ln
American Skandia Advisor 2193 Rovaldi
Atkinson Joel 1107 Stanley Ave
Baab Roy 513 Carlton Ave
Bankers Trust Company Of Ca 638 Fiot St
Bersch Loretta M 461 Brighton St
Beshorner Rudolph 444 Carlton Ave
Blose Margaret Estate 1829 E 8th St
Blue Heron 1425 Mountain View Dr N
Blythe Timothy C 701 E Fifth St
Boote Zandra V 2023 Hill Top Rd
Brito David 525 Selfridge St
Bush Bernadette A 911n Lynn St
Candela Maria 1529 Fleming St
Carl James L 1050 Seneca St
Chen Feng 25 West Fourth St
Chhun Monita 316 Smt St
Copper Federick S 1570 Hafler Rd
Corcoran Thomas 703 E 4th St
Countrywide Home Loans 638 Fiot St
Crespo Julio 513 Cherokee St
Crimson Films Lp 120 W 3rd St
Cumings Marnie H PO Box 5453
Cunningham Alan 1671 Cambridge Ct
Dasilva Fernando J 1320 7th St
David Ors S 536 Hess St
Defiore Anthony Defiore Viola M 2704 Honeysuckle Rd
Dejesus Angel L 1175 E 4th St
Dejesus Hector 308 Brodhead Ave Apt 3
Dollak Roxanne B 708 South Hoffert St
Druet Abigail 1640 E 6th St
Dub Gloria M 910 Ostrum St
Edward 826 Delaware Ave
Electricworx Inc 1988 Friebley Ave
Erie Insurance PO Box 4286 - 22 W Brd St
Feilbach Weston H 225 E 4th St Apt 311
Fekete Ferenc 1015 Mechanic St
Felton Toni 605 Pawnee St
Fenner Katheryn 1678 Brdway
Filler Robert J 1839 Skibo Rd
Filler Robert J Estate Of 1839 Skibo Rd
Finney Ruth Estate 653 Alaska St
Fisk Raeburn K 1773 Arden Ln
Flores Cynthia Apt 2 818 E 8th St
Frazier Ramon 553 Jitscke St
Frazita Sylvia C/O R Witbeck 1427 Manor Dr
Germick Josephine J Estate Of 3590 Old Philadelphia Pike
Giamber Sam R Md 618 Delaware Ave
Gonzalez Ricardo 318 Brdhead Ave
Gorcsan Helen Estate Of PO Box 5138
Gunn Sharon D 626 Ash St
Hamil Winton H 724 Delaware Ave
Hamill Alice W 724 Delaware Ave
Hancik James L Estate 1949 E 4th St
Harpisichords Martin 1521 E 6th St
Hartman Viola E 422 Hayes St
Hazen Joseph 424 Pawnee St Apt 1
Hobar Irene Z 715 Wistar St
Howell John R 1584 Weyhill Cir
Jenkins Deborah E 2063 Pheasant Ct
John W Spurlock St Lukes Hospital 701 Ostrum St Suite 102
Karloff Adam J 1351 Seidersville Rd
Kedulic Evelyn 1324 E Fourth
Keystone Automotive Box 3658 Rte 378
Keystone Automotive Industries 3658 Rt 378
Klingerman Ellen L 19 W 4th St
Klotz Ann D 1112 Lynhurst Cr
Klotz Debra A 1112 Lynhurst Cr
Kostich Anna Estate 804 Public Rd
Kovacs Violet Estate 836 E 5th St 3
Kovatch Joseph J Estate 817 S Lynn St
Kovatch Mary J 817 S Lynn St
Krobath Charles Estate Of C/O Carol Krakowski 1866 Obrigns Ct
Laboy Celestino 1326 E 4th St
Lazansky Mark G 1914 Saucon Valy Rd
Leitgeb Barbara 916 F 6th St
Lopez Hector L 925 Delaware Ave D
Luyando Calvin 102 E 4th St Apt Fl1
Harris Virginia M Harris Daniel E 1014 Seneca St
Maco Elizabeth G 1101 Seneca Apt309
Martinez Elba M Apt 2b 1170 E 3rd St
Martinez Esmeralda 525 Hayes St Apt 1
Martinez Melchor PO Box 5343
Mary Baab 513 Carlton Ave
Mayrosh Gregg 1560 Surrey Rd
Mendez Leroy 670 Buchanan St
Merrigan Amie 1927 Saucon Ln
Metro Arthur G 314 Fillmore St
Metz Merle A Metz Paul S Rr 4
Middle Ridge 1425 Mountain View Dr N
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Miller Sandra L Miller Arlene B 1514 E 5th St
Miller Sandra L Miller Kenneth 1514 E 5th St
Munves Jonathon H 800 Ostrum St
Nemchick Stella 830 Hillside Ave
Neurology Sleep Medicin 510 Delaware Ave
Newman Siana 1560 Surrey Rd
Nieves Yohana 3129 E 6th St
Mondo Nicolina J Mondo Victor F 416 Saucon View Dr
Oswald Beatrice V Oswald William W Rd 20 605 Fairview
Ou Yongsheng 411 Webster Unit 201
Pabon Luis 1148 Railrd St
Parsick Walter J 917 E 4th St
Perez Leesa 1052 Seneca St
Perez Moises 809 E 6th St
Petro Diane C 1223 E 3rd St
Physiciansgroup St Lukes East PO Box 5386
Quigney Patricia F Estate 608 Norway Pl
Rayan John L 424 Polk St
Rios Alberto 101 Itaska St
Ritter Pharmacy PO Box 5429
Rivera Maxwell 409 Adam St Apt 2
Rodriguez Gerardo 2 Fl 462 Carlton Ave
Rodriguez Sylvia M 5376 Rt 378
Rolland W Benner Ira 2193 Rovaldi Ave
Salgardo Carol 826 Delaware Ave
Santa Sandor Z 1015 Mechanic St
Santiago Daisy 1043 Mechanic St Apt 6
Saucon Valley Country Club 2050 Saucon Valy Rd
Schmidt Kristian H 103 W 4th St
Seifert Christopher Jt Seifert Terri Jt C/O W H Cressman 1463 Ravena St
Severn Patricia Severn James 1139 Ftuna St
Silver Coin 403 Brdway St
Smith Beverly S Smith Robert E Rr 9 Box 208
Spiegel Elizabeth 917 Delaware Ave
St Lukes Family Practice 2380 Easton Ave
St Lukes Hospital 801 Ostrum St
Steve Mohle Propert Mohle S Properties 1 W 4th St
Stockdale Barbara 4960 Rte 378
Stokes Mildred 1101 Seneca St Apt 701
Sumner Richard E Jr Apt M 557 W 3rd St
Sun Chia Li 6 W 4th St Apt 8
Syncronoss Technologies Inc 1555 Spillman Dr
Timm Roderick G 1998 Sunrise Ln
Torres Doris 1949 Lynfield Dr
Torres Luis D 1130 Brdway
Torres-Pacheco Provencia 1107 E 4th St
Tseng Ting Fu 337 South New St Apt 304
Updegraff Brittany 1839 Oberly St
Urban Stephen 21 W Morton St
Vazquez Julia N 1633 E 8th St
Velazquez Hirayda S 710 Ontario St
Violay Jean Michel P Saucon View Dr Apt No 309
Vrabel Anna E Estate Of 715 Weil St
Walsh David 2045 Yob Ln
Williams Thomas J 1751 Elinor St
Wolf Bradley 1501 Brdway Apt 105
Woodrow Willie 216 East 5th St Rm 15
Wyandot 1425 Mountain View Dr N
Zachariah Sanju K 1479 Ravena St
Zellner Dolores 621 Diehl Ave
Zoch Jennifer L Zoch Daniel L 5 Finady Ave
Bethlehem Pa 18016
Bethlehem Steel 1170 8th Ave
Bethlehem Steel Corporation Martin Tower
Clark Stephen J PO Box 215
Hunter Clayton A PO Box 1414
Lipsky Agnes M PO Box 1526
Sanchez Reyes Harry 201 W Geopp St
Solomos Dimitrios PO Box 1873
Whitener Forrest E 117 Hillcrest Dr
Bethlehem Pa 18017
A1 Promotions 1515 Irene St Bldg A
Akropolis Corporation 626 Stefko Blvd
Allstate Insurance 1655 Valy Ctr Pkwy Suite 200
Alvarado Carmen 1140 C Garfield St
Amato And Margle Pc 107 North Commerce Way Suite 100
Anthony Edward D Anthony Robin 947 Rainbow Dr
Ap Alice M 87 South Commerce Way Suite 700
Auriemma Austen William Auriemma Denise Cust 1807 Renwick St
Auriemma Denise Cust Auriemma Colin S 1807 Renwick St
Bartholomew Jessica 1523 Livingston St
Bates Blair E 4318 Kathi Dr
Baughman Lisa A 5882 Alexander Rd
Bednarik Anna Estate 2860 Whitewood Rd
Berman Sadie C 1106 Kirkland Village Cir
Black Forest Bakery 2119 Schoenersville Rd
Bogart Barry E 1535 Irene St
Borrero Rosa Maria 610 Stefko Blvd
Bozyk Stella J 337 Clearfield St
Brennan Robert P Dmd 1940 Johnston Dr
Brian Wassinger 5107 Cheryl Dr
Brown Mamie 1195 J Livingston St
Bruley Louise 4318 Kathi Dr
Burke Gerald F 2031 Ave C
Buskirk Theresa 2029 Westgate Dr
Cann William H 2868 Main St
Carraghan Elaine E 3038 Cornwall Rd
Cdl Consolidated Del Log 57 S Commerce Way Ste 200
Cena Janet M 1910 Renwick St
Cenchitz Joseph 1930 Mark Twain Cir
Cepedamartinez Arnaldo M 1305 E Livingston St
Ceramet Incorporated C O Mr Robert Hastings 2175 Ave C
Ch Guenther Son Inc Attn Central Banking Set Up 1455 Valy Ctr Pkwy
Chen Sam Y 2521 Boyd St
Cherkis Eleanor D Estate 1814 Campbell St
Chs Professional Practice Coordinated Health 2775 Schoenersville Rd
Chs Professional Practice Pc 2775 Schoenersville Rd
Clayton Bo Estate Of 596 Red Fern Ln
Colabelle Rosaline 3634 Nicholson Rd
Colburn Norman D Colburn Ruth D Rr 1
Coleman Tyrone E 527 Bishopthorpe St
Conroy Matthew J 4519 Cheryl Dr
Cooper Mitchell Md 2597 Schoenersville Rd
Costigan Elizabeth K Costigan Arthur J 1745 W Macada Rd
Dalziel Edith B 2890 Greenleaf Ct
Davis Lolita 2025 Stefko Blvd
Deangelis Helen A 2085 Westgate Dr Apt 611
Decker Robin M 1450 B Johnston Dr
Dieter Marie Rn 5501 Bates Ave
Disante Finisia 2021 Westgate Dr
Dodwell Michael 2029 Westgate Dr
Dorseyhowells Meicyla 2029 Westgate Dr
Durkee Jackson L 217 Pine Top Trail
Estate Of Annamae E Mccard 5300 Northgate Dr No 124
Farris Eugene Estate 1745 1/2 Linden St
Fedex Express 126 N Commerce Way
Fenstermach Dorothy A 1735 Markham Dr
Gallagher Rita M 2409 East Blvd
Gamble Kathleen 2626 Winston Rd
Gardner Sharon F 5123 Cheryl Dr
Garganta John Rd 5 Hellertown Rd
Geissinger Gerald N 1709 North Blvd
Giacalone Jennifer 1454 Ln Ave
Grellet Gina 2140 East Blvd
Golemon Julia 851 Kossuth St
Gonzalez Lilly 719a Ramblewood Ln
Groman Charles H Groman Anne J 1609 Easton Ave
Gunn Edward Dennis 613 A Ramblewood Ln
Guzel Murat 788 Briarstone Rd
Haas Judith 107 Main St
Haines Dorothy T 1445 Westgate Dr
Handwerk Mary 2021 Westgate Dr
Hannon Mary E Hannon Luke M 1305 Statten Ave
Haring Thomas A 2563 Line Ct
Hegedus Louis Estate 837 Rockland St
Hess M Geraldine Est Rr 1 Hillcrest Rd
Horwath Claire F 2143 Covington Ave
Jacoby Ogden M 127 Main St
Jamann Lois 2650 Nazareth Pike
Jamann Mary B Estate 2612 Linden St
Joenick Corp 3833 Freemansburg Ave
Jones Benjamin F 1330 Fairmount St
Jubrail Lucy 1150 Bridle Path
Kandula Surgical Associat 2649 Schoenersville Rd Ste 203
Kearney Dennis B 1647 Easton Ave
Kearney Elaine E 2536 Gdn Ct
Keenan Edward J 1745 W Macada Rd 332
Keller Evelyn 2029 Wesgate Dr
Kleintop Keith 195 Green Pond Rd
Klopack John J 3061 Westminster Rd
Klotz Winifred Estate 5418 Highland Ave
Knowles Charles D 2331 Huntigton St
Kojak William 1370 Oakwood Dr
Kolleogy Anna Estate Of 1834 11th St
Kovacs Leslie 2105 Clermont St
Koxha Resul 3860 Jacksonville
Kramer Corinne K Moravian Village 634 East Broa Tom 245
La Rose I 200 Kirkland Village Cir
Lajeunesse Rose I 200 Kirkland Village Cir
Laputka Dolores A 45 West Macada Rd
Lavrentyev Kirill 5462 Jaclyn Ln
Lehigh Valley Hosp Muhlenburg 2545 Schoenersville Rd
Leming William R 1527 Catasauqua Rd
Lilius Frances 1219 Bluestone Dr
Lynn Martin 1554 Elayne St
Machado Gerard A 19bridlepathrd
Macri Frankis A Estate 511 Greenwood Ave
Malozi Helen A Estate 1724 Linden St
Maritex Group Inc 57 S Commerce Way
Marzec Helen 260 Main St Freemansburg Pa 18017
Maurice Richard 1003 Liberty Ct
Mc Clain Devin 1051 Westbury Dr
Mcfadden Mary Est 1138 Amplex St
Mcgaha Doyle L 1120 Yorkshire Rd
Mcgeehan Pensock Cecilia S 1629 Snyder St
Mendez Gonzalez Juan R 719a Ramblewood Ln
Merlo Helen 1419 Johnston Dr B
Miller Dale R 4640 Ashley Ln
Miller Deforrest H Miller Bruce E 2673 Nottingham Rd
Mistal Deborah J 1650 Valy Ctr Pkwy
Moneta Peter G Estate Of 789 Briarstone Rd
Morales Maria 1281 Pembroke Rd
Morgan Wetzel Maggie Mae 196 Green St
Morrow Douglas Morrow Jane S Apt B6 1932 Ma
Mueller Catherine H Mueller Paul J 5415 Towanda Dr
Muhlenberg Behavioral Health Lvpbs
Muhlenberg Primary Care Pc 1650 Valy Ctr Pkwy Ste 100
Muller John 2025 Stefko Blvd
Nagy Katharina 703 Walters St
Nationwide Insurance 83 S Commerce Way Ste 300
Nicoletti Anna C/O M George 5521 Grace Ave
Nicrone Joseph A 1740 Eaton Ave
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Noe Edward 4th St Miller Hts
Oconnell Lillian 2535 West Blvd
Ornstein John J 1964 Renwick St
Palisades Debt Collection 87 South Commerce Way Suite 700
Park Avenue Life Insurance 3900 Burgess Place
Perez Antonio 1133 Fritz Dr
Perez H Hernandez 5384 Rosedale Ln
Peters John J Estate Of 1728 Elm St
Peterson Kathleen M 2626 Winston Rd
Petro Irene V Mrs Petro Charles E 1825 Ctr St D104
Piatek Draguta D 2511 East Blvd
Piha Anna Estate Of 2021 Westgate Dr
Pina Eudys 610 Stefko Blvd
Purple Pineapple 90 South Commerce Way
Quiles Luisa G 1621 Lansdale Ave
Quiles Victor M 1621 Lansdale Ave
Quinones Xavier Villaran 1285 D Livingston St
Ralland Thelma 2018 Jennings St
Rieth Dennis W 5635 Montauk Ln
Rios Marisol 1155 East Livingston St
Risser Leah Estate Of 167 Hamilton Ave
Roth Eugene 544 Kevin Dr
Ruggiero Keith 2110 Jennings St
Russo Pauline K 328a Carver Dr
Sabo Frank Estate 55 Juniata St
Sakovics Josephine M Sakovics Stephen G Miller Hts
Sarley Florence R 1555 Siegfried St
Schoenen Eleanor 1825 Ctr St 105
Schrader Phillip J 1516 Snyder St
Schwab William C Schwab Trevor T 1704 Millard St
Sedgwick Bethlehem 87 S Commerce Way
Serrano Carmen Z 1210 Marvine St
Service Electric Cable Tv 2260 Ave A Lvip
Shea James A Jr 2060 Westfield Tr
Shimko Genevieve F 1713 Linden St
Singh Gurmeet 5535 Montauk Ln
Skrine Mary E 1745 W Macada Rd
Stefani Daniel C/O Co Pamela Noble 4736 Janet Ln
Strickland Daron 1027 Blake St
Styron Charlotte T 2085 Westgate Dr Apt 315
Tang Helen 110 N Oak St
Tariq Siraj 527 Bishopthorpe St
Taylor Lillian C 1214 Hilton St
Torrell Jacquelin E Sante Mill Rd
Toth Anna M 1521 Irene St 203
Transervice 125 N Commerce Way
Viamedia Llc 3910 Adler Pl Ste 100
Voyager Technology Of America Suite 308
Wald Donald E 1252 Randolph Rd
Weil Hulda M Apt 312 1745 W Macada Rd
Weiss Herman E 2085 Westgate Dr Apt 2c
Whitehall Medical 1650 Valy Ctr Pkwy #100
Williams Louisa W 561 Pine Top Trl
Wilson Adian J Wilson Marlee 120 Main St
Wilson Frank 2029 Westgate Dr
Wilson Madison S Wilson Marlee 120 Main St
Wiltraut Jeffrey 4632 Stafford Ave
Wmd Corp 2178 Industrial Dr
Wolf Veryl 2202 Kirkland Village
Woodburn Cherry L 1539 Richard Ave
Woodburn Whaland Aaron 1539 Richard Ave
Woodburn Whaland Aaron 3425 Princeton Place
Yohe George E Estate Of 3016 Mission Rd
Young Robert D Schoenersville Rd
Bethlehem Pa 18018
Albarrel Electric Inc 901 W Lehigh St
Albert Sadie 1243 Dalehurst Dr
Anesth Lafayette 35 E Elizabeth Ave Ste 24
Appleman William D 702 Main St
Atkinson Gordon 24 E Chrurch St
Barwick Melody 42 W Union Blvd
Bauder Maynard P Bauder Carol 1327 High St
Belmont Robert 515 E North St
Bethlehem Infectious Disease 35 E Elizabeth Ave
Bethworks Renovations Llc 60 W Brd St Ste 102
Bitsadze Givi 604 High St Apt 2
Bognar Ernest W Estate 52 E Brd St
Bowers Lizzie H 1110 Spring St
Boyer Marguerite E 1323 Dalehurst
Brandt Philip H 708 5th Ave
Briggs Ann 722 Spring
Brotleit Henry Brotleit Ziona 511 Prospect Ave Apt 2 408 2nd Ave 1st Fl
Brown Jeffrey A 1435 Monocacy St
Brummell Rachel R Estate 3920 Smithville Rd
Bul Eleanor Estate Of 5927 Hegerman St
Burke Karl S 626 Prospect Ave
Burnett Thompson H 1224 East Rosemont Dr
Bush Bernadette A C/O Estate 911 N Lynn St
Camillo Nazzaro Trust 1534 Farm Ln Ua 7 8 98
Carquest Auto Parts 719 Conestoga St
Carter Harold 2204 Pinehurst Rd
Chen Yenjeng J 1825 Calypso Ave
Christensen Dorothy M 229 E Church St
Cowherd Phyllis 804 W Market St
Cummings Donald E 837 Tioga Ave
Daly Mary Rose Estate Of Grace Mansion 1200 Spring St
Davis Kelly 1822 Eastman Ave
Delnero Carmino J 908 Weston Place
Diaz Carolyn 533 Turner St
Doherty Virginia Estate 522 Main St
Dominguez Edith Apt 16 1743 W Market St
Donald Brader Estate 1124 Maple St
Dorchez Dennis G 1432 Hottle Ave
Drahezel Carol 22 E North St
Drumgold James W 737 Main St Apt 1109
Duprey Peter R 2103 Glendale Ave
Ehrenstrasser William E Estate Of Edward J Keenan 117 E Brd St
Elbaz Ahmed Apt 3 636 5th Ave
Epstein Dora G 1929 Fairland Ave
Erie Insurance PO Box 4286
Espinal Ins Agcy Inc 528 North New St 4 Fl
Falco James M Dmd Pc 1108 W Brd St
Faust Charles 84 Valy Park S
Fearon Debbie 518 W Union Blvd
Fetskura Michael D 1837 Homestead Ave
Figura Amy M 335 East Ettwein St
Fitzer Harry Estate 729 4th Ave
Fleck James 2078 Dogwood Ln
Fleet Bank 1 Bethlehem Plaza
Francisco’s Salvadoreno Restaurant 100 E Brd St
Fuisz Margaret 252 634e Brd St Moravian Village
Furber Elizabeth A 737 Main St Apt 810
Gart Vincent L 1011 Elm St
Glass Helen M 20 Valy Park South
Handelong Bruce Estate 501 Woodlawn Ave
Heimpel Joyce M 531 E North St
Heimpel Oyce 531 E North St
Heller Joseph H 804 W Market St
Henry Margaret M Henry Allen G 721 3rd Ave
Herione Charles 633 15th Ave
Hernandez Rmani E 1345 Martin Ct Apt 826
Hewlett Julia E 430 E Brd St
Hickey Mary P 2104 Pinehurst Rd
Hilbert Ruth E Estate 712 4th Ave
Holman Marion E 2115 Grove Rd
Hulbert Erma 512 Elm St Apt 203
Ittershagen Daniel C 831 High St
Jackson Mark D 440 E Goepp St
Jones Hannah E Apt 3f 71 E Brd St
Kang Hyun 1731 West Market St Apt 9
Kantor Francis J 750 Fernwood St
Karba Helen 750 Fernwood St
Karron George A Est Of 444 Main St
Kemp Shirley D 803 Fernwood St
Kerak Jr Michael P 536 10th Ave Apt 2
King Spry Herman Freund & Faul One West Brd St Ste 700
Krasznovlgyi Beatrice Estate Of 901 W Lehigh St
Krueger Paul P Estate Of 128 E Brd St
Kuesan Joseph 48 W Spruce St
Kuwie Marie D 2010 Vista Dr
Kyle Edith Estate Of C/O Pamela Kyle 1962 Barclay Ct
Landings 1818 Catasauqua Rd
Lantz Jamie V 537 Pine
Lawrence Anne M 404 Ctr St
Leder Lawrence H Leder Bernice K 1706 W North St
Lee Evelyn R Estate 132 E Goepp St
Lewis Barbara R Lewis Dwight D 1852 Cloverdale Rd
Liang Yu H 733 Maple St
Lienhard Thomas L Lienhard Irene M 701 Main St
Lipsky Agnes M 321 West Raspberry St
Livirrie Elda M 1415 Linden St
Lynch Florence M Estate 705 4th Ave Apt 3
Lynn Clifford T Estate 531 3rd Ave
Macneill Margaret M 1124 West Brd St
Majczan Schaedler Kelleher 901 W Lehight St Suite 200
Makos Margaret Estate Of 529 Sixteenth Ave
Marie Wagner 12 W Church St
Martin Brenda S 735 School St
Mcafee Kenneth A 1015 Spring St
Milander E R Estate 1768 W Brd St
Miller Arlene Miller Sandra 552 W Union Blvd
Miller Irene D Estate 250 E Goepp St
Miller Joseph 56 West Church St
Miller Sandra L 1234pennsylvania Av
Milosev Srdjan Bf 811 Monocacy
Minnig Pauline C 1234pennsylvania Av
Minsi Trail Inn C/O T/A Acropolis Inc 626 Stefko Blvd
National City Mortgage Co Dba Eastern Mortgage Ser 1530 8th Ave
Nazzaro Camillo 1534 Farm Ln
Neeb Pearl C 722 Spring
New England Line Network 528 N New St
Nunez Margarito 806 Ctr St
Ohr Marion 611 4th Ave
Paikes Enterprises Inc 35 E Market St
Palik Grace K Estate 807 Dellwood St
Pomeroy John S Estate 201 E Garrison St
Potkovac M Dba Matt Potkovac Gutters 942 Linden St
Queen Scott 1434 Pennsylvania Ave
Quier Russell W Sr 262 E Goepp St
Reyes Alvenio D 1122 West Nolf St
Riley Alice Estate 1860 W North St
Rodriguez David 929 Fernwood St
Royer Timothy Jr 2028 Glendale Ave
Salazar Adolfo G 431 W Lehigh St
Sandre August 925 Main St
Sands Donna M 229 E Church St
Scharle Timothy W 35 Elizabeth Av
Sharp David W 1840 Catasauqua Rd
Shelly John J 1414 Elm St
Shelpack Michael 1912 Glendale Ave
Sheriff Ted A 1453 Main St
Siftar Kaija L Siftar Ladd Jr 548 North New St
Sitler Lloyd C 84 W Market St Apt 11
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Sleeman Jean H 41 E Market St
Smith Denise M 1910a Allwood Dr
Smith Ruth E 1413 Cortland St
Sound Plus Vision Ii 915 W Brd St
Steckel John 1411 W Brd St 2e
Stellar Stone Fabrications L 727 W Brd St Apt 1
Stever E Allen 1844 Wilson Ave
Stocker Alan L Apt 6 East Nrth St 6 East North St
Strout Maryelen 239 E Wall St
Sysak Julia 533 Turner St
Szuter Elizabeth 405 Wall St
Thomma Robert S W Sr Thomma Barry J 2069 W Brd St
Thompson Gary 512 Elm St Apt 309
Tkach Michael B 422 Grandview Blvd
Toth Rosemary 1102 Eaton Ave Apt 313
Trautlein Donald H 452 N New St
Travisano Anthony J 221 E Union Blvd
Tyler George Dr 1915 Kingsley Dr
Umstead Dora T 454 Main St
Van Vliet Collings Virginia 645 Leibert St Apt 506
Vannote Melissa M 1239 Andover Rd
Varghese Varghese 1434 Pennsylvania Ave
Wagner Allen 12 W Church St
Walker Pearl E 432 Hanover St
Wanamake Nancy L Estate 233 E Church St
Ward Johanna 201 E Geopp St
Ward Stephen 110 Corona St
Wasko Linda A C O Jean Kristofik 436 E Union Blvd
Watts Jeanette Watts Laura 1912 Gatewood Ln
White Ruth T 1954 Kenny Dr
Williams Tim Inc 1411 W Brd St
Woodburn Cherry L 1539 Richard Ave
Woodburn Whalen Aaron 1519 Richard Ave
Woodburn Whalen Seth 1539 Richard Ave
Wright Barbara C 1954 Kenny Dr
Wysocki Mary P 229 E Wall St
Zapotocki Josephine A 645 Leibert St Apt 302
Ziegler Diane Cust Ziegler Adam J 620 W Market St
Bethlehem Pa 18020
Adach Ariel 4820 Hanoverville Rd
Basile Mark 2235 Cherry Blossom Ct
Benefit Plan Designers Inc 3650 Nazareth Pike
Boujemaa Khaldi 3716 Brader St
Divine Balloons A Co 3594 Moravian Ct
Eastpenn Sanitation Inc 4687 Hanoverville Rd
Ehrgott Warren C 1717 Hampton Rd
Ewaskiew William 4007 Green Pond Rd
Gerencser Janet M 1717 Hampton Rd
Gerlach Robert W 1827 Hampton Rd
Gingher Nancy J Rr 1
Hawk Franklin A Miller Hts
Hoffman Richard E Estate 4005 Green Pond Rd
Hollenbach William 4007 Green Pond Rd Apt 217 A
Horwath Elaine M 1717 Hampton Rd
Jamiolkowski C Estate Of C/O Coun 201 Grey Stone Ct
Jolly Timothy 4400 Pheasant Run Ct
Kane Irene D 3301 Brodhead Rd
Kear Louise V Estate Rr 2
Kelly Philip R Kelly Sarah M 4007 Green Pond Rd
Kemmerer Karen A 2510 4th St
Kent Garry 1609 11th St
Krock Shirley Ann Krock Samuel H 412 Whitebriar Dr
Lanuti Anne 4011 Green Pond Rd Apt 30b
Latzanich Robert K Latzanich Nancy R 306 Jefferson Pl
Lift All East Versalift East Inc 2706 Brodhead Rd
Maaco Auto Painting 1901 2nd St
Michael Sicardi 2722 Bachman Dr
Nagy Joseph K 1851 8th St
Nichols Robert S 217 Butztown Rd
Pathan Lalmohamed G Dr 4451 Anthony Dr
Penn S Farms Condominium Assoc 101 Clubhouse Dr
Plumb Gold 472 3910 Alder Place
Premier Services Inc 4383 Hecktown Rd Ste L
Rivera Licewidza 655 Wyanpotte St
Sartorius Bbi Systems Inc 2800 Baglyos Cir
Scheller Joseph M Trst Of 3730 Canterbury Rd
Scheller Sarah Elizabeth Trst Of 3730 Canterbury Rd
Scholnick Joseph H 150 4011 Green Pond Rd
Skrine Mary 4179 Rexford Dr
Smith Leroy L Lot 20 3900 Freemansburg Ave
Svanda Christine J Svanda Stephen 1901 2nd St
Tokarczyk Krzysztof M 4820 Hanoverville Rd
Townsend Ward Charlotte 2285 Aspen Ct
Troxell Thomas E Troxell Mary K 3521 Drift Ct
Wrzesinski Pawel 4003 Ferncroft Ln
Zacarias Milton Estuardo 2120 Jhonston Dr Apt 12
Bethlehem Pa 18042
Sahl Jon Cust Sahl Andrew 2410 Thirteenth St
Bethlehem Pa 18045
Fiore Louie A 400 Bridle Path Rd 48
Cherryville Pa 18035
Klinesmith Gene C Estate PO Box 886
Mack Karen L Box 861
Mack Keith A Box 861
Mack Terry L Box 861
Thomas Charles I 103 Cherry Valy
Danielsville Pa 18038
Chew Lihfang 3210 Applebutter Rd
Christine Craig 1365 Blue Mountain Dr
Day Thomas A 3995 Monroe St
Kovacs J B 3190 Apple Butter Rd
Magliera Peter Estate Rr 1 Box 337
Middleton Jonathan L 877 S Mink Rd
Silfies Steward O Rd 1
Zayaitz Jean Rd 1 Stateside Dr
Easton Pa 18040
Ally Neil I 4999 S Delaware Dr
Baker Clarence F Baker Elsiee D Rd 3
Bitar Elena R 1909 Cherry Ave
C Kay Party Service 1635 Stump Rd
Delorenzo Frances Estate Of 114 E Elizabeth Ave
Deluca Paul 3123 Sullivan Trail
Donahue Patricia A 941 Sullivan Trail
Engler Elsie A 317 S 17 St
International Womens Apparel 610 Uhler Rd
Kemp Barbara M 5 Princeton Ct
Kennedy George 1011 George St
Koenig Magdalena 508 Primrose Path
Levendusky Susan J 1540 Upstream Farm Rd 100
Muhlenberg Hospital Center Society 2201 Meadow Ln Dr
Scotts Auto Service Juan Estrada 3715 Sullivan Trail
Seifert Ruth B Rr 2 1707 Mitman Rd
Stein Barbara Stein Jack 3100 Brdway Rd
Weichert Relocation S 906 Heather Ln
Easton Pa 18042
Acconzo Nicole J Northampton St
Acosta Adrian 129 9th St
Adleman Sara 2040 Lehigh St 412
Almazan Lucio A 533 Reynolds St
Amey Milton 215 W Berwick St
Andrews Cathy D 1441 Butler St Apt C16
Ardila Alvaro 209 Northampton St Apt 2
Bartholomew John A 620 Walnut St Apt 1
Bean Alice 328 N 12th St
Bechtel Allen R 500 Washington St
Begies Barbara A 464 W Berwick St
Benster Jonathan D Cashiers Office
Bernandino Jimenez 420 N 12th St
Bishop Bernadette 5 North 3rd St Apt 307
Burkhart Mary C 245 W Lincoln St Apt 1
Caceres Tracy 676 Church St
Campbell Robin L 1074 Berwick St
Cantos Graciela 1210 Wood Ave
Casteen Suzanne Estate 309g N 11th St
Castro Miriani 509 James St
Chiotes George 1427 Northampton St
Clements Horrison B Clements Mildred R 1062 Benwick St
Conlon John 1401 Washington St
Connor Joseph O Connor Francis 161 S 6th St
Corales Santiago J 183 E Nesquehoning St
Cressman Walter W 2411 Birch
Cruz Perez Tomas 250 Ann St Apt 205
Cruz Ricardo Rodriquez 1202 Northampton St
Curley Diana Pasquarell 326 E Wilkes-Barre St
Dailey Eugene 360 Taylor Ave Apt 10e
Davila Cesar 145 James St
Davis Wayne 718 Jackson St
Debona Catherine 1527 Washington St
Deeds Connie 118 South 14th St
Defrancesco Michael 2026 Lehigh St
Degnan Mary K 825 Paxinosa Ave
Degnan Paul F 825 Paxinosa Ave
Denes Stephen J Denes Marcella 322 Porter St
Dodd William E 221 S 4th St Apt 305
Dours Ninfa 719 Pine St
Drake Harry H 245 W Lincoln St Apt 1
Drake Helen M 245 W Lincoln St Apt 1
Dunlap Emma E Dunlap Martha Rd 4
Duque Nely 1006 W Berwick St
Durnin James 705 S 23rd St
Dushanek Miriam 1142 Lehigh St
Easton Auto Body Shop 1328 Elm St
Ehlers Andrew P 431 High St
Esposito Joseph J 1114 Butler St
Fadgen Denise A 710 Sunnyside Rd
Feick Joan M 110 E Wayne Ave
Ferrer Jose 830 Spring Gdn
Fetherston Sara J 625 Royal Manor Rd
Fialcowitz Elizabeth Farinon Ctr Lafayette Colg
Fiedler Theodore C III Fiedler Heather Lynne Fiedler Ana Jane 619 Prestwick Dr
Firth Debra 498 Washington St Rm 104
Fleck Michael 221 N 16th St
Fredericks Wanda E Attn Wanda E Butler 97 Jeffrey St
George David 1018 Bushkill St
Gilbert Est Thomas 913 W Nesquehoning St
Grainda Barbara 1316 Pine
Graves Gloria 718 Pearl St
Grifo Marietta 421 Washington St
Groff Margaret 274 E Grant St A
Groulx Leo R 1142 Lehigh St
Guffy Enithza 917 Ferry St
Hager Helen M 727 Church St
Heller Catharine A Heller Barry W 421 Williams St
Henrietta Schwar Box 229 Lucy Crossing
Herencia H 822 W Milton St
Horvath Geraldine S 690 Washington St
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Housel Clinton 144 S 9th St
Huff Iona 217 E Kleinhans St
Jankovich Irene 1028 Butler St
Kargbo Ibrahim Bashirr 50 Hilton St
Kelly Dennis R Jr 160 College Ave
Kirchgassner Pauline L 127 N 3rd St
Kirkland Lonnie 245 W Saint Joseph St
Klass Catherine M Klass Michael A 2123 Hay
Kluscarits Agnes 726 Walnut St
Koehler Kheel Realty Llc 400 Northampton St Ste 708
Koller Dorothy C 500 Washington St
Koose Eleanor A Koose Eugene W 2018 Hay Ter
Koplin Lee L 1215 County Line E
Kopp Debra 56 N 7th St
Kragel Dawne 422 East Wilkes-Barre St
Kramer Ethel 606 Coleman St
Kuebrich George C 150 Sunnyside Rd
Kun Julia 2428 Forest St
L Deanda R Independent Executrix 1237 Merion Ave
Lahr Lori 1028 Butler St
Lambert Joanne M 2349 Fourth St
Laracuente Carmen E 11 Early St
Laubach Mildred L 3868 Bethman Rd
Lehmann Carol Apt 308 104 South Third St
Leidy Margaret M 1211 Pine St
Lewis Stewart K Jr Lewis Lois J 723 Church St
Libiano Ruth E Estate 273 Folk St
Liotti Antonio 352 W Nesquehoning St
Lopez Francisco 1138 Pine St
Lutack Richard E 832 W Burke St
Makoski Stella Makoski Leo 850 E Homestead Ln
Mammano Sharon L 5940 Las Virgenes Rd
Marcano Jemel 1004 W Nesquehoning St
Martinez Arnulfo L 4 South 7th St Apt 4
Massie Narianne 219 N 8th St
Mathews Margt 130 N 4th St
Mathews Walter F Jr Mathews Patrica A 1010 Belmont St
Mclaughlin William F 2344 Butler St Apt 6
Mcnally Joan M 631 Chestnut Tr
Mcpeek Frank 1043 W Nesquehoning
Mcpeek Hazel E Mcpeek Frank 1043 W Nesquehoning
Metzgar Nellie 52 S 4th St
Michling Caroline 127 N 3rd St
Miller Frances Miller Paul H 1911 Hay Tr
Millner Giel 43 S Bank St
Mimlitsch Gerald W Rev 1142 Spruce St
Mithcell Kara L 235 Browns Dr
Neunert Charles 108 N 8th St
Newhard Joan E 690 Washington St
Northampton County Tax Collector 669 Washington St
Oconnell Catherine J 426 Fox Cir
Oconnor Joseph Estate 417 Cattell St
Odd Fellows Riverside Inc 25 Canal Rd
Ortlieb Virginia 936 Mccartney St
Panovec Paula 328 N 9th St
Patino Bonnie 2460 Front St
Perez Isatas 730 Northampton St
Phiri Matthew A 629 West Wilkes-Barre St
Pinkerton Frank Iii 933 Ctr St
Poff James 308 N 11th St
Pomeroy Bradbury S 124 Morrison Ave
Rabenold Jessica 701 S 23rd St
Ratajski Anna M Estate 2201 Forest St
Rath William 114 Cresent Ave
Rauch Richard S 1311 Northampton St Apt 3 Ft
Ricketts Royal Jr 10 No 17th
Right At Home Lehigh Valley 100 N 3rd St Ste 402
Riley Sandra A 912 Jackson St
Rivera Zaragoza Javier 33 N 7th St
Romano Heather M 911 Reynolds
Roscioli Enio 118 Ann St
Ruggiero Beverly 1401 Washington St
Sabo Mary E Sabo Alex 2218 3rd St
Sacks Susan Est 726 Walnut St
Saraceni Hugo C 210 Palmer St
Schaffer C E Estate 1836 Freemansburg Ave
Schoeneck Marian J 1020 Washington St
Serfass Elizabeth Estate 125 W Wilkes-Barre St
Seymore Mark E 721 Line St
Silkin Cary 40 Stewart Ct
Smith Bobbie 42 N Delaware Dr
Smith Richard N Smith Gerald J 82 Keystone Ave
Soroka Anna B 2430 Lennox St
Spence Shelia 1954 Lehigh St
Stahler Helen K 127 North 4th St Co Henry R Newton Jr Esq
Stefancin Charley J Stefancin Lois D 85 Saylor S Ln
Stefancin Chris 608 Ctr St
Sutton Eddie 506c James St
Sykes Glenn 236 Vista Dr
Thaler Edward C 390 Stouts Valy Rd
Theadford Andrew B Jr 134 E Milton St
Thornton Fulton T 219 N 8th St
Uriostegui Damian F 733 Canal St Apt B-22
Warner Arthur P Warner James E 109 S 15th St
Weiss Paul H 605 Moyers Ln
Werner Robert 705 Paxinosa Ave
White James 1028 1030 Butler St
Wilkerson Robert A 109 N 3rd St 309
Wine Stuff 410 S 16th St
Witherspoon Annette Apt 4 637 1/2 Northampton St
Wren Thelma B Estate 210 N 11th St
Yeakel Denise L 134 North 3rd St
Young Bob 5 Centre Sq
Yucel Leyla S 813 South 23rd St
Easton Pa 18044
Jpmc As E A For Northampton K Mart PO Box 637
Knapp Virginia W Est Of PO Box 1087
Lease Wear Corporation 2111 Butler St PO Box 430
Lugo Lisandro PO Box 346
Ohagan Francis J PO Box 285
Easton Pa 18045
Acopian Natalie Aleksa One Windwood Hill
Brenfleck Nancy L 5120 Freemansburg Ave
Brochini Hilda A 3306 Nicholas Ct
Brotzman Leslie J Estate Of 310 W Laurel Ave
Brotzman Wayne 310 W Laurel Ave
C & L Delivery Services Inc 1821 Chianti Place
Cantrel Laurice J 4333 Embur Ter
Conrad Andrea 234 S Watson St
Cooper Nissan Of Lv 3143 William Penn Hwy
Craft William 15 Willow Dr
Cunningham Peter Louis Dr 3735 Easton Nazareth Hwy Suite 203
Cusano Robert M 59 Greening Dr
Decesare Rose P 2707 Plymouth Dr
Dobbs Norma L 10 Duke Ct
Easton Buick Company 2600 William Penn Hwy
Elsie Gerbino C/O Joseph Gerbino Poa 2222 Eugene St
Engle Anna R Estate Of 2723 Mary St
Filler Robert J C/O Cohen-2906 Wm Penn Hwy Ste
Flynn Matilda Flynn Daniel 2448 Edgemore Ave
Gatanis Nicholas K Gatanis Sandra S 1812 Chardonnay Dr
Geissinger Jean C/O L Hogan 4485 Charles St
Gill David 3641 Westwood Dr
Gmac 1812 Chardonnay Dr
Goldsmith Thomas F 1461 Toursdale Dr
Hagerman Cathirine M 4435 Bayard St
Hampton Inn 3723 Easton Nazareth Hwy
Happel Thelma J Happel Vernon F 8 Beaver Ln
Hinton Kirsten M 4070 Nicole Place
Hohl Vincent 3333 Freemansburg Dr
Immordino Josephine Est 318 Wedgewood Dr
Kaspern Caren L Kaspern John R 2721 Liberty St
Kaswala Kishor M 1952 Cabernet Pl
Keck Karen L Attn Karen L Fagan 1432 Howard Ln
Kolrdrt John Estate 4730 William Penn Hwy
Marcy Agnes 4435 Bayard St
Maule J Gordon 417 Stones Crossing Rd
Mausolf Sarah L 608 S Greenwood Aveapt C4
Mccormack Agnes 3339 Sturbridge Ave
Mcintyre Donald J 3 Orchid Ct
Mcpeek Hazel E 1460 Stones Crossing Rd
Meixsell Robert 2714 Brd St
More Larry 4304 Winfield Ter
Nielsen Meliss M Nielsen Eric V 1227 Ann Marie St
Norelli Clement G Norelli Vanessa L 3801 Southwood Dr
Onorata Christina Marie Onorata Tekla M 4781 Concord Dr
Ospina Gloria A 20 Windrift Ct
Pathan Kaiser 207 Mill Race Dr
Piscitel Rosaria 2343 Lawnherst Ave
Porter Robert C Porter Shirley 3018 Fischer Rd
Prak Bunny 108 Ridgeline Ln Easton Twp Of Palmer
Presto Phillip Estate 81 Moor Dr
Reddy Bhoompally V 3735 Easton Nazareth Hwy Ste
Rothrock Gwendolyn M Rothrock Eugene E 28 Freedom Terr
Rutherford Ellen E 2650 John St
Schaible John E Ii 4218 Bethman Rd
Schenkel Eric Dr Ta Valy Clinical Research Cente Suite 202
Shafer Edwin J Rr 2
Smith Tristan P Smith Jeffrey S 2650 Anthony Ct
Smolowitz Matthew A 3620 Chipman Rd
Volkert Glenn G 3031 Eldridge Ave
Weidner Paul P Weidner Mary S 1206 Whitney Ave
Woodring Marion M Rd 3
Wootton Nancy 2665 Liberty St
Flicksville Pa 18050
Bodine Pederson Sharel PO Box 19
Hellertown Pa 18055
Ahart Anna M Est Ahart Anna M Apt 15 211 French St
Albert Geraldine A 36 W Saucon St
Allyn Maureen Allyn Mark R 1631 Orchards Rd
Amey William F 1899 Leithsville Rd
Ballek Ernest Estate 3145 Moyer Rd R2
Beidelman Clair Estate 530 Tobias Dr
Beidelman Leroy Estate 530 Tobias Dr
Billheimer Elizabeth L Billheimer George L 1050 Main St Room A-10
Claps Judith Barnes 3430 Drifting Dr
Dando Elsie 1340 Jefferson St
Flok Anna 1340 Jefferson St
Frans Ishmael 1606 Oakridge Ln
Gilman Claudia G Gilman Robert 710 Durham St Box M
Gilman Robert PO Box M
Hayes William J 2173 Rose Ln
Kardell James 214 Constitution Ave
Kichlines Auto Body 710 Durham St Box M
Kramer Rose E Rd 1
Matzura Diane 1500 Brickcote Ln
Mcgrath Edward J 53 W Depot St
Montfort Schultz 248 Main St
Mullen Michael D 2362 Springtown Hill Rd
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Pope Ruth A 1063 New Jersey Ave
Reilly Christopher 1841 Clarence Dr
Rice Elizabeth W 1881 Gregory Pl
Roth Harold R D 1
Ruch Floyd H 1025 Detweiler Ave PO Box 114
Saucon Valley Family Pract 255 Front St
Sauer Sherry 17 Pine Manor Dr
Seigfried Emily R C/O B Wagner 662 Main St
Seigfried Robert J C/O B Wagner 662 Main St
Seigfried William 1549 Easton Rd
Shegina Russell W Shegina Margaret Rte 1
Shimeel Kathleen 605 Main St
Shimmel Robert L Jr Shimmel Iva I 605 Main St
Shimmel Robert L 605 Main St
Smoyer Mildred M 1050 Main St A26
Tomasetti Robert 320 E High St
Townsend Ann S Trust 3470 Reservoir Rd
Valley Excavating & Paving Inc 1700 Clauser St
Velho Jane M 1930 Pine Ct
Voice Micah R 2782 Easton Rd
Wolf Linda Wolf Neil 1851 Mansfield St
Zweibel Herb A Estate 744 Front St
Lehigh Valley Pa 18001
Schaeffer Alan PO Box 25001
Lehigh Valley Pa 18002
Adams Outdoor Advertising PO Box 20110
Afc Insurance PO Box 25400
Broadsphire PO Box 25104
Broakspire Serv PO Box 25101
First Valley Bank PO Box 25500
G I S C PO Box 26205
Guardian Life PO Box 26020
Guardian PO Box 26020
La Sure Olga V PO Box 21481
Lehigh Valley Convention PO Box 20785
Lehigh Valley Physicians Imaging Ctr PO Box 20783
Lehr Henry PO Box 25001
Marsh Usa Inc PO Box 25253
Micro Clean PO Box 21806
Muhlenberg PO Box 20926
National Every 15 Minutes PO Box 20034
Phcs The Guardian P O Box 26020
Pma Group P O Box 25250
Pma Management Corp PO Box 25249
Speck Robert E Estate Of PO Box 25500
Us Foodservice Allentown PO Box 25006
Williams Nancy S PO Box 25500
Young Darcy PO Box 26205
Martins Creek Pa 18063
Albanese Richard A 6635a Main St 243
Mount Bethel Pa 18343
Bossert Woodrow W Bossert Jennie F Rd1
Morrissey Susan B Morrissey Daniel Rr 2 Apt
Butler Fred 16 Alexandra Cir
Kyle Frank M 73 Shawnee Dr
Mausteller Stephen M Rt 512 PO Box 65
Murphy James J 18 Powderhorn Pl
Newman Christine C 13 Apache Dr
Pullins Sheila D 58 Crystal Terr
Schock Robert D PO Box 133
Wszolek Richard C/O Mt Bethel Health Wellne 2094 S Delaware Dr
Mccarron Paul J 2277 Kovar Ln
Nazareth Pa 18064
Abel Mary C 666 Rose Inn Ave
Andrews Dorothy E Andrews Russell J 160 Green St
Bickert Robert J 496 Belfast Rd
Bok Pauline J Bok Joseph Rfd 2
Borek Koons Christine L 148 Kingsbury Crt
Campbell William J 117 Spring St
Cordon Armando 203 E Lawn Rd
Fat Boys Grill 52 E Lawn Rd
Faust J 763 Nazareth Pike
Gessa Shirely Rfd 1 Nazarath Pa 18064
Godwin Millicent Mrs 175 W North St
Gruver Kenneth E Ii Gruver Valerie Lynn 443 Union St
Herrin Joe Estate Of Attn Bonita Ryan 4388 High View Dr
Hicks Leonard 860 Browntown Rd
Hildebrandt Louise M 50 Easton Rd
Huber Earl J Huber James Rr 1
Kalnas Dennis F 179 S Main St
Kaspar Albert J 175 W North St Apt 2207
Kemo Michael 3341 White Fence Ln
Kg Air Conditioning And Heating 482 Jacobsburg Rd
Kleintop Marlene 39 East Ctr St
Kline Annelle 162 S Green St
Kostengader Gayle M RD 3
Krock Eralle W RD 3
Kunkel John W 100 Bickert Ln
Lesky Stella A Lesky Victor 476 E Chestnut St
Levin Patricia 331 Little Creek Dr
Lilius Margaretann P Jessup Co A Landes 1 S Main
Miller Merlin Est Rr 3
Murdoca Jeanne E 15 Wood St
Nagle Andrew 112 1/2 East Lawn Rd
Pharo Robert S Pharo Joyce Rr 1
Plant It Earth Tree Farms 732 James Dr
Professional Chimney Sweep 424 Cherry Hill Rd
Quivey Marie 175 W North St Apt 1210
Rader Irene M Apt 2fl 59 S Brd St
Ramin Aresh 4541 Homestead Dr
Ramin Attig Ullah 4541 Homestead Dr
Rapp Alvin H 50 Easton Rd
Roebuck James R 672 Brandywine Rd
Ruggiero Mary S 76 S Main St
Rumfield Dennis PO Box 14
Safatovic J N 648 Cherry Hill Rd
Santini Chales Richard Santini Georgia 76 S Main St
Schmey Peter 898 Browntown Rd PO Box 2898 Rd
Snyder Sylvia A 54 South New St
Solt Chevrolet Oldsmobile Inc Rd 1 Box 265 PO Box 265
Sullivan Jeannine Sullivan Eugene 33 S New St
Swanson Julia L 170 Ziegler Ave
Telford Realty Associates PO Box 211
Vandoren Carrie Lynn Vandoren Lisa M Cust 347 Madison Ave
Weiss Robert J Estate 27 N Main St
Wilson Linda 21 W Prospect St
Wright Peter H 395 Winter Spring Dr
Youth Sport Services Unit C4
Zachariah I C 5784 Sullivan Trl
Northampton Pa 18067
Braker Bryan Paul Braker Amy C 1522 Newport Ave Rear
Brown Earl A Iii 3681 Pecan Dr
Career Systems Dev Corp 6710 Weaversville Rd Po 7192
Christine Robert B 8083 Valy View Rd
Cole George E 2457 Cherryville Rd
Connelly Martin W 2202 Hokendauqua Ave
Dent Manufacturing 226 W 27th St
Duke Gretchen 1736 Washington Ave 2nd Floor Front
Gossy Gregory W 242 Nor Bath Blvd
Hearn Kelly A 109 W 27th St
Hoffman Gwen 2486 Main St
Hudsco Stephen J Rd 1
Jade Mgmt Inc 314 E 21st St
Johnson Raymond L 235 James Ave
Keglovits Stella 830 Main St
Koehler Irene 645 E 20th St
Krill Constanc 106 W 27th St
Lahovski Esther 939 Washington Ave
Lee Mildred 1807 Washington Ave
Lessig Raedell 1812 Hokendayva Ave
Logothetis Constance C Logothetis Stacy Ann 3735 Mangrove Dr 1
Mabus Shawn M 5498 Nor-Bath Blvd
Maroun Beverly E 3041 Oak Hills Dr
Marth Anna M 1284 Newport Ave
Mayoryk Helen M 1370 Stewart St
Miller Alfred F 2028 Washington Ave
Northampton Generating Co 1 Horwith Dr
Onkotz Andrew S 2490 Main St
Onkotz Hermina H 2400 Main St
Onkotz Hermina H Onkotz Andrew 2400 Main St
Owens Lawrence 2035 Main St
Owuald John 421 East 9th St
Paul John F 603 E
Qsm Llc 2019 Main St
Rummel Falon 1841 Main St
Santee Kenneth E Jr Rd 3 Box 189 Meadow Rd
Santiago Juan C 1525 Newport Ave 2
Schaeffer John R 1370 Stewart St
Sheptock James J 7102 Goldcris Ln
Stackhouse Linda A 44 Phillese Dr
Stubits Betty 285 Mud Ln North Hampton Pa 18067
Sywensky Dorothy D Sywensky Russell Rr 2
Toth Doran 415 E 4th St
Vermike Construction 553 Pine St
Viola John J 217 E 21st St
Vreede Mildred D V 602 E 21st St Apt 234
Wagner Doris L Estate 1342 Kingston Ct
Walker Ethel 1325 Granger Rd
Weber John 1644 Newport Ave
Wesnak Michael A Dba Rothrock Body Shop 553 Pine St
Wilson Suzanne 6 Short Ln Northhampton Pa 18067
Wonder Kids Attn Cacfp Claim Payment 6955 Weaversville Rd
Yost Tara 351 E 10th St
Palmer Pa 18043
Laneco Inc 3747 Hecktown Rd PO Box 3234
Palmer Pa 18045
Easton Area Association 2906 William Penn Hwy
Freedom Financial Group Inc 3360 Old Carriage Dr
Schulthen Edward J 2712 Jones Blvd
Pen Argyl Pa 18072
Anderson Michael T 303 1 2 S Robinson Ave
Bond Helen D 419 Brd St
Callahan Denise 220 1/2 W Main St
Christman Arlean J 10 E St
Collymore Safiya S 200 S Main St
Compton Helen 727 William St
Davis Raymond K 205 E Plainfield Av
Diaz Manuel J Jr Diaz Maria 527 Green Ln
Emery Dilys 220 1 2 W Main St
Filchner Bernarden 11 E Babbitt Ave
Gardner Robert A 1609 Teels Rd
Harper Florence 425
Jones Florence Estate Rr 1
Morris Ellsworth R 805 W Pennsylvania Ave
Parsons Linda J 503 Birch Ave
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Phillips Kathryn 303 1/2 S Robinson Ave
Poloni Louis A 1033 E Main St
Poloni Verino A 211 E Laurel Ave
Quinnan Edward M Quinnan Joan F 302 Heller Ave
Ronalds William B Cust Ronalds Duncan Hugh 306 W Laurel Ave
Vonelli Lena 444 E Main St
Young Irene A 1569 Teels Rd Apt 11 A
Portland Pa 18351
Broxmeier Julia A PO Box 711
Gibbs Shawn E PO Box 221
Reliant Energy PO Box 459
Roseto Pa 18013
Abruzzese Paul Garibaldi
Cdi 122 Roseto Ave
Fonte Joseph PO Box 55
Snyder Luther C Estate Of 515 Falcone Ave
Stone Debra Stone Dale 500 Roseto Ave
Stockertown Pa 18083
Benavides Nicolette M 113 Main St PO Box 271
Callisto Christopher R 113 Main St PO Box 271
Tatamy Pa 18085
Friedman Melvin 333 Bushkill St PO Box 233
Heimbecker Stacy H 239 Brd St PO Box 131
Walnutport Pa 18088
Becker Leann C Becker Cody A 4676 Poplar Dr
Becker Robert K 4614 Lehigh Dr PO Box 264
Check Helen E Check John F 569 Overlook Cir
Christman Pauline Walnutport Mobile Home Park Space 2 H39
Cititfinancial Mortgage 303 Oak St
Frohnheiser Harold W 419 South Gap St
Hudak Oksana E 3467 Teel Rd
Kocher Michael L 3917 Wood Dr
Krause Renee L 4266 Mountain View Dr
Kromer Randy A 991 Pear Rd
Lambert Brent A 4884 Alder Dr
Mulzet Joseph A Jr 110 2nd Ave
Mummey Robert J PO Box 188
Pahula Theodore 303 Oak St
Price Christine 12 East Zimmer Dr
Shutter Carrie C/O G Ruch B 168 Mt View Mobile Home Park
Shutters Howard M CO G Ruch B 168 Mt View Mobile Home Park
Silfies Kimberly A 3463 Murphy Rd
Simcoe Beverage 4630 Lehigh Dr
Smale Florence E 409 Main St
Storm Derek A 3717 Cedar Dr
Wind Gap Pa 18091
Bush Elaine 533 Alpha Rd
Copeland Kathy 176 N Lehigh Ave
Faulkner PO Box 219
Girman Steve 432 N Lenign Ave
Graf Christina 207 Taft St
Griffith Evelyn G Water
Heller Gordon T 222 Alpha Ave
Helton Jerry R 307 W West St Apt 307
Kauffman Andrew 323 E Moorsetown Rd
Liero Martha 49 E 5th St
Litsinger James A 117 Hoffman Rd
Mladenova Tsvetaiv 201 Taft St
Newbold Ferecita Newbold Edward 433 E Moorestown Rd
Newbold Ferecita 433 E Moorestown Rd
Nodzo Christopher C/O PO Box 123 217 E 3rd St
Pa Girls Softball 6390 Sullivan Tr
Pnc Investments C/O PO Box 123 217 E 3rd St
Rebmann Gloria 971 Park Estates Rd
Ussman Barbara H PO Box 219
Northumberland/Snyder/Union Counties
Allenwood, Pa 17810
Czachorowski John 2521 Ebright Rd
Ellis Barbara Esther PO Box 66
Lapp Linda 850 Leisure Acres Rd
Ramsey Earle 268 E Mosser St
Wolfe John F 1621 Petersburg Rd
Atlas, Pa 17851
Thomas Ronald 143 1/2 W Girard St
Thomas Ruth C 143 1/2 W Girard St
Beavertown, Pa 17813
Bickhart Christina L 22 Red Oak Dr
Farrell Virginia 165 Mayfield Rd
Long Lottie Box 6111 Troxelville Rd
Mattern Donna J c/o Rudnitsky & Hackman LLP PO Box 176
Mattern Donna J Trust c/o Rudnitsky & Hackman LLP PO Box 176 UA 07 27 98
Mattern John C Jr c/o Rudnitsky & Hackman LLP PO Box 176 UA 07 27 98
Thoman Carolann 311 Sassafras Ave
Walter Audry A RR 1 Box 1311
Yetter Chevrolet Co Rte 522
Zeiders Jessica M 141 S Ctr St
Blue Hill, Pa 17870
Brought Carolyn M 102 State School Rd
Coal Township, Pa 17866
Augustine William M Sr Augustine Joanne V 1035 W Independence St
Deklinski Sharon 1427 W Arch St
Donner Charles L 1506 W Chestnut St
Feltman John E 949 W Montgomery St
Hironimus Bonnie 1427 W Arch St
Holman John 916 W Walnut St
Hughes Esther M 1710 Maple Ave
Kappen Phoebe P 1901 W Independence St
Komara Patricia E 1107 Webster St
Komara Rocky L 1107 Webster St
Komara Rocky L 1783 Pulaski Ave
Macneal Carol 1427 W Arch St
Martin V P 1901 W Independence St
Metz George M 1433 W Walnut St
Mountain View Manor Patty Orzechowski 2050 Trevort
Neiwsender Esther Estate 1019 W Arch St
Oszko Loraine L Estate 138 Woodlawn Ave
Rosini Emily A Est Of 1976 Rosini Dr
Schlagel Louise 1427 W Arch St
Swank Darlice 1449 W Independence St
Swank Helen 1449 W Independence St
Yanick Anna M 231 Webster St
Dalmatia, Pa 17017
Reitz Harold W PO Box 220
Elysburg, Pa 17824
Adams Scott G 243 Hillside Ave
Alai Thomas PO Box 196
Allison Elisha J 3 North Market St
Anskis Bill Company Inc 111 Industrial Park Rd
Coughlin Thomas J 116 West Ctr St
David Latorre 7 Pine Ave
Diffenderfer Kenneth PO Box 313
Faust Alda P 287 Quarry Rd
Haupt Margaret J RD 2 Box 253
Johnson Evelyn C RR 1 Box 603
Ludes Edward PO Box 282
Myers Scott P PO Box 261
Payeskie Edward Sr 161 Campground Rd
Phillipine Anna K Market St
Phillipine Barbara A 26 Monastery Rd
Phillips Amber M 5 3rd Ave
Phillips Maureen 5 3rd Ave
Reed Frank 120 Pocahontas Ln
Reed Priscilla F 120 Pocahontas Ln
Sebastian Anne M 7 Jeremiah Ave
Thiroway Eva RD 2 Box 253
Yocum Guy Estate RR 1
Herndon, Pa 17830
Hammel John W RR 1 Box 1723
Zerby Dennis Main St
Hummels Wharf, Pa 17831
Zeisloft Selinsgrove Nissan Inc 410 S Rte 11 & 15
Steffen Wallace W c/o SNB Proof Dept PO Box 241
Kulpmont, Pa 17834
Alexeyko Clara Mrs Alexeyko Mary Miss 917 Spruce St
Baranoski Bernar Jr 1005 Pine St
Baranowski Bernard 1005 Pine St
Basalego John Estate 830 Spruce St
Brown Keith 1137 Scott St
Cicchiello Joseph 1001 Chestnut St Apt A
Ferrari Maryand 392 Rault 61
Homiak Albert 1335 Scott St
Kulpmont Properties 1400 Chestnut St
Lazarski Daniel P 1139 Chestnut St
Parker Helen T 930 Pine St
Smith Thomas E Jr 1510 Scott St
Stines Geraldine Estate 626 Scott St
Yancheski Marguerite A 1052 Scott St
Laurelton, Pa 17835
Wagner Carl Q Estate 513 Emerson Ave
Leck Kill, Pa 17836
Sofranko Maqdalan 493 Washing St
Lewisburg, Pa 17837
Baumgartner Cecil 340 JPM Rd Apt 112
Benfer Barbara C 101 Linden Rd
Bossert Roofing & Insulation Attn Max Bossert RR 3 Box 174B
Bruce Jeffrey S 85 Schoolhouse Ln
Conner Construction Inc 777 Springhouse Dr
Cooke Brigitte 1812 Washington Ave
Copple Evelyn M 102 South 8th St
Copple Justin R 102 South 8th St
Davis Irene Z c/o Mary Kay Torretti 29 S Smoketown Rd
Davis John H c/o Mary Kay Torretti 29 S Smoketown Rd
Dawson Scott V 23 Baylor Blvd
Dennis Dorothy RD 2 Box 319B
Dewald Mary 50 N 3rd St Apt 320
Do John Devine 115 Farley Cir Suite 107
Duryea Vernon 341 Churches Rd
Edwards Hazel A Estate 301 S 17 Th St
Falck Norman 220 JPM Rd
Fetter and Kessler PO Box 512
Geiser Anna K c/o Mary Ann Ross 919 College Ct
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Getty Elsie G 3516 Crossraods Dr
Hassenplug Alice G 23 N Deer Dr Ste 4
Hollenbach Joseph PO Box 603
Hudson James K 409 JPM Rd
Huynh Doan T Bucknell University Box C0375
Kranser Gory 137 Forst Hill Rd
Laybach Arnold Heritage House
Letteer Michael C 610 Saint George St
Livengood Ralph S 221 Stein Ln
Long Joseph 179 N 15th St
Meixell Suzanne H PO Box 553
Miller Adrian B 349-H 2 RD
Miller Helen E Estate RR 1
Miller Lorin D 63 Riverview Mnr
Miller Ruth E 63 Riverview Mnr
Moist Jonathan P 2669 Spruce Run Rd Bldg 101 Trumbo Pt
Montelongo Andrea Bucknell University 701 Moore Ave C 0583
Montelongo Debra Bucknell University 701 Moore Ave C 0583
Moyer Lorrine L Outlook Pointe 2421 Old Tpke Rd
Murphy Carrie M 226 N 2nd St
Nelson John W 3201 River Rd
Noll John R Estate RR 3
Rosa Jose A 1104 Sabra Way
Ruhl John W 728 Market St
Saunders Jo Anne RR 2 Box 542
Savidge Jennifer L Apt 3E 100 Market St
Shaheen Abdul G 227 North Front St
Shallow River Log Works LLC 96 Fruit Farm Rd
Slodysko M J 414 Smoketown Rd
Slodysko William J 414 Smoketown Rd
Stiefel Jacqueline S 906 Washington Ave
Stiles Williamson Jeann E 116 Willowbrook Blvd
Talu Bertan 701 Moore Ave Unit C810
Velayo Dante P Dr. 3 Hospital Dr
Wenner Fam Trst of 843 Wenner Rd
Wilhelm Florence A 130 Willowbrook Blvd
Wilhelm William W 130 Willowbrook Blvd
Williams Charles D 1 River Rd
Wolverton Kevin MD 3 Hospital Dr Ste 312
Yost Carl C 206 Cherry St
Marion Heights, Pa 17832
Fesniak Mary R 252 Melrose St
Fesniak Henry R 252 Melrose St
Paskanik Helen Estate PO Box 429 North St
Sempko Leo 126 E North St
Sempko Mary 126 E North St
Marshallton, Pa 17872
Hagberg Jessie M 510 S 4th St
Lansrud Est David E 510 S 4th St
Roth Est Barbara 510 S 4th St
Tohahill Est Vivian 510 S 4th St
McEwensville, Pa 17749
Dirk Rosalind F PO Box 58
Middleburg, Pa 17842
Dreese Charlottel Est of 17 East Market St
Drummond Kirk 14 Mountain Rd
Miller Paige M 2874 Smalsh Barrick
Otrantl Lawrence 307 Walnut Rd
Reader Isabella E 2874 Smalsh Barrick
Yoder Samuel 255 Globe Mills Rd
Mifflinburg, Pa 17844
Allen Richard S 207 Meadowlark Ln
Beachel Dwayne PO Box 245
Bottiger G Frank 12 Bogar Ln
Brobst Lee R 2439 Pleasant Grove Rd
Cunningham Herrick Michelle L 655 Pine Cone Dr East
Edwards Janet Y 215 Maple St
Eisenhuth David 2055 Pleasant Grove Rd
Herb Ryan 1230 Church Rd
Horning Leroy M 1455 Grand Valy Rd
Libby Geraldine E 434 Thompson St
Showers Scott D PO Box 67
Smith Cathy S RR 1 Box 314
Snyder Sharon RR 4 Box 61
Sterling Michael R 226 Chestnut St
Stover Robert W 1310 Moll Rd
Thatcher R Bruce 98 Market St
Wehr Anna 7768 Old Tpke Rd
Young Earl E 215 Maple St
Young Earl E II 215 Maple St
Millmont, Pa 17845
American Railroad LLC 935 Ranck Rd
Baker Mary S RR 1
Hughes William 670 Stover Rd
Kapshuck Anna Lincoln and McDade
Mcintyre Beatrice G Estate RR 1
Mitchell Anthony G Lincoln and McDade
Milton, Pa 17847
Ackerson Kenneth 32 S Turbot Ave Apt 219
Acor Maurice E RR 1
Alexander Loretta R 32 S Turbot Ave Box 18
Baker Henry W 1006 Shakespeare Ave
Baker Pauline E 1006 Shakespeare Ave
Billmeyer Betty Estate RD 3 Box 1460
Billmeyer Betty M RD 3 Box 1460
Bistline Elsie E 233 N Front St
Brouse Cynthia C Brouse James D 112 Brdway St
Caicco Althea M 254 Upper Market St
Deaner Gary A Apt 508 Milton Towers Mahoning
Deaner Mary M Apt 508 Milton
Detjen Cornise D 32 South Turbot Ave Apt-203
Ervin Blank Associates 499 Weisner Ln
Farina Jerome A 708 Alison Ave
Fetterolf David 751 Mahoning St Apt 22
Fetterolf Pamela 751 Mahoning St Apt 22
Fritz Clarissa Box 45 RD 3
Hall David W 222 High St
Hall Gary H 222 High St
Kerstetter Lillian L 55 Franklin Ave
King Gloria RR 2 Box 279
Kish Peter 128 U Market
Kurtz Anna Estate 22 Race St Apt 201A
Latsh Patricia A Estate c/o Patricia Ann Latshaw 50 Mahoning St Apt 614
Mesmer William C c/o CSMU PO Box 416
Metzger R D 202 Ctr St
Moore Myra c/o Susan Swanger
Nevel Homer E Estate Columbia Ave
Newman Donald E 50 Mahoning St Apt 407
Newton Gladys Estate RR 1
Prosseda Myron B Estate 23 Prospect Ave #25
Simons Catherine H 242 Ctr St
Tucker Mona G RR 1
Ulloa Carlos 39 Filbert St
Woodruff Jamie R 1125 Skyview Dr
Woodruff Kenneth L 1125 Skyview Dr
Mount Carmel, Pa 17851
Bader Dorothy 339 W Butternut
Benbenick Leo Estate 20 S Willow St
Benjamin Mary 228 S Walnut
Ceresnak Elaine 129 W 3rd St
Cheddar Joseph 43 W Fourth St
Chuprinski Charles V Jr Estate 309 S Market St
Cook George 28 N Oak St
Donohoe Mercedes 223 West Third St
Donohue Hugh 100 N Oak St
Dropeskey Joseph 339 W Butternut
Farrell Helen Estate 208 S Pear St
Fenstrmacher Judy E 304 N Hickory St
Ferense Annie Pear & Cherry
Homanick Doris 301 East Ave #B1
Horn Marguerite A 21 E Water St
Jackson Monni 9 N Locust St
Kealy Florence Est of 223 South Market St
Kurtz Katie Sue 302 North Hickory St
Kurtz William A 302 North Hickory St
Lapinski Anthony 121 N Vine St
Last Joan Estate 338 S Poplar St
Mesko Michael 700 W 3rd St Mt Carmel Nursing & Rehab Cent
Mulvehill John J 429 W 4th St
Mychak Irene R Estate 120 N Market St
Our Lady of Mt Carmel Church 37 South Market St
Pegoretti Helen 304 N Hickory St
Plisiewicz Helen E 226 S Locust St
Ploppert Joseph Estate 209 N Peach St
Shaffer Sarah 638 E 3rd St
Sinshack Frances 315 S Hickory St Apt 305
Snyder Austin 308 N Oak St
Snyder Heather 308 N Oak St
Snyder Vanessa E 308 N Oak St
Todor Josephine M 330 West Third St
Tracey Francis J Estate 440 W 6th St
Tracey Raymond W 440 W 6th St
Weber Cathleen Alice 222 E Columbia Ave
Yodis George A 75 Locust St
Zanella Stephen Dooleyville No 11
Mt. Pleasant Mills, Pa 17853
Gilbert Bower Debra L 1229 Freemont
Herman Roberta 9239 Rte 35 Mt
New Berlin, Pa 17855
Hixson Edward M PO Box 336
Linke Robert C 304 Front St Box 198
Swanger Eleanor L PO Box 235
New Columbia, Pa 17856
Conway Freight 258 Old Rte 15 Attn Lori
Deitrick William RR 1 Box 1071
English Lois L 1182 Pleasant View Rd
Koser George E 1357 Gray Hill Rd
Watts Gary R 30 Newky Rd
West Todd H 848 Creek Rd
Northumberland, Pa 17857
Barnhart Neal H 367 Front St
Boob Ronald D RD 2 Box 585
Breisch Bruce A Jr 283 1/2 Orange St
DeSantis Mary E 1000 Strawbridge Rd Apt 282
Diehl Kenneth E Trust 780 Water St
Ditty Clara E 367 Front St
Early Mark 251 8th St Eyer Stanley Estate RR 1
Fisher Edith J Apt 214 1000 Strawbridge Rd
Hoffman Russell PO Box 132
Hommel Lorene 429 Queen St
Karns Abbie M 140 King
Kazlauskas Gertrude 387 Water St
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Klase Roger 78 1/2 Queen St Fl 3rd
Kopf Jeanne B 201 Wild Cherry Ln
Martin RV World 3662 Point Township Dr
Miller Diane W 177 Chris Ron Ln
Nevill Roberta C 54 Elliott Dr
Nolen Helen H 251 8th St
Schick Donald H 113 Maple Grove Rd
Schnure Miriam Pardick 1000 Strawbridge Rd Apt 234
Seiberling William T 146 Queen St
Snyder Betty Estate RR 1
Synergy Kramm Pharmacy RR 1 Box 168B
Weis Food Service Rte 11 Box 151
White Heather R 503 Front St
Wirt Diane L 192 Chris Ron Rd
Wirt Esther L 192 Chris Ron Rd
Worth Robert S 117 Sulphur Spring Rd
Young Patricia M 750 Vista Ave
Zimmer Jane 454 5th Ave
Paxinos, Pa 17860
Zerbe Mark L 1095 Cherry St
Penns Creek, Pa 17862
Underhill Kevin T 604 Spruce St
Williams Donald G PO Box 279
Port Trevorton, Pa 17864
Cerklefskie Tiffany M 8404 S Susquehanna Trl
Pottsgrove, Pa 17865
Benion Christine J PO Box 20
Bogle Angela J PO Box 20
Specialty Mills 140 N Mill Rd
Ranshaw, Pa 17866
Kopyscianski Zenita 417 Webster St
Maliniak Walter L Sr 1425 W Arch
Maliniak Walterl J 1425 W Arch
Markle Helen M 10 Main St
Stroh Josephine A 501 Main St
Stroh Leonard J 501 Main St
Yeager Michele 16 W Main St
Riverside, Pa 17868
Andrews Judith B 830 Ave H
Arthur Danace PO Box 484
Bennett Eloise 306 Ave B
Funk Helen J 8 Wall St PO Box 472
Marks Linda PO Box 524
Selinsgrove, Pa 17870
Alexander Janet 711 N High St
Bickel Gloria Jean PO Box 403
Bowers Susan Rae 8 Gdn Cir
Carr Justin A 108 Harrison St
Clover Justin M 3 Quarry Rd
Dilger Avril M 3637 Rte 204
Dressler Sean P 8 Minton Dr
Gemberling Marion E 711 N High St
Gorin Tim A 400 S High St
Gorshorn Jan E 416 N 8th St
Goshorn Elizabeth Grace 416 N 8th St
Hanna Amy L 21 E Bough St
Hidalgo Haydee M 51 Rte 204
Hoover Nicholas A RD 3 Box 258K
Hoover Nicholaus A RD 3 Box 258K
Jacobs Danielle 308 Orange St
Justice Jody 215 W Pine St
Kerstetter Glenor RR 4 Box 39
Kerstetter Glenor I Lenker Ave Box 39 RD 4
Kerstetter Terry L RD 3 Box 258 IA
Kleemook John 730 8th St
Koch Joyce 309 S High St Apt 2
Kodish Salome 308 S Market St
Lewis Barbara A 465 S Market St
Long Marie C RD 5 Box 145
Martin Lloyd 1985 Aqueduct Rd
Martin Verna G 111 N High St
Matheney Edna M 8 Smokehouse Ln Apt 113
Mook Mary E 350 State Rte 204
Old Trail Imaging LLC 21 Susquehanna Valy Mall Dr Suite B
Owens Nancy L Estate 140 E Spruce St Apt H
Pagan Rosita 1224 S Market St
Pensyl William C 37 Parkridge Dr
Ritter Gary L 303 Rhoads Ave
Selin Gambro H 503A South Rtes 11 & 15
Shetter Terry 2 Willow Ct
Showers Norman L Jr 40 Lupine Ln
Silver Ruth 10 Peachtree Dr
Straub Charles G c/o Doctors Conv Ctr 800 Bro
Straub Sarah B c/o Doctors Conv Ctr 800 Bro
Thomas Michael A 701 S Old Trl
Thurstlic Adam 27 S Water St
Tokyo Diner of Snyder Inc 7110 South Rtes 11 & 15
Ulrich Jeffrey K 13 Wedgewood Dr
Underhill Tami 610 Rolling Green Dr
Verderame Gerald J 301 Clifford Rd
Wall Charles G Est of Sr 6311 Park Rd
Williard George A Sr 642 Hidden Valy Rd
Wu Wen Qing 14 Wedgewood Dr
Zhang Xiu Hua 14 Wedgewood Dr
Shamokin, Pa 17872
Artley Vaughn L 70 East Sunbury
Bader Margeret 32 N Franklin St
Barbara Paul 109 W Commerce St
Barnhart Roger L Estate Lincoln Towers Apt 705 201 W Mulberry St
Brennan Betty 106 E Chestnut St
Brosius Peggy A Estate 1157 W Holly St
Burnett Betty 218 S Franklin St
Byers Jennifer 138 S Franklin St
Carey Mary L Estate 418 W Pine St
Dauksha Alma 1658 State St
Dehoutaint Leahanne 337 S Vine St
Dorkoskie Peggy L RR 1 Box 147A
Dorkoskie Raymond R RR 1 Box 147A
Engelbrecht Charles E Jr 135 E Church St
Engelbrecht Mary 135 E Church St
Erb Robert J III 256 S Pearl St
Fisher Robert B Estate RR 1
Graboski Beth Apt 1003 170 E Dewart St
Grace Lorenz Estate RR 1
Hassinger Tyler A 337 S Vine St
Hesser John F Estate 1433 Independence St
Hill Anna RD 1 Box 172A
Hill Marie 108 W Sunbury St
Hill Marie M 108 W Sunbury St
Hoffman Edward 709 E Cameron St
Hoffman Rita 709 E Cameron St
Kelly Patricia A 403 S Vine St
Koeberle William D 41 S OWI St
Laughlin John N Estate 534 S Market St
Lehner Ann R c/o Phillip Krebs 101 Sunbury St
Leshock Richard 252 S Shamokin St
Madara Marie C 340 S Shamokin St
Malinchock Eva 149 E Sunbury St
Manning Carl L Jr 606 W Mulberry St
McCormick Mary 310 N Shamokin St
McDevitt Agnes 310 N Shamokin St
Modrak Joseph 1127 W Gowen St
Moyer Dorothy E Box 212 RD 2
Osevala Edward M 923 Hemlock St
Osevala Nellie 923 Hemlock St
Oshinskie Frank J 260 S Pearl
Oshinskie Helen 260 S Pearl
Poplaskie Vincent 1023 W Arch St
Price John 142 S Diamond St
Puhnak Bernard M Estate 234 W Willow St
Purcell Thomas 21 N Rock St
Reichenbach Edward W 550 N 3rd St
Riddle John T 616 Bear Valy Ave
Rolar Barbra 1007 N Vine St
Seroski Kenneth G RR 2 Box 315A
Shinskie Kenneth E 580 W Spruce St
Smeltzer Harold L c/o Martha Milbrand 169 N Grant St
Smith Ernestine A 37 Sheridan St
Snyder Joseph H Estate RR 2 Box 337
Snyder Larry 636 W State St
Stehr Mary R 221 W Commerce St 2
Stekeur William 149 E Sunbury St
Swank Dale R RD 2 Box 403B
Tarr Margaret E Estate 610 W State St
Thomas Bertha 403 S Vine St
Tressler Irene M 106 South Diamond St
Wagner Karen T 2 N 8th St
Waldroff Laura M Estate 722 E Cameron St
Wall Loretta M Estate 812 E Chestnut St
Weaver David M 149 E Sunbury St
Wetzel Goldie 313 W Pine St
Whitmer Robert E 1242 West Fern St
Zaborney Raymond 1007 N Vine St
Zegarski Regina 133 E Church St
Shamokin Dam, Pa 17876
Angel Creations Shopping Network 3 Baldwin Blvd Annex 279-101
Orient Food Corp Colonial Village Plaza
Shilo Linda V 116 Tenth Ave
Sunbury, Pa 17801
Attinger Horace Estate 151 Spruce St
Barnett Glenn E Jr 131 North River
Bower Donna 132 Brdway St
Bruner Evelyn RR 3
Bruner Evelyn E Estate RR 3
Buckles Brenda Fl1
Campbell David A 345 Campbell Rd
Campbell Lori A 345 Campbell Rd
Challingsworth Gretchen E 36 Memorial Acres
Chase William T 331 Maple Rd
Coolbaugh Mary K 327 Vine St
Cornell Travis 1263 Market St
Courogen M C 270 Coreyra
Courogen Myrtle V 270 Coreyra
Courogen Myrtle V c/o M C Courogen 270 Coreyra
Courogen Myrtle V c/o M C Courogen 270 Corcyra Rd
CR Alpha Inc 533 Plum Creek Rd
Diaz Sonia H 70 Memorial Acres
Doherty John F Golden Living Ctr 1040 Market St
Eckrod Donald G Sr 1109 Market St
Eckrod Jean V 1109 Market St
Flowers William H 429 Chestnut St
Frazick Ann 113 N 8th St
Graybill Brittany 322 1/2 3rd St
Hazeltine William Estate 1251 Highland Ave
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Hort Lucille Estate 150 N 4th St
Lipsett Mary A 90 Memorial Acres
Martin Harold 29 N 8th St
Mattera Susan 143 Fairmount Ave
Miller Ralph W RR 3
Moser Dorothy Estate RR 1
Mummey Matthew 330 Walnut St
Paul Diane 1453 3rd St
Pauls Nancy 33 S 11
Pauls Stanley P 33 S 11 Th St
Pietruszkiewicz Richard H Est of 212 Market St PO Box 882
Raisch Dorothy I Apt 209 130 S Front St
Reinard Rita M 405 N Second St
Rife Ronald 1002 Chestnut St
Rine Dorothy F Estate 929 Reagan St
Runnerless Knits Inc PO Box 538
Scully Oil E Ho PO Box 350
Shade Judith L 1054 Miller St
Sheesley Paul K Sr 446 N 5th St
Shindle Arnold Estate Rr 1
Shingara Ralph P 208 Arch St
Shipe Evelyn G 220 S Front St
Shukites Edward J 113 N 8th St
Silvius Gladys A Estate 326 N 9th St
Silvius Susan A 705 Market St Apt 1007
Snyder Robert A 155 N 4th St
Sortman Paul K Apt 2 122 N Front St
Startzel Dorothy RR 4 Box 144
Startzel Kenneth RR 4 Box 144
Stoops Frank RR 2
Stroh Madeleine M Riverfront Apts 1504 130 South Front St
Tobias Kathleen L RR 1 Box 14
Varvisotis Betty J PO Box 33
Weis Family Holdings 43 S 5th St
Wertz Heather c/o Human Services 217 N Ctr St
Wertz Tyler S 228 N 12th St
Wesolowski Helen C 613 Market St
Wieszkowiak Thomas PO Box 396
Wolfe Dorris A Estate RR 1
Yeager Cheryl H 1040 Market St
Yost Lorraine G 705 Market St
Trevorton, Pa 17881
Booth Jeffrey L 1011 Pleasant View
Booth Milissa 1011 Pleasant View
Catino 421 Susquehanna St
Catino Michael Anthony 421 Susquehanna St
Catino Wendy 421 Susquehanna St
Fisher Rachel 221 W Shamokin St
Fitzpatrick Ruth A c/o Estate of Ruth A Fitzpatri 126 Market St
Hain Michael H 66 Meadowbrook Ln
Parsons Gary A Estate 478 E Mamokin St
Rohland Ralphiel P 155 East Shamokin St
Shaffer Adrian Estate 517 Mountain St
West John I 155 East Shamokin St
Turbotville, Pa 17772
Beck Fuels 4655 Susquehanna Trl
Cromley Dorothy 121 Main St
Hershberger Jacob 97 Gardner Rd
White Brian R 74 Paradise St
Wright Alder Branch Partnership PO Box 37
Watsontown, Pa 17777
Burns Frederick 809 Elm St
Confer Joshua 6 E Third St Apt 3
Cox Danielle 6 E Third St Apt 3
Filliop Lauren San 746 Mincemover Ln
Frey Fred M 49 S Main St
Fromm Security Agency 905 Main St
Gardner Carol A 714 Ash St
Mack Thomas D 746 Mincemover Ln
Martini Michael Turbot Ave
Metzger Cathy 119 Baier Hollow Ln
Moser Erma M 810 Ash St
San Filliop Lauren 746 Mincemover Ln
Sol Ler Mfg And Finishing Inc 1200 Matthew St Suite A
West Milton, Pa 17886
Brown Paul R Estate PO Box 376
Winfield, Pa 17889
Conley Emma E PO Box 22
Edinger Joyce D PO Box 22
Ross Elizabeth S Broderick Trst of 178 State Rte 304
Slear Kenneth M Estate RR 1
Slear Kenneth M Estate Rte 1
Perry County
Duncannon, Pa 17020
August Constance S 410 N Market St
Barrett Roma RR 1 Box 420
Barton Warren H Estate 420 Hall Ln
Beers Bonnie 616 Dellville Rd
Blank Rhoda K Box 212
Blank Rhoda K PO Box 212
Boyer Jessie E Estate RR 2 Box 119
Brandt William W Brandt Blanche M RD 1 Box 951
Campbell Rita M 16d Rebecca Dr
Ciccocioppo Tara J 410 Market St
Ewing Kevin E RD 2
Ewing Nina L RD 2
Fishel Tammy M 14 Benvenue Rd
Harden Dorothy C 400 Market St
Hass Anna 684 Mahanoy Valy Rd
Hefenfin Colby RD 4 Box 4223
Hunter Robert E 4586 RR 4
Jacoby Christine 414 Barley Dr
Lepley Dennis 14 Benvenue Rd
McPherson Barbara 70 S Main St
McPherson Barbara A 70 S Main St
McPherson Donald L 70 S Main St
Morrissey Mild RR 4 Box 4895
Saluta Anthony RR 2
Smith Edna A 300 Newport Rd
Spelas Daniel 1256 Newport Rd
Straw Nina 25 Cove Rd
Taylor Violet M 607 N High St Apt C
Thompson David L Estate RR 2
Ulrich Melanie N 309 Lincoln St
Weibley Dorothy M RR 1 Box 397
Weibley Samuel Jr RR 1 Box 397
Elliottsburg, Pa 17024
Moyer Ruth M RR 1 Box 218m
Nesbit Jason RD 1 Box 34-A
Shatto Philip 328 Germany Ridge Rd
Ickesburg, Pa 17037
Brackbill Martin V 800 Concord Dr
Collins James 103 Walton Cir
Sheaffer Charles C Jr 63 Loys Ln
Landisburg, Pa 17040
Madrigal Nicole 1740 Landisburg Rd Alinda
Pollard Stephen J RR 2 Box 118
Liverpool, Pa 17045
Botts John L 802 N Front St
Davis Melody PO Box 86
Goodling Kathryn RR 1 Box 85
Islam Zachary D PO Box 86
Loysville, Pa 17047
Smith Borry E RD 1
Smith Lynette J RD 1
Spectra Energy 2701 Commerce Dr
Marysville, Pa 17053
Benfer David V 131 Ridgeview Dr
Byerly Diversified Inc 413 Front St
Dewitt Craig T 10 Austel Dr
Elhaii Tyler 398 Kings Hwy Lot 74
Hanson Evelyn S 607 Valy St
Hanson Robert L 607 Valy St
Hartzell Charles 303 Linden Ave
Holland Eleaner S Main St
Jackson Lois 310 Cameron St
Keller Estate Betty J L31 Maleys Manor Rd
Keller Oliver P III Maleys Manor L31 Rd
Kling John L 2627 Valy Rd
Lattuca Nagelo Estate 412 Cameron St
Lentz Frederick L II 400 Timber Ridge Rd
Lewis Dorothy V 438 Valy St
McQuaid Michael P 302 Maple Ave
Miller Richard B 21 Anthony Dr 9
Miller Richard B 21 Anthony Dr Lot 5
Miller Richard B Estate 21 Anthony Dr Lot 5
Tennant Georgia L 426 Valy St
Tennant Jack E Jr 426 Valy St
Wilt William A 265 Pine Hill Rd
Millerstown, Pa 17062
Baer Martha c/o Beverly Crosson 404 Poplar St
Cox Gladys M Estate 218 Ross Ln
Glace Flavia A RR 2 Box 220
Martin Stephanie Rte 2 Box 602
Smyers Joseph F III 391 Kerr Ln
Stroup Matthew R 10 N High St
New Bloomfield, Pa 17068
Brownawell Onald C II 18 Rds End Ln
Kessler Jean 418 W High St
Marray Richard L Estate 206 E Main St
Rohrbaugh Marry M Estate 206 E Main St
Shaffer William O Jr Box 421 RD 1
Flickinger Brooke E 7 Kyra Blvd
New Buffalo, Pa 17069
Leidig Lisa M PO Box 133
Leidig Martin PO Box 133
Newport, Pa 17074
Campbell Jeremiah 660 Campbell Dr
Griese Mark A 831 Keystone Way
Harper Ricky C 37 Bailey Run
Lesher Jeffrey 38 S 4th St
McClain Derrick D 545 Sheck Dr
New Garden Restaurant 4 Newport Plaza
Ramer Albert W 181 Creekview Dr
Reigle Angel N 630 Campbell Dr
Smith Donald C RD 3
Smith Lenus RD 4 Box 616
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Smith Mary E RD 3
Sweger Donna 2049 Eschol Ridge Rd
Wagner Leroy O 12 S 2nd St PO Box 41
Welfley Pharmacy 18 S 2nd St
Shermans Dale, Pa 17090
Americhoice FCU 6925 Spring Rd
Diehl Violet RR 2
Gesford Kimberly 6925 Spring Rd
Hoffman Bakery and Market 4900 Spring Rd
Jones Wayne G RR 1 Box 452A
Knaub Melodie 200 Fox Hollow Rd
Leahy Lois 501 Windy Hill Rd Lot 54
McKelvey Desarae 132 Wheatfield Ln
OHaver Jamie R 438 Meadow Ln
Passmore Heather 501 Windy Hill Rd Lot 72
Sheets Annabelle 133 Wheatfield Ln
Williams Jamie M PO Box 44
Philadelphia County
Philadelphia Pa 19019
Blandin Brent 10 Dublin Way W
Blomberg Marion D Decd Wahovia Bank 123 S Brd St Apt No
Boyle Joseph M Boyle Anna 2022 Venango Fl 1
Bussey William L 1327 W Seltzer St
Charleston Grace 220 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt N
Chergui Mohamed 2023 South 11th St 1st Flo
Corson Bolton L Jr C/O Jr Beam Esq 2005 Market St
Cortes Joel Rodriguez Apt 1fl 401 E Rockald St
Curtin Mary D 5621 Carlton St
Cwar Lp Trust Vi 7130 Mt Airy Terr
Donaldson Elizabeth A 52 Wildflower Rd
Driscoll Edith M 1443 W Somerset
Froggalt Elizabeth 5807 N American St
Gilbert Perry Mr 2339 Huntington
Glenmede Trust C/O G Delbert 1 Liberty Place
Godwin John E 6000 Lindergh Blvd
Haas Phoebe W Charitable Trst Of 1717 Arch St 14th Floor
Hauckes Arthur 1216 Atlantic St
Hauckes Celestine Hauckes Arthur 1216 Atlantic St
Hoek Joannes B 4216 Pine St
Kramer Friend D Huthinson Tr
Kronberger William F Jr 15039 London Rd
Lloyd Michael A 4544 Shelmire Ave
Mannella Pasquina 226 Ella St
Marcavage Dorothy 335 Indiana
Miazga Joan 303 Salaignac St
Mitchell Daniel J 5921 Castor Ave
Mitchell Salvatiore 1806 Tustin St
Murray Austin 335 Indiana
Norman St Landau Trst Of One Logan Sq 18th & Cherry
Oczkowski Dorothea 2067 Srella St
Powell Harold H Via 12 21 Trst Of C/O M Wolfson One South Brd St
Scherr Dorothy R 2017 Spruce St
Schott Gertrude 8502 Dicks Ave
Smith Robert J Jr 3041 N Franklin
Smith Willie W 5519 Matthew St
Soto David 3820 N 7th St
Staub Helen Ms 211 Johns Ave
Straub Helen 211 Johns Ave
Tait Isabel 440 W Quenn Ln
Torres Miguel 535 Wendel Ct
Vavghan R R 5318 Kent Way
Wisher Bakia R 11 Stewards Way
Zukowski M M 564 Rector St
Philadelphia Pa 19092
Gerson Nathan Gerson Ann 1901 J F K Blvd Apt 1115
Philadelphia Pa 19101
Acme 124 N 15th St
Acs Support PO Box 8208
Aeger Inpatient Service PO Box 13631
American Honda Finan PO Box 7829
American Med Response PO Box 7770
Amerihealth PO Box 42476
Anchak Gertrude 2305 Rancocas Rd
Anne L Stone And Associates Llc PO Box 13397
Argus Security System P O Box 41425
Atlantic City Electr PO Box 13610
Az Corridor Emerg Ph PO Box 13945
B G E PO Box 13070
B J Agan Grapevine Emergency Phys PO Box 41587
Baltimore Wa Emerg Phys Inc PO Box 8160
Barclays PO Box 13337
Barron Emergency Physician PO Box 7418
Baydock Emergency Physicians PO Box 13953
Bear Mountain Emergency Physicians PO Box 7539
Bell Fordyce J PO Box 7381
Bge PO Box 13070
Black Hill Emergency Physician PO Box 7248
Caladium Er Svcs Parnertship PO Box 42928
California Em One Post Office Box 42557
Calusa Emergency Phy PO Box 42520
Camden Fire Insurance PO Box 41590
Canon PO Box 42937
Carlton Er Services Partnership PO Box 42478
Caton Emergency Physicians PO Box 7937
Cellular One PO Box 13957 Dept 873
Center Emergency Physician PO Box 13909
Citizens Bank Phi Op PO Box 8059
Clair James 3337 East Thompson St
Coastline Emergency Physicians PO Box 41694
Columbia Valley Emergency Ph PO Box 41967
Comcast PO Box 27601
Consul And Co Girard Bank Box 13120
Corporation Service Co PO Box 13397
County Seat Emerg Physicians PO Box 13970
Crane Emergency Physicians PO Box 13378
Csc PO Box 13397
Dallas Emergency Physicians PO Box 41633
Davis Beatrice K PO Box 42933
Delage Landen Fin PO Box 41601
Diamond Emergency Physicians PO Box 8178
Ed Physicians Of Hopkinsville PO Box 37656
Ehr Clinical Staffing Solutions Pc PO Box 37618
Elizabethtown Water Co PO Box 41936
Emcare Pnx Emerg Phys PO Box 41768
Emergency Phys Of Montgomery C PO Box 41682
Emergency Physicians Of Nashville PO Box 41764
Emergency Via C C/O Sicians Services Llc PO Box 42917
Evangelista Joseph W 2917 S 13th St
Excepta Wells F PO Box 13460
Exelon Generation Co PO Box 8699
Finger Lakes Emerg Physician PO Box 13766
First States Management 801 Market St Suite 1010
Gateway Emergency Physicians E PO Box 41754
Gibson Joann PO Box 13460
Good Elizabeth D Wachovia Bank Na Pa1308kud
Graduate Hospital Attn Accts Pay PO Box 34699
Green Grace F PO Box 7582
Hahnemann Unive Attn Accts Pay PO Box 42487
Heartfast Emergency Physicians PO Box 8069
Hebron Emergency Physicians PO Box 41663
Hess Allen W Wachovia Bank Na Pa1308/Jh
Hess Lilly Wachovia Bank Y1379062jh
Hill John R PO Box 13598
Hillmoor Er Svcs Partnership PO Box 41585
Hirshwald Barry 2737 E Country Club Rd
Holderrieth Emergency PO Box 41666
Hollister Emergency Physicians PO Box 8350
Holme Ave Emer Phys PO Box 8608
Honda Financial Services PO Box 7829
Houma Ema PO Box 7338
House Of Prayer Cogicj PO Box 7602
Houston Empc PO Box 13734
Ikon Financial Serv PO Box 41564
Indeoendence Blue Cross PO Box 7998
Ios Ikon Office Solutions PO Box 41364
Johnson Alice PO Box 34804
Juniper Bank Box 13337
Kanawha Emergency Physicians PO Box 41577
Katella Emergency Physician PO Box 41909
Keystone Business Machines PO Box 41601
Keystone Family Planning PO Box 8369
Keystone Fbo Jacobs Engineering 82 Keystone Health Plan East PO Box 42908
Keystone Health Plan East PO Box 8240
Keystone Quality Transport PO Box 34647
Kline Glaxo S PO Box 13681
Koser R Orene Wachovia Bank Na Pa
Labat Ingrid T Md PO Box 41531
Leeland Er Svcs Partnership PO Box 8697
Loop 101 Emergency Physicians PO Box 7427
Mackes Ruth F Trust One Girard Plaza
Magnolia Emergency Physicians PO Box 8790
Main Line Affiliates Corp PO Box 7429
Marx Gene W PO Box 7615 Main Post Office
Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins Co PO Box 41848
Mayfair Emergence Physician PO Box 42976
Metlife PO Box 41800
Metwest Inc PO Box 13279
Michian Amr Acct 8730134 PO Box 71726
Midwest Medical Mgmt Inc PO Box 42329
Monacan Emergency Physicians Pob 45260
Moore Jessie 2414 Christian
Moraine Emergency Physicans PO Box 8759
Nco Fin 99 PO Box 41466
Oceanwind Er Svcs Partnership PO Box 7879
Old Hickory Emergency Physicians PO Box 13858
Olds Walter S Wachovia Bank PO Box 7555 Pa13
Osprey Emergency Physicians P O Box 8250
Parkers Lane Emergency Physicians PO Box 8070
Passport Advantage Administered By Amerihea PO Box 13855
Pearl Emergency Physicians PO Box 8349
Peco PO Box 37629
Penco Neary C/O Corestates Bank Na Securities Clearance Dept
Pepco PO Box 13608
Personal Choice PO Box 41574
Philadelphia Electric Company 2301 Market St
Pocono Emergency Physician PO Box 8510
Pre Test Review Inc PO Box 27707
Premier Emergency Ph Med Grp A Prof Corp PO Box 7388
Princeton Healthcare System PO Box 13768
Promissor C/O Ap Voucher Program PO Box 41508
Provident Bank 1500 Centre Sq 17th Fl
Queen Emergency Physician PO Box 41970
Randall Emergency Physicians PO Box 13130
Reeve & Co Lock Box 7588
Ricoh Americas Corporation PO Box 41601
Rosberg Donald L PO Box 8070
Sailfish Er Svcs Par PO Box 7650
Sanders Margaret Wachovia Bank Na Pa1308tg
Sbcl Payments PO Box 13568
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Sedgwick Claims Management PO Box 8006
Shadow Emergency Physicians PO Box 13917
Shedrick Kyle 4058 W Ogden St
Shenandoah Emergency Med Specialist PO Box 8057
Smithkline Beecham One Franklin Plaza 18th Floor
Sparkling Sea Emergency Physicians PO Box 42944
Springs Ambulance Service PO Box 13924
St Paul Er Docs Pa PO Box 41792
Storage Battery PO Box 8109
Tenet Healthcare PO Box 34699
Thompson Craig R PO Box 7618
Thompson Herman PO Box 8542
Tiger Relocation Company PO Box 42727
Tyler Emergency Physicians PO Box 42027
University Medical Center At P PO Box 13768
Vance Emergency Physi PO Box 13602
Warner Adam Wachovia Bk Pa1308jh
Washita Emergency Physicians PO Box 13581
Waste Mgmt Of Northern Va PO Box 13648
Wells Fargo Acceptance PO Box 13460
Wellsboro Laurel Health Center 101b West Ave B
West Philadelphia Corporation Dba The Th PO Box 34595
Wilkinson Lillian Marie Est Of Mellon Bank Na PO Box 7899
Williams Deborah 8836 Brous Ave
Worley D L 1500 Centre Sq 17th Fl
Wright Theresa 2101 W Venango St Apt 06
Wyeth Laboratories Incorporated PO Box 13745
Young Roosevelt PO Box 7971
Philadelphia Pa 19102
1500 Walnut Enterprise Llc 1500 Walnut St Ste 1107
Academy Of Ambulatory Foot And C/O Dr Borys E Markewych
Alstin Advertising 1435 Walnut St Attn Acct
Arthur H Kaplan For Age Ltd Brd And Walnut St Bellevue 6
Astor Weiss & Newman Escrow Acct Brd And Walnut St Bellevue 6
Augustson Erik D 1420 Locust St Apt 23r
Badey George J III 1528 Walnut St Ste 1500
Baken Kevin 5698 W Elm St
Baker Mary M Drake Box 235 1512 Spruce St
Barbour Gertrude Ms 2543 Myrtlewood
Barbour Gretchen A 1512 Spruce St 712
Barsky Neil J 200 S Brd St Fl 4
Bathula Vikram 1500 Chestnut St 7c
Batt & Gross 2 Penn Ctr Plz Ste 1312 1500 Jfk Blvd
Beckman Associates 1650 Market St Suite 5500
Benedetto Christian 1512 Spruce St Apt P2502
Blackwell Barbara 1427 Vine St Fl 4
Bland Janet C Comcast Corporation 1500 Market St
Bohler Eng Va Llc 200 South Brd St
Boockvar John Andrew Dr 1500 Locust St Apt 2408
Boonen Roberta 1401 Arch St COUEC Safety
Brandywine Operating Partnership 1500 Walnut St
Bruno Leonard Md 1601 Walnut St Ste 908
Cameo Stores Inc 1420 Walnut St
Camp Dresser Amp Mckee Inc 1500 John F Kennedy Blvd
Capital Consultancy Services Inc 2 Liberty Place
Capital Court Reporting 42 So 15th St Ste 1006
Capitol East Partners C/O Nwj Management 1420 Walnut St
Carroll Miles Cynthia PO Box 58293
Catagnas John J 1515 Market St Ste 1100
Cdb Finance Corporation 1401 Walnut St Ste 400
Cherry Steve C 321 S 16th St Apt 1r
Childrens Boutique Inc 1702 Walnut St
Childrens Surgical Associates Office Of Patients Accts
Clark Michael B Comcast Corporation 1500 Market St
Cohen David 1515 Market St Ste 1100
Cohen Samuel Esquire 1420 Walnut St Ste 1500
Cohen Seglias Pallas And Greenhall 1515 Market St 11th Floor
Cohn Sidney 1900 Two Penn Ctr
Comcast Communicatio 1500 Market St
Comp Services PO Box 58579
Consulting Engineers 200s Brd St
Creato Inc 1600 J F Kennedy Bovd 104
Delval Acquisition S 1500 Market St 12th Flr East Tower
Dennis Eleanor Estate Of C/O A B Quinn Esq PO Box 59149
Depedroso Charlotte W C/O Bbd Two Penn Ctr Plaza
Devany Walter L 1420 Locust St Apt 15a
Devivo Joseph Estate Of 1518 Walnut St 18th Floor Ste 4
Devivo Joseph M Estate Of 1518 Walnut St 18th Floor Ste 4
Devoren Lillian Academy House Apt 8-M 1420 Locust St
Dmjm Harris Inc 260 S Brd St Suite 1500
Eiu Local 36 Benefits 42 S 15th St
Ellis Irvin D Attn 1525 Locust St
Estia Restaurant 1405 Locust St
Fidelity National Title 1500 Walnut St
First Pa Banking Trust 1500 Chestnut St Rm 1305
Five Star Parking 1500 Locust St Ste 1420
Fox Fox Assoc 1500 Walnut St Ste 808
Freeman Family Trust Two Penn Ctr Plaza Suite 910
Fumo Vincent J Childrens Trst Of PO Box 58907
Gallagher Rollin M Mcp/Hahnemann School Of Medici
George Albert E 1500 John F Kennedy Blvd
Glaxosmithkline 1 Franklin Plz
Global Arena Llc 230 S Brd St Seventh Floor
Gogineni Keerthi 111 S 15th St Apt 2104
Gold Lewis H Gold Milton 1900 Two Penn Ctr
Goldberger Arthur Trst Astor Weiss Kaplan & Rosenblum Brd St & Walnut 6th Fl
Belle
Goldner Jonathan PO Box 1940 65 Madison Ave Ste 200
Goods Antoinette 1500 Market St Crt So
Graham Company The Graham Bldg One Penn Sq W
Group Benefits On Line Inc 4th Floor 200 South Brd St
Growth Evolution Inc T/A Zanzibar Blue
Haganes Antoinette M 42 S 15th St Robinson Bldg
Hagans Talmadge 42 S 15th St Robinson Bldg
Harris Djm 260 Brd St Suite 1500
Harris Lennette Est Of 200 S Brd St Ste 60
Havens Victoria L 1500 Locust St 3803
Hospice Pharmacia C/O J Inftuna 1601 Cherry St No 1700
Hq Business Centers 400 Market St Ste 650
Hudson Donald L Independent Partners 1501 Market St 12th Fl E Twr
I Brewster & Co Inc 1628 Walnut St
I Brodsky Associates Mail Stop 412 Brd And Vine
Independent Partners Fbo Richard B Hariton 1500 Market St 12th Fl East To
Innovative Reinsurance Group One Penn Sq West Ste 800
Irrevocable Agreement Of Fb Trst Of 150 North Brd St
Johnson Bogan 1427 Vine St Fl 4
Johnson Estella C 36 W Josai St
Jud Helen A 271 S 15th St Apt 703
Kahlenberg Howard 1520 Locust St
Kashkashian Clement H Kashkashian Clement 1500 John F Kennedy Blvd Ste 1
Kelly Catherine M 809 S Allison
Kim Kwan Md Brd And Vine St
Kim Onyoo 1429 Spruce St Apt 35j
Kimmel Center Inc Ave Of The Arts 260 S Brd 01
Klehr Harrison Harvey Branzburg & Ellers Llp
Klotz Angela J 2 Penn Ctr Plz 1820
L & S Glory Inc 1523 Spruce St
Larsen Philip 1512 Spruce St 2011
Latimer & Buck Inc 50 S 16th St Ste 2600
Law Offices Of Brian S Glass Pc 1500 Market St 25th Floor
Lawrence Edna 1212 Cabot St
Lazarovici Philip Dr 245 N 15th St Rm 14309
Leclair Shawn 1530 Locust St 10e
Ledley Gary S Md New College Building Rm 6617 Ms 470 245 N 15th St
Leonard K Hill & Assoc Two Penn Ctr Ste 1510
Lincoln National C/O G Alvarez West Tower 19th Floor
Linton Edward 2653 So Colorado
Lipinski Rita P Est Of Suite 1000 42 S 15th St
Lloyd Reba Estate 1435 Elmwood
Losier Picard Esquire 1518 Walnut St Ste 807
Magill Mankad S 1420 Walnut St Ste 518
Maier Frederick Est Of Maier Bertha C/O M E Weisberg The Graham Bldg 12th Fl 30
S 15th St
Makin Norman W 1428 Z Marston St
Malak Edmund J Est Of PO Box 58153
Malatesta Marc 112 Spine St
Manigo Lawrence 1528 Walnut St Ste 401
Marathon Grill 1517 Walnut St 3-R
Marion Satzb And Associates 1528 Walnut St Suite 1100
Marshall Denneney Warner Colem 1515 Locust St
Martin Eduoard 1518 Walnut St Ste 807
Massunagasidney D 1500 Locust St Apt 2806
Mc Cullough Agnes Estate 13345 Myrtlewood
Mcaleer Sean 1515 Market St
Medical Legal Repro Bala Imaging Center 216 N Brpad St
Melrath Gasket Inc 1500 Jfk Blvd Ste 200
Mendelson Avner 111 S 15th St Apt 1504
Merryman Mary M 1401 Arch St C O U E C Safety
Metroplex East Associates Lp 1500 Walnut St Suite 300
Miller Barbara 6 Franklin Plz
Mintzer Sarowitz Z Attn K Hahn 1528 Walnut St 22nd Floor
Mintzer Sarwitz Zeris Ledva And Meyers 1528 Walnut St 22nd Floor
Minuto Richard Mr 1962 Rowan St
Moorhead Edna M 1509 Race
Nardone Joan M Est Of D Schachter Law Office 230 S Brd St 10th F
Nf Clearing Inc 2005 Market St One Commerce S
Norcross Jeffrey Fala Two Liberty Place 25th Fl
Obrien Meaghan 1500 Locust St Apt 2709
Odonnell Angela M 2803 Longshore Ave
Ormbel Cresmer Woodward O 1411 Walnut St Suite 400
Ozark Mahoning Co Oil Division 3 Pkwy
Pandit Kunal 1500 Locust St Apt 1612
Parkway Corp 150 North Brd St
Pease Yvonne M Comcast Corporation 1500 Market St
Pekin Betsy 1530 Locust St
Penco Neary 50 South 16th St
Peters Frank Mr 1312 Wagner
Phila Health Mgmt Cor 260 S Brd St 21th Fl
Philadelphia Orchestra Assn 260 S Brd St
Pj Pacm Registration 1515 Market St Suite 1428
Plymouth Meeting Mall Merchants Ass 200 South Brd St
Poff Geraldine O Poff James C 1525 Locust St 14th Flr
Postell Jahtieh C/O K Steinberg Esquire 230 S Brd St Ste 900
Poulet Inc 331 S Hicks St
Preit Rubin 200 S Brd St 3rd Fl
Premier Research Group Plc 1500 Market St Ste 3500
Price Jeanamarie M Co Debby Freedman 1424 Chestnut St
Professional Association Consu 1820 Two Penn Ctr
Prp Inc 1427 Vine St Fl 4
Ramov Edward Estate C/O B Kaffof 1411 Walnut St
Regus 1500 Market St
Reid Ronald J 1411 Walnut St Ste 700
Reit Management Research Lower Mezzanine 1500 Market St
Rettew Iona R C/O J J Sherry Exec 1526 Chestnut St
Ritz Carlton 10 Ave Of The Arts
Ronald B Greene Md Pc 1525 Locust St 2nd Floor
Rosenberg Alvin Two Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 19 John F Kennedy Blvd At 15th St
Sachs Barbara 1420 Walnut St Ste 1500
Schoening Elmer B PO Box 214
Select Greater Philadelphia 200 S Brd St Ste 700
Shaposhnick Nicole 1530 Locust St Apt 2d
Shearson Lehman Hutton 1600 Market St Suite 1330
Sheller Ludwig & Badley 1528 Walnut St 3rd Fl
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Sherman Bros Inc 1520 Sansom St
Sherrod Thelma 1500 John F Kennedy Blvd Ste 1
Siebert Eric J Unit 4203 50 S 16th St
Siegel Warren L 1515 Market St Ste 1540
Silverman Bernheim And Vogel Pc Two Penn Ctr Ste 910
Sizer Neil B Unit 4304 50 S 16th St
Smith John Dhs 166919b 1515 Arch St 6th Fl
Smith Robert A 1420 Locust St Ste 200
Smith Sallie 3307 N 18th
Smith Steven B 1520 Locust St 11th Floor
Spear Greenfield And Richman Pc 230 S Brd St Suite 1800
Spectrum Reporting PO Box 30984
Squire Richard M Astor Weiss Kaplan & Rosenblum Brd St & Walnut 6th Fl Belle
Staples 756 1500 Chesnut St 1
Starboard Capital Markets Llc One Logan Sq Suite 2650
Talley Nancy 1414 Walnut St
Tan Andrew Y 215 S 16th St
Taraskus Anthony 1530 Chestnut St Ste 603
Theatre League Of Philadelphia 250 S Brd St
Tilli Geneviev A Tilli John R 4423 Meridian
Tillinghast And Towers Per Centre Sq E 1500 Market Sq Attn Ross A Cu
Tower Perrin Forst 1500 Market St
Towers Perrin Centre Sq East 1500 Market St
Triplett Kise A L 1530 Locust St Apt 12a
Union League Of Philadelphia 140 S Brd St
United Methodist Book Store Amada Beques Westbury 17 & Arch Sts
University Of The Arts 320 South Brd St
Usa Capital Inc 1535 Locust St
Vandijk G V 1500 Locust St Apt 2011
Versa Fit 1529 Walnut St 5th Floor
Vincent D Fumo Childrens Trst Of PO Box 58907
Waiters Matthew 1525 Locust St
Whelan Francis X 2512 1500 Locust St
Whitfield Stephen Brett Dr 1520 Spruce St Apt 1008
William A Graham Company The Graham Building One Penn Sq West
Williams Keena N 1500 Jfk Blvd
Woods Margaret 3307 N 18th
Yellow Book PO Box 41967
Yolo Insurance Inc 1500 Market St 12th
Philadelphia Pa 19103
1613 Pine Inc 1613 Pine St
21st Century 1760 Market St 14th Fl
2517 Cedar Street Associates 135 S 18th St
7 Eleven Inc PO Box 15787
Aa Health & Rehab Inc PO Box 2081
Aaa Mid Atlantic Inc 2040 Market St
Abel Family Trust 1 Commerce Sq 2005 Market St
Aberdeen Asset C/O B Todd 1735 Market Place 37th Floor A
Abla Maristela S 225 S 18th St Apt 1203
Adler Viola 1901 Jfk Blvd Apt 823
Aecom Usa Inc 1700 Market St 16th Floor
Affiliated Computer Service 1617 Jfk Blvd Ste 575
Albertson Paul W Ira 5 Penn Ctr Plaza
Alex Deutche B 1635 Market St
Alexander Shirley Ann 601 Walnut St
Alkhayareen Mohammad 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 904
Alley Rana Chafic 226 W Rittenhouse Sq
Almutairi Khalid 1835 Market St
Alston Anna 22 South 22nd St 709
Altman Berel Exempt Marital Trst Of Ballard Spahr Andrews Ingersol
Amara Cafe Inc C/O W Phutlek 105 S 22nd St
Amergen Energy Co 2301 Market St
American Business Credit 1628 J F Kennedy Blvd 8 Penn Ctr Ste 950
American College Of Radiology 1818 Market St Suite 1600
Ammirati Mario Dr 2020 Walnut St Apt 23 J
Anderson Carole A 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Anderson Dennis J Anderson Dennis 2007 Chestnut St A3
Antidefamation Leagg One Penn Ctr Ste 1160 1617 Jfk Blvd
Applegate Eugene P 2005 Market St Ste 1200 One Commerce Sq
Arma Membership Benefits Inc Cfb 2005 Market St Ste 1200 Attn Mutual Funds
Arnold George W Attn Cashier Dept One Commerce Sq
Arnott Margaret L 337 S 21st St Apt 3
Arosteguy Michelle C/O Bhc Sec Inc Attn Cashiers 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Arrington Mary N Apt 406 158 N 23rd St
Atkinson Ryan 1635 Market St Suite 500
Atlas America Inc 1845 Walnut St 10th Floor
Austin Colin 2412 Manning St
Bacon Edmund 2117 Locust St
Baid Amit 1815 Jfk Blvd Apt 816
Baime Michael J Penncare Rittenhouse
Bajaj Anurag 2400 Chestnut St Apt 3309
Baker Edward 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Bance Lisa 105 South 18th St Apt 3c
Barclay Erin E 1815 Jfk Blvd Apt 1111
Bartol G E Fbo M Bl Trst Of Ste 400 1828 Spruce St
Beck Irrev Ta W Ct Pnc Bank N A 1600 Market St 4th Fl
Beck Nancy C Est Of 1735 Market St 51st Floor
Beharrie Andrew W Dr 2400 Chestnut St Apt 412
Behrouzi Shohreh Apt 2r 1245 22nd St
Bell Gary T PO Box 2129
Beller Sam E 1700 Market St Suite 3232
Bennett William D 1817 Spruce St
Berg Lillian 111 N 22nd St
Bet Investments Inc 2 Logan Sq Ste 1101
Bhc Sec One Commerce Sq 2005 Market St Suite 1200
Billet & Connor Pc 2000 Market St Ste
Blank Rome Llp 1 Logan Sq
Blustein Tracey D 2005 Market St Suite 1200
Board Of Pensions O 2000 Market St
Borgeest Denise Griggs 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Bouse Anabelle 1801 Jfk Blvd 626
Brand Pipano Valerie 226 W Rittenhouse Sq #2106
Braskem Pp Americas Inc 1735 Market St Ste Ll
Braslow Jack 1616 Walnut St
Bricker Beatrice M 1801 Jfk Blvd
Brodsky Marion J 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 2511
Broff James Broff Myron 2005 Market St One Commerce Sq
Brown Judith Brown Robin 135 S 18th St Apt 11014
Brown William Brown Leslie 2031 Locust St Apt 1203
Bryan Robert N Apt 201 201 South 18th St
Bryant Jamilah Pnc Bank Na 1600 Market St
Bsc Services Group 1608 Walnut St
Buck Brian Walter Dr 1824 Spruce St 3f
Burkland Danielle L 618 2300 Walnut St
Burns Christopher J 1900 Tfk Blvd 1207
Burns Engineering 1835 Market St Suite 300
Burton Catherine 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Bustamante Ernesto C/O A Margaret 337 S 21st St Apt 3
Butler Mcnamara Md 1700 Market St Suite 2630
Caffey Earmon 5500 Walnut St
Camp Leonard C 1 Commerce Sq
Cantor Gertrude 1901 J F Kennedy Blvd 1425
Capital East Llc Ontario Partners Llc Deauville Partners Llc
Carl James I 1903 Walnut St 230 CO J Magnin
Carmosino Linda S 100 N 20th St
Carnival Cruise Lines Inc C/O Deloitte Tax Llp 1700 Market St
Carruth Catherine 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Cassimatis Patricia A 1912 Spruce St
Castellon Delfina M Est Of 1800 J F Kennedy Blvd 11th Floor
Castrovillo Paul A Est Of Castrovillo Helen M 1601 Market St 2nd Floor
Cavanagh Lois 201 S 25th St Apt 521
Center City Hotel Part 1811 Chestnut St
Center For Forensic Economic Studies The 1608 Walnut St
Chahin Jacques 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Chan Plato 1919 Chestnut St No 2201 220
Chapman Craig Michael Chapman Craig E 1 Commerce Sq
Charitable Lead Trst Of One Logan Sqi 18th Cherry Sts
Chavez Erma 531 Robbins St
Chawla Mukul 2400 Chestnut Apt 1904
Childrens Health Care Associates 100 N 20th St
Chin Amy P C Estate Of Gordon And Gordon P C 1632 Pine St
Chubb Insurance 4 Penn Ctr 1600 Jfk Blvd
Church Of God Fire Baptized 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 603
Cigolle Alex P 201 S 25th St Apt No 606
Clay Augustella 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 606
Clerk Maryland Court Of Appeals 1801 Market St
Cline Johnny 2005 Market St-Suite 1200
Cloonen Margaret T Suite 600 1800 Jfk Blvd
Cna Insurance Companies C/O Drinker Biddle & Reath Llp 18th & Cherry Sts
Cochran Clara E Kennedy House 1901 Jfk Blvd Apt 2406
Colbert John 1635 Market St Suite 300
Comcast 1701 John F Kennedy Blvd
Commerce Bank Na 2005 Market St
Committee To Elect C Darnell Jones 2 Logan Sq Fl 12 Ed Butkovitz
Comp Services Inc 1880 Jfk Blvd 8th Floor
Compservices Inc 1717 Arch St 45th Fl
Concorde Inc 1835 Market St Ste 1200
Confetti Usa Inc 1880 Jfk Blvd 15th Floor
Connection Highland S Pnc Bank Na 1600 Market St 27th Floor
Consulting Alliance One Commerce Sq 2005 Market St 32nd Floor
Continental Broker Dealer Corp Attn John Zakrzewski 2005 Market St Fl 12
Cossrow Scott 1708 Race St
Creato Signs Inc 1600 Jf Kennedy Blvd
Credit Card Center Transaction Acct 1617 John F Kennedy Blvd Ste 1
Cresswell Jana L 1600 Arch Apt No 701
Crystal Frank & Co Of Pennsylvania 1760 Market St 4th
D Earl Betsy Miles Crut Trust Two Logan Sq 6th Floor
Dann Dorfman Herrell 1601 Market St Suite 2400
Daria Julianne 2005 Market St One Commerce Sq
Davis And Martillotti Pc 4 Penn Ctr Suite 620
Day & Zimmermann Incorporated Invoice Verification Mark St
Day Zimmermann Inc 1818 Market St 10 Fl
Delancey Advisors Llc 259 S 21st St Apt 2
Delaware Compensation Rating Bureau Inc United Plz Bldg 1500 30 S 17th St
Delaware Funds 2005 Market St 4th Floor
Delaware Investments 2005 Market St 1 Commerce Sq 6th Flr
Delaware Investments Fund Sa12 One Commerce Sq 2005 Marke
Delaware Management Company Inc 1 Commerce Ave
Deman Rudi Attn Cathy 1735 Market St
Denning Donnivan III Attn Toa One Commerce Sq 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Deutche Banc Alex Brown Inc 1635 Market St
Di Bruno Brothers 1730 Chestnut St
Dimona Josephine Estate Of C/O Janney Montgomery Scott 1801 Market St
Direct Marketing Specialists Llc 1845 Walnut St 14
Diversified Resources Corp Inc 2005 Market St Fl 15
Dixon F Eugene 1600 Market St Fl 29 Attn D Robinson
Dorland Healthcare Info 1880 Jfk Blvd Ste 1301
Dorrance Mary Carter Rog C/O B A Rosenfield Esq 1600 Market St
Dougherty Lynn Attn 412 Dept 100 N 20th St Ste 401
Douglas Alison K 2025 Delancey Pl
Doutrich James 235 S 23rd St
Drinker Biddle And Shanley Llp Attn Acct Dept 1 Logan Sq 18th & Cherry St 24th Fl
Driscoll Susan H Fb Trst Of Pnc Bank Na 1600 Market St 4th Fl
Dubin Andrew Uad 11 22 00 Trst Of 21 South 21st St
Dudlick Barton 1600 John F Kennedy Blvd
Durairaj Senthil 2300 Walnut St 730
Duskin Nan 210 W Rittenhouse Sq
Dwyer Martin J 2021 Arch St 3rd Fl
Eastern District Of Pa Bankruptch Confer 4200 One Liberty Place 1650 Market St
Egan Mark P 2300 Walnut St Apt 307
Elite Championship Tournament Baseball 255 South 17th St
Empire Healthcare 255 South 17th St Ste 1502
Entertainment Svcs Unlimited 2001 Market St Ste 3820
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Entrepreneurs Forum Of Southern Nj I 1700 Market St 29th Floor
Ersa Court Reporters 30 S 17th St Suite 1520
Esquire Depositions 1600 Jfk Blvd Suite 1210
Euro Development C/O H Haas 255 S 17th St
Evening Star Trust One Liberty Place 1650 Market St
Exbkr Credit Suisse 11 Penn Ctr 10th Fl
Exelon Peco Co 2301 Market St
Exponent Jewish 2100 Arch St 4th Floor
F Cauffman F Hoffmann Architects Ltd 2120 Arch St
Fabio Yamada D 2400 Chestnut St Apt 2806
Falciani Mario J 09e 1930 Chestnut St
Fannie Mae 1835 Market St 2300
Farmer Marjorie N 150 N 20th St Apt 324
Federal Insurance Company 1 Liberty Pl
Federal National Mtg Assoc 1900 Market St Suite 800
Feinstein Barbara Crawford 2008 Chancellor St
Feldman Leo 1608 2 Franklin Town Blvd
Ferguson Isobel C/O Prudential Securities 30 S 17th St
Fineman Krekstein Harris Pc 30 S 17th St Ste 1800
First Pennsylvania Bank Na 1835 Market St Fl 2601
First Reliance Standard Life Insurance Co 2001 Market St
Fiserv Corp 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Fiserv Securities 2005 Market St
Flint Suzanne 1600 Jfk Blvd Ste 1800
Fogel Scott A 2123 Spruce St Bb
Folin Otto 1700 Sansom St
Fortuna Diflumeri 2009 Chestnut St
Fowler Bayley 2300 Walnut St 212
Franklin Institute 222 North 20th St
Freeman Robert Apt 1406 226 W Rittenhouse Sq
French Edna Edythe Miss C/O H W Salus Jr 1626 Pine St
Friedman Robert Tees Friedman Joshua T 1900 Rittenhouse Sq Apt 12b
Fsc 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Gallolevin Emma 1919 Chestnut St
Gano John Fiserv Securities 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Garretson Ralph Bonner Dr III One Franklin Town Blvd Number 615
Gartzman Sidney The Kennedy House Unit 1125 1901 Jfk Blvd
Gary Anne 2005 Market St Ste 1200 One Commerce Sq
Gelfand Freda 1901 J F K Blvd Apt 1323
Gelfand Judith Gelfand Freda Kennedy House Apt 1323 John F Kennedy Blvd
Gemmill K W 1989 Td Kenneth The Glenmede Trust Company Na 1650 Market St
Suite 1200
Gemmill K W T D Diana Norris The Glenmede Trust Company Na 1650 Market St
Suite 1200
Gerson Nathan J Gerson Ann G 1901 John F Kennedy Blvd Apt 1115
Gfnc10 Management Inc 1628 Jfk Blvd 8 Penn Ctr 23rd Floor
Gibson Kathleen 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Giordano Marie J Apt Number 1202 118 So 21st St
Glenmede Trust C 1650 Market St Ste 1200
Global Financial Press 1845 Walnut St
Goh Edwin 2300 Walnut St Apt 730
Golden Vivian G 1725 Pine St 3fr
Goldstein Louis 1600 Market St Apt 33
Goodis Hortense Goodis Edna Apt 601 2101 Walnut St
Gordon And Weinberg Pc 21 S 21st St
Gradle Joyce Attn M C Sanborne 1735 Market St 51st Floor
Graduate Hospital PO Box 34699
Greighton Robin Carolin 201 S 25th St Apt 521
Gst Nonexempt Residuary Tud Of 1 Logan Sq Ste 2000
Gupta Varun 2020 Walnut St Apt 23a
Gutman Harry J Logan Sq E Two Franklin Town Blvd
H Boles And R Jaffe Ttee R Raven Uad Feb28 1997 1735 Market St
Haas Phoebe W Charitable Trst Of 1717 Arch St 14 Fl
Haerle George S 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Haines Thelma Estate Of 22 S 22nd St
Hairston William J Estate Of 1608 Walnut St Ste 1700
Hamilton Hepburn W 500 One Penn Ctr 1617 Jfk Blvd
Hangley Aronchick Segal Pudlin Pc Attn Sheila R Knox Pettiford 27th Fl One Logan
Sq
Hangley Aronchick Segal Pudlin1 One Logan Sq 27th Floor
Hanson Brian W 2005 Market St Suite 1200 One Commerce Sq
Harding-Xhezo Mary 2312 Delancey Pl
Harman Pauline C/O Rl Franklin Esq 1600 Marke A
Harvey Pennington Cabot Griffith And Ren 11 Penn Ctr 29th Fl 1835 Market St
Hashemi Pari M Apt 1209 1835 Arch St
Haynes Patricia 1831 Chestnut St 4th Fl
Heine William I Est Of 1 Logan Sq 18th Ch
Henderson Eugene Sidney Hillman Apts 22 South 22nd St
Herskovitz Frieda Logan Sq East 2211 2 Franklin Town Blvd
Hf Philly Llc Apt 721 201 S 18th St
Hill Leroy Apt 116 23rd St Apt 116
Hjki Llc 1900 Market St
Hoffman Eric W C/O Helmick And Company Llc 1717 Arch St Ste 3940
Hofkin Milton L Rittenhouse Plaza 1901 Walnut St Aptno 16b
Hosier Christine 1 Commerce Sq
Hospice Pharmacia Inc C/O Tim 1601 Market St 3350
Hotta Mariane Apt 306 1600 Walnut St
Howard Brenner & Nass 1608 Walnut St 17th Fl
Hub Llc 30 South 17th St 14th Fl
Hudson Joanne Tile Stone 2400 Market St Ste 310
Hulley Rita A Colorado National Brokerage C/O Bhc Securities Inc 100 North 20th St
Hybrid Execution Cap 1700 Walnut St Apt #8d
Hyland Richard 2020 Walnut St Apt 30c
I Goldberg Co C/O R Matlin Fox Rothschild O’brien & Crank 2000 Market St Fl 10
Ibc 1901 Market St
Ibrahim Sanford A 1601 Market St
Ibx Keystone Health Plan 1901 Market St 28th Floor
Independence Blue Cros 1901 Market St
Inland Waterways Ins Assoc 2 Logan Sq 10th Floor
Irwin Lydia C 2129 Pinest Apt 3f
Isaacson William 118 S 21st St
Jacot Darlene T C/O Pepper Hamilton Llp 3000 Two Logan Sq
Jamison Ernestine 1901 Jf Kennedy Blvd Apt 2305
Janney Montgomery Scott Inc 1801 Mkt St
Javor Cecile W Javor Alex 1937 Panama St
Jeff Kolessar Of Gffl Mngt Inc 1811 Chestnut St
Jennings Hubert C/O Pnc Bank Na 1600 Market St F
Jewish Employment And Vocation 1845 Walnut St Fl 7
Jewish Exponent 2100 Arch St 4th Fl Accounting
Jm Hospitality Llc 253 S 20th St
Jms Cfbo Olga Sage 1801 Market St
Jms Llc C/O 1801 Market St Attn Acat Transfer
Johns Catherine R 2013 Chestnut St
Johnson Carmita C/O Ruthrauff & Assocs 1608 Walnut St Ste 1301
Jones Spencer C 2422 Fitlers Walk
Jordan W N Jr 1911 Panama St
Josel & Feenane Pc 2019 Walnut St
Jra 222 Inc 1617 John F Kennedy Blvd Ste 1
Kaiserman Co Inc 201 S 18th St Ste 300
Kamara Allieu 2215 Walnut St
Kaufman Coren Ress Pc 2001 Market St Fl 39
Kees Lou 1 Commerce Sq
Kerelo Patricia Farrell 1818 Market St Fl 35
Kern Mary 2932 West Germantown Pike
Keystone East 1901 Market St Mk-8
Keystone Health Plan Pa Hmo 1700 Market St 8th Floor
Kim Dan H-K 1726 Spruce St
Klas Swanstrom Gst Ex Res Tr Trst Of Pnc Bank Na Lkon Market St 4th Fl
Klett Leiber Rooney Schorling Two Logan Sq 12th Floor
Kling Caperton Resid Trst Of 1701 Market St
Klump Carie B 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Kogan Trichon & Wertheimer Pc 1818 Market St 30th Fl
Kpmg Llp 1601 Market St
Kramer Nathaniel M B 23 S 19th St
Kravco Co-Agent Lawrence Assoc C/O D L Pollack 1717 Arch St 37th Fl-Bell Atl Tower
Ref 004
Kravitz Shirley T 1900 J F Kennedy Blvd
Kulla Mia 1935 Chestnut St Apt 3r
Kunik David K C/O Bhc Securities Inc 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Kurlowicz Lenore 226 W Rittenhouse Sq 917
Labov Bill 2048 Rittenhouse Sq
Labov Rebecca 2048 Rittenhouse Sq
Lam Ilana Apt 7b 2020 Walnut St
Lamont Nancy S Trst Of The Glenmede Trust Company N 1650 Market St Suite 1200
Land Services E A 2 Logan Sq Ste 1101
Larry Pitt & Assoc Pc 1918 Pine St
Leejung Eun 1801 Jfk Blvd 730
Legal Marketing Assoc Attn Holly Lentz Philadelphia Chapter
Legg Llc 1608 Walnut St S 1200
Leonard C Camp Rev Tr 1 Commerce Sq
Levin Phyllis J One Commerce Sq
Levin Sathya G 2020 Walnut St Unit 17l
Lewis Stacy Carol 225 S 18th St
Liem Elizabeth Yw 2060 Appletree St
Lincoln Financial 2006 Market Stret
Lincoln National Investment Compani 9th Floor Tax Dept 2005 Market St
Liz Frank Personnel Systems Inc Schnader Harrison Segal Lewis 1600 Market St Ste
3600
Logan Circle Partner C/O Employee Retire 2005 Market St
Logan Public House Llc 2 Logan Sq 100 N 18th St 1st Floor
London Jerry 2100 Walnut St Apt 120
Losier Tiffany 1600 John F Kennedy Blvd Ste 500
Lotz Designers Engineers 2000 Market St 10th Floor
Love And Pride Inc 800 Chestnut St Ste 103
Lovell Eugene H Jr 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Lukens James A Resid Fbo Arnn Pnc Bank Na 1600 Market St 4th Fl
Lululemon Athletica C/O Lululemon Philly Showroom 1704 Walnut St 3rd Floor
Mack Associates Llc E 1803 1818 Market St Sui
Magnon John Jr 1903 Walnut St 230 C O John Magnin
Malinowski James 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Mallach Moira R 2300 Walnut St 212
Mameniskis Algird R Dr 255 South 17th St Suite 2200
Mandel Christopher 117 S Beechwood St
Mangrum Maggie Estate Of C O Bock Finkelman Two Logan Sq Suite 660
Mansion At Rittenhouse 121 S 19th St
Mantas Harrison Phillip Mantas Philip 145 N 21st St
Mantra 122 S 18th St
Marine Office Of America C/O E Michael Keating III Esq 1628 John F Kennedy Blvd
Ste 2
Markham Charlie W 1 Franklintown Blvd Apt 1709
Marks Milton Carolene 2005 Market St
Marshall Dennehey Wa 1845 Walnut St
Martin Banks Pond And Lehoc 1818 Market St 35th Floor
Martin George 1818 Market St 35th Floor
Martin George Esq Martin Banks Pond & Lehocky 1818 Market St 35th Floor
Marzluf Eric S 250 S 17th St Apt 1101
Mason Janet C 118 S 21st St Apt 1113
May Bess R 1919 Chestnut St Apt 2306
Mccarter And English 1735 Market St Ste 700
Mccleaf Antoine 2423 North 17th St
Mccoy Associates 1700 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Ph
Mcgoey Charles K Bhc Securities Inc 1 Commerce Sq 2005 Market St Suite 1200
Mcmahon Peter 201 S 18th St
Mcmurtry Kirk Andrew Dr One Franklintown Blvd Number 216
Mcneil Cameron L Sub-Tr U/D Trst Of The Glenmede Trust Company N 1650 Market
St Suite 1200
Mcneil H S Decd Suc Justin & Trst Of The Glenmede Trust Company N 1650 Market
St Suite 1200
Mcneil Lois F Ttees Fbo C Mc Trst Of The Glenmede Trust Company N 1650 Market
St Suite 1200
Mcs Group Inc 1601 Market St
Means Daniel K 2005 Market St
Media Arts International 11 Penn Ctr
Media Pinnacle 1528 Walnut St Ste 1818
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Mehta Shivan 2020 Walnut St
Meltzer Peter And Associates 1600 Locust St Suite 200
Mentor Trust Co Two Logan Sq 6th Floor
Merson Danya R 226 South 21st St 2f
Milbach Kathleen A Milbach Kevin L 2005 Market St
Miller Bruce 1707 Rittenhouse Sq
Miller Jennifer A 2005 Market St
Miner Jocelyn Two Franklin Town Blvd Apt
Miner Sydney Two Franklin Town Blvd Apt
Mitchell James F No 8 J Mitchell Pnc Bank N A 1600 Market St 4th Fl
Monnet Cyril 1601 Sansom St
Moorehead Edward William Penn House 2206 1919 Chestnut St
Morrison Robert S 100 N 20th St Ste 401
Morrissey Philip T Jr Pnc Advisors 1600 Market Stree H
Muhlenberg Nicholas 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 2115
Myer Brody 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 2115
Myer Brody Rev Lvg Tr C/O Myer B 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 2115 Ua 05 08 2001
N D Meyer Co Inc C/O A Swanson 1617 J F K Blvd Ste 1830
National Medical Imaging PO Box 30537
New Jersey Housing 2005 Market St Ste 310 One
Newton Raymond 2016 Locust St 2nd Floor
Nf Clearing Inc 1 Commerce Sq 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Ng Diana Aiping 1702 Panama St
Niblack Therese 1608 Walnut St Ste 700
Nickens Juanita 158 N 23rd St Apt 207
Nina Stryker Esquire 1 Penn Ctr 19th Floor 1617 Jfk Blvd
Noonan Mary A Noonan Julia 2215 Pine St
Norman St Landau Marital Trst Of One Logan Sq 18th Cherry
Norman St Landau Trst Of One Logan Sq 18th Cherry
Nusbaum Ilana 2007 Sansom St
Office Max Inc C/O Realwinwin Dept 3009
Olofsson Kristin 220 W Rittenhouse Sq Unit 15-A
Omicron 1601 Market St Ste 1700 Attn Accounts Payable
One Squarecommerce 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Orchard Flower Shop 1633 Chancellor St
Orfeo Restaurant 1 Main 2029 Walnut St
Original Turkey Plus 1635 Market St
Otto Madelene 222 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1103
P Meltzer And Associates 1600 Locust St Suite 200
Packard II Associate 232 234 North 22nd St Grande Apts
Parish Emmanuel Two Logan Sq 6th Floor
Patterson Kristin A 2123 Walnut St Apt 3r
Pcs Distributors Llc 1735 Market St Ste 3200 Mutual Fund Department
Pecci J M Ii 1818 Market St Suite 1105
Peco PO Box 13437
Peiser Josephine Estate Of C/O Altina Noel Ex 1650 Market St 29th Floor
Pelham Jacquelyn Jai Dr 2025 A Arch St
Pelko Rm C/O Savitz Organization
Pennsbury Landscaping 1 Logan Sq
Pennsylvania Economic C Dev 1600 Market St Suite 1500
Pepper Samuel F C/O Estate Of 1512 Fox Building
Phila School Collaborative 21st & Pkwy
Philadelphia And Company Stock Exchange Bldg 9th Fl
Philadelphia Business Sca 1818 Market St
Philadelphia Safe 1835 Market St Ste 420
Philadep Co 1900 Market St
Philbern Group 210 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 2302
Photo Imaging Company Paul Jones 1725 Chestnut St
Picard Kelly 1600 John F Kennedy Blvd Ste 500
Pilsitz Edward F Jr 1718 Sansom St
Pinchasik Dawn 1801 Jfk Blvd 1602
Pirate Properties Lp 315 S Smedley St
Pittard Christian A 237 South 18th St Apt 2a
Plm Associates Ltd 1700 Market St Ste 2600
Pnc Bank Na 1600 Market St
Pollock Dorothy S Est Of 1650 Arch St 22nd Flr
Post & Schell Pc 1600 Jfk Blvd Four Penn Ctr
Pourron Florence P Est Of Dolchin Slotkin & Todd 2005 Market St 24th F
Price T D Robert Eq Margaret Trst Of Pnc Bank N A 1600 Market St 4th Fl
Price Waterhouse Coopers Llp C/O F Palmieri 30 S 17th St Fl 16
Proserpine Llc One Commerce Sq 2005 Market St 21st Fl
Provident Mutual Life Insurance 1600 Market St
Pullinger James R Estate 2 Cherry Ct
Put 500 One Penn Ctr 1617 Jfk Blvd
Qcc Ins Co Dba Amerihealth Ins Co 1901 Market St 28th Floor Attention Franklin
Foster
Quality Litigation Services 1628 John F Kennedy Blvd
Rabinowitz Harry Tw C/O B Rosenfield 1600 Market St Ste
Radfar Rebecca 2400 Chestnut Apt 1901
Raichstain Gilad 220 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 5f
Raidan 1601 Market St
Rao Sunny Balijepall 263 S 22nd St
Ratner Milton H Ratner Clara 1725 Delancey Place
Reese Sandra E C/P As Karafin 1717 Arch St Ste 132
Regional Brokers Inc 8 Penn Ctr 19th Floor
Reich Marcus C/O J Beller 1700 Market St Ste 1416
Reichwein Eleanor M 2223 Rittenhouse Sq
Reid Patricia L 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Reiver Samuel Nonmarital Uw Trst Of 1919 Chestnut St Unit 610
Reliable Copy Service Inc 1818 Market St
Reliance Standard Life Ins Company 2001 Market St Ste 1500
Resid John Benn C One Logan Sq 18th Cherry St
Reynolds Vincent Est Of 158 N 23rd St Apt 713
Rieff Philip 2025 Delancey Pl
Rita M San Souci Trust Bhc Securities Inc 2005 Market St
Rittenhouse Advisers Llc 1835 Arch St
Rittenhouse Hotel 210 West Rittenhouse Squa
Roberts Daniella 100 N 20th St
Robinson Lyle Est Of 201 South 18th St
Rodriguez Elijah A Pnc Bank Na 1600 Market St
Rogers Jemiro 1628 John F Kennedy Blvd
Rollow Douglas III Attn M C Sanborne 1735 Market St 51st Floor
Rollow J Douglas Est Of Jr Attn M C Sanborne 1735 Market St 51st Fl
Romanczuk Annmarie 1925 Delancey Place
Romani Rick 1 Commerce Sq
Rose Jean A Est Of Ste 1600 1601 Market St
Rosenbach Museum Lib 2008 Delancey St
Rosenblum Nicole J 1815 Jfk Blvd Apt 2810
Rosenbluth Int 2401 Walnut St
Roslyn Joel J Marital Tud Da Trst Of 2005 Market Sti Ste 2600
Roslyn Joel J Residuary Tuw Trst Of 2005 Market St Ste 2600
Rte Asset Management One Liberty Place 1650 Market St 53rd Floor
Rubenstein Company Lp CO Ms J Dibartolomeo 4100 One Commerce Sq 2500 Market
St
Russo Frank F Trst Of Suite 1 Noble Plaza 801 Old York Rd
Ryan Brown Mcdonnell Berger Gibbons P 1600 Market St Fl 14
S D O P Grant Develop Supp Imprest F 2120 Winter St
Saad Shahnaz C Saad Samira 335 S 21st St
Sabatelli Rita L 22 South 22nd St
Saddlesprings Group Inc Two Logan Sq Ste 525
Safeguard Global Services Inc 1650 Arch St 2nd Floor
Saffren & Weinberg C/O Ruthrauff And Assoc 1608 Walnut St Ste 1301
Sahlman Olivia Rose Dtd 12/1 Ebook Trst Of C/O F Cooper Duane Morris 30 S 17t
San Souci Rita M Bhc Securities Inc 2005 Market St
Santiago Lynette C/O M Comisky One Logan Sq
Sasaki Tomomi 2206 Walnut St Apt 2f
Savitz Organization 1845 Walnut St 14th Fl
Schachter Rebecca Kennedy House Apt 1014 1901 John F Kennedy Blvd
Schall Cooper Pc 1831 Chestnut St 2nd Floor
Schiller Kiki 1108 1901 Jfk Blvd
Schmieg Daniel G Esq One Penn Ctr At Suburban St 1617 Jfk Blvd Suite 1400
Schmitt Chrisopi Est Of 1635 Market St 7th Fl
Schnall Rona F Pnc Advisors 1600 Market St Ta P
Schreiber Peter D 1836 Pine St Apt No 3f
Scott Dorothy M C/Okea 1100 One Penn Ctr
Scott Randalllee Pnc Advisors 1600 Market Stree T
Sedgwick Claims Mngmnt 5th Floor 1801 Market 10 Penn Cente
Segel Florence Chancellor Park Apt 301 150 N 20th St
Seidman Llp 1700 Market St 29th Floor
Select Medical Property Ventures Llc 1logan Sq
Seltzer Ruth P 1901 Jfk Blvd 1804
Seltzer Samuel Res Trust C/O S Seltzer 1901 Jfk Blvd 1804 Ua 2 13 04
Seltzer Steven 1901 Jfk Blvd 1804
Sg Oak Holding Inc 255 S 17th St 20th Fl
Shailen Sehgal 2429 Locust St Unit 521
Shaw Albert Estate Of C/O Rosenbaum Assoc 1818 Market St Suite 3200
Shaw Brody Partnership 139 N 22nd St
Shipon Rachel B 237 S 18th St Apt 15d
Shore Anna 135 South 19th St Apt 1606
Silber Jay R 2036 Arch St
Siverson Judith 2037 Moravian St
Smith H 2226 Pine St
Smith Maasi J Dpm 2031 Locust St Ste 100
Snyder Millicent L C/O Glenmede Trust Company 165 K
Snyder Nicholas C 2 H 23 South 23rd St
Souders Nora Estate Of 1800 Jfk Blvd Ste 404
Sound 1835 Market St Ste 420
Southwest Health Center PO Box 2304
Southwest Philadelphia PO Box 2304
Spiegel Louis 2101 Walnut St
Spiral Survivor Tr Hf One Liberty Place 1650 Market St
Squire Tyrieff 1600 Chestnut St Apt 603
Ssh Management 1800 Jfk Blvd
Stakeholders Inc Cyoc The Scullin Group One Liberty Place Suite 690
Starboard Capital Markets One Logan Sq Suite 2650
Starcite Inc 1650 Arch St 18th Floor
Stein Ina C 1901 John F Kennedy Blvd Apt 2
Stern Ruth L 1901 John F Kennedy Blvd Apt 1
Steven Ujifusa 259 S 21st St Apt 2
Stevens Fredrick 2129 St James Place
Stolker Myrna C 220 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 14c
Strange Joseph 1818 Coyote St
Stucki Marvin A C/O Helmick & Company Llc 1718 Arch St Ste 3940
Sullivan Cromwell Mt 1818 Market St 7 Fl Attn Carolyn Brown
Summerville Marion R 2025 Walnut St Apt 1f
Swedloff Barry 1900 John F Kennedy Blvd Apt 1
Sweeney Herbert T III Irrev Tr Pnc Bank Na 1600 Market St 4th Fl
Swiss Pastry Shop 35 S 19th St
Sykes Luegerther J 1735 Market St A 180
Synder Millicent L C/O Glenmede Trust Company 1650 Market St Ste 1200
T F S Insurance Agency Inc C/O Helmick And Company Llc 1717 Arch St #3940
Takahashi Shohei T 1700 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Apt 2016
Tauben Evelyn P 2020 Walnut St Apt No 12c
Taylor Hannah E 143 N 21st St Apt 3
Tci Of Illinois Cable T V Company 1701 Jfk Blvd Fl 23
Td Wealth Management 2005 Market St Suite 200
Teaz James P Estate Of C/O Board Of Pensions Presbyte 2000 Market St 2nd Floor
Law Department
Terpoilli Elsie B Est Of Blank Rome 130 N 18th St 3rd Fl
Thomas Frederic C 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Thomas Gordon A 1635 Market St
Threlfall Alexander W 2323 Delancey Place 1
Tini Robert P 2211 St James St Apt 3f
Toppers Spa 117 S 19th St
Toth Selma 1919 Chestnut St Apt 2512
Town Park 100 N 17th St 15th Floor
Tracking N Llc 1900 Chestnut St Ste 300
Trainer Orvel L Est Of H Soloman Law Offices 1760 Market St Ste 60
Traveleaders 226 West Rittenhouse Sq
Tucker Juliette 120 S 17th St
Turney Lomer G C/O Helmick & Company Llc 1717 Arch St Ste 3940
Twenty First Century 1760 Market Place
Uberaba Consulting Ser Inc 2005 Market St
Usra Construction 232 N 22nd St
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Vaccarelli Lisa 2226 Delancy St
Vedder Helen 1760 Market St Ste 1100
Veritext New Jersey Reporting Co 1845 Walnut St
Veritext Pennsylvania 1845 Walnut St
Vessells Mildred Ligons Est Of Oscar Schermer Associates 4635 Market St Ste 300
Vestry Fund Trust Two Logan Sq 6th Floor
Vincent Varallo Associatets Inc 1835 Market St Suite 500
Vivian Golden 1725 Pine St
Volpe And Koenig 30 S 17th St Suite 1600
Voyageur Minnesota Municipal Income Tax Dept 9th Fl 2005 Market St
Vu Nguyen And Kogan Trichon & Wertheimer C/O Ruthrauff And Associates 1608
Walnut St Ste 1301
W B Saunders Company 1600 John F Kennedy Blvd
Walker Chin Kim 2020 Walnut St 17g H
Walker Vernell 4635 Market St Ste 300
Wapner Newman Wigrizer & Brecher Pc 115 South 21st St
Ward Donald 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Warden Clarence A Tw B Trst Of The Glenmede Trust Co Na 1650 Market St Suite
1200
Warren W Mum Inc Two Logan Sq Suite 525
Warren W Orchid Group Corp Two Logan Sq Suite 525
Waterlogic Usa Inc 1650 Market St
Watner Marshall D 1845 Walnut St
Weil Sylvia 2 Franklintown Blvd Apt 708
Weinstein Schleifer 201 Market St 41st Fl
Weisfield Leon 1901 J F Kennedy Blvd 1425
Wenger June F Est Of Blank Rome 130 N 18th St 3rd Fl
Werner Heidi C 2410b Fitlers Walk
Westfield Leon 1901 J F Kennedy Blvd 1425
White And Williams 1800 Liberty Place
Williams Charles K 1820 Rittenhouse Sq Apt 9 West
Williams Joanne L 207 N 23rd St
Williams Saleana 1800 John F Kennedy Blvd Fl 14
Willis Thomas L Sr Estate Of 1617 John F Kennedy Blvd
Wisniewski Mensing Llp 1616 Walnut St
Wolgin Jack Charitable 201 S 18th St Apt 317
Wolgin Muriel D C/O B Rosenfield 1600 Market S
Woloshin Killino David Woloshin 1800 John F Kennedy Blvd 11 Fl
Wong Tangde 274 S 20th St
Woodcock Washburn Kurtz Mackiewicz 1650 Market St 1650 Market St
Wright Family Trust II 1 Logan Sq 18th & Cherry St
Wright John B II Trust 1 Logan Sq 18th & Cherry St
Wright Spencer D 1650 Market St Suite 3050
Wu Shih Lung 2806 210 W Rittenhouse Sq
Xenia Title Insurance Title Ins Co
Young Bonnie G 2049 Saint James St
Youth Warriors For Christ 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 603
Philadelphia Pa 19104
3942 Spruce St Assoc C/O J Scarpa 3942 Spruce St
39th & Sansom Streets Corp 119-125 S 39th St
Abramson Institue At U Of Pa C 421 Curie Blvd
Accounts Payable 3451 Walnut St Rm 44
Achananuparp Tulapawn 3221 Halminton St Unit 2
Acree Charles 867 N 43rd St
Action Without Borders 3701 Chestnut St
Adams Dylan K 3511 Hamilton St
Advisors Veritat 3719 Spring Gdn St Ste 1
Ahanta Shukia C/O M Carver 3333 Walnut
Ahmed Grace J Ms Apt 1210 3175 Jfk Blvd
Ahmed Jehad 3609 Hamilton St
Allis Abbie L Allis Mary L 4260 Chestnut St
Allis Mary L 4260 Chestnut St
Alpine Farms 3131 Walnut St Suite 647
Amanda Gatewo 863 N 43rd St
Anderson Dorothy 3815 Olive St
Anderson Dorothy 3834 Aspen St
Apra Of Greater New York Director Of Development System 3400 W Girard Av
Ara @ U Of Penn English 3446 Sansom St Dock On Chestnut St
Ara @ U Of Penn Hillcolv 3333 Walnut St
Atwell Deanna 3814 Poplar St
Aventisub Attn Frank Gallo 2929 Arch St
Barker Lindsey D Ms 3419 Baring St
Barnett Barbara C/O Horizon House Inc 120 S 30th St
Bartholomew Charlotte 3900 Chestnut St 2nd Floor
Bartlett Scott Univ Of Pennsylvania Medical C
Batchelor Brenda J Estate Of 3920 Wyalusing Av
Bates Michelle 4344 Parrish St
Bavaria Joseph 4 Silverstein Pavilion
Benjamin Flor 3519 Hamilton St
Berger Edith 3811 Cambridge St
Bi Wei 3600 Chestnut St Apt 991
Biddle Daniel R 4330 Larchwood Ave
Bighum Herman 3610 Spring Gdn St Apt B 2
Blowe M Apt 1217 3901 Market St
Bona Fide Property Inv 534 N 36th St
Bondi Edward E 2 Rhoads 3400 Spruce St
Boney Brenda 4400 W Girard Ave
Bookard John M 3708 Baring St
Bouie Akram 5523 Willow St
Bowman Marjorie A Professor And Chair
Boyd James 4206 Viola St
Bradley Edward 4031 Cambridge St
Bradshaw Rachel N Estate 4032 Sansonl St
Bragdon Doretha 3859 Fairmount Ave
Branch Irene P 905 N 41st St
Bratcher Margaret 4032 Green St
Briscella John 524 North 31st St
Brooks Robin 3336 Brandywine St
Brown Sharita T D 622 N 34th St
Bui Tu T 322 N 32 St Apt 1
Burke Ann 3400 Spruce St 3rd Floor Ravd Hospital Of The Univ Of Pa
Byron Delphene Estate 4045 Baltimore Ave
Calloway Emiley 427 N 42nd St
Camilla Tso Ws 3901 Locust Walk 439
Campbell Anna L 6044 Regent
Campus Philly Pidc 3701 Chestnut St 6th Fl East
Cannon Alice 1004 N 43rd St
Capaldi Rose 420 South 45th St Apt 4e
Carrion Ana S 3131 Walnut St Apt 557
Carroll Goldman Allison E 101 S 39th St D101
Century 21 University Realty 3737 Lancaster Ave
Cha Jullie 4110 Spruce St Apt 3a
Chamberlain L 931 N 45th St
Chen Bing X Apt 907 3901 Market St
Chen Ping A109 The Cts Apts 3500 Powelton Ave
Chesson Ollie 31 N 42nd St
Chi Luis 4002 Chestnut St
Civic Ctr Blvd
Chop Primary Care Center 39th 39th & Chestnut St St Leonards Ct Ste 110
Choy Li Chinese Restaurant 800 N 40th St
Chul Hwan P 3131 Walnut St Apt 650
Claiborne George 816 N Claiborne
Clendenon Anna 511 S 44th St
Cliett Viney E 525 N Holly St
Clinical Health Care Of New Jersey 3001 Market St Suite 310
Coleman Thomas Estate 4212 Walnut St
Collier Winnie O C/O E June Sears 600 N 34th St Apt 412
Conlan Isabel L Estate 4304 Chestnut St
Convisser Laura C Harrion Building 3910 Irving St 625
Cook Ronald 4019 Green St
Cooper Ivan 3901 Market St Apt 1613
Corbin Joann Apt E 3317 Haverford Ave
Cottman Valara 912 N 42nd St
Cottman Valeria 912 N 42nd St
Crapser Jamie 3310 Hamilton St
Croker Lisa 4125 Woodland Ave
Crosby Jerome L 934 36 42nd St
Crosby Margaret N Danenhower 3616 Baring St
Curtis Caitlin Apt 1 3613 Baring St
D B Bar 442 North 32nd St
Das Madhab C 1st Flr 302 N41st St
Data Core Systems C/O S Chouohury 3700 Science Ctr
Davis Angelin 339 N Sloan St
Davis James A University Sq Apts 3901 Market St Apt 1925
Davis Kenneth M 724 N 40th St 2r
Davis Matthew 4026 Market St Apt 2
Deaton Daisey 616 N 43rd St 3
Denker Arthur H Denker Edna 3743 Locust Walk
Devluk Vipul 4051 Locust St
Diabetes Editorial Office 3624 Market St
Diggs Gerald Jr Bf 779 N 44th St
Dimpoulos Dimitrios Dimpoulos Christos Joseph Scarpa 3942 Spruce St
District Health Center 3 555 S 43rd St
Dougherty Anna E 4413 Baltimore Ave
Drane Josephine Drane George 4310 Market St
Ellison Ralph 1531 Belmont Ave
Enclose Corp 3401 Riverview Dr
Esumi Makoto 133 Bennett Hall 3340 Walnut St
Everett John 4136 Cambridge St
Fenner Ethel 617 N 38th St
Fenske Paul B 3310 Baring St
Fitzgerald Robert Chairman Dept Ortho Surgery
Flick Christopher 503 S 45th St
Franklin Bldg No 440 Franklin Bldg 440 3451 Walnut St
Friedberg Joseph 51 North 39th St Suite W 250
Friendly Money Loan 4053 Lancaster Ave
Gandhi Sanket 3925 Walnut St Mb 1105a
Gautieri Sara 3500 Powelton Ave B202
Genfi Yaa A Ms Apt 1 658 N 33rd St
Ghouse Raheem M Mr Apt A507 3320 Powelton Ave
Gladney Helen 616 N 39th St
Glover Brent W Apt 528 3131 Walnut St
Glover Janie 622 N 32nd St
Gomez Jose L 1729-31 Marlton Ave
Gosnell Kermit Barron Dr. 3801 Lancaster Ave
Grant Ronald 804 N Brooklyn St
Green Sarah 3817 Folsom St
Gunnarsdottir Bara 3720 Spruce St
Haberman Ilyse 3934 Delancey St
Hagee Evelyn Estate 3516 Mantua Ave
Hammett Mary 3915 Poplar St
Handley John M 882 N 41st St Ste B
Harmon Myrtis 427 N 42nd St
Harris Janie 622 N 32nd St
Harris Lori P 4241 W Stiles St Apt 1
Hatney Omega Apt 714 3901 Market St
Hauck Ellen 3927 Baltimore Ave
Hector Qnevas 2841 N Water St
Heitman Robert C 4019 Locust St
Henry David Lee 4133 Chestnut St
Highsmith Mazie Estate 4126 Cambridge St
Hirata Mari 3600 Chestnut St
Holden Horace 3603 Melon St
Holmes Darryl W 400 N 42nd St
Honkote Vinayak Mr Apt 1r 3619 Powelton Ave
Hope James 20 S 36th St Apt 205
Horizon House 120 S 30th St
Hou Beijing 415 S 44th St
Hubbard Ralph 708 W Indiana Ave
Hussain Dilwar 14 S 40th St
Instap Study Center For 3550 Market St Suite 100
Insured Estate Of 120 S 30tj St Fl 4
International House 3701 Chestnut St
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Irby Gloria 3833 Pennsgrove St
Isaia Diana 3400 Spruce St Ground Rds
Jablow Jen 115 S 42nd St
Jackson Barbara No 914 3901 Market St
Jackson Kevin J 206 S 42nd St
Jackson Ola M 4400 Fairmount Ave Apt 225
Jackson William 670 N 41st St Apt A
Jacobs Tameka 808 Mccain St
Jaffa Rebecca 134 N 37th St
James Anna J 623 N 42nd St Apt E
Jeffers Annie L 4145 Parrish St
Jenis Leona Nie 3827 Powelton Ave
Jiang Yuan 408 S 45th St
John Pirocchi Mem Fund 216 North 34th St
Johnson Charles 267 S 44th St
Johnson Charles 403 S 45th St
Johnson Larry F 3809 Wallace St
Jones Madeline P C/O S Smith 4400 W Girard Ave
Jones Peter Lloyd 3340 Smith Walk Rm 1010
Joseph W Foote Dmd Md 3900 Market St 2nd Floor Rm 235
Judson Patricia Estate Of 3901 Market St Apt 1103
Justice Morgan M 3414 Hamilton St C O F S Distributors
Kapoor Pooja S Apt 822 203 N 34th St
Keenan At Lumpkin Au 4436 Market St
Keenan Auto Body 4436 Market St
Keenangray Madeleine 3301 Spruce St Rm 250
Kelley William N Chief Exec Off/Dean Sch Med Use
Kennedy Robert N 3938 Warren St
Kern Emily M 3926 Delancy St
Khan Mohammed Mahsin 124 S 43rd St Apt 1st
Kilpatrick Stephanie Kilpatrick David 4214 Walnut St Apt 2r
King Stephanie A Ms Apt 215b 3200 Race St
Klein Samuel E Renelah Klein Admin Samuel E Klein 2929 Arch St
Kleinrichert Andre 3600 Chestnut St Bx-1073
Koenig Frank E 2511 Olive St
Kolman Ruth R 4222 Spruce St
Korngut Phillip 225 South 44th St 3
Kurikote Antony Arun 506 S 41st St
Kurpad Deepa Shankar 502 Woodland Tr Apt 3r
La Aspen Investment Llc C/O 2929 Arch St Su
Lang Zack Jr 4011 Haverford Ave
Lanni Anthony 4022 Cambridge St
Laws Almanda 518 N 40th St
Lee Chin W 330 S 42nd St Apt 1
Lewis Alvin E 4338 Pine St
Liao Shunyao 3701 Chestnut St A 38
Lim Sunghee 3900 Chestnut St 1010
Little World Food Market 812 N 40th St
Lloreda Jose 3741 Walnut St
Lockman Jamar Apt 106 3823 Spring Gdn St
Loeper Ella M Estate 110 N 34th St
Loog Irene G Estate Of 123 S 44th St Belgium Apts
Loog Sidney C 123 S 44th
Loomis Ryan 3901 Baring St 3
Love Beautiful P 905 N41 St St
Lowman Ruth 3430 Wallace St
Luzon Inc 3611 Baring St
Mack Louella 1254 S 45th St Fl 1
Manos Mark J 3710 Hamilton St
Markmann James F Md Dept Surgery 3400 Spruce St
Martin Danielle N 3832 Cambridge St
Martinez Meliza I 3618 Spring Gdn St
Mashore Lillie R Apt B 627 Holly Mall
Mastroianni Luigi 3701 Market St Ste 800 Hosp Of Univ Of Pa
Mayhew Isaac 732 N 36th St
Mc Cleary Adl 742 N Dekalb St
Mcdaniel Janet H 527 N 37th St
Mcfadden Charles 3938 Market St
Mcfarland Tony 4023 Ogden St
Mcglawn Helen 3904 Melon St
Mchale Martin R Mchale Esther W 4428 Chestnut St
Mchale William H 4248 Pine St Apt 1f
Mcknight Latasha 3926 Pennsgrove St
Mcknight Minn 3901 Market St Apt 1301
Mckoy James Calvin Estate Of 1230 N 42nd St 1
Mclean Matrell 623 W Shedwick St
Meah Abul Taber 28 S 40th St
Mermer Ercan F 34th Race St Kelly Hall Rm 713
Metzger Rose 3118 Spring Gdn St
Micromri Inc 3624 Market St Ste 300
Mid Atlantic College Health Association 339 S 34th St
Mignott Harold L 3701 Market St
Mikell Evelyn T 1416 3901 Market St
Miller Elizab 659 Holly Mall
Mitchell Cassel 3936 Poplar St
Mitchell Daniel A 872 N Holly St
Mokas Vassilios K 3509 Lancaster Ave
Mokhashi Khalid Habib 4052 Chestnut St Apt 1f
Montague Earl 4143 Cambridge St
Montague Tramaine R 3868 Olive St
Moore Joseph J 872 N Holly St
Morris Berger 3811 Cambridge St
Morton Morris Est 4010 Haverford Ave
Morton William A Jr 516 N 41st St
Moser Eric 3221 Summer St
Munoz Luis 3619 Warren St
Murphy Bernice 4019 Spring Gdn St
Muse Leroy 4106 Parkside Ave
Muse Leroy H 4106 Parkside Ave
Myrtetus William K Sr Myrtetus Marianne 4427 Larchwood St
Nelson Brian 1983 Kenorr Sr
Nelson Darius B 4327 Ogden St
Nestorovic Monique 3500 Powelton Ave Apt A412
Newberg Andrew Room 110 Donner Building 3400 Spruce St
Newton Gerald Earl 4317 Walnut St
North Darrell 935 N 42nd St
Nursing Research Fund 3900 Woodland Ave
Oh Seung J 3600 Chestnut St Apt 735
Oh Yeung 3910 Irving St 313
Okayama Yasushi 3131 Walnut St Apt 510
Orlin Stephen 51 North 39th St 5th Floor
Outside Reading Llc C/O J Shaye 3333 Walnut St 326
Overall Karen 415 Curie Blvd 50 B Crb/6140 Univ Of Pennsylvania
Pacil Donna 3849 Haverford Ave
Palmer Mada E 411 N Preston St
Park Julie Christine 219 S 45th St
Pasha Theresa Path Lab Med Dept 3400 Spruce St-6030 Founders
Patel Vishal M 3200 Race St Rm W611a
Patillo Robert W 3808 Wyalusing Ave
Patterson Rhonda 238 South 45th St Apt 1
Penn Care At Home 3930 Chestnut 3rd Flr
Penn Dept Of Neurology At C/O F Mcgrath-Hup 3400 Spruce St 3 W Gates
Penn Presbyterian Environmental Service 39th & Powellton
Pennsylvania Optometrics 3600 Market St
Perdue Rasheeda D 2 3932 Parrish St
Peyton Joseph E 4413 Baltimore Ave
Pierce Patricia V 3604 Powelton Ave
Pierce Yashedia 3410 Powelton Ave
Poller Lamont 3913 Melon St
Porter Clarence R 3936 Poplar St
Postell Mary Apt 1606 3901 Market St
Poulos Nikolaos 416 S 41st St Apt 16
Powell George R Apt 2 3941 Aspen St
Powell Thomas 115 N 34th St
Preadmore Carolyn 4019 Locust St
Price Funeral Home Inc 613 615 N 43rd St
Professional Physical Thereapy 322 S 43rd St 3rd Fl
Prt Of Technology 3701 Market St Po212116
Rae Cira Centre Ste 630 2929 Arch St
Rahman Adeeb H 4247 Locust St Apt 526
Rangnekar Akshay A 4248 Pine St Apt 1f
Ransom Delores Est 3927 Warren St
Real Entertainment Philadelphia Inc 3131 Walnut St Suite 552
Red Gap 26 University Mews
Reed Americus Ii 38 University Mews
Reich Leslie A 4066 Powelton Ave
Richardson Dorothy M 620 North 34th St
Richardson Ernest 4220 Ogden St
Richardson Fred 4420 Samson St
Richey Julius C 4037 Powelton Ave
Roberts Recilla 3935 Fairmont
Robertson Alva M 329 N Preston St
Robinson David 4035 Parrish Robinson Apt 210
Robinson Johnnie 805 N Union St
Roosevelt Gladney 616 N 39th St
Roscoe Christopher J 203 N 34th St 917 Kelly Hall
Ruiz Juliana 3549 Chestnut St 815
Salvaster James R 19 N 41st St
Salzmann L 3607 Baring St
Sanders Dorothy N 3843 Wyalusing Ave
Sanisetty Vankata 3711 Lancaster Ave 1w
Sarfaty Gabel Daniel 3939 Pine St Apt 2f
Sawyer Christopher 4437 Spruce St
Sca Tissue N America Llc Sca Americas/Charles Whalen Cira Centre Suite 2600
Schad Rochelle 360 N State St
Shannon Willi 3840 Cambridge St
Sherrerd John J 2929 Arch St
Shin Hyun T 3650 Chestnut St PO Box 111
Shin Jongsoon 3910 Irving St Apt 710
Shinahara Eric Tatsou Md Oncolink Editorial Office Uphs Cancer Ctr 2 Donner 34
Shuff Eugene 802 04 N 38th St
Sicilian Anna 1218 S 45th St
Sigma Phi Epsilon 200 N 34th St
Silpa Jangalapalli Apt 208 4039 Chestnut St
Simakulthorn Nandawan 3900 Chestnut Hall Apt 804
Simmons Frank J Apt 1809 3901 Market St
Simmons Hannah 4130 Parkside Ave
Simmons Jason 411 Poplar St
Slocum Charle 648 N 39th St
Slocum Charles I Estate 648 N 39th St
Smart Cynthia 3823 Spring Gdn St Apt
Smith Dorothy 4431 Spruce St
Smith Markham 3927 Baltimore Ave
Smith Willie 3824 Poplar St
Snow Samantha M 3175 J F Kennedy Blvd Unit 818
Sonoma Amusement Management Inc 2929 Arch St 17th Fl
Soumyo Surua B Chestnut Hall Management Offic
Spencer Darlene 3958 Aspen St Apt B
Srinivasan Devi 407 S 45th St
Stein Aaron 4039 Sansom St
Stephens Sara E 4227 Regent Sq
Stewarts Herbert Estate 4523 Spruce St
Stokes Luvenia M Estate 4055 Sansom St
Straub Benjamin 850 N 41st St
Sull Yoon S 3910 Irving St
Tabassi Dalila 3600 Market St Suite 810
Tai Simon 3925 Pine St 1r
Takeda Wakako 3701 Chestnut St D38
Talley Frances E Apt 1520 3901 Market St
Tartaglia Stephen 120 S 30tj St Fl 4
Tate William 5827 N Mascher St
Taylor Robert W 425 N Preston
Terry Kiara R Ms Apt 1f 321 N 40th St
Thomas Tara T 623 N 33rd St 3e
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Thomas Taurian 3854 Aspen St
Thompson William 4022 Aspen St
Tilghman Blan 648 N 39th St
Tolbert Cornelius M 1011 Belmont Ave
Travaglia Mirko 4416 Sansom St 2235 42nd St
Turki Sonia 3900 Chestnut St Apt 728
Turner Nellie 3626 Olive St
Udom Imo M 3901 Locust Walk
Upsdm Class 2009 School Of Dental Medicine 4001 S 40th St
Upsdm Class Of 2008 Sch Of Dental Med 4001 S 40th St
Upsilon Sigma Phi 422 South 42nd St
Vaidya Nikhilesh 515 S 42nd St Apt 1r
Valentine Dylan 4224 Chestnut St Apt 2
Vankouwenberg Matthew N 4321 Larchwood Ave
Veterinary School Of Medicine C/O Qcd P Hillyer 3800 Spruce St
Wade Ray 3842 Brown St
Walker Eddie 3903 Folsom St
Walker Herbert 4431 Spruce St
Wang Zhi 511 South 41st St
Watkins Charles 873 N Brooklyn St
Watson Twana Y 4128 Parkside Ave 1r
Watusi Pub II 232 S 45th St
Wenner William J 324 S 24th St
Westmoreland Barbara M 3817 Market St 509
What 2 Wear Incorporated 4005 Baltimore Ave
White Marie 325 N Preston St
White Martha 3901 Market St Apt 824
Wicks Louise 310 N 41st St
Williams Arthur H 620 N 43rd St
Williams Clara 3414 Hamilton St
Williams Frank J 1721 Marlton Ave Apt A101
Williams Kim Apt 213 3901 Mrkt St
Williams Paul N 531 N 33rd St
Williams Phillip 711 N 42nd St
Wilson Florence Estate 4033 Spring Gdn St
Wilson Sherry A 3817 Olive St
Windridge Henry 3901 Locust Walk 542
Winrick Alberta 3719 Brown
Wistar Institute C/O G Trinchieri
Wong Benjamin S Mr Apt 7a 115 N 34th St
Woodley Stacey D 3926 Pensgrove St
Woods Willie 4140 Pennsgrove St Apt B
Woodward Yvonne M 3812 Folsom St
World Game Institute 3215 Race St
Wright James C 3418 Havenford St
Yamakami Hajime 3600 Chestnut St Apt 1172
Yingling Tyler 4409 Sansom St
Young Est Geraldine 6044 Regent
Young Roberta E 3511 Hamilton St
Yuan Jie 4328 Pine St 3f
Zabber Zakaria B 124 S 43rd St
Zayan Adley 3465 Sansom St
Zhou Chenchong 4005 Pine St
Zimmerman Gilbert Estate 3901 Market St Apt 1224
Zurich Services Corp PO Box 13761
Philadelphia Pa 19105
Dorsey Eric U PO Box17201
Foster Ronald M PO Box 1033
Gilbert Napoleon PO Box 1211
Greater Philadelphia Ashes PO Box 53947
Himmelstein Stuart K Md PO Box 321
Holloman Whallon PO Box 986
Jones Charles A PO Box 1919
Jones Renee A PO Box 53422
Jones Rochelle 261 South 13th St PO Box 1774
Kelsey Robert Jr Bf PO Box 12
Niklason Randy F PO Box 1413
Northwest Epic Stakeholders Group PO Box 120
Otreba Lawrence J PO Box 53373
Penn Mutual Life Ins Co PO Box 178
Pickup Anna C PO Box 100
Ponder Mayme PO Box 283 811 D Jessup Pl
Sacks Steven M PO Box 265
Shlw Lp PO Box 396
Smith Angela Anita Smith Dartridge Jr PO Box 1055
Smith Barney Shearson C/O Mellon Bank PO Box 7777 W97oo
Tbcg Inc 1800 Jfk Blvd Ste 502
Wills Eye Anes Assoc PO Box 1139
Philadelphia Pa 19106
Acp American College Of Physicians 190 North Independence Mall W
Adrenaline Studios 530 Walnut St Suite 276
African American Public Relations Allian 510 Walnut St Ste 1300
American Catholic Historical Society 263 S Fourth St
American Equity Fund C/O T Snyder 27 S 2nd St
American Honda Finance 401 Market St Lockbox 70252
At Systems 1 North 5th St
Baker Cecilie G Baker Peter C 304 Delancey St
Beneficial Savings Bank Mortgage Servicing Dept 5th F 530 Walnut St
Berman Leon Hopkinson House Apt 1017 602 S Washington Sq
Bernstein Marie C PO Box 43628
Bijou 11 South 3rd St
Blake Caroline 315 New St 310
Block Judy 219 Delancey St
Blum Myron Cust Blum Nella 606 Pine St
Bourque Michael T Apt 2 513 Pine St
Bowman Marjorie CO D M Bowman 2302 Hopkinson House 604 South Washington Sq
Branch Alvia 216 Pine St
Brasils 112 Chestnut St
Brave New World 718 Arch St Ste: 1
Broad Street Rehab Center PO Box 40355
Burns Michael F Estate Hojkinson House Apt 918
Cafe Ole Llc 147 N 3rd St
Charter High School Architectur Rich Law 675 Sansom St
Christopher Elnicki 150 S Independence Mall West
Clondalkin Group The Curtis Ctr Suite 965
Clubb Andrew 148 N 3rd St 4th Floor
Coffin Tara L 200 W Washington Sq Apt 3306
Cohen Herbert Estate Of 602 Washington Sq South 414
Cohen Patricia H 210 Locust St Apt 12b
Cohen Suzy L 220 Locust St Apt Sc
Cole Patricia W 121 S Independence Mall E Ste
Compton George L Hopkinson House
Connection Training 16 S Bank St
Cooper Jennifer 200 West Washington Sq
Curley Adjustment Bureau Inc 306 Walnut St
Curtis Partners Llp 601 Walnut St
Daly Edward J 437 Chestnut St Ste 1006
David Wycoff Defender Association Of Ph Curtis Ctr Room 545w
Denworth Raymond K Jr Irrev Trst Of 310 S 2nd St
Dewyngaert Isabelle A 236 Pine St
Dewyngaert Margaret A 236 Pine St
Dewyngaert Scarlett E 236 Pine St
Doehring Todd 236 Quarry St Apt 3
Donohoe Obrien Burlington The Curtis Ctr Independence Sq W Ste 700
Donovan Emmet J 247 So 5th St St Mary S Rm 18
Drexel John R IV C/O Drexel Family Office Llc 620 Chestnut St Suite 668
Duffy 601 Walnut St Suite 1150w Curtis Ctr
Etchells Arthur W Iii 315 S Sixth St
Evangelisti Lucia 721 Walnut St Apt 201
Farthing Charles 715 Pine St Apt 1
Feig Stephan A Md 200 Locust St No 21a
Foley Inc PO Box 8500 7605
Gavitt Charles V 304 Arch St Apt 5c
Geico Aso The Curtis Ctr 4th Floor 601 Walnut St
Goodrich Cecilie A 304 Delancey St
Hamburg Sud No Amer Inc Independence Sq West
Harris Major 1000 South 4th St
Harrison Consultant 124 Chestnut St
Haskins Samuel Est Of 602 Washington Sq S Apt 402
Hasselbalch Soren 126 Market St
Hertel Paul And Comp 325 Chestnut St Ste 1200
Hhs Phs Food Drug Admin Rm 900 U S Custom House 2nd And Chestnut Sts
Hill Ralph C/O Intergral Guardianship Sv 241 S 6th St
Hospice Pharmacy 530 Walnut St Ste 55
Imbesi Giovanna 200 W Washington Sq
Immigra & Customs Enforcement Us Customs House 2nd Chestn
Inac Corporation 510 Walnut St Wb12b
Independence Center Realty L P II Mellon Independence Ctr 701 Market St
Independence Realty Llc 437 Chestnut St
Innelli And Molder Constitution Place Suite 903 325 Chestnut St
Ins Placement Facility Of Pa 530 Walnut St 1650
Insurance Company Of North A Attn G Rotenbury 436 Walnut St PO Box 1000
Jaeger Scott H 325 Chestnut St Ste 719
Jermyn Elaine 102 Church St 122
Joyce Joseph P 301 Race St Apt 502
Jungreis Michael D 604-36 Washington Sq 1906
Keenan 601 Walnut St Suite 1150w Curtis Ctr
Kerzner Neil 601 Walnut St 4th Floor Independence Sq West Curtis Ct
Kittredge Donley Elson F 400 Market St Suite 200
Knipes Cohen Court Reporting 400 Market St 11th St
Krein Howard D Apt 3001 200 West Washington Sq
Kywtv 101 South Independence Mall Ea
Landmark Education 105 S 7th St Ste 300
Law Offices Of Kemi Adeleye 300 Walnut St 4th Fl
Lester Laura PO Box 43628
Liebert Peter S Superior Ct Of Pa 530 Walnut St Ste 307
Lifewise Paul Hertel & Co Inc 243 Chestnut St
Lippincott Wiliams & Wilkins Tobias Wechsler Permissions 530 Walnut St
Long Ellen H 602 S Washington Sq Apt 210 Hopkinson House
Lrc Services 325 N Front St
Lui Douglas 715 Pine St Apt 1
Lynam Jade 52 N 2nd St
Malloy Terrence R Md 299 S 8th St
Marketing Promotions Inc 714 Market St 212
Martin Pamela 200 Locust St 11d Servicelink
Mathewson Richard C One Independence Mall
Mcelveen Mary Est Of 701 Market St Ste 5000
Mcmanamon Mary B C/O Wilson Elser Moskowitz
Messina James 112 North 2nd St Apt 2 G
Metropolitan Central Div 201 N 8th St
Mettee Warren Inc 50 52 South 3rd St
Mhj Associates 11 N 2nd St
Michael Markowitz Alan 319 Vine St Unit 501
Miller Catherine E 227 8th St
Miller Trustee William C PO Box 40119
Miller William C PO Box 40119
Miovski Natalie C 315 New St 505
Munera Keith T 700 Locust St Apt A3
Music Aka 27 North 2nd St
Neary Penco 530 Walnut St
New York Diamond Exchange 111 S 8th St 1
Noel Eisenstat Llc 718 Arch St Suite 300 N
Novgorodsky Maya Apt 3b 212 Race St
Old St Jospeh’s Catholic Church/Outreach 321 Willings Aly
Ominsky Alan J 233 South 6th St Apt No 70
Otium 110 Chestnut St
Pa Lumbermens Mutual Curtis Ctr Ste 200 Independence Dq West
Parrott Lilbourn Leo Dr The Curtis Ctr 601 Walnut St Suite
Pastor Mirriam R 604 Washington Sq S 2702
Pastuszko Peter Dr 241 South 6th St Apt 810-E
Penn Pac For Progress Attn Ray Murphy 700 Sansom St
Perez Jeovani C/O H Sushi Philadelphia 241-243 Chestnut St
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Philadelphia Judo And Aikido 325 Chestnut St Ste 200
Prisco Frank J 225 S 4th St Adams Manor
Pyle Clement 213 17 N 4th St
Quiznos 400 Market St
Richardson Kimberly Anne Richardson Susan C 422 31 N Columbus Blvd
Robert Plan Mid Atlantic Dwayne Wells 3 N Delaware Ave Penn S Landing Pier 3
Rodriguez Fernando 3rd Fl 222 Market St
Rohm & Hass Co 100 S Independence Mall W
Rosenstock Jerome I 421 Spruce St
Rosewitski Josephine Rosewitski Mary 409 Pine St
Saltzburg Levin Inc 437 Chestnut St Ste 701
Sampson Betty 108 Pine St
Sanders Philip F Society Hill Towers 210 Locust St 8a West
Sassafras Cafe 48 S 2nd St
Scott Philip 221 Race St
Sedwick James Of Pa Inc 6th & Chestnut St Public Ledger Blds
Sei Iit Smcp Furman Seiz 530 Walnut St
Shalit Scott 437 Chestnut St Ste 500
Shirt Corner Inc 259 Market St
Simon Tracey 134 N 3rd St
Simt Small Cap Growth Furman 530 Walnut St
St James 200 W Washington Sq
Sterling Blair 47 North 3rd St Apt 14
Sullco C/O L H Sullivan Inc 615 Chestnut St 16th Floor
Sungard Systems International 601 Walnut St Ste 1010e
Tan C 436 Walnut St
Taylor And Francis 325 Chestnut St 8th Flr
Temple U Art Gallry 45 N 2nd St 2f
Teplick Joseph G 130 Spruce St
Timmerman Rachel V 30 N 3rd St 4h
Total Renal Care Inc PO Box 8500 8085
Tyson Wm 709 Pine St
Vanichkachorn Jed Sujit Dr 241 South 6th St Apt 1103
Vasko Bonnie K 225 Church St Apt 4f
Vives Michael John Dr 604 Washington Sq South Apt 2809
Wachovia 401 Market St 3rd Floor
Washington Luther G 200 Locust St Apt 11d
Weinik Michael M 34 St James Ct
Wheeler Allison E Apt No 3304 200 W Washington Sq
Wiedenmann Horace Estate Chestnut St
Wilson Khyheem 1608 Walnut St Ste 502
Wolfpack Inc 920 Public Ledger Bldg
Wolters Kluwer Health Lww 530 Walnut St
Xavier Llc 48 South 2nd St
Yamada T 236 S 3rd St
Young Sharon L 116 South 7th St Ste 505
Zack Richard 615 Chestnut St Ste 1250
Philadelphia Pa 19107
1114 Spruce Assoc Llc 1114 Spruce St 1fr
61 Cliff Interprise Inc 247 N Juniper St
8th Street Lounge 338 North 8th St
Accenture 100 Penn Sq East
Acuna Jean 800 B Pine St
Agrama Susan Dina Dr 834 Chestnut St Number 1720
Aiardo Bethany S 201 S 11th St Fl 1
American College Of Radiology 1101 Market St 14th Fl
Amerihealth 925 Chestnut St 3rd Floor Attn D Mcallister
Amicone Anthony G Apt 703 801 Locust St
Aquatic Therapy Of Chinatown 993 Spring St
Aramark 1101 Market St
Archer Greiner One S Brd St Ste 1620
Ballinger 833 Chestnut St Suite 400
Barovitch Olivia M 801 Locust St Apt 320
Beiner John Michael Dr 111 South 11th St Suite 2170
Berger Jeanette E Est Of Gould Etal 215 S Brd St 10th
Best Personnel Inc 1314 Chestnut St Ste 800
Bierman And Assoc 111 S Eleventh St Ste 4100
Blank Bruce Apt 505 314 N 13th St Philadelphia Pa
Bldg Philadelphia Llc 3900 City Ave Suite 120
Brown Alice M Apt 222 801 Locust St
Brown William 1221 Race St
Broyer Zach 1122 Walnut St
Bruce Richman 834 Chestnut St 1415
Bullock Valeria 801 Locust St American 1319
Cananwill Consumer Discount C 1234 Market St Ste340
Cavagnolli Jair 1229 Chestnut St Apt 703
Center City Medical Center 1200 Walnut St 3rd Fl
Champion Industries Co 221 S 12th St 205s
Chathan Elizabeth Barringer Building
Cheng Gue Lin 122 N 9th St
Chonofsky Andrew S 834 Chestnut St 122
Christenson Joseph C 910 Clinton St
Club Philadelphia Inc 1220 Chancellor St
Collins Carole D Est Of 1333 Race St
Collins Lela C/O R Costigan Esq 1315 Walnut St Ste 902
Conklin Margaret R Conklin James F Stephen Girard Bldg 402 21 S 12th St
Crozier Chester Medical Ctr 1234 Market St Suite 2040
Cruz Jonathan G 1346 Chestnut St Apt 1003
Cuff John 1200 Chestnut St Main Ban
Current Land Concepts Llc Banking Escrow Dept 1 S Brd St Ste 1620
Dean James J 801 Locust St Apt 925
Decarles Rose M 257 S 10th St
Deux Cheminees Inc 1221-23 Locust St
District 1199 C 19107 1319 Locust St
District Health Center 9 1101 Market St 9th Fl
Do Not Use 1234 Market St Ste 340
Domenico Tours Inc 255 S Brd St Flr 1
Donohue Anthony L 1202 Arch St
Dougherty David Stephen Dr 1025 Walnut St Ste 310 College
Dr Denim Inc 1136 Market St
Ebel Watch Service 1015 Chestnut St Ste 1010
Eldridge Virginia W Est Of Archer & Greiner 1 S Brd St Ste 1620
Elzatma Essameddin 201 South 11th St Martin Bldg 102
Equivest Management 215 S Brd St Ste 200
Evanston Hosp Attn A/P 14th Floor 1101 Market St
Everett Brumberg Gen 1326 Spruce St Apt 2405
Everett Genevieve 1326 Spruce St Apt
Federal Wireless 100 E Penn Sq Hud Karen Miller
Felberg Ida 1032 Bonkers Sec Bldg
Felice Anna 801 Locust St Apt 514
Fenton Bradley W Md 1100 Walnut St Ste 601
Fidelity Bank Att Mr Verticelli 135 S Brd St
Fine Host Corp Aramark Services 1101 Market St 21st Floor
Fletcher Carl H 801 Locust St Apt 925
Fmi Inc 910 Cherry St
Franklin Samuel J 1221 Race St
Garg Sunir 1025 Clinton St Apt 304
Gerolamo Mcnulty Divis Lewbart Pc 121 S Brd St Ste 1400
Goldberg Mccafferty And Mckeeve Mellon Independence Ctr 701 Market St
Gorberg Gorberg And 1234 Market St Ste 2040
Gould Frame Mirror Co 1225 Walnut St
Grace Andrew William Dr 834 Chestnut St Apt 710
Gratton Kristin A Gratton Laura 822 Chestnut St 2f
Gravzlis Meghan M 1324 Pine St Apt 2f
Greenberg Andrew T 247 S Hutchinson St
Griffin Frank C PO Box 40761
Gyro Advertising Inc 114 120 South 13th St
Hallahan Catholic Literat C/O Me D Signs 1324 Locust St
Hamilton Tamara 1010 Race St Unit 8l
Hassel Morris Article VIIa Trst Of Kohn Swift Graf One South Brd St Suite 2
Hassel Morris Uw Article V Trst Of Kohn Swift Graf One South Brd St Suite 2
Hilton Garden Inn 1100 Arch St
Ho Sai Gai Restaurant Inc 131 N 10th St
Hop Sing Laundromat 1029 Race St
Howee Gabrielle R Apt 23 220 S 11th St
Hua Guo Apt 1 123 N 10th St
Hud Sec Of 1 Penn Sq E
Hurley Thomas Hall Mercer-Child & Parent Ctr 245 S 8th St
Hussain Aamir Adelphia House
Hyatt John 1326 Spruce St 1008
Iatse 1320 Race St
Ibarra Dennis 221 S 12th St Apt 710n
Impact Llc 100 Penn Sq E 11th Fl
Independence Blue Cross PO Box 13400
Jasper Edith 801 Locust St Apt 521
Jefferson Pulmonary Assoc 1015 Chestnut St Ste 610
Jerfferson Occu & Envir Med 834 Walnut St Ste 650
Jones Betty Apt 03 318 S 10th St
Kafrissen Arthur S 485 City Hall
Kam Hung L 148 N 10th St Apt 1
Katz Hannah 201 South 13th St Apt 111d
Katz Innoi Ken 801 Locust St
Kd Vine International Inc 1241 Vine St 036 Geary Blvd
Keeler Michael 310 South Carmac St
Kemery Rachael 255 S Warnock St
King Spa C/O M Plaengsorn 1211 Race St
Kirsch Jocelyn Apt 604w 1011 Chestnut St
Klein Gregg Roger Dr 834 Chestnut St Apt 1126
Kndl Inc 128 N 9th St
Koff Linda Apt 1223 834 Chestnut St
Kohn Edith U I T Dtd 2/4/92 1 S Brd St
Kohn Swift And Graf Pc 1 S Brd St Ste 2100
Konishi Takeko 206 S 13th St Apt 605
Kraft Paul 801 Locust St Apt 413
Kraftsow Stanley K U T A Of C/O H Katz And Co PC 121 S Brd St Fl 4
La Cigale Inc 1315 Walnut St
Label Bertha 221 S 12th St N312
Laino Joseph P CO J Q Mirarchi Esq 215 South Brd St Ste 502
Lal Tanmay Girish Dr House Staff Office 111 South 11th St Ste 2170
Larkin Allyson 1326 Spruce St Apt 2403
Laucius J Rose L Chapman A Ramirez M 1015 Chestnut St
Law Office Of Omid Niknam 21 South 12th St 9th Fl
Lefevre Eugene B 936 Irving St
Leiter Adam 1311 Spruce St
Leventon Maxwell E Leventon Leona 1206 Panama St
Liu Zijin 145 N 10th St
Lous Newsstand Se Cor 11th & Chestnut Sts
M Burr Keim Co 105 N Watts St
Mago Rainish 833 Chestnut East Suite 210 E
Mangino William Dr Ii 1106 Locust St
Margolin Jane 201 S 13th St Apt 205
Maritz / Mcgettigan 100 Penn Sq E 11th Flr
Maritz Travel 100 Penn Sq East 11th Floor
Marks Feiner Fridkin Pc Attn Linda Suzewits 21 S 12th St Ste 804
Marriott Philadelphia Marriott
Matityahu Dorit PO Box 40838
Mayers Gary 136 S 8th St
Mazzoni Center 1201 Chestnut St
Mcclane James Matthew Dr 834 Chestnut St Apt 1207
Mcnally John 850 Locust St Apt 220
Mcnichol Alyson J 320 S 10th St
Meng Yi 214 N 10th St Apt 2-B
Methodist Healthcare 1020 Walnut St
Michaels Pizza 248 South 11th St
Millennium Philadelphia 115 City Hall
Mobley Wilbur 1st Floor Front 1203 Spruce St
Mountain Meadow Summer Camp 1315 Spruce St 407
Movado Watch Service 1015 Chestnut St Suite 1010
Myassistant Inc 1101 Market St
Nakayama Ikue 263 S 9th St
Neurology & Neurophysiology 1015 Chestnut St 810
Norto Erin Banking Escrow Dept 1 S Brd St Ste 1620
Oconnor Michael John Dr 111 South 11th St Suite 8330 Gibbon Bldg
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Ogawa Koji 834 Chestnut St Apt 1220
Ohara Daniel P 1321 Spruce St Apt 1f
Oneill Francis C 1315 Walnut St Ste 902
Ownlan Maureen 801 Cherry St Apt 606
P C P M Rent School Of Podiatric Medicine Attn Rod Jones
Pac A Deli 1200 Walnut St
Pauster Anna 801 Locust St Apt 621
Pb Club Inc PO Box 40602
Penn Neurological Institute 330 S 9th St
Phd Heather D 1235 Pine St
Pion Andrew Dc 933 Spring St
Pma Group Pma Building 925 Chestnut St
Potts Stephan K 1103 Spruce St 1103 Spruce St
Potts Susanne K 1103 Spruce St
Quattromani Vincent 257 S 10th St
Rangsiprakarn Rasik 1324 Locust St Apt 1219
Ratner Lloyd Evan Dr 1025 Walnut St 605 College Bldg
Rcs Searches Inc Sheriff Settlement Acct 1219 S
Recon Ortho Assoc II Pc C/O The Rothman Institute 833 Chestnut St 14th Fl
Reconstructive Orthopaedic Associates 925 Chestnut St Fl 5
Reilly Janiczek Mcdevitt PC One South Penn Sq Ste 410
Ren Mei 906 Arch St 4fl
Rhode Maitin U 1020 Race St
Rhode Vacuum Cleaner Co 1020 Race St
Rice Jack O 239 S Quince St
Rispoli Diomirria F Estate Of CO J Q Mirarchi Esq 215 South Brd St Ste 502
Rosato Francis Ernest Dr Department Of Surgery 1100 Walnut St Number 500
Ross Associates 1219 Spruce St
Rothman Institute 833 Chestnut St 14th Fl
Rothman Institute 925 Chestnut St
Rushton Scott A Md 800 Spruce St
Sagan Lenore 834 Chestnut St
Sang Xiaolu Apt 830 1324 Locust St
Santoro Frank 17 W Mercer
Seideman Jonathan 317 N Brd St 606
Seideman Steven R C/O G Butler 1101 Market St Suite 2820
Shaw Elizabeth Wachovia Corporation One South Brd St C/O Int L Duv T A Davit
Shields Tracy 121 S 13th St Ste 300
Silva Edemir 626 1229 Chestnut St
Simmons David W Est Of 1129 Spruce St
Simon Alexander 1311 Spruce St
Smith Virginia 237 S 13th St Apt 3
So K P 330 N 10th St
Spagnoletti Louis Md 929 Spring St
Steverson Kelmer Lloyd Jr 237 S Brd St
Stoloff Irwin 111 South 11th St
Strawbridge And Clothier 801 Market St
Su Sek Xuan Llc 1010 Cherry St
Su Simon 213 N 9th St
Subald Daid John 834 Chestnut St
Sun Jiin 311 S Juniper St Apt 501
Sunflower Fashion Inc 1023 29 Race St Fl
Susman Law Associates Pc Escrow Agent For Loretta 834 Chestnut St
Tabas Daniel M Living Ua 091 Trst Of C/O M Wolfson One Sbrd Ste 2100
Tahmoush Albert J Md Billing Dept 9th & Chestnut Sts
Tan Andre T 223 N 13th St
Taraskus Edward A Atty 1315 Walnut St
Thai Ai Apt 503 801 Locust St
Thomas James 1315 Walnut St Suite 717
Tintenfass & Wiener 121 S 13th St Ste 300
Tmz Import Export Corp 316 N 10th St
Todd Michelle Co Tong Zhang
Tongue Groove 814 Pine St
Tran Jordan 219 N Camac St
Ua 122684 Fbo Hilary B Go Trst Of One South Brd St Suite 2
University Otolaryngology Assoc Pc 205 N Brd St Suite 401
Valentine Charles M 236 S 8th
Wan Shengsuper Market 917 Arch St
Wang Joseph Dc 933 Spring St
Winder Roberta L 261 S 13th St 507
Wong Julie S 1100 Vine St P2-21
Wong Mae Y 940 Race St
Wong Michael L 224 N 13th St Apt 3f
X Tra Inc 212 S 13th St
Yang Genjun 1119 Walnut St
Yi Jean K 304 South Quinn St
Ziukas Paul Jr 261 S 13th St
Zoll Doris V C/O G Harrison Fl 7 Dept Pu
Zoll Joel F Gail Harrison Dept Pu
Zorosky James 1017 Carlton
Philadelphia Pa 19108
Agiliti Inc 401 N Brd St
Welsh Damon 1723 Berkley St
Philadelphia Pa 19109
Althouse Herma G Ir Tua Trst Of Wachovia Bank N A Pa 1308 123 South Brd St
Althouse M M Ir Res Tua Trst Of Wachovia Bank N A Pa 1308 123 South Brd St
Andrews Ingersoll Ballard Spahr 1735 Market St 51st St Inv 5 Philadelphia Pa 19108
Bailey E G No 6 I/D/T 123 S Brd St
Ball Julia Tw Appt 1 1513112 Trst Of Wachovia Bank Na 123 S Brd St
Bast Emma Lower No 3 Tw R Bast 1513 Wachovia Bank Na 123 S Brd St
Breyer Edith T/D No 5-H Breyer Wachovia Bank N A 123 South Brd St 6 Fl
Center City Reporting 123 S Brd St Suite 1920
Child Charles S Tw 5 Wachovia Bank Na 123 South Brd St 6th Fl
Cig Asia 137-139 N 11th St Philadelphia Pa 19108
Fagan Elizabeth Estate Of 123 S Brd St Fl 24
Fessenden Abbe C/O F S Deming Esq Mmw And R 123 S Brd St
Fessenden Catherine B Estate Of C/O F S Deming Esq Mmw And R 123 S Brd St
Fidelity Bank Brd & Walnut Sts
First States Management 123 S Brd St Ste 1630
Fox Robert J Est Of Sr J J Oneill & Assoc 123 S Brd St 24th F
Heppe Mary Trst Of Wachovia Bank Na 123 S Brd St Mail Code Y1379
Kain Peter Peter Jeremiah Ka Trst Of Wachovia Bank N A 123 S Brd St
Kraus Josephine Trst Of Mmwr 123 South Brd St
Lingg & Co 123 S Brd St
Margulies Nathan B Estate Of Margulies Bradford F Ex 123 South Brd
Mccahan Rena S Appt Tw Wachovia Bank N A 123 S Brd St
Mccahan Rena S Item 10a Tw Wachovia Bank NA 123 S Brd St
Montgomery Mccracken Et Al 123 South Brd St
Moynahan Florence Moynahan Mabel R 123 S Brd St Fl 24
Paddnn Attn J Toomey 123 S Brd St
Riddle H Marvin Jr Wachovia Bank N A 123 South Brd St 6th Fl
Rogers Frieda Richard W Hartmann Esquir 123 S Brd St 25th Fl
Royal Paper Products Inc Profit Sharing 123 S Brd St
Scrivens Alice H Est Of 123 S Brd St 25th Floor
Smith Mary L Wachovia Bank N A 123 South Brd St 6 Fl
Steeley Dorothy D Wells Fargo 123 S Brd St Y13
Taylor Edward Winslow T/D Wachovia Bank N A 123 South Brd St 6 Fl
Technology Sni H Llc PO Box 827855
Weber C C No 7 Idt 1970 Juliet 123 S Brd St
Philadelphia Pa 19110
1510 Latimer St Inc C/O Seitchik Land Title Bldg Ste 1310
Benetti Richard P 206 S 13th St Apt 2308
Burghart Gertrude M Estate Of 1330 Land Title Bldg 100 South Brd St
Chappell Verdaynea F Brd & Chestnut
Diversified Mortgage Co Of Pa 100 S Brd St Ste 1430
Francis And Mailman Pc Land Title Bldg 19th Floor
Gray Hohn J Jr 2126 Land Title Bldg 100 S Brd St
Greater Philadelphia Film Office 100 South Brd St
Hotbox Media Inc 100 So Brd St
Jaeger Scott H Md 100 S Brd St Ste 1800
Keller Harrington La 2126 Land Title Bldg 100 S Brd St
Mountis Alexander M PO Box 22635
Randolph Mary E 34o W 62nd T
Rcs Searches Inc 100 South Brd St Suite 6
Sendler Phillip Estate Of C/O J E Goldman 100 S Brd St Suite 1430
Sheriffs-Dept Phila 5th Floor 100 S Brd St
Thurmond Billier Joe Thurmond Marion S 2230 Land Title Bldg 100 S Brd St
Walkenstein Sally Est Of 1600 Land Title Bldg 100 S Brd St
Watlington Cooper Inc Land Title Building 100 S Brd St 16th Fl
West Insurance Group 100 South Brd St 16th Floor
Philadelphia Pa 19111
A Nelson Test Tru Etal 723 Strahle St
Abp Autobody 7252 Oxford Ave
Acevedo Gabriel Nieves Apt 1fl 1709 Rhawn St
Acevedo Veronica Rosa Apt 2 1226 Greeby St
Acosta Ediberto Gonzalez Apt Fl2 1400 Greeby St
Adams Charles 1443 Rhawn St
Adams Mary 7834 Hasbrook Ave Apt 1st Floor
Agate Michael D Agate Rosalie S 114 Daley St
Alamed Aneudi Ramos Apt 1 7815 Summerdale Ave
Alexander Anthony 613 Benner St
Ali Mohammed 1317 Magee Ave
Alma Cortuo Rebeca S Apt 2 6908 Oxford Ave
Alvarez Ruby Perez 6013 Palmetto St
American Oncolo Central & Shelmire Ave
Amihau Pavel 929 Tyson Ave Apt C14
Amihava Iryna 929 Tyson Ave Apt C 14
Amons Kathleen M 8406 Strahle Tr
Andranji Ilir 1913 Faunce St Apt A 4
Andrews David 1320 Stirling St
Antongiorgi Angel Rivera Apt 1 7040 Rising Sun Ave
Aponte Deborah A 8049 Pine Rd
Arleth Dorothy B Estate 1402 Magee
Armstrong Raymond E 822 Hellerman St
Arrazabal Jorge 1316 Wellington St
Arroyo Sandra Bowles Apt 2 1330 Levick St
Atlantic Emplyees Fcu 118 Gateway Manor
Aviles Kahlil Rosado 7040 Rising Sun Ave
Ayala Alkalirys Perez Apt A208 6451 Oxford Ave
Back On Trac 7332 Dungan Rd 9
Baker Aaron Jr 1357 Magee Ave
Ballantyne Alexander 234 Barry St
Barbella Samantha Estate Of 1321 Tyson Ave
Barbosa Angel Rivera Apt 1 7000 Rising Sun Ave
Bartolomei Yvonne Apt 28 6216 Algon Ave
Bassler Robert 1424 Knorr St
Batt Harry 723 Strahle St
Bauer Sigrid 1427 Gilham St
Beissel Tara M 600 Hoffnagle St
Bellosi Marie M 207 Robbins St
Bellosi Richard R Jr Bellosi Marie M 207 Robbins St
Berry John R Berry Jane 338 Devereaux Ave
Besto Luis Yunque 7815 Summerdale St Apt 2fl
Bier R 6630 Claridge Rd
Bills Pork Place 7922 Lawndale Ave
Biskup Margaret Biskup William 1104 Englewood St
Black Marion 254 Gilham St
Blesi Dorothy M 8523 Jeames St 1st Fl
Bliss Anne 319 Levick St
Boerum Robert E 6011 Pine Rd
Bolot Aaron 1014 Fanshawe St
Bonenfant Patricia Kindred Hospital 6129 Palmetto St
Bower Harrison L Estate 6838 Oakley St
Brown Marquita D 610 Levick St
Browne Robert 7526 Whitaker Ave
Burgos Arturo 1209 Unruh Ave
Burke Marion H Apt 3405 6500 Tabor Rd
Cain Sheloon G 1333 Shelmire Ave
Caligiuri Alex Joseph Caligiuri Bernadette 326 Hartel Ave
Camacho Brendaliz Morales Apt 2 6418 Oxford Ave
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Campbell Thomas M 7407 Palmetto St
Capital One Auto Finance 821 Passmore St
Caraballo Augusto Diaz Apt 1fl 7240 Algon Ave
Carpenters Union 7421 Rockwell Ave
Carrasquillo Luis Sanchez Apt 1 1709 Rhawn St
Carrero Wilson Rodriguez Apt 2fl 7240 Algon Ave
Carruth William T 309 Hoffnagle St Apt C14
Cartagena Nelson 1301 Elbridge St
Cathcart Teresa Cathcart Thomas 1617 Faunce St
Cerrano Melanie Cintron Apt A22 6451 Oxford Ave
Chavarria Leonardo 1222 Fanshawe St
Chen John 1106 Princeton Ave
Chengjia Jin 1432 Knorr St
Cheriz Carmen Apt 2b 6216 Algon Ave
Ciselis Ive Luis Apt 2 7100 Montour St
Cohen Mark 1415 Brighton St
Concepcion Gilfredo Quintero Apt 2 6908 Oxford Ave
Cope Ella W 7118 Rising Sun Ave
Cora Svcs Inc 8540 Verree Rd
Cordero Jose Andino Apt 3fl 6300 Tabor Ave
Cordero Leonor Torres Apt 1fl 7240 Algon Ave
Cortes Rosa Bonilla Apt 2 1349 Devereaux Ave
Cosme Elizabeth Apt A22 6451 Oxford Ave
Crespo Agripina Tirado Apt 1fl 7815 Summerdale Ave
Crespo Jose Tirado Apt 2fl 7815 Summerdale Ave
Crespo Jose Valentin Apt 1fl 6402 Oxford Ave
Cruz Abigail Torres Apt 1 6410 Oxford Ave
Cruz Eileen Acosta Apt Fl1 1400 Greeby St
Cruz Irmary Calzada Apt 2 6224 Argyle St
Cruz Jorge Perez Apt 1 1922 Shelmire Ave
Cruz Juan Pagan Apt 2 1226 Greeby St
Cruz Roberto Encarnacio Apt 1fl 7042 Algon Ave
Curtis John 1219 Princeton Ave
Cvs Pharmacy 7770 Dungan Rd
Dacchioli Albert 1539 Rhawn St
Dahm Julie C 933 Shelmire Ave
Dasilva Samuel 6619 Tabor Ave
Davila Yaiza Garcia Apt 1 6910 Oxford Ave
Davis Alice R Estate 7947 Loretto Ave
Dawson Rita 8507 Alicia St
Day Kevin 1101 Mckinley St 2
Debach Deborah Apt B 1301 Barnett St
Dejesus Gloria Carmona Apt 1 6418 Oxford Ave
Devlin Jane Estate Of 8406 Jeanes St 2nd Floor
Diaz Aurelia Diaz Apt 1fl 7240 Algon Ave
Diaz Lemir 7210 Oxford Avr Apt 1g
Diaz Maria Morales Apt 1 1351 Hellerman St
Dilaila International 7614 Summerdale Ave 1st Flr
Direct Staffing Services Inc 4801 North 12th St
Dombrowski Chester 1214 Napple St
Dones Pabon Glory Mar Apt 2 6216 Algon Ave
Dooley Mary 6104 Algon Ave
Downing Robert L 1210 Levick St
Doyle William J Apt 2 6614 Rising Sun Ave
Dunleavy Spencer Daniel Mail To Lureatha Dunleavy 1440 Vista St Apt B
Eberhart Antionette PO Box 24651
Echevarria Serafin Colon 1511 Rhawn St
Eckhardt William Estate 7427 Rising Sun Ave
Edwards Charles O Estate Of PO Box 5007
Ennis Richard A Ennis Edna G 1413 Friendship St
Epperson Neveenah 7913 Dungan Rd Apt 3-B
Errickson Alan M 7335 Shelbourn St
Escher Rose 7145 Dungan Rd
Esteves Nelson R 810 Hellerman St
Estrada Carmen Colon 1511 Rhawn St
Evans William R Evans Marie S 1735 Bleigh Ave
Feldman Lillian 800 Cottman Ave Apt A 227
Fernandez Antonio Santiago 6410 Oxford Ave
Fernandez Rosalin Lopez 1214 Elbridge St
Fernandez Walter 1231 Elbridge St
Ferreira Jelly Perez Apt 1fl 7240 Algon Ave
Fien Rose Fien Paul 1348 Kerper St
Fierstein Beatrice 916 Tyson Ave
Figueroa Ana Rodriguez Apt2 7000 Rising Sun Ave
Figueroa Carmen Lopez Apt 1 221 Elbridge St
Figueroa Kenia Apt A 1301 Barnett St
Figueroa Pedro Lopez Apt 1 221 Elbridge St
Figueroa Quinones Maria Delcarmen Apt 2 7347 Tabor Ave
Firstrust Savings Bank 1931 Cottman Ave
Fitzpatrick Gerard 6157 Oakley St
Fox Chase Federal Savings 401 Rhawn St
Frank Marvin 1243 Magee Ave
Frank Peter J Apt 1 1200 Greeby St
Fricker Francis 6730 Tabor Ave
Fries George A Fries Margie M 711 Brighton St
Fries Margie M Fries George A 711 Brighton St
Fripps Stephen 6223 Shelbourne St
Galarza Melissa Acevedo Apt 1 7347 Tabor Ave
Galo Hernandez Osvaldo E 7040 Rising Sun Ave
Garcia Angel Pabon Apt 1 7100 Montour St
Garcia Harry Nieves Apt 2 6224 Argyle St
Garcia Luis Trinidad Apt 1 1262 Greeby St
Garcia Omar 1223 Passmore St
Garcia Ronald Reyes Apt 2 6402 Oxford Ave
Gardiner Arthur A Gardiner Leona M 908 St Vincent St
Garofalo Florence 6810 Martins Mill Rd Apt C-8
Gautier Kennys Vargas Apt 1 7038 Rising Sun Ave
Gerdelmann Marie 6210 Argyle St
Giandomencio Eleanore A 7138 Shelbourne St
Godfrey Anna 8580 Verree Rd Apt 213
Golusheva Dina B115 7810 Algon Ave
Gombar Jay W 632 Solly Ave
Gonzalez Alexander Caraballo Apt 1 6910 Oxford Ave
Gonzalez David 7040 Rising Sun Ave
Gonzalez Elizabeth Flores Apt 2 7246 Algon Ave
Gonzalez Lilliam Mercado Apt Fl1 7815 Summerdale Ave
Gonzalez Norayma Ramirez Apt 2 6422 Rising Sun Ave
Good Tillie K Apt A 319 800 Cottman Ave
Goring Michelle 6526 Oxford St
Graitzer Sarah 833 Longshore Ave
Gramlich John 311 Devereaux Ave
Gratz Gilda S 1139 Kerper St
Greenawalt Elizabeth T Lafayette Redeemer Apt 329a 8580 Verree Rd
Greendlinger Leonard 606 Fanshawe St
Grube Jessica Apt 1 6410 Oxford Ave
Grunewald Charles O Grunewald Rita M 1807 Afton St
Gutierrez Michelle Rodriguez 1259 Elbridge St
Hagedorn Claire B Trst Of 7470 Oxford Ave
Hagedorn Leon M Trst Of 7470 Oxford Ave
Hall Amelia T Hall Amelia 3409 Brighton St
Harris Robert S 6210 Shelbourne St
Hatcher Edward J Apt Fl1 7000 Oxford Ave
Haughney Jane T 323 Zane Ave
Helen Mccloskey Est Of C/O J A Mooney 6600 Rising Sun Ave
Henry Catherine 7348 Shisler St
Hernandez Carmen 6154 Hasbrook Ave
Hernandez Carmen Otero 1214 Elbridge St
Hernandez Esdra Diaz Apt 2 6224 Argyle St
Hernandez Jose Adorno 1511 Rhawn St
Hernandez Marilyn Oquendo Apt 2 7347 Tabor Ave
Hernandez Miguel Rodriguez Apt 3 7100 Montour St
Hernandez Yajaira Santiago Apt 3fl 1400 Greeby St
Herrera Altagracia Apt 2b 6216 Algon Ave
Hess Colleen Elizabeth 8317 Alicia St
Hetrick Tracey 7701 Langdon St 1f
Hill James 1335 E Chamber
Hinnai Misfa 6030 Tabor Ave E-E3
Hionas Georgios N 1027 Longshore Ave
Hoffman Robert C Estate 7797 Hasbrook Ave
Honer Thelma Estate 1143 Hellerman St
Horcher George A Estate Of 7543 Watson St
Howe Alexand 1425 Englewood St
Howell Russell A Estate 8042 Ferndale St
Huber Helen M Huber John P 6833 Martins Mill Rd
Hughes Maurice Apt 1st 1301 Barnett St
Hurtado Ricardo 6894 Loretto Ave
Husted Robert H Estate 326 Borbeck Ave
Hutzl Anna 6034 Lawndale Av
Ickes James H 8580 Verree Rd Apt 580
Irizarry Jescenia Apt Fl1 1330 Levick St
Isdaner Neil Kathy 7602 Central Ave Ste 103
Jardel William A Jardel Nancy 604 Tyson Ave
Jiang Dian Y 1412 Peach Tree Ln
Jimenez Alice Caraballo Apt 2 622 Tyson Ave
John Rocco 207 Passmore St
Juergens Frances 1304 Rhawn St Apt 204
Julien Marie Carole 1018 Kerper
Karask Serhiy 7901 Dungan Rd
Karbach Helen M 1107 Devereaux Ave
Keck William Jr Bf 6414 Lawndale Ave
Kelly Catherine Kelly John 7229 Dungan Rd
Kelly Mary T 8580 Verree Rd Apt 111
Kelly Robert T Kelly Florence 6249 Langdon St
Kennedy Dorothy 118 Gateway Manor
Keo Thai L 1142 Gilham St
Keogh Natalie Estate Of C/O T Keogh 734 Longshore Ave
Kern Norman Jr Kern Edythe G 6026 Hasbrook St
Kersey Kimlee Clark Estate Of 1021 Disston St
Khan Safeer 6335 Trotter St
Kiely Noel 801 Hartel Ave
Kieslich Richard 6500 Tabor Rd
Kijewski Leo 1827 Griffith St
Killins Kimberly A Apt Fl1 7000 Oxford Ave
Klein Natille 1718 Loney St
Knorr Joanne 207 Robbins St
Koff Linda J 7853 Lorna Dr
Korin Phyllis 7956 Summerdale Ave
Koval Lyudiiila 7142 Dungan Rd
Krumm Marie Krumm Frank 6017 Lawndale St
Kunf Daniel P 363 Stevens St
Laboy Nilsa Mendez Apt 1 7314 Montour St
Landron Enid Aponte Apt 2 417 Hellerman St
Lang Michael P 6140 Tabor Ave
Laureano Jose Morales Apt A19 6451 Oxford Ave
Lauterbach Jerry 1204 Fanshawe St
Le Cuong Q 1122 Unruh Ave
Le Nhan D 2nd Floor 356 Devereaux Ave
Lebron Ana D Rodrigue Apt 1a 6216 Algon Ave
Leigh David J 7236 Tabor Rd
Leonardis Palmira 1012 Borbeck St
Levin Sarah 1207 Tyson Ave
Levy Florence Levy Walter 7416 Montour St
Liang Run Quan 1130 Tyson Ave
Licari Jerome N 1022 Unruh Ave
Liss Mary 1348 Greeby St
Lomas Roy H 801 Stanwood St
Lomidze Sardal 1714 Afton St
Lopez Rafael J 7314 Bingham St
Lopez Yobani 1329 Can Shaw St
Lopezdevictoria Yvette 1316 Levick St
Lozano Melanie Negron Apt Fl1 7000 Oxford Ave
Madera Vanessa Morales 1214 Elbridge St
Magnoon Trucking Services 1115 Kepper St
Maier Harry C 7456 Rockwell Ave
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Malavenda Frances Malavenda Anthony 7322 Oxford Ave
Maldonado Norma Rosa Apt 2 622 Tyson Ave
Manela Gianna 7344 Hasbrook Ave
Mann Grace J Estate 1205 Cottman Ave
Mansurov Bakhodur 7122 Tabor Rd 1f
Marcinkowski Stephanie 7323 Central Ave
Marquez Maria Velazquez Apt A 306 6451 Oxford Ave
Martinez Rosado Rosa M Apt 1 7100 Montour St
Martino Oteri Anthony T Apt 2nd Fl 1846 Faunce St
Marusyak Mykola B16 7900 Algon Ave
Marx Marie S 314 Chandler St
Mathias Margaret J 8580 Verree Rd 437
Mazzara Diane 1416 Brighton St
Mc Clamy Charles PO Box 24730
Mc Dermott Rita 6518 Hasbrook Ave
Mcalister Christia 7415 Rockwell Ave Rear
Mccloskey Joseph T Jr 1265 Stanwood St
Mcgrath Helen P C/O G A Mcgrath 319 Levick St
Mcgrath Joseph 408 Levick St
Mchugh Constance 1328 Elbridge St
Mckeaney Gertrude B 8209 Pine Rd Apt B3
Mckeon John 8034 Ferndale St
Mckeon John F Mckeon Claire 8034 Ferndale St
Mcmanus Rose 920 A Magee Ave
Mcneil Vincent B Sr Mcneil Dorticia L 821 Passmore St
Mctear Katherine 6730 Tabor Ave
Meal E M 506 Arnold St
Medina Keisha Oyola 7000 Risisng Sun Av 7000 Rising Sun Ave
Medpro Specialties P O Box 56563
Medra Candido Estrella Apt 1 7040 Rising Sun Ave
Melendez Lourdes Rivera Apt 1fl 1263 Unruh Av
Melvin Tyrone 1034 Kerper St
Mendez Rafael Navarro 6410 Oxford Ave
Mercado Luis Valentin Apt 1 1709 Rhwan St
Mercados Maywood Notories C/O A Mercado 6338 Lawndale Ave
Mihalik Joseph M 7313 Bingham St
Mike The Mechanics Llc 7990 A Rockwell Ave
Millan Juan Cruz Apt 1 1366 Fanshawe St
Miller Florence 1204 Gilham St
Miller Robert Estate 357 Levick St
Miller Tanee 7743 Oxford Ave Apt B
Miranda Doris Apt 1 1262 Greeby St
Moffatt John J 8215 Elberson Ave
Molina Nilda Pacheco Apt 2 622 Tyson Ave
Moody Nathan 6104 Reach St
Mooney Joseph A 1013 Griffith St
Morales Kiara Rosario Apt Fl2 1330 Levick St
Morales Leslie Lisboa Apt 1 6410 Oxford Ave
Morgan Sherriel L Apt 2 620 Magee Ave
Morris Joseph W Jr 220 Levick St
Morrison Lucinda 6411 Binham
Morton Clara A Estate 612 Gilham St
Morton Donald E Morton Alice M 1810 Hartel St
Mueller Robert 827 Unruh Ave
Mullen Michael 8031 Burholme Ave
Muntzer Winifred 7130 Oxford Ave
Munz William Estate 7311 Palmetto St
Myers Helen T Estate 8225 Ferndale St Apt 2
Nata Francy Santiago Apt 1 1709 Rhawn St
Navarro Oscar Carrion Apt 1 7347 Tabor Ave
Neal Walter T 506 Arnold St
Nemerof Beatrice L Nemerof Henry 1712 Loney St
Nguyen Long 1106 Kerper St
Nivar Miguel Correa 1312 Fanshawe St
Nunez Jurandir C 1104 Vincent
Obrien Joseph J Obrien Thomas P 1013 Hartel Ave
Oneill Attracta 7714 Rockwell Av
Ortiz Jose J Apt A 1260 Elbridge St
Ortiz Matos Luis A Apt 2 6200 Oakley Stret
Ortiz Sara Ortiz Apt 2 1922 Shelmire Ave
Osullivan Martin J 7663 Burholm Ave
Overhead Door Co Far 7990 Rockwell Ave
Padilla Noemy Perez Apt 2 1330 Levick St
Pagan Figueroa Lissette M Apt 1fl 7040 Rising Sun Ave
Pakstis Anna J 1210 Rhawn St
Panell Alexander Lozada Apt 1fl 1400 Greeby St
Parkhurst Mary A Estate 1128 Passmore St
Patrick Howard 504 Susquehanna Rd
Pegg Bertha C Estate 1133 Mckinley St
Perez Evelyn Lopez 6410 Oxford Ave
Perez Jose Ruiz Apt 2 7314 Montour Ave
Petrahl Mary 6500 Tabor Ave
Petrahl Mary 6500 Tabor Rd Apt 2403
Pieninck Emma 613 Hoffnagle St
Pitcherello Anna 7023 Rising Sun Ave 309
Poinvil Arnauld Arnaudine Poinvil 1132 Passmore St
Popp Donna L 732 Magee Ave
Proietto Mable F Estate C/O M Foster 6137 Oakley St
Pryjomski Gerard 7101 Tabor Ave
Quattrochi Alice Est Of Soltan & Dougherty 320 Levick St
Quinones Julio Ramos Apt 1fl 6402 Oxford Ave
Rabinovich Petr 7628 Langdon St 1st Fl
Ramirez Alberic Morales Apt Fl2 500 Devereaux Ave
Ramirez Davidson Baez 6410 Oxford Ave
Ramirez Edwin Gonzalez Frnt 1f 7000 Rising Sun Ave
Ramos Alexis Pagan Apt 1fl 7040 Rising Sun Ave
Ramos Emrique Apt 1 6004 Hasbrook Ave
Rebstock Frederick A 7403 Montour St
Rei Construction Inc 7956 Langdon St
Reid Maria 8040 Burholme Ave
Reyes Barbara Vega 6410 Oxford Ave
Reynolds Loretta Reynolds Joseph 927 Longshore Ave
Rios Janet Aponte Apt Fl2 1400 Greeby St
Rios Roxana Torres 1400 Greeby St
Rios Yaritza Sanchez Apt 2 1330 Levick St
Rivera Mojica Jeamie L Apt 1 1330 Levick St
Rivera Noelia Sullivan Apt 2 1330 Levick St
Rivera Santia Rodriguez Apt Fl1 1262 Greeby St
Rivera Sonia Nieves Apt 2 7314 Montour St
Rivera Zaida Nieves 6302 Tabor Ave
Robinson William 6338 Trotter St
Rocha Michael Ferran Apt A22 6451 Oxford Ave
Rockey Wesley 913 Ripley St
Rodriguez Alexis Colon 7246 Algon Ave
Rodriguez Angel Santiago Apt 1 1366 Fanshawe St
Rodriguez Daniel Allende Apt 3fl 1400 Greeby St
Rodriguez Elizabeth Romero Apt 2 622 Magee St
Rodriguez Hector Valentin Apt 1 7815 Summerdale Ave
Rodriguez Hilda Cuartin 1214 Elbridge St
Rodriguez Jose Feliciano Apt 1fl 1263 Unruh Av
Rodriguez Mary Canales 1539 Rhawn St
Rodriguez Natanael Vargas Apt 1 7349 Tabor Ave
Rodriguez Willhem Rodriguez 1259 Elbridge St
Rogers Beatrice S Rogers Bernard 8580 Verree Rd 413
Rogers Elwood F Rogers Emma 1305 Shelmire Ave
Rojas Yolisa Villafane Apt 1fl 1400 Greeby St
Roll Margaret H Roll Albert H 1032 St Vincent St
Rom Carlos Gonzalez Apt 1fl 7246 Algon Ave 7246 Algon Ave
Roman Carmen Mendez 1259 Elbridge St
Roman Omar Sierra Apt 2fl 1400 Greeby St 1400 Greeby St
Roman Pedro Ramos 1214 Elbridge St
Romero Rafael Rosario Apt 2 7314 Montour St
Rosa Ivonne Apt 2 1330 Levick St
Rosa Jacinto Rohena Apt Fl1 1400 Greeby St
Rosado Aurora Ortiz Apt 2 1301 Magee Ave
Rose Madeline C/O B J Mayer 6813 Martin
Rosenberg Edward B 1201 Tyson Ave
Rosenman Ellen 6730 Tabor Ave
Roth Ann Estate Of 8520 Bridle Rd
Rowe Walter M 1827 Lansing St
Ruan Wen 6421 Rising Sun Ave
Ruiz Arisbeth Derieux Apt 2 6216 Algon Ave
Rulli Matthew 1415 Disston St Awh
Ruth Lomas 801 Stanwood St
Sabulefsky Thomas F Sabulefsky Thomas Sabulefsky Donna 1102 Wellington St
Sabulefsky Thomas Sabulefsky Donna 1102 Wellington St
Saetz Stephen B 7210 Oxford Ave Apt 3G
Sanchez Jose Ramirez Apt 1fl 1263 Unruh Av
Sanchez Luz Chaparro Apt 1 7314 Montour St
Santiago Eileen Lozada Apt 1 1709 Rhawn St
Santiago Elba Rodriguez Apt 3fl 1400 Greeby St
Santiago Keila 6904 Rising Sun Ave 3
Santiago Mayra Mercado Apt 3fl 1400 Greeby St
Santiago Yahaira Ramos Apt 1 7000 Oxford Ave
Sapozhnikov Leonid 7917 Dungan Rd Apt 3b
Schau June D 7709 Rising Sun Ave
Schectman Idelle 1113 Magee Ave
Schenk Bakery Inc 538 Hellerman St
Schleifer Etta 8580 Verree Rd Apt 548
Schmid Kathryn 6401 Laundale Ave
Schmutzler Albert R 833 Brighton St
Schorn Betty A Apt 208 8580 Veree Rd
Schultz Catherine R 1031 Chandler St
Schwartz Esther 8580 Zerree Rd Apt 341
Schwartz William Schwartz Mary 7627 Algon Ave
Scott Edna E N A Baptist Home 33 7023 Rising Sun Ave
Segall Marcia 7961 Langdon St
Sena Angela Matos Apt 1fl 1263 Unruh Av
Sepulveda Tarrido Monica J 6020 Tabor Rd Apt E3
Sestito Frances T Estate 6138 Tabor Ave
Shafer Arthur F 1023 Brighton St
Shamis Sonia 7900 Algon Ave Apt B34
Shectman Herbert 1113 Magee Ave
Shen Lijie 1209 Glenview St
Shimek Anne Mary 8400 Pine Rd
Silva Luis Munoz Frnt 1f 7000 Rising Sun Ave
Sklar Jeanne 1211 Glenview St
Sladek Melvin J Estate 813 Solly Ave
Smith Dorothy D 8536 Ridgeway St
Solomon Leon 1255 Gilham St
Sommerev John P 1233 N Sartam
Soto Pedro Jr Apt 2 1025 Knorr St
Stankewicz Anna 1262 Fuller St
Stanton Anna A 920 Emerson St
Storms Greg 1251 Passmore St
Stout Leona M 1820 Rhawn St
Strobeck Thomas 8512 Jeanes St 2nd Fl
Strycharski Frank 7433 Rockwell Ave
Stuard Nora Rodriguez 7242 Algon Ave Basement
Sullivan Grace 1240 Tyson Ave
Surti Shantilal 1341 Devereaux Ave
Swartz Gwen 6370 Oxford Ave A
Sy Mui S 8206 Rose Petal Dr
Syrena Auto Body 6201 Oxford Ave
Szalejko Joseph R 1120 Elbridge St
Taybeh Jadali 1709 Rhawn St
Tejada Katylca Pagan Apt 1 1330 Levick St
Terrill Donald S 6500 Tabor Rd 4419
Thong Sina 516 Levick St
Thornley John L Jr 833 Emerson St
Tierney Therese M 7101 Tabor Ave
Tkachuk Oksana 7517 Alma St
Tkacz Diana M Tkacz Jean 1840 Rhawn St
Torres Amelia Rivera Apt 2 7349 Tabor Ave
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Torres Ana Toledo Apt 2 1709 Rhawn St
Torres Jessica Hernandez Apt Fl1 1400 Greeby St
Torres Jose E 6528 Oxford Ave
Torres Leomarys Diaz Apt 1 7040 Rising Sun Ave
Torres Liliana Ramirez Apt 1fl 7040 Rising Sun Ave
Torres Miguel 1440 Fanshaw St
Tran Ngoc 521 Robbins St
Trauger Donna L Apt C5 6800 Bingham St
Trinh Dieu Q 6137 Bingham St
Union Roofing 6900 Loretto Ave
Urbanski Michael Apt S-9
Us Insurance Solutions 1104 Cottman Ave
Valentin Brunilda Merced Apt 1fl 6400 Oxford Ave
Vantrump Helen Vantrump David 6848 Oxford Ave
Varallo Mary 7944 Ridgeway St
Vargas Arlene Caban Apt 2 6910 Oxford Ave
Vega Jose Rivera Apt 1 7040 Rising Sun Ave
Velazquez Alfredo E Apt 1 6410 Oxford Ave
Velez Carmen Negon Apt 1 7515 Whitaker Ave
Velez William Smorring Apt 2 1351 Hellerman St
Verdejo Samuel 1226 Greeby St
Vila Carmen Rodriguez Apt 2 7349 Tabor Ave
Walker Derrick 1339 Saint Vincent St
Walsh Arthur E Walsh Mary 8580 Verree Rd Apt 350
Webb Ellwood Jr Alpha Manor 6555 Tabor Rd Apt1709
Weigand Karl R 738 Arnold St
Weinstock Bernard 7825 Whitaker Ave
Weinstock Bernard Weinstock Hannah 7825 Whitaker Ave
Weisman Grace 1304 Rhawn St Apt 204
Wellin Karen H 6500 Tabor Ave
Wheeler Jeffery 7106 Tabor Ave B
Whitaker Thomas K Jr 7740 Somerdale Ave Apt A4
Wierkowski Valeria E 6148 Newtown Ave
Wightman Carolina 6439 Dittman St
Wildermuth Edna M 777 Garfield Ave
Wilhelm Joseph 7937 Bingham St
Wilhelm Madeline Wilhelm Joseph 7937 Bingham St
Wilkowski Margaret C Wilkowski Kazimier 1700 Hartel Ave
Williams E Viola 1342 Wellington St
Williamson Mary C/O M Mary Zawacki 1143 Tabor Plz
Wilson Mary A 927 Princeton Ave
Wishnefsky Jack J Apt 7 1730 Teesdale St
Wu Hai Wen 6820 Loretto Ave
Wuller Roxanne R 7825 Lorna Dr
Youth Ronald 1106 Princeton Ave
Youth Sondra J 1106 Princeton Ave
Yuan Zheng Jin Apt 1 1301 Magee Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19112
Butler Patricia L Butler Richard W 2329 Gamble Ct Apt A
Andujar Tommy 639 W Norris St
Barthco International Inc G Griffin 5101 S Brd St
Beebe James P 5000 South Brd St
Outfitter Urban 5000 S Brd St
Pruitt Corportation PO Box 1210
Urban Ourfitters 5000 S Brd St
Philadelphia Pa 19114
Abreu Margarida C 10221 W Keswick Rd
Academy Dental Associates Llc 10101 Academy Rd
Adamczyk Joseph J 9323 Vandike St
Adams Mary 3544 Gloucester Ln
Adenegan Rotimi 2417 Welsh Rd Ste 21 106
Agusta Aerospace 3050 Red Lion Rd
Andrews Roy 9323 Lansford St
Anna Enterprises 9237 Frankford Ave
Aviation Institute Of Maint 3001 Grant Ave
Baker Mary 9951 Academy Rd Apt C21
Ballew Robert 4736 Convent Ln
Bielawski Mary Estate Of C/O K Daily 3659 Crown St
Boyle Florence P 9601 Ashton Rd Apt A7
Bradley John 4503 Arendell Ave
Brady Gerald 3237 Morrell Ave
Brown Florence W Estate 9208 Pilgrim Ln
Cardinal Health Pts Llc 3001 Red Lion Rd
Castaldi Angelo 3607 Chesterfield Rd
Catalyst Physical Therapy & Wellness Ctr 3790 Morrell Ave
Champman Ford Sales Inc 9371 Roosevelt Blvd
Chomenko Cecilia M 9210 Cottage St
Ciesielczuk Thomas 9958 Lackland St
Clayton Augustus E Unit 407 5100 S Convent Ln
Club 360 2732 Welsh Rd
Creamer Christopher P 2875 Angus Rd
Dandridge Cora 3582 Grant Ave
Dauitolo Lucy 9877 Garvey Dr 2f
Dawson Lincoln 3985 Stevenson St
De Leo Paul 10030 Hegerman St
Degele C B 58201 Delaire Landing Rd
Deleo Cecilia 10030 Hegerman St
Devenuto Jason 3430 Marrell Ave
Dougherty Charles J 10106 Calera Rd
Dudley Evelyn 9210 Marsden St
Dukuly Ruth 9601 Ashton Rd Apt D-16
Eckle Edward D Estate 6134 Mccallum St
Einhorn Elan 127 Benjamin Ct
Ferris Thomas J 12201 Delaire Landing Rd
Fine Stephen R 2607 Welsh Rd C102
Finegan Asenath 9215 Exeter Rd
Fitzgerald William 10009 Warfield Place
Fitzpatrick Lucretia A Md 3708 Glenn St
Frankford Holdings Corp 9300 Ashton Rd
Frazier Harriet C 3309 Glenbrook Pl 1f
Gasiewski David J 9967 Cresmont Ave
Gastroinestinal Specialist Inc 555 E City Ave Ste 1170
Gehring Pamela 9332 State Rd
General Contrating Shawn J Abecunas 9231 State Rd
Gerth Edna M 9951 Academy Rd Apt F1
Godwin Richard 9920 S Canterbury Rd
Gormley Eleanor 9407 Kirkwood Rd
Graham Maurita 6350 Greene St Apt 109
Griffin James O 5100 South Convent Ln
Gryszka Alice 3430 Eden St
Hoskin Jalil H 9412 Kirkwood St
Howell Jeffrey 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt73c
Hwang Young Uk PO Box 21136
I & A Auto Sales Inc 4926 Arendell Ave
Jabs Helen 9402 Kirkwood Rd
Jensen Gary M 3613 Essex Ln
Jesberger Elizabeth T 2809 Ryerson Place
Johnson Denise C Apt T-2
Johnson K T 9469 Ashton Rd
Kamwani Lillian K 9450 Fairgreen Ln
Karkucinski Marias S 6112 Delaire Landing
Kelley Charles B Apt 1a 3590 Grant Ave
Kenkelen Dolores Estate Of 3651 Red Lion Rd 812
Kensil John 3820 Pearson Ave
King Frank W Estate 9376 Annapolis Rd
Lee Jessaymyne Apt 1 9413 Kirkwood Rd
Lerke Eleanor 20203 Delaire Land Rd
Lorenz Richard 9536 Apt B State Rd
Macsteel Metals PO Box 8055
Malatesta Beatrice 3137 Fordham Rd
Malik Medical Practice PO Box 16387
Mazur Matthew J 9310 Lansford St
Mccool Gerald 9314 Gillespie St
Mcgee Robert J Estate 3252 Chesterfield Rd
Mcginley William D Mcginley Anna T 4627 Pearson Ave
Mcgowan Francis X Jr Mcgowan Kathleen D 3456 Fitler St
Mcgowan Kathleen D Mcgowan Francis X 3456 Fitler St
Meaney James M 5009j South Convent Lan
Moore John 4416 Arendell Ave
Mowry Mary 20 W Tulpehocke St
Muldoon John Estate Of 9937 Lorry Place 2
Neals John PO Box #21136
Neill Edward F PO Box 21103
Netterville Joseph F 3830 Arendell Ave
Nuttal Janina 9503 State Rd 525
Oliver Isabella 3355 Morrell Ave
Ordonez Sergio 1526 Riverside Dr
Otoole Albert F 9306 Annapolis Rd
Palladino Diane Patricia Dr Ste 301 Knights & Red Lion Rds
Pape Ann 2326 E Dauphin St
Pastman Lois L Pastman Mark 9508 State Rd Apt 618
Pedraza Jose A Garcia 9419 Lansford St
Piccari Rudolph E 9209 State Rd
Pollock James A 3806 Linden Ave
Pownall Helen T 3408 Fitler St
Reale Dorothea R 3664 N Hereford Ln
Reale Dorothy 3664 N Hereford Ln
Reilly James L 3737 S Hereford Ln
Reilly Thomas F 3135 Fordham Rd
Roberts Harold O Roberts Marion 5273 Arlington St
Romea David J 10101 Academy Rd Ste 204
Roseman Bonnie G 9569 James St Apt A
Schoen Earl G 9585 James St
Schopick Steven Ross Dr 3110 Grant Ave
Schuler James 9441 B Woodbridge Rd
Schultz Bella 5026 E N Convent Ln
Schwartz Harry 2669 Willits Rd L 217
Shaw Jennifer A 3703 Clarendon Ave
Sierota Michael 9237 Bluegrass Rd
Silverman Scott 10101 Academy Rd Ste 2
Simone William J 3649 Sussex Ln
Sipovicz Constance Estate Of 9503 State Rd Apt 624
Slamon William 3766 Morrell Ave Apt A1
Sloan Anthony 3552 W Crown Ave
Smith Amari L 1262 E Washington La
Somers Kim R 9409 Kirkwood Rd 1st Floor
Soto Jose 9429 Kirkwood Rd
Steinfield Paul H C/O Muscle Bone Joint Ctr 3110 Grant Ave
Surgical Associates Of Del Val PO Box 21146
Sylvan Learning Center 9133 Roosevelt Blvd
Terry Rosemarie 10021 Westbourne Pl
Tesman Ric 9211 Germania St
Tmc Trading Inc Corp 9226 Keystone St
Trzepelellis K 3325 S Keswick St
Tsui Kwok 3961 Stevenson St
Umlauf Stephanie Umlauf Anna 3370 Red Lion Rd
Village Catering 9226a 28 Ashton Rd
Weeks Ricardo 9225 Blue Grass Rd 7
Weger Edith L Weger Harry 01106 Delaire Landin
Wicher Janice 3813 Etta St
Yost Leslie R Jr 4616 Aubrey Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19115
Advertisement & Life 9539 Bustleton Ave
Aguirre Romero Joanna R 9629 Bustleton Ave
Aichroth Theresa G 1104 Welsh Rd No 127
Anderson Marion 1616 Colima Rd
Appel Herman 1716 Tracey St
Balakirev Nina 220 Clark St
Banowitz Charles Plaza Towers Apt 801 2350 Tremont St
Beecher George 851 Red Lion Rd Apt U2
Belitsky Stefanie 9524 Cowden St
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Benton Court Apt 828 Red Lion Rd
Berardi Sandra 1128 Bloomdale Rd
Berger Helen 2109 Red Lion Rd
Bery Vadim Red Lion Beer Distributors 729 Red Lion Rd
Boyarkin Stanislav Y 9984 Ferndale St Apt B4
Braslavskaya Sima Apt G8 1865 Welsh Rd
Braun Marie T 9896 Buselton Ave Pauls Run
Brunswasser Genia H304 2301 Tremont St
Bustleton Pharmacy 9808 Bustleton Ave Unit K
Butler Vivian 2201 Tremont St D329
Buzhora Oleksandr 16 1900 Nester Place
Caffey John 1068 Surry Rd
Canty Laurence Canty Mary B 9964 Verree Rd
Caranci Carmen 1225 Norwalk Rd Unit 31 Norwalk Creek
Carlis Beth L Dr 9307a Neil Rd
Charney Editha H 2275 Winchester Ave Apt 305 Green Tr South
Charney Paul 2275 Winchester Ave Green Tr South Apt 305
Chien Donald 1517 Grant Ave 2nd Fl
Chumburidze Tengiz B 9353 Neil Rd
Clark Geraldine Clark John 945 Grant Ave
Cohen Florence 9957 Woodfern Rd
Coren Marvin 9896 Bustleton Av Apt 135
Creel Fred Estate Of 9316 Trout Rd
Curran Keiran J 9350 Clark St
Curranminor Keiran 9350 Clark St
Didominic Mary Estate Of C/O D Mcguigan 1510 Creswood St
Dion Ruth 9857 Cowden St
Dolinsky Ana 2415 Tremont St
Dotsenko Dmitriy A 9140 Mather St
Downing Jacqilyn 2001 Nester St
East Coast Contractors 828 Red Lion Rd Apt C2
Ehsan Kamran 9200 Bustleton Ave Apt 2507
Elfman Arthur Cust Elfman Philip 708 Charette Rd
Ellison Marie Estate 2943 Grumback
Faden Lillian Plaza Towers Apt 801 2350 Tremont St
Farina Mary F 1304 Alton St
Feoli Taverns Llc 8929 Krewstown Rd
First Assurance Financial 9300 Neil Rd
Forkay Solomon K 1865 Welsh Rd J2
Fortino Josephine 1905 Morrell St
Frank Alice 2301 Tremont St Apt I211
Friedmann Evelyn 1055 Surrey Rd
Friel Mary 9405 Hilspach St
Galdi Daniel J Galdi Carol M 9534 Roosevelt Blvd
Gaughan Mary B 105 Moredun Ave
Geek Dorothy 9596 Bustleton Ave Apt A2
Genyon Sharon 1733 B Rachael St
Giberson Herbert 9811 Haldman Ave Apt A
Glazer Shirley Mae 1104 Welsh Rd
Gotsak Aleksandr 9777 Clark St
Green Kyle C 2375 Woodward St Apt 606
Greenewald John W 2050 Nester St Beyerwood Apt
Gurovich Rosalie 1901 Red Lion Rd
Hanuman Newstand 9200 Bustleton Ave
Harder Helen A 9896 Bustleton Av A329
Hecht Donna K 666 Artwood Dr
Hemlick John A 1558 Gregg St Apt B
Henry Faulkner Inc Bustleton Ave And Haldeman Av
Hepp Barbara 9874 Ferndale St
Hernandez Gilberto 704 Millwood Rd
Hutter Steve Apt G 304 2301 Tremont St
Ibe Dorothy 9983 Ferndale St
Jaber Management & Development Corp 9200 Busselton Ave
Jellen Emily E Est Of 1017 Twist Rd
Jenkins Rudolph 9451 Clark St Apt 9
Jennings Hubert 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt B109
Jose Swapna 9253 New Oldtown Rd
Kalos Stevan 2421 Tremont St Apt B
Kaplan Diane 9200 Bustleton Ave Apt 1004
Kaplan Samuel 9658 Sand Anne Rd
Kaplan Samuel Dr Kaplan Leda 9658 Sandanne Rd
Kaplan Samuel Dr Kaplan Samuel Kaplan Leda 9658 Sandanne Rd
Kaplan Susan R Kaplan Samuel Kaplan Leda 9658 Sandanne Rd
Karff Helene J 9272 Darlington Rd
Kauffman Esther Est Of Decd C/O O Schermer And Assoc 9200 Bustleton Ave Apt
1004
Kelly Doris 721 Red Lion Rd 1st Flr
Kessel Esther M Kessel Samuel 9908 Bustleton Ave Apt B 5
Kravet Hannah Estate Of C/O P Run Apt B102 9896 Bustleton Ave
Kravets Dmitrty M 1st Fl 9770 Cowden St
Kurtz Joseph A 1249 Serota Pl
Legacy Home Builders 9699 Pine Rda
Lenet Seymour Ambassador Condo C4
Levy Edmund 2109 Red Lion Rd
Lewis Henrietta 2275 Winchester Ave Apt 211
Ling Chin Yi 883 Morefield Rd
Linsk Gloria H 2100 Grant Ave Apt 2
Lynn Thomas J Jr 9733 Bridle Rd
Maccioca Robert 642 Charette Rd
Macciocca Patrick T 642 Charette Rd
Mcallister Rachel Estate Of 1530 B Gregg St
Mcandrew Jaclyn 9130 Old Bustleton Ave B300
Mcgowan Dorothy 10 Welsh Rd
Mcgurk Francis 1930 President St
Mickens Jessie 308 Par Dr
Miller Etta 9726 Wynmill Rd
Mnap Medical Solutions 9908 E Roosevelt Blvd
Montana Anna 1936 Morrell St
Moore Wallace Na Inc C/O Min Hwa Chen 9985 Gantry Rd
Mullin Joseph Estate 9426 Bustleton Ave
Nibouar John G 9976 Verree Rd
O’brien Sean T 6247 Forest Dr
Odwalla Juices 270 Geiger Rd
Omalley Elizabeth And Michael Cbo Omalley Elizabeth T 720 Welsh Rd
Osternik Arkadiy Arbor Green Apts Apt 16 9841 Northeast Ave
Packer Henry 9745 Glenhope Rd
Paris Ruth 828 Red Lion Rd Apt C13
Philly Roadside Assistance Inc 1527 Grant Ave Apt A
Pilling Donna L 1571 A Stoney Ln
Pine Valley Beverage 1701 Welsh Rd
Politz Hebrew Academy 9225 Old Bustleton Ave
Pontarelli Joseph Pontarelli Edith 4546 Bowler
Ponzek Blanche 410 Welsh Rd
Prass Ludmila 9349 Jamison Ave A
Price Daniel E 9793 Clark St
Pugma 9350 Clark St
Rash Food Market 1817 Fulmer St
Risch Joseph 116 Pocasset Rd
Roosevelt Exxon 9042 Roosevelt Blvd
Rose Fashion Jewelers Inc 9810 Bonner St
Rosen Allan W 2100 Grant Ave Apt 10
Russo Patrick 1558 A Gregg St
Sabutis Charles A 141 Welsh Rd
Sayenko Victoria 9140 Mather St
Schaeffer Philip CO Doral II Apt A-1 9906 Bustleton Ave
Schenot Almeda E 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt A447
Schenot Malcolm Schenot Almeda 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt B347
Schmidt Jeffrey D H Esquire 1901 Red Lion Rd
Schuepfer Fred E Schuepfer Fred C 1123 Pln Rd
Seidenberg Benjamin F 2375 Woodward St Apt 704
Shalters Ernest C/O Chapel Manor 1104 Welsh Rd
Shenkman Benjamin Shenkman Rae 851 Red Lion Rd Apt 12
Shraim Sammy J 9378 Hoff St Apt 2
Sienkiewicz Helen D 9950 Ferndale St
Silbering Philip Silbering Rose 129 Alburger Ave
Smith Mary 9511 Cowden St
Sochea Margaret M Sochea Andrew E 9630 Evans St
Sokol Forte Josephine M 9755 Evans St
Sorrento Pizza 742 Red Lion Rd
Sperlino Jef 933 Banes St
Spizman Mildred Spizman Nathan 2201 Tremont St Apt 340
Stein Sylvia 9726 Wynmill Rd
Stoltz Bradley J Do 9892 Bustleton Ave Suite 301
Summers Gail 1117 Pln Rd
Tartasky Sura 9629 Bustleton Av 214
Thomas Lillykutt 122 Beth Dr
Thomas Vending Co 870 Morefld Rd
Tramel James 114 Buckley Ter
Trantas Matina 9366 Clark St
Treston Richard C III 122 Greyct Rd
Vekshin Eduard 9323 Mill Rd Apt A
Weiss Betty 2301 Tremont St G205
West Phila Associates PO Box 6168
Wilson Marcus PO Box 51524
Yashayayev Solomon 1865 Welsh Rd Apt K 8
Philadelphia Pa 19116
Abg Inc Ta Red Lion Diner Andrew Hadiandran 10115 Busleton Av
Aikman Debbie 13109 Bustleton Ave
Apfelbaum Merle 2681 Marigold Ln
Aramburo Jose S Jr 13427a Worthington Rd
Artyom Inc 124 Lockhart Plaza
Arutyunova Mina B 2nd Floor 752 Selmer Dr
Benson Norma 13109 Bustleton Ave A Pt
Berger Richard H 10 301 West Byberry Rd
Bills Automotive Specialists 2173 Bennett Rd
Boritskiy Dmitriy A 10825 Nandina Way
Boyle John J 11048 Greiner Place
Brough Elizabeth 11032 Ferndale St
Browne Thomas M 10203 Dedaker St
Brymar Industries 2179 Bennett Rd Unit 3
Burshteyn Ananiy 409 Larkspur St
Buryakovsky Yudko Apt 102 750 Sanford St
C G Optical 10787 Bustleton Ave
Carroll Philip Carroll Fred 670 Lawler St
Casey David E 13109 Bustleton Ave A18
Catlin Olivette M 507 Pinewood Rd
Chazak Dorothy J 755 Kentwood St Apt 209
Chiodo Joseph 13032 Trina Dr
Cintas Corporation 10080 Sandmeyer Ln
Ciocca Llc 13023 Bustleton Ave
Clark Debra J 12021 Bustleton Ave 27
Coyle Charles J 10040 Verre
Craft Auto Body 2171 Bennett Rd
Currency One Inc 10050 Roosevelt Blvd
Dawson Florence A 1342 Downs Pl
Demeo Mary Estate Of C/O F Demeo 813 Delray St
Deonarain Sue 10101 Northeast Ave Apt A05
Diccicco Elaine M 780 Byberry Rd Apt 315
Dmm Apparel Inc Ta Iq 2050 Byberry Rd
Donald Edward 1206 Southampton
Donald Joan G 1206 Southampton Rd
Driscoll Dorothy N 1760 Tomlinson Rd Apt B 3a
Elavumkal Mathew J 13028 Proctor Rd
Eltonhead Horace M Jr Eltonhead Joan E 13204 Sewell Rd
Escarte Deogracias 13427 Worthington Rd
Faulkner Mazda 11500 Roosevelt Blvd
Fleming Steven 13661 Philmont Ave
Gaitan Orlando 10103 Northeast Blvd 26
Gavrylyshyn Oksana 10218 Jeanes St
Geary Henry 650 Edison Ave C/O Mayo Nursing Ctr
Gilmore Simon 11116 Ridgeway St
Golden Lena 5425 Westford Rd
Grater Edward S Jr Estate 450 Byberry Rd Apt A37
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Gregory Mahoney 10826 Nandina Way 1st Fl
Griffin Gerald D 450 W Byberry Rd Apt 1
Hays Darlene 3408 Tyson Ave
Hitech Ambulance Inc 2177 Bennett Rd
Hobson Lillian Estate 617 Maple Ave
Holtz Doris F Holtz Raymond 301 Byberry Rd G29
Ihnatovich Andrei 13051 Blskeslee Ct 13051
Jamison Erleen Estate 309 Smithfield Ave
Johnson Harry T Jr 13451 Philmont Ave Apt B20
Kane Mary C Estate 501 Southampton Rd
Kaplan Gina M 425 Larkspur St
Kaufman Ann 1115 Stewart Pl
Kilimnik David Apt C11 10900 Bustleton Ave
Kim Munshin 361 Avon St
Kliger Alan L C/O Rieder House 10102 Jamisson House Apt 301
Klingenberg Margaret 10816 Kelvin Ave
Kotlyarenko Genya 10900 Bustleton Ave Apt C 28
Kramer Pearl E Estate 10859 Parlin Ter
Kravets Ihor Apt 2 10035 Bridle Rd
Kruger Linda K 1115 Stewart Pl
Lance Elizabeth 15113 Milford St
Lible Charles A Lible Helen T 612 Maple Ave
Logue Barbara 248 Nandina Plz
Loughery Imelda E 300 Byberry Rd Apt 205
Macdonald John M Jr Macdonald Gladys I 15005 Bustleton Ave
Martin S Agency PO Box 11602
Martinez Inti 528 Foster St
Mayer Robert E Mayer Arlene E 1129 Byberry Rd
Mazda Faulkner 11500 Roosevelt Blvd
Mearns William Estate 488 Parlin St
Meringo Leearndra Meringo Lewis R 11727 Jeanes St
Meyerzon Meyer Apt A
Miller Beatrice B Estate Miller Beatrice B 10115 Verree Rd
Morrison Douglas W 15000 Theresa Dr
Nadav Eli 307 Laura Place
Nerenberg Arlene I 10117 Wilbur St
Old London Pizza 14258 Bustleton Ave
Otero Gisela B 13010 Blakeslee Dr
Ouseph Mathewkutty M 163 Rennard St
Ovrutsky Galina 1189 Serota Dr
Paget Thomas 10794 Heather St 2nd Floor
Palmer Waterprfng 2175 Bennett Rd
Patel Ishararbheri B Patel Pushpaben I 10101 Northeast Ave E 10
Piskorski Stanley 541 Foster St
Rahimberdiev Tavakal 11903 Bustleton Ave
Ramos Yolanda Estate Of 11971 Dumont Rd
Rettig Ilene 477 Pinewood Pl
Ritman Morris 10900 Bustleton Ave #B108-10
Rooney Joan 11617 Stevens Rd
Roytenberg Eugenia G 110 Byberry Rd Apt M-5
Rusyn Marharyta Apt C 212 Lockart Ln
Safroniy Pavlo 15165 Beverly Dr
Santos Wanderson Dos 315 Avon St
Schultz Isadore E 12000 Audubon Ave
Schultz Stephanie 10161 Dedaker Dr Servicelink
Shiu Johnny 10207 Dedaker St
Shkolnikov Yevgeniy 10190 Dedaker Dr
Sinn Michael J 13512 Bustleton Ave
Skeenes Louanne 14028 Erwin St
Sleptsov Boris 2nd 500 Foster St
Snyder B 14006 Clifford Ln
St Philips United Methodist Church CO W J Needs 467 Parlin St
Steiner Raymond 15102 Kovats Dr
Stock Apollis Estate Of 6730 Taber Ave
Sukenick Sol 801 Rennard St
Sukhomlinova Flyura 1st Floor 10604 Cowden St
Sust Pedro 15030 Poquessing Creek Ln
Taveira Milton O 10900 Bustleton Ave B71
Ted & Mike Corporation 466 Parlin St 2nd Fl
Thanel Sarah E B 15145 Beverly Dr
Vanderhoof Shirley 650 Edison Ave
Vanparambil Suresh 10726 Gifford Ave 2nd Floor
Vinhar Theodore 315 Rodgeway St
Vitech Ambulance Inc 2177 Bennett Rd
Vlasova Tamara Apt 8311 13512 Bustleton Ave
Weiss Sidney W Weiss Ruth B 442 Hendrix St
Werner Curt A 505 Denise Dr
Whiteley Kenneth R 14000 Napier St
Williams Lynette 2nd Fl 512 Froster St
Wilson Steve 1760 Tomlinson St
Wisniewski Richard J 15141 Endicott St
Woelpper Charles E Woelpper Ann M 11148 Hendrix St
Wolberg Roslyn Ste 204 14500 Bustleton Ave
Wooding Terrence 1909 Tomlinson Rd
Zagranichny Ernest 10203 Selmer Rd
Zuloyan Aruyun 208 Erica St 2nd Fl
Philadelphia Pa 19118
A Taste Of Philly 8513 Germantown Ave Chestnut Hill Pa 19118
Bailey Ruth Louise Bailey Russell T 184 Bethlehem Pike Fairview Nf
Beegle Frederick 114 W Abington Ave
Biscotti Gildas 8419 Germantown Ave
Blades Margaret Blades Aaron 185 East Evergreen Ave
Blasband Doris 404 W Mermaid Ln
Blutstein W 1805 Hillcrest Rd
Board Angela 150 W Evergreen Ave
Bonner Jane M 319 W Moreland Ave
Bowman Properties 17 W Willow Grove Ave
Brady John J 18 W Highland Ave
Celentano Amy Irrev Fbo Anna Trst Of 7818 Crefeld St
Chalifour Blanche Estate Of 184 Bethlehem Pike C/O Fairview Care Bethlehem Pi
Chestnut Hill College 9601 Germantown Ave
Chestnut Hill Medical 8815 Germantown Ave Ste 12
Chestnut Hill Rehab Hospital 8835 Germantown Ave
Chhs Development Co Llc 8835 Germantown Ave Room 105a
Clark S 1805 Hillcrest Rd
Cordaro Christopher R 9601 Germantown Ave
Corkran Elizabeth G 1976 Trst Of One Smt St
Coyle Mary C Estate 8506 Ardleigh St
Curly Robert 8114 Germantown Ave
Dasher Karl F 512 Telner St
Daugherty Manus Estate 7734 Ardleigh St
Dilks Mark 215 W Willow Grove Ave
Duffy Annie Estate 8106 Ardleigh St
Edmunds Edward A Est Of C/O S Kivitz Esq PO Box 27368
Fairman F Estate Of 9502 Wheelpump Land
Fairman Fred W Jr Estate 9502 Wheelpump Land
Fischer Paul Hadwin Fischer Paula K 7921 Germantown Ave
Giletto Lynne A 201 W Evergreen Ave
Good William F 9253 Germantown Ave
Grant Lorna 12 W Willow Grove Ave
Gray Adele S 246 Evergreen Ave
Hansteen Robert H C/O L Grant 12 W Willow Grove Ave
Haroin Louise 184 Bethlehem Pike
Hawthorne Warren Estate Of 184 Bethlehem Pike
Hemphill Jean C 18 Waterman Ave
Hoehl Thelma M Estate 19 Rich Ave
Johnson Tiv Ashanti Dr 7720 A Stenton Ave Apt 103
Johnston Elizabeth B 235 W Willow Grove Ave
Kim Myeung 48 W Southampton Ave
Kitzel Music Co 1011 Farrell Rd
Knowledge Rules 9ab West Highland Ave
Lapham Fiona 127 W Chestnut Hill
Layman Honor A 7900 Lincoln Dr
Lewis Mary Elizabeth P 23 Sta Ln
Longstreth Daniel PO Box 27949
Luna Maria 7600 Stenton Ave Apt 6j
Mack Christine PO Box 27730
Maloney Patrick 350 E Willow Grove M 319
Marr Roselyn 184 Bethlehem Pike Ctr
Mc Dowell Etta A PO Box 27568
Mc Namee Joseph 43 W Highland Ave
Mckibben Katie 220 E Mermaid Ln T 151
Meaney John F 201 W Evergreen Ave 103
Metteral Ralph Estate 207 E Evergreen Ave
Mocher Alga M Estate 232 W Highland Ave
Murphy Joshua 7800 B Stenton Mgmt Office
Oneil Mary Colleen 123 W Springfield Ave
Ortega Ana 7700 B Stenton Ave 13 005
Outer National Pub Co 12 W Willow Grove Ste 131
Palaszewski Dominik 220 E Mermaid Ln 181
Peronneau Bill 7951 Germantown Ave
Phillips Mary B 725 Glengarry Dr
Pohorily Olga 305 W Chestnut Hill Ave
Poses Steve 8038 Crittenden St
Raye Kathleen A 26 W Evergreen Ave
Ross Susan L 8019 Seminole St
Ryan Carmelita B Estate 100 Shippen Rd
Sadler Virtelee 7600 Stenton Ave Apt H6
Schaeffer Xandria Tr Uad 042 Trst Of 8015 Navajo St
Schlachter Betty J 1537 E Cheltenham Ave
Seifert Pearl 7806 Cresheim Rd
Sharma Shiv C17 7600 Stenton Ave
Shields Kelly Mary 201 W Evergreen Av 302
Smalls Autry D PO Box 27651
Somers Aba Md 350 E Willow Grove Ave 317
Souli Tile & Stone 8113 Germantown Ave
Stechel Kevin Dba Starcreek Prop Lp C/O R Reiss PO Box 4384
Swope Elaine 219 E Willow Grove Av M3
Townsend Anna Estate Of 184 Bethlehem Pike
Usomia Development Group 8327 Germantown Ave Rear
Waeger Ruedi 201 W Chestnut Hill Ave
White F John 732 St Andrews Rd
Wilson Sydney D Wilson Vera L 7600 Stenton Ave Apt 5j
Woods Marion O Estate 708 Wyndmoor Ave
Woodward House Corp Woodward 8031 Germantown Ave
Yuscavage Annie 184 Bethlehem Pike
Zabierek Henry C C/O P Zabierek Executor 25 Smt St
Philadephia Pa 19119
Adams Gladys R 6984 Weatham St
Allen G Wesley 26 Carpenter Ln
Allen Willie J 526 E Gorgas Ln
Anderson Marzene E Estate Of 92 W Gowen Ave
Armstrong Renee 323 E Montana St
Arnold Coston 7036 Cresheim Rd
Arrington Grace E 700 E Upsal St
B F Ssociates 20 E Mount Airy Ave 1r
Baird C 7014 Clearview St
Banks Lydia 120 W Sharpnack St
Belousky Anna 6929 Anderson St
Bencivengo Andrew Estate 7220 Devon St
Bennett Mary 6775 Musgrave St
Bennett Ruth J 308 Pelham Rd
Benson Victoria 221 E Hortter St
Berhane Zekarias 6439 Green St Apt B4
Bernstein Frances M 126 E Sedgwick St
Best Phyllis 250 W Horter St
Bishop Edward Bishop Elsa 152 W Sharpnack St
Bitner A R Estate 62 E Hortter St
Blassingale Marvin 205 Rosemary Ln 207
Bobbett Rose J Estate 7136 Cresheim Rd
Boden Ann R 6635 Mccallum St
Bond Ann N 220 E Sedgwick St
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Bond Sarah L Bond Ann N 220 E Sedgwick St
Brawner Dorothy 6668 Blakemore St
Bria Lucy 7211 Howard Tr
Brown Arthur R 6802 Clearview St
Brown Oscar J 6421 Belfield Ave
Brown Rochelle 329 E Upsal St Apt F 1
Brown Silas 29 Pelham Rd
Bullock William 7141 Lincoln Dr
Burke Chtistopher Estate Of 509 Glen Echo Rd
Burnley Monee Anderson 161 E Meehan Ave
Butler Jeanette Estate 169 Weaver St
Butts Marlyn F 611 E Mount Airy Ave
Calvitti John Estate 7420 Boyer St
Campbell Anna C Estate 318 E Upsal St
Campbell Frederick 360 West Hortter St
Chefworx 311 W Mt Pleasant Ave
Chew Edward D 6811 Lincoln Dr
Cholet Deborah 113 W Upsal St
Clark Carolyn 510 W Mt Airy Ave
Classic Coachworks Of Main 6788 Blakemore St Apt A2
Clayton Ralph Henry Jr Trust 643 W Ellet St
Clemons Helen PO Box 18910
Cohen Jonathan C 518 E Durham St
Connelly Fannie 6456 Ardleigh St
Cook Marjorie E 230 W Mt Airy Ave
Cooper Gladys 7601 Germantown Ave
Corner Deli 6643 Germantown Ave
Coston Erich S 7036 Cresheim Rd
Coulter Patricia 7037 Ardleigh St
Craighead Gracie 212 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Crenshaw Josephine 268 E Montana St
Cromartie Willie J 242 W Gorgas Ln
Cunitz Lydia Bea Trst Of 239 W Hortter St
Cunningham Margaret PO Box 4963
Custalow Anita C Estate Of 229 W Upsal St Apt 903
Custalow John A Sr 229 W Upsal St Apt 903
Davis Pauline 1212 E Cliveden St
Davis Robert Jr 141 E Durham St
Davis Samantha N 6788 Blakemore St Apt A2
Davis Sancia R 821 E Dorset St
Deahl Donna K Estate Of 815 Carpenter Ln
Demetrius Stacie J 7115 N Mount Pleasan Place
Devoe Cynthia Devoe Sammie 117 E Phil Ellena St
Dickey Esther 506 W Springer St
Dickinson Virginia R 141 W Durham St
Dixon Afra L 641 W Ellet St
Docktor Jack H 447 W Ellet St Apt A
Dominick Ther 245 E Slocum St
Dorsey Carl B Estate 1833 W Diamond St
Duncan David 451 E Vernon Rd
Eaverly Robert A Eaverly Joann D 621 Arbutus St
Edmunds Doris 6673 Sprague St
Elliott Lillie 7124 Germantown Ave 1st Floor
Fairfax Lisa 7049 Lincoln Dr
Fauntroy Mable Fauntroy James PO Box 4963
Fisher Mark Warren 6540 Wissahickon Ave
Fitchue Ebony 44 West Durham St
Fleming Overton M Jr 124 W Gorgas Ln
Forbes Henry Estate 110 E Pleasant St
Foster Elizabeth 27 E Mount Airy Ave
Freeman Sarah J 6650 Lincoln Dr
Freithaler Carl Estate 7028 Mower St
Fulton Amelia F 6742 Emlen St
Gallaschick Ruth A 6624 Germantown Ave
Garnett Ida 6676 Chew Ave
George Carolyn 32 E Slocum St
Gold Albert 6814 Mccallum St
Goodwin Gregory 6638 Greene St
Grandmom Institute 366 Roumft Rd
Grandom Institute 366 Roumft Rd
Grant Bertha 6670 Sprague St
Green Louise 20 E Pleasant St
Gross Florence Gross Nathan 413 E Allens Ln
Hagler Aaron M 7524 Boyer St
Halkin Barry 7000 Lincoln Dr
Harden Ethel 325 E Pleasant St
Harden Johnie 325 E Pleasant St
Harden Johnie Harden Ethel 325 E Pleasant St
Harris Doris L 1000 W Cliveden St
Harris Fannie W 6638 Chew Ave
Hayes Mildred E 243 W Gorgas Ln
Healey James 118 W Durham St
Henderson Dorothy 215 E Slocum St
Herzcfeld Peter R 7105 Greene St
Howell Lloyd W Estate Of 6721 Pleasant Place
Hudson Virgie 6724 Sprague St
Intc 7105 Greene St
International Student Athlete Acade 6811 Milton St
Jackson Thomas H III 207 Rosemary Ln D11
Johnson William 44 E Horter St
Jones Clarion 6950 Germantown Ave
Jones Elizabeth 308 Pelham Rd
Jones G E 6673 Sprague St
Jones Harold L Jr 103 E Sharpnack St
Jones Wesley Jones Ernell 517 Wadsworth Ave
Kane Elizabeth A Estate 6445 Germantown Ave 355
Kelley Mary E 80 E Springer St
King Ida Apt 801 6733 Emlen St
Kleis John C 101 W Carpenter Ln Apt 4w
Koso Lorna L C/O Waloff 736 Westview St
Lareau Freeman Anne P 6642 Greene St
Lawrence Albert 102 E Gorgas Ln
Lett Colleen Apt 403 6733 Emlen St
Levy Bertram A 6649 Sprague St
Little John 1225 E Cliveden St
Livingston Erik D 7112 Devon St Apt A
Ljungquist Sheila 220 Idell St
Loder Theodore W 317 E Allens Ln
Lotspeich Sylvia T Chartered Investment Co 514 Wellesley Rd
Lucas Lucy E Estate 501 E Vernon Rd
Maddox Vangy 6601 Emlen St
Mahallati Robbie 617 W Cliveden St
Mason Mason 7049 Lincoln Dr
Massey Charles 46 W Mt Airy Ave
Mcginley Francis J Mcginley Mildred A 526 W Mt Pleasant Ave
Micke Virginia 307 Wadsworth Ave
Miller Louise 342 E Gorgas Ln
Mitchell Mable B Estate Of 6685 Musgrave St
Mixon Katherine 163 Weaver St
Mize Lloyd P 220 E Sedgwick St
Mooers Thomas R 221 West Mount Airy Ave
Murphy Albert J Sr Murphy Albert J Jr 7155 Crittenden St
Murray Douglas 359 E Cliveden St
Newcourtland C/O Tucker House II Inc 6970 Germantown Ave Eisenhardt Bldg
Newman Lillian 1318 E Cardeza St
Nimmoins Joseph 6733 Emlen St Apt 601
Norman Dorothy A 531 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Nottage Lowell 331 West Cliveden St
Odean Shane P 1328 E Cardeza St
Opsatink Mary Ms 115 Weaver St
Ortman Henrietta 6644 Boyer St
Pendergrass Willard Estate Of C/O E D Chew Jr Esq 6742 Emlen St
Philadelphia Early Childhood 6757 Greene St Suite 300
Pipper Mary 500 Glen Echo Rd 2f
Piston Lois J 6845 Gorsten St
Poole Ruth 6610 Musgrave St
Poolos Joan H 614 W Allens Ln
Porter Wyoneta Porter John J 445 E Sharpnack St
R And R Investment Club C/O A T Russell 400 W Hortter St 403
Rains David II Rains Muriel B 6909 Boyer St
Rains Muriel B Rains Muriel 6909 Boyer St
Raita Carbarino Estate 139 Carpenter Ln
Reese Mae G 220 E Gorgas Ln
Renaissance Charter School 7500 Germantown Ave
Revival Hill Church 6480 Ross St
Rich Fiesta 276 E Sharpnack St
Richardson Caryn M 6613 Blakemore St
Richardson Henry C 119 W Sedgwick St
Riley Inez PO Box 12303
Ritchie Laura 145 E Mt Pleasant Ave
Robinson Marthajane 124 W Gorgas Ln
Rogan James J Rogan Marie M 243 E Druham St
Rose B Willia 7131 Boyer St
Russ Mary 6457 Belfield Ave
Rutledge Ross A 6611 Greene St
Saelens Alyssa N Dr Apt A401 246 W Upsal St
Search Recruit Int 3001 Grant Ave
Serrano Pamala C 229 W Upsal St No 909
Shappee Eleanor T 5445 Germantown Ave
Shelton William F 380 E Upsal St Apt 4
Shine Alice 133 E Hortter St
Shull Jane 7419 Sprague St
Simpson Darrell 6517 Ross St
Simpson Sadie 127 R West Gorgas Ln Apt 104
Smith Charles E 37 East Horter St
Smith Clarenc 1326 E Barringer St
Smith Cora L 1212 E Cliveden St
Smith Robert E 406 W Mount Pleasant Ave Apt C
Soto Santiago 336 East Mount Airy Ave
Spencer Betty 145 W Hortter St
Stanley June E 6503 Lincoln Dr
Surrey Leslie P 604 East Gorgas Ln
Thomas Ella M 6461 Milton St
Thomas Ruth 6471 Ross St
Tompkins Jennie B 123 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Tyler Arlene 211 E Montana St
Varden Paul Greene St And Hortter St
Vieira Anthony Vieira Mary 104 W Mt Airy Ave
W I S E Insurance Group 6555 Greene St Pelham Plaz
Wade Georgeann Apt 2b5 6529 Belfield Ave
Waetjen Jeannett Estate 7138 Cresheim Rd
Walker Marsha A 334 Glen Echo Rd
Waltz Christine Mary Waltz Benjamin 508 Woodbrook Ln
Waltz Mary Christina 508 Woodbrook Ln
Webb Michael W 234 E Hortter St
Webb Spencer W 35 E Sharpnack St
White Makeecha 172 E Sharpnack St
Wilkerson Mark T 405 W Ellet St
Winchester Elizabeth 7125 Sprague St Apt B
Winderman Benjamin 7601 Germantown Ave
Wisdom Catherine 6909 Ardleigh St
Wolfe Jennifer Anne Wolfe Stanley R 7303 Emlen St
Workman Bernard 201 E Sedgwick St
Wound Care Center Of Chester PO Box 18870
Zwissler Catherine 6445 Germantown Ave 256
Philadelphia Pa 19120
A S Insurance 6135 N 4th St
Acevedo Lebron Ruth N Apt 1 4648 G St
Acevedotoledo Ever Apt Fl2 423 W Rockland St
Adams William 546 Geneva Ave
Adams Yvonne A 5253 N Howard St
Aguilar Marta Perez Apt 1 4608 G St
Ahenkora Odessa Estate 4824 N Palethorp St
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Alameda Vargas Joel A 4706 N Lawrence St
Albury Cynthia 4930 Ormes St
Aldarondo Keisla Rodriguez 403 E Rocckland St Apt 1fl
Alexander John Jr 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt N102
Alford James T 631 Alcott St
Alvarez Emanuel Aponte Apt 2 4807 N Front St
Alvarez Ruby Perez Apt 2fl 4800 A St
Amaro Luis Sanchez Apt 1fl 4588 G St
Anastasia Werbesky 5811 Newtown Ave
Andino Marilin Garcia Apt 2 Fl 416 B Roosevelt Blvd
Aponte Gilberto Garcia 5965 Colgate St
Arellano Miguel A 5001 Gransback St
Arroyo Jorge Perez Apt 1fl 4584 G St
Arroyo Mildred Roman Apt 2fl 350 E Rockland St
Asencio Wilson Perez Apt 1fl 4584 G St
Asson Joaquin 5140 D St 1st Fl A
Austin Alfred 4993 N Second St
Avila Tanya Avila Apt 1 557 E Comly St
Ayala Alexandra 321 Rockland St
Ayala Juan Perez 4584 G St Basement
Ayala Luis Rivera Apt 2 418 E Roosevelt Blvd
Azar Diane B Apt 1 4582 G St
Badillo Joseph 301 E Shelton St
Badillo Maria Silva Apt 1 4584 G St
Baez Aida Sanchez Apt 1fl 4588 G St
Baez Priscilla B 4719 N 4th St
Bailey Ariane S 415 W Ruscomb St
Baker Robert 5058 N Franklin St
Ball Waters Marian N 629 Garland St
Balsero Lauren 610 E Thelma St
Barger Thelma N 307 W Fisher Ave
Barkat Yousaf M 5109 N 4th St
Barreto Daniel Apt 1 5501 N 4th St
Barreto Rafael Ramos 2730 Reese St
Barrett Anna 6060 Cresentville
Baxter Norma R 5223 N Front St
Bayne Rosemarie 544 Marwood Rd
Beatty Delores Rb 124 Delphine St
Becker Gregory L 113 E Ctland St
Bell Dennis 5053 N 8th St
Bello Jose 5220 N 3rd St
Berry Joseph A 4715 North Fourth St
Billups Janelle 5410 Tennis Ave
Bitschenauer Anna T 305 E Roosevelt Blvd
Bitting Patricia M 4646 N Hurley St
Bland William 141 E Duncannon St
Boebuck Kelly 2097 Hazy Bay Rd
Bonilla Edith M 422 W Woyoming Ave
Bonlla Elizabeth Aponte 4807 N Front St
Boonyapisit Chamriang 5212 Rorer St
Botta Joan M 6135 N Franklin St
Boulware Lauretha 5545 Hillcreek Cr
Bourdon Luis Santana Apt 2fl 403 E Rockland St
Bradley Sheila Y 150 E Walnut Park Dr
Brezeal Ruth 5706-V A Rd
Brooks Golda 119 W Nedro Ave
Brooks Nellie 314 E Ashdale St
Brown Bernard L PO Box 18383
Brown Christine E 230 East Claremont Rd
Brown James 178 W Cheltenham Ave
Brown Robert 111 W Roosevelt Blvd
Brownstein Martin Estate 4653 Boudinot St
Buchanan Catherine 225 W Spencer St
Buck Katherine 192 W Spencer St
Buettger Alice D 102 Rosemar St
Burgos Milagros Sanchez Apt 1fl 4588 G St
Burkholder Jean Burkholder C R 6232 N 4th St
Burrus Martin 5214 N Marshall St
Caban Milton Ruiz 5121 D St
Calabrese Rosemary 5434 Westford Rd
Calderon Candida Princeshau Apt Fl3 421 W Rockland St
Calderon Carlos A Apt 1 350 E Rockland Ave
Calderon Victor Herrera Apt 2 4608 G St
Calixte Fritzler C 402 W Ashdale St
Callaghan Catherin 5249 N Marshall St
Campbell Florence Campbell John E 118 W Spencer St
Campbell Florence 172 W Godfrey Ave
Campbell Nikia N 5800 Nth 4th St
Cancel Glicel Rodriguez 403 E Rockland St Apt 2fl
Carberry Mary Lou 5833 Newtown Ave
Cardona Carmen Diaz 4646 G St
Cardona Eulalio 6244 N 3rd St Apt B
Cardona Heriberto Sanchez 4588 G St Basement
Carrero Domingo Rivera Apt 1 5124 C St
Carrion Carlos J 514 E Ctland St
Carter Rose 4822 N Fairhill St
Casey Pauline 5800 N 7th St
Casiano Carlos Inesta Apt 2 5913 Elsinore St
Casper David 3158 N Park Ave
Castillo Wilfredo Gonzalez 4588 G St Basement
Castro Miguel Garcia 596 E Godfrey Ave
Castro S Quizhpi 304 W Welles Ave
Cerezuela Marc Rosello Apt 1 4648 G St
Chan Sem 96 Spencer St
Chanda Somphao 5223 N Front St
Charles Serge 5100 N Fairhill St
Chase Catherine Chase Harold 6054 N 2nd St
Cheriz Carmen 4773 N 2nd St
Chuai Gang B 4915 Ast St
Cintron Gloria Lopez Apt Rear 5600 Rosehill St
Cintron Leyda Rivera Apt 1 4584 G St
Citizens Bank Of Pa 5th Godfrey Ave
Clanton Gregory 5440 N Masher St
Clark Dave 5027 Risingsun Ave
Claudio Jannette 991 Wesley St
Cleasby Mary E Estate Of C/O J E Engle Executor 301 West Olney Ave
Clements Robert 547 E Tabor Rd Apt B
Concepcion Maribel Crespo Apt 1 4608 G St
Corcino Rafael Torres Apt 1 5545 B St
Cortes Elida Dumeng 5121 D St
Cortes Rosalba 4634 A St
Coto Carmelo Santiago Apt 2 4584 G St
Cousins Supermarket Inc No 4 180 W Duncannon Ave
Crowe Jennifer I Apt 2b 5501 N 4th St
Cruz Aracelio Nieves 260 W Sulis St
Cruz Hilda Buergo Apt 2 4608 G St
Cruz Jose Ayala Apt 2fl 350 Rockland St
Cruz Mariano Carino 5121 D St
Cruz Ruben Ramos Apt 1fl 401 E Rokland St
Cruz Vanessa 548 Loudon St
Cuello Marta 301 E Rockland St
Dawkins Andre W 6013 N Front St
Defransisco Kevin R 550 Hill Creek Park
Dejesu Domingo Carrasquil Apt 1 4614 G St
Deleon Brayan Acosta Apt 2fl 4727 Nt 5 St
Delgado Francisco Quinones Apt 2 4646 G St
Demaldon Fatima Feliz Apt Fl2 4611 Boudinot St
Destin Wesner 1810 Susquehanna Ave
Devers Elizabeth M 421 W Grange Ave
Diaz Ana Collazo Apt 2 4608 G St
Diaz Ana Lopez Apt 1fl 264 W Sulis St
Diaz Carmelo 310 N Roosevelt Blvd
Dienno Lucy Estate 4604 C St
Diggins Raymondllen 4818 N Franklin St
Dizhu Huo 624 E Cheltenham Ave
Doan Hahn Nhon 5900 Reach St
Dollar Group Inc 101 E Olney Ave
Donovan Patrick 514 Clarkson Ave
Downing E W 4945 2nd St
Doyle Helen E 244 W Rubicam St
Dunleavy Markee Lynn 4540 Whitaker Ave
Dy Peou 240 W Godfrey Ave
Eckstein Minnie 5849 N Mascher St
Edwards Artrease 5861 N Marshall St
Ellis Thomasine B 5830 N Howard St
Espinoza J I 324 W Roosevelt Blvd
Etienne Fenix 407 W Ruscomb St Apt A
Express Page Inc 5620 N 5th St
Fajardo Manuel 429 Godfrey Ave
Falcon Johnnyfer Ramos Apt 1fl 350 E Rockland St
Farrell Joseph T 5924 Bennington St
Febus Maria Valentin Apt 1 503 W Tabor Rd
Ferguson Cassandra 509 W Tabor Rd
Figueroa Caraballo Jose A Apt 2fl 4800 A St
Fleck Marguerite Fleck Charles W 405 W Delphine St
Flores Madeline Martinez Apt 1 5124 C St
Flynn Mary C 200 W Olney Ave 2
Fontanez Rafael 315 W Mentor St
Forni Harry J 5900 Lawndale St
Fortuna Cynthia Y 530 E Luray St
Fox Edna 218 West Sheldon St
Frankys Service Station 125 E Mentor St
Franqu Teresa Gonzalez Apt 1 4646 G St
Fred Jeannette Cordero Apt 2fl 4734 C St
Freitas Marta 4935 D St
Fuen David Rodriguez Apt 1 208 W Chew Ave
Fuentes Cristobal Lopez Apt 1 5545 B St
Galarza Sandra I 5740 N Hope St
Galloza Kiomarly Rivera Apt 2 4584 G St
Ganesa Wilfredo Maldonado Apt 1 Fl 4614 G St
Garcia Haydee Apt 2 418 E Roosevelt Blvd
Garcia Jesica Castro Apt 2fl 350 Rockland St
Garcia Rivera Aida M 5835 Rising Sun Ave
Gay Clyde M III 221 W Rockland St
Gentile Theresa Estate 5145 N 5th St
Germann Jennie M Germann Raymod 509 W Duncaannon
Glanzmann Eugene A 716 E Olney Ave
Goenner Doris H Estate 5756 Colgate St
Gomez Torres Camilla A 180 Fisher St Apt 2
Gonzales Francisco 357 E Rockland St
Gonzalez Aybar Ramona A Apt B 5835 Rising Sun Ave
Gonzalez Diana 4717 N 4th St
Gonzalez Esther Aponte Apt 3 527 W Rockland St
Gonzalez Jorge Estevez Apt 1 4646 G St
Gonzalez Luciano 4839 B St
Gonzalez Luis Acosta Apt 1 401 E Rockland St
Gonzalez Rosalia Cordero 4651 G St
Goodwin Patricia 213 E Claremont Rd
Gorski Genevieve 5811 Newtown Ave
Granell Jorge Bey Apt 1 4582 G St
Gray Dorothy 244 W Rubicam St
Green Alma 336 E Olney Ave 2nd Fl
Gross Catherine 306 E Ashdale St
Grube James 204 W Champlost Ave
Guerrero Vicente Fl 3 5324 Rising Sun Ave
Guivas Yazmin Caceres 4925 B St
Gutsche Elmer R Estate 5819 N American St
Guzman Lizette Rosario Apt 1 5124 C St
Guzman Sonia Hernandez 4925 B St
Haba Antoine 5112 D St
Hackey Natasha 4818 N 4th St
Han Yin De 5717 N Howard St
Haney Francis C Estate 5641 Arbor St
Hao Yu H 533 Nedro Dr
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Harper Darlene Estate Of 5957 Bingham St
Harris Brown Anna K 4938 C St
Harris Pamela 5428 N Mascher St
Harris Taylor J 6548 N Mascher St
Harrison Gary 237 W Laveer St
Hays Thomas L 524 W Ruscomb St
Helverson Mildred A 5139 N 6th St
Henking Margaret Estate 5928 Newtown Ave
Hernandez Jaime Montalvo Apt 2fl 329 E Wyoming Av
Hernandez Jose Benito 5004 B St
Hernandez Nilda 4947 N Fairhill St
Hewlett Conrad 528 W Fisher Ave
Hilario Maria Garcia Apt 1 5121 D St
Hill Mary Estate 163 Champlost Ave
Hill May M 405 W Olney Ave
Hoang Hanh V 213 W Calvert St
Hoellein Kenneth 101 East Olney Ave
Hofferica Patricia 4540 Whitaker Ave
Holt Edward C 5735 N 5th St
Homemart Real Estate Inc 216 Lindley Ave
Horan Margaret 6027 N Philip St
Horwitz Elizabeth G Horwitz Byron 256 E Eleanor St
Huang Jiang M 520 East Sanger St
Hudson Ebony E 154 W Ashdale St
Huong Annie 302 Sparks St
Huynh Cindy 687 Garland St
Huynh Vet 4857 K St
Hwang Gye Sun 155 E Godrefy Ave C 304
Ivey Natasha 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt B304
Izquierdo Sidney J Ramos Apt 2fl 4734 C St
Jang Ki Won 233 W Champlost St
Jean Sonya D 728 W Fisher Ave Apt 1
Jenkins Trina N Jenkins Tony 4950 N 8th St
Jimenez Dinorah A 4528 Hurley St
Johnson Douglas W 5415 N 5th St
Johnson Ruth 6060 Crescentville Rd Apt Nd8
Jones Latoya M Jones Annye L 606 E Wyoming Ave
Jourdan Peter Apt 1a 5235 Rising Sun Ave
Juan Caba 643 E Sanger St
Kashkashian Alice 604 Adams Ave
Keenan Alex 5934 Palmetto St
Keenan Genevieve L 5735 N 5th St
Kelley Richard E 4833 D St
Keystone Insurance Co 600 E Godfrey Ave
Kim O K 5960 N 4th St
Kirkland Elmer E Estate 4724 A St
Kirsche Charles A 219 Widence St
Kiry Jo Estate 4615 A St
Knowles Thomas 453 W Fisher Ave
Kobylynskyj Olena 5728 N Howard St
Kolf Peter 5640 North Arbor St
Kootz William A Kootz Gertrude 435 Geneva Ave
Kor Kengloon 418 E Roosevelt Blvd
Kratz Claire G 422 Sentner St 24
Kratz Clifford J 422 Sentner St 24
Kretschmer Emma A 110 Liinton
Kroll Helen 579 Alcott St
Kuntz William Estate Of 5733 N Marshall St
Laboy Brenda Pinero Apt Fl2 5948 Bingham St
Laguide Chackin 6060 Crescentville Rd
Lanza Joseph Lanza Stella Colonial St
Laubheim Ernest J 5305 Rising Sun Ave
Lempert Frances 5521 Westford Rd
Leng Long 6047 N Front St
Leng Yoeun 6047 Front St 5712 N American St 2nd
Leonards Jas B 117 Oak Rd
Levine Dana 6248 N Lawrence St
Levitt Gilbert S 110 W Walnut Park Dr
Lewis Mike Y 5630 N 7th St
Lewis Yolande 5630 N 7th St
Li Decai 98 W Nedro Ave
Liu Yong W 673 Garland St
Lla Rodriguez Adolfo Bon Apt 1 301 E Rockland St
Lla Suarez Efrain Parri Apt 1
Lodholz H Eleanor 123 W Gale St
Lopez Carmen Lopez Apt 2 4614 G St
Lopez Daisy 647 Brill St
Lopez Delia Ortiz Apt Fl2 5948 Bingham St
Lopez Felipe Castro Apt 2fl 4727 Nt 5 St
Lopez Haydee Adame Apt 2 4646 G St
Lopez Jacqueline Ramos 4528 N Hurley St
Lopez Rivera Eduardo 4633 N A St
Lowry Frank 94 W Spencer St
Lumadue Lucille 313 W Olney Ave
Lydon Anne M 5942 Reach St
Lyons Florence 5034 Rorer St
Lyons Tamara 5931 Malta St
Machicote Sonia Garcia Apt 2 4608 G St
Madsen John C 562 E Godfrey Ave
Magee Charles 335 E Gale St
Maguire Miriam L Maguire James 119 Roselyn St
Mann Funeral Home Inc 219 W Tabor Rd
Manney Elizabeth A Estate 5857 N Marshall St
March Herny N Estate 5501 N 5th St
Marin Keishla Rodriguez Apt Fl1 421 W Rockland St
Marrero Madeline Rivera 4845 N Howard St
Marrero Myrna Rodriguez 260 E Sulis St
Marrero Noel Rolon Apt 3fl 4727 Nt 5 St
Marshall Howard 203 W Sparks St
Martin Gladys Gonzalez Apt 2 301 E Rockland St
Martin Robert H Estate 244 Linton St
Martinez Margarita Sanchez Apt 2 54608 G St
Martinez Nieves 4640 D St
Martinez Ramon 5714 N 4th St
Massey Wilhelmina 5516 N Mascher St
Matias Teresa Valentin 5215 Tabor Ave
Matos Abel Acosta Apt1fl 4734 C St
Matthies Margaret B Matthies Lowell F 115 E Wyoming Ave
Maull Elizabeth F 2316 Emerson St
Mauser Steven M Apt 2 5733 N 5th Strret
Mc Govern Edward J 602 Brill St
Mcadmas Henry Estate 5900 Colgate St
Mcalier Harry F 234 W Duncannon Ave
Mchale Cecelia J Mchale Robert J 5609 Rosehill St
Mclees Mary 4713 N Lawrence St
Medcare Ltc 243 W Shelton Ave
Medley Sheila 118 W Albanus St
Mehrer Emily M Estate 187 W Chew Ave
Melendez Cancel Arline J 4845 N Howard St
Melendez Maribel 304 E Rockland St
Mendez Angel Suarez Apt 2 418 E Roosevelt Blvd
Mendez Arias Rafael A Apt 1 4582 G St
Mendez Sigfredo Lopez 4651 G St
Mendez Sonia Rivera Apt 2 4648 G St
Merced Roberto Acosta Apt 1fl 4734 C St
Merkel Fred Old Second Ave And Mascher St
Micenec Mark A 300 W Delphine St
Michatz William Michatz Rose 526 Widener St
Michel Carman 5634 Rosehill St
Michel Rosenex 5750 Rising Sun Ave
Mihalitsch Mary E 5931 Malta St
Miller Mary B 5915 Malta St
Mitchell Phyllis N 5630 N 7th St
Molina Anluis A 427 E Mentor St
Momplaisir Hermanie L 5851 N 7th St
Montalvo Neydi Garcia Apt 4fl 4727 Nt 5 St
Montanez David 607 Allengrove St
Monterrosa Nancy M 644 Rosalie St
Montes Yesenia Quinones Apt Fl2 4727 N 5th St
Montijo Carmen M 5593 Hill Creek Mall
Morales Elizabeth H 125 Fern St
Mullen Thomas P Mullen Betty 5424 N Front St
Nagel Joseph J Estate 439 Alcott St
Nasibyan Tigran 5912 Hasbrook Ave
Nazario Merwin Ortiz Apt 2 622 E Godfrey Ave
Nelson Helen A 233 Lindley Ave
Nguyen Minh 4763 C St
Nguyen Nancy 164 W Godfrey Ave
Nguyen Son 5861 N 9 St
Nguyen Thuy T 538 Rosalie St
Nieves Javier Apt 2 418 E Roosevelt Vlbd
Nieves Juan Acosta Apt 1fl 4734 C St
Nieves Rafael Rivera Apt 1 4648 G St
Northern Liberties Food 5419 Mascher St
Noy Phourng 4844 A St
Nwankwo Richard 4910 Gransback St
Ocasio Jennifer Santiago Apt 1 4646 G St
Ohara Florence 612 W Olney Ave
Ohara Maryann F 4713 N Lawrence St
Oneill James J 210 E Comly St
Oneill Marie E Estate 316 W Mentor St
Ork Sem 409 W Grange St
Ortiz Maria Velazquez Apt 1 4614 G St
Ortiz Maribel Pena Apt 2 5339 Tabor Ave
Ortiz Norberto Romero Apt 1 5124 C St
Osorio Modesto Irizarry 5507 N Fairhill St
Pabon Ramos Maria M 4806 N C St
Pacheco Rolando Cruz 598 Godfrey Ave
Pagan Edwin Rivera Apt 2 4614 G St
Page John R Estate 190 W Roosevelt Blvd
Parra Luis A 4932 N 5th St
Pascal Evans 5628 Ormes St
1
Pasco Walter J 4653 Whitaker Ave
Patrick Taggart 178 Nedro St
Pavlichko Josephine H 4667 G St
Pavon Viviana Rios Apt Fl1 4584 G St
Payton Valerie D 5628 N 4th St 2nd Floor
Peaster Gladys 5918 N 7th St
Pedraza Ramon 327 W Annsbury
Perez Berrios Oscar M Apt 2 4584 G St
Perez Ivan Delgado 126 W Ruscomb St
Perez Jeffrey Mora 4559 Whitaker Ave
Perez Josue 4712 Gandsback
Perez Nelson Cortez Apt 2fl 4809 N Front St
Pesch Nicholas J C/O J Edward Mugford Sr 5925 N 5th St
Pham Danh T 4730 Ella St
Philippe Weiner 5001 Boudinot St
Pifani Joseph S 328 Lindley Ave
Piorun Edward J Piorun Sara 5532 Lawrence St
Pluguez Anna T 5940 Bennington St
Polanco Victor M 5218 Marwood Rd E
Police And Fire Fcu 4903 A St
Pope Kendall Apt 1 4584 G St
Potalivo Maurice Potalivo Nancy 4903 A St
Potts Arthur S 5921 N 5th St
Powell Ema M PO Box 18464
Powell Gary 5506 Westford Rd
Quinones Doly Rodriguez Apt 2 622 E Godfrey Ave
Quinones Julio Ramos Apt 2 4646 G St
Radiation Oncology Olney Of 1010 East Olney Ave Ste
Ramming Patricia Estate 263 Widener St
Ramos Ana 5041 N 6th St
Ramos Emilio 126 W Albanus St
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Ramos Emrique Apt 1 418 E Roosevelt Blvd
Ramos Mildred G 224 Kenilworth Ave
Regan Mildred A 6212 N Howard St
Reilly Pearl E 194 W Olney Ave
Reyes David 5832 N American St Apt 1
Reyes Osvaldo Latimer Apt 1 4646 G St
Ricardo Reynilda 316 E Louden St
Richards Carol 638 Elkins Ave
Riley James 5815 N 4th St
Rios Juanita Quinones Apt 1 4588 G St
Rivera Ana 5226 Westford Rd C/O N Gonzalez
Rivera Ana Ortiz Apt 2 350 E Rockland St
Rivera Armando Lanzo Apt 1 4588 G St
Rivera Manuel 554 Wyoming Ave
Rivera Rebecca 192 E Champlost St
Rivrra Orlando Rodriguez Apt 2fl 5956 Newtown Eve
Robinson Pearl 304 Wsomerville Ave
Rocio Angela Marca 222 W Mentor St
Rocio Maria Gonzalez 222 W Mentor St
Rodriguez Frankie 4801 N Howard St 03
Rodriguez Jose Acevedo Apt Fl1 423 W Rockland St
Rodriguez Manuel A 4918 C St
Rodriguez Mario 5837 Rising Sun Ave
Rodriguez Raymond Santiago Apt 2 301 E Rockland St
Rodriguez Samuel Muniz Apt 1 4727 N 5th St
Rojas Providencia Torres Apt 1 4648 G St
Roman Carmen Tubens 610 E Thelma St
Roman Sheylla Colon Apt 2 4584 G St
Ros Peter M 209 West Clarkson Ave
Rosa Gladys Rosa Apt 2 418 E Roosevelt Blvd
Rosa Juan Garay Apt 1 5124 C St
Rosado Elizabeth Garcia 5835 Rising Sun Ave Apt A
Rosado Victoria Rivera 180 W Albanus St
Rosado Vilma Garcia Apt B 5835 Rising Sun Ave
Rosseau James W Jr 144 W Cheltenham Ave
Ruch Mary Joan 202 W Louden St
Ruis Iris Nieves Apt 1 4588 G St
Ruiz Ruth Garcia Apt Ese 5311 N 5th St
Salguero Elder 4837 N Palethorp St Fl 1
Sampson Darlene L 4923 N Franklin St
Sanchez Alicea Luis A Apt 2 4584 G St
Sanchez Nora Apt Fl2 4588 G St
Santana Jesus M Apt 1 5835 Rising Sun Ave
Santiago Brenda L 607 E Raymond St
Santiago Mirna L Apt 1 4727 N 5th St
Santiago Robert A 5015 N Franklin St
Sarim Sinatra 323 E Eleanor St
Saulino Sarah A 4648 C St
Schmun Frederick S Estate 4817 N Mascher St
Scrulte Agnes Estate 5919 N Leithgow St
Seang Rom 1 128 E Loudon St
Segal David Estate Of 5713 N Fairhill St
Seitz Kathryn 4627 Ella St
Serrano Llamar Alvarez Apt Fl1 5948 Bingham St
Serrano Omayra Rodriguez Apt 2 5339 Tabor Av
Shain Helene S Shain Minnie 289 E Walnut Park Dr
Shandlay William E Sr 155 W Olney Ave
Shefton Omari K 5734 N Fairhill St
Shisler Doris W Estate 104 Champlost Ave
Shoemaker William 5820 N Howard St
Short Clara Estate 6000 N Water St
Sierra Troche Jose A Apt 1 4648 G St
Simerson Ronald B 223 E Comly St
Simkar Llc 700 Ramona Ave
Simma Hongk 234 E Rockland St
Simmons Latonja 677 Mayfair St
Skinker Lillie 128 W Loudon St
Slocum Howard Jr Apt 2 4588 G St
Smith Charles Smith Anna M 4553 Hurley St
Smith Elizabeth C Smith Eugene 632 E Carver St
Smith Gerdner Tyrah 129 Roselyn St
Smith Nannette 5152 N 2nd St
Smith Veronica 211 E Louden St
Smolensky Bessie 4943 N Franklin St
Snyder Josephine Snyder John E 5235 North Fairhill St
Sosa Jose A Apt Fl1 4584 G St
Stank Doris H Estate 5756 Colgate St
Staton Leah A 5830 N 7th St
Stears Shannon M C/O 443 E Cheltenham Av
Stella Kosciukiewicz 530 Sentner St
Stevenson Geidy 526 E Clarkson Ave
Stokes Melvin J 506 W Hill Creek Dr
Sullivan Dorothy 5631 Arbor St
Taggart Thomas 178 Nedro St
Tastefully Yours Profit Shr Pln 568 E Sentner St
Teske Ida E 5640 North Arbor St
Tesslar Morton 687 Mayfair St
Thang Born B 5420 N Tennis Ave
Thomas Selma 4937 D St
Thomas Venetta 4926 N 8th St
Thompson Kahlil K 615 E Carver St
Todd Deborah M K404 155 E Godfrey Ave
Todd James E Estate 601 Olney Ave
Toland Annette L 104 W Walnut Park Dr
Torres Janet 4838 Gransback St
Torres Minerva Soto Apt 2 4588 G St
Torres Munoz Lailany 4734 C St Fl 1
Torres Perez Francheska M 5714 N Marshall St
Torres Rivera Felix X Apt B 4584 G St
Torres Wilfredo Velez Apt Fl2 4582 G St
Toussaint Marie D 5316 Tabor Ave
Tudico Mary S Est Of 5133 N 5th St
Turner Adrian 137 W Linton St F
Unger Brian G 402 E Comly St
Unterkoefler Nellie 6135 N Franklin St
Valdez Gabriel 553 E Carver St
Valentin Kachlas S Apt 2 423 E Rockland St
Vandang Bin 4760 Rorer St
Vanthuyne John F Estate 515 Widener St
Vargas Enrique Lopez Apt 1 125 W Roosevelt Blvd
Vargas Leiva Doolmy Y Apt 1 731 Herkness St
Vazquez Luz Castro Apt 2 442 W Woming Ave
Velazquez Artiri 5932 Palmetto St
Velez Felipe A 4910 Wissahickon Ave
Velez Margarita Acevedo Apt 1 4651 G St
Verdesoto Juan E Apt 1 514 Van Kirk St
Villanueva Rosaliz Apt 1 Fl 4614 G St
Vinitzky Estelle Estate Of 524 E Roosevelt Blvd
Walker Robert 306 E Ashdale St
Washington Herbert B 734 W Rockland St Apt B
Waters C E 629 Garland St
Waters Charles Edwin 629 Garland St
Waters Marian B Waters Charles 629 Garland St
Weber Abstract Co 100 W Chew Ave
Weber Ruth Estate 730 W Nedro Ave
Wedo Pharmacy 204 W Sheldon St
Werchola Anna 5714 N 4th St
Western Isidro Vazquez Apt 1 301 E Rockland St
Whitaker Dolores 132 E Fisher Ave
White Audrey 525 E Clarkson Ave
Whitfield Derrick O 5233 Marwood Rd E
Whittington Kalyna Apt 1 5411 N 3rd St
Wiackiewicz Jacquie A 5130 N 2nd St
Wildey Elizabet J 5832 Weymouth St
William Charles 115 E Ctland St
Williams Esther 5251 N Franklin St
Wilson Icilyn A 6140 N 7th Street
Winter Norma R 5223 N Front St
Wittman Herman Estate 574 E Carver St
Wong Kam T 263 Calvert St
Wright Henrietta L 5844 N 4th St
Wu Hai Kang 327 E Cheltenham Ave
Yang Jian H 5452 Bingham St
Young Ella P 619 Brill St
Zambrana Ania 613 E Wyoming Ave
Zamor Marie 185 Linton St
Zoleta Evelyn S 120 W Olney Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19121
Ada B Lynch 2406 W Norris St
Adams Althea Estate 1623 N 26th St
Albert L Glassberg 3016 W Diamond St
Alexander James 1633 N 33rd St Apt 2 Rear
Allen Elizabeth Estate Of 1800 N 25th St Apt E
Allison Matti 1416 N Etting St
Anderson Patr 2631 W Stiles St A
Auchenbach Ruth 2926 French St
Avery Madeline Avery John H 2932 W Flora St
Baldwin Evelyn J 1244 N 25th St
Bankers Trust Company Trustee 2114 East York Rd
Barker Christ 1876 N 27th St Apt E
Bartlett Marie E 2023 N 15th St
Bell Theodore 1553 N 29th St
Bethany Child Care Center 1910 W Diamond St
Betz Marie Ms 1509 N 26th St
Blossom David 2016 Oxford St
Boddie Peggy A 3129 W French St
Bohler Elizab 1819 W Oxford St
Booker Drew 1848 N 18th St
Braction Shec 2135 N 28th St
Braction Shekut 2135 N 28th St
Braddock Mildred Estate Of 1536 N Newkirk St
Brown Arthur H 1427 N 28th St
Brown Esta 1740 Edgley St
Brownlee James 3026 Baltz St
Bryant Anthony H 3223 West Oxford St
Bumpess Dorothy M Apt G 2520 W Berks St
Bundy Phyllis 2115 N 28th St
Burke Cheryl 1981 N Woodstock St
Burkett Leila 1535 Page St
Burrell Pinkie E 1936 N Hollywood St
Bush Marie 1703 N 16th St
Byrant Alfred 2443 W Berks St
Byrd Ralph T CO G Torian 1741 N Gratz St
Cameron Alvis 1344 N 27th St
Camper Beulah N 2019 N Carlisle St
Cardell Cooper Auto Sales 3000 Clifford St
Chambliss Arthur W 1509 N 16th St
Chambliss Arthur W Chambliss Arthur H 1509 N 16th St
Chambliss Sherman 1546 N Dover St
Chasen Chauncey Chasen Marion G 1614 N 29th St
Christian Lottie 1300 N 18th St 1f
Clyatt Dewey M 1850 N Van Pelt St
Coleman Johnson 1721 N 26th St
Collins James W 2014 Master St
Combs Venita 1915 Fontain St
Conley Leoria M William B Moore Manor No 503 1999 Ridge Ave
Cooley Furmon 1515 N 20th St
Cortez Rosetta Cortez George 2327 Edgley St
Cottman Sadie 1334 N Hollywood St
Cox Irene 1527 N 18th St
Craig Doyle 1707 W Montgomery Ave
Creighton Christine 1303 N 32nd St
Crosby Jerome 1623 N 26th St
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Cummings William 2935 Turner St
Curry Bennie 1319 N Dover St
Darby Rodney 2146 N 32nd St
Davis Marcus 1938 North Stanley St
Davis Mary 2001 N 33rd St
Davis Melvin L Estate 1801 N Bouvier St
Dean Emma 1629 N 29th St
Denmark Nathaniel Denmark Althea A 1334 N 26th St
Dennis Rebecca 1999 Ridge Ave Apt 401
Desai Sunny 1726 West Diamond St Apt A
Dong Jia D 1740 N 27th St
Dumpson Alice 1713 N Gratz St
Dunbar Delbie 1917 N 33rd St 2nd Fl
Dunham Jason T 1808 N Judson St
Dunlap Brett 1246 N 30th St
Echles Lucies 245 Allegheny Ave
Edwards Keith R 1630 No Natrona
Elight Dixon 3023 W Diamond St
Elliott Thomas O Apt 515 1710 N Croskey St
Ellis Margare 3019 Clifford St
Elmira Jeffries Memorial Home 1500-1514 North 15th St
Epps Roxie 2132 N 30th St
Erma D Cottre 1809 N Judson St
Evans Mildered A 3142 W Diamond St 1
Everettbey Samuel 2544 Rdg Ave
Everrette Mollie 2023 N Van Pelt St
Faison James 1521 N 16th St
Faulk Ellen 1220 N Brd St
Felder Mary Apt E 2540 Ridge Dr
Fern Melinda 1325 N 26th St
Fields Virginia 1951 N Hollywood St
Fingers Elizabeth 1906 Monument St
Finley Laurene 2122 North 18th St
Fleisher Meriam 2105 N 30th St
Fowler Hardy 2638 Cecil B Moore Ave
Foxworth James 2436 Ingersoll St
Frazier Bessie 2418 Nicholas St
Gadson Norman 1511 N 33rd St
Gaffney Sarah 3032 W Berks St
Gallagher Cecelia 1417 N Corlies St
Garapati Kiran 1702 N Sydenham St 2f
Gardner Rosalee 1819 Ingersoll St
Garner James C Garner John O 1730 N 29th St
Garner John O 1730 N 29th St
Garris Brenda 2205 W Diamond St
Gaymon Audrey 1932 N Patton St
Gaymon Edna 3226 Clifford St Apt 108
General H Fleming Family Group C/O M H Hite 2049 W Oxford St
George Elee Estate Of 1809 N Woodstock St
Gilliam Ruth 2105 N 16th
Gillis Mildred 1607 N 15th St
Glassberg Albert L 3016 W Diamond St
Gomez Nicolas D 1754 N 27th St
Goncalves Julio F Goncalves 1254 Magee Ave
Grandison Helen 1730 N 29th St
Green Gladys 1518 N 26th St
Green James 1902 W Harlem St
Greene Essie M 2020 N 32nd St
Greenman Mary 1981 North Woodstock St
Griffin Frances 2404 Cecil B Moore Ave
Griffin William 2246 Ridge Ave
Griffith Dale 1308 N 31st St
Grisson Ernest 2533 Turner St
Hack Leatrice L 1737 N 32nd St
Hale Leonard A 2344 W Seybert St
Hale Leonard A Estate 2342 W Thompson St
Hamilton Malik A 2706 Ridge Ave
Hammonds Eldora 3229 W Norris St
Haney Charlie 3229 W Norris St
Harding Veronica 1626 N Patton St
Harris Evanglies 1622 N 16th St
Harvey Patricia 2401 West Montgomery Ave
Hatchell Constance O 2710 W Master St
Hayward Georg 2928 Cecil B Moore Ave
Haywood Gladys 1517 N 20th St
Hill Lillie M 1624 N 17th St
Hilley Ernest L 1838 N 27th St
Hilton Jackson 2510 W Berks St Apt F
Hines Alberta Apt L 2640 Glenwood Dr
Hines Jason 2114 N Uber St
Hinton Elaine 3031 W Redner St
Hinton Henry 3030 Redner St
Holden Percy Jr Bf 2527 Nicholas St
Holland James 2404 W Jefferson St
Holmes Charles C 1420 N Myrtlewood St
Hopkins Mabel 2010 N 19th St
Hopkins Mary 2010 N 19th St
Hou Baicheng 1206 North Carlisle St Room 213
Howell Ruth 2000 N Etting St
Hurst Khalib 3045 W Diamond Street
Inm Group 2600 Ridge Ave
Jackson Kathl 1738 N 27th St
Jackson Louis 1811 N 26th St
Jackson Rebecca 2600 W Susquehanna Ave
Jackson Rosalie 1948 N 23rd St
James Amos 2140 N 28th C/O Mabel Morgan
James H Wells 1458 N 30th St
Jenkins Willie T Apt 408 1710 N Croskey St
Johnson Bessi 1747 N Hollywood St
Johnson Charla Jesee 1965 North Napa St
Johnson Willie M 1417 N 18th St
Jones Clemeline Estate Of 1436 N Hollywood St
Jones Columbus Jr 2612 Ingersoll St
Jones Jr Robe Jr 1416 W Norris St
Jones Kevin B 2038 N Bambrey St
Jones Lenora 2028 N 20th St
Jones Viola 1633 French St
Keels Frances 1847 N 21st St
Kent Hildegard 2023 North Woodstock St
Knight Talley 1948 N Stanley St
Kosovit Bosko 506 W Diamond St
Krantzler Kenneth J 2152 N Brd St # 3
Leathers Carmenta W Apt 503 3000 Master St
Leibrand Helen 4139 Claridge St
Lentz Phyllis 1821 N 22
Lester James 2618 W Master St
Liles Charles 1805 North 24th St
Lindsay Richard E 2038 N Woodstock St
Lockwood John 1756 N Taney St
Long Stephonia B 3226 W Fontain St
Lonnie Dunbar 1739 N 33rd St
Lotus Dodson Auto Sales 1641 Newkirk St
Loughlin Margaret Loughlin John 3216 Susquehanna Ave
Lyne James 2729 Jefferson
Lynn Irvin Sr 2001 N Marston St
Mack Ruth 1839 No 25th St
Mack Susan 2409 W Thompson St
Madison Stephen 1343 N 26th St
Maggenti Thomas F 1508 N 24th St
Marrero Francisco 1920 N 32 St
Marschall Anna B 1530 N Bailey St
Marshall Vivian 1812 Sharswood St
Mathies Ada 1731 N 27th St
Matthews Earn 1907 N Taylor St
Mccloud Lennie 2132 N 32 St
Mccoy Mary 1517 Page St
Mcgill Louella 1835 N Taylor St
Mcnish Ethel 1332 N 22nd St
Mcwhorter Lil 2115 W Seybert St
Meredith Lillie 2548 Cecil B Moore Ave
Mitchell Beat 2027 W Master St
Moore Charlie 1820 N Willington St
Moore Deborah Apt 3rd Floor 3226 W Diamond
Moore Lavella Estate 3216 Fontain St
Moore Maude 1833 W Diamond St Apt 2
Morgey Marigold 1830 N Taylor St
Morris Vasco 3032 W Oxford St
Morris Williams Brenda L 1611 North 26th St
Moses Angelus 2036 N 20th St
Mulberry Dante 4929 Mulberry St
Mulford Mary 1813 W Thompson St
Myers Kenneth 1910 Harlan St
Myers Nathaniel 2933 W Flora St
Nafate Olmes 2627 Amber St
Neal Zelma 1753 N Croskey St
Nesmith Grant Nesmith Ausy 1640 N 28th St
Newman Betty 2131 N 33rd St
Nixon Rebecca 2300 Cecil B Moore Ave
Nottingham R G 1727 N Willington St
Orr George A 2600 W Susquehanna Ave Apt 307
Palmer Harry B Funeral Home Inc 1747 North 16th St
Palumbi Luigi Estate 1412 N Dover St
Parris Romona 1500 N 18th St
Parsons Ruth 2443 Ridge Ave
Patterson Muriel 2420 W Norris St
Peeples Gertrude 2001 Nicholas St
Perry Ida 1552 N Marston St
Pharaoh John Estate 1821 N 28th St
Pharoh John E Estate 1821 N 28th St
Phillips Jess 2045 N Gratz St
Pierre Wilner 1700 North Brd St
Piett Hazel 2015 N 33rd St
Pleze Mathis 3201 W Diamond St
Polk Darien Jr Apt C 3207 Turner St
Ponds Eleanor 1315 N Marston St
Porter Willie 3122 W Montgomery Ave
Pouncy Robert 1845 N 22nd St
Powell Evelyn 1617 N 29 St
Praxis Inst 2020 Ridge Ave
Pryor Norman 1518 N Hollywood St
Quarles Deborah 2139 N Van Pelt St
Rakee Russ 2421 W Master St
Rambow Elizabeth Rambow Raymond 1527 N Dover St
Reed Ruby 2126 N 18th St
Reynolds John 1704 N 28th St
Rhyne Lynnette 1752 E Washington Ave
Richards Benn 1625 N Corlies St
Robinson Charles E 1633 French St
Robinson Charles Jr Bf 2513 Turner St
Robinson Nath 2001 N 33rd St
Robinson Richard 2826 Masters St
Robinson William Estate 2513 Turner St
Rodriguez Dalia I 1313 N 32nd St
Rodriguez Elizabeth Montalvo 1318 N 31st St
Rouse Mildred L 1847 N 33rd St
Ruiz Jaime Cruz 3103 N 32nd St
Russell Clarence D 2008 North Woodstock St
Sampson Katrina L 2336r W Glenwood Ave
Sanchez Willie A Apt H 1800 N 25th St
Sanders Lillie M Sanders Ernest 1710n Croskey St
Santiago Edwin 2025 W Norris St
Saunders Cordelia Estate 1906 Cecil B Moore Ave
Savage Amanda M Fl 2 1820 North 25th St
Serafino Christian 1613 W Diamond
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Sherah Fowler 1823 North 25th St
Shivers Michael D Shivers Willie M 2817 W Stiles St
Simms Gregory 2205 N Bouvier St
Simms Willie 2027 Turner St
Simpkins Eloise 1539 N 19th St
Singelton Pet 1624 N 29th St
Smith Alfred A 2133 N 33rd St Apt D 5
Smith Arlethia S 1932 N Patton St
Smith Beatrice W 1927 W Harlan St
Smith Darren 2330 N 12th St
Snead Frank 1506 Stillman Ave
Snyder Alicia G Snyder Thomas C 4812 Oxford Ave
Sparks Mazzalee 2601 W Oxford St
Speaks Nancy A 2600 A Glenwood Dr
Spence Jill 2500 W Oxford St
Starrett Don J 39 S Ruby St
Stolarski Mark J 10728 Albemarle Ln
Stone Ethel J 1711 N Hollywood St
Stroud Mabel 2141 N Vanpelt St
Suburban Residential Home Management Llc Ll39 S Ruby St
Surrency Anni 2438 Ingersoll St
Talley Ralph 1902 W Harlem St
Taylor Margie E 2633 Cecil B Moore Ave
Taylor Wendy E 2337 Edgley St
Thomas Estella 1236 N 18th St
Thomas J M 1508 N 24th St
Thomas James 1803 N Judson St
Thomas Matthe 2138 N 30th St
Thompson Will 1836 N Croskey St
Vasco Morris 3032 W Oxford St
Walker Elizabeth 1834 N Bucknell St
Walter Vaughn 1721 N Stillman St
Warren Violet 1400 N 16th St
Washington Ev 2527 W Montgomery Ave
Washington Wi 3013 Redner St
Webb Loretta 1440 N Brd St
Whaley John 1807 W Master St
White Ethel 1737 N 32nd St
White James 1334 N Newkirk St
Whren Williams M 1752 N Stillman St
Widgins Lionell 1731 N 20th St
Williams Gladys V 1800 N 25th St Apt M
Williams Lennoy 1742 N 16th St
Williams Loutrell 1401 N 16th St
Williams Will 1518 N Garnet St
Womack Hiland 1343 N 26th St
Wood Selena 2428 W Nicholas St
Woods Mayo Estate 2143 N Woodstock St
Young Vera 1810 N Bouvier St
Zanders Thomas 1530 N Garnet St
Philadelphia Pa 19122
Alpha Kappa Alpha 1755 North 13th St Room 7
American Institute For Architecture Stud 1947 N 17th St
Artley Dorothy Laitham Park
Baker Carrie 2160 N 8th St
Baldwin Loretta 1432 Guilford Pl
Beauford Betty 2119 N 12th St
Belinda Needham 1755 N 13th St
Bethel Clifford 930 French St
Blackshear Fr 1600 N 8th St Apt 5k
Blitchford Edith 533 Turner St
Bonilla Luz Melon Apt 2 2111 N Howard St
Bonilla Nelson Mari Apt 1 2111 N Howard St
Bresslor Shirely E 1318 N 6th St
Burgos Virgino Rado Apt A 1517 N 7th St
Caban Benjamin Rivera Apt 1 2143 N Howard St
Camacho Angel Perez Apt 4 1722 N 7th St
Carides Erika Beniquez 1733 N Howard St
Carrion Domingo 2101 N Front St
Castro Martina 2012 N Howard St 1st Floor
Chapman Ella 536 Turner St
Chappell Leonard Chappell Charles 1305 N 4th St
Cheng Man Wai Estate Of 454 N 12th St
Cole Timothy 2138 North 11th St
Communication Pearl Pressman Liberty PO Box 2870
Conyers Evelyn 2029 N 8th St
Cordero Migdalia Sanchez Apt 3 1722 N 7th St
Crooks Mahalath 1429 North Crooks
Cruz Janet 1505 N 4th St
Cruz Zoraida 521 Diamond St
Davis Delphine 1317 N 10 Th St
Deleon Roberto Pulliza Apt 1 2111 N Howard St
Delgado Domingo Adorno Apt 4 1722 N 7th St
Dempsey Mary 1514 N Lawrence St
Dixon Rhett C/O Globe Paper Co Inc 165 W Berks St
Dollard Earli 318 Diamond St
Domenech Elois Domenech Kirsy 1925 N Hope St
Donnelly Distribution 1301 N Howard St
Duerstock Julia H 2109 N Orianna St
E G Mills Sons Inc P O Box 14049
Eck David J 5727 Torresdale Ave
Elgreco Inc 1500 N 2nd St
Everett Bey Carlotta 1521 N 7th St
Feliz Patricio Javier Apt 3 1341 N 2nd St
Fitzgerald Joseph 1517 N 2nd St
Galligar Joseph Galligar Rita D 2018 N Palethorp St
Galloway Ian F 1907 Waterloo St
Gary Dora B 2137 N 8th St
Gary William 1600 N 8th St Apt 6l
Gaush Frank 145 W Jefferson St
Gcs Service Inc PO Box 3564
Genner Charles 1808 N Front St
George Mary 1637 N 8th St
George Washington Carver Science Brd & Oxford Sts Ste 302
Gildein William 1415 N American St
Gilden Catherine 1415 N American St
Gonzalez Reina Velazquez Apt 2 1341 N 2nd St
Gonzalez Yamilet Gonzalez 1357 N 2nd St
Grainger Harvey 2102 N 8th St
Green Charles 531 W Thompson St
Guzman Ruiz Maria Delos Apt 3 116 W Susquehanna Ave
Hall Dora 1808 N 7th St
Helen Hossenfua 1937 N Howard St
Herick Sanchez 114 W Montgomery Ave
Hernandez Mary Vazquez Apt 2 2111 N Howard St
Hewlett Renee 1949 N 8th St
Hicks Lucille 2129 N Fairhill St
Hill Bernard 2418 W Liberty
Holmes Wilbert 2134 N Franklin St
Ibrahim Hamdan 1761 N Mascher St
Jacks Sarah E 1403 N Franklin St
Johnson Alma PO Box 14003
Jones Cherry 1627 N 8th St
Jones Lauri A 1203 N 3rd St Apt 208
Jones Lily Estate Of 1009 W Oxford St
Kania Stephen 2027 N Bodine
Kanya Dolores G 2027 N Boone
Kelly Betty 1503 N 13th St 1f
Kline Gregory 145 W Susquehanna Ave
Landauer Harry L C/O Estate Of 6103 N Warnock St
Lebron Angel Rivera Apt 2 1341 N 2nd St
Leitner Joeann Leitner Irene 1224 N Leithgow St
Lopez Bernadino Estate Of 1833 N 2nd St
Lopez Carmen Almodovar Apt 2 1722 N 7th St
Lopez Misael Cordero 1357 N 2nd St
Lumpkim Gwendolyn F 1119 W Jefferson St
Mace Curtis 1912 N Warnock St
Mariani Luis J 1514 N Lawrence St
Martes Antonio 2158 N 5th St
Martin Elizabeth 1910 N 7th St
Martinez Andrea 118 Diamond St
Martinez Clotilde 2104 N Camac St
Massal Hilda 907 Hamilton St
Mccandless John M Mccandless Helen 1721n Howard St
Mcgear Dorothy Rr 1
Miller Clark Jr 6359 Woodbine St
Millidge Roshid A 1305 N 6th St
Mills Jorge 1402 N 7th St 1f
Mills Maria 1402 N 7th St
Mingjung Cho J 1801 N 10th St Apt A18
Moore Samuel J 2064 N Franklin St
Morales Marcos 1445 N Philip St
Morant Susan M 1109 W Master St
Moseley Evelyn 2138 N 12th St Apt A103
Motan Ayoub 1821 N Hancock St
Muniz Benedicto 924 W French St
Navarro Carmen 2128 N 4th St
Nazario Wilfred 1218 North 4th St
Neblett Andre 1700 North Brd St Room 416
Neville James A 1621 Newport Place
Nixon Regina 2025 N 8th St
Odom Scott 1536 Franklin St
Ortiz Ana Barreto Apt 4 121 W Susquehanna Ave
Oviedo Nimidia 2145 N 6th St
Owens Frances 2453 N Napa St
Perez Lina Gomez Apt 2 121 W Susquehanna Ave
Perez Raphael 702 W Master St
Petragnani Philomena Petragnani Emilio 2124 N 10th St
Pradera Corporation 1729 N 7th St
Reed Maggie 1300 W Jefferson St Apt 4-13
Regan Harry E Regan Helen 1903 N 8th St
Renda George 1755 North 13th St
Rivera Ana L 235 W Jefferson St
Rivera Otilio Parrilla Apt 3 1341 N 2nd St
Rivera Rafael J 2051 Pale Thorpe St
Robinson Inez 1521 N 12th St
Rodriguez Elizabeth Resto Apt 1 1722 N 7th St
Rodriguez Jose R 1940 Howard St
Rodriguez Kelvin Acevedo 1357 N 2nd St
Rodriguez Lydia Rivera Apt 1 1722 N 7th St
Rodriguez Maria Surita Apt 3 1722 N 7th St
Rodriguez Mercedes Negroni 1357 N 2nd St
Rodriguez Myrna 2137 North 8th St
Roesner Francis 1830 N Mutter St
Roop Edwin J 1200 Germantown
Rosado Jorge Alcoba Apt 4 1722 N 7th St
Rosado Milagros Rivera 1523 N 7th St
Rosario Carmen Rivera Apt 3 1227 N 2nd St
Rountree Mary R 1534 N Saratoga Pl
Route Messengers Of 1327 N 5th St
Ruiz Perea Hector J Apt 1 1414 N 2nd St
Sambuco Filipppo Estate 1314 N 8th St
Sanabria Angel L 1328 N 6 St
Sanchez Roberto 1808 N Mascher St
Sanchez Rosa Martinez 1357 N 2nd St
Santana Juan 2122 North Hancock St
Santiago Miguel A 2047 Germantown Ave
Scibal 1601 N Brd St
Selig Jacob 232 W Oxford
Sherman Mike 1218 N 10th St
Sigma Phi Iota Multicultural 1300 Cecil B Moore Ave Apt N50
Siskjamison Ritagayy C PO Box 3575
Snyder Albert 2039 N Hope St
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Soto William P 2016 North Howard St
Sutton Marie C/O Globe Paper Co Inc 165 W Berks St
Szabat Joseph Szabat Rose 1133 N Hancock St
Tapia Josefina Viera 1245 N Howard St
Teagle Mattie 5734 Cedar Ave
Thornton Marion L 2149 N Franklin St
Thottungal Jacob P 1232 N 5th St
Togos Dunkin Donuts 1906 Park Mall Plaza
Topita Theresa 1200 Germantown Ave
Valentin Angie 2137 North Hope St
Vazquez Angela Nunez 1357 N 2nd St
Vazquez Nancy Vazquez 1357 N 2nd St
Vega Cruz Julio 1235 N 2nd St
Vegas Jose E Apt 1 1722 7th St
Velazquez Jazmin 2132 N Palethorp St
Walker Renee 2114 North Hope St
Waller James 1226 Valy Forge Pl
Washington Archie 1808 N 7th St
Williams Betty 1451 N Orkney St
Williams Diana 1302 N 12th St
Wright Aaron 1445 N 5th St
Wynter Javier Moodie 1925 Waterloo St
Young Clara M 1300 W Jefferson St Apt 303
Younger James PO Box 37014
Z0 North Philadelphia Health System 8th St & Girard Ave
Zaborowski Catherin Zaborowski Joseph 1238 N Randolph
Philadelphia Pa 19123
1240 Ridge License Corp 1240 Ridge Ave
Addison Rose 637 N 12th St
Anderson Carolyn B 1001 Wallace St
Arbues Ruben 857 N 4th St
Assoline Trng Inc 314 Brown St
Bailey Fred T 711 Spring Gdn St
Banks Donald Apt 604 711 Spring Gdn St
Bell David R Unit 6f 1147 N 4th St
Bell Willa Mae 1316 Parrish St
Bendesky Sidney Bell Floor Covering 1050 N 2nd St
Berry William 1001 Wallace St
Bornstein Judith 809 N 5th St
Brown Margaret M 735 E Penn St
Byrd Douglas Byrd Las M 1360 Ridge Ave
Campbell Mary I 811 N Orianna St
Campbell Scott J 1022 N 4th St
Carey James 1021 S 3rd St Unit 202
Chen Ji D 547 N 10th St
Clark William J 235 Girard Ave
Clifton Myer 228 W George St
Clyde Bertha L 1113 Wallace St
Community Investment 948 N 8th St 52
Crisp Thomas G 537 N 10th St
D Becker & Sons 1151 N Third St
Danella Mary Jo 1151 North 3rd St #302
Donella Tracy 1151 North 3rd St #302
Donlin Mary F 520 N Columbus Blvd Ste 4d
Douglas Inez 1100 Fairmount Ave Apt 402
F X Management 1314 Spring Gdn St
Fairmount Pizza 655 North Board St
Falcone Daniel 445 N 64th St
French Nancy M French Craig W 1221 Fairmount Ave Apt 529
Frogs Pajamas 1041 Buttonwood St
Fromsen Irene 1129 Howard St
Gellner Henry 931 Spring Gdn St Apt 3f
Getting Out Our Dreams Pics 417 N 84th St 503
Getwell Pharmacy 708 W Girard Ave
Grasso Joseph C/O M Smaly 520 N Delaware Ave
Greater Philadelphia Health Action Inc 432 N 6th St
Hall David H C/O A Shaffer 1238 Callowhill St 502
Hantman Michael 695 N Brd St
Hernandez Roberto Apt 2b Frnt 939 Spring Gdn St
Holloway James 1001 Wallace St
Houck Joshua R 146 W Laurel St 103
Howard Tynisha 809 N 10th St
Indenture Of Bart Bltesti Trst Of 969 N 2nd St
Ingram Brendon 4c 428 N 13th St
Irving Goldberg Estate 510 Willow St
Isla Ibiza 1176 North 3rd Stree
Jackson Olethia P 1015 Green St
Jackson Olethia P Jackson John 1015 Green St
Jones Edward 1238 Callowhill St 506
K And W Safety Construction Consulting I 1109 Green St
Kamihira Rosita 446 Olive St
Karaam Anna 2925 Cambridge
Kavita Pelt Corp 448 N 10th St
King Arthur J Estate Of 441 N 5th St
Kissen Corp 604 N 2nd St
Klein Carolyn 329 W Girard Ave
Law Office Of Hall And Assoc Escrow Agent For All Pro Inve 417 N 8th St
Lawrence Lillie B 911 N Franklin St #215
Loudensalager Eric S 988 N 2nd St
Lyra Society 999 N 6th St
Mann Anthony L 821 N 6th St
Margerison Thomas 3296 N Franklin St
Marks Venessa 544 N 10th St Apt 8
Mc Clure Nicole L 630 N 3rd St
Mccleary Adline 924 N 12th St
Mcclendon Milton 711 Spring Gdn St
Mccullough Robert 2823 North Newkirk St
Mccurdy George H 417 North Front St
Mendieta Santiago Jose R 1011 Spring Gdn St
Mitchell Shedrick 911 N Franklin St Apt 113
Morgan Twyla D 869 Marshall St
Mosely Russell T 1260 Fairmount Ave
Mullen Joseph 927 N 12th St
Naylis Anna J 830 N 6th St
Nazerttian Mary 1221 Green St
Nco Financial Systems Inc 421 North 7th St
Neubauer Catherin M Neubauer Edward 1132 N American St
Nguyenhagood Tram T 954 New Market St
Nickles Dorothy 1355 Ridge Ave
Ning Peter 1001 North 2nd St Apt 307
Office Of Vocational R 444 N 3rd St 5th Floor
Ohio Savings Bank 434 Brown St
Owens Josephine 6212 Chestnut St
Oyloe Peter Ira 1238 Callowhill St 506
Pace Pharmacal Co Pen Pl Trustee 941 N 2nd St
Padron Raffael Estate 1201 Green St
Pasquarello Michaelangelo 42 North 13th St 1s
Payne David R 958 N 2nd St Apt 2nd F
Pearl Pressman Liberty Nj At 5th E Poplar 915 N 5th St
Philadelphia Court 800 Spring Gdn St Po Clark
Phl Taxi 641 N Brd St
Pierce Harold J 1215 Green St
Pleasant Vivian 1015 Green St
Pohlman Bryan 305 1011 North Hancock St
Powell Lafayette 13th Spg Gdn Co Stevens Admin Ctr
Progressive Majority 609 N 11th St
Pugliese Teri Lyn 633 N 2nd St
Ragsdale Christopher 903 Reno Place
Reflective Learning Llc 948 N 8th St Third Floor
Rodwell Gary 511 N Brd St Ste 3
Rowell Bryce R 526 Poplar St
Rubin Milton 600 N 4th St 20
Samba Enterprises Inc 714 W Girard Ave Nov
Sanjurjo Osvaldo Soto Apt 2 971 N 6th St
Segers Curtis Estate Of 1001 Wallace St
Shrader James D 907 N Lawrence St
Simmons Arabelle 307 W George St
Smalley Martina 520 N Delaware Ave
Smith Denise K 858 N 6th St
Spikes Trophies Limited 514 N 2nd St
Stanton Tracy M 862 North Leithgow St
Stroud Alver 1238 Wallace St
Studenyj Walter Studenyj Laura 819 N American St
Swain Trumilla 602 N Franklin Pl
Swanson Tommy 540 Perth Pl Apt D
Teel Antonette 908 Poplar St
Tomb Barbara A 1306 Spring Gdn St Fl 6
Tower Investments 969 N 2nd St
Traffic Media Group Inc 441 N 5th St Ste 100
Uchniat Steve 608 N Hancock
Usra Construction Management Co 511 North Brd St
Vaughn Ressie 540 Perth Pl Apt D
Walker Marion 735 E Penn St
Wallace Augie A 1001 N 2nd St Apt 509
Wallace Jackson Martha Estate Of C/O 672 N 12th St
Washington Junius Estate Of 970 N 7th St Apt 302
Wert Ella M N Franklin St 21
Williams Matthew Estate 801 N Camac St
Philadelphia Pa 19124
2340 Duncan Inc 2340 Duncan St
A Work Of Art 5327 Charles St
Abuali Ali 1436 E Luzerne St
Acevedo David Torres Apt B 5133 Roosevelt Blvd Basement
Acevedo Yolanda Santiago 4846 Summerdale Ave
Adams Chad 1401 E Bristol St
Adams Family Medical 813 A Adams Ave
Adams Withrow L 1826 Fillmore St
Aguero Ramon 932 Carver St
Ahmed Ghassan 4626 Ditman St
Airey Edwin G 3924 Glendale St
Aleman Juan Lebron Apt 1f 1392 E Sanger St
Alize Jean 5423 Saul St
Allen Annie M 1826 Fillmore St
Almeyda Luz Lopez 5133 Roosevelt Bldv Basement
Alvares Ana Calderon 1465 E Cheltenham Ave
Alvarez Maria Salgado Apt A 5121 Roosevelt Blvd
Alvarez Oscar Salcedo 1030 E Cheltenham Ave
Alvarez Xavier Munoz 4988 Pennway St Apt 3
Alvey Alice Estate 3842 Lawndale St
American Heritage Fed Cr 1121 Harrison St
Amicis Bar Lounge 1142 52 E Erie
Arduino Nick A 1350 Brill St
Argudin Luis 2nd Floor 4051 Maywood St
Armwood Jimmy C 4053 Glendale St
Augsburger Donna M 5426 Harbison Ave
B And V Electric Inc 5449 Valy St
Badak Roman J 4621 Adams Ave 1r
Baez Maria Hernandez Apt 2 5245 Roosevelt Blvd
Bakun Louise M 5229 Burton St
Ballard Sheila 1824 Plum St
Barbosa Heidi Rivera Apt B 5159 Saul St
Barreto Enrique Lopez Apt 1 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Barreto Luisa Lebron Apt 1fl 1392 E Sanger St
Baver Franklin 1517-4716 Leiper St Box 113
Bayview Financial Exchange Services Llc 1719 Wakeling St
Beasley Thomas Apt 1 6351 Large
Beecham Jesse Estate Of 1670 Orthodox St
Belmont Kimberly A 895 Carver St
Benitez Rosalia Rivera Apt 3 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Bennett Betty Ann 1904 Orthodox St
Bernabe Ana Santamaria Apt 2 5107 Roosevelt Blvd
Bernard Christian Garcia Apt 1 5174 Pennway St
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Bickle Danielle 4527 Worth St
Bing L Yu Or Jun Xin C/O Kensington Auto Repair 4030 Kensington Ave
Bissainthe Jean 4631 Oakland St
Bok Margaret C 4352 Tackawanna St
Brady Ethel M 1222 E Pike St
Bramble Teresa A 5419 Rutland St
Branham Donald H 5525 Harbison Ave Fl 2
Brasington Clifford 4429 Oakland
Brehouse Natalie S 1139 Brill St
Brogden Ethel H 951 Scattergood St
Brophy Marguerite 1354 E Hunting Park Ave
Brown Margaret M 3932 Bennington St
Brune Nadine 53089 Ronselvelt
Brunner Hettie 977 E Sanger St
Bruno Myriam Tirado 4145 Markland St
Bruno Sylie 5162 Mebus St
Burnett Carlos L 1354 Sellers St Apt 1st
Burnett Omar S 1745 Scattergood St
Buschmeier Mary 4313 L St
Cabassa Jose Camacho Apt 2 4311 Glendale St
Cadeau Jean F 5054 F St
Callahan Donald L 1043 E Cheltenham Ave
Camacho Jose 5260 Pennway St
Cameron Clarence D Cameron Anna M 4942 Charles St
Camilo Marisol 4215 Bennington St
Campbell M A 4938 Mulberry St
Campford Rosette 4811 Fellmore Ter
Canales Madeline Batay Apt 1 1239 Fillmore St
Candelaria Miriam Gonzalez 5133 Roosevelt Blvd Basement
Caraballo Jacqueline Cruz Apt 4 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Cardona Rey Nieves Apt 1 1239 Fillmore St
Cardona Zerubabbel Rios Apt 1 1641 Worrell St
Carmona Carmen Davila 1239 Fillmore St
Carmona Maria Torres Apt 3 4311 Glendale St
Carr Dolores A 4649 Penn St
Carrasguillo Angel 3938 Coral St
Carvajal Cristina Magan Apt 1 5107 Roosevelt Blvd
Casanoba Mercedes Ortiz 5133 Roosevelt Blvd Basement
Castellano Zorilyn Mujica Apt 2 3853 Palmetto St
Cavage Kenneth C Cavage Donald L 4254 M St
Cedeno Eufemia Torres Apt 4 5133 Roosevelt Blv
Celeste Armstrong Estate 837 E Sanger St
Chacko Oommen 5386 Oxford Ave 1f
Chase Laneeshia L 4039 E Neilson St
Chatary Frank G 5621 Frontenac St
Check Cashing Co Dba M G Check Cashing 1300 E Cheltenham Ave
Chisom Ebony 4621 Oakland St
Christian Lucinda 4686 Hawthorne St
Christopher John J 1819 Gillinghan
Cintron Edwin Vazquez 4311 Glendale St
City Import Auto Sal 4065 Torresdale Ave
Clark James A Jr 1050 Wakeling
Class Nereida 4701 Leiper St Apt 3
Colon Figueroa Victor J Apt 7e 3901 Roosevelt Blvd
Colon Giovanni Torres Apt 2 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Colon Jose Flores Apt 1 4745 Griscom St
Compton Ray 1881 Wakeling St
Connelly Charles Connelly Marie A 5013 Miriam Rd
Cooper Dawn M 4152 Glendale St 1st Fl
Cordero Leonor Torres Apt 3 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Couillard Bernard 4658 Edmund St
Council Wanda D 1334 Foulkrod St Apt 2
Countrywide Home Loans Inc 3945 Bennington St
Craig John T 4700 Mulberry St
Crawford Valarie 4917 Hawthorne St
Creech Marilyn B 951 Scattergood St
Crespo Awilda Colon 1465 E Cheltenham Ave
Crespo Jose Maya Apt A 1239 Fillmore St
Cruz Alexis Soto Apt 2 3853 Palmetto St
Cruz Daditza Ortiz Apt 1fl 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Cruz Doel 932 Ramona Ave
Cruz Naria 4045 Howland St
Cruz Sylvia Heyliger 5265 Howland St
Cruz Tomasa Ayala 1465 E Cheltenham Ave
Cruz Waldemar Mercado 4596 H St
Cullen Edward J Estate 1047 Granite St
Cwik Mary J 5335 Oakland St
Dance Barbara 3849 Frankford Ave
Daugherty Clare 3949 K St
Davila Manuel 740 E Annsbury St
Davis Terence 4831 Darrah St
Davis Thelma 1330 E Luzerne St
De Angelo 4245 Frankford Ave
De Marco Vincent 1423 E Lycoming St
Deane Melody 930 Foulkrod St
Defrehn Cecelia 4003 K St
Deininger Charles C Jr 2flr 1442 E Luzerne St
Dejesus Rosa Nieves 4311 Glendale St
Delgado Hector Delgado Apt 1 1239 Fillmore St
Delossantos Juan 3950 Glendale St
Deluca Fernando Estate 4283 Paul St
Delvalle Diaz Edward A Apt 1 4670 Griscom St
Dicicco Automotive Corp 4339 Torresdale Ave
Dipasquale Patrick 3930 Arcadia St
Dixon Hilda Salles Apt 1 1521 Wakeling St
Dones Carmen Santiago Apt 2 5118 Oakland St
Dones Raphael 3741 Glendale St
Dorsey Robinson Nicole L 5275 Burton St
Dowling William 1420 E Hunting Park Ave
Drame Nicole 1510 E Lycoming St
Dufay Edna V Estate 2039 Carver St
Duff Thelma J Duff Elwood T 1216 Overington St
Easley Elizabeth Estate Of 942 Sanger St
Ebner Mildred E 5222 Akron St
Echavarria Ivette 1933 Briggs St
Ehoff Walter A Ehoff Walter C 4333 Glendale St
Emp Physician Of Friends Hospital 4641 Roosevelt Blvd
Encarnacion Jerin Reyes Apt 1 3853 Palmetto St
Erbrick Marie 5653 Miriam Rd
Estrella Angel L 8020 Algon Ave Apt 3b
Everett Otis M Jr 2023 Wilmot St
Everling Marie Estate 5340 Oakland St
Ewing Mary I 5422 Oakland St
Fahey Loretta 5426 Mulberry St
Fala Fioravanti A Fala Lena 4265 Penn St
Fala Lena 4265 Penn St
Family Stables 1601 E Cayuga St
Farez Hugo 5418 Oakland St
Fb Autobody 3950 Jasper St Building F
Feliciano Migdalia Vegas Apt 1 4311 Glendale St
Feliz Dariel Dorville Apt 2fl 1024r E Sanger St
Feliz Diorca Feliz Apt Fl1 1022 E Sanger St
Feliz Evelyn Rodriguez Apt 1fl 1024r E Sanger St
Feliz Jean Beltran Apt 2fl 1024r E Sanger St
Feliz Juana Perez Apt 1fl 1022r E Sanger St
Feliz Julio Feliz Apt Fl1 1022 E Sanger St
Feliz Luis Vasquez Apt 2fl 1024r E Sanger St
Feliz Yahaira Vasquez Apt 1fl 1024r E Sanger St
Fend E Attn Jenry Joseph Neuner 1422 E Bristol St
Feris Randy Ambert Apt 1 1217 Arrott St
Fernandez Claudia R 1819 Wilmot St
Figueroa Efrain Ferrer 4311 Glendale St
Figueroa Manuel Sanchez 1465 E Cheltenham Ave
Figueroa Noemi Maldonado 1465 E Cheltenham Ave
Finch Fred 4641 Penn St
Firestine John W Estate 720 Mayfair St
Flores Maria Ramos Apt 4 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Flores Rafael 4233 Castor Ave
Flores Yvonne 2046 Margaret St
Force Edward 3920 Arcadia St
Ford Catherine C Ford William J 956 Anchor St
Foreman Malcolm H Estate 4629 Lesher St
Frank Giannini 1014 Kenwyn
Franklin William 949 Scattergood St
Franz Anna B 5237 Castor Ave
Friends Of Summerdale Civ 934 Marcella St
Fuegel Agnes A 5243 Oxford Ave
Fuentes Glenys Lopez Apt Rear 984 E Sanger St
Gakoy Mamadoa 1116 Pratt St
Gallagher Bessie A 5312 Harbison Ave
Ganser Joseph 4525 Leiper St
Garcia Ana E 1325 E Lycoming St
Garcia Henry 4249 Nielson St
Garcia Margarita 5230 Marlowe St
Garrett Tyesha 4221 Maywood St
Garron Edward H 3949 K St
Gaskill Margaret Estate 5217 Pennway St
George A Heyl Et Al Escrow Attn J Joseph Neuner 1422 E Bristol St
Gerena Cesar 5557 Loretto Ave
Gift Ferdinand W 1217 Foulkrod St
Gilbert Dominique Apt A 4834 Roosevelt Blvd
Gines Javier Ramos Apt 4 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Glick Lenore Estate Of 5125 Leiper St
Gonzales Anthony 1744 Fillmore St 2nd Flr
Gonzalez Gloriany Velez Apt 2 1667 E Cheltenham Ave
Gonzalez Isaias 5017 Fst
Gonzalez Jose 4126 Maywood St
Gonzalez Jose Gonzalez Apt C 4813 B Leiper St
Gonzalez Luz Benitez Apt 2 5118 Oakland St
Gonzalez Nayadeth Cruz Apt 2 1667 E Cheltenham Ave
Goodman Leon 1103 Kenwyn St
Goodson Nathaniel 5212 Duffield St
Gosciniak Casimer S Gosciniak Julia 5208 Marlow St
Gottschall Mar 4013 Ormond St
Gottschall Margaret 996 E Godfrey Ave
Gracia Ana 4233 Maywood St
Graham William H 1117 Overington St
Green Felishia Apt 2 969 Orthodox St
Green Keith 2115 Shallcross St
Griffin Paul 5029 Frankford Ave
Guadalupe Gladys Garcia Apt Fl2 1034 E Sanger St
Gubski Anotoli 5024 Griscom St
Guerra Abraham Rivera Apt 2 5116 Oakland St
Guerra Basilisa Rivera Apt 2 1667 E Cheltenham Ave
Guerra Julio Rivera Apt 1 5116 Oakland St
Guest Lucille M Guest Francis A 4304 Palmetto St
Guth James B 1st Floor Rear 1037 Foulkrod St
Hagan Joseph 1663 Orthodox St
Hajredinaj Emine 1524 Overington St Apt 1st F
Hammer Collision 5025 Torresdale Ave
Harris Senora 902 Marcella St
Harrity James B 4663 Adams Ave
Hastings Larry D 4743 Frankford Ave
Hayes Marcelia 5103 Whitaker Ave
He Dorothy E Estate 2053 Carver St
Henry Kevin 4212 Penn St
Hernandez Dulce Hidalgo Apt 2 5245 Roosevelt Blvd
Hernandez Jose C 837 Anchor St
Hernandez Moises Figueroa Apt 5f 4533 Leiper St
Hernandez Pedro Puig Apt 1 5245 Roosevelt Blvd
Herrera Tomas PO Box 9540 1624 Seller St
Heyl G Attn Jenry Joseph Neuner 1422 E Bristol St
Hightower Marie PO Box 45185
Hill Edward T 925 1/2 Anchor St
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Hiller Josephin Hiller Joseph 4333 Lawndale St
Hoban Helen 858 Anchor St
Hodgdon Lillian 1303 Foulkrod St
Hogan May Etta 4809 Frankford
Holmes Tanisha 1527 Womrath St
Hoy Joseph Jr Bf 1209 Herbert St
Hubert G K Estate 1649 Fillmore St
Hughes Evelyn J 2008 Margaret St
Ingram Ritta Estate 3727 Frankford Ave
Jackson Albert 1842 Wilmot St
Jackson Ervin 1722 Foulkrod St
Jakiela Marinetta Est 4621 Castor Ave
Jakou Oumou 5165 Akron St
Jasinski Raymond T 4351 Pearce St
Jasinski Theodore 5229 Burton St
Jefferson Lisa 1201 Wellington St
Jenkins Shakeah M 1136 Overington St
Jerena Castro Angela E 4114 M St
Jesus Samantha D 5181 Pennway St
Jimenez Albert 2537 Worth St
Jimenez David Ramos Apt 1fl 1026r E Sanger St
John Schaeffer Estate 4823 Mulberry St
Johnson Albert 4636 Hawthorne St
Johnson Howard 745 Smylie Rd
Jones Darnell 4467 Leiper St 3rd Flr
Jones Lawrence Jones Florence 771 Smylie Rd
Jones Michael A Jr 5210 Hawthorne St
Jordan Elwood J 5000 Jackson St
Josett Gertrude 1913 Haworth St
Jurkiewicz Viola Estate 4237 Malta St
Kalasinski Ann 4050 M St
Kalpokas Joseph 1913 E Sedgley Ave
Kartozia David 2085 Granite St
Kasperowicz Geraldine 4233 Lawndale St
Kates Ruth Estate 1529 Gillingham St
Keating William 4645 Horrocks St
Kelley David T 4307 Horrocks St
Killoran Catherine Killoran John J 4620 N Shelbourne St
King Robert 1330 E Luzerne St
Klotz Virginia L Estate 1726 Foulkrod St
Kneiple Elsie M 4235 J St
Koetler Natalie 18 E Kennedy Blvd Apt 613
Koniecka Irene 4508 Bermuda St
Kramer Franklin J Kramer Doris E 1934 E Pike St
Kreutzer Edward Estate 5045 Duffield St
Kucuker Mehmet 3800 Jasper St Unit 2 Unit 2
Kuldiner Micheal 900 Carver St A
Kulik David 4539 Melrose St
Kurtz George Estate 4636 Naples St
Labarth Sadie 4352 Tackawanna St
Lange Kathryn 839 Granite St
Laragione Mary D 1648 Haworth St
Le Vinh Q 3922 K St
Lebron Daisy Lugo Apt Fl1 1024 E Sanger St
Lebron Luislberto 3835 Elsinore St
Lee Lisa 5414 Oakland St
Liu Zhi M 5133 F St
Liz Jenny M Apt 1 1504 Harrison Sr
Lodek Henry J 4339 Paul St
Lombardi Alice 5420 Valy St
Lopez Adda Bristol Apt Fl1 1030 E Sanger St
Lopez Arturo 925 1/2 Ancor Dr
Lopez Clara Guerrero A 5100 Whitaker Ave
Lopez Hector Berrios Apt Fl2 1030 E Sanger St
Lopez Noel Martinez 1319 Wakeling St
Lopez Pascuala Ramos Apt Fl2 1030 E Sanger St
Lorenzo Valentin Jose L Apt 1 4745 Griscom St
Lors Sophonie 4718 Rosvelt Blvd
Louis Esther 1241 Bridge St
Lowe Philip J 5545 Mirian Rd
Luciano Carlos Ramos Apt 1fl 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Lugo Melissa Rivera 4312 Malta St
Lugo Rene Cruz Apt 2fl 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Lyons Robert 1341 E Carey St
Maestre Ivan Palacio 4311 Glendale St
Maggiani Robert A 5254 Horrocks St 1fl
Maj Mary C 4031 K St
Malish Lenard S Malish Lenard PO Box 19692
Mangum Jessica P Apt 1 1628 Dyre St
Manns Stephanie D 1012 Kenwyn St
Manzo Sonia Torres 1548 Adams Av
Maranda Robert J 2nd Floor Rear 4637 Leiper St
Marino Mary 1623 E Luzerne St
Marlin Katherine Marlin John 4513 Tackawanna St
Martin Francis X Martin Mary E 5511 Torresdale Ave
Martin Horace Martin Mary L 2007 Orthodox St
Martinez Dilcia 4258 Martha St
Martinez George 1664 Conklin St
Martinez Maria Torres Apt A 5121 Roosevelt Blvd
Mateo Anamaria Gonzalez Apt 2fl 1026r E Sanger St
Mcateer Beatrice 3932 Bennington St
Mccairns Robert G 1046 Granite St
Mcclain Joeanna 1912 E Pike St
Mccole Margaret A 5101 Roosevelt Blvd
Mcdevitt Patricia 4345 Bermuda St
Mcduffie Will 4679 Hawthorne St
Mcglinn N M Estate 5200 Akron St
Mcguire Mae Estate 1627 Foulkrod St
Mcrae Heather Apt 6 4932 Duffield St
Meenan Marilyn 4559 Bermuda St
Mejia Javier F 5150 Whitaker Ave
Mejias Alcivels 4827 Roosevelt Blvd
Melekos Georgios D 1338 Orthodox St
Melendez Antonio 6248 Troter St Apt 2
Mendez Arias Rafael A Apt 1 5133 Roosebelt Blv Ave
Mendez Yakira Montes Apt C 4649 Adams Ave
Mezon Ana Perez 1414 N 2nd St
Midgett Charlene S 983 Carver St
Millan Rosario Justiniano Apt 1fl 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Minnar Susan 3845 Frankford Ave
Moeller Lola B 3948 Howland St
Monahan Winifred A Monahan Joseph T 4118 Dungant St
Montgomery Tanya 1136 Overington St
Montoni Irene M Montoni Otto P 5121 Leiper St
Moore Samuel K 4501 Frankford Ave
Morales Arnaldo Rodriguez Apt C 4813 B Leiper St
Morales Juan Sanabria 1319 Wakeling St
Morales Maria Garcia 1319 Wakeling St
Morales Pedro Rivera Apt 2 1239 Fillmore St
Morales Sonia Henrriquez 4666 Torresdale Ave
Morales William Sanchez Apt 1 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Morgan Jermaine 4827 Darrah St
Morocho Guaman 5109 Hawthorne St
Morris Elizabeth 2059 Bridge St
Mower John D 3rd Floor 4143 Paul St
Mukhalian Martin Estate 4214 Castor Ave
Mulero Sean 4601 Horrocks St
Munoz Randy Sanchez Apt 2fl 1026r E Sanger St
Munschr Johanna M Estate 1635 Fillmore St
Murphy Derick 742 Mayfair St
Myers Elizabeth M 4328 J St
Nage David 876 Bridge St
Nationstar C/O City Of Philadelphia 4334 North Penn St
Neville John J 5417 Charles St
Neville Nancy 2047 Fraley St
New Plaza Pizza 1500 E Erie Ave
Nguyen Bachmai T 4246 I St
Ninh Trinh 5256 Castor Ave
Nipal Lesilda 3925 K St
Noel Solange 1316 Wakeling St
Northstar Logistics Of Virginia Inc PO Box 23148
Northwood Manor Llc 1320 Foulkrod St
Obrien Anna M 4123 Claridge St
Oconnor Freightliner Inc H St & Huntingdon Park Ave
Oconnor Mary 1328 E Hunting Park Ave
Okeefe Eleanor Estate 8701 Lisser Ave
Olmedo William Estate Of 4209 Palmetto St
Oneill Robert P 4646 Pilling St
Ortega Daniel Apt 2 1619 E Hunting Park Ave
Ortega Karla 873 E Sanger St
Ortiz Axel Ortiz Apt B 5159 Saul St
Ortiz Jose D Apt 1 4533 Leiper St
Ortiz Rivera Juan A Apt 3fl 5133 Roosevelt Vlbd
Ortiz Vicenty Mylin C 2095 Bridge St
Osorio Neva Morales Apt 1 5245 Roosevelt Blvd
Otero Maria Lozada Apt 2 1667 E Cheltenham Ave
P And N Distributors I 1300 E Cheltenham Ave
Padbury Elizabeth B 1874 Haworth St
Paiz Oscar R 4214 Palmetto St
Partridge Evelyn Do 1717 Meadow St
Patras Christopher J 2129 Fraley St
Pedraza Carlos M 522 West Pike St
Pengler William R Pengler Regina M 4030 Glendale St
Perez Enid Rivera 4145 Markland St
Perez Jose Cruz Apt 1 5107 Roosevelt Blvd
Perez Pedro 2030 Margaret St
Perry Cynthia K 916 Anchor St
Petroff Dragonir V 4242 Salem St
Philadelphia Academy Services 4641 Roosevelt Blvd Lawnside Bldg
Philadelphia Corp For Inv 1062 Allengrove St
Phillips Michael Phillips Nora L 3745 Kensington Ave
Phillips Samuel 936 Sanger St
Pizarro Jose Suarez Apt 2 5107 Roosevelt Blvd
Podhiny George Est 1035 E Cheltenham Ave
Powell Rita T 5653 Miriam Rd
Presley Janet 1824 Harrison St
Primos Sports Bar 1520 Arrott St
Prinston Robenson 5506 Miriam Rd
Psk Collision 4831 Duffield St
Puntel Frank 1540 E Cheltenham Ave
Raddad Naim 4049 Maywood St
Ramos Elvira Ortiz Apt 2 1667 E Cheltenham Ave
Ramos Luz Concepcion Apt 2 4041 J St
Raranta Hendrik 5313 Gillespie St
Rawls Helen 5024 Tulip St
Raymond Chenet C/O Providian Bank 4647 Leiper St
Red October 1210 Harrison St
Reddy Vassant 116 Foulkrod St 2nd Fl
Remy John C 4213 E Cheltenham Ave
Rentas Romero Elvin 5221 Marlowe St
Resto Gualberto Lopez Apt 1 5107 Roosevelt Blvd
Rey Denys Rodriguez 4523 K St
Richards Gertrude M 1648 Haworth St
Richards Jarred 4712 Penn St
Richardson Cornell 1311 E Carey St
Richardson Est Michael Richardson Pauline C 4172 Salem St
Richardson William Sr Richardson William 4205 Paul St
Riley Richard T 5039 Jackson St
Rivello Ethel M 4305 Bennington St
Rivera Alex 4339 Leiper St
Rivera Juan Ramos Apt 2 1239 Fillmore St
Rivera Santia Rodriguez Apt 2 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Roberts Allan J 4740 Frankford Ave
Robinson Lamaine S 5275 Burton St
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Robinson Mia L 4334 Penn St 1fr
Robinson Rodney A 4514 Paul St
Rodriguez Ana Gonzalez Apt B 4749 Griscom St
Rodriguez Angel Saez Bsmt 5216 Montour St
Rodriguez Heriberto Cortes Apt 1 1239 Fillmore St
Rodriguez Hilda Rivera Apt 1fl 1026r E Sanger St
Rodriguez Jose 1515 Foulkrod St
Rodriguez Jose Garcia Apt 1fl 1026r E Sanger St
Rodriguez Rosa Asencio 5245 Roosevelt Blvd
Rodriquez Gilberto 4111 Dungan St
Rohena Jessie Boria Apt 4 4251 Frankford Ave
Rohena Margarita Barreto 4248 Neilson St
Romero Hernandez Jose A Apt 1 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Rosado Osvaldo Aviles Apt B 5152 Saul St
Rosado Virginio Jimenez 4666 Torresdale Ave
Roseman Irving B 948 Sanger St
Rotimi Adebukola 4128 Claridge St
Royle Edna 951 Allengrove St
Royles Joseph L Estate 5036 Torresdale Ave
Ruan Street Playground Associations Inc 4249 Paul St
Ruiz Luz Laboy Apt 1 1521 Wakeling St
Ruperto Jessica Moreno 4836 Hawthorne St
Russell Helen M Estate 4329 Tackawanna St
Russell Margaret 1521 W Pike
Sacwright Mildred 832 Bridge St
Salcedo Maria 3938 Coral St
Sanabria Jesus 3945 Howland St
Santiago Aida Ortega Apt 3 1540 Adams Av
Santiago Jorge L Apt Fl1 1401 E Cheltenham Ave
Santiago Norma Rodriguez Apt 3 4217 Neilson St
Santiago Rafael Apt 4 4670 Gr Soom St
Santos Edwin Gonzalez Apt 1 1521 Wakeling St
Sanzone Dolores 1215 Adams Ave
Savior Leonard 5212 Duffield St
Schniering Mary 5340 Lesher St
Schufreider George J Schufreider Rita A 851 E Godfrey Ave
Scrivens Alice H Estate 4002 J St
Seader John E 1009 Pratt St
Seaver Therese B 1362 Gillingham St
Secoda Mary 1118 Overington St
Segui Lycely Cortes Apt 1fl 5133 Roosevelt Blvd
Shaeffer John P Estate 4823 Mulberry St
Shamwell Milano Nathan 4225 F St
Sharkey Mabel Sharkey Lee 1930 Granite St
Shaw Elmer 2149 East Dauphin St
Shinfeld Sidney L 4735 Leiper St
Shultz Dorothy 734 Garland St
Siegel Katherine Siegel Paul 5413 Howland St
Silva Hector 1446 E Bristol St
Simmons Theodore T 4307 Horrocks St
Singkhumkhong Nuan 4735 Leiper St
Smith Dawn 5137 Jackson St
Smith Jack 4650 Penn St
Smith James J III 2033 Wakeling St
Smoot Mary A 4939 Charles St
Snow James P Jr 751 Adams Ave Apt A 23
Solis Maria Figueroa Apt 2 5245 Roosevelt Blvd
Sorensen Mary E Sorensen Mary 5010 Griscom
Sosa Cristina Lluberes Apt 2 4217 Neilson St
Spellane Ronald 5318 Howland St
Sprindis Mary 2051 Larue St
States Melissa 1653 E Cheltenham Ave
Steffa Metals Co Inc 2180 Church St
Steinbach Frances 4181 Salem St
Stevens Ella 5231 Oxford Ave
Stewart Claude 1528 Pratt St Apt 1a
Stokes Loretta 5426 Mulberry St
Street Theresa M Street Dolores 5157 Saul St
Strugis Valeries Ray 2nd Fl 1354 E Airdrie St
Suarez Hilda 2045 Fraley St
Suarez Roberto Santos 4666 Torresdale Ave
Suciu Marius 4309 G St
Susanna Sue 1771 Brill St
Sweeney Joseph A 972 Carver St
Swift Jacqueline Swift Raymond 1338 E Luzerne St
Tack Beulah Tack Joseph 5400 Akron St
Tack Joseph P Tack Beulah 5400 Akron St
Taylor Carrie Dorsey 4717 Mulberry St
Thomas Ethel 4649 Paul St
Thompson Bernard M 5998 Woodbine
Thompson Booker 4811 Lieper St
Thompson Walter J 1408 E Cheltenham Ave
Tigai Sharon E Tigai Alan B 2135 Betts St
Toledo Madeline 4133 G St
Tomlin Lillian M 1668 Bridge St
Toner Nancy C 1303 Foulkrod St
Toro Guillermo Garcia Apt Fl1 1401 E Cheltenham Ave
Torres Carpio Hernando J Apt 2fl 4734 C St
Torres Pablo Rodriguez Apt 1 5245 Roosevelt Blvd
Trunfio Phyllis K 1627 Fillmore
Truong Cynthia 4874 Roosevelt Blvd
Tucker Geraldine 4533 Ditman St
Turner Edward 1664 Harrison St
Universal Family Health & Rehab 1258 Pratt St
Valentin Miguel Cora Apt 1 1521 Wakeling St
Valentinagron Denns Apt 1 3853 Palmetto St
Valle Isabel Gonzalez A 5100 Whitaker Ave
Vanbrunt Israel Jr 3847 Bennington St
Vargas Fernando 5200 Glenlock St
Vargas William Torres Apt 2 5020 Pennway St
Vazquez Natividad Nieves 4666 Torresdale Ave
Vazquez Ruth 3932 Dungan St
Vega Carmen 4110 Bennington St
Velez Jose Mercado Apt 2 1000 Arrott St
Vernaza Ligia 752 Adams Ave
Vigil Silveria Ricardo 1401 E Bristol St Apt 312
Villanueva Daniel 4244 Bennington St
Villareal Marcelino Camacho 4145 Markland St
Villegas Alicia Torres Apt 1 5181 Pennway St
Waddy Eugene 4621 Mulberry St
Walker Doris 2041 Granite St
Walker Robert 5106 Torresdale Ave
Wallace Tyra D 5313 Oxford Ave
Watson Doris A 5210 Castor Ave
Werthan Merylee Elizabeth Dr 5049 Oxford Ave
Whalen Raymond Estate Whalen Raymond P 5414 Oakland St
Whitaker Jessie Estate 4327 Lawndale St
White Alice M White Ethel 5418 Large
Whitfield Parker D 923 Granite St
Wilfredo Plaza 2065 Wilmont St
Wilson Ann Maria 5328 Hedge St
Wilson Deborah 4640 Pilling St
Wolf Elsie E 4559 Bermuda St
Wright Wakee Lamont 863 Carvee St
Yi Yong C 5271 Howland St 2nd Floor
Yocum Kathleen 1123 Foulkrod St
Yolanda Barnes Tracey 1226 Allengrove St
Young James R 5351 Charles St
Young Jane E 5337 Lesher St
Yung Richard 5157 Leiper St 1f
Zhang Zhi Hao 5238 Montour St
Philadelphia Pa 19125
1001 N Delaware A 1001 N Christopher Columbus
2 Primos Llc 1621 Frankford Ave 3fl
Advanced Transportation 32nd Jefferson Sts
Albert Crumley 2510 Collins St
Alker Florence M 2449 Amber St
Andress Mary 2219 E York St
Antuna Gilberto 1129 E Montgomery Ave
Aponte Jose R 2211 E Letterly St
Baez Josue Rivera Apt 2 1828 Frankford Ave
Barbary 951 Frankford Ave
Barbosa Eudalia 128e Huntingdon St A1
Barry Alma 180 E Huntingdon St
Becerra Marie E 2304 E Belgrade St
Berry Dolores Kd Financial Services 1821 Memphis St
Billi Veronica A 2505 E Oakdale St
Billi Veronica A Billi John A 2505 E Oakdale St
Black Christine E 2653 Tulip St
Blading Crystal 2035 East Huntingdon St
Bonilla Jovan 2049 E Susquehanna St
Boyle Joseph M 2437 E Sergeant St
Branin Christopher W 308 E Wildey St
Breuer Margaret E 1831 E Sergeant St
Breuer Theodore 1831 E Sergeant St
Bull Steven D 2315 E Sergeant St
Burgos Miosotis Lopez 2513 Potter St
Burke Elizabeth 848 Almond St
Bytheway John E 2213 Cedar St
Calle Carter Apt 217 1714 Memphis St
Cavanaugh John R 2570 Salmon St
Chess Josephine 2418 Memphis St
Cole Margt 1619 E Eyre St
Connors Colleen 1037 Shackamaxon St
Conwell James Mr 963 Frankford Ave
Coyne Margaret Coyne Peter 2405 E Letterly St
Denker Arthur H Denker Edna M 2537 Emerald St
Dezinr Inc C/O D J Hardy 127 E Allen St
Doelker Donald 1666 E Lehigh St
Druzba Brian N 1232 Marlborough St
Duff Elwood T Duff Thelma J 1502 E Susquehanna Ave
Ennis Thomas A 1802 E Hagert St
Episcopal Hosp Comp Health Center 100 E Lehigh Ave
Episcopal Hospital 100 East Lehigh Ave
Fernandez Stephanie 2602 Collins St
Ferrier Elizabeth V 2064 E Dauphin St
Figueroa Jose Lopez 2333 Frankford Av
Friends Of The Alligator 1342 Marlborough St
Galarza Juan Rosado 1302 Tulip St
Galbraith Christian S Galbraith Edward W 2169 E Letterly St
Geisz Helen Ms 1546 E Montgomery Ave
Genoveva Torres Ramos Apt 2 1828 Frankford Av
Gilman Philip Md Episcopal Hosp Med Arts Suite 105
Gilvery John T 2179 Hazzard St
Gonzalez Dora 100 E Lehigh Ave
Gonzalez Jeannette Gonzalez Apt 2 1828 Frankford Ave
Gonzalez Shirley 219 E Mercer St
Griffin Larry 2604 Frankford Ave 2nd Floor
Gurra Hava 169 West Girard Ave
Haines Mildred 623 Miller St
Hannah Joseph Hannah Mary 2628 Jasper St
Hecker Thomas R Hecker Anne M 2526 Memphis St
Hepworth James Est 1331 E Oxford St
Jasionowski Sophie 1851 Tulip St
Jastrzebski Richard F Jastrzebski John 2520 E Edgemont St
Jones Kyle Publishing 1030 N Delaware Ave
Junius Nafeesah B 2052 E Sergeant St
Kahuila Daniel Kahuila Mary 222 Belgrade St
Kaminski Angeline Kaminski John 2623 Almond St
Karr Alfred 447 E Girard Ave
Kasper David C 2201 E Dauphin St
Kavanagh John Estate 2516 Cedar St
Kelly Anthony C/O T Kelly 2444 E Gordon St
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Kelly Thomas J C/O T Kelly 2444 E Gordon St
Kerak Anna 2636 E York St
Kidd Arline 2560 Edgemont St
Kieran Cole Construction 1928 E Cumberland St
Kitchen John T 2639 Cedar St
Knight Andrew G 2621 E Lehigh Ave
Kubiak Mary Estate Of 1419 E Columbia Ave
Kumbat Anthony J 2648 E Thompson St
Lafferty William PO Box 15204
Lane Margaret C 1507 E Palmer
Le Thoi V 2641 Jasper St
Levinson Marnie M 2307 E Huntingdon St
Linder William H Estate Of 1502 E Susquehanna Ave
Linker Johanna M Linker Robert C 2016 E Firth St
Linker Johanna Sr Linker Johanna M 2016 E Firth St
Little Willie 2205 E Cumberland St
Liu Nibinh 1922 E Hazzard St
Lock Ida V 2119 E Susquehanna Ave
Lonergan Rosemary Estate 2422 E Hazzard St
Lopez Julio 1847 E Harold
Lowry Nicole 152 E Huntingdon St
Lutheran Social Mission Society 1340 Frankford Ave
Maguire Rita Estate 2633 Coral St
Mamas Boys Music Llc 1030 N Delaware Ave
Martin John 2344 E Boston St
Mcarthur Mike Secured Credit Card 1030 N Delaware Ave
Mccabe Diane P 2557 Tilton St
Mccandless Samuel 552 E Hewson St
Mccollick Albert Estate 1133 E Wilt St
Mcdermott Patricia 808 E Gaul St
Mcghee Margaret J Mcghee Edward S 2013 E Flethcer
Mcgrath Patricia A 2670 Almond St
Mckesson Jame 1430 E Columbia Ave
Mclain Edith E Mclain Ronald 1528 Hewson St
Mcmilligan Jamal 1824 S 55th St
Mcmonagle Micheal Mcmonagle Emma 2041 Martha St
Micali Marianne C 2541 Amber St
Michaluk Phillip V Jr Michaluk Frances 213 E Wildey St
Millett John Estate 2311 Coral St
Molnar Steven 1454 E Columbia Ave
Montague John Estate 2506 Coral St
Moret Maritza Rivera Apt 2 1828 Frankford Ave
Morgan Anna 2547 N Water St
Morgan David 1349 E Palmer St
Mortgage Concepts 1341 N Delaware Ave Suite 311
Mullan Marsha N 2353 E Cumberland St
Murawski Mike 2401 E York St 3f
Murphy John Estate 1341 E Berks St
Nguyen Son N 2029 Firth St
Nies Sally Lou Est Of Ser 1510 East Palmer St
Oliveras Angel L 2529 N A St
Olsen David 2211 Sepviva St
Original Hectors Pizza 163 E Lehigh Ave
Ortiz Jose Quiles Apt 1 1828 Frankford Ave
Petroski Alex 2522 Webb St
Petroski Alex Estate Of 2522 Webb St
Pizzica Health System Susquehanna P 100 E Lehigh Ave
Plant Marie 2648 E Thompson St
Pross Ruth I Estate 1931 E Letterly St
Rahway Anesthesiologists Pa PO Box 95000 2745
Rapcyznski Helen 2673 E Thompson St
Rapczynski Alfons 2673 E Thompson St
Raskauskas Elsie E 2206 E Cumberland St
Resto Jorge Figueroa Apt 1 1828 Frankford Ave
Ricco Rose M 100 E Lehigh Ave
Rieger Bertha Ms 2221 Amber St
Robert Boyd Estate 2307 E Sergeant St
Robinson James 2348 E Fletcher St
Robinson Lillian 2510 Collins St
Rodriguez Juan L 2602 Collins St
Rodriguez Patricia Vega Apt 2 1828 Frankford Ave
Rothermel Bessie 2054 E Fletcher St
Runowski Bruce J 2648 E Thompson St
Russell Eleanor Estate 2431 Jasper St
Sahara Desert Dry 2645 Edgemont St
Sanchez Jesus Benitez Apt 1 1828 Frankford Ave
Sanchez Jose L 1915 E Dauphin St Apt 3 PO Box 46014
Schaffer Ashlin 318 E Belgrade St
Schiavo Veronica Schiavo Anthony 2550 Salmon St
Selm Reinhold A 1936 E Oakdale
Shahaj Agim 2443 E Hazzard St
Sherman David B 1628 John F Kennedy Blvd Suite 0
Skolnick Debbie S A Douglas High School 2700 E Huntingdon St
Slevenski Michael 2522 Tilton St
Smith Pauline 1129 Marlborough St
Solis Luis Andujar 2602 Collins St
Stein Francis Estate 2014 E Dauphin St
Talavera Lisette Hernandez Apt 3 1929 E Dauph N St
Tanski Michaina Est Of 2499b Aramingo Ave
Temple East Inc 1741 Frankford Ave
Thompson Edw 2509 N Lee St
Troxell Joseph E Troxell James 2312 E Belgrade St
Troxell Joseph E Troxell Mary 2312 E Belgrade St
Vache Donald C Vache Regina M 2504 N Water St
Valderama Luis Harrison House
Valentin Claribel Otero Apt 2 1828 Frankford Ave
Vassios Evangelos 632 Girard Ave
Velez Jose Raris Apt 3 1828 Frankford Av
Warner Sara 842 Almond St
Waterfront Business Assoc 2050 A Richmond St
Watson Catherine 1123 E Palmer St
Watson Ruth 725 E Girard Ave
Welsh Dennis W 2609 Harold St
Wiest Edward 1312 E Hewson St
Williamson Owen W Md 121 East Lehigh Ave
Wolf John A Wolf Marie 2645 Sepviva St
Woods Robinson Michelle 2348 E Fletcher St
Zebrowski Agnes B 2723 E York St
Philadelphia Pa 19126
Abling Donald R 7200 North 19th St
Abrams Irvin 6901 Old York Rd
Arnold Howard Estate 6825 N 18th St
Bakarr Kadijatu 6605 Lawnton
Bauer Leigh Weaver Bauer Leonard W 6742 Lawton Ave
Bauer Leonard W Bauer Linda W 6742 Lawton Ave
Beauford Beverly J Beauford Steve L 6400 N 10th St
Bell Louise Estate 6548 N Smedley St
Benschop Sean 1824 68th Ave
Betty The Caterer 7037 N Brd St
Branch Robert 6502 N Smedley St
Braswell Willard Jr Apt A 315 6901 Old York Rd
Broad Oaks Apts 1325 66th Ave
Brooks Magnol 6853 N 19th St
Brown John 6827 N 18th St
Burnett Halli 6713 N 15th St
Chance Ida L 6878 N 19th St
Chathom Tonya 1226 Franklin Ave 3
Chuqui Luis 6728 Old Rd Apt 1
Cobb Tierra 6728 N Smedley St
Coffer Howard 6724 N Smedley St
Coffer Rosa 6724 N Smedley St
Costello Gerard B 519 67th Av
Daniels Shawn 6455 N Sydenham St
Dashiellsmal Lucille B 1531 Orland St
Davis Bernard Davis Thelma 6406 N 12th St
Demichel Antoinette 6613 N 5th St
Dougherty Joseph P 7208 N Brd St
Dufort Violene 6520 N 5th St
Eiland Arilla 6425 N 17th St
Elliott Vernall 1815 Penfield St
Erickson William B Estate 6423 N 13th St
Gibbons William E 6611 N 11th St
Gilbert Saundra E 7101 Old York Rd
Glover Blanche 6917 N 19th St
Greer Nichel A Sr 6734 N 16th St
Grow Mabel 6727 N Brd St
Haines West 1600 & 1614 West Haines St
Harris Barbara 6455 North Brd St M1
Harris Bruce M 6443 N 15th St
Hart Sandra 7339 Pittville Ave
Head W 7309 Pittville Ave
Hogan Regina C Hogan Austin 716 Kenilworth Ave
Howard Irvin 1700 W 67th Ave
Iacullo Aleona 1409 72nd Ave
Ingram Karl 6461 North 17th St
Jackson Beryl 1806 Pennfield St
Jarrett Perry 6432 N 15th St
Joyner Jean M 1804 Elston St
Julian Terry York Tabor Rds
Kelly Edward 1332 65th Ave
Kendrick Charles 6735 N Bouvier St
Koehler John F Koehler Mary L 7173 N 18th St
Kurtzberg Robert 6703 N 12th St
Landon Eliza F 6444 N Smedley St
Lee Edith 6521 N 11th St
Lewis Dayan 7007 N Brd St
Lewis Shupe 1411 68th Ave
Linton James 1819 67th Ave
Lucky Auto Body I Ii Llc 1413 Haines St
Mang Theang 6514 N 6th St
Matthew Midge 6509 N 18th St
Mccray Joenell 1809 72nd Ave
Mccullough Tina M 1307 71st Ave Floor 3
Mcdermott Mary 1405 72nd Ave
Morris Alex 6432 Smedley St
Mulhern Mary A Mulhern Gail 6810 N 15th St
Naomi H Salus 6717 N Smedley St
Neal Norman Sr 1600 & 1614 West Haines St
Nelson William 5227 N 7th St
Nesmith Marga 6521 N 18th St
Nettles Fannie B Nettles John W 6643 N 18th St
Neville Wesley 6518 N 12th St
Padillo Carmen 3634 North Darien St
Perry Jane E Estate 1423 68th Ave
Perry Rebecca B Estate 1701 68th Ave
Peterson Derrick 6751 N 13th St 3l
Procario Bernadette 4 Firehorn Dr
Rache Catherine Rache Daniel R 1307 71st Ave
Ralph Reese Irriv Burial Trust 6818 North 7th St
Relaford Mildred 6439 N Sydenham St
Rodriques Stephton J 6024 N 16th St
Romsay Elma E Estate 6423 N 13th St
Rossi Herbert Estate 6524 N Bouvier St
Rossi Louis Estate 6524 N Bouvier St
Rubin Bertram Estate 6638 N Bouvier St
Saquicili Guaill Juan C 6620 N 5th St Apt A 1
Scott Thelma Estate Of 6722 N Smedley St
Short Corlease E 1304 W Chelten Ave
Simmons Charlesmae 6637 N 18th St
Smith Annie J 6722 N 18th St
Smith Margaret G 6728 Smedley St
Smith Russell P 1742 65 Ave
Smith S L 1343 W 71st Ave
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Smith Sandra 6518 N 12th St
Sterling Cooper 1815 73rd Ave
Sulzbach Florence M 226 Colonial St
Swanson Phyllis 423 W 66th St
Taltavill Frances A Estate 6452 N 16th St
Taylor Annie 7101 Old York Rd
Templeton Marie 6735 N 8th St
Thomas John 6649 N Fairhill St
Tillman Willie 1426 67 Av Flr 2
Torrese Inez Estate 1502 68th Ave
Trinity Youth Services Inc 1810 73rd Ave
Turner Odessa 6601 N 2nd St
Volcy Max 7020 N Brd St Apt D7
White Mary 7233 Pitville St Apt 2ndfl
White Samuel 6817 N Bouvier St
Whitted Jenell D 6515 N 7th St
Williams Dorothy M CO C Williams 6635 N Gratz St Apt M
Williams E Est Of 6936 N 19th St
Williams Maggie R 1020 Oak Ln Ave
Woodard Tiffany R 7208 N Brd St
Yet Go Oul Restauran 400 W Cheltenham Ave
Zhou Huang Kai 6779 N5th St
Philadelphia Pa 19127
4041 Corporation 200 Krams Ave 2a
Aagp 3901a Main St
Almansa Karina 270 Ripka St
Armas Jeffifer 4229 Main St 2f
Ashleigh Dwight 206 Ripka St
Belvedere Business Grp 4323 Cresson St
Blichasz Genevive Estate 118 W Salaignac St
Boris Ugene L Estate 160 Leverington Ave
Brown Lindsay 3767 1/2 Cresson St
Dannunzio Alexandra 4655 Smick St
Dover Historic Corp 4312 Main St
Driggin Stacy 191 Green Ln
Galbraith & Paul 116 Shurs Ln
Gallen Joseph Estate 222 Ripka St
Grosso Ralph A 4560 Silverwood St
Harris Tamara Zoe 141 Fountain St
Hicks Michael P 412 S 11th St
James V Williams Funeral Home PO Box 7193
Jay Shawn 174 Krams Ave
Karpinski T Estate 142 Grape
Knoll Frances 4402 Baker St
Lewocz Anthony CO C Lewocz 175 Kingsley St
Liberty Insurance Brokers 10 Shurs Ln Suite 104
Manayunk Diner Assoc Inc 3720 Main St
Mchugh Eleanor M 3810 Sharp St
Milheim Mary Estate 3819 Cresson St
Moore Lavella 3216 W Fountain
Nawn Leo Estate 4712 Fowler St
Noble Joshua 4405 Baker St
Ogden William Ogden Mabel 4652 Sheldon St
Olsen Larry Todd Dr 139 Dupont St
Orzeck Stella A Estate 4336 Silverwood St
Perez Jose M 624 E Wesley
Pyle James 4601 Flat Rock Rd
Remolde Eugene 167 Cotton St
Roselli Andrea S 119 Davis St
Russo Ruth 4159 Apple St
S F G T Inc 4169 Main St
Schultz Jennie Estate 118 W Salaignac St
Skrobis Josephine 4420 Saint Davids St
Stewart James P 4644 Canton St
Syrnick Megan 4513 Smick St
Trans American C/O E Rama 4001 Main St
Unruh T W 202 Dupont St
Wigard Construction Co Inc Dba Maximum D 4352 Main St
Wojnarowski Joseph J 222 Baldwin St
Wolf Matthew 112 Rector St
Philadelphia Pa 19128
Albert Ruby 9209 Ridge Pike Andorra Woods Health
Amoco Split Second 5643 Ridge Ave
Amoco Split Second 7731 Ridge Ave
Angeli George 7115 Valy Ave
Bass Krista 151 Salaignac St Unit G
Bechtel John G 6956 Fowler St
Beebe Elizabeth 542 Martin St
Bellew Leo V 9029 Lykens Ln
Benz James F 4321 Pechin St
Berry Walter C Estate 431 Leverington Ave
Bishop Katherine M 461 Krams Ave
Borie Helen R 6172 Ridge Ave
Bornstein Annette Cust Bornstein Karly 632 Jamestown St
Bratton Edith M 712 Crestview Rd
Brehm George H Estate 572 Acorn St
Breitbart Ross 8201 Henry Ave #S7
Bricklin Bernice K 253 Shawmont Ave
Bristow Frank E Estate 570 Martin St
Brown Mary 450 Domino Ln Apt H9
Buda Donna Trust 239 Gay Steret
Byrnes John J Estate 109 Kalos St
Cade Virginia R Estate 635 Rector St
Calhoun Phyllis E 259 Lyceum Ave
Callan Patrick J Rth Td Bank Na Cust 6948 Manti St
Campbell Joseph J 620 Gorgas Ln
Capman Gertrude Estate 3556 Retta Ave
Charters Eugene J 8201 Henry Ave Apt J-3
Chew Virginia C Chew S T Jr 4234 Tr St
Ciccolone Ida 330 Roxborough Ave
Ciccolone Louis 330 Roxborough Ave
Clampffer George Est 3920 Dexter St
Clark William R 717 Manhatawna Ave
Colantonio John P Colantonio John A 5850 Henry Ave
Commissary Food Market 5255 Ridge Ave
Conigliaro Josephine 276 Parker Ave
Cosby Barry A 429 Pensdale St
Cote Mary L Apt G315 600 E Cathedral Rd
Cumberbatch Hazel J 8709 Sagamore Rd
Cummings Anna L 401 A Seville St
Cunnane Insurance 6068 Ridge Ave
Cute Sara 510 Gates St
Daly Joan 4162 Tr St
Davis Charles Davis Pauline 9209 Ridge Pike
Delaney Francis M Delaney Frances T 389 Martin St
Difulgo Rosie Estate 6106 Ridge Ave
Docs World Of Beer 701 Cathedral Rd
Dorce Eugenie 600 East Cathedral Rd
Downie Patricia 402 Delmar St
Dro Catherine R Estate 144 Vassar St
Dugan Mary H 4040 Pechin St
Durham Frank T 7841 Ridge Ave
Edwards Roger Estate 7949 Ridge Ave
Eisenhart Margarette G 8201 Henry Ave /R8
Evans Ann Webb 560 Jamestown St
Fair Freda Estate 169 Osborne St
Fairbanks Linwood E 748 Hill Rd
Falasca Michael 4425 Fleming St
Felten Joyce N 501 Monastery Ave
Fenimore Jane H Apt D314 600 East Cathedral Rd
Fogel Ethel W 921 Ronnie Cir
Frank Hill A 347 Krams Ave
Fritz Jon T 4110 Merrick St
Fulton Ruth A PO Box 35185
Gallagher Daniel 128 Mercy St
Giacone Stephanie A 109 Osborne St
Glassmire Stephen A Estate Of PO Box 25877
Gleason David 427 Green Ln
Goldberg Elayne Andorra Woods Healthcare Ctr 9209 Ridge Pike
Gondkofski Marie 4037 Dexter St
Gordorov Victor H PO Box 5837
Grasso Ashley 182 Gay St H1
Greer Dorcas L Estate 5614 Henry Ave
Grodson Paul Estate 591 Wigard Ave
Hanrahan John C/O J Hanranhan 736 Cinnaminson St
Hart Marlene P Hart James F 4568 Fleming St
Hayes William Estate 331 Lemonte St
Haywood Ernest B Apt B302 631 Dupont St
Heenan Mary Cathedral Vlg Apt 118 600 E Cathedral Rd
Heffron John J Estate 7113 Valy Ave
Helen Dougherty M 6064 Ridge Ave
Heleniak Mary V 601 Leverington Ave
Hercek Paul 436 Ripka St
Hicks Richard 400 Seville St
Hill Francis X 347 Krams Ave
Hsu Chao C 565 Gerhard St
Jac Jonathan 182 Gay St Apt 305
Jeszkonis Michael F Estate Of C/O Mcgill 6222 Ridge Ave
Jones Alex Associates Inc 4009 Lauraston St
Joyce Costa Frances 480 Harmon Rd
Kalinoski Mary 5932 Ridge Ave
Karpinski Alexander A 564 Monastery Ave
Keely Oliver 6060 Ridge Ave
Kehan Conor P 4102 Tr St
Kelley Hellen 4319 Mitchell St
Kennedy James P 891 Ronnie Ln
Kerf Mike 4023 Peachen St
Kerrigan Shelia 6472 Henry Ave
Kinkler Karl J 458 Krams Ave
Kippan Margaret M Estate 485 Wigard Ave
Kirkwood Ida Estate 436 Delmar St
Kishpaugh Jonathan M 401 Autumn River Run
Klekotka Florence 641 Barnes St
Klotz Rosetta Goodkind 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt A 307
Knox Roy 329 Gates St
Koontz Irene S Est 58 Wartman St
Kordek Mark 246 Sumac St
Land Mollie 7949 Ridge Ave Apt C8
Lasota Joseph E 6956 Pawling St
Leader Louise J Leader William 7501 Lawn St
Lodge William A Lodge Mary V 7841 Ridge Ave Apt A122
Loiseau Marcella 5340 Ridge Ave
Luber Janice 542 Roxborough Ave
Lukas Michael 467 Markle St
Maclasky Milton S Est Of 6222 Ridge Ave
Marriott Execustay 116 Autumn River Run
Marshall Helen M 523 Dupont St
Mason Grocery 353 Lyceum Ave
Mccabe Christopher J 460 Harmon Rd
Mcclelland K 457 Parker Ave
Mcgill Edward J 4553 Fleming St
Mcgrath Kevin J 212 Sumas St
Mcguckin Sarah Estate Of C/O J Hanranhan 736 Cinnaminson St
Mchugh Ronald F Mchugh Ida 560 Overlook Rd
Mclaughlin Daniel Estate 362 Flamingo St
Mcmahon James J 456 Harmon Rd
Merat Carmen M Estate Of 8200 Henry Ave Apt F4
Merman Frances 335 Rector St
Meyer Gail 252 Rector St
Monaghan Francis J 5534 Ridge Ave
Mower George 2040 Umbria Ave
Munsing Juliana D Apt H404 600 East Cathedral Rd
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Murphy Joan Murphy Anna 7240 Valy Ave
N Phila Leadership School Advisory C 6210 Ridge Ave
Nace George 602 Green Ln
Nelson Harvey 7901 Henry Ave Apt A305
New Equation Limited Liability 216 Rochelle Ave Apt 3
Nhatavong Phone 7404 Hill Rd
Nyzio Helen Estate 254 Roxborough Ave
Orzeck Julia B 4235 Manayunk Ave
Paciello Philomena B Paciello Helen 7301 Hill Rd Apt 2
Patete Robert 377 Leverington Ave
Peleckis Joseph 344 Dawson St
Peters Mildred F 221 Green Ln
Pierce Raymond 4268 Manayunk Ave
Pino Samuel J Jr Pino Ann 403 Leverington Ave
Plover Ronald F 760 Hill Rd
Pouliot Philip 113 Sumac St 1f
Pryor Elizabeth 700 E Cathedral Rd Apt A40
Ranellucci Paul 456 Green Ln
Reichner John Jr Bf 3871 Tr St
Reiss Jason Eric Dr 5845 Henry Ave
Ridge Shell 8965 Ridge Ave
Riebel Eleanor Estate Of 8919 Ridge Ave Ste A
Riechner John Estate 3871 Tr St
Righter Sara L 485 Oriole St
Robert Still Estate 475 Markle St
Rodenbauch Florence B 4319 Mitchell St
Romberger Jill 128 Sumac St 1r
Rotan Lisa M 8201 Henry Ave P 12
Rotoli Rita 9209 Ridge Pike
Samuel Ralph D PO Box 35185
Schmidt Norman A 5626 Ridge Ave Rm 2
Smith Sandra 544 Parker Ave
Sommers Leah N 355 Lyceum Ave
Spencer Herbert Estate 150 Lauriston St
Square Society 339 Lemonte St
Stanley John Estate 513 Conarroe St
Stewart Family Trust 800 Scotia Rd
Stewart Murriel B Stewart Robert M 800 Scotia Rd
Strickland Edith Estate 539 Walnut Ln
Strigari Virginia S 4422 Pechin St
Strudwick Benjamin 9209 Ridge Pike Andorra Woods Health
Swider Richard Dba Ricks Green Lane Garage 527 Green Ln
Swindell Catherine 123 Osborne St
Sylvester Jennifer R Apt 2 5400 Hermit Ter
Tamburri Francis D 7287 Shalkop St
Tassi Denise 631 Jamestown St
Taylor Associates Inc 550 Roxborough Ave
The Whaumbush Group Inc 967 Clyde Ln
Thomforde Kenneth T Thomforde Keiko 461 Paoli Ave
Tier Claire C 6100 Henry Ave Apt 3c
Torres Christophe R Torres Denise M 4346 Pechin St
Truempelman Dorothy V D-314 Cathedral Village 600 E Cathedral Rd
Tschoepe Mary L 465 Krams Ave
United Check Cashing 6706 Pechin St
Uotto Anthony F 450 Domino Ln Apt H9
Vermuth John Jr 551 Gorgas Ln
Voorhees Hickok Mary Isobel 600 E Cathedral Rd A403
Wagenhoffer Richard 578 Monastery Ave
Waldman Lillian Cathedral Village 600 E Cathedral Rd 4403
Wallace Muriel 7901 Henery Ave Apt E 305
Walling Thomas Jr 214 Lemonte St
West Dennis A 204 Delmar St
West Raymond 204 Delmar St
Wiehsner Kevin 757 Cinnaminson St
Williams Catherine Estate 844 Green Valy Dr
Williams Joseph 4315 Fleming St
Wilson Jean 8919 Ridge Ave Ste A
World Wide Beverage 508 Green Ln
Wright Louise H Wright Lucy H 426 Conarroe St
Wright Lucy H Wright Louise 426 Conarroe St
Yancey Gussie Est Of Mcgill & Lanoce 6064 Ridge Ave
Young William C Gmac Loan 397 Leverington Ave
Zanaras John P Estate Of 5829 Henry Ave
Zimmerman Ruth G 8201 Henry Ave Apt C16
Philadelphia Pa 19129
Abbotsford Homes Tenant Management Corp 3226 Mcmichael St
Access Sports 3721 Midvale Ave
Akins John 3250 N Dover St
Alridge Mc Gr 3219 N Etting St
Anderson James Jr 3215 N 33rd St
Anubkumar Soja 4055 Ridge Ave Apt 5402
Barron Jennie C/O M Dooley 3527 Sunny
Barron Mary M C O M Dooley 3527 Su
Chucks Garage Inc 3515 Midvale Ave
Chung Kyoung Sun 3400 Henry Ave Apt 1r
Clossey Patricia 3431 Queen Ln
Coale Howard Sl 831 3502 Scotts Ln
Coffin Robert H Coffin Dean F 3452 W Queen Ln
Connolly Linda Clossey 3431 Queen Ln
Connolly Sean T Trust 3431 Queen Ln
Conway Romaine Estate 4213 Ridge Ave
Cote Mary L 2930 Midvale Ave
Crozier Alice A Estate 3606 Weightman St
Domenick Michele Anne Dr 4041 Ridge Ave Bldg 4-5 Apt 210
Du Pree Rosetta V 3244 Bambrey St
Dyson Ralph A Estate 3518 Ainslie St
Fannie Ruther 2626 Deacon St
Forest Deloris C 3218 W Hilton St
Forest James W Estate Of 3218 W Hilton St
Gallagher Robert P Gallagher Alice 3217 N Newkirk
Goihman Sussie 3341 Weihle St
Gold Star Investment Llc 3450 Sunnyside Ave
Goodbody Joseph 3025 W Queen Ln
Grigalauskas Barb 3208 H Mcmichael
Guagnozzi Romolo 3602 Merrick Rd
Haimowitz Stuart L 3426 W Coulter St
Hardy Geraldi 3217 N 29th St
Hershock Katherine A 4126 Apalogen Rd
Humin Charles P Jr Humin Charles P 3105 Midvale Ave
Isabella Christopher 3417 Bowman St
Johnson Lawrence Benjamin 3527 Vaux St
Jones Kathleen B Jones Harold J 3736 W Earlham St Apt 5l
Kazakidis Emmanuel V 3401 Midvale Ave
Kellar Gloria 3310 W Penn St
Little Elizabeth 3437 Barclay St
Lochter Ruth K 4200 Ridge Ave
Major Walter Estate 3510 Ainslie St
Malone Dolores V 4000 Gypsy Ln Unit 514
Margaret Scherise 3603 Calumet St
Mason Mildred 3245 N 27th St
Mccrea Toi 3229 North Stillman Stree
Mcgettigan Daniel T 3712 Calumet St
Mckinney Mary E 4000 Gypsy Ln Unit 514
Mcninch Robert J 3414 Indian Queen Ln
Mitchell Margaret 3368 Frederick St
Moffa Elaine Marie Moffa Elaine M 3441 Sunnyside Ave
Murphy Bernard J 3368 Frederick St
Nelson Alden B Nelson Helen T 3305 Indian Queen Ln
Obeirne Thomas Dc PO Box 43247
Obrecht James Estate 3211 N Spangler St
Odonnell Regina C 4245 Ridge Ave Fl 2
Pratt Marrietta D Estate 3327 W Queen Ln
Quinn Ruth L Estate 3603 Haywood St
Roach George 3313 Indian Queen Ln
Robinson Robert 3603 Haywood St
Romdhane Ben Fakhri 3334 Bowman St
Salenger Rawn Dr 4041 Ridge Ave Bldg 4 Apt 213
Schepise Victor M 3603 Calumet St
Schofield Ruth Estate Of 3363 Vaux St
Scott James 3251 N Dover St
Sherman Properties Building 1 Suite 1 3502 Scotts Ln
Tasty Baking Company 3413 Fox St
Tasty Baking Company Pension Plan 2801 Hunting Park Ave
Tastykake 3413 Fox St
Walker Mattie 3243 N 27th St
Wallace Lucy 3727 Calumet St
Wang Emma 3346 Wiehle St
White Steven 2901a Woodpipe Ln
Williamson Daniel 3217 N 29th St
Williamson Geraldine 3217 N 29th St
Wilson Elaine G Estate Of 4000 Gypsy Ln Unit 201
Wilson Wallace 3201 Deeuse Tr
Woodson Christine R 851 N 46th St
Philadelphia Pa 19130
2126 Fairmount Medical Inc 2126 Fairmount Ave
African American Law 1516 W Girard Ave
Agnini Luke T 2811 Cambridge St
Aitcheson Anastacia 1624 Poplar St
Alifano Frances Ms 2543 Brown St
Anderson Louise C/O Phila Nursing Home Girard & Corinthian Ave
Andrews Leon 120 E Eleanor St
Angelo Lamberti 2528 Poplar St
Arrington Albine Philadelphia Nursing Home
Baldridge Angela R 2955 Poplar St
Baldwin Kelly Christophe Dr 743 North Bucknell Stree
Barnes Gary 886 N Bucknell St
Baxter Pest Control 2000 Hamilton St #941
Beasley Richard L 803 N Capitol St
Beltz Marvin 642 North Brd St
Bentley Casrson Robert 2601 Pkwy Apt 425-B
Betensky Jason 1801 Buttonwood St Apt 716
Bona Fide Property Inv 1749 Wylie St
Booth Mary B Booth Ian F 1623 Brown St
Bornfriend Lynn A 733 North Ringgold St
Bradley Bertha Ms 3003 W Girard Ave
Broudy Xnonman 2014 Wallace St
Browne Marie A 1717 Francis St
Burd Charles Burd Helen M 737 N 26th St
Butina Elana 3024 W Girard Ave
Button Wood Square 2001 Hamilton St
Calabro Salvator 2401 Pennsylvania Ave 1a5
Calabro Salvatore Peter Dr The Philadelphian Ste 1a5
Callahan Robert L 869 N 21st St
Campbell Margaret 814 N Bambrey St
Carpenters Health And Welfare Fund 1803 Spring Gdn St
Carroll Mr Robert 2107 Fairmount Ave
Carroll Susannah 547 N 20th St Apt 2r
Chan Sui Y 501 N 22nd St Rm 173
Chapman Pauline Chapman Evelyn 2010 Ogden St
Charlie Reese 716 N Uber St
Cheng Duyuan 1417 W Girard Ave 2nd Fl
Chopra Varun Balbirkuma 2001 Hamilton St Unit 506
Cifelli Liberato 2809 West Poplar St
Coney Asia 5226 W Diamond St
Conowal Lola M Estate 2512 Meredith St
Cooke Peter E 642 N Brd St
Corney Eleanore 2524 Merdeith St
Daniel Jay 2515 Meredith St
Davis Markita 1823 Vineyard St
Delaware Valley Community Health 1412 Fairmount Ave
Dennis Shirley A 3010 W Harper St
Depinawalde Ernesto 901 Corinthians Av
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Dipietro Anthony 2949 Poplar St
Doherty Arin 870 N 20th St Apt 207
Drewniak Bernard C Est Of 815 N Bambrey St
Dudrick Dara L 755 N Croskey St
Dunn Edna R 1540 N
Dupree Anna F 850 Perkiomen St
Fagnani Rose 1818 Spring Gdn St Apt 167g
Felman Debra 1801 Buttonwood St
Ferguson Robert A 867 N 21st St
Fleisher Daniel 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 7b35
Fletcher Christopher 870 North 28th St
Fogg Sue A Estate Of 891 N Bucknell St
Francisville Associates 1642 Olive St
Frank Marchiano United States 2016 Brandywine St
Frech Mary J 2916 Poplar St
Freeman Eliza 2709 Cambridge St
Frey Adelaide Estate Of 642 N Brd St
Friedberg Ruth S Park Towne Pl Apt W704 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Futrell James 1620 Swain St
Gaynor Matthew J 608 N 17th St
Gedikbasi Aysegul 2200 Ben Frank Pky E0305a
Gertrudejean Llc 2000 Hamilton St Unit 578
Gertzog Sonya S 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 906
Goldblum Henry J 745 N 26th St
Greenblatt Hal 736 N 19th St
Grey Mildred 2100 West Girard Ave
Grimes Raynell N 853 Perklomen St Apt B
Hahn Kenneth PO Box 56101
Hall Berkley L Jr C/O R F Hall 1631 W Girard Ave
Hall Ruby F 1631 W Girard Ave
Hammonds Charles D 2001 Hamilton St 327
Hanna William H Hanna Mary 2117 Green St
Heist Kevin W 2944 Ogden St
Henton Helen M 1814 Wallace St Rear Fl1
Horvitz Selwyn 2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Hubbell Margaret 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy Apt 208
Imaging Professionals 1709 South Brd St
Interstate 8 Investment Group Llc 869 N 24th St
Inzerillo V Christophe Dr 825 N 29th St Apt 2e
Jacobs Lewis M 1512 W Girard Ave
Jadhav Meena Apt 409 1601 Spring Gdn St
Javas Brewin 2001 Hamilton Ave
Johnson Ella 870 N 20th St
Johnston Mary Gage 2238 Mt Vernon St
Jones Kyle B 1904 Spring Gdn St 1st Floor
Jones Stewart 2134 Poplar St
Josey Theodis Josey Cora 1637 W Girard Ave
Kalinowski John 2534 Swain St
Kane Jean 1501 Wallace St
Kaplan William Estate 2240 Mount Vernon St
Karzmarn Edward 2229 Green St
Kelly Jacqueline P 2916 Poplar St
Koch Charles 1623 Poplar St
Kohli Chitra 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 623
Lamberti Eileen 2528 Poplar St
Lapetina Margaret Apt 5a 1818 Spring Gdn St
Lebrun Kelly L 891 N Bucknell St
Lester Aaron 918 N Board St
Letizia Joseph 1510 North St
Lichtenwalner Jennifer A 2000 Hamilton St Apt 569
Lieben Jan 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Parktowne Apts 911 South
Little Princess Productions Llc 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 16a1
Long Casmuir 1618 Swain St
Marino Andy 607 N 17th St
Marley Stephen L III Cust Marley Niall C 2809 Parrish St
Martino Andy 607 N17th St
Mature Candido 700 N Taylor St
Mayer Benjamin A Unit 11a 570 N 23rd St
Mayers Charles 7326 Kinglet Place
Mc Leod Luegi 848 N 26th St
Mcclain Paul T 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Ap
Mcdermott Margaret Mcdermott John P 812 N Stillman St
Mcgovern Daniel 1814 N 29th St
Merrweather Royce 929 N Poplar St C/O C Stout
Mirow Norman Girard Corinthian Aves Pa Nurs
Mojica Victoria 1704 Mount Vernon St Apt 2
Moore Sarae 1523 Fairmount Ave 2
Morris James 1712 Green St
Moses Mary 2920 Cambridge St
Nichols Rich Law Offices Of Brad A Rubenss 1904 Spring Gdn St 2nd Floor
Odoseey Wolodymyr 838 N Beechwood St
Oestreich Joel 807 North Bucknell St
Ogonek Mary C Apt 532 2601 Penna Ave
Oller Gary Apt 15b28 2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Omalley Susan A 882 N 26th St
Ortiz Maria PO Box 3310
Pack Andrew 869 N Taney St
Palotay Katalin 2319 Pennsylvania Ave
Parvu Dan 848 N Ringgold St
Paul Green School Of Rock 1508 Bradywine St 3rd Flr
Philadelphia Mural Art Advocates 1729 Mount Vernon St
Phillips Joseph 2825 W Girard Ave 3f
Pick William J 1540 N
Porterfield John W 815 N 28th St
Preferred Diagnostics Inc 1910 Spring Gdn St
Querubin Helen 849 N 23rd St
Rabassa Felix 659 N 22
Ramirez Roberto 1666 Callowhill St Apt 404
Ramsey Nathan 1938 Cambridge St
Reese Charlie 716 N Uber St
Reese Essie 716 N Uber St
Reese Essie K 716 N Uber St
Reilly Elizabeth 888 N Bucknell St
Rivers Mary 819 N 26th St
Roberts Eric M 2101 Pennsylvania Ave
Roberts Kathryn A 2007 Mount Vernon St 1
Rose Reginald 532 North 15th St
Roush David J 2021 W Girard Ave
Sanesi David 1616 Fairmount Ave
Santucci Matilda S 4b23 2401 Penna Ave
Saunders Kenyatta Law Offices Of Brad A Rubenss 1904 Spring Gdn St 2nd Floor
Schindler Gail 2201 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 905
Schwartz Stanley S 1209 Weymouth Rd
Scoles Giacinto Scoles Gioklan 1900 Hamilton St
Scott Dessie Estate Of 642 North Brd St
Scott Parker Linda 719 N 20th St
Sfedu Emil 716 N 24th St
Shah Dimple Apt 315 1601 Spring Gdn St
Sheldon Raymond 919 N 26th St
Sherman Reba 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 8c47
Sherrill Ethe 856 N 20th St
Shevchenko Yuliya Apt 17c 1818 Spring Gdn St
Singer Charles & Singer Willia Irr Trust 2619 Brown St
Singer Charles 2619 Brown St
Singer Charles Singer William 2619 Brown St
Singer William 2619 Brown St
Singer Willian Tr 2619 Brown St
Slinger Clement J 2435 Brown St
Smith Arlette M 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Ap
Smith Eleanor 1818 Spring Gdn St Apt 15k
Smith Marjorie 2601 Pennsylvania Ave 730
Songhai City Entertainment Llc 2836 West Girard Ave
Speach Jeanette 1817 Wallace St
Speech Janie Gdn 1817 Wallace St
St Christopher Hospital 2000 Hamilton St PO Box 7 Susan Stutsman
Stewart Francis 814 N Bambrey St
Swanson Jessica F 2737 Cambridge
Sweeney Charles Estate Of C/O The Philadelphian 18a7 2401 Penn Ave
Sweeney Charles F Jr 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 18a7
Taylor James D 2001 Hamilton St Apt 919
Trydestam Christoffer G 2232 Fairmont Ave Apt 2
Turner Minnie PO Box 3215
Twenty One Twenty Four Twenty Six Fairmt Assoc 2124 26 Fairmt Ave 2125 W
Ulstad Tracy L 600 N 16th St G
Varsanyi Joseph 2001 Hamilton St Unit 1027
Wachlin Albert P Jr 2023 Mount Vernon St
Weaver Martin Md PO Box 56057
Weeks Timothy 1616 Walnut St
Wells William S 640 Nbrd St 629
Werntz Agnes C 877 N Stillman St
Whitfield Esther 912 North 29th St
Whittington Beatrice L 747 N Uber St
Williams Rodney D 642 N Brd St
Wilson Joey Dba Elasting Music 877 Taylor St
Wimberly Kenyada 833 N Leland St
Woodward Robert 1831 Fairmount Ave
Wright Paul S 1904 Girard Tr Bldg
Young Freda 2140 Green St
Young World Early Learning Center 1737 N Fairmount Ave
Zheng Jia Bin 806 N Brd St
Philadelphia Pa 19131
1933 West Westmoreland Llc 3900 City Ave Ste 730
5600 Autobahn Imports Inc 5600 Lansdowne Ave
Acree Juanita 5533 N Jefferson St
Adams Keith P 2228 N Wanamaker St
Adamson Harriet 5719 Haverford Ave
Allen Billy 1507 E Walnut St
Allen Znober 1507 E Walnut St
Alpha Medical Technologies Inc 4190 City Ave Ste 522 Rowland Hall
Andrews Cecelia G Estate 545 N Wanamaker St
Anna B Pratt School 2200 West 22nd St
Anson Rena 2109 N Hobart St
Appolonia Rose 1526 N Allison St
Aquarius Society C/O A D Davis 5736 Lansdowne Ave
Arnold Howard 931 N 63rd St
Artis Robin C 926 N 50th St
Bailey Sam 2020 N 57th St
Baldassarre Rose M 1315 N 52nd St
Baldwin Lesli 1066 N 46th St
Beckford Dolores D PO Box 9627
Bell Gloria D 1241 N 55th St
Bell Rose 2805 N 47th St Iroquois Apts 303
Belmont Center Comprehensive Treatment 4200 Monument Rd
Belvey Clarence 5732 W Girard Ave
Berger Lenora 1444 N 53rd St
Birl Anna V 5524 Jefferson St
Blackshear Rebecca 1726 N Peach St
Blackson Mabel 5868 Woodcrest Ave
Blairbrown Hyacinth 5721 Woodcrest Ave
Blue Moon Hotel 5105 Westminster Ave
Bluestein Charlotte Bluestein Neil R 5487 Morse St
Boatwright Rose Estate Of Apt 215 4001 Conshohocken Ave
Borisoff Bernice 2661 Wentworth Rd
Borkson Daniel 2764 Cranston Rd
Bouges Cleveland 2727 N Dover St
Bowden James E 5446 W Montgomery Ave
Boyd Kathryn L Estate 5309 Wyalusing Ave
Bradner Joshua Mccall 3902 City Ave Adams House B621
Brockington Robert E 5643 W Berks St
Broughton Ruf 5209 Harlan St
Brown Clifford 5640 Lansdowne Ave
Brown Mildred 5509 Media St
Brown Patricia 32 N Conestga St
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Brown Susie 944 N Fallon St
Bryant Delores C Bryant Earl 1432 N Wanamaker St
Bryant Georgette Estate Of 5649 West Haddington St
Bryant Harvey 1313 N 52nd St
Bryn Mawr Suites L P 4920 City Line Ave Ste 200
Bullock Mary M 5049 Wynnefield Ave 53
Bunkley Andre D 5716 W Oxford St
Butler Lee T 5518 Poplar St
Byrd Ashby Estate 5639 Lansdowne Ave
Carbajo Manuel 4040 Presidential Blvd Apt 29
Card Catherine Estate 5744 W Jefferson St
Carney Mary R 1253 N 58th St
Cater Joseph K 632 N Frazier St
Cavanaugh Daniel J Estate 1545 N Wanamaker St
Charles Rebecca 5235 Euclid St
Chiang Yao Wei 3601 Conshohocken Ave Apt 219
Childersself Phyllis 1943 N 52nd St
Chris Transport Obo Vamuyen L Kenneth 5407 Harlan St
Christmas Cheryl J I B 13 5431 Penngrove St
Clark Nancy S Dr Medicine Graduate Med Education 4190 City Ave Ste 205
Cnc Nursing Service 2027 Upland Way
Coats Rayfield 900 N 42nd St
Cohen Frederick 5461 Euclid St
Coles Sheena 5621 W Diamond St
Collins Florence Collins James 5463 Arlington St
Collins Lydia M 1317 N 55th St
Copeland James G 5434 Lebanon Ave
Crabbe Pearl 5772 Hunter St
Crowell Elaine 5642 Arlington St
Curtis Wilmot N 1808 N 54th St
Dallas Anthony 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 218a
Dambacher Joseph Estate 1514 N 54th St
Danzeisen Alma O 1537 N 56th St
Davis Adriana 4040 Presidential Blvd Apt239
Davis Genevieve Williams 5527 Wyalusing Ave
Davis Gladys 556 N Wanamaker St
Davis Khari 1669 N Allison St
Davis Mary 5846 Haverford Ave
Day Margaret Estate 5611 Wyalusing Ave
Demby Josephine 6100 City Ave 1410
Demchick Samuel J 2500 Belmont Ave Carlene Apts 409a
Diltz Mark 3900 Ford Rd
Dixon James 5860 Woodcrest Ave
Dougherty William C Jr Dougherty Mary 4711 Westminister
Dougherty William C Jr Dougherty William C 4711 Westminister
Doumet Salomon A Apt 1004 3701 Conshohocken Ave
Dowdy Henry 1443 N 57th St
Drew Willie R 1219 N Wilton St
Drumgold Alice 2101 Belmont Ave B307
Drummond Margaret Davis 5001 West Girard Ave
Du Bose Lena 1514 N 56th St
Dunston Dorothy M 2805 N 47th St Apt 302
Edwards Reeshemah V 1436 N 58th St
Edwards Wilbur J 1446 N 57th St
Elder Marille L 5623 Gainor Rd
Ellis Anna 1540 N Allison St
Ellis Dorothy L 2706 W Country Club Rd
Fala Fioravanti 4918 Lancaster Ave
Fambro Mary 536 N Vodges St
Faust Jake Apt 2 1441 N 52nd St
Ferebee Doris 5738 Stewart St
Ferkler Martha Estate 5137 Master St
Fernandez Poala 2805 N 47th St
Flanagan Mike Sourin Residence Ctr 28 2449 Cardinal Ave Unit 1383
Florence Hill Estate 643 N Creighton St
Ford Charled Jr 5915 Woodcresr Dr
Ford Ethylee 1234 N 53rd St
Fortune Isaac R 5606 Lansdowne Ave
Fox Timothy Apt 2 5218 W Berks St
Francis Chrisina 4000 Presidential Blvd
Francis Derrick D 5134 Parkside Ave
Frank Diane 4428 Overbrook Ave
Frank Diane Frank Myer 4428 Overbrook Ave
Frank Doris L 5777 Nassau Rd
Franklin Daisy Apt 907 4001 Conshohocken Ave
Fredericksdorf William C CO V M Lynch 5147 Wyalusi
Freeman Pearl 1230 N 50th St
Fritchie Myrtle R 2101 Belmont Ave
Fullard Stanley 5229 W Jefferson St
Gail Hawkins Bush 5111 Dakota St
Gamble Lettie B 5852 Haverford Ave
Ganges Devere H 5719 Woodbine Ave
Garcia Adriana 5450 W Berks St 1f
Gateward Gerthel D 4001 Conshohocken Ave A
Gendran Genev 405 N Hobart St
Giannini John 2499 N50th Str
Gindin Izrail 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt K26
Glascoe Ware Mary 1227 North Frazier St
Glener Archie 3600 Conshohoken Ave
Glenn Mattie 5506 W Thompson St
Goodwin Thomas Estate 5700 Media St
Gordon Kathryn 510 N 57th St
Goucher K P 5549 Master
Grant Anna 4934 Westminster Ave
Grant Marie 5528 Cambridge St
Greenwell Madeline 5112 Viola St
Gross Katherine 545 N Allison St
Guy Jeffrey A 3900 Ford Rd Apt 18c
Hall Beverly L 5717 Master St
Hall W Howard Estate Of 5178 W Columbia Ave
Harmon Julia G 5212 Woodbine Ave
Harper Sadie 538 North 55th St
Harris Sterlynn Lee 2721 E Country Club Rd
Harris William E 545 N 56th St
Harrison Catherine 5738 Wyndale Ave
Herremans Todd J 2222 North 53rd St
Hill Bernard 1723 North Lindenwood St
Hill Gregory 1513 N 54th St
Hollis Ceola O 2727 N Dover St
Hope Dorsey L 5470 W Berks St
Howell Edward III 4949 Parkside Ave
Hudson Bernard B III Hudson Bernard B II 3600 Conshohocken Ave
Hudson Michelle J 3900 Ford Rd Ste 12
Hudson Troy 5759 Dunlap St
Hugee John R 649 N 53rd St
Jackson Clarence Z Jackson Lillian T 5508 Media St
James Ian 4934 Lancaster Ave
Jenkins Monica R 5165 W Columbia Ave
Jevs Monroe Office Center One Winding Way Suite 100
Johns Theresa 2216 Bryn Mawr Ave
Johnson Cherry Sherri 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt 4209
Johnson Cordell Johnson John W 633 N Frazier St
Johnson Diane M 5532 Hunter St
Johnson Georg 661 N Yewdall St
Johnson Mary 601 N Wilton St
Johnson Raymond C 5701 Malvern Ave
Johnson Theodore R Johnson Ruth M 5011 Woodbine Ave
Jones Coryne 2805 N 47th St Apt 302
Joneswhitley Antoinette L 5334 Arlington St
Jordan Wilfred H Apt 01 3600 Conshohocken Ave
Junor Vanessa Eulinda Dr Medicine Graduate Med Education 4190 City Ave Suite 205
Kalman Sheila 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt D 14
Katzman Lillian 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt G14
Kelley Adolphus L 5317 W Thompson St
Kendall Thelma 5405 W Girard Ave
Kennedy Courtney 5639 Arlington St
Kerr Harriet H Simpson House Apt M 126 Belmon CO Club Moderne
Kerr Robert L Belmont Monument Rd Simpson House Apt M 126
Key Darra 869 Wynnewood Rd 1st Fl
Kim Gunter 2331 N 58th St Apt A1
Kukucska Patrick J 3902 City Ave Adams Bldg Ap
Kuncevich Michael C/O Simpson House 2101 Belmont Ave Apt M231
Lamb Jamesr 1323 North Allison St
Lashke Konstantyn S 2610 Belmont Ave
Lavere James G 5714 Cambridge St
Leabman Gertrude 3812 Conshohocken Ave Fl 1
Leana Fala 4918 Lancaster Ave
Lee Janet P 2721 E Country Club Rd
Lees Marion 5513 Poplar St
Levy Willie L 656 E 12th St Apt 1 A
Lewis Howard J Jr Lewis Ann R 5104 Wyalusing Ave
Lewis Tanesha D 1594 N 52nd St Apt 1f
Ligotti Michael John Dr Medicine Graduate Med Education 4190 City Ave Suite 205
Limehouse Oss 5303 Westminster Ave
Little Jonathan L 1712 N 52nd St Apt 1
Lockley Irene B 1419 N Vodges St
Ludwig Lillian 3600 Conshohocken Ave Apt
Lynch Viola M C/O V M Lynch 5147 Wyalusi
Lyons Archie G Estate 607 N Wilton St
Macanmarkar Muhammed Yusri 5820 Overbrook Ave
Main John Terrill Dr Medicine Graduate Med Education 4190 City Ave Suite 205
Malet Frances 2100 N 50th St
Mandell Sylvia C CO The Pavilion 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt L24
Manns Estelle 1733 N Lindenwood St
Manuel Juan 3461 Kim St
Marilyn Berger Shank 5415 Woodcrest Ave
Marks Meyer Marks Lee 3814 Conshohocken Ave
Mars Thelma 5830 Overbrook Ave
Martin Alexander Estate Of 1449 North Ithan St
Martinez Jose A 6100 City Ave Apt Ph310
Mashore Duane Apt 2
Mason Wilfred Adams Building 203 3902 City Ave
May William 4029 Balwynne Park Rd
Mayne Marilyn A Dr Medicine Graduate Med Education 4190 City Ave Suite 205
Mccleary Keyonita 5128 Harlan St
Mccoy Warner F 2204 Graham St
Mcelroy Paul J 5524 Jefferson St
Meals Robert L 3900 City Ave Bldg Washing
Methodist Serviceskensingt 4300 Monument Rd
Mickens William Apt A 520 N 52nd St
Middleton Simon 5663 Arlington St
Miller Susan L Miller Jay M PO Box 4595
Mintz Thomas 4001 Conshohocken Ave 810
Mithiborwala Mohamed Husein Apt 716 3801 Conshohocken Ave
Moncada Edgar Enrique Dr 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt 3415
Mondesire Lois 3900 Ford Rd 14d
Montgomery Calvester 1645 North 55th St
Moore Sandra M 2311 North 51th St
Morgan Jeremy 2731 N 46th St
Morgan Sara E 2139 Parkwyn Rd
Moultrie Katie 2218 Bryn Mawr Ave
Murphy Mary E 5267 Arlington St
Myers Lala C 425 N Hobart St
Myles James W C/O A Cashaw Jr 4060 City Ave
Negahban Ezat O 5226 Rexford St
Nelson Elector Ms 5737 Wyndale Ave
Nottage George W 1965 N 52nd St
Opher Fannie 5738 W Oxford St
Ortega Laura 4000 Presidential Blv Lincoln Green Apts
Ostroff Pauline B Ostroff Arthur B 2610 W Mimi Cir
Paccapaniccia Lisa 2331 N 58th St F5
Palmer Essie 5730 Stewart St
Parker Ronald 3901 City Ave Washington Bldg 203
Parrish Bobbie 5445 Diamond St
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Patterson Dor 1415 N Hobart St
Pearce Annie 540 North 56th St
Peterson Ralph K 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 508
Phagoo Dhanraj 3901 City Ave Apt 1112 A
Pham Nhan Thanh Dr 2647 Lenape Rd
Phillips John Jr Bf 1226 N Allison St
Pierce Joseph III 3600 Conshohocken Ave Apt 1101
Pleasant Leroy 5725 Dunlop St
Pnc Investments C/O A Cashaw Jr 4060 City Ave
Powell Ghandi 256 S 54th St Apt 1
Powers John O Estate 1249 N Allison St
Pressley Fred H 926 North Fallon St
Price George 3900 Ford Rd Unit 15b
Price Robert C 4040 Presidential Blvd Apt 230
Rachel Alex 2118 N 57th St
Raglan Janie 5836 Woodbine Ave
Ramsey Dorothy Ramsey Elton 541 N Allison St
Randolph Andr 5331 Kershaw St
Raschiatore Mary 5037 Lancaster Ave
Ravenell Gloria Estate 1314 N 57th St
Reavis Karen R 5891 Woodcrest Ave
Regan Wilfred 4903 W Girard Ave
Reichel Sylvia 3900 Ford Rd Apt 21p
Rice Rose Apt B6 4401 Conshohocken Ave
Richardson Julia O 1821 N 57th St
Richardson Melanie A 1443 N 57th St
Riggs Margie 918 N Fallon St
Robbins Dorot 938 N Fallon St
Roberts Clementine 2201 Bryn Mawr Ave
Roberts Ike 5752 Woodcrest Ave
Robinson Collien 2122 Melvin St
Robinson Evelyn M 1535 N 56th St
Robinson Verdie M Mrs Robinson Verdie Robinson M 5784 Dunlap St
Robinson Verdie Robinson M 5784 Dunlap St
Rodgers Travel Inc 4518 City Ave 3rd Floor
Rogers Rebecc 1458 N Hobart St
Ruffin Caliek 5223 Euclid St
Rylander Barbara 535 N Paxon St
Sacks Alexander 3900 Ford Rd Apt 21p
Salama Mohammed 4040 Presidential Blvd Apt 51
Sales Michael 5417 Gainor Rd
Sampson Warren E 1546 N Allison St
Sams Freddie 4832 Westminister
Savage Annie 5532 Hunter St
Savage Stuart H Estate 1750 N Lindenwood St
Schwering Sandra Apt 306 4001 Conshohocken Ave
Scott Glen 5542 W Girard Ave 2nd Fl
Scott Kelly 2416 Golf Rd
Self William H 1943 N 52nd St
Shectman Lillian 5939 Upland Way
Smalley Robert 1453 Burton St
Smart Tyrone 1453 N Vodges St
Smith Linda 5214 Pennsgrove St
Smith Luella 2704 E Country Club Rd
Soto Ramon 3600 Greenland Dr
Sparrow Louis 4001 Monument Rd Apt 516 Vermont House
Spiegel Mark J 3917 Lankenau Ave
St Joes University 2400 N 54th St
Stein Jane Brith Sholom House Apt 635 3939 Conshohocken Ave
Stevens James S Estate Of 1575 N 52nd St
Still Helen W Est Of 5398 Wynnefield Ave
Stratton Almeda 4001 Conshohocken Ave 810
Sturgis William 5255 W Jefferson St
Sukin Jerome 3900 City Av Jeffereson C175
Sullivan Mary 1303 N 55th St
Sykes Elizabeth 5828 Poplar Ct
Sykes Virginia R PO Box 9614
Tamran Khaled 3902 City Ave
Taylor Javan Estate Of 1526 Lombard St
Taylor Lorrie 1225 N 57th St
Thigpen Florence Thigpen Marie L 5315 Wyalusing Ave
Thomas Carrie 5220 Harlan St
Thomas Dennis 5733 Nassau Rd
Thomas John 5733 Nassau Rd
Thompson Esther M 1230 N Conestoga St
Thompson Laura V 5998 Woodbine Ave
Tollin Steven 4000 Presidential Blvd No B151510
Toussaint Yardlie Dr Medicine Graduate Med Education 4190 City Ave Suite 205
Tull Anthony R Estate 5431 Master St
Tyrone Alan Estate Of 5049 Wynnefield Ave 53
Ugur Cengiz 4040 Presidential Blve Apt 191
University Copy Service 5070 Parkside Ave Suite 2
Usi Colburn Insurance Services One International Plaza 4th Floor
Visiting Nurse Assoc The Of Greater Philadelphia One Winding Dr 2nd Flr
Waites Lucy 5232 W Jefferson St
Walden Eric 1422 North Hobart St
Warren Mildred 2741 N 41th St
Washington James 1319 N 53rd St
Waters Clarence E Jr 5512 Master St
Webb Arthur T Dec C O Martha A Webb 5712 Poplar St
Webster Janet M Apt 703 4001 Conshohocken Ave
Weiner Irwin 3600 Conshohocken Ave Apt 1602
Welch Karen L 2109 N Hobart St
Wellness Community Of Phil Suzanne Morgan Ctr Ridgel Chamounix Dr West
Fairmount
Wells Lucille 5522 W Thompson St
Welsh Meghan 2826 Belmont Ave
Whaley Mary 4531 Merion Ave
White Saadiq 4858 Merion Ave
Williams Ange 2746 Belmont Ave Apt 515
Williams Mary D 4856 Parkside Ave
Wilson Evelyn Wilson John 5536 Hunter St
Wilson William 4001 Monument Rd Apt 1217
Wilson William J Estate Of Simpson House 2101 Belmont Ave
Windley Janie 933 N Saint Bernard St
Wise Charles Estate Of 5726 Dunlap St
Witts Esther Frye C/O Witts E 1422 N 57th St
Wolf Cecelia R 3900 Ford Rd
Woods Joseph W Estate 1306 N Frazier St
Yampolsky Lauren M 3900 City Ave Apt D 622
Yohe Martha L Smpson House Apt M326-2w Belmont & Monument Ave
Young Helen E 1902 W Damoner
Philadelphia Pa 19132
Abad Stephen PO Box 6717
Abrams Virginia 2415 W Indiana Ave
Acker Idella 3045 N 15th St
Adams Elizabeth Estate Of 2924 N Lehigh Ave
Adams Merritt Est 3012 N Ringgold St
Agurs Lugenia W 3009 W Oakdale St
Albert Bessie 2963 N Bambrey St
Anderson Elaine 3234 W Huntington St
Anderson Stella 3308 W Huntingdon St
Andrews Lisa Apt 4 2201 N 33rd St
Arbor Inc 2701 N Brd St
Arrington Ella 2927 N 27th St
Babb Lucille 2409 N 28th St
Bacon Roman 3133 N 26 St
Bagby Rachel 2254 N Woodstock St
Bailey James B 2228 No Lambert St
Bailey Mamie 2557 N 33rd St
Baldwin John Baldwin Mae 2443 N Colorado
Banger John 2635 N Bouvier St
Banks Jessie 2930 N 24th St
Barnes Reginald L 2640 N Stanley St
Baronett Alice Estate 3114 N 34th St
Baronett Mary Estate 3114 N 34th St
Barrett Mary C 2552 W Silver St
Barton Raymond 2637 N 33rd St
Barton Robert 2637 N 33rd St
Beamon Lamont 2848 N Taney St
Benson Carol 2352 W Glenwood Ave
Birch Helen 3134 N Judson St
Bird Katherine 2412 N 18th St
Blanton Lula 2924 N 25th St
Bottalico Frank L Estate 2719 W Somerset St
Boyd Khonon 2340 N Garner St
Bradley William F Estate Of 3102 N Croskey St
Bragg Ethel 3020 W Lehigh Ave
Branch Mary 2515 W Cumberland St
Breighner Rita M Estate 3308 W Allegheny Ave
Brevard Fank 2226 Cleveland St
Bridges Romaine J 2528 N 31st St
Bridges Trumiller 2528 N 31st St
Brigham Rudolph 2930 N 20th St
Brill John Estate 2921 N 26th St H
Brinkley Jean 2714 W Somerset St
Brodhag Herbert 2508 W Somerset St
Brooks Rendell Brooks Shirley 3024 W Lehigh Ave
Brothers Johnnie 3037 N Bonsall St
Brown Catheri 2538 N 17th St
Brown Marie 3913 Ridge Ave
Brown Thelma 2527 N Patton St
Brown Vivian 2847 N Bonsall St
Bryant Gracie 2760 N Dover St
Bundrige Agnes 2208 N Lambert St
Burkitt Eliza Estate Of 2727 W Lehigh Ave
Butler Joseph 2624 N 16th St
Byrd Joseph 2646 N 16th St
Calloway Jeanette M 2509 N Spangler St
Campbell John 2724 W Seltzer St
Campbell Nakia 2329 W Huntingdon St
Campbell W A PO Box 50612
Carlton Fischer 2258 N Lambert St
Carney Wardell 2731 N Bonsall St
Carrington Wi 2934 N 24th St
Carroll Florine H 3134 N Taylor St
Caruso Vincentia Caruso Raymond 3522 Alyheny Ave
Cassidy Marie 2428 N 29th St
Chapple Mary A 2716 W Seltzer St
Chishlom James 2232 N Park Ave
Chisholm Estelle 2720 N Ringgold St
Christian Peter J Christian Mary 2732 W Albert St
Christian Richard Christian Mary 2732 W Albert St
Christian Jam 2045 W York St
Church Anna 2915 W Walnut St
Cleveland Allen 2508 N 19th St
Clifton Sandra 5001 N Lindley Ave
Clyde Leroy 2258 N Cleveland St
Coates Ella M 3052 W Colona St
Coker Eugene 2329 N Park Ave
Cooper Alice 2565 Bancroft St 1st Floor
Cooper Gladys 2452 N 16th St
Cooper Wilbur Estate 2526 W Cumberland St
Cornish Timothy 2929 Marston St
Crawford Anni 2551 N 30th St
Crawford Mamie 2543 N Marston St
Crawford Mecca N 3 2235 N 15th St
Cummings Laura M Estate 2516 N 29th St
Cunningham Do 2517 N Chadwick St
Cunningham Pe 2517 N Chadwick St
Curry Etta Lou 2519 W Harold St
Curtis Judge 2034 W Hagert St
Cyrous Lola 2727 N Dover St
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Dabney Robert Estate 3209 W Dakota St
Davis Alfreda 1312 W Cambria St
Davis Blake A 2348 N Bouvier St
Davis Gwendolyn 3123 N Carlisle St
Davis Jordan Y 2339 N Gratz St
Davis Mary L 2447 North 30th St
Davis Robert 2319 N Garnet St
Deas James 1515 W Allegheny Ave Apt G2
Deneal Carol 2639 N Bancroft St
Dennis Essie M 2435 W Hagert St
Dent Sweetie 3134 N Carlisle St
Dingle Eric 3495 Wd Huntingdon St
Dirkson Emma M 2437 N Garnet St
Dixon Ophelia 2097 Hazy Bay Rd
Dolison Catherine 2818 N Woodstock St
Dreher Melvin 2216 W Huntingdon St
Dublin Solomon 2922 W York St
Eastern Distributors CO O’connor Truck Leasin 835 E Lycoming St
Eboni Ealey 2858 N Judson St
Edmonds Flore 2360 N Woodstock St
Edwards Betty G 2534 W Gratz St
Edwards Leroy 1415 W Allegheny Ave
Elamin Abdul Apt 813 1717 W Hunting Park
Ellis Mary E 2550 N 29th St
Estate Of Lela Andrews 3119 N 26th St
Evelyn Ruffin 2659 N Bancroft St
Felder Hampton 2558 N Chadwick St
Fisher George Md Pc 2307 N Brd St
Fitzpatrick Sheila A Apt B 4 3130 North 16th St
Floyd Mattie 2814 N 23rd St
Ford Christopher 2202 N Natrona St
Fosque Martin Eric 2649 N Napa St
Foster Bertha 2364 N Bouvier St
Freeman Debra C 2820 W Clementine St
Fulton Annie L Estate Of 2335 N Smedley St
Funderburk Inez 1439 W Mayfield St
Furqan Ibn Karim Mcleod Fam Spec Nds Trust 2858 N Judson St
Gainer George 2706 W Silver St
Galloway Bert 2120 W Toronto St
Garner Doyle J 3132 N 22nd St
Geissendorger M Estate 3110 N 24th St
Genrett Pearl 2412 W Sergeant St
Germantown Auto Outlet Inc 3335 Ridge Ave
Gladys Fox 3142 N 25th St
Glover Richard 2502 N Corlies St
Goldsmith Rudolph 2728 N 16th St
Gordy Howard 2907 N Park Ave
Gould Booker 3007 N Stillman St
Govan Allen 1527 W Lehigh Ave
Grant Benjami 2521 N 31st St
Gray Robert L 2610 N 18th St
Green Lillian 2822 N Marston St
Greene Roberta D 2436 W Cumberland St 2f
Gross William 1321 W Somerset St
Hairston Samuel 2726 N 23rd St
Hall Raymond 2964 N Stillman St
Hamilton Honi 1426 W Mayfield St
Hampton Carlton 2309 Cumberland St
Hankerson Emma 1607 Dauphin St
Hanley Rose C 2703 W Allegheny Ave
Hargrove Danille Hargrove Alley 2711 N 24th St
Harling William Estate 2446 N 18th St
Harmon Harold 3002 W Dauphin St
Harris Eugenie 2530 N Brd St
Hart Carolyn 2751 N 29th St 2f
Haywood Dorene 2752 N 24th St
Head International 2442 N Brd St
Herberts Courley Estate 1621 W Huntingdon St
Herman Haberla Estate 2214 W Sergeant St
Herndon Carolyn 2559 N Bouvier St
Herring James Est 2617 N Bancroft St
Hicks Marjorie 2719 N Hick St
Hicks William 2521 W Gordon St
Highsmith Juanita I 2417 N 23rd St
Hinman Christine 1801 Evarts St A 1
Hinmon Thomas W 2225 N Uber St
Hobbs Robert 1531 W Tioga St
Hogue Howard L Jr 2056 W Gledwood Ave
Holland Bruce A 2338 W Hagert St
Holmes Esther 1425 W Rush St
Hooper Jacqueline 3g 1510 W Allegheny Ave
Hoover Margaret Hoover Willis M 3025 S 23rd St
Hope Worldwide 2221 North Brd St
Howell Gertrude 2639 N 28th St
Hubbard Marian 1321 W Rush St
Hudley Mercedes Hudley John Jr 2829 Lambert St
Hunter Cornelia 2410 N 19th St
Ivory Buddy 156 N Millick St
Jackson Butler 2638 W Gordon 1ff
Jackson Cinci 2933 N 25th St
Jakes Mini Mart 2400 N 19th St
Jefferson Edd 2850 N 25th St
Jefferson Mab 2237 W Firth St
Jeffries Debra 2819 N Brd St
Jeffries Ulysses G 2817 N Brd St
Johnson Benjamin G IV Johnso Monique 3135 North Natrona St
Johnson Bernice 2304 W Huntingdon St
Johnson Idella 2567 N Bancroft St
Johnson Inell 2547 N Marston St
Johnson Morris M 2347 N 28th St
Johnson Robert 2466 N Stanley St
Johnson Shawn 2334 Fawn St
Johnson Sylve 2304 W Huntingdon St
Jones Charles T 3136 N Spangler St
Jones Mark 413 Sterling St
Jones Paul 2929 W Lehigh Ave
Jones Sarah 2608 N Myrtlewood St
Jones Thelma 2341 N Gratz St
Jonesii Steven 3052 N Judson St
Jordan Almeda L 2031 W York St
Kane Francis Kane James J 3117 N 34th St
Katz Bella 2500 N 29th St
Kellam Loretta 3040 N 16th St
Keller Martha Estate 2910 N Van Pelt St
Kendall Lawrence D Mr 2714 W Huntingdon St
Kho Choung Long 2500 N 29th St
King Henrietta 2521 W Gordon St
Kitchen Edna 2825 W Lehigh Ave
Kittrle L Estate Of 3853 N 13th St
Leach Dena L 2545 N 33rd St
Leak Gerald C 2608 W York St
Ligon Bessie 2651 N 30th St
Limongelli Ferdinando Limongelli Edith 3020 N 23
Lloyd Lee V 1740 W Allegheny Ave
Locke Phillip 2749 N 25th St
Loftlin Emanuel 2207 N 29th St
Logan Rosa 2426 N Bouvier St
Mabrey Mary 2415 N Bouvier St
Mack Lorrie 1835 W Huntingdon St
Mackey Joseph J 2826 N 19th St
Maher John 2609 West 23rd St
Maier Maria E 2428 N 28th St
Majors Levonia 2643 N Bancroft St
Mance Margaret 2812 N 26th St
Manier Albert Estate Of 2426 N 32nd St
Manigo Flossie 2332 N Park Ave
Marrone Francis 1302 12 W Cumberland St
Marshall Glenn 2542 N Myrtlewood St
Marshall Matt 2254 N 15th St
Martin Hattie 2828 N Bonsall St
Martin Louise 1717 W Huntingdon St
Martin Vivian Estate Of 2639 N Napa St
Matthews Evelyn 2428 N 29th St
Mcclay Eldridge 2527 N Patton St
Mccullough Ru 2955 N Hicks St
Mccurry Amelia Estate 2223 N 16th St
Mcdaniel Betty J Mcdaniel Betty 2536 N 17th St
Mcelmurry Jul 2403 N Colorado St
Mcfadden Eleanor 2816 N Brd St
Mcfield Matthew Estate Of 3119 N Spangler St
Mcginley Mary Estate 2614 N 18th St
Mckinney Cassius B 2431 North 30th St Second Floor
Mcnally Mary M 2816 W Wishart St
Mercoglione Ruth 2501 W Seltzer St
Meyers Keith 2916 W Arizona
Miller Floren 3139 N Judson St
Mitchell Arie 2207 W Sedgley Ave
Mitchell Cora 2207 N Sedgley St
Mitchell Garry 2218 W Oakdale St
Mitchell Matilda E 2431 W Hagert St
Moore Charles 3135 N 24th St
Moore Henry C 2417 N Hollywood St
Morgan Brockers Estate 2948 N Ringgold St
Morton Patricia G 2905 N 27th St
Moss Robert J 2844 N Marston St
Murray David 2517 N Douglas St
Myers David R 4037 N Brd St
Myers Respert R 2434 W Firth St
Nates Lounge 2643 W Sargarent St
Nelson Hilda 2236 W Huntingdon St
Nesbitt Magno 2831 N Stillman St
Nix Aw Jr 1613 21 W Duphin St
Norman Veronica 2339 N Lambert St
Onley William 2525 N 19th St
Ousley Freda 2728 North Hemberger St
Outterbridge John A Estate Of 2714 N 23rd St
Owens Plump 2430 N Chadwick St
Owens Rosetta Est 3037 N Hemberger St
Parker Mildre 2311 N 19th St
Patterson Terry 2838 N 26th St
Payne Lucille V 2525 N Cleveland St
Payton Elizabeth 2450 N Colorado St
Pearl Willey Estate 3153 N 25th St
Peregoy Barbara F 2930 N 19th St
Pereira Linda 2415 N 16th St
Perry Warren 2711 N 24th St
Pettiway Isab 3152 N 24th St
Pettiway John 3152 N 24th St
Pickens Thomas K 3117 N 35th St
Plump Owens 2430 N Chadwick St
Porter Cynthia 2612 N Colorado St
Portlock Frank L 2830 N 22nd St
Pouncy Desiree 2513 North Newkirk St
Powell Funeral Home Inc 2432-34 N 27th St
Pressens Joseph 1524 Glenwood
Proctor Hazel 2612 N 17th St
Pugh John M Pugh Martin 3016 N 23rd St
Purifory Linda L 2429 N 33rd St
Ramirez Rudol 2216 N 16th St
Rawls Miller Estella Estate Of 2919 N 26th St
Redding Lizzie 1900 W Somerset St
Reid Steven 2929 N Bonsall St
Reit Mgmt Research LLC Mellon Bank Ctr 1735 Marke
Roberts Virginia 1326 W Lippincott St
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Robertson Virginia Robertson Troy 2012 W Cambria St
Robinson Clarence 3147 W Gordon St
Robinson Defelther 2729 W Lehigh Ave
Robinson Virginia 2566 N Myrtle Wood St
Rosenfeld Stuart Michael Rosenfeld Lester CO Pep Boys 32nd & Allegheny Ave
Ruffin Alice B 2434 W Huntingdon St
Ruffin Evelyn 2659 N Bancroft St
Sanders Lurena 2208 N Lambert St
Savage Jimmie L 2812 N 28th St
Scott Arceola 2419 Oakdale St
Scott Mamie 2459 N 33rd St
Seelau Louise T 2334 N 16th St
Shaw Adella 2334 N 16th St
Shaw Denise Estate Of 2435 N Hollywood St
Sherman Samuel Sherman Minnie 2436 N Newkirk St
Shockley Lela 2644 N Stanley St
Shop For Less Supermarket 2208 North Brd St
Simmons Veronica 2523 W Cumberland St
Simpson Riley O 2523 N 24th St
Sinclair Mami 2523 N Douglas St
Sizer Ethel 6300 Old York Apt 418
Slater Mamie 2904 N 23rd St
Smith Dorothy 2257 N Lambert St
Smith Ocia 2420 N 20th St
Smith Terrill 2534 N 18th St
Snyder Irvin L Estate 2228 N Sydenham St
Stanley Gladys Estate Of CO E Stanley 2809 West Lehigh St Apt 1
Strawberry Frank R PO Box 18725
Sykes Elsie 2053 W Boston Ave
Taylor Kathy 3132 N 24th St
Temple Celestine Estate 3210 W Susquehanna
Terry Florence 2522 N Newkirk St
Theodore Jenkins Estate 3039 W Colona St
Thomas Willie L 1507 W Indiana Ave
Todd Wiliam 2510 W Sterner St
Torres Fritico 2601 N 33rd St
Transportation Svc 2600 N Brd St
Trower Thomas J 2339 N Gratz St
Tucker Angela 3031 N 23rd
Tunstall Eleanor Estate 2929 W Gordon St
Turner Craige L 1515 Cumberland St
Underwood Gilbert 3144 N Carlisle St
Villiafane Hector 3810 Percy St
Wade William 2249 N 18th St
Walker Consuela I Apt 3 2632 W Silver St
Warfield Erwin 2400 Lehigh Ave
Washington Edna 2318 N Garnet St
Washington Mary A 2558 N 17th St
Washington Peggy C 2853 N Judson St
Washington William G 2455 No Patton St
Watson Clarissa 2431 W Hagert St
Watson Tillie 2920 N Bailey St
West Bessie M 2207 N Bouvier St
Whealton Geor 2733 W Oakdale St
White Dennis 2523 N 26th St
White James 2760 N 23rd St
White Leslie 2760 N 23rd St
Whitted Eleanor 2418 W Sergeant St
Wilker Doroth 2828 W Albert St
William Albert 3011 Judson St
Williams Charliemae 2829 N Marston St
Williams Edwa 2410 N Stanley St
Williams Ethe 2330 N 29th St
Williams Gene H 2547 N 17th St
Williams Juli 2934 N 25th St
Williams Lillian 2110 W Indiana Ave
Williams Lori 2437 North 18th Str
Williams Matt 2344 N Park Ave
Williams Robert 2415 W Indiana Ave
Willingham Dianne 2400 W Toronto St
Willis William 2434 North 16th St
Wilson Betty M 2857 North 27th St
Wilson Tari 3113 N 15th St 3rd Fl
Wilson Wanda L 2320 W Harold St
Woods Prince A 2523 W Cumberland St
Woodstock Cooperative 2829 N Lambert St Apt C
Wright Richard J 3017 N Taney St
Young Benjamin 2460 N Opal St
Young Christine C 2237 W Oakdale St
Young Warren N 3132 N Rosewood St
Zorio Josephine 2945 N 26th St
Philadelphia Pa 19133
2728 Integrity Market Inc 2728 Germantown Ave
Adams Ernest H 710 W York St
Almanzar Ana Oleaga Apt 1fl 2735 N 5 Th St
Altobell Donald 2416 N 2nd St
Alvarez Sonia 3046 N Lawrence St
Alvarez Wanda 3309 N Marshall St
Amichetti Joseph Estate 2525 N 5th St
Archibold Miriam 3141 N 13th St
Archie Harweda T 1242 W Hazzard St
Archie Robert L 1242 W Hazzard St
Baez Leandro 2912 N Mutter St 1st Floor
Baltz Rita 2822 North Hutchinson
Baretty Leida Cedrano 104 W Wishart St
Barfield Hilda M CO Toya D Williams 2543 N Jessup St
Barr Deborah L 2256 N 7th
Benitez Dba 3322 Germantown Ave
Blakely Verrell A 933 W Duaphin St
Bonilla Jennifer Cruz 2852 Hamcock St
Bosher Thelma M 3054 N Mascher St
Bosques Yolanda Jimenez Apt 2 121 W Allegheny Ave
Bourne Vincent Sr 2326 N 3rd St
Bowden James R 2224 N 11th St
Bradford John H 2925 N 3rd St
Breuer Margaret 2202 N Franklin St
Bridgett Alicia Monteverde Apt 2 121 W Allegheny Ave
Brito Ana A 3018 N 6th St Apt 1fl
Broadnax Beverly A 2553 N 7th St
Brown Christina L 644 W Huntingdon St
Brunson Charlie 630 W York St
Bryant Andre K 2247 N Camac St
Bunkley Samuel Jr 1232 W Cambria St
Campuzano Glenda Rodriguez Apt 1 2652 N Orianna St
Carroll Richard N 2853 N Palethorp St
Cartagena Maria 109 W Lippincott St
Castellano Elias Otero Apt 1 2628 N Orianna St
Centeno Miguel 1906 E Wishart St
Chase Ethel Estate 927 W Arizona St
Claudio Luis V 2811 N Franklin St
Cochrane John E 2315 N Marshall
Coln Oliver C Jr Estate 2640 N 9th St
Colon Jazmin 2nd Fl 301 W Somerset St
Colon Joseluis 2672 North Orianna Stre
Concepcion Marisol 2748 N Howard St
Conner Catherine 3020 N 8th St
Conway Joseph P Conway Anna J 2444 N Fairhill
Cortes Angel Hernandez Apt 1fl 2852 Hamcock
Crawford Kelvin J 1229 West Diamond St
Crespo Cabrera Sonia I 2949 N Hancock St
Cruz Annette 2213 N Howard St
Cruz Arminda Cruz Apt 1fl 2850 Hamcock
Cruz Carmelo 2531 Germantown Ave
Davis Ella 927 W Arizona St
Davis Minnie 2429 N 6th St
Davis Robert W 1120 W Glenwood Ave
Dejesus Soltero Keishla M Apt 1 2628 N Orianna St
Dejesus Teodoro 2826 N Fifth St
Deleonmaysonet Mariadel C 2519 N Lawrence St
Delvalle Luis Cruz Apt 1fl 2850 Hamcock St
Demergin Gilbert Est 2847 Germantown Ave
Diaz Awilda Reyes Apt 2l 2854 Hamcock St
Dreamway Industries 2543 N Hancock St
Dunn Gerald Estate 2964 N Orkney St
Dunson Calvin 2738 N Marvine St
Eberlin Harry Estate Of 212 W Alleghany Ave
Encarnacion Angel Velez Apt 3 127 W Alleghany Av
Estrada Trinidad Jennifer E 182 W Allegheny Ave
Ettore Ruth M Estate 2900 N 8th St
Evans Edward Omar Evans Edward 2812 N 7th St
Evans Walter B 2810 Lithgow
Feliberty Angel Rios Apt 1 121 W Allegheny Ave
Fernandez Jose Figueroa Apt 1fl 2854 Hamcock
Ferrer Mercado Domingo A Apt 2 218 W Indiana Av
Figueroa Joan Torres Apt 2 2731 N 6th St
Figueroa Ramos Luis R Apt 3 218 W Indiana Av
Fleischmann Laverne Fleischmann Joseph 2900 N Lawrence
Flores Jesus Rosado Apt 2 121 W Allegheny Ave
Fonseca Cinthia 2528 North Fifth St
Fox James G Estate 2645 N Mascher St
Galarza Grisel 137 W Wishart St
Gallon Marzell Estate Of 2803 N 9th St
Gamble Florin 2316 N 9th St
Garcia Inocencia 2239 N Mutter St
Garcia Rafael 2948 N Mascher St
Gasparon John 2859 N 7th St
Gilmore Anna 2215 N 7th St
Gonzalez Lugo David J 149 W Dauphin St Apt 2
Gordian Marilyn 2851 N Lawrence St
Grayer Willie 2637 N Jessup St
Greenwald John J 2416 N 2nd St
Griddle David 1317 W Lehigh Ave 2nd Fl
Gross Catherine 2419 N 4th St
Guzman Betty Santos Apt 2 121 W Allegheny Ave
Hanible Kareema L 2411 N 11th St Apt 1605
Harris Anna 1230 W Sergeant St
Hasher Marth A Hasher James H 2221 N Howard
Haynes Ruby M 2435 N 5th St
Healy John Healy Rita 133 W Dauphin St
Hernandez Esteban 2208 N Lawrence St
Hernandez Jose A 522 W York St
Hernandez Joseph 2801 N Lawrence St
Heygood Nandean S 2613 N Franklin St
Hirshbuhl Gertrude 3068 N Percy
Hoist Lawrence 1013 West Dauphin St
Hunsperger Ann M 2822 North Hutchinson
Hutchinson Angel 3044 N Hutchinson
Hutchinson Charles 2217 N 8th St
Iraujo Jesus 2522 N Franklin St
Irons Gerald 1111 W Nevada St
Irwin Wilma 3051 N Reese St
J Paul Inc 101 W Lehigh Ave
James Allen 2423 N 4th St
Jessicas Lounge 2956 N 2nd St
Jimperson Bureana 2511 N Mutter St
Jimperson Sheena 1517 N Mascher St
Johnson Charles 2314 N Camac St
Johnson Isaac 1210 W Allegheny Ave
Johnson Lathonia I 1050 Indian Creek
Jones Mabel J 2353 North Fawn St
Jones Ruth 2206 N 11th St
Jugla Catherine 3038 N 3rd St
Jwd Inc 2757 N Fifth St
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Kall Helen M 2732 Howarth
Kelly John 2527 N 9th St
Kelly Joseph C 2951 N Hancock St
Kieffer Margaret 815 W Cumberland St
Klucznik John Estate 3008 N Front St
Lajara Iris 2227 Nhancock St
Lapadat Paraschi 2226 N Mascher St
Leon L 2857 N 11th St
Levy Florence Levy Walter 2414 N 6th St
Lockhart Eugene 902 W Huntingdon St
Lopez Leslie 2349 N Hancock St
Lopez Luis 2335 N 5th St
Lopez Miguel 2905 N 3rd St
Lopez Ruth 2727 N 2nd St
Lopezvicente Angelmiguel 300 W Cambrig St Box 22
Magee John H Estate 2830 N 11th St
Maldonado Natividad Lopez Apt 2 121 W Allegheny Ave
Maldonado Zulma 123 West Allen
Marfisisera Roberto 3021 N 2nd St
Marie Barclif 731 W Allegheny Ave
Markmann Joseph C 1123 Indiana
Marrero David 2747 N 9th St
Martinez Angel 2925 N Waterloo St
Martinez Ismael 2437 N Orkney St
Martinez Randy 3053 N 8th St
Marv Loves 2959 61 N Front St
Massal Hilda 2524 2nd St
Mathias David 174 W Allegheny Ave
Mayoros Leslie 2931 Waterloo
Mccrowell Philip 1217 W Silver St
Mccutcheon Frances K 2423 N Marshall St
Mcdonnell James Estate 3119 N 9th St
Mciver Rose M 2806 N Warnock St
Mclellan Charles A Mclellan Anna 2619 S American St
Mclkenzie Byrtis 6112 W Woodland St
Mcnair Anthony 2651 N 7th St
Mcnichol Louise Mcnichol Philip 2959 N Orkney St
Meehan Mary A 627 W Allegheny Ave
Mendez Francisco 2252 Howard St
Mentzel Peter W Mentzel John F 2507 Mascher
Moore Jim S 801 W Cumberland St
Morales Ismael 2720 N Waterloo St
Morales Jailiana 2221 N 6th St
Morris Jerry T 329 E Lehigh Ave
Muhammad Sabriyya 2554 N Jessup St
Mulero Rosa 2310 North Hancock St
Mumtaz Corporation 2921 N 8th St
Negron Victoria Valle Apt Fl2 2920 N Hope St
Nesbitt Louis David 1050 Indian Creek
Nickerson Fred Jr 2537 N Hutchinson St
Normas Hoagie Shop 2963 N 6th St
O’brien Ruth 190 W Indiana Ave
Oquendo Flores Karen M 434 W Venango St
Ortiz Rosa 2764 Darien St
Ouinones Luis A 2669 N Oriana St
Pagan Sueleidy 4807 N 12th St Apt 2
Palladini Fioravant 183 W Cumberland St
Palmer Lydia 190 W Indiana Ave
Patton Milton 2819 North 13 St
Peters Dean 2358 N 12th St
Pettiway Naomi 1121 W Colona St
Peullera Maria 2924 N Hope St
Pizzarro Anabal 2142 N Orianna St
Poulton Grace Est 2906 N Palethorp St
Pulley Curtis 1240 W Allegheny Ave Fl 2
Ramos Nieves Dominga 300 W Cambria St Box 22
Reed Eva 505 West Cumberland St
Reid Willie G Reid Louise 1136 W Colona St
Reyes Milagros 2954 N Lawrence St
Rivera Maria Canales Apt 1 2628 Orianna St
Rivera Rodriguez Angel M Apt 1fl 2850 Hamcock St
Robles Jose 2727 N 6 St
Rodgers Charles W 3053 N Lawrence St
Rodriguez Carmen M 2853 N 8th St
Rodriguez Karen Rivera Apt 1 2628 N Orianna St
Rodriguez Leonida 2968 N Mutter St
Rodriguez Rivera Maria A Apt 1r 180 W Lehigh Ave
Roitor Emilia C 2226 N Mascher St
Romero Joel 613 W Clearfield St
Rosado Gregoria 3356 N Front St
Rosario James Lugo Apt 2 218 W Indiana Av
Rosario Manuel Olivo 2429 N Reese St
Roth Miller Vernon 3550 Mantua Ave
Russell Milton F 1000 W Huntington
Saez Victor 2904 N Franklin St
Salinas Martha 2255 N Waterloo St
Santaro Roberto 2855 Fairhill St
Santiago Luis E 2343 N Mascher St
Santos Gilberto Rodriguez Apt 1 2669 N Orianna St
Santos Luis A 2902 Waterloo St
Scarpeilo Eileen T Estate 2729 N 6th St
Segers Annie 2617 N 4th St
Segui Lycely Cortes Apt 2 2669 N Orianna St
Shannon John 1st Flr 2857 N 6 St
Sheed Sandra 3028 N 8th St
Sierra Jose 2710 N Waterloo St
Simmons Wilson 2342 N 12th St
Singleton Valarie 2535 N 7th St
Small Oletha 3141 N Camac St
Smith Georgeia 2307 No 10th
Sokol Frank 505 West Cumberland St
Starkey Haadiya 926 W Glenwood Ave
Starks Joseph Estate Of Starks Joseph 2734 N 11th St
Steedman Zelma R 1329 Flora
Stokes Andrew 1118 W Dauphin St
Stuart Parrilla Julio A 3131 N Front St 3er Fl
Sullivan Evelyn 2749 N Marvine St
Tankwai Rose2203 Germantown Ave Apt 205
Tanner Eleano 2522 N 12th St
Taveras Carlos A2862 Hope St
Thompson Rubell 2230 N Mutter St
Tinsley Maud L 526 W Lehigh Ave
Torres Agosto Nancy 2832 N Hope St
Torres Arturo 3045 N 10th St
Torres Manuel 2844 N Hancock St
Torres Mini Market 716 W Cambria St
Torres Orlando 2914 N Mutter St
Tran John H 512 W Lehigh Ave
Upchurch Arlene 1147 W Oakdale St
Vaquedano Cerna Jury E 2541 2nd North St
Velez Zaqueo Jr 2240 N Mascher St
Walker Robert 2419 N 4th St
Welch Geraldi 1135 W Indiana Ave
Williams Donna 3029 N Percy St
Williams Neva 3128 N 7th St
Wilson Catherine 3154 N 9th St
Wilson James L 1 Franklin Town Blvd
Wright Richard J 2946 North Camac St
Ziegler Verdenia 1246 W Hazzano St
Philadelphia Pa 19134
2722 Somersets Inc 2950 E Ontario St
Acevedo Aristides Hernandez 709 E Willard St
Acevedo Jose F 242 East Mayfield St
Adams Barbara 661 E Clementine St
Adorno Melchior 3457 N Crystal St
Alderman Christopher 2003n Ontario St
Allied Building Products Corp 2430 East Tioga St
Alvareznoa Nelson M 3035 Tulip St
Amey Margaret Estate 1130 E Tioga St
Anderson Loretta 3348 Livingston St
Aniol Florence 3084 Memphis St
Anteon Usns Yano 3460 N Delaware Ave
Arroyo Salvador Rotger 2929 Memphis
Avallone Esmera 2320 E Allegheny Ave
Avallone Joseph L Estate 3508 Shelbourne St
Back Michael C 2300 E Clearfield St
Bailey Janeen Apt B 622 E Wishart St
Bain James F Jr Bain Gertrude 2014 E Willard St
Baker Abner A 5406 Addison St
Ballou Dollar Store 3130 Kensington Ave
Bannan Mary 1947 E Thayer St
Bareto Maria Santiago Apt 1 3515 Frankford Ave
Bauhof Stella C 3143 Belgrade St
Beer Margaret E 3132 Memphis St
Beese Harry 3018 Rosehill St
Bela Tina L 3131 Tilton
Bell Regina M Bell Ervin T 1919 E Clearfield St
Belliard Cristian Baez 3130 F St
Benitez Cotto Felicita 166 E Ontario St
Berger Caroline 2045 E Albrigh Tst
Bermeo Ivan Beltran 3436 A St
Berrios Pedro 3144 E Weimont
Bilger Nicolina 3009 Richmond St
Blagrave Margaret 618 E Allegheny Ave
Blood George A Estate 3367 Frankford Ave
Bonner George Dc 2701 E Somerset St
Boyd Willaim 1311 N
Boyer Catherine Boyer Joyce 546 E Allegheny Ave
Boyle Mary A 2075 E Tioga St
Bronisz Richard 3625 Edgemont St
Brown Carl 5635 Osage Ave
Brown Mary 2921 A St
Brown Trudy 6 3354 Kensington Ave
Brownsey Wilfred A Brownsey Kathryn A 3212 N D St
Bryant Sean 2848 N Swanson St
Bucia Joseph 3265 Thompson St
Caban Jose Arocho 1929 E Tioga
Cabral Anna R 1st Fl 3157 Richmond St
Calderon Rivera Ana M 3128 E St
Camilo Morales Luis A 3742 N Frankford Av
Canales Yitzhak Sanchez Apt Bsmt 2329 Ann St
Canty Steve 2868 Frankford Ave
Carbo Jean K 3237 E Tilton St
Cariola Edward A 2823 Rosehill St
Carmona Maribel Guzman 709 E Willard St
Carrillo Joel 3148 Weymouth St
Carroll Thomas 3022 E Thompson St
Carullo Anthony 2839 Memphis St
Cary Elizabeth 1827 E Wishart St
Castillo Raul Toro Apt 1 2989 Frankford Ave
Castro Mayra Soto Apt Fl3 2987 Frankford Ave
Chalmers Margaret C Estate 3088 Cedar St
Chapin Chester 2059 E Cambria St
Chestnut Patricia 637 E Westmoreland St
Chukhray Emilia 3339 H St
Cintron Maria 333 E Somerset St
Clark Yvette 3080 Ruth St
Clarke Mary 725 West Moreland St
Clearkin Mary Schiller & Allen St
Cly Fashion Inc 355 E Clearfield St Fl 2
Clynes Catharine T 2515 E Clearfield St
Codner Shira 3074 Memphis St
Coghlan Christopher 2982 Almond St
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Collado Lino 3323 D St
Colon Enid M 3459 Hurley St
Colon Francisco 3217 Hurley St
Colon Ivette 625 E Wensley St
Colon Jahaira 306 Sterner St
Conde Wilfredo Hernandez Apt B 1901 E Pacific St
Condran Mary 2004 E Madison St
Conroy Thomas Jr 848 E Willard St
Corbin James 2028 South 21st St
Corrado Eugene R 2841 Gaul St
Correa Juan Carrion Apt 2 3515 Frankford Ave
Coyle Peter 2144 E Orleans St
Crawford Anna M Estate 613 E Thayer St
Crossfield Arthur 1804 E Ontario St
Crothers Frederick J Crothers Lillian M 3020 N B St
Cruz Carmen 714 E Clearfield St
Cruz Cruz Angel L 3422 G St
Cruz Merlin 418 W Venango St
Cunningham Mary 2049 E Auburn St
Cupit Sarah 4001 Conshocken Ave
Curran Ruth R 2967 Memphis St
Czajkowski Helen Ms 2653 E Cambria St
Czyz Artur 3235 Tilton St
Dangelico Theresa R 3278 Aramingo Ave
Daniels Judy Nelson Pavilion
Daniels Troy J 1708 W Arlington St
Davila Omayra Manso 634 E Cornwall St
Davis Joseph A Estate 2065 E Clementine St
Davis Margaret Estate 711 E Thayer St
Davis Thomas S 3041 Tulip St
Dawson David 3544 Water
Dawson Richard T 609 E Allegheny Ave
Dejesus Frances Delgado Apt Fl2 3349 D St
Dejesus Maria 2057 Albright St
Delvalle Edwin Melendez Apt 1 3515 Frankford Ave
Dewey Michael J 3367 Frankford Ave 1529 Womrath St
Diana Carol 3362 N A St
Diaz Cesar Gonzalez 3150 Boudinot St
Diaz Jesus Cruz Apt 1 1225 E Venango St
Dirodi George Estate 3242 Aramingo Ave
Do Thu K 3557 Kensington Ave
Dollar Heaven Plus Bargain Outlet Inc 3112 Kensington Ave
Donegan John F 3478 Braddock St
Donlen Joseph B 2836 Mercer St
Donnelly Shawn P 2078 E Monmouth St
Donohue James 3133 Gaul St
Dornela Claudio H 216 E Wishart St
Driskell Anna H 628 E Allegheny St
Dugger Orak 2117 E Birch St
Duran Ramon 3250 F St
Dziedzic Jennie M Dziedzic Walter 3428 Tilton
Dzierwa Joseph 636 E Indiana Ave
Echevarria Cristina Contreras Apt Rear 2333 E Ann St
Effendi Novi P 726 E Thayer
Elias Elizabeth 1912 E Pacific St
Enrique Andino 327 E Westmoreland St
Erdin Theresa 2738 Emerald St
Farrell John Daniel 3265 Chatham St
Figueroa Antonio Santiago 3344 Malta St
Fish Gladys Fish Mary 1931 E Wensley St
Flad Margaret 3005 Salmon St
Fletcher Diane 3113 Aramingo Ave
Flores Josean Carrasquil Apt 1 2987 Frankford Ave
Fonta Wanda Morales Apt 2 4734 C St
Frank Les 2905 Chatham St
Franks James R 3110 Chatham St
Fransen Theodore Estate 1915 E Orleans St
Frye Christine M 3020 D St
Fulginiti Carmela 2969 E Thompson St
Fuller Marion V 58th St & Reenwam
Gabryszewski Roman 3644 E Thompson St
Gafney Anna Estate 2634 E Westmoreland St
Gallagher Lawrence 630 E Indiana Ave
Gallagher Phillip Estate 3236 F St
Garcia Bessey 1850 E Wensley St
Garcia Jonas 1857 E Orleans St
Garcia Joshua 922 E Russell St
Garcia Rafael 3319 N Water St
Garrido Juana 639 E Tioga St
Garrison Elmer 2820 Rosehill St
Garvin Joan M Garvin John A 839 E Aileghony
Gelgot William E Gelgot Dorothy 1851 E Tioga St
Getson James A 1824 E Pacific St
Gillin Marie S 3066 Salmon St
Glatts Marie C 3334 Potter St
Glessner Edward Estate Of 3462 Keim St
Glynn Bernadette 2804 N Lee
Glynniii John W 2804 N Lee
Gomez Diaz Maria D 2819 C St
Gonzalez Rivera Zulma I 429 E Allegheny Ave
Gooding Yana 2123 N 23rd St
Gore Robert W Estate 1932 E Lippincott St
Gould Helen 3039 Kensington Ave
Gould Joseph F 2990 Chatham
Gracia Luis Jusino Apt 2 3337 Frankford Av
Gray Larry 3462 Frankford Ave
Gray Maureen P 2831 Almond St
Gregory Diane 2948 Rose Hill St
Griffin John M 1855 E Venango St
Griffith Charles W 2970 Kensington
Gross Rosemary Gross Charles 3178 Almond St
Guzman Johnny G 214 E Westmoreland St
Hagan James T 2305 E Somerset St
Hagans Atiba K 3421 Arbor St
Halbruner Donald C 3441 Hartville St
Hales Lee M 3111 N Frankford Ave
Hanes Dolores E Hanes Casper G 831 E Schiller St
Hanson Josephine 3322 E Thompson St
Hatchett Markita Apt D 661 E Wishart St
Haverty Kelly 4231 Salem St
Hendron William Hendron Mary B 2921 A St
Hendron Mary B 2921 A St
Hendron Sadie 2542 E Cambria St
Hernandez Angel 3356 N Argyle St
Hernandez David B 2277 East Cambria St
Hernandez Eliezer 2936 N B St
Hernandez Jose A 757 E Ontario St
Hernandez Luz Hernandez Apt 1 3015 Frankford Ave
Hernandez Norma 1852 N Ontario St
Hernandez R 7320 Bingham St
Hernandez Regina Miranda Apt 2 3515 Frankford Ave
Hernandez Uuan Soto Apt 1 3515 Frankford Ave
Herrera Ana Rivera Apt B 1901 E Pacific St
Hight Francis 2844 B St
Hilinski Joseph S Estate 3122 Salmon St
Hill William 747 Kingston St
Hoffman Kyle R 2818 Helen St
Hongs Fashion Inc 3245 Amber St Ste 3
Hot Line Electric 3011 Mercer St
Hughes Leonard R Estate 3434 Braddock St
Huston Kim Apt 2 1808 Schiller St
Ihop 5501 Aramingo 3400 Aramingo Ave
Iwasko Leon Estate 2740 E Clearfield St
Jackson Ekia K 3025 F St
Jackson Linda 6516 Saybrook Ave
Jelleyman Beth A 118 Beth Dr
Jiang Meirong 905 E Tioga St
Jones Veronica 1917 E Wensley St
Joyce Joseph T 3065 Aramingo Ave
Joyner Ernest N 3029 N Agate St
Kane Elizabeth Kane John 411 E Clearfield St
Kane John 3343 Emerald
Karpiak Andrew 220 E Indiana Ave
Kasperski Feliksa Estate 3023 Edgemont St
Keese Phil 3458 Ormes St
Kellenbenz Ida 3452 Almond St
Kelley Antionette J 3249 Emerald Kelley
Kelly Josephine A Kelly Lawrence 3532 Ella St
Kiersnowski Helen 3028 Edgemont St
King Kahdigdra 4665 N 16th St
Kirincic Joseph R Est Of 2556 E Allegheny Ave
Klein Viola 3451 N Water St
Klucznik Mary 2539 E Ontario St
Kobierowska Bertha 3348 Livingston St
Kotula Joseph J Kotula Irene 2732 Clearfield St
Kovacs Lisa J 1900 E Madison St
Kozeniauskas Raymond 3571 Witte St
Krasowski Edward 3028 Memphis St
Kratz Florence E Kratz John E Jr 2047 E Cambria St
Kreis Helen 3239 Tilton St
Kreiss Mary 3317 A St
Krystek Cezary 3726 Richmond St
Kuropatwa Sallie Kuropatwa Walter 2935 E Thompson St
Kurtz Charles 1921 E Clearfield St
LC Auto Parts 2200 E Somerset St
Laganella Mary A 2841 Stouton St
Laluz Ramon Luis 3132 F St
Lamartiniere Michelet 2349 E Ann St
Landvest 2332 East Allegheny Ave
Laporte Francisco Rodriguez Apt D 3105 Frankford Av
Lathan Richard Estate 2941 Rosehill St
Lautenbach Craig E Lautenbach Dolores 2075 Kingston St
Lawrence Richard 3654 Jasper St
Lee John J 2954 Aramingo Ave
Lees Harry Jr 3137 Jesper
Leigh Kathryn 3465 Joyce St
Leinheiser Henry Estate 2701 E Monmouth St
Les Elizabeth 2905 Chatham St
Levyn Jonathan B Do Pc 3402 F St
Licke Alycy Estate 2063 E Auburn St
Liebchen John A 3422 E Thompson St
Liedys Food Market 3469 Keim St
Listmann James E Listmann James 319 E Indiana Ave
Little People Of Kensington Headstart 101 W Allegheny Ave
Llanos Sadot Rodriguez Apt D 3105 Frankford Av
Lopez Bianca 114 E Allegheny Ave
Lopez J Huerta 3415 Reach St
Lopez Jonathan 535 E Allegheny Ave
Lopez Julia Galarza 3553 Frankford Ave
Lopez Ricardo Santaella 3130 Boudinot St
Lucas Anthony 737 East Madison St
Luciano Ismael 761 E Hilton St
Lujan Jose 3449 N Ella St
Malave Antonio 1118 E Tioga St
Malave Ramona 3105 F St
Maldonado Margarita Ferrer 442 E Allegheny Av
Malin Norman C Estate 815 E Tioga St
Manning John W Estate 656 E Cornwall St
Manser John A Jr 2980 Tilton St
Marie Jean S 2828 Mercer St
Marku Alket 3658 Miller St
Marlin John Marlin Ida 3449 Hartville St
Marquez Claudio Virginia 0 3324 A St
Marquez Marrero Angel O 2929 N E St
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Martez Eladio 736 E Madison St
Marti Gri Selle Irizarry Apt 2 1903 E Ontario
Martinez Fe Rivera 2725 E Clearfield St
Martinez Rosa Rios Apt 3 3474 Frankford Ave
Marzucco Isabelle 1842 E Westmoreland St
Maslanka Stanley 3230 Miller St
Massei Sandra M 3019 Livingston St
Matias Jacob Calo Apt 1 3104 Richmond Steet
Mattia Sandra 202 E Westmoreland St
Maurer Eugene Estate 3452 H St
Mazur Anthony E Mazur Victoria 2419 E Clearfield St
Mccafferty Joseph J 2349 E Allegheny Ave
Mcdonald Charles 3012 Weikle St
Mcerlain Aline 2563 S Indiana Ave
Mcgrath Thomas 2744 E Venango
Mcgreal James 851 E Ontario St
Mchale Irma S 3136 Miller St
Mclean Hazel 461 E Ontario
Mcnally Kathleen A 632 E Thayer St
Mcreynolds Renee C 3427 Frankford Ave
Medina Miguel 3309 Ella St
Melendez Elizabeth Trinidad 3114 Velel St
Melendez Greten Enid N 226 E Allgheny Ave
Melendez Maria 1st Fl 1814 E Venango St
Mendez Luis Cruz 1906 E Ontario St
Mendoza Palanco Jose 3247 N Phillip St
Mercado Alejandro M 2950 N Kipt St
Merkle Edward G 3038 Martha St
Meyers Angelo 2758 E Pacific St
Mf Stein Corporation 2560 East Tioga St
Michener Thomas 2817 B St
Miele Concetta Estate 2629 E Somerset St
Millan Roberto Santana 222 Willard St
Miller Charles Miller Robert 3118 G St
Miller John 3049 Boudinot St
Miller John J 2207 E Venango St
Miller Stella 2702 E Clearfield St
Millman Danielle 3031 Richmond St
Mines Troy 3326 Kip St
Moffett James W Jr Estate 3580 Weikel St
Mokshefsky Christopher J 221 E Indiana Ave
Mooney Evelyn 669 E Wensley Ave
Morales Exmirna Puello Apt 1 2989 Frankford Ave
Morris Philip Jr Morris Anna M 3457 Levingston St
Morris Clayton 2435 E Clearfield St
Moskoff Lauren M 2521 E Indiana Ave
Mullodzhanov David CO Realty World 825 East Allegheny Ave
Mulvehill John J 3344 Emerald St
Murphy Eric 3434 Braddock St
Murray Catherine R 3557 Tulip St
Negron Jeannette Torres Apt 2 3114 Weikel St
Nenber Carl Estate 220 E Wishart St
Newell Vincent R Newell Mary E 2976 Tilton St
Nguyen Bao T 1840 Hart Ln
Niedzwiedz Ryszard 3296 Miller St
Nocella Thomas 2600 E Allegheny Ave
Noriega Carmen R 603 E Tioga St
Obrien Rebecca Estate 3402 E St
Oneil Jack 3176 Almond St
Onfri Vicente 3453 Phillip St
Orchard Florence M Estate 1848 E Somerset St
Orlowicz Mary P Estate 3047 Edgemont St
Ortiz Cindia I 519 E Hilton St
Ortiz Kristal Cruz 3346 Rorer St
Ortolano Marie E Estate 2708 E Indiana Ave
Padilla Melisa Medina 826 East Madisone St
Pan Zi Y 115 E Ontario St
Papaj Nikoleta 2607 E Ontario St
Pappert Kathleen J 3184 Belgrade St
Pargas Emmy 3325 Argyle St
Paris Flor Ramirez 809 E Allegheny Ave
Parrilla Felipe Pizarro Apt B 1901 E Pacific St
Patton John 1860 E Clementine St
Pawloski Frances H 3038 Edgemont St
Penaloza Maria Romero Apt B 1901 E Pacific St
Penalty Box Sports Bar Inc 2300 E Venango St
Peraza Solangel 3466 N Water St
Perez Aurora 3072 Jasper St
Peters Keith T Estate 3336 Agate St
Petraitis Joseph Mr 3467 Richmond St
Petrulio Antoinette Estate 3433 Tilton St
Pharo Wesley 3055 Tulip St
Pharris Lamarr 3039 Frankford Ave Apt 2ndf
Piccone Charles James 3307 Livingston St
Pietrowicz Dolores V 319 East Indiana Ave
Pless Anna 3443 Keim St
Pollas Donald Estate Of 2986 Chatham St
Porowicz Emily 3233 Chatham St
Porter James E 2024 E Tioga St 3f
Potalatin Jesus Sanchez 3440 Front St Apt 2fl
Pryal Edward 3007 Boudinot St
Ptr Baler And Company 2207 East Ontario St
Purdy Bernadette E 2141 E Ann St
Pyle Timothy 2514 E Cambria St
Quinn Benedict 3035 Belgrade St
Quinn Robert J 3436 Reach St
Quinn Thomas Estate 3124 Hartville St
Ramirez Delgado Jose A 3208 Kip St 2
Ramirez Miguel 3062 Hartville St
Ramos Rafael Quintana Apt 2 3151 G St
Ramos Yashira 1431 E Luzerne
Rauch Peter 3447 A St
Regine Dorothy F Regine Carol A 458 D St
Reichel Raymond G 1865 E Ontario St 1f
Reyes Edward 3029 North Lee St
Richter John M 657 E Tioga St
Riess Raymond 3539 Emerald
Rivas Marilyn 653 E Tioga St
Rivera Carmrn R 2025 E Tioga St Apt 2
Rivera Elizabeth S 221 E Indiana Ave
Rivera Juan 202 E St
Rivera Monserrante Morales 3306 N Kip St
Rivera Naid Irizarry 1908 E Ontario St
Rivera Wanda Salgado Apt 3 3474 Frankford Ave
Rivers Josette 2255 Clearfield St
Rodriguez Christian Yahir 306 Sterner St
Rodriguez Hector Rios 3502 Shelbourne St
Rodriguez Judy 3214 Frankford Ave
Rodriguez Migdalia 414 Lycoming Ave
Rodriguez Reyes Victor M Apt 1 614 E Hilton St
Rojas Angel 1921 E Tioga St
Roldan Nancy Gonzalez Apt 1 2725 E Clearfield St
Roman Elisania Vega Apt 3a 2335 Ann St
Roman Virginia 125 E Tiogast
Romero Jesus 305 E Williams St
Romero Nancy Santiago Apt 1 144 Esterner St
Rosado Benedicto 3029 Aramingo Ave
Royal Pioneer Industries 2345 Castor Ave
Ruiz Maria I 3046 D St
Rush Gladys 2830 Rosehill St
Ryan Francis M Ryan Helen 2909 Aramingo Ave
Sachs Addie 2106 E Cambria
Salmons Gertrude Margaret 2850 Frankford Ave
Sanchez Jose Mendoza 524 N Clementine St
Sanchez Juan Lozada 3254 Jasper St
Sanchez Marcelo Trindad Apt 2 3515 Frankford Ave
Sanchez Nestor 3312 N Lee St
Santa Cintron Vanessa La 634 E Cornwall St
Santana Jerrilyz 2319 E Auburn St
Santiago Agustin Irizarry Apt 1 3222 Jasper St
Santiago Christina 3621 Jasper St
Santiago Glorimil Pacheco 2259 E Ann St
Santiago Theresa 3620 Jasper St
Schmidt Anna 2620 E Ontario St
Schoch Kathlean 2980 Tilton St
Schwartz Andrew 3685 Belgrade St
Scoclatha Anthony 2015 E Stella St
Seaton Mary T 2952 Harley St
Segarra Marilyn 3416 Emerald St
Serafin Henry 3600 L St
Seyfert Robert E Cust Seyfert Kimberly J 3322 A St
Shain William J 3328 Kensington Ave Apt 2 F
Sharin Empire Profit 420 E Erie Ave
Sheehan Patricia Sheehan James A 2967 Amber St
Sherman Matthew 3010 Cedar St
Shiffler John J Shiffler Annie 3245 Boudinot St
Shvartsovskiy Yaacov 820 E Thayer St
Sierra Vargas Brenda Y 3506 Shellboune St
Sigafuse Frank E 3087 Witte St
Singh Evelyn 162 E Ontario St
Sinn Michael 3327 N Hartville St
Siville Mary 3329 Frankford Ave
Siwinski Christine S 2961 Aramingo Ave
Skrodzki Artur 3066 Livingston St
Slackway William J 3113 Edgemont St
Smith Charles E Smith Charles F 3062 Amber St
Smith Andrew C 2122 E Commissioner St
Smith Blanche M 2942 Ella St
Smith Catherine 2817 B St
Smith Dorothy E Estate 3555 Emerald St
Smith Matilda 3300 Rorer St
Smulling Joan A 1923 Clarence St
Soberal Christina 3621 Jasper St
Soltys Dorothy 1825 E Westmoreland St
Sorbello Olivia R Sorbello Philip PO Box 14842
Sorber Roland 2931 Memphis St
Soto Milton Jimenez Apt 1 2311 Ann St
Soto Texidor Hugo L 3240 N E St
Souza Rosa Carlucio De 6819 Edmund St
Sproat Robert Estate 1130 E Tioga St
Stannard Miguel Lacruz Apt 2 2768 Frankford Ave
Sterti Michael 2853 N Lee St
Stillwell Dicksey D Cust 2612 E Clementine St
Storino Mildred F 2733 Helen St
Strong Lamona 3154 Arbor St
Strumpf Catherine 922 E Troga St
Surba Maria 2982 Almond St
Tait John 2840 Frankford Ave
Tavarez Fernando 168 W Ontario Ave
Thomas Lori 706 Caotes St
Thompson Howard A 1107 E Tioga St
Thompson Nadine 3014 Richmond St
Toledo Manuel Castro Apt B 1901 E Pacific St
Tolpa Julia 3137 Belgrade St
Tomczak Josephine 2141 E Ann St
Torres David Navarro Apt 2 3337 Frankford Av
Torres Evaristo Estate Of 2337 Lawrence St
Torres Karen I Apt Fl2 3349 D St
Torres Mirian Irizarry Apt 1 2102 E Cambria St
Torrez Marlene Rodriguez 1108 E Tioga St
Townsend Elizabeth 3656 Richmond St
Trainer Betty E 3519 Joyce St
Tryker Frank Estate 132 E Ontario St
Valecce Rita C 2500 E Somerset St
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Valentin Angel Vega Apt 2 3151 G St
Valentin Santos Feliciano Apt 4 3151 G St
Valentino Mary C 3624-26 Emerald St
Vanderslice Joseph Mr 3239 Edgemont St
Vargas Esperanza Vega Apt A 3035 Frankford Ave
Vargas Evelin Montalvo Apt 1 3151 G St
Vargas Luis D 426 E Clearfield St
Vasquez Marisol 517 E Hilton St
Vega Enrique Luyanda Apt 5 3316 E Thompson St
Velazquez Migdalia 2826 B St
Velez Rene Morales Apt 3 3474 Frankford Ave
Vera Arevalo Robert 4827 Hutchinson St
Vilsaint Marietta 3421 N Water St
Vitale Bertha 3222 E St
Wallawicz Lorraine 2837 Tulip St
Ward Frederick A 1938 Hart Ln
Weaver Mary A 536 E Cambria St
Weiss Emma Weiss John 3152 N Reach St
Wells Phyllis Estate 3341 Jasper St
Welsh James J Est 3358 Argyle St
White Dorothy M Estate 613 E Thayer St
White Peter 3061 Hartville St
Whitehaed William A Estate 2945 Kip St
Widhson Robert Widhson Jane 3154 Reach St
Willard Headstart 400 N Brd St
Williamson Michael R Jr 2612 E Clementine St
Wojtach Tadeusz 3090 Chatham St
Woods Charles W 2056 E Ann St
Woods Thomas 3271 Kensington Ave Front Room
Woodward William N 2810 Frankford Ave
Wright Aaron J 856 E Russell St
Wright Maria E 3164 Richmond St
Wunderlich Andree Estate 3308 H St
Zaccone Vincent 2815 Emerald St
Zalecka Kornelia 3115 Belgrade St
Zurek Mieczyslaw 3499 Livingston St
Philadelphia Pa 19135
786 Grocery Store 6900 Torresdale Ave
Acevedo Efrain Feliciano 4542 Hale St
Adomonis Alphonse Estate 6324 Ditman St
Alley Helena M 6439 Ditman St
Alphonse Katherin 4712 Deveraux St
Andino Angel Figueroa Apt B4 5724 Keystone St
Arroyo Diliana Agosto 6709 Torresdale Ave
Aubrey Joan B 6132 Gillespie St
Autenrieth Adolph P Autenrieth Carol A 6121 Tackawanna St
Averbukh Boris 5913 Tulip St
Azara Irani F 6255 Marsden St
Baker Regina M 4100 Unruh Ave
Barnett Charles 405 Market St
Bittner Anne V 6948-50 Torresdale Ave
Bortnyck Mary A 6353 Cottage St
Bradshaw Alaia M 4342 Deveraux Ave
Bray Dorothy M 5742 Frankford Ave Apt C-4
Brett Anne M 4244 Passmore St
Brooks Curtis 914 Mt Pleasant St
Brown Alice 7046 Van Dike St
Bruce Mary A Estate 4335 Devereaux St
Buffington George W 4244 Levick St
Burden Parent Latanya 6702 Ditman St
Burgos Ana M 5926 Tulip St
Caesar Charles C 6716 Jackson Ct
Cafolla Komola 7240 Gillespie St
Calderon Emilio Quinones 6709 Torresdale Ave
Cancelliere Mary T Estate 4541 Cottman Ave
Candelaria Leyra Matos Apt 2 4420 Cottman Ave
Capestany Evelyn Nazario Apt B6 5724 Keystone St
Capobianco Joseph 7030 Tulip St
Carroll Maryanne Est Of 6500 Torresdale Ave
Cavoto Joseph Estate 4806 Princeton Ave
Cepeda Edwin Ferrer Apt B4 5724 Keystone St
Chenson Frank 7250 Frankford Ave
Chew Robert J 6715 Cottage St
Christopher James 4418 Coffman Ave 1st Floor
Cisse Tiemoko 6050 Cottage St
Citizens Public Adjuster 4901 Levick St
Clauson John W Clauson John 6720 Frankford Ave
Costello James T 6636 Gillespie St
Cottman Transmission 6726 Frankford Ave
Dasilva Amarildo G 6637 Gillespie St
De La Rosa Alejandrina Guzman Apt B6 5724 Keystone St
Dejesus Juan Trinidad Apt B4 5724 Keystone St
Deleon Christine L 5715 1 2 Tulip St
Delgado Henry 6728 Vandike St
Desimone 6101 Frankford Ave
Devito Tyler 4785 Marsden St
Diaz Leocadia Chaparro 6709 Torresdale Ave
Diep Solena 6234 Gillespie St
Dileo Shirley A Apt 1 4830 Longshore Ave
Dilks Eleanor 4105 Levick St
Dooley Paul V Ii 4508 Longshore Ave
Doyle John M 6527 Frankford Ave
Durst Emma 6424 Edmund St
Eberly Agnes G 4143 Robbins Ave
Elliott Theresa PO Box 8952
Emrey Barbara 7028 Montague St
Essayian Elizabeth Essayian Lucy A 7160 Cottage St
Feathersmith Marie Feathersmith Eric 6006 Edmund
Fife Dunsmore Maureen 7138 Cottage St
Fitzgerald James R Fitzgerald Marie 5714 Vandyke
Flores Franklin Montalvo 6810 Torresdale Ave
Fluehr Frank C 6809 Algard St
Forest Terrence 6547 Algard St
Francis David A 6363 Edmund St
Fratto Richard 6331 Cottage St
Fronick Victor T Fronick Marie W 7217 Glenlock St
Gajjar Sudha R 6903 Torresdale Ave
Gamble Sophie 6259 Walker
Geirger Raymond 5932 Edrick St
Gerhardt Deborah 5908 Tulip St
Ghiorzo Lucy 4015 Tyson Ave
Gray Marie T 7139 Erdrick St 1st Fl
Greenwood James Estate 6124 Tackawanna St
Gresser Alice 7046 Van Dike St
Hagerty Michael 6524 Marsden St
Haines Bruce W 6401 Torresdale Ave
Hart Loretta 6714 Vandike St
Hartley Catherine M Hartley Robert R 4152 Hellerman
Hartman Francis 6314 Marsden St
Hartman Herman Estate 6127 Hegerman St
Hegh Florence Hegh Harold 7212 Frankford Ave
Hendreon Elwood Estate 7019 Charles St
Henion Richard Jr 7228 Glenloch St
Hernandez Miguel A 6713 Ditman St
Holzbaur Gerhard A 6655 Walker St
Hughes Carol L 7232 Ditman St
Huhn William L 6605 1/2 Torresdale Ave 1st
Hunsinger Robert Estate 6728 Tulip St
Imperio Mary D 5754 Erdrick St
Inc Medical Legal Reproductions 4940 Disston St
Jacoby Walter 6122 Torresdale Ave 2 Fl
Jones James 3408 Rhawn St
Jones Robert L 6654 Walker St
Kahley Roberta B 6314 Gillespie St
Kasper Francis C 5815 Charles St
Kaupp Nancy 4131 Greeby St
Kenhelen Delores 4137 Barett St CO R Kenhelen
Kenkelen George Estate Of 4137 Barrett St CO R Kenkelen
Kennedy Mary B Estate 4706 Knorr St
Keppol Jonathan 4230 Benner St
Khizhnyak Alelsandr 5814 Jackson St
Kinnard Eleanor H 6612 Cottage St
Kiter Albert C Jr 6129-31 Gillespie St
Koltun Alan D 4710 Wellington St
Kullman Frederick 6820 Marsden St
Labree Carol F 579 Cottage St
Laycock William J 6139 Erdrick St
Lee Katrina 4143passmore St
Legatos George Estate Of CO Martin And Martin Pc 7250 Frankford Ave
Legin Anna J 4146 Disston St
Lewis Linda 6027 Vandyke St
Lin Zai Xing 4201 Levick St
Lincoln Pdr 4206 Elbridge St
Lizzio Theresa A 6163 Erdrick St
Long Gerald 6232 Montugue
Mac Leod Malcolm Jr 6427 Ditman St
Maex Catherine 4100 Longshore Ave Apt D-2
Malloy Anna 4131 Greeby St
Mangene James 6211 Mulberry St
Manley Louise E 7216 Montague St
Marcauage Dennis J CO Murray Austin 4729 Longshore Ave
Marquess William A 4326 Howell St Apt 2
Marrero Miguel 6512 Tulip St
Martin Clara V Estate 4529 Van Kirk St
Martinez Ricardo Irizarry 4542 Hale St
Matthiah Stuart Estate 4135 Elbridge St
Matzulis Edward J 6748 Tulip St
Mccafferty James A Funeral Home 6711 Frankford Ave
Mcewen P M 7236 Algard St
Mcguire Doris A 7221 Erdrick St
Mcintyre John Estate 4110 Elbridge St
Mcnulty Helen A 6156 Montague St
Medina Jesenia 6335 Edmun St
Mendoca Jefferson 6825 Ditman St Fl 2
Mintz Shariff Q 5709 Torresdale Ave
Monro Muffler Brake 6402 Frankford Ave
Moore Robert F PO Box 17623
Morrin John F 5713 Torresdale Ave
Mullins Alice C 4150 Barnett St
Munster Chester 4125 E Howell St
Murray Austin N Murray Austin 4729 Longshore Ave
Neild Arthur W Estate 6373 Marsden St
Offenbach Carol 6022 Duffield St
Orthodox Auto Co In 5247 Unruh Ave
Otto Elizabeth Estate 6833 Algard St
Pappernek Rubinann 5717 Tulip St
Paramounts Kings Do PO Box 7777 Wo 235
Peck Ruth 4712 Deveraux St
Peeples Mary 4524 Mckinley St
Perez Edwn Medina Apt 2 5057 Homestead St
Pitts Shante R 4413 Unruh Ave
Precision Dyno Tuning 5101 Unruh Ave
Princeton Ave Development Corp 4814 Princeton Ave
Qrbell Katherine F 4812 Vankirk St
Quaker State Auto Sales 6900 Frankford Ave
Quinn Paul Mr 6537 Dittman St
Racciatti Giovina 4718 Wellington St
Rayzis Joan B 7202 Montague St
Razler Robert J Razler Jean P 6301 Gillespie St
Reddick Shariff R 237 S 49th St
Reserve Fund 5928 Hegerman St
Rispoli Marie 4709 Knorr St
Ritts Anthony J 7048 Tulip St
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Rivera Herminio Marrero Apt 2 7011 Charles St
Rivera Jose A Jr 6605 Hegerman St Apt5
Rivera Marisol Velez Apt 2 6603 Hegermam St
Rodriguez William 4239 Princeton Ave
Rogers Laurence Jr Rogers Barbara B 4061 Comly St Apt 2nd
Roman Jose Noguera 5936 Torresdale Ave
Romano James III 7242 Walker St
Romano James PO Box 17716
Roth Charles 7134 State Rd
Ruiz Nelida Hernandez Bsmt 4542 Hale St
Santosh News Stand 6401 1/2 Castor Ave
Scheiblein Helen 6665 Edmund St
Schneider W L Assoc 4117 B Longshore St
Seyboth Barbara A 3rd Flr 6927 Tulip St
Sher Doraldina D Estate 6710 Torresdale Ave
Shive Elva Estate 6117 Walker St
Shriver Margaret Cust Shriver Kenneth Jr 7236 Walker St
Simms Richard J 6630 Gillespie St
Skinner Eleanor 7137 Montague St
Slavato Luigi Estate 7248 Edmund St
Smith Christopher 4522 Higbee St
Smith William J 579 Cottage St
Spahr Mary 7027 Ditman St
State Wide Public Adjusters PO Box 8952
Straight Line Electrical Construction Inc 4409 Tyson Ave
Stueble Martilda Estate 6638 Edmund St
Superior Moving & Storage PO Box 17795
Sweeney Katherine Estate 6921 Tulip St
Swismer Sandra Estate Of 6119 Hegerman St
Sylvestro Joseph Sylvestro T A 6302 Algard St
Trost Albert 4901 Levick St
Turner James 6120 Tackawanna St
Tyson Edw 6629 Tackawanna St
Velazquez Karen 4417 Elbridge St
Velez Edna Gerena Apt 3 4515 Comly St
Walker Dorothy 4152 Elbridge St
Walkins Edith M 4125 E Howell St
Wallace Elaine 6735 Gillespie St
Wesoloski Andrew J Wesoloski Edna R 6721 Marsden St
Williams Lester 4615 Van Kirk St
Williamson Corinthia Lodge 368 F & Am 5928 Hegerman St
Wilson James C 6103 Tackawanna St
Wise Ruth M 4622 Devereaux St
Wissinoming Am CO Robert Farrel
Wurst Robert 4812 Vankirk St Philadelipha Pa 19135
Yoder George H 6031 Torresdale Ave
Zarenkiewicz Wanda G 5819 Ditman St
Ziegler Florence C 4604 Longshore Ave
Zito Philomena A Estate 7148 Edmund St
Zurek Alane 5927 Hegerman St
Philadelphia Pa 19136
Abbott Roslyn 8040 Rowland Ave Apt A122
Abel Clarence Abel James A 4228 Meridian St
Abrams Leonard R01 Chart St
Acosta Wilson Soto Apt 2 3528 Rhawn St
Adair William Estate 8040 Rowland Ave A115
Adams Delbert 8123 Crispin St
Ali Naim PO Box 39221
Alicea Rivera Luis H Apt 2 4509 Rhawn St
Allen Johnny 8401 Torresdale Ave Apt C3
Ansbro Mary M Second Floor Apartment 4634 Ashville St
Arnold Susan 8100 Frankford Ave
Bailey Antoine 7901 State St
Banton Viola L 8765 B Marsden St
Barot Vinod K 7519 Torresdale Ave
Batchelor Davis Jr 3311 Oakmont St
Bateman Marriane L Estate Of 7344 Frankford Ave
Bell Agnes C 8349 Torresdale Ave
Benko John A 7346 Torresdale Ave
Berenholz Nathan PO Box 6249
Bernard Eboney L 4523 Aldine St
Binder Mary A 4500 Bleigh Ave
Bishop Imajanae 4713 Bleigh Ave
Bonis Christina 9084 Wesleyan Rd
Bonsted Florence R 4217 Loring St
Borelli Antonetta Estate 4748 Hartel Ave
Bower Franklin L 4212 Bleigh Ave
Boyle Francis G 4323 Teesdale St
Boyle Helen N 4567 Bleigh Ave
Bradley Maryanne V Bradley Joseph F 4765 Shelmire Ave
Bronson Catherin H 4210 Decatur St
Brown Madelin 3319 Tudor St
Buffington James 4013 Teesdale St
Campbell Victor 3513 Aldine St
Caprisecca William 3809 Darthmouth Pl
Carr Edith 7979 State Rd
Casey Harry CO Rhd Ridge Ferwood 7979 State Rd
Cassidy Joseph 8445 Torresdale Ave Apt 8
Castaldi John J 4400 Decatur St
Charles Marie 3429 Decatur St
Checckia Louise M 4201 Rhawn St
Chen Kimmy 4517 Glenlock St
Chen Yi Qin 3319 Ryan Ave
Cobo Vladimir 3615 Stanwood St
Connors Joan C 3800 Dartmouth Pl
Cooper Mai 3505 Welsh Rd
Corrie John D 8110 Albion St
Cox George Cox Mary V 8014 Moro St
Coyne Charles M 3521 Oakmont St
Cristo Mike 1215 N 15th St
Croke Elizabeth M 3013 Tremont St
Crown Cork & Seal Company Inc PO Box 6208 Holmesburg Sta
Dam Bich T 4319 Ashburner St
Defazio May 3408 Rhawn St
Dipietro Bernadine 4401 Ashburner St
Dixon Paul P 7979 State Rd
Dorety James M 4235 Marple St
Dougherty Christine E 3407 Hess St
E&J Enterprises LLC 4501-03 Sheffield Ave
Edmonds Charles E 3328 Tudor St
Escorcia Michael 4043 Aldine St
Extor Gary E 4303 Ashburner St
Fleisher Marie D Fleisher Frank J 4312 Marple St
Foley Dorothy Ms 8800 Ditman St
Foreman Adele 7979 State Rd
Frances Boston 8 Blakiston Ln
Francis Walter W Francis Mary 4416 Rhawn St
Froukh Sabri Al 2834 Tremont St
Furlong Ida E 3909 Pennypack St
Gafurova Liva 8776 Glenloch Pl Apt P
Genther Lane M 4514 Sheffield St
Gibson Christina Marie 4052 Aldine St
Gillespie Frederick 4478 Carwithan St
Goodbody Joseph PO Box 22061
Gorman Janet M 4060 Teesdale St
Graef William Estate 8226 Craig St
Grill Neo M 8815 Cottage St Apt H
Hallet Rashad Apt 2ndf 4737 Shelmire Ave
Hamilton Elizabeth Hamilton William J 3550 Vista St
Hamilton William J Hamilton Willia 3550 Vista St
Harper Frances 4218 Welsh Rd
Held Margaret Estate 8016 Cottage St
Hetrick Doris M 4700 Meridian St
Hildebrand May 3408 Rhawn St
Holcombe George F Ii 4602 Kraydor St
Holiday Beverage Center 8601 Torresdale Ave
Hopkins John 8653 Glenoch St
Howitz Margaret Howitz Wayne R 4437 Loring St
Incudine Inez Estate Of 4602 Hartel Ave
Ivone John 4039 Aldine St
Jai Ambe Services LLC 7421 Torresdale Ave
Kallaste Ina Estate Of CO Robert Costigan 7344 Frankford Ave
Kane Dorothy E 8020 Albion St
Kelly John J 4505 Oakmont St
King Edward R 409 Vista St
Klucznik Kasamer 3301 Sheffield St
Knoell George F 8013 Rowland Ave
Kozlowski Marie Estate 4727 Oakmont St
Kuintzle Fred 4430 Marple St
Kukowski Barbara 4029 Sheffield St
Latour Thomas 8128 Moro St
Lawler William 3731 Poppy Dr
Layne Eleanor M Estate 4025 Loring St
Lee John 4013 Benson St
Leslie Don 4703 Hartel Ave
Li Jimmy 4559 Shelmire Ave
Likes Raymond E 3547 Aldine St
Long George 4023 Teesdale St
Lubaczewski Zygmynt Estate 8426 Jackson St
Macwilliams Marion Estate 8061 Cresco Ave
Mahan Edward 3704 Poppy Dr
Mangino Christine 4715 Shelmire Ave 2f
Manley Joseph A Estate 4124 Rhawn St
Marucci Rebecca 8118 Craig St
Mattia Eugene W 8118 Terry St
Maximum Security Ser 7337 B Wissinoming St
Mayfair Mini Market 7436 Torresdale Ave
Mayfair Motor Car Co Inc 7416 Frankford Ave
Mccloskey Corp 7600 State Rd
Mccodden Evelyn Estate 3331 Meridian St
Mccormick Thomas P 4614 Vista St
Mcvan Isabella L 4613 Wilbrock St
Mellor Donald 4211 Stanwood Crt Apt A
Meo Charles Apt 2 4250 Rhawn St
Metro Warehouse Delivery Inc 8701Torresdale Ave(Rear) Section C
Meyers Mary E 8383 Frankford Ave Apt 9
Miller Kyle C 4042 Aldine St
Montgomery Nina 8056 Erdrick St
Morales Juan R 4532 Shelmire Ave
Moran Rosita 7700 Tooresdale Av 2
Mulero Edmarie Santiago Apt 1 4509 Rhanwn St
Muraresku Nicholas 9116 Wooden Bridge Rd
Murray Francis D Estate Of 3417 Lansing St
National Inst Emergency Care PO Box 11176
National Recovery Agency 4010 Bleigh Ave
Neill James J 2817 Hargrave St
Nowicki Leon J Nowicki Mary R 4416 Tolbut St
Okonski Josephin C O Riverview Personal Care Ho
Oliver Addison 2nd Flr 3507 Ryan Ave
Otekoy Inc 8445 Frankford Ave
Pacholski Joseph F Pacholski Jennie 8754 Marsden St
Peters Nancy A 3524 Decatur St
Philippine Mary T 8349 Torresdale Ave
Purchase Gordon B Estate 3312 Ryan Ave
Reeves Karen 4413 Teesdale St
Regan Dolores Regan John 8712 Frankford Ave
Rj Darigo Inc A Pa Corp 8354-58 State Rd
Robert Larkin Estate 4524 Bleigh Ave
Roedell George F Willetts0 And Academy R
Roedell Mary A Willetts And Academy R
Rogers Joseph 2707 Winchester Ave
Roman John 7411 Torresdale Ave
Sanders Lee Stephen 2891 Tremont Ave
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Schlicter John 4023 Teesdale St
Security Programs Inc 4730 Blakiston St
Seuffert Clarice M Estate 4026 Lansing St
Shaird Eddie 8903 Lewin Place
Shele Kastriot 8077 Rowland Ave Apt 1 Fl
Sigley Harry F 4407 Marple St
Silva Jose P M 8028 Craig St
Sloan Caroline Est 4409 Tolbut St Apt B4
Smith Alice C 4603 Ashville St
Smith Frank J 8216 Frankford Ave Apt A30
Sobiecki Peter 4029 Sheffield St
Spalding Henry 7801 Craig St
Sproat John 4446 Pennypack St
Staley Darrell CO Rhd Ridge Ferwood 7979 State Rd
Stover Ottilia L 4544 Aberdale Rd
Sullivan Jabral 4713 Bleigh Ave
Sullivan Tyjan 4713 Bleigh Ave
Sutherland Paul C 4431 Kendrick St
Tierney Dolores A Tierney Hugh B 4318 Blakiston St
Tinizhanay Lisa L 8030 Ditman St Apt 34
Vearling Charles CO Rhd Ridge Ferwood 7979 State Rd
Verna Joseph A Sr 4537 Benson St
Vetter Doris L 7819 Walker St
Viola Sameul 3022 Holme Ave
Volvo Finance 8 Blakiston Ln
Wagner Edward Wagner Anna 8017 Walker St
Wang Wei 4401 Decatur St Fl 2
Wazgis Edward Est Of 4505 Shelmire Ave
Weckerly Emma 4034 Shelmire Ave
Weimar Maryellen 8036 Terry St
Philadelphia Pa 19137
Astacio Loida Soto Apt 1 2340 Orthodox St
Carrescillo Nanta 4255 Almond St
Clemente Antonio Pizarro Apt 2 2340 Orthodox St
Colon Elizabeth Medina Apt 1 2334 Orthodox St
Cybulski Lillian 4461 E Thompson St
Delcarm Lillian Apt 1 2334 Orthodox St
Deyoung Alice 4232 Edgemont St
Drzewiecka Cecilia V 2646 Buckius St
Dymshites Anna 4758 Tacony St
Gipson Michael 4549 Salmon St
Gruber Kenneth M 4531 Mercer St
Heft Viki L 2266 Kennedy St
Howard Edward H 3919 Richmond St
Jasinski Walter 2524 Lefevre St
Johnson Jonathan B 4739 Tacony St
Kaukeano Charles A 3855 Richmond St
Korzuch Leon Estate Of 2220 Margaret St
Kotra Beata 3796 Richmond St
Krasowski John Estate 4518 Miller St
Krause Patricia A 4453 Richmond St
Krist Paris 3880 Richmond St
Leary Lillian 2656 Bridge St 1st Fl Front
Levy United News Inc 4219 Richmond St
Lopinski Frances Estate 4542 Edgemont St
Maciejewski Krzysztof 4464 Salmon St
Maclachlin Francis Estate 4090 Richmond St
Marek John 2632 Fillmore St
Mcginny Ironworks Inc 3150 Orthodox St
Melendez Eva Marzan Apt 2 2340 Orthodox St
Miller Dorothy Estate Of PO Box 11330
Mocarski Elena J 2752 Croyden St
New Precision Auto Body 4828 Taconi St
Oliver Gertrude O PO Box 5913
Ortiz Rosaly Velasquez Apt 1 2334 Orthodox St
Phillips Ida 4824 Gdn St
Pogorzelsk Francis J Estate Of CO M J Bednarek 2600 Orthodox St
Reed Nancy J 4214 Richmond St
Rivera Wilfredoso 4648 Melrose St
Scafario Nicholas C 4349 Belgrade St
Schwarz William F 2752 Buckius St
Skladanoski Stanley Skladanoski Edith 4812 Gdn St
Smith Helen 4484 Livingston St
Somers Catherine Somers Charles 2539 Gillingham St
Stahl Anna Estate Of 4336 E Thompson St
Swierczynski K Estate 4524 Mercer St
Szwajkowski Louis W 4463 E Thompson St
Wagner Anna M Estate 4759 Richmond St
Wagner Frederick V Estate Of 4634 East Thompson St
Willig Daniel 4750 Melrose St
Wisniewski L E Estate 2832 Jenks St
Worley Samuel F 4610 Richmond St
Philadelphia Pa 19138
Ahmed Ilyasah 7210 Forrest Ave
Ahns Gallery Food Store Inc 6040 Wister St
Alexander Michael E 7243 Forrest Ave
Allen Comfort A 6315 Milton St
Anderson Jeanne 2122 W Cheltenham Ave
Anderson Vivienne 929 E Price St
Andrews Lilli 6105 N Norwood St
Apgar Evelyn 2143 Eastburn Ave
Augustin Nickson E 7231 Ogoncz Ave
Avertte Linda 6423 N Beechwood St
Bailey Annabelle V 0922 E Price St
Bailey Vilma R 1630 E Mayland St
Bethea Jeanette Est 6952 Cedar Park Ave
Bevard Charles W Trst Of Jr 2050 E Walnut Ln
Biglin Elaine V Biglin Frank 4403 N 94th St
Blackwood Norris L 7262 N 21st St
Blair Horace 6161 N 21 St St
Bohannon Addie 1975 73rd Ave
Bohannon Hilda 1975 W 73rd Ave
Borhanon Nellie 929 E Price St
Bradshaw Knowles G PO Box 14217
Branch Shawntya C 1343 E Rittenhouse St
Brandon Betty A Estate Of 2028 Medary Ave
Brooks Herman 5741 E Wister St
Brown Pennie L Brown Willy M 5510 Jane St
Brown Pennie Lee Brown Errol A 5510 Jane St
Brown Helena C 2158 W Cheltenham Ave
Brown Michael K 6200 Ardleigh St
Brown Pamela 5944 N Beechwood St
Brown Ronald T 5853 Crittenden St
Bryant Charles P 1973 72nd Ave
Bryant Deborah 6559 Lambert St
Burkett Willie J 7526 N 21st St
Burton Camille 7167 Ogontz Ave Apt 2a
Buster Troy 7014 Andrews Ave
Campbell Annie 914 E Locust Ave
Carroll Robert Eugene 2117 Medany Ave
Chambliss Mary Estate Of 5834 N Woodstock St
Chelten Hills Cemetery 1701 E Washington Ln
Christopher Fannie A 1913 73rd Ave
Churchville Edgar C 5618 20 Sprague St
Coats Sharon Lynn 6553 N 20th St
Cobia Unetta 6545 N Woodstock St
Collins Florence 7463 Sommers Rd
Constant Stanley 1978 Dallas Rd
Conti Charles Estate 7107 Forrest Ave
Conway Sophia T 6537 Limekilm Dr
Crawford Maggie 1972 Dallas Rd
Davenport Irvin 6319 Ardleigh St
Davis Shirley A Davis John E 1217 E Durham St
Davis Barbara M 5803 Wister St
Dennis Jean E Estate 5505 Blakemore St
Dicke Francis J Estate 1348 E Rittenhouse St
Doherty William Estate 2016 Stenton Ave
Dubow Lillian 6200 Ardleigh St
Durant Yettie 7112 Forrest Ave
Elemental Restoration Service CO Penn Advertising
Ellis Thomasine B 7508 Briar Rd
Etugh William A 6967 Rodney St
Fearon Stafford A 6834 Limekiln Pike
Figaro Ghislaine 7231 Ogoncz Ave
Forsythe Zepprinans Jane 6746 Limekiln Pike
Fortune Emma 845 E Stafford St
Foster Thomas 1973 71st Ave
Foy Thomas P 7227 Walnut Ln
Franklin Benjamin 1142 Woodlawn St
Frazier Andrew 1823 East Pastorius
Frazier William 1213 Stadford St
Freeman Walter 62001 Ardleigh St
Fuller Ann 5540 Matthews St
Garcia Secundio 6200 Ardleigh St
Garland Denise B 6632 N Opal St
Garris Johnnie W 6982 Wister St
Gaskins Regnia 5513 Jane St
Gentry A C PO Box 20665
Glenn Carrine E 2103 Godfrey Ave Apt 213
Gomez Corneli 7321 N 20th St
Gooden Evelyn 1524 Beverly Rd
Goodman Louise 5919 Norwood St
Goodson Henrietta 1618 E Tulpehocken St
Graham Bessie 6634 N Opal St
Green Doretha 6531 Lambert St
Green E W Estate 5809 Stockton Rd
Green Elizabeth 914 E Locust Ave
Green Joseph P 6917 N Rodney St
Green Lena 5502 Matthews
Green Mark 1979 Renovo St
Green Raymond 6028 N Beechwood St
Greene Lillia 2146 W Nedro Ave
Greenwich Service Cla 910 Church Ln
Griggs Mayonmah 5608 Bloyd St
Hamilton John 5706 Chew Ave
Hardman Nancy M PO Box 20570
Hardy Avivkie 7172 N Uber St
Harmon Roberta J 1617 E Johnson St
Hartwell Hatt 1137 E Rittenhouse St
Harvey Charmaine 6234 N 20th St
Haskett J 7102 Forrest Ave
Haul Paul L 1726 Mohican St
Hawthorne Marian Apt 1 1622 E Duval St
Hayward Ratliff 5615 Chew Ave
Herndon Mercedes B Herndon Maurice B 5967 N Lambert St
Hill Anthony D 1842 East Pastorius St
Hood James 7447 Gilbert St
Hooks Inez 1909 Elston St
Houston Earl 914 E Locust Ave
Irby Alease 7334 N 20th St Darryl Irby
Irby Darryl 7334 N 20th St
Irene Plair 5709 N Lambert St
Ivery William 7123 Cedar Park Ave
Jackson Kenneth C 7106 Louise Rd
Jeter Rosie 5541 Boyer St
Johnson Alwillie 1221 E Chelten Ave
Johnson Dorothy 1946 74th Ave
Johnson Inez B 5969 N Norwood St
Johnson Marva 5937 N 21st St
Kallenbach M Estate 1975 Ashley St
Kates Susan C Estate 1528 Mohican St
Kelly Argie 836 E Haines St
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Kelly Mamie L 6905 Forest Ave
Knight Emma M 7503 Walnut Ln
Knowling Scrivers Debra F 7321 Sommers Rd
Korczynski Helen Estate 5906 Devon Pl
Lambeth Melanie R 2144 E Washington Ln
Lance Edward Lance Rose 1532 E Mayland St
Latchford Mary 1835 Tulpehocken St
Latchford Raymond 1835 E Tulpehocken St
Lawson Virginia 801 E Chelten Ave Apt H2
Lee Melvin 6223 Chew St
Lewis Rene E 5644 Ardleigh St
Lindsay Fernell 6325 Limekiln Pke
Luke Ira W III 1917 Independence Ave
Lukoil Gas Station 800 E Washington Ln
Lynch Johannah M 6537 Limekilm Dr
Martell Mary J Estate 5628 Bloyd St
Martin Nicolette Sarah 1743 E Tulpehocken St
Mathis Jerrell 7232 Forrest Ave
Mcdonald Raymond N 1553 N Walnut Ln
Middleton Joseph 1919 W 73rd Ave
Miles Anna 2065 Independence St
Miles Janice N 6941 Cedar Park Ave
Mitchell Mattie 7026 Georgian Rd
Monroe James E 907 E Church Ln
Montgomery He 7515 Mayland St
Moonlight Cuisine Inc 6834 Limeklin Pike
Morrell Rose 1214 E Washington Ln
Mullane Hannah 2025 Conlyn St
Muller Charles Estate Of 1916 Ashley Dr
Murphy Rose M Murphy Joan 2166 E Washington Ln
Murphy Barbara 1308 E Price St
Murray Sylvia H 2073 65th Ave Fl 2
Muse Robert 5928 Kemble Ave
Newkirk Rebecca 818 E Price St
News & Views Newsstand 5662 W Chew Ave
Nichols Christopher 7429 Beverly Rd
Norris Marcelline Norris Howard 7369 Woolston Ave
Odom Thelma 6226 N Woodstock St
Oesterle Phyllis 7243 Limekiln Pike
Overby Michael 7441 E Tulpehocken
Paige Andrea D 1967 Elston St
Phyall Marvin 6507 N Uber St
Placchetti Benjamin Estate 2137 66th Ave
Place Bar 2139 65th Ave
Post George 1214 E Washington Ln
Potter Ronald 6607 N 21st
Presse Eric 7172 Limeklin Pike
Preston Thomas Estate 7530 Tulpehocken St
Price Dorothy 5540 Matthews St
Pryor James C Jr Pryor Irma 6550 N Woodstock St
Puller Clarence E 1910 Plymouth St
Rashid Majeedah 1800 East Pastorius St
Raye Aisha N 1015 E Rittenhouse St
Reid Aaron R 6330 Limekiln Pike
Reid Malaika 2104 Homer St
Rice Carl 6602 Cornelius St
Rice Tara D 1931 72nd Ave
Ricks Roy 870 E Chelten Ave Bsmt
Robert Daugherty Estate 2016 Stenton Ave
Robinson Dore 855 E Chelten Ave
Robinson Sister Limmie CO Insd M L Robinson 6621 N 20th St
Roth Joan 5803 Wister St
Rouse Felicia 6621 N Opal St
Rudd Patricia 6821 Rodney St
Saller Howard Estate 6566 Limekiln Pike
Salley Franklin B 7214 Limekiln Pk
Savage Ruth E 1947 Plymouth St
Schmid Francis 7151 Cedar Park Ave
Schmid Martha M 7151 Cedar Park Ave
Scott Charles W 6060 N Beechwood St
Settles Victoria 7325 N 21st St
Showell Cheryl D 7426 Gilbert St
Simmons Hazel 5522 Boyer St
Simon Louis R 7242 N 20th St
Smbw Inc 5642-44 Boyer St
Smith Diane E 1643 E Tulpehocken St
Smith Emma P 6842 Ogontz Ave
Smith Susan 6118 Ardleigh St
Smith Willie W 5519 Matthews St
Snyder Albert R Estate 947 E Johnson St
Somer Helen E Estate 7112 Limekiln Pike
Spinelli Dolores Estate 7450 Forrest Ave
Spinelli Ralph 7450 Forrest Ave
Stark William 5931 N Norwood St
Starke Haywar 5931 N Norwood St
Stephaney Comrie 2039 Conlyn St
Steward Kenneth 6245 Wister St
Stowe Banks 7424 N 21st St
Taylor Gertrude Taylor Curtis 6529 Wistar St
Theagene Jean I 7231 Ogoncz Ave
Thomas Von Winslow 6207 Clearview St
Tranks Cheryl A 6200 Ardleigh St
Turner Maxine 1633 E Mayland St
Tyler Wilbur 6813 Ogontz Ave Apt 2nd
Upshaw Gertrude 5914 N 21st St
Utermohlen William CO F Utermohlen 5941 Wister St
Vaird Melvin Vaird Laura 5522 Boyer St
Vogljr John M 7322 Walnut Ln
Wade Michael 5713 N Beechwood St
Walker Clara 5143 Parrish St
Ward Andrew J 2043 Conlyn St
Wash & Fill Up Inc 7111 Stenton Ave
Washington Ruddy Jasmine Washington Grace M 2025 E Rittenhose St
Watson Charles 6008 N 20th St
Watson Mackiel 6905 Forest Ave
Watson Walter J 7449 Beverly Rd
Weiner Reuben Weiner Gary D 6318 Anderson St
Wheeler Kathlyn R 1908 West 73rd Ave
White Viola 5760 N Beechwood St
Whitt Tabrine Renell 5519 Matthews St
Wilkins Barbara L 6503 N Uber St
Williams Aman 7002 Andrews Ave
Williams April M 854 E Chelten Ave
Williams Jacquelyn R 6653 Limekiln Pike
Williams Lamour M 2084 Eastburn Ave
Williams Steven 6200 Ardleigh St
Wolfe Frank D 7505 Beverly Rd
Woods Cherrell 6624 Musgrave St
Woods Robert 6200 Ardleigh St
Wright Monique 711 Louise Rd
Young Melvin T 7121 Louise Rd
Zukin Wayne 6118 Ardleigh St
Philadelphia PA 19139
52nd St Grocery 38 N 52nd St Fl 1
Adams Thomas 5340 Locust St
Adams Willie 23 S 59th St
African Room Inc 5118 Sansom St
Akinsira Israel 6233 Market St
Ambrose Elizabeth N Est Ambrose Elizabeth N 5003 Chestnut St
Ammons Elwood T 5541 Walnut St
Anderson David 6021 Spring St
Anderson Jerry L 872 N Markoe St
Archie Sylvia D 811 N Markoe St
Arthur Christ 6011 Spring St
Austin Willie D 9 N 50th St
Bainey Esther Estate 128 N Felton St
Ballard Rosetta 233 S 58th St
Banks Ruth B 5927 Arch St
Barnes Sarah 258 S Ithan St
Barnhart Albert 5102 Parrish St
Barrow Lauretta Estate 133 N 55th St
Barry Ibrahima 6 S Farragut St 2nd Floor
Battisto Development Roofing 6232 Market St
Beaufort Bess 103 N Conestoga St
Benson Russell 5003 Irving St
Bernard Glasg 5519 Chancellor St
Bethea Ronmel H 246 N Ramsey St
Binion Shunita N 236 S Melville St Apt 1st
Bishop William Mr 5556 Ludlow St
Black Louise C Estate 4833 Fairmount Ave
Black Mark 411 N Allen St
Booker Elmer 126 N 52nd St
Boskie Lydia A 5123 Ludlow St
Boss James W 134 N 54th St
Bostick Lilli 6043 Sansom St
Bowman James 230 N 57th St Apt 312
Bradford Willie Bradford Frank 5434 Market St
Bradley Annie 244 S 55th St
Braxton Harvey K 5350 Chancellor St
Briggs George N 5228 Spruce St
Brown Daryl 445 N 53rd St
Brown Frances 5342 Chestnut St
Brown George P Sr Brown Vernell 50 N 61st St Apt 2fl
Brown Herbert Est Of 4934 Walnut St
Brown Marcella 42 N Felton Apt B
Brown Priscilla 218 N Wanamaker St
Bruce Taylor G Bruce 4847 Fairmount Ave
Bryant Rufus 6133 Sansom St
Bucciarelli Frank 102 N Felton St
Burns Margaret 5038 Ludlow St
Burton Marguerite 5135 Brown St
Butler Gordon 120 N 50th St Apt B17
Butler Marvin 126 N Millick St
Caldwell Harry 5038 Haverford Ave
Candeloro Edward 214 N 65th St
Cannon Robert Cannon Vera 775 N Markoe St
Carter Neal Michael E 16 N 50th St Apt 2
Carter Shirley Apt 310 400 N 50th St
Catherine Jenkins Foundation 6443 Harverford Ave
Cecrlia Ludwig Estate 412 N 52nd St
Cheng Michael 40 S 51st St
Chiles Samuel W 142 Conestoga St
Chitwood Ethe 6222 Ludlow St
Chop Primary Chcc Cobbs Creek 225 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Clay Julia Estate 249 N Alden St
Clay Stephen N 249 N Alden St
Clemmons Mitchell Joan E 5051 Haverford Av
Cody Lucille 4600 Fairmount Ave
Coleman Ronald 710 N 49th St
Coles Carter Estate Of 5126 Sansom St Apt M
Collecttech Bell Atlantic 4830 Samson St
Colston Gwendolyn Estate Of 50 6th St N
Connelly Peter J Dc 5860 Market St
Cooper Jennie 242 S 55th St
Corbett Shamira Apt 2 6220 Vine St
Cowen James 247 N Alden St
Cushes Gloria 216 N 6st
Dabney Marjor 5443 Spruce St
Dancy Rose L 54 N Peach St
Darby Martina Mcmahon 113 N Edgewood St
Davis Frank 5439 Sansom St
Davis William 5316 Chancellor St
Debnam Lillia 4825 Haverford Ave
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Dennis Karen V 24 S 54th St
Deutsch Jennie 5226 Walnut St
Devore Antoinette 5509 Spruce St
Dikenzo Umberto 239 N Gross St
Edwards Ieasha N 5428 Ludlow St
Edwards Nelli 5600 Race St Apt 5f
Eisenberger Robert S Eisenberger Helen T 5404 Haverford Ave 1st Fl
El Louie 5415 Vine St
Elliott Minnie 241 N 60th St
Ellis Nathaniel 4644 Brown St
Ellison Christopher M 5516 Haverford Ave Apt D7
Elmore Addie 111 S Peach St
Enterprise Center 4548 Market St
Fairey Michael 5259 Chestnut St
Farrell Harry A Farrell Mary L 6410 Carlton St
Feaster Ronald 148 N 53rd St
Fields Marion E 5225 Spruce St Apt 2
Fingerhut 4830 Samson St
Fitzgerald Margaret 139 N 62nd St
Fleming Jennifer R 221 Appian Way
Floyd Elbert 18 N Edgewood St
Ford James 5725 Chestnut St
Francis Edward 6126 Ludlow St
Gamble Bertha M 127 N Dearborn St
Garvin Birdie 5030 Parrish St
Gary Charlotte B 141 N 58th St
Geathers Nadrah 5225 Spring St
Gibson Carmen Vi 6029 Spruce St
Gilliam Porter 4505 Fairmount St
Givens Frances 216 N Edgewood St
Godwin Ronald Jr 640 May Place
Goldson Karen P 4944 Locust St
Graham Louneal Estate Of 258 So Felton St
Grant Rosa 5014 Ogden St
Grant Vernita 326 N Robinson St
Gray David S 17 S Conestoga St
Green Stanford 5617 Spruce St
Greene Brenda J Apt 410 4800 Walnut St
Greer Margaret 245 N 58th St
Guest Catheri 5237 Walnut St
Gwynn Leo 55 N Lindenwood St
Haddington Health Center 5619 25 Vine St
Haggerty Francis J Haggerty Eva 51 N Dewey
Hampton June 5521 Vine St
Hannah Willie 242 S 51st St
Hans Market 200 S 60th St
Hardy Christopher D 219 N Creighton St
Harrell Shakona 6027 Ludlow St Apt D
Harris Cynthia E 5521 Spruce Steet
Harris James L 65 N Millick St
Harris Jeanet 4832 Parrish St
Harris Ruben 116 S Ruby St
Harrison Harr 5316 Haverford Ave
Harry Harriet 47 North Peach St
Hartzell Mary CO Mary Furchsel 4842 Walnut
Harvey Laura 5926 Chestnut St
Hasan Saeeda 18 S 46th St
Hasting Elizabeth 123 N Vodges St
Hatcher Charlene Hatcher Jane 5827 Market St
Haynes Anthony 122 S 49th St
Henderson Sharon 5917 Irving St
Herbert Natassia 5829 Market St 2f
Herbin Iran 148 Peach St
Herring Joseph A 4960 Chestnut St Apt 1
Hester Troy 212 N Salford St
Hill Marie O Estate 137 N Millick St
Hill William 5022 Reno St
Hite Erin F 42 N 51st St Fl 1
Holland Eli 106 Conestoga St
Holland Jauivanna 4844 Walnut St Adtgi
Holley Nicole K 118 N 59th St
Holloway Honda A 5845 Market St
Hollywood Palace Inc 5222-24 Walnut St
Holmes Naomi E 5522 Arch St Apt 401
Horne Lucille 413 North 50th St
Hortons Tourist Hom 6047 Chestnut St
Hudson Alfred S Estate 5560 Chancellor St
Hughes James Memorial 4601 Market St 1st Flr
Hughes Margaret 55 N Millick St
Hullum Theodo 132 S 62nd St
Hutchins Robert 132 N 51st
Hutton Deborah E Apt 619 6250 Walnut St
Hutty Troy Estate Of 115 N 53rd St
Hyman Clifford N 121 N 60th St
Jackson Ishmel 326 N Robinson St
Jackson Priscilla Estate Of 5412 Chestnut St
Jackson Wilma 5106 Spruce St
Jelalian Mary 230 S 60th St
Johns Virgini 247 S Felton St
Johnson Emily 55 N 51st St
Johnson Helen 36 N Felton St
Johnson Jeffrey Apt 2 6220 Vine St
Johnson Joseph 872 N Markoe St
Johnson Kim 13 S 51 St
Johnson Lafayette 5028 Walnut St
Johnson Matti 40 S 58th St
Johnson Patricia Johnson Thelma 5705 Chestnut St
Johnson Virge 5068 Ogden St
Jones Aarron B 6118 Ludlow St
Jones Caesar 16 S Robinson St
Jones Deborah 885 N Fallon St
Jones Gloria A 5023 Ludlow St
Jones Juliet 8 N 50th St
Jones Richard 5038 Ludlow St
Jones Valerie 5546 Chancellor St
Jones Vera Anita 42 N 51st St Fl 1
Jones Viola 4623 Sansom St
Joseph Napper Dearborn Arch Sts
Joyce Kathleen V Joyce William J 4911 Olive St
Joyce Margaret Joyce William 4911 Olive St
Justice Jean 4937 Reno St
Keite Diola 241 S 53rd St 2f
Kenny Frank E Sr Kenny Frank E 65 N Lindenwood St
Kent Elvetter V 5717 Arch St
Kinnion Donald J 140 N Hobart St CO F Kinnion
Knight Ethel 4745 Sansom St
Knotts Euretha E 113 N 61st St
Knowles Ralph 4800 Walnut St Apt 108
Kuropatwa Sallie Kuropatwa Walter 2935 Thompson
Lance Mildred 5611 Arch St
Lee Audrey M 4537 Spruce St
Lee Marjorie 236 S 48th St
Lewis Whitney T Apt 403 6247 Market St
Longsworth Ian G 6250 Walnut St Apt 3
Lynch Carrie 5537 Ludlow St
Mabine Kevin 6043 Spruce St
Mack Beatrice Apt A 401 242 S 49th St
Mack Joseph L 117 N 52nd St
Mambu Karoma 212 S 60th St 1st Flr
Manley Doroth 5460 Pearl St
Marshall Henrietta 6149 Arch
Marshall Mary 6115 Locust St
Martin Elizabeth 235 N 61st St
Massey Ida 220 N 59th St
Maurice Franklin 34 S 55th St
Mayo Robert N 156 N Dearborn St
McCree Therl 21 N Robinson St
Mccoy William 5128 Funston St
Mcdaniels Lucille 116 N Wilton St
Mcdonald Alease 4756 Chestnut St
Mckellop Arthur L 334 N 62nd St
Miller Edith M 279 S 63rd St
Mitchell Anthony 5051 Haverford Av
Montgomery Milton 5321 Irving St
Moore Mary E 226 N Wilton St
Morman Danielle 6018 Vine St
Moses Lehman E 139 N 61st St
Mosley James Jr Mosley Osie 5010 Ogden St
Murphy Paula M 5508 Irving St
Nay Noeun 4724 Chestnut St Apt 2
Neal Lillian W 29 N 57th St
Nero Hammett L 118 S Redfield St
Northing Waverly A 154 N Peach St
Ohare Anna 4727 Haverford Ave
Oliver Ebony J 633 North 52nd St
Oneil Macanthony 6215 N 11th St
Oneill Joseph B Oneill Loretta 4934 Locust St
Outland Judith A 811 N Markoe St
Owens Harkles 32 N Ithan
Paige William 5041 Summer St
Pannell Albert G 656 N 46th St
Paregian Mushegh 5405 Market St
Paregian Philip 5405 Market St
Parsons Martha 45 N 52nd St 2nd Fl
Parttterson Atiya 5952 Vine St
Paul Bros Auto Body 4850 Chestnut St
Peaks Maurice Apt 1 6320 Vine St
Peoples Evely 310 N Salford St
Perkins Lillie 5344 Haverford Ave
Perryman Building & Construction Se 4548 Market St
Person Catherine 6043 Spruce St
Philip Laura A 6054 Locust St
Phillips Juli 109 N 52nd St
Pinckney Carl T 37 N Robinson St
Pollard Jean Apt A 6112 Ludlow St
Pratt Keisha 17 S 53rd St
Prendergast T Estate 5743 Chestnut St
Pressley Marcus B 5540 Pearl St
Price Annie 5017 Chestnut St
Pullum Frank 40 N Millick St
Purvy Jeanette H 137 S 63rd St
Ravenell Joann 241 S 47th St Apt 101
Reedy Laura 5717 Race St
Reid Mary E 116 N 60th St
Reynolds Thomas E Jr 5219 Spruce St
Rich Emlylene Estate 6040 Locust St
Roane Matthew 5247 Chancellor St
Roberts Lola 5416 Spring St
Robertson Phyllis R 2360s 60th St Fl 2
Robinson Evelyn 243 S Saint Bernard St
Robinson Gertrude C Est 5405 Chestnut St B
Robinson Gloria Estate 247 S 53rd St
Robinson Robert 243 S Saint Bernard St
Rogers Ada 4501 Ludlow St
Roots Grant Roberta 326 N Robinson St
Roundtree Louis 761 N 47th St
Rucker Louvenia 765 N 47th St
Ryan Franklin 123 E Spring Ave
Sam Savath Apt 3 5010 Old York Rd
Sample Priscilla 5122 Chancellor St
Sawyer Beverly J PO Box 6399
Schaffmann Oscar Jr 5153 Parrish St
Schnyder Marie A 4710 Chestnut St
Scott Clossie 109 N 52nd St
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Scott Eva 269 S 56th St
Scott Julia 39 N Yewdall St
Scott Wilfred R Scott Alma G 5332 Race St
Scriven Clara Estate Of 248 Lapsley Way 74
Seadrow Latoya 5509 Spruce St
Seiberlich Mary E 5022 Ogden
Seven Magdalene R 2ndfl 2123 North 60th St
Sewell Alice E Estate 47 N 56th St
Shanley Edmund 4710 Locust St Apt 216
Shepherd Pauline Estate Of 4934 Sansom St
Short Dee 5644 46 Walnut St
Simms Eleanor 112 S Ruby St
Singleton Art 117 N 60th St
Singleton Winnie 119 S Redfield St
Smith Hazel L 5342 Spruce St A
Smith Jimmie 44 N Felton St
Smith Jukenneth 6117 Reinhard St
Smith Louethel D 6010 Spruce St
Sogbetun Bisola A 6233 Market St
Solomon Shawna S 5430 Walnut St
Sparrow Sharron 131 N 53rd St
Spruce Medical Center 5046 Spruce St
Stewart Elizabeth 222 N Horton St
Suddreth Flor 100 N Edgewood St
Susan Green 628 N Moss St
Swain Brian K 5523 Locust St
Swinson Sally 4758 Chestnut St
Taylor Altee 39 S 56th St
Taylor Belle P 4847 Fairmount Ave
Taylor Bettye A Apt 4-E Brighton Ct 6212 Chestnut St
Thomas Dorian 5549 Pearl St
Thomas Percy J 5720 Market St
Thompson Unel 6035 Locust St
Todd Clark 615 Erie Ave
University Collision 4542 Baltimore Ave
Vannelli John Joseph Estate 329 N Felton St
Vaughn Dalette D 459 N 53rd St 1r
Venus Michael 5139 Chestnut St
Villanueva Evelyn 6143 Market St Apt 4
Vitanza Charles Jr 233 N Edgewood St
Walker Louise 5038 Ludlow St
Walton Zoxleavon 122 North 58th St
Waters Esther Est Of 5313 Locust St
Waters Martha Estate 5734 Spruce St
Watson Willa 422 N Wilton St
Waylee Jayson 5635 Spruce St
Weaver Carrie 5729 Market St
Weaver Maggie 51 N 57th St
Webster Susanne 117 N Farson St
Welburn Carmen 16 N Robinson St
White Helen 140 N 53rd St
White Joseph 17 N 53rd St 2nd Fl
Williams Amanda L 2nd Flr 207 North 62nd St
Williams Augustine 5130 Spruce St
Williams Denise 5720 Market St
Williams Harriet 155 N 55th St
Williams John 1849 Christian St
Williams Pearl 5440 Spruce St
Wilson Lakeisha N 328 N Felton St
Wilson Sherwood 21 S Salford
Wise Alonzo J 5171 Reno St
Wood Marie F Est Of 25 South Sickles St
Woodall George S 4710 Chestnut St
Woodfol Margaret L 107 N 52nd St
Wright Marion M Wright Gloria 5001 Chestnut
Wright Ruth E 136 N Millick St
Wright Willie 232 N 52nd St
Wujastyk Michelle 4532walnut St Apt B 10
Philadelphia Pa 19140
Abner Jerome E Estate 3647 N 19th St
Acevedo Joselito 3651 North Darien St
Acevedo Norma Rios Apt 2fl 718 Lyncoming St
Adams Geraldine 4431 N Gratz St
Adkins Edward 3745 N 16th St
Adorno Helen Olivencia Apt 1 730 Rising Sun Ave
Afonso Jose 3812 Old York Rd
Aguilu Melanie Ortega Apt 2 434 W Venango St
Alaska Seaboard Partners 4654 Palethrop St
Aldorado Samuel Munoz 543 Westmoreland St
Alexander Dorothy 4433 N Cleveland St
Alexander Prestina Edna 2034 Bellevue St
Alford Mavis Apt G14 1515 W Allegheny Ave
Alicea Emmanuel 3706 N Percy St
Alicea Waleska Maldonado 4528 N Hurley St
Allen Earmond 2220 W Venango St
Allen Edward 2110 W Tioga St
Allen Gearline Estate Of 4520 N 13th St
Aloyo Maria Santiago Apt 2fl 925 W Butter St
Altiery Dominga Vargas Apt 1 718 Lyncoming Ave
Altiery Gloria Vargas Apt 2 718 Lyncoming Ave
Alvarado Billie Ruiz Apt 3d 3666 Percy St
Anderson Robert J 3813 N 6th St
Andino Harry Montalvo Apt 3 1307 W Roosevelt Blvd
Andrade Mayda 3448 N Philip St
Andrews Gregory 2113 W Pacific St
Andujar Jose Saldana Apt A 542 W Wyoming Ave
Aponte Rosado Melissa L Apt 1 434 W Venango St
Archie Arvis B Archie Thelma 1917 W Willard St
Arroyo Denis Garcia 4301 N 8 St
Aspira Inc Of Pa 4322 North 5th St
Auwater Dorothy Estate 3240 N Randolph St
Ayala Magaly Velazquez 3301 N 2nd St
Ayres John B Ayres Mary 3948 N 5th St
Badilio Aida Badilio 436 Carey St
Baker Doris 3765 N Bouvier St
Baldonado Roberto 1311 W Roosevelt Blvd Apt 2
Barbosa Nilza Matos Apt 1 3506 N 6th St
Bartley Rose 2220 W Venango St
Bass William 310 Erie Ave W
Batcho Helen 1717 W Hunting Park
Beckett Richard Estate 1940 Brunner St
Beideman Herbert P Jr Bf 3623 N Randolph St
Bell Lestine 1709 W Erie Ave
Bell Virginia 1717 W Hunting Park Ave
Bellhayes Lil 3729 N Sydenham St
Bergen Anna E 1612 Staub St
Berkley Gladys 3216 N 15th St
Berkley Willi 3216 N 15th St
Bermudez Angel 2017 Oakmount St
Bermudez Luis Torres Apt 2fl 925 W Butter St
Berrios Angel 4419 N 5th St
Betsill Darryl T 39199 9th St
Bilbry Marilyn M 4023 Old York Rd
Birckhead John 1616 Blavis St
Blackney Edwin A Estate 4007 N 7th St
Blanding Julia 3529 N 17th St
Blocker Linelle 4119 North Fairhill St
Blunt Desiree 430 W Wingohocking St
Boan Dorothy 3238 N 5th St
Bolbecker Katherine 170 W Wyoming Ave
Bonilla Luzelenia 4027 N Fairhill St
Bonilla Sesar Torres Apt 2 3509 N 5 Th St
Booker Frances 3428 N 6th St
Borges Alemany Billy Joel Apt 1 3734 N 7th St
Boria Gilbert 4425 N Marshall St
Bottoms Charles A Bottoms Rebecca 4035 N Brd St
Bradshaw Fred K 1030 Bellmont Ave Apt 407
Branch Bessie 3902 N Smedley St
Branch Clarence Estate Of 2248 Yelland St
Brandon Roosevelt Brandon Margaret 3519 Germantown
Brennan Sarah A 3508 N Mascher St
Brodie Willie 4515 N Colorado St
Brookins Cordella 1531 W Tioga St Apt 118-G
Brooks Georgia 1601 W Butler St
Brooks Kimberly 3506 North Carlisle St
Brown Artelia 4517 N Carlisle St
Brown Dorothy Brown Thomas 1813 W Cayuga St
Brown Dorothy Brown Thomas 1913 W Cayuga St
Brunson Nellie F CO The Family Of 2104 W Venango St Apt 502
Bryant Catherine 3925 Donath St
Brzyski Stella Estate 3849 N 19th St
Bunting Mary 4539 N 19th St
Burgoon Raymond Estate 3425 N Hope St
Burgos Rosa 3938 N 8th St
Burgos Yarelis Jimenez Apt B2 3910 6 St
Butler James 2104 W Venango St
Byrd Ralph 1934 Roberts Ave
Byrd Tyrone 3815 N 17th St
Cain Evelyn 3816 N Smedley St
Camara Lassana 3650 N Marvine St
Canales Madeline Batay Apt 1fl 718 Lyncoming St
Carapchenko Frank 3731 N 5th St
Cardona Maria Acevedo Apt Fl1 3506 N 6th St
Cardona Rey Nieves Apt 1fl 718 Lincoming St
Carmona Pena Juana H Apt 3 442 W Venango St
Carrasquil Luis Hernandez Apt 3d 433 W Erie Ave
Carrasquillo Grissell 814 N Erie
Carrero Carlos Hernandez 3301 N 2nd St
Carter Linwood 3220 Germantown Ave
Casasola Hugo 101 W Raymond St
Casey Gloria E Casey Leo 424 Ctland
Castillo William D 4350 N 7th St
Cerwonka Emma M 3313 N American St
Chavez Kathya Pintado Apt 2 3509 N 5th St
Cheeks Janien 1532 W Tioga St
Chhoeun Pa 1229 W Wyoming Ave
China Garden Restaurant 800 W Erie Ave
Cincotti Jennie Estate 812 W Venango St
Cintron Jeantte Cintron Apt 3 420 W Erie Ave
Ciprian Amanda 442 W Erie Ave
Claeys Marie Estate 3240 W 2nd St
Clark Jasmine A 3411 North Marshall St
Clark Stevenson L 1650 Dounton St
Clarke Richard J Estate 1910 W Willard St
Coleman Gertrude W Coleman Edith 3426 N 23rd St
Coleman Selon 3838 N 15th St
Coles Inez 4442 N Cleveland St
Collins Wayne 2222 Estaugh St
Colon Magally Cruz Apt A 542 W Wyoming Ave
Colon Margarita Colon Apt 1 3627 N Randolph St
Concepcion Olga Rodriguez Apt 1fl 925 W Butter St
Conner Caroline 4433 N Cleveland St
Connor Darwin 3828 Germantown Ave
Copas Cubanas 4641 N 5th St
Cornier Gabrielys 810 West Tioga St
Correa Jairo 1634 E Lycoming St
Cortijo Maria Perez Apt 2 33511 N 5th St
Cosby Rebecca 2104 W Venango St Apt 222
Cosme Daisy Villanueva 722 Wingohocking Ave
Cousins Supermarkets Inc 4037 N 5th St
Crawley Violet Crawley John W 3644 N 3rd St
Crespo Laura Carrero 434 W Venango St
Cretchfield Thomas 3405 N 17th St
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Cruz Lualice 549 W Venango St
Cruz Zoraida Rivera 813 N 5th St
Cunningham Geneva 1003 W Ontario St 2nd Fl
Custodio David 4450 N Reese St
Dandridge Florence Estate 3330 N Bouvier St
Daniels Pauline 1947 Bonitz St
Davis Clarence 2035 West Venango St Phila
Dawejko Edmund 3445 N Orianna St
Dealba Montanez Jose R 735 West Erie Ave
Dehostos Cs Eugenio Maria 4322-42 N 5th St
Dejesus Palmira A 3735 N Marshall St
Dejesus Patricia 524 Pike St
Dejesus Sonia N 4652 N 13th St
Deleo Stephen A Estate 1011 W Ontario St
Deleon Candida 207 W Westmoreland St
Delgado Juan A 3907 N 9th St
Devine W F Estate 4258 N 8th St
Dhobale Sudhir D 3301 North Park Ave Apt 5
Dialo Safiatou 4605 Chester Ave
Diaz Natalia Mendez Apt Fl1 3902 N 7th St
Diaz Nylsa 3912 N Marshall St
Diazcosme Jorge 3331 North Howard St
Dickel Francis J Estate 913 W Roosevelt Blvd 1v
Dickerson Edward J 4417 N Uber St
Difrancisco Marie G 4528 N Brd
Discher John J Estate 4322 N Marshall St
Discher Vincent Estate 4626 N 9th St
Disilvestro Mario Estate 1406 W Wyoming Ave
Donaldson Lambert Talisha 2nd Floor 4921 N 12th St
Dorothea Kirby Estate 2229 W Hunting Park Ave
Dowling Charles CO Dowling Palace Inc 1743 West Erie Ave
Drew Lenora Drew James 4601 N Warnock St
Duong Lo M 3347 N 2nd St
Durham Eva 4291 Park Ave
Dydak Stanley 1664 Dounton St
Easley Mary L 3644 N Sydenham St
Edmonds Mary L Apt 115 2104 W Venango St
Effiong Andem 3500 N Brd St
Egee Eleanor 1610 W Westmoreland
Eichler Marie 1339 Jerome St
Elias Livia Perez Apt 1 3506 N 6th St
Ellis Patricia A 3551 N 6th St
Epps Nysheema N 306 E Albanus
Escobar Angel Lopez 3331 Waterloo St
Espinoza Imelda 3917 N Franklin St
Evans Alfred E PO Box 25535
Fabiszew Raymond I Estate 5th St 4535 N
Fahl Thelma A Estate Of 447 W Luray St
Faulk Albert B Faulk Violet M 3249 N Howard St
Faust Charles T 1931 Dalkeith St
Federal Reserve Bank Of Philadelphia 3500 N Brd St
Feliberty Giovany Hernandez 3666 Percy St Rear
Feliciano Nestor Ramos 3331 Waterloo St
Felix Giannie Rosado Apt Corne 3667 Percy St
Felix Leandro Ramos Apt Fl2 3522 N 6th St
Fetters Clarence C 3838 N Gratz St
Feyhl Lydia J 4612 N 12th St
Fields Tyrone J Jr 3814 North Delhi St
Figueroa Emmanuel 3410 N Darien St
Filipkiewicz Walter 636 W Luzerne St
Filmore Claude 3743 N Gratz St
Finch Fred 4306 N Darien St
Fiqueroa Joel 123 W Tioga St
Fisher Emma Estate 3333 N 2nd St
Fleet Ricardo F 411 W Raymond St
Fletcher Wallace W Estate 2226 W Venango St
Folk Thelma D 4130 N 7th St
Fonseca Maria 3362 N Front St
Fontoura Nayib Akhras Apt A 542 W Wyoming Ave
Ford Alice O Estate Of 1310 W Butler St
Frankenfiel George Estate 4153 N Reese St
Frankenfield Fredrick 3448 N Brd St
Frederick Hayden 1446 W Lycoming St
Frias Moreales Neslson 3518 N Ella St
Fuentes Aniuska Fuentes 5311 N 5 Th St Ese
Fuentes Lisbeth Perez Apt 2 3506 N 6th St
Fuller Alice 3331 N Reese St
Fulton Edna E Estate 4253 N Reese St
Fulton Ruth Estate 4253 N Reese St
Gachat Robert 1743 Dounton St
Gaddiraju Narendra V 3343 Ii Floor N Park Ave
Gailliard Danial A Sr Gailliard Daniel A 3407 N 17th St
Galarza Garcia Cesar I 164 W Raymond St
Gallman Berth 1522 W Wingohocking St
Gambey Edward Estate 1311 W Pike St
Gamma Wanda Estate 2043 Dennie St
Garcia Arroyo Jose R Apt 1 3506 N 6th St
Garcia Estervina 4049 N 7th St
Garcia Henry 629 W Venango St
Garcia Jorge 4026 N Marshall St
Garrett Jacqueline 4441 W Caskey St
Gaston Anthony 4649 N Camac St
Gaynus Frank 3727 N Gratz St
Geiger Winnie R 3627 N 17th St
Getwell Pharmacy 4511 N 5th St
Gibb Hugh R Estate 1201 W Butler St
Gibbons Vivia 3438 N 16th St
Gibbs Lillian 2117 W Westmoreland St
Gibson William E 1735 Pacific
Giddins Diane 1717 W Hunting Park Ave 811
Gillis Pamela S 4542 Rising Sun Ave 171r
Gillis Tyrone 2211 West Tioga St
Glod Mary 4239 N Sydenham St
Gold Linnise 3515 N 24th St
Gonzalez Carmen Ortiz Apt 1 730 Rising Sun Ave
Gonzalez Eugenia Acevedo Apt 1 3412 Orianna St
Gonzalez Lillian E 3544 North Marshall St
Gospodarek Catherine 4538 Rising Sun Ave
Graham Crystal R 1627 W Butler St
Gramlich Harry J Gramlich Mae L 1204 W Erie Ave
Gray Mary L 1613 Cayuga St
Greenspan Jay 2220 W Venango St
Grey Alice F Grey Simon 2245 W Ontario St
Grieve Catherine Estate 3224 N Philip St
Halamar Helen Estate 4431 N Cleveland St
Hall Dwayne 1711 Staub St
Hall Elizabeth 1539 W Wingohocking St
Hamilton Curtis E 2109 W Westmoreland St
Hamilton Phillip 3400 North Brd St
Hampton Evelyn 2105 W Tioga St
Harcum Clarissa N 1920 W Dennie St
Hardy Anne L 3931 Priscilla St
Harper Yvette 3849 N Gratz St
Harris Andrea 3440 Old York Rd
Hart Reginald 1910 W Carey St
Hauckes Celestine Hauckes Arthur 1322 Mcferran St
Hauckes Christine Hauckes Arthur 1322 Mcferran St
Hauser Walter Hauser Emma 3305 Randolph St
Hayes Lillie 3729 N Sydenham St
Hayward Thoma 4647 N 9th St
Heisler Robert S Estate 551 W Luray St
Helder Elizabeth T 3212 N Hope St
Henderson Billie A Henderson Ethel 1738 W Erie Ave
Hennigan Harris 1515 W Blavis St
Henrsez Feliz Jennifer E Apt 2 3511 N 5th St
Hernandez David 413 W Sedgley Ave
Hernandez Leslie Figueroa 3363 N Front St
Hernandez Lisandro 3449 N Phillip St
Hernandez Vasquez Oscar H 4447 N 5th St
Hernandez Wilfredo 801 Wingohocking Ave
Hicks Thomasina 4239 Hicks St
Hill Callie B 3412 N Smedley St
Hirsberg Steven J Temple Univ School Of Med 3400 N Brd St
Hodo Marie 1919 W Willard St
Holman Delores 4650 N Camac St
Holmes Martha E 3306 N 16th St
Holsey Brandon 1717 W Hunting Park Ave 811
Holsey Carl 1717 W Hunting Park Ave 811
Holsey Jeffrey 1717 W Hunting Park Ave 811
Hood Sonia L Apt 2 Flr 224 W Ontario St
Houlihan Michael 3500 N Brd St
Houston Corinne 3910 W Girard Ave Apt 2ff
Houston Thaddeus K 1445 W Cayuga St
Huertas Lissette 4322 N Darien St
Hunter Anne M 1612 Staub St
Hunter Ryan 4173mantua Ave
Ingram Wilfred 2105 W Tioga St
Irick Catherine 2105 West Tioga St
Jackson Esthe 1137 W Wingohocking St
Jackson Kendal 1331 W Toronto St
Jackson Lillian E 1717 W Hunting Park Ave Apt 333
Jaiambe Management Inc CO A Patel 3256 Germantown Ave
Jenkins Minnie R 1229 W Venango St
Johnson Marjorie P 4606 N 12th St
Johnson Roy M Estate 4420 N Cleveland St
Johnson Terry 0 2100 W Venango
Johnston Anna Estate 4139 N 8th St
Jones Andrew 3556 N 23rd St
Jones Fred 3313 N 18th St
Jones Laverne 2537 N 29th St
Jones Mary 1317 Blavis
Jones Paul 5116 N Hutchinson St
Kaufman Josephin Kaufman John W 2036 W Tioga St
Kelsey Walter 4641 N 11th St
Kenneth Howell Estate 3238 N Hope St
Knapp H 3320 N 20th St
Kolf Peter 4143 N Darien St
Kondorosky Catherin 4146 N Reese St
Kondrosky Catherine 4146 N Reese St
Korman Wholesale Dist 3310 N 9th St
Kosyla Anna 3871 Archer St
Krumm Marie 3338 N Lawerence St
La Fortaleza Physical Therapy Center 4231 N 5th St
Lairo Jennifer 4307 N 9th St
Langford Ralph Estate 3305 N Cratz St
Larson Richard A 1817 West Butler St
Layton Katherine C 3739 N 7th St
Leake Jerrilen L 1717 W Hunting Park Ave Apt 31
Legare Jacqueline 3737 N Franklin St
Lewis Thelma 3630 N Gratz St
Lieon Marlene De 810 West Tiolga St
Lin Chun Cheng 623 W Tioga St
Lloyd Frances 4507 N 16th St
Lott Nathaniel Lott Norma 2104 W Venango St Apt 409
Lucrecia Caro CO Grace Lectora 400 W Raymond St
Lugo Samuel N 4019 N 9th St
Luna Madera Carmen 4304 N Darien St
Luu Canh 4023 Kip St
Lynch John J Jr Lynch Catherine 4129 Fairhill St
M And J Autobody 3946 Bott St
Mack Nathaniel W 5108 Wyplosing Ave
Madalion Tamara Apt 1 1706 W Ontario
Madera Ricardo Ant 3416 N 10th St
Maines May Anna 3436 N Dillman St
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Makavellis 3739 N 6th St
Malave Keisha 715 W Tioga St
Maldonado Carmen Jimenez 718 Lyncoming St
Maldonado Gladys A 2919 N 8th St
Malik Mary 1664 Dounton St
Malins Keishla 530 Raisim Sun
Mangan Kenneth F PO Box 38049
Manley Ricky W Jr 3908 N Franklin Apt 2nd
Marcano Edwin J 3934 N 9th St
Mariano Maria Guzman 3301 N 2nd St
Markow Michael H Markow Anita H 1534 Blavis St
Marshall Emma 2209 W Tioga St
Marshall Jospeh W Iii Pucmc 3509 N Brd St 9th Floor
Martin Pamela E 4506 N 17th St
Martinez Jeffrey D 3822 N 6th St
Martinez Luna Ismael 1st Floor 4304 N Darien St
Martinez Rafael CO Afni Inc 3835 N 9th St
Martinez Victor M 3257 N 6th St
Matos Allen Sanchez Apt 1 3627 N Randolph St
Mc Kinley Eul 4628 N 10th St
Mcaninely Josephine 818 Hilton B
Mccall Hurley 3740 N Delhi St
Mccaskill Christine 1600 W Butler St
Mccoy Robert W Estate 1714 W Atlantic St
Mccray Claren 3542 N 18th St
Mccray Jane 3542 N 18th St
Mccrea Margaret B 3247 N Reese St
Mcdonnell Thomas Estate 3322 N Hancock St
Mcgonogle Margaret 3517 N 24th St
Mcgriff Kevin R 619 West Vanago St
Mcgurk Daniel 3235 N Fairhill St
Mchale Francis Estate 3834 N 9th St
Mcnultysr Michael J 1312 W Bristol St
Mejias Lino 4251 N Darien St
Melind Corporation 1131 East Venango Stre
Mercado Eva Rojas 3917 N 7th St
Middlebrook Daniel 4333 N Fairhill St
Miller Joseph J Jr Miller Betty J 3323 N Mascher St
Mitchell Jacqueline 1745 W Juniata St
Mitchell Joseph 1411 W Erie Ave
Mitchell Little 933 W Erie Ave
Mitchell Mami 2117 W Westmoreland St
Mojica Daniel Flores 3447 N Howard St
Moncion Mini Market & Dist Inc 3612 N 5th St
Montgomery David 4220 N 6th St
Moon Uspfo 3500 N Brd St
Moore Sherry 3419 N 18th St
Morales Luz Apt 1st Floor 3346 N Front St
Morales Tatiana Alvarez 193 W Raymond St
Morals Angel 4204 N 6th St
Morris Kevin Apt 1 1319 W Erie Ave
Morrison Margaret 1222w Westmoreland St
Morrison Ruth 3313 N 22nd St
Morton Artelia 4517 N Carlisle St
Morton Cornelia 3546 N 15th St
Mosely Patricia 1717 W Hunting Park Ave Apt 629
Mother Bethel A CO Nellye Dixon 3527 N 16th St Apt 3
Mouzon Nellie 4560 N Gratz St
Muniz Delfin Apt 2fl 822 Werie Av
Murphy Thomas 446 W Wingohocking St
Murtha Terrance 2105 W Tioga St
Myers Eleanor H 4518 N 18th St
Navarro Christine Diaz Apt 1 222 W Glenwood Ave
Nazario Ileana Hernadez Bsmt Apt Bsmt 3901 N 7th St
New Way Super Market 3324 N 21th St
Nichols Adeline 2135 W Venango St
Nova Jesus Perez 722 W Russell St
Nunez Luis Gonzales 4501 5 St 2floor
Oliver Bennie 2251 N Reese St
Ortega Luz 749 Wingohocking Ave
Ortiz Armando Ortiz 922 Erie Ave
Otero Christine Maldonado Apt 2 442 W Glenwood Ave
Other Bar 4265 N 8th St
Owens Isaac 3417 Old York Rd
Owens Vernease 3827 N 16th St
P&W Auto Body 3800 N 5th St
Pacca Pet Therapy 111 West Hunting Park Ave
Pagan Dalia M 3512n Front St
Pagen Steven 309 W Wyoming Ave
Parker Brenda 1935 W Airdrie St
Parker Clifford 2113 W Erie Ave
Parker Ruben 1334 W Pike St
Parker Stanley Estate 1526 W Ontario St
Patterson Laura J 1221 W Hilton St
Paul Mary 1806 Cayuga St
Pauline Cothr 3718 N 17th St
Paulino Maria 3748 5th St
Peguero Polina 811 W Wingohocking St
Pena Carlos Apt 1fl 3433 N Howard St
Penugonda Krishna K 1610 W Erie Ave
Perez Evelyn Lopez Apt 2 3812 N Darien St
Perrin Sean 3718 N Bouvier St
Peterson Robert 3932 Delhi St
Petty Ezekeil 3328 N Smedley St
Phillips Helen Estate 1947 W Carey St
Phung Nicholas 3500 N Brd St
Plez Lewis 1674 Dounton St
Plummer Elise 2220 W Venango St
Podgunsky Eleanor 3245 N Phillip St
Polanco Dubiorga Batista 1533 N 5th St Apt 2
Poor Boys Used Auto Parts 532 W Annsbury St
Porter Beulah 2041 W Tioga St
Pugh Mary L 3248 N Marshall St
Quiles Fernando L 3418 N Randolph St
Ramirez Bartolo 261 W Wensley St
Ramirez Jacobo Marte 3852 North Fairhill St
Ramos German 3940 N Fairhill St
Ramos Gloria Colon 816 W Erie Ave
Ramos Hipolito 4204 N Bodine Stree
Reese Crysta N 3942 N 16th St
Rich Lillian 519 Rising Sun Ave
Rieser Hilda K 4615 Rising Sun Ave
Riesser Hilda 3643 N 6th St
Rios Eusebio Gutierrez 3927 Percy St
Rios Jesus 3612 N Franklin St
Rios Jose 3624 N 10th St
Rivera Amparo 444 W Venango St
Rivera Domingo 2nd Floor 4130 N 5th St
Rivera Evelin Ojeda Apt 1 700 W Roosevslt Blvd
Rivera Luis F 4426 North 3rd St
Rivera Pacheco Rosa M 248 W Ontario St
Rivera Victor M 636 Roossevelt Blvd
Rivera Wilfredo 207 W Westmoreland St
Robins Auto Sales Inc 222 W Erie Ave
Robinson Donald A Estate 3710 Pulaski Ave
Robinson Patricia Md 3322 N Brd St
Rodriguez Arsenio 4048 N Fairhill St
Rodriguez Basilio 3732 N Darien St
Rodriguez Jossie Negron Apt 1 809 West Erie Ave
Rodriguez Leticia A 3829 N Darien St
Rodriguez Norma 4017 N Fairhill St
Rodriguez Rafael 4050 N Marshall St
Rodriguez Rafaela 4059 North Reese St
Rodriguez Will 800 N Pike St
Rosa Angel Apt 1 413 W Sedgley St
Rosa David Pirela 187 Ansbery St
Rosado Aida Negron Apt 2 4019 N 8th St
Rosado Ephrain N Apt 1fl 3609 N 5 Th St
Rosado Ruben Caro Apt 2fl 822 Werie Av
Rosario Carmen Lozada 723 Werie Ave
Rosario Lucila Del 3354 N Front St
Rosario Maria E 709 W Luzerne St
Rosario Wilfredo 3240 N Randolph St
Roundtree Albert Apt 107 2100 W Tioga St
Rucci Manuel 4449 W Ardrie St
Ruiz William Valle Apt 3fl 3509 N 5 Th St
Saavedra Morales Edgar A Apt 1 3506 N 6th St
Sabage Cynthia 1717 W Hunting Park Ave 811
Saddler Josh 3725 N 15th St
Sadler Shirley 1801 Medary Ave
Salas Antonia 3247 N Howard St
Sanchez Blanca Colon Apt 2 3667 Percy St
Sanchez Felix Medina Apt 1 700 W Roosevelt Blvd
Sanchez Gonzalez Christopher 4019 N Marshall St
Sanders Mytris P 4007 N 10th St
Sandoval Harold 4615 N Front St Apt 2
Santiago Rumona 705 W Russell St
Santos Francisco Acedo 4526 N 12th St
Sapp William B 3619 N 16th St
Scarbor James 3248 N Marshall St
Scarbor Mandie 3248 N Marshall St
Schlachter Gustav J 4533 N Howard St
Schuele Lina Estate 140 W Luray St
Schuppan Madeline Estate 3359 N Front St
Schwedler Ker Margaret Md PO Box 38049
Scott Bertha Mae 1600 W Butler St
Scott Edward 3729 N 18th St
Searygarcia Mary Apt 1 3627 N Randolph St
Serraz Leve 730 Rising Sun Ave
Sheared Jean G CO Estate Of Jean Sheared 4507 N 16th St
Shepherd James Estate 3754 Pulaski Ave
Siegenthaler Elizabeth 2116 W Venango St
Slack Margery 1610 W Westmoreland
Slater Marie G 3251 N 6th St
Slightedge 3705 Pulaski Ave
Smith Anita D 3660 N Percy St
Smith Marie L Estate 3317 N American St
Snow Beulah J Estate 3314 N 15th St
Soto Ramon Trinidad Apt 1 1307 W Roosevelt Blvd
Statham Emma 1231 W Hilton St
Stayham Susie 1231 W Hilton St
Sterling Eartha L 4745 North 12th St
Stobbenau Anna M 4528 N Brd
Strand Izetta 3534 N Warnock St
Strand Retta 3534 N Warnock St
Stubbs Thomas Jr 726 W Ansberry St
Suchocki Karl Estate 4437 N Chadwick St
Sumpter Levy Estate 1230 W Erie Ave
Sumter Juanita 4533 N 20th St
Swift Carolina L 3350 N Hope St
Syders Ernestine 1911 W Airdrie St
Szafran Joseph Estate 4218 N Hicks St
Tabbyjacobson Associates 4000 North 9th St
Talbot Frederick Q Talbot Dolores Q 4424 N Franklin St
Tanco Aida 715 West Luzerne St 2fl
Tarrazo Karina Marrero Apt 2 3627 N Randolph St
Taylor Caroline 426 W Venango St
Teague John 4505 N Colorado St
Terrell Mae 1634 Blavis St
Terry Nikia I 3814 North Delhi St
Teske Ida E 4143 N Darien St
Thomas Lillian 810 N Holly St
Thomas Lizzie 3248 N Marshall St
Thomas Minnie 3845 N 13th St
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Thomas Murphy 3629 N 16th St
Thomas Sammie Estate Of 2104 Venango St
Thompson Calvin 3538 Warnock St
Thomson James 3546 North 15 St
Thornton Willa Mae 3248 N Marshall St
Tolbert Ryland Estate 1721 W Hunting Park Ave
Torres Angelo 3213 N Howard St
Torres Christina 538 W Tioga St
Torres Leticia 215 W Tioga St
Torres Maria 3462 N Front St
Torres Milagros 3325 N 5th St
Torres Serafin 4531 N 5th St
Troche Henry 4232 N American St
Troche Luis Acosta Apt 1 3506 N 6th St
Usi Auto Body 1647 W Wyoming Ave
Vanhorn Sarah 3546 North 15 St
Vargas Rolyn Becerra 3820 N 8th St
Vasquez Maria Apt 1f 4047 N 6th St
Vazquez Miguel Maldonado 3254 N Marshall St
Vazquez Mildred 3339 Hope St
Vazquez Pilar 731 W Buttler St
Vega Angel 4110 N 8th St
Velazquez Nora Fuentes Apt A 1214 Wlyooming St
Walker Gertrude Walker Richard 4445 N Orianna St
Walker Lillie M 4020 N 12th St
Warren Rufus P 4517 N Smedley St
Watson Doris M 720 Rising Sun Ave
Webekind Clarence Estate 1721 W Wingohocking St
West Francis 1341 Mcferran St
Weston Annie 1941 Hunting Park
Whaley Eurelene 3822 N Brd St
White Anthony 1647 W Wyoming Ave
Whitfield Nancy 1b 3233 N 13th St
Wiggins Erma 4023 Old York Rd
Wiggins Garlin 4238 North Old York Rd
Wilk David E 2135 W Venango St
Williams Charles 3427 North 21st Ave
Williams Kholil 1717 W Hunting Park Ave 811
Williams Mia Y 1503 W Tioga At
Williams Rachel 3248 N Marshall St
Williams Stephanie 1238 W Erie Ave
Wills Sc At Phil Sta 3340 South Brd St
Wilson Christine 3759 N 18th St Apt3
Wind River Ventures Llc 4631 Old York Rd
Wise Jerome 3834 N 19th St
Woicik John Estate 1718 W Cayuga St
Wood Louis R Estate 3748 N Bouvier St
Woodson Susie 3307 N Bouvier St
Wright Oral Wright Sara 501 E Haines St
Wyatt James F 3518 N 24th St
Yates Demetria T 2107 Tioga St
Young Hattie 1341 Mcferran St
Zachary Willie H 1814 W Erie Ave
Zaya Ana 3230 N 6th St
Zinger Mildred 4147 N 9th St
Philadelphia Pa 19141
Ali Rasheed 1013 W Rockland St
Allen Damon M 6301 Old York Rd Apt 205
Allen Mary M 6130 Old York Rd
Anderson John H 4926 N Camac St
Andrews Cecelia B 6346 North 18th St
Anms Realty Llc CO National Real Estate Infor 1016 W Rockland St
Any Enterprises 5907 Old York Rd
Askew Pocahontas Askew Charles 6321 N Gratz St
Atlantic Insurance Agency 5957 North Brd St
Avery Timothy H Sr 5603 N 10th St
Battles Samuel J 4834 N Bouvier St
Beachum Edna 1958 W Godfrey Ave
Becoate Annie M 6174 North 17th St
Bell Atarma 5117 North Brd Apt 4
Bell Financial Services Inc 1301 West Lindley Ave
Bells Seafood And Soulfood 6049 Old York Rd
Bennett James 6301 Old York Rd Apt 102
Benson Jonnie 5727 N 19th St
Betterson Walter Estate Of 3726 N 17th St C/O K Harvey
Bizinis Restaurant 1800 Lindley Ave
Blum Alan C 5611 N 11th St
Bodenschatz Victor Estate 1708 Wagner Ave
Bolden Perry 1739 Roselyn St
Bond Ethel 5928 N 10th St
Bonel Medical Equipment 4817 N Brd St
Boyle Anna M Estate 1920 Church Ln
Bradley Leolive 6027 Limekiln Pike
Bradley Warren 6027 Limekiln Pike
Breitmeyer Roberta 903 W Fisher Ave
Britton Lucille G 1418 Conlyn St Apt 303a
Bronson Albert CO Evelyn Barnes 1416 Clearview St Apt J606
Bronzeill Flo 1861 Widener Pl
Brown Jacquelyn 1430 W Chew St
Brown Selma F 6300 Old York Rd Apt 1102
Brown Thomas 6300 Old York Rd Apt 1316
Bullock Leon 6150 N 17th St
Burno James 1817 Roselyn St
Burress Hitman B 1849 Widener Pl
Butler Sookragee S 4828 N Camac St
Buxton Virginia 6056 North 11th St
Byus Sondra D Byus Tracy S 5613 N Warnock St
Calderon Mami 6201 N 10th St
Carruth Mamie 1414 Windrim Ave
Chaddwicks Collision 13848 Ne 54th Place
Chaddwicks Collision 6000 Old York Rd
Charles Frances 1801 Glenifer St
Children Of Edith M 4820 N 15th St
Clark Blanche 4921 N 18th St
Cooper Edith Estate 4911 N Brd St
Corea Fabian 3050 N 6th St
Cousins Joseph 5930 N 19th St
Cox Clara V 5367 N Marvine St
Cross Gregory M 6028 Marvine St
Cruz Darryl A 5617 N 13th St
Cunningham James 2522 West Somerset
Daniels Steven D 5323 N 12th St
Datts Lee Jr 6303 Ogontz Ave
Davis Ronald L 1419 W Grange Ave Apt 111b
Deremer Frances A 1418 Conlyn St
Dixon Anne 1846 W Champlost St
Duane John 1712 Stenton Ave
Edwards Stephanie 1838 West Sulis St
Einstein Willowcrest 5501 Old York Rd
Exodus Tavern 4748 N Brd St
Fairley Barbara 4828 North Bouvier St
Farabee Glenn 5347 N 13th St Apt B
Faulkner Clar 5324 N 15th St
Faulkner Ruth 5324 N 15th St
Fields Evelyn 5325 Old York Rd
Finch Timeeka 5708 N 12th St
Finn John H Finn Mary 1615 W Mentor St
Fischer John H 5939 N Marvine St
Fisher Marsha 1807 W Chew Ave
Florestal Lina 6201 N 15th St Apt101
Ford Freeman Apt 2 4905 N 13th St
Freeman Edith M 4820 N 15th St
G Keith CO Stafford 974 Wagner Ave
Gambrell Oran 6300 Old York Rd Apt 622
Garrett Lilli 5202 N Carlisle St
Garrett Lorenza 6227 N Gratz St
Geiger Catherine V 1711 Nedro Ave
Gelman Frances 5205 N Brd St Apt 4
George Engle 4948 N Warnock St
Gray Herman 6608 N Hutchinson St
Gray Jemal Apt 209 6301 N Old York Rd
Greizis Aina 5934 N Camac St
Greizis Aina 5935 N 13th St
Hall Francis J 5216 N 10th St
Hampton Kevin E 5724 N Marvine St
Harper Alice 5719 Ogontz Ave
Harris Ovella 6256 N 17th St
Harris Wendell A 1100 Medary Ave
Harvey Anthony D 5746 N 12th St
Harvey Ethel C Dc PO Box 49142
Haskins Alice 5826 N Camac St
Hayes Robert 5615 N 11th St
Heisley Bruce Estate 6028 N Park Ave
Hembhard Brian 4119 Baring St
Higgins Mary H Higgins Mary 4715 York Rd
Hines La Verne 5127 N Sydenham St
Ho Ri Van 4831 North Brd St
Holzwarth Frederic W Holzwarth Amanda T 6123 N 11th
Houn Han 4923 N 13th St 2nd Fl
Howard Ridgway Estate 6333 N 13th St
Hughes Dorothy 6035 N 13th St
Hunter James F PO Box 49155
Huynh Phung 4828 N 13th St
Ingram Drain And Sewer 6240 N Brd St
Jackson Michael D 1846 Roselyn St
Janet Harley 5403 N 12th St
Jenkins Deborah L 5629 N Sydenham St
Jenkins Elijak Jr 6300 Old York Rd Apt 1212
Johnson Mary B 1424 Clearview St Apt K 404
Johnson Shaqueia E 1500 Widener Place
Johnson Yusef 6420 N 13th St 2nd F
Jones Edgar A PO Box 26313
Jones Syphee 4837 N Brd St Apt 3
Jones Tanya D 6323 Ogontz Ave
Jones Terrance J 4825 N Carlisle St
Jones Vaneika 5130 N 10th St Apt 2nd
Kaplin Maurice 6300 Old York Rd Apt 1217
Kelly Dorothy 5403 N 12th St
Kelly James 1549 Belfield Ave
Kirkland Kyna 6247 N Brd St 1st Fl
Kneedler Joseph 5706 N Camac St
Kong Ean 4840 N Camac St 2nd Fl
Kroberger Gertrude B 1976 W Sparks St
Lawson Walter 5810 N 12th St
Levin Katz 5401 Old York Rd
Lewis Derrick W 1315 Windrim Ave
Lim Change 4931 Old York Rd 2nd Fl
Livingstone John H Estate 5110 N Brd St
Logan Improvement Assn 1816 Glenifer St
Lon Edger 5941 N Camac St
Markind Joseph F 4821 N 11th St
Marr Agatha 1st Flr 1501 Widener Place
Martin William 6300 Old York Rd Apt 1017
McCary Rober 4926 N 11th St
McQueen Michal Thomas 6343 N 18th St
Mcaliley Shirley 1129 W Rockland St
Mcknight Alma 5313 N 13th St
Mcqueen Watson D 6343 N 18th St
Meadows Charlie 5325 Old York Rd Apt 917
Meas Khuorn 2nd Floor 5018 Old York Rd
Medalis John 4635 Marvine St
Meredith William L 5836 N 15th St
Miller Kelly 5705 Virginian Rd
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Mom Thavy 1012 W Duncannon Ave
Mom Yan 5004 Old York Rd
Monica Helen E 4911 Old York Rd
Morgan Carolyn 5025 N 15th St Apt 101
Morris Christina Presbyterian Medical Ctr 39th And Market St
Morris Jared 6233 N Camac St
Morton James E Morton Dolores 5341 N Camac St
Murrill Annette H 1701 Widener Pl Apt 3
Neiman Maurice S Estate 4921 N 11th St
Norfleet William 5600 Ogontz Ave Apt A4
Nvrf Llc 6000 Old York Rd
Obrien Joseph R Jr Obrien Jane T 5317 Sydenham St
Obrien Kevin 730 Rising Sun Ave Apt 2
Ojugbana Eluemunor 5942 N Marvine St
Opolesky Mildred 1843 Sulis St
Owens John 5325 Old York Rd
Parker Gertrude Parker Francis 2046 E Fishers Ave
Paul Margaret C Paul Edward J 6323 N 13th St
Paul Steve 6012 N 16th St
Pemar Inc 1322 W Olney Ave
Pennell Get Set Ogontz & Nedro
Phillips Gregory L Jr 4810 North 9th St
Phillips Tracie 1621 W Loudon St 2nd Floor
Pigford Darlene 4910 N Hutchinson St
Pollard William A 2nd Floor 5605 North Park Ave
Popkin Anna 5912 N 12th St
Prettyman Loren 4913 N 17th St
Radbill Martha 5325 Old York Rd Apt 1205
Ranck John M 6017 N 10th St
Reed William 1626 W Ruscomb St
Reed William 4945 N Smedley St
Ret Lach 4903 N 13th St
Reynolds Mary A Reynolds Robert 1725 Belfield Ave
Ridgley Christine 5348 N Brd St
Rivera Nelly 5416 N 12
Roane Mary A 1842 Roselyn St
Robin Lottie J 6273 Old York Rd
Robinson Frances E 1220 W Lindley Ave Apt 202
Rogers Tracey L 6240 Ogontz Ave
Rogers Waldo PO Box 11037
Rossomando Carmela 5651 N 16th St
Rothkopt Henry 6231 Old York Rd
Ruffin J Ann 5417 N 17th St
Schweitzer Elizabeth 1626 W Ruscomb St
Schweitzer Elizabeth 4945 N Smedley St
Scott Jerome 585 E Tabor Rd
Shar Jim Inc 4800 N Brd St
Sheehan Margaret Sheehan Albert 4862 N Bouvier St
Smith Ayana G 1815 W Godfrey Ave 1f
Smith Charles G 1742 Church Ln
Smith Coleman 1643 Grange St
Smith Donald 1514 Nedro Ave
Smith Dorothea 5817 N 16th St
Soderland Charles Estate 5426 N Warnock St
Sok Nov 5101 N 11th St
Sommerville Theda 1427 W Fisher Ave
Stanford Toussaint 5744 Park Ave
Sterback Gerald A 4924 N 19th St
Stevens Jack Apt 805 5501 N 11th St
Stjean Jonathan Y Stjean Warrick M 5935 N Warnock St Fl 2
Strothersde Margaret 1433 W Rockland St
Taylor Robert E 900 W Spencer St
The Cit Group 5600 Ogontz Ave Apt A4
Thoeun Touch 1325 W Ruscomb St 1st Floor
Timmons Nathaniel Lamont 5627 North Uber St
Tinney Dennis 5352 N Brd St
Toomer Rosetta Toomer Ronald 1822 Church Ln
Tucker Clarence A Ltd 4955 North 9th St
Turner Pauline Estate 6323 N 18th St
Tyree Warner L 5302 N Brd St
Van Pheng 1210 Rockland St
Waddy Shatiria R 5837 N 12th St Apt 2 Fl
Washington Elaine S 5624 N 10th St
Washington Joyce Estate Of 1615 Nedro Ave
Watson Chester Watson Jean A 5337 Camal St
Webb Nathan 6251 N 17th St
Weiss Manual Weiss Rose 519 S 5325 Old York Rd
Wellmon Mildred E PO Box 20896
White Barbara 5103 N 13th St 2nd Fl
White Nola Philip Murray House Inc 6300 Old York Rd Apt 612
Whittle Stelma 1938 W Sparks St
Williams Chancles 1241 Sulis St
Williams Edward L PO Box 49075
Willis Grover E 5833 N 16th St
Wilson Ulysses Est 6172 N 17th St
Windrim Autobody 1339 Windrim Ave
Wise Mack E 5908 N Hutchinson St
Wright George A 5004 N Sydenham St
Wright James R 5034 N Sydenham St
Yim Savong 1216 W Rockland St
Yorkhouse 5325 Old York Rd
Philadelphia Pa 19142
2421 Selam Inc 2421 South 62nd St
Adams Wilhelmina B 6714 Egret Pl
Africa Shipping PO Box 5364
Albert Girlamo 6513 Dorel St
Ali Ashun 6821 Woodland Ave
Alston Willie 2089 Cobbs Creek Pkwy B
Arnold Lynn 6919 Garman
Avon Products Inc 6515 Woodland Ave
Ayeni Abiodua 6435 Grays Ave
Baird Gertrude V 6431 Guyer Ave
Baker Cynthia 6314 Wheller St
Baker Marguerite M 6544 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Barrett Barbara Ann 2640 S Daggett St
Barrie Osman T 2648 S Shields St
Bartlett Merline 6410 Garman St
Basciano Celeste Basciano John A PO Box 33151
Bayer Mary Estate 1803 S 65th St
Beamon Lamont A 6349 Greenway Ave
Beasley Gordon Estate PO Box 33277
Beebe William W Beebe Jessie L 7007 Wheeler
Bernard James 6903 Chelwynde Ave
Berry Andy Q 7028 Woodland Ave Apt 3
Bilo Joseph 6849 Regent St
Boeing Corp P O Box 16858
Boone Tomeckia S 6821 Guyer Ave
Bowen Precious P 6816 Guyer Ave
Brennan Florence M 2102 S Daggett St
Bro Inez Savage 6849 Guyer Ave
Bropleh Manslon 6060 Chester Ave
Bunks Albert 6300 Kingsessing Ave
Burwell Andre 2105 S 72nd St
Butts Shantelle M 6437 Glenmore Ave
Callahan Noreen J 2627 S 61st St
Campbell John F 2240 S 72nd St
Carbonator Rental Service Inc PO Box 33327
Carl Oretha 7346 Passyunk Ave
Casey Maureen 6146 Reedland St
Chapman Harry J Estate 1850 S 65th St
Che Khanh 6520 Woodland Ave
Cheh Cecilia 2132 Gould St
Cherry Lillian 7036 Yocum St
Chhoeup Ros 2236 South 67th St
Christy Antoinette 2526 South Millick St
Clayberger Anthony 1336 Gross St
Clayman Louise 2514 S Massey St
Clemens Anna F Estate 2509 Bonaffon St
Coia George T 2520 S 75th St
Collins Jessie V 7308 Elmwood Ave
Correale Margaret 2143 S Daggett St
Corsey Raymon 6103 Glenmore Ave
Davis Maria 6012 Yocum St
Davis Tina 4818 More St
Debleye Roseline Y 1813 South 66th St
Denmark Sherman 6528 Theodore St
Dennis Leamon 1813 S 65th St
Dettore Charles R 6309 Allman St
Dijoseph Phyllis 2818 S Simpson St
Dimartino Virginia Ms 6733 Chester Ave
Doe Jane 123 Main St
Dolo Tilee 2623 S Holbrook St
Dougherty Michael 2546 S 68th St
Dudo Pauline M Estate 2644 S Daggett St
Eddies Cafe 6500 02 Dicks Aven
Ellington Angela M 6228 Wheeler
Ellis Beatrice 6600 Dicks Ave
Emily Musser Estate 6539 Greenway Ave
Faulkner Sharon G 6327 Chester Ave
Fields Jamelia 6534 Reedland St
First Choice Day Care 2634 S Massey St
Fitzpatrick Mary CO Mullen And Mullen 6542 Woodland Ave
Fleming Ellen 6301 Theodore St
Ford Wallace 6060 Allman St
Frank Vincenza J 2842 S 65th St
Gallagher Dorothy M Gallagher Robert J 1818 S 65th St
Gbaluo Klay 6405 Saybrooks Ave
Golden Parthenia 2437 Grays Ave
Green Way Food Market 2101 S 65th St
Grispino Louis J 6534 Theodore St
Gross Almeta C 2022 S 70th St
Grover Shop N Bag 2914 S 70th St
Grudzinski Walter Est Of 6724 Grovers Ave
Grundy Linton 7018 Upland St
Hagins Derrick 2000 S Avondale St
Harness Joseph 2113 71st St
Harness Max 2113 S 71st St
Harold H Marcus & Asso 7215 Passyunk Ave
Harris Lorraine W 3006 S 68th St
Hart Monica Hart Edward 2113 S 71st St
Harvey Eric Estate Of 6135 Elmwood Ave
Heard Josephine 6807 Grebe Pl
Helb Edith 6540 Wheeler St
Henderson Rashawna 2047 S 60th St
Hess Raymond J 2105 S 68th St
Hguyen Son H 6313 Theodore
Hoang Peter G 7236 Grays Ave
Hoogerwerff Phyllis 6307 Chester Ave
Hudgins John 6147 Rienhard St
Hudson Edmund B 1742 S 60th St
Hunt Eugene V Estate 7039 Greenway Ave
Hutzman Mary Estate 6333 Greenway Ave
Ibrahim Muna 6550 Belmar St
Ikard Shakia 6055 Regent St
Jackson Carter E 2612 South 65th St
Jallah Julia 6721 Regent St
Johnson Debra Apt 3000a 2906 S Dew T
Johnson Jermaine 7249 Paschall Ave
Johnson Rion 6532 Wheeler St
Jones Kennis K 6339 Theodore St
Jones Neomia 2437 Grays Ave
Jones Samuel A Jr Jones Dorothy E 2241 S Felton St
Jordan Rosa Lee Jordan Minnie PO Box 33395
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Kargbo Asanah 1401 Regent St
Keeman John P Estate 2231 S 68th St
Kehoe Margaret M Estate 6715 Guyer Ave
Kellam Raymond T Estate 7107 Greenway Ave
Kelley Catherine 6048 Allman St
Kelly Elizabeth 6704 Linmore Ave
Kelsall Charles R 2607 S Daggett St
Khadhr Karim 1741 West Passyunk Ave
King Willie 7117 Greenway Ave
Kolavage Clarence E 6409 Guyer Ave
Kromah Massa 6031 Greenway Ave
Kyne Maryanne 2605 South 70th St
LT China House Corp 2539 S 69th St
Ladsen Mikala 4142 Markland St
Lala Irene 6724 Grovers Ave
Lam Hue T 7037 Elmwood Ave
Laverty Thomas J 2042 S 68th St
Laws Harvey Est Of 2122 S Lloyd St
Ledgerking Financial Exch 6509 Elmwood Ave
Ledonne Serafina 6919 Dicks Ave
Levenson Bernard 6900 Elmwood Ave
Mai Cac G 6307 Woodland Ave
Mancini Elizabet R 2053 S 68th
Margaret D Girlamo 6513 Dorel St
Mason Brenda D 6341 Theodore St
Mason Florence 6816 Theodore St
Mayfield Joel K 6354 Theodore St
Mcallister Lassiter Jenell L 6815 Lindbergh Blvd
Mccarthy Charles T 2519 S 73rd St
Mccarthy Honora A Estate 2519 S 73rd
Mcdonnell Robert 2518 S 62nd St
Mcfadden William 6919 Dicks Ave
Mcgee Helen E Estate 6818 Paschall Ave
Mcguire Frances I 6519 Paschall Ave
Mckinney E 3226 N Carlisle St
Mcknett Edna E Estate 6608 Elmwood Ave
Mclaughlin Thomas A Mclaughlin Mary F 6080 Regent St
Mcmitt Edna E Estate 2655 S Hobson St
Menkir Sileshi 1904 S 68th St
Millines Angela 2638 Shiled St
Mohamed Omer I 6560 Belmar St
Mohat Joseph 6745 Dorel St
Momoh Mariatu 1749 S Avondale St
Moody David V 6130 S Wheeler St
Moore Henrietta 1st Fl 2227 Williams Pl
Morris John W Estate 6608 Elmwood Ave
Muchison Asjia 6331 Elmwood Ave
Murray Catherine 2661 S Daggett St
Murray Harold Estate Of 6116 Kingsessing Ave
Mustapha James 1816 South 65th St
Nagbe Georgia J 2031 S 66th St
Newcombe June F 6431 Guyer Ave
Ngo Chi 7037 Elmwood Ave
Nguyen Dong Dn 2024 S Avondale St
Nguyen Hieu M 6700 Dicks Ave
Nguyen Myhuong T 6344 Grays Ave
Nguyen Pauline Tim Auto Sales 7137 Woodland Ave Rear
Nguyen Thanh 6626 Passchall Ave
Nkoroh Commercial Enterprises 6229 Woodland Ave
Oconnor John Estate 2605 S Carroll St
Oneal James M 3rd Fl 7028 Paschall Ave
Parsons Sarah J Estate 6579 Dorel St
Patel Kiritkumar Ramanbhai 6800 Dicks Ave
Pham Thoa K 6721 Chester Ave
Philmore Theodore 6901 Woodland
Piccone Joseph Piccone Rose 72 And Brant Place Apt C 5
Pierce Mary 2442 South Millick Str
Pierson Clarence L Pierson Marjorie 6444 Dicks Av
Reilly Mary M 6446 Dicks Ave
Reynolds Catharine 6904 Paschall Ave
Robinson Randolph Robinson Lucy B 6806 Cobbs Creek Pky
Rodriguez Lorena 2659 S 70th St
Salera Frank 6021 Buist Ave
Scales Richard 6408 Glenmore Ave
Scanlan Joseph F 2661 S Daggett St
Schleeter Anna 2500 S 68th St
Schmucki Francis J Estate 6308 Wheeler St
Sem Sea 6645 Yocum St
Shadwick Robert 6536 Gesner St
Shea Dennis J 6013 Greenway Apt 3a
Sidibe Abdoul K 2544 S Massey St
Sirleaf Bangalee 6527 Theodore St
Smith Cecilia B Estate Of 6354 Reedland St
Smith Leona Estate 7109 Buist Ave
Smith Thomas J Estate Of 6354 Reedland St
Ss Clement Irenaeus School 2240 S 71st St
Steacker Maryeileen 6509 Buist Ave
Steingard & Testa Med Assoc Pc PO Box 33493
Steinmetz Jennie 2022 S Simpson St
Stokes Leonard 2119 S 68th St
Straus Gertrude Estate 6545 Allman St
Strident Preferred Services 6816 Paschall Ave
Sunkett Edward E Sunkett E 6708 Harley Ave
Swaray Mohammed 7031 Saybrook Ave
Sweeney Joseph 2110 South Daggett St
Taylor James J 7031 Greenway Ave
Thomas Donald 6321 Elmwood
Tody Venice 2210 Sheild St
Tounkara Houssainato 6927 Chester Ave
Tran Dan 6501 Wheeler St
Trinh Hung C 6636 Dicks Ave
Truong Thai 6321 Greenway Ave
Ulearey John E Estate 2642 S 68th St
Urban Helen 2538 Holbrook St
Valiquette Edith M 6250 Harley Ave
Vecchia Margret D 6727 Harley St
Vile C E Estate 7123 Buist Ave
Ward Abverian 6017 Trinity St 5022 Catherine St
Ward Kathlyn M Estate 6040 Reinhard St
Wells Hakeem 6142 W Kingsessing Ave
Wesley Cynthia N 6409 Buist Ave
Whitfield James 2020 S Salford St
Wilkes Helen 6439 Paschall Ave 2-Fl
Williams Kathleen 2605 South Daggett St
Williams Katina 2523 S Edgewood St
Williams Velda L 6151 Glenmore Ave
Williamson James 7200 Elmwood Ave
Willis Sarah Estate 6308 Reedland St
Wolchanski Jeanne L 6919 Garman
Wood Frank 6744 Woodland Ave
Wormley Curtis 6133 W Upland Sq
Yakubu Adizatu 6068 Kingsessing Ave
Yarmah Fatu K 2419 S 62nd St
Yates Marion 6200 Woodland Ave
Yemane Tsegie B 6401 Buist Ave
Zaizay Evelyn 2521 Felton St
Zaye Dennis 6147 Woodland Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19143
447 S 55 Inc 447 S 55th St
5747 Christian Inc 5747 49 Christian St
Adem Garage 4520 Baltimore Pike
Adens Kenieca M 956 S Paxon St
Agape C Co 5535 Pine St
Ahmed Baysel 5334 Willows Ave
Alexander Calvin J 5618 Hadfield Rd
Alexander Edith Estate Of 5455 Thomas Ave
Alexandre Nancy 1529 S 53rd St
Ali Ishmael 4619 Chester Ave Apt A3
Alphaville Real Estate Li 1941 S Salford St
Alston Henry Estate 5939 Walton Ave
Alumni Association CO Howard W Crocker 6108 Carpenter St
Alvarado Lydia 1st Fl 3351 St
Alvin Victor 6246 Washington Ave
Amour James R Amour Mary 4514 Pine St
Antonio Scantlebury 1937 S Salford St
Apple Storage Co Inc 963 S 63rd St
Apple Transportation Co Inc 963 S 53rd St
Applebaum Barry 5834 Alter St
Ashton Edna 5414 Windsor Ave
Asuncion Angelina PO Box 19931 5309 Chest House Of Friends
Bailey William 5750 Hazel Ave
Banks Essie 5545 Osage Ave
Banks Ethel Apt 1a 5600 Gibson Dr
Bantel William Estate 5419 Pentridge St
Bantom Walter Bantom Edna 4616 Kingsessing Ave
Barber Mike 806 S 49th St 1st Floor
Barr James R 5842 Osage Ave
Bassey Terri 916 S Alden St
Battle Ronald 5622 Pemberton St
Beardsley Gloria M 1516 S Allison St
Beck Jonathan Beck Christi 634 S 48th St 39
Bell Curlean 5303 Willows Ave
Bell R D 5018 Cedar Ave
Benjamin Emma 5937 Catharine St
Bennett Glady 5812 Beaumont Ave
Berman Judith E 923 S 48th St
Best Cleveland 5646 Baltimore Ave
Bethel Wayne Estate Of 6032 Catharine St A
Billingslea Ronald E 6040 Webster St
Bizzell Kevin 1243 S Ruby St
Black Elizabeth Y 346 North Front St 715 South 55th St
Blanche O Ste 4608 Paschall Ave
Blanding Betty Blanding Lang 5956 Chester Ave
Blow Avella 5937 Catharine St
Bobbitt Myrtle L 5524 Delancey St
Bonafino George Do 637 South 52nd St
Booker Marla 5009 Florence Ave
Bordon George 1618 So Frazier St
Bovain John 504 S 60th St
Bowers Harold G Bowers Olga 1018 S 47th St
Boyajian Varsenig Estate 5405 Chester Ave
Boyer Edith Estate 4931 Warrington Ave
Brackin Molly 4839 Pine St B1
Bradley Mahlon 5309 Chester Ave PO Box 19931
Bradley Wilda 444 S 57th St
Brady Helen D 911 S 50th St
Brady Jeffrey 5736 Windsor Av
Brewington David 5134 Larchwood Ave
Brickhouse Lula 1025 S Paxon St
Bridgeforth A 1429 S Paxon St
Briley William 2003 S Salford St
Broadnax Walter M 5408 Pine St
Brown Anne 5209 Webster St
Brown Charles 5400 Kingsessing Ave
Brown Cyril 5854 Norfolk St
Brown Evelyn 1035 S Ithan St
Brown Helena C 6205 Christian St
Brown Jean 5705 Ashland Ave
Brown Larry Estate Of 5807 Cedar Ave
Brown Louis 5665 Belmar Terr
Brown Margaret 5827 Springfield Ave
Brown Martha L Winchester House Apts 4804 Chester Ave 410
Brown Mary 1433 S 52nd St
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Brown Michael 1401 Allison St
Brown Michael 642 S 60th St
Brown Robin A 5702 Springfield Ave
Bryant Sharnon 913 S 49th St Apt 2r
Bundy Bart A 7119 Boyer St
Cahn Amy L 1004 S 49th St
Caldwell Emma 5120 Springfield Ave
Calhoun Spencer W 5235 Pinest
Callazzo Louis J 1311 S Divinity St
Calloway Earl F 4531 Springfield Ave
Camara Matenin 5960 Windsor Ave
Camp Paulette 906 South 58th St
Campbell Antoinette 1220 Greylock St
Campbell Ernest C 5408 Bartram Dr Apt 2c
Canfield Mary M Estate 1716 S Frazier St
Carden Herman H 5544 Catharine St
Carden Willie Jean 5544 Catharine St CO F J Keane
Carr Priscilla 5241 Chester Ave
Catherine J S 5621 Whitby Ave
Catherine S M 5621 Whitby Ave
Cerdan Jacob K 5614 Pemberton St
Chambers Henrietta 5856 Windsor Ave
Chaney Adrienne E 830 South 49th St Apt 1f
Chapman Nathan Sr 5028 Larchwood Ave
Chappelle Sandra R Apt A6 6021 Larchwood Ave
Charles Corrigan 5102 Springfield Ave
Charlotte Lockhart 1025 S 51st St
Chavis Ethel W 6158 Larchwood Ave
Chea Doung 2nd Floor 4819 Baltimore Ave
Chernoff Carolyn 4728 Hazel St
Chester Eugen 1318 S 56th St
Childs Morris Estate 641 S Felton St
Chunn Ida 5801 Pemberton St
Churchill Byron J 6225 Hazel Ave
Churchill Gerald 6225 Hazel Ave
Clara Heist Estate 5712 Hadfield St
Clark George 5819 Cedar Ave
Clark Pearl 1245 S Greylock St
Clark Selena M 5904 Christian St
Clay Harrod E 5854 Washington Ave
Clemons Mary 5931 Pine St
Cloud Rebbecca 2039 S 58th St
Cloyd Carter J 6032 Christian St
Coles Dallas 5233 Addison St
Collins Jacqueline 5040 Florence Ave 1st Fl
Constantine Laura 4815 Pine St C-2
Cooney William E Cooney Ruth H 921 S Paxon St
Cooper Elaine Cooper Rose M 5220 Cedar Ave
Cornwall Robert L 1004 S Paxon St
Corrigan Charles J 5102 Springfield Ave
Crawley Flore 6221 Addison St
Cromartie Pearl 5825 Beaumont St
Culbreath Wortlee 6034 Catharine St
Custus Tiffany 5303 Delancey St
DR Food Market 5266 Delancey St
Daley Katherine 5320 Grays Ave
Daniels Amelia 1914 South 56th St
Davis Angela L 5430 Malcolm St
Davis Darlene M 5647 Addison St
Davis Ella V 1326 S Paxon St
Deborah Hook Estate 921 S Yewdall St
Dekovitch Beatrice 1415 S Paxon St
Dellior Reba V 5008 Florence Ave
Dental Pavillon Inc Erik Williams Dds 4613 Baltimore Ave
Deveney John 1929 S Redfield St
Devoue Mary 5129 Webster St
Dilva Madeline Estate 5826 Christian St
Dingle Leon 736 S 59th St
Dini Zarinah 6146 Pine St
Docoure Raheem 4654 Hazel Ave
Donzo Lasana S 612 S 52nd St
Doucoure Kande 4839 Pine St Apt 81
Doumba Sidiki 4741 Upland St
Dowd Ruby L 4836 Larchwood Ave
Downing Janet 5651 Angora Ter
Doyle Alden Md 4515 Regent St
Draper Tanya 1505 S 50th St
Drummond Esther 5332 Catherine St
Duffy Joseph B Duffy Marie A 5419 Beaumont Ave
Dugan Margaret A 5847 Springfield Ave
Dugan Thomas F 5847 Springfield Ave
Duncan Senell 5003 Florence Ave
Durnell Linda J 5856 Washington Ave
Dyal Ruby M 839 S 58th St
Dye Aretta 4836 Walton Ave 1st Floor
Eastering Lee F 6219 Delancey St
Edmonds Emma 5313 Upland St
Edwards Grover 5926 Springfield Ave
Elliott Davita 3750 Lankenau Rd
Elwood Jackson 1232 S 49th St
Ely Pauline 5108 Warrington Ave
Emerson Vera 6140 Webster St
Ennis Tony A 631 S 52nd St
Epps Richard Unit B 1135 S 52 St
Ernin Frank 6048 Larchwood
Evans Elizabeth 916 S Cecil St
Evans Thomas A 4742 Pine St
Farley Thomas 607 South 52
Ferguson Walter C 317 S Frazier St
Fetlework Kebede 4704 Hazel Ave Knight
Fincher Jackson Jr 4916 Pine St
Fisher Helen 1218 S 52nd St
Fitch Sol 5415 Catherine St
Fletcher Margaret 4920 Paschall Ave
Floyd Ruby 6160 Larchwood Ave
Ford Louise 4915 Hazel Ave
Freeman Bessie 2103 S 57th St
Frisby Carrie 6027 Catharine St
Gadson Victoria 4926 Baltimore Ave
Gale Dorothy M 1149 S Ruby St
Gallagher Daniel J Gallagher Helena G 1337 S Lindenwood St
Gallagher Patrick S 1343 S 54th St
Gardee Obidiah 1927 S Ithan St
Garfield Valarie R 5832 Delancey St
Garrett Johnnie W 5037 Woodland Ave
Gary Rosetta 1430 S 54th St
Gaskins Alice C 6044 Baltimore Ave 1f
Gaskins Willi 935 S 50th St
Gavin Vincent E 2021 S 56th St
Gebregiabher Muiugetta 4708 Hazel Ave
George F Kempf Supply Co Inc 5200 Grays Ave
Gerber Edythe 5327 Chester Ave
Gillard Joseph E 6220 Webster St
Gillespie James J Jr Gillespie James J Sr 2058 S Frazier St
Gink Frank G 904 S 49th St
Glass Alexandra 4836 Walton Ave Second Floor
Gooley Margaret T Gooley James 5540 Larchwood Ave
Gore Edward M 5830 Cedarhurst St
Graham Hervey 5113 Warrington Ave
Grant Johnathan 5923 Springfield Ave
Green William C Mr Apt M 12 Box 136 4701 Pine St
Guillaume Eleome 824 S 60th St
Gund Susannah 4509 Chester Ave
Gunn Sondra M 1114 S 53rd St
H L Construction 5918 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Hagans Jacqueline S Hagans Joseph Jr 526 S Conestoga St
Haldeman Gene N 544 B S 48th St
Hale Lewey 5708 Wheeler St
Hall Erline 5416 Angora Ter
Hamilton Cynthia 5231 Warrington Ave
Hamilton Edward L Hamilton Estelle 5212 Litchfield St
Hanberry Gert 5830 Washington Ave
Hand Mildred M 5630 Cedar Ave
Hannan Anna M Estate 1828 S 58th St
Hardy Helen M Hardy Leon C 726 S 59th St
Harrigan Deborah 5711 Balitmore Ave
Harris Catherin 5438 Baltimore Ave
Harris Michael A 5205 Catherine St
Harrison Kelly 1305 S 53rd St
Harrison Maureen E 4643 Pine St C610
Hayward Oleita 5541 Windsor Ave
Heath Johnnie J 5525 Greenway Ave
Heggs Mark A 1131 S 61st St
Hennigan Leol 5115 Walton Ave
Henry John E 1220 S Edgewood St
Henry Leroy C 1413 South 58 St
Herron Mary 5300 Willows Ave
Hicks Monica M Hicks David W 6032 Webster St
Hill Bennie 702 S 51st St
Hill Thelma 5913 Windsor Ave
Hilton Charles 6243 Pine St
Hines Bessie 421 S 56th St
Holden Frances Holden Edwin 1254 S Peach St
Horne Anne S 2522 S 57 St
Houston Ed L 6219 Webster St
Howard Fiheem K 1012 S 52nd St Apt 2
Huffman Hortense 1044 S 58th St
Hughes Elizabeth A Hughes Edward 5529 Walton Ave
Hughes Karren E 1242 S 46th St No 2
Hughes Robert Estate 1431 S 54th St
Hunter Brenda J 1830 S 54th St
Insley Dorothy 1211 S Wilton St
Jackson Anthony 5638 Pentridge St
Jackson Genevieve C 1232 S 49th St
Jackson Josep 5556 Pine St
Jackson Stanley 5546 Angora Ter
James Harold 5131 Pine St
James Strange 6221 Hazel Ave
Jaskaw William Jr 4810 Baltimore Ave
Jenkins Samuel Jr 6123 Catherine St
Jenkins Toward C Estate 5916 Christian St
Jennings Margaret Jennings Alice M 2703 S 57th St
Jetter Doroth 5829 Cedar Ave
Jittivanich Michael 823 S 48th St
Joe Michael 705 S 56th St
Johns Carrie 6117 Hazel Ave
Johnson Bernard L Johnson Shirley 1212 S 52nd St
Johnson Coren 5817 Christian St
Johnson Ryan 4845 Pine St Apt C 1
Johnson Shirley E 1212 S 52nd St
Johnson Telishia 1646 S Yewdall St
Jones Devonsherekca S 414 So 48th St Apt B-1
Jones Grady 4824 Paschall Ave
Jones Richard A Jones Rita M 5842 Warrington Ave
Jones Sherrice 5525 Upland St
Jordan Georgi 620 S 51st St
Jorden Denise Pough 5318 Osage Ave
Joyner Maritella 1414 S 51st St
Kanoute Ami E 330 S 60th St Apt 101
Kante Aissatou 5446 Norfolk St
Kante N Mah 4833 Pine St Apt D2
Keenandba Josept T 5336 Woodland Ave
Kelsey Tilman 1713 S Yewdall St
Kennedy Deatrice 5724 Whitby Ave
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King David Estate 1334 S 51st St
King Jannie 1619 S 59th St
King Willie M CO Insd Uley King 1237 S Markoe St
Kinslow Eula 4930 Florence Ave 2nd
Knight Charles C 1020 South 47th St
Knight Rebecca 2062 S 57th St
Knights Of Peter Claver 817 S Allison St
Knox Beatrice J 6151 Delancey St
Konneh Makula 5425 Belmar Tr
Lamont Andrew 4949 North 9th St
Lawrence John 5635 Litchfield St
Laws Steven Estate Of 5718 Chester Ave
Lee Bobby 433 S 50th St
Lee Ruth W 4929 Cedar Ave
Lees Auto Repair 5105 Pentridge St
Leman Faye M Estate 4915 Cedar Ave
Leray Allen 5632 Elliot St
Leronie Sampson 2846 N 5th St
Levy Robert H 1104 S 46th St
Lewis Lamar 2509 South Alden St
Lewis Maxwell B Estate 4914 Woodland Ave
Ley Marie V 5314 Hadfield St
Lisovitch Vladimir V Lisovitch Elsie M 2011 So Redfield
Lister Frances R Lister Frank B 5500 Chester Ave
Lloyd Betty L Lloyd Georgia 904 S 58th St Apt A
Locke Clyde 2013 Salford St
Lockhart William A 1025 S 51st St
Logan Curtis 6125 Pine St
Logan Zedekiah 5432 Catharine St
Long Ida L 1137 S 54th St
Long Keith M 5837 Hazel Ave
Long Rachel 1356 S Paxon St
Long Randolph 1340 S 46th St
Loomis Jermey 4701 Pine St
Lopez Maria 1434 S 52nd St
Lott Franklin R 5304 Grays Ave
Lukshus James H Estate 1203 S 61st St
Lynch Nellie 5825 Pine St
MM Food Market 6301 Keystone St
Mabine William J 5849 Warrington Ave
Macclemmy Ralph T 5438 Baltimore Ave
Maclachlan Mary G 1025 S 46th St
Macon Leonard 5603 Cedar Ave
Madison Cliff 5211 Harley St
Madison Pauline Estate Of 2121 S Alden St
Mager Robert U Estate 5115 Warrington Ave
Manning Churlotte 2135 S Alder St
Marshall Florence W 4929 Cedar Ave
Martin Pauline 6128 Ellsworth St
Martray Aleksander 4824 Hazel Ave
Matthews Frank Estate Of 1952 S Salford St
Matthews Helen F Matthews Frank 1952 S Salford St
Matthews Jarretta 1317 S Lindenwood St
Mavney Ann D Est 5123 Kingsessing Ave
McCrary Eldr 1246 S Greylock St
McDonald Wil 1210 S Millick St
Mcbride Lauren 6 4950 Pine St
Mccloskey Anthony H Mccloskey Nellie 5438 Trinity St
Mccord Clarence J 4619 Chester Ave Apt A3
Mccoy Elsie 5850 Windsor Ave
Mccrae James 5924 Larchwood Ave
Mccully Dwayne 1411 So 58th St
Mccully Michelle 819 S 56th
Mcdonald Will 1210 S Millick St
Mcdonough M M Estate 5836 Belmarter
Mcguigan Michael 5538 Cedar Ave
Mcintosh Maurice 5127 Pine St
Mcintosh Spen 1015 S 52nd St
Mckenzie William 5300 Chester Ave
Mckinney Janie 5945 Wharton St
Mcnally Marguerite L Mcnally James 5635 Angora
Mcoy Elsie 5850 Windsor Ave
Meadows Ida 1830 S 54th St
Merrill Mary 1522 So 52nd St
Miles Lorraine 1817 S Cecil St
Miller Nellie A 5517 Walton Ave
Mishler William 633 S 57th St
Mitchell Alanna T 4912 Cedar Ave
Mitchell Frederick D Estate 1419 S 49th St
Mitchell Mami 908 S Conestoga St
Mitchell Marjorie 1635 S 59th St
Montique Jacqueline 5830 Pine St
Moon Sean C Jr 1416 So 56th St
Moore Constance B Unit L 5000 Springfield Ave
Moore Eulalee 1152 S Ruby St
Moore Robert L 4943 Pine St
Morgan Sarah A 5239 Litchfield St
Morris James 5807 Fernwood St
Morris Julia S 626 Larchwood Av
Morrison Thomas E 5008 Larchwood Ave
Morse Justin 4618 Chester St 201
Moses Deborah 1212 Greylock St
Mulligan Robert 500 S 48th St 3fl
Mundy Margaret M 5708 Grays Ave
Napper Winston 1149 South 54st
Nash Darlene 5411 Eastwick Ter Apt 2a
Nelson Roxann 5045 Pine St B
Nether Geneva 5933 Pine St
Newman Lucia CO Pia Newman 4625 Pine St
Nocho Nancy 5820 Webster St
Nottingham Susie 2000 S 58th St Apt 502
Odonnell Christopher 900 S 46th Stw
Odonnell Kathleen 4600 Springfield Ave
Oladosu Michael O 1129 S 46th St
Oliver Ila 5849 Fernwood St
Oneil Joseph 2638 S 57th St
Owens Genevieve 5300 Chester Ave Holy Family Home
Owens Maggie R 1236 S St Bernard St
Palmer Vera 5826 Christian St
Parker Mary O 6025 Delancey St
Parker Quana 5524 Bowen St
Patterson Stacey Estate Of 5811 Hazel Ave
Peale William W 751 South 60th St
Penn Savermarket Inc 734 S 52nd St
Peterson Ralph K 6029 Christian St
Phillips Albert L Estate 5326 Greenway Ave
Pickens Shirley 1045 S Paxon St
Pickett Elbert H 1052 S 53rd St
Pisman Yakov 1423 S Allison St
Pitt Virginia Lee 6148 57th St
Plummer May H 6133 Pine St
Polk Harriet V 5519 Broomall St
Pollard Dora 5025 Pine St
Pope Mwana 1637 S Ithan St
Potts Mary E 5839 Widsor
Powell Antoinette R 5614 Pemberton St
Poy Roberth 401 S 50th St
Pratt Eric R PO Box 19911
Pressley Anna M 5419 Addison St
Proctor Ethel Ruth 5926 Osage Ave
Proctor Garne 5926 Osage Ave
Purnell Anthony 1006 S 52nd St 1f
Purvis Alma Jean 5533 Kingsessing Ave
Raines Audrey E 5424 Osage Ave
Raines Roosevelt 1024 S 56th St
Randall Rachel O 1020 South 47th St
Randle Lawren 4732 Upland St
Rapinesi Vincent Estate 5901 Springfield Ave
Redd Dylia 1051 S Frazier St
Redic Richard 5546 Pentridge Atreet
Reed James E 616 S 55th St
Reese Keith D 5932 Cedar Ave
Reid Samuel M 846 S 56th St
Rheem Lorraine N 809 S 56th St
Richards Catherine 5853 Hadfield St
Richardson Deborah Richardson Allen 1539 S Wilton St
Richardson Dill Telenia S 5855 Cedar Ave
Richardson Elaine 5711 Larchwood Ave
Richie Ella Maye Miss 441 S 62nd St
Riddick Minnie 1236 S 57th St Apt 3
Roane Robert 1962 S Ithan St
Robinson Matthew 2451 S Frazier St
Robinson Particia Apt 3rd F 1105 S 52nd St
Rodriguez Jose 5225 Baltimore Ave 2nd Fl
Rogers Linda Rogers Rob 1009 South 47th St 1
Rothwell William L 6016 Pine St
Royal Nia M 2017 S Salford St
Rutherford Helen 5933 Ellsworth St
Rutland Martin 1418 S 51st St
Salmon Kimiesha 1532 South 55th St Apt B
Sample Jacquelemy 5000 Pine St 3f
Sampson Darryl 1841 S Cecil St
Sampson Rolister 5430 Pentridge St
Samuels Mary 5820 Osage Ave
Satchell Donna M 5638 Ridgewood St
Schofield Keith 421 S 55th St
Schultz Carl A 906 S Farragut Apt 1
Seawright Russell 5553 Webster St
Sebina Wycliffe 5432 Larchwood Ave
Selby Arneita 6023 B Catherine St
Selfridge Catherine 5630 Cedar Ave
Selmi Eleanor 633 S 57th St
Sewell Evie 1720 S 53rd St
Shand Norman H 1743 53rd St
Shelton Patricia 6024 Cedar Ave
Sherrill Antoinette 1019 Frazier St
Shisler Godfrey Shisler Edna 5821 Hoffman
Shourts Sharon Davis 805 S Bernard St
Shrayber Alla 5337 Pentridge St
Silverman Samuel Apt 202 2000 S 58th St
Simpson Estella Estate 1506 S 49th St
Sinclair Ruth 1218 S 52nd St
Singleton Anna H 4932 Osage Ave
Slaughter Aaron D 1129 S 51st St
Small Samuel 528 S 55th St
Small Tyrone 5128 Chester Ave Apt3
Smith Annie Mae 6037 Cedarhurst St
Smith Charles G 5221 Greenway Ave
Smith Dolores 2100 S 58th St Apt 263
Smith Janie Maye 5947 Warrington Ave
Smith Keichelle M 2055 South Frazier St
Smith Lisa N 6044 Christian St
Smith Mildred Estate 5849 Carpenter St
Smith Roland A Estate 5533 Upland St
Soarez Lourdes 3264 Kensington Ave
Southwest Market 648 S 60th St
Spakauskas Kazys Mr 6124 Walton Ave
Stafford Helen 5344 Upland St
Staley Beverly 5422 Kingsessing Ave
Staley Henry 5027 Chester Ave
Stapleford Marshall Jr Stapleford Eleanor 5112 Larchwood Ave
Steinbrunn Forrest Est 5532 Glenmore Ave
Stelle Ellernora 5646 Baltimore Ave
Stephens Matthew 5621 Hadfield St
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Steward Florence R 5530 Cedar Ave
Stewart Charlene Estate Of 1324 S 57th St
Storey Lafayette 555 S Redfield St
Strange James 6221 Hazel Ave
Strong Woodrow 5121 Warrington Ave
Strunk Eden 5036 Catherine St
Taliaferro Theodore PO Box 19788
Taylor Takeia R 5409 Willows Ave Apt B
Thomas Lorraine 5130 Springfield Ave
Thomas Mary B 5714 Rodman St
Thomason Edward Thomason Annie 4502 Springfield Ave
Thompson Paul 6128 Cedar Ave
Thompson Rosemarie 5437 Trinity St
Thornton William H 754 S 60th St
Thorpe Nalo T 1222 S Millick St
Thurwanger Mary Estate 5212 Kingsessing Ave
Tiller Ruth 5403 Bartram Dr
Tillman Dorothy 5403 Norfolk St
Toombs Sidney 1321 S 57th St
Town Watch Task Force 1017 S 46th St
Trader Ned 1356 S Paxon St
Trieu Randy 5501 Willows Ave
Triple A Pharmacy 702 S 49th St
Twins Food Market 309 South 60th St
Uff Valentine J Estate 5436 Norfolk St
Urbanelli Mario 5300 Chester Ave Holy Family Home
Velarde Alfredo S 5913 Latonia St
Verdier Olivia 4605 Chester Ave Apt 8207
Vitale Theresa 4821 Pine St Apt 01
Waddell Stephen 1509 S 49th St
Walker Ella M 5738 Malcolm St
Walker John 5511 Paschael Ave
Walker Lois 5837 Hazel Ave
Walton James 4936 Westminister Ave
Walton Matthew N Apartment 2a 5400 Harley Tr
Washington Ch 616 S 55th St
Washington Havana C 5008 Larchwood Ave
Waters Catherine T Waters Frank G Jr 4839 Hazel Ave
Watkins Ruth 5011 Florence Ave
Watts Arthur 52nd Greenway St
Waynes Garage 4521 Springield Ave
Wells Joan C 4726 Springfield Ave
West Mildred 5725 Broomall St
Westerho Charles L Estate CO C E West 1313 S Lindenwood St
White Kathryn 6024 Osage Ave
White Richard 1328 S 52nd St
White Ronald A 5217 Cedar Ave
Whitfield Rose M 1829 S 57th St
Whitney Bernadette 5443 Florence Ave
Whittington Ethelbert 5431 Whitby Ave
Wiah Senwan T 5226 Litchfield St
Wicker George 5622 Cedar Ave
Wilbert Sheckleford Samuel 532 S Conestoga St
Wilkes Helen A 4822 Florence Ave 3rd Fl
Wilkins Elisabeth A 4631 Cedar Ave
Wilkinson James E 5612 Pine St
William Schaffer Estate 609 S 60th St
Williams Bernard Co Abigail Bridgeford
Williams Grace 4950 Walton Ave
Williams Jerry L 612 S Yewdall St
Williams Leon 936 S 58th St
Williams Lola 5731 Florence Ave
Williams Margaret 5340 Kingsessing Ave
Williams Samu 2103 S 58th St
Williams Sandra 5725 Broomall St
Wilson Carole 2700 South 54th Dr Apt 2a
Wilson Leon A 1340 S May St
Wilson Petua W 5827 Florence Ave
Wilson Robert L 1345 S Market St
Wilson Rosgelene 527 Windsor Ave
Wilson Sylvia Y 5408 Bartram Dr Apt 2c
Wong Lee 518 South 46th St
Wonokay Samuel 5613 Florence Ave
Woods Rhoda 1322 South 48th St
Wright Mary 5237 Race St
Wyche Margaret 4712 Chester Ave
Wynn Alberta 5844 Catherine St
Yama Patricia M 4525 Osage Ave
Young Ernest 5860 Hadfield St
Young Roosevelt 5841 Ellsworth St
Young Rosa 6100 Catharine St
Young Rosabel 6200 Catharine St
Zlatkus Helen L 710 Paschall Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19144
1st Continential 430 W Manheim St Suite 20b
Acosto Frank F 457 East Washington Ln
Adams Leon 5306 Waynes Ave Apt 3
Air Handling Services 5035 Pulaski Ave
Alexander Shawn 425 E Haines St
Allen Clifton 217 West Pomona St
Allen Lula 6117 Mcmahon St
Amos Andrea 425 W Chelten Apt 210
Anderson Alphonso 4917 N 18th St
Andress Alice J 6950 Germantown Ave
Ashton R Ivan 372 W Johnson St Apt C 3
Barr Robert 5140 Marion St
Barry Marie Barry John 36 W Logan St
Bass Lorraine S 6025 Morton St
Baylor Sobayla 4000 Gypsy Ln
Bazelon David TA Lara Bazelon Trst Of 3009 Foxx Ln
Benjamin Patricia A 532 E Queen Ln St
Berry Linda 200 E Church Ln 203
Besecker Mildred 543 E Tulpehocken St
Black Inez 115 W Ashmead St
Black Nurse S Investment Club A Partnership 6144 Wayne Ave 5
Blood Rebecca Restrictive Guardianship 523 E Penn St
Boone Lois 5450 Wissahickon Ave Ste 416
Boxley Julia J 5214 Pulaski Ave
Boyd Joann 4931 Morris St
Branch Plummer PO Box 29688
Breen Mary G Estate 36e Tulpehocken
Brew Teresa B 5655 Mcmahon St
Bringhurst Charles 92 E Wister St
Briscoe Eva L 4603 Germantown Ave Apt 3 Fl
Brock Rasheem 31 East Armac St
Brodof Scott A 248 W Harvey St 3
Bromfield Warren PO Box 48355
Brooks Alphon 5337 Pulaski Ave
Brown Lorrain 473 E Penn St
Brown Otis 2nd Floor Kresege W Bldg 3440 North Brd St
Brown Selma F 717 E Rittenhouse St
Brumfield Warren W 5032 Wakefield St
Bryant Adam E Bryant Ruth J 15 W Pomona St
Bryant William III 230 W Seymour St
Bryden Paul Alden Park Manor 802c
Bryson Elizabeth 4524 Fernhill Rd
Buckholtz Elizabeth 5351 Wissahickon Ave Unit K
Bullock James R 6217 Magnolia St
Burge George 38 E Logan St
Burge Laura 38 E Logan St
Burke Laurena 515 W Clapier St
Burris Carrie 5112 Lena St
Burris Napoleon 5112 Lena St
Burton Connie L Estate Of 178 E Herman St
Byrne Ignatius L 134 West Coulter St
C K Parekh 5048 Germantown Ave
Cady Roslyn 424 E Woodlawn St
Cannicle Maurice R Cannicle Carrie A 240 E Walnut Ln
Carducci Virginia Estate 5668 Heiskell St
Carroll Angela L 5933 Wayne Ave Apt 1r
Carroll Mabel 368 E Church Ln
Carson Rose A 540 E Brinton St
Cassell Jolene 1724 Federal St Apt 1
Clark Anna C 7321 Bryan St
Claybourne Rose 168 E Maryland St
Collins Danielle T 5114 Pulaski Ave
Collins Emma L Estate 301 W Queen Ln Apt 708
Colon Hector M Dr 600 West Harvey St Apt A 504
Commodaro Emilia 532 E Mayland St
Connell Mary A 306 Shedaker St
Connelly Thera Martin 307 W Earlham Tr
Constable Margaret Est Hathaway House Apt 1508 515 Chelton Ave
Conway Charlotte A 6310 Homer St
Conyers Varnitta G 719 E Price St
Corprew Pearl Estate 164 W Coulter St
Coston Oniah 246 W Johnson St
Craig Nancy K 6243 Magnolia St
Crowley Edward Estate 436 W Bringhurst St
Cutting Edge Funding Llc 6336 Baynton St
Cwikla Stanley 153 East Chelten Ave
Cwikla Stanley 6122 Ross St
Depriest Alverita 511 Rittenhouse Sq
Dickson Beatrice Estate 59 E High St
Dobbins Doris E Estate 6337 Carnation St
Donnell Mary O 5614 Mcmahon St
Douglas Brian K Apt A1 49 Wyneva St
Dulin Louise 338 W Berkley St
Edwards Elliott 245 W Queen Ln Apt 206
Edwards Jacqueline 439 Earlham Ter
Evans Caroline N 357 W Johnson St W304
Evans Richard 5919 Kemble St
Fafard Berdrand 5809 Mcmahon St
Felder Hampton 526 Parnell Place
Ficchi Stephen F Do Pc 228 W Chelten Ave
Floyd Georgianna PO Box 44424
Foster Charles H 328 E Price St
Foster Samuel Jr 3rd Fl 6371 Germantown Ave
Frain Jean 5613 Chew Ave
Gaffney Andrea L 5555 Wissahickon Ave Apt 418
Gairo Concetta K 531 E Rittenhouse St
Gardenhire Earl 125 West School House Ln Maple Wood Manor
Garofola Louise Estate 5835 Mcmahon St
Geraldine Irvin 5313 Baynton St
Germantown Pharmacy Inc 5100 Germantown Ave
Gould Peter S 113 West Haines St
Graham Shelta K 5010 Penn St 3rd Floor Apt
Green James A 36 W Duval St
Greet Margaret L 319 E Shedaker St
Grey Ernestine 26 West Johnson St
Griffith Jennifer E School House Ln & Henry Ave Box 807
Grimes Elizab 321 E Price St Apt 2
Gunn John T Estate Of 287 E Bringhurst St
Haefner Joseph T Estate 4714 Greene St
Hall Alvin 111 E Herman St
Hall Gladys 416 W Penn St
Hall Zuline 435 W Bringhurst St
Hamilton Mary E 5010 Tacoma St
Hanelan Elizabeth M Estate 6203 Morton St
Harley George Estate 515 E Penn St
Harris Justin 406 Walnut Ln
Hartzog Grace 5340 Wayne Ave
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Hawkins Willard A 5035 Wissahickon Ave 2nd
Haynes Fleming 4603 Wayne Ave
Helen Benson 100 E Garfield St
Henderson Vivian 633 W Rittenhouse St Apt 612b
Hendricks Benjamin Hendricks Helene 303 W Zeralda St
Hill Sarah E Estate 404 W Winona St
Hines Ellestine V 364 W Duval St
Hood Joseph 5228 Wakefield St
Howard Gertrude 5435 Pulaski Ave
Hubbard Clifton 55pi Blakemore Stt
Jackson Helen L 6334 Cherokee St
Jackson Johnnie M Jackson Pauline 6120 Baynton St
Jackson Loretta 5457 Wayne Ave Apt 109
Jackson Stella 5055 Stenton Ave
James Darlene S James Darlene D 4925 Keyser St
James Shina E 6115 Magnolia St
Jefferson Doreen 4928 Keyser St
Johnson Brandon M 123 West Tulpehocken At Apt W
Johnson Corine 5305 Belfield Ave
Johnson Ruth 5323 Newhall St Apt 104
Johnson Sylvester 5450 Wissahickon Ave
Jones Eugene 123 Tulpehocken St
Jones Harriet L 79 W Washington Ln
Jones Kenneth W 6350 Greene St Apt 419
Jones Mabel Estate Jones Mabel 234 E Queen Ln
Jones Margaret A 549 E Armstrong St
Jones Tianna 83 E Seymour St Rear
Jones William W 5213 Knox St
Joshlin Roy Leon 5222 Laurens St
Kailasam Grace 5044 Germantown Ave
Kehan Francis X CO Marion Pierce Byrds Boardi 4627 Wayne Ave
Kelvin Stephen 5909 19 Wayne Ave
Kemp Joseph 125 W School House Ln
Kennedy Lisa PO Box 44134
Kenner Angel 58 E Earlham St
Kern George A Estate 6101 Morris St Apt 805
Kern Mary C Estate 6101 Morris St Apt 805
Kevin Chavarria Md PO Box 48250
Kiefner David 4944 Rubicam St
Kiggins Nora M 5313 Baynton St
King Melvin 210 E Shedaker St
King Rashee D Apt 401 4901 Stenton Ave
Levin Insurance 56 W Maplewood Mall
Levitt Joseph Estate 5235 Wayne Ave
Lewis Carolyn J 5 4901 Stenton
Lewis Leslie 22 East Tulpehocken St
Lewis Richard Albert 5200 Morris St
Lin Hsiao-Ju A312 5450 Wissahickon Ave
Lindsey Edward Estate 117 W Harvey St
Lindsey June D Estate 117 W Harvey St
Liu Mei Dr Apt A319 5450 Wissahickon Ave
Lomax Jh 505 E Washington La
Lopardo Mary Ann 5340 Greene St
Loucks Bernice G Loucks Edwin III 119 E Washington Ln
Lowe Elizabeth C 57 W Wyneva St
Lukens H 6950 Germantown Ave
Lynch Rodney B 19 Saunders Sq
Ma Julon Ma Mary 5555 Wissahickon Ave Apt 128e
Macanas Purita F 441 W Abbottsford Ave
Maguire Anita 251 W Haines St
Mamadou Toure Apt A501 600 W Harvey St
Manovski Julia 130 W Seymour St A
Marbry Bolden 5541 Morton St
Marks Barry 6302 Morton St
Marks Lauren 25 E High St
Marshall Eva 6130 Gdnia St
Marsilio Domnick Estate 6027 Morton St
Martin John 5613 Chew Ave
Mayo Maria 6101 Morris St Apt 414
Mays Ralph W 435 E Price St
Mccants Toffest 215 W Walnut Ln Apt A1b
Mccullough Joseph CO Jevs Adm 3005 W School House Ln
Mcgill Stephanie Z 540 W Coulter St
Mcgroarty William 5309 Belfield Ave
Mcquillan Edward 500 East Chelten Ave
Meredith F 330 Elwood St
Middleton Willie T 4606 Wayne Ave
Mild George Estate 564 E Woodlawn St
Miles Ayuana C 6029 Germantown Ave Apt 33d
Miller Phillip 123 W Abborttsford Ave
Moloney Michael 20 W Harvey St
Montgomery Mary 454 E Walnut Ln
Moody Haver Apt 204a Box C3 5450 Wissahickon Ave
Moorhead Mary A 165 W Queen Ln
Morris Clarence W 5008 Mckean Ave
Mosley Emanuel S Apt C4 250 E Johnson St
Moynahan Florence Moynahan Mabel R 6143 Baynton St
Mulraine Emmanuel 4811 Wayne Ave A3
Murphy Rita J Murphy Edward 5026 Tacoma St
Nash William I Estate 111 W Queen Ln
Newman George 140 W Sylvania St
Niazi Faizna M 5500 Wissahickon Ave Apt M910a
Nichols Elibeth 4606 Wayne Ave
Nichols Richard Estate 174 W Manheim St
Nitterour Robert 5722 Greene St
Nitterour Thomas 130 W Ashmead St
Nodziak Anna Estate 5014 Copley Rd
Oliver Edward 6320 Magnolia St
Oliver George Estate 94 E Seymour St
Osborne Oscar 6101 Morris St Apt 712
Packer Lilllian J 6227 Homer St
Paige Edith E Estate 28 W Duval St
Palmer Eunice 5213 Knox St
Parisi Linda Estate 226 E Wister St
Parker Katrina L Parker Lavar K 289 E Ashmead St
Parker Marta A 4951 Mckean Ave
Parlee Grace 4524 Fernhill Rd
Pearce John 500 E Chelten Ave
Peeks Michael Sr 5427 Wayne Ave Apt F22
Pent Richard 600 W Harvey Stapt 602
Peol Joseph 160 W Hansberry St
Pernatin Barbara Estate Of 259 W Johnson St B3 Green Manor Apts
Perritt Elizabeth 160 W Hansberry St
Petteway Carr 6320 Burbridge St
Phillips William 8201 State Rd
Philpot Absalom 4615 Pulaski Ave
Philyaw Sarah F 6101 Morris St Apt 502
Pirollo Palma P Estate 213 E Collom St
Plez Lugene 23 W Rockland St
Powderly Francis 151 E Haines St A
Preston Sandra K 5002 Tacoma St
Price Andre 33 E Herman St
Pryor Angela 148 Manheim St
Queenan Victoria R 4000 Gypsy Ln Unit 539
Ra Sun 5626 Morton St
Rait Slh Lp 5450 Wissahickon Ave
Ramnarain Ravindra 46 Maplewood Mall
Randle Gloria 22 E Rittenhouse St Apt 402
Ransom George E Estate 415 W Earlham Ter
Reihm Grace D 35 Penn
Richardson Nellie Estate Of 4945 Royal St
Riley Margaret L 316 W Winona St
Riley Shirley E 345 W Johnson St Apt E210
Robinson Marcus 6167 Germantown St
Rodgers Sandra W 73 E High St
Ross Myrdith L 6136 Morton St
Rowe Roosevelt 22 E Pastorius St
Roy Robert 4928 Keyser St
Royston Helen Estate 24 E Pastorius St
Ryan Andrew Apt L 24e 2291 W Schoolhouse Ln
Satchell Suzan 310 West Chelton
Savage Carol 418 E Narragansett St
Scarbrough Adrienne A 5335 Lena St
Schwartz Thomas 136 W Tulpehocken St
Scott Ralph R Estate Of 4559 Morris St
Seawright Arlene 507 W Manheim St Apt 11-D
Semikin Pavela A 5555 Wissahickon Ave Apt 907
Sharp Frank C 14 W Rockland St
Short Juanita 5050 Germantown Ave
Simmons Mathilda 200 E Church Ln 203
Skinner Clifford 212 West Atsley St 3rd Fl
Slayton Marie D 6361 Magnolia St
Smallwood Darren 334 W Milne St
Smith Ann Ruth Estate 6035 Germantown Ave
Smith Edward 6108 Baynton St
Smith Eugene 4627 Wayne Ave
Smith Johnny 5134 Marion St
Smith Nettie 448 E Cosgrove St
Smith Thelma 7500 Germantown Ave Apt 233
Soppee Stelle 270 Fox Hound Dr
Southeastern Penn Synod 4700 Wissahickon Ave
Spraggins Richard J Estate 112 W Johnson St
Stabilito Albert 528 E High St
Steinberg Joyce CO Taig 4700 Wissahickon Ave Ste 100
Stevens Josie Apt 301 4901 Old Stenton Ave
Stokes Francis L Maple Village Apartments 22 W Rittenhouse St Apt 215
Sutton Virginia H Estate 5531 Morton St
Taylor Gregory L 530 E Rittenhouse St
Taylor Mitchell D 401 W Walnut Ln Apt 3
The Health Annex 4700 Wissahickon Ave Bldg D
Thomas Jackie 233 E Penn St
Tighman Willard 559 W Abbottsford Ave
Tripp Victor Sr 42 W Harvey St
Tunney Joseph R 5423 Lena St 2j
Turner Charlie Estate 343 W Queen Ln
Ugolini Katie Rebecca Dr 600 W Harvey St Apt B901
Vanblood Travis Restrictive Guardianship 523 E Penn St
Virgil Thompson M 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 252-B
Vision Quest Investments Group Llc 6336 Baynton St
Wagner Wendelyn 2979 W Schse Ln Apt K905c
Walker Annie L 5305 Belfield Ave
Walters James A 671 W Johnson St
Wambulwa Charles S 633 W Rittenhouse St A412
Warfield Andre 46 High St
Washington Hattie 302 E Armstrong St
Weathers Timothy 5450 Wissahickon Ave Ste 416
Wentz Mary E 5010 Tacoma St
Westgate Mabel J Estate 401 W Price St
White Richard O 217 W Clapier St
Whitehead Mathilda A Whitehead William N 228 W Apsley
Whitfield Mabel 83 E Collom St
Whitley Lucy B Elders Pl At Freedom Squ 53 E Wister St Apt 401
Wideman Ruth D 131 W Tulpehocken St
Williams Dorothy 52 E Ashmead St
Williams Genevieve 15 E Clapier St
Williams Laur 246 W Zeralda St
Williams Robert P 15 E Clapier St
Williams Ruth Estate Of 130 E Washington
Williams Will 5614 Baynton St
Winterbottom James Estate Of 521 E Bringhurst St
Wire Robert J Estate 250 E Walnut Ln
Wise Karlton J 57 W Wyneva St
Wolf John H 124 W Walnut Ln
Wortman John E 155 E Mayland St
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Wright Grace V 23 W Ashmead Place-N
Yogi Grocery Inc 5810 Greene St
Young Charles E 5415 Tacoma St
Philadelphia Pa 19145
Acciauatti Thomas F 2208 S 22nd 1st Floor
Adams Frances 1821 S 22nd St
Adisastra Johannes 1841 Dudley St
Aiello Louis C 2135 S 16th St
Allen Ola E Allen Lily 1435 W Ritner St
Amatos Market 3000 S Sydenham St
Amco Resource Recovery Inc 1902 S 29th St
Anna Dempsey 1630 Ritner St
Anusky Dorothy 2834 Cantrell St
Apicella Sara 2111 S Garnet St
Atkinson Hugh 2027 Mountain St
Aupperle Walter 2234 Cantrell St
Aversa Anne M 2421 S 21st St
Bahram Ramin Dmd Pc 2546 S Brd St
Bailey Gatha 2316 Pierce St
Baird Veronica 2329 S Bonsall St
Bakow Josephine Apt 9e 2506 Jackson St
Baldino Albert Estate 2035 S 19th St
Bastian William 1819 Sigel St
Baxter Maribel 2313 S Hemberger St
Beaufort Doris 3001 Moore St Apt 326
Bey Sheila E 2002 So 22nd St
Binion Jessie R 1537 S Newkirk St
Blank Edward I 3800 Sheaff Ln Apt 14
Brant Lesil Estate Of 2705 Moore St
Brennan Evelin Estate 1630 S 28th St
Britain Marge 1821 S Hicks St
Brothers Supermarket 2639-43 Tasker St
Brown Charlotte Brown Joseph 1928 Mcclellan St
Brown James A Estate 3185 S Uber St
Browne John Jr Browne Sarah 1725 S Dover St
Bruccolieri Grace L 2843 S 16th St
Budimantono Yono Wibowo Njoo 1912 Wolf St
Bundy Franche 1917 S Dudley St
Bunting Henry E Bunting Anna M 2942 S 18th
Bup T Ngo 2011 S Cleveland St
Burnett Bobbie CO Orichard Dicicci 3222 S Smedley St
Butler Danielle E Apt 1 2053 Snyder Ave
Calay Theresa 1920 S Bouvier St
Cambright Rachael 2220 Morris St
Campione Nicholas Jr 3203 S 18th St
Canzone Philip 2623 S Mole St
Carapucci James 1420 Wolf St
Carbin Thomas 2223 Pierce St
Carpenter Alexande B Carpenter Margaret 1435 Ritner St
Celia Samuel A 1935 Durfor St
Chandra Ambrosius 1826 Dudley St
Chirico Jennifer 2234 South 16th St
Chon Samuel 3406 Tuscany Dr
Chrek Keo 1943 S 16th St
Chum Sean 2001 S Bonsal St
Chung Nghi B 1424 W Porter St No 3
Ciavatto Linda 1551 Hulseman
Cifaratti Angelina T 2523 South 16 St
Cilione Dominic 1726 Jackson St
Cimini Edith 2426 S Opal St
Cirone Louigina 1522 Curtin St
Cocco Brothers 2745 W Passyunk Ave
Coleman Anna M Coleman James 2741 S 18th St
Coles Mary 1627 S 20th St
Coll Michael M 2420 S Bancroft St
Collier Tyhenia 2209 S 23rd St
Colone John 2930 New Hope St
Convery Lillian 3018 S Carlisle St
Corbo Adelina Estate 1817 Dudley St
Corella Angela Estate Of 2826 S 16th St
Cotton Zandes 1708 S 19th St
Coursault Eileen Estate 2135 S 15th St
Crenshaw Johnnie 2338 Morris St
Czechowicz Nancy 3004 Tasker St A
Dabbundo Elaine C 1428 Mckean Apt 1
Damiani Aurora Ms 1603 S 27th St
Davis Bishop 1817 S 15th St
Davis Joan C 1823 Hoffman St
Davis Ralph 1610 South 19th St
Degen Viola 1440 W Ritner St
Dejoseph Rose 1837 Hoffman St
Delrossi Angelo 1609 Snyder Ave
Dempsey Thomas J 1630 Ritner St
Dentino William 2323 S Colorado St
Deruschi Caroline 2235 S 24th St
Deshields John E PO Box 11988
Devlin Mary E 2504 Jackson St
Dexter Salus 923 S 24th St
Dibartolomeo John 2109 S 15th St
Difelice Dino A 2108 Morris St
Dijoseph Anthony Dijoseph Rose 1837 Hoffman St
Dimarcello Attilio Dimarcello Norrine 2134 S 17th
Donatucci Maria 2509 S 21st St
Doyle Mary 2230 S 20th St
Duczkowski Stephanie 2238 S Bucknell St
Esposito Frances 1414 Ritner St
Eure Crissy 2130 Pierce St
Faccenda Rita M 2420 S Carlisle St
Fanaro Antonia 2225 Jackson St
Feoli Alfred 1830 Daly St
First Philadelphia Investors CO Harry Panzer 1953 S 23rd St
Ford Nathaniel Jr 5336 Catherine St
Foster Anthony 1841 So 22nd St
Fournaris Cheryl 2209 S Hemberger St
Fox John V 2928 New Hope St
Frank Formisano Estate 1914 S Hollywood St
Freed Richard Freed Anna 1704 Patton Dr
Funtanilla Alan V 1601 S 17th St
Gabriele Eliana Do 1633 S Chadswick
Garofalp Sebastino Estate 1612 Jackson St
Garry John 1637 S 17th St
Gateway Towers 32 Lindy 3700 Sheaff Ln B124
Germanotta Ralph 1537 Porter St
Gibson Kurt J 3001 So 17th St
Goldfarb Kim M 2313 S Hicks St
Goodwin Rogers 2506 Jackson St Apt 9b
Green Edward W Apt 106 1701 South 28th St
Harris Terrance G 1734 Tasker St
Harvey Marste 2222 Sigel St
Hatchell John 1728 S Ringgold St
Hawk Fred 3900 Sheaff Ln #1
Henderson Wanda 2034 Mifflin St
Hicks Estelle 1727 S 22nd St
Holiday Cafe 1824 S 18th St
Holton Evelyn 3105 Mountain Dr #D
Hudson Theola 1638 S Ringgold St
Hughes Hannah Ms 2241 Winton St
Hyde Catherine Estate 2208 S 15th St
Iulianetti Angelo 2426 S Opal St
Iulianetti Vincent 2426 S Opal St
Jackson Hosey 1800 S 24th St
Jackson Marion A 1637 S 21st St
Jametis Francis Estate 2815 Cantrell St
Jennies Market 1930 W Passyunk Ave
Jones Lustera 2045 S 23rd St
Jones Pauline 2113 Mckean St
Josies Cigrattes Outlet 2651 S 15th St
Karoun Anoush CO Richard Dicicco 3222 S Smedley St
Keating Francis J Jr 1517 W Oregon Ave
Kenon Jessie 3014 Pierce Dr Apt H
Keough Joseph Keough Alice 2724 S Mole St
Khounkhamtan Udone 2818 Jackson St
Killeen Florence 2027 Emily
Kirn Tania 1815 Wolf St
Korn Henry L Biddle St
Kriebel Marion 1532 Shunk St
Lanza Carmella Lanza Louis 1735 Mcclellan St
Lascalot Michael 2350 S Woodstock St
Lassiter Elaine 1633 S Ringgold St
Lau Kayiu 1822 Daly St
LeMai T 2028 S 28th St
Lekner Nicole F 1711 Mifflin St
Leone Louise 1723 S Dorrance St
Lesage Richard Estate 1743 Stocker St
Libak Andrew 1710 S 28th St
Libak William 1710 S 28th St
Liem Samuel H 1807 S 18th St
Logue Edward 2113 Morris St
Logue Thomas E 1936 S Bouvier
Lopes John E 2335 S Rosewood St
Mack Shantele 2002 S Colorado St
Magnatta James J Jj Magnatta Co 1933 S 17th St
Maguire Richard J Est Of 1912 Dudley St
Maher Francis T 1438 Shunk St
Maloney Catherine Estate 2410 S Chadwick St
Manfre Enzo 2057 Mercy St
Mangini Erica 2034 Dorrance St
Manning John J Manning Marie 3100 Bonsall Ter
Manniso Clara 1629 S 21st St
Mao Chan Samnom 1700 S Brd St
Marcucci John 2426 S Opal St
Margret Brennan Estate 1509 W Shunk St
Marino Clement 2109 S 15th St Apt 2
Martin Jason 1918 S Beechwood St
Martino Olivia Martino Marie 2024 S 17th St
Martino Vincent Jr Martino Marie 2024 S 17th St
Mastripolito Concetta 1935 Schley St
Matarazzo Frank S 1937 S 19th St
Mayo Edith 2038 South 17th St
Mcclary Maurice 2215 S Bonsall St
Mcknight David J 1641 S Etting St
Mcloughlin Margaret 2820 Jackson St
Mcneill Edward 3004 Tasker St A
Messina Margaret 3243 S 17th St
Mezher Tanios 2239 S Lambert St
Mikes Newstand Inc 2644 S Brd & Oregon Ave
Mildred Minis 2050 Sigel St
Minus Mildred 2050 Sigel St
Monte Carlo Jasmine C 2834 S 16th St 1st Floor
Myersough Margaret 1817 Mifflin St
Nagelski Rita M 3600 Sheaff A312
Nelson Hilda 3424 N 21 St
Ngoyen Tuong V 1816 S 22nd St
Nicolella Lena 2235 South 23rd St
Njoo Budimantono Y W 1912 Wolf St
Nuon Sophal 1621 S Chadwick St
Obrien Thomas 1706 B Patton Dr
Oliver Imani 2033 S Bucknell St
Oneill Jane 1923 Mckean St
Oneill Nissan 2238 S Bucknell St
PFRG Inc 1621 S 25th St 23
Parisse Marie CO Thomas Parisse 2210 S 20th St
Parker Earl M Est 1943 S 17th St
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Parraga John 2642 Dudley St
Passyunk Hall Inc 2514 S 24th St
Patelmo Jean 2509 S 21st St
Patelmo Phillip Patelmo Jean 2509 S 21st St
Patrick Ethel 2207 Winton St
Patrick Ethel Patrick John 6207 Winton St
Paul Frederick 2120 Watkins St
Pearlie Sapp 1718 S 21st St
Pearson John R Estate 2316 S 22nd St
Perillo Anthony Estate 1923 Lambert St
Perrotto Mary 1631 S 17th St
Phen Sarin 1643 S Chadwick St
Piccinni William 2221 South Beechwood St
Pms Llc 3000 S Sydenham St
Pratt Ellen Estate Of 2504 Jackson St
Prins Nityananda 2141 S Carlisle St
Pro Alexander 1542 Emily St
Pro Domenico 1542 Emily St
Puma Gabriel 1500 Wolf St
Rachlin Henry J Rachlin Rowena 2345 S Carlisle St
Rae Donald A 1841 Snyder Ave
Raggio Martha 2651 S Mole St
Raiola William 1642 S Newkirk St
Ralphies Newsstand 1502 Packer Ave
Ray Jean 1638 S Ringgold St
Redwood John H Estate 1842 Fernon St
Reed Sandra 1818 S Ringold St
Reilly John 1939 Snyder Ave
Renzi Medical Pc 1900 S Brd St
Reuterskiold Stephen A 1525 Emily St
Rhodes Hattie 1631 S 23rd St
Ribaudo Antonio 2544 S Chadwick St
Riccardi Jeanette 2509 S 4th St
Ricci Anthony J Ricci Janet 1806 S 27th St
Richardson Helena L 2121 Taney Tr
Rivers Margie 2114 Mifflin St
Riyawati Riyawati 1839 S 18th St Apt 1rear
Roedell George 1745 Barbara St
Rosa Family Market Inc 1937 Snyder Ave
Rubino Carmela 2511 S 15th St
Ruff John L 2048 S Beechwood St
Sagliocca Anthony 2333 S Bouvier St
Salamat Jesusa B 2411 W Passyunk Ave
Sammarone Luigi 2952 S Cleveland St
Saunders Elena M 1905 S 19th St 1839 Hoffman St
Saunders Fannie 2047 Pierce St
Savage Amanda M Fl 2 1830 Mckean St
Scannapieco Matt 1412 W Porter St 2f
Schank James W Apt 1e 2504 Jackson St
Schug Merwyn Gene 1841 Snyder Ave
Schwartz Joseph Schwartz Anna 2029 So Hollywood St
Scruggs Gaynita 1806 Hoffman St
Sereno Ida Estate 1921 Mifflin St
Serrano Carlos F 1414 Castle Ave
Set Pha 1st Floor 1701 S Chadwick St
Setiyaki Armiyanto 1752 S Hicks St
Shawarey Foutina R 1837 Hartranft St
Sheppard Jamil 1916 Mccellen
Sheran Peter G 1410 Castle Ave
Simpson Craig 2206 S Brd St
Smalls Margie 1703 S 21st St
Sponheimer Joseph J 2643 So Bouvier St
Stanevitch Victor 2122 Chadwick St
Stella Elizabeth L 3128 Disston St
Sullivan Anna 1619 S Etting St
Sullivan Catherine Sullivan Joseph 2220 Sigel St
Sullivan Edmond Sullivan Rose M 1507 Mifflin St
Super Stars Studios 3310 S 20th St
Suwald Stacey 2818 Jackson St
Sweeney Julia M 2009 S 22nd St
Swinton Inez 2049 Croskey St
Tate Christopher L 2006 S 15th St
Tempesta Beth Ann 2317 S 16th St
Tempesta Steven 2317 S 16th St
Thong Chanthara 2008 S Hemberger St
Tobey Marie 1612 Ritner St
Towns Mary 2504 Jackson St Apt 12c
Tran Hai V 2nd Floor 1919 Mckean St
Tran Tran D 1723 Moore St
Trang Wayne T 2013 S Dorrance St
Trantas Stephen P 2219 S 24th St
Vaccarelli Lisa 1830 Catharine St #2
Vergara Alstine 2015 Penrose Ave
Verica Sarah M Verica John 2128 S Garnet St
Viglione Corradino 2941 S Sydenham St
Vizoco Renata L 1723 S 17th St
Volpe Sadie 2025 S 17th St
Walker Lucious 1st Flr 2123 Tasker St
Wallace Willis W 2220 Morris St
Washington Marion 2436 Bancroft
Webster William Apt 3105 Mountain Dr Apt D
Whitehead Mary A 2027 Emily
Williams Oliver Hamilton 1727 S Ringgold St
Williams Quinzell 2715 Daly Terrance
Wisniewski John A Wisniewski Helen 3198 S Uber St
Woodard George 1751 S 16th St
York Mony 1925 Mckean St
Young Jean 3000 Mifflin St
Zuccarini Stefania A 2700 S Mole St
Zungolo Rita Estate 2525 S 15th St
Philadelphia Pa 19146
A Cohen Estate Of 1238 S 16 St
Adams Lettie A 2202 Montrose St
Adams Robert 3100 Wharton St Apt 1b
Aldrich Washi 1521 S Bambrey St
Alizenne Clifolia 1622 Montrose St
Allen Mary 774 Martin St
Alston Eunice Estate 1521 Catharine St
Alvarez Georguina 2005 Carpenter St
Angelista Frances T Angelista Nicholas 1400 S 15th St
Anthony Florie 1503 Ellsworth St
Armstrong Francis X 2631 Webster St
Arter Minnie 1512 S 22nd St
Aviles Aida Malave Apt 1 1824 Catharine St
Aycock Willie 3205 Latona St
Baker Andrew J 2116 Fitzwater St
Baker Helen 1416 S Brd St
Baker Juanita L 2134 Cross St
Ballard Evely 1503 S Ringgold St
Barr Eveleine 2215 Catharine St
Barrios Gabriel Jose D 1344 9th St
Bauer Larry 2102 Ellsworth
Beach Rebecca 1423 S Patton St
Bertiaux Melissa 1527 Catharine St
Biferie Pasquale J Estate 1328 S 17th St
Black Versie 2248 Titan St
Blankenship Colette 521 S 21st St 1f
Blavat Steve 1921 Reed St
Blocker Marth 2100 Dickinson St Apt 2
Bolye Charles 13411 S 29th St
Booker Thelma 1332 S 24th St
Bookhamer Sharon 2316 Grays Ferry Ave
Boyd Vera Estate Of 2236 Carpenter St
Bracken Ronald Estate 1504 S 30th St
Bradley Thomas R Estate 1531 S Opal St CO I Bradley
Brogan Dolores A 3038 Oakford
Brown Beatrice M 1909 Fitzwater St
Brown Evelyne E 1427 S 17th St
Brown James A 2907 Wilder St
Brown John 1524 Wharton St
Brown Kevin 1905 Wharton
Bryant Wilhel 1611 Ellsworth St
Burroughs John 1321 S 22nd St
Butler Jule B 1638 Annin St
C Gou Station Dba Aya Chor Inl Llc 1239 41 Harmony St
Cabrelli Maria Cabrelli Livia 1420 S Hicks
Cabrera Bessi 2123 Titan St
Cabry Helen C Cabry Hugh J 1269 S Dover
Cadet Jean Jacques 2053 Christian St
Cahoon Ruth Christian St Person 1617 Christian St
Callen Teresa 2646 Gerritt St
Candelora Nichlas Estate 1514 Dickinson St
Cardillo Catherine Cardillo Thomas 1510 S Cleveland St
Carney Wenonah 3423 Reed St
Carr Phares 1147 S 16th St
Carroll Elizabeth 1310 S 19th St
Carwheel Bernard A 515 S 24th St
Castillo Waleidma 2005 Carpenter St
Chambers Susan Chambers James 1309 S 29th St
Chappell Richard E 1529 S Corlies St
Chew Funeral Home Inc 2125 Christian St
Chisolm Curtis 1028 S Mercy St
Choa Phong 1408 S 15th St
Clancy Daniel Mr 1520 S 29th St
Clark Kelly 1518 S 26th St
Clay Stephen N 1835 Pemberton St
Coleman Elizabeth A 2326 Greenwich St
Collins Bernadine 1431 S 20th St
Collision Care D 2052 Washington Ave
Colon Rolando Rolon Apt B 1826 Catharine St
Conley Evelyn Estate Of 1929 Montrase St CO T Edmiston
Cook Jennie 2323 Montrose St
Cooper Michele L 1018 S 25th St
Creedon Eleanor 1515 Etting
Crosby Charlena 2242 Sears St
Cunningham John 1540 S Napa St
Czajka Stanley 3603 Earp St
Dailey Ralph 1612 Wharton St
Dapiaoen Lauren S 1720 Catherine St Fl 2
Davis Marjorie Estate 2202 Carpenter St
Davis Nellie 2635 Manton St
Dent Curtis E 1814 Reed St
Deshileds Dana 2202 Montrose St
Dexter Salus 707 Smole St
Deyell Marc 2422 Lombard St
Dickerson Est Ge 1611 Bainbridge St
Dickerson Wil 1248 S 27th St
Dixon Laltiae 1828 Gerritt St
Donlen William J Iii 2121 Clymer St
Donohue Joseph Iii 763 S 17th St
Douglas James 1826 Catharine St
Downer Andrew J 735 South 22nd St
Drolet Michael R 2146 Catherine St
Eden Mary R 3601 Earp St
Edwards Nellie 2250 Kimball St
Edwards Raymond 1833 Titan St
Epps Anthony 1515 Christian St
Epps Tillman C 1133 South 23rd
Epps Woodrow Estate Of 1133 South 23rd St
Everett Cynthia J 2405 Lombard St
Everett Ernest 1324 S 33rd St
Fairy B Wade 1619 Manton St
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Feeley Maria A 402 S 16th St
Fentress Mayb 1672 Bainbridge St 3
Ferrer Nelson B 1635 Bainbridge St
Figueroa Bernie 2005 Carpenter St
Fish Merriel Estate Of 2405 Lombard St
Forman James H 1526 Wharton St
Foy Joseph 1842 Christian St
Frankford Candy And Chocolate Co In 2101 Washington Ave
Frazier Elmira 2622 Manton St
Fuchs Robin Apt A 1826 Catharine St
Gamba Mark 2107 Kater St
Garland Edgar 2208 Catharine St
Gillyard Theresa 1533 S 19th St
Gogan Minnie E 1246 S 24th St
Gorman John O 1511 S Etting St
Gottlieb Ronald Saul Dr One Graduate Plaza The Graduate Hospital
Green Stephanie 2144 Christian St
Greene Olethia 2100 S Dickinson St Apt 411
Grundy Linton Apt 207 2100 Dickinson St
Hamilton Margaret M Hamilton Mary 1329 S Corlies St
Harris Dorothy 1625 Titan St
Hayman Ann G 2028 Montrose St
Hazel Willie 1926 Wilder St
Hemphill Lora 636 S Bambrey St
Henry Mary 1270 S 24th St
Hernandez Hector Perez Apt A 1824 Catherine St
Herring Kizia 2717 Earp St
Heyward Cassie 1021 S 17th St
Hill Baker Joanne Hill Joseph B 1719 Ellsworth St
Hills Waverly 1615 Wharton St
Hise Craig V 1508 Christian St
Hodkinson Dorothy 3507 Wharton St
Holmes Albertha 1911 Latona St
Honeymoon Ashley Honeymoon Tim 721 South 20th St
Horsely Clifton 1245 S 24th St
Howard Viola Estate 1611 Ellsworth St
Humphrey Richard L Mem Phil Sec Am Soc CO S Lior 2433 Lomband St
Hunter Lettie A 2202 Montrose St
Irrgang John C 1705 Naudain St
Jack Lindsey 415 S Van Pelt St C2
Jackson Alonzo 1209 S Bucknell St
Jackson Ernestine 1434 Catharine St
Jackson Paria R 2334 Dickinson St
Jacobs Dominic L 1322 South Hollywood St
Jacobs Mary T 608 S Bambrey St
James Blanche 1147 S 16th St
James Lucille 2208 Wharton St
Jeff Cold Beer 1644 Wharton St
Jenkins Benjamin Estate 2210 Latona St
Jewette James 1429 S 19th St
Johnson Anthony 1406 S Bouvier St
Johnson Elizabeth 1206 Sourth Bonsall St
Johnson John 2309 Carpenter St Apt 503
Jones Joseph Estate 1518 Montrose St
Jordan Rodney 1838 Wharton St
Kai Wen Lu Grocery 1267 S 22nd St
Kearse Rose 1526 Christian St Fl 1
Kelley Joseph Iii 417 S Carlisle St
Kelley Maryhellen 2420 Waverly St
Kemerlin Lear 2129 Reed St
Kenard Alice 2409 Kimball St
Kenda Paul Lawrence 2310 Federal St
Kendall Lawrence D PO Box 32325
Kendrick Ruth N 2250 Greenwich St
Kerner Yetta 1515 Naudain St
Kilbaugh Todd J 1222 S Brd St Apt No E
King Ethel M 1622 Manton St
Klikota Ida Estate Of 3619 Earp St
Kooperman Deborah F 1100 S Brd St Apt No 706
Kotut Anita 2314 Fitzwater St
Kowaczinski Tillie 3603 Earp St
Kuck Rachel B 1822 Montrose St
Lacewell Carl 1240 S 15th St
Lang Thelma E Lang James 2047 Pemberton St
Lark Lucille C 2444 Kimball St
Laws Lena 1603 Wharton St
Lazarios Sasha 2128 Wharton St
Lecato Gladys 2326 Greenwich St
Lee Sara 1932 Wilder St
Leon P Rosario 3 Fl 1401 S 15th St
Lewis John K 1517 S Woodstock St
Lewis Sharon E 400 B S 22nd St
Lewis William L 2021 Wharton St
Lingham Amelia 1632 Montrose St
Little William 1515 S 16th St
Lockhart Luci 2533 Oakford St
Lopez Carmen Ocasio Apt B 1826 Catharine St
Lopez Mario F 1532 S Brd St
Lukban James C Dr. 1800 Lombard St Suite 900
Lumpkin Frances 1147 S 16th St
Luzon Roberto Apt 1 1840 Catharine St
Mahoney William 1508 Wharton St
Majestic General Contractr Dba Darlings Coffee House And Cheesecake Cafe
Manigo Steven H 1421 S 23rd St
Marcus Matthew 2213 Fitzwater St
Mardre Christine 1345 S 29th St
Marion Ohanlon 1310 S 19th St
Maroni Helen 1148 S 27th St
Martha I Bloc 2100 Dickinson St Apt 2
Martin Charles Sr Martin Charles 1240 South Ringgold St
Mason Elizabeth 2938 Wharton St
Matthew Jon 2236 Catharine St
McCray Kels 1520 S 18th St
Mccabe Helen M 1434 Catharine St
Mccarthy Tait 2349 Saint Albans St
Mcdaniel Willie 1924 Montrose St
Mcguire Joseph Estate Of 627 S Taney St
Mckendall John 619 S 16th St
Mckenzie Adell 1427 Dickinson St
Mcleod Reco 1336 S Mole St
Meade Margaret E 2016 Fitzwater St
Media Develpoment Group 1427 Catherine St
Meriano Frances M 1511 Latona St
Milstein Hannah R 1906 Bainbridge St
Mmcollum Anthony 1336 S 31st St
Moeller Joseph Do 1740 South St Ste 503
Mojica Margaret Apt 2 1840 Catharine St
Moore Blanche 764 S Harshaw St
Moore Eartha 2010 Carpenter St
Moore Jessie 2413 Christian St
Moore Marlene 1123 S Syndenham St
Moore Mary L PO Box 32325
Morales Casimiro 1128 Federal St
Morck Charles 100 Admirals Way
Mordecai Demetrius 2431 Carpenter St
Morely Vernon 1035 S Chadwick St
Moreno Angel L Apt A 1826 Catharine St
Morezzi Clarence Mr 2135 Ellsworth St
Moses Ruby 1842 Christian St
Murphy Brian R 2010 Pemberton St
Murray Maybell 1411 S Marston St
Murray Willia 914 S 25th St
Murrell Ronald PO Box 32416
Myers Dorothy 1525 Fitzwater St Apt 204
Narke Rose 1539 Dickinson St
Neary Penco CO Corestates Bank NA Securities Clearance
Nelson Henry 2006 Ellsworth St
Nhambiu Joao J 1633 Bainbridge St
Nobles Aikeem 1905 Wharton
Nock Mae A 1341 S 32nd St
Norman Walter C 1512 Reed St
Ogrady Thomas F 1237 South Bonsall St
Ortiz Carmen J Apt 1 1824 Catharine St
Outlar Joanne Estate Of 2107 Bainbridge St
Palena Anthony J 1736 Ellsworth St
Palmer Harry 2711 Titans St
Pantojas Maria Merced Apt B 1826 Catharine St
Parker Fannie 2938 Wharton St
Parks Mary 1837 Dickinson St
Parks Robbie 2821 Wharton St
Parmer Shane Scott Dr 1100 South Brd St Apt 103c
Peacock Kathryn Estate Of Liberty Ct Genesis Care
Pena Martin Apt 220 2031 South St
Perez Jeronimo Noe 1531 Federal St
Peterson Andre 1208 S Harmon St
Petrosoft Inc 2035 Bainbridge St
Pettiford Clenefta 1730 Alter St
Phelps Mamie 1418 S 23rd St
Porter Lawrence 1323 S 18th St
Powell Shamika 2249 South Earp St
Preston G Wil 1022 S Colorado St
Price Gertrude Est Of 1334 S Bancroft St
Puca Eleanor Puca John 1528 Manton St
Puca Leon Estate 1528 Manton St
Puca Liberata Puca John 1528 Manton St
Purdy Jamel. L 1716 Titan St
Purnell Fannie 2226 Earp St
Quan Mai N 3rd Fl 1544 Christian St
Quiles Marelin Lugo Apt 1 1928 Catherine St
Randall Gertrude Estate 2342 Carpenter St
Rawlins Norma B 1416 S Brd St
Reid Marjorie C 1401 S 16th St Apt 212
Reilly George 1528 S 28th St
Renewal Properties Inc 2332 Catharine St
Richards Mildred 1427 S 17th St
Richardson Margaret 1808 Montrose St
Richmond Josephine 1524 S Bancroft St
Rivera Santos 1610 S Catherine
Rivera Yahaira Apt 2 1622 Fitzwater St
Robertsbrooks Hilda Apt 406 2100 Dickinson St
Robideaux Agnes R 2402 Madison Sq
Robinson James 1515 S Stillman St
Robinson Jimmy R 700 S 15th St
Robinson Lance 1303 S Mole St
Rodney Pauline J Estate 2245 Titan St
Rodrigues Michael 1438 S 22th St
Romero Natividad Apt A 1826 Catharine St
Rowe Jessica 1928 Lombard St
Sag Wealth Management LLC 1717 Montrose St
Samuels Walter 1246 S 15th St
Sanchez Rodriguez Juan E Apt 1st Floor 1615 Chris St
Sanford Annie B 1525 Fitzwater St
Santana Iris Rubio Apt A 1826 Catherine St
Saxon Pearline 1018 S 22nd St
Schoenhaus H D Dr 1800 Lombard St Ste 702
Schultz Rita 2543 Wharton St
Schultz Jr Robert J 2543 Wharton St
Schulze Herman Estate 2617 Bainbridge St
Scott Briana I 1507 Kater St
Sherman Annabelle 2444 Kimball St
Simon Edward 1327 S 15th St
Sims Robert Terrell 1542 S Stillman St
Skaleros Jennifer 2115 Catharine St
Smith Andrew Smith Sarah 763 S 17th St
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Smith Candace N 1245 S 22nd St
Smith David 1333 S Bancroft St
Smith Ernestine 2449 Carpenter St
Smith Gregory 2241 Grays Ferry Ave
Smith Raymond L 1313 S Dorrance St
Snead William R 2100 Dickinson St 5
Spinosa Italia 1518 S Carlisle St
Spratt Michael 415 S Van Pelt St C2
Stallings James Est 1617 Manton St
Sterling Charles M Apt 1 1824 Catharine St
Stowall Captora 1236 S 15th St
Strohm Shawn 2105 Lombard St 2
Su Amy 500 S Brd St
Swain Sadea A 2121 Bainbridge St
Taylor Edith 1714 Federal St
Taylor Levi 1024 South 18th St
Tejeda Javier 734 S 20th St
Terry Rose E 2202 Christian 3rd F
Theesfeld Michael C 2321 South St
Thomas Albert S 1807 Latona St
Thomas Denise 8809 Dittman St
Thomas Dolores 1631 Annin St
Thomas Joseph D 2024 Annin St
Thomas Joyce L Estate 2105 Montrose St
Thomas Samburgh 750 S Martin St Apt3
Thompson James 1732 South St
Thorn Della B 2411 Grays Ferry Ave
Tilghman Randy W 2236 Reed St Fl 2
Todd Louise 2249 Pemberton St
Torres Elena Apt A 1824 Catharine St
Tully Margaret 1528 S 28th St
V Tech Services Inco 3001 Dickinson St
Van Pelt Square Lp 415 S Van Pelt St D1
Venabla Dorothy 1632 Montrose St
Verna Louis F Estate 1335 S 16th St
Ward Chelsie R 1529 S Corlies St
Waste Management Inc 3605 Grays Ferry Ave
Weeks John 1526 Christian St Fl 1
White Irene 2135 Saint Albans St
White Stanley V 1639 Christian St
Williams Carl 759 S Mole St
Williams Murray 2040 Carpenter St
Williams Pres 1022 S Colorado St
Williams Will 1438 S Napa St
Willingham Tamara D 2017 Dickinson St
Wilson Ada 1202 S 22nd St
Wilson Elmer E Jr 2221 Carpenter
Wilson Glenn A 2021 So Bancroft St
Wilson Michael 1608 Naudain St
Wilson Susie E 2100 Dickinson St Apt 306
Wilson Walter 1259 S Bonsall St
Winter Caroline J Estate 2633 Dickinson St
Worthington Agnes Ms 1934 Christain St
Wright General Wright Flora 1525 Fitzwater St Apt 706
Wright Ora L 773 S Hicks St
Yang Xing Qi 1122 S 22nd St
Young Margaret 1712 Webster St
Young Mildred K 400 S 15th St
Yunek Marianne 1711 Rodman St
Zelaya Yanet Apt 1 1840 Catharine St
Philadelphia Pa 19147
1210 Enterprises Inc 1131-37 Wharton St
Abramson Sarah G 784 South Third St Apt No
Abysinnia Culture Shop Inc 818 South St
Adams Rachel 706 S Marshall St
Aguilar Marcos 1154 S 8th St
Akridge Patri 327 Kauffman St Apt 5
Albert Benjamin 622 Sears St
Aro Nicole 313 Queen St
Ash Frederick Estate 7 South St
Awadalla Goseph 3rd 1539 S 9th St
Babcock Virginia I 1300 Lombard St Apt 1616
Badolato Carmella 1119 Wharton St
Baltera George 1344 Ellsworth St 48
Barbera Antoinette Barbera Joseph 815 Wharton
Barbone Nicholas Barbone Thomas 1337 S 6th
Batchelor Meghan 728 South St Apt E
Beil Goebel Jj 600 S 12th St
Belfino Catherine Belfino Domenic 1534 S Iseminger St
Benngfield Jeanne 249 Queen St 1
Bielesch Emma 1641 S 2nd St
Blumberg Abbie L 525 Fitzwater St 14
Blumling Jordan 809 S Percy St
Bowen Pattie Estate 1032 S 5th St
Bowman Joseph 1641 S 2nd St
Brady Joseph 828 Sears St
Brent Thomas Apt 400 1329 Lombard St
Brogsdale Jul 722 S Randolph St
Bronti Concetta M 705 Manton St
Brooks Emma 516 1/2 Carpenter St
Brown Clara M 1125 Kimball St
Brown Daisy 836 S 3rd
Brown Hattie O 604 N 43rd St 2nd Floor
Brown Megan L 1037 Carpenter St
Burket Frederick W Burket Carmen W 134 Fitzwater St
Campbell Edward E 701 S 13th St
Campbell Obie A Estate 1123 S Clifton St
Canuso Nichole A 913 Federal St
Capaldi Angelo J 520 Federal St
Caplan Adam J 310 Queen St
Cecere Bernice 1316 South Fairhill St
Chandler Tiffaney 510 S Front St
Ciconte Anna Ms 1110 S Franklin St
Claiborne Junius Claiborne Laura 1538 S 4th St
Cno Properties Inc Phillip Mcfillin 144 Carpenter St
Cohen Betty 415 S Brd St
Cohn Joseph 850 S Front St
Cojon Neri 60 Tasker Ave
Colaianni Carmela 1306 Reed St
Colville Maryann A 201 Queens St Unit 7
Copely Chapel 1037 S Reese St
Cramer David W 768 S Marvine St
Cruckshank Percival 1124 South St
Cruz Cruz Bartolo 615 Washington
Cruz Lina Figueroa Apt 2r 1133 S Brd St
Cuiro Frank 507 Gerritt St
Cummings Aloysius Jr 321 Bainbridge St
Cutwright Mattie L 428 Catharine St
Dadamo Denise Dr PO Box 63637
Danh Hien 1439 S 6th St 2nd Floor Rear
Davis Elsie 343 Christian St
DeSipio Naomi M 1300 S Tenth St 3rd Fl
Dejesus Dino E 616 S 2nd St 3r
Demarco Mary 1209 S Clarion St
Demattei Steven 1233 S 8th St
Demichele Domenica Estate 427 Dickinson St
Derakhsani Tirdad 910 S10th St - Apt 4
DiBruno Brothers Inc 930 S 9th St
Didonato Girard Estate 1236 S 10th St Apt 3f
Dipaoli Carlo Dipaoli Mary 1245 S Marshall St
Dipretoro Diane 1202 Dickinson St
Distasio Sarah 927 Washington Ave
Dombar Julie 222 Gaskill St
Dosusney Nicholas 1018 Fitzwater St
Dunn Amma M 1134 South Front St
Dunn Anna N Estate Of 1134 S Front St
Dunn Doris 1023 Lombard St
Dunn Ronald 1134 S Front St
Eng Sopheap 308 Federal St
Esposito Eliv 1312 S 7th St
Everett Clara D 505 Reed St Apt 1ff
Feliciano Carol Phila Senior Ctr 509 S Brd St
Fernandez Enrique 1328 Passyunk Ave
Foglietta Rose Foglietta M M 708 Clymer St
Francese Anthony Francese M PO Box 31576
Frontino Joseph 302 Monroe St
Funt James A 733 S 6th St
Galloza Ezequiel 931 Pierce St
Ganges Nathaniel 1010 Greenwich St
Gerohimos Steliani 1207 Bainbridge St
Giordano Carmen 712 S Hutchinson St
Giordano Viola 1136 S 6th St
Goldstein Ronnie 230 Stamper St
Goldyn Victoria 137 Pemberton St
Gottlieb Neil 718 South 8th St
Greeley Benjamin B 727 S Warnock St
Green Edgar 1513 S 5th St
Green Florence 1513 S 5th St
Hansford Virginia M Est Of Parks & Assocs 1301 S Brd St Ste 2
Hargrove Guss 922 S 4th St
Harris Magnolia 623 S 10th St
Harrison Christine 619 S 3rd St 1r
Hasin Matthew 1622 S 5th St Apt 3f
Hayter John B 533 Wharton St
Herbert Rosalie 508 Queen St 1f
Hernandez Asuncion 804 Sears St
Hernandez Maria I 635 Washington Ave
Hernandez Mario Sandoval 2f 1501 S 13th St
Hernandez Pascual 1331 8 St
Hernandez Ruben 510 Reed St
Holly Luu 711 Reed St
Holman Rex 327 Kauffman St Apt 6
Homa Thomas Peter 345 Christian St
Homko Lorraine 118 Alter St
Homko Lorraine I 110 Alter St
House Of Tea Ltd 720 S 4th St
Hower Lindsey M 919 Passyunk Ave
Huang Zhuo H 1242 10th St Apt 2
Hula Productions Inc 610 4th St
Hw & Associates Realty PO Box 63569
IGE Corp 528 S 5th St
Iglarsh Bertha Estate Of 828 Fitzwater St C/O G Iglarsh
Ignacia Cuiro 507 Gerritt St
Janison Catherine M 702 Reed St
Jeffries Stephen 609 S 6th St
Jennings John E 209 Montrose St
Johns & Fibres Inc 1243 S Brd St
Johnson Edna 1125 Kimball St
Johnson Melzi 413 Catharine St
Jones Mamie 1016 S Reese St
Juarez Isain 807 League
Junius Inc 842 Lombard St
Kabir Omar 760 East Passyunk Ave
Kauffman Caitlin Apt 2 519 S 5th St
Kelly James R 922 Cross St
Kenneoy Janet 229 Dickinson St
Kennys Inc South Philly Bar & Grill 1235-37 E Passyunk Ave
Kia Bernicker 1172 South Brd St
King Henrietta 313 Wharton St
Knechtsberger Margaret 421 S 3rd St
Koway Sadie 1236 Ellsworth St
Lane Clarence 1329 Bainbridge St
Larsen Charles B 404 South St 2f
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Laskin Benjamin R 708 S Marvine St
Lauter Elizabeth 1219 S 13th St
Layce Jean 1515 S Mole St
Leathem Harvey 509 S Brd St
Lee Deanna 710 S 11th St 1b
Lee Mary 527 Carpenter St
Li Jennifer 440 Federal St
Lloyd Sallie Apt 104 712 South 12th St
Logue Carolyn A 1443 E Moyamensing Ave
Lombardo Domenica Lombardo Julia 935 S 9th St
Lombardo Julia S 935 S 9th St
Lugo Carlos F 913 Ernest St
Mackie Daniel 1136 Kafer St
Mahoney Fella 537 Christian St
Major Lavina 537 Christian St
Makemson Brenda Makemson Joseph 1121 Wilder St
Makos 301 South St
Manerchia Margaret A 1225 South 7th St
Manzanares Sofia 804 Mackin St
Margolis Elliott J 704 Rodman St 172 Gwynedd Manor Rd
Markiewicz Edward Markiewicz Janina 132 Beck St
Marsico Grace 1300 Lombard St 904
Mattiacco Joseph Apt 1 W 1349 Ellsworth St
Mazurek Edward S Unit 516 717 S Columbus Blvd
Mcclain James Jr 229 Dickinson St
Mcdougald William 415 Catherine St 1st Flr
Mecera N L 1120 Greenwich St
Melita Pauline 1508 S Franklin St
Melo Gerardo Islas 1324 S 6 St
Mewshaw Melania 737 Alder St Fl 1
Mezzatesta Leoanrdo Estate 1211 S 8th St
Mial Millard 1234 S 4th St
Michelles Market 1501 South 13th St
Midgett Fredd 520 Christian St
Monaghan Catherine 130 Beck St
Moore Mildred Moore John R 1508 S 8th St 3f
Moreno Dorantes Marco A 1413 South 6th St 1
Morice Angelina 1511 S Brd St Apt 1
Morris Duane And Hecksher Llp Attorneys At Law 227 Monroe St Ste 227
Mulhern Kathryn Mulhern Joseph 1337 S Parkay
Nam Phuong Restaurant Inc 1110/1120 Washington Ave #A1
Nawoczenski Stanislaw Mr 531 S 6th St
Neilon Dorothy 130 Beck St
Nguyen Tien 1005 E Passyunk Ave
Nicastro David B 706 N Warnock St
Nicoletta Eleanora 1406 S 8th St
Nigro Emilia R 1123 Titan St
Ohara Ryan 1429 E Moyamensing Ave
Oliveira Anne E 235 Christian St Rear 3h
Om Sokhan 1st Floor 1510 South 6th St
Oradaz Hugo V 1345 Passyunk Ave
Palumbo Edith Estate 824 Catharine St
Paonessa Nicholas V 818 Kimball St
Parker Norma 1122 Carpenter St
Parlante Marie R 1205 S 6th St
Paul Zebrowski 933 Nn Hancock St
Pennsport Market and Deli 1425 E Moyamensing Ave
Petrella Sarah Estate 1535 S 13th St
Petruzzelli P 1508 S 10th St
Piotrowska Stanislawa 132 Beck St
Pmbr Multistate Legal Studies Inc 211 Bainbridge St
Porreca Robert J Porreca Undine 1229 S 8th St
Portella Boggs Marie L 1131 Dickinson St
Pucci Domenica Pucci Philip 427 Dickinson St
Puche Philip Estate 427 Dickinson St
Quarracino John 1546 South 12th St
Rafferty Helen 333 Titan St
Ragin John 1207 S 5th St
Raschella Domenick 1524 S 13th St
Redding Jennifer L 827 S 2nd St Apt No 2f
Reid John 1308 S Reese St
Repik Ella 1220 South St Apt 1
Riera Oneida 609 S 7th St
Rimas Prop Samir Benkmoume 1352 South St
Rizk Saydeh 616 S Second St
Rojas Beatriz 1148 S 9th St
Rosewitski Josephine Rosewitski Mary 1212 Federal St
Ross Wilhelmina 779 S 3rd St
Rubin Anna 504 Bainbridge St
Russell Conti 704 S Hutchinson St
Saia Rita 823 S Hutchinson St
Sal Lamarco Inc 319 South St
Salvati William 1135 Ellsworth St
Sanchez Miguel 1538 7th St
Satellite Production 211 South St Suite 535
Schmidt Matthew 754 S 9th St
Schwarz Donald F 1212 Waverly Walk
Sewell Georgi 213 Montrose St
Sgruggs James 1806 Horffman St
Shipp Lorrain 914 S Fairhill St
Sjf Ventures 338 Earp St
Slott Jonathan R 3c 1217 South St
Smith Knolly 1300 Lombard St Apt 313
Sokoloff Bret Robert Dr. 830-B Lombard St
Solis Rivero Javier 23 Mointain
Sor Bunthoeun 514 Cross St
Soultanos Ioannis 1311 Christian St
South Broad Lukoil 1243 S Brd St
Speights Michael A 2 202 Catherine St
Stadtlander William H Iii 1329 Lombard St Unit 407
Stein Daniel R 1329 Lombard St Apt 111
Stephen L Hymowitz Mona H Schwartz 1328 32 Bainbridge St
Stewart Florence M 1304 South St
Stickney Gina 1140 South Clifton St
Stone Richard E 407 S 11th St No 1f
Strieb Kenneth 1219 S 13th St
Sundo Raymond 1122 Gerritt St
Tackett Lydia 941 S 9th St 3fl
Tang Shang Q 1512 South 7th St
Taraskus Anthony Taraskus Stella 1519 E Moyamensing Ave
Taylor Irene 438 Manton St
Tellez Alejandro J 515 Wharton St
The Jake P Living Trust 1516 S 13th St
Tiplitz John E 600 Catharine St
Trolli Anna Estate 735 S Mildred St
Tuyen Lam T Apt 2 828 Wharton St
Unbanski Theresa J 530 S 2nd St
Urcheck Brent W 754 S 5th St
Vetere Rose 842 S Second St
Vicks Evelyn 340 Queen St
Vicky & Bonny Of Pa Inc 501 South Brd St
Vitale Carmella 1514 E Passyunk Ave
Vuong De 1238 South 10th St 3rd Flo
Walker James 1245 Marshall Ct
Walker Ruth 517 S 9th St 2nd Floo
Walsh Francis J Est Of 539 Christian St
Walsh Ronald 113 Ellsworth St
Walter Timothy B 1155 S 11th St 1st Fl
Webb Eyhel Reed St Apt 202
Weiss Nancy S 1030 Carpenter St
Weremeichyk Natalia 842 S Second St
White Gertrude 427 Titan St
Williams Rosa 525 Carpenter St # 1s
Wilson Patricia B 320 Dickenson St
Wilson Vivian 624 S Clifton St
Wilson Woodrow PO Box 2581
Wunder Kurt 805 Wharton St
Yacobozzi Loretta Yacobozzi Albert 636 Wharton St Fl 3
Yakich Mary L 1121 Rodman St
Yates Jacob 1133 Christian St
Young Joseph 509 Ellsworth St
Zarrabb Anna 1300 Lombard St
Zebrowski Alexandra M 933 Nn Hancock St
Zheng Yong Tai 711 Federal St
Philadelphia Pa 19148
Adair Anna M 208 Mckean St
Adair Lisa A 2444 S Philip St
Adams Conrad Jr Adams George 2119 N 3rd St
Adams Mary 240 Fernon St
Adams William J Estate 1001 Johnston St
Adamski Catherine C 1911 S 2nd St
Advanced Collision Works 1019 Snyder Ave
Agnes Louis Agnes Rita 2213 S Brd St
Agueroa Gerardo Mas Apt 2 1824 S 10th St
Agustini Heny Nurma 739 Morris St
Alloy Curtis 1411 Wolf St
Ambrose Dorothy Estate Of 2130 S Hancock St
Annunzio Rose L 1208 Wolf St
Anthony Rabello 1208 Mifflin St
Antonelli Josephine L 1936 S 11th St
Arlington Sterling Arlington Anna 2113 S Howard St
Austin Francine B 1742 E Moyamensing Ave
Avery Michelle 519 Snyder Ave
Bacchus Irene 2131 Mifflin St
Ballezzi Henry J Ballezzi Marie M 2621 S Jessup St
Barone Kathryn 2828 S 10th St
Barr Ann C 234 Tasker St
Bartoszewicz Margaret H 162 Sigel St
Batastini Frank Orhtodontics Frank R Batastini Dds 2505 S Brd St
Battipaglia Albert Battipaglia Julia 1315 Castle Ave
Beidell Danny 121 Fitzgerald St
Bently Jawane P O Box 28566
Berger William 1735 S 2nd St
Bernstein William 2542 So Marshall St
Bertolino Michael A 928 Winton St
Bivetta Philip Bivetta John 944 Cantrell
Blickos Emma E 337 Emily St
Blitz Beryle R 2535 S Mildred St
Bocchi Pierina 1325 South Clarion St
Bongiorno Nicholas Bigler St 1324
Braccoleri Grace L 530 Winton St
Branco Peter A 2231 S Darien St
Brennan Marion 2742 South Darien St
Briggs Carrie Estate 2415 S Orkney St
Broadhurst Erin M 2518 S Sartain St
Brown John 233 Mcclellan St
Brown Lillian Estate 2515 S Watts St
Bruno John 619 Watkins St
Brunson Thomas W 2319 S Marshall St
Bruzio Jacquelin 208 Tasker St
Buck Edna 2322 S 6th St
Bundy Alease 522 Mifflin St
Buntoro Rita 1315 Snyder Ave
Butts Florence 2152 S Howard St
Calloway Marie A Estate 409 Mckean St
Calter Katherine 2424 S Philips St
Camarote Frank 2221 S 13th St 2nd Fl
Campenella Herman J 425 Emily St
Capital Transport 1721 S Water St
Capozzoli John 2726 S Hutchinson St
Carlone Jane M 2710 S Randoph St
Castagna Sara Castagna Ken 2510 S 3rd St
Castellano Mary 734 Dudley St
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Cavallaro Lorraine 733 Jackson St
Cavanaugh Joana Cavanaugh J J 2625 S 2nd St
Center Apothecary 800 West Moyamensing Ave
Chen Zhao Xing 1138 S 6th St
Cheng Kimming 2732 S Fairhill St
Cheng Wei 2748 S Fairhill St Bse
Cherry Trienice 2130 S 6th St Apt 2ndfl
Choiniere Richard E 2401 5th St
Cholly Bears Tavern 2535 S 13th St
Ciarrocchi Michael 1001 Winton St
Cochran Elizabeth 323 Emily St
Cohen Selma A Cohen Rose 1837 S 5th St
Committee To Elect Judge 500 W Ritner St
Conde Patricia 2618 S 6th St
Conklin Brian F 1032 Winton St
Correa Karina Hernandez 1243 Daly St
Cortigine Mildred 2825 S 12th St
Crazy Horse Two 2908 S Columbus Blvd
Crispi Gloria R 2726 S Hutchinson St
Cruz Agustin 2108 S 8th St
Cruz Moises Perez 319 Winston St
Cslp Baysox Club Llc 3601 S Brd St
Cunningham Thomas 109 Mcclellan St
Curran Kenneth D 2217 S 8th St
Dagostino Bruce 2120 South 10th St
Daley Mary Estate 2428 S Sheridan St
Damato Bros Management Llc 38 East Jackson
Dannunzio Rose 1208 Wolf St
Davin William Estate 2212 S 10th St
Decaro Bravet Girardo 1317 Wolf St
Decaro Frances 1625 S 10th St
Decicco Michael Estate 1935 S 12th St
Delp Allison 1003 Watkins St
Delull Christina A 2434 S Juniper St
Delullo Denise R 2434 S Juniper St
Dental Health Systems 640 Snyder Ave
Destafano Antoinette 2436 S 12th St
Dey Robert 1103 Winton St
Deza Valencia 535 Morris St
Digiacomo Mary 2627 S Canac St
Dillmore Charles D Dillmore Marie 215 Tree St
Dimeo Danielle 936 Mckean St
Disario Louis Estate 1337 Wolf St
Domard Catherine Estate 431 Sigel St
Dunleavy Lureatha 1234 Pattison Ave
Eang Samon 2631 S 6th St
Edwards Harry L 725 Winton St
Embleton Elizabeth 1648 S Camac St
Enderle Nicole 2427 S Clarion St
Espositos Porchetta 1607 So 10th St
Everett George W Everett Thomas C 2633 S Alder St
Fabian Z Vazquez 1715 S 8th St
Federico Rita A 1934 S Alder St
Felder Cornel 1640 S 5th St
Ferullo Insurance Agency 1636 S Front St
Findlay John R 2518 S 10th St
Fiorella Anna 1141 Tasker St
Fitton Clara R 2441 S Hutchinson St
Floczak Louise 1151 Daly St
Ford Lewis 619 Mifflin St
Formisano Americo 2343 So 10 St
Fortuna Anthony 842 W Moyamensing Ave
Fox Albert 1728 S Orianna St
Franco Jennie M Est Of Perpiglia & Assocs 1332 Jackson St
Frese Margaret Frese Rose R 1240 Tree St
Furtone Alphongo 522 Mifflin St
Gagliardi Joseph A 2833 S Iseminger St
Gambino Rose 2627 S Canac St
Garrison Leah H 2309 S Franklin St
Gazzara Joseph G 2509 S Jessup St
Gigliotti Millie 2639 S 10th St
Gilbert Brown Victoria 5434 Sharwood St
Giordano Anthony 955 Tree St
Gir Alam 542 W Moyamensing Ave
Girardo Angelina 2221 S 9th St
Govan Thomas Estate 808 Cantrell St
Grande Ernestine 2826 S Iseminger St
Grimes Jessie 720 Mckean St Fl 1
Grubb Mary 1208 Wolf St
Guercia Frank 3116 S Juniper St
Haines Marion 2611 6th St Apt 215
Helm Bradley 1138 Porter St
Heron Emma 2828 S Alder St
Hines James 1007 W Oregon Ave 2nd Floor
Hoeun Sam 626 Jackson St
Hoggard Sylvia M 2508 S Howard St
Hollomon Vincent 2830 S Marshall St
Howlett Albert J 2437 So American St
Huang Mei Juan 912 Tasker St
Huang Winnie 1609 South 8th St
Hunsinger Adriana Cust Hunsinger Andrew J 1122 Tasker St
Hunter Demetrius D Hunter Janine L 1937 S 6th St
Huon Lin Pich 2408 S 5th St
Huynh Linh 626 Mcclellan St
Israel Florence L 2017 So Mildred St
Jasinski Charles J 423 Mckean St
Jennings Joseph 1003 Johnston St
Jiang Ling J 330 Oregon Ave
Jie Yun 836 Watkins St
Johnson John P 127 Snyder Ave
Jones Mattie 613 Dudley St
Kalazinskas Helen K 2420 S 2nd St
Khammanee Sunny PO Box 37485
Khoun Bunna 2403 S Marshall St
Kim Thanh 626 Jackson St
Kinkel Mabel 105 Sigel St
Kirsch Claudia C Kirsch William R 109 Daly
Knight Janie 1918 S 5th St
Kohlbrenner Wi 2227 S Reese St
Koutcher Martin Md 2221 S Brd St
Krist Vincent F 354 Mercy St
Krumm Frank Krumm Marie 3238 N Lawrence St
Lacey Stanley M 521 Snyder Ave
Lamb James 2509 S Galloway St
Latini John Estate 1129 W Porter St
Leanza Betty R 2446 S Percy St
Lectora Josephine 2443 S Percy St
Lewis Vernon 626 Johnston St
Li Hong Yan 2651 S Sartain St
Libucki Edward 2521 S Jessup St
Little Marakesh 223a Mcclellan St
Long Nga 2405 Marshall St
Longo Barbara T 712 Mcclellan St
Longshore Kellly L 1324 Tasker St 3f
Lopez Adam Mendez 536 W Porter St
Lopez H Arellano 2300 South 8th St
Lou Chantha 2854 S Marshall St
Lucky Services Inc PO Box 37438
Ludy David E 2651 S 7th St
Luu Hai 2653 S 3
Ly Hung 626 Durfor St
Malaresta James 200 Mcclellan
Mancini Elena 1016 Tree St
Martella Kent Martella Inez 2006 S Mildred St
Martelli Joseph CO Acs Collections 710 Mountain St
Martinez Lorenzo 615 W Porter St
Marvel Eileen 2135 S Hancock St
Mcguigan Lawrence 939 Tree St
Meo Ida Estate 2841 S Camac St
Methodist Apothecary 2301 S Brd St
Milewski Thomas P 2429 S 8th St
Millett Monica C 2624 S Iseminger St
Milone Joseph 937 Hoffman St
Montague Lele 2741 S Marshall St
Moore Garry O Moore Carolyn 2834 Darien
Moore William Moore Helen 108 Durfor St
Morelli Monica D 2024 S 12th St
Morreale Louise B 2509 S 4th St
Mr Storages Philadelphia 2515 S Front St
Muaddi Fayza Aka Faiz Estate Of 706 Mcclellan St
Multiphase Technology 2029 S Watts St
Musial Lauren A 317 Daly St
Nationwide Furniture 500 W Oregan Ave 08
Nicosia Josephine CO D Casella Rogowski 2720 S Hutchinson St
Niglio Dolores D 429 Mifflin St
Ninth Street Grocery Store 2103 S 9th St
Nop Tuch 713 Tree St
Novelli Robert A 2746 S 7th St
Nuon Saing Kim 452 Cantrell St
Onorato Tina 2836 S Marvine St
Ortiz Leticia A 727 W Porter St
Owen Electric 224 Moore St
Palumbo And Spinelliinc 2653 S 8th St
Pando Wlater 611 Porter St
Passyunk Pharmacy Inc 1804 E Passyunk Ave
Patman William 1045 Snyder Ave
Pavone Viola 105 Sigel St
Paylor Casey 320 Durfor St
Petrofsky Alice 2439 S Marshall St
Phabmixay Yves 622 Jackson St
Phan Tho T 1st Floor 2653 S 3rd St
Phan Tho T 2653 S 3rd St
Philadelphia Flyers 3601 South Brd St
Phu Kiu S 1815 S 7th St 2 Nd Floor
Piccione Thomasine 919 Mifflin St
Picerno Louis A Estate 1727 S 6th St
Pnc Bank 1037 Emily St
Poch Chhon 626 Jackson St
Pooler Florence Pooler Michael 2447 S 3 St
Pooler Florence Pooler Thomas 2447 S 3 St
Pooler John H Jr Pooler Florence 2447 S 3 St
Poot Ruth Estate 48 Snyder Ave
Postiglione Kathleen 2620 Mildred
Prete Rocco S 1005 Tasker St
Price Rose 534 Mckean St
Pvp Contracting Co Inc 229 Mcclellan St A
Quillen Ann 1622 S Front St
Quimby Mary 826 Johnston St
Quinn James T 1037 Emily St
Ramirez Sergio 1412 South 18th St
Ramos Lucas Morales 500 W Ritner St Apt 2
Ray Howard 2147 S Front St
Raynor Alice 2001 S 6th St
Recalbuto Joy 636 Fernon St
Rementer Marguerit 2107 S Howard St
Renzulli Michael 1100 W Porter St
Rinaldi Antonio Francis Rinaldi Rosaria 2521 S 7th St
Rios Randy 633 Pierce St
Rizio Anthony 837 Mckean St
Robinson Freddie Jr 2031 S 6th St
Rodriguez Grocery 1837-39 S 7th St
Rodriguez Maria G 2217 S 8th St
Rodriguez Nina 356 Daly St
Romano Samuel 518 Fernon St
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Rosania Lillian 1223 Mifflin St
Rosenbaum Jerry S PO Box 37494
Rosenblatt Joseph 318 Fitzgerald St
Rothwein Edna M 2322 S 6th St
Rugal John T 2231 S Reese St
Rydzewski Walter 316 Mercy St
Sabella Michelina 1917 South 12th St
Saliaenkham Oua 2429 S 6th St
Santanglini Clara Estate 1936 S Iseminger St
Sary Chamroeum 2726 S 7th St
Saulin Helen M 2034 S 2nd St
Savy Ieng 508 Tasker St 1f
Sbaraglia Joseph Sbaraglia Helen 1120 Mifflin St
Schaffer Henry J 2734 S Randolph St
Schwartz Theresa Schwartz David 336 Roseberry
Scimeca Janice E 2321 S 10th St
Shop N Save 2639 Tasker St
Showers Joseph F 2639 S 6th St
Shurley Annie 410 Moore St
Sindhu Harris 2027 S 8th St
Sisay Lisa A 719 Ritner St
Siu Chun Cheung 2732 S Darien St
Spratt Anna M 327 Durfor St
Sr Daniel B 121 Fitzgerald St
Stefankiewicz Catherin 423 Mckean St
Stezzi Rocco 2328 S Mildred St
Stout Gene E 610 Tasker St
Strati Carmela 1149 Tree St
Sturniolo James 2411 S 12th St
Sullivan George 2408 S American St
Suon Sorn 639 Ritner St 1st F
Sweeney Terence L 2820 S Randolph St
Takach Catherine E 2531 S Columbus Blvd
Tang Kheng 1307 Moore St
Tempesta Carmen Tempesta Robert 2453 S Camac St
Thach Ly T 2nd Floor 2428 South 7th St
Thai Huynh T 616 Ritner St
Thavonesouk Chanthalang 748 Snyder Ave 1 Rear
The David P Living Trust 1644 S Camac St
Thomas Laura 1920 S Jessup St
Thornton Thea 515 Pierce St
Timolo Ernest 2727 S 13th St
Toscano Guiseppe 421 Tree St
Trapp Amie 531 Dudley St
Travaglio Rose M 1019 Wolf St
Trock Mary 139 Hoffman St
Tumolo Ernest F Tumolo Jennie D 2727 S 13th St
Valenzuela Yvonne B C/O Harvard Collection 2606 S Camac St
Ventura Genevieve M 2326 South 10th St
Vicchiarelli Patricia 2853 S Fairhill St
Villanueva Lucio 1711 8 Th St
Voeun Samnang 713 Tree St
Volpe Freda 2616 S Sartain St
Wade Andrew J 727 Tree St
Wagner James R 2742 South Darien St
Ward James B Jr 102 Mcclellan St
Weiner Robert J 2611 S11th St
Wilson Anette G 2607 S 7th St Apt 1 Fl
Wilson Janet 234 Tasker St
Wnek Adele Estate Of 2306 S 12th St
Wolfe Sophie G 1602 S 4th St
Wongso Tonny 620 W Ritner St
Wooten James C 2748 So Marshall St
Y Phon 2535 S 6th St
Yau Stephanie 1714 S 4th St 1st Floor
Young Eleanor 727 Tree St
Yu Fu W 1801 S 8th St Apt 1st F
Zagarra Kimberly A 2518 S Franklin St
Zemoalteca Luis B 2344 S Franklin St
Zhang Zeng D 946 Cantrell St
Zheng Huoei Di 2108 S 7th St
Philadelphia Pa 19149
7244 Saul Llc 45-88 Brownvale Ln
Abuali Ghannam 6343 Oakland St
Acevedo Efrain Ocana Apt 2 7100 Lynford St
Ackerman Philip H 5951 Alma St
Acosta Jose Torres Apt 1 6410 Oxford Ave
Adams Harry E 6245 Revere St
Aegis Corp PO Box 28304
Aicher Christina 6624 Eastwood St
Ajmal Luqman 1437 E Comly St
Akpan Mary 7201 Revere St Apt D1
Albdish 7101 Bustleton Ave
Ali Akram 6109 Shisler St
Ali Lina PO Box 28426
Alisauskas Roseanne 5852 Oakland St
Alma Cortuo Rebeca S Apt 108 6523 Everett St
Amen Rah Iljahtoa Deuceuh 96 10825 E Keswick Rd
Amsterdam Charles Amsterdam Dorothy 6233 Farnsworth St
Andreoli Damon 5824 Akron St
Aponte Ericson Trinidad Apt Fl2 1450 Creston St
Aponte Olga 1628 E Howell St
Arrington Kenneth 1566 Mckinley St
Axelrod Marilyn 2009 Glenview St
Ayala Daidy Rivera Apt 1 1515 Tyson Ave
Bachynskiy Igor 3100 Tyson Ave
Barry Elizabeth 3128 Disston St
Barry Elizabeth Estate 3145 Disston St
Benchimol Gabriel 1432 Elbridge St
Benchimol George 1432 Elbridge St
Benchimol Jacque 1432 Elbridge St
Bennett Helen M 3036 Hellerman St
Berger Frederick Estate Of 6127 Castor Ave
Bertha Sabalans 1547 Lardner
Bieber Melissa S Apt B 6751 Souder St
Body Julia Estate 3355 Friendship St
Bonavitacola Alex J 1612 Benner St
Brown Andrew 2915 Disston St
Brown Harry B Brown Samuel 6623 Rutland St
Bru Palacios Angie L 2058 Robins Ave
Brussell Kolman 6015 Alma St
Cajigas Ariel Lopez 5903 Belden St
Calabrese Carmen Jr 6332 Calvert St
Calderon Frank 6105 Alma St
Campo Millie Del 6611 Souder St
Cannon Matthew J 6726 Sylvester St
Carfagno Catherine 3008 Magee Ave
Carfagno Joseph 3008 Magee Ave
Carothers Sally F 1456 Elbridge St
Chandapilla Bosy 1941 Princeton Ave
Chaplin Denise B 6125 Alma St
Charneco Ana Roman 6833 Horrocks St
Chen Qing L 7130 Horrocks St
Chen Xiu Rong 2047 Devereaux Ave 3525
Chiosso Stella Estate 6324 Leonard St
Christopher Ethel Christopher Harry 3017 Fanshaw St
Chu Benito L 6318 Oakland St
Clarke Gayon A 5915 Elmhurst St
Cohen Harvey 6127 Castor Ave
Cohn Michael 1548 Mckinley St
Cole Ursula Ocacio 1036 Herbert St
Collazo Eilen Albino Apt 1 6933 Oakland St
Colon Carlo Albino Apt 2 6933 Oakland St
Colon Wilfredo Crespo 7203 Lynford St
Cooper Martin 7202 Oakland St
Corbidge Dorothy Estate 3205 Longshore Ave
Correa Robert 2717 Unruh St
Craythorn Donald Sr 6752 Revere St
Crespo Richard Davila Apt 3 6814 Large St
Cruz Mildred 1529 Robbin Ave
Cruz Yachira Nieves Apt 1 1515 Tyson Ave
Cuadrado Christine Sepulveda 1511 Stevens St
Danilak John 1547 Lardner
Daoury Driss 6053 Agusta St
Day Thomas G Day Inez E 2829 Knorr St
Dejesus Maria Delfuentes Apt 1 6814 Large St
Dejesus William Hernandez 1568 Mckinley St
Deleon Israel Rodriguez 7206 Lynford St
Dibiasio Mary J Dibiasio Louis 2224 Unruh Ave
Dickerson Edward 2249 Knorr St
Dimartino Carole 2917 Glenview St
Dimmler Marie E Estate 7248 Kindred St
Dixson Dwayne A 6239 Everett Ave Apt B
Doku Alfred 6750 Sylvester St Apt 1st Fl
Dorothy Mazza 2908 Hale St
Dougherty Clara Estate Dougherty Clara C 2726 Elbridge St
Dovburd Marion 2150 Unruh Ave
Dovman Ralph Estate 6713 Akron St
Dressner Dorothy S Andrea Beavers 1508 Rosalie St
Duaime Diane 7036 Kindred St
Dubin Abraham 1443 E Howell St
Dworkin Robert L 6809 Horrocks St
Dysart Donald 3325 Saint Vincent St
Dzugan Richard J 2900 Knorr St
Efaw Georgeanne 2803 Gilham St
Eldelman Isadore 7252 Calvert St
Eliezer Wildalys Mercado Apt 1 1515 Tyson Ave
Encarnacion Neisha Mercado Apt 2ndfl 6814 Large St
Esposito John 6046 Roosevelt Blvd
Esquilin Gregorio 6625 Horrocks
Esris Rose 6542 Bradford Ter
Febus Yachira Soto Apt 1 1515 Tyson Ave
Feingold Arlene 6124 Loretto Ave
Felsher Irene D 2108 Longshore Ave
Ferguson Ellen R Estate 3321 Wellington St
Ferragame Joann 2819 Unruh Ave
Ferreira Sueli S 3116 Cottman Ave
Figueroa Vicente Lopez Apt B 6801 Rutland St
Fillette Barney 6304 Farnsworth
Financial Datek O Cust 1113 Alcott St
Fitzgerald Warren Estate 3119 Stirling St
Foley Walter J 3109 Unruh Ave First Floor
Francine Francine 2951 Levick St
Franz Marion C 2004 Disston St
Fraquela Amneris Cust 6109 Shisler St
Friedmann Hildegarde 2228 Glenview St
Garcia Eric 7236 Kindred St
General Contrating Shawn J Abecunas 2935 Glenview St
Gensheimer Helen A 3100 St Vincent St
Germain Jinno 6111 Alma St
Gilson Rita L 3344 Cottman Ave
Glover James 3010 Rawle St
Gobin David J 2883 Rawle St
Goldberg Barbara 7222 Calvert St
Gomes Maria Gomes Jose 7222 Battersby St
Gomez Elena Rivera Apt 1 1457 Stirling St
Gonzalez Leonor Gonzalez Apt 2 6801 Rutland St
Graeff Mary J Estate 1004 E Howell St
Graham Anna 2722 Lardner St
Graham Margaret W Graham William C 3324 St Vincent St
Grahamer Christine 6830 Souder St
Granacki Walter 3338 Longshore Ave
Grandy Carl Estate 2200 Disston St
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Guerrero Angel Rivera Apt Fl1 1515 Tyson Ave
Guo Xin CO Xin Qiang Guo 7121 Akron St
Haggerty John R 2947 Knorr St
Hall Jerbrya M 7206 Rutland St
Hance Omar Collazo Apt 1 6801 Rutland St
Harper Darnesha L 6225 Everett Ave
Harris Ruth M 2917 Hellerman St
Harry Fleishman Employee Pension Trust Trustees 6631 Castor Ave
Henss Marion 3rd Floor 7236 Barnard St
Herb Sarah J Apt 2b 6951 Souder St
Hernandez Francismir Caraballo 7206 Lynford St
Hernandez Lugo Armando I Apt 2 1515 Tyson Ave
Hernandez O 5938 Roosevelt Blvd
Hetzel Cora M Hetzel Herman 3141 Longshore Ave
Hetzel Herman 3141 Longshore Ave
Hilz Charles F 2143 Stevens St
Hladio Stephen 7209 Large St
Hoesle Anne F 3037 Disston St
Holland Lora C 1420 Hellerman St 2nd Floor
Hurley James H Jr 3113 Barnett St
Hysenj Ruzhdi 7202 Oakland St
Jerome Monica 1514 Stevens St
Jesus Feliciano Lisette De 6624 Kindred St
Jimenez Bianca Blondet Apt 111 6523 Everett St
Jing Zhou 3147 Magee Ave
Johnson Joel 1939 Princenton St
Jung Saulan 2910 Benner St
Kane Rita M Kane James 7239 Eastwood St
Kaplan Max 7235 Hanford St
Kauffman Sydney 6725 Rutland St
Kehr Sarah 6918 Sylvester St
Kelly Maria C 6910 Oakland St
Kessler Harriet 2034 Glenview St
Keystone Eye Associates 2818 Cottman Ave
Korin Jennifer 6802 Souder St
Koutsouros William Apt B 6216 Roosevelt Blvd
Kravitz Morris H 2008 Disston St
Kretschman Gertrude L 6945 Lynford St
Kuang Shao X Kuang Yu P 6604 Kindred St
Langella Helen 2932 Hale St
Leavy Christina M 2929 Fanshawe St
Leavy Peter A III 2929 Fanshawe St
Lee Daisy M 6717 Lynford St
Lei Pei 1505 Benner St
Lemar Janzina L 6429 Akron St
Levocz Mary A 2840 Gilham St
Lin Jian Xing 2230 Disston St
Lin Sai 6138 Belden St
Lin Xian F 2011 Dasfton St
Lipski Stanley Y Estate 6929 Lynford St
Locieco Joseph S Estate 6605 Sylvester St
Loginov Sergey 2121 Brighton St
Lomidze Zamira 6711 Oakland St
Lopez Diego F 5461 Oxford Ave
Lopez Jose A Apt 1 1515 Tyson Ave
Lopez Wandaliz Cardona 1411 E Bridge St
Lozada Hector Rivera 1622 Longshore Ave
Lu Yu L 6618 Lynford St
Lynch John 6046 Roosevelt Blvd
Mace Kenneth D 3104 Longshore Ave
Mager Denise 2148 Longshore Ave
Mains Joseph A 7220 Bradford St
Malkiel Sol 7240 Lynford St
Mallamaci Angelina 3033 Disston St
Mansfield Joseph Estate 2804 Lardner St
Martin Graydon K 6639 Algard St
Martines Sulayca Reyes Apt B 6801 Rutland St
Martinez Juan Calderon 7149 Rutland St
Mary Kauffman 6725 Rutland St
Mastrogiovanni Angela 6279 Large St
Mauer Charles 3402 Princeton Ave
Mazza Victor 2908 Hale St
Mcadams Henry Estate 7244 Bradford St
Mcbride Pat 3221 Friendship St
Mccarthy Shawn J 3029 Knorr St
Mccullough Kathleen 2727 Elbridge St
Mcdermott Helen 2268 Friendship St
Mcgrath James 6006 Frontenac St
Meister Frederick A 3414 Cottman Ave
Mendez Rodriguez N Lsa 6732 Akron St
Mercado Luz Vazquez 1574 Devereaux Ave
Merezha Olexandr 1560 Mckinley St
Michael Quiles 6931 Sylvester St
Micomonaco Cecilia M 6923 Kindred St
Mikes Auto Body & Repairs Inc 7116 Castor Ave
Milbourne Michael 6905 Castor Ave
Miller Harvey 5941 Horrocks St
Miller Jason M 1019 Rosalie St
Mills Stephen 5900 Agusta St 2nd Floor
Minchm Helen 1508 Rosalie St
Miranda Erica 2218 Glenview St
Moon Kyejeong 6725 Kindred St
Moore Tiffaney S A1 1514 Elbridge St
Moppert Mary 3525 Englewood St
Morales Conesa Jose E 7206 Lynford St
Morales German Felix Apt 2 7100 Lynford St
Morales Harry 3124 Stirling St
Morales Melanie J 1085 Alcott St
Morales Nelson Medina 1622 Longshore Ave
Morales Rosaura Guilloty Apt B 6801 Rutland St
Morel Branly D 6804 Rutland St
Mortensen Theodore Mortensen Mabel F 1416 Stevens St
Mosby Jaynean D 6406 Everett St 1
Muniz Angela Ramirez Apt 2 1515 Tyson Ave
Murphy Joan 7151 Eastwood St
Muzyka Edward 2947 Gilham St
Navas Geoffrey 6328 Large St
Nealon Margaret 6304 Crafton St
Newman Bernard 2117 Mckinley St
Ng Cheuk 3227 Friendship St
Nguyen Elizabeth 1450 Robbins St
Nieves Diana Guzman Apt 203 6527 Everett St
Nogueira Paulo Gomes 5906 Belden St
Ohagan Joseph P 3011 Hellerman St
Oliver Ileana 1530 Elbridge St
Olsen Margaret M Estate 3132 Wellington St
Oneill Edward C 2949 Rawle St
Ortiz Edward 122 North Flowersmill Rd
Ortiz Georgina Robles 6817 Rutland St
Ortiz Jose Santana Apt 3 6940 Linford St
Ostash Charles 3004 Wellington St
Parmley Dandre T 6296 Large St
Parris Morris J Parris Tillie 1544 Mckinley St
Patel Kapilaben C 6518 Castor Ave
Patricia Luana 2158 Rutiladia
Paz Construction Inc 6905 Oakland St
Perez Alicia Velez 7149 Rutland St
Perez Cotto Ixa E 1400 Magee Ave Apt 2
Perez Nancy Cordero 7206 Lynford St
Piascik Joseph Estate Of 3206 St Vincents St
Pichardo Gladys M 1457 Esterling St Apt 1
Pirrone Samuel D 5863 Sylvester St
Plummer Virgi 6202 Brous Ave
Podietz Marsha 6739 Souder St
Podolsky Harry 7122 Oakland St
Pollack Martin H 6744 Eastwood St
Powell Alise Rosa 2734 Lardner St
Powers Ruth E Estate 3346 Tyson Ave
Prince Dana 1457 Robbins Ave
Prosper Abel Aviles 7203 Lynford St
Pye Francis E Estate 2913 Devereaux Ave
Quinones Gabriel Santana 3349 Saint Vincent St
Quinones Torres Jose L Apt 2 1515 Tyson Ave
RW Base Mechanical Sytems Llc 6613 Souder St
Ramirez Arlenis A 6718 Oakland St
Ramos Ismael Vazquez Apt 2 6612 Lynford St
Ramos William Calder 7149 Rutland St
Rasiul Stanley 3006 Longshore Ave
Renner Constance E 5921 Penn St
Reyes Christian Resto Apt 2 1515 Tyson Ave
Rios Anibal Rios 6817 Rutland St
Ristine John 701 Revere St
Rivera Carmen Apt 111 6523 Everett St
Rivera Javier Gonzalez Apt 2 2801 G Lhan St
Rivera Miguel Olivera Apt 1 6801 Rutland St
Rivera Miguel Rosario Apt 1 6940 Linford St
Robbins Penny R Apt 2 1515 Tyson Ave
Rodgers Stacey J 6323 Calvert St
Rodriguez Gavino 6045 Shisler St
Rodriguez Miguel Montolla Bsmt 7038 Lynford St
Rodriguez Nancy Velez 7149 Rutland St
Rodriguez Vivian Acosta 1622 Longshore Ave
Romano Catherine CO Lisa Snyder 6722 Leonard St
Rosa Madeline Pellot 6732 Akron St
Rosario Joseph 1562 Mckinley St
Rosso Marie 6279 Large St
Rotenberg Milton 6744 Akron St
Ruggiero Carol P 7122 Oakland St
Ruiz Miriam Firpo 6817 Rutland St
Ryan Elizabeth V Ryan Thomas J Ryan Agnes M 7268 Rupert St
Rydinski Robert 3140 Magee Ave
Sabul Eleanor C Sabul Norris R 7204 Bradford St
Saez Jorge Quinones Apt 2 7100 Lynford St
Sajda John P 2810 Hellerman St
Samsel Elizabeth 5923 Summerdale St
Sanchez Ana I Apt 2 1513 Tyson Ave
Sanicola Thomas J 3254 Knorr St
Santiago Antonio Rodriguez Apt 1 6801 Rutland St
Santiago Blanca Perez 4741 Edgemont Ave
Sanzone Angelo J 6106 Bustleton Ave
Sapoff Harry 6605 Large St
Schweitzer Elaine 6519 Large St Fl 2
Schwender Margaret C Schwender Charles F 3213 Fanshame
Scott Marie M 2237 Disston St
Sevantak Helena M Estate 1451 Creston St
Sferedes Andreas E 6344 Crafton St
Sharp Andrew John 3242 Glenview St
Shimko Henry 2932 Hale St
Silva Marcio 7127 Rutland St
Silva Welber B 1542 Magge Ave
Silverman Isabell 6015 Alma St
Silverthorn May L Estate 5933 Castor Ave
Skversky Dorothy 6708 Lynford St
Slobodinsky Ronald Slobodinsky Samuel 6044 Frontenac St
Smith Elizabet D Smith George 2267 Friendsaid St
Smith Monford L Smith Anna 3108 Rawle St
Snyder Christine Snyder Jeffrey 2238 Disston St
Snyderman Barbara 2218 Brighton St
Son Raith P 7226 Bustleton Ave
Song Chin Y 6409 Castor Ave
Sosa Eddy A Apt 2 1515 Tyson Ave
Sosa Jonathan Vazquez Apt 1 1457 Stirling St
Soto Consuelo Rivera 6817 Rutland St
Soto Roman Christian J Apt 2 1515 Tyson Ave
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Souza Karina 2111 Lardner St
Steding Melissa 3115 Levick St
Suarez Angel Nunez 1568 Mckinley St
Suissa Maurice D 1432 Elbridge St
Sweeney Robert Estate 1341 E Howell St A
Szymko Henry Szymko Anna 2932 Hale St
Taj Sarfraz 2233 Glenview St
Taub Erika Pacheco 1568 Mckinley St
Tenenbaum Jean 7149 Oakland St
Teti Frank 3431 Wellington St
Torres Ana Gozalez 1574 Devereaux Ave
Torres Isabel 6611 Harbison Ave 2nd Floor
Torres Margarita Marrero Bsmt 1622 Longshore Ave
Torres Rivera Cathy 1504 East Rosalie St
Tulin Lillian 6648 Oakland St
Ul Ive 2904 Elbridge St
Urban Anne 3023 Hellerman St
Urquhart Dwana Marie 1449 Stevens St
Valerio Washington A 6645 Rutland
Vazquez Pura Cruz 6728 Horrocks St
Velasco Dinalva 6702 Lynford St
Velez Jorge 8201 State Rd
Velikaris Thiona 7273 Bradford St
Vicknair Crystal L 3523 Wellington St
Vivino Susie 1508 Rosalie St
Vizcarrondo Ileana M Apt 1 1515 Tyson Ave
Volpe Richard 6123 Frontenac St
Walker Kathleen Diane 3142 Marie St
Waller Jennifer 6639 Eastwood St
Walters Gloria Y 6637 Kindred St
Ward Gertrude 2112 Stevens St
Washington John 3913 Cottman Ave
Weigand Eileen 3124 Stirling St
Yeakel Brian L Apt 1 1515 Tyson Ave
Young Lorraine 3132 Princeton Ave
Yu De T 1018 Vankirk St
Yu Guo Bo 1326 Van Kirk St
Yuen Kevin 2408 Shelmire St
Yuochis Jean M 6124 Alma St
Zaslavsky Harry Estate 6029 Large St
Zheng Cai H 6841 Oakland St
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Adams Anna L 8221 Michener Ave
Adams Wilson Adams Anna 8221 Michener Ave
Alexander Edith 8015 Rodney St 2f
Alexander Ruth 8015 Rodney St-1st Floor
Allen Mary E 7524 Rugby St
Allen William 1518 E Cardeza St
American Dental Care 2385 Cheltenham Ave
Anson Doan 1327 E Sedgwick St
Arnold Howard 7629 Thouron Ave
Atkins Shereen 2334 78th Ave
Bailey John 7615 Thouron Ave
Baldwin Andrea A 7636 Rugby St
Ball Christian 7750 Temple Rd
Baughn Dolores 2445 77th Ave
Beale Melvin T 1603 E Cardeza St
Bedden Dana T 8343 Mansfield Ave
Bennett George 1538 E Vernon Rd
Benson Joseph 8253 Thouron Ave
Bower Louis F 7537 Gilbert St
Brown David 7817 Temple Rd
Brown Priscilla 7929 Lowber Ave
Brown Tyrone D 7839 Gilbert St
Buckley Romances 7914 Fayette St
Burke Dorothy G 8425 Thouron St
Butler Richard 8603 Temple Rd
Carter Iris 310 Vernon Rd
Chambers Marion H Estate Of 8418 Pickering St
Chislom Dorothy Estate Of 2463 Seventy-Sixth Ave
Claiborne Renee L 8040 Temple Rd
Clarke Brian A 8666 Rugby St
Cohen Lois A Estate 8610 Rugby St
Cuff Ernest 931 Mcpherson St
Cureton Stephan A Cureton Roslyn R 8325 Fayette St
Curley Mary C Estate 2460 76th Ave
D Rosalie Hamilton 8307 Williams Ave
Daniel J B Jr 7750 Temple Rd
Davis Tanika 8012 Ogontz Ave
Davis Tiffany J 7843 Bayard St
Day Milton 7502 Fayette St
Delaney Mary 7819 Bayard St
Donald Carol G 8406 Forrest Ave
Elshabazz Tariq K 8215 Rodney St
Forcellini Cecilia E 7847 Michener Ave
Ford Margaret L 7810 Rugby St
Foster Bernadetta 8117 Forrest Ave
Fowlkes Morri 1053 E Sydney St
Freeman Ann L 920 E Mcpherson St
Gardner Benton A 8438 Bayard St
General Andrew 1045 E Durham St
Giddens Rose M Giddens Thomas 8323 Gilbert St
Goins John 2361 77th Ave
Gould Gail D 8106 Forrest Ave
Gross Michael 917 Vernon Rd
Hahn Maria 1030 Emannheim St
Hall Peggy 7900 Bayard St 2nd Fl
Halsey Josephine 1005 E Hortter St
Hancock Derell M 1106 E Dorset St
Hanefeld Elizabeth Estate 944 E Dorset St
Harris Cherette J 8279 Fayette St 2nd Floor
Harris Nathaniel H 8245 Williams Ave
Hartman Emilie Hartman Henry 7855 Michener Ave
Henderson Rowena 7601 Thouron St
Hernadez Meinardo 8308 Forrect Ave
Hultz Margaret V Estate 8047 Fayette St
Jackson Jurras 8415 Bayard St
Jaspin Anne 7412 Stenton Ave
Jenkins Josep 913 E Allens Ln
Jenkins Patricia M 7949 Fayette St
Jimenz Narcizo 4144 N Franklin St
Johnson Anna L 1818 Spring Gdn
Johnson Elois 7832 Gilbert St
Johnson Richard F Estate Of 944 E Vernon Rd
Jones Cecelia 7903 Woolston Ave
Kane Walter A Estate 917 Plainfield St
Kaplan Albert A Kaplan Anna 8245 Temple Rd
Kelly Stephen C 935 E Wadsworth Ave
Larry April Lynn 7830 Provident Rd
Leveton David 1326 Spruce St
Lewis David H 8116 Fayette St
Liebetruth Elizabeth 1538 E Vernon Rd
Long Betty 8532 Temple Rd
Lyons Maenetta 907 Plainfield St
Major David 7715 76th Ave
Marley Rachel 8640 Gilbert St
Marrow Jacqueline D 7822 Cedarbrook Ave
Mart Ivy Hill 717 Ivy Hill Rd
Mccall Wilson 7923 Woolston Ave
Mcclary Sam B 2435 78th Ave
Mccullough Tiffany 7701 Cedar Brook Ave
Mcfarlane Marlene 8421 Williams Ave
Mcmillan Wendolyn 937 E Ellet St
Melody Edward J Melody Mary R 8024 Williams Ave
Miller Leon 8229 Forrest Ave
Miller Nick 47910 Pickering St
Mobly Frederick 1035 E Dorset St
Moore Octavia C 8660 Williams Ave
Moorehead Doris M 7904 Forrest Ave
Mosley Rachel 8640 Gilbert St
Moten James E 7906 Fayette St
Muller Theresa Muller Georgeh 2626 Cheltenham Ave
Nicholson Jeromeb 8233 Pickering St
Norcome Martin 7842 Michener Ave
Outreach Agape C Services PO Box 27367 1613 E Wadsworth
Parker Jerry Estate 1000 Ivy Hill Rd Apt C7
Partlow James F 1511 E Cliveden St
Pats Caribean Market 1527 Wadsworth Ave
Patterson William CO Angelone Funeral Home Inc 1538 E Vernon Rd
Peeks Michael Jr Peeks Elizabeth 8415 Bayard St
Peters Velma 8620 Pickering St
Poindexter Carol 7539 Gilbert St
Powell Ernest 8420 Provident Rd
Pressley Fannie 2463 79th Ave
RM Trading Inc Dba Fasade 2385 W Cheltenham Ave
Rodgers Mary K 7968 Temple Rd
Rosenfeld Adele Estate 8414 Fayette St
Rothwell B F 7703 Gilbert St
Sager Doris H 914 E Tharpnack St
Shuler Rhonda 8645 Thouron Ave
Simmons Jean M 2349 77th Ave
Sinn Mary 8117 Forrest Ave
Sledge Florez 1022 E Mount Airy Ave
Spellman Connie 7721 Rugby St
Starling Makaele U 925 E Wadsworth Ave
Stenton Bp 8301 Stenton Ave
Stuppard Yves P 1005 E Phil Ellena St
Taggart Colin M 8645 Thouron Ave
Taylor Sadie 8506 Fayette St
Thomas Jerrold 908 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Thompson Rosella 7816 Forrest Ave
Townes Willimae Townes Moses 8625 Gilbert St
Voron Rose Est Of Kivitz & Kivitz 7901 Ogontz Ave
Wallace Jose 1127 Upsal St
Waters Carolyn G Waters Laura J Waters John L 8646 Fayette St
Watkins Trenace 8406 Forrest Ave
Watts Lillie 1308 Weaver St
Welsh Catheri R Welsh Richard B 7957 Provident Rd
White Thomas 8236 Temple Rd
Whittaker Edd 7809 Thouron Ave
Williams Brenda 7721 Rugby St
Wilson Emmeli 917 E Roumft Rd
Wilson Letitia D 8332 Williams
Winckler Carlean 2491 77th Ave
Wright Cherrie S 8649 Thouron Ave
Wright Deborah A 8117 Williams Ave
Young Vincent 919 Vernon Rd
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Adams Brad 2047 N 63rd St
Alberts Leonard 1803 Ashurst Rd
Ali Aaliyah B 1411 N 76th St 10b
Amin Vhasage 2533 N 20th St
Anderson Alexandra 6550 Landsdowne Ave
Apolonio Yvonne 7400 Haverford Ave
Assetto Louise Estate 7674 Woodcrest Ave
Athletic Business Mgt Inc 6121 Callowhill St 1f
Avery Robert 6346 Callowhill St
Baccile Josephine A Baccile John J 433 N 63rd St
Baker Charles 249 Rockglen Rd
Bangura Allieu 7339 Drexel Rd
Batties Tyree J 1601 Meribrook Rd
Beiso Lucy M 6655 Leeds St
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Beltrante Silvo 7708 City Line Ave
Bivens Robert 1628 North Redfield Str
Blair Robert C Estate 1148 N 64th St
Blue Damon A Est 1615 N Redfield St
Blue Frances 6105 W Columbia Ave
Boyer Francis X Boyer Henry J 6610 Woodcrest Av
Boyer Francis X Boyer Susanne 6610 Woodcrest Av
Brisbon Darlene R 1430 N Robinson
Brokars David L 636 Marlyn Rd
Brooks Steven L 7307 Ruskin Rd
Brown Wayne 416 N 66th St
Burton Mabel Burton John 1448 N 62nd St
Bush Chester 1317 N 62nd St
Byars Euraina 1524 N 62nd St
Byrd Jerome 919 N 60th St
Calla Alice D Estate 2136 N 62nd St
Campbell Kimberly 1035 N 68th St
Casey William Estate 6028 Lansdowne Ave
Cervino Est Irene G Cervino Irene G 1214 Marlyn Rd
Chan Elizabeth 1509 H Redfield St
Citizens Bank Of Pa 7543 Haverford Ave
City Line Seafood Inc Ocean Grille 7700 City Line Ave
Collova Benjamin Estate 6061 W Girard Ave
Couff Leo B 7540 Brockton Rd
Cox Charmaine S 1658 North 61st St Apt Bas
Craddock James R 7400 Haverford Ave Apt W115
Cross Lillian 6100 W Oxford St
Crump Henry W 6116 W Oxford St
Cucinota Pasqual 6629 Lansdowne
Cundiff Katherine 1509 H Redfield St
David S Auto Body Inc 533 N 62nd St
Demarco Nicholas 459 N 62nd St
Depanfilis Nicholas Depanfilis Mae 613 Marlyn Rd
Didley Louise A 7400 Haverford Ave Apt E305
Dipietrantonio Tessie Dipietrantonio Philip 504 N Simpson St
Donlin Mary F Estate 6109 W Oxford
Draine Margaret Mrs 5920 West Jefferson St
Dunbar Alvin 937 Wynnewood Rd
Duretz Max Charity Foundation 1300 Pennington Rd
Edwards Zuri K Edwards L A 6398 Church Rd
Eisenbart Margaret Estate 6317 Sherwood Rd
Epsie Montgom 522 N 59th St
Essex Cleaners And Launderers 7322 Malvern Ave
Etienne Emmanel 6621 Leeds St
Fagan Charlie 1655 N Edgewood St
Ferguson Andrew D Ferguson Walter 6638 Leeds St
Fish Edward B Fish Sara B 7430 Rhoads St
Fisher Cornell 6115 Callowhill
Ford Freeman Jr 665 N 63rd St
Ford Syraine D 7431 Brockton Rd 2f
Fort Talitha S 923 N 64th St
Foster June 6421 Malvern St
Francis Nicholas Lamar 7305 Woodcrest Ave
Frazier Beth A 902 North 64th St
Garfield Harriet 1547 N Felton St
Gerini Margaret P 7462 Brockton Rd
Gilbert Louise C 1939 N 61 St
Gilchrist Olivia M Apt G 407 6150 W Oxford St
Goldstein Mary Estate 109 Harrogate Rd
Golson Letitia CO May Dept 1748 N 62nd St
Graves Verna L 5908 Haverford Ave
Grego Payne 5914 Haverford Ave
Gubin Gertrude Gubin Irvin 7624 Brentwood Rd
Haith Geneva 1516 N Robinson St
Haley Inez L 1332 N 75th St
Hamilton Katharine A 1126 N 64 Th St
Hampton Rickey 729 North 66 St
Hardt George H 6026 Lansdowne
Hargrove James E 6120 Oxford St
Harris Nancy 6148 Callowhill St
Harvey Zelma 5916 W Girard Ave
Hawes Mary A St Francis Cabrini Hse 67th Callowhill Sts
Hill Tamika L 6311 W Girard Ave 2f
Holmes M 5951 W Jefferson St
Howerton Wilb 6034 Clifford Ter
Jackson Charles L Jackson Jean 1841 N 60th St
Jacoby Robert H Estate 6147 W Columbia Ave
James Clarence James Annette 1731 N Edgewood St
Jang Elizabeth 6351 Overbrook Ave Apt 106a
Jizhang Zi 2125 N 63rd St
Johnson Arthur B 7020 Greenhill Rd
Johnson Inez C 1708 N 60th St
Johnson Jessie 7452 Brockton Rd
Johnson Patricia A 525 Felton St
Johnson Tanya L 7604 Woodcrest Ave
Jones Dorothy 6391 Woodbine Ave
Jones Evangeline K 1746 N 62nd St
Jones Jessica 6391 Woodbine Ave
Jones Madeleine 1714 North 60th
Jones Moses 1511 N 62nd St
Jones Shirley L 1654 N Edgewood St
Justice Jean 1705 N 61st St
Kane Dolores Est 1026 Carroll Rd
Kelly Joseph 1411 N 76th St
Kelly Stephen P Sr 7312 Brookhaven Rd
Kennedy Patricia 6401 Overbrook Ave
Key Kathleen 1443 N Redfield St
Kilargis Estelle 1801 Farrington Rd
King Eugene M King Anne M 412 N 61st St
Knight Dorothy W 1145 N 63rd St
Lattanza Josephine Estate 6350 W Montgomery Ave
Laude Ruth 5909 W Thompson St 1f
Lebanon Avenue Chrio Ctr 6522 Lebanon Ave
Lee Katharine 5945 Media St
Leonard Wilson 1626 N Felton St
Lewis Emanuel 7739 Overbrook Ave
Liggons Walte 1652 N Redfield St
Little Larrai 6703 Leeds St 1
Manigo Lawrencec C 1549 N Robinson St
Martino Roseanne E 7488 Brockton Rd
Mcallister Antonio 1346 Pennwood Rd
Mccleary Donna 828 Wynnewood Rd 3f
Mcclendon Frances A 426 N 64th St
Mccreary Regina C Estate 703 Atwood Rd
Mccullers Dessie 1708 N 60th St
Mcmillian Frederick 1220 N 59th St
Meliti Frank 905 N 65th St
Mendez Titania 410 N 64th St Apt 3c
Mentini Antoino 7708 City Line Ave
Mercury Group Inc 5916 W Girard Ave
Miles Alvin 1224 59th St
Miller Allison 7400 Haverford Ave Apt W215
Mondelus Marie 1917 N 61st St
Montgomery Lucille A 7400 Haverford Ave Apt W115
Moore William 6701 Lebanon Ave
Muir Gladys L 6142 Lebanon Ave
Mwamufiya Malela S 6741 Lebanon Ave
Myers Adam 5903 W Girard Ave
Neville Paul A 6401 Malvern Ave Bsmt Apt
Noyles Mary L 1425 N 61st St
Om Ganpati Corp 416 N 63rd St
Osby Dennis L 6027 W Jefferson St
Owens Leona A 400 N Gross St
Palmer Tanya L 6342 W Girard Ave
Pannell Felicia O 6022 W Oxford St
Paul Fils Joseph 6655 Leeds St
Paul Fils Raftson 1205 Atwood Rd
Perkins Keith D 6380 Drexel Rd
Pham Hien T Apt 2nd Floor 455 N 65th St
Phillips John 7563 Sherwood Rd
Pugh Michael 907 Atwood Rd
Purnell Pardon 2602 S 80th St
Rachel Alex 526 N 63rd St
Radnor Hotel 6351 Overbrook Ave B402
Ranieri Carmen J 549 N Gross St
Rapp Ruth S 5937 Media St
Rasheed Rasool 1909 N 63rd St
Ray Daniel 2029 N 62nd St
Reeves Jessica 1400 N Redfield St
Richardson Velma Richardson Floyd 712 N 63rd St
Rimmer Christ 6047 W Girard Ave
Rimmer Nakia 7514 Brockton Rd
Robinson Anna 6604 Leeds St
Robinson Maya S 6137 Nassau Rd
Rodreques Zippora 7008 Wodbind Ave
Rossetti Bradford 410 N Simpson St
Sanya Alaire 1638 Pennigton Rd
Saracino Angelina Estate 6521 Lebanon Ave
Seibel Harold R Seibel Ronald W 1616 N Edgewood St
Self Eric S Sr 425 N 59th St
Sherzer Linda 983 North 66th
Shin Chung C 7428 Haverford
Shoyer Agnes 6373 Woodbine Ave
Sigmann William Estate 6441 Lebanon Ave
Sims John Apt 905 1101 N 63rd St
Sineter William Estate 1468 Braddock Ln
Sirleaf Weah 407 N Daggett St
Smith Eugene Jr 6021 Clifford Tr
Smith Louise 1647 N Robinson St
Spring Valley Real Estate PO Box 12548
Sturgest Sarah E 1524 N 60th St
Swanson David G 6231 Lansdowne Ave
Sweeney Evelyn 1438 N Redfield St
Sweeney Michelle D 6306 Woodbine Ave
Tancredi Albert Estate 605 N 66th St
Teti Anthony 448 Edgemore Rd
Tola Olu 1428 N 57 Th St
Tomassini Mary 549 N Gross St
Toy Laura B 6345 Sherwood Rd
Trainer Helen J 7462 Brockton Rd
Tramontina Dina 7532 Brentwood Rd
Trucks Philip M Estate 6659 Malvern Ave
Twisters Club Account 6103 Jefferson St
Wale Segun 222 N 52 Nd St
Waters Clifton 6125 Lansdowne Ave
Waugh William C Waugh Mary L 6013 Lansdowne Ave
Weightlifting Committee O 7653 Wyndale Ave
Wellman Samuel T 1730 N Robinson St
West Bertha E 1642 N Felton St
Wilkins Alisha 6451 Woodcrest Ave
Williams Elliott G 846 Marlyn Rd
Williams Florence 821 N 63rd St
Williams Grace 5951 W Jefferson St
Williams Made 407 N Redfield St
Wilson Carey E Estate 1316 N Robinson St
Winkfield Shadee 1022 N67 St
Wood Lillie M 6147 Lansdowne Ave
Wood Margaret G 6386 Church Rd
Zell David 1216 Marlyn Rd
Ziegler Albert 1650 N 60th St
Zook Anna M 1009 Edgemore Rd
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Abbey Laura Estate 2013 Oakmont St
Abc Public 2700 Rhawn St
Aclaim Adjustment Agency Inc 7820 Castor Ave
Acme Lock 2402 Rhawn St
Acosta Angel Tirado 8324 Algon Ave
Acosta Hilton Tirado 8324 Algon Ave
Alicea Iris Toro Apt 4 8130 Summerdale Ave
Alston Essie 2600 Welsh Rd Apt 28
Antonmarchi Linda Pena Apt 2 1703 Stanwood St
Aquino Jacqueline Nieves Apt 1fl 1701 Stanwood St
Ariani Giuseppe 7623 Bradford
Arocho Alexis Gonzalez Apt 5b 8020 Algon Ave
Barcelo Daniel E Apt 1 8907 Dewees St
Barna Assunta Estate 8112 Frontenac St
Beck Betty A 1726 Megargee St
Beck Michael 1726 Megargee St
Becker Bernice R Becker Irving 1811 Tustin St
Berbig Elizabeth C Estate Of Apt 1f 2800 Welsh Rd
Bermudez Alex Rivera Apt 1 8111 Summerdale Ave
Bertsch Kristin N 7400 Roosevelt Blvd D104
Bobrova Irina Apt 215 1822 Benton Ave
Botijo Marcos Hernandez Apt A 2675a Tremont St
Bowman Robert H 8829 Danbury St
Brennan Ruth S 3033 Windish St
Brewster Donald R 2600 Welsh Rd Apt 13
Brosof Albert H 8423 Loretto Ave
Bruce Elizabeth M 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Apt C329
Buda Mary E Buda Helga 7709 Revere St
Buda Mary E CO E Gilson 8001 Roosevelt Blvd Ste 501b
Burgos Mirian Cruz Apt 1 1701 Stanwood St
Byitte Carrie Estate Of 8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Canales Brenda Guzman Apt 1 7807 Large St
Carbone Elmer Estate Of 8809 Calvert St
Carrasquillo Jorge Colon Apt 1fl 8128 Langdon St
Carrillo Ana Calderon Apt 2fl 7973 Castor Ave
Chacko Cherian Panachamoo 9152 Revere St
Chervets Ida 8100 Algon Ave Apt 407
Chhour Gy H 7715 Roosevelt Blvd
Clouser Doris Apt C205 8401 Roosevelt Blvd
Cohen Emily 7701 Bustleton Ave
Collazo Daisy Pagan Apt 1fl 8128 Langdon St
Conroy William B Conroy Rose CO W F Paris 8732 Hargrave St
Cooper William J 2715 Welsh Rd 1d
Cordova Diego Tavarez Apt 2 1742 Solly Ave
Cotto Eduardo Barnes Apt 3b 8020 Algon Ave
Cruz Antonia Cruz Apt 1fl 8025 Langdon St
Cruz Edgardo Merced Apt A9 8410 Bustleton Av
Cruz Florentino 7825 Horrocks St
Cubero Lillybeth Santiago Apt 1 1703 Stanwood St
Cuire Walter F 8024 Lexington Ave
Cuirle Hedwig I 8024 Lexington Ave
Cuirle Walter 8024 Lexington Ave
Damico Gilda 3059 Guilford St
Dejoseph Jessica R 3134 Guilford St 1f
Desir Romane S Apt D3 2630 Welsh Rd
Dgm Properties Llc 2000 Faunce St Bse
Dichter Anna 2733 Clayton St
Diemert Kathryn L Pmb #15 8001 Castor Ave
Donahue John 7516 Battersby St
Donovan Dorothy 2922 Gelena Rd
Efre Jorge Vazquez Apt 3b 8020 Algon Ave
Elias Sara 8535 Castor Ave
Elwell Kevin 2209 Benson St Apt 2
Enterprise Rent A Car 7601 Roosevelt Blvd
Espiritusanto Josangely Colon Apt 3b 8020 Algon Ave
Evans Tamyra N 2630 Welsh Rd Apt D5
Evola Family 96 Ins Trust 8224 Dorcas St
Feliciano Abraham Toro 8314 Dorcas St
Fernandez Omar Padua Apt 1 1742 Solly Ave
Ferrer Ana Hernandez Apt 1 2042 Rhawn St
Fonseca Jessica B Apt Fl1 2040 Rhawn St
Ford Edna M 8420 Roosevelt Blvd
Fox Esther 8839 Calvert St
Fox Harry G CO Mary M Fox 8401 Roosevelt Blvd
Fox Mary M 8401 Roosevelt Blvd
Freeman Machumu Apt Fl1 1912 Benton Ave
Friend William P 8116 Lexington Ave
Frnandez Ricardo Perez 8028 Dorcas St
Froukh Said 2237 Strahle St
Garcia Rivera Vivian I Apt B6 1841 Evarts St
Gillyard Jamillah 2655 Tremont St
Gilmore Simon 8509 Bustleton Ave
Glendale Uptown Home 7800 Bustleton Ave
Glogowski Anna 7809 Revere St
Golden Slipper Uptown Home 7800 Bustleton Ave
Goldstein Larry S 7754 Bradford St
Gonzalez Evelin Gonzalez Apt 1b 8020 Algon Ave
Gonzalez Nancy Herzing Apt 2 1703 Stanwood St
Gottlieb Beatrice L Gottlieb Samuel M 2023 Faunce St
Graham Ella 8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Green Nick 2625 Tremont St Fl 2
Guano Elizabeth Rita Guano Peter P 2223 Solly Ave
Guano Peter P Guano David 2223 Solly Ave
Guaraldo Allysa Elizabeth 2901 Welsh Rd Apt 119a
Guenther Roslyn A 9009 Revere St
Ha L M 2705 Tolbut St
Halloran Leah 8145 Brous Ave
Hanlon Mary M 7923 Horrocks St
Hanners Cecelia 2111 Shelmire Ave
Hassett Marguerite M 8537 Bustleton Ave
Heatherington John Mr 2215 Benson St
Hi Top Steel Inc 8509 Bustleton Ave
Ideal Components 2221 Benson St First Floor
James Alexander A Apt 1 8115 Summerdale Ave
Janulis Helen M 2121 Shelmire Ave
Jesus Torres Angela R Apt 1 8907 Dewees St
Johnson Bill L B7 8225 Roosevelt Blvd
Jones Frank L 2835 Holme Ave
Joseph George N 8818 Manchester Ave
Kaskas Yaakov 2727 Rhawn St Apt 62b
Kind Cakes Llc 1708 Arnold St
Konek Rose 2920 Guilford St
Krall Verna M Apt A407 8401 Roosevelt Blvd
Krieg Mary Anne Miss 1839 Strahle St
Kutnik Lyudmila 2101 Strahle St
Lapera George 525 Winchester Ave
Lapushner Lubov 1902 Solly Ave 6
Laucius Joseph F 2701 Holme Ave
Layman Jean B 8802 Manchester St
Lefkowitz Joan 2628 Welsh Rd Apt 206
Leszczynska Rose Glendale House Apt 109 2100 Glendale Ave
Lieberson Dorothy 1717 Megargee St
Locke Margaret J Est Of 3227 Byberry Rd
Lopez Alejandro Sanchez 2734 Welsh Rd
Lopez Ubaldo Apt 1 8907 Dewees St
Mac International Inc 8400 Bustleton Ave Ste 4
Mackell James V 2701 Holme Ave Ste 204
Madonna Catherine M 2131 Borbeck Ave
Mansfield Kathleen Estate 2736 Clayton St
Marmero Catherine L 2725 Northview Rd
Martinelli Sandra J 8900 Maxwell Pl
Martinez Arleen Perez Apt 1 8111 Summerdale Ave
Martinez Luis Apt 1 2675 Tremont St
Matienzo Keishla Serrano Apt 1b 8020 Algon Ave
Matos Gilberto Pabon Apt 401 8100 Algon Ave
Mccann Catherine 2778 Tolbut St
Mccann James IV 2778 Tolbut St
Mcelroy Mary K 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Apt C324
Mcfadden Eleanor 2419 Stanwood St
Mcgettigan Dorothy 8103 Revere St
Melendez Edwin 8204 Dorcas St
Merlo Samuel 2207 Napfle Ave
Meyer Rose M 2872 Welsh Rd
Milburn Paige Ashley Uputma 2235 Benson St Fl 1
Miller Eleanor L Est 8401 Roosevelt Blvd B309
Miranda Arleny Jimenez Apt Fl1 1703 Stanwood St
Moore Thresea Apt 112 2800 Axe Factory Rd
Morales Ivette Rivera Apt G9 8410 Bustlenton Av
Morcelino Maria Miranda Apt 2 8115 Summerdale Ave
Moreno Cecilia Martinez Apt B16 8410 Bustlenton Av
Moss Kathleen Estate 1833 Solly Ave
Muir Iain M Estate 2121 Solly Ave
Mulero Jorge Nieves Apt 1b 8020 Algon Ave
New Egg Bus Inc 2523 Vista St
New Lee Garden 2415 Vista St
Noble Claire 2628 Welsh Rd Apt 206
Nova Matos Digna J Apt 1 8907 Dewees St
Ortiz Angel Navarro Apt 1 1744 Solly Ave
Ortiz Rivera Juan A Apt 2b 8020 Algon Ave
Oshana Margaret Estate 2927 Guilford St
Osiptshouk Elna 7525 Horrocks St 2
Osorio Jose Rivera Apt 1b 8020 Algon Ave
Palma Egidio A 8305 Loretto Ave
Pandoli Particia Upham 2235 Benson St Fl 1
Paris Elizabeth R Paris William 8732 Hargrove St
Paris Helene T Paris William 8732 Hargrave St
Paris Rose Ann CO William F Paris 8732 Hargrave St
Patel Vishnubhai 301 2121 Glendale Ave
Perry Daquan Apt 2 1703 Stanwood St
Pindus Harry J Apt 45 2650 Welsh Rd
Quiles Jose L Apt 1 8111 Summerdale Ave
Ramirez Gregory Ramos 8000 Algon Ave
Ramirez Madeline Rodriguez Apt 2 8111 Summerdale Ave
Ramos Bethzaida Torres Apt 3 8128 Langdon St
Ray William R 8386 Langdon St
Redlich Alan T 8224 Dorcas St
Rednor Ronald P 7501 Brous Ave
Repik Peter 2144 Benson
Rios Yolanda Acevedo Apt B1 8410 Bustleton Av
Rivera Maria Casillas Apt B1 8410 Bustleton Av
Rivera Osvaldo Jove Apt A9 8410 Bustleton Av
Rivierco Inc 7400 Bustleton Ave
Rodriguez Alfredo Perez Apt 1b 8020 Algon Ave
Rodriguez Jose Ocasio Apt B1 8410 Bustlenton Av
Roman Luis Castro Apt 2 1742 Solly Ave
Ruda Barbara A 7801 Bustleton Ave Apt 317
Ruiz Maria Vega 8115 Summerdale Ave
Rush Jordan Scott Dr 7318 Castor Ave
Saitz Annalee 2128 Oakmont St
Sanjurjo Ramos Carmen L Apt 1 8025 Langdon St
Sbaraglia Helen 8806 Fairfield St
Seryy Pavel V 1822 Benton St
Shadowitz Ethel 8735 Frontenac St
Shanfeld Morris 8504 Frontenac St
Shetzline Earl W 7707 Fairfield St
Siejna William J 1850 Strahle St
Silva Angel Ortiz Apt 2 1744 Solly Ave
Silva Elizabeth Apt 1 1703 Stanwood St
Singer Ruth 2628 Welsh Rd
Smith Adam R 1814 Stanwood St
Snyder Eugene A 3023 Guilford St
Solomon Beth Congregation 8040 Roosevelt Blvd 218
Stein Clara 7403 Roosevelt Blvd
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Stein Vladimir M Apt A106 2401 Hoffnagle St
Sywassink George A 2901 Welsh Rd Apt 119a
Tichtchenko Anna 8916 Blue Grass Rd
Timoshin Rita 8919 Dewees St
Toll Marlyn 7801 Bustleton Ave Apt 115
Tompkins Steve 2208 Benson St
Toro Feliciano Hilda Del 8303 Dorcas St
Torres Eliezer Otero 2734 Welsh Rd
Twer J A 7900 Bustleton Ave
Valentin Vazquez Germanine F Apt 2 1703 Stanwood St
Valentine Ollie M Est Of B E Allen Law Ofcs 7711 Castor Ave
Vasilevskaya Zelda Apt 113 1822 Benton Ave
Velazquez Rafael Cruz 8112 Dorcas St
Viatcheslav Tichtchemko 2634 Tremont St
Waldman Dora Estate Of 2141 Chandler St
Walish Nancy 2118 Oakmont Ave
Walls John 2311 Alawn St
Whatley Kimberly P 1814 Stanwood St
Wildermuth Kathryn Kwilder500 Hotmail Com
Wojtowycz Stefan 2121 Glendale Ave Apt 114
Wolfson Samuel 2309 Oakmont St
Woods Patricia A 8831 Dewees St
Zarr Joann 2700 Rhawn St
Zarr Michael 2700 Rhawn St
Zayats Roman B1 8130 Bustleton Ave
Zehler Margaret M CO D Mcgettigan 8103 Re
Zheng Yulian 1805 Bergen St
Zhurnen Igor 8919 Dewees St
Zonis Jack B Zonis Helen 8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Philadelphia Pa 19153
Agard Dale A 2648 S Lloyd St
American Auto Parts 3501 South 61st St
Anthony Bertt 8010 Buist Ave
Aranda Dana 8018 Buist Ave
Autorider Llc 6940 Norwitch Dr
Bagui Florence Christi 7701 Lindbergh Blvd 611
Bates Dorothy M Estate Of 8616 Dicks Pl
Bentley Truck Services 7777 Essington Ave
Blackburn Bernard A 7509 Elmwood Ave
Boc Edwards 3501 Island Ave
Borda Samuel W Apt 1 7111 Lindbergh Blvd
Braceland Brothers 7625 Suffolk Ave
Brinks Inc 7400 Holstein Ave
Budget Rent A Car 6615 Norwitch Dr
Burns Alice R 7380 Wheeler St
Coates Claire E 7522 Wheeler St
Coia Francis T 2520 S 75th St
Daniels Jerusha 7507 Turnstone Pl
Daniels Veronica 7900 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 4604
Diehl Andrew 2514 S Belford St
Donnelly Charles Donnelly Ursula 7416 Buist Ave
Edwards Willis R 8400 Linbergh Blvd Apt 715
Epps Julia H 2707 Philips Terr
Fluellen Odessa 2631 S Lloyd St
Fofana Ahmad M 7149 Guyer Ave
Foster Eileen B Apt 511 8400 Lindbergh Blvd
Franklyn Kirk K 8115 Vermeer Pl
Gate Gourmet Inc 8350 Executive Ave
Green Maryalice 7943 Buist Ave
Green Shermaine 7134 Guyer Ave
Haas Frank 2658 South 72nd St
Halvorsen Faye Apt 511 8400 Lindbergh Blvd
Hattie Mays 7008 Sheldrake Pl
Johnson Ruby 8523 Eastwick Ave
Judge Enrika T 7701 Lindbergh Blvd
Kanyako Florence S 2649 S Lloyd St
Karnuah Mamie 7399 Elmwood Ave Apt 1
Kluberton Raymond Kluberton Marie A 7328 Dicks Ave
Lbl Sky Systems Cargo City C2
Lewis Mary E 8731 Eastwick Ave
M & M Displays Inc 7700 Brewster Ave
Mamadou Diabate 2507 S 76th St
Mangam Kristin Anne 7413 Medrick Place
Mccabe Bernard J Mccabe Gertrude 2529 S Ashford St
Mcgeary Gerald J 600 Apollo Place
Mitchell Patricia 8123 Chelwynde Ave
Morris John A Iii 7836 Mercry Pl
Muller William G Estate 7435 Elmwood Ave
Olabode Gbolahan B 8504 Gibson Place
Orlandi Vito 7201 Guyer Ave
Owens Bertha L Owens George 2523 Bellford St
P T & T Towing 3200 S 61st St
Pearce Robert 8123 Chelwynde Ave
Pepsi Bottling Group 11701 Roosevelt Blvd C/O R Marotta
Piccone Joseph Piccone Rose 7199 Brant Pl
Pnc Bank 8800 Tinicum Blvd Ms F6f266022
Reichner William D Jr Reichner May 7331 Garman
Reynolds Adelaide A 2438 S Ardell St
Richards Mabel Estate 7338 Dicks Ave
Ritter Beverly M 8239 Buist Ave
Rodgers Donald T 7809 Chelwynde Ave
Rodwell Gary D 8412 Brunswick Pl
Rskmgtwsrv 7623 Raven Place
Serano Arthur 7311 Merganser Pl
Sheinbaum Odamis 8400 Lindbergh Blvd #905
Smith Josephine 8104 Pontiac Ave
Sok Teang 7365 Elmwood Ave
Staples Inc 1529 7607 Lindbergh Blvd
Stark Bradley R Sep Ira 72 8800 Tinicum Blvd
Stuart Allen & Assoc 7623 Raven Place
Tekie Selemon 7318 Longspruce Pl
Tumolo Gilda M 7210 Guyer Ave
Usa Ent Coll 7623 Raven Place
Walker Julian A 8412 Brunswick Pl
Wheaton Karen 2604 S 73rd St
White Dorothy 7522 Wheeler St
Williams Columbus 8516 Luther Pl
Williams George 8400 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 818
Wilson Robert 8527 Eastwick Ave
Young Maxine 8800 Tinicum Blvd Flr
Philadelphia Pa 19154
Aliaga Griselda L 4270 Lawnside Rd
Alverez Roberta 11009 Calera Rd
Asian Electronics Llc 12401 Mcnulty Rd
Bangura Ned 841 Riverside Dr Apt 841
Barrientos Antonio 4225 Whiting Rd
Bowen Daniel 12127 Ranier Rd
Boyd David A Boyd Joan 3029 Derry Pl
Breslin Rita J 3214 Atmore Rd
Burns Marie Estate Of 12712 Verda Rd
Burns Marie V 12712 Verda Dr
Butcher Stephen Jr 3654 Academy Rd
Callahan Michael J Callahan M M 187 Dimarco Dr
Cassetta Dorothy 219 Wickley Rd
Cavanaugh Amy C 12435 Barbary Rd
Cetco Contracting Services 2903 Southampton Rd Ste D
Chiodo Barbara A 3858 Violet Dr
Clark Patricia E Clark James G 10826 Perrin Rd
Collar Carol A 2841 Comly Rd
Cooper Daunta D 10940 Helmer Dr
Counsell Cheryl Yolanda Dr. 623 Waterview Ln
Coyle Margaret M 12202 Academy Rd
Crown Cork Seal Co Inc One Crown Way
DGW Trucking Company Inc 10901 Dutton Rd
Deck Dolores A Deck Frank B 3800 Green Acres Rd
Domain Stanley 2701 Southampton Rd
Eckler William 12260 Sweetbriar Rd
Einfalt Shirley Ann 12554 Medford Pl
Elliot Lewis Corporation 2900 Black Lake Place
Emer Medicine Holy Redeemer 12265 Townsend Rd
Estate Of Doris Harding 12807 Cliffe Dr
Fauser Charles 3850 Salina Rd
Flatley Marie C 3532 Oakhill Rd
George Sperduto 3257 Byberry Rd
Geyman Igor 13034 Townsend Rd
Goldsmith Richard J Goldsmith Bobbie J 12623 Richton Rd
Gonzalez Morales Wanda I 4200 Woodhaven Rd
Graham Vanessa 12625 Medford Rd
Guarneros Teodoros 2nd Fl 4323 Greenmount Ave
Hepner Ethel M 12630 Medford Rd
Holt Christine 10730 Meadow Ln
Hoppel Robert 12140 Sweetbriar
Hurlburt Marion S Hurlburt Gary 12410 Wyndom Rd
Hurlburt Marion S Hurlburt Keith 12410 Wyndom Rd
Hutchinson Thomas J 12015 Templeton Dr
Imb Its 3215 Atmore Rd
Innovation Printing Communication 11601 Caroline Rd
Jfc Parking & Transportation 10824 E Keswick St
Kaine Hazel J 12701 Cabell Rd
Karbiwn Raymond J 3612 Salina Rd
Kaydee Evelyn S 3127 Birch Rd
Kelbaugh Janice L 4448 Ernie Davis Cir
Kelly Norma 4200 Woodhaven Rd Apt T12
Kieffer Rita Estate Of 12418 Balston Rd
Kingsbury Inc 10385 Drummond Rd
Koob Stephen 12615 Nanton Dr
Kucharski Sonia M 10801 Modena Dr 2 Fl
Lagrange William J Estate Of 2701 South Hampton Rd
Lavin Michele 11716 Colman Rd
Lee Sam 4359 Whiting Rd
Leonard Rachel 3131 Belgreen Tr
Liang Changlin 10916 E Keswick Rd
Magee Josephine 12016 Academy Rd
Marco Nicholas 10735 Philcrest Rd
Martini Carole A 3731 Bellaire Rd
Mather Clare 4368 Deerpath Ln
Mayhew Ronald L 3827 Patrician Dr
Mcdonough Dennis Cust Mcdonough Gerard 10725 Philcrest Rd
Mclaughlin Elisabeth P 1st Floor 3619 Genese Place
Mclaughlin Marlene 3606 Biscayne Pl
Medilo Cesar E Jr 4200 Woodhaven Rd Apt301
Meister Brian 11703 Telfair Rd
Monorama C S 11835 Academy Rd
Morris G S 3202 Danley Rd
Murray Marianne 103 Village Ln
Nagaraj C V 11835 Academy Rd
Nardone Joseph Jr 12637 Dunks Ferry Rd
Nolan Linda 3735 Genesee Dr
Novak David W 10900 Templeton Dr
Nugent James 10929 Helmer Dr
Olejarczyk Henry 3513 Vinton Rd
Omara Mary 3540 Brookview Rd
Pats Pizzeria & Spaghetteria Inc 12315-17 Academy Rd
Paulson Gary J Apt 308 4200 Woodhaven Rd
Penn Maid Crowley Foods 10975 Dutton Rd
Pepsi Bottling Group 11701 Roosevelt Blvd
Poke Dorothy Estate Of 13023 Townsend Rd B 3
Potts Colleen 12135 Ranier Rd
Purnell Guy V 3545 Teton Rd
Rigler Sarah Ann CO J A Gunderman 3633 Genesee Dr
Robertson Dolores E 2924 Normandy Dr
Royer William F Royer Gertrude 11931 Waldemire Dr
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Sassi Melissa Sassi Walid 3710 Genesee Dr
Schwartz Kelly Ann 10820 Modena Ter
Shinn Blanche E 2841 Comly Rd
Smith Kamaal 3501 Woodhaven Rd Apt 320
Smithh Joseph 3217 Jasper St
Sperduto Anthony G 3257 Byberry Rd
Staples Business Expo PO Box 813
Steven Christopher 4172 Whiting Rd
Stewart Christian 4241 Fairdale Rd
Sullivan Eugene M 3842 Salina Rd
Sykes Margaret 3212 Gurley Rd
Testa Brenis C 3210 Holly Rd
Todd Deborah M 11970 Academy Rd
Tommy Clark Carpets 3142 Mechanicsville Rd
Tracey Kaitlyn M 3612 Salina Rd
United Refrigeration M Pat Kojeszewski 11401 Roosevelt Blvd
Walsh Brian 11749 Waldemire Dr
White Joseph A 12019 Waldemire Dr
White Patricia A 12019 Waldemere Dr
Williams Helen 4310 Menick Rd
Wilson Barbara 12625 Medford Rd
Wiremold Brooks Elec 13200 Townsend Rd
Wissahickon Water 10447 Drummond Rd
Wolf Investment Corp 1 10901 Dutton Rd
Yaffe Scott W 12566 Nanton Dr
Yea Son Clothing Company 3519 Vinton Rd
Young Geraldine M Young Francis J 12139 Rambler Rd
Zanger Cecelia Zanger Vicki 12628 Medford Rd
Ziemer Margaret J 12518 Torrey Rd Apt 1
Philadelphia Pa 19160
Arias Marta C PO Box 47723
Clark Joscelyn PO Box 46133
Gipson Sarlange PO Box 46611
Mccabe Ana V PO Box 46471
Philadelphia Pa 19161
Student Federal Credit Union 10050 Roosevelt Blvd
Philadelphia Pa 19162
Good Steward Investments Llc 530 E Gorgas Ln
Philadelphia Pa 19170
Abacus Direct PO Box 7247
Adp Inc PO Box 7247 0351
Bill Communication Inc PO Box 7247 7345
Catalina PO Box 7247
Citicorp Vendor Finance PO Box 7247-0118
Claritas Inc PO Box 7247
Coast To Coast Resources Inc PO Box 7247
Connecticut Hms Aaf H PO Box 7247-6124
Dnu Lexisnexis Business & Aca PO Box 9247-0173
Efi Global PO Box 7247 7273
GE Capital Corporation PO Box 7247 0322
Greyhound Food Mgmt 1101 Market St
Health Network Center PO Box 7247 6124
Home Depot Credit Services Pob 7247 7491
Iad Fuels Llc Co Air Bp Washington Dulles Intl Airport PO Box 16606
Interphex CO Reed Exhibitions PO Box 7247-7285
Macmillan Mcgraw Hill Pub Co PO Box 7247-7050
Massachusettes Casualty Insurance PO Box 7247-0196
National Benefit Lif PO Box 7247 8844
New York Post PO Box 7247-7702
Panalpina Inc Elkg PO Box 7247 6404
Perkin Elmer Corp Box 7247 9000
Pricewaterhousecoopers Llp PO Box 7247 8001
Smb Leasing Solutions PO Box 7247 7878
Smith Barney CO Cgmi Insurance Annuity Com PO Box 7247 6459
Spectera Inc Lockbox 6062 PO Box 7247-6062
Thyssen Security Elevator Co PO Box 7247-7662
Tour Andover Controls PO Box 7247-6783
Volkswagon Credit PO Box 7247 0136
Westaff PO Box 72477815
Philadelphia Pa 19171
Brandywine Operating Partnersh Building 674 Lease 006405 PO Box 8538 363
Teknion Llc PO Box 8538 143
Philadelphia Pa 19175
Aetan Inc Nco Claim OP Recovery W8370
Baker Taylor Inc PO Box 7777
Black Box Network Services PO Box 757520
Cambium Learning Center Inc Box 510733 PO Box 7777
Ccor PO Box 7777 W6485
Citigroup CO Mellon Bank PO Box 7777 W1580
Claimone Llc PO Box 757910
Del Valley Surg Supply PO Box 7777-510584
Env Services Inc Box 510862
Esquire Deposition Services Llc PO Box 785751
First Quality Produc PO Box 7777 W5060
Gourmet Boutique Llc PO Box 7777
Heraeus Incorportated PO Box 777 W2950
Hudson Energy Services PO Box 512348
Kaiser Larry R Md PO Box 7777-W0820
Kresge John E PO Box 7777 Drawer W4800
Line Systems Inc PO Box 7215
Loomis Fargo PO Box 0001995
Mba Health Plan PO Box 7777
Moore North America PO Box 7777 W501934
National Medical Imaging PO Box 30537
Neighborcare PO Box 7777
Pacific Indemnity Company Chubb & Son W4835
Pathmark Stores Inc PO Box 7777
Siemens Credit Corp PO Box 7777 W 5635
Siemens Medical Solutions Inc PO Box 777-W3580
Smith Barney Harris Upham Co Inc PO Box 7777 W9700
Stern Bfc Buckley B PO Box 7777-W2230
Tokio Marine Management Inc W502117 PO Box 7777
Wallace Moore PO Box 7777w50193
Yankee Book Peddler Inc W-510481 PO Box 7777
Philadelphia Pa 19176
Amerihealth PO Box 70250
Cyber Solutions America Llc PO Box 12908
Evans Robert A Sr Evans Claire E PO Box 7390
Independence Blue Cross PO Box 70250
Katz C American Skandia Life Fbo E05 PO Box 7960
Keystone Healthplan East PO Box 70250
Maskins Management Corp Dba P PO Box 71326
Prudential Insurance Customer Service PO Box 7390
Taylor Mary American Skandia Annuity Svc F PO Box 7960
Trogstad Dawne Trogstad Est PO Box 70199
Whitfield Bennie Whitfield Donnie PO Box 70199
Philadelphia Pa 19177
Cross & Co CO First Penna Bkg & Tr Co PO Box 8068 1252
Grand Award PO Box 8068 565
Philadelphia Pa 19178
Abbott Diagnostic Division Abbott Lab
Amerihealth Casualty Services Lock Box 8271
B3p Aladdin Temprite PO Box 8500-3431
Benefit Allocation Systems In Po box 8500-51300
Central Mongomery Ho PO Box 8500 S 4370
Chop King Of Prussia Imaging Center PO Box 8500 1302
Citicorp Vendor Finance Inc PO Box 8500-6075
Clinical Financial Services Llc Wachovia Lockbox 3101 PO Box 8500
Comcast Communications Inc PO Box 8500-52968
Compucom Systems Inc PO Box 8500 50970
Coventry Health Life Co PO Box 8500
Cv Evolutions PO Box 8500 55322
Dakocytomation Calif PO Box 8500 52353
Diagnostic Imaging PO Box 8500
Diagnostic Imaging Southbury Lockbox # 6766
Drager Medical Inc PO Box 8500 S-1225
Echa Holland Pediatrics PO Box 8500-8735
Einstein Community Hlth Assocs PO Box 8500-8735
Environ International Corp PO Box 8500-1980
Eresearch Technology Inc PO Box 8500 2066
Esavio Services Corp PO Box 8500-3990
Esquire Deposition Services PO Box 785751
Fenn Wright & Manson Credit Manager Box 8500 S-8045
Fidelity Leasing Inc Dba Citicapital PO Box 8500 9805
Flv Atlantic Plaza Limited Co Federal R PO Box 8500-2541
Germantown Professional Assoc PO Box 8500-8735
Healthamerica Pennsylvania Inc Eastern PO Box 8500-54173
Hgo Services PO Box 8500 S 4925
Hhca All Care Health Serv PO Box 8500
House International PO Box
Huntsman Petrochemical 10003 Woodloch Forest Dr
Innoviant Pharmacy PO Box 8500 54842
Inserra Supermarkets Shoprite Supermarket
Integra Lifesciences Surgical Products Po Ox 8500-42180
International Filing Lockbox 2046 PO Box 8500
Ira Haines City PO Box 8500 1335
Kessler William B Memorial On Behalf Of Wilma L Mcdowell-Kaupp PO Box 8500
Lingg & Co CO Corestates Bank Pnb PO Box 8500 S 1620
Lowe Carolyn M Lowe Virgle D PO Box 8500
Lower Bucks Anesthesiology Assoc PO Box 8500-1761
Lp Ebi PO Box 8500 41335
Mg Industries PO Box 8500
Molnlycke Healthcare PO Box 8500 53873
Montenegro Lisa M PO Box 8500 7717
Naugatuck Valley C PO Box 8500
Nyse Market Inc Box 4006 PO Box 8500
Orthopedic Surgical Staff Assoc PO Box 786341
Patterson And Co Pnb Personal Tr Acct Box 8500 S-1620
Peak Technologi Inc PO Box 8500 S-4955
Pilling Weck PO Box 8500-5730
Reliance Standard Life Ins Co PO Box 8500
Rusch PO Box 8500 1750
Schatz Echa Marvin Do PO Box 8500-8735
Sentrol Inc PO Box 8500 S 7740
Shenfeld Boris PO Box 8500 53423
Silverside Open Mri And Imaging Center PO Box 785306
Sims Portex PO Box 8500
Smith Medical Md Inc PO Box 8500 53953
Software House Intl Inc PO Box 8500-41155
Techbooks Inc PO Box
Tessco PO Box 8500 54588
Towers Perrin Forster Crosby Inc PO Box 8500 S6110
Transcare Ambulance Corp PO Box 785586
Transcare Maryland Inc PO Box 785491
Transcare Ny Inc PO Box 785586
Trotta Robert Md PO Box 8500-1211
Vaisala PO Box 8500 53423
Vanguard Anes Assoc Of Nj PO Box 8500-2741
Vision Diagnostics PO Box 8500 51415
Vision Mri PO Box 8500
Watson John PO Box 8500-53473
Philadelphia Pa 19179
Atlantic Mutual PO Box 8500 53278
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Philadelphia Pa 19181
Amer Onc Fox Chase C PO Box 827200
Philadelphia Pa 19182
Alexandria Lake Ridge Pe PO Box 828516
Amr Mid Atlantic PO Box 7780-4346
Baltimore Emergency Services PO Box 827426 Dept Cba
Bevaco Food Service PO Box 7780
Center For Health Affairs Inc PO Box 828709
Cingular Interactive PO Box 828435
Coby Electronics PO Box 827696
Columbus Educational Services PO Box 827237
Corporate Communications Brdcast PO Box 826132
Covance Laboratories Inc PO Box 820511
Delaware Open Mri PO Box 827275
Douglas Avery Assoc PO Box 827514
First Choice Delagelanden PO Box 824018
Futurecare Irvington PO Box 822910
George Weston Bakery Inc PO Box 827810
Hahneman Multispecialty Svcs PO Box 827965
Horizon National Contract PO Box 828951
Hw Baker Linen Co Llc PO Box 820448
Ikon Office Solutionsmidatlantic Distric PO Box 827119
Kessler Inst For Reh PO Box 827914
Kim Judith C PO Box 827279
Lb 833 Chestnut Llc PO Box 827847
Mfb Findlay Llc V3381 Mfb Findlay Llc PO Box 822011
Miller A Allianz Life Fbo Dan04925 PO Box 824240
Nextel Communications P O Box 820832
Nj Advanced Diagnostic Imaging PO Box 827781
Nj Diagnost A PO Box 827781
Ocm Dmp Llc PO Box 822534
One Call Medical PO Box 822534
Outpatient J C B PO Box 822154
Personal Choice PO Box 820838
Physiciansservices East Norriton PO Box 827700
Piatt John E Md PO Box 828729
Pnc Bank PO Box 77780-1888
Prezioso Paula J Md Pediatric Associates PO Box 828701
Professional Indemnity Agency PO Box 823356
Propane Education P O Box 826112
Radiology Assocs PO Box 828050
Ricoh Corporation PO Box 824018
Riddle Hlth Care Svc Dba PO Box 7780
Rocky Mountain Holdings PO Box 829177
Schwedler Ker M T Md 615 Chestnut St 14th Floor
Socorro Isd PO Box 824240
Southwest Securities 1201 Elm St Suite 3500
Stmicroelectronics PO Box 3254
United Concordia Life & Hea PO Box 827399
Usf Red Star PO Box 827803
Villa Estella PO Box 824240
Philadelphia Pa 19185
Physiohealth Holdings 7125 Frankford Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19187
Twenty First Century 1760 Markewt St
United Healthcare Aarp PO Box 13999
Philadelphia Pa 19191
Merion Building Asso PO Box 13700
Ortega Stephanie Md PO Box 13700 1411
Teaneck Emrg Physicians Pa PO Box 13700 3765
Philadelphia Pa 19192
Oracle Cigna Corporation Systems 1601 Chestnut St Tl29
Rosenbluth International Inc CO-A 1601 Chestnut St
Xchanging Claims Services 34 Leadenhall St
Philadelphia Pa 19193
Bandstra Jodfrey 4040 Presidential Blvd Apt 200
Philadelphia Pa 19195
B I Clinical Lab PO Box 95000 2469
Chase Ronald Md PO Box 95000
David Klahr PO Box 95000-3495
Hoffmann Ron Md PO Box
Lich Clinical Laboratory PO Box 95000
Parikh N S Ms PO Box 95000-2610
Roosevelt Lukes Pob 95000-2193
Samson William PO Box 95000 2419
Philadelphia Pa 19197
Standard Register PO Box 7777-W2795
Philadelphia Pa—Zip Codes Not Reported
Edwards Leon Ernest Estate Of 1421 N 30th St
Fazzoloart Carmela Estate Of 932 N 66th St
Hall Oliver Estate Of 2635 Earp St
Jones Troy Estate Of 1818 W Erie Ave
Layne Walter Estate Of 4520 Linmore Ave
Mulligan Marueen E Estate Of 2045 S 24th St
Pickford Catherine Estate Of 2714 Webb St
Radovan Michael Estate Of 2816 Orthodox St
Torres Raymond Estate Of 3423 Amber St
Wideman Julius Estate Of 1224 W Butler St
Williams Lillie Mae Estate Of 1311 W Wishart St
Potter County
Austin, Pa 16720
Hostetter Gary G RD 1
Coudersport, Pa 16915
Acker Aaron C 107 Isabella St
Brady Jane PO Box 28
Brady Michael PO Box 28
Capatch Gregory 244 Tennessee RD 2
Casini Assunta The Estate PO Box 263 S
Demitrovic Anna M Estate N East St
Dunn Guy 305 Marvin Hill Rd
Dunn Kerry L 305 Marvin Hill Rd
Dunn Roger A 305 Marvin Hill Rd
Gerber Randall L 302 East Oak St
Gerner Nancy A 577 State Rte 44 N
Heimel Cynthia 510 N East St
Kelsey Linda Lee RD 3
Kornish Ann 1028 E 2nd St
Level 3 Communications 712 North Main St
Lincoln Deborah L 6 Cartee St
Page Juanita 1028 E 2nd St
Rossman Dale W RR
Staiger Henry W Jr Bf 602 S East St
Telcove Operations Inc Highbar Attn Eileen Donahue 712 N Main St
Tucker Ardath L C/O Citizens Trust C 10 N Main St
Williams Gabriel L PO Box 801
Williams Ray PO Box 801
Wyatt Peter C 512 Dwight St
Cross Fork, Pa 17729
Sypolt Florence E PO Box 255
Sypolt John F PO Box 255
Galeton, Pa 16748
Breunig J Elizabeth 46 Pine St
Button Doris 121 Sherman St
Everett Anna L 59 Clinton St
Everett Emerson R 59 Clinton St
Everett Frank L 59 Clinton St
Freeman Brenda 121 Sherman St
Freeman Thomas 121 Sherman St
Gaylord Leah Estate 245 Germania St Ext
Hinman Lois 57 Clinton St
Loveless Rebecca 121 Sherman St
Main Wesley M Rte 6 Box 236
Pagano Mary J 1 Sherman St
Patterson Lumber Co Inc 95 West St
Tarr Lloyd E Sr 33 Fairview Ave
Vieard Judy A 1428 US Rte 6
Yilek John W 1269 Germania Rd
Genesee, Pa 16923
Holbert Arlie 1043 Bingham Ctr Rd
Roulette, Pa 16746
Bencardino James 1370 Fishing Creek Rd
Tavenier Lois J PO Box 0192
Shinglehouse, Pa 16748
Goode Robby J PO Box 657
Hanel Edward C 19 Palmer Ave
Ulysses, Pa 16948
Four Winds Farm 901 Jackson Rd
Miller Deborah S 404 State St
Valley View Enterprises C/O Jesse Naum 463 Cushing Hollow Rd
Schuylkill County
Andreas, Pa 18211
Bialecki S 463 Rabbit Run Rd
Ashland, Pa 17921
Bracey Pharmacy PO Box 191 626 Ctr St
Durkin Anna Estate 20 S Front St
Farnsworth Dennis 2108 Ctr St
Farrone Joseph 10 Maple St
Fishburn Ada M 1100 Brock St
Freed Joseph R 1009 Ctr St Apt
Geist Elmer 1926 Walnut St
Gough Mary E Apt 2 205 N Ninth St
Great Nothern Demolition 931 Fountain St
Horn Kathryn Ann 931 Ctr St
Kenenitz Delores 327 Germanville Rd
Kenenitz Delores Estate 327 Germanville Rd
Korn Mary J 600 Walnut St
Lavas Catherine R Estate RR 1
Levan Toni K 796 Fountain St
Malloy Daniel J 968 Fountain St
McDonald Anna E 16 W Centre St Apt 107
McGinley James 326 Brd St
Miller Catherine E 261 Germanville Rd
Miller John 1625 Ctr St
Omlor Alice 2031 Walnut St
Omlor Cyril T 2031 Walnut St
Quimby Lewis 1926 Walnut
Quinn Anna C 1227 Walnut St
Scholton Helen H 315 Chestnut St
Schweinhart Clara L 972 Deep Creek Rd
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Sisak Jennie L 76 Main St Mowry
Sosna John H Sr 10 Maplewood Rd
Tiley Ann M 28 Tiley Rd
Tiley Ann M Est 28 Tiley Rd
Zions Reformed UCC 2400 Centre St
Auburn, Pa 17922
Benzinger Greg PO Box 208
Boris Danielle M 93 Comanche Dr
Boris Ronald J Jr 93 Comanche Dr
Cagle Charles 529 Coyote Dr
Conway Katherine A 509 Coyote Dr
Conway Michael S 509 Coyote Dr
Diehl Irene V 313 Sioux Dr
District 4 Catholic Youth Organization A Andrea White 1471 Summer Hill Rd
Fidler Bruce 414 Market St
Fishel Richard K 1429 Wynonah Dr
Fishel Ruth Y 1429 Wynonah Dr
Gorenty Louis D Estate 240 Washington St
Hall Beatrice Helen 1863 Bow Dr
Hocking Kathryn Estate 2561 Wagonwheel Dr R
Lake Wynonah Cub Pack No 695 529 Coyote Dr
Lehigh Valley Real Estate Group 1216 Geronimo Dr
Schaeffer Zachery T 4 Navajo Dr
Schrack Carrie A 328 Market St Box 15
The Shirt Tale In PO Box 208
Barnesville, Pa 18214
Bachert Daniel L 212 Grier Ave
Budro Ellen J 117 Grier Ave
Early Edward C Jr PO Box 181
Kates Bernadine M RR 1 Box 1258
Lorah Aileen PO Box 181
Sanaika Margaret M Estate Hosensock
Seveika Anthony Estate Hosensock
Sevinsky Scott J 2 Wood Ave
Sevinsky Stephanie 2 Wood Ave
Smylligan Anna B Estate Hosensock
Branch Dale, Pa 17923
Brennan Joseph Estate 42 Hill Crst
Gottschall Mary 5 New Hl
Kantner Justin E 259 St Marys Ave PO Box 159
Kraus John J Estate Blackwood St
Murphy Cornelius V State Rd
Brockton, Pa 17925
Kovach John E Box 133
Coaldale, Pa 18218
Jack Harris Estate 130 Philip
Korsack John Estate 137 Seland St
Korsack Joseph Estate 137 2nd St
Lithgow Theodore Est 253 E High St
Petras Pauline 110 E Early Ave
Schilling J 142 High St
Soley Mildred 9 E Lehigh St
Svabek Catherine 61 Second St
Yeakel Albertis 130 Fisher Ave
Cressona, Pa 17929
Eifert Genevieve Estate River St
Hepler Carrie Box 44
McCormick Michelle D 150 Alcoa St
Shenk Geraldine PO Box 163
Vollmer Mary D Estate Front St
Wilcosky Doreen M 11 Sillyman St
Cumbola, Pa 17930
Mansfield Kevin R 227 Market St PO Box 93
Markus Thomas J 294 Wood St PO Box 3
Fern Glen, Pa 18241
Drasher Florence 1677 Tomhicken Rd
Fisher Mary Ann Main St Apt 2005
Galardo Martin Main St
Grusastkie Joyce 133 Main St
Rossi Veronica Main St
Frackville, Pa 17931
Adukaitis Charles B 240 South Second St
Bevan Robert W 600 West Washington St
Chesonis Ann 242 N 2nd St
Cress Lynn 139 N Ctr St
Dragovich Alexander 100 Keystone Circl
Duboskys Auto 115 North 8th St
Hauze Carol A 135 South Second
Hornberger Adele C 629 W Laurel St
Hreshko Mildred 312 S Lehigh Ave
Kiesling Robert 324 West Washington St
Kowalick Stephen 278 N Balliet St
Kupusnick Peter Estate 156 N Balliet St
Mickalowski Belinda 309 Sctr
Numez Anna 14 S Wylam St
Numez John V 14 S Wylam St
Pastue Helen 122 N Ctr St
Sadusky Helen 500 W Laurel St
Salada Helen 249 S Brd Mountian Ave
Sokena Anna 136 S Middle St
Sukanna Helen Estate 132 S 2nd St
Tomko Bernard Estate 262 S Lehigh Ave
Frackville, Pa 17932
Phillips James A EC 3629 301 Morea Rd
Friedensburg, Pa 17933
Anderson Carl F 1113 Long Run Rd
Reedbellis Roy E PO Box 142
Stump Verna V PO Box 142
Gilberton, Pa 17934
Dickert Mary Estate 125
Gold Vernon C 1409 Main St
Kostick John S Back St
Girardville, Pa 17935
Greene John E 235 W Main St
Heaton John 138 A St
Heaton Mary 138 A St
Hoyer Doloris Estate 706 E Mah Ave
Jones Thomas Estate 333 W Mah Ave
Langan William J 118 E Main St
Louis Orosy Estate 117 S William St
McDonald Helene 421 W Main St
Palestis James 23 John St
Schmidt Katrina 441 W Main St
Selgrade John E Powder Mill Rd
Singley Michael F 258 W Ogden St
Gordon, Pa 17936
Dolan Francis C 305 Mcknight St PO Box 95
Olivier Izerby Isabelle M PO Box 193
Hegins, Pa 17938
American Bank and Trust Co 698 E Mountain Rd
Coleman Patty L 6 Barnes Rd PO Box 2
Coleman Paul E Jr 6 Barnes Rd PO Box 2
Kramer Nancy S 140 Pine Dr
Kulp Karen E PO Box 86
Neidlinger Joseph 740 W Main St #85
Pensyl Marguerite PO Box 180
Power William PO Box 180
Shadle Monroe J 698 E Mountain Rd
Joliett, Pa 17981
Rhody Lydia M 137 W Main St
Kaska, Pa 17959
Tanner Charles W Estate Main Rd
Kelayres, Pa 18231
Gogola Anna 9 1/2 3rd St PO Box 104
Jacobs Brian 22 3rd St
Jacobs Jessica 22 3rd St
Kawala Mary 9 1/2 3rd St PO Box 104
Kawala Mary M 9 1/2 3rd St
Ultimate Finish Auto Body 22 3rd St
Klingerstown, Pa 17941
Shiffer Joshua P PO Box 61
Lansford, Pa 18237
Kotus Stella 308 W Kline Ave
Lavelle, Pa 17943
Middleton Jeffrey S 179 Creek Rd PO Box 305
Troup Harold L 2948 Fairground Rd
Llewellyn, Pa 17944
Hendricks Mary 107 Willing St
Meza Henry PO Box 104
Locustdale, Pa 17945
Leister Arlene M Back
Leister Raymond Back
Lost Creek, Pa 17946
Andreshin Steve Estate Colorado
Shoup Marie New Rd
Shoup Thomas G New Rd
Mahanoy City, Pa 17948
Adley Charles 1 White Owl Dr
Andruscavage Frank J 405 W Spruce St
Andruscavage Theresa 413 W Maple St
Bobby Mary 305 E Mah Ave
Bobby Mary PO Box 313
Boxer Ramona Estate 204 W Pine St
Brill Robert G 1035 E Pine
Buchholz Mildred M RR 4
Buhl Richard L Jr 25 Trenton
Bukasa Kazadi Madeleine 39 Estates Dr
Chen Yong P 224 E Centre St
Croll Jean 910 E Centre St
Croll Jeffrey D 910 E Centre St
Filva Oscar Javier M 33 E Ctr St
Fraser Ashford A 317 W Centre St
Fraser Elvin S 317 W Centre St
Haage Crystal J 316 West Mahanoy St
Hanrahan Denise A 472 Roosevelt Dr
Hanrahan Shawn M 27 S Catawissa St
Hunan House 224 E Centre St
Jadosh Albert J 717 E Market St
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Jadosh Anastasia T 717 E Market St
Jadosh Christopher 717 E Market St
Jenkins Annette C 333 W Spruce St
Kaleda Mary H 105 E Pine St
Kersch Lorraine R 2400 Northwood Ave
Kolb Ida 123 E Pine St
Kupetz Mary 413 W Maple St
Margaret Igo Estate 105 Upper St
Matz Mae F 110 Harrison St
MacFarland Grace 481 East Pine St
McFarland Gerald 481 East Pine St
McHugh Leonard A 417 Roosevelt Dr
McKerns Rejina M Estate 10 W Centre St Apt 206
Nolan Catherine Estate 304 W Pine St
P R Market 1000 West Ctr St
Piaskowski Felix L Estate 100 W Centre St
Pietruszewski Joseph 23 Railrd St
Pietruszewski Rosemarie 23 Railrd St
Polityka Paul S 421 E Market St
Rajkowski Mary T c/o George Rajkowski 331 W Centre St
Salesky Helen 536 W Spruce St
Skodis Bernice 618 W Mahanoy St
Smith David S Estate 325 E Market St
Thompson Henry V Estate 313 W 7th Ave
Thornton Helen A 10 W Centre St Apt 209
Wittmer Dorothy Miss 1325 E Mahanoy St
Wycheck Eva A 1017 E Mahanoy St
Mahanoy Plane, Pa 17949
Casteneda Mary Bridge St
Crosby John J Bridge St
Crosby Mary A Bridge St
Folk Marie Est W Main
McCleave Mark 718 Franklin St
Paskey Jeffrey E 2400 Main St
Wach Alex Estate Main St
Wach George Estate Main St
Mar Lin, Pa 17951
Terleckas Joseph F 303 Spruce St
McAdoo, Pa 18237
Almonte Pilson 613 Hancock St Rear
Ashman Jason S 612 Mountain Top Terr
Bachman Gilbert W c/o First Union National Bank 7 N Kennedy Dr
Burton Brooke L 114 N Cleveland St
Fedorko George 133 E Adams St
Karpiuk Artur 135 W Blaine St Apt 2
McShea Mary Estate 25 W Grant St
Nicholas Frank 4 S Tamaqua
Notaro Mary 20 N Kennedy Dr
Payer Elizabeth C 35 South Kennedy Dr
Seliga Anthony James 71 North Kennedy Dr
Shoemaker Lindsey S 522 E Blaine St
Soper Antoinette 315 E Blaine St
Taylor Gary 68 North Kennedy St
Middleport, Pa 17953
Bolinsky Lillian 60 Washington St
Minersville, Pa 17954
Botek Mary Ann 353 Penn St
Calibeo John W 213 S 4th St
Conville E F 423 Kantner St
Davis Mae M 206 Middle St
Fabrizio Frances 215 Arlene St
Foran Helen Estate 102 N 2nd St
GMAC 337 N Delaware Ave
Harry E Ebling & Associates 20 E Sunbury St
Houser T 205 Sunbury St
Houser Terry 205 Sunbury St
Hubler Brian c/o Cory Nicholas PO Box 124
King Nina M 216 Front St
Lipsky Florence A Apt 407 300 Lewis St
Martusevich Alfred 223 North St
McDonald Genevieve 18 E Carbon St
McTish Kunkel Associates 2880 Pottsville Minersville Hw
Morgan Christopher 238 Sunbury St
Morris Joseph Edwards 300 Lewis St Apt 601
Newman Frances 408 Pine Hill St
Nolan Margaret 528 Sunbury
Obrien Eilleen Estate 574 Sunbury St
Pelesh Elias Estate PO Box 194
Steckley Donna PO Box 673
Tyson Elizabeth 588 Sunbury St
Ulmer Alan C 429 S Third St
Uni Mart 2953 Pottsville Minersville Hwy
Villanueva Janice E 337 N Delaware Ave
Villanueva Paul M 337 N Delaware Ave
New Boston, Pa 17948
Norris Anna 57 Main St
New Philadelphia, Pa 17959
Bowersangstadt Christopher M 316
Gustas Gregory 90 Water St
Liptock Carol A 7 Agnes Dr
Marino Anthony Front Right 79 Harrison Ave
Marino Rosalie R Front Right 79 Harrison Ave
Merva Karen F 45 Wiggan St
Rigney Mary 100 Valy St Apt 9
Sirianni Angelo 3 Clay St
Sirianni Angelo C Mr 26 Valy St
Sirianni Nora 3 Clay St
Tanner Howard A Estate 25 Valy St
New Ringgold, Pa 17960
Long William PO Box 114
Pines at West Penn Homeowners Assoc 242 All Kings Dr
Sepos Melissa 1644 W Penn Pike
Smith Susanl M 15 River Rd
Nuremberg, Pa 18241
Fagan Daisy PO Box 93
Fisher Arthur Estate Ridge Rd
Jesse Sharon PO Box 72
Slavick Edward Estate Weston St
Orwigsburg, Pa 17961
Arrow Auto Carwash 400 Ridge Rd Unit 122
Bartashus Christa RD 2 Box 2067
Borden Donald S 16 Happy Valy Rd
Budden Doris R 240 Tammany St
Carey Harriet 227 South Warren St
Confehr Albert J 126 S Wayne St
Dewald Dale A 210 W Tammany St
Fullerton Jean Est 8 Oakdale Est
Goelbert Joan F Box 2109 Rte 2
Hall Beth Ann 132 Lake Front Dr
Hall Richard E 220 Maple Blvd RFD 2
Harvey Leon PO Box 129
Hopstetter Jennifer 110 N Franklin St
Kramer Leon C Estate Lincoln Ave
Meeks Anna c/o Orwigsburg Ctr 1000 Orwigsburg Manor Dr
Newcomb George A RR 1 Box 153
NPRHCC PO Box 252
Richards Jeremy 15 Pineview Ln
Richards Scott B 15 Pineview Ln
Richman Jacqueline 126 W Market St Apt 2
Schaeffer Gladys J 162 Frisbee Rd
Senior Living Vent 1000 Orwigsburg Manor Dr
Smillie Ruthann 3101 Village Rd
Smith Dorothy M 126 S Wayne St
Stablein Scott G 3042 Ridgeview Dr
Stroup Robin L RD 1 PO Box 1327 Lot 5
Stroup Scott B RD 1 PO Box 1327 Lot 5
Vacula Antonia A 1493 Red Dale Rd
Pine Grove, Pa 17963
Adams Virginia S 15 Conrad Richer Dr Apt A6
Bastell Jose R #1 65 S Tulpehocken St
Berger Daniel N 3 N Tulpehocken
Beuchler Renee C 118 Pleasant Valy Rd
Davis Elmer Estate 161 W Lake Dr
Gaffney Jeremiah 20 Middle St
Gaffney Theresa 20 Middle St
Gilbert Sybillla RFD 1
Griffiths Kenneth P Prepaid Burial Agreement 42 Spittler Rd
Harris George R 65 N Main St
Hozella Helen Estate 158 Frantz Rd
Huber Betty 709 Suedberg Rd
Jones Merlin J RR 1 Box 153
Kerstetter Florence C Bird Hill RFD 3
Klinger Betty Bird Hill RFD 3
Krammes David 233 Rock Rd
Krammes Edna RFD 1
Lengle Elva M RR 1 Schuylkill
Miller Joan M 110 Geary Wolfe Rd
Miller Robert H 127 E Main St
Moen of Pa 12 Roberts Rd
Morgan Carol A 119 Dad Burnhams Rd
Myers Karen M 12 Mifflin St 2
Pine Grove All American RD 1 Box 326
Potts Michelle L 7 Potts Rd
Schneck Kevin S 118 Pleasant Valy Rd
Schneck Kittie A 118 Pleasant Valy Rd
Schwartz Betty R Estate 36 N Tulpehocken St
Weinrich Edna I 110 Geary Wolfe Rd
Port Carbon, Pa 17965
Atkinson Mary A 308 1st St
Eichs Black Diamond Trophy C 53 Coal St
Everdale Dolores L 84 Rose Ave
Koslosky Peter 311 Coal St
Loveland John W 67 Washington St
Tucci Jeff R 600 3rd St
Whalen Thomas R 711 Park Ave
Port Clinton, Pa 19549
Dalessandro John 77 Ctr St
Herdan Corporation 43 Penn St
Reinsmith Florence M Box 6
Pottsville, Pa 17901
Abel Rudolph 2023 Elm St
All American Auto Inc 2709 Pottsville Minersville Hw
Altschuler Douglas R 1720 West Market St
Aslam Mohammad PO Box 813
Barefield Development 101 Mahantongo St Apt 309
Barnes Pearl Elaine 417 E Arch St
Barrett R Estate 613 Wade St
Bellock Jean H 538 Spring Gdn St
Bellock Joseph M 538 Spring Gdn St
Bendsinger Zachary 647 N 2nd St Apt 2
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Beury Ruth 101 Mahantongo St Apt 309
Blaschak Catherine 34 Tall Oaks Dr
Bohr Joseph W Bohr Mary A 1200 No 12th St
Brennan Bernadette 45 Caroline Ave
Brokhoff Mary T 400 Mahantongo St
Brosius Eric D PO Box 571
Brownmiller Ronald E 3017 Chestnut
Burns Frances M 11 Deer Park Dr
Canfield Edward PO Box 58
CAO The S 2640 Woodglen Rd
Cappelli Shirley 833 Fairmont Ave
Caufield John c/o David Mervine 525 Greenwood Ave
Chambers John Estate RR 3
Chaplick Joan 841 Water St Apt 1
Ciglinski Robert E PO Box 1089
Costick Edward W 27 Lower Beechwood Ave
Curnow Pauline 13 Mill Creek Ave
Curran John R Trust c/o John J Curran Esq PO Box 890
David W Fontaine MD PO Box 239
Davis Marciann L c/o Quality Inn & Suites Rm 313 100 S Centre St
Davis Mary D 110 E Laurel Blvd
Decarlo Michael 2410 W Norwegian St
Deibert Mildred Estate PO Box 1223
Deitrich Helen R Providence Place 2200 First Ave
Dietrich Florence 777 Water St Apt 205
Dimmerling Rose Bryn Mar Ave
East Penn Fire & Emergency Sales PO Box 299
Evans Ruth A 841 Water St Apt 1
Farley Eva 107 Llewellyn Rd
Farrell Robert L R Jonestown R 1
Felsburg Caroline 2 Edgewood Rd
Felsburg Simon E 2 Edgewood Rd
Field Family Trst of PO Box 359
Fiorillo Edward Estate 429 Laurel Blvd
Fisher Betty E York Ter 24th And Market St
Frank Sarah E 391 Hotel St
Frescos Italian Restaurant and Pizza Francesco Colonna 896 Gordon Nagle Trail
Goodell Debbie 1111 W Arch St
Gordon Adjustment Service PO Box 571
Green Alice 574 Laurel Tr
Gregg Charles 518 Laurel Tr
Hammer Mary Jane 180 Schaeffer Hill Rd
Harner Harold 407 S Centre St
Harvilla Joseph S 638 Edwards Ave
Hein George 100 N Centre St Box 282
Hirsch Dolores E 517 Howard Ave
Hirsch Marian E 517 Howard Ave
Hoefer Frances C 510 E Market St
Hoffman Alice M 801 Pottsville St
Hook Rose Anna 626 John Ohara St
Houser Rodney 1005 E Norwegian St
Hudock Cecelia 1952 3rd Ave
James Kilrain Estate E Brd
Johnson Marie Moran 31 Deer Park Dr
Kelly F J c/o Helen M Kelly 1245 W Norwegian St
Kelly F Joseph 1245 W Nor
Kelly Helen M 1245 W Norwegian St
Kitsock Florence c/o Michael J Kitsock 725 Yorktowne Rd
Klotz Jessica A 846 Lincoln Ave
Koch Maud V 327 W Race St
Kopinetz Harriet 1018 Laurel Blvd
Koppenharer Fae L Est of PO Box 1280
Koslosky Peter Graytown RR 200 3
Kushlick Victor A 165 Glenworth Rd
Laubach Francis S 307 W Norwegian St
Lengle Heidi L 647 N 2nd St Apt 2
Leonard Eleanor M 1604 Mount Hope Ave
Maley Margaret J 413 Centre
Manel Jennie R Estate RR 3 Box 3150
Marshall David S MD 1023 Mahantango St
Marx Albert N RR 3 Millcreek Ave
McAlonis Elizabeth 101 N 12th St Apt 102
McKenzie William J 1126 Pottsville St
McLanachan John M Jr c/o Mandy Lucas 2274 W Market St
McLanachan Mary C Mandy Lucas 2274 W Market St
Mehalko Josephine K Estate 11 E Savory St Palo Alto
Mehler Jeffrey M 400 Laurel Blvd Apt 701
Merick Mary 87 Main St
Michels Nick 53 West St West West Tr
Miller Bradley F 1411 West Market St
Miller Calvin M 1300 Arch St 925 Huger St
Miller Elizabeth C 1300 Arch St 925 Huger St
Miller Sophia RD 1 PO Box 88B
Minder Raymond Estate PO Box 131
Moran E C 510 E Market St
Moran Mary A 31 Deer Park Dr
Moyer Margaret 520 Harrison
Moyer Scott 28 West Pottsville St
Murphy Francis J 115 Jacks Ln
Naylor Kelly Pottsville Sports & Rehab
Ngai Demi 1642 West Norwegian St
Oconnor Helen B 607 Seltzer Rd
Palles Athena H Box 860
Palles Peter M Box 860
Peel Robert 400 Laurel Blvd
Peel Theresa 400 Laurel Blvd
Perrine Woodrow Estate 509 W Laurel St
Pester Scott 107 Emerald Ridge Dr
Petrozino Bobbi 26 Caroline Ave
Phillippi Perry RFD 2
Popeck Frank S 541 E Market St
Prestileo Aldona M 421 N Centre St
Reed Richard L 414 Spring Gdn St
Reilley Victoria A Estate 451 E Market St
Ryan Cornelius D 835 Fairmont Ave
Ryndock John J 414 Washington St
Schlitzer Charles Estate 781 N Centre St
Schnerring Eura B 411 Pierce
Schnerring George 411 Pierce
Schopp Ada H RR 1
Shank Sabrina L 492 W Ridge Rd
Short Martha 160 Red Horse Rd
Smetona Anna C 2 Sharon Dr
Smetona John A 2 Sharon Dr
Smith Carol Jean 618 Harrison St
Snyder Lucille Apt 411 777 Water St
Somereve Timothy 1631 West Market St
Stein Doris F 655 N 2nd
Stein Harold W 655 N 2nd
Stump Sarah 407 B West Arch St
Sunday Clara Estate 908 W Race St
Villella Margaret 805 W Norwegian St
Waynes Lena M 118 N Centre St
Whalen Harold W 208 Union St
Williams Deborah 101 Mahantongo St 203
Wuchter Ruth M 424 West Market St
Young Alma E 101 N 12th St Apt 301
Zacko Russel 1241 Pottsville St
Ringtown, Pa 17967
Gebhart John 67 E Main St
Gebhart Sarah 67 E Main St
Kinslow Margaret M PO Box 292
Kravetz Michael F 357 Aristes Rd
Layton Arlene Brandonville
Marasco Catherine PO Box 233
Pandolfo George C Mr Hanger W Main St
Pandolfo John Jr c/o George Pandolfo Mr Hanger W Main St
Saint Clair, Pa 17970
Attilio Dominick D 322 Brd St
Dattilio Dominick 322 Brd St
Dunkel Dana D 251 Chestnut St
Floarke Wilbert C Second St and Lawton St
Futchko Debra J 234 S 3rd St
Jensen William 201 N Front St
Kline Evelyn Estate 114 S Nicholas St
McCleave Mark 718 Franklin St
Meyer Jason 9 S Morris St
Monahan Mary C Estate 23 S Front St
Peters Theresa M 12 S Nicholas St
Pinkus Bertha 201 N Front St
Sheppo Mary Estate 253 Brd St
St Johns Reformed Church PO Box 86
Uni Mart 61 South 2nd St
Wychunas Deanna L 5 S 2nd St Apt 2C
Schuylkill Haven, Pa 17972
Assaid Gilson T c/o Michelle Markham 112 Pkwy
Ariela Alpha International LLC 301 South Margaretta St
Baver Nancy 502 Dock St
Bitzer Leroy 310 St John St
Carey Verna R 313 East Union
Costanzo Robert 35 Ave A Box 646
Dalton Mary B 35 Ave A Box 646
Dediazzy Abner B 19 Blue Mountain Hts
Doolin Margaret PO Box 86 RD 2 Stoyer Hills
Doolin Thomas PO Box 86 RD 2 Stoyer Hills
Fenstermacher Evely 123 Willow St
Gouldner Viola M 310 Saint John St
Harner Mary Est Of 255 Pkwy Apt 1108
Heller John 602 Clairmont Ave
Hoover Mark B 223 Kiehners Rd
Hughes Robert 53 Stanton St
Josies Place 6 Renningers Market
Kalbach David L 201 Ctr Ave Apt 6
Kalbach Paige M 201 Ctr Ave Apt 6
Kerschner Jane R 313 East Union
Kull Evelyn F Estate 5 North Dr
Letzkus Elmer L Apt 508 255 Pkwy
Michel Helen E Estate 10 Pkwy
Poretti Richard T 450 Columbia St
Poretti Thomas M 450 W Columbia St
Powell Leroy F
Powell Richard L 426 E Main
Race Dorothy L 107 Lilly St Apt 8
Reed Frances E RD PO Box 4
Reed Ronald RD PO Box 4
Roberts Marilyn M 120 East Main St
Russel Bittle Estate Paxon
Schaeffer Joann 31 Ave A
Schaeffer Robert B 31 Ave A
Steinbrunn Richard W Main St
Renninger Richard L 34 S Saint Peter St
Schwartz Helen 417 Hillcroft Ave
Schwenk Anna S Estate 21 William
St Johns United Church Of Christ 117 E Main St Apt 121
Sterner Robert H 317 Dock St
Walasavage Kate N 16 White Dog Dr
Wessner Charles 317 Ctr Ave
Weidner Julia A 410 E Main
Weidner Marvin G 410 E Main
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Ye Ning 72 Kelsey Dr
Youth Network of Schuylkill County 153 Schuylkill Mountain Rd
Yoder Alva E Moorenoll
Yoder William H Jr Moorenoll
Seltzer, Pa 17974
Wiest Dawn R Main St
Shenandoah, Pa 17976
Anastosky Albert J 156 Schuylkill
Antz Energy Systems Inc Chris 325 E Washington St
Ateeco Inc 600 E Ctr St c/o Beverly Sanko PO Box 606
Bazyleeicz Mary A Estate 327 W Washington St
Burchett Micheline Gibas 100 S Main St No 707
Brennan Helene 39 S Jardin St Apt 3
Brobst Catherine F Estate 303 W Coal St
Brophy Frances M Estate 216 S Jardin St
Burke Anne M PO Box 282 538 W Coal St
Bushek Mildred 339 W Lloyd St
Chapasco Danie 239 Furnace St
Chuposka Tracy 219 Indiana Ave
Cocco Jeanne 196 Schuylkill Ave
Epler Isabel M 24 W Centre St
Gastin Ethel E 228 S Jardin St
Green Stephanie C 136 N Bower St
Greener Mary 213 N Gilbert St
Guliano Richard Estate 623 W Penn St
Guzinski Catherine 246 Indiana Ave
Harris Gloria 304 S Jardin St
Heffner Dorothy J 237 W Arlington St
Heffner William R 237 W Arlington St
Hoinski Walter L 328 W Lloyd St
Hossler Jamie E 35 Chelton St Rear
Houser Edward 432 West Penn St
Hu Catherine 239 W Centre St
Hu James 239 W Centre St
Hughes Catherine A 299 Virginia Ave
Hughes Joseph 299 Virginia Ave
Igielski Joseph M 344 S West
Igielski Mary T 344 S West
Kacilowicz Kimberly A 1115 W Centre St
Krencewicz William J 24 W Centre St
Lapata Gerald 322 W Cherry St
Laurette Margaret Estate 334 W Mount Vernon St
Lindenmuth Barbara 221 W Lloyd St
Litwak Dennis 22 Weston Pl
Litwak Joseph 22 Weston Place
Magness Edward Estate 109 S Gilbert St
Majewski Theresa 43 Weston Pl
Mallo Beatrice 77 Main St
Malloy Beatrice Estate 77 Newtown Rd
McDemus Michael J 322 1/2 W Penn St
McDonald William 233 W New York St
McDonald William Sr 233 W New York St
Morgalis Jean I 227 E Lloyd St
Morgalis Leonard D 227 E Lloyd St
Najunas Jeffrey A 236 N Jardin St
Oconnell Mary PO Box 343
Oconnell Mary Estate 523 E Lloyd St
Pancerella Mark 101 W Ctr St
Pancerella Patrick 101 W Ctr St
Pedro Frank 136 Schuylkill Ave
Politowski Teofil S 940 1/2 W Coal St
Reynolds Albert 503 W Washington St
Richelderfer Marion J Estate 115 N West St
Rita Robert M 128 N Powers St
Rusin Regina M 119 S Bower St
Sadusky Beatrice D 106 N Bower St
Seibert Sophie C 319 W Mt Vernon St
Selgrade Helen 31 N West St
Selgrade Robert J 31 N West St
Selowski Clara 436 W Ctr St
Sicalotto Geraldine 213 N Gilbert St
Siebert Roger 319 W Mt Vernon St
Siegal John 646 S Carbon St
Stefanski Joseph A 28 E Centre St
Susnoskie Caroline 329 South West St
Ternopolos Olga 110 N Jardin St
Tomcavage Edward J Jr 42 Schuylkill Ave
Trayah Carl J 234 Florida Ave
Trayah Ruby 234 Florida Ave
Tucci Lewis Estate 321 1/2 W Coal St
Valentine Helem 128 N Powers St
Viedaka Dorothy D 200 Pennsylvania Ave
Whitecavage John Estate 122 S Ferguson St
Yudinsky Ann 222 W Lloyd St
Zuber Linda 319 W Mt Vernon St
Sheppton, Pa 18248
Fairway Motors 66 West Pine St PO Box 84
Mantasas Ioannis 42 East Pine St PO Box 282
Miller Amy E 66 West Pine St PO Box 84
Miller Glenn H 66 West Pine St PO Box 84
Pizanis Catherine W Pine St
Vislusky Mary Main St
Vislusky Peter Main St
Spring Glen, Pa 17978
Buffington Lynn 8350 Rte 25
Mace George 8906 Rt 25
Mace Herbert M RD Box 14
Tamaqua, Pa 18252
Adams Beatrice Estate 22 Mauch Chunk St
Baughman Harry J 305 Arlington St
Boyer Lowell W 477 Valy Rd
Boyer Martha A Boyer Wilbur C RD 1
Branch Helene P c/o Helen Moyer RR 2 Box 250
Burrell Alice 407 E Elm St
Burrell Robert T 407 E Elm St
Butts John A Estate 409 Rolling Mill Ave
Deis Gladys 115 S Elizabeth St
Desantis And Menconi 119 W Brd St
Eltringham Elwood 528 R Mill Ave
Eltringham Elwood L 528 Rolling Mill Ave
Evans Marie L 119 Patterson St
Fessler Harold M 411 E Brd St Apt 3
Finley Carolyn B 333 Owl Creek Rd
Finley Russell 333 Owl Creek Rd
Fisher Margaret N 411 East Brd St Apt 4
Fisher Russell S 411 East Brd St Apt 4
Garaffa Giuseppe 9 Sibilla Way
Hopes Collision Center 1500 W Brd St
Houser Donald A PO Box 147
Houser Mary R PO Box 147
Hruska Constance O Hometown Nursing Rehab Ctr 149 Lafayette Ave
Hruska Family Revocable Trust Hometown Nursing Rehab Ctr 149 Lafayette Ave
Hruska John J Jr Hometown Nursing Rehab Ctr 149 Lafayette Ave
Kehl Richard C c/o Louis Vitale RR 2
Kimmel Anna I 300 Biddle St
Kimmel Thomas L 300 Biddle St
Kleckner Herbert H c/o Mary K Weston Execx 109 W Brd St
Kobal Thomas 13 West Elm St
Limberis Louis E Rear 245 E Brd St
Marie And Angelos Bar Inc 315 N Railrd St
Menconi Atty James 119 W Brd St
Miller Amy J 5 John St
Miller Morgan E 5 John St
Mucher Jason A RR 2
Nelson Franklin A 331 Washington
Nelson Kathryn M 331 Washington
Okeefe Thomas 301 Mountain Spring Dr Box 518
Pajakinas Albert J 239 Orwigsburg St
Paulino Luz E 62 Hunter St
Radhey Inc 134 Mahanoy Ave
Reckalitis William Estate 222 E Brd St Apt 1505
Rita Angelina Estate 202 Lincoln Dr
Robert Hartwig Estate 421 N Railrd St
Rohall Michael J 318 Arlington St
Sabo Steve 104 Pitt St
Sabol Stephen E III 104 Pitt St
Shaub Russell E Estate 505 E Brd St
Shellhamer Lois Estate 307 Arlington St
Smith Ernest W Apt 2M 201 E Brd St
Staudt Charles H 202 Brown St
Steigerwalt Cheryl Ann RR 3 Box 60B
Steinert Ines 124 Patterson St
Wallace Anthony S 613 615 E Elm St
Waller Mildred 311 Railrd
Walts Drive In 46 Mazur Ln
Wecht Olga 124 Patterson St
Werley Esther A 325 Schuylkill
West Knitting Mills Div Dawson Consumer Products Box 470
Whitbeck Charlene M 61 Mantzville Rd
Whitbeck Joseph J 61 Mantzville Rd
Yost Mabel R 149 Lafayette Ave
Yurko Michael Estate 116 Gay St
Ziegler Claude H 32 Market St
Tarenton, Pa 17948
Rhea James 607 East 10th Ave
Tower City, Pa 17980
Behney Robert Bruce Jr 128 N Yohe St
DeSantis Joseph A Jr 926 E Grand Ave
Draper Lisa L 45 W Grand Ave
Glynn Jodie S PO Box 177
Miller Pearl E 536 W Grand Ave
Miller Robert C 536 W Grand Ave
Slingwine John E RR 1 Box 150
Slingwine Marian M RR 1 Box 150
Unger Donald W 420 Dietrich Ave
Tremont, Pa 17981
Bambrick John W 107 Spring St
Becker Jeffrey 7 S Tremont St
Graver Lewis W 52 S Tremont St
Kopfinger Joseph 242 N Pine St
Kopfinger Linda 242 N Pine St
Krammes Katie R 134 E Main St
Maniet John P 30 West Main St Apt 3
Miller Linnet M 395 Crescent St
Miller Mae 29 Spring St
Miller Mervin G 29 Spring St
Neal Larry D 410 W Main St
Rhody Barry A 129 W Main
Rhody Lydia M 129 W Main
Scheib Gary D Box 10 Star Rte
Tuscarora, Pa 17982
Vilcheck John S PO Box 13
Vilcheck Joseph PO Box 13
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Valley View, Pa 17983
Mueller Clinton 1608 W Main St
Schwalm Ralph H Box 205
Trivalley Treat 1804 W Main St
Wehry Gloria S 406 Maple St PO Box 108
Zion Grove, Pa 17985
Rapach Michael B 193 Red Ridge Rd
Somerset County
Acosta Pa 15520
Nancarvis Jody L PO Box 141
Addison Pa 15411
Johnson Daniel A 799 Lake Side Rd
Yough Lake Marina 140 Marina Dr
Berlin Pa 15530
Baker Kenneth 1402 Allegheny St
Barley Jessica 712 Shady Ln
Cooper Robert A 629 Main St 1
Keim Sales And Servi 1896 White Horse Rd
Kennedy Jay M 603 Brotherton Rd
Leydig Geneva C 393 Archery Rd
Mc Robert S 510 North St Box 182
Moorcroft Harry Jr 700 Meadow St
Putt Raymond A 3065 Brotherton Rd Apt 1b
Snyders Of Berlin 1313 Stadium Dr
Boswell Pa 15531
Balsavage Elizabeth 608 Stonycreek St
Gontis Mark 176 Gontis Ln
Cairnbrook Pa 15924
Lemick Martha Estate 56 Reitz 2
Manko Mary PO Box 257
Central City Pa 15926
Chappie Dorothy 1007 Bunker Hill Rd
Cincinnati Insurance Co PO Box 174
Hastings Martha H 453 Mai St
Holman Larry G 516 Peninsula Dr
Milavec Anthony F 807 Lohr St
Milavec Elizabeth 807 Lohr St
Papasoff Elsie B Rr 1 Box 164
Saunders Maria N PO Box 142
Wider Anne G Rr 1
Confluence Pa 15424
Buckey Thomas L Jr PO Box 36
Butler Dorothy Rd 2 Box 34
Daniels James E 216 Mae West Rd
Fitzgerald Eugene R 137 Fairview Ave
Livengood Earl L 137 Fairview Ave
Willox Carol 309 Park St Apt 4
Davidsville Pa 15928
Ott Howard R Apt 804 Laurel View Village
Ott Laverne G Apt804 Laurel View Village
Davidheiser Iva M Rr 1
Fairhope Pa 15538
Atkinson Florence Lynns Grove
Fort Hill Pa 15540





Baronie Bridget M 564 Milow Kimmel Rd Apt 3
Brant James Rd 2 Box 112
Foster Thelma F Estate Rr 2
Foust Charles L Rr 1
Foust Leroy H Rr 1
Hidden Valley Pa 15502
Maitland Celelata 1767 Greenfield Tr
Hollsopple Pa 15935
Apryle Thomas J Iv 130 Old Hershberger Rd
Defrancesco Lena Estate River St
M M M 587 Thomas Rd
Schubert Eric P 197 Pikeview Dr
Stanton Linda J 1828 Woodstown Hwy
Stutzman Sally L Rd 1 Box 176
Swaneys Chuck Westend Auto Body 130 Old Hershberger Rd
Thomas Ray Rr 1
Hooversville Pa 15936
Birch Ruth PO Box 230
Lech Grace Rr 1
Petrilla Steve J Box 11
Jenners Pa 15546
Thomas Philip N 116 Peach St
Jennerstown Engine Technology PO Box 328
Young Roderyk D W Denison Way
Jerome Pa 15937
Clark Margaret A PO Box 118
Kertis Carol Jean PO Box 248
Parks Lois L PO Box 23
Kantner Pa 15548
Woods Sharon 1166 Wilson Ave
Meyersdale Pa 15552
Banks Charles E Estate 6 Chestnut St
Banks William F 6 Chestnut St
Cogan James L 716 Saint Paul Rd
Dimarco Mary C 5181 Main St
Engle Randy Maple City Developers 645 Keystone St Ext
Lantz Carey L 306 North St Apt 1
Lantz Daniel P 306 North St Apt 1
Lasure Shirley 222 Main St Apt 219
Most Richard Allen Sr 6 Chestnut St
Murphy Joseph E 220 2nd Ave
One Stop Automotive 306 North St Apt 1
Padfield Gerald E 125 Meyers Ave
Weyant Tracy L 7877 Mt Davis Rd
White Earnest Estate Rr 3
Rockwood Pa 15557
Danfelt Kirk E 445 Pioneer Rd
Dehaven Jeremy 1999 Markleton School House Rd
Faidley Barbara J Apt 2 740 Somerset Ave
Fisher Christopher 243 Railrd Ave
Leaphart Winona L Estate 940 Main St
Matthews Julie 621 West Main St
Pletcher Ethel K 1886 Garret Rd
Porter Richard B 289 Middlecreek Rd
Rockwood Casualty 654 Main St
Snyder Wilbur K 2997 Markleton School R
Tinkey Brothers Lumber Co Inc 140 La Valy Farm Ln
Salisbury Pa 15558
Almquist Kathryn 134 Grant St
Keim Jerry M PO Box 490
Keim John M PO Box 490
Meese George M Rte 1
Meese Jean B 409 Old Rte 219
Paul Dale E 120 Grant St PO Box 8
Simpkins Walter G 120 Grant St PO Box 8
Skidmore Charles Apt 312 Box 464
Shanksville Pa 15560
Hanes Richard E 501 Main St
Sipesville Pa 15561
Serena Alma N PO Box 166
Somerset Pa 15501
Abrl Llc 125 Lewis Dr
Barkman Jon A 116 N Ctr Ave
Barndt Catherine Estate 448 W Union St
Barndt Charles Estate 448 W Union St
Bowen Helen M 459 Patton St
Bowne Helen 459 Patton St
Brinham Lillian J 261 W Patriot St
Brown Thomas J 404 S Ctr Ave
Chase Title Services 118 W Main St
Crimone Russell C/O J Crimone 391 Cannel Dr
Curtis Mary J 187 Marge Ln
Curtis Patricia J 187 Marge Ln
Darrah Wanda S 219 N Park Ave
Durst William E Estate Rr 3
Frampton Beverly A 448 West Bakersville-Edie Rd
Friedline Billie 1027 Park Ave
Fundis John L 1264 Estate Ave
Graham Allen R 1097 W Un
Handlan Kimberly A Box 1313
Hatfield Gerald D 242 W Garrett St 2fl
Hay Nancy Lpc 245 W Race St
Hockenberry William PO Box 1330
Jeff Hess 2006 N Ctr Ave
Jennerstown Motor Sports Inc 373 Hillside Ln
Keim Emmert D Est Of 204 W Main St
Keiser Carl 850 West Sanner St
Kelly Joyce 1264 Estate Ave
Ketchel Judy A PO Box 4354
Lafferty Beverly 2184 W Bakersville Edie Rd
Lambert Ernest E Rr 5
Landis Frye Helen Anne 130 Deer Ln
Leput Mark 152 Culligan Rd
Leput Shaunn S 152 Culligan Rd
Livengood Gary L C O Della Chutz PO Box 1314
Maust Kevin 723 South Ctr Ave Apt 2
Mckenzie Bambi 124 Hawk Ln
Mckenzie Brady A 980 E Main St
Mckenzie Daniel 980 E Main St
Meyersdale Truck Services 116 N Ctr Ave
Nguyen Trung PO Box 844
Phillipy Charlotte I 4312 Glades Pike
Quesnell Theresa Estate 239 W Fairview St
Resnik Helen M Estate 239 W Fairview St
Ridilla Hilda 730 Acosta
Ritco Inc PO Box 607
Roberts Arthur L Estate 237 W Union St
Rohrbaugh Justin C 418 Piedmont Rd
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Schmidt Frank PO Box 292
Sechler Charles R 1334 Grandview Ave
Shaffer Donna 126 W Church St Apt 709
Shaffer Mary P 984 Sunset Dr
Spangler Verna E 943 Smith St
Stevanus Lea 107 Village Way
Thomson Margaret Est Of 124 N Ctr Ave
Vanfossen Theodore W 519 W Garrett St Apt 3
Weimer Jackie R 128 Race St
Wong Duane 162 E Sanner St
Younkin Ralph W 397 Chippewa Rd
Springs Pa 15562
Boone Larry T 1952 Spgs Rd
Petroutzis Vasilios 3 Kritis St
Stoystown Pa 15563
Baer Patricia A 114 First St
Bear Alisha PO Box 194
Campbell Robert W 154 Wilbur B St
Hydock Joyce L 2299 Lincoln Hwy
Nicholson Dorothy Estate Rr 1
Percherke Agnes Rr 1
Percherke Andy Rr 1
Reininger Irene R D 1
Smith Sean 159 2nd St
Windber Pa 15963
Badowkskt Florence 2905 Cambria Ave
Badowski Chester A 2905 Cambria Ave
Badowski Florence Badowski Chester 2905 Cambria Ave
Berezansky Donna 642 Ashtola Dr
Ellingsworth Agnes M 1700 Veil Ave Apt 611
Elton Coal Company 509 Fifteenth St
Fleming Jacqueline A 412 Graham Ave
Gordon Raymond 1500 Graham Ave
Gordon Ruth 1500 Graham Ave
Gorgon Stella 1811 Graham Ave
Gorgone Robert W 1811 Graham Ave
Gorgone Stella M 1811 Graham Ave
Herber Peter Jr 904 Main St
Holsopple Dorothy E 401 Ctr St
Holsopple Edward G 401 Ctr St
Huston Dolores R 1341 Hillsboro Rd
Ihle Daniel R 319 12th St
Jarvis James R 404 Bedford St
Jarvis Kathryn R 404 Bedford St
Jones Richard P 687 Railrd St
Katchur Helen G Estate 33 Veil Rd
Lichtwar Linda 412 11th St
Maiolo Edward A 1401 Somerset Ave
Miller William PO Box 173
Miscoe Chiropractic Clnc Pc Pstrfd 809 Main St Ste 1
Miscoe Constance 809 Main St Ste 1
Mock Bernice M Estate 900 Gilda Dr
Naglic Michael J 1306 Cambria Ave
Naglic Nicholas M 1306 Cambria Ave
Oaks Lillie 225 Gdn Dr
Rachael James 117 Lloyd St
Rosa Constance M 1721 Budd Ave
Schreyer Gertrude 411 11th St
Shaffer Dennis 202 Wood St
Windber Medical Cent 600 Somerset Ave
Tioga County
Blossburg, Pa 16912
Becker Jane M 114 Morris St
Brittingham William 1006 East Creek Rd
Casella David J 246 Main St Apt 4
Casella Sarah M 246 Main St Apt 4
Gavin Robert E 101 Tannery St
Lindquist Alfred O 126 Morris St
Scott Joseph C B 106 Riverside Park
Stachowski Daniel P Estate 118 S Williamson Rd
Vanden Broek Vivian R Riverside Park Apt 14a
Wilson Genevieve Estate S Williamson Rd
Brookfield, Pa 16950
Watson Doris A 1150 Pkwy Dr
Watson Jack W 1150 Pkwy Dr
Charleston, Pa 16901
Miller John W RD 1
Miller Roy RD 1
Covington, Pa 16917
Ames James PO Box 244
Honeyfield Kalen C PO Box 52
Pequignot John B 88 Birdland Rd
Poole Brandon G 30 Wheeler Ln Lot 8
Umble David M RR 1 Box 24
Umble Susan J RR 1 Box 24
Elkland, Pa 16920
Caffo Janet A Estate 108 Proctor Ave
Farrell Bernice L Estate 106 1st St
Kohler Melvin L 204 Pattison Ext
Kohler Ruth J 204 Pattison Ext
Metamora Products Industrial Pkwy
Northern Tioga School District PO Box 7
Whitsell Gregory R PO Box 173
Gaines, Pa 16921
Maroney Edward D 1776 Elkrun Rd
Knoxville, Pa 16928
Ludlam Bernice P 9527 Rte 249
Rouse Willard 111 S 1st St
Lawrenceville, Pa 16929
Farr Gwendolyn O 207 Upper Somers Ln
Fenstermacher Margaret L Box 362
Hall Sherry 207 Upper Somers Ln
Jeffers Melody S 1200 Croft Hill Rd
Rothenburgh John PO Box 531
Liberty, Pa 16930
E And J Trucking James Rte Jr RR 1 Box 161
Novak Raymond 4922 Kincaid St
Little Marsh, Pa 16950
Hall Luella Estate RR 1
Mainesburg, Pa 16932
Baysore Thomas A Jr PO Box 162
Jackson Peggy L 555 Tice Rd
Kline Art 188 Connelly Mtrd
Mansfield, Pa 16933
Bencetic Stephen T Bencetic Barbara 344 E Roosevelt Hwy
Asbury James RR 2 Box 1602
Brace Bernard M 226 Sherwood Manor
Briggs Benjamin J PO Box 548
Day Laurence K RR 2 Box 315
Harrington Clare RD 1 Box 462
Hulslander Hazel 106 S Academy St
Jenkins Lorraine Estate RR 3
Klingensmith Larry E 680 Korb Rd
Lee Dolores M RD 1 Sun Valy
Page Emagene 30 Blacktop Ln Lot 74
S J Woodworks 411 Canoe Camp Creek Rd
Shaw Jonathan P 207 Burley Ridge Rd
Tomlinson Mary A 40 Rolling Acres Rd
Middlebury Center, Pa 16935
Cobb John E RR 1
Cole And Burd Ford Lincoln Mercury RD 2 Box 267A
Southard Robin S RD 2 Box 267A
Southard Ronald L RD 2 Box 267A
Trowbridge Megan RR 2 Box 306a2
Weber Clarence 595 Norris Brook Rd
Wolfe Frances E 59 Wolfe Ln
Wolfe Leonard W 59 Wolfe Ln
Millerton, Pa 16936
Brewer Patricia RR 2 Box 145
Hess Bonna RD 1 Box 13a
Hess Stephen RD 1 Box 13a
Lessard Cynthia 3009 Rte 549
Miller Aaron D RR 2 Box 41s
Tobey Anna RD 2 Box 6a
Tobey Anna M RR 2 Box 6a Beck St
Morris Pa 16938
Carpenter Charles F 144 Deerfield Rd
Johnston Carol L 22861 RT 287 Hwy
Lamore Geneva A Estate RR 1 Box 8
Morris Run, Pa 16939
Wilson Genevieve Estate Laurel Personal Care Home
Nelson, Pa 16940
Carr Robert P PO Box 4
Kennedy Kelly M PO Box 44
Manley, Emmalena
Manley Harold E
Runyan Gretchen A RR 1
Runyan Gretchen A Rte 49
Osceola, Pa 16942
Brimmer Helen RR 1
Ludlam Louis Estate RR 1
Marzo Margaret L 1160 Holden Brook Rd
Roaring Branch, Pa 17765
Casselbury Pethina RR 1 Box 1422
Whyno James Paul PO Box 82
Sabinsville, Pa 16943
Seeley Patricia Locust St Apt 97
Tioga, Pa 16946
Cushing Virgil PO Box 1 Box 145-A
Gee Harold RR 1 Box 152
Minier Sims Ruth L Estate RR 1
Rall William D 3081 Ridge Rd
Slusser Ossie RR 2 Box 104
Stafford Kim 171 River Rd
Strait Rebecca RR 2 Box 229
Trull Karl F 409 S Tower Hill Rd
White Timothy 105 Deer Ln Lot 47
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Wellsboro, Pa 16901
Arvin Arabella E 27 W Water St #494
Butcher Matthew 2427 Balsam Rd
Campbell Patricia Estate 21 Grant St Apt B113
Conroy Agnes 10 Cole St Apt 408
Dean Homer F 2 Calkins Ln
Doser Nancy C Park Hill Manor 21 Grant St Apt C108
Gafford Grady D Jr 15 Meade St Ste U1
Gleason Foster H 701 W Branch Rd
Hawk Lillian R 111 Country Ter
Hudzinski Marian 37 Central Ave
Hutton Ruth 39 Central Ave Apt 3g
Johnson Lewis 53 Nichols St
Johnston Ivy Estate RR 6
Kelsey Creek Investors Assoc Attn Richard Black PO Box 1054
Knott George W 1464 Catlin Hollow Rd
Krystoff Evelyn L Estate RR 1
Mathers Robert E Estate RR 2
Mattison Bobbie 287 Tioga St
Osgood and Vanhendy LLC 68 Main St
Palmer Larue 37 Central Ave
Putnam William 41 Grant St
Schwartz Lee 1445 Reese Hill Rd
Shamlian Colette 10 Austin St
Sweet Robert N 429 Sullivan Rd
Tickner Inc Dba Koch Homestead Realty 3006 Princeton St
Vandegrift Wilma A RD 7 Box 85d
Vandergrift Jean M RD 7 Box 85d
Vaness Michael K 924 Copp Hollow Rd
Webster Susan E RR 3
White Jean R 51 Water St
White William F 51 Water St
Ying Charles C 20 West Ave
Westfield, Pa 16950
Cady Amy Jo RR 1 297
Eh Hall Co Inc C/O Brandi Fitzwater 360 Church St
Nelson Claire B RD 4 Box 3
Nelson Clayton P RD 4 Box 3
Parker Virginia L 250 Race St Apt 306
Potter Effie V Estate 229 North St
Schweigart George E 189 Potter Brook Rd
Schweigart Scott 189 Potter Brook Rd
Washington County
Allenport Pa 15412
Holman Kenneth M PO Box 156
Amity Pa 15311
Endowment Fundof North Ten c/o J A Iams 119 Ikes Rd
Knestrick Ruth L 338 Ten Mile Rd
Laurine Ronald 247 Ridge Church Rd
Mile Cemetery Association Inc c/o J A Iams 119 Ikes Rd
North Ten Mile Cemetery c/o J A Iams 70 Ikes Rd
Weaver John W RD 1 Box 141
Weaver Ruth G RD 1 Box 141
Atlasburg Pa 15004
Stevens Darla 21 Second St
Stevens Kenneth L 21 Second St
Avella Pa 15312
Blaha Robert 50 Fallen Timber Rd
Chess Donald C 105 Reed Rd
Chess Donald Est 105 Reed Rd
Holloman Adam 50 Campbell St
Painter Stanley C 37 Painters Ln
Peterson Robert 66 Brunner Dr
Rush Donald W 644 County Rd
Rush Michael P 376 Fox Rd
Rush Stacey K 376 Fox Rd
Seman Emily Anne 655 Reed Rd
Shuster Evelyn H 543 Washington Pike
Vineyards C T 24 Clarke Ln
Beallsville Pa 15313
Baker Jesse Box G 22 Baker S Ln
Nemacolin Country Club Rte 40
Reno Mucci Box 121
Rhodes Carl Box 162
Bentleyville Pa 15314
Alba Kelly 269 Johnston Rd
Baines Leonard 910 Main St
Bartanus Joseph 330 Lincoln Ave
Bundash David J RD 1
Bundash Margaret A RD 1
Dorazio Rose A 600 Mary St
Dore Edward 304 Washington St Apt 411
Grachen George 106 Salters Ave
Graham Frances J 172 Hess Rd
Hudock Julia RD 1 Box 125
Hustava Andy PO Box 115
Johnston Sherrilyn 224 Beallsville Rd
Kaefer Ruth RFD 1 Box 172
Kearns Clyde 203 Third St
Kelly Alba E 269 Johnston Rd
Luketich Adele 206 Mary St
Malarbi Anthony R 120 Warren St
Maley Elma Main St
Martin William O Lincoln
Martin William O RR 1
Ruby David H 602 Old West Rd
Sheehan Barbara 100 Railrd St
Skerbetz William Estate RR 1
Spernak Janet Estate 436 Lusk Rd
Stankus John R 129 Bertram St
Stish John K 907 Main St
Stiteler Paul S 246 RR 1 246
Stiteler Paul S Box 172 RFD 1
Stiteler Paul W RFD 1 Box 172
Sworchek Albert Estate RR 1
Unsic Elvira Lincoln St
Vernallis Frank P 105 James St
Washington Chevrolet 602 Old West Rd
Wilson Robert K 110 Spring St
Wulf Nancy 309 Russie Ave
Wulf William 309 Russie Ave
Bulger Pa 15019
Butler Eugene J 853 Phillis Rd
Huchko Charlotte A 1033 Candor Rd
Burgettstown Pa 15021
Barrett Theresa L 555 Joffrecherry Valy Rd
Bongiorni Deborah E 49 Dinsmore Ave
Cassidy Edward R 9 Froats Dr
Clark Dora 1527 Main St 3
Donald H Winkler Ins 781 Rte 18
Everhart Charles W 1009 Steubenville Pike
Kemper Shawn L 7 Colwell St
Klein Pierre J 70 Florence Ave
Klein Thelma 70 Florence Ave
Laposta Robert H 7 Ferguson St
Lonick Catherine A 19 Lincoln Ave
McCracken Dennis 13 Charles St
McGinnis Margaret 123 Eldersville Rd
Olsen George A 85 N Kings Creek Rd
PA Fages Mechanical 28 Ridge Rd
Paden Construction L 1049 Stevbenville Pike
Ramsey Bernard J PO Box 366
Ramsey Jennie PO Box 366
Sheraskey Frank Sr RD 4
Sheraskey Josephine RD 4
Starck Van Lines Inc 12 Starck Dr
Stevens David 26 Maple Ave
Stewart Richard T 702 Plum Run Ave
Stewart Richard T Jr 702 Plum Run Ave
Stockman and Kinskey Concrete Co 1308 Cross Creek Rd
Tusky Anthony J 620 S0 Main St
Tusky Margaret L 620 S0 Main St
Vettori Aneta PO Box 328
Williams Angelo M 114 Ctr Ave
Williams James J 114 Ctr Ave
Williams Mary C 114 Ctr Ave
Wilson Ronald 187 Steubenville Pike
Yerace Eileen M 44 Tenan St
Yerace Elleen 24A Windy Hill Ln
California Pa 15419
Bissell John Apt 811 520 Liberty St
Ciappa Nick 3rd
Ciappa Rose M 3rd
Crockett Bonita 701 Mesdow Ave
Dowdell Evan P 517 Strawberry Way
Garee Marjorie A 59 5th St
Groetsch John A 128 Liberty St
Groetsch Nellene M 128 Liberty St
Hollowood Susan 203 5th St
Kennedy Pamela K 437 Wilkins Ave
Mccrory Clarence Estate 1245 Highland Dr
Perc Teacher Job Fair 250 University Ave
Phillips Ethel H 2nd
Price John W Estate High St
Prosba Mae P 747 Hertzog St
Sims John M Jr 633 American St Apt 4
Souza Felipe F 626 Park St
Stewart Kelly J 889 Wood St
Valentine John 937 Shutterly Ave
Valentino Disree 1227 California Terr
Yonko Mary 520 Liberty St Apt 105
Zeller Lena 101 California Apts 325 2nd
Zeller Lloyd 101 California 325 2nd St
Canonsburg Pa 15317
Allpointe Mortgage LP 375 Southpoint Blvd
Auld David 247 Fieldbrook Dr
Bailey Kecalf J 1461 Meadowbrook Dr
Batch Roxanne 314 Munnell St
Beam Sheri A 333 Klinger Rd
Biebel Concetta V 2012 Overlook Ct
Bird Donald L 620 1/2 Duquesne Ave
Blanock Aline 903 Short St
Blanock Aline 904 Short St
Blasey Denise 103 Bridle Trail
Brandon 126 Marlboro Dr
Burgess Marie 151 Oak Spring Rd
Burkhart Margaret 128 Valy Rd
Callahan Dorothy 353 Euclid Ave
Callahan Joseph 353 Euclid Ave
Campbel Bertha M 215 E College St Apt 19
Campbell Bertha M 215 E College St Apt 3
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Cannon Tool Co Emply Pro Shar Pln 165 Valy Rd
Cevile Anita 232 East College St
Chan Michelle 126 Marlboro Dr
Chess Street Properties LLC 344 Treetop Rd
Cincinnati Indemnity Co PO Box 1350
Cincinnati Insurance Co PO Box 1230
Cliffs North American Coal 601 Technology Dr Pointe Plaza Suite 300
Consol Energy 1000 Consol Energy Dr
Crown Castle USA Inc 2000 Corporate Dr
Crown Cstl Intl Corp 2000 Corporate Dr
Dalbo Frank RD 1
Dalbo Mary RD 1
Davis Kathleen A H Est of 450 Ironwood Dr
Derkach Michael 307 2nd St
Dill John T 113 S 2nd St
Disalle Lena 105 Murdock St
Dunic Marie C RD 2
Dzikowski Helen Estate 513 Park Ave
Easter Louis N 530 Duquesne Ave
Ellenberger Dustin K 614 Deerwatch Dr
Ellenberger S T 614 Deerwatch Dr
Esselstyn Marie Estate RR 1
Fickulak Gilda 130 Lakewood Dr
Fickulak Joseph E 130 Lakewood Dr
Fisher Brian E Be Fisher Associates Inc 16 Galati Ln
Flattely Ellen M Estate 107 Mount Blaine Dr
Foutz Ryan W 145 Parkln Dr
Franko Marie Apt 312 121 N Central Ave
Gamble Albert G 219 North Central
Gamble Sara 219 North Central
Grant Advisors LLC 280 Lakeside Dr North
Gregorakis James S 314 Spruce St
Gribbs Dennis 144 Murdock St
Griffith Clara L Estate 104 Mount Blaine Dr
Grove Donna 132 E Pike St
Guarantee Ins PO Box 1160
Guth Robert 121 Champion Way
Hlad Mary RR 1
Huff Timothy J 532 Duquesne Ave Floor 2
Ipock George T Jr 203 Hickory Cir
J P Bar Grille Inc 8 Four Coins Dr
Jackson Larry 215 Pheasantve
Jakubek Paul P 916 Carol Dr
Jugan Joseph 166 E College St
Kelley Nellie 209 Adams
Kemmner Patty L 155 Sedeca Dr
Kicinski Maureen 424 Ironwood Dr
King Clifford 214 Greenside Ave
Knaiz Judith 100 Tandem Village Rd
Kobrys Mary 330 E Pike St
Kobrys Mary 357 Cloverdale Ave
Kosem Gary 165 Valy Rd
Kotyk Anna 203 Lincoln Ave
Krawczyk Edward 240 E College St
Kriebel Blaine 1029 Meadowbrook Dr
Kuhlman John 212 Greenside Ave Apt 4
Laskowski Jeffrey A 1508 Rte 980
Lewis Florence M Estate RR 2 Box 63
Mack Virginia 713 Valeria Dr
Mardyn Edward 33 Arch St
Matthews Lisa 126 Richland Ave
McCall Richard W 2008 Trillium Ct
McKee Arthur 39 1/2 Water St
Melone Dale R 110 Murdock St
Mesick Jason Trust c/o R H Dibiase 118 Woodside Dr
Moxon Joseph 325 Curry Hill Rd
Mylan Laboratories Inc 1500 Corporate Dr Attn V
Ocain Debbie T MD 2403 Washington Rd
Ogrodows Geraldine Estate 100 Medical Blvd
Patmon Gaines A 121 N Central Ave Apt 301
Patmon Jean 121 N Central Ave Apt 301
Peijnenburg Ton 505 Brookfield Ct
Phillips Olga 502 Ketchum Dr
Pino Rosa 548 Galdden Rd
Popular Housing Services 4 Grandview Cir Suite 201
Price Kirk E 119 Fern St
Primonato Cheryl 312 Memorial Dr
Rizzo Teresa 450 Mcclelland Rd
Rizzo Virgil 450 Mcclelland Rd
Roberts Willia 2001 Park Place Dr
Robinson Juan 1026 Highland Dr
Sandroni Donald S 1360 Rte 980 North
Sapp Elizabeth S 2 Hutchinson Ave
Scarsellato Sabastine J 148 Oak Spring Rd
Scarsellato Theresa 148 Oak Spring Rd
Seraly Mark 1253 McEwen Ave
Shaffer Keith R 137 John Dr
Shaw Donald L 635 Alpine Dr
Shuba Stanley 212 Greenside Ave Apt 1
Siget Christopher P 347 Cecil Henderson Rd
Simonin Robert 160 West Pike St
Smith Cary 236 Taylor Dr
Smith Gary L 1029 Saddleclub Dr
Tatano Patsy J 506 Giffin Ave
Tedeschi Louise 615 Marple Ave
Terling Connie T 208 Mcclelland Rd
Tharp Dennis 403 Greenside Ave
Tittle James 208 Pineview Dr
Tomsie Sara 117 Dundee Dr
Tsupros Nancy J 7 Ross Rd
Watson Diana Estate 604 Gladden Rd
Wheeler Marie 101 Vly View Terr
World of Wonders Day Care Ctr Inc 2106 Washington Rd
Yanni John D 113 High Point Dr
Cecil Pa 15321
Edward T Sitarik Const Inc PO Box 383
Fleeher Linda M 21 Sylvan Dr
Grillo Delores Estate RR 1
Jakiela Brandon Daniel 46 Meadowcrest Dr
Jakiela Deborah Lynne 46 Meadowcrest Dr
May Amanda 3228 Millers Run Rd
Miller Centrifugal Cas PO Box 456 Attn Hr Dept
Sturdivant Kelly K PO Box 423
Charleroi Pa 15022
Ambrose Joseph 901 McKean Ave
Baker Deborah A Baker Julia 813 McKean
Briggs Kenneth W 1013 McKean Ave
Cantarell Annetta 210 McKean Ave
Caruso Frances A 541 Fallowfield Ave
Caruso Marguerite 541 Fallowfield Ave
Cerjan Ronald 409 Meadow Ave Fl 1
Cicconi Donald 1 Mclean Ave
Conrad Aaron K 327 Shady Ave
Cornaire Cheryl 327 Shady Ave
Desak Cinclair 29 Truman Rd
Deunger Gary 724 Conrad Ave No
Driesen Conrad F 578 Conrad Ave North
Driesen Hannah 578 Conrad Ave North
Ehko Robert S PO Box 583
Elchak John 818 Fallowfield Ave
Elsbury Randy 909 Lincoln Ave
Encapera Made 713 Washington Ave
Galiffa Jacqueline Speers Boro 261 Grandview Way
Geer Douglas 251 Nineth St Apt 713
Geer Sarah J 251 Nineth St Apt 713
General Mechanical C Inc 15 Arentzen Blvd
Gurnik Ronald W 75 Fremont Rd
Gysegem Philomena A 608 Crest Ave Apt 1
Hall Ruth E 112 Prospect Ave
Houchins Gwendolon V 25 Brushton Ln
Huss Kenneth 577 Conrad Ave
Jenkins Carl F Sr Estate 207 Lincoln Ave
Johnson Susan Jo 203 12 Shady Ave
Johnston Dorothy A 400 4th St 8 North
Jordan Joseph G 523 Mckean Ave
Kelly Jack 305 Chamber Plaza
Kostolansky Fred 415 Woodward Ave North
Kostolansky Julia 415 Woodward Ave North
Kotc David PO Box 526
Kronmer Sylvia Estate 329 Fallowfield Ave
Kuvinka Stella M Estate 302 Sheppard Ave North
Little Donald 717 Washington Ave
Little Eleanor 717 Washington Ave
Martin Madalyn Estate RR 1 Box 526
Mayer Shirley E 400 4th St #8 North
McCloskey Frank 165 Linden Ave
McCune Evelyn R 701 11th St
McFaddins Pat Day Care 440 Monongahela Ave
Mitchell Ronald A 600 Lookout Ave
Mitchell William 600 Lookout Ave
Morgan Heather L 1003 Lincoln Ave Apt 1
Pasterick Evon Estate 600 Woodward Ave North
Pocky Donna 81 Lover Jonestown Rd
Pocky John H 81 Lover Jonestown Rd
Popovich John D PO Box 266AR
Porreca Anthony R 26 Petrak Ave
RJ Automotive 106 Rte 88
Rauchfuss Joseph Estate 928 Meadow Ave
Richey Murray 3 McKinley Rd
Rickard Anne D 813 Washington Ave
Ryan Catherin S Apt 4 600 Fal
Ryan John R Apt 4 600 Fal
Sabatini Eleanor I Box 449A RD 1
Sabol Martha 717 Locust Ln North
Sabol Theresa 251 Ninth St
Santini Sheryl L 21 Central Ave
Smith George W Estate Rr 1
Sobol Bernard H MD Professional 420 Fallowfield Ave
Sobol Ronald L 420 Fallowfield Ave
Sphar Helen L 310 Oakland Ave
Vanvarenberg I J 409 5th St
Varganin Andrew 200 Smt Cir
Wilson Mitzie J 733 Lincoln Ave
Yadrick Joseph 200 Shady Ave
Yankoski Violet RR 1 Box 532
Claysville Pa 15323
Arbore Crystal L 160 Highland Ridge Rd
Bracken Kathleen E 299 Hawthorn Rd PO Box 47
Campsey David M 346 Wayne St
Corey Edward T 145 Petroleum Ave
Garrett Robert I 142 Elm St PO Box 494
Gossic Richard Hixenbaughs Convalescent Home PO Box 495
Hancock James M PO Box 494 119 Green St
Harden Lisa 2048 Pleasant Grove
Harden Mark 2048 Pleasant Grove
Ingram Roger 112 East Finley Dr
Irwin Wynona 147 Main St PO Box 117
Jackson Leatha M RD 2 Box 143A
Kimple Bernard L 119 Green St PO Box 494
Lipscomb Nina PO Box 415
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Little Marshall L PO Box H
McClelland James B 278 Woodburn Rd
McMurrain Michael P 1045 S Sunset Beach Rd
McMurrain Patricia B 1045 S Sunset Beach Rd
Menzer Amy 4409 St Rt 40
Moore Mildred D 66 Dutch Fork Church Rd
Reitnauer James A 119 Knox Rd
Richey Stephen B 66 Rock Hollow Rd
Rotunda Mary C 142 Elm St PO Box 494
Stetson Joseph PO Box 161
Vanicheck Joseph 142 Elm St PO Box 494
Virk Navdeep 24 Donegal Ave
Welling John 119 Green St PO Box 494
Coal Center Pa 15423
Allshouse Howard D RD 1 Box 80
Baker Samatha 186 Dally Rd
Blastic Joseph RR 1 Box 49
Blastic Rose E RR 1 Box 49
Cooper Anna B RD 1
Harper Dolores RD 1
Hess Barbara 2 Gran Dee Dr
Kash Alexander Jr Estate 467 S California Dr
Kash Edward 420 S California Ave
Kushner Joseph B Box 201
Mcintosh Marilyn E Exec 467 S California Dr
Spitak Anna D Box 201
Stark Patti J RD 1
Cokeburg Pa 15324
Armenini Ann Estate 115 Grant St
Doveshek John C Jr Rte 917
Kadilak Paul 12 Madison St
Martin Glenda K 118 Washington St
Martin William E 118 Washington St
Megles Joseph RFD 3
Pyle John D Box 87
Syncavitch Marlene Box 348
Wells Kimberly A 12 Madison St PO Box 91
Daisytown Pa 15427
Armbrust David A 195 Woodland Rd
Jackson Annie RR 1
Lincoski George Box 107
Magyar John Box 165
Malig Michael Box 116
Matesic Roberta Michele 478 Sunset Dr
Denbo Pa 15429
Driscoll Barbara A PO Box 135
Onofrey Andrew PO Box 103
Donora Pa 15033
Aguilar Margaret 1329 Gilmore Ave
Alvarez Ereda Estate 1055 Meldon Ave
Amatangelo Craig 541 Mccrea Ave
Baldini John L 509 Third St
Belak Michael 646 4th St
Brandani Cyril A 19 Grant Dr Rabe Manor
Brandani Theresa B 19 Grant Dr Rabe Manor
Cheesebrough Ronald 315 Thompson Ave
Chiedor Martha A 50 Mckean Ave
Crews John 430 1st St
Crucioli Natalie 72 Highland Av
Degidio George 319 Van Pelt St
Duda Patricia L 419 5th St
Durka Matthew 418 Murray Ave
Emerick Colleen M 916 Meldon Ave
Emerick Sheridan 916 Meldon Ave
Fisher Kevin W 625 1st St
Fisher Rebecca J 24 Gilmore Ter
Flinn Nancy J 959 Heslep Ave
Flinn Norbert M Estate 955 Heslep Ave
Hickman Pauline D 1390 Marelda Ave
Kelley Shirley L 229 Allen Ave
Koday Wilma 302 W 10th St
Kozen James B 238 Mellon Ave
Kustron Bernard PO Box 689
Lario Anna P PO Box 406
Lario Florence A 313 Locust St
Lewis Wendy M 301 Mckean Ave
Manko Pauline 709 Heslop Ave
Mcpartland R A 504 Mckean Ave
Mcpartland Teresa 504 Mckeans Ave
Pasqua Anna 238 Castner Ave
Penak Margaret 724 Allen Ave
Pesognelli Ronald E 1375 Fayette Ave
Power Industrial Service Corp 95 Washington St
Reinsel Curt 116 10th St Apt B
Smail Helen J 209 5th St
Stoioff Richard C 29 Fairview Ave
Susan Stacey 330 Rod Way
Swanney Agnes Estate 330 Prospect Ave
Thomas C 302 3rd St
Troth Emory W 1300 Manelda Ave
Verduci Pauline Estate 458 6th St
Vonfisher Vladimir A 1558 Meldon Ave
Vranchik Alice 6th
Wachinski David J 527 3rd St
Warshaw Cherry 411 Castner Ave
Weber David P 917 Heslep Ave
Weber Francis C 917 Heslep Ave
WFS Financial Wachovia Dealer 916 Meldon Ave
Woodburn William V 116 14th St
Yocolano John E 1310 Marelda Av
Zeffiro Gloria M 82 S Mckean Ave
Dunlevy Pa 15432
Rossi Roger Estate PO Box 59
Eighty Four Pa 15330
Barney Mrs 76 Valy Rd
Bier Austin 264 Sundust Rd
Bier Jessie 264 Sundust Rd
Constantine Cara J 452 Lively Rd
Crooks Jeanne B 503 Springdale Rd
Ghrist Kenneth E c/o M E Ghrist 42 Miserable Hill Rd
Lusk Douglas C 58A Digger Ln
Mansmann Margaret G 236 Hamtom Rd
Marta Track Constructors 1024 Rte 519 Fl 1
McWilliams Lee PO Box 53
Melzer Donald 134 Dyers Stone
Molnar George 1183 Thomas 84 Rd
Moore Elsie 16 Smallwood St
Nagle James A RD 1 Box 286
Nagle Mary RD 1 Box 286
Patterson Margaret L RD 1
Patterson Merle W RD 1
Springhouse Learning Center Box 480B Rt 519
Elco Pa 15434
Bastin Adelaide H Estate PO Box 8
Ferguson Edith V PO Box 91
Ellsworth Pa 15331
Bassich John J 10 Walnut
Battistone Anthony N PO Box 85
Fordyce Dorothy PO Box 270
Matay Robert PO Box 375
Mitchel Karen 101 Main St Apt D10
Elrama Pa 15038
Nagy Elizabeth PO Box 43
Nagy George PO Box 43
Finleyville Pa 15332
Adametz Richard 361 Patterson Rd
Andrade Felimon 22 Hidden Valy Dr
Biddle John PO Box 311
Boukhart Robert PO Box 124 Vista Ln
Burkett Alice A RD 4 33 Marion Dr PO Box 195
Burkett Arthur C RD 4 33 Marion Dr PO Box 195
Chiapetti Georgiann 16 Limestone Dr
Cramer Jeffrey A 133 Lobbs Run Rd
Dennis Leech W 168 Gingerhill
Doyle Francis E 1967 Gill Hall Rd
Evans Dolores N 2542 State Rte 88
Fagan Phyllis 219 Mingo Church Rd
Farrel John 16 Hidden Valy Dr
Felix Rosann B 638 Mingo Park Ests
Fridley Alexander W 31 Granite Dr
Gabauer Wendy 4 Stone Church Rd
Galisin Andrew 5210 Lew St
Gray Marie F Estate 1505 Larkspur Dr
Haberstock Charles R 27 Hilltop Dr
Harkins Karen M 67 Hidden Valy Rd
Hernandez Ramiro 3108 School Place
Karan Steve 3772 Baltimore St
Kennedy Lois E Estate Rte 88 RD 2
Klink James 115 Stone Brae Dr
Kuros Thomas J 607 Mingo Park Est
Messner Charles A RR 1
Pagano Christopher M 93 Mcchain Rd
Pagano Christopher M Jr 93 Mcchain Rd
Pardini Donald P 101 Mcchain Rd
Pristas Jason 1 Jefferson St
Richard Adametz 361 Patterson Rd
Rivera Molina Alethea 105 Viarregio Wy
Rybaski Mary 4490 Finleyville Elrama Rd
Salaske Mary E c/o M Salaske 3555 Marion Ave
Schotting John 8 Harvest Ln
Seaman Jeffrey J 2371 State Rte 88
Strawn Brennan R 134 Cooper Rd
Warnick Norman L 131 Valy View Dr
Weber Ralph D PO Box 211
Williams Percy B RR 2 Box 111B
Yeckel Dennis 141 Valy View Dr
Zumbrook Charles A 3104 School Pl
Fredericktown Pa 15333
Boat Galley Restaurant Inc 736 Front St
Greenlee Eleanor PO Box 395
Gustovich Trissa PO Box 281 766 Crawford Rd
Huey Glenn W 4 Step St PO Box 195
Johnson Joseph E PO Box 381
Lancaster Loretta A Box 484
Pollock Mark A PO Box 574
Schanter George W Wantown
Gastonville Pa 15336
Joyce Jessica M PO Box 132 23 McChain Rd
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Hendersonville Pa 15339
Anderson Ronald A PO Box 42
Hunter Paul V PO Box 22
Ritchey Ira W 30 Georgetown Rd
Wuchevich Mitchell PO Box 30A
Hickory Pa 15340
Alrutz Kenneth G 50 Red Fox Rd
Carter Teresa RR 1
White Joshua P PO Box 172
Houston Pa 15342
Adams Mary Apt 405 140 West Pike St
Anderson Tammy PO Box 37
Bennett Paul c/o Mimi Wagner
Bush Elmer 123 S Main St
Cornell Josephine 140 W Pike St
Dellorso James A Jr 320 E Grant St
Dunn Brian K 15 McNary St
Gallagher Joshua G 16 Fourth St
Marshman Chris W PO Box 4
Miller Roger Estate 3rd St
Pellegrini Charles Mr 36 Becker St
Rice Janice 357 Pershing Ave
Romanosky Iren 310 N Main St
Schlafman Kurt D 240 N Haft St
Schmalz Charles W 306 W Pike St Apt 1
Schwarzel Daniel B 745 Woodlawn Dr
Verona Antonetta 115 E Grant St
Wesleys Auto Body PO Box 4
Wise Merle 416 Green St
Woodruff Wilma c/o Ada M Stimmel 20 Becker St
Langeloth Pa 15054
McCloskey Josephin PO Box 1122 1017 Henry St
McCloskey Wallace PO Box 1122 1017 Henry St
Mioduski Edward 1426 Langeloth Rd PO Box 45
Lawrence Pa 15055
Colbert James PO Box 103
Scalise Industries Corporation PO Box 611
Vossloh Schwabe Inc 55 Mayview Rd
Marianna Pa 15345
Dector Betty M PO Box 9
Doty Mary L 75 Beason St PO Box 17
Gallik Albert M 68 Friend Ln
Hecht Audrey A 108 Jefferson Ave
Hecht Joseph B 108 Jefferson Ave
Hornstein Marilyn G 11 7th St
Uhlir Lillian PO Box 165
Washington Lawrence L c/o E Washington 910 Oak St
McDonald Pa 15057
Andres Jean M 747 Millers Run Rd
Bryner Wm L 325 3 Rd St
Chieze Leona 318 Barr St
Ciletti Filipek Dorene T Cust 406 S Point Ct
Cox Linda M 6 Jess Ln
Dowdy Joseph Box 52
Dunlap I J Jr 214 Sygan Rd
Errett Gene W 322 Kay St Apt 8
Filipek Sabrina M 406 S Point Ct
Franklin Leon J Jr 113 Meadow St
Heinrich Nancy Jo 102 Ridgeview Dr
JFF and P Inc 173 Cumer Rd
Karas Alex M 414 East Lincoln Ave Apt 1
Loffert Dennis A 69 Casey Rd
Mad V LLC 143 Sta St
Marino Millie 45 Ridgewood Dr
Mastro Michael 246 Sygan Rd
Miller Larry J 351 Valy St
Mitri Michael A 1014 Timber Run
Multunas Bertha 318 Barr St
Neil Frances 1003 Spring St
Pancurak Justin R Apt 1 125 North St
Parry David G RD 4 Box 214
Petronis Alphonsine 1144 Reissing Rd
Rock Mulch & More PO Box 126
Shuba Edward J 29 Casey Rd
Skerbetz Kristy 14 Grant Cir
Smith Barbara J 102 Apple Blossom Dr
Smith Raymond c/o C Leytrick and Ray 204 Howard St
Underwood Charles D 36 Jess Ln
Washington Delores 1545 Robinson Hwy
Woyicki Audrey J 373 980 Rd
Young Ron 128 Adam St
McMurray Pa 15317
Abraham Edward 936 Old Washington Rd
Ace Tech Auto Sales 1 North Central Ave
Advanced Aesthetic 3901 Washington No 206
Allaround Transportation Inc 226 Pleasant Ave Ste Four
Alterio Angeline R 249 W McMurray Rd
Anderson Dorothy C 201 Roscommon Pl
Anderson Robert J 201 Roscommon Pl
Baughman Michael 113 Oakwood Rd
Berry David M 120 Ctr Church Rd
Berry Ruth A 120 Ctr Church Rd
Brown Jacob C 123 Druid Dr
Caputo Charles 108 Brave Run Rd
Christensen Lawrence A 425 Thomas Rd
Clearwire Legacy LLC c/o T Loughran 3909 McMurray Rd Suite 315
Cousins Agnes 136 Roscommon Pl
Davic Zahniser 210 Julrich Dr
Dunn Regis J 118 Carol Dr
Employment Alternatives Inc 505 Valy Brook Rd Suite 20
Facciolo Mildred L 113 Bethany Dr
Hanbury Anna Greenery Specialty Care 2200 Hill Church Rd
Hancock Emma 290 W College St
Hancock Harold 290 W College St
Gove James 43 Lintel Dr
Hamel Iona B Est of Ste 204 The Crossrds 3901 Washington Rd
Hamill Sandra 225 Pleasant Ave
Hartmann Renee B 344 Stonebrook Dr
Herron David L 312 Cedar Hill Dr
Jersey Mikes Subs 4123 Washingt
Johnston Rosemarie 204 Prestonwood Ln
Joseph Mary Beth 106 Little John Dr
L Beinhaver Son Co 2820 Washington Rd
Leasure Grover 109 Hemlock Dr
Leasure Mary 109 Hemlock Dr
Lorah Heather Ann 546 E McMurray Rd
Luniewski Katherine 120 Linksview Dr
Luniewski Ronald 120 Linksview Dr
Mcroberts Craig R 103 Sandcreek Dr
Marlena Mitchell McCann 3150 Washington Rd Ste 203
Mccune Donna 190 Gallery Dr Valy Brooks S
Mcintyre Archie L PO Box 974 McMurray Pa 15317
Memorial Park VFW 764 Amb 300 Municipal Dr
Mitchell McCanndr Marlena 101 Windermere Ct
Mitchell McCanndr M Pella Plaza Ste 203 3150 Washington Rd
Murgel Jeffrey R 108 Julrich Dr
Murray Amber L 179 Gateshead Dr
Pentagon FCU 179 Gateshead Dr
Pierce Sarah 3025 Washington Ave
Progressive Healthcare 4000 Waterdam Plaza
Reilly Anthony 233 Tepee Dr
Reilly Susan 233 Tepee Dr
Schellinger Thomas J 138 Demmel Dr
Speakman William E Jr 201 Galy Rd
Stadnik Helen C/O C Pelhan 432 Chartiers Ave
Stewart Clara 502 Mcnary St
Sieffert Denise 138 Demmel Dr
Simon Todd 4017 Washington Rd Ste 141
Smith Jam 107 Camp Ln
South Fayette & Neighbors Mag In Community Magazines 603 East McMurray Rd
Stopperich P Shawn 161 Waterdam Rd Ste 120
Tomsic Olds Cad Inc 2670 Washington Rd
Travelers Ins Co 190 Gallery Dr Valy Brooks S
Vail Mary R 249 W McMurray Rd
Wylie Alice 404 Cedar Hill Dr
Meadow Lands Pa 15347
Claysville Meats & Provisions Inc PO Box 238
Dragan William 96 Vogliano St
Univesal Smartcomp PO Box 800
Vozniak Carl J PO Box 578
Midway Pa 15060
Bantikov Cathy J 103 Stevenson St PO Box 126
Besspiata Nick PO Box 780
Harbison Donald 404 North Ave PO Box 36
Rossero Russell PO Box 372
Millsboro Pa 15348
Burkus Frank S PO Box 422 29 Mill St
Mason Dorothy A PO Box 245
Monongahela Pa 15063
Anders Mary E 910 Thomas St
Bardi Norma E RD 3
Bauer Jack 210 Fourth St
Benzo Judith 1238 5th Ave
Carrick Bertha M 401 West Main St Apt 703
Chambers Kristen 511 4th St Apt 1E
Craig Michael R 141 Wisebecker Ln Apt 21
Davies Kimberley 615 W Main St Apt 3C
Delattre Hunter 43 W Monessen St
Desantis Kathleen 519 High St
Desantis Olga M 519 High St
Devore Anna 1155 Otis St
Dorazio Barbara A 100 W Main St
Dowling Anna L Estate 110 3rd Ave
Elizabeth Forwa SD 3142 Rippel Rd
Equitable Gas 1010 West Main St
Esper Darla J 410 2nd St
Esper James Jr 410 2nd St
Eusanio Domenick Estate 215 Union St
Evans Mary 121 1/2 Church St
Frederick Kenneth 23 Surrey Dr
Groomes Willie 502 Hudson Ave
Gunia Linda J 1001 Rte 837
Henry E Holets Jr MD LLC 1290 Chess St 2nd Fl
Heyes Gordon H 1369 Fourth St Rear
Huffman Glenn A 1804 Rte 2023
Hussey Michael S RD 3 Box 655
Joyce Raymond J 228 Mgoeppa Ave
Kathleen Desantis 519 High St
Kenney Marjor 1277 Country Club Rd
Kenny Marjorie 1277 Country Club Rd
Kotlar Sylvia 607 Lincoln St
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Kotler Henry A 607 Lincoln St
Landsperger Jesse H 124 Chess
Landsperger Josephin J 124 Chess
Lawson Rick 416 2nd St
Leach Diane RD 1 Riverhill
Len Margaretta 1933 Rte 2023 A
Lignelli Frank J 105 Gdn Ave
Lukach Elizabeth RR 1 Box 128
Maile Josephine 1100 Lincoln St
Malinchak Walter M 31 Albert Dr
Matesich Joseph Xavier 814 Lawrence St
Matesich Timothy 814 Lawrence St
Mccrory Edwin Estate 11 Ernest Ave
Mckeen Charles 137 Chess St
Melencheck Randall RR 2
Mellor James W 108 Laken St
Metcalf Richard S 1155 Otis St
Meyer Jeffrey T 11 Snyder Ave
Miller Oliver 136 Chess St
Netchi Louis A 1663 Rte 2023
Nunzir Josephine M 1100 Lincoln St
Obrien Ann G 108 Driftwood Dr
Pierce Grace E 704 Walnut St
Pinkerton Charles Rt 1 Box 190 Rippel Rd
Pinkerton Della M Rt 1 Box 190 Rippel Rd
Posmoga Carol Warne St Ext
Premier Rehab Systems Inc 612 Pkave
Robb Patricia J 708 Sheridan St
Rusin Anna E PO Box 525
Sheperd Edgar T Victory Hl
Silvagroomes Mary 502 Hudson Ave
Soychak Rose RR 1
Spencer Elda R 141 Wisebecker Ln Trlr 11
Staffen Patricia 568 Staffen Ln
Staffen Patricia A RD 1 Riverhill
Stulock Thelma M 1677 4th St
Sutherland Clyde A RR 2
Taddeo Julia 1042 4th St
Victor Grecco RR 1 Box 451
Walters Edward D 2100 Rt 481
Walters Margaret E 2100 Rt 481
Weisner Dena RR 2
Muse Pa 15350
Delonga Leonard 198 Honso
Oneil Rosalie J Estate 48 Locust St
Oneil William 48 Locust St
Stile Elizabeth 41 Beech St
New Eagle Pa 15067
Dora Denise E PO Box 72
Elias Beverly 1405 Leeds Ave
Monaci Albert E 1445 1st Ave
Neidermeyer Mary E Lot 3 Hse 2 Sty Fr
Nelson Charles D 135 Union St Trlr 26
Nyswaner Janet D c/o Avi & Bell Estates
REM Pennsylvania 611 Oakwood Ave
Smerilli Darla S 335 7th Ave
Spinner Mildred B PO Box 328
Prosperity Pa 15329
Bernardini Robert K 660 Old Post Rd
Spence Una M 217 Dunn Sta Rd
Tutay Olga M 545 Hiawatha Rd
Whitmer Douglas S RD 2 Box 73
Richeyville Pa 15358
Dell Jody J PO Box 471
Durdines John M PO Box 70
Haftman Anna Estate PO Box 38
Ondo Mary PO Box 115
Stenson Betty J PO Box 188 427 Spring St
Stenson Michael A 427 Spring St PO Box 188
Young Stephanie R PO Box 22
Roscoe Pa 15477
Bogacsi Bonnie D c/o Werton Mankin PO Box 399
McGrady Stacy PO Box 263 50 Rebecca St
Young Anna W 403 Fountain
Scenery Hill Pa 15360
Barker Mary P Barker John 207 Urquhart Rd
Moore Doris 96 Lindley Rd
Silver Samuel W 1267 E National Pike
Soares Antonio 71 Mong Rd
Yerace Lena RR 1 PO Box 311
Yerace Lena E RD 2 Box 166
Yerace Pete RR 1 PO Box 311
Yerace Pete J Jr RD 2 Box 166
Slovan Pa 15078
Bentz Brian S PO Box 25
Bentz George E PO Box 25
Kunkle John E 1838 Smith Twp State Rd
Southview Pa 15361
Holloway Gregory D PO Box 168
Starford Pa 15377
James Richey 25 Newtown St
Strabane Pa 15363
Crothers Richard W Estate 376 Chartiers St
Donald Progar EITC PO Box 202
Luisi Joyce A 125 Latimer
McKnight Margu Notre Dame Inn
Tusai Kelma 69 Almeda Rd
Zaccone Frances 514 Boone Ave
Zampan Antonette 125 Latimer
Stockdale Pa 15483
Karol Michele Lee 326 Railrd St Pob 35
Stasicha Carol PO Box 159
Van Voorhis Pa 15366
Harper Leah M Box 32 53 Van Voorhis Ln
Letavec Joseph Box 185
Venetia Pa 15367
Amick Herbert V Est of 147 Brooke Dr
Cobalt Development Inc 300 Abbey Brook Ln
Cummings Jordan 858 Venetia Rd
Debski Ryan M 204 Walnut Drvie
Edgar Wendy 373 McCombs Rd
Farkas Frederick 662 Bower Hill Rd
Geosystems LP PO Box 237
Hanzivasilis Nicholas PO Box 239
Harding Lynda L 105 Brawdy St
Holt Macie L 252 Springdale Rd
Kaminski Carolyn M 198 Delaware Trl
Long Lawrence J 271 Quail Run Rd
Martino David J 106 Meadow Brook Cir
Miller Margaret V 112 Springbrooke Dr
Morgan James R 918 East McMurray Rd
Mosites G D 106 Mill Stream Ct
Palumbo Christine A 109 Highvue Dr
Parowski Stephen C 125 Oak Ridge Dr
Scott Frank J 106 Soft Shadow Ln
Simko Stephen R 119 Meadowbrooke Cir
Stetor Keith 148 Scenic Ridge Dr
Thompson Bruce E 109 Country Corners Cir
Thompson Jean S 109 Country Corners Cir
Williams Tricia Ann Box 16
Wilson John 104 Mill Stream Ct
Wilson Karen 104 Mill Stream Ct
Workshops for the Blind 136 Lake Colonly Dr
Vestaburg Pa 15368
Buganish Martha Estate 594 House
Germaine Gene PO Box 165
Leah Brockman Estate 154 Co House
Murn Alvin J Jr Box 32
Murn Julia Box 32
Washington Pa 15301
Alaeo Charles 120 North Main St
Allison Kenneth RR 3 Box 256
Amos Shirley 1087 Addison
Andrew S Trust 201 Ridge Ave
Andy Costanza Estate 645 Duncan Ave
Anesetti Anna M RD 2
Arbuckle James H Tr 221 Village Ct
Arent Eva L 1087 Addison
Asarian Richard 320 Trinity Dr
Associates Consumer Discount Co 2 North Main St
Baldwin Robert K 720 N Main St
Bassich Rebecca J 356 Houston St
Beall Willard E Beall Howard K c/o F C Carroll PC 11 E Beau St Ste 200
Beatty Mearl C Est of 70 E Beau St
Bebout Linda L 1111 N Franklin St
Benson Haywood 187 Ohio St
Birmingham John L Estate 595 Brd St
Bishop Kris L 85 McClain Ave
Bober Enoch J 390 Country Club Rd
Boggs Judith A Boggs Kevin D 348 Trinity Dr
Boyle Francis X Boyle Thelma M 720 E Maiden St 2
Brezinski Charles 1515 Henderson Ave
Brezinski Karen S 1515 Henderson Ave
Britton Mary A 115 Jollick Mnr
Brothers Pizza 3 North Main St
Browell James A 2995 Jefferson Ave
Brower Lena J 241 S Main St
Burchik Michael A 245 245 1/2 Henderson
Burns Linda J 330 Donnan Ave
Bush Helen L 862 Beech St Apt 216
Bush Miriam D 165 Mcadam Ave
Buter Kathryn 650 Summerlea Ave
Butera Kathryn L 650 Summerlea Ave
Cahill Hilda E 55 Grove Ave
Caldwell Anna M 20 S Wade Ave
Cameron Wendy Master TUAD Trst of 982 E Beau St
Cameron William H 51 McKennan Ave
Canonsburg Anesthesia Ass PO Box 28
Capar Savas 28 Ward St
Carson William R Jr 685 East Beau St
Chambers Carolyn 570 Brd St
Chapman Elizabeth A Apt 16 375 Locust Ave
Chesney Irene M Est of PO Box 741
Chivers Delilace M Estate 24 Acre Dr
Click Mary J 1915 Park Ave
Crawford Debra 17 Gibson Ave
Crockett John N 288 Seik Rd
Cummins Kristin J 317 Wellness Way Apt 312
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Cummins Lois B 317 Wellness Way Apt 312
Cunningham Helen G 1799 Ridgewood Dr
Curing S Inn Inc 1050 Washington Rd
Davis Gregory K 402 Washington Rd
Davis Roy D 175 Quail Acres Ln
Day Kendra S 25 Chestnut St
Deblasio George A 1560 Deerfield Rd
Deblasio Violet C 1560 Deerfield Rd
Deml Theoma E 667 Pl Valy Rd
Devita Addolccina 525 Addison St
Dialysis Mon 764 Locust Ave
Dillard James B 116 Linn Ave
Dillie Daniel C 535 Fayette St
Dodson Rosemary Ms 214 1/2 Wilson Ave
Dubina Brent 157 McAdam Ave
Duke Elmer L Est of 27 S College St
Duntz Gregory A PO Box 426
Duntz Joanne PO Box 426
Duran Janet 15 Snowden Rd
E and E Motors Inc dba Kojaks Auto Body 1111 N Franklin St
Ealy Donald V 635 1/2 Addison St
Edwards Rosie L 2310 Wylie Ave
Ellis Patrick 127 Church St
Fenton Marjorie 785 Ewing St
Flynn Lawrence J 99 Lemoyne Ave
Four Star Pizza 5 Trinity Point Dr
Frances Robert 168 Lemoyne Ave
Frazier Hart Inc 100 Wellness Way
Galuska Helen J 14 W Walnut St Apt 5
Gheen Tammy L 39 Violet St
Gilson Alexis M Apt 21 395 Donnan Ave
Gizoni Heath 155 Wellington Ave
Gloady Joseph P 839 Fayette St
Gloady Kimberley K 839 Fayette St
Good Robert F 168 Lemoyne Ave
Goudy Bertha R 281 Humbert Ln
Grabski Zig W Est of 90 W Chestnut St 705
Greenawalt Donna RD 1
Gullick David 1035 Ewing St
Harps Mary 115 Jollick Mnr
Harris Joseph 685 Woodlawn Dr
Hay Gerald B 1565 East Maiden St
Hickman Stephanie R 20 Keenan Ave
Home Instead 1385 Washington RD 3
Howard Scott 43 Griffith Ave
Hubbard Pamela 298 Festival Rd
Huffman Debra A 73 Nokomis Dr Rear
Hunter Jessie 477 E Beau St
Husman Raymond R 1499 West Wylie Ave
Husman Raymond R PO Box 1225
JJ Sanck Bar 35 Jefferson Ave
Johns Jonathan Paul Dr 4 Beatty Dr
Johnson Roberta L 50 North Ave
Johnson Thelma c/o PO Box 1512
Jones Brandon 137 Brehm Rd
Jones David E 25 Old Plank Rd
Joyce Ellis Dance Co 56 W Chestnut St
Keystone Mountaineer Power Systems 80 Stewart Ave
Kifer Mary 76 Mesta Dr
Kirsch Louise 90 Humbert Ln Ste 1
Kiskadden Grace L 789 Banetown Rd
Kissell Beulah M 735 Addison
Kissell Joseph 735 Addison
Knouse Tammy L 984 Jefferson Ave Apt 12
Kojaks Auto Body 17 Gibson Ave
Kotora Andrew 111 Laddie Dr
Koziol Barbara 820 Addison St
Koziol Barbara Estate 820 Addison St
Krupinski Nancy 1915 Park Ave
Laws Alan G Jr 15 West Katherine St
Leeper John 785 1/2 Ewing St
Leeper Opal M 785 1/2 Ewing St
Lennox Geraldine Estate RR 1
Lewis James 2790 Wilson St
Liberty Dialysis LLC 90 West Chestnut St
Lichtenstein Chaim 910 East Maiden St
Liggons Kenneth 220 Linn Ave
Lightholder Erika 145 Conklin Rd
Lindner Ari 409 West Chestnut St
Lippert Douglas DO 106 Trinity Point Dr
Lyons Dianne 690 Fayette
Lyons John T 690 Fayette
Mack Elizabeth V Estate 74 Erie St
Mahanna Charles O 3100 W Chestnut
Malcolm John R 195 E Wylie Ave
Mallary Carissa 145 Jollick Manor PO Box 13F
Martin J 555 Rt 40 W
Martin Sherri L 405 Duncan Ave Apt 2
Martin Suzanne M 142 Woodside Dr
Matthews Bradley 600 W Chestnut St
Matthews Marie 3019 Traban Woods #320
Matthews Robert J 319 Wellness Way Apt 320
Max And Ermas c/o J Isch 373 Washington Rd
Maze Rodney G Jr 106 Burton Ave
McCausland Avis 237 W Chestnut St
McCloskey Bonnie E 33 Wilson Rd
McCloskey William E 33 Wilson Rd
McCrerey J 90 Enterprise Rd
McCullough Harry 570 Brd St
McDowell M G 295 Greenhill Dr
McGowan Dora Jean 1630 Park Ave
Meneski Lois c/o K Simpson 59 New York St
Merchant Kathryn Estate 45 Laurel Ave
Metric Connection 240 Hilltop Ln
Meyer Vaughn E 350 Allison Ave
Mikel Kettler 71 Murtland Ave
Miles Rose M 850 Beech St Apt 709
Milligan Wilma S 2585 Jefferson Ave
Misty Rain Inc 3 N Main St
Muchant Singadine 319 Wellness Way Apt 217 10 20 99
Myers Audrey P 286 N Franklin St
Myers Leonard B 286 N Franklin St
Napper Hannah C 17 Central Ave
Newland Maxine c/o M Newland POA 24 Hall Ave
Nichols Lewis Est of 152 Lynn Rd c/o R Corso
Nicolella Roofing Co 305 W Chestnut St
Nixon Paul A 403 W Wylie Ave
Nstyle Hair Salon 1915 West Chestnut St
Obrien John R 850 S Main St Apt 107
Olcott Nancy L 147 Lemoyne Ave Apartment 2
Old Navy 1500 W Chestnut St
Osborne Hettie Jane 730 Mckinley Ave
Painter Clifford M 240 Hawthorne Rd
Parker Ida 850 Beech St Apt 407
Parks Byron G Jr 92 Haines Rd
Passalacqua Sil 490 Sylvan Dr
Patterson Dorothy E 760 Michigan Ave Apt 17I
Pecora Michael 90 W Chestnut St
Pederson Adrien 4001 Stonecreek Ln
Pettit John 101 Smiley Rd
Phillips Lori 1870 A Park Ave
Physical Therapy Institute 480 Johnson Rd Suite 303
Piccolo Katherine R 2024 Jefferson Ave
Pickens M A 53 W Katherine Ave
Pirris Sally 180 Lemoyne Ave
Pliska Marie T dba Pliska Body and Fender Shop 839 Fayette St
Polansky John S Jr 330 Laddie Dr
Polka Leona 1330 Allison Ave
Populo Kathleen M 219 North Ave
Prewett Vernon F 237 S Wade Ave
Pryor Leasing 120 Jolly School Rd
Przystup Frank E 39 Seik Rd
Przystup Frank E 396 Seik Rd
Ramsey George F Jr 1285 Wilna
Retos Irene 550 Munce Ridge Rd
Robinson Jean W 325 Duncan Ave
Robison Charles A Sr 739 Fayette St
Robson Robby J 17 Griffith Ave
Rogers Thomas H 465 Shirls Ave
Rose James 440 1/2 Fayette St
Roth Vera I M Estate 119 W Chestnut St
Roupe James E Sr 195 Ellis Ave
Ruggiero Thomas 129 Jefferson Ave
Ruggiero Thomas 155 S Wade Ave
Scholato Thomas R 640 N Wade Ave
Schultz Michael F 450 Addison Rr 3
Scoffel Genevieve 260 Ellis Ave
Scott Alan J 720 N Main St
Sedora Kay 154 North College St Apt 312
Seibert June C PO Box 993
Shanks Francis J Apt 219 317 Wellness Way
Sherwood Jason C 307 Fieldbrook Dr
Shrontz Virginia H 1873 E Maiden St
Siedlak Theodore L 2812 S Bridge Rd
Simmons Timothy W 183 Country Club Rd
Singadine Muchant Trust 319 Wellness Way Apt 217
Singer Rondall 600 W Chestnut St
Sitko Michael A RR 5 Box 310
Slesh Margaret 403 W Wylie Ave
Smiley Melissa 2451 E Maiden St
Smith David M 140 Hart St
Snyder Patricia c/o K Simpson 59 New York St
Somen Leyla I MD 75 East Maiden St Suite 103
Sommer Susan 138 Hall Ave
Songer Paul PO Box 76
Spencer Kenneth E 36 Old Hickory Ridge Rd
Speros Anna K 14 E Chestnut St
Staley Dennis 121 Hall Ave
Steel City Harley Davidson Honda 1375 Washington Rd
Steele Roland 69 Aylesworth Ave
Stock Delores A 77 Brady Ave
Strait Sally Flynn 99 Lemoyne Ave
Sutton Charles G 945 Fayette St
Swint Charles G 245 Glenwood Dr
Swint Marcella K 245 Glenwood Dr
Tack David 205 N Main St
Tack Diana 205 N Main St
Tanner Edith M 644 Buena Vista Ave
Tarr Gail R 1892 The Cir
Tarr Redi Mix Con Building Supplies Inc 45 Arden Rd
Taylor Allen 380 E Maiden St
Taylor Scott 307 Crumrine Tower
Temple Debbie S 528 S Main St
Theoma E Deml Trust 667 Pl Valy Rd
Thomas Sean R 1293 1/2 E Maiden St
Thomas Thelma 1119 S Hewitt Ave
Thomas Virginia R 319 Wellness Way Apt 308
Thomas William 1920 Park Ave
Thompson Harriet M 239 Burton Ave
Thompson Jerald L 986 Arch St
Thompson William W Jr 239 Burton Ave
Tower Driving Range 375 Benng Rd
Trexel Virginia 835 South Main St
Trickett Dorothy J 848 Murphy Dr
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Truby Larry 517 S Main St
Tustin Carl A 195 Braddock Dr
Tustin Joan E 1290 Donnan Ave Apt F11
Venarchy Andrew Jr Estate Marianne Gaddy Admin 2660 Old National Pike
Vensel Bernie J 375 Locust Ave Apt 16
Vorhes Herschel P Estate 25 Leet St
Walsh Heather 15 Thayer St
Warco David R 265 Wilbert Ave
Ward Anna E 762 Wilmington Ave
Ward Vincent L 762 Wilmington Ave
Wardle Kelly PO Box 968
Washington Plant PO Box 814
Wasler John Estate 955 Brd St
Watkins Nicholas David 310 Annuity Dr
Wightman Mary A 1255 Allison Ave
Williams Elizabeth 196 Dewey Ave
Williams Harry 110 Linn Ave
Wise John A 303 McKee Rd
Wise Lennis 520 Maple Ave
Wolosky John 212 Lakeview Dr
Work Charles T 425 Braid Ave
Yablonski Kenneth S 49 Green Crescent
Yarkosky Elizabet 706 1/2 Ewing St
Young Norman 1132 Findlay St
Zebre Clara 2235 W Chestnut St Apt 705
West Alexander Pa 15376
Greathouse Candice J Noble 628 Old National Pike
Hutchison William 238 Walnut Valy Rd
Noble Mildred S RD 1 Box 394
Roney John 934 McGuffey Rd
Sandler Mark 170 Main St
Sandler Tara 170 Main St
West Alexander Historical Society Museum PO Box 3
Westmoreland County
Acme Pa 15610
Barry Mary A c/o Laurel Vie Retirement RR 31 Box 398
Berdych Anna Estate Berdych Anna R 196 Grandview Rd
Brooks Funeral Home RR 31 Box 398
Enos Robert S 121 Chestnut Ridge Rd
Hollis Beth A 128 Sycamore Rd
Kraus Anna L Timothy Krause 145 Hoods Mill Rd
Laws Patricia L 214 Kreinbrook Hill Roa
Lloyd George F III Box 182b Rd 2 Acme Pa
Moser Virginia F 502 Freeman Falls Rd
Pospisil Donna 109 Ridge Rd
Workman Clayton L Workman Frank L RR 3 Box 436
Adamsburg Pa 15611
Cloonan Kathy A Adamsburg Boro PO Box 141
Kirkland Brenda D 29 Tulip St
Pmc Partnership Main St Rear PO Box 207
Rice Andrew J Jr Bf RR 1
Rinaldi Brothers Inc PO Box 432
Apollo Pa 15613
Barr Sadie L 2065 1rst St
Byers Ellis c/o J Mccreight 486 Utopia Rd
Cresswell Clara L 594 State Rt 356
Eckman Herman K 144 Bonelli Ln
Falvo Katherine Fulmer 821 Jackson Dr
Fouts Vivian R Fouts Charles Star Rte
Geigers Repair & Restoration 1673 Shady Plain Rd
Gervasoni Tina 335 Chambers St
Glunt Jennifer A PO Box 109
Hooks Jeremy C 5473 Greensburg Rd
Jones John H RD 2
Kane Kurtis R Kane Jeanne 830 Hoover Dr
Kane Trisha A Kane Jeane 830 Hoover Dr
Kirschbaum Mary 1790 Washington Rd
Kozub Cheryl A 515 Rte 356
Leech Wilda M Star Rte PO Box 147
McMahon William R Estate Of 644 Sportsman Dr
Moore Kimberly E 712 Old State Rd
Petho Stephanie E 1547 Hancock Ave Apt 8
Rumbaugh Michael P 400 Kiski Ave
Rupert Muriel G RD 1
Sanner Kenneth A 508 Jackson Dr
Shaner Eleanor S RD 1
Stoker Florence Stoker Robert W 601 Grange Dr
Templeton Helen D Estate of 308 S 4th St
Young Mabel 333 Rte 366
Arnold Pa 15068
Barch Arthur J 1734 Kenneth Ave
Bell John E Jr Bell Mildred A 1715 4th Av
Black Lillian M 1503 Leishman Ave
Bua Maria 1554 Constitution Blvd
Carney Ann M 1700 Kenneth Ave
Cieslinski Gerald Estate Of Sr 1422 Orchard Ave
Cora Ross 1629 3rd Ave
Duffy Brian O 1407 Taylor Ave
Easley Virginia H Arnold Manor
Fisher Est Joseph D Fisher Eunice M 1927 Ridge Ave
Groncki Harry 2003 Ridge Ave
Hartzell Vivian C Arnold Manor Apt 208
Johnston Marie Heighes 2044 Alcoa Dr
Kido John 1708 Constitution Blvd
Klanica Dorothy M Estate of 1932 Woodmont Ave
Lisciarelli Orlando 1921 Victoria Ave
Ludwiczak Wanda 1912 Kenneth Ave
Neiman Sophie A 1810 Woodmont Ave
Pellish John E 1805 Ridge Ave
Rakes Stephen 1615 Taylor Ave
Ross Betty 2012 Stauton Ave
Sanders Louise L Sanders Robert 1728 Stanton
Schmidt Joseph Leo Sr 1508 Victoria Ave
Tantlinger Michael R 1417 Alcoa Dr
Toney Catherine S 1607 Alcoa Dr
Trofnoff Joan F Trofnoff James 1706 Ridge Ave
Vietto Frances R 1939 Leishman Ave
Arona Pa 15617
West Hempfield Recreation 1407 Stone St
Avonmore Pa 15618
Andres Walter Estate RR 1
Armstrong Auto Body 3639 Rt 156
Beatty John B RR 1 Box 1524
Christy Clarence L 18 Indiana Ave
Christy Eward E 18 Indiana Ave
Christy Robert RR 1
Christy Ronald A 18 Indiana Ave
Dice Tracy RR 1 Box 1524
Dunmire Sara M RR 1
Leeman Sandra C 3639 Rt 156
Nelson Clara W Estate of 157 Nelson Rd
Sutherland Nancy Kiski
Walters B G Sr PO Box 264
Bolivar Pa 15923
Brinkos Conrad 1804 Rte 259
Lamantia Domenick Est of PO Box 218
Lamantia Dominick Box 218
Ott Gladys D PO Box 368
Bovard Pa 15619
Chuala Dennis 710 Laurel St
Bradenville Pa 15620
Banocy Marian M Estate PO Box 58
Matrunick Emma 111 St
Sagan Ralph W PO Box 76
Champion Pa 15622
Anderson Ethel D Box 27
Fazio Anthony J 2384 Indian Head Rd
Kreitzer Lois M 3b 3 Seven Spgs Mountain Villa
Pentecost Lorraine D PO Box 234
Ritenour Clarence D PO Box 157
Seven Springs Mt Resort Champion
Sirinni Rosini 2384 Indian Head Rd
Ward Corrine P Ward Louis R Box 519
Wasson Dorothy 287 Dahl Rd
Claridge Pa 15623
Soltys Louis Estate PO Box 108
Crabtree Pa 15624
Harper Samuel E Estate PO Box 243
Darragh Pa 15625
McNaughton Connie F 459 Darragh Herminie Rd
Delmont Pa 15626
Campbell Teddy Campbell Grace 425 Crest Dr
Houston Lucinda Fern c/o Lucinda Peterle 106 4f Valy Stream Dr
J Whitcomb Jr & D Schofield c/o Macdougall Financial Couns 2364 Rte 66
Kosmatine Clifford W Est Of 2 West Pittsburgh St
Kovalcik Andrew R Estate Of 103 Vly Stream Dr #3d
McKinney Drilling Co PO Box C
Nowak James G 46 Christy Rd
Petrina Margaret T Petrina Joseph E 604 Apple Blossom Cir
Sinclair Richard 1015 White Valy Dr
Thomas Mary Rose 17 Heritage Ct
Vanaudestrade Germa Leaf Estates Clover 129 Sheffield Dr
Yonash P D 6700 Hollywood Blvd
Derry Pa 15627
Albaugh Esther L 403 Leo St
Betts Florence C Estate 6th Ave
Felice Doris PO Box 185
Fisher Katherin Owens Ave
Fletcher Donald L Sunset Ridge Pch 436 High St
Gasbarro Phyllis Estate Of 509 E 3rd Ave
Gennaro Rose RR 1 252a
Kiser Kathleen M Estate of 203 Kiser Ln
Kurtz Ethel T c/o C Murphy 521 South Bank St
Lape Rose M 240 W Owens Ave
Mastroroccos Market 133 East First Ave
McCleary David R 209 W Owens Ave
McCurdy Jean 304 W 3rd
Mellor Kenneth L RD 2 Box 50 Barchesky Rd
Palmer Elmer Apt 220 204 W 2nd Ave
Smith Ryan O 1293 Rte 217
Stromock Barbara F 146 E 1st Ave Box 194
Winter Weather Services Inc 1293 Rte 217
Zellefrow Adrian J 302 Smithfield Ext
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Donegal Pa 15628
Janesko George 212 Snyder Rd
Johnson James A PO Box 106
Kuhns Boyd PO Box
Palmer Diane Pch 212 Snyder Rd
Ulery Terry L Ulery Carol A PO Box 57
East Vandergrift Pa 15629
Mazanek Patricia J 741 McKinley Ave
Zalupski Mary Railrd St
Export Pa 15632
Astorri Janet 2024 Heavens Ln
Bowler Thomas L 5349 Cline Hollow Rd
Charnack Charlene A Estate Of 5848 Kemerer Hollow Rd
Durestine Shirley A 5870 Kennedy Ave Apt 204
Durstine Shirley A Duff Manor 5870 Kennedy Ave Ap
Evans Joseph M 4068 Hills Church Rd
Fam or Par Chi Pol RR 2 Box 143
Frescura Thomas F PO Box 177
G T W Holding Incorporated 2204 Elizabeth Ct
Grubich Mary 2829 Italy Rd
Howell Candace Joyce Howell Lisa J 2533 Harrison City Rd
Janetka John c/o Janet Pike RR 2 Box 185c
Kasprach Lewis RD 1
Kerr Lachmanek Patrice 5771 Grant Ave
Kerr Patrice Lachmanek 5771 Grant St
Kirkland John W 5542 Lincoln Ave
Komoroski Robert W RR 2 Box 256
L and A Construction 2000 Borland Rd
Lachmanek Genevieve 5771 Grant Ave
Lachmanek Genevieve 6072 Hamilton Ave
Maiolie Raymond F RR 2 Box 143
Manietta Marlene 5500 Monroe Ave
Manovich Mary Manovich Nick 2884 Cleveland St
Mcclean Life Charles Waverly 302 Jefferson St
Mione B E 483 Church St
More Elaine RR 1
Morgan Jane M 3342 Kemerer Rd
Nogoda Concetta J Nogoda John J 2914 Italy Rd
Pass John K 5771 Grant Ave
Pass Louis W 6072 Hamilton Ave
Peck Albert G 5904 Claridge Rd
Performance Health Inc 2230 Boyd Rd
Peters Ronald Estate RR 2
Smith Michelle R Smith Savannah M 701 Sturbridge Ln
Snyder Gertrude R PO Box 422
Stamm Jpaul 5182 School Rd S
Thomas Clair Jr 5771 Grant Ave
Tom Garry C RD 1 Box 403 A/19
Tonin Viloet RD 1
Trzos Katherine PO Box 362
Vance David D 3551 Hilty Rd
Wargofchik John R 6001 Great Oak Dr
Florence Pa 15944
Community Center of West 165 Beauft Rd New
Johnson Jason W 213 Ligonier St New
Karras Alexander 145 Northview Hts New
Leary Andrew J 44 Park Rd New
Smith Sandra A 5518 Rte 711 New
Taylor Vivian V Box 371 New
Williams Richard E 1110 Ross Mt Pk Rd New
Grapeville Pa 15634
Audry O Frazi 2533 Radebaugh Rd
Demko Shirley A 2606 Newark St
Thomas Lois 4th
Greensburg Pa 15601
Abdul Ghani Ghais 130 Saint Ives Dr
ABF Freight Systems Inc 100 Jamison Ave
Ackerman John Estate of RD 7 Box 2
Adams Brian D 64 Barnhart Rd
Aharon Nancy J DDS 101 N Main St Ste 201
Allegheny Food Service Attn A Kondisko 333 Via Nobile
Allen Helen J Allen Gary 1364 Denton St
Allen Gladys R 702 Cochran Dr
Allied Corporation 766 E Pittsburg St Ste 203
Altus Francy Altus Gerald 2 Mohawk Dr
Ann Nelson C 1181 Swede Hill Rd
Arevalo Julia 100 Westpoint Dr
ASC Inc 1628 Roseytown Rd Omei
Austin Ronald Lee 542 Austin St
Azok Sally C 2480 S Grande Blvd
Barrett Earl D 2480 S Grande Blvd
Beardsley William J 161 Morrison Ave
Bell Anna M 6 Gdn Ctr Dr Apt 230a
Bell Frank M 8 Gdn Ctr Dr Apt 226
Bennett Jay T 188 Frye Farm Rd
Bennett Rex Co Cathy Kiser
Bishop Erma Arrison Ave 204 Penn St
Biz Mary Louise 1133 Chaucer Dr
Brinton Jan 209 W 3rd St Apt 1004
Brinton Lindsey 209 W 3rd St Apt 1004
Bures Laura Tr 2935 Seminary Dr
Bures Nancy Tr 2935 Seminary Dr
Burke Kimberly A 503 W Pittsburgh
Bush Betty M 523 Westminster Ave
Cadenas Frances A Estate 425 Chestnut St
Callahan Carna J 620 Rugh St
Chambers William M 11 N Hamilton Av
Charlesworth John 317 Hansen Way
Charley Tryone V 631 Guthrie St
Charley Virginia 539 Delbane Way
Cmcr Development Co 835 E Pittsburgh St
Cochran Jon R 274 Jobes Rd
Colarelli Annie J 423 Welty St
Cole Mary L Greensburg Care Ctr 119 Industrial Park Rd
Coleman Ellen 114 Saint Clair Ave
Copeland Eva R 704 Hunt Club Dr
Corsi Joseph C 235 Raquet Club Dr
Crawford John W Maplewood Tr 230 Oak Ln
Crystaloski L J Rd I Box 340
David John C Jr 602 Fair Winds Ct
Debone Dorothy A Debone Joseph M Debone Joseph A 1051 Rimrock Rd
Dematteo Marie c/o Caruthers and Caruthers 114 South Main St
Depto Diana 1812 Snyder Ave
Desantis Mark 660 Pellis Rd
Di Zhi M 529 Hemlock St
Dillon Katherine Estate RR 4
Dimascio Gweniver 620 Rugh St
Dishington Lucy Estate of 63 Meadowbrook Ave
Dolan Karen B 22 Seneca Dr
Dolinar Samuel J Dolinar Rita V RD 3 Box 280a
Donati Grace 624 Oakland Ave
Dr Bob Medical Weight Loss Center G 500 Rugh St
Dumrich Brenda 630 Cribes St
Dunlap Robert J 1758 State Rte 819
Emerick Valerie R 950 Union Cementary Rd
Esola Lewis 116 Glenview Ave
Esola Mamie 116 Glenview Ave
Evans David G 39 Brattleboro Dr
Fantini Terry 728 Union Cemetery Rd
Fennell K 631 Stamford Dr
Ferenez Timothy 340 Ctr Ave
Folsom William L Rural Rte 1 PO Box 197l
Frank Fred F 8072 State Rte 819
Gallagher Bassett Services Inc 540 Pellis Raod Ste 3000
Gatons Michael P 525 Locust St
Gaydosh Loretta J Estate Of 107 Nobile Vista Dr
Gillen John R RR 6
Goodyear Auto Service Rte 30 West
Grapes Karlin E 728 Eastmont Dr 3b
Graszl Edward F 235 Crescent Dr
Graziano Michael Estate 328 Highland Ave
Green Nancy 744 Jeffrey St
Gumbert Loretta A Feirsts Rest
Harouse Eva C/O RNC Nursing Rehab Cntr 890 Weatherwood Ln
Hays Marie P Hays Jessie 430 Oakland Ave
Heeney Elsie M 218 Blackridge Dr
Hegland Gerald 115 Vannear Ave
Henderson Ashley N 131 Anchor Ln
Hm For Aged Westmoreland Co 111 W 2
Hobart Sales & Service 748-750 Highland Ave
Hobaugh Adam C 4360 State Rte 136
Honaker Darlene G 119 Industrial Park Rd
Horan Thomas D Rd 11 Box 469
Hostler Catherine E Estate 737 Angela Dr
Houser Anna V 896 Weatherwood Ln
Hunter O J 216 Underwood Ave
Ibraheem Idiat T 23 Forest Ave Apt1
Jioio Elise 896 Weatherwood Ln
Jorgensen Riley 9 Northmont St
Joseph Flow Inc 124 Theobold Ave
Joseph Geoffrey Dr 510 Pellis Rd Suite 203
Joseph Stein Family Ltd Prtnsp 219 Maple Dr
K Lawrence Kemp Title Insurance Escrow 610 Fairmont St
Kenneth Stevenson Db C/O K Stevenson 225 W Pittsburgh St
Kennland Enterprises Inc 870 Weatherwood Ln Suite 4
Klanica Sandra J 762 Old Rte 66
Kleist Carl J RR 6 Box 499
Knight Kay Cust Knight David M 706 Cribbs St
Knizer Gladys Apt A-13 154 West Hills Dr
Kocian Helen D Estate 8 Franconia Dr
Kozakiewicz William 570 Agnes St
Kramerr Mae D C/O Westmoreland Manor 2480 S Grande Blvd
Kreiger Richard J 212 Wren Dr
Kula Christopher Jeffrey 6 W Hills Dr Apt H20
Lamproplos George W 100 Freedom Rd Apt No N204
Larese Candice S Estate of 925 Highland Ave
Lasek Phillip 504 Newport Dr
Liberty Transportation RR 3 Box 146 Old Rt 22
Lucky Food Centers 513 S Main St
Marie Raymond Marie Careol 215 Beacon St
Martin Robert 1372 Beaver Run Rd
Mattey Ruth A 1849 Mount Pleasant Rd
Mattey Ruth Ann RD 5 Box 353a
McKee Worth H Ft Allen 52 Mohawk Rd
McLaughlin Jean L 204 Heritage Village
McCree Eboni B 614 Cambria Cir
McGinis Patricia L 558 Shearer St
McIntyre Catherine J RR 1
McNeghini Pauline 204 Penn St
Menhart Dennis E RD 4 Box 201
Mignogna Auto Body Inc Rural Rte 30
Miller Genevieve J 1096 Bailey Farm Rd
Miller Kathie L 3237 Ridgeway Dr
Miller Mae M 558 Shearer St
Miller Mary A 200 S Main St
Miller Paul L 11 Glenview
Milliron Helen Y 379 Walton Tea Room Rd
Mohan Ganapathy 108 Ridgewood Way
Monack Mary Cust Monack Megan Q 802 Dornoch Dr
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Monack Ronald Patrick Monack Mary Cust 802 Dornoch Dr
Monack Ronald Patrick Monack Mary 6 Medinah Ct
Motchar Jeffrey S 1105 Cranston Dr
Mowry Gerald J RR 7 Box 367
Muskin Dora 2020 Highland Ave
Myers Roy F Jr Myers Sarah A 721 Oakland
Neighly Diane 329 John St
Newingham Wilfred D Newingham Ann L 630 Keystone St
Newman T PO Box 100
Newmyer Mary E RD 7 Box 357
Nuttall Cora M Nuttall John R Apt 345 645 E Pittsburgh St
Oden Ellen E Irrevo C/O Westmoreland Manor 2480 S Grande Blvd
Omlor Ruth J Apt 905 2500 S Grande Blvd
Omni Care RD 6 Box 514 Hempfield Industrial Park
Orris Elizabeth Orris Robert 2482 S Grande Blvd
Painter Richard E Painter Jean 940 Orchard Ave
Palenchar Mary 2480 S Grande Blvd
Panichella Juliet 409 White St
Paniehella Daniel E 409 White St
Parks Alma RD 3 Box 2618
Patton Ron 132 Nature Park Rd
Payha Richard Edward Dr 510 Pellis Rd
Peterinelli B Estate 15 N Spring Ave
Petrie Johnathan Alan 21 Wilson Ave
Petrie Raymond J 21 Wilson Ave
Pitzer Tracy 441 N Pennsylvania Ave
Pratt Robert W Pratt Gary R 124 S Lincoln Ave
Pt Group PC The 520 Pellis Rd Ste 3000
Pugsley William H 104 Bryan Dr
Pushnik William RD 1
Pushwa John D Fl Installation 20 Windihill Dr
Redwine Hanne Irrevo C/O Westmoreland Manor 2480 S Grande Blvd
Remi Retail Communications LLC 138 South Main St
Reshnet Kathr 510 New Haven Dr
Retondola Helen Estate 412 Greenwood Dr
Reynolds Spencer E 19 North Main St C/O Commercial Bank Trust
Rhoades Lesa 535 Locust St
Ringling Jane L 1016 Dunedin Dr
Rose Davis 2480 S Grande Blvd
Roskosh Rank Trust 124 Northmont St Ua Nov 3 87
Ross Margaret A 2480 S Grande Blvd
Rowe Ann B Estate RR 7 Box 294
Roxan Dorothy 2500 S Grande Blvd Apt 711
Sagar Thomas H 310 Loor Way
Sanchez Miguel Angel E 9th St 760 B
Sanner Nellie V RR 6
Schaller Martha E 1010 Evergreen Ave
Schmucker Charles E 15 Main St
Schrey Jennifer L 108 Merion Ct
Sedlock Walter J Jr Sedlock Susan 202 Barclay St
Shaqqo Muhannad Y Shaqqo Amy G 243 Murdock Way
Sishock Joyce 1400 Marguerite Lake Rd
Smeltzer Janice K Estate Of 230 Willow Crsg Rd
Smith Willa M Estate 138 E Otterman St
Snoddy William R Jr 735 Lindwood Dr
Sours Suzzanne J 1010 Evergreen Ave
Staley Grace E 2480 S Grande Blvd
State Farm Insurance 440 Pellis Rd
Stevens Ashley 6 Saint Ives Dr
Stout Fred E PO Box 365
T and J Sub Shoppe I 1185 E Pittsburgh St Bldg C 2
Taggart Arthur Clair Jr RR 11 Box 407
Talkowski Thomas S Dr 107 Point View Ct
Taylor Joyce A 760 A Main
Taylor Juliann J 48 West Glennis Dr
Taylor Kandace 916 Bridge Ave
Tekavec Willa 307 Georgetown Ln
Telford Emerson C 18 Windihill Dr
Thompson James H 320 Concord Ave
Tom Clark Ford Inc 1080 E Pittsburgh Rte 30 E
Trout Gilbert 91 N Westmoreland Ave
Truby Margaret Estate Rr 7
Turner Betty 2480 S Grande Blvd
Ulery Irene E 1922 Clawson Ave
Universal Billing 593 Rugh St
Uschock William M 314 Weavers Rd
Valesky William 46 Twin Run Rd (Rear) Rd 12 Bo
Vrbanic Robert M 501 Sells Ln
Weigand Scott R 2004 Autumn Ln
Weightman Donald G 8 Markvue Cir
Wentzell John R Bf 1030 Dearborn Rd
West Rentals Inc 1051 Gdn St
West Elizabeth C West Joe L 419 S Main St
Wile Robert 117 Brownlee Ln
Williams Edwin 449 College Ave Apt B5
Wilson Lois M 705 Stonehaven Dr
Wimfp 1275 South Main St Suite 101
Wineland Catherine 707 W Otterman St
Z & W Rentals 552 N Maple Ave
Harrison City Pa 15636
Beretta Susan M 15 High Point Cir
Costanzo John B 1 Limerick Rd
Fleming Ruth Rd Box 202
Furtak Melissa A Box 161
Gallagher Jenny PO Box 543
Gesner Jenkins A c/o A Jenkins Box 417




Kober Eugene E Kober Chad 266 Rowe Rd
Langer Alois A 111 Saddlebrook Dr
Lenosky Gloria Est Of 21 Brook Valy Dr
Mcbeth Alfred Attn Shirley Mcbeth RD 1 Box 186
Mozuch Bruce J Jr 601 Sewickley Ave
Schehr Sarah 2 Clinton Dr
Shipkosky Charles RR 1
Smayda Jaqueline 605 Sewickley Ave
Smith Gerald RR 1 Box 527
Soring Leopold RR 1
Stairs Bernard RR 1 Box 616
Stravasnik Mary J 3378 Pike St
Yuhouse Julius R RR 1 Box 449
Hyde Park Pa 15641
Aber Melvin W Chestnut
Catchpole Carol A Railrd
Derr David Estate 2528 Hutztown Rd
Stephenson Elizabet Railrd
Stephenson Inga E Chestnut
Irwin Pa 15642
Acharya Keshav 7 N US Hwy 15 Apt 250
AJS Associates PC 9173 Rt 30 Lincoln Hwy
Anderson Lois J 12921 Lincoln Way Apt 243
Anderson David C Anderson Jean D 101 Woodview Dr
Basista Margaret L 408 Brunazzi Rd
Bizich Katherine 114 Windsor Dr
Burda Ann V 32 Maple St
Cambrszzi Joanna B 1111 8th St
Cameron Lois 10 Crystal Ct
Cargo Vicki L 1131 Paintertown Rd
Central Penn Property Services 100 S 7th St
Christenson C W 607 9th St
Colbert Maizie 1081 Whitehead Ln
Cosgrove Bonnie R 506 Meadow Rd
Cumming Jeffrey G 1704 Arona Rd
Curler Phyllis PO Box 491
Dawson Eric R 327 Rear Main St Apt 3
Diffenderfer Lloyd D Estate Diffenderfer C E RD 3 Box 272a
Din Ha 6900 Beatty Dr
Dufalla John J C/O M Dufalla 19 S Rolling Hills Ave
Dufalla Margaret 19 S Rolling Hills Ave
Firestone Drew Motel 3 Apt D Rte 30
Ganter Hazel W Est 307 6th St
Geary Susie L 320 Third St
Genard Kevin K 3700 Sweet Briar Apt 306
Good Forrest R 11416 James St Irwin Pa
Haines Betty M 6600 Beatty Dr Apt O106
Hamilton Fields At Stoney Ledge 4044 Rte 130
Henderson Edna M Bridge Stshafton
Hi Speciality America PO Box 442
Hoffman Mary Estate 409 Hedy Lynn Dr
Idler Arthur Apt A 10 E Lincoln Ave
Infinity Group Inc 3 Penn Towne Dr
Ionadi Serafina J 920 Giovanni Ln
Irwin Distributin Co 10301 Ctr Hwy
Itrust & Co 309 Main St
JTE Pumpwarehouse 4th & Webster Sts
Kalna Joseph 621 Clay Pike Rd
Kaylor Patricia A Kaylor William E 526 Oak St
Kemp Richard G Jr 9360 Pembroke Cir
Kline Nancy E Estate Rr 4 Box 53
Knatz Melissa A Knatz John G IV 1968 Mars Hill Rd
Komondor Katherine Marie Komondor Gene M 8735 Delaware Ave
Kosoglow Anne R 3511 Rte 130
Kunkle Irene Estate RR 7 Box 71
Lavella Robert RD 3 Box 162a
Lemmon Lorraine Estate 112 Longview Dr
Leonard Augustina G 292 Brush Creek Rd
Macintosh Robert T 116 Wendel Rd
McKeever Esther Estate Of 1300 8th Ave
Morris Vera R Estate Of 629 Cherokee St
Obarto Anthony D 168 S Thompson Ln
Olszewski Jenna West Olszewski Jon A 905 Giovanni Ln
Omlor Michael 5300 Beatty Dr Apt J-101
Orr Donald 706 Spruce St
Papp Verna G Estate Of 4 Dell Dr
Parns Charlette M 6800 Beatty Dr Apt 0303
Peters Andrew Estate 73 Webster Ave North
Peters Carl Estate RR 3
Peters Eric S 14354 Overholt Dr
Phillips William Phillips Dorothy Apt C 204 3400 Sweetbriar Dr
Pittman Joseph Lloyd 1826 Highland Ave
Plassio Peggy S RR 1
Polansky Marie F RR 2 Box 323
Pongibove Patricia J 806 Rembrandt Cir
Randolph Lori Cust Randolph Meghan 115 Anderson Rd
Riley Katie E 45 Walnut St Apt 2
Rothbauer Angela L 1206 Ninth Ave
Salesi Karl A 306 Penn Woods Dr Ext
Sch Kdg Calvary Christian 8653 Pennsylvania Ave
Schlegel K P 32 Cir Dr
Shearer Hugh J 234 Oakmont St
Sobo Eugene 4094 Rte 130
Sochacki Martha 908 10th Ave
Storey Clifford L Jr Co Don Myers
Strassman David W Strassman Sam 7990 Rte 30
Sullivan Frances Sullivan David J 301 Walnut St
Teaman Martin D Estate 3 Robbis Acris
Vandyke Margaret L 604 Cherokee St
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Vernail Doris F 71 S Pine St
Vinci Bertha B 12259 Rout 30
Vrtacnik Helen 9989 Rear McClellan
Wcara 11259 Ctr Hwy
Whitaker Carolana 5813 Belle Chasse Ln
William Snyder Funeral Home PO Box Q
Zogas Lois Estate 312 Rizzi Dr
Jeannette Pa 15644
Adams Vernon G Est of Pine Ctr Ste 2 2090 Harrison Ave
Avila Ramon M 1002 Blank Rd
Baloh Cecilia 407 N 4th St
Barnes Merle 918 Evans St Ab3
Bert Gail A 1028 Scott Ave
Blasco Shirley Apt 812 401 S 4th St
Broker Nick Estate Of 213 Smt View Dr
Brown Josephine M 327 N 1st St Rear
Bruce Brothers Tires Of J 21 Lincoln Hwy E
Brust Henry B 319 Good St
Caserio James J Estate Of 50 Seanor St
Clarkson James 639 Sixth St
Clayt Cathryn V Estate 815 N 3rd St
Clayton Martha E Estate 721 N 3rd St
Compton Walter H 331 Margaret St
Creative Marketing Service Inc 1971 Harrison Ave
Davis Loretta Kleist 11 Kepple St
Deemer Frank J RR 1 Box 344
Doreen Gaudi 1029 Thompson St
Dorinda Clark 2100 Claridge Elliott Roa
Downs James R 813 1/2 Gaskill Ave
Duncan Hazel J Estate 313 Clay Ave
Eade Roy J 600 N 14th St
Edwards Regis M Edwards Linda B 539 N 8th St
Geesey Ruth L Estate PO Box 278
Gilmore Sarah J 2736 Radebaugh Rd
Glasser Aloysius L 712 Ellsworth Ave
Gongaware Marjorie RR 1 Box 344
Gurnick Stanley Gurnick Lois 622 Pitcairn Ave
Gutherie Christal 118 Barkley Ln
Harrold Debra K 1201 Lewis Ave
Herring Sharon N Herring Douglas 420 Division St
Hill James 1213 Bennett Ave
Hill Marian B 401 S 4th St
Hill Marion G 401 S 4th St Apt 912
Holland Herbert R Holland Evelyn C 16 Greenview Dr Fairway
Howell Candace Joyce Howell Lisa J 434 Sloan Ave
Jeannette Open MRI 1113 Lowry Ave
Jones Jessie M 1008 1/2 Gaskill Ave
Klinger Deborah 50 So List St Jeanetta Pa 15644
Krupey Esther Estate C/O W Razey 603 Jefferson Ave
Kunak Hellien Estate RR 2
Lawther Orville C 806 Arlington Ave
Lindsey Maybelle E 1125 Lewis Ave
Linhart William V Estate Stella St
Lutz Charles E 459 Lincoln Hwy W
Mains Scott J 1144 Dry Dam Rd
Martin Patricia A 234 Spring Valy Rd
Massung Geraldine 16 Fritchman Dr
Massung Larry Tr 16 Fritchman Dr
Mccullough Billy S 5th
Medved Steven J Jr 433 Agnew Rd
Midden Vincent W 312 N 3rd St Apt 1
Miller Mildred C Estate 46 Cuyler Ave
Mock William A 321 Silvis St
Monteparte Robert A 651 Penn High Park Rd
Murphy Bates H 2020 Ader Rd
Niehenke Jessica A 121 South 2nd St Apt 4
Olson Robert O 1807 Harrison Ave
Otoole Mary J 8 15th St
Ozzello Katherine D 34 12th St
Pierce Clyde W 23 Landis Ave
Princes Concetta 1710 Penn Ave
Reed Angela R 221 N First St
Revenco Press Corp 225 Margaret Ave Ste 1
Rupe Naomi Rd 1 PO Box 278a
Schultz Alvin A 801 N 8th & Railrd Apt 4
Smith Marilyn G Smith Helen R 8 Seller Ave
Solomon Miguel 46 Ashland Dr
Sorokes Gregory F Sorokes Esther E 1000 General Forbes Rd
Tullius Diane D C/O Tullius Wilma 10 Robin Dr
Tullius Wilma I 10 Robin Dr
Tyger Jacquelyn Tyger Emma J Woodlawn 150 Underwood Ave
Underwood Richard 322 Harrison Ave
Urcheck Stella 910 Gaskill Ave Apt 1r
Vinkler Richard J 635 Wylie Ave
Walker Darli 4533 Lincoln Ave
Weller Charles E Estate 38 E Gaskill Ave
Wood Frederick B 19 Berlin Rd
Yeargers Kevin 114 Kintigh Ln
Larimer Pa 15647
Bower Carl A c/o Thomas Bower PO Box 15
Carter Jennifer K 730 Brownstown Rd
Gregory Royal Brownstown Rd
Ooten Carl Box 51 1259 Armstrong
Shepler Mary E Estate Brownstown Rd
Latrobe Pa 15650
Al Rawi Muthafar M 3602 Rte 982 South
Altemus Rl Rt 30 E PO Box 735 Jons Oldsmobile
Altemus Robert L L Estate Of Rt 30 E PO Box 735 Jons Oldsmobile
Androstic Marie I 2138 Dailey Ave
Arbore James W 528 McFarland Rd
Arnold Palmers Collision Center Inc PO Box 615
Baker Beverly 1111 Jefferson St
Bazana Enterprises Inc 3136 Rt 30 East
Baumgardner Richard J Baumgardner Sarah C 2021 James St Apt 126
Baumgardner Sarah C Baumgardner E Jane 2021 James St Apt 126
Beining Kathleen A RD 2 Box 94
Bendl Jacob R Bendl Jean 39 E Tacoma Ave
Bewsher Jean W Estate RD 2 Box 344b
Bisel Harold I 506 Ligonier St
Blansett Marie E 500 Brouwers Dr
Bosco Angelo E 1384 St Clair St
Burdza Joseph US Rte 30
Butler Simona 241 Trauger Rd
Charlesworth John 1532 Woodlawn Dr
Chupka And Knoeller RD 2 Box 318-A
Cigoi Karl Estate Of 616 Spring St
Ciocco Michael A Ciocco Helen M Rear 114 Thompson St
Clark Glenn F 212 Fifth Ave
Cooper Mary RD 3
Custom Sports Gear 128 Innovative Ln
Dansers Auto Repair 19 Richmond St
Deglau Betty J 312 St Clair St
Demurat William Rd 7 Box 199
Donovan William D Est Of 438 Depot St
Foster Donna 521 Weldon St
GU Inc 600 Ligonier St
Galinis Robert J 1242 Mission Rd
Galya Dorothy F Est Of Attn Mccann Garland Ridall and K PO Box 1039
Gau Francois Kennametal 1600 Technology Way
Gebicki Stanley T Jr Gebicki Louise 230 Ave D
Gibson Catherine A 601 Spring St
Hamilton Edna M 4286 Rte 982
Hixson Helen A RD 7 Box 10
Hornock Michael 1135 Cir Dr
Hunter Luella Estate RR 2
Import Export Tire Company PO Box 889
Karpetska Joseph Estate 129 Ave E
Keefe Mary A 720 Walnut St
Kunf Catherine Estate Of 900 Forest St Apt 3
Latrobe Brewing 119 Jefferson St
Leonard Chester J 1521 Longview Dr
Leonida Xenophon Loyal Hannan Ave Floor 1
Lightcap Martha D c/o Robert P Lightcap PO Box 920
Mapel Dorothy 1818 Sloan Ave
McCulloch Woodrow L 1303 Wood St
Mclaren James S 312 St Clair St
Mormack Elizebeth Mormack John RD 1 Box 281
Morre Gordon Smt Apts 303 218 N Shenanadoah Dr
Noel Barry 3208 Rt 982
Pagliasso A J Estate 1510 Ridge Ave
Pavlak John P 342 Thompson St 3
Petrosky William A 122 2021 James St
Puskar Helen RR 3 Box 376d
Reinshagen Katharin Estate Of 208 Sequoia Ct
Robertson Leona J 631 Solomon Temple Rd
Schwab Gertrud I 601 Spring St
Shields Roy B 36 Lamplight Dr
Slaug James 108 Miller St
Slaughterbeck James L 108 Miller St
Smith Ryland Christophe Smith Bradley E 833 Main St
Smith Eleanor 506 Chestnut St
Steck Jean D Estate Of 1157 Ridgeview Dr
Stehle Roy 27 Ave A
Stump Everett PO Box 115
Taylor Anna C 917 Mission Rd
Taylor Anna C Estate 917 Mission Rd
Tedesco Anthony M 628 Monastery Dr
Volpe Ashley D 547 Lloyd Ave
Watkins Eleanor 804 Lincoln Ave
Wright Claybon 901 Derry Rd
Zoldosh Frank 119 Ave C
Laughlintown Pa 15655
Evans David C PO Box 127
Ligonier Pa 15658
Adams Scott B PO Box 944
Artuso Family Trst Of 410 E Church St
Beard Dennis M 608 Cherokee Ln PO Box 2
Bethlen Home O Reformed Federation of America 125 Kalassay Dr
Bouchal Roland G Bouchal Irene L Star Rte East Peters Rd
Boyd Margaret G Boyd William J 528 Trout Ave
Chomko Linda 327 Washington St PO Box 4
Collins Mary Estate RR 1
Craig Dorothy L 311 W Main St
Datel Lawrence J Jr 593 Gregg Ave Apt A
Fry Phyllis N 2018 Rte 30 East
Giesey George L Giesey A M 330 Franklin St
Guerrieri Roma PO Box 4 Wilpen Pa 15658
Kane Philip M PO Box 928
Menoher Betty L 138 E Main St Apt 3
Neiderhiser John B 165 Whistle Wind Farm Ln
Newill W K 204 E Main St
Phillips David Phillips Nancy 314 Buckstrail Ln
Rost Energy Company Inc PO Box 615
Shirey John J 1500 Darlington Rd
Simon Maurice E Jr 415 Kastner St
Smetanka Anne D 320 E Main St
Stockman Nicholas 117 Presidents Dr
Thoma Warren C Estate Rector Rd Star Rte S
Ulery John A 719 Blue Hole Ln
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Will Doris A 204 Kinsey Farm Rd
Will Elizabeth B Estate RR 1
Wiltrout Lewis W RR 2 371
Young Nancy 16 Matson Rd
Ziders Margaret S 333 Bunger St
Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Bouch Violet L 832 Brady St
Cameron Margery 323 Frederick Dr
Cameron Margery E 323 Frederick Dr
Farneth John L 2745 Harvey Ave
Fedoush Barbara 209 Sylvan Dr
Franczak Walter 121 Johnson Blvd
Gamble Connie M 3119 Ben Davis Ave
Homick Anna 516 Braevire St
Johnson Catherine D 100 Lorraine Dr
Jonczak Stella R 257 Reed St
Jones Laura J 115 Sylnaw Dr
Kelly Lillian 65 Chicago Ave
Leigh Rewng Dr 330 Claremont Dr
Leiportzsr Gregg 2636 Leechburg Rd
Lokar Richard W Jr 2745 Harvey Ave
Minter Management Inc PO Box 2040
Misour Susan 117 Reed St
Nickel Amber 130 Caribou Cir
Ray Mary I 3137 Oregon Dr
Rovnan Mary Z c/o James Haas 1 Grandview Dr
Saint Doris 100 A Jefferson Dr
Saint Dorothy M 100a Jefferson Dr
Sankey Norma G 136 Frandor Rd
Scott Christopher 995 Wills Ave
Spiering Edward N 100 Alpine Rd
Staley James Estate 248 Davies St
Teopfer Nora A Est Of 323 Frederick Dr
Walter R Helen D Freude 294 Morgan St
Luxor Pa 15662
Marie Frank PO Box 12
Madison Pa 15663
Rupert Bruce Albert Box 252
Slayton Roxie J 8021 W Main
Manor Pa 15665
Adragna Dorothy A Adragna Jack A 312 Mount Manor Rd
Edwards Robert B 34 Observatory St
Mialki Josephine Mialki S R 2719 Central
Miller Irene E PO Box 606
Walthour Christ C Jr Box 536
Wampler Clifford III PO Box 394
Monessen Pa 15062
Anderson Leonard 1419 Walnut Ave
Arnold Latonda S 1037 Knox Ave
Bass William Sr 1225 Leeds Ave
Beck John Beck Joan 1512 Marion Ave
Bettis Frances 1426 Rostraver St
Caton Edwin I223 Walnut St
Chan Leonard F 1621 Walnut Ave
Collie Anna 325 3rd St
Dawson Chardae 215 4th St
Elias Beverly A 174 Schoonmaker Ave
First Federal Savings Bank Donner At Sixth PO Box 369
Gaudio Albino L 513 Schoonmaker Ave
Gaudio Laurie Estate of 513 Schoonmaker Ave
Godfrey Christopher M 1 Pioneer Dr
Gopal Murali D 632 9th St
Hebenthal Sarah J Schoonmaker Ave
Hendrickson Joseph 949 Athalia Ave
Hrieno Susan 631 Locust Ave
Jones Bernard Estate Keystone Dr City Park
Jones Mary K 704 Ninth St
Kessler Marie Estate 1305 Marion Ave
Kikta John 1045 Knox Ave
Kruczynski John 58 Schoonmaker Ave
Krutz Michele A Krutz Maryann Apt 415 Valy Manor
Kuvinka Carol 916 Schoon Ave
Lane Naomi J 1019 Highland Manor
Lastoka Richard 34 E Donner Ave
Lipnicky Julia L Lipnicky Paul E 523 Sixth St
Lopresti Kent T 509 Ontario St
Luti John E Luti Mary 1228 Maple Ave
Mastracci Dominick 1409 Rostraver St
Mastracci Mary 1409 Rostraver St
Mervinsky Margaret E Mervinsky John 1105 Dennis Ave
Naccarato Virginia M 419 Motheral Ave
Pallone Mary D 2065 Grand Blvd
Panepinto Patsy 357 Pkwy
Parola John I Parola Mary A 15 Monessen Blvd
Pierallini Mamie 421 Short St
Poli Michael D 1440 Rostraver St
Regula Stephen Estate 35 Pennsylvania Blvd
Regula Steve W Estate 35 Pennsylvania Blvd
Roberts Auto Body 1225 Leeds Ave
Shawley Cecil Jr Schoonmaker Ave
Shetterly Leisa 333 Manown St
Spizzirri Consetta Spizzirri Emm 1218 Mcmahon
Stein Sarah D 408 Mcgeary Ave
Suomela Felix PO Box 55
Todd Ruth J 1427 Rostraver St
Vigne Esther 304 Third St
Weston Robert 32 Ct Ave
Wood Laura 704 9th St
Yadrick Joseph 534 Rostraver St
Zoretick Vernoica 1058 Atlanlic Ave
Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
American Glass Inc 1900 Liberty
Benkatie Corp 142 Ridgeview Rd
Blum Reiss and Plaitano Esqs 632 W Main St
Brnilovich Mildred 702 Park Ave
Childress Walter B Childress Ella M 3 Cort St Apt 1
Crivelli Chevrolet Attn Gap Acct Depart 600 N Church St
Damato Steven M 225 E Main St
Dearmint Johnie R 306 E Main Stbox 94
Dearmint Kathleen S 306 E Main St Box 94
Dearmint Sara J P0 Box 94
Dearmint Sarah J PO Box 94
Edge Fred C 148 Deer Creek Dr
Eutsey Patricia A Co Debbie Slaminko 309 W Main St
Fender Gregory B Estate of Fender Gregory B 814 W Vine St
Forbes Francis E 105 High St
Freiland Joseph P 2751 982 Rt
Glowacki Eldora M 1328 Mt Pleasant Rd
Gwynn Jerome S Estate RR 2
Hogan Dennis W 229 Rose Rd
Holub Robert E RD 2 Box 441
Hubble Kenneth D RD 5 Box 551
Jankowsky Louis S Estate 132 E Smithfield St
Johnson Jody A PO Box 466
Kline Edward J RR 2
Kovach Victoria Estate Of RR 1 Box 150
Krnosky Louise I RR 1 Box 104
Lawson Della M 320 Warden St
Le Smith Glass Inc 1900 Liberty
Leshko Margaret 843 Ruffsdalealverton Rd
Magie Samuel B 343 College Av
Marks Kathryn Ann Kuhn Marks Linda Kay 102 S Quarry St
Meegan John Ford 4106 Rt 981
Mobile Concepts By Scotty Inc 480 Bessemer Rd
Padovano Leanne Cust Padovano Mia RR 3 Box 311b
Pallitta Pauline L Est Of 215 N Church St
Phelan Hallinan Schmieg C/O Fnma Aka 108 High St
Reinhart Foodservice 226 Eastview Dr
Russel Charlotte 178 Mellinger Town Rd
Shultz Wade Rr 6 Box 2301
Slaminito Nellie 309 W Main St
Sofranko Linda M 769 N Thfield St
Stetsko Jane Apt 120 335 Maple St
Steward Jacqueline E Main St
Vecchio Helen 6953 Rte 819
Wojtas Steve Jr Bf N Church St
Zisek Debra F 4106 Rt 981
Murrysville Pa 15668
A 1 Mortgage & Financial 4115 William Penn Hwy Ste 301
Adecco Employment Agency 4466 William Penn Hwy
Balu Ravi 4057 Old William Penn Hwy
Barnett Margaret W Barnett William T 3607 Burwick Ct
Bell Elizabeth Estate 3804 Newton Dr
Boles Robert 3361 Lake Ridge Dr Lot 40
Bondi Printing Company Inc 3975 William Penn Hwy
Bt Conley A B Inc 113 Sandy Creek Rd
Carns Ernest Gregory 5157 Saltsburg Rd
Charles W Hergenroeder Real Estate PO Box 680
Coe Harry D Jr Coe Dorothy M 3116 Treeline Dr
Craig Hugh M 3312 Windgate Dr
Cupps Linda A 4200 Logans Ferry Rd #25
Damani Jitendra 5002 Nottingham Cir
Eddy James S 3497 Ivy Dr
Erbe Joseph 3397 Meadowbrook Rd
Erie Insurance Attn Marlene Harmon PO Box 605
Foust Alexander Mitchel Foust Amy V 4730 Saltsburg Rd
Gillilan Margaret B Estate 4043 Cape Cod Dr
Grain Deryk R 4953 Cline Hollow Rd
Hale Caroline E Hale Lena M PO Box 34
Harkness Robert RR 2 Box 319
Hayes Linda Lucille 4685 Marjorie Dr
Hirsh Matthew Hirsh John 323 Oakridge Dr
Kadidahl Mahendra 4624 Windbrook Dr
Kinsey William H Jr 4612 Sardis Rd
Kush Henry 118 Marshall Dr
Lim M Gene 4971 Northlawn Cir
Lodovico Frank Jr PO Box 341
Love Linda Susan Love Christopher 3846 Golden Mile Hwy
Martin Sandra L Estate 4261 Golden Mile Hwy
Maurer Geraldine M 2005 Penns Ct
McGowan Michael S 3885 Brookside Dr 308
Murrysville Shop N Save 4536 William Penn Hwy
Naffah Camille Estate Of 3788 William Penn Hwy
Penny Foreclosures II LLC 4889 William Penn Hwy 364
Rabatin Catherineg Est Of Demilio Law Group 4373 Old Wlm Penn Hwy
Riems Carol 3400 Lashan Dr
Ritter Charles C 4062 Hankey Rd
Robitzer Albert J Jr Robitzer Barbara H PO Box 246
Ruane Susan 2401 Oakhurst Ct
Safran Darren T 3483 Ivy Dr
Smith Sara 4953 Cline Hollow Rd Apt 444
Somyak Evelyn L Estate Of 5131 Beech Rd
Spraley Brian 4423 Mclaren Dr
Srinivasa Nangali S 4004 Chelstead Way
Stahl Katharin A 3433 Mayer Dr
Wagne Helen L 5728 Saltsburg Rd
Wagner Walter R 5728 Saltsburg Rd
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Walker Joseph 3831 Meadowbrook Rd
Wohlin Theodor James Wohlin Debra 3190 Chestnut St
Wiltsie Cynthia Lou 4060 Old William Penn Hwy
Wohlin Debra 3190 Chestnut St
Wohlin John Frederick 438 Edgetree Dr
Wohlin John Fredrik 438 Edgetree Dr
Wright Edna L c/o Edna L Wright/Wife 321 Glendale Ln
New Alexandria Pa 15670
Ament Christopher Tyler RD 3 Box 454
Harper Samuel Estate RR 2 Box 243
Hill Anna G RR 1 Box 123
Hill Anna G Estate of RR 1 Box 123
Mcnaughton Raymond Mcnaughton Marie B 64 RR 3
Moore William RR 2
Pierce James S RD 3 Box 454
Poole Douglas W RR 1 Box 378
Sacks Mary W FamDd 2 Vandrgrift Pa 15670
Yothers Thomas RR 1 Box 618
Zagrodniczek William J 113 E Main St
New Derry Pa 15671
Campbell Garth E 404 Pittsburgh St
Freshnock Donald PO Box 247
John J Lopatich Fune 5804 Rte 982
Penich Charles PO Box 117
New Kensington Pa 15068
Albert Debra L 101 Woodstone Ln Unit 1
Arbuckle Andrew 1813 Ridge Ave
Armor Harry S RD 1 Box 530
Bald Inc 1056 Woodberry Rd
Ball Edna P 115 Sylnaw Dr
Barch Stephanie Barch Terry A 140 Venango Ct
Bartholic Mildred 221 Freeport Rd
Bartlebaugh Peter RR 1
Bassett Ray S Estate PO Box 31
Bechtol Allan R PO Box 2093
Beighley Anna J RD 2
Billett Raymond 209 Dewey Dr Apt 2
Bittcher Mark A 1125 Parkview Dr
Borland Frank R 715 State St
Brennan Anntonette 231 Coxcomb Hill Rd
Brinkocz Andrew RR 1
Bruno Nicholas T 428 Charles Ave
Burrell 3200 7th St Rd
Cable Floyd E Jr Cable Patricia L 2400 Greensburg Rd
Cable Patricia L 2400 Greensburg Rd
Callahan Agnes A 206 Countryview Dr
Cancro Patrick A 180 Craigdell Rd Apt 116
Charity Garrett Charity Cathy 329 Lynn Ann Dr
Collection Services Center 832 5th Ave
Cope Leland E Cope Betty 886 7th St Ext
Crim Betty C 449 Chester Dr
Czarnecki Henry J Czarnecki Mark H 317 7th St Ext
Davis George E 774 Caldwell Ave
Days Inn 6 Landings Dr
Devis Edna 774 Caldwell Ave
Douglas Frederick 2524 Leechburg Rd
Doutt Oscar S 2019 Ridge Ave
ECM Transport LLC 1460 Greensburg Rd
Enrico Virginia 1272 5th Ave
Friday Richard A 136 Duquesne Blvd
Fusia Elizabeth P 419 Fifth Ave
Fusia Elizabeth P Trst Of 419 Fifth Ave
Fusia Robert 419 Fifth Ave
Garner Kenneth H Estate 920 North St
Gaston Henry Jr RR 2
George Mercedes H 521 Arizona Dr
George William J 190 Oak Ridge Dr
Gilchrist Frank 164 Haser Dr
Gilliam Mariah Marie 314 Rampart Blvd
Hemphill Charles J Estate 119 Hemphill Hollow Rd
Henderson Joseph E Jr Bf 823 Emerald Dr
Hipple Kenneth M Sr Repp Rd Rd 2
Hludzek Mary 508 Cliff Ave
Johnson Joycelyn Est 828 Catalpa St
Kelly Patrick 1290 3rd Ave
Knopp Lewis 1217 6th Ave
Kollar Margaret L 445 Greenridge Rd
Kolson Dennis Michael Kolson Mary R RR 2 PO Box 414a
Krinock Beverly J Krinock Eugene F 523 Pershing Dr
Kumpick Helen PO Box 184
Lambert Gregory Sr 723 Bridge St
Leeds Business Accessorie Attn Nanci Viens 400 Hunt Valy Rd
Lehmkuhl Sue Z 1045 Leishman Ave
Lint Anna J 522 Ridge Ave Apt A
Luczak Angeline 3149 Ohio Dr
Luczak Wallace M 3149 Ohio Dr
Manley Willie C Carlisle Hall 300 Craigdell Rd Apt 4b
Marcus Milton 1061 Knollwood Ave
Martin Terry Jr 237 Ridge Ave
McLachlan Daniel R 521 Farneth Rd
Miller Florence C 1522 Beamer Ave
Minard Jonathon 1140 Constitution Blvd
Motosicky John 6260 Schafer Dr
Moyes Chanda 63 Haser Dr
Mullen Lisa J 325 Main St Apt 104
Murin Eleanor 121 Mclaughlin Dr
National City Mortgage Co 409 Riverview Dr
Noble Vera L Estate 526 Clyde St
Oswalt Richard 1025 Victoria Ave
Passafiume Laura L Estate 4540 Sardis Rd
Perriello Linda Perriello Andy 809 Anderson St
Pohan Helen 417 Plum St
Raees Tariq 200 Lynn Ann Dr Lower Level
Reese Dorothy 471 Vernon St Apt B
Reisch Emma L 366 Freeport
Reisch Robert C 366 Freeport
Richards Karen 723 4th St
Ritter Melvin Estate 306 Richmond St
Roberts Constance 325 Main St Apt 517
Ross Marie 919 Maiden Ln
Roth Cecelia Attn Arron M Kress 801 Freeport Rd
Roxby Leslie J 2nd Floor 1238 Victoria
RSI Inc. 953 5th Ave
Sacco Stella Ms 200 Morgan St
Sarmes Cynthia 516 Oates Blvd
Schafer William C Schafer Beulah 818 Wood St
Schneider Martha 665 Ridge Ave
Schultise Janet E PO Box 2093
Shamey Mark J Estate of C/O M Pujol Admin 409 Riverview Dr
Sigmund Laudell L 1217 6th Ave
Smallman Signe A Apt 503 700 4th Ave
Smatana Est John Smatana John A 1616 7th St
Smith Edward 1003 Industrial Blvd
Sokol Frank 604 Fifth Ave Apt B
Stankiewicz Helen 1320 Constitution Blvd
Stevens Donald E 205 Frary Ln
Stewart Carolyn 336 Iroquois Dr
Stewart Diane L 401 6th St Apt I
Storrs Isaac H Estate Of C/O M Storrs 1707 Woodmont Ave
Szoch Theodore J 4438 Frederick Dr
Tielsch Francis 226 Rampart Blvd
Timmons Violet Estate of C/O R Korinski 619 Ridge Ave
Twin City Beverage Company 1304 5th Ave
Vaughn Antoinette 1250 Taylor Ave
Vonhofen Marilynn 325 Montana Ave
Wenger Ella C PO Box 316
Williams Oneida Al Towers 207 Central Towers
Woods Lempi M 1301 Ctr Ave
York Timothy 255 Charles Ave
Zaken Anna 417 Plum St
Zeigler David 604 Fourth Ave Rear
Zerovich Michael J C/O Joanne Russell 219 Teakwood Dr
Zippler Pauline S 1103 Victoria Ave
New Stanton Pa 15672
Clark Tom Ford dba Greensburg Collision Center 115 Timber Ridge Ct Apt D3
Drag Tina S 129 New Stanton Manor Ct Ap B
Geary Ann A 332 Arona Rd
Kenworth of Pennsylvania 530 North Ctr Ave
Kiritchenko Michael 115 Stan Ave
Kregel Margaret J 108 Water St
McDivitt David P 100 Wentsler Ave
Open MRI of Missoula LLC PO Box 450
Pacelli Terry M 552 Adele Dr
Sealand Beth A PO Box 99
Shenango Valley Imaging Associates 107 Paintersville Rd
Smith Melvin A 191 Shrader Hollow
Triplett Doris RR 1
Wilson Keith H 115 Timber Ridge Ct Apt D3
North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Bithel Elizabeth F 10999 Rte 30
Borill Signs 11534 Pkwy Dr
Bunda Arlene 2350 Myers Ln
Clara Sandra B 1461 Guffy Rd
Cook Regina 12464 Larimar Ave
Cribs To Teens Inc 501 Janet Dr
Diehl Dorothy L Estate Of 14247 Roberta Dr
Dinkfelt James 2183 Lancelot Dr
Doritty Sarah Jean 10219 Fairmont St
Falk Kathryn 701 Stonebridge Dr
Findlay Lisa A 270 Gdn City Ct
Foster Jordan L 11700 Ctr St
Gallagher Lois L 287 Robin Sta Rd
Gottron Mark C 10051 Edgewood Ct Ifc
Grandview Landscaping 2721 Ipnar Rd
Gustafson Michelle 1711 Livingston St
Hagan James E 12419 Adams Dr
Hahn Susan K 12796 Virginia Ave
Henry Charles Henry Betty M 11885 Frieda Dr
Hoffman Grace 1760 Ridgeview Dr
Irwin Karl F 13792 Lincoln Way
Jaffre Shirley B 10662 Ctr Hwy
Johnson David A 411 Clay Pike
Johnson Mary S 914 Quaker Dr
Jones David 129 Oakmont St
Katich Lori J 14040 Marven Pl
Keenan Doris M 12699 Terrie Dr
Labuda Jean Estate Of 12921 Lincoln Wy165
Lane Kathleen J 10540 Old Trail
Leighty Charles 7857 Penna Av
Lithgow Robert B 13785 Marven Dr
Lomangno Kathryn M Estate 1221 Clay Pike
McDonald Michael C 791 Butterfield Dr
McFarlane Lewis 100 Maus Dr
Miller Isabel M 9700 Barnes Lake Rd
Muentzer Bernice 11979 Rice Ln
Napolitano Louis 13748 Loretta Dr
Nizinski Mike Estate of Redstone Highlands 12921 Lincoln Way
Pasquarelli Danielle 710 Nathan Dr
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Petras Katelyn M 8389 Pennsylvania Ave
Ralph Frank R Ralph Isla K 11490 Dennis Cir
Rea Doug 14474 Michael Dr
Richter Eleanor L 10392 Harrison Ave
Root Laverne T 10339 Madison Ave
Royal Health Care LP 11299 Rte 30
Royal Health Care LP c/o t/a Nor Ridge 11299 Rte 30
Sedlak Candace E 13715 Saint Clair Dr
Seman Kelly L 680 Pettigrew Rd
Simmons Pamela J 14237 Roberta Dr
Sipes Ralph L 10457 Melrose Dr
Stipancic Gary 906 Hazel Dr
Stoken Evelyn E 571 Brittany Ct
Tonys Got It 11639 Rte 30
Truxal Chester J 985 N Whitmore Rd
Walthour Gary B 11051 Bluebird Dr
Wukoson Anna Mae Wukoson Joseph 4500 Turner Valy Rd
Norvelt Pa 15674
Evans John T PO Box 38
Norvelt City 2325 Mt Pleasant
Penn Pa 15675
Heashey William PO Box 13
Murla Juan A Danuta Bucholski De Murla PO Box 56
Zimmerman Robert L 1108 Bert Cir
Pricedale Pa 15072
Bowman Mabel PO Box 6
Rector Pa 15677
Grimm Nathan P 213 Byers Ln
Kisic Michael L 615 Weaver Mill Rd
Rillton Pa 15678
T and D Properties PO Box 151
Ruffs Dale Pa 15679
HF Clark Motor Company 525 Waltz Mill Rd
Laurich Lavon R Estate of Rt 2 Box 688
Null Ann Estate RR 1
Pavlack Mark RR 1 Box 1103 A
Pletcher Jason R Box 89 Church St Exit
Schaeffers Market Corner of Rte 31
Smith Clifford H RD 1 Box 772
Tokarcik Michael P PO Box 18
Wadsworth Romayne RR 2
Scottdale Pa 15683
Conyette Jean T Estate Box 175
Dugger Fred 128 N Brdway St
Hough Gerald E Estate RR 1 Box 141
Huey Partners Inc 1030 Legend Way
Huey Partners LP 1030 Legend Way
Kattera John F PO Box 318
Laughrey King Inc 809 Mulberry St
Livengood Jean A 128 N Brdway St
Lochinger Pauline 304 Walnut Ave
Loucks Josephine T RD 2 Box 154
Maverick Interiors LLC PO Box 39
McGee Gail L 406 S Hickory St
Mihm John T 916 Pittsburgh St
Moriarty Howard W 311 Boyd St
Nash Gladys G 606 Eleanor Ave
Pierce Charles R 208 Mulberry St
Porter Carl Jr Bf 615 Walnut Ave
Reynolds Jay A Estate C/O Waughamans Ins Agcy General Delivery
Schneider Marjorie L Est Of 130 N Brdway
Shanor Bernald E Shanor Elva I 102 Short St
Snyder William L 1105 S Brdway St
Steele Retha M 611 Delaware Ave
Seward Pa 15954
Clevenger Wesley 203 8th St
MC Trucking Company PO Box 430
Muchesko Laura Muchesko John 606 Jan-L St
Shomo Sophia A 67 Prides Way
Streekers Night Club 331 Gas Ctr Rd
Vogel Dennis Carl 145 Wm Fry Rd
Wesenberg Hazel 592 Gas Couter Rd
Slickville Pa 15684
Repasky Stephen J Box 186
Smithton Pa 15479
Kemerer Dorothy J 1355 State Rte 981
Lemlex James 25 East St
McGuffey Anna J RR 1 Box 80
Smithton Interstate Corp dba Penn Station Travel 122 Fitz Henry Rd
Southwest Pa 15685
Coffey Kathryn PP Box 1
Forejt Franklin G Estate PO Box 145
Lipko Sarah Estate Hecla RD 1628
Lipko Sarah J Estate RD 3
Patalsky Mary 3391 State Rt 156
Stahlstown Pa 15687
Amerikohl Mining Inc 1384 State Rt 711
Elliott Donna PO Box 63
Sutersville Pa 15083
Crawford Designs 204 2nd Ave
Hellier Robert A RR 1
Metz Iva B Box 22
Rieger William J Sr Rieger Clara E PO Box 372
West Thomas W West Nancy L 1105 1st St
Tarrs Pa 15688
Sedinger Frances E 253 Tee Dr
Vaculik John PO Box 287
Torrance Pa 15779
Bouch Betty J Estate Torrance State Hospital
Perts Sallie J PO Box 111
Turgeon Andrew PO Box 111
Trafford Pa 15085
Bezak Donna L 534 Brinton Ave
Blawat Edward A 555 Fifth St
Boyle Effie C 202 Fundistown Rd
Bucar Group 12 Mcelroy Dr
Caruso Virginia 203 Brinton Ave
Deforno Adelaide 132 Painter St
Drakulic Arthur M Sr Drakulic Janet 763 7th St
Festa Erika L 653 Sixth St
Independent Inspection Services Inc 6207 Antler Hill Dr
Kharma Bassam K 6006 Deer Run Rd
Lenart Mary L 165 East Gilmore Ave
Lutz Dolores F Lutz C 229 Edgewood Ave
Madeira James E Estate RR 1
Maurer Florence E Maurer Lynn H 308 3rd
Mains Paul E 867 State Rte 130
McDermott Gladys 617 6th St
McKenna Maurice 222 Duquesne Ave
Mertz Jeanie 404 Fairmont Ave
Onderko Sophia 10 Heritage Ln
Orange Ann 313 Murrysville Rd
Peairs Sherman E Estate 100 Wayne Dr
Pickard Joyce S 160 Autumn Dr
Rodbourne Construction Inc 108 Golf Ridge Dr
Roney Vera L Estate RR 1 Box 246
Saula Sally 316 Cavitt Ave
Szmyd Rita Estate 828 8th St
Tobe Jeffery 514 Cavitt Ave
Value Behav Health PO Box C
Walsh Mildred 437 Cavitt Ave
Weigold Elva M 534 Brinton Ave Apt 405
White Francis 419 Pine Hollow
Webster Pa 15087
Biddle Keith Box 155
Fernandez Melinda Box 257
Novak Edward RR 106
West Newton Pa 15089
Albright Alice B 349 Vernon Dr
Daugherty Wayne C Daugherty Nancy L 57 Sewickley Pines Mnr
Eddings Thelma 2085 Smithdale Rd
Feick Cheryl Z 213 German St
Fritsch Shawna J 303 Locust St
Hamilton Nicole 202 North 1st St
Hughes Gertrude Hughes Benjamin 313 Pittsburgh St
Jaworowski Terri 316 S 5th St
Jones Donna M c/o James E Hughs 2258 Mount Pleasant Rd
Kelsey Sarah K 9 Thelma Dr
Lander Helen 101 N 3rd St
Lander Helen Estate 221 S 8th St
Loughner Marie A 226 Water St
Makovich Anne I Rte 31
Miller Edith E 410 N Water St Apt 10e
Morris Maxine G Estate Of 305 Morris Rd
Muse Dorothy G Vine St
Sherbondy Helen Jr Sherbondy Helen PO Box 161
Shutack James 439 Finch Ln
Stempniak Nancy 751 Mt Pleasant Rd
Vidale Paul E Jr 312 German St
Werner Evelyn 216 S 8th St
Younkins James 312 Blackburn St
Zorko Justine 213 German St
Vandergrift Pa 15690
Amendola Dolores E 98 Lowell St
Ament Jeffrey D 2056 Dime Rd
Anderson Jacob 1190 Dime Rd
Baker Grace R Baker Orren 304 Baker Rd
Barainck Joseph 318 Chestnut St
Barrett Jeff 330 Hillcrest Dr
Colaiann Marjorie R RR 3 Box 183
Colaianni Victor J RR 3 Box 183
Colaianni William J 305 Poplar St
Coulter Esther 203 Holmes
Dilick Margaret H RR 1 Box 69
Eiler Tara 406 Harrison Ave
Engelka Mail 109 1/2 Lowell St
Fryer Grace A RR 3 Box 203
Gary Idella 1136 Johnson St
Gontner Robert G 135 Hamilton Ave
Holborow Ed G Franklin Ave
Iagnemmo Marie G RR 1
Iagnemmo Marie RD 1 West
Johnson Frutie RFD 1 Box 385
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Kardos Yolanda M 130 Grant
Klingensmith Laura J Klingensmith C 1215 Kepple Ave
Landan Margaret 178 Washington Ave
Magness Floyd D 103 1/2 Sumner Ave
Maraffi A 174a Columbia Ave
Martin Mary L 109 1/2 Lowell St
McFadden Esther 110 Custer
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacy 701 Hancock
Moore Lawrence E III Moore Lawrence E Jr 920 Cooper St
Moore Lawrence 920 Cooper St Vandegrift Pa 15690
Mulph Florence I 241 Sherman Ave
Mustakas George M 109 Columbia Ave
Pearson Charlie Estate 321 Elm St
Precise Auto Body 1190 Dime Rd
Rath Ruth Estate 243 Sherman Ave
Robb Deborah L 300 Poplar St Apt B
Sandra Blair 206 Whittier St
Santamaria Samuel J 717 Longfellow St Ext
Seng Arthur R 507 Hancock Ave
Shaffer Ardith H 403 1/2 Hancock
Shaffer Louise B 403 1 2 Hancock
Sloop John F Estate 147 Columbia Ave
Swanson Beverly 109 8th St
Swartz Iva J 186 Franklin Ave
Vandergrift Pool 109 Grant Ave
Vargo John L 118 Hamilton Ave
Vargo John 840 Mckinley
Weister Lois I 1113 Pineview Ln
Williams Joseph Edward Estate of 136 Indiana Ave
Whitney Pa 15693
Boswell Fred PO Box 209
Kontros Stephen A Kontros Mary PO Box 53
Youngstown Pa 15696
Felbaum Anna Estate 337 Latrobe St
Forman John R PO Box 375 2 Mill St
Moran Mary G PO Box 511
Sainato Mary 432 Dignan St
Weatherton Russell H Weatherton Donald R PO Box 21
Youngwood Pa 15697
Carleton Anna Sherwood Cir Apt 538
Cassa Cathey A 108 North Sixth St
Jones Roy E 511 S 4th St
Josephic Ronald 517 S Ninth St Whitehead Pch
Lisik Paula 19 S 4th St
Lunger Ivan 704 Locust St
Mari Romeo A Mari Mary L 22-24 South 4th St
Molnar Andrew J 710 Wagner Rd
Prevenslik Edith Estate Of 15 S 4th St
Williams Gladys Estate 10 N 3rd St
Yelinek Emily 413 N 6th St
York County
Airville Pa 17302
Lupian Mariano 225 Lake Meade Rd
Robinson Heather E 836 Furnace Rd
Brogue Pa 17309
Walter Elizabeth A 1664 Main St Ext
Windsor Leonard W Sr 13035 Collinsville Rd Unit 31
Codorus Pa 17311
King Rebecca A 40 Baltimore St PO Box 303
Dallastown Pa 17313
Beckley Anna M Manor Care Nursing Home 100 West Queen St
Bowmaster Florence 50 E Frederick St
Clarkson Etta M 367 W Maple St
Dravk Donald R 450 E Clover Ln
Dudley Jennie S 260 Melvale Rd
Giknis Leonard R 244 East Cherry Ln
Hildebrand Glenn C Hildebrand Lyn B 786 E Main St
Huber Francis G Estate RR 1 Krista Dr
Knisely Leah Sue 249 W Main St
Kreider Jay H 483 W Main St
Marks Miranda R 170 Oak Rd
Meckley Beverly E 82a E High St
Noll Christy L 252 Nollyn Dr
Parr Joseph A 537 East Main St
Ramage William H 312 W Maple St
Slenker Dorothy 17 S Walnut St
Whisel Amy N 20 S Charles St
Willman Katherine D 267 West Main St
Wire Bernice 82a E High St
Delta Pa 17314
Bell Nissan Inc 48 Jasmine Rd
Brown Donna 791 Hollow Rd Lot 6
Cox Samuel J 5 Chinquapin Tr
Delta One Stop PO Box 451
Grove Janet RD 1
Mckinley Rosetta A 148 High Ridge Rd
Miller Lisa D Miller Eric L 407 Burke Rd
Ritz Wilbur R RR 2
Shanley Anne 151 Woodland Dell Rd
Simpson Helen 21 Oak Forest Rd
Simpson Helen M 21 Oak Forest Rd
Six M Company Inc PO Box 309
Smith David R PO Box 237
Teague May E 122 Forest Trl
Vest Jason C 48 Jasmine Rd
Wilson Robert L 993 Pikes Peak Rd
Dillsburg Pa 17019
Armstrong Jack L II 800 Old York Rd
Ayala Martinez Jesus A 53 Tannery Rd
Bass Helen E 153 Logan Rd
Bassinger Rebekah 133 Stoney Rund Rd
Bricklin Landscape Services LLC 1755 Baltimore Pike
Byers Anthony M 111 Mumper Ln
Danowsky Albert 10 Belair Dr
Deoca E Montes 250 Union Church Rd
Emerick Miriam M Estate of RD 2
Graves Mira 718 Range End Rd
Guirguis Sonia 2 Barlow Cir #A
Johnson Philip M 303 Harrisburg Pike Apt 1
Johnston Shana M 118 Ore Bank Rd
Khalil Sarah B 213 S Baltimore St
Kreiger GB 3 Audubon Pa
Ladeira Inc 125 Walmar Manor
Legge Tamara J 101 Cabin Hollow Rd
Myers Damon C 808 W Siddonsburg Rd
Quality Greenhouses 250 Union Church Rd
Reynolds Nathan R 133 Glenwood Rd Apt 9
Rousek Ayers Elizabeth 104 Orchard Dr
Ruelius Mark 351 Old Cabin Hollow Rd
Samuel Andrew S 26 S Alydar Blvd
Serif Marilyn 153 Logan Rd
Sheaffer Sara A Sheaffer John Rr 1
Sibert Jeffrey D 1 Whispering Home St
Sileo Catherine C Rr 2
Sileo Dana J 145 Sileo Rd
Stone Joyce E 123 N Fileys Rd
Stone Margaret B Stone Joyce E 123 N Fileys Rd
Stum Ronald L Sr Stum Rhonda L 509 W Barrens Valy Rd
Torres Miguel 1013 Roman Knoll Apt B
Warholic Tina Marie Warholic Delores 531 Mountain Rd
Waters Kenneth Jr c/o Duane Stone
Webb Scott E 1480 S Mountain Rd
Wentz Emma M Estate RR 1
Wentz Hazel E Estate RR 1
Wentz Pearl R Estate RR 1
Whitmoyer Timothy B 9a Smt Dr
Young Grace A 24 E York St
Dover Pa 17315
Althand Debra M 3992 Carlise Rd
American First Aid 3850 Conewago Rd
Anthony Gary c/o Cit Bank/Dfs 5955 Lewisberry Rd
Bennett Jeffrey C 2001 Red Bank Rd
Bostic Gloria K 1708 Ashcombe Dr
Brown Dorothy Est c/o Kenneth Brown 4825 Hikey St
Bunker Lathan M 4414 Wynnefield Dr
Conductive Technologies 221 Maplewood Dr
Cornman Earl M 800 York Rd Trlr 4
Crawford Grace H Estate RR 3
Danner Danielle 2826 Oakland
Dunlevy James E 6021 Timberlyn Dr
Ehrhart Louise Estate Of 6810 Detters Mill Rd
Georgakopoulos Leonidis 3720 Carlisle Rd
Godfrey Allan 1865 Wyatt Cir
Harrison Jocelyn F 18 South George St Apt 23 York Pa 17315
Heth Priscilla A 2699 Tamela Ave
Hims Harold RFD 9 York Pa 17315
Howard Irene E 3025 W Canal Rd
Irwin Doug A 3400 Tower Dr
Jordan Sabrina B 2000 Ashecombe Dr
Kraft Patsy 338 Lexington St York Pa 17315
Kraft Patsy A 338 Lexington St York Pa 17315
Lehr Malcolm J Estate RR 1
Leib Bradley K 4551 Nursery Rd
Little Bertha RD 3
Malingowski Catherine D 3127 Galaxy Rd
McIlvain Terrance McIlvain Margaret 5950 Fish and Game Rd
Miller Nancy A 70 Daisy Ln
Miller Oscor C 610 Butter Rd
Neff Curvin L Estate RR 2
Orpin Esther P 2047 Dorwood Dr
Ort Christopher 91 E Canal St
Paules Eugene 3650 Davidsburg Rd
Pike Helen M 3377 Fox Run Rd Apt 325
Rudy Paul L III 2371 Conewago Rd
Schields Charles W Estate 6341 Old Carlisle Rd
Shermeyer Lois E 212 Gross Ave
Shields Mary 1630 Erney Dr
Shields Mary 1630 Erney Rd
Shreckengast Amber S 2727 Genna Cir
Shurfine Supermarket 3025 Carlisle Rd
Slothower Matthew S 3220 Carlisle Rd
Smith Theresa C 65d Big Rock Dr
Stevens Refrigeration And Asst Inc 20721 A Park St
Stough Daniel S Estate Of 1837 Virginia Ave
Strickland Charles H 26 Cedar Ln
Super 7 3071 Carlisle Rd
Tuson James 3132 Glen Hollow Dr
Veneziale Michael Bryan 1536 Hilton Ave
Vorse Sandra L 3541 Holly Rd
Weaver Roland W 18 N Main St
Weber Fred P 3599 Carlisle Rd
Wilhelm Estate of 1860 Hilton Ave
Wire Edward J 2021 Park St
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Worthington Fred 1630 Erney Rd
Worthington Fred Frederick Worthinton 1630 Erney Rd
Wright Carolyn J PO Box 296
Zeigler Charlotte L 5124 West Canal Rd
Emigsville Pa 17318
DMR Associates 3293 North George St PO Box 189
SBS Investments LLC 10 Church Rd
Shermeyer Verna Brd St
Etters Pa 17319
Smith William R Jr Smith Elizabeth A 270 Sam Snead Cir
Bonafair Michael 2254 Oil Trail Rd
Buchanan Robert 353 Dorwart Cir
Cornman Bonnie 674 Bamberger Rd
Disanto Constance Estate of c/o Kenneth E Frey 1950 Valy Rd
Hake Herman G 383 Valy Rd
Kapadia Vivek 81 Privet Dr Etters 17319
Labashousky Anthony 244 Willis Rd
Lahr Janet J 285 Red Mill Rd
Lupinacci Heather 154 White Dogwood Dr
Marketing Kerin 1400 Pines Rd
Mccobin Michael J 150 White Dogwood Dr
Paterson W Scott 665 Red Mill Rd
Raymond Morales Nathan 90 Persian Lilac Dr
Rutter’s Farm Store #53 2215 Old Trail Rd
Schroll Helen 425 Paddletown Rd
Sheftick Daniel E 5 Red Barbery Dr
Trout John D 686 Sand Spur Dr
Valley Green Land Co 1225 Valy Green Rd
Wentz Joseph J 462 Big Sky Dr
Yinger Ruth A 485 Whisler Rd
Fawn Grove Pa 17321
Hostler Edward W Hostler Cora 1377 Graceton Rd
Hamm Lois 14 South Market St
Harrell Sandra PO Box 243
Iversen Dean C 45 W Bruce Rd
Phillips Charmaine L 602 Fawn Grove Rd
Richardson Charles E RD 1 Box 86
Richardson Ester H RR 1 Box 86
Ruby Robert M RR 1
Felton Pa 17322
Hagan David H Hagan Tammy L 3673 Millers School Rd
Harder Allen L Harder Linda M 10024 Kohler Rd
Neville Sage Bailey Neville Kirk P PO Box 35
Hildebrand Melissa S RD 1 Box 1260
Kile Delores RD 1
Kratz Charles A III 12 Ridgewood Ave
Legrand Richard B 12139 Woodland Dr
Perkins Sarah 42 Beaver St
Shaffer George 7 Cedar Cir
Wasko Thomas C 10782 Lucky Rd
Wineholt Margaret 1835 Cherry Tree Rd
Glen Rock Pa 17327
Duncan Ralph E III 6779 High Fields Ln
Fearer Jack 6641 Steltz Rd
Figueroa & Associates LLC 182 Industrial Rd
Finney G Nelson c/o Anna Newcomer RR 3 PO Box 80a
Harris David 34 B Church St
Koharic Lewis 310 Duly Rd
Kunkel Ronald A Kunkel Debra K 55 Seitzland Rd
Miller Raymond A Rt 2 Glenrock Pa 17327
Nelson Elmer C 3445 Catholic Valy Rd
Perry Michael T RR 4 Box 40340
Ridolfi Deanna C 117 Church St
Short Ricky E 8390 Blooming Grove Rd
Springfield Construction Inc 290 Seaks Run Rd
Springfield Inc 290 Seaks Run Rd
Submission Paintball 989 Potosi Rd
United Tote Attn Christy Holloway 11505 Susquehanna Trl
Glenville Pa 17329
Duke Robert c/o HCIC Inc 6184 Blue Hill Rd
Hankins Jane M PO Box 39
Henry Pamela K Henry Ronald E 4627 Bricker Ln
Irvin Lawrence Preston 2421 Sunset Cir
Koons Mary A 5506 Blue Hill Rd
Laughrey Susan J Laughrey Don PO Box 39
Leipold Colleen M 929 Sunset Cir
Wolfgang John H PO Box 103
Hanover Pa 17331
Alan J Leavitt Llc 1290 Westminster Ave
Ameri Credit Financial Service 511 Locust St
Baer Lauren C 209 Linden Ave
Barrick Assoc Inc 141 Carlisle St
Beimschla Carol J 1069 Friar Run
Bennett Justin M 626 E Middle St Fl 2
Benson Vickie RD 1
Bittinger Elizabeth A 25 Brandy Ct
Bixlers Auto Services 320 Carlisle St
Bk of Hanover A Div 33 Carlisle St
Bortner Melanie Cust Bortner Paige E 14 B Baltimore St
Boteler Michael 206 Carlisle St Apt 3
Brezniak Sheyn R 380 El Vista Dr
Brownstown Christian Counseling 1000 Carlisle St Christian Counseling
Burns Ina Marie 689 Washington Ave Apt 11
Busler Janet E 1001 Brdway
Cashman Gertrude N Estate Of 451 Baltimore St
Copenhaver Clinton L 2475 Hanover Pike
Craig Dale L 25 Peanut Dr
David Leavitt Company LLC 1290 Westminster Ave
Denisiuk Anthony 36 W Hanover St
Denlinger Donald R 940 Pine Grove Rd
Drechsler Stephanie N 5 W Hanover St
Duphily Sondra 31 Scenic Dr
Earle Blacks Garage Inc 5490 Hanover Rd
Eby John S 400 Pine St PO Box 464
Eckert Roy E PO Box 543
Eichelberger Dana L 315 Penn St
Eisenhart S Forry 400 Pine St PO Box 464
Eisenhart Wallcoverings Co Dip 400 Pine St PO Box 464
Esab Group Inc PO Box 517
Feathers A M Jr 91 Heritage Dr
Feathers Merle L 91 Heritage Dr
Ficucell Jonathan M 124 Ruth Ave
Fuhrman Frances M Oakhill Rd
Gass Nadine C 23 Lee Ann Ct
Geisler Beatrice L Estate 308 Diller Rd
Gene Latta Ford Inc PO Box 74
Gidley Dorothy Don E Gidley Sandra L Gidley 441 Fuhrman Mill Rd
Gitt Memorial Library Trust 2001 Brdway
Glant Eugenia 18 W Walnut St
Glore Donald C 86 Commanche Trl
Gobrecht Bertha 16 W Chestnut St
Gobrecht Jennie M 7c Colonial Crest Circl
Gouker Craig 515 Old Westminster Rd
Green Bonnie 236 N Railrd St
Greens Keeper 320 El Vista Dr
Hamm Mary 15 E Middle St
Hamme Kevin 801g Green Spgs Rd
Hare Lester E Jr 201 Westminster Ave
Hartlaub Naomi 319 South St
Hartman Robert C 1899 Baltimore Pike
Heflin Sandra G 500 Frederick St 2nd Floor
Hickory Farms 239 Ridge Ave
Hormel Margaret F Hormel Glenn L Box 1321
Humphreys Mary Jane 130 Meade Ave
Jesko Shannon 400 Pine St PO Box 464
Kauffman Sandra 14 Baltimore St Apt L
Kersey Andrea P 27 Savoir Dr
Ketcham Susan 65a Shank Rd
Klinedinst Paul M 7 Mount Royal Ave
Koontz Gladys I Estate 836 Mcallister St
Langenfeld Duane A 102 Ruel Ave
Lapnam Genevieve Estate 405 E Walnut St
Leaman Jacob C 401 Clearview Rd
Lecrone Bernard R 803 1/2 York St
Leipold Mary C 1228 Wanda Dr
Leo D Fink Estate Of 732 Baltimore St
Link Christopher G Link Elizabeth R 101 1/2 Moulstown Rd
Lohr Russell A 202 Brdway
Loisell Lee L 263 Princess St
Lookingbill Burnell 267 Frederick St
M And E Hanover Realty 655 Blettner Ave
M J Sheffer Inc 121 Railrd St
Machining Storm 507 Penn St
Majer Brand Co Inc 115 Ram Dr
Malaun Carol S 340 North Franklin St
Mallory John Estate 217 John St
Martinez Isabel 876 Brdway
Martinez Pedro M 19 E Walnut Ap 4
Mathias Cynthia L 250 Ross Rd
Mcann Sarah Valentina 70 Dickenson Dr
Mcbride Tammy 310 Stock St
Mcmurdy Nash E 339 Penn St
Mcwilliams Kasy A 117 High St
Middendorf Mark W 70 Dickenson Dr
Miller Cindy R 18 Conewago Dr
Miller Luke C 1000 Abbottstown Pike
Miller Warren F 6 Dart Manor Ct
Mummert Deborah M Mummert Ned L 143 Mcallister St
Murren Anthony W 4 Irishtown Rd
Myers Helena A Myers Robert B 2 Trudy Ct
Nelson Lois Jean 88 Ruel Av 2
Niederedr AG c/o A Gertrude Niedererr Hall Nursing Ctr 267 Frederick St
Obrien Herbert A 487 Pine Grove Rd
Owings Betty 1441 Baltimore St
Owings Betty RD 1 Box 46
Paintball Wholesalers 398 York St
Patty Johns Restaurant 1161 Westminster Ave
Pecina Rosa D 2 Conowago Ave
Potter Lynne 660 Green Spgs Rd
Products Enterprises Inc PO Box 209
Quick Print Center 16 Centennial Ave
R And S Inc 1049 Carlise St
Rebling Evelyn A Estate 111 Fulton St
Reese Rosalind R 806 Poplar St
Rivera Karen 7k Colonial Crest Cir
Rosenfeld Company Llc 1290 Westminster Ave
Rouse Jenifer A 52 Arlene Dr
Rouston Mabel 6 Orchard St
Rudsill Geraldine E 326 Clearview Rd
Rus Hanover 121 North Blettinger Ave
Russo Edna Estate 728 Baltimore St
Rzepkowski Daniel J 129 Breezewood Dr
Sandholm Hans H 112 Arwco Dr
Schmidt Karen A 188 Vegas Dr
Searle Billie B Estate 859 Brdway
Shaffer Scott 2451 Grandview Rd
Sherrod Jeffrey F 115 Orchard Ln
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Skaggs Martin 114 Beck Mill Rd
Smith Elizabet M 16 W Chestnut St
Soh Distribution Co Inc 1250 Yorks St PO Box 6917
St Matthew Boy Scout Troop 105 545 Grant Dr
Stang Shelly Lynn 1249 Hoff Rd 2fl
Stiens Laura A 133 Zachary Dr
Stonesifer Timothy J 95 Zachary Dr
Stover Margaret E 125 York St Apt 2
Swartz Karen L 724 Ash Dr
Swartzbaugh Ralph 167 Third St
Swartzbaugh Pamela L Swartzbaugh Clair E 536 Baer Ave
Swartzbaugh Richey A Swartzbaugh Clair E 536 Baer Ave
Swartzbaugh Victoria A Swartzbaugh Clair E 536 Baer Ave
Tarbart Chris 511 Locust St
Thoman Marilyn L RR 4
Thomas Arthur D Apt 3 800 Randolph St
Trailway Sports Clubinc 100 Speedway Ln
Trone Twila E 538 York St
Tschudy Freeman 236 N Railrd St
Vaughan Dennis G Vaughan Betty L 299 South St
Villarreal Urbiztond Martina D 18 Sant Georgia Dr
Villeda Mendiola L 6970 Cannery Rd
Wagaman Robert 2015 Centennial Rd
Wagaman Raymond J Wagaman Frances E RD 4
Warehime Harriet R Warehime Luther H 23 Monroe St
Warehime Patricia 6663 Moulstown Rd E
Weaver Leo H Estate of 271 Frederick St
Weidner Charles W 790 Clouser Rd
Williams Charles Jr 6 Stuart Ave
Wilson Brown Motors Dba Hanover Toyota 101 1/2 Moulstown Rd
Wilson Delores M 247 Beck Mill Rd
Wisniewski David 7 Colony Ct
Witmer Christopher Scott 40 Anthony Ave
Zinn Donald Estate 3 Commerce St
Zinn Grace 3 Commerce St
Jacobus Pa 17407
China Wok 35a N Main St
Rial Jill P 8 Hillside Dr
Schaffhauser J 8 Hillside Dr
Smith Graig 15 N Main St
Smith Doris M Smith Carl V 50 Farmington Ln
Lewisberry Pa 17339
Bath Saver Inc 542 Industrial Dr
Beck Richard L 745 Boring Bridge Rd
Christine Marlen Christine Nancy PO Box 153
Coder Carol A 736 School House Ln
David Dietz Roofing PO Box 356
Dorothy Estate of 104 Foxfire Rd
Lonski Edward 845 School House Ln
Marasciullo Salvator J 1009 Silver Lake Rd
Nease Meghan J 890 Cedars Rd
Ohio Bath Solutions Inc 542 Industrial Dr
Ramage Myron J Ramage Amy S 665 Wood Burn Rd
Sember Karen A 869 Lexington Pl
Sember Stephen V 869 Lexington Pl
Stasiewicz Deanna A 705 Quaker Cir Apt 5
Unimart 94205 658 Wyndamere Rd
Water Treatment By Design Llc 730 Seitz Dr
Loganville Pa 17342
Carson William H PO Box 25
Hahhon Joyce L 155 S Main St PO Box 146
Manchester Pa 17345
Airopak Corporation 1 Devco Dr
Brown Edward J Jr 6 Crestline Dr
Chaney Linda L 139 Creek Bottom Rd
Fountain Kevin S 28 Cedar St
Golden Brew Distributing Co 3995 N George St Extd
Grow Barbara 200 Cooper Rear
Hall Tina L 5125 N George St Ext #2
Jay Michele 5569 Susquehanna Trl
King Richard L 252 Clover Ln Dr
Knee Shelia D 953 Conawago Ave
Manchester Food Store Inc 4345 North George St
Melhorn Georgia Estate N Main St
Ritter Jacob B 3125 York Haven Rd Trlr 30
Sipe Helen M 5525 Susquehanna Trl
Staub Lanette 15g Liverpool St
Total Logistics 3830 George St N
Vupdegraff Raymond 204 York St
Watkins Kimberly A Watkins Vaughn L 795 Bowers Bridge Rd
Mount Wolf Pa 17347
Beier Peter 360 Wago Dr
Flenner David Box 292 66 S 4th St
Greatorex Jean M 45 Abbey Dr
Lucabaugh Barry PO Box 293
William Penn Bearcat Den 75 Olde Hickory Rd
New Freedom Pa 17349
Ambrose Calvin W 2546 Smith Mill Rd
American Business Insurors Crp Bill Oakley 802 Far Hills Dr
American Classics and Imports Inc 16622 Susquehanna Trail South
Arellano Abby L 9 Liberty Ave
Brashears Wallace Fdc Espp Account 26b E Franklin St
Carter Dameon R 250 North Front St
Choroideremia Research Foundation Inc 1 Otis Ct
Custom Coffee Company Inc PO Box 220
Filling Rosalie A 110 W Penn St
Fletcher Joshua 31 E Franklin St
Kyle Robert G 184 Windy Hill Rd
Neely Gerald G Jr PO Box 37
Quade Edna L 25 Smith Mill Rd
Reed David South Froutst
Routson Wayne M 745 E Tolna Rd
Taylor Sophronia A Taylor Charles W RFD 2
New Park Pa 17352
Cochran Debra 420 Hollow Rd
Stevens Cyndi S 15 Watters Rd
New Salem Pa 17371
Val Pro Corp Box 187 York
Porters Sideling Pa 17354
Ferreira Ann L 63 Executive Dr PO Box 3811
Kollman Robert 12411 Hawkin Ct
Red Lion Pa 17356
Anderson Gary D 310 Kendale Rd
Barnhill John 340 Floral Dr
Beck John J Jr 610 Apple Valy Dr
Dehoff Kevin 2520 Freysville Rd
Dona Stephen T 40 Knaub Ln
Duchaine Christopher C 667 Danbury Dr
Gailey Margaret 40 W Brdway
Golden Miranda Q 105 Wynshire Ln
Hagan Amy K 156 Country Ridge Dr
Haines Jeffery 339 Kendale Rd
Haire Duane R 34 Windsor Wy
Haugh Charlotte K Estate 619 W Brdway
Hong Kong Chef II Inc 3175 Capehorn Rd
Jolly Kelly 228 S Main St
Landis Sean E 516 El Dorado Dr
Lentz Dennis L 101 W Howard St Apt 1
Lubold Nelson R Lubold Mary A 575 Snyder Corner Rd
Mann Glen W 328 Kormit Dr
Margie Wood RR 2
Mathias Debra 70 Vista Dr
Mcdonogh Llc 64 Carson Ln
Miller Rachel B 306 N Franklin St
Mundis Dolores J Estate RR 3
Navratil John O 15 Steeple Ave
Plaza Michelle Estate Of 2406 Cape Horn Rd Apt 17
Rampley Arthur A 144 Country Ridge Dr
Red Lion Body & Fender 60 First Ave
Reichard Ruth M PO Box 286
Roth Barbara R 115 Kendale Rd
Schimmel Robert F Jr 625 S Franklin St
Scott Kay RR 1
Seiple Marcene 40 W Brdway
Shive Rachel M 41 E High St
Shultz Joshua B 749 Snyder Corner Rd
Smith John 3069 Myers School Rd
Snell Michael L 1050 Felton Rd
Spencer Valerie A 101 Devon Ln
Swingler Patricia K 40 W Brdway
Tate Access Floori Ng Company So Main Street Ext
Wood Margie Wood Jack C RR 2
Wood Jack C RR 2
Zarragoitia Marcos R 9675 Chapel Church Rd
Ziegler Brad 155 Wynshire Ln
Rossville Pa 17358
Ross Wanda J 301 E Mount Pleasant Av 301
Seven Valleys Pa 17360
Eckroth Lawrence R Eckroth Alfred F 437 White Ln
Earhart Harold E 3565 Messersmith Rd Apartment 4
Gruber Robert F Sr c/o Raymond Gruber 1388 Timber Ct
Haag Stefanie L 7710 Grand Lake Dr
Warner Lois N 8948 Reynolds Mill Rd
Shrewsbury Pa 17361
All Growd Up 11 E Tolna Rd
Antolick Chiropractic Health Center Inc PO Box 411
Ata Delta Black Belt Academy 39 East Forrest Ave Suite 103
Bailey Margaret O 713 Bollinger Dr
Bastian H Inc 3941 E Forrest Av
Crown Service Station 732 E Forest Ave
Culligan 16a Northbrook Ln
Gomez Ubaldo 35 E Forrest Ave
Gray Allan J 241 Main St
Hanlon Marie E 50 Ct Yards Dr
Huber Welding Services PO Box 218
Mcdonald Leib 311 Luther Dr
Meyers Robert S Estate of 8 Ctyards Dr
Mulherin Marilyn B 30 Ctyards Dr
Petrangeli Derek Albert 15 Kratz Rd
Southern Die Casters PO Box 178
Southern Die Casters Inc 883 East Tolna Rd
United Aluminum Window Contractors 39 E Forrest Ave Ste 103a
Vargo Brian E 470 Madison Dr
White Gorman T 618 Saint Matthew Ln
Yetter Helene 45 R E Forrest Ave
Spring Grove Pa 17362
Cayden Valley Farm 6301 Old Hanover Rd
Friendship Hose Co 1 72 S Main St
Garcia R Alvarez 25 East 3rd Ave Apt J6
George William 2921 Pentland Rd
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H And H General Excavating Co Inc PO Box 141
Hess Thomas L 9230 Orchard Rd
Hoover Annabelle D RR 1
Hunter Michael K C O Rick Stine PO Box 182
Kanwischer John 989 Jackson Sq Rd
Kaltreider Ralph E Kaltreider Emma E 1487 Rte 116
Luckenbaugh Margaret A Luckenbaugh Robert L 216 N Main St
May Carl J Jr 6315 Hoff Rd
Meeker Jacque Rt 4 Box 4618
Noel Evelyn A 125 N Main St
Noel Evelyn A Estate 125 N Main St
Robertson Cory M 1636 Emig Rd
Ross William A Jr 5619 Waltersdorff Rd
Scroggins Irene RR #2 Box 2596 Hanover St
Stambaugh Mary H RR 2 Box 53
Wetzel Woodrow W Estate RR 3
Zumbrum Clyde D 6428 York Rd
Stewartstown Pa 17363
Anderson Robert R Anderson Roberta RFD 1
Anderson Roberta Anderson Debra RFD 1
Bakalyar Robert S 19403 Barrens Rd S
Blevins Fruit Farm 16222 W Liberty Rd
Boulay Renee 14 Camelot Ct
Burgess Jovi B 7 Aspen Ct
Gardner Crystal 15475 Mt Olivet Rd
Gillespie Joshua L Gillespie Ann M Box 17587 Barrens Rd North
Jameel Carmen M 2628 Oakwood Hts Dr
Janes Charles R 106 North Marsiew Rd
Kassolis James D 16313 Mt Airy Rd
Kerfoot Steve E Kerfoot Tracie 23 Scarborough Fare
Knickman Elizabeth C 101 S Kennard Dale Ave
Loyco Michael J Estate 3703 Cherry Ct
Malachowski J F 19779 Dutton Rd
Mcminn Jimmie B RD 1 Wheat Rd
Millard R Lewis Jr 1989 Stewartstown Rd
Mitchem Cathy 39 High St
Moinuddin Asma 139 E Scarborough Fare
Price Mary 39 High St
Price Samantha 39 Hight St
Seebach Charles J 4324 Rinely Rd
Stabley Doris L 15188 Rnd Hll Crch Rd
Streett Anita L 31 Mill St
Swank Elizabeth 169 E Scarborough Fare
Trout Jessie E 10029 Blue Ball Rd
Thomasville Pa 17364
Dickerson Dallas Sr 4 Chesapeake Est
Flying Bull Saloon 82 Walnut Ln
Grim Brian 16 N Ridge Rd
Ruppert Karen S 4340 Admire Rd
Smith Mack L PO Box 423
Weaver Scott 6676 Lincoln Hwy
Weikert Richard RR 1
Wellsville Pa 17365
Am Communications Solutions Inc 195 Pine Woods Rd
Brocman Deb 3240 Rosstown Rd
Clair Gettys 303 Kralltown Rd
Deardorff William E 235 Mine Bank Rd
Freed Ralph C 81 Mine Bank Rd
Goodling Rodney L PO Box 117
Harry Gettys 303 Kralltown Rd
Kens Auto Sales Inc 8690 Carlisle Rd
Savemart Harnis P 297 Mine Bank Rd
Wilt Tamara M 8395 Carlisle Rd
Windsor Pa 17366
Baker Gordon E Baker Dorothy 305 Valy Rd
Strickler Frederic Strickler Doris R 26 Gable Ave
Baker Michael D 12 Windsor Acres
Beckley James L 2158 Windsor Rd
Blouse Bradley P 195 N Blacksmith Ave
Burtner Clair M 478 Salem Church Rd
Dinger Michele L 64 E Main St
Dunlap David 105 White Tail Ln
Frey Allen E 7 E Main St
Jaco Joshua 6 Patterson Ave
Kilgore Laura M 105 E Main St
Norman Greta Norman John 2417 Turner
Rider Terry 82 W Main St
White Alexia Lynette PO Box 36
Wrightsville Pa 17368
Donham Wendy L 160 Hedgewick Ln
Elliot Richard P 304 N 4th St
Fahringer Harry E 231 Walnut St
Faircloth Mary E 2 Wilton Cir
Fleckensteine E 604 S Front St
Gonzalez Jason Rojas 916 A Sunrise Ln
Hoffman Elsie M 227 Chestnut St
Markiew Wladyslawa Estate RR 1 Box 253m
Ness Gerald R 111 Gdn Ave
Parr Phyllis 227 Chestnut St
Ruppert Isaac L 2536 Craley Rd
Smith Shirley 109 Gdn Ave
Steininger Mary A 2705 Craley Rd
York Haven Pa 17370
Central Penn Sales PO Box 397 795 Sipe Rd
Ehrhart Angela M PO Box 236
Gessney Sandy 580 Sheepbridge Rd
Harmon Sherri A Cust 2535 Grandview Dr
Jones Jessica M 2535 Grandview Dr
Klain Daniel 120 Cragmoor Rd
Matthews Rose Mary PO Box 385
Moody Frank E Jr 155 Long Ln
York Pa 17401
Armold William W Est of 40 S Duke St
Barton Margaret Estate 142 E Market St
Better Deal Cellular Inc 116 E Market St Ste A
Brooks Robin 200 N Duke St Apt 306
Brown Eleanor O Est Of Garber & Garber 40 S Duke St
Bunnell Ellen K 349 E Phila St
Capital Telecommunications Inc 200 W Market St
Carpenter James B 446 W Market St
Castro Jose A 288 Union St
Cruz Michelle L 369 Oak Ln
Deamer Dana A 120 S George St Apt S
Eastern Telephone Systems Inc 200 W Market St
Elliott Deamer Shirley A 120 S George St Apt S
Emons Industries Inc Attn Robert Grossman 96 S George St Ste 400
Enders Debra Rd #1 North River Dr
Eng C Admn Attn: Kim Kelly PO Box 638
Family & Community Health Associates 1 W Market St Ste 202
Fisher Chester F Jr Bf 229 W Cottage Pl
Flook Corine Estate Of 256 North George St
Flook Corinne D 256 North George St
Forry Harry N 914 West Market St
Fortney Kenneth T Apt 406 200 N Duke St
Gailey Scott 101 E Market St 1
Garber Doris T 40 South Duke St
Gibbs William L Jr 519 W Market St
Glock Edward T Est of Garber & Garber 40 S Duke St
Gutierrez Teresa C 225 South Penn St
Hardware Bar 12 W Market St
Harris Jeffrey L 478 S Pershing Ave
Hubley L G Est of 40 S Duke St
Klienedinst Mildred E 236 South Duke St
Klinefelter Kathr E Estate 250 W Maple St
Kling Bros Ins Agcy 43 W King St
Kroft Dean Est of 221 Pennsylvania St Ste 600
Leap Advertising c/o Patricia M Kimbler 17 W Market St 201
Manning Angelique 626 W Market St
May Kenneth L 571 W Philadelphia St
Miller Cordellia L Estate 439 W Market St Rear
Miller Leroy H Estate 594 W King St
Mitzell Jean R First Floor 122 S Penn St
Mong Sadie M 375 W North St
Mumma Robert R T/W Share 1 Manufacturers And Traders Trus 21 E Market St
Naylor Marie 588 Company St
Ocn Palms Ltd 18 S George St Suite 425
Ortiz Jose M 106 E College Ave
Pagan Wilson N 12 W South St
Pina Pedro J 306 W Princess St
Pittman D Rebecca 410 Smith St
Provenza Margaret F Est of 40 S Duke St
Pryor Jeffrey L 929 West Poplar St
Quintania Javier 665 West Mason Ave
Reeves Loretta 447 W King St
Richardson Arthur 144 E Philadelphia St Apt 1
Rosahernandez Martina 229 S West
Ruth Eberle Manufacturers And Traders Trus 21 E Market St
Senft Hester M Senft Payable c/o Kurt A Blake 29 E Philadelphia St
Silvin Arthur Estate of 32 S Beaver St
Staab Anna E 260 W Jackson St Apt 1
Strausbau Franklin Estate 910 W Poplar St
Susquehanna Broadcasting Company 140 East Market St
Turnbull Marilyn M Est Of Garber & Garber 40 S Duke St
Villafana James 526 North Beaver St
Walker Catherine 375b Smyser St
Wilson Helen B 601 S Pershing Ave
Wilson Lewis C 601 S Pershing Ave
Wilson William 348 S Pershing Ave
York Bank & Trust Company Market & Beaver St
York Pa 17402
2430 E Market LLC 2555 Kingston Rd Ste 180
Absolute Radon Mitigation LLC 800 Locust Grove Rd
Armstrong Raymond J Armstrong Joan M Rd 5
Bain Denise 2787 Carnegie Rd Apt 103
Bedford Michael 71 Morningside Dr
Bennett Katherine H c/o Marjorie B White 419 White Rose Ln
Berkheimer Carl E 521 S Findlay St
Brandt Tania 20 John Rd
Brown Elizabeth E 2189 S Queen St
Brown Robert J 452 W Jackson St
Bway Corp 599 Davies Dr
Cablec Continental Cable c/o Accts Payable 2555 Kingston Rd
Cammarn Sandra E 1725 Argyle Dr
Camprnella D M 3400 Eastern Blvd
Carr Adam B 314 Greystone Rd
Champagne Rita Apt 107 100 Pleasant Acres Rd
Cherry Benjamin F 4014 Woodspring Ln
Connelly Frances B 116 Oak Ridge Dr Powder Mill Manor
Corner Stable 2575 South Queen St
Correia David O 2575 Eastern
Dabler Amos F 31 Camelot Arms
Dawn Food Products Inc 3701 Concord Rd
Dietrich Malcolm MD 1300 East Market St
Dorworth Carol M 750 S Royal St
Dubs Helen M Estate Of 118 Pleasat Acre Rd
Eagle Perry Alan Dr 21 Hudson Dr
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Edgewood Fire Protect 183 Leader Hts
Edwards John K Estate 159 Nancy Ave
Edwards Lois M 159 Nancy Ave
Folk Richard R 2424 Auburn Rd
Geiser Shirley J 38 Cir Dr
Geraldine Elliott Est Of 75 Windsor Rd
Gliem Guy M RD 5
Gray Alfred 183 Leader Hts Rd
Gruver Daisy 2560 Starford Dr
Harley Davidson Inc c/o David Deardorff 1858 Ebony Dr
Heidlebaugh Mary J 3309 Stone Ridge Rd
Henry Emerson L Henry Mary A 105 Bridlewood Way
Hibbert Sarah H 1011 Locust Grove
Hildebrand Glenn C Hildebrand Lyn B RR 9
Hinkle Barbara E 107 Concord Ave
Hoover Richard D 1211 Hillside Ct
Jefferies Karen R 3692 Wingfield Dr
Jendryk Kette Anne 224 Oak Ridge Dr
Johnson Victoria 3400 Eastern Blvd Apt H4
Keezel Charles K 881 Locust Grove Rd
Kette Albert 224 Oak Ridge Dr
Kline Brandon S 515 Cedar Village Dr
Labounty Steven R 6 Camelot Arms Bldg A
Leader Heights Seafood Steakhouse 2600 Keyway Dr
Lehman Donald I Jr 115 Oak Rd
Leinheiser Doreen M 2745 Kingston Rd
Lenhart Charles N 2 Merrin Rd
Licoln General Insurance Co PO Box 3709
Lincoln General Insurance Co PO Box 3608
Liu Yi Zhong 95 Meadow Hill Dr
Long Shawna A 1744 Camp Betty Washington Roa
Lopez Jose O Ins York County Prison 3400 Concord Rd
Lytle Gregory PO Box 612
Mackinnon Douglas C 2831 Candlelight Dr
Mad 321 Enterprises LLC 705 Chambers Ridge
Maine Edward H 806 Topper St
Mann Jon M 511 S Vernon St
Mardiney Asthma Allergy 191 Leaders Hts Rd
Marquet Kayla R 891 Nightlight Dr
Mau Kevin Ching-Er 81 Longstown Rd
May Hazel 4236 Livingstone Dr
McCleary Charmaine R 3222 Eastern Blvd
McCullough Grace H 1826 Powder Mill Rd
Miller Arlene 2400 Kingston Ct
Miller William 182-G Dew Drop Rd
Monk Elizabeth Monk Kenneth N Monk Phillip D 3221 Cometlight Dr
Muff Patricia E 10 Bridlewood Way Apt B42
Murphy Arthur T III Cust Murphy Kevin A 224 Kreidler Ave
Neighborcare 3419 Concord Rd
Nells Shurfine Markets Inc 600 Arsenal Rd
Ness Tina M 969 Castle Pond Dr
Papadopoulos Constantine 163 Walter Rd
Parker Mark 38 Cir Dr
Pecor Tim 305 Brooklyn Dr
Pressley Richard W 2673 Carnegie Rd
Ramcharan Randy 3339 Carol Ave
Riley Kim T 3624 Harrowgate Rd
Ryder Truck Rental Inc 75a Stonewood Rd
Schwab Carol 110 Haines Rd
Seitz Theda H 228 Oak Ridge Dr
Shirey Heather S 100 Ivyside Dr
Showcase Pa 204 St Charles Way Unir 314e
Sisson Michelle L 70 Coventry @ Waterford
Smith Cameron L Estate 3867 Sylvan Dr
Smith Flo 217 Edinburgh Rd
Smith Regina M Smith Ray H RD 3
Soderlund John D 30 Merrin Rd
Spagnola Anthony 354 Allison St
Sprenkle Janet L Springwood Overlook 2330 Freed
Stella Spagnola 354 Allison St
Trauttfelter Rebecca A 277 Coventry At Waterford
Tyson Chester 118 Pleasant Acres Rd
United Defense LP Employees Thft 6 Eisenhower Dr
Usa Direct 2901 Blackbridge Rd
Wallaesa Martina A 1300 Freysville Rd Apt 7
Warren Daniel 2783 Carnegie Rd Apt 202
Watkins Mae I 126 West High St Box 549
Weaver Frank 2825 Eastwood Dr
Wellspan Eap 3550 Concord Rd
Wilke Machinery Co PO Box 20577
Winston Eva 856 Traymore Village
Woltman Ruth L Woltman John W 2417 Arlington St
Workfirst 2250 E Market St
York Little League 124 North Finley St
York Pa 17403
Ahrens Margaret 56 N Hartman St
Backinoff Scott 609 Owen Rd
Baldwin Patricia D 105 Meddleton Pl
Banta Earl R 85 Homeland Rd
Barnes Albert G Law Office Of 268 E Market St
Barnes Daisy L 316 E College Ave
Barnett Mary L Apt 1 1st Flr 52 State St
Barnhart Milton E c/o Milton Barnhart 317 Girard
Belmont Dental Ass 7 S Belmont St
Brickner George E Estate 738 E Market St
Brockman Alan E 1348 2nd Ave
Brothers Pizza And Rest 2081 Springwood Rd
Brown Gordon L Sr Brown Dorothy I 2238 S Queen St
Brown Thomas D 625 Wallace St Apt 625
Bupp Francis H 800 E Prospect St
Bupp Matthew C 2502 Mt Rose Ave
Burger Dorothy M 1727 1st Ave
Burger Ronald E 47 N Hartman St Apt 2
Burger Smyser Est of 1727 First Ave
Burger Smyser H 1727 First Ave
Burns Ruth D 917 E Market St
Butler Howard 343 Susquehanna Ave
Bywaters Ruth I 800 E Prospect St
Cali Thomas Joseph 270 Green Valy Rd
Capital Assurance Inc 100 Leader Hts Rd
Caster Kristina 701 Vander Ave
Chavers Latica 259 E College Ave
Cherundolo Sylvia L 1765 Powdermill Rd Apt 60
Clark Johnny A 732 South Pine St
Comcast c/o Karen Smith 1050 E King St
Connor Soundra 1797 Prescott Rd
Corrales Armando 404 E Market St 1st Fl
Craley Tammy M 617 S Pershing Ave
Crouse Sandra D 143 S Beaver
Dabler Evelyn L Dabler Lottie M 300 E College
Dabler Evelyn L 752 Hill St
Dangerous Goods Council Inc 509 Hillcrest Rd
Daniels Robert M 708 Wallace St
Day Dorothy 343 Susquehanna Ave
Devor Gary M Trlr 42 2723 S Queen St
Diaz Elsa R 430 South Duke St
Dixon Leon 718 Edgar St
Emig Anna M Emig Eli 543 S Ct Ave
Enders Lisa M 223 N Pine St
Enders Lisa Maria 223 Pine St
Feely Gretchen D Farquhar Est
Feltch Shawn 1035 E Market St Apt 1
Ferree Velma L Estate 538 Wilson Ct
Fetrow Carl G 1302 S Albemarle St
Fisher Lucille J 633 Vander Ave
Flores Manuel 456 E Princess St
Forbes Mildred 2760 Pine Grove Rd Apt 226
Frey Austin E 626 Dallas St
Geibar Barbara 1651 Leflynn Rd
Gledhill John 1100 Newlin Rd
Glover Marino 1927 Queenswood Dr 205
Gomez Jose 467 Walnut St
Gonce James R 437 Ludlow Ave
Gonzalez Ortiz Edgardo 817 E Philadelphia St
Graham Architectural Products 1551 Mount Rose Ave
Griffin Amanda L 847 E Philadelphia St 2nd Flr
Grove Miriam 350 E Phila St Apt 414
Hafer Thelma E 530 Jessop Place
Hardy Evelyn 44 Jolo Way
Harris Miriam L 651 Edison St
Haugh Donald L 39 N Franklin St
Heffner Jennie 380 Hill N Dale Dr S
Heilman Alice 103 E Phila St
Herman Martin 231 Franklin Way
Herndon Melinda Susan c/o Melinda S Hopp 1600 Detwtler Dr
Hibner Helen 222 N Sherman St
Hibner Jonathon M 327 Harding Ct
Hively Helen Estate 505 Hill St
Hoang H Le Landscaping 1581 Randow Rd
Hoffman Quay 2275 S George St
Holland Wayne R 814 S Duke St
Honeywell International 525 E Market St
Horn Ernest O Jr 1572 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Hose Thomas E 638 Valy Rd
Hoskin Judith 1927 Queenswood Dr Apartment E202
Houtz Paulene 1404 Third Ave
Hutton Vicki R 133 South Brd St Apt 277
Inners Pauline L 201 N Hartman St
Jackson Helen E Jackson Renee 200 W Cottage Pl
Jackson William Jackson Renee 200 W Cottage Pl
Jackson Catherine C 316 S Pershing Ave
Jackson Leroy 816 E Princess St
Jenkins Allen J 300 Queensdale Apt E
Johnson Controls Inc 631 S Richland Ave
Jones Shirley P 727 S Queen St Fl 2
Jones Kenneth Jones Shirley 727 S Queen St
Joseph Keefer Sr 232 E Cottage Place Apt 1
Kauffman Jeffrey 2829 Vireo Rd
Keech Roy D Estate 44 N Lee St
Kefauver Lois A 68 N Lehman St
Kehr James Estate of c/o Philip E Kehr 35 North Queen St
Kipple Angela 214 Wheatfield Way
Kittrell Irvin A 352 E Locust St
Kleckner Russell E Colonial Mn York Pa
Klinedinst Alice G 603 E Prospect St
Knaub Lucy B 750 E Olive St
Knaub Raymond 141 Arch St
Knisely T L Interiors 319 East Market St
Koons Spurgeon R 446 Wallace St
Kurnik Mary L L 111 East Poplar
LV Yanover LLC 1139 Heindel Rd
Lavetan Danielle 1651 Leflynn Rd
Lenker Dwight G 917 E Market St
Lowe Tracey 29 Fulton St
Magor Helen 810 Country Club Rd
May Anthony C 147 Springdale Rd
May Hazel L 1630 Mount Rose Ave
McAfee Marion L 1301 Ruxton Rd
McMullan Alisha L 724 South Queen St
Meckley Ornan 3282 Days Mill Rd
Memorial Enterprises Inc 325 South Belmont Stre
Miller June R Miller Gary L 238 E Princess St
Mitrick Pollack Orthopaedics LLC c/o Michael Mitrick 1750 Fifth Ave Ste 201
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Mitzel Harry D Mitzel John D 875 E King
Mundis Madeline 228 S Sherman St
Murden Jonathan M 366 W Cottage Pl
Murray Ervin R 727 S Queen St Fl 2
Myers Franklin M 7393 Myers Ln
Nace Karla 353 S Queen St
Nash Victoria R Decd fbo Russe 139 Fox Run Dr
Nicholas Stephen Sr 200 N Duke St Apt 1014
Nickel Charles E Estate 158 E Maple St
Norman Russel 163 Springdale Rd
Oberdick Phyllis E 228 S Sherman St
Oberry James A 130 Kurtz Ave #3
Peeling Claire L Estate 908 Mount Rose Ave
Pfeiffer Georgene M Estate 35 N Queen St
Pilgrims Car Care Center 367 Rose Ave
Pilkey William C Liv Trust 449 Green Spring Rd
Powell Walter Powell Amelia 2405 Knob Hill Rd
Ramos Reyes Edwin R 808 Wallace St
Regenthal Bradley 970 Colonial Ave
Reitz Dorothy 1024 E King St
Rhoads Jonathan E 2095 Rosewood Ln
Ritter Mildred M 32 Local Way
Rochow Doris L C O Milton Barnhart 317 Girard
Romain Raymond 736 S Queen St
Ruck Robert C 115 Pattison St
Runkle Fred E 344 E Princess St
Ryall James 307a Bristol Dr
Saunders Ogretta E 678 E Princess St
Scholl Frank H Estate Of 366 S Yale St
Schwartz Leona M 275 W Maple
Sharp George 141 Arch St
Shmueloff Anat Ravinvo Shmueloff Oren 2528 Joppa Rd
Sixtos Gabriela 759 E Princess St
Small Greogry J 622 E Philadelphia St
Smith Gary 2956 Woodshead Terr
Stambaugh Margaret H 2405 Knobhill Rd Apt No 217
Stephens Laura A 900 S George St #70
Stevens Jeffry S Estate Of 2319 Jonquil Rd
Stevens Margaret F 26 N Pine St
Stonesifer Merle 200 N Hartman St #M
Stump Dolores A 2219 Knob Hill Rd
Taormina Mary C 1487 Virginia Ave
Taylor M O 1256 Brockie Dr
Thomas Mary L 143 S Beaver
Tolson Eric M 238 E Philadelphia St 3fw
Treadway Betsy M Treadway Holly M 709 Southern Rd
Tredway Louise D Estate 205 S Pine St
Twitchell Roger T 636 Ctland St
Ulrich Larry J 349 Pattison St
Valladares Armando 686 E Philadelphia St
Velazquez Axel J 887 E Market St
Ward Steel Services & Supply Co LLC 210 Verdan Dr N
Weaver Mary L 33 Rathton Rd
Wellspan Behavioral Health 1803 Mount Rose Ave
Wellspan Medical Group 1803 Mt Rose Ave Ste B3
Whare Francis X 28 Homeland Rd
Wickenheiser Susan 804 Hill St
Williams Ann Estate Of 112 Lehman Dr
Wilson George E c/o John Funk 173 Lehman Dr
Wolfgang John W 45 Eberts Ln
Woodruff Mabel J 955 Wellington St
Wright James C 742 S Duke St
Wyntre Brooke Surgical As 15 Wyntre Brooke Dr
Yakes Travel Queensgate Shop Ctr
Yeager Ralph M 179 Beck Rd
York Health Care Services 25 Monument Rd Ste 190
York International c/o Dennis Good 631 S Richland Ave Door 100 Ms362a
York Pa 17404
Acosta Yolanda 924 Hanover Rd
Allen I Y Estate Of 1699 Westgate Dr Apt
Ambush Kera L 616 Linden Ave Apt 2
American Ash Recycling Corp Of Pa 1072 Roosevelt Ave
An Cain K 4790 W Market St
Anderson Michael 57 Lexton Dr
Anstine S E 228 S Richland Ave
Attard William c/o Eileen Wood 1695 Kennith Rd #3
Barber Natalie A 217 S Hartley St
Barnes Edna M 1412 W Poplar St
Barry Susan A 2390 Fairway Dr
Beck Evelyn A 820 Tioga St
Bell Gail 426 Smith St
Brown Virginia T 1625 Detwiler Dr
Burkholder Pauline A Estate of 1715 Orange St
Ceesey Gracey 1012 W Poplar St
Choice Cigarette Outlet 1125 Roosevelt Ave
Chouser Nore E RD 4 Dover Pa 17404
Clayman Millard R 603 Linden Ave
Click Glendon L 2451 Marion St
Coto Desserie 709 W Market St Apt 7
Craig Ethel J Craig Marvin 1520 N George St
Crank Crystal E 523 Oakwood Dr
Crist Jay K 1328 Cherry Hills Rd
Crouse Sandra D 215 S West
Darbrow Randy L 436 West Princess St
Davenport Trishia 1980 N Susquehanna Trail
David Charles 319 W Locust St
Dellegin James RFD 1
Dellinger Clayton J Dellinger Dorothy E Rd 1
Dellinger Dorothy E Dellinger Clayton J Rd 1
Delong Dorothy I 90 Lark Cir
Delos Santon Axel 1748 Yorktowne Dr Apt F
Deme Shirley V 967 Willow Ridge Dr
Dennis Kathy J 1423 Monroe St
Diehl Motor Co 616 Linden Ave Apt 2
Dl Metal Services Inc 500 Manchester Ct
Donnelly Paul John 2390 Fairway Dr
Downs Linda M 2323 Pine Rd Lot 3
Dws Trust 1500 Angel Dr
Dyer Andree 118 Willis Ln
Eby Margaret P 210 Power St
Elias Morales Alvaro 732 Roosevelt Ave
Ellis James J Estate Of 313 Maryland Ave
Estep Mildred M Estep Larry R 462 W Princess St
Feely Stephen A 1908 Weisgerber Way
Feeser Robert Estate 1925 Worth St
Feilds Duwane 55 Comumbia Ave
First Acceptance Corp 970 Loucks Rd
Flinchbaugh Chad 414 Roosevelt Ave 3rd Floor
Foglesonger Helen RD 1
Freeland Wilma R Freeland Lester 1011 Willow Ridge Dr
Freeland Lester M 1011 Willow Ridge Dr
Freeland Wilma R 1011 Willow Ridge Dr
Fringer Helen G 758 W Poplar
Funk Gerald L Sr Funk Donna L 841 Fahs St
Galbraith Anna M 758 W Poplar
Gillo Kristi L 889 Tioga St
Gilson Pauline F Gilson Stanley B 310 W Philadelphia St
Global AG Associates 2650 W Market St
Goodwin Clarence L 530 N George St
Grove Luella M Grove Thomas G 423 Lincoln St
Gulden Wayne 141 N Newberry St
Haines Donna 320 W Newton Ave
Hartlaub Tony S 1814 W Phila St
Harvest Hope Food Pantry 4485 Wolfs Church Rd
Haug Thorleif P Haug Loretta E 1105 W King
Healey Kelly A 323 Garfield St
Hechinger Robert D 243 W King St
Heffelfinger Bernard Heffelfinger Mildred 1390 Roosevelt Ave
Heibeck Cora E 687 Greenbriar Rd
Henry Iris 1997 Filbert St
Herbert Carolyn I 1025 Priority Rd
Herman Angela 2400 Brd St
Hershey Betty L Hershey Herbert 919 W College Ave
Hidalgo Miguel A 244 S Penn St
Hollarjr Charles E RD 1
Holloway Jeanne M 992 Loucks Place
Holtzapple Ethel R Holtzapple Ray L 22 N Highland St
Houtz Paulene 759 June St
Ichael Miklusek John M 312 Pennsylvania Ave
Ioof No 14 PO Box 7258
Jackson Ethel M 2287 Sycamore Rd
Jacobs Raymond 2013 Roosevelt Ave New
Jlg Architectural Products 2755 W Mktst Ste C
John L R Jr 1042 Hearthridge Ln
Johnson James H 532 N Beaver St
Kemp Carmen B Est 503 Carlisle Ave
Klincewicz Christine A 685 Robin Hill Cir
Klinedinst Jason 526 N West St
Knepper George Estate 824 Tioga St
Kottmyer Kristi M 1073 Kelly Dr
Kunkle Jessica Leann 560 Madison Ave
Ladany John 312 Pennsylvania Ave
Lee Sun G 440 Harvest Dr Servicelink
Leedy Jean B 1695 Kenneth Rd Apt 48 West
Lehr Dawn 921 Smith Dr
Lentz Anson 1334 Bee Jay Dr
Leppo Brain 211 Stitt Dr
Lerne Lila 135 Willis Rd
Lerne Lila Estate 135 Willis Rd
Lomax Dorothea G 415 W King St
Long B Ann 635b-Colony Dr
Lopez Carlo L 405 Waldorf Dr
Manito Day Treatment Serivce 601 Madison Ave
Markey Anna C Apt 206 Kingston House 1243 W
Marrero Jose L 614 N Bever St
McCleary Charmaine R 687 Greenbriar Rd
McCulloch Avery Jr McCulloch Susan Jr 2929 Robin Rd
Mclain Shiela RD 1
Mike Ausherman Painting Inc 1950 W Market St
Miller Betty L 2180 Bannister St
Miller Carol A 2765 Belair Way
Miller Vincent 530 Maryland Ave 2nd Floor Rear
Miller Warren R 1801 Folkemer Cir
Mt Vernon Encampment PO Box 7258
Mulato Hernandez R 465 Piedmont Cir
Ness Gloria E 687 Greenbriar Rd
Ness Ruth R RD 1
Newhouse Joseph R Jr 33 Hokes Mill Rd
Noel Elva B 436 West Market St
Nokes Stephen P 1998 Carlisle Rd Ste A
Nolden Sidney L 606 North Pershing Ave Apt 2
Obrien Andrew J 623 N Hawthorne St
Owen Inc 18650 W Corporate Dr 300
Parker Harold E 372 West King St
Pentz Maurice RR 6
Pentz Maurice P RR 6
Peregoy Mildred R Peregoy Kenneth 17 Overbrook Ave
Perry Betty T 2763 Roosevelt Ave
Peterson Ashley R 35 Martingale Dr
Phillippi Ola V 1215 N Duke St
Raritan Valley Community Action 525 Bayberry Dr
Rauch Richard R 1444 West Philadelphia St
Reedy Bayse H 1500 Angel Dr
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Reikerd G Estate 1284 W Princess St
Rivera Ruben 461 Carlisle Ave
Rowe Estella Hoffman 1801 Folkemer Cir
Salkeld Stephen A Estate Of 1345a Old Salem Rd
Samson Betty Jean 1998 Carlisle Rd Ste A
Sanders James A 3rd Fl 1109 N George St
Schaad Detective Agency 1114 Roosevelt Ave
Shoffee Debra Jan 1366 W King St
Simon Stephen R 1710 Misty Dr
Smith Dion 729 Manchester St
Smith Shirley E 233 Park Place
Starner Gail 70 Joan Dr
State Farm Insurance Attn Tracy Schmauch PO Box 147
Staub Allen R 2323 Pine Rd Lot 3
Strathmeyer Renee 3031 Sunset Ln
Swift Ruth E 720 Manchester St
Tamburrino Dan A 610 Florida Ave
Taylor Blaine A 90 Robin Cir
Thomas Mary 215 S West
Tomko Geraldine 2865 Loman Ave
Treatkline Holly 315 Robinhill Cir
Weitkamp Sonja A 432 Smith St
Wilson Clara 2405 Redwood Dr
Winters Jason A 1781 Devers Rd
Wolf James C 720 Manchester St
Wrobleski Neil R 1040 Detwiler Dr
York Chrysler Plymouth 1305 Roosevelt Ave
York Food 1108 Roosevelt Ave
Young Doris A 1801 Folkemer Cir
Zeigler Gerald E 1411 Monroe St
Zellers Mary 1998a Carlisle Rd
York Pa 17405
Adams David C PO Box 51
Bickels Snack Foods PO Box 2427
Bon Ton Elder Beerman PO Box 2821
Bradley Christopher D PO Box 139
Cold Spring Harbor 183 Leaders Hts Rd
Dommel Evelyn E c/o York Bank 402-120 PO Box 869 Trust Dept
Duerr Ronald R PO Box 205
Fox Valley Travel Inc 2595 South George St
Heaney James A 183 Leaders Hts Rd
Heisey Hilda 103 Concord Ave
John H Myers Son Inc PO Box 1924
Oyster Bay Fpd PO Box 2726
Pacheco Ruiz Edwin J PO Box 408
Pfaltzgraff #85 PO Box 1069
Pfaltzgraff Factory Stores Inc PO Box 1069
Shipley Group Attn Kelly Meisenhelter PO Box #1509
Shipley Oil Company PO Box 946
South Central Preferred PO Box 2347
Susquehanna Cable Co 221 W Philadelphia
York International Corp PO Box 1592
York Waste Disposal 1110 East Princess St
York Pa 17406
Abel Donna M RR 12 Box 10
Barrett Charles K 565 Charles Cir
Braner Faye A 847 Furnace Rd
C Works Solutions Signal 625 Willow Spgs Ln Rm A
Cessna Brian M 435b Buttonwood Ln
Cole John G 63 Woodward Rd
Damaska Barton Jenniferly RD 9 Box 119
Danner Lisa Marie RD 11
Delp Amanda M 2692 N Susquehanna Trl
Doucette Industries 20 Leigh Dr
Emig Mackenzie R 2692 N Susquehanna Trl
Enders Jack RD 1 North River Dr
Enders Debra Enders Jack RD 1 North River Dr
Eshbach Laura A 299 Burgs Ln
Framatome Connectors Usa 50 Grumbacher Rd
Fry Patrick E 4806 Fahringer Dr
Fuhrman Laura J 2507 N Sherman St
Gallop Stacie A 252b Freindship Ave
Galloway Joseph S 2450 Deininger Rd
Garver Pauline 525 Hangst Ct
Gates Suzanne H 5470 Mount Pisgah Rd
Guise Michele D 2507 N Sherman St
Heisey William H 103 Concord Ave
Horn Abigail E 1204 Cabin Creek Rd
Horn Timothy L Jr 1204 Cabin Creek Rd
I83 Rest 5220 N Susquehanna Trl
Irrevocable Agreement For Th Trst Of 1833 Shawan Ln
Jeffrey Jacquelyn C 811 Bonneview Rd
Kingsley Gwei 60 E Beaver St
Kipsani Betty 290 Hunter Creek Dr
Kreidler Treva M 120 Lesa Cir
Lapradd Wayne L 1095 Stonegate Dr
Leibensperger David S 213 Woodland View Dr
Lopuski Jan S 1900 Shulton Dr
Maine Mildred N 806 Topper St
Matos Charles M 350 Bruaw Dr
McDaniel James 5745 Lincoln Hwy
McFatridge Linda 344 Woodland View Dr
Miller Joshua 1990 Manor Rd
Miller Matthew B 224 Cedar Village
Noel Erma E 61 E Cherry Ave
Pattys Custom Machining 725 Willow Spgs Ln
Pollick Jonathan T 1900 Shulton Dr
Quinteros Carmen 1170 Stone Gate Dr
Rose Thomas A 249 A Friendship Ave
Schlager Charles E 810 Bonneview Rd
Sechrist Sandra L 1955 Freysville Rd
Smith Kevin T 698 W Market St
Sprenkle Amy M 109 Rockwood Ave
Stambaugh Jean Tax 3204 Farmtrail Rd
Starbright Graphics Inc 2901 Black Bridge Rd
Stewart Wallace A 2438 Pin Oak Dr
Taylor Henry 2835 Susquehanna Trail N
Waitt Bradley W 330 Stricklers School Rd
Wallick Julia RD 11
Warnke Grace L Warnke Barry 3133 Druck Valy Dr
York Bank Trus The 810 Bonneview Rd
York Waste Disposal Inc 3730 Sandhurst Dr
Zero Restriction PO Box 6159e
York Pa 17408
Armpriester Joo 3540 Bull Rd
Banks Jennifer Elaine 2370 Herman Dr
Brown Dale R 2070 Lycan Dr
Brown Dale R Brown Joni M 2070 Lycan Dr
Clayton Dawn M 2710 Rosebay Dr
Cro Eugene Estate Of 1900 Barley Rd
Culp Shirley L Culp Albert M 2266 Maple Rd
Dean Irene Viola 1770 Barley Rd
Delosangeles Sicilia Maria 1881 Loucks Rd
Dhorajia Shruti Do 1697 Westgate Apt 204
Hernton Terrence Q 2665 Rosebay Dr
Hogeman Elizabeth S 1723 Normandie Dr
Hoskin Robert L 18 Pine Spgs Blvd
Humbert Addison T Education Trst Of 1119 Pinehurst Place
Indep Order Odd Fellows 525 Greenwood Rd
King Grace B 207 Country Ridge Dr
Kopp Lena E 2443 Logan Rd
Mcnear Corey A Apt 101 1657 Westgate Dr
Pivonka Jane K 2443 Logan Rd
Platek Mark P 2285 Sycamore Rd
Ramer Dorothy J 1899 Crocus Ln
Unclaimed Property Reported Without
Name or Address
When holders of unclaimed property file reports with Treasury, some accounts are
reported without the name or address of the owner. If you have done business with
any of the companies or organizations listed below and believe you may be entitled
to unclaimed property, contact the Bureau of Unclaimed Property at (800) 222-2046,
Monday through Friday, 7:30 a.m.—4:30 p.m. Please note that original documents
will be required to file a claim that has no reported name or address.
Abington Township Police Department 1166 Old York Road Abington Pa 19001
Safekeeping
Affinity Insurance Services 4 Overlook Point Escheat Dept ‘‘3rd Fl, South Mailstop
4oa-3s-1’’ Lincolnshire Il 60069 Premium Refunds
Allentown Police Department 641 S 10th Street Allentown Pa 18103 Safekeeping
Amity Township Police Department 2004 Weavertown Rd Douglassville Pa 19518
Safekeeping
Bank Of New York Mellon Corporate Trust Bank Of New York Mellon 401 South
Salina St Syracuse Ny 13202 Uncashed Checks
Berks County District Attorneys Office 633 Court Street Reading Pa 19601 Safekeep-
ing
Berks County Jail System 1287 County Welfare Rd Leesport Pa 19533 Safekeeping
Borough Of Cleona Police Department 140 West Walnut Street Cleona Pa 17042
Safekeeping
Bristol Township Police Dept. 2501 Bath Rd Bristol Pa 19007 Safekeeping
Cambria County Clerk Of Courts 200 South Center Street Ebensburg Pa 15931
Refunds / Rebates
Capital Area Transit Authority 901 N Cameron St PO Box 1519 Harrisburg Pa 17105
Safekeeping
Carlisle Police Department 240 Lincoln St Carlisle Pa 17013 Safekeeping
Cheltenham Township Police Department 8230 Old York Road Elkins Park Pa 19027-
Safekeeping
City Of Bethlehem Police Department 10 E Church Street Bethlehem Pa 18018
Safekeeping
City Of Erie Police Department 626 State Street Rm 307 Erie Pa 16501 Safekeeping
City Of Franklin Police Department 430 13th St Franklin Pa 16323 Safekeeping
City Of Warren Police Department 318 W Third Ave Warren Pa 16365-2380 Safekeep-
ing
Computershare Unknown Excess Cash/Shares (Common) Computershare 250 Royal
Street Canton Ma 02021 Uncashed Checks
Delaware County Court Of Common Pleas 201 West Front St Media Pa 19063
Refunds / Rebates
Delaware County Court Of Common Pleas 201 West Front St Media Pa 19063
Restitution Awards
Dormont Borough Police Department 1444 Hillsdale Ave Suite 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Safekeeping
Duquesne Light Company 161 North Concord Exchange Pittsburgh Pa 55075 Suspense
Accounts
East Brandywine Police Department 1212 Horseshoe Pike Downingtown Pa 19335
Safekeeping
East Hempfield Township Police Department 1700 Nissley Road Box 128 Landisville
Pa 17538 Safekeeping
East Lampeter Township Police Department 2250 Old Philadelphia Pike Lancaster Pa
17602 Safekeeping
East Pennsboro Twp Police Department 98 S Enola Dr Enola Pa 17025 Safekeeping
Easttown Township Police Dept 566 Beaumont Road Devon Pa 19333 Safekeeping
Ephrata Police Department 124 South State Street Ephrata Pa 17522 Safekeeping
Erie Regional Airport Authority 4411 West 12th. Street Erie Pa 16505 Safekeeping
Falls Township Police 188 Lincoln Hwy Fairless Hills Pa 19030 Safekeeping
Fidelity Deposit And Discount Bank 338 N Washington Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Safekeeping
First Savings Bank Of Perkasie PO Box 176 219 S Ninth Street Perkasie Pa 18944
Safekeeping
Fort Indiantown Gap Police Bldg 7-5 Wiley Rd Annville Pa 17003 Safekeeping
Green Tree Borough Police Department 10 West Manilla Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Safekeeping
Grove City Police Department 337 East Pine Street Grove City Pa 16127 Safekeeping
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Hamot Medical Center 300 State Street Erie Pa 16550 Safekeeping
Hanover Borough Police Department 44 Frederick Street Hanover Pa 17331 Safekeep-
ing
Hatfield Township Police Department 2000 School Road Hatfield Pa 19440 Safekeeping
Haverford Township Police Department 1010 Darby Rd Havertown Pa 19083 Safekeep-
ing
Hemlock Township Police Department 26 Firehall Rd. Bloomsburg Pa 17815 Safekeep-
ing
Hilltown Township Police Department 13 West Creamery Road PO Box 260 Hilltown
Pa 18927 Safekeeping
Immaculata University 1145 King Road Immaculata Pa 19345 Safekeeping
Jefferson Hills Borough Pd 925 Old Clairton Rd Jefferson Hills Pa 15025 Safekeeping
Johnstown Police Department 401 Washington Street Johnstown Pa 15901 Safekeep-
ing
Kishacoquillas National Bank 25 Gateway Dr Reedsville Pa 17084 Safekeeping
Lafayette College Controller’s Office 202 Markle Hall Easton Pa 18042 Safekeeping
Lake Erie College Of Osteopathic Medicine 1858 West Grandview Blvd Erie Pa 16509
Safekeeping
Lancaster City Bureau Of Police 39 W Chestnut St Lancaster Pa 17603 Safekeeping
Lancaster General Hospital 555 North Duke St PO Box 3555 Lancaster Pa 17604
Safekeeping
Langhorne Borough Police Department 114 East Maple Ave Langhorne Pa 19047
Safekeeping
Lansdale Police Dept 35 Vine Street Lansdale Pa 19446 Safekeeping
Lipkin Marshall Bohorad And Thornburg Pc 1940 Wst Norwegian Street PO Box 1280
Pottsville Pa 17901-7280 Escrow Account
Lock Haven City Police Department 20 East Church Street Lock Haven Pa 17745
Safekeeping
Lower Paxton Township Police Department 425 Prince Street Suite 320 Harrisburg Pa
17109 Safekeeping
Lower Pottsgrove Township Police Department 2199 Buchert Road Pottstown Pa 19464
Safekeeping
Lower Saucon Township Police Dept 3700 Old Philadelphia Pike Bethlehem Pa 18015
Safekeeping
Lutheran Social Services Of S Central Pa 1050 Pennsylvania Avenue York Pa
17404-1999 Safekeeping
M&T Bank 285 Delaware Ave 4th Floor Buffalo Ny 14202 Safekeeping
Marple Township Police Department 225 S Sproul Rd Broomall Pa 19008 Safekeeping
Metlife Inc C/O Bank Of New York Mellon 500 Ross Street Pittsburgh Pa 15262 Stock
Undeliverable
Mid Penn Bank 894 North River Road Halifax Pa 17032 Safekeeping
Millcreek Township Police Department 3608 West 26th St Erie Pa 16506 Safekeeping
Milton S Hershey Medical Center 600 Centerview Dr Academic Support Bldg 4th Flr
Suite 4100 A420 Hershey Pa 17033 Safekeeping
Monongahela Valley Hospital Inc 1163 Country Club Road Monongahela Pa 15063
Safekeeping
Montgomery Township Police 1001 Stump Rd Montgomeryville Pa 18936 Safekeeping
Montoursville Police Department 617 North Loyalsock Avenue Montoursville Pa 17754
Safekeeping
Muncy Township Police Department 1922 Pond Road Pennsdale Pa 17756 Safekeeping
Nco Group Inc & Subsidiaries 507 Prudential Road PO Box 1007 Horsham Pa 19044
Accounts Payable Check
Newtown Township Police Dept. 100 Municipal Drive Newtown Pa 18940 Safekeeping
North Lebanon Township Police Department 725 Kimmerlings Road Lebanon Pa 17046
Safekeeping
Northampton Township Police Department 50 Township Road Richboro Pa 18954
Safekeeping
Northern York County Regional Police Dept 1445 East Canal Road Dover Pa 17315
Safekeeping
Northumberland Borough Police Department 175 Orange Street Northumberland Pa
17857 Safekeeping
Penn Hills Police Department 12245 Frankstown Road Pittsburgh Pa 15235 Safekeep-
ing
Penn State University Lion Surplus / Salvage Bldg Services Rd University Park Pa
16802 Safekeeping
Penn Township Police Department 97 N Penryn Rd Manheim Pa 17545 Safekeeping
Penn Township Police Department 20 Wayne Avenue Hanover Pa 17331 Safekeeping
Pennsylvania State Capitol Police Suite 70 E Capitol East Wing Harrisburg Pa 17125
Safekeeping
Perkasie Borough P.D. 311 S 9th Street Perkasie Pa 18944 Safekeeping
Pinnacle Health Hospitals PO Box 8700 409 South Second Street Harrisburg Pa 17105
Safekeeping
Plymouth Township Police Department 700 Belvoir Rd Plymouth Meeting Pa 19462
Safekeeping
Pocono Mountain Regional Police Dept Hc 89 Box 200 Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Safekeeping
Ppl Electric Utilities Corporation Two North Ninth Street Allentown Pa 18101 Credit
Balances
Prudential Insurance Company Abandoned Property Operations 200 Wood Avenue
South Iselin NJ 08830-2726 Death Benefit Check
Psp Bureau Of Gaming Enforcement 8000 Bretz Drive Harrisburg Pa 17112 Safekeep-
ing
Psp Troop D Butler 200 Barracks Road Butler Pa 16001 Safekeeping
Psp Troop E Erie 4320 Iroquois Avenue Erie Pa 16511 Safekeeping
Psp Troop G Hollidaysburg 1510 North Juniata Street Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Safekeeping
Psp Troop H Harrisburg 1800 Elmerton Ave Harrisburg Pa 17110 Safekeeping
Psp Troop J Lancaster 2099 Lincoln Highway East Lancaster Pa 17602 Safekeeping
Psp Troop L Reading 600 Kenhorst Blvd Reading Pa 19611 Safekeeping
Psp Troop M Bethlehem 2930 Airport Road Bethlehem Pa 18017 Safekeeping
Psp Troop N Hazleton 250 Dessen Drive W Hazleton Pa 18202 Safekeeping
Psp Troop R Dunmore 85 Keystone Ind Park Dunmore Pa 18512 Safekeeping
Psp Troop T Turnpike P.O. Box 67676 Harrisburg Pa 17106 Safekeeping
Quakertown Borough Police Dept 35 N 3rd St Quakertown Pa 18951 Safekeeping
Reading Hospital & Medical Center PO Box 16052 Reading Pa 19612-6052 Safekeep-
ing
Richland Township Police Department 322 Schoolhouse Road Johnstown Pa 15904
Safekeeping
Salient 3 Communications Liquidating Trust C/O Computershare 250 Royall St Ms 3a
Canton Ma 02021 Dividends
Sci Camp Hill 2500 Lisburn Road Camp Hill Pa 17011 Safekeeping
Shippensburg Police Department 60 West Burd Street Shippensburg Pa 17257
Safekeeping
Sinking Spring Police Dept 3940 Penn Ave Sinking Spring Pa 19608 Safekeeping
Springettsbury Township Police Department 1501 Mount Zion Rd York Pa 17402
Safekeeping
St Lukes Hospital 801 Ostrum Street Bethlehem Pa 18015 Safekeeping
St Lukes Miners Memorial Hospital 801 Ostrum Street Bethlehem Pa 18015 Safekeep-
ing
State Correctional Institution At Greensburg 165 Sci Lane Greensburg Pa 15601
Safekeeping
Stroud Area Regional Police Dept 100 Day St ‘‘East Stroudsburg,’’ Pa 18301 Safekeep-
ing
Susquehanna Area Regional Airport Authority One Terminal Drive Suite 300 Middle-
town Pa 17057 Safekeeping
Susquehanna Township Police Department 1900 Linglestown Road Harrisburg Pa
17110 Safekeeping
Telecheck Services Inc P.O. Box 7035 Greenwood Village Co 80111 Uncashed Checks
Temple University ‘‘1805 N Broad St, Rm 1108’’ 11th Floor Wachman Hall Philadelphia
Pa 19122 Uncashed Checks
Towamencin Township Police Dept 1090 Troxel Road Box 303 Kulpsville Pa 19443
Safekeeping
Township Of Derry 600 Clearwater Road Hershey Pa 17033 Safekeeping
Township Of Lower Merion 75 E Lancaster Ave Ardmore Pa 19003 Safekeeping
Trembath Agency Inc 5906 Victor Circle Aliquippa Pa 15001 Escrow Account
Union Bankers Insurance Company ‘‘1001 Heathrow Park Lane, Ste 5001’’ Lake Mary
Fl 32746 Uncashed Checks
University Of Pittsburgh Medical Center (Upmc) ‘‘600 Grant St, 58th Floor’’ Pittsburgh
Pa 15219 Accounts Payable Check
Unknown Safekeeping
Valley View Haven 4702 East Main Street Belleville Pa 17004 Safekeeping
Warminster Township Police Department 401 Gibson Avenue Warminster Pa 18974
Safekeeping
Washington Township Police Department 13013 Welty Road Waynesboro Pa 17268
Safekeeping
West Mifflin Borough Police Department 4733 Greensprings Avenue West Mifflin Pa
15122 Safekeeping
West Penn Allegheny Health System 320 East North Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15212-4772
Safekeeping
Westmoreland County Court Of Common Pleas 2 N Main Street Ste 203 Greensburg
Pa 15601 Restitution Awards
Westmoreland County Park Police 2 North Main Street Greensburg Pa 15601
Safekeeping
Whitemarsh Police Department 616 E. Germantown Pike Lafayette Hill Pa 19444
Safekeeping
York City Police Department 50 W King Street York Pa 17401 Safekeeping
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